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For more than thirteen years I have paid

someattention to Phrenology, and I beg to state,
the more deeply I investigate it, the more I am
convinced of the truth of the science. I have
examined it in connection with the anatomy of

the brain, and find it beautifully to harmonize.

I have tested the truth of it on numerous indi
viduals, whose characters it unfolded with accu

Do UNTOOTHERSAS YE would THAT THEY SHOULDDOUNTOYOU.

--ºx. ----------

etc., in the Andersonian University, Glasgow.

racy and precision. For the last ten years I

have taught Phrenology publicly, in connection
with Anatomy and Physiology, and have no hes
itation in stating that, in my opinion, it is a

science founded on truth, and capable of being
applied to many practical and useful purposes.

—Robert HUNTER, M.D., Prof. of Anatomy,
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PROSPECTUS OF

THE only publication in the world devoted to
the scienceof human nature, mentally and physic
ally, opens with the January number is THRTy
THIRD, Volu ME, and appeals confidently to the
lovers of progress and of mankind to continue
that support which has hitherto given it so wide a
field of influence and such a vast power for good.

The ºbjects of the Journal
are, to teach man his own nature; his capabili
ties, and how to use them to the best possible ad
vantage; his defects, and how to correct them.

Errors of Habit and Education
will be clearly set forth, in the light of Phrenology
and Physiology, and the true remedy expounded

Phrenology, -

in its application to home education, domestic
government, self culture, selection of pursuits,
choice of apprentices. clerks, partners in business,
or companions for life, will be, as heretofore, the
leading feature of the work.

Young Men Ambitious to Develop
their powers and qualify themselves, by Self Cul
ture, for Useful NESsand success 1N LIFE ;

Teachers who would Learn
by a simple method how to draw out the intellect
and cultivate the dispositions of their pupils;

Mothers Desiring a Guideº
to the best means of forming the character and
preserving the health and morals of their children;

merchants Anxious to select
wisely, manage judiciously, and educate properly,
their clerks and confidential assistants;

Mechanics wishing to Choose
apprentices and train them for their own particu
lar trades; and every one who would learn

How to Study Character,
select friends, business partners, connubial com
panions, and general associates; but, above all,
How To TRAIN on E's own cAPABILITIE8, in the
BEst possible way to secure personal develop
ment, will find the Journ AL a Monitor and Friend.
The Journal will be Profusely Illustrated

with PortRAITs of the great, the good, and the
vicious; engravings of useful inventions, of archi
tecture, animals, fruits, etc., and published

On the Following Wery Low Terms:
SingleCopy,oneyear,?1 00| Ten Copies,oneyear,$500Five Copies,oneyear, 3 0 |Twenty Copiesfor 1000

Subscriptions may commence at any time.
CANADIAN SUBscribers will send, in addition

to these rates, 6 cents a year to pay U. S. postage.
ADDREss F0 W L E \t A MD W E L L S ,

80SBROADWAY, NEW YORK.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED,
A FIR-T-CLAss WEEKLY Pictor 1A1, PAPER

for the friends of Progress and their Families.
Not To B& Excelled.

The plan of the paper emºraces:
A Weekly Summary of Passing Events, Foreign,

Domestic, Literary, Scientific, and IIumanitary,
in every Number. Important movements in the
Business WoRLD carefully noted. A great
variety of interesting miscellaneous intelligence.
The news condensed, so as to present in a moder
ate compass everything which an intelligent
family ought to know.
Signs of Promise.-The conductors of LIFE IL

1.usrRATED believe in the good time coming, and
are assiduous in chronicling all that promises to
hasten it. New inventions calculated to save
labor, promote comfort, abridge suffering, and
dignify life, are illustrated and described. Gen
uine improvement in all departments of affairs has
a firm friend in this journal.
Education. —Despite our numberless Schools

and Colleges, and the universal interest in educa
tion, the fact is as clear as the day, that we are
not yet a well-instructed people. Our schools
must be improved and our colleges reformed.
This reform, demanded by the times, and by the
growing importance of our country among the
nations of the earth, is one which the editors of
LIFE ILLustRATED are most solicitous to promote.
How to be Healthy. With the finest climate

and the most glorious country upon which the sunshines, we are a nation of invalids' Better health
is the first necessity of the people, and it is one of
the objects of LIFE Illustrated to point out the
causes of ill health, and the means of regaining
and preserving it.

Rural Affairs.-A considerable portion of our
space is devoted to matter designed to promote
Agriculture, Horticulture, Fruits, and rural af
fairs generally. Better farming is one of the re
quirements of the age. This department of LIFE
ILLustrated has met with universal approval.
General Literature. — Sketches, descriptive,

historical, and biographical, by the best writers;
notices of new books and works of art; selections
from the best periodicals, home and foreign; new
ideas, or old ones newly applied, will all con
tribute to the value and interest of our columns.
Finally.—Whatever may tend to Illustrate Life

as it passes,whatever may assist our readers to

live wisely, to live happily, or to live long, is com
prehended in our plan. We aspire to make our
paper worthy in every respect of its name; and
we have abundant meansand facilities for attain
ing our object, as well as an experience of Twenty
years in publishing popular periodicals.
Terms.-We will send Ten Copies, one year, for$1000; Five Copies, for $600; Three Copies, for$400; One Copy, for $200. Any additional

number at the same rate. Payment invariably in

advance. The paper sent no longer than paid for.
Subscriptions may commence at any time.
CANADIAN SUBscRIBERs will send 26 cents a

year additional for U. S. postage.
Appress F0W L E R AND WELLs,

308 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

* † O U is ºr A Ir, s.
PH-OSPECTUS OF

Volu ME THIRTy-on E of the WATER CURE
Jour NAL commenceswith the January number.
Health.—The great want of the age is health—

he orn, l at d armonious action of all the ele
ments of our being, physical, intellectual, and social. This want finds its satisfaction, and this de
mand its supply, in a knowledge of the Laws ofLIFE, or a true PHYsion.ogy ; the Nat URE and
CAUses of Disk.As s, or a true PA rhology ; the
modes of PURIFICATIon and INvigor Ation, or aTRUE SystEM of MEDICAL PRActice.
The Philosophy of Health, comprising the laws

of Physical, MoRAL, and INTELLEctual DevEl
opMENT, are the especial sphere of the WATER
CURE Journal; but all that can promote the
great design of human happiness is included inthe H+.RALD of REFoEMs.
Human Life.—Our platform is a broad one, and

our plan of operations comprehensive. All subjects
connected with Diet. Exercise, Bathing, Cleanli
ness, Wentilation, Dwelling, Clothing, Education,
Occupations, Amusements, and Social Relations—all the elements which combine to make up that
complex thing called HUMAN LIFE, will be clearly
presented.
Practical Instruction.—Hydropathy will be

fully unfolded, and so explained that all may
apply it in various diseases,even those not curableby any other means. The Water. Cure is not equal

ed by any other mode of treatment in those pecu
liar complaints common only to women. TheWATER-CURE Jouran AL will contain such advice
and practical instruction as may be considered
most important in all these critical yet unavoidable cases.
Preservation of Health.-Without health, even

life is not desirable. It will be a part of our duty

to teach the world how to preserve health, as well
as to cure disease.
Prolonged Life.-Reforms in our individualhabits, in all our modes of life, and in our social

institutions, will be pointed out and made so plain
that “he who runs may read.” We believe fully
that man may prolong his life beyond the number

of years usually attained. We propose to showhow.
Renovation of the Human Race.—This is the

great end and aim of the Journal. It is a demonstrable truth, that the races of mendegenerate,
and becomeenfeebled and depressed, just as they
deviate from the conditions of health. All, there
fore, who would be co-workers with us in estab
lishing in human nature the principles and prac
tices which tend to a higher and better life, are
earnestly solicited to use their influence in extending the circulation of this periodical.
The Journal will be illustrated and published

in a beautiful quarto form, on the first of eachmonth, on the following very low Terms inAdvance;
00 Ten copies,oneyear,$500£º:...: ;: : º #.Copies ſ: º t; 00

Subscriptions may commence at any time.
CANADIAN SUBscribers will send, in addition

to these rates, 6 cents a year to pay U. S. postage.
Appaess F0 W L E R AM D WELLS,

808BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

may $3.−For THREE Dollars, in advance, a copy of LIFE ILLUSTRATED (weekly), THE PHRENOLOGICAL Journal,and THE WATER-CURE Journal, will be sent a year to one address. Now is the time to subscribe and form Clubs.>
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IRENE c. w HITE.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BlogRAPHY.

PHRENoLogic AL CHARACTE.R.

*Yourt brain is only moderate in point of size,
but your temperament is first best, and is very
fine grained, and this goes far to make up for
want of size. You feel with the utmost inten
sity; enjoy and suffer to an extreme of which few
are capable; are one of the happiest of women
when happy, but most miserable when miserable,
and liable to both extremes; but whether one pre
dominates over another will depend on two condi
tions. First, the general state of your health—for

if you allow your nerves to becomeirritated, this
extra spirit will be thrown into pain—will in
crease your nervousness; but as long as you keep
your health tolerably good, they will contribute to

your happiness, and you can be just as happy as

you could wish. The other condition is the state

of your affections. If you are happy in your love,
you will be happy in everything; but miserable
there, you will be miserable everywhere; so make

it your first point to plant it wisely, and theu
cherish it.
Your character is to you the very “apple of

your eye;” nothing can exceed your sensitiveness
respecting it. You feel too keenly what is said
both for and against you, and should harden •

yourself against the speeches of people; should

subject Approbativeness to Conscientiousness;
that is
,

do right, and then rise above the disap
probation of others. You are supposed to have
large Self-Esteem, whereas you really lack this
organ. You should cultivate it. Put yourself
more on your dignity and less on appearances;
care more what you think of yourself and less of

what others think of you; you set much by your
word; have correct motives, and wish a good
name and for a right life rather than for fashion
able appearances; are governed by a high sense

of justice, and will do your full duty to the utmost

of your ability.
Hope is only fair, and should be larger. Look

more on the bright side of things, nor allow your
high-wrought temperament to give you the blues,

as it sometimes does. Instead, when you feel de

pressed, go abroad; exercise briskly, breath
deeply, and eat lightly or not at all. You
second most potential sentiment is affection.
rarely ever find it as hearty; friendship is ur

usually developed, and you must have your aſ

quaintances and confidantes. You have ha
too few, and should seek society, and open you
mind more freely than you have done haret,
fore; converse more and freely, for your feel
ings are too much pent up, so cultivate cando,

You are impulsive, but can govern your feel
ings.

You are very fond of children; devotedly a

tached to home ; will do what lies in you
power to render your homehappy; have a righ
hearty love sentiment, but it is Platonic; car
too little for the company and admiration of th

other sex; are rather dainty and particula
and should not indulge a man-disparaging fee
ing of which you have sometimes been cor
scious; are fastidious ; are rather easily di

.

gusted with what is not exactly proper in mel
and should overlook their faults, and especiall
cultivate a like sentiment toward husband.
You are pre-eminently motherly, and w

i

experience toomany maternal anxieties, besid
being in danger of killing your children by e.
tra kindness. So guard this point. You

tenacity of life is great; are inclined to rise abol
diseaserather than break down under it; and kee
doing when many others equally sick will go

bed.
You have unusual force and resolution for

woman; will take your own part; experien,
strong indignation; are impatient of the restrain
imposed on your sex; and long to have a wid,
sphere of action; are continuous, and will dwe

on thought or work till you finish up. You aſ

industrious, but better in making money tha
keeping it; will take right hold with and for you
husband to acquire, help lay up, and be econom
cal, making every dollar count; yet live in goo
style, and also keep nice things nice a long time
but should take exercise, earercise,ExERcise
You are eminently persevering, partly from it
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ensity of de ire. more from Firmness; are devo- complied with the request, and so astonished Mr.
ional, and often feel guided by internal presenti
ments,which you will do well always to follow ;
are kind and obliging, and desirous of doing
good. You have an eminently practical mind;
a brilliant imagination; good judgment of
poetry, and not a little of the poetic sentiment;
you impart a life-like style to what you say:
have really excellent imitative powers, and
act out to the life; are unusually expressive
in what you say and do; and say and do just the
very thing that the occasion requires; have a
:lear, perceptive, knowing mind; have especially

al
l

the literary organs large; can learn anything.
and remember what you learn, and always apply

t on the spur of the moment; commit to memory
and quote well; seldom forget facts and incidents

yr places; can make the very point you would
bresent, cl

.

ar. You are better in expounding
han originating ; could excel as a linguist, speak

ºr
,

or teacher of languages or elocution; and
ſou can both do good and attain a reputation in

his sphere. Your intellect is eminently active;
ndeed, all your powers have been taxed to their
utmost of late years. You are agreeable, pleasant,
ind lady-like: a good judge of character; neat
ind methodical ; and h ve an unusually earnest,
venly balanced mind; you could succeed on the
tage, and ought to bring into practical account,

n some form, these speaking talents, with which

ly nature you are so highly endowed.

B I o G R A P H x .

rººrc. ii. p. W.

The subject of this sketch, Miss Irene Caroline
White, daughter of Lemuel Green and Mary Earl
White,was born in Philadelphia, in 1834, and was

he fifth of six children. In the July number of

his Jourt NAL. for 1857,was given a sketch of the
ather of Irene, which to reproduce in this con
lection woull be unnecessary.
Of the four surviving children, Miss Irene in
erits most of her father's peculiar talents and
emarkable elocutionary powers. At a very
arly age she evinced great interest in, and love
or, poetry and the fine arts, and was ever by her
ather's side during his hours of painting and
eaching elocution. And no sooner were his pu.
ils gone, than she would take up the lesson to

whichshe had just listened, lying down the rules,
nd putting on the airs of her father, and repeat

ng all his enthusiasm and energy. This of course
ttracted her father's attention, and led him to

rain her in his art, for which she had thus shown
uch fondness and aptitude—inspiring in him the
oet's vision and parent's hope in respect to her
uture.
At the age of seven years she recited before a

arge and enthusiastic audience in the Chestnut
treet Theater, and soon after at the Arch Street
'heater. These childish efforts were vivid proph
cies of the future woman. A simple incident
hrew her into a position which launched her
airy skiff on that “tide, which, taken at the
od, l-ads on to fortune.” Rev. J. N. Maffitt, a

upil of Mr. White, one day finding his tutor ab
ant, remaked to Irene: “Why, my little lady,

ou ought to be a substitute for your father in his
bsence Come, give me a lesson "

romptly, with all the dignity of mature years,

Maffitt that he often referred to the event
with great satisfaction. This was her first lesson

as teacher. From that day to this—fifteen years—
she has been a “substitute,” an efficient teacher

to thousands, among whom not a few are known
to honor and fame. She has achieved what no
other woman in America has done, viz., been
elected teacher of elocution in several literary and
scientific institutions of note in our country. She
was first chosen to teach the art in the Philadel
phia Central High School, where she continued
five years. During the last few years her repu
tation as a teacher, through the reports of h-r
pupils, has become so widely extended, that she
has been called to various institutions out of
Philadelphia, some of which are, the Theological
Seminary at Canonsburgh, Pa.; Associate Church
Theological Seminary, Xenia, 0.; Madison Uni
versity, Hamilton, N

. Y. ; Clinton Liberal Insti
tute, Clinton, N. Y. In each of these institutions,
Miss White so fully succeeded in impressing her
pupils with her ability, that, on her departure,
written testimonials of the fact were tendered her,
together with appropriate presents.
Many now officiating as clergymen can remem

ber with pleasure that in their student days, in
various universities, they were members of her
classes. Some of them have obtained professor
ships, viz., Rev. Alfred Mixher, of Rochester Uni
versity, N.Y.; Rev. Mr. Fish, chair of Mathe
matics, 0., and others. The following named gen
tlemen, among many others, have been her pu
pils: Prof. James Rhodes, Prof. J. S. Hart, Phil.
High School; Rev. R. Newton, of St. Paul's,
Phila. ; Rev. T. M. Clarke, Bishop of R. I. : Rev.
Joel Parker, D.D. ; Rev. J. L. Burrows, Judge A.

W
.

Parsons, of Supreme Court; Rev. T. J. Sawyer,
Rev. Henry A. Wise, Jr.; Rev. Walter Colton,
George Copway. Ojibeway Chief, etc. Miss White
occasionally gives readings and recitations to

select parties, but has rarely sought popularity in

the advertisement, the placard. or the editorial
puff. Those who are acquainted with her consider
her more analytical and poetically beautiful in

the rendition of her author than the truly great
Fanny Kemble.
Miss White has a symmetrical form, and ease,

grace, and elasticity of motion. She has a com
bination of the mental and motive temperaments,
which gives a peculiar intensity and force to her
thoughts and actions, and enables her to exert
great control over herself and those whom she
teaches; hence her remarkable power and beauty

of style, which captivates while it instructs, and
wields such masterly control over masculine
minds, which she has been more often (than the
feminine) called to instruct. Her greatest success
has been in colleges, among the “lords of crea
tion,” which is a victory that no other woman in

America has won. Miss White has been eminently
successful in preparing both ladies and gentlemen
for public efforts; especially for poetic and dra
matic readings, recitations, and delineations in

general, but more particularly Shaksperian. Nu
merous friends have urged her to make the drama
and stage her specialty, but home, father, friends,
and love of her profession have for her more

Irene charms, and inclines her to forego all such in--
ducements.

Miss White's method of teaching is very like
that of her father, and though she may fall short

of his powerful and terribly tragic inspirations,
she surpasses him in the finer shades of perception
and delineation, where is hidden the spiritually
sublime.

It may be truly said that these unsurpassed
teachers of elocution ought to be liberally patron
ized by those desiring to become good speakers,
and that such instruction is greatly needed is

manifest in nearly every place where we hear
public speaking.

---
TH E N E W Y E A R.

THE present number of the PHRENo
Logical Jour NAL in roduces the thirty
first volume, and we enter upon it witt, firm
confidence in the value of Phrenology as a

great educational helper. For more than
twenty years this Jourt NAL has stood con
paratively alone on this continent, devo'ed

to the exposition of man's nature, mentally,
morally, and physically. Other period
icals have been fragmentary in their ain's
and partial in their sphere of action. On
the contrary, whatever relates to man,

whether socially, ambitionally, morally, in
tellectually, mechanically, esh-tically, or

economically, as it regards his mind, or as

it relates to h’s body; whatever pertains

to his health, his peasure, his duration of

life, and his physical happiness, this Jour
NAL aims to discuss and xplain. I s range

ºf topics, therefore, covers the entire man

in al
l

his relations, in al
l

his hopes and
fears, and in all his successes and de

That we have done justice to

al
l

these points it would be presumption to

claim, but we have aimed to do something
for man's interests in all their wide diver
sites ; for man kind we have labored, and
intend still to labor.
Journals devoted to man's religious na

ture have, in the main, several y been re
stricted to a particular sec', or den in
inational doctrine, which, in part, they
have been ‘stab ished to sustain; and one

of the great hindrances we meet in dis
cussing, in this Jour NAL, man's religious

pressions.

nature is
,

that if we take grounds as broad

as the nature and wants of the race, we
are liable to awaken suspicion on the part

of one or more religious sect. We re
member when we were introducing Phre
Ilology to the American public, it was not
strange for leading individuals in the par
ticular religious denominations to call, like
Nicodemus, to have a private interview
with us to ascertain, if possible, in advance.

of pu' lic sentiment, if Phrenology sustained> —sº->

—sº
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their particular creed; and if they could not

understand that it favored their special view
o' eligious truth, they would either give it
the cold shoulder or a hot opposition. On
the other hand, materialists, and those who
disbelieve entirely in al

l religious teaching,
aimed to make Phrenology a scientific club

in their hands with which to beat down all

Christendom ; and so the battle raged.
Porenology has its believers and ardent

advocates in every religious denomination.
The Catholic, the High and Low Church
man, the Presbyterian, the Methodist, the
Swedenborgian, and the Spiritualist have
discovered truth in Phrenology; and those
who have examine 1 it carefully, regarding

it in its true light as an exponent of man's
natural religious character, see no occasion

to make war upon it, though they maintain
their own peculiar denominational views;
but when each religionist sought to bring
Phrenology to the special support of his
own peculiar tenets, then there was a war
fare indeed. The Calvinist saw, or deem

ed he saw, in the fixed development of the
brain, an exposition of divine decrees and
predestination; while the Churchman, who
believed in gradual religious development,

saw in the phrenological teaching that or
gans can be increased in activity and power

by exercise, a fact in harmony with his
own doctrines; so each to the end of the
catalogue aimed to use Phrenology as a

support in one hand and a weapon in the
other.

The great central religious truth which
Phrenology sets forth is found in the out
growth of the moral sentiments. Venera
tion is implanted in the brain, and a corre
sponding sentiment in the mind. Muta
tions there may be in creeds, forms, and
ceremonies, but this faculty will point
steadily to the Supreme Being as the ob
ject of worship. However dark and de
luded a nation may be, it will worship what

it recognizes as a superior. That religion
can become extinct, it is folly to suppose,

until man's organic nature is revolution
ized. While he walks erect he will rec
ognize a God.
Spirituality, or, as it was once called,

Marvelousness, tºkes into account that
wnich relates to the spiritual state, and
this, joined to Hope, gives promise of im
mortality, while Conscientiousness demon
s"rates the existence of a fundamental ſac
ulty of the mind, which recognizes truth,
duty, moral obligation, and virtue as a car
dinal element of man's being.

When we look over the various theories

of mental philosophers in regard to the
foundation of virtue or of conscience ;

when we review their absurd arguments

and childish speculations, and consider that
without the light of Phrenology some of

the wisest mental philosophers and stu
dents of the human mind remained in doubt
as to whether conscience was a natural
power of the mind, we can but recognize
the boon which this science is to the world

of metaphysics and to al
l just moral phi

losophy, and may we not add, also, religious
teaching.
The greatest obstacle Phrenology has

had to meet is the prejudice and supersti
tion of those who take the lead in forming
the religious public sentiment; and thou
sands have utterly refused to give the sub
ject a candid hearing because they imag
ined that it not only did not sustain their
peculiar religious tenets, but had a tenden

cy to modity, if not uproot, some of their
cherished opinions ; therefore they shut
their eyes to the subject, or carped at what
they deemed its flaws and errors. Our
younger brethren in this field know less of

this strife than we “who bore the burden

in the heat of the day,” who labored to dis
seminate Phrenology in the beginning. In

some respects, this prejudice still remains;
but thanks to the “lastic and enterprising
spirit of the American mind, ten thousand
teachers to-day read, mind, and teach and

direct it according to phrenological theory.
Perhaps there may not be this number of

clergymen who take the same view of man,
but not a few of them understand and treat
mind according to this philosophy; and we
beg to remark, that these are they who wield
the greatest influence in the American
pulpit. Literature has been wonderfully
changed within the last twenty years, and
what is amusing, some who profess not to

believe in the science, fill their best arti
cles with the palpable results of this teach
ing. In other words, they gather up from
current literature the results of phrenolog
ical teaching and weave it into their works;
and some of them are not aware that they
are borrowing from the science which they
affect to despise. It reminds us of listen
ing to an eminent D.D., who was dis
coursing against dramatic reading, espe
cially the reading of Shakspeare, but who,

in the discourse, quoted from Shakspeare
himself; but instantly recollecting himself,

he gave a corresponding quotation from the
“mild and amiable Cowper;” but our cler

ical friend had the good sense to see his
ridiculous error, and mended it on the in
stant, while the blush in his cheek showed
that seventy-five years had not deadened
his sensibilities.
But another day has dawned. Phre.

nology has become a fixed institution, and
thousands of families rely upon its teach
ings as a guide in domestic training, in the
selection of pursuits for their children, and

of proper courses of education ; and who
ever sees the close of the next twenty years,
we doubt not, will witness, not merely thou
sands, but millions ºf our fellow-men en
lightened by the truths of Phrenology, and
guided to success and happiness by its

teachings. The world has a thousand fold
more sin, and crime, and debasement than

it should have, even though men had no

moral or religious training except that which

a just appreciation of themselves should
awaken in their minds. We believe there

is too much self-love in mankind to allow
him wantonly, with his eyes open, to throw
himself away. Man is endowed with forty

or more faculties, each having an individ
uality of its own, and each struggling for
action and gratification, and over al

l

this
great group there should be the guidance

of an enlightened intellect and correct moral
sentiment. Man does not come into life like

the beast, perfectin his intuitions. He nº eds
guidance, training, development, while the
beast and bird, led by in-tinct, are always
guided aright. The robin of a year old
builds a nest as perſect as that of her great
grandmother after the tenth experiment, and
the modifications of animal life to circum
stances are very limited and wrought out
only by instinct; while man, pºssessing
reason and power to do what no animal
possesses, namely, to fore-look, to grasp
the future, to plan for next week, next year,

or the next century, is raised to a sphere

of educability, improvement, and progress,

But it requires time and parental training

to give proper development and the right
direction to the human faculties. -

Prior to the discovery of Phrenology,
parents were obliged to wait until their
children developed their strong traits be
fore they at al

l

understood their character,
and then they had no corr, ct philosophy

by which to guide the training and re
straint of their faculties. It may be really
working in the dark, as likely to hit friend

as foe, to mar as mend the subject in hand.
None but phrenologists can fully under
stand the scope and meaning of this state> ——e=
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ment, for they have seen both sides of the
Huestion. When a man is brought from
larkness into light ; when the seaman,

ossed on an uncertain ocean, with storms
and darkness about him for weeks, and the
sky suddenly becomes clear, and he learns

hi
s

latitude and longitude; or if we may

so suppose, is first possessed of nautical
nstruments, and a knowledge how to use
hem—such is relatively the condition of

him who is furnished with the facts and
Shilosophy of phrenological science as a

Jasis of understanding and training the hu
man mind. Those who train the mind
without the aid of Phrenology are like those
who navigate by coasting along near the
hore, constantly liable to be driven upon
'eefs, sand-bars, and rocks, and learning
heir errors only by shipwrecks. The sea

of life is everywhere strewn with wrecks,

is evidences of false education; and as in

'ommercial navigation we build beacons,

Slant buoys, make sailing-charts, and study

he science of navigation, and thereby ship
wrecks become the incidents or accidents

ºf commerce, and not the rule, so we would
instruct mothers, teachers, All who have

he care of the young, how to curb their
assions, and how tº develop their weak
oints, and guide the young navigator
right before he is driven ashore by some
empestuous passion, or drifted upon the
ocks by the currents of insidious tempta.
ion. Phrenology is to the teacher what

he science of navigation is to the mariner;
ind whoever ignores Phrenology is like the
lavigator who throws away his compass,

hi
s quadrant, and his mathematics, and

teers by guess in the night and in the
torm, and by day is guided by such coasts
ind headlands as he may chance to reach
with his unaided eye.
What folly to attempt to manage and ed

icate mind without understanding its laws
ind principles | We exhibit no such folly

n any other direction. The veriest bigot
hinks his blacksmith and his shoemaker
ºught to understand the theory of their re
ſpective occupations in order to be qualified

o shoe his horses and his children, but he

resumptuously undertakes to train the
mmortal mind without comprehending its

aws, qualities, and modes of action. We
:ommend, therefore, to everybody the prac
ical study of Phrenology. An hour a day,
luring the winter months, spent in reading
standard works on the science, with a

5hrenological bust before him, will qualify
»ne to form estimates of the character of

=>

strangers at the first interview, which it

might require years of comparatively inti
mate acquaintance to reveal. -

S.T.A.R.T. R. I. G. H. T. l I

Not HING is so essential to a man's success in
life, next to integrity of purpose, as that he should
take a fair start in the conflict that lies before
him. Nineteen in twenty who have failed in their
most fondly cherished purposes, owe their failure

to a fatal first step. The laws which govern the
issues of our actions are as absolute as any other
natural laws. You might as well plant a brier in

the expectation that it would succeed as a beauti
ful and fruit-bearing tree, as to suppose that a

false impulse given to the early years of a man's
life would eventuate in his ultimate success and
triumph; or attempt to train water to run up-hill,

or any other impossible thing, as to train a man

to that for which his Maker implanted on his na
ture a palpable unfitness. Oh ! it is lamentable

to see how many men are entirely unsphered by a

false education. How a dolt, to whom nature gave
an admirable fitness to push the jack-plane, has
been foisted into the pulpit, or upon the rostrum,
or crowded into the bar, or elevated to the Senate,
only to vegetate, and stultify, and dwarf! Hence
the jostling of the discordant elements of society,
and the weak and puling discontent of so many at

the “allotment of Providence,” as it is most pro
fanely termed. When, had the allotment of Provi
dence been perceived, and thankfully embraced
and followed, there would have been no more dis
cordance than there is in the works of Nature.
Now it is not to be expected that the youth will
always be able to judge of his own fitness for any
particular course in life. With an uncultivated
taste and an unripe experience, he will be likely
to make a fatal mistake. And then the wishes
and plans of the parent or guardian respecting the
boy under his charge, may utterly nullify the
Divine purpose in that boy's creation, and prevent
his achieving any desirable end.

It certainly is not strange that so many find
themselves settled down in life to a calling irk
some in the extreme, and for which they find
themselves wholly unfitted—a loose cog-wheel in

a complicated machine in which they have no

place—serving only to disturb the harmonious
movement of all its parts. And for this reason
we have so few striking adaptations of man to his
sphere.
Now, in the imperfect state of the machinery of

life—owing, as we have seen, to the lack of adapt
ation of men to their positions, and this growing
out of a deep want of a proper education of our
youth to the fitness of things—it should seem to

be the part of true wisdom to ask if there be no

true methods by which all, or at least a part, of

this discord and evil may be obviated.
We have before intimated that the laws to

which all mental organization is subject, are as

fixed and unerring as those which control the
operations and relations of organic matter. If,

therefore, we can ascertain their forces and
modus operandi, why may we not, through them,
direct the growth and development of mind, as

even through the knowledge of the other we shape
many of the ultimates of matter. If, when we

put corn into the proper soil under the proper
training, we naturally expect a yield of corn and
not of tares, why may we not just as safely calcu
late moral and intellectual results through a prop
er cultivation of the mind
We doubt not that the day must arrive when

mental training will be as well understood and as

successfully practiced as the training of our bodies.
This knowledge will not come through some sud
den illumination, but, like all other knowledge,
through the slow delving process of study and
thought. And may we not hope that some bright
gleams of this coming light have already glanced
athwart the realm of mental gloom, foreshadowing
the brighter and more perfect day :

Science has hung its many lighted chandelier

on high, and the few seers are already beginning

to discover truth. “Wisdom is hid with the few.”
Science is but another name for mind, and true
science is the Infinite mind. The more that sci
ence does to uncover the living spirit—to remove

its swaddling bands—the more is the living God
revealed; the more clearly are His harmonious
attributes to be seen, and the oneness of his pur
poses. Throughout every realm of His rule see
this diverse harmony, this infinite variety, this
eternal unity. In every department a different
word, yet the same voice. In every single thing

a separate expression of a single law. It works
and abundantly appears in the illimitable spheres;

in a grain of mustard seed it is no less conspicu
ous. It never makes a single mistake in all the
complicated instances of its manifestation. It

never clothes a tree with other than its appropri
ate garments. “Do men gather grapes of thorns,

or figs of thistles 2"

And are we to suppose that in His mental crea
tions He has been less careful of His consistency
and honor There is a marked difference between
the very visible texture of the flesh of a bear and

an antelope, between the skin of a delicate female
and the rough hide of a rhinoceros; and why
should not this difference, which penetrates to

every extreme and depth of the animal, reach also
the brain, the confessed throne of reason 2 And
why may not the difference of the mental be traced

as accurately as that of the animal What mor
tal reason is there for denying the one while you
confess the other 2 If, for instance, the teeth and
claws of the leopard and tiger indicate his ferocity,
why may not the harmless hoof and pointless teeth

of the ox indicate his gentler nature ? And
why, then, should it be accounted a thing impos
sible or unnatural that the Creator should hang
out the indices of our true character all over these
mental forms of ours, by which we may be read
and known of all men 2 Let us see.

[To BE continued.]-----
PHRENoLogy demonstrates the existence of

certain faculties; and it is Phrenology, only, that
does. Metaphysicians have wandered far from
this idea. Common-sense people have asserted
their existence under the name of “dispositions,”
and in this, as well as in many other points, their
sentiments approach phrenological truth. Com
mon senseand Phrenology always agree.
THE vain man idolizes his own person, and here

he is wrong; but he can not bear his own company,
and here he is right.

—sº-3;
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M O R. A. L. P. H II, O S O PHY ;
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, social, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE COMBE.
[FRoºtTimeLATESTREvisedEDINBURGHEDITION.]

L ECT U R E I.
ON THE FOUNDATION OF MORAL SCIENCE.

Questionsdistinct,What actionsarevirtuous2 andwhat constitutesthemsuch3–An
swerto theformercomparativelyeasy—Humanconstitutionindicatescertaincourses
of actiontoberight–Necessityfor studyingthatconstitutionand its relations, in order

to ascertainwhat rendersan actionvirtuous or vicious-Conflicting opinions of phi
losophers on themoralconstitution of man—Phrenologyassumed as a valuableguide

– Possibility of the existence of Moral Philosophy as a natural science—Nofaculty
essentiallyevil,thoughliable to be abused—Deductions of well-constitutedandwell
informedminds to be relied on in moral science-Scripturenot intended as anall
sufficientguide of conduct—Facultiesrevealedby Phrenology,and illustrations of

their usesand abuses—Adaptation of humanconstitution to externalnature–The
objects of Moral Philosophyare, to tracethe natureand legitimatesphere of action

of our facultiesand their external relations,with the conviction,that to use them
properly is virtue, to abusethem,vice—Cause of its barren condition as a science
BishopButler'sview of the supremacy of conscienceaccededto–Those actionsvir
tuouswhich accordwith the dictates of themoralsentimentsand intellect–Preced
ing theoriesimperfect,thoughpartiallycorrect—Cause of this imperfection; qualities

of actionsare discovered by the intellect,and the moral sentimentsthen decide
whethertheyareright or wrong–Plan of thepresentcourse of lectures.

In an introductory discourse on Moral Philosophy, the lecturer un
fortunately has few attractions to offer. His proper duty is

,

not to

descant in glowing terms on the dignity of moral investigations, and on

the extreme importance of sound ethical conclusions both to public and

to private happiness; but to give an account of the state in which his
science at present exists, and of what he means to teach in his subse
quent prelections. No subject can be conceived more destitute of

direct attraction. I must beg your indulgence, therefore, for the dryness

of the details and the abstractness of the argument in this lecture. I

make these observations that you may not feel discouraged by an ap
pearance of difficulty in the commencement. I shall use every effort

to render the subject intelligible, and I promise you that the subsequent
discourses shall be more practical and less abstruse than the present.
Our first inquiry is into the basis of morals regarded as a science;

that is
,

into the natural foundations of moral obligation.
There are two questions—very similar in terms, but widely different

in substance—which we must carefully distinguish. The one is
,

What actions are virtuous 1 and the other, What constitutes them
virtuous ! The answer to the first question, fortunately, is not difficult.
Most individuals agree that it is virtuous to love our neighbor, to re
ward a benefactor, to discharge our proper obligations, to love God, and

so forth; and that the opposite actions are vicious. But when the
second question is put— Why is an action virtuous--why is it virtuous

to love our neighbor, or to manifest gratitude or piety the most con
tradictory answers are given by philosophers. The discovery of what
constitutes virtue is a fundamental point in moral philosophy; and
hence the difficulties of the subject meet us at the very threshold of

our inquiries.

It appears to me, that man has received a definite bodily and mental
constitution, which clearly points to certain objects as excellent, to

others as proper, and to others as beneficial to him ; and that endeavors

to attain these objects are prescribed to him as duties by the law writ
ten in his constitution; while, on the other hand, whatever tends to

defeat their attainment is forbidden. The web-foot of the duck, for
instance, clearly bespeaks the Creator's intention that this creature
should swim ; and He has given it an internal impulse which prompts

it to act accordingly. The human constitution indicates various courses

of action to be designed for man, as clearly as the web-foot indicates
the water to be a sphere of the duck’s activity; but man has not re
ceived, like the duck, instincts calculated to prompt him, unerringly, to

act in accordance with the adaptations of his constitution. He is
,

however, endowed with reason, qualifying him to discover both the

adaptations themselves, and the consequences of acting in conformity
with, or in opposition to, them. Hence, in order to determine, by the
light of reason, what constitutes an action virtuous or vicious, he mus
become acquainted with his bodily and mental constitution, and its rela.
tions. Hitherto this knowledge has been very deficient.
Philosophers have never been agreed about the existence or non-ex.

istence even of the most important mental faculties and emotions ir

man—such as benevolence, and the sentiment of justice; and being
uncertain whether such emotions exist or not, they have had no stable
ground from which to start in their inquiries into the foundations o

virtue. Accordingly, since the publication of the writings of Hobbes

in the 17th century, there has been a constant series of disputes among
philosophers on this subject. Hobbes taught that the laws which the civi
magistrate enjoins are the ultimate standards of morality. Cudworth
endeavored to show that the origin of our notions of right and wrong

is to be found in a particular faculty of the mind which distinguishes
truth from falsehood. Mandeville declares that the moral virtues are
mere sacrifices of self-interest made for the sake of public approbation
and calls virtue the “political offspring which flattery begot upon
pride.” Dr. Clarke supposes virtue to consist in acting according tº

the fitnesses of things. Mr. Hume endeavored to prove that “utility iſ

the constituent or measure of virtue.” Dr. Hutchinson maintains tha

it originates in the dictates of a moral sense. Dr. Paley does not admi
such a faculty, but declares virtue to consist “in doing good to mankind

in obedience to the will of God, and for the sake of everlasting happi.
ness.” Dr. Adam Smith endeavors to show that sympathy is the
source of moral approbation. Dr. Reid, Mr. Stewart, and Dr. Thoma
Brown maintain the existence of a moral faculty. Sir James Mack
intosh describes conscience to be compounded and made up of associa
tions. Dr. Ralph Wardlaw, of Glasgow, in a work on Ethics, published

in 1834, can see nothing in Conscience except Judgment.
Here, then, we discover the most extraordinary conflict of opinion

prevailing concerning the foundation of virtue. But this does not ter
minate the points of dispute among philosophers in regard to mora
science. Its very existence, nay, the very possibility of its existence

as a philosophical study, is called in question. Dr. Wardlaw says
“Suppose that a chemist were desirous to ascertain the ingredients o

water. What estimate should we form of his judgment, if, with thi
view, he were to subject to his analysis a quantity of what had jus
passed in the bed of a sluggish river, through the midst of a large man
ufacturing city, from whose common sewers, and other outlets of im
purity, it had received every possible contamination which, either by

simple admixture or by chemical affinity, had become incorporated
with the virgin purity of the fountain; and if, proceeding on such
analysis, he were to publish to the world his thesis on the composition

of water 1 Little less preposterous must be the conduct of thos,
philosophers who derive their ideas of what constitutes rectitude it
morals from human nature as it is

. They analyze the water of th
polluted river, and refuse the guide that would conduct them to the
mountain spring of its native purity.”—(Christian Ethics, p. 44.)

In these remarks Dr. Wardlaw evidently denies the possibility o

discovering, in the constitution of the human mind, a foundation for

sound system of Ethics. He supports his denial still more strongly it

the following words: “According to Bishop Butler's theory, human
nature is adapted to virtue' as evidently as ‘a watch is adapted t

measure time." But suppose the watch, by the perverse interference

of some lover of mischief, to have been so thoroughly disorganized—it
moving and its subordinate parts and power so changed in their colloca
tion and their mutual action. that the result has become a constan
tendency to go backward instead of forward, or to go backward ant
forward with irregular, fitful, ever-shifting alternation—so as to require

a complete remodeling, and especially a readjustment of its great mov.
ing power, to render it fit for its original purpose; would not this be

more appropriate analogy for representing the present character o.

fallen man 7 The whole machine is out of order. The mainspring

c= —sº
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has been broken; and an antagonist power works al
l

the parts of the
mechanism. It is far from being with human nature, as Butler, by the

similitude of the watch, might lead his readers to suppose. The watch,
when duly adjusted, is only, in his phrase, “liable to be out of order.'
This might suit for an illustration of the state of human nature at first,
when it received its constitution from its Maker. But it has lost its
appropriateness now. That nature, alas ! is not now a machine that is

merely ‘apt to go out of order; it is out of order; so radically disor
ganized, that the grand original power which impelled al

l
its movements

has been broken and lost, and an unnatural power, the very opposite of

it, has taken its place; so that it can not be restored to the original
harmony of its working, except by the interposition of the omnipotence
that framed it.” (P. 126)
The ideas here expressed by Dr. Wardlaw are entertained, with

fewer or more modifications, by large classes of highly respectable men,
belonging to different religious denominations.
How, then, amid al

l

this conflict of opinion as to the foundations, and
even possibility of the existence, of moral science, is any approach to

certainty to be attained ?

I have announced that this course of lectures will be founded on
Phrenology. I intend it for those hearers who have paid some atten
tion to this science; who have seen reasonable evidence that the brain
consists of a congeries of organs—that each organ manifests a particular
mental faculty—and that, other conditions being equal, the power of

manifesting each faculty bears a proportion to the size of its organs.
To those individuals who have not seen sufficient evidence of the truth

of these positions, l fear that I have little that can be satisfactory to

offer. To them, I shall appear to stand in a condition of helplessness
equal to that of al

l my predecessors whose conflicting opinions I have
cited. These eminent men have drawn their conclusions, each from
his individual consciousness, or from observing human actions, without
having the means of arriving at a knowledge of the fundamental facul
ties of the mind itself. They have, as it were, seen men commit glut
tony and drunkenness; and, in ignorance of the functions of the
stomach, have set down these vices as original tendencies of human
nature, instead of viewing them as abuses merely of an indispensable
appetite. Without Phrenology I should find no resting-place for the
soles of my feet; and I at once declare, that, without its aid, I should

as soon have attempted to discover the perpetual motion, as to throw
any light, by the aid of reason alone, on the foundations of moral
science. The ground of this opinion, I have already stated. Unless
we are agreed concerning what the natural constitution of the mind is

,

we have no means of judging of the duties which that constitution pre
scribes. Once for all, therefore, I beg permission to assume the great
principles and leading doctrines of Phrenology to be true; and I shall
now proceed to show you in what manner I apply them to unravel the
Gordian knot of Ethics, which at present appears so straightly drawn
and so deeply entangled. I do not despair of revealing to your under
standings principles and relations resembling, in their order, beauty,
and wisdom, the works of the Deity in other departments of nature.
First, then, in regard to the possibility of moral philosophy existing

as a natural science. Dr. Wardlaw speaks of the human mind as of a

watch that has the tendency to go backward, or fitfully backward and
forward; as having its mainspring broken ; and as having al

l

the parts

of the mechanism worked by an antagonist power. This description
might appear to be sound to persons who, without great analytic powers

of mind, resorted to no standard except the dark pages of history, by

which to test its truth; but the phrenologist appeals at once to the
brain, which is the organ of the mental faculties. Assuming that it is

the organ of the mind, I ask, Who created it? Who endowed it with

its functions ! Only one answer can be given—it was God. When,
therefore, we study the mental organs and their functions, we go

directly to the fountain-head of true knowledge regarding the natural
qualities of the human mind. Whatever we shall ascertain to be

written in them, is doctrine imprinted by the finger of God himself.

If we are certain that those organs were constituted by the Creator,
we may rest assured that they have al

l
a legitimate sphere of action.

Our first step is to discover this sphere, and to draw a broad line of

distinction between it and the sphere cf their abuses; and here the
superiority of our method over that of philosophers who studied only
their own consciousness and the actions of men, becomes apparent.
They confounded abuses with uses; and because man is liable to abuse
his faculties, they drew the conclusion, prematurely and unwarrant
ably, that his whole nature is in itself evil. Individual men may err in

attempting to discover the functions and legitimate spheres of action of

the mental organs, and dispute about the conclusions thence to be

drawn; but this imputes no spuriousness to the organs themselves, and
casts no suspicion on the principle that they must have legitimate modes

of manifestation. There they stand; and they are as undoubtedly
the workmanship of the Creator, as the sun, the planets, or the entire
universe itself. Error may be corrected by more accurate observations;
and whenever we interpret the constitution aright, we shall assuredly

be in possession of divine truth.

Dr. Wardlaw might as reasonably urge the disorder of human nature

as an argument against the possibility of studying the science of optics,

as against that of cultivating ethical philosophy. Optics is founded on

the structure, functions, and relations of the eye; and ethics on the
structure, functions, and relations of the mental organs. Against optics

he might argue thus: “The eye is no longer such as it was when

it proceeded from the hands of the Creator; it is now liable to blind
ness; or if, in some more favored individuals. the disorder of its condi
tion does not proceed so far as to produce this dire effect. yet universal
experience proves that human nature now labors under opaque eyes,
squinting eyes, long-sighted eyes, and short-sighted eyes; and that
many individuals have only one eye. The external world also is no

longer what it originally was. There are mists which obscure the
rays of light, clouds which intercept them, air and water which
refract them; and almost every object in creation reflects them.
Look at a straight rod half plunged into water, and you will see it

crooked. Can a science founded on such organs, which operate in

such a medium, and are related to such objects, be admitted into the
class of ascertained truths, by which men are to regulate their conduct l”

He might: continue “Astronomy, with al
l

its pompous revelations of

countless suns, attended by innumerable worlds rolling through space,
must also be laid in the dust, and become a fallen monument of human
pride and mental delusion. It is the offspring of this spurious science

of optics. It pretends to record discoveries effected in infinite space

by means of these perverted human eyes, acting through the dense
and refracting damps of midnight air. Away with such gross imposi
tions on the human understanding ! Away with al

l

human science,
falsely so called !”

There would be as much truth in an argument like this, as in that
urged by Dr. Wardlaw against moral philosophy, founded on the study

of nature. The answer to these objections against optics as a science,

is
,

that the constitution, functions, and relations of the eye have been
appointed by the Creator; that, although some unsound eyes exist,
yet we have received judgment to enable us to discriminate between
sound eyes, and diseased or imperfect eyes. Again, we admit that
mists occasionally present themselves; but we ascertain the laws of

light by observations made at times when these are absent. Certain
media also unquestionably refract the luminous rays; but they do so

regularly, and their effects can be ascertained and allowed for. When,
therefore, we observe objects by means of sound eyes, and use them

in the most favorable circumstances, the knowledge which we derive
from them is worthy of our acceptance as truth.

The parallel holds good, in regard to the mind, to a much greater
extent than many persons probably imagine. The Creator has fash
ioned all the organs of the human mind, conferred on them their func
tions, and appointed to them their relations. We meet with some in

[continued on PAGEELEvex.]
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HELPS AND HINDRANCES.
BeN EVOLENCE.

THE faculty of Benevolenceis, in many respects,
a help to a man's success, as it is to his happiness
and the happiness of those around him. A man
who wears a radiant smile of goodn'ss is regarded
with complacency and kind feeling by al

l persons
unless they are so far debased as to be beyond the
reach of doing good to anybody. Kind words are

a perpetual letter of introduction to a man; and

if one be in businessand have benevolencestrongly
marked. everybody seemsglad to give him custom
and render him service. It is on the principle
that like awakens like, that kindness calls out
kindness and makes everybody willing to lend a

hand, to give a kind word, or to minister to one's
success in whatever form is within his province.
Benevolence is a help to a man's reputation, suc
cess in business, and to his personal happiness. It

is also a help in making friends, and in throwing
around one's self an atmosphere of kindness and
goodness, as it awakens in everybody he meets
more or less of the corresponding emotion. A

man who smiles awakens a smile in others, as he
who frowns provokes frowns. So benevolence
develops benevolence in others.
On the contrary, Benevolence is a hindrance to

the man in various ways, perhaps we ought to say
an excess of Benevolence, is a hindrance. He
who is over kind often becomes a prey to the
cupidity and grasping selfishness of others. To

be good-hearted is to be made a tool for others.

A manwho can not say “Nu” because of his kind
ness, is sure to have plenty of customers to borrow
his surplus funds, and they are generally those
who want extensions—sometimes to an infinite
extent—and they know that their kind, generous,
amicable creditor will not push them. Some men
are thus undecided, and lend their name, their
nfluence, their funds to their own impoverish
ment, an I they are made a prey of the selfish
and the unprincipled. And thus their kindness
becomes a hindrance to their success in the world,
besides undermining their independence and man
liness, and power to maintain their own individu
alism, or make the world stand back and respect
them. -
SE BASTIAN B A CH MII, I, 5.

BIOGRAPHY AND PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

BIOGRAPHY.

SEBASTIAN BAch. MILLs, one of the most em
inent pianists of the age, is a native of Cirencester,
England, and was born on the 13th of March,
1838, the anniversary of the birth of the great
composer whose name he bears.
His father was the organist of the church in

Cirencester, Gloucestershire, and is a musician of
distinction. His mother is a member of the noble
Welsh family of Llewellyn. Young Mills began

to show his wonderful capacity for music and ex
ecution on the piano-forte before he was three
years of age, and can not remember the time
when he began to learn tunes by ear. His father
commencedgiving him regular instruction on the
piano-forte, and in the compositions of the great
masters when he was five years old. At the age

of six he gave concerts in London, and, during
the succeeding three years, in most of the leading

provincial towns of Great Britain, receiving
everywhere the most enthusiastic applause, and
awakening both surprise and delight in the minds

of all who heard his performances.
The following are some of the opinions express

ed by the leading London journals on the first
appearance of young Mills in that metropolis in

1845 :
A new infant prodigy is at this moment a can

didate for fame in the metropolis, as a performer

on the piano-forte. His name is Sebastian Bach

M lls. from Cirencester, the son of Mr. Mills, the
organist of that town, and only six years of age.
He plays with perfect ease and precision several
fugues composed by Handel and Sebastian Bach.
He was christened after the latter, in consequence

of his being born on the anniversary of the birth of

that celebrated musician. It is curious that—as it

was impossible that his extraordinary talent for
music at that time could have been predicted—he
should excel in the performance of the favorite pro
ductions of that master whose name he bears.
Although so yo ng, he has been thoroughly in
structed; for besides the fugues, he plays other
pieces equally well. He can modulate through
the major and minor keys very readily, and will
read an easy composition at sight. His style is

firm and full of character, and it is very interest
ing to see with what feeling and spirit he enters
into his subject, while standing on a thick volume

of music, to enable him to reach the keys of the
grand piano, and to give him a sufficient command
over the instrument, so as to render it subservient

to his will. Besides his genius for music, he is

naturally a very clever and wonderful child.”—
Illustrated London JVews.

The London Musical Review, speaking of young
Mills, at the sameperiod, says:

Taken altogether, he is a rara avis in the world

of music, and deserves every encouragement from
the refined, natural, and cla-sical ideas he has im
bibed. This intelligent little fellow has perform

ed for Sir George Smart, Mr. Osborne, Mr. W. W
.

Wallace, Mr. Davison, Mr. Balfe, Mr Henry
Smart, Mr. T. Cooke, Mr. W. Holmes, Mr. G. A.

McFarren, Mr. Lucas, and a host of the cognos
centi and artists of the metropolis, who have one
and all pronounced his piano-forte playing the
most chaste, classical, and wonderful performance,

in style, touch, and brilliancy of tone, they had
ever beheld, in so youthful a performer. What
his genius and talent may lead to in after years,

it is hard to conjecture; from the bent of his
mind, and his excessive foniness for music—and
sterling music—great things most assuredly may

be expected, and will, no doubt, be brought forth
by him.

At the close of his concert tour, when nearly
ten years of age, his father took him home, and
decided to educateſ him for the profession of the
law; but this proving distasteful, he concluded to

make his son a farmer; and accordingly, at the
age of fourteen, placed him for instruction on a

large farm belonging to a friend. Two years
later he came home and told his father that he
preferred music to anything else. This not
agreeing with his father's views, our young mu
sical celebrity finally ran away and went to an
old friend of his family, a man of distinction, re
siding in London, who, appreciating his extraor
dinary musical geniu-, offered him a home in his
house, and made his peace with his father. With
this gentleman he remained until he was eighteen,
frequently performing at the grand soirées given

in the noble and fashionable society of the capital.
At this time two gentlemen of wealth, Messrs.

Brawn and Togood, offered to furnish the money
and send him to the Conservatoire, at Leipsic, a

proposition he accepted with enthusiasm and
delight.
His first performance before the professors at

this celebrated institution resulted in placing him
almost beyond their capacity to instruct; and
they frankly declared that it would be very diffi
cult to improve upon his method and style. They
also gave him the privilege of selecting a plan of

instruction for himself, and he at once decided to

place himself under the special direction of Herrs
Louis Plaidy and Moschelles for training in tech
nical exercises; and in composition, under Herrs
Rietz, Hauptman, and Richter.
Studying with enthusiastic devotion, he made

such rapid progress that, at the end of nine
months, he was allowed to appear in the first pub
lic examination of the Conservatoire, Prince Al
bert of Saxony, and the whole court, being pres
ent. The Allgemeine Zeitung, of March 22,
1858, in speaking of Mr. Mills at this public
examination, says that “he performed so well
that no one would recognize a pupil in him.”
The next season he played in a concert at

Teplitz, in Bohemia, having for auditors Count
and Countess Coloredo Mansfeld (the late Aus
trian Plenipotentiary at the Peace Congress at

Zurich), and all the principal nobility of the
neighborhood. His success on this occasion led

to his receiving special congratulatious, and an
invitation to dinner from Count Coloredo. It

must be remembered that he was not yet twenty
years of age, while receiving honors only accorded

to superlative genius and the most matured skill.

In December, 1858, he played in the “Gewand
haus” concerts, at Leipsic; a special exception in

his favor, he still being a pupil.
Mr. Mills left the Conservatoire at Christmas,

1858, remaining at Leipsic a few weeks, receiving
letters inviting him to Berlin, and the principal
cities of Germany; also from his friends in Eng
land. Having made the acquaintance of Miss
Marie Antonie Yung (now his wife), a pupil of

the Conservatoire, whose family were about leav
ing for the United States, he determined to de
cline all Oll-World honors and invitations and ac
company Miss Yung and her family to America.
He arrived at New York, by the way of Liver

pool, in February. He was married to Miss
Yung on the 221 of February, in one of the up
town churches, Messrs. Wm. Mason and Fradell
being groomsmen.
Mr. Mills was immediately recognized as a mas

ter by the entire musical profession in New York,
and has, on numerous occasions, received public
confirmation of this judgment, in this city and
elsewhere. At his first public concert on his own
account, on which occasion, he was assisted by
Mrs. Mills, herself an admirable musician, they
played a duet on two of Steinway's superb over
strung grand pianos, producing the most brilliant
effects; and, despite the most discouraging
weather and circumstances, this concert was a

magnificent success, the great hall at Niblo's be
ing crowded with a highly intelligent and appre
ciative audience.
Mr. Mills has decided to make his home in New

York; and he and Mrs Mills both give instruc
tion on the piano forte, and occasionally appear

in their professional capacity. Mr. M lls is an

admirable composer, and has written a number>
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of popular pieces which have appeared in Our
.Musical Friend. His recognition by the entire
press of New York has been unqualified; and his
future seems to be clear for a career successful
and promising with the fadeless laurels of fame.

PH RENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.
You have the highest degree of the mental or

nervous temperament that can exist in a healthy
organization; hence your mind is very exquisite,
and every mental manifestation is of the clear,
sharp, and distinct kind. You are very active,
sprightly, and resolute; are also highly excita
ble, and easily interested in any subject that is
addressed to your mental emotions. You have a
very clear, transparent mind and you perceive
very distinctly everything that you give your
thought to. You have great command over your
muscular powers, enabling you to use your
strength to the best advantage, but your vital or
gans are not sufficient to sustain your nervous
system, and should be encouraged. You are like
your mother in the tone of your mind, but like
your father in positivene-s of character.
Your phrenology indicates the following char

acteristics: You are exceedingly firm, very tena
cious, persevering, and determined in all the oper
ations of your mind. You are very sensitive to
praise and public sentiment, and have an uncon
trollable ambition to perfect yourself in all you
do. You are very independent and self-relying,
and desire to think and act for yourself, and be

as free and independent of others as possible.
You are also cautious, watchful, and very mindful
of consequences; are always on the lookout for
mistakes and accidents; are remarkable for your
capacity to throw your whole soul into whatever
calls out your nature. You have very great love
of the sublime, and take large and almost extrav
agant views of subjects. You have an exquisite
taste for the beautiful, the perfect, and the finely
wrought. This quality is so strong as to become
in you a very prominent trait of character. You
prize everything that is brought to its highest
degree of perfection, and your standard of excel
lence is so high that you never will be satisfied
with any at ainment you may make.
You have a very high senseof justice; are hon

est, straightforward, and free from deception.
Your organs of perceptive intellect are large—
you have a remarkable faculty to see, and to ac
cumulate knowledge by contact with the physical
world. You can identify objects at a great dis
tance, and have an excellent memory of the forms
of things. You judge well of proportion ; can
measure well by the eye, but are not as good in
judging of colors. You are remarkably neat, sys
tematic, and precise in arranging all your busi
ness affairs, and in having everything so organ
ized as to minister to success. You are good in
figures, and make correct calculations; can
judge well of places, distances, and are very fond
of geography and of traveling. Your musical

PH R EN O L O GIC A. L J O U R N A. L. [JAN.,

talent is of the highest order, and the organ of
Tune seems to be developed, so as most naturally
to act in connection with the higher faculties of
the mind; and as these are joined with a most
exquisite temperament, you have all the conditions
which give you a superior advantage over other
persons as a musician.
You have unusual powers of criticism, discrim

mination, analogy, and comparison. You are re
markably intuitive in your discernment of char
acter and motive, and your first impressions are
your best. You can not put on airs, or make be
lieve pleased when you are not, but are true to
your feelings.
You have only an average degree of devotional

feeling and spirituality of mind; but your other
religious feelings are strongly developed.
You will be highly desirous of accumulating

property. You lack Destructiveness; are not in
clined to hurt or harm, but are quick to resent
encroachment; spirited in overcoming obstacles,
and quite executive in your general character.
You are resolute. ambitious, and concentrative in
your mental operations; are a strong friend, and
connubial in your love, but not patient, nor very
fond of children, unless they are beautiful, intel
ligent, and well-behaved.
Few persons have so exquisite an organization,

so much clearness and intensity of mental action,
and so much control over their mental powers, as
yourself. You are admirably qualified for your
present calling, but you should guard against be
coming so absorbed by it as to neglect the laws of
health, exercise, and due attention to those sub
jects and duties which belong to common life.-

W. A. S. EI ING TO IN I RV IN G, .
PhR ENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.
[The followingdescriptionof Irving's characterappear

ed in the PHRENoLogical Journ AL for 1846;and aswe
extractfrom thatvolume,the languagedescribeshim as
living.]

W Ash INGTON IRv1NG has great intrinsic excel
lence and power of organization, and furnishes an
excellent practical proof and illustration of phren
ological science. As his character is remarkable,
his head should be equally so; and thus it is

.

Its first phrenological aspect and coincidence
consists in the size of his brain. His head is

nearly twenty-four inches in circumference. It

is also quite spherical, and therefore the more
massive in proportion to its measure. It is indeed

a great head. Hence the origin of his mental
power.
His temperament, too, is equally remarkable.

In it the sanguine or vital is very abundant, and
hence that glow and thrilling interest with which
he carries his readers along irresistibly with him
self. He at once wraps you in his subject, and
rivets you effectually to his story. This is because
he so thoroughly interests himself, and this self
interest is imparted by his extremely susceptible
physiological organization. He is

,

also, in his
general character and intercourse what he is on
paper—warm-hearted, cordial, whole-souled, and
full of pathos. Yet this very characteristic pre
vents his forming many friendships, but renders
those formed whole-souled and enduring. Hence,
all his friends love him. He is known for amia
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bleness wherever he is known at all, as well in
society as on paper.
This intensity and cordiality of feeling are still

further augmented by his unusually large domes
tic group. His brain is massive in this region, as
also in that of Benevolence. Hence his proverbial
urbanity, courtesy, and unusually pleasing ad
dress. He is particularly attractive to woman.
See how his writings fascinate the fair! His at
tachment to her sex contributes, in no inconsider
able a degree, to his flexibility and purity of
style.
To this his immense Ideality also largely con

tributes. See how broad and full his head above
the temples! Where will you find an equal de
velopment of this perfecting organ I never saw
it larger, if as large. Now what is Irving's pre
dominant mental characteristic This samepow
erful and all-pervading Ideality. Every page he
writes is but a transcript of that felicity and per
fection it imparts to style, and exuberance of im
agination so abundant in his character and pro
ductions. Behold this correspondence of extreme
Ideality in character with equally extreme Ideal
ity in organization, and then say whether the two
are not related to each other by cause and effect.
See how he paints all he touches, and adorns and
polishes every sentiment—itself finely conceived—
with inimitable beauty and elegance of diction 1
His descriptions are as unrivaled as his phrenol
ogy.
Language is also very large in head as well as

character.

Yet full as they are here represented, they are
still more full in his head. Hence his copious,
flowing style. Every sentence is filled out fully,
and ends easily and smoothly. Every word is
well chosen, and conveys the precise meaning in
tended. His writings embody as much beauty of
diction and perfection of style as those of any
other author, living or dead. They are the ad
miration of the world, and correspond perfectly
with his phrenological organization. Unite his
susceptible temperament and massive Ideality
with his immenseLanguage, and you have Irving's
style in Irving's phrenology His unequaled de
scriptive powers are the natural product of these
phrenological conditions when combined. Want
ing in either, he would never have becomeWash
ington Irving; but such a trio of extreme cerebral
conditions, sustained by his immense brain and
abundance of vitality, and brought to their climax
by extraordinary Imitation, probably never exist
ed. He stands out alone in cerebrality as he does
in mentality.
This immense development of Imitation is

evinced by the great width of his head at the
frontal portion of the top. This faculty is indis
pensable to that descriptive talent so remarkably
characteristic of his writings. Is there then
nothing in character as coinciding with organ
ization ?

But we have yet to broach the crowning feature
of both his organization and his productions. It
is their perfection. Find the first flaw in them.
Compare him, in this respect, with any other
writer, and mark how he soars far above them
all. A taste, purity, propriety, elegance, finish,
chasteness, and uniform completeness character
ize all he says and writes. This perfection con

See how full and swollen his eyes
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stitutes the leading embodiment both of his senti
ments and his style. This results, in part, from
his Ideality. Yet, from what does the immense
size of his Ideality spring From the perfection
of his organization. This is evinced by the ad
mirable physical proportions of every part of the
man to every other part. He is large, yet as per
fectly formed as any man you ever beheld.
Neither too spare, nor too fleshy, nor too tall, nor
too stocky, nor any way out of that perfection of
harmony in structure which constitutes the
crowning feature of his mental character. His
face, too, evinces the same beauty of form, com
bined with strength and power.

His very large Mirthfulness also deservesa pass
ing notice, both on account of its size in his head,
and its abundant manifestation in his writings.
Who can read his story of Rip Van Winkle, or
Knickerbocker, without being convulsed with
laughter, from beginning to end ? See in his
phrenology the correspondent and origin of this
characteristic. This organ gives that squareness
to the corners of the upper portion of his forehead
so apparent.

His head is fully developed in the moral region,
and his character corresponds. His writings
abound with wholesome moral inferences and
suggestions, and his conduct is unusually exem
plary, and free from those deforming blemishes so
incident to greatness.
It remains to account for his extreme diffidence,

notwithstanding his having seen so much of the
best society, and been so long a conspicuous per
sonage. The cause is to be found in the extreme
susceptibility of his nature, or excitability of his
temperament, which surcharges his brai, when
he attempts to speak in public, and thus occasions
flustration and consequent inability to command
his powers. Yet this very susceptibility is the
author and mainspring of his inimitable produc
tions.

BiograAlphY.

The great and goodman, WashingtoN IRving,
died suddenly of disease of the heart at his resi
dence near Tarrytown, N.Y., Nov. 28th, leaving
more friends than any other man in the world
could boast, and probably not a single enemy. It
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is pleasant to know that, having spent an evening
of quiet joy with his friends, an while on his
way to his room, after pleasantly bidding them
good-night, he placed his hand on his heart and
without a word or more than a moment's pain,
sank to the floor and ceased to breathe. We con
dense from the New York Tribune the following
interesting sketch :
Washington Irving was born in the city of New

York, April 3, 1783, and was nearly seventy
seven at the time of his death. The spot on which
he first saw the light was near the old Dutch
Church in William Street, between John and Ful
ton streets. His father was a native of Scotland,

and his mother was an English woman. Mr.
Irving's early education was limited to the advan
tages then afforded by the ordinary schools of
New York; and he had scarcely attained the age
of sixteen when he commenced the study of law.
His first literary productions were a series of let
ters on the drama, the social customs of New
York, and various topics of current gossip, pub
lished under the signature of Oliver Oldstyle, in
1802, in The JMorning Chronicle, a newspaper
edited by his brother, Peter Irving. These essays,
although bearing the stamp of youth and inex
perience, were favorably received by the public,
attracted general notice, and were widely copied
by other journals. An edition of them was issued
by someshrewd publisher in 1824,although with
out the author's consent.

After pursuing his legal studies for a few years,
Mr. Irving's health had become so far impaired,
as to suggest the necessity of seeking recreation
and a change of climate by visiting Europe. He
accordingly sailed for Bordeaux in 1804, traveled
through the south of France to Nice, visited
Genoa, Sicily, Naples, and Rome, extended his
travels to Switzerland and Ho land, and after an
absence of two years returned to his native coun
try in 1806, completely restored to health.
He now resumed the study of law, and was ad

mitted to the bar in the autumn of the same year,
but never engaged in the practice of the profes
sion. At the commencement of the following
year, the first number of “Salmagundi" made its
appearance—a semi-monthly periodical, to which
he was the principal contributor, in connection
with his brother, William Irving, and the since
distinguished author, James K. Paulding. The
lively humor and brilliant satire of this work
made it a favorite with the public, although it
was discontinued after the twentieth number. In
December, 1800, he gave to the world a still more
characteristic specimen of his peculiar genius, in
“. Knickerbocker's History of New York,” which
has since maintained the position, which it gained
at once, as a master-piece of jubilant irony, au
dacious extravagance, and picturesque delinea
tion.
In 1810,Mr. Irving was admitted as a partner

in the extensive commercial house of two of his
brothers, which was conducted by them in New
York and Liverpool, with the understanding that
he should not neglect his literary pursuits for the
details of business. During the war with Great
Britain, 1813-14, he published a series of naval
biographies in the “Analectic Magazine,” and in
the autumn of the latter year he was appointed
aide-de camp and military secretary of the Gov

ernor of New York, with the rank of colonel. On
the close of the war, Mr. Irving again embarked
for Europe in the spring of 1815, with the inten
tion of devoting some time to travel, but the
financial diffi:ulties which followed the return of
peace caused the bankruptcy of the house in
which his brothers had given him an interest, and
he was thus led to look to the labors of his pen
as the means of subsistence. The first-fruits of
this change in his fortunes was the “Sketch
Book” (1810), the successive numbers of which
were transmitted from London, where they were
composed, for publication in New York. The
success which immediately attended this work,
both in America and England, was, in the highest
degree, cheering to the author. With the natural
modesty which was always a delightful trait in
his character, he was diffident of his power to in
terest the public. He submitted this new venture
to the world with no sanguine anticipations even
of a kindly reception. Much less did he dream of
the beautiful fame of which it was to prove the
commencement. But it soon won all hearts. Its
genial glow of feeling, its delicate tenderness of
sentinent, the exquisite flow of its narrative, and
the liquid melody of its diction exerted a winning
force over every class of readers.

After a residence of five years in England, Mr.
Irving removed to Paris in 1820, where he re
mained about a year, when he returned to Eng
land and published “ Bracebridge Hall,” in the
spring of 1822. He subsequently took up his
abode at Paris, Bordeaux, and Madrid, where he

remained two years, publishing, between 1824 and
1832, the “Tales of a Traveler,” “The Life and
Voyages of Columbus.” “Chronicles of the Con
quest of Granada,” “Voyage of the Companions

of Columbus,” and “The Alhambra.” In July,
1829, he was appointed Secretary of Legation to

the American embassy at London, which office he
held until the return of Mr. McLane in 1831,
when, after remaining a few months as chargé,

he resigned on the arrival of Mr. Van Buren.
While in England, Mr. Irving received the well
deserved complinent of one of the fifty-guinea
gold medals, provided by George IV. for eminence

in historical composition—the other being awarded
to Mr. Hallam.

In May, 1832, after an absence of seventeen
years, Mr. Irving returned to New York, where
he was welcomed with the warmest demonstra
tions of public honor and personal regard. The
greetings which had awaited his arrival were
such as are rarely accorded to the most eminent
national benefactors, and perhaps never before to

one whose highest claim on the gratitude of his
countrymen was the productions of his magic pen.
Soon after his return to the United States, he
made an extensive tour in the West, of which he
has left an animated record in the “Tour on the
Prairies,” published in 1835. This was followed

in the same year by “Abbotsford and Newstead
Ahbey,” and “Legends of the Conquest of Soain.”

In 1836 he published “Astoria,” and in 1837, the
“Adventures of Capt. Bonneville in the Rocky
Mountains and the Far West.” In 1839 and '40,

he contributed a series of graphic papers to the

“ Knickerhocker Magazine,” a portion of which
with other fugitive pieces were afterward pub
lished in a volume entitled “Wolfert's Roost.”

In Feb. 1842, Mr. Irving was again summoned

to diplomatic services, having received the appoint
ment of Minister to Spain. He remained in this
capacity at Madrid until 1846, when he returned
home, and from that time resided at the celebra
ted rural retreat at Sunnyside, on the banks of

the Hudson. After his return, he published the
“Life of Goldsmith,” “M \homet and his Succes
sors,” and completed his “Life of Washington,”
the great work which was at once the employment
and the solace of his declining years, and which
will prove a lasting monument to the subject and
the author.

The character of Mr. Irving was cherished with
such admiration and delight in the hearts of his
countrymen, that a cold analysis of its qualities,
would be superfluous. The language of fond
eulogium has been lavished in his praise. Our
most eminent writers have loved to make his vir
tues the theme of cordial panegyric. In truth,
the sympathy which he called forth by the sweet
ness and kindness of his heart was not surpassed
by the homage which was freely paid to the splen
did endowments of his intellect. It was the man,
more than the author, in Washington Irving,
which commanded such reverence and love, from
neighbor and friend. With his innate turn for
humor, he combined a tender appreciation of

every form of loveliness and worth. His inimita
ble satire was never malignant, but even in its
most spicy manifestations always preserved a

genial element. His lambent sarcasms won'ad
miration, not by their bitterness, but by their
brilliancy. He had such a genuine love of nature

as to make affectation with him impossible. It is

as a sincere, generous, large-hearted, and healthy
minded man that he will be remembered with
lingering affection, even if the lovers of literature
could ever forget the debt which they owe to the
productions of his rare and beautiful genius.

NOTICE OF COMBE'S MORAL PEII
LOSOPHY.

As we promised in the December number to

republish a valuable book in the columns of the
PHRENologic AL Journ AL, within the current
year, we give the first chapter of the work in this
number.

“Cºmbe's Moral Philosophy,” we need not say,

is a work of great intrinsic value, and ought to

be widely published to the world. The market
value of these discourses in a book would be, at
least, one dollar, the subscription price for a

Jou RNAL a year. Our readers will see at a glance
that they will get the subscription price of the
Journ AL in this single publication, and all the
other matter, which the Jour NAL will contain for

a year, will come to them, as it were, free. We
hope these inducements will awaken a special
interest in the contents of the Jourt NAL for the
present year, and thereby induce many others to

become subscribers who might not otherwise.
The author says the introductory lecture is dry :

to some extent this is true; but we confidently
promise an increased interest in the work as it

proceeds. We doubt not our readers will duly
appreciate this effort to interest and instruct
them.

—ºxº
JAN.,

W
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dividuals in whom the organs of the selfishi propensities are too large,
and the moral organs deficient; these are morally blind. We see in
dividuals who, with moderate organs of the propensities, have received
large organs of Benevolence and Veneration, but deficient organs of
Conscientiousness; these have a moral squint. But we meet also
with innumerable persons in whom the organs of the propensities are
moderate, and the moral and the intellectual organs well developed ;

who thereby enjoy the natural elements of a sound moral vision; and
who need only culture and information to lead them to moral truths, as
sound, certain, and applicable to practice, as the conclusions of the
optician himself. Revelation necessarily supposes in man a capacity of
comprehending and profiting by is communications; and Dr. Ward
law's arguinent appears to me to strike as directly at the root of man's
capacity to understand and interpret Scripture, as to understand and
interpret the works and natural institutions of the Creator.
Dr. Wardlaw, we have seen, discards natural ethics entirely, and

insists that Scripture is our only guide in morals. Archbishop Whate
ly, on the other hand, who is not less eminent as a theologian and cer
tainly more distinguished as a philosopher than Dr. Wardlaw, assures
us that “ God has not revealed to us a system of morality such as
would have been needed for a being who had no other means of distin
guishing right and wrong. On the contrary, the inculcation of virtue
and reprobation of vice in Scripture are in such a tone as seem to
presuppose a natural power, or a capacity for acquiring the power to
distiuguish them. And if a man, denying or renouncing al

l

claims of

natural conscienge, should practice, without scruple, everything he did
not find expressly forbidden in Scripture, and think himself not bound

to do anything that is not there expressly enjoined, exclaiming at every
turn—

*Is it so nominatedin thebond 7"

he would be leading a life very unlike what a Christian's should be.”

In my humble opinion, it is only an erroneous view of human nature,
on the one side or the other, that can lead to such contradictory
opinions as these. I agree with Archbishop Whately.
By observing the organs of the mind, then, and the mental powers

connected with them, phrenologists perceive that three great classes
of faculties have been bestowed on man.

1. Animal Propensities.

2. Moral Sentiments.

3. Intellectual Faculties.
Considering these in detail, as I have done in my previous courses,

and in my System of Phrenology, and as I now assume that al
l
of you

have done, we do not find one of them that man has made, or could
have made, himself. Man can create nothing. Can we fashion for
ourselves a new sense, or add a new organ, a third eye for instance, to

those we already possess 1 Impossible. All those organs, therefore,
are the gifts of the Creator; and in speaking of them as such, I am
bound to treat them with the same reverence that should be paid to

any of his other works. Where, then, I ask, do we, in contem
plating the organs, find the evidence of the mainspring being broken 7

Where do we find the antagonist power, which works al
l

the mechan
isin contrary to the original design Has it an organ 1 I can not
answer these questions: I am unable to discover either the broken
mainspring, or an organ for the antagonist power. I see, and feel—as
who does not l—the crimes, the errors, the miseries of human beings, to

which Dr. Wardlaw refers as proofs of the disorder of which he speaks;
but Phrenology gives a widely different account of their origin. We ob
serve, for example, that individual men commit murder or blasphemy,
and we al

l acknowledge that this is in opposition to virtue; but we do not
find an organ of murder, or an organ whose office it is to antagonize

al
l

the moral faculties, and to commit blasphemy. We perceive that
men are guilty of gluttony and drunkenness; but we nowhere find or
gans instituted whose function is to commit these immoralities. All
that we discover is

,

that man has been created an organized being ;

that, as such, he needs food for nourishinent; that, in conformity with

this constitution, he has received a stomach calculated to digest the
flesh of animals and to convert it into aliment: and that he souetimes
abuses the functions of the stomach ; and when he does so, we call
this abuse gluttony and drunkenness. We observe further, that in ai

d

of his stomach he has received carnivorous tet th; and in order to com
plete the system of arrangements, he has received a propensity having

a specific organ, prompting him to kill animals that he may eat them.
In accordance with these endowments, animals to be killed and eaten

are presented to him in abundance by the Creator. A man may abuse
this propensity and kill animals for the pleasure of putting then to

death—this is cruelty; or he may go a step further——he may wantonly,
under the instigation of the same propensity, kill his fellow-men. and
this is murder. But this is a widely different view of human nature
from that which supposes it to be endowed with positively vicious and
perverse propensities—with machinery having a tendency only to go

backward, or to go alternately and filfully backward and forward. Those
individuals, then, who commit murder, abuse their faculty of Destruc
tiveness by directing it against their fellow-men. We have evidence of

this fact. The organ is found large in those who have a tendency so to

abuse it, and in them, in general, the moral organs are deficient.
Again, it is unquestionable that .nen steal, cheat, lie, blaspheme, and

commit many other crines; but we in vain look in the brain for organs
destined to perpetrate these offenses, or for an organ of a power an
tagonist to virtue, and whose proper office is to commit crimes in gen
eral. We discover organs of Acquisitiveness, which have legitimate
objects, but which, being abused, lead to theft; organs of Secretive
ness, which have a highly useful sphere of activity, but which, in like
manner, when abused, lead to falsehood and deceit ; and so with other
organs.

These organs, I repeat, are the direct gifts of the Creator; and if

the mere fact of their existence be not sufficient evidence of this propo
sition, we may find overwhelming proof in its favor by studying their
relations to external nature. Those who deny that the human mind is

constitutionally the same now as it was when it emanated from the
hand of the Creator, generally admit that external nature at least is the
direct workmanship of the Deity. They do not say that man, in cor
rupting his own dispositions, altered the whole fabric of the universe—
that he infused into animals new instincts, or imposed on the vegetable
kingdom a new constitution and different laws. They admit that God
created al
l

these such as they exist. Now, in surveying vegetable or
ganization, we perceive production from an embryo—sustenance by
food—growth, maturity, decay, and death—woven into the very fabric

of their existence. In surveying the animal creation, we discover the
same phenomena and the same results; and on turning to ourselves,
we find that we too are organized, that we assimilate food, that we
grow, that we attain maturity, and that our bodies die. Here, then,
there is an institution by the Creator, of great systems (vegetable ſnd
animal) of production, growth, decay, and death. It will not be doubted
that these institutions owe their existence to the Divine will.

If it be asserted that men's delinquencies offended the Deity, and
brought his wrath on the offenders; and that the present constitution

of the world is the consequence of that displeasure, philosophy offers

no answer to this proposition. She does not inquire into the motives
which induced the Creator to constitute the world, physical and men
tal, such as we see it; but, in pointing to the existence and constitution

of vegetables, of animals and of man, she respectſully maintains that al
l

these God did constitute and endow with their properties and relation
ships; and that in studying them we are investigating his genuine
workmanship.

Now, if we find on the one hand a system of decay and death in ex
ternal nature, animate and inanimate, we find also in nan a faculty of

Destructiveness which is pleased with destruction, and which places
him in harmony with that order of creation ; if we find on the one hand

an external world, in which there exist—fire calculated to destroy life

by burning, water by drowning, and cold by freezing—ponderous and

º
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moving bodies capable of injuring us by blows, and a great power of
gravitation exposing us to danger by falling, we discover, also, in sur
veying our own mental constitution, a faculty of Cautiousness, whose
office it is to prompt us to take care, and to avoid these sources of
danger. In other words, we see an external economy admirably
adapted to our internal economy; and hence we receive an irresistible
conviction that the one of these arrangements had been designedly
framed in relation to the other. External destruction is related to our

nternal faculty of Destructiveness; external danger to our internal
faculty of Cautiousness.
I have frequently remarked that one of the most striking proofs of

the existence of a Deity appears to me to be obtained by surveying
the roots of a tree, and its relationship to the earth. These are admir
ably adapted ; and my argument is this: The earth is a body which
knows neither its own existence nor the existence of the tree ; the
tree, also, knows neither its own qualities nor those of the earth. Yet
the adaptation of the one to the other is a real and useful relation,

which we, as intelligent beings, see and comprehend. That adaptation
could not exist, unless a mind had conceived, executed, and established
it; the mind that did so is not of this world; therefore a Deity who

is that mind, exists, and every time we look on this adaptation we see
His power and wisdom directly revealed to us. The same argument
applies, and with equal force, to the mental faculties and external nature.
We see natural objects threatening us with danger, and we find in our
selves a faculty prompting us to take care of our own safety. This
adaptation is assuredly divine; but you will observe that if the adapta
tion be divine, the things adapted must also be divine; the external
world threatening danger must have been deliberately constituted such

as it is ; and the human mind must have been deliberately constituted
such as it is ; otherwise this adaptation could not exist.
Again, we find that the human body needs both food and raiment,

and on surveying the external world we discover that in a great portion

of the earth there are winter's barren frosts and snows. But in exam
ining the human mind, we find a faculty of Constructiveness, prompting
and enabling us to fabricate clothing; and Acquisitiveness, prompting

us to acquire and store up articles fitted for our sustenance and ac
commodation, so as to place us in comfort when the chill winds blow
and the ground yields us no support. We discover, also, that nature
presents us with numberless raw materials, fitted to be worked up, by

means of our faculties, into the very commodities into which our bodies
stand in need. All these gifts and arrangements, I repeat, are assur
edly of divine institution; and divine wisdom, goodness, and power are
conspicuously displayed in them all. But you will observe that indi
vidual men, by abusing the faculty of Constructiveness, oftentimes com
mit forgeries, pick locks, and perpetrate other crimes; and that by

abusing Acquisitiveness they steal.
Here, then, is a wide difference between Dr. Wardlaw's views and

mine, in regard to human nature. His broken mainspring and antag
onist power are nowhere to be met with in al

l

the records of philosophy;
while the crimes which he ascribes to it are accounted for by abuses of

organs clearly instituted by the Creator, having legitimate spheres of

action, and wisely adapted to a world obviously arranged by Him in

relation to them.

Dr. Wardlaw appe irs to have studied human nature chiefly in the
actions of men, and he has not distinguished between the faculties
bestowed by the Creator, and the abuses of them, for which individual
delinquents alone are answerable.

If these views be well founded, moral philosophy, as a scientific study,
becomes not only possible, but exceedingly interesting and profitable.

Its objects are evidently to trace the nature and legitimate sphere ef

action of all our faculties, and their relation to the external world, with
the conviction that to use them properly is virtue, to abuse them is

Vice.

These principles, if sound, enable us to account for the barren con
dition of moral philosophy, as a science.

-

[JAN.,
------- ------------** --

The numerous errors, the confusion and contradiction of previous
moralists, are to be ascribed to their having no stable philosophy of

mind. They possessed no knowledge of the organs of the mind, and

no sufficient means of discriminating between what was natural and
what incidental in human conduct. Sir James Mackintosh remarks,

that “there must be primary pleasures, pains, and even appetites,
which arise from no prior state of mind, and which, if explained at all,

can be derived only from bodily organization; for,” says he, “if there
were not, there could be no secondary desires. What the number of

the underived principles may be, is a question to which the answers of

philosophers have been extremely various, and of which the considera
tion is not necessary to our present purpose. The rules of philoso
phizing, however, require that causes should not be multiplied without
necessity.” -

With al
l

deference to Sir James Mackintosh's authority, I conceive
that the determination of “the number of the underived principles” of

mind, is the first step in al
l

sound mental science, and especially in

ethics; and when he admits that these “can be derived only from
bodily organization,” it is unphilosophical in him to add, “that the rules

of philosophizing require that causes should not be multiplied without
necessity.” Who would think of attempting either to multiply or

diminish senses, feelings, or intellectual powers depending on “bodily
organization,” unless he could multiply and diminish, make and un
make, corresponding bodily organs at the same time !

In my System of Phrenology I have presented you with a view of

the underived faculties of the mind, connected with specific organs, in

so far as these have been ascertained; I have endeavored to point out
the sphere of action of each, and to explain the effects of size in the
organs on the power of manifesting the faculties. These points being
assumed, an intelligible foundation is laid for ethical science. Bearing

in mind the three great divisions of the human faculties into Animal
Propensities, Moral Sentiments, and Intellectual Powers, le

t

us attend

to Bishop Butler's exposition of the groundwork of moral philosophy.
Bishop Butler, in the preface to his Sermons, says: “ It is from con

sidering the relations which the several appetites and passions in the in
ward frame have to each ether, and, above all, the supremacy of re
flection or conscience, that we get the idea of the system or constitu
tion of human nature. And from the idea itself it will as fully appear,
that this our nature, i.e., constitution, is adapted to virtue, as from the
idea of a watch it appears that its nature, i. e.

,

constitution or system,

is adapted to measure time.
“Mankind has various instincts and principles of action, as brute

creatures have ; some leading most directly and immediately to the
good of the community, and some most directly to private good.
“Man has several which brutes have not; particularly reflection or

conscience, an approbation of some principles or actions, and disappro
bation of others.
“Brutes obey their instincts or principles of action, according to cer

tain rules; suppose the constitution of their body, and the objects
around them.

“The generality of mankind also obey their instincts and principles,
one and al

l
of them ; those propensions we call good, as well as the

bad, according to the same rules, namely, the constitution of their body,
and the external circumstances they are in. **
“Brutes, in acting according to the rules before-mentioned, their

bodily constitution and circumstances, act suitably to their whole nature.
“Mankind also, in acting thus, would act suitably to their whole

nature, if no more were to be said of man's nature than what has been
now said; if that, as it is a true, were also a complete, adequate account
of our nature.
“But that is not a complete account of man's nature. Somewhat

further must be brought in to give us an adequate notion of it; namely,
that one of those principles of action, conscience, or reflection, compared
with the rest, as they al

l

stand together in the nature of man, plainly
bears upon it marks of authority over al

l

the rest, and claims the abso
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lute direction of them all, to allow or forbid their
gratification ; a disapprobation of reflection
being in itself a principle manifestly superior
to a mere propension. And the conclusion is

,

that to allow no more to this superior principle

or part of our nature than to other parts; to

let it govern and guide only occasionally in

common with the rest, as its turn happens to

come, from the temper and circumstances one
happens to be in ; this is not to act conform
ably to the constitution of man; neither can
any human creature be said to act conformably

to his constitution of nature, unless he allows

to that snperior principle the absolute authority
which is due to it.”—(Butler's Works, Vol. ii.

,

Preface.)
[to BE ooNTINUED.]-

MENTAL, ORGANS OF THE SENSES.
Editors PHRENoLogical Journ AL: Sirs—In

the science of Phrenology I have met with one
difficulty which I make bold to ask you to ex
plain. A classification of the faculties of the mind
evidently should account for all known mental
phenomena. Now, although the classification of

the faculties given in Phrenology is
,

perhaps,
more simple and natural than in any other sys
tem of mental philosophy, yet, when we come
down to the special organs, there appears to be

something wanting. It is a fact that there are
such qualities in objects as heat and cold, hard
ness and softness, sweet, bitter, pungent, etc., and
that the mind has the power of taking cognizance

of them; and yet there is no organ given as pos
sessing this power, though the whole brain is

divided into organs, and no “unexplored region”
left where it might possibly be located. It might

be claimed that Individuality should take cog
nizance of heat, cold, softness, hardness, etc., as

these words are nouns. Nouns are the names of

things, and the office of Individuality is to per
ceive things. But with equal reason it might be

expected to perceive roundness, squareness, large
ness, smallness, blackness, and whiteness, for the
perception of which w

e

have the organs of Form,
Size, and Color. It would be too much to ask
you to write me an explanation of this difficulty,
but a few lines on the subject in one of your
Journals would, I b'lieve, be acceptable to others

as well as to myself, as I have met with somewho
experienced the same difficulty. A. E. P.
ANswer.—The questions stated in the above

are pertinent and interesting. There have been
speculations on these subjects, and doubtless
there will be many more before they are satisfac
torily solved. It is true that the organs most
intimately related to the bodily senses are located

at the base of the brain, nearest the body. Thus,
Amativeness, Vitativeness, or love of life, Ali
mentiveness, or a tendency to take nourishment,

as well as Destructiveness and Combativeness,
given to defend and protect the body, are at the
base of the brain, and why there should not be

organs to preside over the senses of heat, cold,
sweetness, bitterness, and hardness, we can see
no reason; but we think that the base of the
brain, out of the reach of examination, might be

an appropriate place for them. There are, doubt
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less, organs of the brain which govern motion,
digestion, respiration, assimilation, and all other
functions.

tº cºrrisºnments.

E. W. T.-First. What temperament and com
bination of facultiesgive thelove of Nature? Did Fanny
Forresterpossessit?
ANs. This is a broadquestion. Nature is a greatword:

Its sphere is wide. If by nature be meantthat part of it

which lies outside of thisworld in its depths of space,we
reply, that large perceptiveorgans,goodmathematical
talent,large Sublimityand Spiritualitywith Ideality are
required. If by nature be meantfloralbeauty,Ideality,
Color, Individuality,and Form are chieflyemployed. If

the rolling ocean, Sublimity large and Cautiousness
moderatemight be required. In short,natureinvolves
all sciences of theuniverse,includingnaturalphilosophy,
chemistry,mathematics,physiology,geology,botany,etc.
We suppose our correspondent, b

y asking if Fanny
Forresterpossessed a love of nature,speaks of it in a

restrictedsense,whether a personwho is foud of hills and
vales, of books,flowers,birds,clouds,sunshine,moonlight,
etc.. If that be his meaning,we answer: she had these
qualities in a high degree,and was rarely surpassed in

her ability to portraythem.
Second. I have noticed in differentindividuals, great

diversity in theexpression of the countenance. In one
person,thevisageappearsalmostalways a perfectblank,
while in another,the soul seems to shine out through it

continually. What are the principal causes of these
exhibitions?
ANs. A personmayhave a countenancewhich is a per

fectblank, becausetheir character is perfectlyblank; or
theymayhave the organ of Secretivenessverylargeand
thus throwavail, as it were, over the featuresand sus
pend all expression. Thosewho have a dull and waxy
temperament,whose blood lazily creepsthrough their
system,joined to an inactive intellectand a dearth of

imagination,havestupidfaces, or blankfaces. Thosewho
havean activetemperament,whoarequickandexcitable

in feeling,whohaveCombativeness,Firmness,andprac
tical intellect largely developed,with Cautiousnessand
Secretivenessmoderate,will naturallyhave a countenance
beamingwith feelingand sentiment,especiallywhenthe
mind is excited.
Thirdly. Does not Phrenology teach that different

degrees of punishmentshould be inflictedupondifferent
individualsfor thesameoffense?
ANs. Phrenology is basedonnatureand commonsense,

and natureand commonsense,whetherphrenologically
rendered or otherwise,wouldgivethisquestionan affirm
ative answer. We have it illustratedby words in the
Bible, namely: “He that knowethhis master'swill and
doeth it not shall be beatenwith manystripes,whilehe
that knoweth it not shall be beatenwith few stripes.”
This is thewaywetreatchildren,andwhy is it notequally
right foradults? Somepersonsaremuchbetterqualified

to judge of what is proper and right thanothers,and, if

they fail to fulfill thesewell-known duties,why should
they not be moreseverelypunishedthanhewhohasbut

a vagueinotion of what he ought to do, and is butfeebly
impressedwith thesense of duty?

Michigan.—Will you answer me a few ques
tions? There is a phrenologist in this place who says
therearemanymoreorgans in the left side of the hemi
sphere of the brain than thereareon theright,and that
most of theorgansaresingle.
ANs. We do not knowwhat phrenologistyou refer to,

butsimplysaythatheneverwill behungfor his overstock

of knowledgeon thesubject. Suchan ideawouldbenew

to Gall, Spurzheim,andCombe.
Second.How is it with themiddleline of theorgans in

the top of thehead?yousaytheyaresingle.
ANs. If theyarenotalwaysdivided in theplatesand in

the bust, it is not becausetheyare not divided in the
brain,butbeingdevelopedsideby sidethere is no neces
sity of their separation in the bust or drawings. The
organs of Firmness,Self-Esteem,Veneration,Benevolence,
etc.,arecut in twoby the longitudinal cleft of the brain,
and, like all theotherorgans,theyalsoaredouble.
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WILL.—Articles which we do not accept for the
Jouex AL,wedo notdeem it necessary to mention in our
columns, or to write lettersaboutthem. Sometimeswe
acceptarticlesandretainthemformonthsbeforetheyare
inserted,becausewe havenottheroom or theinclination

to put themin. In regard to thechange of thelocation of

Spirituality or Marvelousnesswegive simplythis reason,
that,according to our observation,we think the location

as we have it is more in harmonywith nature. Is this
answersatisfactory to our correspondent?

J. C. H.-First. Can the activity of the brain
be told byexternalsigns?
ANs. Yes. It is determinedby temperamentand by

appearances of activity. If you do not understandtem
perament at all either naturally or by study,youwill fail

to observe it. But cannotyou seethedifferencebetween

a sharp-eared,light-boned,restlesssorrelnag and one of

the goodbroad-footed,dumpy,round,short-leggedteam
horses? If so,you can answer the questionfor yourself
respectingactivity,byreferring to humanbeingswhoare

in temperamenttheircounterparts.
Second.How is it that somemenwrite fluentlywhen

theycannotspeakfreely,whentheirorgan of Language

is onlyaverage?
ANs. AverageLanguagecan think of words as fast as

its possessorcan write them. You must remember,we
speaktentimes as fast as we write,and to speakwell and
fluentlyrequires a goodendowment of Language.
We haveportraits,andalsocasts of heads in plaster. A

portrait is always a print, a painting, or drawing, not a

bustor cast.

£it trar n ºld fitts.
FRom DAwn to DAYLIGHT : or, The
SimpleStory of a WesternHome. By a Minister'sWife.
New York: Derby & Jackson.
This is a racybook,abounding in amusingincidents,

and in touchingandtenderdelineations. Its hearth-pic
turesaretrue to the life, andwedoubtnotthousandswill
bemadethebetterfor readingit. We noticethe book is

advertise1 as “Supposed to be written by Mrs. Henry
Ward Be-cher,”and, this being true,wehavesomefine
sketches of theearlystruggles, as well as of thehumorous
qualities of the talentedand eccentricdivine, which all
will readwith interest,and doublyso,becausetheymay
be relied on as authentic.The account of theirbridal trip

to theirWestern home is alone worth the price of the
book,$1.

* usint 55 #0 titt 5.
THE JANUARY NUMBER commences the 31st

Wolumeof theAMERICANPHEENoLogical Journal.
Post-AGE —The postage on this Journ AL to

anypart of the United States is six cents a year. The
postage is payable in advance at theoffice of delivery.
TEACHERs, Editors, CLERGYMEN, and others,

areinvited to o tainsubscribers in theneighborhoºdwhere
they reside. Traveling Agents may obtain C. riflcates
from the Publishers,on prºsentingsuitablerecommenda
tions.

Sever AL Bank Notes, Postage Stamps, or small
Gold Coins,may be inclosedand sent in a letter to the
Publishers,withoutincreasingthepostage.
Subscribers may remit for one, two, three, or

more years, as maybe convenient.The amountwill becredited,and theJournal sentthefull time.
PERsons ordering from agents or dealers must

look to themfor thesupply of theJournal or paper.

W E will club with any newspaper or magazine
published in New York, Boston, or Philadelphia.

FRIENDs—Co-workers—Wolunt A R Y AGENTs,

in everyneighborhood,are invited to engage in thegood
work of extendingthecirculation of theseuniqueandval
uable periodicals. A little well-directedeffort,just now,
during the long winter evenings,will doubleour list of

readers,andthusscatterinvaluableblessingsamongthou
sands. May we nothearfromyou?
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3 httrfistments.
Anv ERTIs MENts intended for this Journal. to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublishersonor be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
THE CAPToons of [{APHAEL.

Extraordix ARY OFFER.
Mr. CHARLEsB. Norton, Aſºº Building, as the

agentof Day& Son, Londºn, offersto Sul scribersa setof
the finestlilie Eogravingsevºr prºduced,for#10The SET.
Thesearecopiesof thecelebrate"cartoonsof
R A P ii. A E L A T H A M P T O N C O U R T .

The originalproof impressionswerepublished at $350.
Messrs.Day & Son havedetermined to print * limited

edition, to be distributed to subscribersonly, and then
destroytheplates. Mr. Nortonwill have a fewsets to dis***(ii.
When it is consideredthatthesemagnificentengravings

ar. such as almostinvariablyco-t$10each,thesurpassing
cheapness at whichtheyarenowofferedwill be apparent.
Eali print is gottenup ºn thehighes'style of line engrav
ings,and is on paper of thesize of 88x25inches.
Mr. Norton will turnish a prospectus,giving full partic

ulars,uponapplicatiou at hisoffice,wherespecimensmay
be seeu. CHARLES B. NORTON,

RARE Books on PHRENoLogy —
We have a few copies of the books namedbelowwhich
we can furnish tº thosedesiring them, at the prices
numed, sº long as theylast
Thesebooksarenotstereotyped,andtherearebutvery

few copiesremaining. In a fewmonthstheywill be en
tirelyout of the market,and not to be had at anyprice.
For copies,nddressF.-wler ANDWells, NewYork.
OBSERVATIONS ON Tii E DERANGED MANIFES

TATIONS OF THE MIND, OR INSANITY.
By J. C. Spurzheim,M.D. Licentinte of the College of

Physicians of London and of theUniversitiesof Vienna
and Paris. Third Americanedition,with notes,improvemen's,and plates. With an Airpendix,by A. Brigharn,M.D., author of “Remarks on the Influence of Mental
Cultivationon Health.” PP. 272,withIllustrations, $

1 50.
ELEMENTS OF PIIRENOLOGY .

By GeorgeCombe,late President of the Phrenological
Society. Four h American entition,improved and en
largedfromthethirdEdinburgh,bytheauthor. With en
gravings. Pp. 04, 0 cents.

HORAE THEENOLOGICAE;
Being threePhrenologicalEssays:

I. OnMorality.
II. On theBestMeans of ObtainingHappiness.III. OnWeneration.
By John Epps,M.D., Director of the R yal Jennerian

and Londºn, Vaccine Ins' tutions: Lectureron Materia
MedicaandChemstry; Member o

f theEdinburghPhren
ological Society and author of the “Internal Evidences

of Christaniy Deduced rom Phren logy.” With notes
by Rev.John Pierpont. Pp. 96,price to cents.

Works of HoN. Hot: Ach, MANN,
IN ONE LARGE VOLUME with fine PortraitonSteel
cºntºning his bestwritines,including: The Gifts for: A

YouNg MAN (very valuable): Powers AND 1 ºuTirs of
WoxiaN (a cºm, rehen-iveargument: Poo AND IGNo
RANT,Rich ANd Educated (hopeful and encouraging):

I) Ex ANDsof Tite AGE (a bol, and munly statement o
f

great trutts); closing with the most effective ºf the
author'sgreatPUH, Ic ADDREsses.Pree ºf thework comp. in o e large well-bound volume, prepaid to any
*ost-office,ºy firstmail,only +

1

bo. Address
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
(I". . ." N - --- - SwsTHE NEw ILLUSTRATED SELF-IN

STRUCTOR IN PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY,
with more than a Hundred Engraved Portraits of Re
markable Men ºrd Women. This excellent practical
work, writtenfor theinformationandimprovementof all,
embraces,among other tºpics: The Laws of LIFE ;

Hereditary Intluences: Health – How to Preserve It ;

Temperatine,ts—illusrated: Signs of ChattacTER:Prin
ciplesandProofs of Phrenology; AnalysisundClassiflea
tion of theFaculties:and a Chºrt forRecordingExamnº
tions. A handy12movol.,revisedand enlarged,bound
with gilt buckandsides. Price, 0 cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,NewYork.

-SY R IN G E s.

Having madearrangementswith themanufacturers,we
shall keep u supply of Syringescoustautly ou handfor sule

at lºw prices.
We shall send the very best Patent Elastic Syringe,

warran'ed to give satisaction,by mail, post-paidfor $3.

A liberaldiscountallowed toWater-CureEstablishments
and thºsewho buy tº sell again. Cash or ſers shall be
promptlyattended to anddispatchedby nrstexpress.
#SWLEIR AND WELLS, 80sBroadway,New York.

THE NEw York TRIBUNE.

PREPARE FOR THE GREAT POLITICAL CAM
PAIGN OF 1830;

InDUCEMENTS TO CLUBS.

NOW IS TIIE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.

THE TBIBUNE—now more than eighteenyearsold,
and havinz over a quarter of a millionsubscribers. ºr con
stantpurchasers,diffusedthrougheveryStateandTerri
tory of our Union—will continue in essencewhat it has
been--the earnestchampion of Liberty, Progress,and of

whateverwill conduce to our nationalgrowth in Wirtue,
Industry, Knowledge,andProsperity.

THE NEW YORK DAiLY TRIBUNE

is printedon a large imperial sheet,andpublihed every
morning and evening (Sundaysexcepted). It contains
Editorials on the topics of the times,employing a large
corps ºf thebestnewspaperwriters of the day; Dome-tic
nnd Foreign Correspondence;Proceetings of Congress;
Reports of Lectures; City News; Cattle,Horse,andPro
duceMar -ts: Reviews of Books; Literary Intelligence;
PapersonMechanicsandtheArts,Cookery,etc.,etc. We
striº e to makeTHE TRIBUNE u , , arspot, r to meetthe
w.nts of the public—itsTelegraphic newsalone costing
over$15,000perannum.

TIERMS:
The DAILY TRIBUNE is mailedto subscribersat$6

per anuum, in advance; $8forsix months.

TIIE NEW YORK SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE

is publishedeveryTuesday andFitIDAY.andcontainsall
the Editorials of the Daily, with the Cattle,Hºrse, and
Geteral Markets, reliably reported expresslyfor THE
TRIBUNE; Notices or New Inventions; Foreign and
DomesticCorrespondence:ArticlesonCookery; anddur
ing thesessions of Conuress it contains a summary o

f Con
gressionaldoings,with themoreimportantspeeches. We
shall, as heretofore,maketheSEMI. WEEKLY TRIBUNE

a Literary, as well as a Political newspaper,and weare
determinedthat it shall remain in thefrontrank of family
pape's. - -TERMS:

OneCopy,oneyear .......
Two C ºpies,oneyear
Five Copies,oneyear..
Ten Copies, t , o

,
e a dur's.... --

Any personsending us a club of twenty, or over,will be
entitled tº an extracopy. For a club of forty,wewill send
theDailyTribuneoneyear.

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TR BUNE,

a large eight-pagepaper for the country, is published
everySaturday,andcontait'sEditorielson the importunt
topics of thetimes,thenews of theweek,interestingcor
respondencefrom all parts ºf the world, the New York
Cattle,Horse, and ProduceMarke s, interestingand re
liable Politica",Me,hat.ical, and Agricultural articles,
Paperson Cookery,etc.,etc.
We shall,duringthis year. as hitherto,constantlylabor

to improvethequality of theinstructiveentertantuentaf
fordedbyTHE WEEKLY TRIBUNE, whichwe intend
stall continue to be the bestFamily Weekly Newspaper
published in theWorld. We considerthe CattleMarket
IRepors alone richly worth to cattleraisers a year'ssub
scriptionprice. TEI r MS :

OneCopy,oneyear.......................... 42
Three Copies,onewear. 5

Five Copies,oneyear.... - 8

Ten Copie-,onewear... . . . . . . . 12

" wentyCopies, tº onewidr as

Twenty Copies, t , addrea of e- ch sub criber. .4

Any personsending us a club of twenty, or more.will be
entitled o an extracopy. For a club of fortywewill send
The SEMI. WEEKLY TRIBUNE. andfor a club of one
hundredTHE DAILY TRIBUNE will besentgratis.
Subscriptionsmay commence at any time. Terms

alwayscash in advance. All letters to beaddressed to

HORACE GREELEY & CO.,Tribune Buildings,
NassauStreet,New York.

AL MAN A C S FOR 1860 !

Now trie ADY.

THE WATER, CURE ALMANAc,
ILLUSTRATED, Contains—

Hygienic Medication: Hydrophobia; Water-Cure Ex
plained ; Dr. Dosem'sCelebratedConcentratedEssence

of Moonshine; Health and Pure Air: Gymnasticstor
Consumptives; Rat Riddance; Blood-Food ; Johnny,
Dear, Do Take It ; Consumptionand Tight Lac ng;
Practice rs

. Preaching; Rubling Cure for Wens and
Chronic Swellings; Brief Directions for Preserving
Fresh Fruit, Tomatoes,etc.. in Air Tight Cans or Jars;
New York IIygeio-TherapeuticCollege; The Rigºt
Bird: HealthyChildren even in Cities; The Praise of

Clean Linen: Good Advice—A Dialogue; Calenders;
AstronomicalMatters,etc.
Price, post-paid, 6 Cents. Twenty-five for $1.

TILE ILLUSTRATED

PH REN 0 Lo G 1c A L AL MAN AC
Contains—besidestheusualastronomicalmatters

Names of all theOrgans: William H. Prescott,with Por
trait; Triplet Sisters,with L-kenesses:Ada Clifton,the
Actress; Major E. W. Serrell, the Engineer: Geo. G.
Briggs, of California: Pure Air - Gardening,etc.; Mus
cular Exercises-illustrated: Phrenology in Boston;
Blindfºld Examinations of Dr. Wins-ow Lewis, Dr.
Windship, Dr. Phelps,Dr. J. W

.
C. Smith,Dr. Maltson,

Dr. D
. Thayer, Judge Thos. Russell,Messrs.Pangborn,

Ball, and Willis; Proofs of Phrenºlogy—illustrated;
RobertBurns,withPortrait; Signs of Character;Utility

of Phrenology; Horace Mann; Studies and Employ
ment.

Price, 6 Cents. $1 for Twenty-five.

The MECHANICS" AND ENGINEERS'

PockET ALMANAC.
Contains—

A Table showingtheTime of theSun'sRisingandSetting
Equation of Time: Table of theMoon'sPha-es: Table
for Compositions of Brass: The Christian Era & Table
for ascertainingtheNumber of DaysfromanyoneDay

in theYear to any otherDay; Table of theTheoretical
Werocity of Water per Second; BirminghamGuage for
Wire, etc.; Specific Gravities of M. tals and Wºods;
Weight of CastandWroughtIron in Pounds,perSquare
Foot: Table of the Lengths of Circular Arcs to Rudius
Unity; TableShowingtheDimensions o

f Screws,Nuts,
and Washer- ; DegreesFahren”eit) required to Melt
differentMetals: Dimensions o

f NotedStoneBridges of

Eurºpe, withDates of Er-ction : Lengths of P. ndulums;
Table ºf the emperature of Steam at differentAtºnos
pheric Pressures;The Wind as a MotivePower,etc.

Price 6 Cents. Twenty-five for $1.
FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

1750pages. So'd by all Booksellers.Price $6 50.
G. & C. Meirri AM.

Springfield,Mass.

THE P1iRENoLogical BUST,

Tes

W

designedespeciallytorLehrters: sºowºg the
exhctlocation of all useorgans of theBrain,

tu 1. developed,whichwill enableeveryone

to sury the s i nº withºutºn instructor. It

may be packedand sen wi h saf-tvby ex
press, or as freigh,(uot bv,mail) to anypart
of the w ºrld. Pric-, including tº x fºr nack
ing,only$1 .5, FOWLER AND WELLS.

“This is one of themostingeniºusinventions o
f theage.

A castmate ºf pia-tºr ºf Pari-, hesiz of thehumanhead,
on which theexactloº-ion ºf ºch of the Phreno“gical
Organº, i- represented,ſultydeveloped,withall thedivisions
andclassificitious. Thºse whocannºt obtaintheservices

of a professormay learn, in a v 1y shºrt time,fromthis
modelh-ad, thewhºlescience o

f Phrenologv. so fºr as the
locauons of theOrgausareconcerned."—N. Y

. Daily Sun.→3' ;
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A LL TIIF TEQUISITES FOR
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, AND HY
DROPATHIU LECTURERS AND PRACTITIONERS

imaY REorDEREDof
FO W L E R A N D w E L L S., ;

By Mail or Erpre-s.
PHYSIOLOGY.

A beautifulsetof anatomicaland physiologicalplates,
six in number,mountedon canvasand rollers,or color
ed. Price, $12.
Also, Lambert'sAnatomicalChartson rollers,colored,

six in theset. Price,$6.
Also, Weber's ditto, size of life, eleven in the set.Priee,$25.
Manikins,from$825to $1,000each.
Skeletons—Frenchwired—readyfor use, from $35 to

$45euch.
HYDROPATHIY.

Dr. Trall's Encyclopedia.................. - -- -- - ---$3 00
Dr. Shew'sFamily Physician. . -- -
Water-Curein ChronicDiseases..
DomesticPracticeof Hydropathy........
Water-CureLibrary,sevenvolumes,andotard works.
The New PocketSyringe.............. .. . 3 50
Breast Pumps............................ . 2 00
Nipple Shield....... .................... -- -- --- - -. 0 87

PHRENOLOGY.
SpecimensforSocietiesandPrivateCabinets. Forty of

our bestSpecimeus.size of Life. Cast from the headsof
John QuincyAdams,Aaron Burr, GeorgeCombe. Elihu
Burritt. T. H. Benton,HenryClay. Rev.Dr.Dodd,Thomas
A. Emmett,Dr. Gill, SylvesterGraham,J. C. Neal,SilasWright, Black Hawk, Osceola,etc., etc. They can be
packed and sentusfreightor expresswithsafety. Price,only +25forforly casts.
Also, Fowler's Phrenology,Combe'sPhrenology,PhrenologicalCharts,andmarkedBusts.CrayonHeads ............................ #150to$3 00

Water Color IIeads......... ... .. 3 00 * 5 00
Oil Color Heads........................... 4 00 “ 8 00

G R O W E R & B A K E R 'S
celebrated

FAMILY SEw ING MACHINEs.
READWHATDISTINGUisn'Eo M fºxsay.

“I take pleast.re in saying that theGrover & Baker
SewingMachines havemor- thansustai.ed,my rkpacta:
tie a lºw-r “ying and returningothers, I have threeoftheºn, in overation in mydifferentpaces,aud, after four
years' tria', haveno fault to flud.”—J. L. II annond, Sºnuno ºf S t , tºuroin .

“My wife has had one of Grover & Baker's Sewing
Machinesfor sometime,and I “m satisfied it is one , f the
best labor-savinginachinesthathasbeeninver, te

:
1. I take

much, pleasure in reconºmenºit'g it to the public.—J. G
.

Hu ri , , over or ºf tºnn-->e.

Offices of Exhibition and Sale: 405 Broadwav.New
York. 'S SummerStreet,Boston, 7 0 Chestnut S reet,Philad-lphia. 181BaltimoreStreet.Baltimore. 5- West
Fourth Street,Cincinnat. Agencies in all the principalCities andTowns in theUnitedStates.

13/T SEND FOR A CIRCULAR. -8:1
EVERY TEACHER shouldhave

THE RIGIIT Word IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocket Diction ARY or SYNoNYMATrch
Nical ºn M*,ABBREvIATI Ns. Foreig N PHRASEs,etc.,etc.,with a Chapteron Pulic untionand Proot.Reading.
This is an indi-pensablecompaniontoreverywriterandspeaker who would sawexactly w "at he means,and
neithermorenºr le.s andsay it in thebestway. Price,50 cents. FUWLER AND WELLS, New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED — A FIRST
class Pictorial Family Newspaper,commences its eighth
vºlumethiswrek. It is devoted to Education,Agriculture,
M--hanics. Architecture,New lºve...tiºns.Business, to

Moral an-1 intellectual Improvement,Social Enterlin
nient. the News ºf the World. and all Inovernentsof
prietical interestandutility. Now is thetime to subscribe.
Unly $4 a year, or threecopies“5. Five copies#6, or tencºpies # 0. Getup a Club. Address,
FOWLER AND WELLS, 3 S Broadway,New York.

A Remarkable Bools.

Now RFAD.Y. —HINTs TowARD
PHYSICAL PERFECTION:

Or, How to Acquire and l:e ain Beauty, Grace, and
Strenzth.an: SecureLong life andContinues.Youth
ful“ess. Price, PREPAIPBY FIRst MA11.only+1.
Aduress FOWLEIR AN ID WELLS

305Broadway,New York.

AMFRICAN AND For EIGN STERE
OSCOPIC EMPORIUM.
An ext. s.ve and variedassortmentof Americanand

Foreign Views andGrºupsalwayson hand, at the towe tpºi -- and of the'es' qu i n.

New invoicesreceiv. d per ev.-ryarrival from Europe.
Having agents in Englandand France,wearecertain tº

receivethe latestviews published in eithercountry,and
our stºck will befound bothextensiveandwell selected.

A LIHERALDiscountto thf. tra DE.
Parties it a 1 istances-nding us -8, *5, #

1 *, * 5, #20, or

$25canhave a goo instrument,andsuchplctures as theymayrequestsent I y Express.
A:l order-will tº executedwithcare,and our fiends. dependuponreceiving a goodandsatisfactoryselectiºn.
Merchantsfromevervsection of thecountryarerespect

fully invited to makean examination of our stockbelore
purchasingelsewhere.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
80sBroadway,NewYork.

“THE Journ AL of PROGRESS,”
commencingJannary 1, 1-60,will advocateHarmonial
and Indus rial Education.TheOnligationand Reward ofLabor, the Freedom of thePublic Land- andtheNatural
Rights of All. 16 octavopages,twice a month; *l a year.Address ELIAS LONGLEY, Cincinnati,O.

PHoNog RAPHERs, ATTENTION 1–
THE PHONOGRAPHIC JOURNAL, designed to instruct
and interestPhonographers in a 1 stages or advancement,
wil make its appearanceJanuary 1, 18, 0, and becontin
uel monthly. Eight large ortavo pages. at #

1
a year.Party in thesimplest, n. 1 partly in tº briefestrepºrtingstyle tº both of which a keywill beturnished in hepages

of utteJournal or Pºtogress,al-o "1 it year. The first
numberwill presentIsaac Pittman'snewvowelscale and
otherimprovement-,mot of which maybe atopteddur
ing 186".Subscriptionssolicited. Samplecopies, 1" cents.Audress ELIAS L NGLEY, Cincinnati, O

.

* *For The DEAF.—HASL M's AR
TIFICIAL EVRS. Entirely concealedwhenworn. No
trou le or 1.e.-es-11yto hol, whº in to the ears. Fit snug
roundthehead. Canbeworn in thehouse,street,church,
theater, or anywhere,hat or bonnetºn or off
Sen your address,and a Descriptiveand Illustrated

Circular will th
e

sent to anypart of fiveUnitedStates.
HASLAM BROTHERS, 429Broadway,New York.

A LIST of NEARLY ALL THE
Water-Cure Establishments in America—theirlocation,
etc.—given in theWATEI:-CURE JOURNAL.

IMP'oltrast to IN v ENToks. – I’Aq
ENT OFFiuk, 1) EPABTMEN'i'.- Wetrausaca at unusoft
all kinds of businesecouneetedwith procuring Paten.
aither un thiscountry or in any of theEuropeanStatesHavingsecuredtheaid of therestPatentAttorneysa nº

o thepublic.both n Englau andonthe continent of karope,weareable to affordthebest of facilitiesforohtanº
Pat.-nus tu for igu cºuntres.
TheRolleau,whº nai,charge of our PateurUmoe repº,ueni,hasfor thepastten yearsbeeusuccessimilyeugag.

in obtainingpat nu, for inventions,and turing the le.
wortiou of thattimehasdevotedpartienlarattention tº Yo

testedcases.
The businese of unusOſhcewill be strictly Goudoeuv,

No enargeswill be madetor examinati,ºne of u-w tuvº,
ions: inve-utorsmayconsult us as to the or veityandpaeniability of theirimprºvenients,andreceiveour repºrt ndescribingtheirtuventions to us,and incton't g º stami.
prºpaythereturnletter.
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Out illustratº familm journals.
Fowl:R AND WELLs, 308 Broadway, New York, publish the following Popular and Scientific Journals,

which afford an excellent opportunity for bringing before the public al
l

subjects of general interest.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL:
A REPOSITQRY OF SCIENCE, !. ITERATURE, AND GENERAL INTELLIGENCE : devoted

to Phrenology, Education, Psychology, Mechanism, Architecture, and to al
l

those Progressive Measures which
are calculated to Reform, Elevate, and Improve Mankind.

Published Monthly, at One Dollar a Year.ings.
AMERICANPHRENological Journal.—Really weknow

nothowsufficiently to recommendthiswork. It is second

to nonethatwehaveseen. No one,male or female,who

is old enough to read, shouldbe without it. It teaches
that a knowledge of self is indispensable;also, the rela
tion we sustain to each other; and our responsibility to

God.
MEsses.FowlkR ANDWELLs,publishers,shouldbe re

garded as national benefactors, in furnishing a work of

suchvalue at a price which enablesall to read it — Ler
ington (S. C.) Telegraph.

THE PHRENological JoukNAL is a work of high merit,
and noonecanfail to beimprovedby reading it. Every
familyshouldsubscribefor thismostexcellentJournal.—
New York Tribune.

THE AMERICANPHRENoLogical Journal is ably con
ducted,and largely circulated. It is far from being a

paper of oneidea, as might be supposed by thoseunac
quaintedwith its character. On thecontrary, it is liberal

in its tone,progressive in spirit, and full of suggestions
with regard to self-culture,and developing a soundmind

in a soundbody.—TheCountry Gentleman.
This excellentJourtNAL is doing more to benefitman

kind thanall thegold-diggers in thetwohemispheres. It

is onlyOne Dollarper year,and is worthtentimesthat in

any family.—C/evelandſommercial.
Though devotedmainly to thesubject of Phrenology, it

alsoembraceswithin its range a number of othersubjects

of decidedinterest,whichare treatedwith ability,and in

a popularstyte.—Greensburg(Ala.) Beacon.

Illustrated with numerous Portraits and other Engrav
Ten Copies for Five Dollars,

It maybetermedthestandardauthority in all matters
pertaining to Phrenology,while the beautifultypography

of theJournal, andthesuperiorcharacter of the numer
ous illustrationsarenotexcelled in any work with which
we areacquainted,—AmericanCou,ier.

We would recommendthis valuableperiodical to the
attention of all who esteem a “sound mind in a healthy
body”thefirstcondition of temporalhappiness.-Westfield
News Letter.

THE AMERICANPHRENoLogicalJournal is one of the
bestscientificperiodicals in thecountry.—BostonMorning
News.
Address FOW LER AND WELLS,

308Broadway,New York.

THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL:
T) Evot. ED, TO HYDROPATHY, ITs PHILosophy AND PRACTICE; to Physiology and Anat
omy, with Illustrative Engravings ; to Dietetics, Exercise, Clothing, Occupations, and those iaws which govern
Life and Health.
Time was when the secretsof the humanconstitution

werelockedup in volumes to whichonly a privilegedfew
had thekey; nowtheyareoffered to everyman,woman,
and child in theland,and all who can read,and desire to

understand,maylearn throughsuch a publication as the
WATER-CUREJournal whateversciencehas discovered

in regard to the organization of man.-East Boston
Ledger.
THE WATER-CUREJournal.—All who wish to make

themselvesacquaintedwiththewonderfulresultsobtained
fromthehydropathicsystem of curingdiseases,shouldbe
comesubscribers to thisusefuljournal.—Sherbroºke(Can
ada) Times.

-

This Journal ought to bepublished in everylanguage,
andread in everyfamily in theworld.—GoldenEr .

Published Monthly, at One Dollar a Year.
The WATER-CUREJournal, holds a high rank in the

science of health; always direct, straightforward,and
plain-spoken, it unfoldsthe laws of our physicalnature,
withoutanypretensions to thetechnicalities of science,but

in a form as attractiveandrefreshing as thesparklingele
mentof which it treats.-Mew Yºrk Tribune.
Suffice it to say,werewesick,and withoutanyprevious

knowledge of the first principles of the healingart, we
might possiblychoosethosedoctorswho give no medi
cine.—BostonMedicaland Surgical Journal.

Full to thebrim, as usual,with matter of thehighestim
portance to thepeople.—PortlandTranscript.

This is one of the mostusefulperiodicals of the age.--
Canada ChristianAdvocate.

Ten Copies for Five Dollars,
THEWATER-CUREJourn AL is not onlyone of themost

useful,but interesting,entertaining,and withalone of the
cheapestpublicationsthatcan be taken in a family.—Demi
ocraticStundard.
The Journal proposes to showhowman mayprolong

his life muchbeyondtheusualnumber of years—allfor$1.
—Old ColonyMemorial.
THE WATER-CUREJourn AL-This is unquestionably

themostpopularhealthjournal in theworld.—AewYork
Evening Post.
The taking of this Journal will be found a money

makingbusiness.-Christian Freema”.
Address FOW L E R AND W E L L S.

308Broadway,New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED: A FIRST-CLASS
IPICTortAL WEEKLY, NewsPAPER: devoted to NEws, LITERATURE, SciENCE, and the ARTs; to ENTER:
TAINMENT, IMPROVEMENT, and PROGRESS. Designed to encourage a Spirit of HoPE, MANLINEss, SELF-RELIANCF, and
Activity among the people; to point out the means of profitable economy; and to discuss and ILLUSTRATE the
leading ideas of the day ; to record al

l

signs of progress, and to advocate political and industrial rights for al
l

classes. Published Weekly, at Two Dollars a Year in advance.
Fowler ANDWELuspublishthreejournals,which con

tain, in theaggregate,moreusefulandreliablematter on

thegoneralsubject of physiologythancan be foundwithin
the samespace in any other publications. Life Illus
TEATED is a pictorialweeklynewspaper,speciallyadapted

to progressive life in society; and the WATER-CURE
Journal, which is devoted to Hydropathy, is philosophy
and practice,we hear highly praised by thosewho are
betterqualifled to judge of the matterthanwe are our
selves. Onething is certain,that in the laws which gov
ern life and health, so faras cleanliness is concerned,they
deservegreatcreditfortheinformationtheyareconstantly
giving. Their Phrenological Journal is a repository of

scienceandinformationon thatspecialsubject,although

it partakes of the spirit of the presentage,and without

holdingitself to Phrenology,branchesoff into Education,
Psychology,Mechanism,Architecture,and all thosepro
gressivemeasureswhich arecalculated to reform,elevate,
and improvemankind.—DemocratiºAge, N

.
Y.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED,a newspaperpublishedby FowLER
ANDWELLs, of New York, is one of thebestfamilypapers

in the country. Adopting as its motto the words of

Goethe,“Think of Living,” it sparesno pains in enno
bling life. We know of no Easternpaper thatwewould
rather commend to our readers.-Bar, esville(0.) Intelli
gence .

“LIFE” IN THE FAMILY.—C. R. M., writing from De
Ruyter, N. Y., says: “I have taken LIFE for two years,
and, as far as I am concerned,would ratherpay $5 for it

than not to have it. I think that the moneypaid for it

Ten Copies for Ten Dollars.
will go further toward supportingmy family than five
timesthatamountpaidfor flourandmedicine,and I want
others to bebenefited as well as myself. I shallbepleased

to act as agent,andreceive as my reward the conscious
ness of havingintroduced a periodicalwell worthy of my
recommendation.” If wehad ten thousandsuchagents,
wecouldsavetheworld the uselessexpenditure of many
millionsof dollarseveryyear.

One of thebestfamilypaperspublished in New York is

LIFE Illustrated, by Fowler ANDWELLs. It is a paper
which ought to be read by every family.—Glensaulls
Messenger.

ray- $3.−For Three Dollars, in advance, a copy of LIFE ILLUSTRATED (weekly), THE PHRENOLOGICAI. Journ AL,
and the WATER CURE Journ AL will be sent a year to one address.

º

Now is the time to subscribe and form Clubs.
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PHRENoLog ICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.---

phr EnoLogical, CHARACTER.

The portrait from which we dictate the follow
ing observations indicates an excellent physical
constitution, stoutness, heartiness, strength, and
endurance. He has a predominance of the vital
temperament, which gives ample sustaining power
for health and labor. One signal advantage which
he enjoys over many other men, is that his body
generates steam as rapidly as his large brain can
work it off in mental action; hence, as a lawyer,
in long-continued cases in court, or as a politician
on the stump, he does not become fatigued and
worn down by excessive and continuous labor for
weeks. He has the orator's temperament, and is
qualified by it to give to his words such an earn
estness and magnetism that they go home to the
hearer with more than common influence, and
seem to mean more than they would if uttered by
a cold-blooded, thin, spare man. His head is large
at the base, showing across the brow a predomin
ance of the perceptive intellect, ability to gather
and arrange facts, a desire to study and understand
nature, and ability to pick up general information
as he goes rapidly through the world. He becomes
well posted in respect to all that is going on
around him; hence farmers, mechanics, contract

ors, teachers, and mer
chants find him well
versed in whatever in
terests themselves, and
as a lawyer or popular
orator, would seem to
touch everybody's case.
He has very large Lan
guage, which makes
him popular in conver
sation, as well as full,
free, fluent, and copi
ous as an orator. Pass
ing around to the side
head, we find the base
is also large, showing
ingenuity, regard for
property, Combative
ness and Destructive
ness, which make him
strong in effort, bold in
contest, courageous and
efficient. He is liable,
with such a develop
ment of energy joined
to his ardent tempera-
ment, to be rather too *N
quick and high-tem- WN
pered in his disposition,
and to repel assaults
against his character
and his principles with
more breadth of invec
tive, more severity of
criticism, and more ar J O H.N. W. W.R.I.G.H.T., M. C., O F. T. E.N.N.
dor of denunciation
than is common to popular speakers, and, per
haps, more than is for his interest or for the in
terest of his subject. He would pass anywhere
for a man of courage. He is also friendly, socia
ble, cordial, full of zeal for his cause, and espe
cially for his friends. He attaches persons to
him wherever he goes, and has a kindly word and
a familiar shake of the hand for everybody. He
is not afraid his respectability will be rubbed off

by coming in contact with common people, hence
the masses go for him whenever they have a
chance. He is able, however, by his pride, perse
verance, and scope of mind, to commend himself
to the respect and confidence of men of the higher
walks of life. His success as a politician before
the masses, and his power to command votes, de
pend chiefly upon the conditions which we have
named. We repeat them: practical talent, knowl
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edge of common things, fluency of speech, unqual
ified earnestness and courage, warmth of friend
ship, and last, not least, that magnetic power
which belongs to such a healthy, strong, ardent
constitutional organization.
Rising from the organs located around the base

of the brain, we come to those which give mem
ory of history, of places, and also reasoning, re
flective, and analytical powers, located in the
forehead. These are well developed, and give
clearness and strength of mind. Passing on back
through the side of the head, we have Mirthful
ness and Ideality, which, in this portrait, indicate
considerable strength and activity, showing rea
diness of repartee, an appreciation of the witty
and amusing, and giving a tendency to be jovial
and humorous, also a tendency to be eloquent and
lofty in the flight of his imagination, in his state
ments of his feelings and belief. He has a dash
ing whole-heartedness, which, to cooler, calmer
natures, appears extravagant and over-colored.
He is firm, set, positive, and decided; is independ
ent, ambitious, hopeful, polite among superiors,
and kind and friendly among his equals, and often
condescending to inferiors. He is well organized
for a popular and useful man. He should guard
against overtasking his powers. Notwithstanding
his strength and endurance, he has yet even more
enthusiasm and ardor, which are calculated to call
him out, and induce him to overwork. He should
also be temperate, because he makes blood so rap
idly that, if he were to over-eat, or indulge freely
in spirituous liquors, coffee, and the like, there
would be a liability of undue tendency of blood to
the brain. Spare, nervous men, like John C. Cal
houn, find less temptation in their organic consti
tution towards free living than a man of such a
temperament as this. We might mention sev
eral distinguished men, living and dead, who have,
with such a constitution, allowed their convivial
ity and warmth of disposition to lead them into
habits which endangered their health and marred
their usefulness. If the original of this likeness
will live abstemiously, sleep abundantly, and de
vote himself to intellectual culture as he advances
in years—if, in short, he uses his powers of mind
and body to the best advantage, he is quite capa
ble of making a high mark as a lawyer or states
man.

BiograAPHY.

It may be said without hesitation, that few
young men in the country have arrived at a more
distinguished position, or have a fairer prospect of
future honor and greatness than the subject of
this sketch. At the present date, but thirty-one
years of age, he is representing his District for
the third time in the Congress of the United States,
and at the time of his first election was the young
est member in the House of Representatives.
It can not be expected that the limited space

allotted for this biographical sketch, can give much
of the history or relate many of the circumstan
ces connected with the development of this man;
yet in many instances it varies not from the gen
eral account of those who have made themselves
distinguished through their ownenergy and talent.
His struggles, disadvantages, pecuniary wants
and embarrassments are similar to the many that
American History furnishes; and if particularly
blessed above those who have honored themselves

before him, we would say it was in talent. Na
ture in this case, it appears, has been prodigal of
her gifts and received another member to her
favored family. In figure he is portly and com
manding, in stature about five feet nine inches,
with beautiful light, curly hair, and clear gray
eyes, fair skin, and in all respects one might fain
say he was “very much of a man.” His head is of
the largest size, reminding one of the opposite to
the “Willage Schoolmaster;” in demeanor he is
affable and attractive, in conversation sprightly
and vivacious.

John Wines Wright commenced his earthly
career in Purdy, McNairy County, Tennessee, on
the 28th of June, 1828. His father, Maj. Benj.
Wright, was a native of the State of Georgia,
and emigrated to Sumner County, Tenn., at an
early day, at which time he became a recruiting
officer in the United States army, and commanded
the 39th Regiment of Infantry in the war of 1812.
At the celebrated battle of Horse Shoe, Maj.
Montgomery having fallen, Capt. Wright for the
first time assumed the command of the left wing
of his regiment. At the close of the war of 1812,
Maj. Wright removed to Humphreys County, Ten
nessee, from thence to Madison County, of the
same State, and soon after, to the then new and
unsettled regions of McNairy County, where he
now resides. His mother, whose maiden name
was Martha Ann Hicks, was a native of Dinwiddie
County, Virginia.

School privileges were exceedingly limited at
McNairy County, at the time of Maj. Wright's re
moval there, and John being somewhat ambitious,
and his father not being able to send him away
from home, he applied himself to the usual Eng
lish branches of education, of which he acquired
a very good knowledge, and also learned some
what of Latin and Greek. He however attended
the country school of his vicinity, but acquired no
particular renown except as Knight of the Fist,
a fame merited by many bloody victories. At the
age of 18 he entered the law office of Col. David
A. Street, who was an excellent scholar and well
read in his profession, where he remained until
the age of 21 years, with the exception of a short
absence while teaching school. At this time he
concluded to remove with his half brother, Dr. R.
S. Harwell, to the State of Arkansas, for the
purpose of practicing his profession; but on ar
riving there, the difficulties he had to contend
with rather checked his ardor, and having but
few books, he commenced reading the medical
books in his brother's library. Unconsciously he
became deeply interested in them and determined
to pursue the science further, and for that purpose
he attended a course of medical lectures at the
the University of Louisville, Ky. At the close
of the lectures he thought best to return to his
native State, where he again assumed the study
of the law and soon obtained a license to practice.
It required but a short time for Mr. Wright to
become known in his section of country as a man
of more than ordinary talent; and through the
instrumentality of friends he was first brought
upon the stage of political life as a Democratic
County elector for Pierce and King. He canvass
ed his county with much zeal, and deposited his
first vote for those men. Upon returning to the
practice of his profession he found it rapidly in

creasing ; but the party to which he had allied
himself required his services elsewhere, and he
was nominated a candidate for the State Legisla
ture. The Democratic minority of his county was
then considered two hundred, and his competitor
being a popular man, he commenced the race with
much of youthful ardor and many misgivings. He
was defeated by two votes—-his competitor having
voted for himself, and Mr. Wright, through
courtesy, also voted for him.
At the next Democratic Convention, composed

of delegates from the counties of McNairy, Har
din, Wayne, Lawrence, Giles, Lewis, Hickman,
Humphreys, Benton, Decatur, and Perry, which
compose the 7th Congressional District of Ten
nessee, his name was presented as a candidate for
Congress, but in this he was defeated by one vote,
owing to the constitutional objection offered of his
being under 25 years of age.
The next Democratic Congressional Convention

convened in the year 1835, at which time Mr.
Wright became the unanimous nominee of the
same. Hon. R. M. Bugg, who was a Whig, had at
the previous election beaten his competitor some
seven hundred votes. The American party was
now in existence, and the eloquent W. P. Ken
drick, Esq., had been selected as their nominee.
The canvass was conducted with much spirit;
some fifty speeches of 23 hours in length were
made in the space of 60 days. The great contest
between Gov. Andrew Johnson and Hon. M. P.
Gentry, candidates for Governor, was then in full
progress. Mr. Wright was elected by sometwenty
three hundred majority, having carried every
county in his district save one.
At the time Mr. W. entered Congress he was

the youngest member in it. Mr. Banks was
elected Speaker of the House, and among the dis
tinguished men of that session were Stephens and
Cobb, of Georgia; Orr, of South Carolina; Cling
man, of North Carolina; Quitman, of Mississippi;
Fuller, of Maine; Wheeler, of New York; and
Jones, of Tennessee. Mr. W. was placed upon the
committee of Revolutionary Pensions. Mr. Wright's
first speech in Congress was made in defense of

Gov. Whitfield, of Kansas, who had formerly been

a citizen of his district. His second speech was
made in defense of the administration of President
Pierce, and was considered a masterly effort.

In 1857, Mr. Wright was again unanimously
nominated as a candidate for Congress by conven
tion, and was opposed by a member of the same
party who advocated the distribution of the pub

lic lands; they canvassed the district, and Mr.
W. was elected by someseven thousand majority.
On his return to Congress he was placed upon the
committee of election, and during that session but
few speeches received more attention from the
members of the House than were those made by
Mr. Wright.
By way of an event in his life, he became wed

ded in November, 1858, to Miss Georgie Hays, of

Alabama; and on the following year was again
re-nominated for Congress, and again re-elected
by near seven thousand majority.
Mr. Wright politically claims to be a strict con

struction State's-rights democrat, desiring a plain
government, and from his votes it would appear
opposing all extravagant expenditures of the pub

lic money. His manner of speaking is fluent,→

.
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rapid, cogent, and earnest; always giving an in
terest and zest to whatever he may say or do. To
somehe might appear over-plausible and earnest,
but his unlimited confidence in the cause he es
pouses, imparts to him an abandon of the nicely

cautious that a mere suspecting individual might
possess.
By way of conclusion we add, that had we the

health, heart, and head of the subject of this
sketch, with the same amount of self esteemthat
it is usual for political individuals to possess, no
position would be so commanding, no honor too
great for us not to endeavor to attain.-
SECULL OF ROBERT THE BRUCE.
Ws find afloat the following reference to the

skull of Robert the Bruce. It is quoted from
JVotes and Queries.
THE Skull of Rob ERT Baucº.—The notice, in

your June number, of Cromwell's head reminds me
of a circumstance which occurred to myself near
ly forty years ago, concerning the head of another
very eminent prince. The Abbey Church of
Dumfermline, belonging to the crown, was at that
time undergoing extensive repairs. It was known
that Robert the Bruce and his queen were interred
there; and in the course of the excavations, the
remains, which had been carefully described in a
cotemporary record, were easily identified. At
that period the Phrenological Society of Edin
burgh was in full activity; and, on hearing of
the discovery of these remains, they applied to
the crown for permission to examine Bruce's
skull. This was granted, and the skull was
transmitted to Edinburgh. Having occasion to
call at the Exchequer Chambers, I was surprised
to find on a large table, covered with green cloth,
a human skull; and from deference to royalty, I
suppose, no other article was suffered to be de
posited on the table. The gentleman occupying
the chamber assured me it was the skull of Bruce,
and allowed me to handle it. Being no believer

in Phrenology, I can say nothing to its develop
ment, etc. All that I remember indeed at this
distance of time is that it was very regularly
formed, but whether materially different from
common-place crania I can not tell, as it is the
only one I ever had in my hands. I understood
that it was transmitted to its former resting-place,
and was told at the time that the workman em
ployed did his part so conscientiously, that, on

fastening down the royal remains with pitch, he

exclaimed, “My certy, he will hae sic a job to

win away when the trumpet sounds.”

We have a word to say in regard to this skull,
or rather a cast of it, which was taken at the
time referred to, and we now have it in our cab
inet. The writer says, “All that I remember is

that it was very regularly formed, but whether
materially different from common-place crania I

can not tell, as it is the only one I ever had in my
hands.”
What a man he was to be no believer in Phre

nology 1 or what, probably, he meant to say, was,

he was a disbeliever in Phrenology. A man who
knows no more about crania than this writer evi
dently and confessedly did, ought not to be a be
liever in Phrenology, for he knows too little about

it to warrant a belief. But, as he doubtless
meant to say he was too wise to be a believer in

Phrenology, we simply wish to snub him and all
his ilk. A pretty writer, indeed, to be throwing
oblique skepticism at Phrenology.

-

But let us give this writer and his like some
account of the skull of Robert the Bruce—its
form, its characterics, and peculiarities. In the
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first place, we remark that through the middle
lobe, above and about the ears, it is enormously
developed, indicating a very large amount of

Combativeness, Destructiveness, Secretiveness,

and Cautiousness. In this respect it corresponds
with the North American Indian Chief. A per
son having such a head as that of Bruce would

be fierce, brave, shrewd, and cautious, and in bat
tle, indomitable. He had also enormous Firmness

and large Self-Esteem, indicating uncommon per
severance, power of will, determination of mind,

and pride of character. These qualities fitted
him to be a brave military leader. Unlike the
American Indian, he could call around him and

retain friends in an eminent degree. These social
elements raised Bruce greatly above the North
American warrior, and gave him a tendency to

civilization and domestic life. We find also in

Bruce a larger development of the organs which
give the love of property, mechanical judgment,
and sense of the beautiful than we find in the In
dian. The forehead of the skull of Bruce is re
treating, evincing enormous perceptive powers,

but not great reasoning and philosophical ability.

From Firmness forward, except in Constructive
ness, Acquisitiveness, and Ideality, the skull of

Bruce is very much like the best specimens of the
North American Indians; we speak now of the
chiefs, the rulers, and head warriors. We find

also in this skull rather large Spirituality and
Veneration, which evince religious sentiment and
faith in the unseen. Conscientiousness in the

skull of Bruce was not large. His own love of

liberty, and his tendency to repel the selfishness

of others that he might not himself be restricted,

were no small features in the feelings which
prompted him to claim his rights and repel the
aggressions of his enemies; in short, it is the head

of an elevated savage, and very little more than
this could Robert the Bruce have been.----
A MO O TE D QUESTION.

A correspondent writes us inquiring, first,
“Does the cerebellum alone control muscular ac
tion ?” second, “Can it be the source of muscular
action and also the seat of Amativeness and Phi
loprogenitiveness 2" etc. He says that in his
neighborhood the opponents of Phrenology argue
that “the officeof thecerebellum is to control mus
cular action, and therefore can not be the seat of

Amativeness or any other propensity,” and adds,

“will you pleasegive your opinions of the questions
stated above 2"

We have often and often stated it distinctly in

the Journ AL that we supposed that the base of

the brain was full of organs, whose offices are to

carry on the functions of animal life, such as

breathing, circulation, assimilation, etc., and that
those which have the nearest relationship to the
body in function, are nearest to the body in posi
tion. This is true of those phrenological organs

which are developed on the surface of the brain;
Love of Life, Combativeness, Destructiveness, and
Alimentiveness on the sides, and Ainativeness be
hind, have intimate relations to physical being ;

while the range of the Perceptives, lying at the
base of the brain, across the forehead, bring us

intellectually into relationship with the physical
world; but as we rise higher in the region of

reason, imagination, and moral sentiment, we re

treat from the body in the location of organs as

well as in function. We have taught for twenty
years that a portion of the cerebellum was sup
posed to be related to muscular motion, but this

by no means invalidates the idea that the organ

of sexual love is located also in that very consider
able department of the brain. The cerebellum
can be the source of muscular action; a part

of it may be devoted to that, and it may also be

the seat of Amativeness. That it is the seat of

sexual love there can be no reasonable doubt.

Such skeptics as are referred to by our friend are
akin to those who, finding a spot on the sun,

should deny the luminous qualities of that planet.
They carp at what they suppose to be a discrep
ancy, and throw overboard ninety-nine truths,

that stand forth without question, in consequence

of that which they deem to be a single error.
The cerebellum was reckoned at first as the seat

of sexual love, only; afterwards there were man
ifestions discovered which seemed to connect a

portion of it, at least, with the function of muscu

lar motion, when lo! the anti-phrenologist, seiz
ing upon this last fact, undertook to set aside all
the others. This is about as wise as it would be

on the discovery that the eye had qualities of feel
ing and of motion, to deny to it the power of vision,

and ask the question, “How so small an organ as

the eye could be the organ of vision, and yet have
power of motion and of feeling " It simply shows
that people who are not willing to believe the
truth, take a thousand-fold more pains to throw a

shadow and doubt over truth, than would be re
quired to ascertain its facts and make them
available for the purposes of wisdom and improve
ment.
Our correspondent, in his second inquiry, men

tions Philoprogenitiveness as being located in the
cerebellum. This is not true. It is located above,

in the cerebrum, or great brain.-

P H R EN, O LOGY IN A RT. *

THE careful and competent student of human
configuration can not fail to discover that eachindi
vidual of his race, if not deformed by accidentor dis
ease, presents a unitary development—every part
corresponding in character with every other; and
the ensemble forming a personality which the
skilled observer detects in all the parts, and
which at the same time makes each one unlike all
others of his kind. This is more especially true

of those marked characters which are fit subjects
for the brush or the chisel, and from which, when

needs be, the artist may get aid in giving form to

the creations of his fancy. All controlling pas
sion gives intensity to this personality, not in a

feature merely, nor alone in the face, but in the
whole contour and expression of its subject. Hence,

a mistake made in bringing out this unitary char
acter, by a failure rightly to adapt the expression

of one part of head, face, or general form to the
rest, is surely exaggerated by the very circum
stance of the intensity of the phases of life which

it usually falls to the artist to depict.

If these premises be granted, it will follow that
there is a constant relation between the formusof
head, the physiognomy, and the temperament, and

* Phren,logy Applied to Painting and Sculpture. By
GEorge Combe. London,1855.
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characters of the bodily organization, which it is
indispensable that the artist should understand;
while, if Phrenology be a science founded in truth,
and if the forms of head be the clearest of all in
dices of the peculiar intellectual, moral, and pas
sional traits of the individual, and the real key to
the configuration and appearence of both face and
figure, then an understanding of the principles
and applications of this science becomes at once,
to the painter or sculptor who delineates the
human form, a matter of transcendent import
ance.
No one more fitly than the lamented GEorge

CoMBE—the philosopher before he was the phre
nologist—could have undertaken the work of
showing the relations of Phrenology to Art; and
no one could have succeeded in producing, within
the limited compass of 150 pages, a more complete
and convincing exposition of this new topic. The
confidence that must attend upon his investiga
tions, and the richness in material that charac
terizes his book, will form, we doubt not, a suffi
cient reason for foregoing mainly any further re
marks of our own, and presenting some of his
results within a space which we must regret is
necessarily confined.
In regard to the truth of Phrenology itself, we

may quote a very suggestive paragraph from the
author's preface:

“There is,” he says, “something calculated to
excite consideration in the fact that, after a lapse
of fifty-nine [now sirty-three] years, a series of
propositions of the deepest scientific and practical
interest, alleged to be based in nature, should re
main unrefuted, yet [by so many] unacknowl
edged as true; rejected, yet mysteriously holding
their ground; despised, yet never falling into ob
livion; supposed by many to be dead, yet pre
senting unequivocal indications of witality and
vigor in modifying the manner in which the mind
and body are thought of, spoken of, and written
about ; influencing opinion, and occasionally ac
tion, in momentous departments of social life, such
as education, lunacy, and prison discipline; and
gradually introducing a new nomenclature of
the mental faculties into common language.”

The reason for this tardiness of acknowledg
ment of a force so active in the modern world of
mind, he finds in the degree in which the new
teachings were at variance with previous habits
of thinking, and the time required to revolution
ize such habits.
Visiting, in 1844, various collections of paint

ings and statues, ancient and modern, in Italy
and elsewhere on the Continent, and seeking crit
icisms, upon many of the works he met, in books
and from artists, Mr. Combe was struck with the
plentifulness of opinions and impressions every
where given upon subjects of art—impressions
often conflicting or vague—and with the paucity
of instances in which reasons or grounds for such
opinions were shown. In this, German authors
appeared to the best advantage, but even they
had not in all cases traced their principles to the
true foundations in the laws of human nature.
The artist who aims to reproduce the human
form, while ignorant of the relations of mind,
brain, cranium, face, and physique, must err as
widely as he who is ignorant of anatomy and
physiology, or as the landscape painter unaccº

quainted with geology and botany. The author
accordingly undertakes to find the true basis or
ground of representation of the various modes of
character and expression, in the relation of men
tal to cranial, facial and bodily development; and
in so doing he appears to have established the im
portance of a knowledge of Phrenology, connected
with physiognomy and temperament, by the fol
lowing weighty reasons, namely, that artists of
the human form should understand this science.
1. As a means of comprehending themselves,

their own peculiar powers, their tendencies in ob
servation and practice, and the particular points
in respect to which they need to be on their guard.
2. As a means of reading their subjects cor

rectly, and of knowing the meaning of the fea
tures, cranial developments, qualities of surface,
and other signs which they may observe.
3. As a means of representing truly not only the

faces, but also the heads and other parts of their
subjects.
4. As a means of securing in the highest degree

the true expression of a character, actual or im
aginative, by the ability to bring out in harmony
the head, features, temperament, and physiology.
Of these several desiderata, the first subjective,
the last three objective, we shall cull from his
work such confirmatory and illustrative points as
our space will allow; at the came time incident
ally, perhaps, showing how in the forms and ex
pression given to their personages by the great
masters, phrenological principles have in reality
often been, by that intuitive power of genius
known in so many fields of labor, correctly antic
ipated and faithfully exemplified.
Every spectator, professional or lay, seesa pic

ture in his own manner, noting some elements or
others according as either are developed and cul
tivated in his own mind. Powerful Form, Propor
tion (Size), or Color, will delight it witnessing and
in reproducing these qualities in the subject;
Individuality and Imitation will tend to rest in
mere faithful copying; while Ideality, Causality,
and Comparison large, with perceptives small,
will despise minuteness of detail and imitation,
demanding completenessof expression and grand
general ideas. Each observer will tend to form a
judgment peculiar to himself; and such judg
ments are of necessity empirical, until rectified
by an understanding of the observer's own biases,
and of the universal principles lying at the basis
of all human development and expression. Phre
nology would enable the author or artist to un
derstand the various elements of interest that may
be felt by the same or different individuals; in
paintings or sculptures, as that arising in view of
a knowledge of the skill involved in the work and
the difficulties overcome; that arising from beau
ty of form, of proportion, of coloring, of grouping
(Locality and Order), and of the expression or
natural language of human propensity, senti
ment, and intellectual power. Of course, a knowl
edge of this science would also prepare the artist
to direct his own stronger, and to cultivate, or
to compensatefor, his feebler perceptions. As a
rule, the perfection and power of a given faculty
are connected with size and sharpness of develop
ment of its corresponding cerebral organ; but the
effects of these qualities are improved by a fine
quality of brain (temperament), and by cultiva
tion.

To illustrate the importance to the artist of a
large development of all the powers correspond
ing to the elements of the subjects to be repre
sented, it is only necessary to recur to that de
fect of perception—falsely considered a fault of
vision—known as “color-blindness.” A certain
percentage in any community suffer under this
defect, the degrees varying from mere inability to
distinguish nearly related tints of a color, up to
confusion of contrasting colors, as red and green,
or even to total inability to see aught more than
gradations of light and shade. All the facts
point to a cerebral, and hence to an intellectual
deficiency; and of two artists whom the author
knew, who labored under this defect, and both of
whom took up art in ignorance of its existence,
the one innocently sent to an exhibition pictures
the motley colors of which astonished the specta
tors; the other, seasonably learning is want,
confined himself to effects requiring careful draw
ing, perspective, and grouping, and mainly ab
jured colors, But if there be thus a color-blind
mess,why not also in someinstances a form-blind
ness, a proportion-blindness, and so on 2 Indeed,
Mr. Combe remarks upon certain landscapes in
which the trees “ did not gravitate, but leaned
loosely, as if their substance were absent,” and
only a form of bark and leaves were left—the re
sult, doubtless, of a want of capacity to appreciate
and reproduce results of weight or force. So,
when the artist is deficient in the reflecting facul
ties, he is “blind to the relation of situation to
purpose in the actors whom he introduces. He
places the figures in situations ill adapted to the
work he assigns to them—an error destructive at

once of harmony of design and unity of interest.”

In his eighth chapter, the author sums up the
endowments requisite to great artistic power,
which we may here briefly enumerate as, 1, tem
perament, or quality of brain, the most favorable
being those commonly spoken of as the nervous,
nervous-bilious, or nervous-sanguine; 2, full size

of brain, without which, however much inspira
tion may exist, there is a deficiency in depth of

feeling, of conception, and of power of depiction,
for which nothing else can compensate; 8, a fa
vorable combination of faculties, prime among
which should be Form, Size, Color, Constructive
ness, Locality, Imitation, with Secretiveness and
Ideality, and, if possible, large reflective powers.
Harmony of development; that quick perception

of truths which is called intuition ; high moral
powers, to give capacity for appreciating and por
traying the moral emotions; and full propensi
ties, to give insight into passion—these may com
plete the catalogue. This is “tantamount to

saying that, to constitute a first-rate artist, we
must have a perfect man;” and although, in the
absolute sense, such a character is only ideal,
nevertheless it is the ideal toward which the
artistic nature should tend, by nature and by cul
tivation.
While admitting that, in sculpture, expression

must result solely from form and proportion, Mr.
Combe insists upon a distinction between those
combinations of these qualities which appeal only

to the corresponding faculties, with perhaps Ideal
ity, and those higher combinations which also ap
peal to the emotions and reflection. “For in
stance, Retzch's illustrations of Shakspeare and
Flaxman's designs, in addition to great purity
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and grace of form, embody sentiment, emotion,
and intellectual power.” Though mere outlines,
they present assemblagesof forms and proportions
expressive of mental qualities and emotions. In
introducing a chapter which treats specifically
upon the elements of expression in Painting and
Sculpture, the author well says:

“The expression of mind appears to depend on
the adaptation of the forms, proportions, texture,
and attitudes of the whole figure, to the capacities
and emotions intended to be represented. To
accomplish this object successfully, the artist will
find it advantageous to study, not the anatomy
of the bones and muscles only, to which chiefly
his attention has hitherto been directed, but also
the structure and functions of all the vital or
gans, viz. the brain, nerves heart, lungs, blood
vessels, and abdominal viscera; and the influence
of each of these on the mental character, and
through it on the forms and expression of the
body.”
Thus, a brain and nervous system of equal siz

in two persons, may still in the two be of very dif
ferent texture—in one fine, in the other coarse,
and the character of countenance, surface, limbs,
and movements vary greatly in the two cases.
Health or diseasewill introduce a set of charac
ters equally pointed. Every physician of intelli
gence knows that there is a physiognomy of dis
eases, as marked as that of characters or tempera
ments in health. So, again, with the vivacity of
rest and vigor, as contrasted with the languor of
exhaustion. The very clothing partakes of the
spirit's effluence, and helps to reflect it, being
instinct with the life of the wearer, or falling
listlessly and ungracefully about the fatigued or

careworn form. Insanity may so change the look
and appearance of an individual that he is with
difficulty recognized. Thus, if the artist confine
his attention to forms and motions only, he deals
with symbols the meaning of which he does not
fully comprehend.

The condition of the organs within the thoracic
cavity modifies the volume of life, the form, the
activities of the whole person. So evidently do
the conditions of the digestive organs and the rel
ative sizes of the different sets of bodily organs, as

well as age. With a large and powerful brain, the
organism becomes impregnated with characteris
tics of mental vigor. Then “the features are
precise and expressive; the muscles well-defined

in form, and firm in texture; the skin sensitive
and glowing; and the motions regulated, precise,
and determined.” To express strong mental power

in all the departments of mind, all the regions of

the head must be large. A small brain in a pic
ture bespeaks idiocy, no matter with what other
characteristics it is combined. The “Aztec chil
dren” had heads not deformed, but diminish
ed ; their mental nature was harmonious, but
diminutive in proportion. But a head dispropor
tionately large suggestsdisease, as hydrocephalus,

or cretinism. Raphael, as a general rule, be
stowed on his characters of interest ample brain;
Andrea del Sarto more frequently depicted saints
and patriarchs with heads below the average
size; and even those who do not understand the
cause, are at once conscious of the lowered power
and dignity of the subjects so treated.

In regard to general mental power, Mr. Combe
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makes an admirably clear distinction between the
expression resulting from small and from large
cerebral organs, in a state of intense excitement.
The small, intense brain, in an actor, screams,
gesticulates, “tears a passion to tatters,” en
deavors by quick and various motions to vent its
excitement; the large, powerful brain may ex
press the deepest emotion even in the most com
plete tranquillity. “This calmness of the out
ward form, while intense passions are seen to be

raging within, affords the truest expression of the
moral sublime;” and it is indispensable to works
aspiring to the highest place in art. Many illus
trations are given. In a cartoon in the Ambrosian
Library, Milan, subject “L’Esiglio di Edippo,”
many figures are found, precise in attitude, strik
ing in features, bustling and busy. There is the
forcible external expression of the French school;
and the heads are all under-sized. Their mental

endowment is too small to engage the spectator as

deeply as themselves; and he is disposed to ask,
What is all this bustling intensity about? Far
other is the effect of Raphael's cartoon, at Milan,
“The School of Athens,” with its great-minded,
large-headed men; this artist usually presenting
the natural language of the faculties in a state of

activity and power as high as his own brain could
embody.
Tenerani, a pupil of Thorwaldsen, in 1844, had

executed a colossal figure of an angel awaiting the
order to sound the last trumpet, a conception than
which none could be more sublime. The artist,
having no rule but his own intuitions, had made
several models before arriving at one which satis
fied his judgment. In one of these which he
showed, the angel was represented with ample
observing faculties, but with sloping forehead,
showing great lack of the reflective powers; the
eyes turned upward and outward toward the or
gan of Wonder, the whole figure in the attitude of

one ready to start up, and the countenance full of

eager expectation. In the work as finally execut
ed, everything is changed from this, save the
original idea. The head is massive, showing
capacity for the profoundest thought; the eyes
turn upward but not outward; the attitude is one

of tranquillity, as of one deeply occupied with,
but not agitated by, the stupendous approaching
event. “This great work has been executed from
inherent judgment, without the aid of Phrenology,
and bespeaks the highest genius; but near it one
finds sufficient evidence of the advantages which
even such a mind might derive from this science.
The same artist has represented Psyche, the
personification of the soul, with a small anterior
lobe of the brain, moderate moral organs, and a

preponderating hind-head, indicating strong ani
mal propensities.” The author thinks that he finds,
even in Raphael's “Transfiguration,” usually ad
mitted to be the greatest picture in the world, in

the nervous flutter of the prominent disciples and

of some of the spectators, a portrayal of excite
ment working upon weak minds—a conception of

the case in so far traceable, probably, to the ef
fect of that fatal fever, during which it was in

part executed, on the artist's brain.

Mr. Combe next speaks of those particular
forms of head which are requisite to express #3.
tivity or power in particular departments of

mind—especially in certain moral sentiments and
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propensities. These will readily recur to the
student of Phrenology—the broad back head and
low ear for strength of the animal nature gener
ally, breadth just at and above the ear for cruelty
and rapaciousness, in a line still higher for cau
tion and cunning; while the very different forms

of the coronal portion of the head that severally
indicate ambition and vanity, pride, firmness,
conscience, hope, or veneration, are clearly set
forth. O

f

the many illustrations of the import
ance of this point, our space allows us to give but
few. A Flora, by Titian, in the Imperial Gal
lery at Florence, had an admirably refined and
complete head, and an artist had just finished a

fine copy of it, with a single exception—he had
placed the ear too low; and thus had introduced
discord between the qualities indicated by the
brain, and those shown in the face and forx. In
Rome a fine group of statuary represented Hero
embracing Leander, as he emerged from the
Hellespont; her attitude expressed beauty and
attachment in a high degree, but the back of her
head, toward the spectator, showed enormous
Philoprogenitiveness and large Destructiveness,
with deficient Adhesiveness, Conscientiousness,
and Firmness ; thus reversing the character in
tended, and showing want of friendship, fidelity,
and truth. A young artist, copying the very
chaste head from Raphael’s “Espousal of the
Virgin,” in the Brera Gallery, Milan, increased
the size of Amativeness in such a way as to

change completely the character. An artist, in

Rome, was drawing a noble figure, of the size of

life, full of intellectual power, dignity, and grace.
Yet upon Mr. Combe's suggestion of something
still wanting, he acknowledged that he had felt
this, but was unable to detect it; but having upon
the phrenologist's suggestion remedied the defi
cient Firmness and Self-Esteem of his subject, he

restored the needed harmony between the head
and face, and he confessed that this was one step
toward realizing more clearly his ideal. “The
true rule for the artist to follow in representing
high moral qualities, is to enlarge the height and
breadth of that part which lies above a line drawn
round the head, and passing through the centers

of ossification of the frontal and parietal bones,
corresponding to the centers of the organs of Cau
tiousness and Causality in the phrenological
bust.”

A German artist, in Rome, with the truth and
harmony of whose heads and physiognomies Mr.
Combe was struck, said that his father's advice to

him on entering his profession had been, “Study
Phrenology for the sake of enabling you to draw
the head accurately; every line of it has a mean
ing.” Yet the writer very properly observes that
he finds in phrenological principles no substitute
for genius, and no means of enabling an ordinary
artist to compose a perfect statue, or to paint a

first rate picture, mechanically; he only antici
pates that these principles will serve as guides to

enable genius to realize successfully its own in
spirations. “They will reveal to the artist a pre
cise knowledge of the elements, and their relations

to each other, by the combination of which he may
produce great works, but the Iower of wielding
the elements;themselves, and, cf combining and
applying them, will depend on hi

s

own genius and
cultivation." ' "
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The chapter on the “Relation between Regions
of Brain and Characteristics of Body,” and an
other containing general illustrations of the rela
tion of form to expression, are quite rich in facts
and suggestions to the same general purpose as
those already given; and, indeed, the whole book
will in the highest degree repay a careful reading
by the artist or the connoisseur, and by all who
would ground themselves in the principles of
artistic execution and taste. But it is believed
enough has already been presented to show the
paramount importance of a critical and thorough
acquaintance with phrenological principles, as
explained by the profoundest and most recent of
its expounders, to every one who aims to perfect
himself in the practice of high art, or to ground
himself upon an immovable basis of criticism. As
there were “brave men before Agamemnon,” and
of course before the first treatises on strategy, and
as Homer evolved the substance of poetic art be
fore Aristotle gave it form, so it would not be
strange if great painters and sculptors had lived,
labored, and succeeded, before the fundamental
natural and psychical laws on which their results
were based, could becomeknown as revelations of
science. But as, in war or poetry, the scientific
principles oncefound, become indispensable guides
to all subsequent aspirants to their honors, so we
feel assured that an analogous truth will hold in
painting and sculpture; and that the true science
of mind will yet prove of more value than even
anatomy or physiognomy, because really including
these, to the intelligent devotee of creative Art.

----
TEIE ELEMENTARY SOUNDS OF THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE.”

Ew ING, J.R.W.M. B.

IN being scientific it is best to be thorough, and
the right way to do a thing is always the bestway.
Truth is untrue when only partly viewed, and
when she reveals herself in patches through a
cloud of obscurities, a “dragon's form belies the
god,” a monster of evil and untruth imposes on
the belief.
The elementary vocal soundsof our language do

not occupy so much space that they can not be
grasped with anything less than a gigantic mind;
on the contrary, it requires very little penetra
tion, and much less scope of mind to comprehend
and present them as a carved and finished truth;
yet, as truthful as this is

,
no correct and compre

hensive analysis of this subject can be found in

any philological register of the day. Attempts
have been made, truly, but the definition of the
word elementary, which idea should be the corner
stone of the work, has been misused, and all fail
both in analysis and classification.
Let us examine a chart of these sounds, origin

ated for the use of beginners on the high-road to

knowledge, and which, from this cause, should be

, the most elementary and scientific. I refer to

“Sanders' Chart of the Elementary Sounds,” in
tended for the use of learners in his works on
transcript elocution and oratory. The following

is his system : -

* We insert this-articlewithoutcomment,becausewe
welcomeanythingthatpromisesanyimprovement in un
derstanding th

e

Englishlanguage—Fus.Pºurs, ſcus.

vocal, sounds. sub-vocals. AspartATEs.

a as in fate, 1 as in long p as in pen

a “ arm r * rinse ** tin

a “ all , m * ºnan k “ rin

a “ at n “ name ch “ church

e “ sºat ng “ wrong sh “ shake

e “ 8 at b “ log f “ find

i “ write d “ done wh “ ºrhat

i “ fit g “ gun s “ stop

o “ roll j “ jump th “ think

o “ move v ** rine h “ hut

o “ not w “ wine

u “ rude z “ zinc

u “ push z " acure

u “ up th. “ this
ou “ strut y “ yet
oi “ oil

Before proceeding further, by way of parenthe
sis we wish to say we have no fault to find ex
clusively with the author of the above system, for
he is a very worthy man, and his reading-books
are unequaled, and his science of transcript elocu
tion and oratory has attained a point unreached

by any other author or work in the country. Our
reasons are, as above stated, that his system is

calculated to do the greatest amount of labor in

the rudimental world, and, for this reason, is the
most prominent and important, and should be the
nearest complete.
According to the idea universally attached to

the word elemental, that which is compound is

not elemental. The first sound of i, as in fine,

in the above list of vocals, is formed of two dis
similar sounds—a as in what, and e as in feat;
hence it is not elemental. This, however, has
been detected by others, and noticed in print.
The sounds, u in rude, ou in round, and oi in oil,
are to be condemned for a similar reason. The
sound u, if produced as yew, is compounded of e

in feat and o in move; but if another sound is

given it, which can not be represented in print by
any other letter or any combination of letters,
and which is the sound affixed to it and used by
the educated classes in Great Britain and the
people of New England, it will be found com
pounded of e in set and o in move. Ou is formed

of a in arm and 0 in move; oi of a in all and e in

feat. That most of these sounds are compounded

of two or more elementary sounds affixed to other
letters of the alphabet, has been noticed in print
for some time; though the elements which com
pose them have not always been given as I repre
sent them.
So much for the nature of some of the sounds

used in this system—now for their classification.
Examining the column of vocals, there will be

found, placed after irregular intervals, certain
sounds denominated short. These short vocals, as

will be demonstrated further on, are not, in their
nature, distinct sounds, but are, all of them,
abridgments of some long vocal, which, in many
instances, popular opinion will not allow them to

resemble. Now, if the long vocal and its corre
sponding short vocal are identical, why register
both as distinct individuals of the same class 2 If

the short vocal possesses a prominent and neces
sary distinction not found among the long vocals,
why not notice this attribute by assigning it a sep
arate class : And there is a reciprocity of natures
between the long and short vocals, which gives
each individual of the one its correspondent in the
other; all these should be noticed for the sake of

completeness in scientific analysis and classifica
tion, if for nothing else. But there is something
"else,and that is

,

where this miserable alphabet of

ours is thrown aside, and the clamors of a more

scientific age shall recognize the want of a better
one, we should be able to show a perfect system of

sounds which would only require christening, im
mediately to enter our written language; and,
furthermore, such a system ought help to spur on

the approach of this much-to-be-envied time, for
the jewel but lately dug from the earth, and hav
ing been exercised upon by the best inventions of

art, is not apt to wait long for purchasers.
There are other peculiarities called for, not

found above, and these, perhaps, could not better

be represented than by comparing the following
with the first system:

1. WOCALS.
LoNGVocals. sniort vocals,

a as in fame correspondingwith e as in met.* -- 44 44a * first a ºt

a “ arm -- ** a “ what

a “ all -- ** O “ not
e 4- nie -- 44 i -*. fit

o “ rove ** “ u “ up

o “ In ,ve … “ u “ push

2. MODIFIED WOCALS, COMPRISING
NASALWOCALS. LiNGuals.
m as in ºnan l as in look

n “ name r “ rook
ng “ wrong

8. ASPIRATED WOCALS AND ASPIRATES.
vocal, Aspirates. aspirates.

b as in bogcorrespondingwith p as in Lin44 * ** t 44 -d dog fin
gun 44 * k “ killf {{ jump 44 44 ch {{ churn

y “ pine ** “ “ fine

w ** wine wk ** whº when

z “ zinc 44 ** s “ save

z “ a sure ki. ** sh ** *how
th ** this ** “ th’ thin

h “ hat
The first fourteen sounds under the title of vo

cals here include all those sounds which go to form
that class in the first system, with the addition of

two others—a in fast and a in what. The first of
these two I register because it is used by most of

the inhabitants of the Middle and Western States;
the second is not so necessary, since the distinc
tion between it and the sound of 0 in not is not
always made.
The vocals are formed wholly in the throat by

the action of the organs of sound, the muscles of

the throat, and the inner extreme of the tongue;
and they, perhaps, are appropriately named. The
short vocals, as was before remarked, are nothing
other than abridgments of the long. As a dem
onstration let any one, after uttering the first long

a, keep the vocal organs in the same position, and
then produce the shortest sound it is possible for
him to do; if he does not produce the sound of e

in met, his vocal organs are not like my own. In

the same manner experiment with the remaining
long vocals, and the reader will only in point of

time differ from the author in producing the same
scientific result.
For the satisfaction of those who still doubt, we

will demonstrate the same result in another man
ner. The word ate, preterit of eat, in colloquial
language is invariably pronounced et

.

Here the
reader discovers a vulgar abridgment of the sound

of a, but no change of Sound. On, the preposi
tion, is often called aun, which is a substitution of

the long for the short sound. The people of New
York and New England say cut for coat, which is

giving the short for the long sound of 0. And we
might fill a column with similar illustrations, all
tending to the same result. Furthermore, but
not in demonstration, the knowledge of this fact
would give a key to the corruption of words from

—sº :
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their originals, and would much aid research in
language; thus the two words bait and bet may
be modifications one of the other, on account of
abbreviation or extension in the principal vowel—
bait is taken from an Anglo-Saxon word which
means strife, and there is no certainty of the
origin of the other word; the query then is

,

are
they not both originally the sameword? for in bet
ting there is a strife of opinions, and the bet is

very often the bait. However, what has been said

in regard to these two words alone, is mainly spec
ulative.
There is a difference between the sound of a in

what and o in not, although some will not allow
it; o proceeds more from the interior of the throat
than a. This is made perfectly apparent by sub
stituting the sound a in the place of the true o in

the word sorrel.
Dropping the vocals, the next in order, for the

sake of a name, might be called modified vocals,
because, in producing them, the nature of the
sound is modified by increasing or diminishing the
number and size of the sounding cavities. Reso
nant vocals would perhaps be a better title; but
we will not quarrel about a name. We can not
better explain their common attribute than by
illustration. Let the reader pronounce the vocal

o in the word boat, and while doing it, raise the
tip of his tongue to the roof of the mouth just be
yond the inner edge of the upper row of front
teeth. The sound l will be the consequence. He
will then observe that the principal sounding cav
ity, which is the pharynx and the interior of the
mouth, is shortened, and the air which produces
the sound is allowed to escape at the sides of the
tongue. This, together with a slight agitation of

the sides of the tongue, makes l, and the principal
element in its formation is the shortening of the
sounding cavity. ..W is formed by completely
stopping off the mouth at this point, and using,

in addition, the chambers of the nose as sounding
cavities. M, by shutting the lips and using every
resonant cavity which goes to make voice, while
the air passes out at the nose. R is similar to 1

,

except that the breath escapesover the tip instead

of at the sides of the tongue, producing a slight
oscillation in that member. .Vg is produced by

shutting off the mouth cavity at the inner portals

of the nose, by using the middle of the tongue.
The classification into nasal vocals and linguals

is not essential at all—-the general idea of modifi
cation is sufficient. The individuals of this class
are, all of them, essentially different from those
of the next two classes, for

The aspirated vocals are the union of breath
with sound, and the aspirates are pure breath.
Herein comesanother point of difference between
this system and the old. The teachers of “San
ders' System”—and it escapes my recollection
whether or not he advocates the same—assert that
only the vocal part of such sounds as b

, d, g, etc.,

is used in the utterance of words of which they
form part; that their rightful sounds are those
produced with the lips closed, or before the breath

is allowed to escape. This is incorrect, as any ob
server of speech may notice; and it is impossible

to unite them to other sounds without the escape

of breath, which breath enters as truly into their
nature as elements as does the vocal part.

P is not included in this list, as it is the sound

of e in seat. Wh is not sounded as hu', as teach
ers of the first system assert, but is the breath
without the vocal part of w in wine.
The reader will now observe a perfect system of

relationship between the vocal aspirates and their
aspirates, and the reverse, except as it concerns h,

which has no corresponding vocal aspirate. The
voice usedwith the organs in the position for pro
ducing h would result in a vocal sound only.
Each aspirate is formed when the organs of voice
and articulation are in the position for sounding
its corresponding vocal aspirate.
Nothing now remains except to urge the advan

tages of this system, yet this is not necessary,
since it speaks for itself. Omitting two vocal
sounds, which are only of local importance, there
are five less sounds contained in it, and the classi
fication is much to be preferred. In producing
letters for them, a more scientific arrangement
could be made, and, in consequence, a more sim
ple one. It is to be hoped that the time is rapidly
approaching when science may show his head and
front in so trifling a subject, even, as the English
alphabet. ---

PET E R C O O P E R.
BIOGRAPHY AND PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER,

-
BIOGRAPHY.

PETER Cooper was born in the city of New
York, February 12, 1791. His father was a lieu
tenant in the Revolutionary War, in which other
members of his family acted a prominent part on
the side of liberty. In his early boyhood he was
employed in the hat manufactory of his father,
where he labored assiduously till the age of seven
teen, when he was apprenticed to Joseph Wardwell

to learn the trade of coach-making, in which he
became such an adept that, on the expiration of

his apprenticeship, his master offered to set him
up in business. This, however, he declined, and
continued working at his trade as a journeyman
till the breaking out of the war of 1812, when,
home manufacture coming suddenly in demand,

he abandoned it for the manufacture of patent
machines for shearing cloth, which he carried on
with success until this business was destroyed by
the renewal of importations after the close of the
war. He then entered into the manufacture of
cabinet-ware, which he subsequently quitted to

establish himself as a grocer in the city of New
York; but this vocation was out of his sphere, and

it was not long before he returned to the manu
facturing business and commenced the manufac
ture of glue and isinglass, in which he still
continues.
While yet a young man, Mr. Cooper became in

terested in the development of the iron mines of

North America, and in 1880 he erected extensive
iron works at Canton, near Baltimore, of which

he subsequently disposed, and established a roll
ing and wire-mill in the city of New York, where
he made the first successful application of anthra
cite to the puddling of iron. He afterward re
moved this establishment to Trenton, N. J., where
he erected the largest rolling-mill at that time in

the United States for the manufacture of railroad
iron, which he has since extended into a large iron
mining and working establishment, in the hands

of a company of which he is the president. The
first locomotive engine used on this continent was

built by Mr. Cooper at Baltimore, after his own
designs, and worked on the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad.
Mr. Cooper has prominently identified himself

with al
l

the important public undertakings of the
present century. In the electric telegraph he

has been warmly interested from its earliest in
ception, making liberal investments of both time
and money. At present he is president of the
North American Telegraph Association, which
represents and controls two thirds of all the lines

in the United States; president of the American
Telegraph Company; president of the New York,
Newfoundland, and London Telegraph Company,
and honorary director of the Atlantic Telegraph
Company. He has served in both branches of the
Common Council, where he was one of the most
prominent and influential advocates of the con
struction of the Croton Aqueduct.

But it is chiefly as a philanthropist that Mr.
Cooper has won a place in the knowledge and
esteem of his fellow-citizens. For many years he
has been warmly interested in the cause of edu
cation, having been an active member of the
Public School Society, and vice-president at the
time of its being merged in the Board of Educa
tion, after which he acted as school commissioner;
but feeling that there was a want in technological
education which the common schools did not fill,

he determined to organize an independent institu
tion which would afford to the working-classes
practical instruction. This scheme, fostered in

the mind of the philanthropic originator for more
than forty years, has recently been matured by
the erection of the Cooper Institute, at the inter
section of the Third and Fourth avenues, between
Seventh and Eighth streets, covering the block, at

a cost of five hundred thousand dollars, and de
voted, by a deed of trust, with all its rents, deeds,
and profits, to the instruction and elevation of the
working classes in the city of New York. It is to

include a school of design for women, evening
courses of instruction for mechanics and appren
tices in the application of science to the business

of life, a free reading-room, galleries of art and
collections of models of inventions, and a poly
technic school.

It is the intention of the philanthropic founder

of this noble institution that the greater portion

of its annual expenditures shall be defrayed from
the rents of the stores and offices in the lower
stories of the building. The receipts of the first
year, however, have fallen short of the sum needed,
the leases not having all been taken till within a

few months. While the Trustees were at a loss to

know what means should be adopted to meet this
deficiency, Mr. Cooper, with his proverbial munifi
cence, voluntarily put at their disposal the
generous sum of $10,000. He has thus placed
the city, and al

l

lovers of human progress, and

al
l aspirants in the paths of science and art, under

another debt of gratitude to one to whom they
owed so much before, -
Since the winter season of the school commenced,

on November 1, some two thousand pupils have
availed themselves of its advantages. The insti
tution is free to any one who can produce a cer
tificate of good moral character. The picture
gallery is already embellished with many noble
paintings, and the free reading room—one of the
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largest and best-supplied in the country—is well
patronized. Mr. Cooper is truly fortunate in being
able, while yet in the vigor of life, to receive the
gratitude of his fellow-citizens, and witness the
successful completion of his beneficent plan.
The courses of instruction and the number of

pupils in each we give below:
Mathematics; by Prof. Hedrick, assisted by

Messrs. Henry C. Thompson, John P. Appleton,
James D. Wilson, and Charles McLean Knox.
150 pupils. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
evenings.
Natural Philosophy; by Prof. Reuben, assisted

by Dr. Wander Weyde. 150 pupils. Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday evenings.
Chemistry; by Prof. Draper, assisted by Dr.

Wander Weyde. 300 pupils. Tuesday and Thurs
day evenings.
Architectural Drawing; by Mr. Miller, assisted

by Messrs. Palmer and Clarence Cook. Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday evenings.
Free-Hand Drawing; by Prof. Richard S. Smith,

assisted by Mr. Herzberg. Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday evenings.
Mechanical Drawing; by Prof. Richard S.

Smith, assisted by Messrs. Stetson and Herzberg.
In all the drawing classes,400pupils; full. Tues
day and Thursday evenings.
Vocal Music; by Dr. Charles Guilmette. 273

pupils; full. Saturday evenings.
School of Design for Women; by Mr.T. Addison

Richards, assisted by Mr. Robert O'Brien. 120
pupils; full. Every day (except Saturday and
Sunday) from 9 A.M. till 4 P. M.
The classesin Chemistry and Natural Philosophy

do not fill the lecture-rooms, and visitors are
allowed; none, however, are admitted after 7 :
o'clock.
The Drawing classes are thronged, and no more

pupils can be accommodated this winter. Next
winter the accommodations will be very largely
increased. Applications are continually received
for admission to these classes,which are now fully
appreciated, and for which there is a greater de
mand than for any other.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.
You have naturally a strong and vigorous con

stitution, and are capable of enduring hardship
and labor, both mental and physical. The mo
tive temperament exists in a prominent degree,
producing toughness, positiveness, earnestness,
and endurance. This is seen in the prominence
of the features, in the distinct muscles of the face,
and in the length of the face and height of the
head. The mental temperament is also shown in
the largeness of the brain, fineness of the consti
tutional texture, and in the clearness of the eye.
The vital temperament is hardly sufficient to give

AMERICAN PHR ENO LOGICAL J O U R N AL. —e&º-y
all the sustaining powers needed by your active
brain and emergeticbody. One of the most prom
inent qualities of your character is perseverance
and determination. What you resolve to accom
plish you follow earnestly and persistently, and
it is very difficult to turn you aside from it. You
have also a high sense of duty and moral ob
ligation. You love justice and righteousness for
its own sake. You have strong religious im
pulses, and a tendency to reverence whatever
great, wise, and good.
Your Self-Esteem is not large; you frequently

have doubts, and are disposed to hesitate in regard

to your course of action, and this leads you to a

more thorough and discriminative policy than yo

otherwise would adopt. You are not rash, dash
ing, headlong, or careless. Your Benevolence is

unusually large, producing sympathy, philan
thropy, kindness, and a disposition to do good.
You have but little tendency to follow the cus

toms and usages of others, or to pattern your
action on the prevailing model of the day. In

business, in social life, or otherwise, you adopt
such customs as appear consistent with your taste
and common sense, whether they are in harmony
with general usage or not.
Your knowledge of character is excellent. You

understand strangers at the first interview, and
know how to select the right man for the right
place. Your Comparison is large, rendering your
mind critical and discriminative, giving readi
ness of illustration, and the tendency to reason

by analogy, to classify, organize, and arrange
men aud things according to fitness.
You have an excellent memory of what you ex

perience, see, do, and read, also of roads and
places. Your perceptives are large, rendering
your mind ready and practical. You take into
account all the details, and are seldom mistaken

in your estimate of the qualities, conditions, and
uses of things.
Your Language is fully developed. You are

well qualified to explain and communicate your
thoughts and feelings. You are orderly and sys
tematic in your affairs, also in your mode of ex
pression, and in the arrangement of your lan
guage.
You have fair mechanical talent, and would

succeed in almost any business requiring mechan
ical judgment, power of adapting means to ends,
joined to good practical common sense. You have

an active, clear, discriminative, and practical
mind. You are a cautious man, but not sly, pol
itic, or crafty; are disposed to speak your mind
plainly, and to act out your thoughts with direct
mess.

You have large Combativeness and Destruc
tiveness, which give force to your intellect, energy

to your character, courage and earnestness to

your manifestations, promptness in business, pow

er to exercise authority, and to command respect.
Your social nature is strongly developed. You

are very much interested in children, in friends,
and in home; are capable of loving as a husband,
and rendering yourself acceptable to woman. You
are more ambitious to have friends and the kind
regards of the community than you are to have
power, merely for the sake of using it.

You would make friends of everybody if you
could do it without sacrificing to principle; and
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you regard a man as being rich who deserves
and receives the friendship and gratitude of his
fellow-men.
You are known for four strong qualities of mind

and character. First. You have judgment, clear
ness, and force of intellect. Second. Moral senti
ment, including justice, reverence, and kindness.
Third. Executiveness and positiveness, embracing
Firmness, Combativeness, and Destructivess; and
Fourth. Strong social power, including friendship,
interest in the young, and love of home and the
domestic circle. ---

EI. C. S P A U L ID IN G.
Phra EnoLOGICAL CHARACTF. R AND BIOGRAPHY.---

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

You have a compact, energetic, and enduring
organization. Your body is substantial ; your
lungs are large; your circulation free, and your
muscular power unusually great. Your brain is
large, measuring twenty-three inches, but, under
favorable circumstances, your body is sufficient
to sustain the brain, and when it is well sustained
your power of mind is considerably more than
average. You will make your mark through your
intellectual capacities more than by your power
to attract attention and press yourself upon the
notice of the world. There are some who have
more courage, enterprise, pride, and enthusiasm,
and they attract attention by the noise they make;
you generally accomplish more before you say
much about it.
You are not wanting in courage and energy, but

your element of courage is passive rather than
active; but you are very thorough and executive
when your mind is fully awakened, aroused, and
resolved. You are a cautious, guarded, and pru
dent man, watchful about ultimate consequences,
but not fearful You are not sly, concealed, and
reserved, but you have tact to circumvent those
whom you suppose are trying to take advantage
of you; but your Secretiveness works altogether
with your intellect. You need to have thought
before you can exercise policy. Others employ
policy where frankness is better; concealment,
where opennessis preferable.
You incline to look on the bright side of life; to

expect the promises which are held forth in the
future; to anticipate better times; “the good
time coming ;” yet you watch for breakers in the
mean time. Your sympathy is one of your con
trolling mental qualities; you find it very diffi
cult to say No, and to repel those who come to you
for aid, and to deny your associates whenever
they need favors. Persons can prey upon you at
their pleasure through your sympathies.
You have great fondness for that which is beau

tiful and refined, and if you were engaged in
trade you would like decorated goods; if in man
ufacture, you would prefer to make that which is
ornamental and finished. As a writer, your style
would be polished and elevated—always hearty
and cheerful, encouraging the weak and inspiring
the dependent. As a speaker, the same genial
earnestness would be evinced, along with a kind
of moral magnetism, which would make people ac
cede to your positions without stopping to criticise
logically the subject.
You have a large, intellectual lobeof brain, and
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have scopeof mind, intensity, criticism, and power
to investigate carefully and in detail whatever
subject interests you. Your memory of ideas,
practical facts, and experience is excellent, but
your memory of dates, names, and unimportant
details is not good.
You enjoy music better than you can perform

it. You perceive the idea, the inner life of it, but
find it more difficult to realize your ideal in per
formance.

Your language is not so copious as it is precise.
You employ fitting words which seem to flow along
naturally as if they were made on purpose to be

used as you use them. Your style is not crotch
ety, far-fetched, and peculiar, but easy and
smooth.

You can make money better than you can save

it. You have the power of planning how money
can be made, and devise ways and means, and
perhaps put other people in the way of realizing;
but if you had a large income, and had nobody to

care for but yourself—either in fact or in antici
pation—you would be likely to let it go very easi
ly. You had better be in debt for real estate or

something valuable so as to produce in your mind

a desire for saving, as well as the interest of it

You are fond of your friends, remarkable for
your attachment and interest in children, for the
disposition to select a few special friends, and do

and suffer for them. You are fond of the family
circle, the wife, the children, the home, and all
that belongs to the household. Your Benevolence

leads you to regard the welfare of mankind in a

philanthropic way. You endeavor to be kind to

all and very affectionate to a few.

In literature you would find a field of action in

harmony with your taste—also in art and the
higher branches of mechanism. You would suc
ceed well as an editor, and so far as understand
ing the law and performing the duties pertaining

to that profession are concerned, you would suc
ceed well; but you would not like it in many of

its phases.
You have cultivated your independence; you

have more pride and self-reliance than formerly;
can face the world more boldly and command re
spect better among your superiors than you could
ten years ago.
Whatever you follow should be more of a men

tal than physical character, and you are chiefly
distinguished for your intellectual power.

BiograA.P.HY.
Henry C. Spaulding was born Feb. 10, 1824, at

Middletown, Connecticut. His father, who was a

merchant and manufacturer, died when our sub
ject was four years old, leaving his wife with a

family of seven children to support and educate
almost entirely by her own exertions. Young
Spaulding was born with a deformity of the feet,
which threatened to make him a cripple for life,
but possessingremarkable ingenuity and firmness

of character, which was manifested at an early
age, and encouraged by his mother, a woman of

great energy and intelligence, he commencedand
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carried on a series of self-directed efforts which,
after nearly fifteen years, very nearly removed
the lameness and enabled him to walk without in
convenience.
The mostof his education was obtained by read

ing without other aid or direction than his own
tastes. He always manifested a great dislike to
the ordinary routine or instructions of the school.
room, preferring to seek information in the work
shop, among the workmen, by observing how
things were done. In the manufacture of ma
chinery, especially, the early indicated remark
able inventive powers. At the age of fourteen,
he was apprenticed to a silversmith in his native
State, and at sixteen had become a first-class
workman. At this period he was thrown entirely
upon his own resources by the failure of his em
ployer, and continued working at his trade wher
ever he could find employment. After some time
he commencedwork as a machinist at New Bed
ford, Mass., whence he went to Worcester, on ac
count of the suspension of the works where he had
been employed, and thence to Springfield, where
he remained for two years in the employ, first of
the American Manufacturing Company of Chico
pee, and afterward of the Government Armory.
From Springfield he went to Hartford, Conn,
where he spent five or six years in the pistol man
ufactory of Col. Samuel Colt, where he mademany
important improvements in the tools used in form
ing the various parts of these celebrated fire-arms.
On leaving Colt's manufactory he went to New
York, and for two years took charge of a large
manufactory in the upper part of the city. At
the end of this period he left New York for Bos
ton, where he was engaged as a designer and
constructor of tools and machinery of the Grover
and Baker Sewing Machine Company, with whom
he remained until the fall of 1857, when he re
turned to New York, and after spending a year or
more in making arrangements for the establish
ment of business, formed a partnership with his
present associates, and commenced the manufac
ture of his celebrated Prepared Glue, together
with a series of admirable small inventions adapt
ed to universal commonuse in the household and
the various departments of home industry. Few
men, under similar circumstances, could have ac
complished, unaided, so many desirable results as
have been achieved by him. His career offers a
cheering example to the industrious and enter
prising youth of our country.

---
EI E A D 5 A N D H A. T. S.

THough the hat does not in each case deter
mine with accuracy the size of brain, because it
only measures the circumference just above the
ears across the middle of the forehead, and there
fore takes no account of the elevation of the top
head, yet a hundred men wearing large hats will
be found to have a considerably larger amount
of brain than a hundred other men wearing hats
only of average size. To make this plain, we re
mark: Walter Scott had a large brain, but his
head ran up like a sugar-loaf in the region of Im
agination, for which he was distinguished, while
around the head where the hat comes it was only
of moderate size. A well-balanced head, how
ever, which has a proper amount of height and

development in the upper portion, exhibits by its
circumference a good index of its comparative size.
Persons who are not phrenologists are liable to

make mistakes in estimating the relative size of
heads by the hats, because they do not so readily
comprehend what constitutes a well-balanced
head; but a phrenologist, at a glance, seeswheth
er the head be developed equally in all its parts.
This being the case, the circumference or any
other given measurement determines for him at
once as to the aggregate size of the head.
But what about hats 2 A hatter in this city

remarked to us a few days ago that “the three
largest hat establishments in New York sell the
largest-sized hats and caps in much greater num
ber than are elsewhere sold in proportion to their
entire sales; and also that they obtain for them
higher prices than any other establishments.”
“What is the reason of this?” we asked. “I
suppose,” said he, “it is because the big heads
have the most money.” Admitting this to be
true—and we have no doubt of it—it would seem
to indicate that those hat establishments which
acquire the greatest power and influence are the
ones which are patronized by the leading business
men in the city. These men demand a first-rate
article, and are able and willing to pay the high
est price; hence the establishments do a large
business, make good profits, and get rich.
The ablest business men, as a class, will be

found having larger heads than the average of the
community, while the great mass of men who oc
cupy subordinate positions, and can afford to pay
but a moderate price for their goods, are the pa
trons of the small establishments, which sell small
hats for low prices.

It was formerly said by the hat merchants
of Hartford, Conn., that a greater proportionate
number of large-sized hats were sold to the cit
izens of Suffield, in that State, than to any other
country town in that vicinity, and, as we are well
acquainted with the people of that town, we can
say, without any disparagement of other places,
that, for the number of inhabitants, it has more
talented and wealthy business men in it than any
town in the circle of our acquaintance of equal
population. Some twenty years ago we delivered
a course of lectures in that town, while a stranger,
and were struck by the fact that we had an unu
sual number of twenty-three inch heads to exam
ine.
We are aware that there are some small-sized

heads which are remarkable for fineness of tex
ture and exaltation of temperament, and which
heads are mainly developed in the intellectual
portion. These exhibit great intellectual acute
ness and talent in the way of scholarship, etc.;
but taking temperament in its ordinary connec
tion, the head which is large all around and well
sustained by a large, healthy, and vigorous body,
is the one to which we look for force of character,
breadth, strength, and power of mind. Persons
with moderate-sized heads will sometimes exhibit
fragmentary qualities—for instance, great social
power, or great pride, or great religious feeling;
but we have never yet met with an individual
who was full-orbed and strong in all points, men
tally, who did not have a full or large-sized head.
Persons sometimes refer us to great mechanics, or
great musicians, or to great linguists whose heads,

as a whole, are comparatively small. They might
as well show us a piano-forte, with one octave of
strings of proper size and in good tune, and by
showing off that octave on some restricted field of
music, demand of us an indorsement of the whole
instrument as perfect, when in fact three quar
ters of the strings were either entirely absent or
altogether too small to yield a proper tone in full
volume, as to present to us the individual who has
one or two special faculties highly developed in a
small brain, while in many other respects the per
son is comparatively weak, and then, by such an
argument, undertake to disparage the truth of
Phrenology. We close this article with the re
mark, that a community which requires the
greatest relative number of large hats will be
found to contain the greatest relative number of
able men, other things being equal; nay, more,
we will add, that other things will not be equal
long, for the men of large heads, requiring large
hats, will improve their condition and rise to a
ruling position in a community in which small
hats are required. We are aware that this is
not a very accurate method of stating a scien
tific proposition, or of proving a scientific claim,
but it is quite as defiuite and demonstrable asare
ninety-nine in a hundred of the arguments which
are ordinarily brought against the truth of Phre
nology; and when this argument respecting the
hats is properly state i and understood, it becomes
then a correct general mode of estimating mental
power. ---

o B s B. R v AT I o N.
BY I. D. MEAI).

It is no uncommon thing to hear people com
plain of their lack of educational advantages; and
it is certainly true that the means of education
possessed by some are vastly superior to those
which others enjoy. There is, however, one field
of study—and a broad one, too—which is open
free to all—viz, Observation. The numerous
works of art, the different branches of business,
and modes of doing business, and the habits and
manners of people, may be observed to great
advantage.
But the most interesting field for observation is

Nature. The ground, the rocks, the stones, the
brooks, the clouds, and the storms, al

l convey in
struction to the observer. We find, even in the
vegetable world, structures complicated and beau
tiful, existing in great variety, the study of which
not only charms the eye, but enlightens and ele
vates the mind. What person possessingcommon
perceptive faculties can contemplate the beauties

of vegetation without delight and benefit
Still higher in the scale of being is the animal cre

ation, which also affords a wide range fo
r

profitable
observation. Especially should we observe human
nature in its various phases, and endeavor to be
come acquainted with the organization and opera
tion of both body and mind. The study of man
is, of all studies, the most interesting and in
structive. He stands at the head of Nature's
works, the most complicated structure of which
we have any knowledge. The wonderful facul
ties of the human mind, and their mysterious
connection with matter, afford a most fascinating
subject for observation and reflection.

—sº->3;
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Observation is also useful as furnishing the materials for reflection. Na

ture is constantly unfolding and presenting facts and phenomenawhich con
stitute the only basis of al

l

sound philosophy. The individual who closely
observes is the only one qualified to think for himself.
Observation is not confined to physical things. It may take a metaphys

ical direction, giving a disposition to observe the manifestations of mind and
the relation of man to the universe. The organization of the individual,
and the manner in which he has been accustomed to exercise his faculties,
must determine its direction.

M O R. A. L. P. H I L O S O PHY ;

or,

T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE COMBE.
[FromTHE LATEst Revised EDINBURGHEDITION.]

[contLNUEDFRoMPAGETHIRTEEN.]

I AGREE with Butler in thinking that certain of our faculties are in
tended to rule, and others to obey; and that the belief that it is so is

intuitive in well-constituted minds.
According to Phrenology, the intellectual faculties perceive objects

that exist, with their qualities, phenomena, and relations; but they do
not feel specific emotions. The organs of intellect lie in the anterior
lobe of the brain. In the coronal region there are organs which mani
fest emotion or feelings, called the moral sentiments, viz., Benevolence,
Veneration, and Conscientiousness. The power in any individual of

experiencing each of these emotions bears a relation to the size of its

own organs. These emotions are felt to have a commanding authority
conferred on them, so that whatever actions they denounce as disagree
able to them, are felt to be wrong, and whatever actions they feel to be

agreeable, are pronounced to be right; and we can give no other ac
count of this order of our nature, except that it has pleased God so to

constitute us.

In applying these principles to our present subject, I observe that
the organ of Philoprogenitiveness, for example, exists, and that its func
tion is to produce the love of children. This love carried into action
may produce a variety of effects. It may prompt us to gratify every
desire of the child, however fantastic, if the indulgence will give it

pleasure for a moment; but when the intellect is employed to trace
the consequences of this gratification, and sees that it is injurious to the
health, the temper, the moral dispositions, and the general happiness

of the infant, then Benevolence disapproves of that mode of treatment,
because it leads to suffering, which Benevolence dislikes ; Conscien
tiousness disapproves of it, because it is unjust to the child to misdirect

its inclinations through ignorant fondness; and Veneration is offended

by it, because our duty to God requires that we should improve al
l

his
gifts to the best advantage, and not prepare an infant for crime and
misery by cultivating habits of reckless self-indulgence, regardless of

al
l

ultimate results. If, in any individual mother, Philoprogenitiveness
exists very large, in combination with weak organs of the moral senti
ments and intellect, she may abuse this beautiful instinct by pampering
and spoiling her children; but it is an error to charge the conduct of an

ill-constituted, and perhaps an ill-informed individual mind, against
human nature in general, as if al

l
its faculties were so perverted that

they could manifest themselves only in abuses. My object will be to

expound the courses of action to which we are prompted by al
l

our
faculties, and to subject them to the review of the intellect and moral
sentiments acting in combination; and I shall admit al

l

actions to be

virtuous or right which are approved of by these combined powers, and
treat al

l

as vicious or wrong which are disavowed by them ; and my
doctrine is

,

that it is in accordance with the dictates of these combined
faculties which constitutes certain actions virtuous, and discordance
with them which constitutes other actions vicious.
We are now able to understand the origin of the various theories of

the foundation of virtue to which I alluded at the commenciment of this
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lecture, and which have been the themes of so much discussion among
philosophers. Most of the authors whom I have quoted recognize one

of these three great foundations of virtue: According to them, 1st,
All actions are virtuous which tend to promote the happiness of sen
tient and intelligent beings, and they are virtuous because they possess
this tendency; 2dly, All actions are virtuous which are conformable to

the will of God, and they are so for this reason, and no other; 3dly,
All actions are virtuous which are in conformity with the dictates of

our moral sense or moral faculty, which conformity is the sole charac
teristic of virtue. The partisans of each of these foundations of virtue
have denied the reality or sufficiency of the other foundations. These
differences of opinion may be thus accounted for.
The sentiment of Benevolence desires universal happiness, or the

general good of al
l beings. When we wantonly sacrifice the happi

ness of any being, it is pained, and produces uneasy emotions in our
minds. Those philosophers who place the foundation of virtue in the
tendency of the action judged of, to produce happiness, are right, in so

far, because this is one foundation, but they are wrong in so far as they
teach that it is the only foundation of virtue.

In like manner the organ of Veneration desires to yield obedience to

the will of God, and it experiences painful emotions when we know
ingly contravene its dictates. Those philosophers who place the es
sence of virtue in obedience to the will of God, are sound in their
judgment, in so far as this is one essential foundation of virtue, but
they err in so far as they represent it to be the only one.
And, thirdly, Conscientiousness produces the feelings of duty, obli

gation, and incumbency. It desires to do justice in al
l things. It en

forces the dictates of our other moral faculties. Benevolence, for in
stance, from its own constitution, desires to communicate happiness,
and Conscientiousness enforces its dictates by proclaiming that it is our
duty to act in conformity with them. It causes us to feel that we are
guilty or criminal if we wantonly destroy or impair the enjoyment of

any being. It enforces also the aspirations of Veneration, and tells us

that we are guilty if we disobey the will of God. Further, its own
special function is to enforce justice, when our own rights or feelings,
and those of other men, come into competition. Those philosophers
who founded virtue in a moral sense, were right in so far as this facnlty

is one most important foundation of virtue; but it is not the only one.
Each of the moral sentiments produces the feeling of right and

wrong in its own sphere; Benevolence proclaims cruelty to be wrong,
and Veneration condemns profanity. But each is liable to err when it

acts singly. There are men, for example, in whom Benevolence is

very strong and Conscientiousness very weak, and who, following the
dictates of the former, without reference to those of the latter senti
ment, often perpetrate great wrongs by indulging in an extravagant
generosity at the expense of others. They are generous before they
are just. Charles Surface, in the School for Scandal, is the personifi
cation of such a character. Veneration acting singly, is liable to sanc
tion superstitious observances; or acting in combination with Destruc
tiveness, without Benevolence and Conscientiousness, it may approve

of cruel persecution for the sake of preserving the purity of the faith
which it has embraced. I consider the virtue of an action to consist in

its being in harmony with the dictates of enlightened intellect and of

all the moral faculties acting in combination.
The moral faculties often do act singly, and while they keep within

the limits of their virtuous sphere, the dictates of al
l
of them har

monize. We have a similar example in music. Melody and time
both enter into the constitution of music, but we may have time with
out melody, as in beating a drum; or melody without time, as in the
sounds of an AEolian harp. But the two faculties which take cogni
zance of melody and time are constituted so as to be capable of acting

in harmony, when they are both applied to the same object. So it is

in regard to the moral sentiments. If a man fall into the sea, another
individual, having a large organ of Benevolence, and who can swim,
may be prompted by the instinctive impulse of benevolence instantly
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to leap into the water and save him, without, in the least, thinking of
the will of God or the obligations of duty, But when we calmly con
template the action, we perceive it to be one falling without the legiti
mate sphere of Benevolence. It is approved of by enlightened intel
lect, and is also conformable at once to the Divine will, and to the
dictates of Conscientiousness. In like manner, every action that is
truly conformable to the will of God, or agreeable to Veneration,
when acting within its proper sphere, will be found just and beneficial

in its consequences, or in harmony also with Conscientiousness and
Benevolence. And every just and right action will be discovered to be

beneficial in its consequences, and also in harmony with the will of God.
When one of these faculties acts independently of the other, it

does not necessarily err, but it is more liable to do so, than when all
operate, in concert. This is the reason that any theory of morals,
founded on only one of them, is generally imperfect or unsound.
The idea of resolving morality into intellectual perceptions of utility,

into obedience to the will of God, or into any other single principle,

has arisen, probably, from the organ of the mental faculty on which
that one principle depends having been largest in the brain of the au
thor of the theory, in consequence of which he felt most strongly the
particular emotion which he selected as its foundation. Those indi
viduals, again, who deny that there is any natural basis for moral
science, and who regard the Bible as the only foundation of moral and
religious duty, are generally deficient in the organs either of Con
scientiousness or Benevolence; or of both ; and because they feebly
experience the dictates of a natural conscience, they draw the infer
ence that it is the same with all mankind.

Another question remains—What means do we possess for discov
ering the qualities of actions, so that our moral faculties may give emo
tions of approval or disapproval upon sound data ? For example—
Veneration disposes us to obey the will of God, but how shall we dis
cover what the will of God is It is the office of the intellect to do

so. For instance—A young lady from England had been taught from
her infancy that God had commanded her to keep Good Friday holy,
and sacred to religious duties. When she came to Scotland for the
first time, and saw no sanctity attached to that day, her Veneration
was disagreeably affected: and if she also had treated the day with in
difference, her conscience would have upbraided her. In a few weeks
afterward, the half-yearly fast day of the Church of Scotland came
round, and she felt no sanctity whatever to be attached to it; her in
tellect had never been informed that either God or the Church had ap
pointed that day to be held sacred; she desired to follow her usual oc
cupations, and was astonished at the rigid sanctity with which the day
was kept by the Scots. Here the intellect gave the information, and
Veneration acted according to its lights.

The intellect must be employed, therefore, to discover al
l

the mo
tives, relations, and consequences of the actions to be judged of, and
the moral sentiments will give emotions of approval or disapproval, ac
cording to their aspect thus presented to them. In many ordinary
cases no difficulty in judging occurs; for instance, the mere percep
tion of a fellow-creature struggling in the water is sufficient to rouse
Benevolence, and to inspire us with the desire to save him. But
when the question is put, Is a hospital for foundling children benevo
lent?—if we look only at one result (saving the lives of individual
children), we would say that it is ; but if the intellect observe all the
consequences; for instance, first, the temptation to vice afforded by

provision being made for illegitimate children; secondly, the mortality

of the infants, which is enormous, from their being withdrawn from
maternal care and intrusted to mere hireling keepers; thirdly, the iso
lation of the children so reared from al

l

kindred relationship with the
rest of the race; and, fourthly, the expense which is thrown away in

this very questionable arrangement; I say, after the intellect has dis
covered and contemplated al

l

these facts and results, the sentiment of

Benevolence would not be gratified with foundling hospitals, but would
desire to apply the funds dedicated to them to more purely beneficent

institutions. Without intellect, therefore, the sentiments have not
knowledge; and without moral sentiments, the intellect sees merely
facts and results, but feels no emotions. |

If then, this theory of our moral constitution be well founded, it ex
plains the darkness and confusion of the opinions entertained by pre
vious philosophers on the subject.
Dr. Wardlaw's antagonist power is merely the animal propensities

acting with undue energy, and breaking the bounds prescribed to them

by the moral sentiments and intellect. They will be most liable to do

this in those individuals in whom the organs of the propensities are
large, and those of the moral sentiments deficient; but there is no or
gan or faculty in itself immoral, or necessarily opposed to the mora
sentiments, as Dr. Wardlaw supposes.
To be able, then, to discover what courses of action are at once

beneficial in their tendency, agreeable to the will of God, and com
formable to the dictates of Conscientiousness, we must use our intel
lectual faculties in examining nature. Believing that man and the ex
ternal world are both the workmanship of the Creator, I propose, in

the following lectures, to consider—
1st, The constitution of man as an individual; and endeavor to dis

cover what duties are prescribed to him by its qualities and objects,
2dly, I shall consider man as a domestic being, and endeavor to dis

cover the duties prescribed to him by his constitution, as a husband, a

father, and a child. -

3dly, I shall consider man as a social being, and discuss the duties
arising from his social qualities. This will involve the principles of

government and political economy.
4thly, I shall consider man as a religious being, and discuss the

duties which he owes to God, so far as these are discoverable from the
light of nature.

“ W H A T I S. G E N I U. S. P.”

In the December number of the Jourt NAI, there is a review, by a corre
spondent, of an article in a previous number, entitled, “What is Genius *

in which the writer states that the heads of Shelley and Byron were decid
edly small. That statement should have been noticed and cut out by us for
the sake of truth, but was overlooked till after the Journ AL went to press.
We think the writer is in error in regard to the size of the heads in both
these great poets. Byron's head was round and conical, running up to a

comparative point, requiring not a large hat; but his brain was large, and,

if we may believe the report of the physicians who made a post-mortem ex
amination, it was one of the mostcompact of human brains, weighing heavier
than any one of its size on record. We are often told he did not wear a

large hat, but with that form of head the brain may be large, while the hat

is not more than medium. In an article published in the PHRENoLogical
Journal for 1840,we find the following in regard to Shelley : “His temper
ament, blending in different degrees the bilious, sanguine, and nervous, with
the last rather predominant, and not a particle of lymphatic, gave intensity
and keenness, life and spirit, to a brain of superior size, in which intellect
and sentiment reigned supreme.” --

BU CIKEIO R. N
.
S. F. R O M O RIE G O N .-----

We have received from Oregon, by express, a pair of enormous buckhorns
attached to the skull. The friend who sent them had previously written us,
but unfortunately his letter has beenmislaid, and his name has slipped our
memory. If this article shall fall under his eye, he will do us a favor to

give us his name and address, and we will take great pleasure in announcing

it through these columns, and we will also attach his name as the donor, to

the gift. We are very proud of the horns, and have given them a conspic
uous position in our front window, which faces on Broadway, where they
are admired by thousands daily. There is probably not another larger or

finer pair of horns between our office and Oregon. We renew our thanks to

the donor for his generous gift, and solicit his name.

Nºw YEAR’s GIFT.-Batavia, Ia, Jan. 1st, 1860. Messrs. Fowl ER AND
WELLs—Sirs: Inclosedyouwill findtwelvenamesandsix dollarsforyourvaluableJour
NALs. This youwill pleaseaccept as a “Mew Year'sGift.” Let eachsubscriberdo the
same,andyouwouldreformtheworld.

I don'twish to imply that youare underany ol ligntion to meformywork, as I con
sider myselflº. in advanceby thebenefitderivedfromyour publicationshere
tofore. God speedthetruth. Yours, fraternally, John H. Hilton.

- —sº
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GOOD B O O K S A T H O ME.
IMPRovem. ENT should be the businessof all men,

all women, all children, and youth. No better
aids to SELF-IMPRovem. ENT can be found than are
given in

Good Books.
By reading we may avail ourselves at once, of

all the wisdom and experience of those who have
lived, loved, and labored for the good of mankind.
In the writings of ripe scholars we find a record
of all they had learned, and all they had the pow
er to communicate. We may take hold where
they left off, and continue the good work of Pro
GREss and IMprovement in human knowledge,
wisdom, usefulness, and power. But let us be
thoroughly posted in regard to what has been
done, that we may not lose time in making the
same ofd experiments. Why spend valuable time
to re-invent an instrument which was made
twenty years ago? But all this is only as intro
ductory to what follows. We know that there are
many, yes, very many, young men and women
throughout the country who would be very glad
to read our various choice books, if they could ob
tain them. We are induced to make the most
liberal proposition possible, consistent with reason,
for the benefit of those who desire to learn how to
make the most of themselves. And that may be
done by an attentive reading of such works as are
contained in our list. Our offer is as follows:

For Tem Dollars at One Time
We will send Ten Copies of either the PHRENo
Logical Journal or WAter-CURE Journal
one year, and Six Dollars' worth, at regular mail
prices, of any books of our publication, prepaid
(by mail or express, as we may think best).

For Twenty-Five Dollars
We will send Twenty-five Journals one year, and
FIFTEEN Doll.ARs' worth of books as above.

For Fifty Dollars
We will send Fifty Copies of the Journals one
year, and ForTY Dollans’ worth of books.
For One Hundred Dollars at One Time

We will send ONE HUNDRED Copies of the Jour
NALs one year, and ONE HUNDRED Doll ARs'
worth of books' e.
CANADIAN SUBscribers must send money to

prepay American postage, viz., Six Cents a year.
READER, you have the Proposition. Will you

accept it Can you not reach the highest prize
Try it! By making a suitable effort your neigh
bors will subscribe for one or both the Jourt NALs.
SAMPLE NUMBERs will be sent gratis with which
to form Clubs.
LIFE ILLUsTRATED, a first-class Pictorial,

Weekly Paper, may be included in the aboveclubs,
if desired, and tomake up the number, each LIFE
may be counted as two Journals.
Money, in large amounts, should be remitted in

drafts on New York, Philadelphia, or Boston, or
by express.
Letters should be registered, post-paid, and ad

dressed to Fowler AND WELLs,

308 Broadway, New York.

[We will send FREE-or prepaid—by First
MAIL, a Catalogue containing a complete List of
all works published at this office, with prices an
nexed, to any address, on application. For ab
breviated list of books, see another page.]

G O O D G. I. F. T. S.
It is gratif,ing to note the dispositionon the part of

someemployersto favor Seir employeeswith suitable
readingmatter. In someestublishmentslarge Rumbers
of Phi:Exological Journals aresubscribedforbytheem
ployers,and takenby the men. Of coursetheygetthem
at clubprices,and enjoythemaccordingly. In thisway
a goodandgenerousfeelingis keptup throughtheyeur,
andmorework is betterdone.
As A PREsENT,nothing at theprice can be moreuseful

or appropriate. We wish somegoodman who has the
wealth, togetherwith the benevolencenecessary,would
enableus to placea copyof thisJournal in thehandsof
everyschool-teacherin America . It would do moreto
ward correctingthepresentmodeof juvenile hot-housepushing,andconsequentprematuredecay,thananyttºng
elsewecanname. A properunderstandingoftheseprincipleswould save thousandsto their parentsand to the
world. Where is thegoodbenefactor?---------
The “SPECIAL INDUCEMENts” which were of.

feredin formernumbersarerepeatedin our presentnum
ber. Alreadylargenumbershave availed themselvesof
thevery liberal proposition,and have obtainedthevery
best foundationfor themostvaluable libraries. Ten or
twentydollarssecuresusmanycopiesof theJournal for
a year,and gives thevoluntaryagentfrom six to fifteen
dollars'worthofour choicestbooks.

OUR CLUB TERMs.—Our readers will please ob
serve,onthispage,thatweoffersuchtermsasshouldplace
the Journal within easy reach of every family. Our
friendswhothinkwellofthe“noble science”weadvocate,
will, wefeelsure,contributetheirbesteffortsin extending
the circulationof THE AMERICANPHRENological Jour
NAL.
It will soon be time for country merchants to

visit New York to purchasegoodsfor the spring trade.
Our friendswhomaywishto procure quantitiesof books
andbusts,can orderthroughthesemerchants;or, if they
refer it, canorderbyexpress,and receivethem at once.

W
e

will cheerfullyattend to any city commissionswhich
our distantpatronsmayintrust to us.

E. W. T.-First. What booksare the best adapt
ed to theimprovement of theorgan of Language?
ANs. Theworks of Scott,Irving, andDickenswill serve

thepurposewell.
Second.Can amanwhoseLanguage is onlyfull, become

an ablespeaker?
ANs. Yes, if hehavethe right developmentotherwise,thoughwithlarger Languagehewoulddo better.
Third. What can I read to improvemyreason?
ANs. Butler'sAnalogy,Edwards on theWill, Mahan's

Mental Philosophy,andstudyabstractmathemaics.

, ºle. Book of Naturecanbe had bymall of us for
5.0. -
W. R. T.—My Cautiousness is too large and in

fluential. How can I suppressits actionand get rid of
theunhappyinfluences of thatfaculty
ANs. You should try to controlyour fearsby means ofjudgment; rememberthat you magnifydangers; culti

vate a bold, combativespirit, and not indulge anxiety
about absentfriends, nor unticipateevil. In short,en
couragebravery,anddiscouragethesense of fear.

A. B.—We can not make a discount from $25
for theset of fortybestspecimens of bustsand castsfrom
our cabinet. The set is affordedthuscheaplyexpresslyfor
societies,privatecabinets,lecturers,etc.------
THE Court of DEATH.—We would call the spe

cial attention of our readers to theenterprise of Mr. G
.
Q
.

Colton,advertised in 'anothercolumn, in which he pro
poses to sell100,000fine engravings of Peale'spainting of

theCourt of Deathforonedºllar each. The engraving is

large–23 by 81 inches—and is the finestspecimen of the
chromo-lithographicart we haveseen. The usualprice
for suchworks in this city is $5,but Mr. Coltonbelieves
thatby reducingthepricehecansell,instead of fivethou
sand,onehundredthousandcopies. He informs us that
sincetheywereissued—Dec.1st—theordershavecome in

as fast as the printercould supplythem. The low price

at which it is offered,thebeauty of thework,and thefine
moral lessons it conveys,should securefor it a place ineveryparlorwherecorrecttasteandgoodmoralsare cul
tivated. Mr. Peale certifiesthat “it is an accurateand
admirablecopy of theoriginalpainting.” Seetheadver
tisementfor particulars.
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£it trary ºld fitts.
LIFE of ANDREw JAckson, in three volumes.
By James Parton, author of a “Life of Aaron Burr,”
“Humorous Poetry of the English Language,” etc.,
Vol. I. New York: MasonBrothers, 1 60.
This is a largehandsomeoctavo, of over60 pages,and

is neatly printed on fine paper. The author has done
himselfcredit in thepreparation of this volume; and if he
carryoutthedesignwith similarabilityand spirit,hewill
have made a valuablecontribution to the biographical
literature of America. Mr. Parton is an interestingwriter,
andwethink histalentlies in theline of biography. This,
we believe, is his third attempt in this department of liter
ature; and it gives us pleasure to notethegreatimprove
menthehasmade. If he continuehislabors in thisdirec
tion for the next ten years,and guard againstgiving to

his biographiestoomuch of hisown individuality of feel
ing and opinion,we predictthathewill be in the front
runk of biographicalwriters. To thosewho have tried it

we neednot say,that to write a good biographyrequires
peculiar talent. The majority of personswho makethe
attemptremind one of crank music or machine-made
poetry. They exhibit so little of therealspirit,and so little

of sympathywiththeir subject, so little comprehension of

thecharacterstheyattempt to delineate,that theirworks
soundmorelike statisticaltables of chronologyandother
dry facts,than like a goodportraiture of a humanbeing.
This volumecontains an excellentsteelengraving of the

Old Hero,andwe commendthework to all whodesire a

correctandracyaccountof theHeroof New Orleans.

“The Horse FAIR," thatworld-renownedwork of art,

by Rosa Bonheur, has been handsomelyrepresented in

lithograph,andpublished by J. M. Emerson & Co., 87 Park
Row, New York, which theygive to all the subscribers to

the UnitedStatesJournal, which theypublish at onedol
lar a year.
We sawtheoriginal picturewhen on exhibition in this

city,andregrettedthateverybody in thecountrycouldnot
see it. When it wasbroughtout as a steelengraving, at $20

or $80 a copy,we saw no prospect of its becomingpopu
larized,because it wasstill out of therench of themassof
thepeople. But our enterprisingfriends,wearehappy to

announce,havepublishedthepicture in a waythatbrings

it within themeansof all.

N E W IN DU C E M E N T S.
WITH a view to remunerate those who feel and

take an interest in our publications, we have con
cluded to offer the following
“SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS” FOR 1860.
For THREE Dollans we will send three dol

lars’ worth of any books published by us, at regu
lar mail prices, post-paid, or by express, and a
copy of either the WATER-CURE Journ AL or

the Pha Enologic AL Journ AL, one year.
For Five Doll ARs, we will send five dollars'

worth of our books, post-paid, by mail, or by ex
press, and LIFE ILlustrated one year.

For TEN DoI.L.ARs, we will send ten dollars'
worth of any books published by us, pre-paid, and
one copy of LIFE ILLustratiºn, PHRENoLogical
Journ AL, and WATER-CURE Journal, a year.
This, we think, will be much better for the

reader, and for all concerned, than any “risk”
which may be had in the best scheme offered by
cheap jewelry concerns. A little effort will enable
any one to secure for himself a good library of val
uable books, at a very moderate cost
Please address, FOWLER & WELLS,

No. 308 Broadway, New York.
P.S —This offer will remain open till May 1st,

1860. Our friends will please act promptly.

–– e.g.
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3)btrfistments.
Adventisem ENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublishersonor be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesentin atonce.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

*THE CountRY GENTLEMAN.
*The bestof theWeeklies.”

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.
The First Number of the FifteenthWolumeof The

Country GENTLEMANis offeredwithsomepride to itsold
and newpatrons,whoseattentionis nowparticularlyin
vited tothefollowing

TERMS FOR 1860.
The Country GENTLEMANALoNE.

SingleCopy,oneyear...ThreeCopies.......... 5 00
Five Copies.... 8 00
Ten Copies... . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . 1500
THE Country GENTLEMANANDANNUAL REGISTER.

OneCopyCountryGentlemanandRegister........ #225
Five CopiesCountryGentlemanand Register . . 9 00
Ten Copies do.. do do. ...... 1650ºr A Premium§. of bothTHE Country GENTLEMANandREGIsrekwill besentfreetoanyonemakingup
a Club of Ten, and for any additionto this numberthe
ratewill be$1 65for eachsubscriber,anda freecopyfor
eachadditionalTen.

No subscriptionsr_ceived on club termsunlesspaid strictlyin advance. Fifty centsadditional is in all
caseschargedeachsubscriberwhenpaymentis notmade
in advance.gº" Subscribersin the British Provinces will add
Twenty-five Cents for eachCopy ordered,to the aboveterms,to prepaythepostageto theCanadaline.
d i. Clubpapersaresentto differentPostOfficesif soesired.

PREMIUMS FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
F e U IT A N D F L OW,E R S F O R 1860?
FINE VERBENAS OR FIFTY STRAWBERRIES.
To any subscriberof THE Country GENTLEMANwho

sendsus Four NewSubscribers,togetherwith Ten Dol
lars for theFive Papersfor 1860,wenowmakethefollowing offer:
Wewill sendtoeachof thefive,perExpress,toanypart

of the country,either Five Select Werbenas,assortedcolors,or Fifty StrawberryPlants. The wholeto besent
to one addressin order to save charges,which when
divided up among thewholefive maythusberenderedverysmall.- The WERBENAS.
Each subscriberwill mentionwhichheprefers,theWer

benasor theStrawberryPlants. The formerwill beall of
first-ratesorts,andeachlotoffivewill includeoneor more
of thefollowingnew andscarcevarieties:
SIR. J. OutRAM—flnedeep REINE D'AMAzoN—whiteplum purple with large with purplecenter.whitecenter. LADY HAvelock—beautiſul
CAPT. E. Pottinger-light light rose, a remarkably
rose red,magnificent. sweetthing.

Miss TRottee—a fine clear| Evexixg STAR–scarletwith
scarlet. whiteeyeANNE–a beautifulwhite. EUTERPE--maroon,veryfine

CYNTHIA--crimsonwithpur- GEN.Simpson—rose,not sopleshade,veryfine. new,but veryfine.
Mrs. TURNER—pink with CRIMsonPERFECTIon.purplecenter. |GRANTDEs BATTAILEs.

THE STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
We havelimitedourselvesheretotwosort ofcomparativelyrecentintroduction,whichhavereallyprovedthem

selves worthy of widest disseinination,viz.: WILson's
ALBANYand Hookers SEEDLING,preferringto take this
courseratherthanto presenta large list of lessvaluable,although perhapsnewer sorts. Those subscriberswho
choosethe StrawberryPlants mayreceive25of eachof
thesetwokinds,or50of eitherone,aspreferred.
*** It will beunderstoodthatthisofferis onlyintended

to carrythe Premium Plantsin ca-eswhereat least Five
Subscribers(Four of themNEw) andTen Dollars,arere
ceivedatonetime. But in ordertoexclude none in its
operation,wewill sendfive lotsof the plantsto anysub
scriberwhohasalreadyp ,id fºr THE Countity GENTLE
MANfor1860,on receiptfrom him of Eght Dollars andAvur NewSu's ribers.

LUTHER TUCKER & SON,
Albany,N. Y.

“LIFE ILLUSTRATED" Is Not
stuffedwith “trash,” silly nonsense,or quack medicine
advertisements;it is an elegantquartoof eight beautifulpages- a trifle largerthanthe Illustrated Londºn Metca—
a perfectmodel of excellencein size,shape,and sentiments,and is

,

altogether,one of themostsoundandsen
sible of live papers., Menlike it, womenlike it, boyslikeit, girls like it, theold folkslike it, youngfolks like it, the
childrenlike it, and therest of the folkscan'tkeephouse
without LIFE ILLUSTRATED. Only $2 a year, $1 for
half a year,andontrialthreemonthsfor25cents. Address
FOWLER AND WELLs, 303Broadway,New York.

SentPre-paid, by First Mail.
CHOICE GARDEN AND FLOWER

SEEDS.—The following,put up in packages at 10 cents
each,will be sent,prepaid by mail,onreceipt of price to any
Post-office in the U. S., by Fowler ANDWELLs:
Articheke, LargeSquashPepper,
Asparagus, SweetSpanish do.,
ExtraEarlyTurnipBeet, SweetMountaindo.(forMaugos),EarlyBloodTurnipdo., LargeCheesePumpkin,LougBlood do., Mainmoth do.,LongSmoothBlooddo.. LongScarletRadish,EarlyPurpleCapeBroccoli, Scarletturnipdo.,Early York Cabbage, White do, do.,EarlyWakefield do., Yellow do. do.,EarlyOxHeart do., Chinesewinterdo.,BlackFall do.,

VictoriaRhubarb,
Linnaeusdo.,

LargeLateBergen do.,
LargeLateDrumheaddo.,LargeLateFlatDutchdo.,FineDrumheadSavoydo., Salsify,
RedDutch do., Scorzonera,
EarlyHornCarrot, Round Spinach,
LongOrangedo., New dersdo.,LongWhite do., Prickly do.,
Thorburn'sNonpareilCauliflower,EarlywhiteBushSqua-b,EarlyLondon do., SummerCrookNeckdº.,Late do. do., LimaCocoanut do.,EarlyWalcheren do. BostonMarrow do.

wintercºok Neckdo.LargeRedTomato,LargeRedSmoothdo.,LargeYellow do.,

fºrtyshortGreencucumber,'EarlyWhiteSpineddo.,EarlyGreenClusterdo.,LongGreenPricklydo.,
WestIndiaGherkin,do., RedCherry do.,
ImprovedNewYorkEggplant, YellowCherry do.,CurledScotchKale, PearShaped do.,
WhiteCabbageLettuce, YellowPlum do.,IceDrumhead do., EarlyWhiteDutchTurnip,EarlyCurledSilesia do., whiteGlobe do.,HardyGreen Jo. whiteNorfolk do.,
Fine NutmegMuskmelon, Yellowstone do.,GreenCitron do., YellowAberdeen do.,Skillnnan'sNetted do., NewYellowFinlanddo..Cantelope do., ImprovedRutaBaga,Ice Creamwater do., Sage,
NewOrangedo., do., SummerSavory,Carolina do., do., winter do.,AppleSeededdo., do., SweetMarjoram,
Citrondo., forpreserves, Thyme,
Long Greenokra, LeºmonBalm,ImprovedDwarfdo., Coriander,
LargeRedOnion, F. nne",LargeYellowdo., Lavender,LargeWhitedo., Rosemary,
ExtryCulledParsley, Hyssop,ImprovedParsnip, Pennyroyal,Cherry Pepper. Catnip,Lo, g Cayenne do.. Elecanpane.

In addition to theabovewe canfurnishmost of therare
seeds in market at lowestprices.

FLOWER SEEDS. 20 KINDS FOR A DOLLAR.
Beautiful and rare Flower Seeds,warranted of the

growth of 1859.We are now prepared to mail to our
friends to any Post-offiee,thefollowingverychoiceassort
ments of Flower SEEDs,postagepaid, on receipt of OneDoºl,r.
Phlox Drummondii, b autiful,mºrture.Portulaca,fine miaced.
CentranthasMacrosiphon,splendidpink annual.ArgemoneGrandiflora,largewhiteannua).Aster, plendid m aredDwarf Gºrman.Balsams,DoubleAſa'edParis,
CacaliaCocacinea,beautifulscarletannual.
Perilla Nankinensis,newand curious Chineseplant.Petunia,splendit ºr irture.
MimosaSensitiva,or Senifive Plan”.
IpomoeaQuamoclit, or CypressPine.Scabious,finemared.
WhitlaviaGrandiflora,beautifulpurple annual.IpomoeaBurridgii, b, ightscarletIpomoea.Martynealutea,yellowMarty, e.Nigella damascena,or Lore in a Mis’.
Mirabilis hybridus,newhybrid 4 o'clocks.AgeratumMexicanum,Ilue a geratum.
Asterpaeoniflorus,Paromy-FloreredAster.
HibiscusAfricanus,Afican Hibiscus.
Also, on receipt of 50 cents,wewill mail, postpaid,an

assortment of BEAUTIFULPHLox DRUMMoxDII. The as
sortmentscontain a packet each of QUEENVicroRIA,
Leopoldin A Oculata, Louis NApoleon, andALBA.
On receipt of 40 centswewill mail an assortment of

BEAUTIFUL Portul.AcA. The assortmentscontain a

packeteach of Tuelluson II, SPLENDEcs,AURANT1Aca,
Thorbuk Nii, Albiflora, RoseA,andCARyophylloidis.
Address, FOWLER AND WELLS,

803Broadway,New York.

REPORTs of THE MEETINGs of
the PolytechnicAssociation of theAmericanInstituteare
given in everynumber of LIFE ILLUSTRATED, Fourcopiessentthreemonthson trial for $1.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

“LIFE ILLUSTRATED Is ONE of
thebest paperspublished in theUnitedStates. It really

is what it professes to be, “A Journal of Entertainment,Improvement,and Progress,’and we know of no more
instructiveandinteresting"..." tor familyreading.
Young andold,parentsandchildren,high and low, ric
and poor,will findsomething to suit them in its columns.”
—Panama Star.

*1 paysfor fourcopiesthreemonths – ontrial. Address
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

THE COURT of DEATH.
The subscriber is now issuing100,000SplendidColored

Engravings of REMBRANDTPEALE's celebratedOriginalPainting of the
COURT OF DEATH,

at theunprecedentedlowprice of

ONLY ONE DOLLAR EACH.
Size,28by 81 inches.

The lowestregularpricefor engravings of the size andquality of this is $5—and in answer to thequestion,“How
can they be sold for one Dollar?” the subscriberwould
statethat instead of issuing 5000copies at $5,he issues100,00copies at $1. The mainexpense of such a work isnot in the*. andprinting,but in getting }.

theplates.

If 5,000onlyaresold,#5 is but a fair price. But if IOO,000
aresold at $1,theaggregateprofitsarelargerthanon the
********
The Original Painting, of which the Engravingsare a

.fac- imile copy,was paintedby RembrandtPeale in thecity of Baltimore, in 1820,andhasbeenthestudyandad
muration of tens of thousands of ourcitizens. It haslongbeenvaluedat

25,000DOLLARS,
Death is personified as a King or Monarch,andthere is

not a skeleton or anythingrepulsive in thepicture.
There are twenty-threefull-siz, d figures in theergrav

ing, and arranged into five groups,presentinglivingrepresentations of Death,War, SensualPleasure,Intem
erance,and the Triumphs of ChristianFaith over theerrorsof Death.

It is a work to delight theeye and improvethe heart.

It canbestudiedandunderstoodby a child,while its sub
limeconceptionaffordsscope to thestrongestimagination.

It has beenmade the suºject of specialdiscourseby
Rev. Dr. Sprague,Rev.Dr. Welch, Rev. Dr. Bacon,Rev.
Dr. Cleveland,Rev. Dr.Wayland,andothers.

A more impressive,instructive, or beautiful Parlor
Ornamentcouldnotbepurchased.
The subscriberwas advised to have thedrapery of thefigures brilliant and showy, to gratify the taste of the“country people,”but he determined to imitateexactly

the rich mellow tints of the original painting in thisrespect. The wisdom of thisdecision is verifiednotonlyby theArtists in thiscity,butbythevenerableRembrandt
Pealehimself, as will beseenby thefollowingunqualified
certificate:

“PHILADELPHIA, Nov.16,1859.
“I have seentheChromo-LithographicEngraving ofmy Painting of theCourt of Death,recentlyexecutedfor

Dr G
.
Q
.
Colton(thepresentproprietor) by Sarony,Major

& Knapp, of New York, andcancertifythat it w
e

an ar
cu,ateand uamºrable opy of theºrigin, l Painting.“REMBRANDTPEALE.”
Each subscriber is entitled to a Num,eredcertificateof

Propri torah p in theOriginal Painting—thePainting to

be at thedisposal of thesubscribers as soon as the100,000
Engravingsaresold.By inclosingOne Dollar andfour letterstamps(topaypostage)the Engraving will be forwarded,post-paid,
rolled in a strongcase.SundaySchoolsºp. at a liberaldiscount.Clergymencan add largely to their yearlyincome(in
commissions)byinterestingthemselves in thedistribution,
and at thesametimeplace in thehands of eachsubscriber
“a sermononcanvas”
Any personwho will show this advertisement,obtain

fivesubscribers,andforward$5,shall receive a sixthcopygratis; all post-paid.
AGENTs—gentlemenor ladies—canmakemoneyrapidlyby taking subscriptionsfor this beautiful work. One

Dollar andsix stampsfromAgents:Toronecopyand a let
ter of Agency,statingspecialterms.
An activeAgent cannotmakelessthanfrom twohun

dred to threehundreddollars per year in the business,
above expenses. A descriptionwill be sent with eachpicture.”
The subscriberrefers to the followinggentlemen:The

venerable Rembrandt Peale, Philadelphia; the Hon.
Millard Fillmore, Buffalo; the Rev. S. I. Prime,D.D.,
Faitor New York Observer: Rev. M. B. Palmer,D.D.,
New Orleans: A. M. Holbrook, Esq., Proprietor New
OrleansPicayune: theRev.Asa i) Sidith,D.D., theRev.
Dr. Abel Stevens,Editor ChristianAdvocateandJournal,
New York; the Rev.Gorham D

. Abbott, Spiegler Insti
tute; the Hon. Erastus Brooks, New York; the Hon.Henry J. Raymond,New York.
As a supplymust be kept on handfor single subscribers,only twentycopiescanbesent to oneAgentupononeorder.
To avoidmistake,the Name,Town, County,and State

shouldbe pi inº, written Address
G. Q

. COLTON, No. 87 Park Row,New York.

P. O
.

Box No. 3,891.

SHE CAN'T KEEP Hous E WITHOUT
IT.—A mother says: “Having been a subscriberfor
LIFE ILLUSTRATED threeyears, I feel that I cannot
keephousewithoutit.” Glad of it. This is a sample of

lettersreceivedby us daily. Sent 3 monthsfor25cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

For THE BEST ARTICLES READ

}=>–

beforethe Farmers’Club of the American Institute,to
getherwith a generalreport of its transactions,seeLIFE
ILLUSTRATED. Sentthreemonthsfor 25cents,
Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

— =%
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For 1860. Now Ready.
THE WATER-CURE ALMANAC

FOR 1860,contains—besidesall theusualcalendars—
Hygienic Medication; Water-CureExplained; Gymnas
ticsfor Consumptives;HealthyChildren; Tight Lacing
andConsumption;with Hints andSuggestions,Advice,
etc. Price, prepaidbymail, only six cents.

THE PHRENoLoGICAL ALMANAC
for 1860,contains—besidestheusualastronomicalmatters—
Names of all the Organs; Portraits and Sketchesof
Prescott, Triplet Sisters, Ada Clifton, Major E. W.
Serrell, George G. Briggs, Dr. Winslow Lewis, Dr.
Windship, Dr. Phelps.Dr. J. W.C. Smith,Dr. Mattson,
Dr. D. Thayer,Judge Thos. Russell,Messrs.Pangborn,
Ball, and Willis, Robert Burns, Signs of Character,
Utility of Phrenology,Employment,etc. Price,six cents,
or twenty-fivefor$1. Sentfreeby firstmail.

THE MECHANICs’ AND INVENT.
ORS' POCKET ALMANAC FOR 1860,contains—
A Table showingtheTime oftheSun'sRisingandSetting
Equationof Time; Table of theMoon's Phases; Com
positionsof Brass; TheoreticalVelocity of Water per
Second; GuageforWire; SpecificGravitiesof Metals
and Woods; Weight of Cast and Wrought Iron in
Pounds, per Cubic Foot; Lengths of Circular Arcs
to Radius Unity; Dimensionsof Screws, Nuts, and
Washers; Degrees(Fahrenheit) required to Melt diſ
ferentMetals; Dimensionsof Noted StoneBridges of
Europe; Lengthsof Pendulums;TemperatureofSteam
at differentAtmosphericPressures;The Wind as a
Motive Power,etc. Price six cents; twenty-fivefor$1.
Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED — A FIRST
class Pictorial Family Newspaper,commences its eighth
volumethisweek. It is devoted to Education,Agriculture,Mechanics, Architecture,New linventions,Business, to

Moral and Intellectual Improvement,Social Entertainment, the News of the World, and all movements ofFº interestandutility. Now is thetime to subscribe.
nly $2 a year, or threecopies#5. Five copies#6, or tencopies$10. Get % a Club.

Address,
OWLER AND WELLS, New York.

ANOTHER TRIUMPII of AMERI
CAN GENIUS —THE WOLCANIC REPEATING FIRE
ARMS. Manufacturedby the New Haven Arms Com
pany,New Haven,Conn.
This Companyhaverecentlyobtainedtheentirecontrol

of this newpatent,andarenowprepared to furnish, at the
shortestnotice,Rifles,Carbines,and Pistols,carryingfrom
six to thirtyballs. The ball containsall theammunition
used,and is water-proof. This is therifle adopted by theStateand.# Authorities, at thelatequarantineoutrage,
Staten Island. The wonderfulrapiditywith which they
canbe loadedand fired,andtheforceand accuracywith
which theyshoot,Inakesthemthemostdesirablearmthat
can be had. Their safetyfrom accidentaldischarge,andimpunityfrominjury fromwater,and greatconvenience,
requiring no, bulletmolds,powder-flask, or percussioncaps,makesthem a verypopularweaponwhereverintro
duced. “Verily, oneshalſchase a thousand,andtwoshallput tenthousand to flight.”

A liberal discountto the trade. Sold at wholesaleor
retail, by JOSEPH MERWIN,

No. 267Broadway,New York,
Sole Agentfor theUnitedStates.Also, sole Agent for the American G

.
D
.

and Water
proof caps.

MECHANICS AND MANUFACTURERs
will dowell to introduceLIFE ILLUSTRATED intotheir
familiesandestablishments. 3 monthsfor25cents.

How To TALK.—HIN is on A

Grammaticaland GracefulStyle in Conversationand De
bate:, 50 cents. Address FOWLER AND WELLs, No.
308Broadway,New York.

FARMERS. AND THEIR WIvEs,
Sons, and Daughters—allought to see LIFE ILLUS.
TRATED. Only a Quarterfor threemonths,

--
Sent,prº-p , id by first m iſ, to any Post-Office in the

OnitedStatesor Canada.

A LIST OF WORKS BY

F O W L E R A N D W E L L S.,
308 BRoadway, NEw York.

Works on Phrenology.
CoMBE'sLECTUREson PHRENoLogy. Illustrated...$1 25
CHARTforRecordingvariousDevelopments........ 6

Coxstitution of MAN. By GeorgeCombe........ 87
DEFENCE of PHRENology. By Boardman........ 87
DomestioLIFE, Thoughts on. By N. Sizer....... 15
Education CoMPLETE. Self-Culture,Memory,etc. 250
Education, foundedon theNature of Man......... 87
LEssons on PHRENologyANDPHYsiology........ 1 25
LovE, PARENTAGE,ANDAMATIvenEss. Fowler... 75
MARRIAGE, its Historyand Philosophy............. 75
MATRIMoxy,Phrenologicaland Physiological..... - 80
MEMORYANDSELF-IMPRovement.......... 87
MoRALAND INTELLECTUALSCIENCE...... 2 50
MENTALSCIENCE,Weaver'sLectureson.. - 87
PHRENology Proved AND ILLUSTRATED.....- ---- - 1 25
PhRENoLogical Journal. A year,monthly...... 1 00

PHRENologyANDTHEScriptures. ByDr. Pierpont 15

PHRENological GUIDE. A goodbookforbeginners - 15

PHRENological ALMANAcfor 1860................ 6

PhRENological Bust. [Not Mailable.]........... 1 25

SELF-CULTUREANDPERFECTIoxof Character... 87
SELF-INSTRUctor IN PHRENology. New Edition.. 50
SYMBolicAL HEADAND PHRENological CHART .. 30
Works of GALL on PHRENology. 5 vols......... 7 00

Water-Cure.
AccideNTSAND EMERGENCIES.Illustrated........ 15
Children ; theirHydropathicManagement........ 1 25

Chole RA; its Causes,Prevention,and Cure....... 30
CoNsumption; its Causesand ProperTreatment... 87
Cook Book, Hydropathic. Full of goodReceipts.. 87
Domestio PBActice of HYDRoPATHY,Johnson's...
ExPERIENCEINWATER-CURE....... .............. 80
FAMILY PhysiciaN, Hydropathic. By Dr. Shew... 2 50

Hydropathic EncycloPEDIA. By Dr. Trall....... 8 00
HYDRopathy; or,Water-Cure. By Dr. Shew..... 1 25
HomeTREATMENTFok SExUAL Abuses........... 80
INTRoduction.To THEWATER-CURE....... 15
MidwifeRY ANDDIsEAsesof WomeN... ... 1 25
PARENTs'Guide. A valuablework for women.... 60
PHILosophy of WATER-CURE,clearlyexpounded.. 80
PRACTICEor WATER-CURE,brieflyexplained...... 80
PREGNANCYANDCHILDBIRTH. Mrs. Pendleton .. 80
REsults of HYDeopATHY, its advantagesshown.... S7
WATER-CURE IN CHEoNicDiseases. Dr. Gully... 1 50

WATRRANDWEGETABLEDIET. Dr. Lamb.... 87
WATER-CUREIN EveRY KNowN DISEASE..... - 87
WATER-CUREMANUAL,giving brief directions.... 87
WATER-CUREALMANAc. Annual. Illustrated.... 6

WATER-CUBEJourtNAL. A year,monthly......... 1 00
Physiology.

Alcohol ANDCoNETITUTIONof MAN,Youmans... 80
Alcoholic Controversy. By Dr. R. T. Trall..... 80
AMATIVENEss. Shouldbe readbyall.............. 15
CHAsrity. A bookmuchneeded. By Dr. Graham 30
CHRoN1cDiseAsrs of Women. Important........ 80
CoxſRE'sPHYsiology. One of theverybest....... 87
Digestiox, Physiologyof. By Dr. AndrewCombe 30
FAMILY GymNARIUM. Fully Illustrated............ 1 25
FAMILY DENTIST. Usefuland instructive......... ST
Food ANDDIET A standardwork of reference... 1 #5
FRurts ANDFARINAcEA,theProper Food of Man. 1 25
GENERATIox,Philosophyof. By Dr. Newman..... 30
HEREDITARYDEscENT;its Lawsand Facts........ - 87
INFANcy; or,Management of Children............ - 87
MATERNITY. All mothersshouldread it .. - 87
NATURALLAws of MAN. By Spurzheim......... 30
PHILosophy of SACREDHIsToby. Dr. Graham... 2 00
Physiology, Animal andMental. Illustrated...... 87
SExUALDiseases. By severaleminentPhysicians 1 25
SobertANDTEMPERATELIFE. LouisCornaro..... 80
SYRINGEs,PatentInstruments.With a Guide Book 3 50
The Science of HUMANLIFE. By Dr. Graham... 2 50
TEA ANDCofFEE,theirinjuriouseffects............ 15
TEETH ; theirStructure,Disease,andTreatment... 15
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TO T H E S E X: TO IN.

[There is a deal of truth in thefollowing,sincenotone
publicbuilding in a housand is properlyventilated. The
ridiculousspellingand queermodes of expressioncom
mend it to the faculties of Comparisonand Mºrthfulness.
—EDs.PHREN.Jour.]

A. APPEEL FOR ARE To THE sextan T or THE
OLD BRICI: Meetin Ghouse.--BY A GAspert.

O sextANt of the meetinouse, wich sweeps
And dusts, or is supposed too ! and makes fiers,
And lites the gass, and sumtimes leaves a screw

loose,
In wich case it smells orful—worse than lam-pile;

And wrings the Bel and toles it when men dyes,
To the grief of survivor pardners, and sweeps

pathes;
And for the servases gits $100 per annum,
Wich them that thinks deer, let 'em try it;
Getin up before star-lite in all wethers and
Kindlin fiers when the wether is as cold
As zero, and like as not grean wood for kindlers;I wouldn't be hired to do it for no some—
But osextantſ there is 1 kermoddity
Wich is more than gold, wich doant cost nothin,
Worth more than anything exsep the Sole of

Mann—

I mean pewer Are, sextant, I mean pewer Are!

0 it is plenty out odores, so plenty it doant no
What on airth to dew with itself, but flys about
Scaterin leavs and bloin off men's hatt's :

In short, its jest as “fre as are” out dores.
But o sextant, in our church its mity scarce,
Scarce as bank bills wen agints beg for mishuns,
Wich some say is purty often (taint nothin to me,
Wat I give aint nothin to nobody) but osextant,

U shet 500 men, wimmen, and children,
Speshally the latter, up in a tite place,
Sqme has bad breths, none aint 2 swete,
Some is fevery, some is scrofilus, some has bad

teeth,
And somehaint none, and some aint over clean;
But every 1 on 'em breethes in & out, out and in,
Say 50 times a minit, or 1 million and a half

breths an our :

Now how long will a church ful of are last at that
rate,

I ask you, say 15 minits, and then wats to be did :

Why then they must brethe it all over agin,
And then agin, and so on, till each has took it

down, [more,
At least 10 times, and let it up agin, and wats
The same individial dont have the privelidge
Of brethen his own are, and no ones else;
Each one mus take whatever comes to him.

O sextant, doant you know our lungs is bellusses,
To blo the fier of life and keep it from
Goin out; and how can bellusses blo without

wind,
And aint wind are 7 I put it to your conshens.
Are is the same to us as milk to babies,
Or water is to fish, or pendlums to clox—
Or roots & airbs unto an injun Doctor,
Or little pils unto an omepath,
Or boys to gurls. Are is for us to brethe.
Wat signifies who preeches if I cant breethe 2

Wats Pol 2 Wats Pollus, to sinners who are ded ?

Ded for want of breth why sextant, when we die
Its only coz we cant brethe no more — thats all.
And now, o sextant, let me beg of you

2 let a little are into our church.

(Pewer are is sertain proper for the pews)
And do it weak days and Sundays tew—.

It aint much trouble—only make a hole
And the are will cum in of itself;
(It luvs to cum in whare it can git warm);
And o how it will rouze the people up
And sperrit up the preecher, and stop garps,
And yawns and figgits as effectooal
As wind on the dry Boans the Proffit tells of.
No moar at present, but give us are, are, are :

-->
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PHENoMENA of THE BRAIN.—One of the
most inconceivable things in the nature of the
brain is, that the organ of sensation should be in
sensible. To cut the brain gives no pain, yet in

the brain alone resides the power of feeling in any
part of the body. If the nerve which leads from

it be divided, it becomes instantly unconscious of

suffering. It is only by communication with the
brain that any kind of sensation is produced; yet
the organ itself is insensible. But there is a cir
cumstance more wonderful still. The brain it
self may be removed, may be cut away down to

the corpus callosum, without destroying life. The
animal lives and performs all its functions which
are necessary to simple vitality, but no longer has

a mind ; it can not think or feed ; it requires
that it should be pushed into its stomach; once
there, it is digested, and the animal will soon
thrive and grow fat. We infer, therefore, that this
part of the brain, the convolutions, is simply in
tended for the exercise of the intellectual facul
ties, whether of the low degree called instinct, or
the exalted kind bestowed on man, the gift of rea
son.— PVigan on the JMind.

PHR ENoLogy.—There can be no doubt that this
system has been of eminent service to mankind.
Its classification and arrangement of our mental
powers is certainly one of the most comprehen
sive, accurate, and useful as a foundation for the
study of intellectual science. There are thou
sands who will quite agree with Henry Ward
Beecher, when he declared that it had laid silent
ly, and did lie at the root of nearly all his obser
vation and classification of the mental and moral
actions of men.—Philad. Ledger.

WAshi NGtoN, visiting a lady in his neighbor
hood, on leaving the house a little girl was di
rected to open the door. He turned to the child
and said, “I am sorry, my little dear, to give you

so much trouble.” She replied, “I wish, sir, it

was to let you in.”
HoN Esty always “pays,” while deception, trick

ery, and double-dealing bankrupt first the man,
then his affairs.

body a chance to judge for themselves,we send LIFE
ILLUSTRATED threemonthsfºr 25cents.
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No chargeswill be madeforexaminations of new inven
tions; inventorsmayconsultus as to thenoveltyand pat
entºtºliy of their improvements,and receiveour report,bydescribingtheirinventions to us,and inclosing a stamp

to prepaythereturnletter.
orminuniations by letter in reference to Inventions,

Patents, or PatentLaw, promptlyattended to
.
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Phrae NoLOGICAL CHARACTER.

THE portrait of Stephens, loaned to us by the
Police Gazette, is a good likeness of the unfortu
nate man. We saw him during the trial and also
after he was executed. He had a somewhat sin
gularly formed head. His face was bony and his
features strongly marked. His body was lean and
rather roughly made. His head, as it will be
seen by the portrait, was fully developed in the
lower part of the forehead, indicating quick per
ceptions and more than ordinary smartness and
practical talent. But the forehead appears to be
low, especially in the top of the head, where Be
nevolence is situated. He, evidently, was not a
man of sympathy or kindly feeling. In the re
gion of Firmness and Self-Esteem his head tower
ed high, which served to give him great self-reli
ance, a strong will, and a steady, unwavering
nerve. That portion of the head indicated un
common steadiness and presence of mind, and
whether he was guilty of the protracted cruelty
of poisoning his wife little by little, week after
week, or not, his appearance on the trial, his un
wavering self-possession during his imprisonment,
his manner before the sheriff, when accused of
having in his possessiondeadly weapons in his cell,

NEW YORK, MARCH, 1860.
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one well adapted
to his temperament
and disposition,
he probably would
have steered clear
of that course of
crime which has
led him to an un
timely end. There
are many men who,
if surrounded by
favorable circum
stances, live blame
less lives so far as
public law is con
cerned, but who fallº the moment that
any strong current
of temptation sets
against them. There
are others who can
not be much mis
led however strong
the temptation is

.

And others still,
who seek evil with
greediness. We re
gard Stephens as

one of the first class
mentioned, who re
quire favorable cir
cumstances in order
to maintain fair re
spectability and
outward morality.

showed the power of the manifestation of these
faculties. What a long, large face for the height

of head, and the head also appears broad from
ear to ear in proportion to its height. On the
whole, this is a low organization, coarse in tex
ture, strong in determination, relatively weak in

moral development, and one requiring to be kept
comparatively free from temptation in order to

lead a consistent, virtuous life. If he had married

a woman of his own or less age than himself, and

BIOGRAPHY.
James Stephens, the wife poisoner, was exe

cuted on Friday, Feb. 3d, at twenty-three min
utes to ten o’clock.
He was a laborer in the coachmaking estab

ment of Mr. Stephenson, in New York, where he
had been employed several years. He was a native

of Ireland, as was also his wife, who emigrated
with him to this country thirteen years ago. Un
fortunately, his wife was some fifteen years his

—sº
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senior, which was the cause of a coolness spring
ing up between them. Some time in 1857 Sophia
and Fanny Bell, sisters, nieces of Mrs. Stephens,
arrived in this country, and at the request of
their uncle went to board with him. Shortly after
their arrival here, Stephens conceived a strong
passion for Sophia Bell, and before the death of
his wife attempted several times to becomecrimi
nally intimate with her.
At length Mrs. Stephens, who was a very

healthy woman, became suddenly and seriously
ill, and complained of burning at the stomach.
Once or twice Stephens called in a physician, who
did not think her casewas bad at all, and so as
sured Stephens. He alone went for her medicine,
and he alone administered it, and while doing so

would fall down upon his knees and ask a blessing
from his Maker for his wife's speedy recovery,
while, as was afterwards prove , ue was adminis
tering arsenic in small doses, and audanum in

large quantities, so that she might sleep off the
excruciating pain which the poison caused.
According to the testimony of Sophia Bell, Mrs.

Stephens, while on her death-bed, was under the
impression that her husband had poisoned her,
and said as much to her, but the entrance of Ste
phens prevented her from stating why she thought
so. After twenty days of intense suffering, Mrs.
Stephens, on the 23d of September, 1857, died,
and was buried in Greenwood Cemetery.
Shortly after the death of his wife, he renewed

his improper overtures to his niece Sophia, which
she refused. She alleges that Stephens threaten
ed to blacken her character in the church of
which she was a member, if she took any steps to

oppose or expose him. Sophia, however, prefer
ring a gentleman named Cardwell, for her, hus
band, to her uncle, raised his indignation. The
day for her marriage with Cardwell was set, but
before it arrived he received an anonymous letter,
afterwads proven to be in the handwriting of

Stephens, among other things charging that So
phia Bell was not a virtuous woman, and that an
improper intimacy existed between her and her
uncle. Mr. Cardwell showed the letter to Miss
Bell, who broke up the engagement, and refused

to be married until her character was cleared up.
Sophia Bell wrote to her relatives in Ireland con
cerning her uncle's conduct, of his attempts to

ruin her, traduce her character, and her suspi
cions that her aunt was foully dealt with. In

September, 1858, Robert Bell, the brother of So
phia, arrived in this country, and went to the
house of his uncle. There he saw his sister,
who at the first opportunity revealed all to her
brother.
Young Bell, indignant at the conduct of his

uncle, went and purchased a double-barreled pis.
tol, loaded both barrels with powder and ball, and
on the 14th of September he waylaid his uncle in

Twenty-seventh Street, just as he was coming
from work. Without a moment's notice, Bell
leveled the pistol at his uncle and fired, the bullet
passing through the collar of his coat. He fired

a second time, but the bullet, being too small for
the bore, dropped out, and thus the life of Ste
phens was spared. A scuffle ensued, but the noise

of the shooting attracting a crowd, the combat
ants were soon separated, and Bell was arrested.

In the morning, a charge of assault and battery
with intent to kill was made against Bell by

Stephens. Bell demanded an examination, which
was granted. But before the examination took
place, the sisters, Sophia and Fanny Bell, in a

private interview which they had with the magis
trate, stated the circumstances which led to the
assault, and their belief that their aunt had been
poisoned. A complaint was made against Ste
phens, charging him with the crime of murder,
for which he was arrested and held to bail.
On the 23d of September, 1858, exactly a year

after the death of his wife, the body was disinter
red, and passedover to Dr. Doremus, the celebra
ted chemist, for analyzation. After an analysis

of the human body, unparalleled in history for mi
nuteness and care, occupying several months, at a

cost of $10,000, he reported that he had found
arsenic enough in the body of the deceased to

cause death. After his report was presented to

the coroner, the investigation was resumed, and

on the inquest it was shown that Stephens had
bought a quantity of arsenic of Dr. Cadmus, as

he said, to kill rats, while there were none in the
house The coroner's jury, after a short consul
tation, rendered a verdict of guilty of murder,
and he was committed to prison without bail, to

await the action of the grand jury, which found

a bill of indictment, and he was tried there on
the 7th of March, 1859. The evidence showed
that Stephens and his wife did not live happily to
gether. One day, shortly before her death, be
cause she insisted on going to a funeral with her
husband, he gave her a black eye, and she had it
when dead. The purchase of poison, and the ad
ministering of a whitisht powder similar to ar
senic, also of laudanum, and the finding of arsenic

in the body, were proven. Stephens was found
guilty, after a trial which lasted over three weeks,
and was sentenced to be executed.
Two weeks before his execution a friend of Ste

phens took in two revolvers to him. One of

those he conveyed to Sanchez, the murderer of

his father-in-law, and the two agreed to kill the
night watchmen, take possession of the keys, get
out in the yard, climb on the top of the sheds,
and drop themselves from the wall into the street.
But Stephens, like a coward, would not fire the
first shot himself. Sanchez was to do that part

of the work. Stephens and Sanchez occupied
cells adjoining each other, and they could con
verse in whispers through the waste pipe. They
both attempted to dig through the partition wall
that separated them, but were discovered before

it was accomplished. Information was furnished
the keepers that Stephens had been furnished
with weapons that were intended either to commit
suicide or murder. He was searched, but al
though he had a revolver on his person, the keep
ers did not find it.
Sunday night before his execution the attempt

to escapewas to have been made, but circumstan
ces did not favor it.
On Monday morning Sanchez sent for the war

den of the Tombs, and to him he revealed the
whole plot.
Sheriff Kelly went to the Tombs, and after con

versing with the warden the two entered the cell

of Stephens. The sheriff, on entering, told him

he would be under the necessity of searching him.
Stephens, instead of quietly submitting, jumped
up and placed himself behind a chair, and de
clared that no man should insult him. He at the
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same time made a dive at his pocket for some
thing. The sheriff and the warden seeing this
movement, each seized him by the arm andcollar,
and although both are very strong men, they
were unable to overcome him, and they shouted
for help. Mr. Cunningham, who had gone into
the cell to assist them, ran out again for hand.
cuffs, when deputy-keeper Swarts rushed in the
cell and wrenched the pistol from the hand of

Stephens. In the excitement, Cunningham placed
the handcuffs on Swarts in place of Stephens.
After Stephens had been disarmed he became
more quiet, and allowed himself to be searched
more thoroughly, when the instrument which en
abled him to dig through the wall was found in

his pocket.
After this occurrence Stephens became low

spirited and melancholy, and had very little to

say. He still protested his innocence, and refus
ed to inform the authorities who had furnished
him with the pistols. A strict surveillance was
kept over him, and none were permitted to see
him unless they had a permit from the sheriff.
He died firmly, and continued to the last to attest
his innocence. --e-e---
PEIRENOLOGY THE ULTIMATE BIOPE

of Man's Spiritual Nature.

BY LEVI REUBEN, M.D.

WE propose briefly to review a Review. A very
remarkable commentary on two remarkable books
—“The Senses and the Intellect,” and “The
Emotions and the Will”—by Alexander Bain, of

Scotland, is to be found in the pages of that staid
and conservative quarterly, the Edinburgh Re
view, for October, 1859. The bare admission of

such doctrines as we shall proceed to quote, to

the pages of the Review, constitutes a more no
ticeable and startling feature in the mirror of the
world's shifting opinions, than doeseven the char
acter of the doctrines themselves. Condillac and
Rousseau promulgated views not a little similar

to these ; but views which, we have always been
told, helped to bring on the terrors of the French
Revolution; and we are not aware that they have
before found a mouthpiece in an Edinburgh quar
terly. Hobbes, and Hume, and Paine would
doubtless have gone into ecstasies over the ac
cession of such auxiliaries as Mr. Bain and his re
viewer ; but it is too well known where—in the
past, at least—the religious world has been in the
habit of classing those marked names.
Mr. Bain's reviewer finds two existing schools

of Psychology, which, however represented in

earlier times, have received from philosophers of

a more recent period their present embodiment
and tendencies. The origin of the first of these,
which he terms the d priori school, is credited to
Descartes; that of the second, or d posteriori, to
Locke. It was for a time urged, but through the
proclivities or misapprehension of those who so
received it, that Locke denied the internal origin

of any of the parts or laws of our knowledge. But
the truth is

,

that both the conflicting schools ad
mit in our cognitions a mental element: the dif
ference is that the followers of Locke explain this
element as, not a positive evolution or coming
forth of certain ideas from within, but merely as
the effect of a tendency or peculiarity of construc

l
*
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tion of the mind; and this tendency it finds in the
“law of association.” -

We are glad to see that the spread of true sci
encecalls out from the reviewer the manly state
ment“That our mental operations have material
conditions, can be denied by no one who acknowl
edges,what all now admit, that the mind employs
the brain as its material organ.” We remember
that not more than forty years ago, authorities
standing just where the reviewer doesnow, scout
ed this very idea, as connected with the teachings
ofGall, declaring it so groundless as to be un
worthy of refutation. But we submit that an
acknowledgment of “material conditions” of the
manifestation of mind, does not carry with it the
necessary sinking of mind in, and explanation of
its powers by, thoseconditions; but that here, as
elsewhere, entities and their “conditions” are as
far apart as, for example, written thought is from
ink-lines on paper.
The reviewer refers to the sensible disturbance

of our physical frame by all strong emotions; and
he then goes on to inquire how far it may be that
the nobler phenomena of mind are constructed
from the materials of our animal nature | He
tells us there is no proof possible in favor of the
d priori system. We object to his term. The
“mental element” of our knowledge, as a fount
ain of ideas, not a mere tendency to them, must be
admitted by the most rigid a posteriori or induc
tive investigator, if, as we believe he must, at the
end of his researches he finds something in mind
more unlike to brain and its laws, than thought to

ink-lines, or than solar ray-power to air, soil, or

vegetation, and yet which is not resolvable into
any of these, nor into any other natural agency.

If true reasoning, be it induction, or what it may,
do not lead to the independent entity of mind, we
may at once abandon the idea of such mind as

hopeless.

There is no proof, says the reviewer, that ory
gen is an element. The bare fact that it has not
been decomposed,we admit, is not proof. He goes
on to infer a like want of proof that any so-called
element of mind can be ultimate. If there be no
elements of mind, we reply, Phrenology, though

so far as it is yet a science, a strictly a posteriori
one, falls at once. Here is the rallying point of

the new mental system—the point from which a

flood of light has broken forth, sweeping away
many musty lucubrations of the past. A man's
Comparison-faculty, says the phrenologist, is not
his Tune or Color-faculty; his Weneration-faculty

is not his Philoprogenitive-faculty; and further
more, no one of these ever was or will be the
other. They are things wholly inconvertible :

they are elements of mind.
The reviewer fortifies his position with the as

sertion that the higher mental phenomena never
precede the lower. Other writers have admitted,
however, that reason may descend and take part
in operations of sense. We go farther, and de
clare our belief that, in the intellectual science
yet to be developed, it will be established that the
infant can not discern (dissever) the first exter
nal object fom himself, and cognize it as a thing
out of his own being, without the co-operation
with the senses of some of the highest faculties of

the mind, as that of Comparison, and of Imagina
tion in the form of the idea-suggesting power.
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The rapid growth of brain in foetal life is not for
nothing; and no one has yet stated the age sub
sequent to birth, below which reason can not act.

If it be answered that young quadrupeds secure
actual perceptions of objects much earlier than do

infants, we need only reply, that our presentbusi
ness is not to disprove any assumedgrade of men
tality in brutes—we have only to observe them :

they speak for themselves—but to sustain, if pos
sible, the position that human mind is independent

in itself of human organism.

Mr. Bain in reality sweepsaway all faculties of

the human mind. He labors to show us how
sensations, received and wrought upon in certain
ways predetermined by the constitution of mind,
become perceptions or ideas; and how, by adhe
sions of sensations and ideas, according to certain
natural laws, acting through time and under the
influence of circumstances, there arise compler
and abstract conceptions, general ideas, lan
guage, comparison, ratiocination, imagination,
desires, will, and so on. All this, he tells us,
comesthrough the action of the principle of “as
sociation”—a law by which mind, from the first,
must act and develop itself—the only mental ele
ment, it would seem, of our thought and knowl
edge. In this he does little more, though perhaps
that little much more ingeniously, than James
Mill, in his mis-named “Analysis of the Human
Mind,” had done before him. But the reviewer
admits a serious objection to this theory. Sensa
tion and association are passive: how, then, ac
count for the active half of mind—for motive,
will, and intellectual work Here, however, he

opines that Mr. Bain has supplied the desired ex
planation.

Thus : The nervous influence is generated in

the brain, not lawlessly, but under the organic
stimulus of nutrition. Its effect we see some
times manifested in the general rush of bodily
activity shown by all animals after food and re
pose, and in the random motions, apparently so

purposeless, of infants. Now, the voluntary use

of the influence or power thus generated, Mr.
Bain thinks, occurs in this wise: The child some
time hits on some movement that secures a plea
sure, or averts a pain. This he detains, learns to

discriminate and to seek; and hence has arisen a

voluntary use of the nervous power. The phi
losopher supports this view by instancing his ob
servations of the conduct of a new-born lamb--
how soon, for example, it opened its eyes and
looked; how soon it rose on its fore, then on all
its feet; how, incidentally, its body, then its nose,
came in contact with the body of its dam, and
how it sought to prolong the contact thus se
cured; how, quite as incidentally, the udder was
found, and lactation poured its pleasures and
benefits down the unaccustomed throat—quite to

Sir Lambkin's surprise and astonishment, as our
philosopher clearly thinks! H

e

adds : “The ob
servation proved distinctly three several points;
namely, 1. The existence of spontaneous action as

the earliest fact in the creature's history. 2. The
absence of any definite bent prior to experienced
sensation. 3. The power of a sensation actually
experienced, to keep up the coinciding movement

of the time, thereby constituting a voluntary act

in the initial form. What was also very remark
able was the rate of acquisition, or the rapidity
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with which all the associations between sensa
tions and actions became fixed. A power that
the creature did not at al

l possess naturally (1
)

got itself matured as an acquisition in a few
hours; before the end of a week the lamb was
capable of almost anything belonging to its sphere

of existence; and at the lapse of a fortnight, no

difference could be seen between it and the aged
members of the flock.”
Here we have human psychology based on the

first fortnight's experiences and progress of a

lamb; and very weakly based, as we shall show,

in that it is an excellent example of a too common
fault—the begging of the question at issue; and
yet we find this view approved, at least promul.
gated, by the orthodox Edinburgh Review, in the
year of grace 1859. That will do, for one stretch.
There is

,

after all, something new beneath the
sun.

But, seriously : we admit, with Mr. Bain and
his spokesman, a wide actual reach and influence

of the principle of.association, in the intellectual
processes and their results. We admit that this
association has its subordinate laws—being de
termined usually by contiguity of time or place,

or by relations of likeness or unlikeness, in the
sensations and ideas that becomeassociated; and
that this association becomes thus a constant
means of simple suggestion; one object or idea,

as we say, “calling up” another, and so on, in

chains of indefinite length. But conception, ab
straction, judgment, reasoning, are in no way, in

themselves, association; nor can they be analyzed
or explained into associations, however ingenious

the attempt. No possible association of sensa
tions or ideas produces the difference between the
faculties of Eventuality and Locality, Form and
Force; or between the acts of perceiving, con
ceiving, and inferring. These are radically dif
ferent in mind, and are as much so before all sen
sation, perception, or thought, as after any amount

of these operations. This truth is the result of

observation and induction ; and it is the declara
tion of Phrenology. Hence, there is a “definite
bent” in the lamb and in the child, “prior to ex
perienced sensation;” and a bent that, instead of

growing up out of accident, gives character to all
the cognitions and actions, until life ceases.
The touch of spring calls forth the bee as cer

tainly and mechanically as the touch of a hidden
spring throws open a door, or as the winding of

the watch sets its wheels playing. So, without
doubt, it is the sight, or touch, or both, of the
dam, that calls into play certain muscles, pro
ducing the action we may style seeking for the
udder; and when this is found, a new touch ex
cites another set of muscles, and the result is lac
tation. But all these are the instinctive, auto
matic, or mechanical actions of organized bodies;
and, as is now well known, they are brought
about merely through certain connections of the
reflex system of nerves. They are not, so far as

we have now traced them, voluntary in any sense,
but directly the opposite. Having nothing to do

with will, they surely can not explain the will.
But Mr. Bain's palpable begging of the question
appears in this, that he speaks of the lamb or the
infant as, first of all, detaining a movement or

contact that gives pleasure, as discriminating it,

so that it may be known the next time, and as
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seeking it, afterward. Now, most certainly, the
first time that the young creature docs “detain.”

or “seek” a gratification, the desire and the will
must first both be already active within it; and
before it “ discriminates” any object, the power

of discrimination (Comparison) must have entered

the field, ready to act, in fact, just newly break
ing forth in action. Thus, this vaunted explana
tion of the making of will, or of comparing-facul

ty in a young being, is only a labored form of
words: the faculties and their tendencies were

al
l

there before the philosopher took out his pat
ent, or applied it for producing them.
The reviewer admits that Mr. Bain's attempt to

analyze the emotions has been the least success
ful. It is

,

here, fatal to the theory, that it af
fords an explanation of only the intellectual part

of an emotion, so to speak; that is
,

of the real
ized pleasure or pain. But there is a certain
animal element—an in-dwelling and unchange
able impulse or demand—which is prior to any
realized feeling; and this the principle of associa
tion can not explain. It is significant that, at

this very point, before Gall, the greatest confu
sion of all existed. He dissected the emotional
man, and brought out into clear view individual
propensities and sentiments. Then the old and
inextricably confused twaddle about the “heart”
ceased, and the springs of motive, as well as of

morality and intellect, stood revealed. The re
viewer, as well as the philosopher, seems to think
that one great difficulty about accounting for
many of the emotions, is their extreme complex
ity. On the contrary, if looked at in the light of

a true analysis of mind, they are extremely sim
ple. But if looked at through Mr. Bain's psycho
logical system, they may well confound the in
quirer. By how many compoundings, for exam
ple, or new associations, shall a score of sensations

be brought to the condition of abstract truths or

scientific laws 7 and by how many more shall
they be so metamorphosed as to becomeconscience

or hope, pride or vanity, friendship or fear 7

Such a view of the constitution of the mind is

preposterous in the extreme.

It is worse than preposterous; because it re
solves all activities, capacities, and fruits of the
intelligent soul, at the last, into mere sensation—

of which even the earth-worm is capable. Thus

it identifies the soul with other products of organ
ization, and in so doing, disfranchises, indeed,
annihilates it. If we understand Mr. Bain aright,
this result is the legitimate fruit of his system.
Against this conclusion, as a believer in the phreno
logical analysis of mind, and as an advocate of the
doctrine of its individual and imperishable na
ture, we wish to enter our protest. We know
there are ardent believers in the idea of a merely

“ physical mentality.” It is no legitimate se
quence of Phrenology Rather, the exact reverse

is true. And how strange a spectacle will it be,

if, in these latter times, Phrenology, so feared and
proscribed by many religious sects, on the charge

of infidel tendencies, must at last step in and save
the very soul of man—we speak it reverently—
from hopeless annihilation at the hands of an un
progressive and unscientific, though in its own
estimation orthodox, system of mental philosophy!
Having been led to this conclusion, namely,

that the doctrine of Phrenology in reference to
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the mind as an aggregation of individual powers,
gives to the mind itself a positive entity and es
sence of which the materialistic psychology of the
day would deprive it; and hence, that in phreno
logical teachings may yet have to be found the
true support of a belief in the immortality of

our psychical nature, we were agreeably sur
prised to meet with the statement of a somewhat
like view in the recently published “Introduc
tory Lessons on Mind,” by Archbishop Whately.
He says, that the man who regards the brain as a

single organ, and the mind as in reality a single
power directed in a variety of ways, may nat
urally conclude that the brain is himself, and
that mind and organization must perish together.
“If, on the contrary,” says he, “any one believes

in the plurality of cerebral organs, he can not re
gard any one of these as himself; nor again, all

of them together. For then he would not be one
person, but several combined; and a human body
would be like a great lodging-house, where sev
eral distinct families reside, though with a common
staircase, and the joint use of a kitchen. Any
one therefore who, while conscious of being one
single person, believes that there are several dis
tinct organs in the brain, must believe that there

is a something which he calls himself, which acts

on and through those organs. And he is thus
prepared to believe in the possibility of this some
thing—whatever it is—surviving the destruction
of the brain.” <---
“WHAT PURSUIT TO FOLLOW.”

THIs question is propounded to us half a dozen
times in a day by young men who are about start
ing in life, or by middle-aged men who have
stumbled on a pursuit being ill-adapted to it, or

by some misfortune have been broken up and com
paratively discouraged. “What shall I do?” is

an important question, and we know of no method

of answering it so successfully as by studying the
mind of the inquirer according to the laws of

Phrenology. What shall I do, means more than
most people who ask the question are aware of

.

The usual idea is, “In what can I succeed best
pecuniarily—in what occupation can I get rich
quickly and easily What will give me most
fame and credit in the world 2 What the most
influential position in society f"

These considerations are not to be undervalued.
Men should, as a general thing, do that which
they can do best, and which at the same time can
best serve the world and yield to themselves am
ple remuneration. But there are trades, useful
and honorable in themselves, which some young
men in following would be ruined; some in health,

in constitution; some would become unbalanced,
morbid, enthusiastic, irritable, and unhappy.
Still another of a different constitution, physically
and mentally, would follow the same occupation
for fifty years, with no ill effect to mind, body, or

estate; while yet others would make utter ship
wreck of prosperity and happiness in the same
trade or profession.
Many a young man has the requisite skill and

taste to become a jeweler, an engraver, or a

draughtsman; but the sedentary habits incident

to these occupations would not only render them
miserable, but prostrate their health; whereas
they might follow successfully blacksmithing,

-
ship-building, farming, merchandising, or any
robust out-door occupation. Another has skill
for almost any mechanical trade, but he lacks the
courage and force of character which would make
him successful in any energetic, manly pursuit,
and would be likely to fail if placed in a position
requiring great courage and energy. Another
has sound judgment and a strong understanding,
but he lacks practical talent, and is not fit to en
gage in any lively, sprightly, practical business
which requires a quick eye, ready perception,
and prompt decision. When, therefore, persons
ask us to just tell them what trade or occupation

to follow, they ask a larger question than they
are aware of, involving not only the particular
talents requisite for a special occupation, but the
courage, stoutness of constitution, perseverance,
physical health, and those moral qualities which
give elevation, harmony, and consistency of char
acter. What is my character physically, intel
lectually, and morally What is it as to cour
age, energy, enterprise, self reliance, patience,
prudence, economy, and thrift 2 should form a

part of the question. But these qualities are
generally ignored by applicants, or not regarded

as of any particular consequence in making up
the qualities necessary to fit persons for particu
lar pursuits. The edge of the axe does the cut
ting, but it takes a proper amount of iron and
helve behind that edge to make it do its work.
So, persons need something besides mere skill or

intellectual edge. They need back-bone courage,
fortitude, perseverance, and enterprise to give
effect to that intellect and proper direction to

their efforts. A man must have character as well

as talent to fit him for a pursuit. No man will
succeed in a trade or profession unless his phys
ical organization and his dispositions are adapted

to it, however much mere talent he may have for
that pursuit.

How to BE BEAUTIFUL. — A correspondent,
writing to an exchange in western New York, in

regard to the work on “Physical Perfection,” re
cently published, says: “It has been said often
enough, that if one wishes to have a beautiful
face he must cherish a beautiful spirit; that liv
ing in the midst of fine scenery tends to develop
beauty in men; that two persons living together
will grow to look alike. But in this book the phi
losophy of all this is taught, and how it may be
made to bear on all one’s life. We see at once
how persons of different religious faith may be
known by the shape of their heads and faces. I

do not know how others may be affected,but noth
ing in a long time, so much as the reading of this
book, has impressed me with the necessity of men
being in constant and loving communion with
God in order to the growth of beautiful charac
ters. - + *

“The obligation to be beautiful is not under
stood. Women think it a matter simply of per
sonal interest whether they are good-looking.
This is a mistake. What right has your neighbor

to present to you each morning, to hold opposite to

you during every meal, and to show you the last
thing before he parts with you at night, a homely
face, when he might show you a beautiful one *

When men better understand their relations to
each other, they will cherish good looks as a duty

to others rather than to gratify personal vanity.”
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M O R A L P H II, O S O PHY :
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, social, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE CominE.
[FROMTHE LATESTREVISEDEDINBURGHEDITION.]

L E CTU R E II.
ON THE SANCTIONS BY WHICH THE NATURAL LAWS OF MORALITY

ARE SUPPORTED,

[continued FBomPAGETwenty-Eigfrt.]
Every law supposesa Lawgiver,andpunishmentannexedto transgression.Godpre
scribescertainactionsby theconstitutionof nature,and He is thereforethe Lawgiver
-Be supportsHis lawsbyrewardsand punishments—DoesHe dosobyspecialacts
of Providence? Or areHis rewardsand punishmentscertainconsequencesof good
or evil, appointedby Him to followfrom our actions?–It is important to showthat
Goddispensesjusticein thisworld,becausewe knownoother; andif He benotjust
here,thereis no natural and logical groundfor inferringthatHe will be just in any
otherworld—EvidencethatHe doesdispensejusticehere—Hissupposedinjustice is
apparentonly—Philosophershavenotunderstoodtheprinciplesof His government—
The independentactionof the severalnaturallawsis thekey toit—If we obeythe
physicallaws,theyrewarduswith physicaladvantages—Ifweobeytheorganiclaws,
theyrewarduswith health—If we obeythe moral laws, theyrewarduswith mental
joy–If we disobeyanyoneof thoselaws,wearepunishedunder it, althoughweob
serveall theothers—There is moreorderandjustice in theDivine government in this
world than is generallyrecognized.

IN my last Lecture I endeavored to point out the foundation on

which Moral Philosophy, inferred from the constitution of nature, rests.
The mental organs and faculties being the gift of God, each has a

legitimate sphere of activity, though liable to be abused; and the rule
for discriminating between uses and abuses is

,

that every act is morally
right which is approved of by the whole faculties duly enlightened and
acting harmoniously; while al

l

actions disapproved of by the faculties
thus acting are wrong. In al

l

harmonious actions, the moral sentiments
and intellect, being superior in kind, direct the propensities. In cases

of conflict, the propensities must yield. Such is the internal guide to

morality with which man has been furnished.
The next inquiry is

,

Whether the judgments of our faculties, when
acting harmoniously, are supported by any external authority in nature ?

Every law supposes a lawgiver, and punishment annexed to transgres
sion. Certain courses of action being prescribed and forbidden by the
constitutions of external nature and of our own faculties, God, who
made these and their organs, is consequently the Lawgiver; but the
question remains—Has he used any means to give sanction, in this
world, to his commands revealed to us in nature ? All are agreed that
rewards and punishments have been established by God; but as to the
ertent, manner, and time of dispensing them, very different opinions
are entertained. By some, it is conceived that God, like the human
magistrate, watches the infringement of his laws in each particular
instance, and applies punishment accordingly ; but that neither his
punishments nor his rewards are the natural effects of the conduct to

which they have reference. Such is the view of the ways of Provi
dence embodied in Parnell's “Hermit;” and many of us may recollect
the pleasure with which, in youth, we perused that representation,
and the regret we felt, that experience did not support its beautiful
theory. A servant is described as having been thrown over a bridge
by his companion, and drowned; which event at first shocks our
Benevolence ; but we are then told that the sufferer intended that
evening to murder a kind and indulgent master, and that his companion
was an angel sent by God to prevent, and also to punish him for his
intended crime. Another scene represents an hospitable rich man's
son dying apparently of convulsions; but we are told that the same
angel suffocated him, to snatch him away from his parents, because
their affections, doting too fondly on him, led them to forget their duty

to Heaven.
These representations, of course, are fictitious; but notions of a

similar character may be traced existing in the minds of many serious
persons, and constituting their theory of the divine government of the
world. The grand feature of this system is

,

that the punishment does
not follow from the offense, by any natural bond of connection, but is

admistered separately and directly by a special interposition of Provi
dence. The servant's wicked design had no natural connection with
his falling over the bridge; and the neglect of Heaven, by the parents

of the child, had no such natural relation to its physiological condition
that it should have died of convulsions in consequence of that sin.
There are, as I have said, some religious persons who really entertain
notions similar to these ; who believe that God, by special acts of pro
vidence, or particular manifestations of his power, rewards and pun
ishes men's actions in a manner not connected with their offenses by

any natural link of cause and effect; or, at least, so remotely connected
that the link is not discernible by human sagacity. They conceive that
this view imparts to the Divine government a sublime mysteriousness
which renders it more imposing, solemn, and awful, and better calcu
lated than any other to enforce obedience on men. To me it appears,

on the contrary, to be erroneous, and to be a fountain of superstition,

at once derogatory to the dignity of the Divine Ruler, and injurious to

the moral, intellectual, and religious character of his subjects. I shall,

in a subsequent part of this Lecture, state the reasons for this opinion.
Another notion entertained regarding the moral government of the

world is
,

that God has revealed in the Scriptures every duty which he
requires us to perform, and every action which he forbids us to do;
that he leaves us at full liberty in this life to obey or disobey these
commands as we please; but that, in the world to come, he will call

us to account, and punish us for our sins, or reward us for our obedi.
ence. There are strong objections to this theory also. Religious per
sons will at once recognize that the instruction communicated to man

in the Scriptures may be classed under two great heads. The first
class embraces events that occurred before the existing state of nature
commenced (such as the transactions in Paradise before the fall), also
events that transcend nature (such as the resurrection of Jesus Christ),
and events that are destined to occur when nature shall be no more

(such as the final judgment); together with certain duties (such as be
lief, or faith) which are founded on those communications. In regard

to al
l

of these, science and philosophy are silent. The second head
has reference to the practical conduct which man is bound to pursue
with regard to the beings in the present world. The first objection,
then, to the theory of the Divine government last mentioned, is

,

that
the Bible, however complete with respect to the former department

of instruction, really does not contain a full exposition of man's secular
duties.

In the last Lecture I quoted a striking passage to this effect from
Archbishop Whately. The Scriptures assume that man will use his
moral and intellectual faculties to discover and perform the duties
relative to this life imposed on him by the constitution of nature. It is
very important to manage aright the physical, moral, and intellectual
training of children; and yet the Bible contains no specific rules for
discharging this duty. It tells us to train up a child in the way he

should go, and that when he is old he will not depart from it; but it

does not describe, with practical minuteness, what that way is
. If it

do so, every incompetent schoolmaster, and every ignorant mother who
injures her children through lack of knowledge, must have sadly
neglected the study of the Bible. But even the most pious and assidu
ous students of the Scriptures differ widely among themselves in regard

to the training of their children; so that the Bible must be either silent,

or very obscure on this point. How many thousands of Christian
parents neglect the physical education of their children altogether, and

in consequence, either lose them by death, or render them victims of

disease Again, each sect instructs its children in its own tenets, and
calls this the way in which they should go; yet, when we observe the
discord and animosity that prevail among these children when they
become men and women; when we see the Protestants denouncing
the Catholic as in error, the Catholic excommunicating the Protestant

as a heretic, the Trinitarian designating the Unitarian as an infidel, and
the Unitarian condemning the Trinitarian as superstitious, we have
proof, certainly, that the children, when old, do not depart from the
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way in which they have been trained; but we likewise see that it is
impossible that al

l
of them can have been trained in the right way,

since otherwise there could not be such lamentable differences, and so

much hostility between them. I can discover, therefore, in the Bible,

no such complete code of secular duties as this system implies. In the
“Constitution of Man,” I have endeavored to show that God intended

that we should employ our mental faculties in studying his works, and

by this means to fil
l up the chapter of our secular duties, left incom

plete in the Bible.

A second objection to the theory in question is this—it implies that
God exercises very little temporal authority in the government of this
world, reserving his punishments and rewards chiefly for a future life.
One cause of this view seems to be, that most of the teachers of morals
and religion have confined their attention to moral and religious duties,
and often to their own peculiar and erroneous interpretation of them;
instead of taking a comprehensive survey of human nature and of all
the duties prescribed by its constitution. They have regarded life as

monks do; not practically. They observed that sometimes a man who
believed and acted according to their notions of sound religion and
sterling virtue, fell into worldly misfortune, lost hi

s

children prema
turely by death, or was himself afflicted with bad health; while other
men, who believed and acted in opposition to their notions of right,
flourished in health and wealth, and possessed a vigorous offspring;
and they concluded that God has left the virtuous man to suffer here,
for his probation, intending to reward him hereafter; and the wicked

to prosper, with the view of aggravating his guilt and increasing the
severity of his future punishment. They have rarely attempted to

reconcile these apparent anomalies to reason, or to bring them within
the scope of a just government on earth. It humbly appears to me
that God does exercise a very striking and efficient jurisdiction over
this world, and that it is chiefly through our own inattention to the
manner in which he does so that we are blind to its existence and
effects.

It is important to establish the reality and efficiency of the Divine
government in this world, because a plausible argument has been
reared on the contrary doctrine, to the effect that there can be no re
ward and punishment at all, if none is administered in this life. The
line of reasoning by which this view is supported is the following: We
can judge of God, it is said, only by his works. His works in this
world are al

l

that we are acquainted with. If, therefore, in this life,

w
e

find that virtue goes unrewarded, and that vice triumphs, the legiti
mate inference is that it will always be so

.

Bishop Butler, indeed, in

his celebrated “ Analogy,” has argued, that because God has not exe
cuted complete justice here, he must intend to do so hereafter, for
justice is one of his attributes; but Mr. Robert Forsyth, in his work
on Moral Science, has stated the objection to this argument in strong
terms. “If," says he, “God has created a world in which justice is

not accomplished, by what analogy, or on what grounds, do we infer
that any other world of hi

s

creation will be free from this imperfection?”
Butler would answer, “Because justice is an attribute of the Divine
Mind.” The opponents, however, reply, “How do you know that it

is so 2 We know the Deity only through his works; and if you con
cede that justice is not accomplished in the only world of which we
have any experience, the legitimate inference is that justice is not one

of his attributes; at least the inference that it is one of them is illog
ical.” I have heard this last argument stated, although I have not
seen it printed.

It will serve the cause of moral science to present a valid answer to

these objections; and the most satisfactory to my mind would be one
which should show that the Divine Ruler actually does execute justice
here, and that therefore we are entitled to infer that he will be just
hereafter; and such, accordingly, is the argument which I respectfully
propose to maintain.

The supposed anomalies in the Divine government are apparent
only, and, when properly understood, form no exception to the Cre
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ator's attribute of justice. The key to them is the separate action of

the different departments of our own constitution and of external
nature, or the independent operation of natural beings and substances,
each regulated by laws peculiar to itself. This doctrine is explained in

the “Constitution of Man;” and I here introduce it as the basis of our
future investigations. Viewing the world on this principle, we dis
cover—

1st. That inorganic matter operates according to fixed laws, which
are independent of the moral or religious character of those whom it

affects. If six persons be traveling in a coach, and if it break down
through insufficiency of the axle, or any similar cause, the travelers
will be projected against external objects according to the impetus
communicated to their bodies by the previous motion of the vehicle,
exactly as if they had been inanimate substances of the same texture
and materials. Their vices or their virtues will not modify the physical
influences that impel or resist them. The cause of the accident is

simply physical imperfection in the vehicle, and not the displeasure of

God against the individual men who occupy it, on account of their sins.

If one break a leg, another an arm, a third his neck, and a fourth
escape unhurt, the difference of result is to be ascribed solely to the
differences of the mechanical action of the coach on their bodies, ac
cording to their differences of size, weight, and position, or to difference

in the objects against which they are projected; one falling against a

stone, and another, perhaps, alighting on turf.
The whole calamity in such a case is to be viewed simply as a pun

ishment for neglecting to have a coach sufficiently strong; and it serves

to render men who have the charge of coaches more attentive to their
duty in future. The common sense of mankind has led them to recog
nize this principle in their laws; for, in most civilized countries, the
proprietors of public conveyances are held answerable for damage oc
casioned by their insufficiency. It is recognized also in Scripture.
“Think not,” says Christ, “that those on whom the Tower of Siloam
fell, were sinners above al

l
Israel.” In other words, the Tower of

Siloam, like al
l

other edifices, stood erect, in virtue of the law of gravi
tation, as long as its foundations were sound, and its superstructure
firm; and it fell when one or other of these gave way, without refer
ence to the qualities of the persons who were below it.

When a stage-coach is overturned, and a profligate person is saved,
while a valuable Christian is killed, some individuals wonder at the in
scrutable ways of Providence; but both bad and good men have re
ceived from nature organized bodies which need to be carefully pro
tected from injury; and the real lesson taught by this calamity is

,

that

no moral or religious qualities will preserve the body from injury, if the
laws which regulate the action of physical substances be not duly at
tended to

. I have elsewhere remarked, that if good men could sail in
safety in unsound ships, or travel in dilapidated carriages, upborne by
unseen ministers of Heaven, on account of their holiness, the world
would lapse into confusion; and these good men themselves would soon
find nothing provided for them but the most deplorably crazy convey
ances, into which sinners could not with safety set a foot.
The objection may naturally occur, that passengers have neither skill

nor opportunity for judging of the soundness of ships and sufficiency

of coaches, and that it is hard they should suffer death and destruction
from the carelessness or incapacity of others who let out these articles

to hire, or employ them in the public service. I shall unfold the an
swer to this objection in a subsequent part of the course. It falls
under the social law. We avail ourselves of the good qualities of our
fellow-men, and we must suffer from their defects when, without due
regard to their qualifications, we intrust our interests or safety to their
care.

In so far, then, as pain, distress, and calamity arise from the action

of physical substances, they should be viewed merely as punishments
for our not paying due attention to the laws by which the action of
these substances is regulated. They forcibly tell us, that if we wish to
live in safety, we must habitually exercise our understandings in ac

[continued on PAGEForty-THREE.]
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IbiograA.P.HY.
DR. G. B. WINDship was born in Roxbury, Mass.,

January 3d, 1834. He is the son of a physician,
Dr. C. M. Windship, the fourth physician in a di
rect line. His great-grandfather, Amos Windship,
was a surgeon as well as a physician, and in the
former capacity served in the frigate Alliance, of
the squadron under the command of Com. John
Paul Jones. His mother's maiden namewas Bar
ker. She was a descendant of the Vernon family,
of Haddon Hall, Derbyshire, England. His phys
ical strength was evidently partly inherited. At
no period of his life has he found a person of his
size who was a match for him in a trial of strength;
but his strength was not absolutely great until he
had followed a system of training for several suc
cessive years. He considers himself at the present
moment tobefully twice as strong as any ordinary
hard laboring man. He becamea gymnast in his
seventeenth year, when a freshman at Harvard
College, and so continued until he graduated in
1854. From that time until he graduated at the
Medical School of Harvard University, in 1857,he
was a gymnast at intervals. Since then, while a
practitioner of medicine, he has kept himself in
constant physical training, with the determina
tion of becoming the strongest man that ever ex
isted, in spite of his being but 5 feet 7 inches in
height, and 143 lbs. in weight. Both his stature
and weight are slowly but surely increasing un
der the compulsion of a method of training which
differs essentially from any other in vogue. Its
efficacy may be judged from the fact that it in
sures for him an appreciable gain in strength day
by day and year by year, which can not, he
thinks, be said of any other method of training.
By a careful and systematic mode of training,

this gentleman can now lift something more than
a thousand pounds.
Below we give an abstract of a lecture recently

delivered by him.
The lecturer commencedby saying that during

the last half century attention has been earnestly
directed to the subject of Physical Culture. Much
has not been left unsaid, although much has as
yet been left undone. The few parents and teach
ers who realize the great truths that have been
promulgated, are exceptions.
Take the facts in regard to ventilation. We

have had line upon line and precept upon precept,
illustrating the verity that if we would have pure
blood, we must breathe pure air. During one day
of healthful existence, an adult requires that not
less than thirty-four hogsheads of pure atmos
phere must enter the lungs and go through a de
teriorating process, by which it becomes charged
with carbonic acid—a deadly poison. Therefore a
beneficent Deity has spread this stupendous con
cave over our heads—placed us at the bottom of a
constantly renewed ocean of pure air, that we
might avail ourselves of its invigorating forces,
and by free out-door life experience that expan
sion of body and soul to be obtained only by the
harmonious development of both.
One illustration in regard to the violations of

physical laws. In his counting-room we see a man
past the meridian of life; a short-sighted father
would point him out to his son as a model man of

business; he devotes all his time and thought to
business, and robs himself of exercise, recreation,
and rest—he refuses to take in younger partners
to share in his responsibilities and profits, although
he has more than a handsome competency. He
could retire a rich man, why should he not His
health is becoming impaired, he has queer feelings
in his head, an odd flutter occasionally at his heart
—why not give his constitution respite : Why not
seize the opportunity of making the acquaintance
of his own wife and children : Why not rejuve
nate himself by free communion with nature?
Why not seek in horticulture recreation and rest ?
Birds, fruits, and flowers woo him to come; the
voice of the “Lord God walking in the garden in
the cool of the day is calling unto him to come,”
to turn a deaf ear to the allurements of avarice or
ambition, to come and learn to live before he dies.
Alas! a little more must be added to his golden
pile, and then he will think of it. One day a great
commercial crisis sweeps the money market; our
model man of business is in peril from the general
wreck. He makes sacrifices, and passes sleepless
nights and anxious days. The storm blows over;

he is safe; now he can retire and give up his bus
iness. No, business now gives up him, an over
tasked brain and slighted body avenge themselves

on their master; he staggers and falls. What ails
him 2 Only a stroke of paralysis' But it is

enough. As Mercutio says of his wound, “It is

not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church
door, but it will do.” The mortal career of our
model man is over. The newspapers chronicle his
death; with innocent blasphemy and unconscious
impiety, allude to it as a mysterious dispensation

of Providence. Mysterious 2 yes, life and death
are mysterious only as it is mysterious that poison
kills, and fire burns. The mystery would be for
poison not to kill, fire not to burn. Bodily train
ing, the harmonious development of those facul
ties, through whose agency the physical forces
display themselves, this is the radius that sweeps
the circle of our complex nature, of life itself.
Whence come, in many cases, the discontents,

insanities, crimes, suicides, but from false physi
cal neglects; the man who, by daily systematic
exercise, has kept his limbs and muscles rightly
developed, and has inured his frame to winter's
cold and summer's heat, is not likely to lay vio
lent hands on his own person or another's, from
insane impulses. The lecturer did not depreciate
moral and intellectual training; all that does not
include care for the body is one-sided, imperfect,
and incomplete; bodily training can not begin too
early, never too late. We have examples where
habits of exercise have been beneficially taken up

in old age. Dr. Warren says he has known many
instances of great increase of muscular vigor and
general health by gymnastic exercises at advanced
periods of life. A distinguished member of the
legal profession began to practice gymnastic exer
cises at seventy years old, acquiring great addi
tional vigor, and living to the age of eighty-four,

in habits of great activity.

I am not here, said the lecturer, to tell the ex
periences of others. My object is to exhibit my
own bodily training, and give a visible manifesta
tion of substantial results showing the capacities

of the nerve and frame, and the effects of a system

of regular exercise on the general health.
Muscular strength, like longevity, is in some
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cases attributable to inherited virtues as well as

to care and culture. In my own case I am not
more indebted to these than the average of men.

It was not until my seventeenth year that I applied
myself to gymnastic practice. I have given a por
tion of nearly every day to the systematic develop
ment of muscular power by gymnastic exercises,
and for the last four years these exerciseshave in
cluded one branch not ordinarily comprehended

in modern gymnasiums. Gymnastics were intro
duced into this country from Germany some thirty
years ago. George Bancroft, the historian, in

1825, was the principal of the first scholastic in
stitution that made gymnastics a regular instruc
tion. Since then there have been gymnasiums in

Boston and elsewhere, but the system has not
flourished as its friends desire. In ancient times,

in the liberal education of a Greek youth, gym
nastics occupied as much time as all the other
branches put together. From the age of sixteen

to eighteen the Greek youths devoted themselves
exclusively to gymnastics. The academy and the
lyceum were originally gymnasia.

I have said I included in my own practice one
branch not generally comprehended in a modern
gymnastic course. I refer to lifting, which is now
rarely attempted in gymnasia, because of the want

of method or prudence on the part of the pupils.
This neglected branch is my specialty; having
exhausted the usual feats of the gymnasium, I

ventured gradually upon this, and soon convinced
myself that when wisely practiced it was one of

the most beneficial in the whole range of exercise.

In solidifying the frame and in giving to onewhat
is called main strength, there is no substitute for

it. If lifting is not practiced, points in the body
must remain weak, lessening the efficiency of the
body, favoring disease, and shortening the life.

I began the practice of lifting in 1855, with a

weight of four and five hundred pounds. I was
then a five years' gymnast, and an acknowledged
proficient. Between four and five hundred pounds
was all I could possibly lift with the hands, and
that with a consciousness that I was dangerously
weak. A month of practice removed this difficulty.

In half a year I could lift 700 pounds with ease;
last autumn I advanced to 800 pounds, and on the
1st of May last, I lifted for the first time with my
hands 929 pounds. Since then I have lifted in the
same way 1,030 pounds. Lifting and sustaining
929 pounds with the hands is as difficult as lifting
twice that amount or sustaining five times that
amount with the assistance of straps passing over
the shoulder. One of the strongest men of modern
times was Thomas Topham, who gave exhibitions

in London a century ago. According to Sir David
Brewster, Topham could lift with his hands only
800 pounds, and with straps 1,836 pounds. The
Belgian giant could only lift 800 pounds, and
straighten himself under two tons. Topham's
height was 5 feet 10 inches, and weight 200 pounds.
The Belgian was 7 feet 6 inches high, and his
weight 300 pounds. My height is 5 feet 7 inches,
and my weight 148 pounds. After mentioning
these facts, let men of moderate weight take
courage. The lecturer commended dumb bells;
as a means of exercise next to dumb bells he
recommended suspended rings, then the movable
bar or vaulting pole.
The time I have usually devoted per day to

exercise has seldomfell short of half an hour. The
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secret of increasing the strength lies in testing it
to its utmost capacity, each set of muscles by a
special act, which act must not be repeated on the
same day, if a second attempt shows that the
strength has been at all reduced. In half an hour
a great number of featsmay be accomplishedwith
out weakening a single muscle.
A hand disproportionately small in man or

woman is a deformity in the eyes of educated
taste, as ugly as the little foot of a Chinese lady;
proper exercise develops every member of the
body, the hand equally with the chest and shoul
ders, and the youth who refrains from exercise
through fear of being compelled to increase the
size of his gloves, had better turn man-milliner at
once.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.
GIVEN B LIND FOLD BY L. N. Fow I, E.R.

Few persons possessso much power in so little
space. The upper and frontal part of his brain
appears to be dense and vigorous; hence the moral
and intellectual faculties tell largely on his char
acter when circumstances favor their action. He
lives in the intellect; his power is intellectual; he
is an intellectual student, and has a desire to gain
all the character that is possible from the reason
and the understanding. He also has favorable
perceptive powers; has much interest in science,
facts, details and experiments.
His forte does not lie so much in his musical or

mathematical talent as it does in his originality of
mind. He has immense will. Scarcely any man
after Napoleon and General Jackson has more will
than he. Whatever he determines to do, he will
do if it takes him his lifetime. He has an uncom

mon degree of independence; loves liberty in the
most positive sense. When a boy he possesseda
strong degree of this feeling. Yet he has a great
amount of ambition; is determined to distinguish
himself; is not willing to be great merely because
his father was, but intends to be so on his own ac
count. He is willing to sacrifice money, ease, and
all the luxuries of refined society, for the sake of
gaining some end. He is naturally inclined to
travel, but prefers to associate in society, that he
may gratify his desire to study human nature.
He would prefer living a retired life, confined to
his own home, and would walk and ride alone in
preference to taking a companion, unless by so
doing he could more effectually gratify his curios
ity. He can improve somewhat by being a little
more social and companionable. His love of ani
mals and pets, and of things tender and dependent,
is strong; but his love of society depends much
upon circumstances.
He has a great amount of determination and

resolution in overcoming obstacles, and has spirit
and energy equal to almost any emergency, except
where cruelty is involved. He has a great amount
of executiveness contributing to his force of char
acter. Yet he is cautious, very anxious to know
the issue of every undertaking, and how it is to be
brought about, before entering upon it, and he

carefully avoids mistakes. This diffidence often
exhibits itself in too great anxiety as to surround
ing circumstances. His Veneration is large; his
element of respect and regard for superiority ap.
pears to be strong; yet his belief in the super
natural and consciousness of the spiritual appear

to be inferior. He is also kind and sympathetic,

and soon becomes interested in the welfare of

others. His religious character is onewhich leads
him to do good. He takes liberal views of subjects,
but has no affinity for the marvelous, and is not
easily captivated by the romantic. He is rigid in

his ideas of justice, and lives an upright and honest
life so far as possible.
His imagination and love of oratory are strong,

and he has favorable talents for a speaker. His
hopes and anticipations are very strong. He has

a high aim, and looks up confidently to its attain
ment. He would desire riches, if they could ad
vance him in society; but if he were poor, and had
his choice to be rich or to be influential, he would
sacrifice wealth for the sake of position. There is

danger of his attempting more than he can realize,
through the influence of his will and of his am
bition.
He has great sympathy; throws his whole soul

into all he does. His Combativeness is large, and
he will not be overcome. He is mild and gentle
manly, not disposed to be cruel, but he will not be

conquered. He is one of the hardest of skeptics.

If you wish to convince him you have got to do it

by reason; he will not take your “say-so" for
anything.
Whatever he does,he does alone as much as pos

sible, without mate or aid. He is perfectly indi
vidual—as much so as man can be. He has no
superabundant flesh—it is all muscle; he could
endure a great amount. He trusts to himself, be
cause he has great will, and consequently great
strength. His broad shoulders indicate that he

has used his physical powers vigorously.
He is a very sensitive man with reference to his

own character. He has almost an excess of
anxiety to excel. His musical abilities, as giving

a sense and appreciation of refined and scientific
music, are better than his ability to executemusic,

to sing, and to control his voice.

J. A. M. E. B C R Uſ I K S EI A N K.
PHRENoLog ICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PhRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.
Your brain is quite large for the size of your

body, and having a remarkably fine-grained and
excitable temperament, you are liable to over
act, to exhaust your vitality too rapidly, and
there is danger of your breaking down by exces
sive mental exertion. It is, therefore, of the
first importance to you that you secure an abun
dance of vigorous exercise, not walking simply,
not riding on horseback merely, in which process
the horse has greatly the advantage of the bene
fit, but you should do something that requires
working with the arms and shoulders, as in a

gymnasium. Your digestive power is not great,
naturally, and your sedentary and mental habits
tend to depress it still more.
You have a great fondness for an abundance of

pure air, and have a sense of suffocation when
you are in any way deprived of a full quantity,
which is an indication that it would be well for
you always to follow ; and you should sleep nine
hours in the twenty-four, when you can, and
never less than eight. You may not seem, to

yourself, to need it now, but ten years more will
convince you that eight hours of sleep is quite
little enough.
Your phrenology indicates a large development
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of the perceptive intellect, which gives quickness
of observation, power to gather knowledge rapid
ly and accurately, and a strong desire to know
everything. You have, also, a large development
of the organs which give memory of paces,
forms, magnitudes, historical events and witty in
cidents, and beautiful illustrations.
You have, also, a large development of the

upper portion of the forehead, indicating strong
reasoning intellect, and a desire to know the why
and wherefore of all that takes place. You are
not satisfied with being a historian—you want to
go one step further and understand the philoso
phy of facts.
You have a fine development of language, and

ought to be a good talker and writer, but you
should not be content yourself to sit and write.
You should have a shorthand amanuensis to whom
you can dictate your thoughts, and not wait for
the slow process of recording, and thus have
your thoughts held in your brain hissing hot
till you can write them down. It would be well
for you to learn shorthand yourself, so as to throw
your thoughts on paper with the least possible
delay and labor. You could talk to a reporter
in fifty minutes as much as you could composeand
write out in longhand in a day, and the labor of
such composition is not much greater, by the hour,
than it is to sit and write it out by the slow pro
cess of longhand. Then you could do the same
amount of mental labor and do it better, and
have ten hours of opportunity to exercise and
recreate.
You are known for a fertile imagination, for in

ventive ingenuity, ability to originate, and to
make new combinations of old facts; and as a
writer or speaker, as a mauufacturer or artist,
you would always be developing something new ;
either striking out into new fields of thought and
of invention, or reorganizing old ideas and old
mechanical proceses. Your large Constructive
ness is a source of great success to you in what
ever department of effort you may devote your
time. You are always finding out something new
and making old subjects racy and adapting them
to the times.
Your large Ideality gives you a great fondness

for the beautiful, the elegant, the stylish, and the
perfect. Your large Mirthfulness gives you some
thing of the tendency to be facetious and to cari.
cature and represent facts and forms in a witty
and ludicrous manner.
You are a natural critic of character, and

understand the motives and dispositions of strang
ers; and if you were an artist, you would put so
much character into your pictures, that people
would know, by looking at one of them, precisely
what the subject was thinking about and what
were his characteristics. You are also very
fond of music, poetry, and oratory as well as of
art.
You value property, are interested in owning

things of taste and value, and were you to devote
yourself to business exclusively, you would soon
learn to financier well; but your natural tendency
is not toward the financiering department; it is
more toward making something perfect that shall
meet the wants of the world, or gratify its tastes;
in other words, you would make a better manu
facturer or artist than merchant. You could
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make something that the world would want, better
than you could commandgood prices and financier
the income and thus keep the business going. You
would not make so good a publisher as an editor.
You would take more pleasure and pride in mak
ing a good paper than in working up the financial
department, and making it a paying concern.
You have a very strong will—this you probably

get from your father; but you get the finer
qualities, the impulse, the genius, more from your
mother. In combination with your tastes and
criticism and genius, you have courage, pride,
force, firmness, and will-power, which serve to im
press these other qualities upon those who come
within your sphere. Your Combativeness and
Destructiveness are rather large; and thesejoin
ed to your independence and will-power make
your character very positive.
Your intellect, imagination, and temperament

indicate sharpness, clearness, and vividness, while
the elements of force indicate dignity, strength,
courage, determination, and power to wield your
abilities successfully.
You are a very social man. You are fond of all

the interests of home. You regard the cradle as
an altar which is very near to heaven. You love
children as well as a mother, and if you were
to write any poetry, the chances would be very
strong that you would begin at the cradle or end
there.
Your friendship is very intense. You are not

satisfied with a few particular cronies—you feel
as if you wanted to love everybody. This is part
ly a philanthropic spirit. You discriminate
among good men as to who shall be your select
companions, still, you feel no necessity of dismiss

ing an old friend to make room for a new one, but
you would prefer rather to have an extension
table and have another turkey bought, and in
crease the viands as the number of friends might
increase. You are at home in the social circle.
Your influence with women is considerably more
than average. If you were to fall into difficul
ties, or poverty, or suffering of any kind, woman
would be your earnest advocate; children also
would take your part. Whoever, as a child, has
known you, clings to you as he becomesolder. If
you wanted an office, your true way would be to
electioneer with the children, and you would be
sure to get their votes when they become old
enough. There is not one man in ten thousand
who has as much love for children as you, or who
has, in conjunction with that, so great a develop
ment of the organs necessary for a teacher; but
you are capable of teaching the higher branches
and the more advanced minds You would excel
as a classical scholar, and would also excel in
the sciences, as an artist, a writer, or mechan
ician.
You ought to have more Hope and more Venera

tion. If you had more Hope, you would not feel
as anxious relative to success, and would, conse
quently, take life more easily, and not wear your
self out by that anxious care which creates fric
tion. The best advice I can give you, is to take
life coolly, live moderately, and not try to do six
days' work in one. Spread your effort over the
whole year. It is not necessary that everything
be done at once. As I have before said, sleep
abundantly, exercise largely, avoid unnecessary
care, anxiety, and friction. You needmore body,
and must husband your resources, or you will
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be likely to wear out through the over-action of
your brain.

BiographY.

JAMEs CRUIKshANK, the enterprising editor
and publisher of the New York Teacher, was
born in Argyle, Washington County, N. Y., Au
gust 28, 1831. He is the sixth of eight children,
and inherits from his parents a sound constitution
and remarkable powers of physical and mental
endurance. He is of medium height, slightly
built, of active temperament, and characterized
for energy, precision, and independence. Trained
to habits of self-reliance, and with an ardent thirst
for knowledge, he left the paternal roof at the age
of fourteen, and, aided at the first by his elder
brother Robert, has carved his own way to the
post of usefulness and honor that he now occupies.
He was fitted for college in Albany, under the

immediate instruction of Rev. Dr. P. Bullions, and
matriculated at Union College in 1847. Here he
remained a year, when he left for a temporary en.
gagement as teacher. This new calling he prose
cuted with somesuccessfor a couple of years, but
feeling the needof further culture, and having, at
that time, a leaning toward the Church, he spent
another year at Madison University. Leaving col
lege a second time to replenish his exhausted
finances, he engaged in a school in New Jersey.
His successand fondness for the vocation decided
his future course. He gave his whole soul to the
profession of his choice, and became at once an
earnest worker in the educational reforms of the
day.
In conjunction with his brother he established

a classical school at Bellport, L.I., where he spent
three years. His sympathies and aid going out
from the narrow limits of his own school-room, he
met regularly with the County Teachers' Associa
tion, and was a leading spirit in all measures for
the improvement of the meansof public education.
In 1855he was elected a member of the board of
editors of the .New York Teacher at the annual
meeting of the State Teachers' Association, and in
the autumn of the same year he removed to Al
bany to accept the post of first clerk in the De
partment of Public Instruction. This position he
resigned the following year, the State Association
having tendered to him that of editor and pub
lisher of the Teacher. This periodical was, at
that time, deeply involved and crippled in its
finances. To its management the publisher gave
his best endeavors, and entered with spirit into
all plans that promised educational reform. The
Teacher is now one of the most enlightened and
progressive journals in the country, and is doing
good service in the educational cause. At the last
annual meeting the Association again placed it in

his hands for the further term of five years.

Mr. C.’s style, as a writer, is terse, direct, and
elegant. He is precise in the use of language,
and no great talker, unless deeply interested, and
then he is zealous as the supporter of any mea
sure his judgment approves. H

e speaks with ra
pidity and earnestness, and is of pleasing address.
He belongs to the conservative school of reformers,
and subjects each new scheme to careful examina
tion before giving it his indorsement. He was
among the founders of the National Teachers' As
sociation, and has ever given it cordial support by
his pen, voice, and presence.

If culture, zeal, and love of the profession can
accomplish anything, there is before him a career

of usefulness that will tell upon the educational
interests of the State and country.-----

DEATH OF MR. W.M. COMBE.

DIED in Jersey City, N
. J., after a long and

painful disease of the heart and lungs, in his 66th
year, William Combe, the last surviving brother

of the late George Combe, Esq., author of “The
Constitution ofMan,” “Moral Philosophy,” “Phre
nology,” “The Relation Between Science and Re
ligion,” and other scientific works: “a man of

the greatest purity of mind,” as Prof. Rogers said
of him to the writer of this notice.
Mr. Wm. Combe was one of seventeen children,

all from the same parents, born in Edinburgh,
Scotland, and the last surviving brother of Dr.
Andrew and Mr. George Combe, to both of whom

he bore a striking resemblance, and especially to

the Doctor. He was a tall, stout, and well-formed
man, with a large and well-developedhead, where

in all the mental organs were in goodendowment,
working together in beautiful harmony; in the
manifestation of all the feelings and thoughts of

enlightened human nature, guided and controlled
by reason, conscience, and sound understanding.
He was in truth a Christian philosopher, a firm
believer in the great and delightful doctrine that
God governs the moral as well as physical world
by the natural laws, and that we can not be well

or happy, much less prosperous in this beautiful
world, unless we first study and obey the laws
governing our own nature, and their relation
with the world in which we live. His whole life
was in perfect keeping with these philosophical
sentiments, and during his long and severe sick
ness he preserved a calm and cheerful state of

feeling, often remarking to his excellent and de
voted wife, and the two lovely daughters, his only
children—now entering into womanhood—that
“God was good,” and “that he was ready to go

home and be at peace there, as he had been on
earth, with all mankind.”
His attachments to his family and friends were

strong and abiding; his kindness, love of truth,
and moral honesty were in full endowment, and
ever active elements in his mental constitution,

as the writer of this poor tribute to his memory
well knows, having been intimately acquainted
with him the last twenty-five years. His death

is a great loss to his charming family. To his
numerous friends, his many virtues and purity

of life will long be cherished as the bequest left
them of a good friend and Christian philosopher,
whose like we fear we shall not soon see again.
UTICA, N. Y. J. McC.–º-º-º-º
LovE in a woman's heart is like a fountain in a

woodland dell, covered with mosses and fern
leaves. No ray of sunshine reaches it, and no

breath of summer air stirs its waters. The idle
wanderer may roam around it, may even pluck
the blue forget-me-nots upon its brink, without
discovering it. He who can gently untwine the
clinging vines, and push aside the drooping leaves,
until he gazes into the pure depths, will see re
flected upon the bosom of the trembling water not
only the deep blue heavens and the golden stars,
but nearer to him will look up from those dark
ling depths his own image.—C. E. Fairfield.

DRUNKEN PHRENOLOGISTS.

THE public have long been imposed upon, and
greatly disgusted by a few—and by a very few—
miserable vagabonds, who steal the livery of sci
ence to obtain the means wherewith to gratify
gross and perverted appetites and propensities.
We could name more than one of this description,
but prefer not to bring them into notice, or to de
file our pages with their names. Our object in

this reference to the matter is simply to warn the
public to be on their guard against pretenders, im
postors, and dissipated vagabonds.

It is enough for us to state that no true phre
nologist.so far forgets himself as to commit the
offenses named above. A true phrenologist must
be a true man—a temperate, circumspect, up
right, worthy citizen. The following testimony is

in point. A distinguished United States senator,
referring to PHRENoLogy, writes us as follows:
“When a man properly understands himself,

mentally and physically, his road to happiness is

smooth, and society has a strong guaranty for his
good conduct and usefulness.”
“His road to happiness is smooth”—a very im

portant matter in the journey of life. Again: by
his understanding himself, “society has a strong
guaranty for his good conduct and usefulness.”
This is not only true, but it is a testimonial
worthy its high source.
We may add, inasmuch as our science is

brought into disrepute by the vile and vicious
vagabonds, we would urge upon all true friends

of the cause to discountenance and put down these
offenders.
PHRENoLogy is no more responsible for the

bad uses to which these creatures put it, than is

Christianity at fault for “cloaking” wicked men
and women who thus pervert it.

The credit of a good bank may not suffer on ac
count of counterfeits which may be put into circu
lation, and yet many innocent persons may be
“taken in.” By observing the following general
rules, the public need not be deceivedby this class

of impostors.

A good phrenologist will neither get drunk,
gamble, lie, or steal. Neither will he engage in

any of the low or wicked pursuits. He will not
use profane or vulgar language, nor glory in his
shame. But, on the contrary, a good phrenol
ogist will live a life of usefulness, circumspection,
and honor. He will not only preach the truth,
but he will practice it on all occasions. In short,

a good phrenologist will be a good citizen, a gen
tleman, a mediator, and the benefactor of his
race. All this, and more, may be expected from
one thoroughly imbued with the true spirit of

Phrenology, while the worst conduct may be look

ed for from those who prostitute “our noble sci
ence” to basepurposes.
The public should discriminate, and not suffer

themselves to be imposedupon by ignorant, wick
ed, and graceless scamps.
We do know that the tendencies of this science

are UPw ARD, HIGH, AND Holy.
We closewith a testimonial from that great and

lamented scholar and statesman, the Hon. HoRAcE
MANN, who said :

“I look upon Phrenology as the guide to phi
losophy and the handmaid of Christianity. Who
ever disseminates true Phrenology is a public
benefactor.”

—sº-º:
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[coxTINUED FRoMPAGETHIRTY-EIGHT.]
commodating our conduct to the agencies of the material objects around
us. It seems irrational to expect that God will hereafter compensate
good men for sufferings which they bring upon themselves by neglect
ing to study and obey his own institutions.
The next class of objects to which I solicit your attention is the

organic. These have received definite constitutions, and observe spe
cific modes of action; in other words, they also act under fixed and
independent laws, impressed on their constitution by nature. Thus,
the human body is subject to continual waste, to repair which nutri
ment is necessary. This is supplied through the medium of the
blood; which replaces decayed particles carried off by the absorbent
vessels, and stimulates the brain and other organs to perform their
functions aright. But to render it capable of accomplishing these
objects, it must be supplied with chyle from the stomach, and oxygen
from the lungs; and hence a necessity arises for eating wholesome
food and breathing pure air. The bones are composed of organized
materials, and are supplied with certain vessels for their nutrition, and
with others for the removal of their decayed particles; al

l
of which act

regularly, like the mechanism of a plant. Similar observations apply

to the muscles, the skin, the blood-vessels, the brain, and al
l

other por
tions of the body.
Growth and decay, health and disease, pleasure and pain, in al

l

of
these parts, take place according to fixed rules, which are impressed

on the organs themselves; and the organs act invariably, independently,
and immutably, according to these rules. For instance—if we neglect

to take exercise, the circulation of the blood becomes languid, the
bones, muscles, nerves, and brain are imperfectly nourished; and the
consequences are—pain, loss of appetite, of strength, of mental vivacity,
and vigor, and a general feeling of unhappiness. If we labor too in
tensely with our minds, we exhaust our brains, impair digestion, and
destroy sleep; this renders the organs of the mind incapable of action;
and we are visited at last with lassitude, imbecility, palsy, apoplexy, or

death. If we exercise our muscles too severely and too long, we ex
pend an undue amount of the nervous energy of our bodies on them,
our brains become incapable of thinking, and the nerves incapable of

feeling, and dullness and stupidity seize on our mental powers.

It is
,

therefore, a law inscribed on the constitution of the body—
That we should consume a sufficiency of wholesome food, and breathe
unvitiated air. And however moral our conduct, however constant our
attendance in the house of prayer, however benevolent our actions may
be, yet, if we neglect this organic law, punishment will be inflicted.

In like manner, if the laws of exercise be infringed——if, for instance,
we overwork the brain, we are visited with punishment, whether the
offense be committed in reclaiming the heathen, in healing the sick, in

pursuing commerce, in gaming, or in ruling a state. If we overtask
the brain at all, it becomes exhausted, and its action is enfeebled; and

as the efficiency of the mind depends on its proper condition, the men
tal powers suffer a corresponding obscuration and decay.

There is obvious reason in this arrangement also. If the brain were

to flourish under excessive toil, in a good cause, and suffer under the
same degree of exertion only in a bad one, the order of nature would

be deranged. Good men would no longer be men; they might dis
pense with food, sleep, repose, and every other enjoyment which binds
them to the general company of mankind. But, according to the view
which I am expounding, we are led to regard the constitution, modes

of action, and relations of our organized system, as al
l

instituted directly

by the Creator; birth from organized parents, growth, decay, and
death in old age appear as inherent parts of our frames, designedly
allotted to us; while pain, disease, premature decay, and early death
appear, to a great extent, to be the consequences of not using our con
stitutions properly.
When, therefore, we see the children of good men snatched away

by death in infancy or youth, we should ascribe that calamity to these
children having inherited feebly organized bodies from their parents,

or having, through ignorance or improper treatment, been led, in their
modes of life, to infringe the laws which regulate organic matter. The
object of their death seems to be to impress on the spectators the im
portance of attending to these laws, and to prevent the transmission of

imperfect corporeal systems to future beings. If we see the children

of the wicked flourishing in health and vigor, the inference is
,

that they
have inherited strong constitutions from their parents, and have not in

their own lives seriously transgressed the organic laws. We have no

authority from our philosophy for supposing that Providence, in re
moving the just man's children, intends merely to try his faith or

patience, to wean him from the world, or to give occasion for recom
pensing him hereafter for his suffering; nor for believing that the un
just man's family is permitted to flourish, with a view of aggravating
his guilt by adding ingratitude for such blessing to his other iniquities

in order to augment his punishment in a future life. We see, in these
results, simply the consequences of obedience and disobedience to the
laws impressed by the Creator on our constitution.
This principle delivers us from some perplexities and difficulties

When the children of good men are healthy, this circumstance is re
garded as agreeable to the notions which we entertain of a just Provi
dence. But when other men, not less excellent, have feeble children,
who die prematurely and leave the parents overwhelmed with grief,
the course of Providence is regarded as inscrutable; or, by way of

reconciling it to reason, we are told that those whom God loveth, he
chasteneth. When, however, the wicked man's children die prema
turely, this is regarded as a just punishment for the sins of the parents:
but sometimes they live long, and are prosperous; and this is cited as

an example of the long-suffering and loving-kindness of God! The
understanding is confounded by these contradictory theories, and no

conclusions applicable to our practical improvement can be drawn from
the events. When we look at the independence of the natural laws,
when we recognize the principle that obedience to each has it peculiar
reward, and disobedience its appropriate punishment, we find that our
difficulties diminish. The man who obeys every law but one, is pun
ished for his single infraction; and he by whom one only is obeyed,
does not, on account of his neglect of al

l

the others, lose the reward

of his solitary act of obedience.

It still remains true, that “those whom God loveth, he chasteneth,”
because the punishments inflicted for the breach of his laws are insti
tuted in love, to induce us to obey them for our own good; but we
escape from the contradiction of believing that he sometimes shows
his love by punishing men who obey his laws; which would be the
case if he afflicted good men by bad health, or by the death of their
children, merely as trials and chastisements, independently of their
having infringed the laws of their organic constitution.
We avoid also another contradiction. The most religious persons

who implicitly believe that disease is sent as a chastisement for sin, or

in token of Divine love, never hesitate, when they are sick, to send for

a physician, and pay him large fees to deliver them as speedily as pos
sible from this form of spiritual discipline. This is very inconsistent

on their parts. The physician, however, proceeds at once to inquire

into the physical causes which have disordered the patient's organiza
tion; he hears of wet feet, exposure to cold air, checked perspiration,
excessive fatigue, or some similar influence, and he instantly prescribes
physical remedies, and it is often successful in removing the disorder. In

al
l

this proceeding, the common sense of the patient and physician
leads them to practice the very doctrine which I am expounding. They
view the suffering as the direct consequence of the departure of some

of the bodily organs from their healthy course of action, and they en
deavor to restore that state.

A striking illustration of the difference of practical result between
the one and the other of these views of the Divine administration is

furnished by the history of the cholera. When it approached Edin
burgh, a board of health was instituted under the guidance of physi
cians. They regarded the cholera simply as a disease, and they viewed

=>–
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disease as the result of disordered bodily func
tions. They, therefore, urged cleanliness, sup
plied nourishing food to the poor, and provided
hospitals and medicine for the infected ; and
these means were, on the whole, surprisingly
successful. Rome is at this moment threatened

with the approach of the cholera; but the
Pope and his Cardinals are pleased to view it,

not as a disease, but as a religious dispensation;
and what means do they use to prevent its ap
proach A friend in Rome, in a letter dated
November 5, 1835, writes thus: “A black
image of the Virgin has lately been carried
through the city by the Pope and al

l

the Car
dinals, for the express purpose of averting the
cholera; so you see we are in a hopeful way,

if it should assail us.” The cholera did attack
Rome, and fifteen thousand persons fell vic
tims to it, out of a population not much exceed
ing that of Edinburgh, where fewer than three
thousand perished. Every reflecting mind
must see the superiority of the precautions
used in the city of Edinburgh over those prac
ticed in Rome; yet the opinion that disease is

the consequence of disordered bodily organs,
and that the action of these organs is regulated
by laws peculiar to themselves and distinct
from the moral and religious laws, lies at the
bottom of these different courses of action.
My aim, you will perceive, is to bring our phi
losophy and our religious notions into harmo
ny, and to render our practice consistent with
both. [To BR continued.]

5 T A R T R I G. H.T 1–No. 2.

BY A. D. J.

I HAD the happiness to be one of the audience

to which Professor Agassiz delivered his first lec
ture in the United States. It was in our modern
Athens, the city of Boston. It was introductory

to his great series of lectures which followed, on
the subject of Natural Philosophy and Science.
Well do I recollect—it was many years agone—
the rich and glowing thoughts which sparkled
amidst the broken language as it fell from his
unanglicized lips. It was as if he had thrust his
hand into the casket of science, and scattered
broadcast the diamonds, and rubies, and pearls
therein treasured up. Among other things, he
related an incident of his own experience, which

is so illustrative of what I wish to say in this con
nection, that I can not forbear transferring it to

these papers, and will speak in his person, although
the language may not be exactly his.
“While I was in Switzerland, revising Profes

sor —'s great work on the fishes of that region,
my brother, who at that time was pushing his
investigations into the chalk mines which lie be
neath the great city of Paris, sent me a single
scale of a fish unlike anything ever before known.

I immediately set myself to work to rear the fab
ric of which only this single brick was known to

exist. When I had completed my fish, I sent a

drawing of it, with a description of its habits, etc.,

to the Journal of Arts and Sciences, then issued

at Paris, in which it was published. Several
years after, my brother found in those chalk for
mations a perfect fossil of the same species, and
sent it for my inspection. On comparing it with
my drawing, I found that so exactly had I deline
ated it, that not a single line required alteration.”
In connection with this I would also state the

fact, that there are in the same Academy savans

so perfectly skilled in the human natural science,
that they, with equal facility, erect a perfect
manikin of any subject, whose dissected foot or

hand is sent to their inspection.
The use which I wish to make of these very

striking facts is this: If from the examination
of a single scale or bone of an extinct race, the

naturalist can tell you to what class of animals it

belongs, even if before it had ever been known

to exist, describing also with almost perfect ex
actness the habits of such animals; or if the
professors of natural science can build for you a

perfect manikin of your departed friend, whose
single limb you have placed in their hands, al
though they have never seen the individual or

heard any description of him, surely it should
not be a thing to excite a wondering disbelief when
the professed phrenologist assumes to predicate
character on the external manifestations of the
human head, the seat of the brain, the confessed
throne of the mind or soul.

It does not amount to an argument against the
assumption, because there be heads “so like as
any twins,” which yet give out such dissonant
signs. For Phrenology itself acknowledges that
these dissonancesarise from some disturbing cause
over which the mind has no control. Two bells
cast in the same mold, of equal purity and
weight of metal, entirely similar in all external
aspects, are found to give out tones entirely dis
similar; one sonorous, liquid, powerful—the
other dull, thin, and light, and varying also in

their key. Science teaches, and unerringly
teaches, that there is somewhere a real cause for
this difference, sometimes discoverable upon close
investigation, sometimes defying the most rigid
and protracted scrutiny. A thousand causes may
produce the result; the incorporation of somefor
eign substance—a formidable bubble of air lodged
near the edge—the difference of the temperature
when the bell was cast—an internal and invisible
fracture, and innumerable and almost inconceiv
able other causes may produce the result.
And so of the head; although there may be

great incongruity of character where two headsare
presented exceedingly similar in their cranial de
velopments, it militates nothing against the
validity of the claim of Phrenology; for if this
single case of incongruity is of so much importance

in the estimation of the skeptic, what will he do

with the thousand-and-one cases of perfect agree
ment 2 You shall find two heads of similar form,
which shall manifest adverse characteristics; and

so you shall find two bells, as nearly similar as two
peas, which, when struck at the same time and
manner, shall give out jangling tones. But these
prove only the exception to the law which makes
ten thousand bells to chime in harmony, and
twice ten thousand heads to give forth to the ma
gician's touch the same indubitable tokens.
The difficulty of arranging and locating these

various and varied manifestations is a far less

difficult process than may at first glance be sup
posed. Slow, it assuredly must have been, and

at first exceedingly imperfect. Nay, it can not

be denied that the science is yet far from being
perfected. Like all other sciences, it must besub
ject to imperfections; and unlike the exact and
mathematical sciences, it must forever be subjec

to the progress of knowledge, and the mental pro
cesses of the minds which undertake to decide
upon it. Every new stand-point presents some
different aspect, or at least some different shading

of the same aspect. Two or more men may look
upon the same object, for instance, each from a

different point of observation, and although there
shall be perfect harmony in the decision as to

what the object is
,

there may be a wide discrep
ancy as to many of its details.
And this, to some brain, may prove an insur

mountable obstacle to concession, and a sufficient
ground to others for not only disbelief, but for de
rision, and scorn as well. But these things affect
truth in no other way than to polish and render

it more visible and self-evident. The most mat
ter-of-fact things have been laughed to scorn ere
this—things which no man would now tempt the
mad-house by evendoubting.
But there is a large and rapidly growing class

whose faith in science is just dawning, and who
begin to hunger and thirst for the knowledge
which it is the prerogative of Phrenology to im
part. Men and womenwho, enigmatical to them
selves, would fain solve the riddle of their lives—
men and womenwho, perceiving the loss they have
suffered through the ignorance of their fathers,
and mothers, and teachers, are intensely desirous
that their offspring shall have all the advantages
which to their childhood and youth were denied ;

and who anxiously look to Phrenology as their as
sistant and guide in conducting the training and
development of the pure immortals intrusted to

their charge.
For this class of inquirers we write, and to

them would we devote especially what we have to

say in the conclusion of thesepapers, and in which
we propose to consider—

I. The Objections which are commonly urged
against Phrenology, and
II. The Application of this science to the de

velopment and training of the Physical, Intellec
tual, and Moral natures of our children and youth.-->
OUR Journals IN THE South.-While politi

cians are striving for personal and party ends to

array one portion of our common country against
the other, there are still somequestions that are
discussed harmoniously, and with benefit to all
concerned; among these are PHRENology and
Physiology: and to prove conclusively that this

is the fact, we have but to refer to our subscrip
tion books. For while most Northern publica
tions are tabooed by our Southern citizens, our
subscriptions for the PHRENological Journal
from that section bid fair to surpass in number
those of any previous year. A thorough knowl
edge of the principles taught by Phrenology, and

a course of life founded on those principles, would
make our country one harmonious whole.
This fact is beginning to be known by the best

thinkers everywhere, hence the patronage and sup
port given to the PHRENoLogical Journal.fºc —sº
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PROF. FOW LER'S LECTURES.
ON the evening of January 28th, 1860, Mr. L.

N. Fowler, of the firm of Fowler AND WELLs,
having given the last lecture of his second course
at Hope Chapel, Broadway, New York: Alanson
Nash, Esq., was chosen chairman, and Mr. Charles
C. Wakely, secretary. Mr. James B. Richards
offered the following preamble and resolutions,
which were adopted by acclamation.
Whereas. Prof. L. N. Fowler having now closed

his second course of lectures on Phrenology, and
illustrated its great practical value as an aid to
self-improvement: we, who have listened to these
lectures with great delight, deem it due to phre
nological science, to its able expositor, and to our
selves, to give some ... of our sentiments. this important subject at this time. Thereore,
Resolved. That phrenology furnishes us a basis

of a sound mental philosophy, and gives us a
knowledge of our passions, our sentiments, and
our intellectual faculties in a manner at once
clear, practical, and available.
Fesolved. That phrenology is invaluable in its

application to self-culture, to the choice of occupa
tion, to the training and management of children,
and to the selection of apprentices, agents, busi
ness partners, and congenial companions for life;
and, as set forth by Prof. Fowler, we think great
benefit may be derived from this science by all.
Resolved. That Prof. Fowler's matter and man

ner commend him as a public teacher of phren
ology, and it gives us great pleasure to express to

him our sincere thanks for the fund of useful in
struction imparted to us in the lectures now
closed.
Resolved. That we hereby earnestly invite Prof.

Fowler to repeat his lectures in our city at his
earliest convenience.
Resolved. That the foregoing resolutions be

published in our principal daily papers.
ALANson NASH, Chairman.

C. C. WAKELY, Secretary.

PARA SITE PHR ENO LOGIST S.
THERE are strolling, unprincipled persons, who

disgrace phrenological science by their immoral
ities. Not a few there are who claim to be from
our office, or agents lecturing for us; sometimes
they claim our very name.
We have no connection with any phrenological

lecturers outside of our establishment. We hope
this statement will not be forgotten.
Anybody can buy charts of us and throw them

off the dock, or use them for recording examina
tions; but the use of our charts gives themnonec
essary connection with us, and involves us in no
responsibility on their account.
The foregoing was suggested by the reception

of the following letter, and this is one of many of

similar import respecting different persons.

G , IL.L.,Jan. 24,1860.
MEsses. Fowler AND WELLs—There is an ignorant

quack phrenologist in this countrywho, by his reckless
and disgustinglecturesandhis failures in examinations,

is doingthecause a vastdeal of injury; and as he makes
the statementthat the chart he useswas gottenup by
himself,Mr. Fowler, and sºmebodyelse, in joint commit
tee appointedfor that purposeby the National Phreno
logical Association at Chicago some year or two since,

I deem it due to the cause of Phrenology,which is the
cause of humanity, as well as to Mr. Fowler, to give
you thesefacts. His name is G. W. Radecker. Make
anyuse of this you please,andusemynamewhen nec
essary. ****** *.

[We assureour readersthat Mr. Fowler was never a

member of such a committee, or joined any individual orbodyof men in§§ up a chart in connectionwith any
such society.—F. & W.]

ºn Cºrrespontnts.
To A. R. O., of Metomen, Wis.-You say, “In

all thealmanacsthesun is calculatedto rise at the same
timeon a parallelinstead of a meridian.” If by“the same
time” you mean the same instant of absolutetime, it is

not so, nor do the almanacsso state it. You must be
awarethatdifferentmeridianshavedifferenttimes, so that
when it is noonon anymeridian it is 11 o'clockonanother
meridian 15 degrees to thewest,and 1 o'clock in theafter
noonon a meridian 15 degrees to theeast of it. The time

of the sun's rising and setting is thereforemarkeddown

in thetime of the meridian of theplacefor which theal
manac is calculated. All places in the samemeridian
havethesamehours or time of day,though the hours of

his rising and settingwill differmateriallyaccording to

thelatitude.
You arethereforewrong in supposingthatthesunrises

andsets at the sametime to all places under the same
meridian. If you travel southwardonyourown, or any
othermeridiantill you get to the equator,you will find
that thesunwill riseandsettherethroughouttheyear at

6 o'clock, so thatthedayandnightwill beequalthrough
outtheyear; andanylength of day or nightmaybefound
on that or any othermeridian from twelve hours to six
monthsbymoving southerly or northerly. The hour of

thesun'srisingandsettingdependson thelatitude of the
placeand thesun'sdeclinationtaken in combinationwith
eachother; andthishour is (with a smallexceptionwhich
will be noticedpresently)the samefor all placeson the
same parallel. The exception is causedby the small
changewhich takesplace in the sun's declinationwhen
passingfromthemeridian of onephace to that of another
on thesameparallel,which changewill affectthehour of

rising and settingsomelittle,but as this never exceeds a

smallfraction of a minute of time,generallyonly a few
seconds,thealmanac-makersrarelypay attention to it.

D
.

W. K.—Accept our warmest thanks for the
club of subscribersfor LIFE. The work to whichyourefer
—now out of print—will berevisedand reprinted at our
earliestconvenience.

E. M. H., Ohio.—The 'gentlemen about whom
you inquire is capable of filling the placeassignedhim,
andthat,too,mostcreditably; butsurrounded as he is by
ambitiousand mercenarypoliticians,he may yield to a

course of actionwhich may be repugnant to his own
judgmentandhisbetterfeelings.

T. J. McM.–" Fowler on Memory” will give
youvaluablehints as to cultivatingyour intellectand im
proving the memory. The cost of this book,by mail, is

88c. “Education Complete”embracesthe abovebook
andtwo others—viz.,“Self-Culture” and “Physiology,”
andthewholecosts,by mail,$250.

H
.
E. W.-1st. You are practical and ingenious,

and could dowell in somenice mechanicalpursuit,with
properculture. 2d. You could succeed as a Water.Cure
physician. 3d. You would succeed as a scholar in lan
guagesratherthan as a talker.

J. B.-We know of no book that explains the
method of taking plaster casts,which is in themarket.
Besides,veryfewpersonscouldsucceed in takingcasts of

headswithoutsomeexperience,with the fullestdescrip
tion. You should consult a dentist or someoneelse,and
learnhow to worktheplaster,andthentry commonthings
beforeyoutry thehumanface.

£ift rary iſ fitts.
“Our LIt tile Pock F.T. PET.”—The fol

lowing areamongthenumeroustestimonialsgiven by the
the press to “The Mechanics'and Inventors' Pocket
Almanacfor1860:”
“Such is thetitle of a nent little annual publishedby

Fowl ERANDWELLs,New York It containsbesidesthe
calendarpages,severaltables of interest to the mechanic
and inventor—onefor ascertainingthe number of days
from anyoneday in the year to another; thevelocity of

waterpersecond ; specificgravities of metalsandwoods;lengths of pendulumsvibrating in givenperiods of time;
thewind as a motivepower; on steam,temperature,andpowerunderdifferenºl. on iron per foot,copper,
etc.,with numerousothertablesandsuggestionsvaluable

to anymeehanic. It alsocontainssevenpages of “Advice

in Regard to Obtaining Patentsfor Invention,”which is

worthdoublethepriceaskedfor thework.”—MewHampshire Gazeae.
“Filled with tablesandothermatter of the highestimportance to mechanicsand inventors. The last sevenpagesaredevoted to a thoroughand completeexplana

tion of theway to proceed in order to procurepatentsfor
inventions. It is a reliable little book,andshould be in

thepossession of everymechanic,andparticularlyshould
thosehave it who are of an inventive turn of mind.”—
Saint Anthºny Erpress.“It containsmanyusefultablesespeciallycalculated tointerestand instructandassistall mechanicsand invent
ors. It is a usefulpocketcompanion.”—LewingtonLeader.
Th; Wellsboro’Advertiserpronounces it “a gem in itsway.
The Literary Repositorysaws:“It cannotfail to be ofgreatvalue to everymechanic,artizan,and inventor in

thecountry. A real multum in parro.”
The OskaloosaTimes says: “It is a valuable pocketalmanac,neatlyprinted,andcontainsmuchusefulinform

ation to themechanicandparticularly to theinventor.”
The Greyville Independentsays: “It is a comprehen

sivelittlework, containing a number of interestingtablesfor inventorsandmechanics. Sendfor it.”
We sendsinglecopies,pre-paid by post,for 6 cents, or

12 copies for 50 cents," or 25 copies for $1. Address
Fowlue ANDWELLs,808Broadway,New York.

FIFTH ANNUAL REPont or THE SouTHERN
Ohio LUNATICASYLUMFor THE YEAR 1859.
By a rapidglancethroughthisreportweareled to con

cludethat it is undervery thoroughandefficientmanage
ment,and that it is conductedmore economicallythan
public institutions(even in this country)generallyare.
Of late yearsmore attentionhas beenpaid to themoral
management of theinsanethan formerly,and it gives us

pleasure to note the improvementsmade in thisdepart
ment of publiccharity, or ratherpublicduty.
Dr. J. J. McIlhenny is thesuperintendentandphysician,

andfromwhatweknowof him wecommendthis institu
tion to publicregard. For, like all other eminentphysi
cians of the insane,such as the eminentDr. Woodward,
Dr. Brigham, Dr. Rockwell, and Dr. Buttolph,he is a

thorough-goingphrenologist,and carriesintohis positionthat knowledgewhich is so essentialto thecorrectcom
rehension of insanityand the treatment of the insane.

r. McIlhenny is appreciatedwhere he is knownby all
who are sufficientlyinformed to havean intelligentand
valuable opinion on the subject. Since his connection
with theinstitutionhehasbeenenabled to managethepa
tientswithoutphysicalseverity of anykind, andhewalksamongthemlike a fondfather. They followand lovehim
like children. Success to Dr. McIlhenny.

IN PREss—Fowler AND WELLs will shortly
publish a usefulandsuggestivework,entitled—
How To Live: Saving and Wasting, or Domestic
EconomyIllustratedbytheLife of Two Families of Oppo
siteCharacter,Habits,and Practices. in a PleasantTale

of RealLife, full of UsefulLessons in Housekeeping,and
Hints How to Live, How to Have, How to Gain, and
How to be Happy: including the Story of A DIME A

DAY. By Solon Robinson.
Also, a smallhand-bookon—

THE HUMAN Voice : Its Right Management in

Speaking,Reading,andDebating—includingthePrinci
ples of True Eloquence; togetherwith the Functions of

theWocalOrgans—theMotion of theLetters of theAlpha
bet—theCultivationof theEar—theDisordersof theWo
cal andArticulatingOrgans—OriginandConstruction of
theEnglish Language—ProperMethods of Delivery
RemedialEffects of ReadingandSpeaking,etc. By the
Rev.W. W. Cazalet. New York: Fowler ANDWELLs,
publishers. Pre-paid by mail, in pamphlet,for 15 cents,

in muslin,25cents.
The authorsays: “The work I nowpresent to thepub

lic is theresultof muchthoughtand ...} over a Deriod

of morethan fifteenyears. Havingmyselfsufferedfrom
relaxation of throat,and the feeling of exhaustionafter
speakingandreading, I set to work tº considerthecause.
This ledme to investigatethemechanismandaction of the
vocalorgan,and theresulthas beenthepresentwork; in

which I haveendeavored to showthenaturalaction of all
theorgansconcerned in theformation of speech. I speakconfidently of theeffectthatmustfollowſromattention to

therules I have laid down,not only from myown case,
but alsofromthat of others to whom I haveimpartedtheseprincipies. * * * * * My object is thepromulgation

of true principles not onlyfor establishinggeneral rules
for guidancefromthefirstelements of speakingand read:ing to the highestoutpourings of eloquence,but also affording a meansforreſief to thosesufferingfromthemany
evilsarisingfrommisunderstandingandwrongdirection,
wherethevoice is thebasis of theprofessionalcareer.
In this secondedition I have introducedthe subject of

Delivery as a systemfrcorrect speakingandreading.
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3%btrfistments.
Advertisements intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublishersonor be
fore the10thof themonthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbe sentin atonce.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.
THE LEADING, TWO-DOLLAR MAGAZINE!

ARTHUR'S
LADIE s” Ho M E M A GAZINE

FOR 1860.
WOLUME XV. AND XVI.

Editedby
T. S. ARTHUR and VIRGINIA F. TOWNSEND.

Devoted to Social Literature, Art, Morals, Health,
Fashions, and DomesticHappiness.

The Publishersof“ARTHUR'sLADIEs’HomeMAGAZINE”
claimfor it thedistinctionof being theBESTTwo-Dollar
MAGAZINEin the country. And this is the voice of the
ress as well as the people. Read the following,fromfiri, of like tenorin ourpossession:Decidedly the best of the two-dollar Magazines.—Courier, Findley, O.
The best two-dollar Magazine published.—Democrat,

Renton,O.nº cheapestand best of its kind.—Rep., Washville,
7&a.
The verybestMagazineextant—Argus,Corydon,Ind., Tºº! of the two-dollar Magazines.—Sentinel,M.-, *z
of al

l

the popular familyMagazines,we give this thepreference.—Witness,Indianapolis, Ind.

It standsamongtheforemost of ourMagazines.—Times,Delphi, Ind.Beyond all doubt the best two-dollar monthly in theland.—Citizen,Urbana, O
.

We lookuponthis popularwork as one of the first in

thecountry.—Rep.,Lancaster, N
.
Y.

There is no azine in the country we prefer toArthur's.—Herald,Marion, Iowa.

It is pure and good,alwaysaiming to elevate,purify,
andrefine.—Mail, Waterrille, Me.

It is equalto, and,we were about to say,surpassesthe
far-famed“Godey.”—SouthernTier, Belmont, N

.
Y.

It should enter every houseand home in our broadland.—Republican,Valparaiso, Ind.
We expect to take it until wegettooblind fromoldage

to readanything—andthen, if any onewill read for us,
we’ll still takeit.—Erpress, Sullivan, Ill.

TERMS: TWO DOLLARS a year in advance.
Two Copiesforoneyear.................... $800
Four Copiesfor oneyear................... 5 00

All additional subscribersabovefour at thesamerate,
that is

,

$1 25 per annum. Where twelvesubscribersand
$15aresent,the getter-up of the Club will beentitled to

an additionalcopy of theMagazine.
Those who send smaller clubs will be entitled to the

extracopyby makingadditionstheretountil the numberreachestwelve.

It is notrequiredthatall thesubscribers to a Clubbe at

thesamePost-Office.§. numberssentto all whowish to subscribeorºn a e up Clubs.
CLUBBING.

HomeMagazineandGodey'sLady'sBook,oneyear$350
HomeMagazineandHarper'sMagazine,oneyear... 350
HomeMagazineandSaturdayEvening Post....... 3.00
Address, T. S. ARTHUR & CO.,

823WalnutStreet,Philadelp hia

Physiology,Hydropathy,and theLaws of Life andHealth
—with Engravings illustrating the Human System—A
Guide to HealthandLongevity. Publishedmonthly.
Good HEALTH is out GBEATWANT.-We canobtain it

only by a knowledge of the Laws of Life and theCauses

of Disease. All subjectsconnectedwith Diet, Exercise,
Bathing, Cleanliness,Ventilation, Dwellings, Clothing,
Occupation,etc.,areclearlypresented in theWATER-CURE
Journal. Hydropathy is fully explainedand applied to

all known diseases.Water-Cure is not equaled by any
othermode of treatment in thosecomplaintspeculiar to

Women. Particulardirectionsaregivenfor thetreatment

of ordinary cases at Home, so thatall mayapply it. The
Journ AL is designedfor the“People.” BelievingHealth

to bethe basis of all happiness,we relyon thefriends ofſº Health to place a copy of theWATER-CUREJouen AL

n everyfamily in the United States. Single Copy, $1 a

year; Five Copies,#4; Ten Copies tº ; Twenty Copies,
$10. Subscriptionsmaycommencenow. Address,
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

For 1860. Now Ready.
THE WATER-CURE ALMANAC

FOR 1860,contains—besidesall theusualcalendars—
Hygienic Medication;'Water-CureExplained: Gymnas
ticsforConsumptives:HealthyChildren; Tight Lacing
andConsumption; with Hints andSuggestions,Advice,
etc. Price,prepaidbymail, only six cents.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL ALMANAC
for1860,contains—besidestheusualastronomicalmatters—
Names of all the Organs; Portraits and Sketches ofPrescott, Triplet Sisters,Ada Clifton, Major E. W.Serrell, George G. Briggs, Dr. Winslow wis, Dr.Nº. Dr. Phelps.Dr. J. W

.
C. Smith,Dr. Mattson,

Dr. D. T. º Judge Thos. Russell,Messrs.Pangborn,
Ball, and Willis, Robert Burns, Signs of Character,
Utility of Phrenology,Employment,etc. Price,six cents,

or twenty-fivefor $1. Sentfreeby firstmail.

THE MECHANICs' AND INVENT
ORS' POCKET ALMANAC FOR 1860,contains—

A Table showingtheTime of theSun'sRisingandSettingEquation of Time; Table of theMoon's Phases; Com
ositions of Brass; TheoreticalWelocity of Water per
econd; Guage forWire; SpecificGravities of Metals
and Woods; "Weight of Cast and Wrought Iron in

Pounds, per Cubic Foot; Lengths of Circular arcsto Radius Unity; Dimensions of Screws, Nuts, andWashers; Degrees(Fahrenheit)required to Melt dif
ferentMetals; Dimensions of Noted StoneBridges of

Europe; Lengths of Pendulums;Temperature of Steam

at different Atmospheric Pressures;The Wind as a

Motive Power,etc. Price six cents; twenty-fivefor $1.
Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

EHOME HAND-BOOKs.
We have just published new editions of the fol

lowing seasonableand very valuable works. They are
the mostcomplete,the mostbeautifullyillustrated,and
perfectlygotupof anyworks of thekind. They maybe
had in onelarge,handsome,well-boundvolumecomplete,

or in separatevolumes, as preferred. They embraceT H E H O U S E :

A New ILLUsTRATEDPocket MANUALof RURALARCHI
TECTURE,with numerousviewsandplans, or How to Build
Dwell ING-Houses, BARNsANDSmeds,STABLEs,Horse & CATTLE, ICE-Houses,PoulTRY-Houses, PIG-PENs,LARGE & SMALL.

And all otherbuildingsfor farmers or yillageresidents.

T H E G A R D E N ;

A Pocket MANUALof Horticulture, or How to Cultivate
WegetablesFruits, and Flowers,with Informationonthe
Growth of PLANTs, Soils ANDMANURBs,
THE Kitch ENGARDEN, The FRUIT GARDEN,
THE FLow ER GARDEN, ORNAMENTALTREEs,ETC.

With the best list of floweringplants, trees,and shrubs
approvedandrecommendedby the American Institute.

T H E E A R M ;

A NEw ILLUSTRATEDPocket MANUALof PRACTICALAg
Riculture, or How to Cultivateall theField Crops,
THE RotATIon of Crops, UNDERDEAINING,
FENCEs,THEIRWARIETIES, ON FARMCRoPs,
FARM MANAGEMENT, ORCHARDMANAGEMENT,

and othersubjects of theutmostimportance to everyfarm
er. It will surelybehis ownfault if thereader of thiswork
doesnotmakean improvedsystem of farming“puy.”

DOM EST IC A.N IMA Ls;

A Pocket. MANUAL on Stock, or How to Breed, Rear,
andUseall the CommonDomesticAnimals,
THE BESTHorses, THE BESTCATTLE,
THE BESTMULEs, THE BEstSwinz,
THE BESTSHEEP, THE BESTPoultby,

with Chapterson Bee-Keeping.Diseases,How E TREAT
MENT,andCure of Sick Animals,etc. Very important.

“The House”—“The Garden”—“The Farm”—
and “Domestic Animals,” may be had in paper
covers, at 30 cents each, the four at $1; or in
one large well-bound gilt volume, prepaid by
first mail to any post-office, for $1 50.r
Address, Fowl.ER AND WELLs,

808Broadway,New York.tº AGBNTsAND BooksFLLERs, in everycity, village,

or neighborhood,maydowellby engaging in thesale of

theseNew IllustEATED RURALHAND-Books,

SPALDING's PREPARED GLUE.
From theHomeJournal, New York, Aug. 27,1859.Among the many apparent trifles continually beingbrought to the surfacefrom the ideal under-world of theunknown, there are occasionallysimple articlescosting

but little in detail,but whosecombinedbenefits,useful
ness,andeconomy of timeand moneyaggregateon the
basisofmillions. Suchanarticle is SPALDING'sPREPARED
GLUE. Its usesareinnumerable,and asits cost is nextto
nothing,the demandfor it is universal. It is prepared
with chemicals,andusedcold—requiringbut littleskill or

timefor its application.
Manufacturedby H

.
C. SPALDING & Co.,

48CedarStreet,New York.

THE NEw ILLUSTRATED SELF-IN
STRUCTOR IN PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY,
with more than a Hundred Engraved Portraits of Re
markable Men and Women. his excellentpracticalwork,writtenfor theinformationandºofall,embraces,among other topics: THE LAws of LIFE :Hereditary Influences; Health — How to Preserve it;Temperaments—illustrated;SIGNsof CHARACTER;Principlesand Proofs of Phrenology:Analysisand Classifica
tion of theFaculties; and a Chart for RecordingExami
nations. A handy12movol.,revisedandenlarged,bound
with gilt backandsides. Prepaid bymail, only50cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

Covers For PHONOGRAPHIC RE
PORTERS.—Morocco covers,12mo,sent by mail, postpaid, for 50 cents. Books for Pencils,48 pages, 6 centseach, or five for 25 cents. Booksfor Pens,10centseach.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

rON TRIAL-To GIVE EveRY
ody a chance to judge for themselves,we send Ll FE
ILLUSTRATED threemonthsfor25cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

CHART of THE ANIMAL KING
DOM. By A. M. Redfield. This chart,which is in size 44

by 5 feet,presentsthesubject of NaturalHistorybeforethe
student in the mostplain and simplemanner possible.
The arrangement of its several parts is so harmonious
and beautiful,the classification so lucid andorderly,the
statementsand explanations so brief,yetcomprehensive,
that it meritstheattentionof all classes,from thestudent
desiring to takehis firstlessons in thisgreatscience, to theexperiencednaturalist.To render it, if possible,still moreplain, the chart is accompaniedby a book of 700pages,entitled, ZooLogical SciENCE; or, Nature in Livin
Forms; illustratedby numerousplates. The chart anbook areſurnishedfor Ten Dollars. Not mailable.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.

READER, WHAT SAY YOU TO GET
ting up a Club for LIFE ILLUSTRATED Ask a few
neighbors to join, and have four copiesthreemonthsfor
$1. You will like it. A singlecopy 8 months, 25 cents.
Now READy—ANew andValuableHand-Bookon

ETRUIT CULTURE :

A Guide to the Cultivation and Management of Fruit
Trees,with Descriptions of the Best and Most Porular
Warieties. It treatsparticularly of APPLEs – PEARs—
PLUMs—PEACHEs—SMALLFRUITs—BERRIEs—andhas an
Appendix,with DirectionsforCookingandPreservingall
Kinds of Fruits. Price, prepaidby first mail, 50 cents.
Address, FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST
class pictorial weekly—Vol. 9—Circulateslargely in all
theStates,North,South,East,andWest. Adapted to the
farmer,planter, merchant,inventor,mechanic,and thefamily. $2 a year: *1 half a year.Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

Fo RE I GN PATENTs.
Personshavinginventions on whichtheyaredesirous ofsecuringforeignpatents,will do well to correspondwith

us before .# other arrangements to securethem.
Our arrangements in Europe areverycomplete,and ourchargesmoderate. Prudence requiresthat applications
for patents in Europe,particularly in England,shouldbe... as early as possible. The drawingsfor Englishapplications(which are required to be on parchment)are
made in our ownoffice,whichenablesus to carry out the
wishesand tastes of the inventormore perfectlythan if

we allowedthem to beprepared in England.

A “provisionalprotection”may be obtained in England
for a smallpart of thewholeexpense of obtaining a patent,
andthis,while it securestheinvention,allowsthepatentee
somelittletimeto

PW
thebalance of thefunds. Address,

FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,NewYork.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST
class pictorial weekly, for the family, the merchant,mechanic,artisan,farmer,planter,manufacturer,builder,
fruit-grower,etc. *2 a year.Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.
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How To LIVE:
SAVINGANDWASTING:or, DomEstic EcoxoMY Illus

TRATEDbytheLife of Two Familiesof OppositeCharacter,Habits, and Practices,in a PleasantTale of Real Life,
Useful Lessonsin Housekeeping,andHow toLive, How
to Have,How toGain, and How to be Happy; including
the Story of A Dime a Day. By SolonRobinson. 1S60.
12mo,340pages. Price, 75cents. Prepaid by mail onreceiptof price. New York: Fowlee ANDWELLs,Publishers,808Broadway.
No man,woman,or child, can read this book without

being interestedin its pleasantnarrativeandexposition
of human character,and instructed in its lessonsof
economy,in thingsthatpertainto every-daylife, in everyfamily. It is written!. oneofmuchexperience,with thesoledesignto .#. . It is a good book,writtenfora
good purpose,and peculiarlywell adaptedto the use of
all newbeginnersin housekeeping.. It maybereadwith
profit by all classes,andweare confidentthatnoonecan
readit withoutbeinginterested,amused,andinstructed.

A LIST of NEARLY ALL THE
Water-Cure Establishmentsin America—their location,
etc.—givenin theWATER-CURE JOURNAL.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST
class pictorial familyjournal, for men,women,and children, at home and abroad,in school, college,seatsof
government,everywhere,at$2a year.Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

FRUIT-GRow ERS AND NURSERY
MEN will findanableadvocatein LIFE ILLUSTRATED.

SY RIN G E s.
Having madearrangementswith themanufacturers,we

shall keepa supplyof Syringesconstantlyonhandfor sale
at low prices.
We shall send the very best Patent Elastic Syringe,

warrantedto give satisfaction,by mail,post-paidfor §
A liberaldiscountallowed toWater-CureEstablishments
and thosewho buy to sell again. Cash ordersshall bePºś toand dispatchedby firstexpress. -
FO R AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.

A Remarkable Book.
Now READY.—HINTs TowARD

PHYSICAL PERFECTION:
Or, How to Acquire and Retain Beauty, Grace, andStrength,and SecureLong Life andContinuedYouth
fulness. Price, PREPAIDBYFIRSTMAIL,only $1.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,NewYork.

~.AGENCY. 3.
=\; --------- ºuan-a-rºtainin-ro Tri- .

39atent ºffice
º, donetothemostprompt.-ud-eatisfactoryº------

IMPORTANT To INVENTORS.
PATENT OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

We transactat thisofficeall kindsof businessconnected
with procuringPatents,eitherin this countryor in any of
theEuropeanStates.
Having securedthe aid of the best Patent Attorneys

known to thepublic,bothin Englandandon thecontinent
of Europe,we are able to affordthe bestof facilitiesforobtainingPatentsin foreigncountries.
TheSolicitorwhohaschargeofour PatentOfficeDepartment,hasfor thepasttenyearsbeensuccessfullyengaged

in obtainingpatentsfor inventions,and during the later
portionof that time has devotedparticularattentiontecontestedcases.
The businessof thisOffice will be strictlyconfidential.

No chargeswill bemadefor examinationsof newinven
tions; inventorsmayconsultusasto the noveltyandpatentabilityof their improvements,andreceiveour report,bydescribingtheirinventionstous,and inclosinga stamp*8. thereturnletter.mmunicationsby letter in referenceto Inventious,”
Patents,or PatentLaw, promptlyattendedto.FOWLEr AND wº. 808Broadway,New York.
LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST

classweeklypictorial. Only $2a year: *1forsix months.Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

DR. S. B. SMITH's CRYSTAL
BATTERY MAGNETIC MACHINE, FOR EXTRACT
ING TEETH WITHOUT PAIN, AND FOR MEDI
CAL PURPOSES.
This is theonly instrumentin the world with both the

DIRECTandTo-and-frocurrents. The zincsneverrequire
cleaning. Expenseof running it, one cent a week.
The machine is of strongpower,warranted to runwell.Orders£º filled by
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.—-
LIFE ILLUSTRATED — A FIRST

class Pictorial Family Newspaper,commencesits eighthvolumethisweek. It is devotedtoEducation,Agriculture,
Mechanics,Architecture,New Inventions, Business, to

Moral and Intellectual Improvement,Social Entertainment, the News of the orld, and all movements of

practicalinterestandutility. Now is thetime to subscribe.Only $2 a year, or threecopies#5. Five copies$6, or tencopies$10. Get up a Club. Address,
OWLER AND WELLS, New York.

ºoks
HOME IMPROVEMENT.

How To WRITE;

A NEw Pocker MANUAL of CompositionAND LETTER
WRITING. Just thethingfor everybodywhohasoccasion
towrite—

BusinessLETTERs, LovE LETTERs,
FAMILY LETTERs, Notes ANDCARts, AND
FRIENDLYLETTERs, NEwsPAPERARTICLEs;

or anything else. No youngman or youngwoman in the
countrycan afford to be without this popular and indis
pensablelittlemanual. Price30cents;muslin, 50 cents.

How To TALK ;

A NEw Pocket MANUALor CoNVERSATIonANDDERATs.
Exceedinglyuseful to everyonewhoweuldtalk—

CoºkECTLY, IN THESHoP,CLEARLY, IN THEDRAwing-Room,FLUENTLY, IN DEBATINGSoctºry,
FonoiBLY, IN THELEGISLATURE,EloqueNTLY,AND At PUBLICMEETINgs,EFFECTIVELY; ONALL OCCASIONS.

Probablynowork in theEnglish languagecontains so

muchusefulmatter on this subject, in so small a spaee;
and it is not a grammar,butan interestingbook to read.
Price 80cents; in muslin,50cents.

How To BEHAve ;

A NEw Pocket MANUALof REPUBLICANETIQUETTEAND
GUIDE To CoRRECTPRBsonALHABITs. If you desire to

knowwhatGoodMannersrequire—
At Home, As A Guest,
ONTHESTREET, IN CoNversATIon,
At A PARTY, At Places of AMUsRMENT,At Church, IN TRAveling,
At TABLE, IN THECoMPANYof LADIEs,
As A Host, IN Courtship—

This is the book youwant. The New York Evening
Mirror pronouncesthis“the mostcompletething of the
kind we have ever seen.” It is alreadyaccepted as a

standardwork on thesubject of manners. Price 30 cents;

in muslin, 50 cents.

How To Do BUSINEss;

A New Pocker MANUAL of PracticalAffairs,andGuide to

Success in thevariousPursuits of Life. Indispensable—
IN THECountING-Room, For THECLERK,
IN THEStoke, For THEAPPRENTICE,
IN THEShop, For THRFARMER-Boy,
IN THEMARKET, Fok THEBook-AGENT,
ONTHEFARM, For ALL BusinessMEN,Everywhere, Fort Eveltybody.

It teacheshow to choose a pursuit,how to educateone's
selffor it, andhow to follow it with certainsuccess. It is

eminentlypractical,andadapted to thewants of all classes.
Price, 30cents;muslin,50cents.

Fow LER AND WELLs,
808Broadway,New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST.
classpictorialweekly, circulatesEast,West, North, and
South. Adapted to the interests of all—to the farmer,
planter,merchant,inventor,artisan,mechanic, to schools,
the learnedprofessions,law, medicine,and divinity. #2

a year. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

ALL THE REQUISITES FOR
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, AND HY
DROPATHIC LECTURERS AND PRACTITIONERS

MAY REorder Ed OFFow L E R A N D w E L L s,
By Mail or Elepress.

PHYSIOLOGY.

A beautifulset of anatomicaland physiologicalplates,
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DEFINITION OF THE FACULTIES
AND THE TEMPERAMENTS

nomirsTIC PROPENSITIES.
1. AMATIVENEss.-Theattachmentof the

sexestoeachother,adaptedto thecontinu
anceoftherace. Abuse:Licentiousnessand
obscenity. Deficiency: Want of affection
towardtheoppositesex.
2. PHILorrogenITIveness.-Parentallove;
fondnessforpets,andtheyoungandhelplessº ,adaptedtotheinfantilecondition.
buse:Excessiveindulgence;idolizingand
spoiling children by caresses. Deficiency;eglectof theyoung.
3. ApHEsiveNEss.-Friendship; love of

company;dispositionto associate.Adapted
to man'srequisitionfor societyand concert
of action. Abuse: Excessivefondnessfor
company. Deficiency: Neglect of friends
andsociety; thehermitdisposition.
4. INHABITIVENEss.-Loveof home; de

sire to live permanently in one place;adaptedto thenecessityof ahome. Abuse:
Prejudice against other countries. Deflciency: Continualroaming.
A. UNIon roRLIFE.-Connubial love;de

sire topair; to unitefor life; andtoremainconstantlywith thelovedone. Abuse: Ex
cessivetendencyof attachment.Deficiency:
Wanderingof theconnubialaffection.
5. Cox'TINUrry.—Ability to chain the

thoughtsandfeelings,and dwell continually
on onesubjectuntilit is completed.Abuse:Prolixity; tediouslydwelling on a subject.Deficiency: Excessivefondnessfor variety;
“too manyironsin thefire.”
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Deficiency:Lack of faith,incredulity,skepticism.
18. WENERATIow.—Reverence;worship;

adoration; respectfor antiquity. Abuse:Idolatry; superstition; worship of idols.Deficiency: Disregard for things sacred;imprudence.
19. BENEvolrNCE.-Kindness: desire to

do good; sympathy; philanthropy; disin
erestedness.Abuse:Giving almsto theundeserving; too easily overcomeby sympathy. eficiency: Extreme selfishness;
no regardfor thedistresses.ofothers.
semi-in TELLECTUAL sentimirNTs.
20. Cox8TRUCTIVENESS.–Mechanicalinº: abilityto usetools; constructand
nvent. Abuse: A lossof timeand money
in tryingto invent perpetualmotion. Deficiency: Inabilitytousetoolsor understandmachinery; lack of skill.
21. InEALITY.-Love of the perfect andbeautiful; refinement;, ecstasy; poetry.
Abuse: A disgustevenfor thecommondu
tiesof life. Deficiency:Roughness;wantof
tasteor refinement.
B. SCBLIMITY..—Fondnessofthegrandandmagnificent: the wild and romantic in

nature,asNiagaraFalls; mountainscenery.
Abuse: Extravagantrepresentations;fond
ness for tragedies. Deficiency:Views the
terrificwithoutpleasureor emotion.

whereforefaculty; originality. Abuse: Too
muchtheory withoutbringing the mind to
a practicalbearing; such a mind may be
comea philosopher,but is notpractical.
87. CowParison.—Inductive reasoning;

abilityto classifyand apply analogyto #:
discernmentof principles: to generalize,
compare,discriminate,illustrate; to draw
correct inferences,etc. Abuse: 'Excessive
criticism. Deficiency:To beunabletoper
ceive therelationof onething or subjectto
another.
C. HUMAN NATURE.— Discernment of

humancharacter;perceptionof themotives
of strangersat the first interview. Abuse:Unjust suspicion; a dispositionto treatallstrangersas rogues. Deficiency:Misplacesconfidence;is easilydeceived.
D. Agar EARLENEss-Blandnessand per

suasivenessof manners,expression,andad
dress;pleasantness;insinuation;thefaculty
of saying even disagreeablethings pleasantly. Ål. Affection. Deficiency:Inability tomakeone'sself agreeable.

TEMPER AMENTs.

A knowledgeofthetemperamentsisessen
tial to all whowouldunderstandandapplyPhrenology. We recognizethree, as fol
lows:
I. The WITALTEMPERAMENT,or the nour

ishing apparatus,embracingthose internalorgans containedwithin the trunk, which
manufacturevitality,createand sustainani
mal life, and re-supply thoseenergiesex
pendedby everyactionof thebrain,nerves,
or muscles. This temperamentis analogous
to the Sanguineand Lymphatic tempera
ments.
II. THE Motive Apr ARATUs,or thebones,
les, tendons,etc.,which give physicalstrength,or bodily motion,and constitutes

the frameworkof the body. This is anal
ogousto thebilioustemperament.III. THE MENTALAPPARATUS,or nervous
temperament,embracingthebrainand ner
vous system,theexerciseof whichproducesmind,thought,feeling,sensation,etc. (For
a full descriptionof thesetemperaments,
andtheireffectson mindand character,see
“Phrenology Proved, Illustrated,and Ap
plied.”)

DEVELOPMENTSFOR PARTICULARPUR
SUITS,

Lawyers require the mental-vitaltem
perament,to give themintensityof feelingand clearnessof intellect: large Eventual
ity, to recalllaw casesand decisions;largeComparison,tocriticise,cross-question,illustrate,and adducesimilar cases;and large
Language,togive freedomof speech.
STATEsmenrequire a large andwell-bal

ancedintellect,toenablethemtoseethrough
great public measuresand choosethebestcourse,togetherwith highnarrowheads,to
make them Disn'tERFstED,and seek the
People'sgood,notselfishemoluments.
Physicians requirelarge Perceptives,to

studyand apply anatomyand physiology
with skill andsuccess;Constructiveness,to
give skill in surgery; Combativeness,to
renderthemresolute;Cautiousness,to ren
der themsafe; and a large head, to give
generalpowerof mind.
A CLERGYMANrequires the mentaltem

perament,togive hima decidedpredominanceof MiNDoverhisanimaltendencies;a
largefrontalandcoronalregion,to give in
tellectualcapacity,and high moral worth
and the spirit of devotion; largeAdhesiveness,tomakeall whoknowhim Love him.
Editors require good perception,to col

lectand disseminatenews; Comparison,to
illustrateand criticise: Combativeness,to
renderthemspirited; and Ideality,to give
tasteandelevatedsentiments.
MERCHANTsrequire Acquisitiveness,to

imparta desireandtactfºr makingmoney:Hope,to promoteenterprise:Cautiousness,
to render themsafe; Perceptives,to give
quick and correctjudgment; Calculation,
to cast accounts:AK. to ren
derthemaffable;andAdhesiveness,tomake
friendsof customers.
MechANicsrequirestrongconstitutions,to
ive themmuscularpower and loveof la
or ; Constructivenessand Imitation,touse
tools with dexterity,make after a pattern,
and easilylearnto do what theysee done;
and large perceptivefaculties,to give therequiredjudgmentof matterand its fitness
and physicalproperties.

§

SELFISH PROPENSITIES.
E. WITATIVENEss.—Loveof life: youthful

vigor even in advancedage. Abuse: Ex
tremetenacityto life; fearof death. Defl
ciency: Recklessness,and unnecessaryexposureof life.
6. CoMBATrveNEss.-Self-defense,resist

ance; the energeticgo-aheaddisposition.
Abuse: A quick,fiery,excitable,fault-find
ing, contentiousdisposition. beficiency:
Cowardice.
7.DESTRUCTIVENEss.-Executiveness;pro

pelling power; the exterminatingfeeling:
Abuse: Themaliciousretaliating,revengefuldisposition. Deficiency:Tameness; inefficiency.
8. ALIMENTIveness.-Appetite;desirefornutrition; enjoymentof food and drink.

Abuse: Gluttony;#. drunken
ness. Deficiency:Want of appetite;absteInlousness.
9. Acquisitive NEss.-Economy; disposi

tion to save and accumulate property.
Abuse: Avarice: theft,extremeselfishness.
Deficiency: Prodigality; inability to appre
eiatethe truevalue of property; lavishness
andwastefulness.
10.SECRETIveness.-Policy;management.

Abuse: Cunning; foxy: to lie low; keepdark; disguise. Deficiency:Want of tact;
bluntnessof expression.
11. CAUTIousNEss.– Prudence; carefulness; watchfulness;reasonablesolicitude.

Abuse: Fear; timidity; , procrastination.
Deficiency:Careless;heedless;reckless.
12.APPROBATIVENEss.-Afſability;ambition; desireto be elevatedand promoted.

Abuse: Vanity; self-praise;and extreme
sensitiveness.Deficiency: Indifferenceto
public opinion,and disregardfor personalappearance.
18. SELF-EstEEM.—Dignity; manliness;

love of liberty; nobleness;an aspiringdisposition. Abuse: Extreme pride; arrogance;anaristocratic,domineering,repuls
ive spirit. Deficiency: Lack of self-respect
andappreciation.
14. FIRMNEss.-Decision;stability;perse

verance; unwillingnessto yield; ſortitude.
Abuse: Obstinacy;willfulness; mulishness.
Deficiency: Fickle-mindedness.

Mon Ai, sentimſ ENTs.
15. Coxscº NriousNess.—Justice;integ"rity; senseof dutyandof moralobligation:

Abuse: Scrupulousness;self-condemnation;remorse; unjust censure. Deficiency: No
penitenceforsin, or compunctionforhaving
donewrong.
16. Hopr. — Expectation; anticipation;

looking into thefuture with confidenceof
success.Abuse: Extravagantpromisesandanticipations. Deficiency: Despondency;
gloom: melancholy.
17.SPIRITUALITY.—Intuition: perception

of thespiritual; wonder. Abuse: Belief inghosts; witchcraft,and unreasonableisms.

22.IMITAtion.—Powerof imitating;copying; workingafterapattern. Abuse: Mimicry; servileimitation. Deficiency: Inabil
ity toconformto the mannersand customs
of society.
23.MIRTHFULNEss.-Wit;

ness: ability to joke, and enjoy a heartylaugh. Abuse: Ridicule and sport of the
infirmitiesand misfortunesof others. De
fleiency:Gravity; indifferencetoall amuse
ments.

fun; playful

in TELLECTUAL, ORGANs.
observin G AND knowING FACUL

TiEs
24. INDIVIDUALITY.—Ability to acquire
knowledgebyobservation,anddesiretosee
all ºf: Abuse: An insatiabledesire to
know awlaboutotherpeople'sbusiness;ex
tremeinquisitiveness. Deficiency:A want
of practicalknowledge,and indispositionto
noticeexternalobjects,
25. ForM.–Memory of theshapes,forms,faces;theconfigurationof all things; it en

ablesustoreadilynoticeresemblances;whenfully developed,we seldomforget counte.
nances.Deſciency:A poormemoryoffaces,shapes,etc.; notagoodartist.
26.Size.—Abilityto judgeof size,"length,breadth,height,depth,distance,andweight

of bodiesbytheirsize; of measuringangles,

etc. ... Deficiency:Unable to judge between
smalland large.
27.WEIGHT-Gravity; ability to balance

one'sself,requiredby a marksman,horseman,or dance; also, the ability to “carry

a steadyhand,”andjudge of perpendiculars.
Abuse: Excessivedesire to climb trees, or

goaloftunnecessarily.Deficiency:Inability

to keepone'sbalance; liability to stumble.
28. Color.—Judgment of the differentshades,hues,and tints, in paintings; therainbow,andall things"...ºf color,willbeobjects of interest.Abuse: Extravagantly

fond of colors; a desire to dresswith many
colors. Deficiency: Inability to distinguish

or appreciatecolors, or theirharmony.
29. OnDER.—Method; system; arrange

ment; neatness,andconvenience. Abuse:
More nicethanwise; spendstoomuchtime

in fixing; greatlyannoyedbydisorder;old
maidish. Deficiency: Slovenliness; care
lessnessabout the arrangement of books,
tools,papers,etc.; seldomknowswhere to

find anything.
30.CALCULATION.—Ability to reckon fig

ures in thehead;mentalarithmetic; to add,
subtract,divide,multiply; castaccountsand
reckon figures. Abuse: A disposition to

count everything. Deficiency:Inability to

understandnumeralrelations.
31. LooALITY.-Recollection of places;

thegeographicalfaculty;desire to traveland
see theworld. Abuse: A roving,unsettled
disposition. Deſciency: Inability to remem
berplaces; liability to getlost.
82. EvenTUALITY..—Memory of events:

love of history,anecdotes,facts,items of all
sorts; a kind of walkingnewspaper.Abuse:
Constant story-telling, to e neglect of

duties.
83. TimE.-Recollection of the lapse oftime; dayanddate;ability to keepthetime

in musicanddancing,and thestep in walk
ing; to beable to carrythetime of day in thehead. Abuse:º:with thefeetand
fingers. Deficiency:Inability to remember
the time when things transpired; a poormemory of dates.
34.TUNE.—Love of music,andperception

of harmony; giving a desire to composemusic. Abuse: A continualº hum
ning, or whistling.regardless of propriety.Deficiency: Inability to comprehendthe
charmsofmusic.
85. LANGUAGE.--Ability to express our

ideasverbally,and to usesuchwordsaswill
bestexpressourmeaning;memory of words.
Abuse: Redundancy of words, Deficiency:
Extreme hesitation in selectingappropriatelanguage.
REFLECTIVE on REASONING INTEL

LECT. -

86. CAUsALITY..—Ability to reason and
comprehendfirst principles; the why-and

=> ºf —-sº-ſº
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PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BiographY.

Phrt EnologiCAL CHARACTER.

This gentleman possessesan unusually marked
organization, and a very strong character. He
has a distinct temperament—the motive and
mental predominating. He possessesall the ele
ments for a hard worker, and is happy in propor
tion as he is busy. The vital organization is only
strong enough to sustain him in his efforts, but
not so strong as to make him corpulent or in any
way debilitated, either in mind or physical action.
With such an organization, his mind would
exhibit the following peculiarities:
First. He has immense firmness, perseverance,

tenacity of purpose and self-possession. He has
uncommon self-reliance, independence, and dis
position to act and think for himself.
He has large perceptive intellect, which renders

him unusually observing and practical in his
knowledge. He quickly informs himself with
reference to the condition of things around him.
He has large Order, which renders him very pre
cise and exact in all he does. Everything must
bedono according to somerule. He has also large
Number, which facilitates arithmetical calcula
tions, in making estimates, and in recognizing the
principle of profit and loss. He can use his

P OR T R A IT OF C H A U.N.C.E.Y. W.I B B A R D .

numerical powers to a good advantage, and make
up general calculations with easeand correctness.
He has large Form and Size, which give him cor
rect ideas of the faces of persons and the shape of
things, and enable him to judge correctly of the
relative bearing of one thing to another, either in
mechanics or in other matters where proportions
are concerned.
He has uncommon sagacity, youthfulness of

mind, discernment of character
and intuition. He is exceedingly
acute in studying the motives of
men; has fair imagination, but
not enough to lead him into ex
travagant schemes, or to argue
subjects beyond what the reason
would sanction; still the senseof
beauty and perfection is suffici
ently strong to lead him to be
very particular that everything
which is done, be finished in the
highest order of the art.
His moral brain appears to be

well developed, and would enable
him to sustain himself in the hour
of temptation, and aids to give up
rightness and consistency of char
acter, of a higher degree than is
possessedby the majority of men.
His Benevolence is large, which
would manifest itself in great
kindness and sympathy toward
others; yet he blends with that
Benevolence much decision, cool
ness, and presence of mind. His
head is rather broad in the exe
cutive region, and he should be
characterized for great force and
positiveness of character. The
more obstacleshe has to overcome,

i\" and difficulties to contend with,
the more decided, persevering,
and determined does he become.
He has not the indications of cun
ning, nor of shyness, but should- be characterized for open-hearted

frankness, and promptness of action. He would
do his work in the daytime, and would speak out
loud and plainly, rather than to work behind the
curtain.
The organization, as a whole, indicates great

strength of character great individuality, and
positiveness; differing from mostmen in not being

so easy, lazy, quiet, and subdued; yet, he is kind,
polite, gentle, and gentlemanly. He is well§cº
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qualified, physiologically and phrenologically, to
take heavy responsibilities, and sustain himself in
the midst of many changes.

BIOGRAPHY.
BY w I L L I A M H. BOGART, ESQ.

(From Appleton'sRailway Guide.)
This gentleman fills the important place of the

General Superintendency of the New York Central
Railway—a station, in its duties and responsibili
ties, its demands upon the talent, and its neces
sities for a high order of service, surpassed by
none in the conduct of the railways of this country.
His life is a lesson of instruction and of encourage
ment. It has indicated the ability of the mind
that has the native power to grasp a subject to
which it has not been led by the education of
schools, and it establishes the fact that sufficient
has already been developed in the experience of
American railways to suffice for a training of
those who are placed in the most responsible situa
tions connected with them. Our school of rail
ways is now at home.
Mr. Wibbard was born at Galway, in the County

of Saratoga, in this State, on the 11th of Novem
ber, 1811. He received such an education in the
ordinary branches of learning as was sufficient to
give him for the occupations of life those keys of
knowledge which, in the hands of those who have
sense and observation, place at command as much
of more advanced learning as the occasion and the
time demand.
On leaving school, he was for some time in the

city of Albany, in the store of William Crapo; and
after remaining here a brief period, returned to
the country, thence to New York, and from thence,
in August, 1836, entered the office of the Utica
and Schenectady Railway, then in the very com
mencing hours of its most extraordinary career of
prosperity, inaugurating as it did the railway
system, by a success never since rivaled. His
duties were first in the audit and settlement of
the accounts—in some respects the same as would
now devolve upon the Assistant Superintendent
of a Road. The Hon. Erastus Corning was the
President, and Mr. William C. Young the Super
intendent. The Road had before it the great duty
of introducing the travelers through the Great
Walley route to the comforts and the conveniences
of railway transportation. Though the Mohawk
and Hudson Road had been in use for some time,
it was a mingled operation—partly by horse-power
—then by steam—by rope and plane—and with
terminations changed so often as to excuse the
traveling public from forgetfulness as to what was
to be the manner of their entrance into Albany at
any time. The Utica and Schenectady had to
take the railway without break or change, and
much was expected of it. The record by the
editor of the Albany Evening Journal of his first
journey over it, to and from Utica in one day, is

not yet forgotten.

In this position Mr. Wibbard remained till 1848,
when he became the Superintendent of the Road;

a station which he occupied until the Utica and
Schenectady, by the terms of the consolidation
act, was merged into the Central. To every de
partment of the duty of the office, he gave his
attention. He learned the value of order and
system, and step by step, day by day, saw what
was the practical result of rules—how far they

operated to facilitate the work of the operators,
and where the lessons of each day's practice should
lead. What the Utica and Schenectady Road was

in his administration, the official records indicate.

It is a closed account. It has fully discharged its
duty, and whatever vicissitudes await the system

of transportation by railway, the history of the
Utica and Schenectady will never be forgotten.

It was an example of good management—a grasp
ing of complete success.
And with this elaborate training to every

branch of the conduct of the business of the
transportation of persons and property on iron
rails, by the power of steam, Mr. Wibbard was
selected to the General Superintendency of the
New York Central Railway, then, for the first,
organized. It was a situation of extreme difficulty,
and the most severe responsibility. It was no
more the guidance of the small and snug Utica
and Schenectady, companioning the Mohawk in

its course—a duty in all respects familiar, where
men and miles were all thoroughly known. It

was the charge of the leading railway of the
country, and whose distances were of the longest,
submitted to the mastery of one man; one in

which all varieties of structure were to be under
superintendence; the climbing grades of the
Albany road—the river side of the Utica—the long
levels of the Syracuse—the hill-sides and lake
shores, and long circlings and many curves of that
which found Rochester by the way of Auburn and
the Lakes of Central New York—the routes that
from Rochester sought the Niagara and Buffalo–
these made up the Central.
These several ways had been constructed with

differing ideas concerning the true policy of man
agement of fabric. Built at different times, and
with very unequal resources, their past history
had not been the same. To some every care had
been given. At the very time it was needed, the
right repair had been made, because a prosperous
Company had found in generous reward a constant
incentive; while, with others, there had been less
remuneration, and less, far less inducement to the
maintenance of thoroughness and the best work.

It was the consolidation of very variant interests
—the union of very unequal structures, and to

Mr. Wibbard was given the perilous and most
laborious duty to form all these into one—to bring
out of these discords a harmony. He was as a

master mechanic, to whom, in a crisis of action,
each workman should bring a section of a machine,
made in the peculiar patterning of the individual
mind, and to him, the Chief—the intricate task
given, to arrange out of all these adjoining parts,

a true and complete fabric.

It must be rightly done, even to the line and
the rule; for by the skill in which this was to be

arranged was the order to arise, and to be perma
nent and firm; by whose movement millions of

human beings were to make their journeyings in

safety, and the fields of the West and the ware
houses of the East exchange the results of their
industry and enterprise on this great highway.
To this task, so soon as the consolidation of the
several Roads and Companies was, by law, author
ized, and by agreement and arrangement made in

form, Mr. Wibbard devoted himself. He had all
manner of obstacles to conquer; all manner of

men to persuade and convince. It was a gigantic
task so to fit all these cogs, as that the wheel of

management should be smooth in gear from
Albany to Buffalo; so that every branch way
should harmonize with the main line; so that
every one of those in the service, whether on the
little Charlotte Branch, or on the great double
track route, should understand and work with
each other, and with the General Superintend
ency, all having but one result to their labor—
that over the New York Central Railway passen
gers should be carried cheaply, swiftly, safely.
This iron way goes far as well as fast. To the

office at Albany, the condition of all its parts must

be known. It is an essential feature in the policy

of good management that not a rail on all its hun
dreds of miles can vary an inch from its truth of

position without that danger being discovered by
some one whose business it is to know it, and
remedied by some one who has that very rail in

his care. Nowhere else do the memorable lines of

Alexander Pope with greater force apply—
“Tenth or tenthousandthbreaksthechainalike.”

The Superintendency would be imperfect, indeed,

if it took cognizance only of the larger features of

the Road. The discipline which places the hand

of order, and caution, and skill, on every chain,
rail, spike, bolt, bar, rod, wheel—which is the law

of courtesy in the car, and courage on the engine
—which from Buffalo to Albany keeps every fiber

of this great iron body in health, must be the
emanation of the good judgment and skill of the
General Superintendent. It may reach its end
through many rules and many men, but it must

as surely be his own, as the spark that passes
through many jars is in all electric.
The results of the New York Central Railway's

management, as evidenced by the facts of the
history of its years, are the best illustrations of

Mr. Wibbard's talent. It is not a theoretical il
lusion or experiment. There in that strong way
—whose strength so many millions of human
beings can in their safety in travel verify—there

is the proof, incontrovertible, established, de
monstrated.
Perhaps there is not in all the United States an

office bringing with it a more constant anxiety
than this General Superintendency. There is
never an hour of working time in which he can
feel the pressure of his task removed. In the
safety of each train—in the constant presence of

a necessity for the men and supplies of every
nature, that keep in motion this train—in the
consciousness, never more thoroughly known than
by the man who knows all about a railway, that
danger, however controlled and chained by art,
couches like a tiger at every moment to leap on

the rail; that the high speed that the people will
have—all theorists and theories to the contrary–
brings with it risks he knows in all their power;
with the popular voice, never excusing, but always
fierce to condemn; with these, the companions
that await his every moment at his desk, how can
the General Superintendent be any other than a

careworn man & He knows and realizes that he
lives in a storm; and so he does.
Mr. Wibbard is yet in life's prime. He has

before him, if life continues, that measure of duty
which keeps every energy of the mental and
physical to its tension. He can look back at the
progress of railway direction, from the hour when
the flat bar received the fifteen or twenty mile the

s
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hour force of the small locomotive as a burthen
demanding all its power, to this day, when the
engine rushes its forty miles during the hour, over

a fabric that neither quails nor quivers.
He can look forward to that time, certain to

come,when the railway shall everywhere, and by
all classes of the people, be regarded as the inven
tion most necessary to the happiness of the race
the development of civilization. Nor can the
history of such progress be truly written, but
that it shall include in its most prominent and
most important page, the record of such names as
that of Chauncey Wibbard.---
US E AND A BUSE OF ORGAN S.
EpitoRs PHRENoLogical Journ AL-Is it truth

ful to science—is it just—is it logical, to set forth
the abuse of an organ as its real design and legit
imate use Of course there is only one answer to

all this—emphatically Mo. Still, I am satisfied
that the common and popular way of explaining
and illustrating certain phrenological organs, by
some lecturers, is well calculated to make the im
pression, that the abuse is the legitimate, if not
necessary result of the organ. And I am satisfied
that many of the most formidable objections in the
minds of candid, serious persons to Phrenology as

a system, are based upon this perverted view.
They hear certain lecturers locate organs, state
propositions, and dash of

f

deductions in a familiar
chop-logic style, involving Phrenology in al

l

the
intricacies of a gross JMaterialism or downright
Fatality; hence start with horror at such a the
ory as directly at variance with the benevolence

of God and accountability of man, and placing
themselves on the defensive, brand Phrenology
with all sorts of hard names for teaching such
monstrous doctrines, at war with the first princi
ples of Christianity. Thus, this harmonious and
beautiful system is made responsible for the per
versions of its professed friends.
But I will endeavor to make myself a little more

intelligible by descending from generalities to

particulars, specifying some of the grounds of com
plaint. And perhaps I can not do better than be
gin with some of the Rabbii, or masters of the pro
fession, who are in danger of teaching by symbols
exactly the opposite of what they believe and teach
orally. This may look like “carrying the war
iuto Carthage;” but even so

,
if necessary to vindi

cate science and establish the truth.
First: I now cast my eye over your Symbolic

Phrenological Chart and look for Firmness, and
there I find the significant figure of an ass, charged
with grit to the brim, ears turned back, feet al

l

bracing forward, with a man in front, pulling, and
another in rear, pushing! But in vain—the ob
stinate brute will not budge an inch—for he is a

firm ass. Now what is the inference from al
l

this
symbolic teaching and illustration ? Is it not that
man with large Firmness is a self willed, obsti
nate, mu’ish creature, so unyielding and unbend
ing that effort to modify or change him promises
little success I understand the symbol teaches
not merely firmness, but obstinacy. Now obsti
nary, I claim, is the abuse of firmness; therefore
the symbol conveys a mistaken idea as to the use

of the organ. Many studying the chart get the
impression that large Firmness and obstinacy are

all the samething in Phrenology. This, of course,

is denied by intelligent phrenologists.
Second : Take another illustration in the sym

bol used to denote Destructiveness. Here I find

a savage-looking wolf in the act of pouncing upon
an innocent lamb. Inference: killing is the le
gitimate use of Destructiveness. Hence, persons
having this organ large will develop, naturally, a

ferocious, savage, cruel, murderous, spirit-man of

blood! If, in teaching, we modify the organ and
character by calling in conscienceand benevolence,
that don't change the symbol, or the general im
pression made by it. Indeed, the organ of De
structiveness was originally called the organ of

Murder, killing being its legitimate use. With
such a definition, is it singular that persons be
lieving in the supreme goodness of God and the
accountability of man, should oppose a system
that inculcated such doctrines: But change your
symbol, and deny that such is the legitimate use

of the organ, say such is the abuse, and the hor
rible idea of Destructiveness vanishes in a mo
ment. Explain the organ as an erecutive power,
that makes men effective and thorough in what
ever they do, utterly obliterating, without com
promise, that which is opposed to right and hap
piness—and who would not seewisdom in the cre
ation of such an organ 2

Third : Combativeness is another illustration.
Your symbol presents a savage exhibition of bru
tal pas-ion, as if fighting were the legitimate use

of the organ. This will at once be conceded as

the abuse of the organ. Still, through the sym
bol, the eye is made to produce false impressions,
and thus pervert the judgment and the opinions

of many who otherwise would entertain very dif
ferent views of Phrenology as a science. For ex
ample, explain Combativeness as the organ of re
sistance, that opposes, or labors to overcome ob
stacles, and you reconcile all discrepancies and an
swer all objections. Other symbols might be no
ticed as objectionable for reasons already assigned;
but my object is not so much to criticise charts as

the loose manner of defining the use of organs.

I will, for example, take Combativeness, as that
seems to furnish an excellent opportunity for lec
turers to exhibit their own Combativeness in estab
lishing their own theories and demolishing their
opponents with all their objections. Some time
since I attended a lecture on Phrenology, when a

fine illustration was afforded directly in point.
After a labored defense of Phrenology, as a sci
ence, its claims and importance, he came to the lo
cation and use of organs. Some men and women
were angelic because their organs made them so.
Others were demons for the same reason—their
organs made them so. When he reached Combat
iveness, after a few preliminaries, with a flushed
face and fierce eye, showing up his coat-sleeves
and falling back in a combative position, he com
menced flourishing his fists in a most pugnacious
manner, at the same time informing the audience,

in appropriate terms, that “this is the organ of

fight. Tom Hyer, Morrissey, Heenan, and all
gentlemen of the ring, have it largely developed.”
Of course, the majority of the audience, if they
believed his theory, regarded every man with
large Combativeness as a regular bruiser / Had

he simply said, “Where the organ is large we find

a disposition to resist, to conquer, to overcome;
and when the organ is abused we discover a pug
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nacious, quarrelsome spirit,” no reasonable objec
tion could have been offered. But an organ espe
cially designed and adapted to fighting, is a the
ory that reflects too severely upon the Creator,
and strikes too deep into the accountability of

moral beings, to be readily admitted in the creed

of intelligent men. The spirit of strife is the
abuse, and not legitimate use of Combativeness.
Acquisitiveness is frequently subject to the

same kind of perversion. Instead of a good organ
essential to a wise and wholesome economy, or

provident regard for our future wants, a prudent
provision for emergencies, it is many times so ex
plained as to be the very essence of depravity and
parent of crime. Extortion, cheating, stealing,
and seeking gain by dishonest means, would seem

to be the highest function of this organ, as some
explain it. Such is the abuse of Acquisitiveness.
Like the lawful desire for wealth, cherished and
cultivated to excess, it breaks over lawful bounds
and commits enormities it never would be guilty
of, acting in harmony with its real nature and in

accordance with its original design. A sinful or

wrong exercise of Acquisitiveness, therefore, is a

perversion, and not obedience to a constitutional
power.
Alimentiveness is another of the organs made

conspicuous when some lecturers develop the bad
qualities of poor human nature. Instead of a

healthy desire for necessary aliment, one might
infer that it was the connecting link with glut
tony, drunkenness, and all other excesses con
nected with appetite. Indeed, a man with large
.1limentiveness, if governed by this perverted
view of the organ, would feel that excessive indul
gence was fulfilling the calls and predictions of

his own nature. He would feel that excess was
decreed by nature, and that indulgence was the
true exponent of his constitutional being. But
impress him with the fact, excess is abuse—that
Alimentiveness wields no omnipotent control, but
simply excites desire in the direction of our ne
cessities, and the organ is no longer a mighty foe,

to crush out exalted manhood and degrade us to

the condition of brutes, but a consistent friend,
acting in harmony with every other organ of the
head, and all conducing to the elevation and hap
piness of man.

I might also speak of the frequent definition
given to Amativeness, as if the creative design was

to inspire sensuality, and when large, exercise a

sovereign control over every other organ and com
pel man to becomethe slave of lust. But having
stated my objections and explained my meaning,I desire to call attention to a few considerations
which urge the necessity of a clear and correct
definition of organs. I am aware that, in your
publications and public lectures, this has been
done a thousand times; and still it seems neces
sary to add “line upon line” in order to prevent
misapprehension.
First: A very urgent reason for giving promi

nence to the thoughts I have expressed, may be

found in the fact, that without a clear and correct
definition of organs, Phrenology becomes a contra
dictory system, irreconcilable and self-destructive.
Now, I affirm, that the organs are not like a tur
bulent, quarrelsome family—a household divided
against itself, but a harmonious, happy combina
tion, each fulfilling its appropriate function, and
all essential to a well-developed organization.
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The organs are not a set of rival despots, each
grasping for the reigns of government that it may
wield supremacy over all the rest. Each has its
legitimate tendency, and may be abused; but the
abuse is by no means a necessary consequence.
Like the government of our country, the voice of
the collective whole is the Constitution of the

United Confederacy; while, at the sametime, each
organ enjoys a sort of “State Right,” consistent
with the exercise of its own legitimate powers.
All beyond legitimate is usurpation, treason, and
disunion.
Phrenology, therefore, is always to be explained

as in harmony with itself—eachorgan acting in har
mony with all the rest. There must be no family
feuds, as if nature were at war with herself. Con
scientiousness must not be arrayed against .1c
quisitiveness, as if natural enemies. Benevolence
must not be arrayed against Destructiveness, as
if antagonism were the original design. When
either becomes earcessive,the other may become
conservative, and thus modify its action. Acquis
itiveness should fill the purse, and Benevolence
disburse the fund. Destructiveness should wield
its executive power in obedience to Benevolence
and Conscientiousness. The fact that either may

be excessively developed—organ very large—by
no means creates a necessity for a “Dissolution
of the Union,” or any outbreak of ungovernable
disloyalty to the constitution which binds in happy
concord the united family of faculties that consti
tute the phrenological man.
Second : Perhaps something is due in this con

nection to the theological bearing of this question.
In listening to objections from religious persons, I
have usually found it true that their opposition
was the result of mistaken views relative to the
legitimate functions of phrenological organs. In
stead of voluntary action, they have conceived the
idea of physical necessity in the use of those or
gans; hence their deductions that Phrenology is
equivalent to Materialism and involves Fatality;
therefore is opposed to the fundamental doctrines
of Christianity. But ask such objectors if they
believe that mankind may possess peculiar or
leading traits of character, which moreor less in
fluence and determine their course of action, and
they will admit the fact; but claim that men may
resist such tendencies, therefore are free and re
sponsible.

Now explain phrenological organs, not as sov
ereign despots, ruling with a rod of iron, but as
“influencing,” even as “certain traits of charac
ter” do, and you answer the objector with his own
logic. But explain the organs as exercising an
absolute control, and especially when large—con
found the distinction of useand abuse, or construe
abuse as legitimate, and al

l

the learning, and tal
ent, and logic on earth can not vindicate the sys
tem.

But I claim still more for a consistent explana
tion of Phrenology. I claim the logical right of

vindicating Phrenology by carrying the war into
the very camp of our opponents, and employing
their weapons in our defense. If Theology, irre
spective of Phrenology, admits the existence of

certain traits in human character, such as that
somemen manifest a spirit of generous liberality

in the way of giving and doing, while others are
penurious and close-fisted—some are mild, ami

able, and lovely; while others are sour, morose,
and repulsive—some are kind and forbearing;
while others are irritable and revengeful—some
are bold and courageous; while others are timid
and cowardly—if, I say, it admits the existence of

•uch traits of character, then how can it seriously
object to Phrenology simply for claiming to have
discovered some external signs of these admitted
facts? Thus the controversy may be narrowed
down to mere technicalities; while general prin
ciples are mutually conceded.
And now, having made such an approach to each

other by conceding facts, if there is no other way

of reconciliation, we may safely propose a compro
mise on the following basis: Theology may call
such manifestations of character “peculiar traits;”
while Phrenology calls themmanifestations of cer
tain organs ! And the advocates of either theory
may with equal propriety deny that such “traits”

or “organs” constrain or compel wrong action.
But having occupied so much space in consider

ing somegeneral principles and in exposing some

of the excrescences or discrepancies connectedwith
efforts to advance Phrenology, I am compelled to

omit some things quite essential. I might profita
bly call attention to some inconsistencies connect

ed with examinations. Indeed, such things are to

be expected until the system gains such an as
cendency over the public mind that it will no lon
ger be considered unsafe or impolitic to admit it
into our schools and seminaries of learning. True,
Phrenology has made great advances, overcome a
vast amount of ignorance and prejudice, and now
numbers among its advocatessome of the best tal
ent in the world. Still, it is obliged to contend
with opposition in high places, and probably will,
until investigation shall demonstrate its claims
and satisfy the skeptical of its truthfulness and
great utility. R. H. Conklin.
Providence, Jan. 27,1860.

REMARKs.—The foregoing article of our estima
ble friend, Rev. Robert H

. Conklin, of the Congre
gational Church in Providence, R.I., we publish
with pleasure. His strictures relative to the sym
bolical head are in the main correct. Pictorial
representations are always liable to be carried so

far as to becomecaricatures. The aim on the part

of artists, and perhaps also of those who employ
them, seems to be to make something that will be

striking. Art is radical, and when it would show
uncommon, even canonized, kindness, it gives a pic
ture of the “Good Samaritan.” Nobody finds fault
with this, but it is really about as great a stretch

of illustration, if we take the average standard of

benevolence as a rule, as is the fierce energy of

the wolf in the symbolical illustration of Destruc
tiveness, or the pugilistic exhibition of Combative
ness, or the mulish stubbornness of excessiveFirm
ness. But the mass of people do not readily see
distinctions unless they are made very strong;
henceour symbolical print is liable to criticism, as

our friend suggests. We wish to refer to the pyr
amid as an indication of stability as well as the
perseverance required to build it, which our friend

in criticising the stubbornness of the ass neglect

ed to mention. We suppose it would not be easy

to illustrate any organ in a medium or conserva
tive manner. Friendship or Adhesiveness, in the
symbolical head, is illustrated by two girls em
bracing each other firmly and fondly. Now that
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attitude illustrates strong and active affection, but
no one will claim that friendship should be ever
and continuously thus evinced. In Veneration we
show a pious female on her knees in prayer. This
represents the highest action of Veneration. It is

not easy to infer that this picture teaches that
this attitude of prayer should be perpetual. In
dividuality is illustrated by a lad with a telescope.
This teaches, not that the telescope is the only or

the normal means of the exercise of the organ,
but simply that this organ gives the desire to

see, see, SEE, and that when one has seenall that
the naked eye reveals, it prompts its possessor to

seek the aid of the telescope to reach the remote,

and we might add, the microscope, to reveal the
minute. Nobody finds fault with these illustra
tions, because, perhaps, no moral evil would seem
to arise from such excessive action of these facul
ties; but when the organ being illustrated is a

passion, the culminating power of which is a pal
pable abuse and sin, then we find a sensitive pub
lic sentiment. We do not deny the propriety of

these objections as applicable to the symbols, but
simply say that they are regarded by most per
sons as objectionable only as they refer to a few of

the propensities.

It ought not to be lost sight of, that as soon as

one attempts to illustrate a feeling by forms and
attitudes, it becomesnecessary to use a strong and
very palpable manifestation. If Combativeness is

to be illustrated at all, we do not see how it can
be done in a medium or moderate mode of mani
festation. Pugilism is an extreme action of Com
bativeness; but kneeling in oral prayer is alike
an extreme though normal manifestation of Wen
eration, as the clasping embrace of heart to heart

is of Adhesiveness or Friendship.
Perhaps no symbolic representations of the men

tal and passional elements can with propriety be

made—we do not insist. Let us ask if resistance
“unto blood” is not, under extreme circumstan
ces, normal? The thief and burglar has no right

to encroach on my house or pocket so as to compel
me to strike him down; but while such men are
abroad, good men must be ready to defend their
persons and their rights. We say this with quite
as much deference to human instinct and natural

law as to the doctrine of our good friends the non
resistants.

It should be borne in mind that man is endowed
with all the animal instincts, and also with reason
and moral sentiment, and when he has inherited
all the human qualities in gooddegree, the animal
appetites and passions should be and are modified
and governed by the reason and the moral sense.
Then and only then is man man. All rapine, lust,
tyranny, and injustice are wrong, and result from
perversion or abuse of the normal powers. In ti
gers, lions, hyenas, and their like, animal passion
reigns without control or modification. Man has
similar elements of disposition, but having the add
ed qualities of reason, benevolence, conscience,
reverence, etc., he uses Destructiveness, not like
the tiger, but like a man.
We thank our friend for calling attention to

this subject, and cordially invite a continuance of

it, or the examination of any other points. The
symbolical head has done a good work. It has
called attention to the liverse nature of the or
gans, even though it has been done by showing ex
cess and deficiency. We are glad to feel that many
are desirous of having a more perfect and accurate
mode of explaining the nature of the faculties.§c —sº
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M O R. A. L. P. H II, O S O PHY ;
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEortGE combe.
[FromTHE LATESTREvisładEDINBURGHEDITIox.]

L E CTURE II.
[continued F.RoxPAGETHIRTY-Four.]

THE human mind and its various faculties constitute a third class of
objects which have received definite constitutions, and observe specific
laws in their modes of action. These laws are inherent in the consti
tution of our mental faculties, and are divided into moral, religious, and
intellectual. In the works on Phrenology, the faculties are treated of
under corresponding divisions, viz., of Animal Propensities, Moral
Sentiments, and Intellectual Powers; and the primitive functions, the
spheres of activity, and the uses and abuses of each, are described, so
far as these are ascertained. Each of these faculties is related to cer
tain objects beneficial to man, which it desires, and there are laws reg
ulating its action in attaining them: the faculties are so far independ
ent of each other, that we may pursue the objects of one or more of
them, and omit the pursuit of the objects of the others: the results

of the action of the faculties are fixed and certain; and by knowing
the primitive functions, the objects and the laws of our faculties, we
may anticipate, with considerable certainty, the general issue of any
course of conduct which we may systematically pursue. Further,
when we have acted in conformity with the harmonious dictates of al

l

our faculties we shall find the issue pleasing and beneficial; whereas
when we have yielded to the impulse of the lower propensities in op
position to the moral sentiments and enlightened intellect, which, in ca
ses of conflict, are the ruling powers, we shall reap sorrow and disap
pointment.

I shall illustrate these principles by examples. The propensity of

Acquisitiveness desires to acquire property; and this is its primitive
function. If it act independently of intellect, as it does in idiots, and
sometimes in children, it may lead to acquiring and accumulating
things of no utility. If it be directed by enlightened intellect, it will
desire to acquire and store up articles of real value. But it may act
either with or without the additional guidance of the moral sentiments.
When it acts without that direction, it may prompt the individual to ap
propriate to herself things of value, regardless of justice, or of the rights

of others. When acting in harmony with the moral sentiments, it

will lead to acquiring property by just and lawful means.
Further, it may act so far under the guidance of the moral senti

ments, as never to invade the rights of others, and yet its action may
terminate in its own gratification, without any fixed ulterior object.
Thus, when a talented merchant carries on extensive commercial deal
ings, and acquires many thousands of pounds, al

l
in an honorable way,

he may do so without contemplating any good or noble end to be ac
complished by means of his gains. Or, lastly, an individual may be an
imated by the desire to confer some substantial enjoyment on his fam
ily, his relatives, his country, or mankind, and perceiving that he can
not do so without wealth, he may employ his Acquisitiveness, under
the guidance of intellect and moral sentiment, to acquire property for
the purpose of fulfilling this object. In this last case alone can Acquis
itiveness be said to act in harmony with al

l

the other faculties. In the
immediately preceding instance it acted in combination with justice,
but not with Benevolence and Veneration.
According to my perceptions of the Divine government, there are

specified results attached by the Creator to each of the modes of action

of the propensity. For example—When the propensity acts without
intellect, the result, as I have said, is the accumulation of worthless
trash. We see this occur occasionally in adult persons, who are not
idiots in other matters, but who, under a blind Acquisitiveness, buy old
books, old furniture, or any other object which they can obtain very
cheap, or a bargain, as a cheap purchase is commonly called. I knew

--------------------------- **************~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.------.

an individual who, under this impulse, at a sale of old military stores,
bought a lo

t
of worn-out drums. They were set up at si
x pence each,

and looked so large to the eye for the money, that he could not resist
bidding for them. He had no use for them; they were unsalable;
and they were so bulky that it was expensive to store them. He was,
therefore, under the necessity of bestowing them on the boys in the
neighborhood; who speedily made the whole district resound with
unmelodious noises. In this and similar instances, as no law of moral

ity is infringed, the punishment is simply the loss of the price paid.
When the propensity acts independently of justice and leads to steal

ing, the moral faculties of impartial spectators are offended, and prompt
them to use speedy measures to restrain and punish the thief.
When Acquisitiveness acts in conformity with intellect and justice,

but with no higher aim than its own gratification, the result is success

in accumulating wealth, but the absence of satisfactory enjoyment of

it. The individual feels his life pervaded by vanity and vexation of

spirit; because, after he has become rich, he discovers himself to be
without pursuit, object, or possession calculated to gratify his moral
and religious feelings, which must be satisfied before full happiness can

be experienced. This is the direct result of the constitution of the
mind; for, as we possess moral faculties, moral objects alone can satisfy
them; and mere wealth is not such an object.

When the aim of life is to communicate enjoyment to other beings,
such as a family, relatives, or our fellow-citizens, and when Acquisi
tiveness is employed, under the guidance of moral sentiment and intel
lect, for the purpose of accomplishing this end, success will generally

be attained, and satisfaction will accompany it; because, through the
whole course of life, the highest powers will have pursued a noble and
dignified object, fitted for their gratification, and employed Acquisitive
ness in its proper and subordinate capacity as their ministering servant.
The faculties will have acted in harmonious combination.

I have mentioned that every faculty has a legitimate sphere of activ
ity, and that happiness and duty consist in the proper application of

them all. If we add to this the principle, that we can not attain the re
wards or advantages attached to the proper employment of any faculty,
unless we apply it, we shall have another example illustrative of the
order of the moral government of the world. For instance, as Provi
dence has rendered property essential to our existence and welfare,
and given us a faculty prompting us to acquire it, if any individual born
without fortune shall neglect to exercise Acquisitiveness, and abandon
himself, as his leading occupation, to the gratificatio. o. Benevolence
and Veneration, in gratuitously managing public hospitals, in directing
charity schools, or in preaching to the poor, he will suffer evil conse
quences. He must live on charity, or starve. In such a case, Benev
olence and Veneration act without allowing due weight to the duties
which Acquisitiveness is appointed by nature to perform. Moreover,

in pursuing such a course of action, he neglects justice as a regular
motive; for if he had listened to Conscientiousness, it would have dic
tated to him the necessity either of making these pursuits his profes
sion, and acting for hire, or of practicing another profession, and fol
lowing them only in intervals of leisure. St Paul, in similar circum
stances, wrought with his hands, and made tents, that he might be bur
densome to no one. The practical idea which I wish to fix in your
minds by this example is

,

that if we pursue objects related exclusively

to Benevolence and Veneration, although we may obtain them, we
shall not thereby attain objects related to Acquisitiveness; and yet,
that the world is so arranged, that we must attend to the objects of all
our faculties, before we can properly discharge our duties, or be

happy.

Not only so, but there are modes appointed in nature by which the
objects of our different faculties may be attained; by pursuing which
we are rewarded with success, and by neglecting which we are pun
ished with failure. The object of Acquisitiveness, for example, is to

acquire things of use. But these can not be reared from the ground,
nor constructed by the hand, nor imported from abroad in exchange
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for other commodities, without a great expenditure of time, labor,
and skill. Their value indeed is

,
in general, measured by the time,

labor, and skill expended in their production. The great law, then,
which God has prescribed to govern Acquisitiveness, and by observing
which he promises it success, is

,

that we shall practice patient, labori
ous, and skillful exertion in endeavouring to attain its objects. “The
hand of the diligent maketh rich,” is the law of nature. When, how
ever, men, losing sight of this Divine law, resort to gaming and specu
lation, to thieving, cheating, and plundering, to acquire property; when
“they hasten to become rich,” they “fall into a snare.” Ruin is the
natural result of such conduct; bec use, according to nature, wealth
can be produced only by labor; and although one acute, or strong, or

powerful man may acquire wealth by cheating or plundering twenty

or thirty honest and industrious neighbors, yet, as a general rule, their
combined sagacity and strength will, in the end, defeat and punish him;
while, if all, or even the majority, of men, endeavor to procure wealth

by mere speculation, stealing, and swindling, there would speedily be

no wealth to acquire. -

The Scripture authoritatively declares, “Thou shalt not steal;” but
when a man with a strong Acquisitiveness, and defective Conscien
tiousness, enters into a great mercantile community, in which he sees
vast masses of property daily changing hands, he often does not per
ceive the force of the prohibition; on the contrary, he thinks that he

may, with manifest advantage, speculate, lie, cheat, swindle, perhaps
steal, as a more speedy and effectual means of acquiring a share of

that wealth, than by practicing laborious industry. Nevertheless, this
must be a delusion; because, although God does not state the reason
why he prohibits stealing, it is certain that there must exist a reason
replete with wisdom. He leaves it to human sagacity to discover the
philosophy of the precept; and it is the duty of the Christian teacher
and moral philosopher to unfold to the understandings of the young
why it is disadvantageous, as well as sinful, to break the command
ments of God. If I merely desire a child not to cross a certain path,

it will probably feel curiosity to discover what is on the other side of it.

struggling against the dictates of filial reverence. If I should lead it to

the path, and show it a mighty stream which would swallow it up, cu
riosity would be satisfied, and a sense of its own danger would operate

in aid of the injunction.
and more practicable. Thus it is also with moral duties. When the
philosophy of the practical precepts of the New Testament shall be

taught in schools, in the domestic circle, and from the pulpit, the whole
power of intellectual conviction will be added to the authority of Scrip
ture in enforcing them, and men will probably be induced, by a clear
perception of their own interest in this world, as well as by their hopes
and fears in relation to the next, to yield obedience to the laws of their
Creator. What a glorious theme will such a philosophy afford to vig
orous and enlightened minds for the instruction of the people !

Similar observations might be made in regard to the laws prescribed

by nature for the regulation of al
l

our faculties in the pursuit of their
objects; but your time does not permit me to offer more than the pre
ceding illustration.

If we look at the living world only in the mass, without knowing the
distinct existence of the mental faculties, their distinct objects, and
their distinct laws, the results of their activity appear to be enveloped

in painful confusion; we see some moral and religious men struggling
with poverty, and others prosperous in their outward circumstances:
some rich men extremely unhappy, while others are apparently full of

enjoyment; some poor men joyous and gay, others miserable and re
pining; some irreligious men in possession of vast wealth, while others
are destitute of even the necessaries of life. In short, the moral
world appears to be one great chaos—a scene full of confusion, intrica
cy, and contradiction.
But if we become acquainted with the primitive faculties, and their

objects and laws, and learn that different individuals possess them from
nature in different degrees of strength, and also cultivate them with

Obedience would thereby be rendered easier,
-

-->

different degrees of assiduity, and that the consequences of our actions
bear an established relation to the faculties employed, the mystery
clears up. The religious and rich man is he who exercises both Ven
eration and Acquisitiveness according to the laws of their constitution;
the religious and poor man is he who exercises Veneration, but who,
through deficiency of the organ, through ignorance, or indolence, or

some other cause, does not exercise Acquisitiveness at all, or not ac
cording to the laws by which its success is regulated. The rich man,
who is happy, is one who follows high pursuits related to his intellec
tual and moral sentiments, as the grand objects of life, and makes Ac
quisitiveness play its proper, but subordinate part. The rich man who

is unhappy, is he who, having received from a bountiful Creator moral
and intellectual faculties, has never cultivated them, but employed them
merely to guide his Acquisitiveness in its efforts of accumulation, .

which he has made the leading object of his life. After he has suc
ceeded, his moral sentiments and intellect, being left unprovided with
employment, feel a craving discontent, which constitutes his unhap
piness.

I might proceed through the whole list of the faculties, and their
combinations, in a similar way; but it is unnecessary to do so, as these
illustrations will, I hope, enable you to perceive the principle which 1

am anxious to expound.

Let us now take a brief and comprehensive survey of the point at

which we have arrived. -
If we are told that a certain person is extremely pious, benevolent,

and just, we are entitled to conclude that he will experience within
himself great peace, joy, and comfort, from his own dispositions; be
cause these enjoyments flow directly from the activity of the organs
which manifest piety, justice, and beneficence. We are entitled fur
ther to believe, that he will be esteemed and beloved by al

l good men
who know him thoroughly, and that they will be disposed to promote,

by every legitimate means, his welfare and happiness; because his
mental qualities naturally excite into activity corresponding faculties in

other men, and create a sympathetic interest on their part in his en
joyment. But if we hear that this good man has been upset in a

coach, and has broken his leg, we conclude that this event has arisen
from neglect of a physical law, which, being independent of the moral
law, acted without direct relation to his mental qualities. If we hear
that he is sick, we conclude, that in some organ of his body there has
been a departure from the laws which regulate healthy action, and
(these laws also being distinct) that the sickness has no direct relation

to his moral condition. If we are told that he is healthy and happy,
we infer that his organic system is acting in accordance with the laws
of its constitution. If we are informed that he has suffered the loss

of an intelligent and amiable son, in the bloom of life, we conclude
either that the boy has inherited a feeble constitution from his parents,

or that the treatment of his bodily system, in infancy and youth, has
been, in some way or other, at variance with the organic laws, and
that his death has followed as a natural consequence, which his father's
piety could not avert.

If, on the other hand, we know a man who is palpably cold-hearted,
grasping, and selfish, we are authorized to conclude—first, that he is

deprived of that delicious sunshine of the soul, and al
l

those thrilling
sympathies with whatever is noble, beautiful, and holy, which attend
the vivacious action of the moral and religious faculties; and, secondly,
that he is deprived of the reflected influence of the same emotions
from the hearts and countenances of the good men around him.
These are the direct punishments in this world for his not exercis

ing his moral and religious powers. But if he have inherited a fine
constitution, and if he be temperate, sober, and take regular exercise,
he may reap the blessing of health, which he will enjoy as the reward

of his compliance with the organic laws. There is no inconsistency

in this enjoyment being permitted to him, because the moral and or
ganic laws are distinct, and he has obeyed the laws which reward him.

If his children have received from him a sound frame, and have been
[continued on PAGEFIFTY-NINE.]
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PEoPLE are often cruel without being aware of

it. The rich often incommode the needy in small
things, in a way that is oppressive in the extreme;
yet to them the sum seems so small and of so lit
tle importance that they put aside the creditor,
and thus inflict a deepwrong. Many a poor seam
stress has been toiling night and day to get a

piece of work done, and with an empty stomach
and an empty purse hurries off with the work,
anxiously expecting the pay with which to buy

a late breakfast for herself and several hungry
children. Madam, however, does not happen to

have the change, or can not trouble herself to go

up stairs for the money, and bids her anxious
creditor to “call again.” In like manner men
treat their tailors, their shoemakers, or their
washerwomen.
We need not say that such conduct is utterly

heartless. Although a few shillings to rich per
sons seem of small consequence, they should re
member, however, that to the poor it is their all.
They may be hungry, and anxious little faces may

be looking out for the return of the poor mother
with a loaf of bread.
The subjoined incident illustrates how rich men,

from habit, perhaps, stave off those who have just
claims upon them, when the real facts reveal the
hollowness of their excuses:
“The following amusing story is told of John

Jacob Astor, in the double character of a patron

of literature and parsimonious money-holder,
which appears to be characteristic:
“Among the subscribers to Audubon's magnifi

cent work on ornithology, the subscription price

of which was $1,000 a copy, appeared the name of

John Jacob Astor. During the progress of the
work, the prosecution of which was exceedingly
expensive, M. Audubon of course called upon
several of his subscribers for payments. It so

happened that Mr. Astor (probably that he might
not be troubled about small matters) was not ap
plied to before the delivery of all the letter-press
and plates. Then, however, Audubon asked for
his thousand dollars; but he was put off with one
excuse or another. ‘Ab, Mr. Audubon,’ would the
owner of a million say, ‘you come at a bad time;
money is very scarce; I have no money in bank;

I have invested all my funds.”
“At length the sixth time Audubon called upon

Astor for his thousand dollars. As he was ush
ered into his presence he found Wm. B. Astor, the
son, conversing with the father. No sooner did
the rich man see the man of art, than he began,
“Ah, Mr. Audubon, so you have come again for
your money. Hard times, Mr. Audubon, money
very scarce.” But just then catching an inquir
ing look from his son, he changed his tone: “How
ever, Mr. Audubon, I suppose we must contrive

to let you have some of your money, if possible.
William,” he added, calling to his son, who had
walked into an adjoining parlor, ‘have we any
money at al

l
in the bank º’ ‘Yes, father,' replied

the son, supposing he was asked an earnest ques
tion pertinent to what they had been taſking
about when the ornithologist came in, “we have
$22,000 in the Bank of New York, $70,000 in the
City Bank, $90,000 in the Merchants', $83,000—?
“That'll do, that'll do, exclaimed John Jacob, in
terrupting him. “It seemsthat William can give
you a check for your money.”—Com. Bulletin.

PBI RE NOLOGY AND IT S FOE. S.

Like Banquo's ghost, the opponents of Phren
ology will not stay down. The stale objections
which have for forty years past been discussed,
dissected, and buried as often as once in five
years, are dragged forth by bigoted and ignorant
cavilers to be again settled. Unfortunately for
new truth and for the progress of thought among
the people, nearly all the literary and medical
colleges are still presided over by men who had
received their education, and had become estab
lished in belief, and considered themselves at the
top of the ladder of knowledge, at least theoreti
cally, before Phrenology was introduced to the
people of this country. Hence every batch of

students, literary and medical, unless they have
uncommon scope and independence of thought,
graduate with at least two accompaniments, viz.:

a diploma which has cost a deal of tutorial drill
ing, and a prejudice against Phrenology a third

of a century old, which has been given by means

of an equal degree of drilling. Each class of

students, as they set up for themselves, deem it a

proud duty to make their mark and show their
wisdom by repeating the threadbare and ten
times refuted objections against Phrenology, which
were pardonable before much light had been
thrown on the public mind on the subject.

It seems to be the fate of Phrenology to fall
into Debating Societies and Lyceums, especially

in small, obscure places where little is known of

the subject, and less of anatomy and physiology.
These places are of course blest with one or more
graduates of the colleges aforesaid, with the full
infusion of false prejudice acquired from bigoted
college professors, and those solitary conspicuities,
the only men for miles who profess to know the
Greek or Latin names for a bone or muscle, these
learned men signalize themselves by opposing
Phrenology and repeating anatomical technicali
ties, the mere definition of which, perhaps not one

of their hearers understands. They pass for being
wise. Why should they not? Who among their
auditors can debate the merits of unknown terms
with them 2 And the general feeling is

,

“The
Doctor ought to know ! Has he not studied medi
cine and anatomy?” We answer, the doctor ought

to know, but his very objections indicate that he

has not read any respectable phrenological author,

or else he willfully misrepresents him, and that
his educational bias has struck him through and
through with a mean narrow prejudice.
We have before us a letter addressed to us from

a small town in a Western State, setting forth
that Phrenology has been discussed in their Ly
ceum. We quote from the letter:
“Our doctors contend that the shape of the

outside of the skull is no sign of the inner surface;
that indentations and elevations on the outside
have no corresponding depressions and bumps on

the inside—therefore, that nothing can be told

of the disposition by the outside shape of the
skull, even if the brain is the organ or instrument

of the mind. This is the main argument of the
opposers They claim also that the differences

in the thickness of men's skulls is an impediment

in the way of the science.”
This point, the difference in the thickness of

skulls, and the difference in the thickness of dif
ferent parts of the same skull, has been often ex
plained in the Journal, and in other phreno
logical works. We may remark, that in the liv
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ing head, w
e

can determine a thick or a thin
skull by the general make up or temperament,
and by laying the hand upon the head when the
person speaks. If the skull be thick, little vibra
tion will be felt; if thin, the vibration will be

very distinct. Doctors ought to know better than

to raise this objection. D
o they say w
e

have no

right to make this test: D
o they deny phrenolo

gists this opportunity, and yet complain ours is

not worthy of credit because, as they say, it is

not a demonstrative and exact science. In the
practice of their own profession, or science, they
ply the patient and al

l

the family with exhaustive
questions before they presume to give a full or

other prescription, yet they claim that it is right to

blindfool the phrenologist and have no questions
asked, no word spoken, no test of health made,
and if a subject is thus thrust upon us (as they
have been), who has been made idiotic by means

of fits by overstudy, by paralysis, or an overdose

of their poisonous drugs, they howl us down as

practicing that which can not be classed with the
“earact sciences.”
How exact is the “science of medicine " Can

the best physician demonstrate with “eractness”
how much fever a patient has, just how much
constitution he has, just what are his habits, and
therefore just what remedies should be used, and
how much, and how often, to give them, what
doctor, nay, what medical college, can tell. Yet
doctors, whose science is the farthest possible
from being exact, are almost the only men who
complain that Phrenology is not an earactscience.

In the A. P. Journal for November, 1854, there
is an illustrated article on this subject, to which we

refer readers having files, from which we quote:
“Many persons believe in theoretical Phrenol

ogy who do not understand how it can be made
practical. They believe that the brain is the
organ of the mind; that different regions are the
seats of the several groups of organs—that, for
example, the forehead is the location of intellect—
the backhead of the social nature—the tophead

of the moral and aspiring faculties; but when we
propose to point out each particular organ, they
doubt; and when w

e profess to pronounce upon
the size of each organ and the consequent strength

of its faculty, they disbelieve.

“We have somelearned professors in this city,
and learned and unlearned persons elsewhere
may be found, who harp upon the difference in

the thickness of skulls, the dissimilarity in the
thickness of different parts of the same skull, and
the want of uniformity between the external and
internal surfaces of the skull. When we hear
these objections, from whatever quarter they
come, we know that the objector is not acquainted
with the first principles of practical Phrenology.

“We do not determine the size of an organ by
the shape of the surface of the head at the loca
tion of that organ, merely. It is not by the
“bumps” or hills and hollows of the head, alone,
that w

e

determine that organs are large or small.

If so, a smooth, even head, must be set down as

having no organs at all.
“Irregularity in the development of the organs

gives a rough, uneven surface to the head, but
when all the organs are of equal size, the surface
will be comparatively smooth and the head well
formed, that is

,

beautiful.

=>
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“An organ may be average or full, and yet be

in a hollow; that is to say, surrounded by larger
organs, just as we find valleys and even lakes on
the tops of mountains.
“We determine the size of the intellectual or

gans, as a class, by the length of the head for
ward of the ears as much as by the height and
squareness of the forehead. A person may have
a large head, yet a short forehead; that is

,

the
distance from the opening of the ear to the
center of the forehead is short, but the backhead

—sº->
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African. Indian. Difference.
Length, 7+in. 64 in. # in.
widity, 5 “ -- 1+ “

Ear to occiput,4} “ 3+ “ 14 “

“These skulls are of equal thickness, yet the
African has a head three-fourths of an inch long

may be long and wide, and require a large hat, B------
while the intellect is weak.
“Again, a person may have a small head as a

whole, and a strong intellect, but it will be

found that the principal part of the brain is

forward of the ears. The idea, therefore, en
tertained by uninformed objectors, that a person
requiring a large hat should be intellectual, and
one requiring an average or small hat must
necessarily be weak in intellect, is a signal fal- C ..

.

lacy.
“The average Indian brain is about as large

as that of the white man, but he is far his infe
rior in intellect. Those who know anything of

Indian craniology are aware that their middle
and posterior lobes of brain are immense, while
the anterior or intellectual lobe is comparatively
deficient. But the Indian mind corresponds with
the shape of his brain. His animal passions are
excessively strong compared with his intellect.
Pride, determination, caution, slyness, and cruel

ty are his leading characteristics, and the organs

of these propensities are located about the ears
and crown of the head. The following figures,
representing a bottom view of two brains, illus
trate this point.
“The letters A A and B B show the anterior

or intellectual brain: from B B to C C,
the middle or animal lobe of brain; D D,
the posterior or social brain. It will be
seen that in the Caucasian, or European,
brain, the three regions are nearly equal,
while in the Indian there is a vast pre
dominance in the size of the middle lobe;
and the immense power of the faculties

of the organs constituting that portion

of the brain in the Indian is universally
known.

“Yet with these facts, palpable and
overwhelming as they are, people who
are otherwise intelligent, carp about in
equalities of the surface and thickness

of the skull as an insuperable objection U

to practical Phrenology.

“The thickness of the skull is usually
about three-sixteenths of an inch, some
times more and often less. To show that
the difference in the thickness can not
offer a serious impediment to the phre
nologist, nor account for the great dif
ference in the shape of heads, we may remark
that we have two skulls in our cabinet which
show this point very clearly. One is the skull of

a native African, the other a celebrated Indian
chief, Big Thunder; the former remarkable for
his docility and social affection; the latter, as his
name indicates, equally distinguished for pride,
energy, cruelty and cunning. We have taken a few
measurementswhich may interest the reader:

CAUCASIANBRAIN.

than Big Thunder from the root of the nose to
the backhead; an inch and a quarter longer
from the opening of the ear to the backhead,
while from ear to ear it is an inch and a quarter
narrower. The capacity of the Indian skull is

more than one-fourth greater than that of the
African. Who will say that there could be a dif

INDIAN BRAIN.

ference of an inch and a quarter in the thickness

of the two skulls if they now belonged to the liv
ing heads, instead of being opened to inspection
by the saw 2 The thickness of skulls can not, by
any possibility, account for the differences in the
dimensions of heads, and those of which we have
here given the measurement do not indicate the
broadest differences we can find either in our
cabinet or in our daily professional practice.

“The following are from correct casts in our
possession. Malk the difference in width and

elevation cf the fore
head.
“Gosse was noted

for his kindness, gene
rosity, and unselfish
ness. He could not say
No. He gave away
two fortunes, and hav
ing inherited a third,
he wisely appointed a

treasurer or agent to

take care of it for him.
“Black Hawk, it is

- - well known, was a

GossE. proud, cruel, ferocious
warrior, a marked specimen of predominant ani
mal and selfish propensities, who delighted in all
the savage cruelty of Indian warfare, and whose

untamed nature
would not wince

in the presence
of General Jack
son, in the very
heart of the
country of his
captors. Such a

head contained a

brain formed

; like the figure
of the Indian
brain given on

the preceding column; and wherever we find the
a head thus shaped, we may safely infer similar

characteristics, without fear that the thickness of

the skull stands in the way of a correct estimate.
Moreover, where the side-head is thus large, the
organs constituting that great width are generally
very active, and consequently the skull at that
point is much thinner than if the organs were
small and inactive.
“In estimating the absolute size of organs, we

consider the distance from the medulla oblongata,

or center of the brain, to the seat of each organ

at the surface. This central point lies at the
base of the brain, midway between the openings
of the ears. As we measure the absolute semi
diameter of a wheel by measuring from the hub

to the surface or rim, so we learn the size of the
phrenological organs. If the distance be found
equal, we would say the wheel is round or well
balanced. If certain parts had been originally
made smaller, or had been crushed in by heavy
loads, we should find hills and hollows, as we
sometimesdo on heads If we find a smooth, well
balanced head, with all the organs equally de
veloped, measuring 213 inches, we would call the
size of the organs average. In another head,
shaped precisely like it, measuring 23 inches, we
would call the organs large or very large. These
heads would exhibit the same general character,
but one would be much more powerful than the
other. They would differ in degree, not in qual
ity. A large and small egg, or a large and small
wagon-wheel, illustrate the point.
“A well-formed head is oblong or oval in shape,

like an egg, rather than round, like a wheel or a

globe; but the wheel serves as a good illustra
tion of the true mode of measuring the radial

BLACK HAWK.
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extension of the organs from the center to the
circumference of the brain. We trust that those
who read this article will bury for ever their
baseless argument respecting the difficulties of
practical Phrenology arising from the thickness
and slight inequalities of the plates of the skull.”

El E N R Y V E L L S.
Phra enoLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.---

PhraEnoLOGICAL CHARACTER.

HENRY WELLs has a large head and a most
vigorous physical constitution. He is strong, en
during, and remarkable for his force and power.
The features of the face are heavy—what a
strongly set nose! what a firm mouth and high
cheek-bones 1 all indicative of great vital power,
which is the foundation of health. The tempera
ment is motive-mental, giving bodily endurance,
physical power, and vigor of mind. His head is
large throughout, but particularly so at the base,
indicating, as the forehead shows, very large per
ceptive mind, which brings him into harmony
with the physical world, and gives him a knowl
edge of property, of business, and of the active
practical affairs of life. He has quick judgment,
promptness of decision, ability to attend to details,
and also that system and mental method in busi
ness which enables him to keep a thousand things
on his mind, and have each take its proper place
and receive its due share of attention at the
proper time. He has an excellent memory of
what he sees, experiences, and does, and is able
thus to profit by experience, holding, as he does,
in his mind, all the knowledge which the past has
afforded him.
Comparison is large, rendering his mind criti

cal, discriminating, and clear. He has good me
chanical judgment, more than ordinary force of
character, and decided courage and earnestness.
He readily grapples with difficulties, and that in
a manly, confident, self-reliant way. His manners
and actions inspire confidence with others; his
words and deeds evince a consciousnessof power
to do what he says he will do; and anywhere,
among strangers, he commands respect. Every
motion and every word are indices of force of
character, positiveness of will, self-reliance, clear
ness of judgment, and unqualified confidence in
his purposes and plans, and his power to execute
them. Hence everybody clears the track when
they see him coming, without the warning sound
of the whistle. There are very few men who have
such an impressive, controlling spirit as he, or
whose manners, without being rough or unkind,
so impress everybody—even animals—with the
idea that he is their master, and that they ought
to be subject to his control.
He has strong social developments, and influ

ences others through the social feelings. He is
deeply interested in friends and family, and will
do and suffer much for them. He may have
learned to avoid indorsing, but his sympathies
would lead him to say yes, whenever a friend was
in difficulty and begged his assistance. He has a
full share of prudence, but possibly shows less
than he really possesses.
He is proud-spirited, self-reliant, ambitious to

be known and valued; but his ambition and pride
are more nearly allied to triumph in a good cause

PORTRAIT of HENRY WELLs, or THE AMERICAN EXPRESS CO.

than they are to mere dominion for its own sake,
or to be flattered and praised by the crowd. He
is firm almost to a fault; he has an iron will,
which becomes a law to himself and those by
whom he is surrounded. He rarely is under the
necessity of speaking twice to any subordinate to
secure any acquiescence or conformity to his
wishes.
He is hopeful, inclined to count the chances in

his favor, and to grapple with difficulties with a
full confidenceof success. He patterns his actions
and his conversation to nobody's model, but thinks
and acts with individuality and independence.
He talks well when he is excited, and always to

the purpose. He is a first-rate judge of charac.
ter; understands men and motives almost at a
glance. He has kindness, and a spirit of generos
ity and philanthropy which not only makes him
sympathetic, but also induces him to take generous
views of business. He does not hesitate to lay out
money freely in making arrangements and prep
arations for business. He is not one who is in
clined to fish with a bare hook, but baits it gen
erously. He wants first-rate service, and is will
ing to pay a liberal price. If persons violate his
confidence, he feels it more keenly than most men.
He is himself magnanimous and large-hearted,
and never dodges responsibility, nor takes advan
tage of mere technicalities to avoid duty or evade
responsibility. He generalizes readily and cor
rectly; can plan business faster, and execute
more energetically and with less fatigue to him
self, than ninety-nine men in a hundred. He is

well qualified to occupy eminent business positions
and to be in authority. He is clear, vigorous,
earnest, wide-awake, full of sympathy, friendship,
courage, enthusiasm, determination, and sound
judgment. He would make his mark anywhere.

BIOGRAPHY.
HENRY WELLs was born in Orange County, Vt.,

in the year 1806. His father was a merchant. His
early opportunities were those enjoyed by boys of

that dy—the district school. An impediment in
his speech prevented a more thorough education,

and the studying of a profession. When sixteen
years of age he was apprenticed to a tanner and

currier in Palmyra, N. Y., where he remained till
he was twenty one.
Having pursued several kinds of business till

1831, he engaged in the transportation and for
warding business till 1841, when he commenced
as agent for Harnden & Co., at Albany, in the
Express business. Soon after, he requested Mr.
Harnden to put on an express line to Buffalo,
when Harnden's reply was, if he (Wells) chose to
ran an express to the Rocky Mountains, he had
better do it upon his own account, as he (Harnden)
chose to run expresses where there was business.
Wells took him at his word, and soon after a New
York and Buffalo Express was established under
the name of Pomeroy & Co., the firm consisting
of Geo. E. Pomeroy, Crawford Livingston, and
Henry Wells. About this time there was much
excitement upon the subject of a reduction of
postage. This Company engaged in the transmis
sion of letters along their routes, and in connec
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tion with other expresses, carried the principal was in his hands. Still he was unsatisfied. He WONDERS OF THE CREATED UNIpart of the letters and correspondence from Boston
to Chicago, and the intermediate points. This
caused much excitement at the time. Public
meetings were held, resolutions were passed to
neither send or receive letters by mail that could
be transmitted by express. The Postmaster
General brought his entire power into operation
to crush them out. Suits were daily brought, ex
press messengers arrested, trunks and baggage
searched for letters, railroads threatened, and
every possible means used to stop the Peoples'
Line, but to no avail. The people were masters,
and would not pay twenty-five cents for the trans
mission of a letter three hundred miles, when it
could be done in less time, and with greater cer
tainty, by individual enterprise. Their only term
of capitulation was, the reduction of postage. Un
fortunately for the Government, the law, as it then
existed, was against them, and the next session of
Congress a new law was made, and at the same
time a reduction of postage. Mr. Wells was one
of a few who proposed to the Government to take
all the letter mails at five cents apiece. The re
ply of Major Hobbie, First Assistant Postmaster
General at the time, was, that the Government
would not permit it if he would pay five cents
apiece for the privilege.

Another important item to the public began at
this time—a reduction of the rates of exchange,
and the equalization of the currency of the State
and country. The expresses actually performed
what the United States Bank was expected to do.
It reduced the rate of exchange to the cost of
transmission of specie, where it has remained from
that time to the present, with a few exceptions,
and those are where banks will not pay specie for
their notes, and the messenger would be mobbed
by the people if he demanded it.

The Express, at that time, was extended from
Buffalo to St. Louis, under the name of Wells &

Co. This was under the management of Wm. G
.

Fargo, Esq., of Buffalo, in whose able hands it

still remains under a different name.
At various times there occurred in this business

extensive robberies and losses; the first great
one in New York, where about half a million of

bank notes were stolen. Of this almost the entire
amount was recovered. In 1844 there was a large
robbery in Rochester. Of this about half the
amount was recovered. In 1856 fifty thousand
dollars of gold were stolen, none of which has ever
been recovered. Three of the perpetrators of the
last robbery are now in State Prison.
Some amusing incidents occurred about this

time. Mr A. Jernegan—then Superintendent of

the South Bend Bank, of Indiana (now of New
York city)—advised Mr. Wells that he had some
specie to sell, as it was known he bought and sold
considerable amounts. He went to South Bend,
where he was an entire stranger, without letters

of introduction. A proposition was made for the
coin, which was accepted; but the owner said as

he was to receive Mr. Wells' draft on New York,

it would be necessary for him to identify himself.
He took some letters from his pocket, directed to

himself, but he, lawyer-like, said they might have
been borrowed for the occasion. A memoran
dum book was then shown him, but he shook
his head. A cane with Wells' name upon it

was told if he would go to the hotel and examine
his baggage his namewould be found on his linen.
This not being entirely satisfactory, a lucky

thought struck Mr. Wells. His name was on one
article which even the shrewd lawyer would not
think had been borrowed. He drew off his boot
and showed his name on the inside. He said he
would deliver the specie—a man who refers to his
boots must be the man he represented himself to

be. Mr. Wells took $25,000 of silver and jour
neyed two days with it to Marshall, from whence
railroad and steamboat conveyed him and his
specie to New York.

In 1848, the foreign express was established
under the firm of Livingston, Wells & Co. Their
principal offices were in London and Paris. It

was of more convenience to the public than profit
to the proprietors. The same offices are still con

tinued under another name.

In 1850, the American Express organized by

the consolidation of the varied interests upon its

routes, under the name of Wells, Butterfield &

Co., and Livingston, Fargo & Co. Its original
capital was $150,000, and increased from time to

time until it amounted to $750,000. Its average
number of employees is about 1,500 men. It was

a joint stock association managed by a board of

directors, consisting of seven persons. Its officers
were Henry Wells, President; John Butterfield,
Vice-President, and William G

. Fargo as Secre.
tary, and Alexander Holland, Treasurer. Per
haps there has been no association in the country
that has paid its stock-holders better dividends
for the past ten years. Its term expired with
the past year by its own limitation, when a new
company under the same name was organized,
purchasing the assetsand good-will of the old one.
The same officers were elected for the new that
had so long managed the old one.
In 1846 and '47, Mr. Wells was one of five who

built the New York and Buffalo Telegraph line,
being one of the first lines that was built. His
partner and himself constructed the lines from
Quebec to Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, Port
Sarnia, and Buffalo, having at that time the right

of the connection with the American line from
Prof. Morse.

In 1852, Mr. Wells concerted a plan for the
organization of the present express company;
selected the stockholders and their amounts, and
laid the scheme before them. Each man took his
stock, and the Company was organized in the
usual way by the election of nine directors, and
took the name of Wells, Fargo & Co. Hon. Edwin

B. Morgan, of Aurora, N.Y., was made president,
which place he ably filled until Cayuga and Wayne
counties insisted on his representing them in

Congress, where he remained six years. Danforth

B. Barney was then made president, and took
charge of the business in New York, and Louis
McLean in California, and although the Company
had some large losses in its commencement,yet
under their able management, assisted by the
Board of Directors, the Company has been emi
nently successful, having made up all its losses
and paid its stockholders ten per cent. dividends.
These companies are composed of several hun

dred stockholders who are individually liable for
the debts of the Company, thus embracing many
millions as security to the public.

VERSE.

THE faculty of Sublimity in conjunction with
that of Marvelousness, or, as it is often called,
Spirituality, enable man to appreciate such sub
jects as can not be measured or comprehended by
Calculation, or the reasoning faculties. Calcula
tion will solve a problem, and the result maybe a

row of a hundred figures; but who can tell by rea
son how much they mean It is quite impossible

to comprehend them. They must be divided, or

presented in some comparative manner. The fol
lowing speculations of Herschel will illustrate the
point in question:
“What mere assertion will make any one be

lieve that in one second of time, in one beat of the
pendulum of a clock, a ray of light travels over
192,000 miles, and would therefore perform the
tour of the world in about the same time that it

requires to wink our eyelids, and in much less
time than a swift runner occupies in taking a

single stride? What mortal can be made to be
lieve, without demonstration, that the sun is al
most a million times larger than the earth; and
that, although so remote from us that a cannon
ball shot directly toward it, and maintaining its
full speed, would be twenty years in reaching it,

it yet affects the earth by its attraction in an in
appreciable instant of time? Who would not ask
for demonstration, when told that a gnat's wing,

in its ordinary flight, beats many hundred times

in a second; or that there exists animated and
regularly organized beings, many thousands of

whose bodies laid close together would not ex
tend an inch But what are those to the aston
ishing truths which modern optical inquiries have
disclosed, which teach us that every point of a

medium through which a ray of light passes is af
fected with a succession of periodical movements,
regularly recurring at equal intervals, no lessthan five hundred millions of millions of times in

a single second ' That it is by such movements
connectedwith the nerves of our eyes that we see;
nay, more : that it is the difference in the fre
quency of their recurrence which affects us with

a sense of the diversity of color. That, for in
stance, in acquiring the sensation of redness, our
eyes are affected 482,000,000 of times; of yellow.ness, 542,000,000 of times; and of violet 707,000,
000 of times per second. Do not such things
sound more like the ravings of mad men than
the sober conclusions of people in their waking
senses : They are, nevertheless, conclusions to
which any one may most certainly arrive who
will only be at the trouble of examining the chain

of reasoning by which they have been obtained.”--

A MAN by the name of Meredith Holland has
been astonishing the people of St. Louis by his ex
traordinary powers in mental arithmetic. He is

not a healthy man bodily, nor is his mind well
balanced. But he will answer the most abtruse
arithmetical questions with rapidity and accura
cy, will calculate interest, simple and compound,
for any time, amount and rate, with hardly a mo
ment's thought. He is totally unable to explain
by what method he arrives at the results.
ZERAH Col.BURN astonished the world in men

talarithmetic about fifty years ago. Twenty years
ago an idiotic negro boy, near Huntsville, Ala.,
though too feeble in general intellect to do the
ordinary work of a slave, could solve difficult pro
blems in arithmetic almost instantly.
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[continued From Page FIFTY-Four.]
treated prudently and skillfully, they also may
live in health; but this, again, is the conse
quence of obedience to the same laws. If
they have inherited feeble constitutions, or if
they have been reared in a manner inconsist
ent with these laws, they will die, just as the
children of good men in similar circumstances
will perish. If the selfish man pursue wealth
according to the laws that regulate its acqui
sition, he will, by that obedience, become rich;
but if he neglect to exercise Acquisitiveness,

or infringe these laws, he will become poor,
just as the good man would become in similar
circumstances.

It appears to me, that, in these arrange
ments, we see the dictates of our whole facul
ties, when acting in harmonious combination,
supported by the order of external nature; and
hence we obtain evidence of an actual moral
government existing in full force and activity
in this world.
According to this view, instead of there being

confusion and a lack of justice in the Divine
administration of human affairs, there is the
reverse—there is a reward for every species

of obedience, and a punishment for every
species of disobedience to the Creator's laws.
And, as if to preserve our minds habitually
under the impression of discipline, our duties
correspond to the different parts of our consti
tution; rewards and chastisements are annex
ed to each of them; and so little of favoritism

or partiality is shown, that although we obey

al
l

the natural laws but one, we do not escape
the punishment of infringing that single law,
and although we break them al

l

but one, we
are not denied the reward of that solitary in
stance of obedience.
But you will perceive, that, before you can

comprehend this system of government, you
must become acquainted with the objects in

nature, by the action of which it takes place,
whether these be external or consist of our
own bodies and minds. If mankind have
hitherto lived without this knowledge, can you
wonder that the ways of Providence have ap
peared dark and contradictory ! And if, by

means of Phrenology, we have now discovered
the constitution of the mind, and its relation
ship to our bodies and external nature; if,

moreover, physical science has largely opened
up to us the cºnstitution and laws of the ob
jects by which we are surrounded and affect
ed, need we feel surprise that the dawn of a

new philosophy begins to break forth upon our
vision, a philosophy more consistent, more prac
tical, more consolatory, and better adapted to

the nature of man as a moral and intelligent
being, than any that has hitherto appeared 1

[to BE continued.]-------
Give a man brains and riches, and he is a king.

Give a man brains without riches, and he is a

slave. Give a man riches without brains, and he

is a monkey.

c=--

WEIAT METAPEIYSICIAINS EIAVE
DONE.

[“You metaphysicianskill theflower-bearingandfruit
bearingglebe,with delvingand turningoverand siſting,
and neverbringupanysolidandmalleablemassfromthe
dark profundity in which you labor. The intellectual
world, like thephysical, is inapplicable to profit,and in
capable of cultivation, a little way beyondthe surface.”
—Landor, in Fami iur Conversations.
THE above was written in the nineteenth cen

tury, given to mankind as the idea of Diogenes,
but indorsed and set forth by Mr Landor as his
own opinion. Is it not strange that such ideas
should be propagated and fostered in this age 2

Locke and Watts, Reid and Stewart, had explored
the regions of metaphysics, and brought forth
much to admire. Spurzheim analyzing the ideas,
and perfecting the discoveries of Gall, had just
completed a system unfolding the functions and
phenomena of mind, and laid the foundation for
the erection of one of the most perfect, simple, yet
ingenious philosophies ever gracing the intellectual
world. Combe reared the superstructure, and in

such a manner as to defy the whole force of modern
lore, and expose the ignorance of the philosophers

of the early and middle ages who had pretended
to toil to a beneficial end in the same realms. The
plains that had grown over with weeds under the
supervision of the disciples of the ancient philoso
phers, and those of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, including some of the eighteenth and
nineteenth, such as Descartes, Kant, and Cousin,
were at once cleared of their unnatural adornings,
and the soil thereof strengthened and prepared for
the highest state of cultivation.
“The intellectual world incapable of cultiva

tion a little way beyond the surface " What
shall we do with the following theory, advanced
by one of the greatest metaphysicians the world
has produced: “A man's nature runs either to

herbs or weeds. Hence let him seasonably water
the one, and destroy the other.” Are we to be
lieve that the speculations of Aristotle have never
been “applicable to profit * Are we to under
stand that the reflections of Bacon have never
benefited mankind? Shall we assert, and abide
by the proposition, that Edwards never brought
up from the “dark profundity” in which he labor
ed, any “solid and malleable mass” that shed new
light into the regions of metaphysics, and bene
fited his race Why do we call such men bene
factors, brilliant lights in the intellectual firma
ment, reflecting upon their own and future gene
rations substantial benefits for which they can
never cease to be grateful ? Is is not because they
have toiled in spheres where ordinary and uncul
tivated minds can not labor, and brought to light
principles and knowledge for the advancement of

the happiness of their fellows: This is it, and
this is for what man should be grateful.
But up to the middle of the nineteenth century

no perfect system of metaphysics was given to the
world. Combecame forth “like a splendid lumin
ary, dispelling darkness and confusion, and im
parting light” where light can be imparted, and
adding increased luster to the efforts and produc
tions of metaphysicians before him. He under
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stood the functions, and could trace the phenomena

of mind. He saw the “profound sophisms” of

Reid and Stewart “dissolve to nothing” before
the researches of Gall, Spurzheim, and his own in

genious arguments. He saw and exposed the ig
norance under which former philosophers toiled,
appreciated their labors, but displayed the discon
nectednessof them. In his “Constitution of Man”

is to be found a key which solvesall metaphysical
problems, and opens up the mysteries of mind.
At this day reasonable men know the benefits

to be derived from a proper realization of their
own powers of mind. They have a guide to direct
them in the correction of their weaknesses, and to

develop those faculties which need it, and lessen
the influence of others the exercise of which may
be injurious. Think of this, and then turn back
twenty-five centuries, or even one, and behold the
ignorance that encumbered many departments of

science, the vague and unhealthy theories in re
gard to mind and its attributes—then peruse the
opinions of Mr. Landor and men of his stamp, and
pity his weakness and theirs, for many such there
be, rather than upbraid him and them for those
opinions which, given to the world, rather expose
their ignorance than reflect discredit upon the age

in which they were set forth.
When one knows how to cultivate his mind—

understands it—he can easily command the means

of culture. In this age he can know this. One
has only to analyze the system of Combe, and the
foundation on which it rests, and the way is made
plain. He will then understand that metaphysi
cians have brought much from the “dark pro
fundity” that is beneficial, and understanding the
nature and functions of mind, will be prepared to

refute the idea that the “intellectual world is in
applicable to profit, and incapable of cultivation,

a little way beyond the surface.” BEDforn.

Post-MoRTEM ExAMINATIon of PATRIck
MAUDE.—A medical examination of the brain of
Patrick Maude was made five hours after the exe
cution, Doctors Dougherty, Coles, Mills, and Rich
mond being present. The examination revealed
the presence of a fibro-cartilaginous tumor about
the size of a pea, which was attached to the outer
membrane of dura mater, on the right side, over
the middle lobe. This tumor had produced a

slightly marked indentation on the surface of the
brain, and, in the opinion of a majority of the
medical gentlemen who made the examination,
congestion of the membrane with slight effusion.
The substance of the brain beneath was in nowise
altered—neither inflamed, congested, nor softened
—and its presence may or may not have had an
effect upon the functions of the brain, and so ope
rated as a cause of mental derangement. The
weight of the contents of the skull was forty-five
and three-quarter ounces, while the average weight

in males between forty and fifty years of age is,
according to Dr. Reid, nearly forty-nine ounces.
This examination, it is said, tended to confirm

the opinion of some of the medical faculty, that
Maude was an insane man, though of itself it is

no decisive evidence of madness, even to the pro
fession.—Newark JMercury.
[This Maude, it will be remembered, had been

confined in the New Jersey Lunatic Asylum, from
which he broke out, and proceeded at once to

Newark, where he shot his sister, for which he

was tried and convicted of murder, and recently
executed. He was thought, by many, to be in
sane.]
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START RIGHT. —No. III.
It has been hinted before, that truth is not a

fixture; that some of the principles of spiritual
and moral truth are eternal, and therefore change
less, as well as some of the formulae of physical or
mathematical truth. But that truth, or science”
has not yet beenentirely exhausted in its essenceis
proof that it is progressive and incomplete. Not
in the abstract, for with this no mind save His,
who is the author of it, has anything to do, simply
because no finite mind is capable of embracing it

in al
l

its rotund grandeur. In the infinite soul
alone “it comesfull circle,” and it was the same
yesterday as it is to-day, and will be forever.
But when we speak of imperfect truth, we mean,

of course, as it is received and accepted by finite
minds—from the glow-worm intelligence of the
merest plodder of these mundane spheres of ours,

up to the brightest intellect which scintillates
and dazzles all around and beneath him, and
who is able to give to the wiser ones wisdom and

to the higher ones elevation.
All minds have not equal capabilities of develop

ment and growth, or equal facilities for the culti
vation of that growth, but every mind has the
capability of progress. No matter how low may

be the point at which you may find a human be
ing, experience has shown us that he may be

raised up to a higher level in the intellectual scale.
The most hopeless idiocy does not deter the phil
anthropist; and every day w

e

are astonished with
some new demonstration of the success which
attends his efforts. And while this important
fact bears upon our minds, we are encouraged to

use every means suggested by science to improve
and enrich the understandings of our fellow-men.
And among the appliances of truth, although it

may not be the greatest, we believe that Phren
ology is an important hand-maid of Christianity

in the final redemption of the race. Not first,
not highest, it may be, but still powerful in its

sphere as God's co-helper in His own great work.
We know that this is questioned, by some in a

querulous way, and by others in good faith.
Whether one or the other, let us weigh the objec
tions which are generally urged against the
science we advocate. Not that we shall attempt

to refute the dogmatism which asserts itself
against our faith—one might as well enter into a

controvery with the incorrigible brute which now
“bays the moon” beneath our window. But we
welcome all true and loyal-hearted objectors, for
there is large hope of such. We hope to quicken
their inquisitiveness, and by a calm appeal to

their reasoning faculties—especially if these be

subject to their higher moral attributes—to dis
sipate somewhat the mists which may now pre
vent their clear and unprejudiced perception of

the truth.

I. The first objection which we shall notice is,
that Phrenology is An arra ARY. We accept the
charge. All science is arbitrary, because it is

positive. That two and two make four is an
axiom not to be questioned or quarreled with.
But Phrenology is not dogmatic. We assert noth
ing but that for which we show proof; we pro
pose a great deal for assent to which we appeal

to your reflective faculties. For instance, Phren
ology declares that the human mind is madeup of,

or possessescertain faculties, as Benevolence, Rev

erence, Conscientiousness, Justice, Ideality, etc.
We assert this, and no man in his sensespresumes

to deny it; but when we undertake to appropriate

to each of these distinctive functions a distinctive
organ of the brain, we meet the argumentum ad
homine, “How do you know this?” and our re
ply must be, this is a mental phenomenon com
bined with some physical action—for every spirit
ual manifestation is made patent by somephysical
agency—and a careful and patient observation
has convinced us of the truth of what we assume.
We say, that if in the examination of a thousand
craniums we find ourselves sustained by an exact
coincidence in nine hundred and ninety-nine, it

answers our purpose, and the proof is quite as

full as in any other department of science what
ever, and that it is entitled to our calm and un
biased consideration. Now, it is vanity to deny
that we have this conviction, corroborated by
every day's observation. And we again assert,
that few sciences have such strong claims on our
understandings for assent. And when we find a

man bent on resisting the cumulative evidence
which Phrenology offers, we can not avoid the
conclusion that either he has not examined them,

or that he is not capable of receiving and weigh
ing them.

II. Phrenology tends to immorality, and is

destructive to religious faith. It would be quite
enough to say to this objection, that if Phrenology

be proved in science to be true, it falls to the
ground and crumbles into dust. But in what way
does Phrenology tend to immorality? Certainly
not by relaxing the hold of man's moral nature on
his conscience. If there be any such thing as

setting conscience in its legitimate seat, Phren
ology, more than any other thing, save Chris
tianity, is best calculated to do it. It gives such

a sanction as nothing else can to the eternal
maxims of Christ, and puts a glory on the New
Testament such as no other one science is capable

of doing. If it says that, through certain develop.
ments of the brain, any one of a man's tendencies

is more to evil than to good, it also points out the
remedies, and in the same brain finds the facul
ties which are to aid in the ºr. of the .

sinner. If, for instance, a man's'. equisitiveness
and Secretiveness be great, and tempt him to the
appropriation of that which belongs to another,
P'eneration is alarmed, and Conscientiousness
aroused, and Benevolence excited to prevent the
wrong, as well as the disturbance which its com
mission would produce in the moral economy.
The teachings of Phrenology certainly do mili

tate against the doctrines of fatality, and leave a

man standing free before his Maker and his Judge,
stripped of al
l

excuses and refuges of lies; open

to the all-piercing eye of truth, which penetrates

to the intents of all human action.
III. The last and most formidable objection

which we shall notice here is, It tends to the
merest materialism, in that it makes spirit sub
ject to a mere fleshy tissue. What should we
know of the soul if al

l

the thousand tongues
through which it speaks were silent How could
we judge of form, or color, or sound, or any other

of the soul's results, if they were not capable of

being expressed to us through the brain or hand?
How could the sculptor, the painter, the musician
reveal to us the creations of their enlightened souls,
but through the chisel and the pallet, and instru

ment which he has curiously fashioned, all subject

to the mere muscles of his arms and fingers ? How
could the souls of those unfortunates who can
neither hear nor speak, communicate but through
these mortal instruments, the mere integuments
of the arm and hand? And then, how could we
receive these communications except in the use of

the perishable organs of the ear and the eye
And it doesnot make them the lessspiritual be

cause they are thus communicated and thus receiv
ed. It but shows the superiority of spirit, and makes
matter the mere instrument of its manifestation.

As the great Fashioner of al
l things uses the sun

and other lesser lights to reveal a portion of His
glory and majesty, the materials of the landscape
for the matchless pictures of His benevolence and
love, so He has created His children with similar
powers of using the samefunctions and materials
for a somewhat lower display of the same, though
delegated, power and wisdom.
Indeed, it is this exceedingly intimate relation

ship of matter and mind, as seen in all that the
creature is made the instrument of producing in

the physical and intellectual spheres, which re
veals to us the I AM in all His attractive beauty.

It gives the comforting assurance to the troubled
soul that our Father is not an arbitrary monarch
afar off, and whose power is used only to crush
and destroy, but an intimate relation, enfolding

us perpetually to His more than human bosom.
We are assured that we need not go up to heaven

or into the unfathomed depths to find Him, for He

is nigh to every one of His creatures, loving them
with an exhaustless affection, and ever seeking
their elevation from the low level to which their
sins have debased them, to the serene position
where He has set His throne in resplendent and
ever-enduring power and glory.

[to Be continued.]

sELP-HELP AND SELF-KNowLEDGE.
The spirit of the time w

e

live in is a spirit of

individuality, of independence, and of the duties
and demands on individuals, which such independ
ence necessarily imposes. Communities are split
ting up into personalities; and as, by unavoidable
consequence, the props of clique and party fall
away on all sides of a man, he finds himself left to

stand on his own foothold, he tests and discovers
what is the real solidity of his position, and what
the vigor of arm and intellect, and the moral force

by aid of which he must sustain himself and se
cure his cherished objects At such a time, Dr.
Smiles' book, entitled “Self-Help, with Illustra
tions of Character and Conduct,” is very season
able. In spite of an occasional cropping-out of the
professional-lecturer style in literature, the book

is full of sound sense, and replete with examples

to encourage the flagging powers or the disheart
ened spirit onward to that true victory which
only honorable and unconquerable resolution can
win. Messrs. Harper and Brothers, of New York,
have brought out a very pretty cheap edition of

Dr. Smiles book.
But an essential ingredient in true self help is

self-knowledge. The worker must know the ele
ments of mind and character, and the fundamental
tendencies, capabilities, and operations of the dif
ferent mental faculties. Very much of all this is

learned through a careful study of somegood work

§ =>
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upon Phrenology, together with that of Mr. O. S.
Fowler's “Self-Culture.” But there is lately is
sued by Messrs J. Munroe & Co., of Boston, a lit
tle book in which, while the phrenological classifi
cation of the faculties is in the main followed and
upheld, the elementary tendencies and operations
of the mind are set forth with a very considerable
degree of clearness, and in such a way as to lead
to ready application. This book, by Archbishop
Whately, is entitled “Introductory Lessons on
Mind.” While we do not regard the order or
mode of presentation of the subjects as faultless,
yet the topics are well-chosen; and, indeed, it is
not often that so much useful information in regard
to a difficult subject is condensed into so small a
space, as in this instance. Mr. Whately's book is
a valuable aid to that difficult accomplishment—
self-knowledge. -
T H E N EW DICTI on ARY -
WoRcestER's DictionARy, sº long expected,

has come at last, and in such a handsomedress that
even those who had become somewhat impatient
with waiting will, we think, be satisfied. But
although a good appearance is no bad quality in
anything, a Dictionary is chiefly prized for its

contents. A war of the Dictionaries has been
waged of late through the medium of the public
prints to such an extent, that we commenced the
examination of the volume before us somewhat
eagerly, and as we have spoken of its looks we
will conclude on that point by saying that in re
gard to mechanical execution and typographical
appearance, it excels by far any work of the kind
we have ever seen.

This Dictionary contains, so the preface says–
we didn't count them—about 104,000words, being
about 20,000 more than is contained in any other
similar work.
The orthography it is claimed is in accordance

with the best usage both in England and the
United States. The most marked variation from
established English usage is in thosewords ending

in or or our, as favor, favour, and the like.
The double l of travelling, revelling, etc., is

retained; pretence, offence, and defence are spelt
with a c, theatre, centre, etc., are as here spelled;
are and whiskey keep the e : mould is not mold,
nor height, hight. These our readers will remem
ber are among the few words whose spelling has
been the source of so much contention.
The pronunciations are in accordance with the

best usage. The marks of designation seem to be

as well calculated to guide the student as can be

made, but is almost impossible to represent English
pronunciation.
The pictorial illustrations are valuable. More

information can sometimes be conveyed by a pic
ture than by columns of descriptive words. The
illustrations occur with the words they are in
tended to represent, which is as it should be.

* A Dictionary or THEENGLISHLANguage. By Joseph

E. Worcester,LL.D. Quarto. 68 pages. 1786. Boston:
Hickiing, Swan,and Brewer. 1860. (With an Appendix
containing Pronunciation of Greek and Latin Proper
Names; also, Scripture Names, Modern Geographical
Names.and theNames of DistinguishedMen of Modern
Times: a completeDictionary of Quotations;Grammar
and History of the EnglishLanguage,etc.)

The definitions are full and copious, as much so

as the most exacting could reasonably expect.
They are entirely unlike Webster's, care having
been taken to take “no word, no definition of a

word, no citation, no name as an authority” from
his work. So the purchasers of both may rely on
having books entirely unlike.
The synonyms form a very important part of

this great work. About 5,000 words, somenearly
synonymous with others, are brought 'together
and treated as to their similitudes and differences.
The right word in the right place is what all
writers and speakers want, and all often feel the
want of a word to express exactly what they mean,
and without being able to call it to mind.
Appended to the Dictionary are extended tables

of pronunciations of Greek and Latin proper
names; of Scripture proper names; of modern
geographical names; of the names of distinguished
men of modern times; abbreviations used in writ
ing and printing; signs used in writing and print
ing, and a collection of words, phrases, and quota
tions from the Greek, Latin, French, Italian, and
Spanish languages.
There is no man that can read, be he rich or

poor, educated or ignorant, that would not be

benefited through his whole life by the proper and
frequent use of Worcester's Dictionary.
Library edition only ready. Price, $7 50.--

I DIDN'T KNOW WHAT IT MEANT.
(connuBIAL LovE.)

He gave me a knife one day at school,
Four-bladed, the handle of pearl;

And great black words on the wrapper said,
“For the darlingest little girl.”

I was glad! Oh, yes; yet the crimson blood
To my young cheek came and went,

And my heart thumped wondrously pit-a-pat,
But I didn't know what it meant.

One night he said I must jump on his sled,
For the snow was falling fast;

I was half afraid, but he coaxed and coaxed,
And got me on at last.

Laughing and chatting in merry glee,
To my home his course he bent,

And my sisters looked at each other and smiled,
But I didn’t know what it meant.

The years passed on, and they touched his eye
With a shadow of deeper blue;

They gave to his form a manlier grace—
To his cheek a swarthier hue.

We stood by the dreamily rippling brook,
When the day was almost spent,

His whispers were soft as the lullaby;
And—now I know what it meant.

(ſ , (ſort tsp Umût mts.
PHRENoLogist.—Congeniality in marriage

arises from harmony. If the congenialitybe right for
health,andvigor,andmind,marryone whohas a similar
one. If the temperamentbe too nervous or mental,the
companionshould have the vital-motive, so that theoff
springmaystand a chance of inheriting a gooddegree of

all the temperaments.Harmony does not necessarily
imply similarity. The race is improvedwheresons re
semblethemotherand daughtersthe father. This pro
duces a strengthening of the feminine,and a softening

and modification of the masculine. It infusesvigor,and
courage,and manhoodinto the femalenature,and the
refinementand sensibility of the femaleinto the mascu
line constitution,and thus each sex is preventedfrom
becoming so extreme in its own peculiarities as to be dis
torted. Where sons resemblethe fatherfor twoor three
generations in succession,theybecomerough,hard,and
coarse. They have too much strengthand too little re
finement,while, on the contrary,femalesresemblingthe
femininebranchwholly for severalgenerationsbecome
characterless,timid, inefficient, pathetic, and dreamy.
They becomeall emotionand no logic. The same is true

of temperaments.Personswho come to maturityearly
becomeold early,like June peas,while thosethat ripen
latekeeplonger.
WILL.-We think the theory you refer to is fine

spun,and that a hundredtimesmore is made of it than
can be understood or carriedout. It is pretty as a dream,
but, if true, its founder is notwiseenough to apply it. To
yoursecondquestionwe answerYes.

PHRENOLOGY IN BROOKLYN.---
MR. L. N. Fowler delivered a course of lec

tures on Phrenology, at Musical Hall, on Brooklyn
Heights, early in February last, to a very large
audience of the most intelligent and respectable
citizens of the City of Churches, at the close of

which, the committee, chosen by the audience for
the selection of persons to be examined publicly,
presented the following preamble and resolution,
which were adopted by acclamation :

Whereas,webelievethescience of Phrenology to be of

greatimportance, in unfoldingandteaching to man a true
knowledge of his nature,and if it weremorethoroughly
understoodby the human race, it would save a vast
amount of sufferingand misery, and as Mr. Fowler's
writings and lectureshave done,and are doing a great
deal to disseminatethatknowledge—
Resolved.That we,thecitizens of Brooklyn,invite Mr.

Fowler to deliveranothercourse of lectures in thiscity at

his earliestconvenience.
Signedby theCommittee,

WILLIAM. H
. Bigelow, STEPHENM. GRIswold.---

How to Live.— Mrs George Washington Wyl
lys says of this newbook: “We had scarcelythought it

possiblethat so muchsolid,usefulinformationcouldbein
cluded within the course of an interestinglytold tale.
There is not a solitarypage thatdoesnotcontainenough

to make it worth the whole price of the book to every
woman; and if thegirls will read it, instead of dish-water
poetryand sentimentalromance,their husbands—when
they get 'em—will reap the benefit at everymeal they
eat.” (SEEAdventisfyient.)

------
Our publicationsmaybeobtained of Rickey,Mallory &

Co.,Cincinnati, O
.
: Geo. B. Arnes. Belvidere, Ill ; J. C.

Morgan & Co., NewOrleans,La. ; J. W. Bond & Co.,Bal
timore,Md. ; Benjamin Dawson,Montreal, C. E.; S. C.

Griggs & Co.,Chicago,Ill.; Wm. Wilson, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. : B. R. Peck,Syracuse,N.Y.; Punam, Smith &

Co., Detroit,Mich. : Geo. H. Denison,London, C. W.;
M. Shewan,Toronto, C. W.; L. P. Williams & Co.,Nash
ville,Tenn.; L. Willard, Troy, N.Y.; Morton & Griswold,
Louisville, Ky. : Hunt & Miner, Pittsburg, Pa.; Stewart

& Bowen,Indianapolis, Ind. ; J. B. Clark, Selma,Ala.;
A. Hutchinson,Cincinnati, O

.
: Cleaves & Waden,Mem

phis,Tenn.; A. R. Shipley & Co.,Portland, Oregon; F.

Wilson Hurd & Co., Dansville, N. Y.; Frank Taylor,
Washington,D.C.; J. W. Randolph,Richmond,Va.; C.

8. Beverly,Frederickton,New Brunswick; H
.
D
. Norrell,

Augusta,Ga.; Hawks & Bro.,Cleveland, O
.
: T. S. Hawks,

Buffalo, N. Y.; D
.

Kimball & Co., Providence, R. I.;
Keenan & Crutcher,Frankfort,Ky.; James C. Orr, Wheel
ing, Va.; Hitchcock & Searles,Lexington, Ky.; G

.

M.
West, Richmond,Va.; J. R. Deupree, Calhoun, Mo.;
Keitt & Wood, St. Louis, Mo.; B. J. Smith, M.D., San
Francisco, Cal.; Samuel Irwin, Jonesboro, Ga.; Tyler
Bros.,SanFrancisco,Cal.
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3.httrfistments.

Adventisemſ ENTs intended for this Journal, to
secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson orbe
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

ART-SciENCE—INVENTION.—
DISCOVERY :

SOMETHING INTERESTING TO ALL CLASSES :
Mechanics' Manufacturers! Engineers! Chemists!
Planters! Farmers: Millwrights! Inventors!Patentees! Housekeepers!

It is beyondall disputethattheSCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is the most popular, reliable,and best conductedjournal of its class in theworld,andthat it nowhas a circulationof nearlyThisTY Thousa ND WEEKLY : " :

This periodical is not, as somemightinterfromits title,

a dry journal of abstractscience,butquite thecontrary,

as its immensecirculation fully indicates. It is morewidely readthananysimilarjournal in theworld, and itsupplies a mass of usefulinformationnot to be foundelsewhere,upon all industrialsubjects,such as are adaptedto*** of personsincludedundertheclassesabovenanned.
The numbers of the Scientific AMERICANfor a single# (costingonly #2)will afford a volume of

IGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO PAGES,
andupwards of

FIVE HUNDRED ORIG NAL ENGRAVINGS : " :The Editorsand Publishers of theSciENTIFICAMERICAN
have hadupward of fifteen years'experience in the ex
amination of inventiºns,and are probablymore familiar
with the progress of this interestingdepartmentthanany
otherfirm or association. All subjectspertaining to theindustry of ourcountry—whetherthe result of thegenius

of theamateurInventor,the skilled Mechanic,theenterprising Manufacturer, or the practical Farmer—receiveprominent attention in the columns of the SciEstificAMERICAN,andarediscussedpopularly,and in a manner
calculated to pleaseand instruct. Every number of the
|...". will containseveraloriginalengravings o

f ruechancal inventions,executedin §. best style of the art,expresslyfor its columns.
The SciE TIFIC AMERICAN is

,

moreover, a perfectandtruthfulmirror of theUnitedStatesPatentOfficeatWash
ington,andpublishes*patentthatissuesweeklyfromthatinterestingbureae. In addition to their own unpar
alleledfacilities,theEditorsandPublishershaveassociatedwith them
ºf THE HON. CHARLES MASON, Lºs

who, for severalyears,heldtheimportantandresponsible
office of UnitedStatesCommissiºnerof Patents,andwho
not only regularly contributesimportantarticles to the
SciENTIFICAMERICAN,but also counselswith inventorsand patentees.
PartieswhodesiretosubscribefortheSCIENTIFICAMER

ICANeando so by inclosing #
1

forsix months, or #
2

for a

wholeyear. Sºmple numbersfurnishedgratis; also, aº of advice,“How to ProcureLettersPatent forew Inventions.” Address
MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row,New York.

For 1860. Now Ready.
THE WATER.CURE ALMANAC

FOR 1860,contains—besidesall theusualcalendars–
Hygienic Medication; Water-CureExplained: Gymnas
ticsfor Consumptives:HealthyChildren; Tight Lacing
andConsumption;with Hints andSuggestions,Advice,
etc. Price, prepaidbymail, onlysix cents.

THE PHRENoLog ICAL ALMANAC
for1860,contains—besidestheusualastronomicalmatters—
Names of all the Organs; Portraits and SketchesofPrescott, Triplet Sisters, Ada Clifton, Major E. W.Serrell, George G

. Briggs, Dr. Wunslow wis, Dr.Nº. Dr. Phelps Dr. }. W
.

C. Smith,Dr. Matson,
Dr. 1'

.

Thayer, Judge Thos. Russell,Messrs.Pangborn,Ball, and Willis, Robert Burns, Signs of Character,Utility of Phrenology,Employment,etc. Price,six cents,or twenty-fivefor $1. Sentfreeby firstmail.

- - ,”THE MECHANICs' AND INVENT.
ORS' POCKET ALMANAC FOR 1860,contains—

A Table showingtheTime of theSun'sRisingandSettingEquation of Time; Table of theMoon's Phases; Comgº of Brass; TheoreticalVelocity of Water perSecond; Guagefor Wire; SpecificGravities of Metalsand Woods; Weight of Cast and Wrought Iron inPounds, per Cubic Foot; Lengths of Circular arcs

to Radius Unity; Dimensions of Screws, Nuts, andWashers; Degrees(Fahrenheit) required to Meit dif
ferentMetals; Dimensions of Noted Stone Bridges ofEurope; Lengths of Pendulums;Temperature of Steamat differentAtmospheric Pressures;The Wind as a

Motive Power,etc. Price six cents; twenty-fivefor$1.Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

IF THERE IS ANY writFR or PUB
LISHER whowouldlike to havehis works illustratedby
one whohasspentyears in thestudyandpractice of thehigherbranches of art,hewill beresponded to byaddressing E. J. S., Box500,PittsburgPost-office.
NEW AND VALUABLE SQUASHEs.

SEEDS OF THE
Honolulu.................... ... 25centsperpacket.GoldenGreenJapan... ... 25 “ *

White Leghorn........ . 25 “ ki.
MammothCuba............ 25 “ 44
MammothChili........ . 25 “ 44
Imperial Lima Marrow . 25 “ {{
SandwichIsland....... 25 “ 44
Hubbard .... ............. . 25 “ {{
True Seven-yearPumpkin ..... 25 “

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

Books FOR THE SEASON.—NEw
editions of the following-namedbooks now ready. No
Farmer,farmer'swife,farmer'sboy, or farmer'sgirl should
bewithoutthem. Theyareeverywherecommended,and
pronouncedjust thethingthat is wanted:
THE HOUSE : A PocketManualof Rural Architec
ture. It containseverythingthatanyonewill expect ordesireto find in such a work. Particular attention is

given to houses of low cost,such as thegreatmass of theeople most want. Adaped to all sections. Price,tº cents.
THE GARDEN i It tells how to cultivateeverything!..."; to the garden. The chapteron the FlowerGarden "... what the ladieswant. Adapted to all
sections. Price, 50 cents.
THE FAItMI : Giving, in a concise,but clear andsimplemanner,thefundamentalprinciples of Agricul
turalScience as well as practicaldirectionsfor cultivating all thecommonfleldcrops. Price, 0 cents.
DOMIESTIC ANIMALS : A muchneededandusefulbook, which no one who has the charge of animals
shouldfall to peruse. Price, 50 cents.
tº" The House—The Garden—The Farm—and

Domestic Animals, bound in one large, handsome
gilt Volume, sent prepaid by first mail, for $1 50.A HAND-book oa. Fruit-CULTURE i With
Descriptions of many of thebestWarieties in theUnited
States. Ninety engravings. Price, 50 cents.
Address F0 W LER AND WELLS,

308 Broadway, New York.

THE HUMAN VoICE ;

Its Right Management in Speaking, Reading, and
Debating—includingthePrinciples of True Eloquence;
togetherwith the Functions of the WocalOrgans—the
Cultivationof the Ear—theDisordersof theVocal and
ArticulatingOrgans–OriginandConstruction of theEn
glish Language—ProperMethods of Delivery—Reme
dial Effects of ReadingandSpeaking,etc. By theRev.
W. W. Cazalet. New York: Fowler ANDWELLs,pub
lishers. Pre-paidbymail, in pamphlet,for 15 cents, in

muslin,25cents.
The authorsays: “The work I nowpresent to thepub

lic is theresult of muchthoughtand studyover a period

of morethanfifteenyears. Havingmyselfsufferedfrom
relaxation of throat,and the feeling of exhaustionafterspeakingandreading, I set to work to considerthecause.This ledme to investigatethemechanismandaction of the
vocalorgan,and theresulthas beenthepresentwork, inwhich I haveendeavoredtoshowthenaturalactionof all
theorgansconcerned in theformation of speech. I speakconfidentlyof theeffectthatmustfollow fromattentionto
therules I have laid down,not only from myown case,
butalsofromthat of others to whom I haveimpartedtheseprinciples.”

LIFE ILLUSTRATED — A FIRST
class Pictorial Family Newspaper,commencesits eighthvolumethisweek. It is devotedtoEducation,Agriculture,
Mechanics,Architecture,New Inventions,Business, toMoral and Intellectual Improvement,Social Entertainment, the News of the World, and all movementsofpracticalinterestandutility. Now is thetime to subscribe.Only$2 a year, or threecopiestº. Five copies#6, or tencopies$0. Get * a Club. Address,OWLER AND WELLS, New York.

SY RIN G E s.

Having madearrangementswith themanufacturers,we
shall keep a supply of Syringesconstantly on handfor saleat low prices.
We shall send thevery best Patent Elastic Syringe,

warranted to give satisaction,by mail,post-paidfor §:A liberaldiscountallowed to Water-CureEstablishments
and thosewho buy to sell again. Cash ordersshall beP'º. attended to anddispatchedby firstexpress.FO ER AND WELLS, 80sBroadway,New York.

[APRIL,

- NEW - -

Anatomical and Physiological
IEPL_A_TIES_

By R. T. TRALL, M.D. Price $12.
Theseplateswerepreparedexpresslyfor lecturersandteachers, as well as for students. They representall of

the organsandprincipal structures of thehumanbody insitu, and of the size of life. Every familyought to have

a set,andeveryman,woman,andchildought to be familiar with the wonderfulstructuresand functionswhich§ so admirablyillustrate. There are six in theset, asfollows:
The Heart and Lungs.-No. 1 presents a frontview

of the lungs,heart,stomach,liver, gall-bladder,larynx,
thymusandparotidglands,commoncarotidarteriesandjugular vein; also of theprincipalportions of thebowels,andcawlor omentum.J. as in Life.
Dissections.—No. 2 is a completedissection of theheart,exhibitingits valvesand cavities,andthecourse oftheblood. The largearteriesandveins of theheart,lungs,

andneckare displayed,with thewindpipeand its bronchialramifications;alsotheliverwith its gall-bladderandducts; the pancreas;the kidneyswith their uretersandblood-vessels;thedescendingaorta, or largeartery of thechestandabdomen,with its branchesinto the right and
left iliac arteries;theascendingvenacava, or greatvein oftheabdomenandthorax; theuterusanditsappendages—ovaries,fallopiantubes,roundandbroadligaments,etc.
Nervous System.–No. 3. Side view of the brain,heart,lungs,liver,bowels,uterus,and bladder. Also thevarioussubdivisionsofthebaseofthebrain,with thewhole

length of thespinalcord,showingtheorigin of all thecerebro-spinalnerves. Very useful to physicians,phrenologists,teachers,lecturers,andothers.
The Eye and the Ear.—No. 4. The anatomy of theeyeandear,representingthearrangements of theminuteblood-vessels,nerves,andotherstructuresconcerned in the

functions of seeingand hearing. Beautifullycolored.
Digestion.—No. 5. The alimentarycanalcompleteexhibitingtheexactsize,shapeand arrangements of the

structures especiallyconcerned in digestion;*... themouth,throat,tongue,esophagus,stomach,smallandlargeintestines,with the liver, gall-bladder,and the biliaryducts; also the internalstructure of the kidneys,and a

beautifulrepresentation of the lacteal absorbentsandglands,thoracicduct,and theirconnectionswith thetho
racicarteriesandveins. Colored to representLife.
Circulation–Skin.—No. 6. The lobes of thelungs

andcavities of theheart,valves,etc.,with thelargevesselsof thecirculation;also a minutedissection of thestructuresof theskin—thesebaceousfollicles,sweatglands,etc.—exhibitingtheextentand importance of the greatdepurating function of the surface. The mostnatural and bestevermade.
Everylecturer,teacher,andphysicianshouldhave a set.Price for thewholeset,beautifullycoloredand mounted,

$12. We donotsellsingleplates. Address,
F0 W L E R A N D w E L L S.,

308 Broadway,New York.
LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST

class pictorial weekly—Vol.9–Circulates largely in ºlltheStates,North,South,East,andWest. Adapted to thefarmer,planter,merchant,inventor,mechanic,and thefamily. $2 a year: *1 half a year.Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

Fo REIGN PATENTs.
Personshavinginventions on whichtheyaredesirous ofsecuringforeignpatents,will do well to correspondwith

us beforemaking other arrangements to securethem.
Our arrangements in Europe areverycomplete,and ourchargesmoderate. Prudence requiresthat applications
for patents in Europe,particularly in England,shouldbe
made as early as possible. The drawingsfor Englishapplications(which are required to be on parchment)aremade in ourownoffice,whichenablesus to carry out the
wishesand tastes of the inventormoreperfectlythan if

we allowedthem to beprepared in England.

A “provisionalprotection”may be obtained in England
for a smallpart of thewholeexpense of obtaining a patent,andthis,while it securestheinvention,allowsthepatenteesomelittletimeto

PW thebalance of thefunds. Address,
FOWLER AND WELLs, 808Broadway,NewYork.

READER, what SAY YoU To GETting up a Club for LIFE ILLUSTRATED 7 Ask a fewneighbors to join, and have four copiesthreemonthsfor$1. You will like it. A singlecopy 8 months, 25 cents.

THE NEw ILLUSTRATED SELF-IN
STRUCTOR IN PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY,with more than a Hundred Engraved Portraits of Re
markable Men and Women. his excellentpracticalwork,writtenfor theinformationandimprovement of al,embraces,among other topics: THE LAws of LIFE ;

Hereditary Influences; Health – How to Preserveit;Temperaments—illustrated;SIGNs of CHARACTER;Principlesand Proofs of Phrenology:AnalysisandClassification of the Faculties; and a Chart for RecordingExami
nations. A handy12movol.,revisedandenlarged,boundwith gilt backandsides. Prepaid bymail, only 50 cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.> – 3:3:
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ALL THE REQUISITEs For
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, AND HY
DROPATHIC LECTURERS AND PRACTITIONERS

May REordered or
Fow L E R A N D w E L L s,

By Mail or Express.
PHYSIOLOGY.

A beautifulsetof anatomicaland physiologicalplates,
six in number,mountedon canvasand rollers,or color
ed. Price, $12.
Also, Lambert'sAnatomicalChartson rollers, colored,

six in theset. Price, $6.
Also, Weber's ditto, size of life, eleven in the set.Price, $25.
Manikins,from$325to $1,000each.
Skeletons—Frenchwired—readyfor use, from $35 to

$45each.
HYDROPATHY.

Dr. Trall's Encyclopedia.........
Dr. Shew’sFamily Physician...
Water-Curein ChronicDiseases..
DomesticPracticeof Hydropathy..
Water-CureLibrary, sevenvolumes,ardworks.
The New PocketSyringe........................... 3 SO
BreastPumps.................... ... 2 00
Nipple Shield........... ------------- .............. 0.87

PHRENOLOGY.
Specimensfor SocietiesandPrivateCabinets. Forty of

our bestSpecimens,size of Life. Cast from the headsof
John QuincyAdams,Aaron Burr, GeorgeCombe,ElihuBurritt, T.H. Benton,HenryClay,Rev. Dr. Dodd,Thomas
A. Emmett,Dr. Gall, SylvesterGraham,J. C. Neal, SilasWright, Black Hawk, Osceola,etc., etc. They can be
packed and sentas freightor expresswith safety. Price,only $25forfortycasts.
Also, Fowler'sPhrenology,Combe'sPhrenology,PhrenologicalCharts,andmarkedBusts.CrayonHeads...... -- --- - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- --$1 50to$3 00

Water ColorHeads........................ 8 00 “ 5 00
Oil Color Heads...... --- -- -- - --- -- -- -- - --- 4 00 * 8 00

CHART OF THE ANIMAL KING
DOM. By A. M. Redfield. This chart,whichis in size44
by 5 feet,presentsthesubjectof NaturalHistorybeforethe
studentin the mostplain and simplemannerpossible.
The arrangementof its several parts is so harmonious
and beautiful,the classificationso lucid andorderly,the
statementsand explanations so brief,yetcomprehensive,
that it meritstheattention of all classes,from thestudent
desiring to takehis firstlessons in thisgreatscience, to theexperiencednaturalist.To render it, if possible,still more
plain, the chart is accompanied by a book of 700 ages,
entitled, ZooLogical SóIENCE; or, Nature in Livin
Forms; illustrated by numerousplates. The chart Ali
book are ſurnishedforTen Dollars. Not mailable.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.

Covers FoR PHONoGRAPHIC RE
PORTERS.–Morocco covers,12mo,sent by mail, post
paid, for 50 cents, Books for Pencils, 48 pages, 6 centseach, or five for 25 cents. Booksfor Pens, 10 centseach.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

ON TRIAL-To GIVE EveRY
body a chance to judge for themselves,we send LIFEILLUSTRATED threemonthsfor25cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.
Now READY—ANew andValuableHand-Bookon

FRUIT CULTURE :

A Guide to the Cultivation and Management of FruitTrees, with Descriptions of the Best and Most Popular
Varieties. It treats particularly of APPLEs – PEARs—
Pitſms—PEACHEs—SMALLFRU.Ts—BERRIEs—andhas an#º:with Directionsfor CookingandPreservingallRinds of Fruits. ####". by firstmail,50cents.Address, FOW AND WELLS,

308Broadway,New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST.
class pictorial weekly, for the family, the merchant,mechanic,artisan,farmer,planter,manufacturer,builder,
fruit-grower,etc. 42 a year.Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

EVERY TEACHER shouldhave
THE RIGHT Word IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocket DICTIONARYof SYNoNYMs,TECH
Nical TERMs,ABBBEv1ATIons,FoREIGNPHRASEs,etc.,etc.,with a Chapteron Punctuationand Proof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterandspeaker who would say exactlywhat he means,and
neithermorenor less,andsay it in thebestway. Price,
50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

“Now or NEVER.”—THE of FER

is still open,butunlessacceptedsoon,our regularterms,

* 2 a year, will be adheredto. TTFE ill ºf RATEIS
will nowbesent,on trial, threemonthsfor 25 cents.

• Journ AL.

BOOKS FOR THE SEASON.

NEw RURAL MANUALs: EMBRAC
ling THE House,THE GARDEN,THE FARM,and Domes
TICANIMALs,bound in onelarge,handsome,giltvolume
Judge Meigs,Secretary of the American Instituteand
its Farmers' Club, says, “It comprises a good little
library, veryhandyand useful to everybody as well as

farmersand gardeners,and I will recommend it heart
ily.” Price, $1 50.

“Fruit Culturefor themillion.”

A HAND Book of FRUIT-CULTURE;
BEING A GUIDE To THE CULTIvation ANDMANAGE
MENTor FRUIT TREEs; with coudensedDescriptions of

many of the Best and Most popular Warieties in the
United States. Illustratedwith ninetyengravings. By
THoMAsGREgg. A valuableandpopularwork. Price,
muslin,50cents.
Address, FOWLER AND WELLS,

80sBroadway,New York.

VALUABLE Books BY MAIL.
Copies of anywork will be sent by mail,postagepaid, onreceipt of theprice.
Metal-Worker'sAssistant...................... $400
Hand-Book for Engineers......... 1 50
Overmanon theManufactureof Iron.. 5 00
AmericanMiller.................. 1 00
Cabinet-Maker'sCompanion. 75
Builder's - O. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 00
Dyer's do ................... 75
Paper-Hanger's do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Turner's do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Cotton-Spinner's do. ................... 8 50
Machinist's,Engineer's,etc.,Companion....... 25
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importANT to INventors.
PATENT OFFIC E D EPARTMENT.

We transactat thisofficeall kinds ofbusinessconnected
with procuringPatents,either in this country or in any of

theEuropeanStates.Having securedthe aid of the best Patent Attorneys
known to thepublic,both in Englandandonthecontinent

of Europe,we are able to affordthe best of facilitiesforobtainingPatents in foreigncountries.
TheSolicitorwhohascharge of our PatentOfficeDepartment,hasfor thepasttenyearsbeensuccessfullyengaged

in obtainingpatentsfor inventions,and during the laterportion of that time has devotedparticularattention tocontestedcases.
The business of thisOfficewill be strictlyconfidential.

No chargeswill bemadefor examinations of new inventions; inventorsmayconsult us as to the noveltyandpatentability of their improvements,andreceiveour report,bydescribingtheirinventions to us,and inclosing a stamp*E. thereturnletter.w nicationsby letter in reference to Inventions,Patents, or PatentLaw, promptlyattendedto.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

* *SHE CAN'T KEEP Hous E witHout
IT.—A mother says: “Having been a subscriberfor
LIFE ILLUSTRATED threeyears, I feel that I cannotkeephousewithoutit.” Glad of it. This is a sample of

lettersreceivedbyus daily. Sent 3 monthsfor25cents.

THE WATER-CURE JourtNAL – devoted to

Physiology,Hydropathy,andtheLaws of Life and Health
—with Engravings illustrating the Human System—A
Guide to Healthand Longevity. Publishedmonthly.
Good HEALTII is out GREATWANT.-We canobtain it

only by a knowledge of the Laws of Life andtheCauses

of Disease. All subjectsconnectedwith Diet, Exercise,
Bathing, Cleanliness,Ventulation,Dwellings, Clothing,
Occupation,etc.,areclearlypresented in theWATER-CUREHydropathy is fully explainedand applied to

all known diseases. Water-Cure is not equaledby any
othermode of treatment in thosecomplaintspeculiar to

Women. Particulardirectionsaregiven for thetreatment

of ordinary cases at Home, so that al
l mayapply it. The

Journal is designedfor the“People.” BelievingHealth

to be the basis of all happiness,werely onthefriendsof
goodHealth to place a copy of theWATER-CUREJournal

in everyfamily in the United States. SingleCopy, $1 a

year; Five Copies,+4; Ten Copies.37: Twenty Copies,
$10. Subscriptionsmaycommencenow. AddressFowjºr:"[Ni Wei is is Broadway,NewYork.
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How To L I v E:
SAv ING AND WA stiNG ; or, DomEstic EconoMY
ILLUsta Ated by the Life of Two Families of

Opposite Character, Habits, and Practices, in a

Pleasant Tale of Real Life, Useful Lessons

in Housekeeping, and How to Live, How

to Have, How to Gain, and How to be Happy;
including the Story of A Dime a Day. By
Solon Robinson. 1860. 12mo, 340 pages.
Price 75 cents. Prepaid by mail on receipt of

price. New York: Fowler. AND WELLs, Pub
lishers, 308 Broadway.
[To give a more definite idea of this fresh work,

we give below an abstract from the Table of Con
tents.]
Economy ILLUstr Aten IN A PAIR of SHors—

Mrs. Doolittle is disgustedwith the meanness of Mrs.
Suverv.-She contrastsMrs.Savery'skitchenwith her own
—Children and check aprons—Mrs.Doolittle disgusted
with theeconomy of a supperthatcostsnothing—How to

work a garden—Economy of space—TheWatermelon,and
where it grew.
SALINDA LovEwell—A NINE DAYs' wonprºft–

Economy of thebed-roomarrangements—Thetrunksand
theircontents- Warmingthehouse—Anewradiator—The
bookshelves—Hangingup the dresses—Economy in ſur
niture—TheMagicChair–Mattressmaking-Making rag
carpets—Fancywºrk—Evening readings–Mush—White
andyellowmeal—Silverware-True art of coºking–Tea
tablelectures - How to boil a piece of meat—Thesecret of

goodfood.
THE BREAK FAst — EconoMY IN Food —

Dough-nuts—Themusquito net–Carpets and calicoes—Ras-Scripture answers—How to make bread–Bees in

thecity—A causefor everything—Ship-building—Allfor
the best-Keeping out moths—Savingtrifles—Thepoul
try house—Deodorizing—Thegrape-vine—Thegarden—
The cistern–Washing dishes—Cheapsoap.
DIET-EFFEct of Port k EATING—Tobacco–

Condiments—Clothing—Fashion — Folly in eating andsleeping–Walking exercise—Value of good temper—Punctuality—Householdteachings — Botany – Economy
not parsimony—Care of the sick — Cure of ErysipelasFamily amusements.
SATURDAY IN THE Kitch EN—The rice pudding—Soup—Preparationfor Sunday–Iced tea—How to

treatservants–Horsemanshipfor girls—Magneticpower
of the voice—TheDoolittles'turn-out—Asensible man's
will—The farm-house—Treesby the roadside—Thebarn
—The wind-mill—The strawberrybed — Uncle Samuelº thechiltiren–Countrybread—Strawberriesandcreamathome.
WIsIt To The Doolitti. Es — Influence upon

character—Roughand tumblefight of the boys,and the
result—Oil upon the waters—Behindthe Scenes — The
Doolittletea-table.
Hom E INFLUENCEs—The effect of drinking—Plotting villai s—Doolittlegetshispicture taken—Insub

ordination - A family scene – Doolittle in the lawyer's§: The
budget of news—Theexperiment of city lifeenoted.

A MATCH BRokEN Up—The return home—For
giveness—Mr.Doolittleanddaughters—Talk of moving.
MARRIAGE-As man and wife should live—The

old house—Peasantsurprise—Theold bedroom—Good
nessand happine-s—Thekitchen,parlor,and bedrooms—
The approachingwedding-day—Doolittlegirls—Theway

to spendevenings—Businesspunctuality—Thewedding.
Story of A DIME A DAY-What shall we

buy?—What one dime purchased—Alesson learned—
Dying to live—Staryngwithout dying—Dimeswasted—Economy in fuel—Chips—Heatwasted—Firekindlers.
Eco NoMY IN Food—What shall we eat?—

Remedyfor hunger-Fashionable beef-Nutrition in food—Cheapfood—Incontrovertiblefacts—How to cookhominy—A cornmealloaf.
The reading of this workwill befound to be a moneysaving business to anyfamily,while, at thesametime,its

valuablesuggestionswouldadd greatly to thecomforts ofevery family. We shouldbeglad to havethebookintro
ducedamongall themanufacturingvillages of the North
and East,theagriculturists of theWest,andtheplantersof
the South. Single copieswill besent prepaid,by return
of theFIRSTMAIL for . cents; to AgentsandBooksellers,

in quantities, at Wholesale,by express.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.
A Remarkable Book.

Now READY.—HINTS TowARD
PHYSICAL PERFECTION:

Or, How to Acquire and Retain Beauty, Grace, and
Strength,and SecureLong Life andContinuedYouth
fulness. Price, PREPAIDBY FIEst MAIL,only#1.
Address FOW LER AND WELLS,

SOSBroadway,New York.- ––––3.
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I, I S T OF
PHRENOLOGICAL SPECIMIENS

FOR THE USE OF SOCIETIES, OR FOR PRIVATE
CABINETS.

[THESEspecimenswerecastfromliving heads,andfrom
skulls. Theyaffordanexcellentcontrast,showingtheor
gansof the brain,both large and small. Lecturersmay
hereobtaina collectionwhichaffordsthenecessarymeans
of illustration and counparison.This select cabinet is
composedof the following:]

AMERICAN PHIR EN O L O GIC A. L J O U R N A.L. [APRIL, 1860.

§e

1. John Quincy ADAMs–Firmness,Conscientiousness,
Self-Esteem,Approbativeness,Acquisitiveness,Individu
ality, Eventuality,Locality,all large.
2. AARoNBURR—Amativeness,Firmness,Self-Esteem,

Individuality, Eventuality,Form, Size, Locality,Combat
veness,Destructiveness,Secretiveness,Benevolence,all
arge,or verylarge; Cautiousnessmoderate,and Consci
entiousnesssmall.
8. GEorgEComBE,Esq.,authorof Phrenologicalworks

—His organsare,nearlyall of them,well developed,Con
structivenessbeingmoderate,andCalculationsmall.
4. Elihu BuRBurr—Individuality,Eventuality, Form,

Size,Locality,Order,Calculation,Firmness,large,or very
large. All the moral organsstrong,while the selfishor
animalorgansarecomparativelyweak.
5.Col. ThomasH. BENToN–Vital andmotivetempera

ment—Firmness,Self-Esteem,Approbativeness,Indivi
duality, Eventuality, Adhesiveness,Combativeness,De
structiveness,Acquisitiveness,Alimentiveness,Secretive
ness,Form, Locality,Size, Order, Calculation,Compari
son, Language,Benevolence,large,or very large; Caus
ality, Conscientiousness,Ideality, Mirthfulness,Marvel
ousness,not sufficientlydevelopedto balancethe other
organs.
6. Stephen BURRoughs—WitalTemperament—Ama

tiveness,Self-Esteem,Firmness Mirthfulness,Individu
ality, Locality,verylarge. Mostof the other organsare
large, exceptConscientiousness,Weneration,Marvelous
ness.
7. BLAck Hawk—Motive Temperament—Veneration,

Firmness, Self-Esteem,Combativeness,Destructiveness,
Secretiveness,Individuality,Form,Size,Locality,Eventu
ality,verylarge. ComparisonandAcquisitiveness,large.
Causality,Mirthfulness, average. Benevolence,Imita
tion, Hope, and Conscientiousness,moderate. Marvel
ousness,full.
8. HENRY CLAY-Large brain,with MentalandMotive

Temperamentspredominatingover the Vital. Percep
tive intellect,Benevolence,Self-Esteem,Firmness,Imita
tion, Approbativeness,Hope, Philoprogenitiveness,Ad
hesiveness,Inhabitiveness,Combativeness,Destructive
ness, andCautiousness,large, or verylarge. Secretive
ness,Acquisitiveness,Marvelousness,Constructiveness,
moderate.
9. Rev. Dr. Dodd–Benevolence,Philoprogenitiveness,

Inhabitiveness,Secretiveness,Acquisitiveness,Imitation,
Locality,Size,Form,Calculation,Constructiveness,large,
or verylarge. Cautiousness,Conscientiousness,Appro
bativeness,Firmness,Self-Esteem,moderate,or small.
10.ThomasAppis EMMETT,“The Irish Orator"—Large

brain,with a comparativelysmallbody. Language,Self
Esteem, Firmness, Benevolence,Veneration,Cautious
ness, Imitation, Ideality, Sublimity,large,or verylarge,
with nosmallorgans; all therestbeingwell developed
11.CLARAFIsher, Actress-Imitation,Approbativeness,

Cautiousness,Secretiveness,verylarge. Mostof theother
organswell developed.
12, DR. FRANcols Joseph GALL, the Discoverer of

Phrenology—LargeBrain,VigorousTemperament—Caus
ality, Individuality, Firmness,Conscientiousness,Cau
tiousness.Benevolence,Combativeness,Destructiveness,
Secretiveness,Acquisitiveness,Amativeness, Philopro
genitiveness,Language,all large, or verylarge. Color,
Order, Calculation, Marvelousness,Hope, moderately
developed.
18.Rev. SylvestEE GRAHAM,MD, Originatorof Gra

ham,orBran, Bread—Temperamentindicatinggreat in
tensity and energy. Combativeness,Approbativeness,
Philoprogenitiveness,Causality, Order, Locality, very
large. Form, Size, Weight, Language, Comparison,
Ideality,Sublimity,Firmness,Conscientiousness,Benevo

lence, large. Self-Esteem,Weneration,Marvelousness,
Concentrativeness,andSecretiveness,moderate,or small.
14, GossE, an Englishman—Benevolenceextremely

large. ReasoningOrgans,large. Imitation,Mirthfulness,
Amativeness,Philoprogenitiveness,Inhabitiveness,Self
Esteem,Firmness,Combativeness,Veneration, average.
Destructiveness,Alimentiveness,Acquisitiveness,Secre
tiveness,Cautiousness,Approbativeness,Conscientious
ness,Hope,andMarvelousness,moderate,or small.
15.GoTTFRIED,German Murderess—Destructiveness,

very large. Acquisitiveness,Secretiveness,Approbative
ness,Firmness,Philoprogenitiveness,Amativeness,Cau
tiousness,large. Benevolence,Self-Esteem,Adhesive
ness,Concentrativeness,moderate.
16.Mrs. H.-Deranged Brain.
large. Approbativeness,Marvelousness,
Esteem,Firmness,verysmall.

Conscientiousness,very
large. Self

17. HARRAwaukAY,a NewZealandCannibal—Animal
or Vital Temperament,very strong. Destructiveness,
Firmness,Combativeness,Amativeness,Acquisitiveness,
Secretiveness,Individuality, Size, Locality, very large.
Cautiousness,Self-Esteem,Weneration,Weight, Eventu
ality,large.Causality,Benevolence,Marvelousness,Hope,
Approbativeness,Conscientiousness,Ideality, small, or
very small. Constructiveness,Mirthfulness, Sublimity,
Adhesiveness,Philoprogenitiveness,moderate.
18.Joseph C. NEAL, the American Boz, author of

“Charcoal Sketches,”etc.—Brain very large, compared
with his body,and largelydevelopedin mostof its indi
vidual organs. Mirthfulness,Imitation, Ideality,Sublim
ity, Benevolence,Philoprogenitiveness,Adhesiveness,
Causality,Comparison,Agreeableness,Human Nature,
Cautiousness,from largetoverylarge. Language,Indi
viduality, Locality, Form, Size, Combativeness,Venera
tion,Self-Esteem,Firmness,large. His smallestorgans
are Marvelousness,Amativeness,Eventuality,Destruc
tiveness.
19.NApoleon BonAPARTE–Werylarge brain, with re

markablepowerof endurance; a great frontal lobe,and
mostof theorganslarge,or verylarge.
20.SIR WALTERScott, Bart., Novelist—A peculiarly

formed head,with amassivecoronalregion—Marvelous
ness, Veneration,Hope, Comparison,Eventuality,Lan
guage, Amativeness,very large. Firmness, Adhesive
ness,Acquisitiveness,Secretiveness,and Causality,large.

21.Woltaire–Very active,excitablebrainandtemper
ament. His headwasnotlarge. Adhesiveness,Combat
iveness,Destructiveness,Secretiveness,Approbativeness,
Firmness, and Language,verylarge. Amativeness,In
habitiveness,Acquisitiveness,Self-Esteem,Weneration,
Hope, Ideality, Mirthfulness,Imitation, Form, Locality,
Order,Causality,Comparison,large His smallestorgan
wasConscientiousness.
22. Hon. SILAs WRIGHT,Ex-Governor of the Stateof

New York—Head and bodyvery large,andwell propor
tioned to each other. Firmness, Sublimity, Anhesive
ness, Combativeness,Destructiveness,Alimentiveness,
Secretiveness,Cautiousness,Approbativeness,Mirthful
ness, Language,Causality. Agreeableness,and Human
Nature, very large; and the other intellectualfaculties
well developed,none of thembeing small. Self-Esteem,
Weneration,Marvelousness,deficient.
28.WATER-BRAIN,or Hydrocephalic-Brain—Jas.Car

dinell died at Guy's Hospital,London,at thirty yearsof
age. His headmeasuredthirty-threeinches in circum
ference,and contained,after death,ten pints of water;
nine pints being betweenthe dura-materand the brain,
andonepint in thecoteralventricles. The skull enlarged
as theamountof waterunderit increased.
24. RobERTAuld–Adult idiot, destituteof moralcon

sciousness,intellect,and instinct; hencewas below the
animalsin knowledge. He showedsignsof selfishness,
also attachment. Alimentiveness,Combativeness,Self
Esteem,and Philoprogenitivenesswere his largestor
gans. -

25.MANchestERIDIor-Individuality, Locality, Firm
ness,Self-Esteem,and Combativenessarethe largestor
gans; with someof AdhesivenessandAmativeness.

MASKS,

26.Brux ELL, engineerof the tunnel under the River
Thames,at London,England–Individuality, Form, Size,
Weight,Order,verylarge. Color,verysmall.

27.George Bell—Reasoning organs and Language,
large. Form,Size,Weight, Color,small.
28.BEN.J. FrankLIN–Causality, Comparison, Mirth

fulness,verylarge. Order, Form, size,weight, Locality,
Acquisitiveness,large.
29. HAYDN–Tune, large. Was a greatmusician.
3). JAcob Jervis—Imitation, small.
81.ANN ORMERod—Tune,very small. With everyfa

cility possible,andthebestof teachers,shewasunableto
makeanyprogressin music.

CASTS FROM SKULLS.
32.KING Robert Bruce-A large, but very uneven

head. Firmness,Destructiveness,Combativeness,Indi
viduality, Form, Locality,very large. Hope, Conscien
tiousness,Marvelousness,and Imitation,small.
88. PATTY CANNoN,Murderess—Allthe Moral organs

small. The Intellectual,Animal, and Domesticorgans
very large.
84.CARIB—An untamablesavage,and of the lowest

orderof humanbeings.
35.GoodNEGRO,a slave—Selfishorgans,small. Moral,

Social,and Intellectualorgans,large.
86.TARDY, Pirate–Weneration,Marvelousness,Hope,

Conscientiousness,verysmall. All theselfishorgansvery
large.
87.DIANAWATERs—WenerationandCautiousness,very

large. Marvelousness and Conscientiousness,large.
Hope, small.
88.A CAST from the Human Brain, the size of life,

showingthehemispheres,lobes,and convolutions.
89.A HUMANHEAD,divided,showingthe nakedBrain

on oneside,andtheSkull on theother.
40.The PHRENoLogicalBust–Desioned especiallyfor

learners: Showing the locationof all the Organsof the
Brain fully developed.

This entirelist, numberingForty of our bestphreno
logicalspecimens,will be furnishedat thevery low price
of TwºNTY-FIVEDoll ARs. Theymaybe packedandsent
as freightby railroad,ship,or stageto anyplace desired,
with perfectsafety. Everyschooldistrict shouldpossess
copiesof this collection. They can be multiplied toany
extent,and further additionsmay be made,if desired.
This amount,$25,should be raised by subscriptionor
contribution,whichcan easilybedonewherethe reform
atory influence of our noble science,Phrenology,pre
vails. It will bemoresafetoremitbyexpressthanother
wise. Drafts,payabletoour order,alwayspreferred.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS, 80SBroadway.

“OUR LITTL & Pock E.T. PET.”—The fol
lowing areamongthenumeroustestimonialsgivenbythe
the press to “The Mechanics'and Inventors' Pocket
Almanacfor1860:”
“Such is thetitleof a neat little annual publishedby

Fowlek ANDWELLs,New York. It containsbesidesthe
calendarpages,severaltablesof interesttothe mechanic
and inventor—onefor ascertainingthe number of days
from anyonedayin the yeartoanother; thevelocityof
waterper second; specificgravitiesofmetalsandwoods;lengthsofpendulumsvibrating in givenperiodsof time;
thewindasa motivepower; on steam,temperature,aud
powerunderdifferentF. on ironper foot,copper,
etc.,withnumerousothertablesand suggestionsvaluable
to anymechanic. It alsocontainssevenpagesof “Advice
in Regard toObtainingPatentsfor Invention,’which is
worthdoublethepriceaskedfor thework"—Mew Hamp
shtraGazette.
The Literary Reposito,y says: “It cannotſail tobeof

greatvalue to everymechanic,artizan,and inventor in
thecountry. A real matultumin part o.”“It containsmanyusefultablesespeciallycalculatedto
interestaud instructand assistall mechanicsand invent
ors. It is ausefulpocketcompanion.”—Leavingon L adºr.
The OskaloosaTimes says: “It is a valuable pocket

almanac,neatlyprinted,andcontainsmuchuseul inform
ationtothemechanicandparticularlytotheinventor.”
“ Filted withtablesandothermatterof the highestim

portanceto mechanicsand inventors. he last sevenpagesare devotedtoa thoroughand completeexplana
tionof thewayto proceedin orderto procurepatentsforinventions. § is a reliablelittle boºk, andshould be in
thepossessionof everymechanic,andparticularlyshould
thosehave it who are of an inventive turnof mind.”
Saint Anth my&rpre-8.
We sendsinglecopies,pre-paid by port,for6 cents,or

12 copies for 50 cents,or 25 copies for $1. Address
Fowls R ANDWELLs, 808Broadway,New York.
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T H E BRIT IS EI POET S :
THEIR LEADING PHRENOLOGICAL ORGANS.------
[In thesecondvolumeof this Journal thereappeared

severalarticlesofgreatinterestonthephrenologicalpecu
liarities of theBritishpoets; butasthecirculationof the
Jouen AL at that timewas very limited comparedwith
thatof thepresenttime,wethinkwecannotdoourread
ersa betterservicethanto reproducethosearticles,with
theadditionof thelikenessesof severalof thepoets,and
such remarksasmaybedeemedappropriate.]

ONE of the most delightful, though not, per
haps, the most useful, of the thousand applications
of which Phrenology is susceptible, is the peculiar
pleasure which may be derived from a perusal of
the finer productions of literature. “The thoughts
that breathe, and words that burn,” to the ini
tiated, have an interest philosophical as well as
poetical. After exhausting the beauties of a poem,
a new and strange interest springs up in the mind
of the reader, and he is soon found deeply inves
tigating the actual causes of the distinguishing
features of the work; he turns from the enjoyment
of the well-sustained image to a fancy sketch of the
head of its author, in whom he beholds a large de
velopment, united with activity of the organ of

Comparison; and if the simile is also elevated and
brilliant, he superadds that worshiper of pure
beauty–Ideality. The student of belles-lettres
will discover that when Comparison is equally

§es—

Po R T R A IT o F T H o M A s Mo o R.E.,
ONEOFTHE BRITISriPoETs.

imaginative poetry is almost entirely the
product of active Marvelousness. The poet

of large perception and Comparison, and
smaller Ideality, if he wish to describe the
destruction of cherished prospects, finds
its likeness in flowers early nipped, blight

ed harvests, or in some obvious analogy
furnished by perception. But if one of

large Ideality be the writer, if he seek his
images in nature at all, it will be as she
exhibits herself in someremote clime, and

in some peculiar relation. The following
lines of Moore are in point:

“O for a tongue to cursetheslave,
Whosetreason,like a deadlyblight,
Comeso'erthecouncils of thebrave,
And blaststhem in theirhour of might!
His country'scurse,hischildren'sshame,
Outcast of honor,peace,andfame,
May he at last,with lips of flame,
On theparcheddesert,thirstanddie!
Whilelakes,whichshone in mockerynigh,
Are fading off,untouched,untasted,
Like theonceglorious hopesheblasted tº

The samewriter, in his well-known song

of “Araby's Daughter,” has an image
the very child of large Comparison and

large in two poets, but in one Ideality is very
large, and the perceptive faculties small, and in

the other the reverse is found, a striking differ
ence exists in the kind of images employed. The
poet possessing large perceptive faculties gener
ally likens one natural object to another, and sel
dom extends his flights beyond visible existences;
while the other will be found diving deep into the
regions of fancy, and seeking “the light that is

not of the sea or earth, the consecration and the
poet's dream.” It is only in the airy analogies of

imagination he hopes to find the faithful repre-
sentatives of his thoughts. When he seekssimili
tudes in natural objects, he rather appropriates
the impressions they make upon the fancy, than
their actual appearances. The possessor of large
Wonder also affects the supernatural, but it is

that which is out of nature, not necessarily above
her. Scottis an excellent illustration of this, whose

Ideality?
“Farewell! farewell to thee,Araby'sdaughter,
(Thus warbled a peribeneaththe dark sea,)

No pearl everlay 'neathOman's greenwater,
More pure in its shellthan thy spirit in thee.”

Indeed, the entire works of Moore are distin
guished by great profusion of elevated compari
sons; while the poetry of Byron is comparatively
but little embellished by direct images. All
his intellectual, and semi-intellectual organs, I

think, must have been large, and hence the
great depth and sublimity of his writing. Scott
has few similes remarkable for elegance, and
most of his figures being such as had been used
by all his predecessors, or were of easy occur
rence, such as—

“No moreonprancingpalfreyborne,”
He caroledlight as lark as morn.”

In Byron's higher flights, Comparison usually
appears inwoven with general reflection, as is
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strikingly illustrated in the following colloquy
over a skull :

“Look on its brokenarch, its ruinedwall,
Its chambersdesolate,and portalsſoul—

Yet thiswasonceambition'sairy hall,
The domeof thought,thepalaceof thesoul!

Behold througheachlack-luster,eyelesshole,
The gayrecessofwisdomandof wit!

And passion'shost,that neverbrook'dcontrol:
Can all saint,sage,or sophisteverwrit,
Peoplethis lonelytower,thistenementrefit?”

Here we have a stately edifice, completely worked
up in the description of a skull, while every line
labors under its weight of thought. This combina
tion is exceedingly are—the product of united
Causality, Comparison, perception, Sublimity, and
Ideality!
There are readers of poetry who utterly confound

the creations of Marvelousness and Ideality; and
this error has been the cause of much triumph to
anti-phrenologists. A remarkable instance of the
kind occurred, it is said, with Spurzheim himself,
who, in a large private company, examined the
head of the celebrated Coleridge. He pronounced
his Ideality relatively smaller than Causality or
Wonder; as this organ was then thought to im
part the power of poetry, and asColeridge had un
questionably written ercellent poetry, it raised a
considerable laugh at the expense of the philoso
pher, who was thereupon introduced to the great
living poet. The amiable phrenologist joined in
the merriment, and the opponents of his science
exulted in a victory. Like almost every fact,
however, which has been supposed to militate
against Phrenology, when clearly investigated, it
becomes confirmatory of its irresistible truth.
The poetry of Coleridge (which, by the way, con
stitutes not one third of his writings, published
and unpublished) is the legitimate offspring of
large reflective faculties and Wonder—the “An
cient Mariner” draws its chief existence from the
latter organ; besides which, the muses were only
the play-fellows of Coleridge, while metaphysics
were his beloved study—his great hobby—and
consequently his Ideality must have been much
smaller than someof his intellectual organs.
The poetry of Crabbe, remarkable as it is for

vigorous description and great condensation of
thought, is equally so for its want of all ideal
beauty. His intellectual faculties were all favor
ably developed, but his semi-intellectual, particu
larly Sublimity and Ideality, must have beenmuch
smaller. These deductions, which I have made
from the perusal of his works, perfectly harmonize
with a portrait I have seen of him, in which the
forehead is very full, but the region of the above
named organs is comparatively contracted. All
his readers know how anti poetical are the mere
subjects of his poems; his muse wanders among
the darkest and most hopeless scenesof life. but it
is not in the darkness of sublimity—she loved to
depict human suffering in frightful colors, and
exhibit it unrelieved by a single ray of light;
neither was it in the trials of intellect, the fierce
struggles of the soul, contending with the irrever
sible decrees of destiny, whose lofty complainings
furnish the rich materials of the epic song, but she
loved to dwell onphysical pain, anong the grovel
ing scenesof abject poverty, in the hovels of ignor
ance and petty crime, or among the revolting spec
tacles of a village poor-house. None of the deep
interest imparted by large Wonder can be found

}=>
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in any line he ever wrote—none of the fulgor of
Ideality—the grandeur of sublimity. It was the
perceptive and reflective faculties he chiefly exer
cised in writing, and the possessor of these he
always delights. Scott and Byron were both ad
mirers of Crabbe, fo

r

they could both appreciate
his masterly powers of description. His thoughts
were among the last which wandered darkling
across the fast-expiring intellect of the great un
known ; and George For, it is said, derived con
solation from the same source, when he lay upon
his dying bed. It was the truth of hi

s poemswhich
interested these master minds; and yet his poetry

is seldom seen in the boudoir, or upon the center
table; and I have ever observed a distaste of his
writings in al

l
those whose Ideality predominated

very much above the intellectual organs. Crabbe
could no more have written “Lalla Rookh,” than
he could have leaped to the moon, and Moore
could as easily have accompanied him thither, as

to have written the “Willage Poor-House.” Many

of your readers are doubtless acquainted with the
celebrated controversy as to whether Pope was a

poet? Could a good practical phrenologist, well
acquainted with the subject involved, have laid
his hand upon the head of the different parties
engaged, I have no doubt he could have classified
the disputants with remarkable accuracy. From
Bowles, who originated the debate, through al

l

the “lake school,” as they were called, Ideality

or Marvelousness would have been found rela
tively larger than in the heads of their opponents.
Yet in every other respect their developments
would have been widely dissimilar
Wordsworth, who is ranked in this school,

often seeks, like Crabbe, his subjects in the hum
ble walks of life, but he frequently elevates them
into the clouds; strips of

f

the rags which disguise
them, and presents them in al

l

the nakedness, it

is true, but still in the beauty and simplicity of

nature / W.
[to be continued.]------

MEN OF SCIENCE AND PHRE
NOLOGY.

“No man of any scientificeminencenowgivescharac
ter to Phrenology by advocating its claims.”—Springfield
Republican.

This sweeping statement, even if true, would
prove nothing against the truth of Phrenology.
There has been no time in the history of Chris
tianity itself in which the majority of men of

“scientific eminence” have “advocated its claims.”
Nay, not a few of the most eminent in science
have not only not advocated Christianity, but
openly and vehemently opposed it. And what
does this prove or disprove 2 Certainly our co
temporary would not ignore Christianity because

a majority of men of ‘scientific eminence” do not
“give it character by advocating its claims,”
neither would he be wise in doing it, merely be
cause many men of “scientific eminence” stoutly
oppose it.

Besides, al
l

men believe many things which
they have no occasion to “advocate.” Ten thou
sand persons of “scientific eminence” believe
firmly in Christianity, Electricity, Astronomy,
Physiology, and a hundred other things, who do

not “advocate” their claims. Lieutenant Maury

-
is a man of “scientific eminence,” but we are not
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aware that he advocates anything in particular,
except the laws which relate, especially, to winds,
currents, oceans,and navigation; but it never 00
curred to us that Physiology, Phrenology, Medi
cine, Civil Law, or Christianity were therefore
rendered of doubtful truth and utility.
Professor Morse studies Electricity, and neither

advocates nor opposes, so far as we know or care,

other great truths. Blanchard invents machine
ry, and in this sphere is “eminent,” and we do

not know as he advocates, though we doubt not

he believes, many other things. With delight we
wander with Professor Mitchell among the astral
glories of space, but we do not know or care what
system of medicine he believes in, since we suppose

he does not publicly “advocate” his preference.
Each “man of scientific eminence” advocates

his own topic, and perhaps several, but we are not
informed that each man of science is required to

indorse, by advocacy, or to repudiate by his oppo
sition, each and every science or topic which may

be true and valuable to mankind. Advocacy and
belief, or disbelief, has nothing whatever to do

with truth in itself, and especially may we assert
this in regard to topics outside of the leading sub
jects to which each man of “scientific eminence”

is devoted. In short, we know of nothing but
mathematics in regard to which there is anything
like agreement among the great bulk of men of

“scientific eminence.” Medicine and Theology
are subjects of endless and diversified contentions;
and if Phrenology should fare no worse in the
hands of men of “scientific eminence” than these
venerable and twin sciences of body and soul, cer
tainly its advocates have no reason to blush or be

discouraged.
Phrenology is comparatively a newscience; and

there is a pride of intellect which makes it diffi.
cult for men, eminent in their departments, to

disrobe themselves at once of prejudice and accept

a system of science, based on observations and
opinions, which will set aside their favorite and
venerable theories and make it necessary for them

to step aside and give place to other teachers, with
the acknowledgment that they had previously been
teaching error.
Most men of science pursue their special branch,

and leave other subjects to be cared for by those
whose province it is to cultivate them. In this
short life, in this country especially, if a man
starts poor, he is obliged to take up one or two
branches of science and bend all his energies to

them, in order to secure rank in his department,
and obtain a livelihood. It is not strange, there
fore, that they cling to their specialty, and find
neither time, inclination, nor the requisite inform
ation to “advocate” Phrenology, or any other
branch of knowledge which doesnot lie in their
particular sphere.
Our cotemporary has carefully worded his state

ment by saying, “No man of any scientific emi
nence now advocatesPhrenology.”
He doubtless knew that the celebrated, nay the

“eminent man of science,” Dr. Vimont, was ap
pointed by his fellow members of the Royal College

of Medicine of Paris, to investigate Phrenology
and report upon its claim-. He spent two or more
years, and went into a most elaborate analysis of

the whole subject; collected thousands of speci
mens of animal phrenology, and, finally, contrary
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to the expectation of his friends who appointed
him, and contrary also to his own original predi
lections, he made a mostelaborate and overwhelm
ing report in favor of Phrenology. But, being
dead, he does not “now advocate Phrenology.” (?)
The celebrated Dr. John Elliottson, F. R. S.,

President of the Royal Medical Society of London,
Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine,
and Dean of Faculty in the University of London,
lent the strength of his great name and “eminent
scientific” attainments to the support of Phrenol
ogy, and was for years president of the London
Phrenological Society. He said that he “had de
voted some portion of every day for twenty years
to the study of Phrenology,” and adds, that he
“feels convinced of the phrenological being the only
sound view of the mind, and of Phrenology being
as true, as well-founded in fact, as the science of
Astronomy and Chemistry.” But the voice of the
“eminent” Elliottson is hushed in death, and,
therefore, he does not now orally advocate Phre
nology.

Dr. John Mackintosh, Professor of Principles
and Practice of Physic, Fellow of the Royal Col
lege of Surgeons of Edinburg, etc., said: “The
more closely I study mind in health and disease,
the more firm are my convictions of the soundness
of the phrenological doctrines. I regard Phrenol
ogy as the true basis of the science of mind.”
But this great scientific supporter of Phrenol

ogy has beengathered to his fathers, and does not
“ now” advocate it. Not to mention fifty other pre
eminent men of the last generation, including the
late Prof. Charles Caldwell, M.D., president of the
Transylvania University, at Louisville, Ky., whose
pen was never, in this country, surpassed for clear
ness and vigor, sustained the science for more
than forty years, by lectures, essays, and books.
We beg to call to affectionate remembrance the
pure-minded, the gifted Horace Mann, to whom
Massachusetts, and the nation, owes more, for its
present educational excellence, than to any other
ten men. He studied Phrenology under the great
Spurzhiem, and understood it theoretically as well

as any man of his time; and he taught it, prac
ticed upon its teachings, and made it the basis of

his entire system of instruction and mental cul
ture. The world is reaping the fruit which he
planted, and his writings, inspired by Phrenology,
shall illumine the path of the true teacher in all
coming time.
Perhaps we can not claim that Horace Mann

“now” advocates Phrenology. (?) If Fenelon and
Payson, if Edwards and Hopkins and Wesley, and
all the host of great and good men, though “being
dead yet speak,” why may we not claim that Cald
well and Mann even “now advocate Phrenology?”
But we need not go to the realm of the dead to

find believers in, and advocates of, Phrenology,
among men “eminent in science” and in litera
ture.

We beg to mention a few : Dr. J. W
.

C. Smith,

of Boston; Dr. Samuel G. Howe, of Boston; Dr.
Andrew Boardman, of New York (author of the
“Defense of Phrenology,” to which we refer our
friends); Judge Hurlbut, of New York (author of

“Human Rights and their Political Guaranties,”
which is based on Phrenology); Dr. Bell and Dr.
McClintock, of Philadelphia; Dr. John W. Fran*
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cis, Dr. Walentine Mott, and Dr. J. Marion Sims,

of New York; Dr. Buttolph, Superintendent New
Jersey State Lunatic Asylum; Dr. Rockwell,
Superintendent Vermont Lunatic Asylum ; Dr.
Nichols, Superintendent Insane Asylum, Wash
ington, D.C. (formerly of the Bloomingdale, N.Y.,
Lunatic Asylum); Dr. D

.
T. Brown, the present

Superintendent Bloomingdale Lunatic Asylum;
Prof. Johnson, Professor of Chemistry, Yale Col
lege; Rev. Dr. Bellows, of New York; Rev. David
Syme, Professor of Mathematics, etc., Brooklyn,

N
. Y.; Rev. John Pierpont; Rev. Henry Ward

Beecher, and a host of others.
We believe not a few of these men are “emi

nent in science;” and that if they do not advocate
Phrenology it is not because of disbelief, but be
cause their vocation does not call for it.
CoNcLUsion.—1st. Phrenology has been be

lieved in, and advocated by many of the most
eminent scientific men of Europe and America, re
cently deceased.

2. Phrenology is now believed in and advocated
by many “eminent in science.”
3d. Phrenology is believed in by many scientific

and literary men, who cordially assert that belief

in private or social life, but who do not advocate

it because not called on by circumstances to do so;
and in some cases, perhaps, because, like Nicode
mus, they fear to avow belief in that which the
“rulers and Pharisees” have not believed.
4th. Phrenology would be true if no men of

science knew it or advocated it, and would not be
any the more true even if the Springfield Repub
lican should condescend to advocate it.
FINALLY. It takes everybody to know every

thing.—Westfield .News Letter.-----
A C L E R G Y MIA N' B O PIN I O N .

Editor PHREN. Journ AL–Dear Sir: The
more I read your journals the better I like them.
With all my heart I wish you success, and
would aid you if I knew how. I do not find
anything in your publications that should con
fine them to any particular latitude or longi
tude. You take man with all his endowments
and interests for your subject, and the whole
world for your field. Could the reform you ad
vocate become universal, we might well dispense
with any further immigration from Europe in

order to people our vast continent. The saving

of life already on the stage, with the more rapid
increase that would result from a return to a

normal state of living, added to the greatly im
proved quality of their endowments, would in a

comparatively short period place North America

in advance of every other part of the globe, both
as to the number and character of its inhabit
ants.
The science of Phrenology offers the only rea

sonable explanation of the phenomena we find in

the world of mankind, in regard to the infinite va
riety exhibited in their physical and mental char.
acteristics and endowments. All originally de
rived from the same source, on what other prin
ciples are we to account for this endless diver
sity ? If in no other department of creation we
are able to get beyond the dominion of law, by
what authority can the constitution of man, phy
sical or mental, be taken out of the category !
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We see in the degraded appearances and distorted
proportions in the endowments of our race the
result of violated law, it may be during a course

of ages. On the other hand, we see in the no
ble forms and high endowments of others the re
ward of obedience to law. He who established
these laws has made a merciful provision that, in

the downward direction, man can only progress

to a certain limit; beyond this appointed limit
nature gives way, and the individual or commu
nity becomes extinct by their own vices, or are

so far weakened as to become an easy prey to

their more vigorous neighbors. Thousands of

tribes and communities have thus passed away.

A morbid sentimentalism may weep over their
fate, but what would our world be if these de
graded beings had power to perpetuate their
race in this descending scale to the end of time?
Better, far better, that the highly endowed and
good should spread over the face of the world.
The penalty then for any race that falls behind

in the progress of improvement is subjugation or

extinction. The limits in the upward progress of

mankind do not seem so distinctly ascertained.
There, doubtless, are limits, but they have not
been reached as yet. I have long had my atten
tion directed to this subject, and it would seem
that the great truths of nature dimly mirrored in

the mind or consciousness of man seek vent, and
try to assume a more tangible form.

I once heard an unsophisticated old man preach

in the far West. It was at a private house, and
the room being full I took my seat at the door in

the shade of some trees. At the corner of the
house, entirely out of sight of the preacher, stood

a young man, with riding whip in hand and his
leggins on, as is the custom. His form of person
and countenance were good, rather graceful, but

I did not like his looks; still I could hardly tell
why. The expression of his countenance was
bad—very bad. I was studying Physiology and
listening to the preacher at the same time. He
said: “Some people complain they have a bad
countenance, but can not help it; they say the
Lord made them so. It is true all were not hand
some; still all may be good and look well. The
truth is, it is a bad heart that makes a bad coun
tenance.” This struck me like a flash of light
ning, and I never can forget it. It explained the
case before me.
Another case illustrative of this law came be

fore me. I was intimately acquainted with all the
parties concerned. Two young men paid their ad
dresses to a young lady. The parents of the young
lady favored one suitor; but the other had her
affections. The parents would not consent to the
marriage, and so matters remained for a length of

time. The friends of both the young men were on
the alert; and armed with revolvers and bowie
knives, both parties determined to brook no foul
play. At length the young lady applied to a

minister, and besought him, with tears, to marry
them. He pointed her to the ill-will he would in
cur in so doing, but finally his sympathy prevailed
and he married them. The ceremony was hardly
over before the opposite party heard of the affair,
and were in the house. The old gentleman raised
his cane over the head of his daughter. “You
huzzy—.” “Stop!” says the bridegroom: “she is

my wife.” Weapons were drawn oncº both sides, /
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but the parties proceededno further. Some three
years after this I was visiting in a distant part of
the same country, and stopped for the night at the
house of an elder brother of the unsuccessful rival,
who had felt himself deeply injured in this affair,
and had resented it very strongly. They had a
daughter about five years of age, one of the sweet
est-tempered little things I ever saw. She had a
brother a little over two years old, and such an
other thunder-cloud I never saw on the face of a
child, and it showed the more clearly in contrast
with his amiable sister. In this child I thought I
saw embodied in a living, moving, permanent
form the fierce passionsabove alluded to

. If, then,
there be laws of our being wisely instituted by
our Creator, how important that we both under
stand and obey them It would seem that in re
gard to the present state, that actions, words, and
even states of mind and morals, have an undying
influence; that there is so much potency in them

as to mold and fashion matter into a permanent,
tangible representation of their qualities. When
and where least expected, the material world even
may bear evidence of the qualities of actions and
motives long since passed.

I read, not long since, of what miners call the
“Sunday stone.” In the deep coal mines of Eng
land the water trickling down the shaft, and the
coal dust rising, form an incrustation of stalac
tite, by the deposition of carbonate of lime, of white
and black. When the miners work, the deposition

is black from the dust. When they rest nights
and on the Sabbath, it is white. This formation
preserved through all ages would reveal the fact,
whether the miners did or did not keep the Sab
bath. When broken and placed under the micro
scope, six fine white and black lines, with one
larger white one, would be observed if they worked
the six days and rested on the seventh. Is there
not something analogous to this through all na
ture, that a record of our doings and our lives is

kept in material nature on which we imprint the
qualities of actions :

I do not admit that the subjects and reforms
you advocate are provinces entirely outside of

Christianity, but are merely parts and parcels of

the onegreat and glorious system of truth. I ad
vocate temperance and everything else that I think

to be good on this ground. If “an undevout as
tronomer is mad,” why may it not, with equal
truth, be said that the undevout geologist or

phrenologist is mad also :

THoMAs HURLBURT.
PoET SARNIA, C. W., March 20th,1860.

START RIG EIT. — No. IV.
IN what remains to be said in these papers, we

shall confine ourselves to the subject of Phrenol
ogy as an aid in the education of our children.
Many persons may be liable to make a fatal mis
take by attempting to make too much of thephren
onological developments merely, without taking
into account the temperament or physical constitu
tion of the child. To leave out the temperament
and physical condition of the child, would be like
leaving out the vertebrae in constructing a skele
ton of a man. All the organs—or, to speak more
correctly, all the vis inertia represented by the
organs—are greatly controlled by the tempera

ment, and none the less so by the physical condi
tion or health of the child. If these be robust and

in a healthy action, you can count on them, and
tell how far they will assist you in your labors;
while if there be weakness in the body through
disease, or if the blood move sluggishly through
their channels, these may fail you just when you
most need their aid. If you have a heavy journey
before you, and you start with a spavined, short
winded horse, you will be likely to break down
ere you reach the end. So if your child be weak,
through the above-mentioned causes,you neednot

be surprised to find your efforts nearly abortive,
although you may have done all that could be

done in the premises.

In order, then, to save yourself a vexatious fail
ure, be sure in the first place that you have a

healthy subject to act upon; and this is generally
furnished to your hand. Unless there is here
ditary weakness, you can so take care of the
health of the youthful candidate for the high
honors of a successful education that you may
confidently count on pretty certain success. Let,
then, your first care be to have a sound body, into
which to put a sound mind. Study some good
treatise on Physiology, and treat the body of

your child with reference to the yield you expect

to gather, in the same manner as you would a

piece of ground with reference to the crop. If

this be poor, you give it that kind of nourishment
which it particularly requires to produce your
harvest. Give not away weakly and injudicious

ly to a mother's or a father's love for its offspring,
feeding it with those pestiferous poisons got up to

tickle the appetite and enervate the stomach;
for through the good digestion of the stomach
spring forth readily al

l

the ministers of a good
education. There will be no love for the knowl
edge you seek to produce, if your child have a

sickly stomach. You may be able to drive a cer
tain amount of knowledge into him, to save him
from being a dolt; but he must take to it natu
rally and easily, ere he will excel in any depart
ment of life.

You may wish to make an artist of him; but if

he have no capacity of intellect for these things,
you had better make a blacksmith of him. He
may make a very respectable mechanic, although

he is hardly fitted to succeed as a sculptor, or in

any of the higher artistic attainments. On the
other hand, do not tie him down to an obnoxious
trade, for he will be but a bungler at best, and
will break away from it when he comes to act for
himself, if you have not but too faithfully broken
him to your purposes. A careful and faithful ex
amination of his cranium will tell you beforehand
whether he will succeed as you wish. If he have
Time and Tune but moderately developed, he will
make at best an unskillful musician; and if he

have both of these, and small Constructiveness,
you will labor in vain to make him an accom
plished sculptor. And here is where Phrenology
will come to your help, and point out to you the
course of life best suited to the child.

In the next place, the tastes and wishes of the
child are to be consulted ; for if you set him to the
Sisyphus task of interminably rolling a heavy ball

up an endless inclined plane, you will have taken
the surest way to crush out the love of whatever
you set him to perform. By this I do not mean

that his vagaries are to weigh much in your
judgment. Ascertain, as nearly as you can, what
course of pursuit will be most accordant with his
tastes, and then do all you can to turn everything

to this point. Let it be early settled that he is

to be the thing you find him best fitted for and
best adapted to his inclinations, and he will take

to the course kindly and cordially, and grow up

to it as naturally as a vine will climb the most
eccentric trellis, bearing beautiful foliage and
healthy and luxurious branches of luscious fruit.

If you discover a budding inclination to swerve
from this course, check it, and seek to turn it

into its legitimate channel. More men have been
ruined by being mislead here than anywhere else.
To-day one thing—to-morrow another—the third
day nothing. Ever commencing some new pro
ject—never succeeding in either of them, simply
because not pursued long enough to give a fair
trial.

It is a beautiful axiom, that God helps those
who help themselves; and this law affords the clew

to success. Doubtless every man that is born into
the world is predestined to some course of life in

which he may be successful and prove a fellow
worker with his race and a blessing to his com
panions. It is our belief that Phrenology indicates
what course every individual shall pursue, and
shows with what faculties he is endowed for that
purpose. Some are so well balanced and so fully
developed in all their faculties that they can suc
ceed equally well in several pursuits; but most
persons are fitted for someone or two things much
better than for anything else. It matters little
what the occupation of our child be, if he have a

fitness for that which he follows; and it is no
matter in what light the thoughtless view it.

In man's estimation, he may occupy a low and un
worthy position, while he may stand before God

in his appropriate sphere; and in this high and
pure thought he may be elevated to an honorable
position. He is to pass under his censure or ap
proval; and the weights he throws into the coun
ter scale are neither silver, or gold, or the meed of

man's praise. He may be a glorified son of God,
and be engaged in a course sneered at by all his
fellows—a menial in their sight—something to

revere in the eyes of those bright intelligences
who bendobservantly down from their high spheres

to take note of human actions, and whose ap
proval is more to be appreciated than that of

kings and potentates. Keep this idea before your
child, and make him feel how small a thing is
mental approval—how terrible a thing is the
Divine depreciation' .

A careful observer of character, and one who is

ever looking on the hopeful side of human nature,
has very justly expressed his ideas in reference to

this whole matter in the following graphic words:
“It is curious to see how long it takes mankind

to respect industry, which feeds and clothes, tha
houses and comforts the human race. * * *

Now, if I had a son, I should rather he would be

a great engineer, a great mason, carpenter, or

railroad builder, than a great painter, sculptor,

or fiddler; and certainly I should rather he were
an ordinary third rate shoemaker, tailor, or bra
zier than an ordinary third-rate sculptor, to spoil
marble and waste the time of men he strove to
make statutes of. How much better to be a com
mon house-painter than a stupid dauber of can
was 1”

Cherish this spirit in your child, and he can
scarcely become a pigmy; use the best light you
can obtain in directing his efforts, and he will
develop in the direction his Maker would have
him, and grow into the stature of a MAN.

s
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M O R. A. L. P. H II, O S O PEH Y ;
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE COMBE.
[FromTHELATESTREVIsradEDINBURGHEdition.]

LECTUR E III.
ADVANTAGE of A KNow LEDGE of THE PRINCIPLES of MoR ALS ; DU
ties PREscribed to MAN As AN INDIVIDUAL ; self-cultur E.

The views in theprecedingLectureaccordwiththoseof BishopButler—Wego fartherthan hedid, and showthe natural arrangementsby which the consequencesmentionedby him take place—Importanceof doing this—Certainrelationshave beenestablishedbetweenthe natural laws,which give to eacha tendencytosupporttheauthorityof thewhole—Examples—Dutiesprescribedto manasan individual considered—Theobjectofman'sexistenceon earthis toadvancein knowledge,wisdom,
and holiness,andtherebyto enjoyhis being—The gloryof God is promotedby hisaccomplishingthisobject—Thefirstdutyof manis toacquireknowledge—Thismay
bedrawnfromScripture,andfrom Nature–Results from studyingheathenmythologyand natureare practically different—Differencebetweenthe old and the newphilosophystated—Clericaloppositionto theseLectures.
HAviNG in the previous Lectures considered what constitutes an ac

tion right or wrong, and also the punishments which attend neglect of
duty, and the rewards which performance bring along with it, I pro
ceed to remark, that the views there unfolded correspond, to some ex
tent, with those entertained by Bishop Butler, and which he has adopt

ed as the groundwork of his treatise on the “Analogy of Natural and
Revealed Religion.” “Now,” says he, “in the present state, al

l

which we enjoy, and a great part of what we suffer, is put in our own
power. For pleasure and pain are the consequences of our actions;
and we are endued by the Author of our nature with capacities of

foreseeing these consequences.” “I know not that we have any one
kind or degree of enjoyment, but by the means of our own actions.
And, by prudence and care, we may, for the most part, pass our days

in tolerable ease and quiet; or, on the contrary, we may, by rashness,
ungoverned passion, willfulness, or even by negligence, make ourselves

as miserable as ever we please. And many do please to make them
selves extremely miserable; i.e., they do what they know beforehand
will render them so. They follow those ways, the fruit of which
they know, by instruction, example, experience, will be disgrace, and
poverty, and sickness, and untimely death. This every one observes

to be the general course of things; though, it is to be allowed, we can
not find by experience that al

l

our sufferings are owing to our own fol
lies.” (Part I., chap. 2.)
The common sense of mankind yields a ready assent to this doctrine.

We go farther than Bishop Butler, by showing the natural arrange
ments, according to which the consequences mentioned by him take
place. This is a point of material moment in philosophy, and it leads
me to remark, that one difference between the expositions of moral
science which have been presented by preceding inquirers, and that
which I am now endeavouring to elucidate, consists in this—that, hith
erto, moralists generally have laid down precepts without showing
their foundation in our constitution, or the mode in which disregard of

them is punished by the ordinary operation of natural causes. They
were imperfectly acquainted with the constitution of the mind, and
with the independent operation of the different natural laws, and, in

consequence, failed in this branch of their subject. In their exposi
tions of moral philosophy they resemble those who teach us to practice

an art, without explaining the scientific principles on which the prac
tice is founded.

The difference between Paley's moral philosophy, and that which I

am now teaching, may be illustrated thus: A practical brewer is a

man who has been taught to steep barley in cold water for a certain
time, to spread it on a stone floor for so many hours, to dry it on a kiln,

at which point it is malt; to grind the malt, to mash it by pouring on it

hot water, to boil the extract with hops, to cool it, to add yeast to it

when cold, and to allow it to ferment for a certain number of days.

A person of ordinary sagacity, who has seen these processes performed,
will be able to repeat them, and he may thereby produce ale. But al

l

the while he may know nothing of the laws of chemical action, by means

of which the changes are evolved. He will soon observe, however, that
the fermentation of the worts goes on sometimes too rapidly, sometimes
too slowly, and that he makes bad ale. By experience he may discov

er what he considers causes of these effects; but he will frequently
find that he has been wrong in his judgment of the causes, and he will

do harm by his remedies. In short, he will learn that, although he
knows the rules how to make good ale, the practice of them, with uni
form success, surpasses his skill. The reason of his perplexity is this :

The barley is organized matter, which undergoes a variety of changes,
depending partly on its own constitution and partly on the temperature

of the air, on the quantity of moisture applied to it, the thickness of theheap in which it is laid, and other causes, of the precise nature and
effects of which he is ignorant. Further: the extract from the malt,
which he wishes to ferment, is a very active and delicate agent, under
going rapid changes influenced by temperature, electricity, and other
causes, of the operation of which also he knows nothing scientifically.If al

l

the materials of his manufacture were passive, like stocks and
stones, his practical rules might carry him much farther toward uni
form and successful results; but, seeing that they are agents, and that
their modes of action are affected by a variety of external causes and
combinations, he can not securely rely on producing the effects which

he wishes to attain, until he becomes scientifically acquainted with the
qualities of his materials, and the modifying influences of the agencies

to the operations of which they are exposed. After attaining this
knowledge, he becomes capable of suiting his practice to the circum
stances in which, at each particular time, he finds his materials placed.If he can not yet command the result, it is a proof that his knowledge

is still imperfect.

This illustration may be applied to the subject of moral philosophy.

In practical life we are ourselves active beings, and we are constantly
influenced by agents whose original tendencies and capacities differ
from each other, who are placed in varying circumstances, and who
are acted on and excited or impeded by other beings. It is a know
ledge of their nature alone that can enable us to understand the phe
nomena of such beings occurring under the diversified circumstances in

which they are placed. Moreover, when we know the reason why a

particular line of conduct should be adopted, and the way in which re
ward is connected with performance, and punishment with neglect,
there is a higher probability of the duty being discharged, than when a

precept is our only motive to action. Mere rules may be apprehended
and practiced by ordinary minds; but to understandings ignorant oftheir foundations and sanctions in nature, their importance and author

ity are fa
r

from being so evident as to carry with them a deep sense

of obligation. A great musician may enable another, equally gifted, to

feel the exquisite harmony of a certain composition; but he will strive

in vain to convey the same feeling of it to a person destitute of musical
talent. By teaching the laws of harmony, however, to this individual,

he may succeed in convincing hi
s

understanding that, in the piece in

question, these laws have been observed, and that there can be no good
music without such observance.

Although the natural laws act separately and independently, certain
relations have been established between them, which tend to support
the authority of the whole. In consequence of these relations, obedi
ence to each law increases our ability to observe the others, and diso
bedience to one diminishes, to some extent, our aptitude for paying
deference to the rest.

The man, fo
r

example, who obeys the physical laws, avoids physical
injury and suffering, and gains al

l

the advantages arising from living in

accordance with inanimate nature. He consequently places himself in

a favorable condition to observe the organic, the moral, and the intel
lectual laws. -By obeying the organic laws he insures the possession of vigorous=> A

()
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health; and when we view the muscular system of man as the instru
ment provided to him by the Creator for operating on physical nature,
and the brain as the means of acting on sentient and intelligent beings,
we discover that organic health is a fundamental requisite of usefulness
and enjoyment. We are led to see that the possession of it contributes,
in the highest degree, to our obeying the physical laws, and also to our
discharging our active duties; in other words, to our obeying the laws
of morality and intellect. General obedience to the organic laws, also,
by preserving the body in a favorable condition of health, fits it for re
covering in the best manner from the effects of injuries sustained by
inadvertent infringement of the physical laws. Disobedience to the
organic laws, on the other hand, unfits us for obeying the other laws
of our being. A student, for instance, who impairs his brain and di
gestive organs by excessive mental application and neglect of exercise,
weakens his nervous and muscular systems, in consequence of which
he becomes feeble, and incapable of sustained bodily exertion; in other
words, of coping with the law of gravitation, without suffering pain and
fatigue. He is

,

also, more liable to disease. A man who breaks the
organic laws by committing a debauch, becomes, for a season, incapable

of intellectual application.
By obeying the moral and intellectual laws—that is

,
by exercising

our whole mental faculties, according to the laws of their constitution,
and directing them to their proper objects—we not only enjoy the di
rect pleasure which attends the favorable action and gratification of al

l

our powers, but become more capable of coping with the physical in
fluences which are constantly operating around us, and of bending them

in subserviency to our interest and our will; and also of preserving al
l

our organic functions in a state of regular vigor and activity.

In short, if we obey the various laws instituted by the Creator, we
find that they act harmoniously fo

r

our welfare, that they support each
other, and that the world becomes a clear field for the active and pleas
urable exercise of al

l

our powers; while if we infringe one, not only
does it punish us for the special act of disobedience, but the offense has
the tendency to impair, to some extent, our power of obeying the
others. So that we discover in the natural laws a system of indepen
dent, yet combined and harmonious action. admirably adapted to the
mind of a being who has received not only observing faculties, fitted to

study existing things and their phenomena, but reflecting intellect, cal
culated to comprehend their relations, adaptations, and reciprocal in
fluences. -

Thus the first step in comprehending the principles of the Divine
government is to learn to look on the physical world as it actually exists,
and not through the medium of a perverted imagination or of erroneous
assumptions; and the second is to compare it with the constitution of

man, physical and mental, as designedly adapted to it. We shall find
that it is not an elysium, and we know that we are not angels; but we
shall discover that, while the heavens declare the glory of the Creator,
and the revolving firmaments of suns and worlds proclaim his might,
the elements and powers of man's mind and body, viewed in their
tendencies and adaptations, bespeak, in a language equally clear and
emphatic, his intelligence, beneficence, and justice.
Having thus expounded the general system of the Divine govern

ment, le
t

us now consider the duties prescribed to us by our constitutions
and its relations.

THE DUTIES PRESCRIBED TO MAN AS AN INDIVIDUAL.

Descending to particular duties, we may first consider those pre
scribed to man as an individual, by his own constitution and that of

the external creation.

The constitution of man seems to show that the object of his exist
ence on earth is to discharge certain duties, to advance in knowledge,
refinement, beneficence, and holiness; and thereby to enjoy his being.
Divines add, that another object is to “glorify God.” According to my
views, obedience to the Divine Igws—or, performance of our duties—

is the prime requisite; enjoyment is the natural accompaniment of this
conduct; and the glory of God is evolved as the result of these two

combined. His wisdom and power are strikingly conspicuous when
we discover a system, apparently complicated, to be, in fact, simple,
clear, beautiful, and beneficent; and when we behold His rational
creatures comprehending His will, acting in harmony with it, reaping

al
l

the enjoyments which His goodness intended for them, and ascend
ing in the scale of being by the cultivation and improvement of their
nobler powers, the glory of God appears surpassingly grent. A deep
conviction thence arises, that the only means by which we can advance
that glory, is to promote, where possible, the fulfillment of the Creator's
beneficent designs, and sedulously to co-operate in the execution of his
plans. When the object of human existence is regarded in this light,

it becomes evident that obedience to every natural law is a positive
duty imposed on us by the Creator, and that infringement or neglect

of it is a sin or transgression against his will. Hence, we do not pro
mote the glory of God by singing his praises, offering up prayers at his
throne, and performing other devotional exercises, if at the same time,
we shut our eyes to his institutions of nature, neglect the physical, or
ganic, and moral laws, and act in direct contradiction to his plan of

government, presenting ourselves before him as spectacles of pain and
misfortune, suffering the punishment of our infringements of his insti
tutions, and ascribing those lamentable consequences of our own igno
rance and folly to inherent imperfections in the world which he has
made. Every law of God, however proclaimed to us, has an equal
claim to observance ; and as religion consists in revering God, and
obeying his will, it thus appears that the discharge of our daily secular
duties is literally the fulfillment of an essential part of our religious
obligations.

It is only by presenting before the Creator our bodies in as complete

a condition of health and vigor, our minds as thoroughly disciplined to

virtue and holiness, and as replete with knowledge, and, in consequence,
our whole being as full of enjoyment, as our constitution will admit,
that we can really show forth his goodness and glory.

If these ideas be founded in nature, the first duty of man as an indi
vidual is obviously to acquire knowledge of himself and of God's laws,

in whatever record these are contained. I infer this to be a duty, be
cause I perceive intellectual powers bestowed on him, obviously-in
tended for the purpose of acquiring knowledge; and not only a wide
range of action permitted to al

l

his powers, corporeal and mental, with
pleasure annexed to the use, and pain to the abuse of them, but also a

liability to suffer by the influence of the objects and beings around him,
unless, by means of knowledge, he accommodate his conduct to their
qualities and action. He has only one alternative presented to him—

of using his reason, or of enduring evil.

It has too rarely been inculcated that the gaining of knowledge is a

moral duty; and yet, if our constitution be so framed that we can not
securely enjoy life, and discharge our duties as parents and members

of society without it, and if a capacity for acquiring it has been bestow

ed on us, its acquisition is obviously commanded by the Creator as a

duty of the highest moment. The kind of knowledge which we are
bound to acquire is clearly that of God's will and laws. It is the office

of divines to instruct you in the duties prescribed in the Bible; and of

philosophers to teach the department of nature.
The ignorant man suffers many inconveniences and distresses to

which he submits as inevitable dispensations of Providence: his own
health perhaps fails him ; his children are perverse and disobedient;
his trade is unsuccessful; and he regards al

l

these as visitations from
God, or as examples of the checkered lo

t
of man on earth. If he be

religious, he prays for a spirit of resignation, and directs his hopes to

Heaven; but if the foregoing view of the Divine administration eb

sound, he should ascribe his sufferings, in great part, to his own igno
rance of the scheme of creation, and to his non-compliance with its

rules. In addition to his religious duties, he should, therefore, fulfill
the natural conditions appointed by the Creator as antecedents to hap
piness; and then he may expect a blessing on his exertions and on his
life.

[continued on PAGEEIGHTY.]
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M A R Y L. B O OTH.
BIOGRAPHY AND PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.---

BiographY.
MARY L. Booth, the popular and accomplished

author and translator of the “Illustrated History
of the City of New York,” “Marble Workers' Man
ual,” “Clock and Watchmakers' Manual,” “Ger
maine,” and other literary works of merit, was
born on the 19th of April, 1831, at Millville, now
Yaphank, a beautiful village on the Conectcut
River, Suffolk County, L. I. Her father belongs
to one of the oldest English families of the coun
try, his first American ancestor, a younger son of
the Earl of Warrington, having settled on Long
Island in 1649. Her mother is of French extrac
tion.
Miss Booth early exhibited proofs of a great

love for books and a remarkably retentive memo
ry, reciting long tales and poemsalmost as soon
as she could talk, and reading fluently before she
was four years old. As her health was delicate"
and the country schools were not easy of access,
she was not sent to school till she was eight years
of age, but studied at home under the direction
of her father, who was a successful teacher in the
county in which he resided. No course of study
was prescribed to her. She studied when and as she
liked, inclining mostly to grammar, in which she
becamesuch a proficient at this early age as to be an
authority among the teachers who frequented her
father's house. Her reading was just as desulto
ry. Permitted to range at will through a large
miscellaneous library, she chose her reading to
suit the mood of the moment, from Plutarch's
Lives to Robinson Crusoe, and before she had en
tered the doors of a school-room, had read many
translations from the classics, historical works,
and journals of scientific societies, together with
a plentiful modicum of fairy tales. She has al
ways remained a firm advocate of this kind of
reading in opposition to the children's books of the
present day, as a means of cultivating the taste
and strengthening the mind.
We may mention one circumstance of Miss

Booth's early life that gave a decided bias to her
future career. Her father had charge for a part
of the year of a woolen manufactory, located on
the shores of a beautiful river, in a thicket of
wild roses and shade trees. Here she spent a
great part of her time, studying when she liked
among the old machinery in a lumber-room, ram
bling about the establishment and learning the
workings of the machines, or straying out in pur
suit of wild flowers in the forest, that stretched
for miles along the banks of the river. To this
early acquaintance with the combinations of ma
chinery may be attributed much of the peculiar
mechanic talent that characterizes her mind, while
her solitary outdoor life taught her the enjoyment
and appreciation of nature.
On her eighth birth-day, Miss Booth made her

entrée in school-life in the district school of the
village of which her father was the teacher. At
this time, she was well versed in the ordinary
English branches. She soonafter commencedthe
study of French, which she learned readily, and
could read it at the end of a year as fluently as
English.
When eleven years of age, she entered the

academy at Miller's Place, L.I., then under the
charge of Mr. George Tuthill, an accomplished
teacher, brother of the Hon. Frank Tuthill, late
of the New York Times, where she commenced
the study of Latin and the higher mathematics.
At the end of the year, she entered a seminary at
Greenport, L.I.; but not finding the desired facil
ities for a classical education, she went a few
months after to the Bellport Academy, under the
care of the Rev. George Tomlinson, a fine classi
cal scholar. An incident occurred here that
marks the power of Miss Booth's determination to
accomplish a purpose. In this school mathema
tics were in high repute. She was devoted to lan
guages and belles-lettres, and disliked mathema
tics. Notwithstanding, she determined to excel
in this department, mastered Bourdon and Le
gendre in a single session, and won a mathemati
cal reputation in the school.
In the winter of 1844 her father removed to

Williamsburg, N. Y., to take charge of Public
School No. 3, now 18, which was just opened, and
of which he remained principal for five years.
She followed him at the close of the school ses
sions of the ensuing year, which ended the disci
pline of her school life. Indeed, this discipline
had always beenirksome to her. Learning rapidly,
and possessing a remarkably retentive memory,
together with a strong individuality, the class
limits always seemedan impediment to her prog
ress, while her early habit of studying as she
pleased rendered the rules of the school-room ex
ceedingly distasteful to her. She was one of the
hardest students at school, but from force of habit
usually studied incessantly at home, and devoted
the school hours to the development of her social
and mischief-loving qualities. After her removal
to Williamsburg, she continued her studies by
herself, taking private lessons in Latin, mathema
tics, and drawing, and pursuing her French studies
under the supervision of Professor Paul Abadie,
the late lamented principal of the Williamsburg
Collegiate Institute, who first suggested to her the
idea of becoming a translator.
Having always looked upon teaching as her

natural vocation, at the age of sixteen she en
tered her father's school as his assistant. The
classes here were large and the teachers few, and
the heavy duties which she was called on to per
form, with the close confinement of the school
room, and her constant study out of school hours,
undermined her health to such a degree that at
the end of two years she was obliged to relinquish
the profession. Several years were now passed
in endeavoring, by change of surroundings and
habits, to win back her lost health and prepare
herself for her future life, and afterward in pre
paring the works that have recently been given to
the public. She had always been in the habit of
writing for her own and her friends' amusement.
She now began to contribute, at first anonymous
ly, tales, sketches, and translations to various
magazines and journals, and drifted almost un
consciously into the vocation of literature. Early
in 1856, her first work, the “Marble Workers'
Manual,” was published by Sheldon & Blakeman,
of New York. This volume, which was translated
from the French simultaneously with the “Clock
and Watchmakers' Manual,” lately published by
John Wiley, is the only work on the subject ex
tant in the English language. This was followed
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by translations by her from the French of Méry's
“André Chénier,” and About’s “King of the
Mountains,” which were published in Emerson's
Magazine, to which she was also an occasional
contributor of original articles. In the spring of
1859,her translation of the “Secret History of the ,
French Court, or Life and Times of Madame de :
Chevreuse,” from the French of Victor Cousin,
was published by Delisser & Procter, of New
York. Meanwhile, she had had for someyears in
preparation the “History of the City of NewYork,” which was published, illustrated with one
hundred engravings, in a royal octavo, of eight
hundred and fifty pages, by Clark & Meeker, of
New York, early in the summer of 1859. This
work, which had cost much time and pains, seriously affected the health of the author. To re
cruit her energies, she spent the summer at Rye,
N. Y., in rest, but not in idleness, aiding Mr. O.
W. Wight in translations for his valuable Library
of French Classics, now in course of publication
by Derby & Jackson; then went, in the autumn,
to Boston, to superintend the publication of her
translation of “Germaine,” from the French of
Edmond About, which was issued in that city by
J. E. Tilton & Co. The publication of the “Clock
and Watchmakers' Manual,” by John Wiley, of .
New York, closes the list of Miss Booth's works as
issued in book form. Besides, she has contributed
many original articles and translations of tales
and poems from the French and German to the
various periodicals of the day. At present, she is
engaged in preparing an abridgment of her “His
tory of the City of New York,” designed for the
use of schools. The larger volume has already
passed through several editions, and has received
the most hearty commendations from the press
and the public.
As a writer, Miss Booth's style is characterized

by graceful freedom, precision of statement, and
remarkable aptness in the choice of language.
Her early habits of study and reading having
been desultory and unsystematic, her writings, at
times, evince the effect of those habits. Her
translations are distinguished for their extreme
purity and classic elegance, and she takes rank
with the foremost in that department of litera
ture. Judging from what she has already done,
we feel assured that, through her self-reliant
energy and culture, she will yet achieve, in the
fulfillment of her literary plans, of which we are
not now permitted to speak, a reputation that will
place her in the first rank of American authors.

Phrt Enologic AL CHARACTER.
You have a very compact organization, which

indicates balance of power. In connection with
physical effort, it indicates vigor and ease of ac
tion, rather than robustness and endurance. It
gives precision and efficiency, which makes every
thing you do emphatic. The influence of this
temperament applied to mind gives clearness,
consistency, harmony, and practical sense. It is
very difficult to throw you off your balance, to
unsettle your action, or to disturb the free flow of
your thoughts. With practice, you could perform
in one direction as well as in another You can
learn many things equally well, and though you
may have your favorite studies, you would be
able to range the whole list of studies, and ex
hibit good sense and good talent in nearly all.
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PO R T R A IT OF MIS S M A R Y L. B O O.T H .

You like everything that has a history. You
could study chemistry with more success if every
chemical agent or discovery were developed to
you along with its history, and that of the man,
the place, and all the circumstances. So with
laws, and all great historical events. If you can
have the biographies of the men who acted, and
the special history interwoven with the great
thought, this history helps to embalm the idea
and preserve it. You are a natural historian,
and whatever you do in the way of talking or

writing, has the quality of narrative and de
scription.

You would write biography well, because you
are interested in character, in sentiment, in dis
position. And you love to study mind better
than almost anything else. You have an active
sympathy with whatever relates to human psy
chology; and if you meetwith an anecdote of any
distinguished personage, you are sure to stop and
read that. If it be personal history, the record

of the outworking of a great soul, you care but
little which way it works, or who it is

,
so that it

shows mental action and the mind's history. You
seldom meet a stranger that his character does
not pass in review, and of whom you do not form

a judgment; and generally those estimates are
correct, and do not require to be essentially mod
ified by experience and long acquaintance.

You have talent for mechanism and art. You
love to look at machinery, and study into puzzles,
and find out how things are done. You have a

relish for combinations of parts, for combined
motions, and for interrelated ideas. In writing

it is natural for you to make long sentences,and
by semicolons and dashes fill up half a column,

as in St. Paul's writings we find a whole chap
ter without a period, because your memory and
your power of combinatiou enable you to inter
link and add thought to thought, making one
thought grow out of another. Those who have

a good memory, enjoy reading what you write
better than those who have but little ability to

remember. As a writer for the public, you
would feel that it was necessary to divide your
periods, and make several sentences of one.
You have a talent for mathematics, but more

taste for literature. If you were to attend a

school in which mathematics were fashionable
and popular, and where success must be ob
tained, if at all, through excellence in these,
you would show a good degree of strength in

that direction.
Your mind works in an orderly manner, and

whether what you do or write appears to others
methodical or not, it is al

l straight to yourself,
and everything is said and done for a purpose.
Your capacity to judge of forms is excellent.

You have a good development of the faculty of

color, and enjoy colored objects highly, and have

a good appreciation of combinations of colors;
still, the drawing is what makes the likeness to

you. You can enjoy a crayon picture, well
drawn, almost as well as a colored picture.
You measure distances, magnitude, and perspec
tive decidedly well. You remember roads and
places, relative position and general geography
well, and with your Order you incline to have a

place for things and things in their places; and
you know where to find them if undisturbed by
others.

You have a sense of duration, keep step in

walking, and so far as time is employed in music,
you are remarkably accurate. Your musical
talent appears to be practical, and if you had
the practice you would show ability to render
music and give the soul of it. You would make

a good teacher of music, of drawing, of the lan
guages, of history, of mathematics, and of al
most all the natural sciences.
Your first idea in reference to action and

thought is to embody in it your own individu
ality without regard to what others think or

how others do. You submit to conform for the
sake of appearances, but it frequently chaſes
your individualism, and makes you feel that you
are doing that which is unnatural. Perhaps if

you had more of the tendency to conform, it

would be easier for you and more acceptable to

your friends.
You have respect for things sacred and ele

wated—a relish for that which is antiquated and
venerable. You would stand at the stump of

the Charter Oak, or of one of the California
cedars, and contemplate its great age with a

feeling of peculiar delight. This would involve
your reverence and your historical disposition.
Your Hope leads you to look for good in the

far-off future, while your energy and your plan
ning talent provide for the good of to-day and
to-morrow. You expect that the end will be
well, and hence value the Shakspearian state
ment, “All is well that ends well,” while you
are not inflated with that hope which leads to

quiet enjoyment of the present hour, regardless
of to-morrow and the hereafter.

You are firm, persevering, and energetic, not
always over-confident in your ability, still deter
mined to use the power you have, and when you
are clearly convinced that you are right, you feel
afraid to retreat.
Your sense of duty, and your idea of obligation

to yourself and to the world, impels you to act
out your own convictions. You are watchful
without being timid. You have considerable re
serve when the occasion requires it, and can keep

a straight face and an unwavering voice in very
trying circumstances. You often fuel exceed
ingly embarrassed when nobody knows it; and
when you appear the most bold and independent,

or even defiant, it is generally at the very time
when you are suffering the most from embarrass
ment. As a school girl, when you went forward
upon the platform on examination days' you were
regarded as very much self-possessed, while you
trembled in every fiber of your system, and would
have failed if you had dared to do so

.

You have
probably been complimented upon your coolness,cº

.
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when it was only the result of great effort of de
termination and courage combined, which had the
tendency to hold in abeyance your sensitiveness
and timidity.
You have the spirit of independence, which you

have cultivated, and a strong desire to excel when
you have committed yourself. This last is natu
ral, and perhaps partly the result of cultivation.
You are known for your uncommon executive

ness. Your Combativeness and Destructiveness
are both rather large, and you are greatly in
debted to them for what you are, and for what
you can do. They act as a kind of reserve of
powder and magazine of force. They are to the
mind what the steam is to the locomotive with its
train. You are a really spirited woman—are
capable of evincing a high degree of indignation,
of governing and controlling rebellious spirits,
and making the rude respect you. If you were a
teacher of big boys, they would hesitate to rebel
or contradict after they had got their plan laid to
do so. Your governing power is really magnetic.
People yield to your dictum without precisely
knowing why. Therefore you generally guido
the actions of those with whom you associate,
though they may be wiser, more learned, and ex
perienced than yourself. And you have governed
from the time you were five years old.
You have a harmonious development of the

social organs, with perhaps a predominance of
parental and fraternal affection. You are a
friend, steady, constant, and reliable. You would
make a devoted wife if you could find just the
right one to love. You are not conscious of want
ing the best man in the world, nor the greatest
man, but just the man. He should be genial,
magnanimous, intellectual, but decidedly domes
tic in his feelings, simple in his manners, plain
hearted, child-like in his truthfulness, upright,
courageous. A man who is afraid to utter his
true sentiments, or to bear the responsibility of
his acts, you would despise.
You believe in radical men—men who dare

speak and act their true sentiments, no matter
who opposes.
You save property, and would succeed well in

business if you were to devote yourself to it. You
have policy to avail yourself of the best opportu
nities in the easiestway, and to lead people in the
way that is most pleasant to themselves. But
where you have the right to direct, you make no

compromises of authority or principle. If you do,

it is regarded as a magnanimity.
Your Language is large, and shows the power

of perspicuity more than of affluence and readi
ness. You are not satisfied with a general state
ment, you want a specific one. You are willing

to commit yourself, and to state yourself what
you mean when you treat a subject at all.
You appreciate beauty, especially that which

pertains to matter. You have less of sentiment
alism but more of that love of beauty which
gives descriptive power, artistic taste, and me
chanical judgment. Nearly all your idealism has

a granite base.
You are known for the harmoniousness of your

organization, for the good balance of your mind,
which produces commonsense, clearness and dis
tinctness of thought, power of analysis and com
bination. You should also be known for uncom
mon force of character. You are feminine in

your quality of mind and in the tone of your dis
position; but you have a masculine energy and
independence, which gives stateliness and strength

to whatever you do.
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PHRENoLogical character AND BlogH APHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.
You have a wiry enduring organization, are re

markable for tenacity of life and for a locomotive
disposition. Motion is just as natural to you as

breathing; and active effort, physically and
mentally, comes to you by instinct. You are not
obliged to put forth a mental effort to arouse
your body for the accomplishment of anything.
As soon as your mind is ready, and has the plan
laid out, your body is ready to be let loose to do

it. You have not only strength and toughness of

body, but you have an elastic smartness which
renders motion easy and prompt.
Your mind partakes of the same general

characteristics of your body. Its quality is the
same, and you are known above everything else
for that peculiar quality of thought and feeling
which is represented by the words—intensity,
concentration, efficiency, smartness, and positive
ness. There is emphasis in all that you say or

do. You have a strong will; a strong degree of

independence, and more than the average amount

of courage lying behind your thoughts to give
them force, freedom, and efficiency of action.
Your intellectual peculiarity is harmony of

action; not that you have broad and abstract philo
sophical power merely; not that you can set and
measure everything at a glance; not that you re
tain what other people tell you, or what you see
and experience; but you have rather a combination

of these which produces clear, straightforward
common sense, and makes you at home in things
practical, historical, scientific, and logical.
You have large Individuality, which leads the

mind to take up special points of thought, and to

seek out positions on which to converge your
powers. But, after all, your intellect resembles
more an implement that is harmoniously organ
ized, full and fair in all parts without being dis
torted in any. You are known for that retentive
ness of mind, and for that peculiar grip, and
spirit, and efficient power with which your in
tellectual faculties act. You have another quali

ty which marks your life and influence, which
arises from a combination of intellect and charac
ter; and that is the power to govern. Your word

is law. People think that they must do as you
suggest. A proposition from you is as good as a

command from the average of men; and you are
well fitted to be at the head, not so much because
you are wiser than others, but becauseyou com
bine good sense with those qualities of character
which impress what you think and feel upon the
attention and respect of others. This quality in

you produces in others a ready acquiescence in

your plans. If you were connected with mercan
tile affairs, you would find it very easy to manage

a large number of clerks, and especially to urge
the business to a rapid and orderly performance.

If you were in a school, a wink or a nod would

be equivalent to a command. If you were in

business, in politics, or in any other sphere where
man comes in contact with man, your weight of

influence would be surprising to most men who
should undertake to analyze you. People are
perplexed to know wherein consists your power to

make everybody toe the mark, or to sweep them

in your own current, or lead them off.
This power consists, first, in the temperament;

secondly, in that harinonious balance and force of

intellect, led by Individuality and the other
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organs which give the power of criticism; thirdly for their own sake. Like the Quaker, you believe
in large Firmness, which makes you perfectly de
cided in yourself; and fourthly, in your large de
velopment of Conscientiousness and Self-Esteem,
which gives you a high respect for your own plans
and moral judgments; and lastly, all these are
backed up by courage and fortitude.
You have capacity not only for understanding

commercial business, but the practical details of
mechanism and chemistry. You have talent for
teaching what you know, not so much by fullness
and freedom of utterance as by that directness
and clearness with which you state what
you think and feel, and that moral power
which you have that makes people feel that you
are in earnest, and that they might as well accept
your position as to controvert it. You seldom
take a position which you can not maintain.
You have an honest mind, and are more true to

your own convictions than most men. You be
lieve in yourself, which is the first step toward
making other peoplebelieve in you. You hold your
faith with sincerity, whether it be religious,
political, social, educational, or commercial. You
have a tendency to look on the fair, but not

on the most glowing side of the future. Hence
you are guarded and cautious. You prepare with
care, and administer with prudence and watch
fulness, lest by some mishap the whole affair
comes to loss at the very moment when victory is

within reach.
You have a sense of property, a natural instinct

for financiering, but you would not do so well
for a bank as you would to be a merchant or

manufacturer, and have something to do with
using money as an agent in business, rather than

as a banker, to study merely the solvency of

merchants and the money market.
You study character successfully. You know

your man by sight, and therefore what to say and

do to produce the most favorable result; and
your sphere should be in acting on mind rather
than on mere matter; or, in other words, acting

on matter through people, as we do in conducting
business.
You are not wanting in cordiality, sympathy,

friendship, and kindness; and these features of

your character add to your enjoyment as well as

to make other people happy. You can arouse the
sympathies, stir up the pride and ambition, or

awaken the friendship of almost anybody, and
bring to your cause their best affections and
sympathies. If you were a politician, and were
up for office, men would support the party to

which you belonged, because you were its candi
date; and you would be likely to run ahead of

your party. If you were a lawyer, people would
confide their business to you; they would tell you
all ; they would trust you. And you would show
talent in pressing upon the jury the merits of the
question. You would use but little superfluous
eloquence, and keep yourself to the point, and
also the jury. You would make a good legislator.
You would not build gorgeous palaces, or exten
sive public buildings, so readily as you would
plain school-houses and other things calculated to

elevate and improve the public in morals, in in
telligence, and in happiness. You admire beauty
and seek perfection, but regard these qualities
rather as the accompaniment of utility for the
benefit of the masses, than to be sought merely

in utility before decoration.
You are remarkable for love of home, for

interest in children and young people, for the dis
position to build up the rising generation in

correct habits and good morals.

If you employ your organization as your devel
opments indicate, you move in a sphere consider
ably removed from animalism. You would hardly
cater to the physical appetite by keeping an
establishment in which to feed the body. It

would be more natural for you to be an editor or

teacher, or to follow some form of professional
life; or to conduct a large and responsible busi
ness, as a manufacturer. You seldom bet; rarely
run risks which are mere risks; are seldom excit
ed, but always in earnest. You may lose your
balance, but it is rarely the case. Your word is

accepted; your promise is accounted sure. You
are supposed to be able to bear all sorts of burdens.
Hence everybody is bringing theirs to have you
help carry them. From a child you have trusted
yourself. If you were in business you would
have first-class credit, becauseyou have too much
self-respect and integrity to place yourself in an

embarrassed position. Hence you promise only
that which you know you can pay; and always
pay well. Everybody wants you to buy their
Wares.
You are frank; very much inclined to speak as

you think, without regard to ancient customs of

thinking, or of those laggard conservatives who
fall behind the times. You belong in the front
rank of the world's workers and thinkers; not on
account of special or unusual greatness, but be
cause of that efficient force, that clearness and
directness of character and action, which make
you valuable and successful. You have earned
your success,every inch of it, and therefore have a

right to repose upon it as having been fairly won.
Biogr Apriy.

A. L. DENNIson is a native of Brunswick, Me.
His father was a skillful mechanic, and his whole
family were remarkable for mechanical capaci.
ties. The subject of this sketch has nobly vindi
cated his right to rank among the first mechanics
and men of enterprise of this age, by becoming
the originator of the system of watch-making by
machinery, which has resulted in the successful
introduction of watch manufacture into the Uni
ted States, and the permanent establishment of

the “American Watch Company,” and its great
manufactory at Waltham, Mass.
The peculiar bent of young Dennison's mind be

gan early to develop itself in various ingenious
mechanical devices and constructions, and when

at the age of eighteen he was called upon to

select a vocation in life, he fell naturally into
that of clock and watch-making, and was accord
ingly apprenticed in the business to Mr. James
Cary, of Brunswick, with whom he remained till
he became of age

It was not long before Mr. Dennison began to

display his remarkable systematizing talent in

mechanics. Hitherto it had been the practice in

his employer's shop to manufacture but one clock
movement at a time, and it never seemed to have
occurred to any one there that any improvement
could be made on this plan. Mr. Dennison had
hardly learned the rudiments of the art before
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he suggested that much might be gained by mak
ing half a dozen movements at the same time, as

many of the wheels could be cut together as well

as separately, and other devices used for saving
time. To facilitate this, he constructed several
labor-saving machines, which admirably served
the purpose.
At the expiration of his apprenticeship in 1833,

Mr. Dennison went to Boston with a view to
perfect himself in his art by practicing under the
instructions of a first-class artisan. For this
purpose he obtained a situation with Messrs.
Currier & Trott, who were classed among the
best watch-makers of the country. He remained
with this firm for three months without any com
pensation, after which he was employed at jour
neyman's wages.

In the beginning of the following year Mr.
Dennison undertook the watch jobbing of the
shop of Mr. Edward Watson, of Boston, but anx
ious to improve himself as far as possible in his
vocation, he soon after relinquished this position
and obtained a situation in the establishment of
Messrs. Jones, Lowe & Ball, of the same city,
chiefly for the sake of being under the instruc
tions of Mr. Tubal Hone, well-known as one of
the most thorough workmen in the country.
From this skillful artisan he gained much valu
able knowledge, and learned that, however high
might be the reputation of a European watch
maker, it was never safe to let his work pass
without the strictest examination. In this con
nection Mr. Dennison himself says:
“Within a year, I have examined watches made

by a man whose reputation at this moment is far
beyond that of any other watch-maker in London,
and have found in them such workmanship as I

should blush to have it supposed had passed from
under my hands in our lowest grade of work. Of
course I do not mean to say that there is not work

in these watches of the highest grade possible to

carry the finisher's art, but errors do creep in,
and are allowed to pass the hands of competent
examiners. And it needsbut slight acquaintance
with our art to discover that the lower grade of

foreign watches are hardly as mechanically cor
rect in their construction as a common wheelbar
row. Indeed, if a printing-press, or any similar
machine were to be made as imperfectly as the
majority of foreign watches, it would be consid
ered as only fit for old iron. Imagine, for in
stance, a printing-press constructed so carelessly
that two wheels, intended to run parallel to each
other but free, should interfere so much as to
stop the machine entirely; or that a shaft in
tended to be at right angles with the frame-work,
should be found out of line one inch in the length

of two or three feet; yet just such errors and im
perfections as these are frequently to be found in

the finest quality of imported watches.”
These facts directed Mr. Dennison’s attention

to the desirableness and importance of projecting

a system of manufacture which should preclude
errors of this sort, by cutting and adjusting the
various parts of a watch uniformly and with me
chanical exactness. To accomplish this, he spared

no pains to improve himself in his art, by inform
ing himself of the various methods of manufae
ture in use in different countries, communicating
with foreign workmen, etc., and though not yet
sure of effecting it himself, in 1840 he predicted
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to a friend that within twenty years the manu
facture of watches would be reduced to a system
as perfect and expeditious as the manufacture of
fire-arms at Springfield.
After three years' practice in the establishment

of Messrs. Jones, Lowe & Ball, Mr. Dennison
opened a store in Boston on his own account for
the sale of watch-tools and materials, with a work
department in connection, for the purpose of sup
plying new parts to watches, such as wheels, pin
ions, jewels, etc. This business proved successful,
and procured him an extensive acquaintance with
persons in the trade in all parts of the country.
While engaged in this business, he matured his
plan for the manufacturing of American watches.
In 1849 he formed a partnership with Messrs.
Samuel Curtis and Howard & Davis of Boston,
under the name of the Warren Manufacturing
Company, afterward known as the Boston Watch
Company, and established a watch manufactory
at East Roxbury, Mass. This locality was soon
found to be ill-suited to the business, from the
light and dusty nature of the soil. Besides, it
afforded no good, clean, and economical building
site for the class of mechanics which Mr. Denni
son and his associates were anxious to engage in
the business, namely, a moral, intelligent, and
enterprising set of middle-aged New England
men, with families, for the principal, and a supe
rior corps of reliable young men aid women for
the subordinate help. It was therefore deter
mined to remove the works to a place possessing
the advantages in which this seemedso eminently
deficient. This locality was found in the town of
Waltham, Mass., on the banks of the Charles
River, about seven miles from Boston, a place free
from any general travel or other objections, and
surrounded by charming natural scenery. Here,
in 1853–54, the Company erected buildings and
machinery, capable of producing fifteen thousand
watches per annum, and of employing two hun
dred and fifty workmen, with facilities for in
creasing the machinery to any required extent.
The Boston Watch Company continued its ope

rations with considerable success until the spring
of 1857, when, having become embarrassed in
consequence of the great financial crisis of the
preceding winter, it was obliged to dispose of its
manufactory at Waltham and became dissolved.
The buildings, and most of the machinery, were
purchased by Mr. R. E. Robbins and others, now
composing the American Company. The manu
facture was re-commenced with ample means,
and has since been conducted with extraordinary
success and profit, Mr. Dennison retaining the
place of superintendent of the entire establish
ment, and special examiner, a position involving
duties that demand qualities and skill such as
few men possess. The reputation of American
watches has grown to be a matter of national
pride and boast, and watch-making now occupies
a position at once permanent and triumphantly
successful as an American institution.
Mr. Denison is about forty-eight years of age,

tall and muscular, with dark hair and eyes, and
marked and expressive features. His manner is
grave, earnest, and dignified, and his voice low
and measured. In fine, he is

,

as Willis aptly
terms him in his graphic description of his late
visit to the Walthaun watch factory, “a true
philosºpher of mechanic art”—a self made man,
who will occupy a niche among the foremost me
chanicians of our country and age.

D IS C.I.P L IN E.

THE government of a school is in reality such

as springs directly from the heart and the brain
of the teacher himself. Some intermittent and
feeble efforts, the result of the hasty perusal of

books or of observation, may for a time modify
the usual current of discipline. yet all thesesooner

or later wear away and produce no lasting good.

It is what a teacher really is
,

and what he can
do, that has any effect upon the minds of pupils.
Mind must be measured, in capacily, discipline,
endurance, along with mind. If that of the
teacher be superior, much is not gained or lost by
the selection of any right and proper means of in
struction or governm nt. But it is essential that
the instructor be really, in himself, a true man
and a true teacher.

It is this conflict of mind with mind that con
stitutes the sum of school-discipline. The appli
cation of the rod is no punishment in the hands
of a child. So the most violent measures are
valueless in the administration of that teacher
who lacks power in himself.
There are certain tempºrs of mind by which the

teacher's deportment, in the main, appears to be

regulated. They relate to the feelings or emo
tions, to the character of the thoughts, and to the
outward expression of both feelings and thoughts.
The rocks on the sea-coast, besieged by power

ful breakers, are not more immovable than that
mind should be which, though surrounded by
stormy passions in violent exercise, remains calm
amid them all, and thus earns its right to check
and quell the force of fury. In the school-room,

if within circumstances the most tempestuous, the
teacher shows himself to be calm and to be able

to act considerately, pupils will feel confidence in

him. So let his conduct always be, and gradually,
but surely, that confidencewill grow into respect.
The test of the teacher's integrity may be severe,
but if he can not in patience abide it, he loses
some certainty of ultimate success. It may not

be forgotten that the worship of the heart is

oftenest granted to him who can bear, rather
than to him who can do. Men more deeply reve
rence at heart the patience of a suffering army at

Valley Forge than the victory at Waterloo.

It is not so much the occasional expression of

anger, pleasure, or interest in the countenance of

teachers that permanently improves his pupils, as

it is that silent iufluence tinged by his constant
habits "of thought. Foul or evil thoughts har
bored by the teacher speak out every moment,
mayhap from the glance of his eye, or in the tone

of his voice, or by changes of countenance as they
occur at some unwelcome time. Disguise is use
less. When the language of his countenance be
lies his words, it speaks more impressively than
the professions of his lips. If there is any one
who ought to keep all the imaginations of his
heart pure, it is the teacher; for he is daily ex
posed to the gaze of scrutinizing eyes, and may in

in a series of momentary expressions awaken
emotions or encourage desires which the growth
of a lifetime shall increase into a curse or a bless
ing. Nay, let him strive to conceal his real char
acter and to become an accomplished bypocrite,
children are not thus easily deceived, and the
true impression of his character is still as liable
to be made.

A steady purpose in secret, with a calm de
meanor on the exterior, accomplish the mo-t last
ing and the mostbeneficial effects. Periods occur,
often perhaps, when a strong stroke of policy is

required. Then the reverse force may be brought
into action. Yet few cases ever happen when an

instructor is warranted in displaying all his
strength in matters of government.

It is no disadvantage to a man to possesspower
ful impulses provided he knows how to master
them. Let him know that unless he subject every
impatient desire to the will, he fails to attain the
first essential to a good governor—that he govern
well his own soul.
The leader of the German Reformation did never

more deeply move the minds of the people than
when shut up in the castle of the Wartburg. In

the citadel of the mind, let the purposes and the
passions labor, that unseen they may develop
mighty results. The priesthood saw not Luther,
but they saw with concern the growth of that
winged seed which he sent flying over the land.
Did the teacher ever conjecture how sure, yet
how unconsciously, much of the influence of his
own thoughts finds its way into the hearts of his
younger pupils, and springing up, brings many
fold of good or bad fruits 2

As the object of teaching is ostensibly to edu
cate the intellect, the discipline of the teacher's
thoughts is not complete, though he exclude
all meditations which may stain a pure mind.
He must accustom himself to think distinctly and
actively. His mode of mental exercise will be
communicated to his pupils. All have seen the
contagion of vigorous thought. It is illustrated

in that teacher who is remarkably interested in

mathematics. His school have become accus
tomed to the operations of his mind. All see as

he sees,its exceeding benefits. They follow where
he leads with little hesitation and no lack of zeal.
Such instruction is like sowing healthy seed. If

school training may be compared to the elemen
tary drill for the battle of life, such direction is

that which teaches young soldiers how to wield
their weapons with precision so as to do the most
execution.
Here may be stated a caution to teachers to

abstain from miscellaneous reading. No keen,
clear brain bears to be overburdened with a lot

of rubbish that has no place, and is therefore sub
ject to no order. If amusement be needful, of

miscellaneous sort, fields and woods furnish it in

abundance. The mind, open to the influence of

kind Nature, brightened by observation and sup
plied with interesting images, reflects in the
highest degree upon others the light of heaven.
Combining with a judicious exercise of the finer
faculties of the soul a rigid course of training,
the intellect attains to its highest capacity and is

fitted for all good habors. In the matter of his
own discipline, then, let the teacher remove from
his mind all mental as well as moral impurities.

In these paragraphs, no direct reference need
be made to the moral discipline of the teacher.
As to the physical, of that the whole world is be
ginning to see the necessity. Submission to both
natural and revealed law is all that man needs
to insure success.
The best teacher may gain in influence by the

discipline of his own heart, his mind, and his
deportment.—Schoolmaster,
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TALKS WITH THE CHILDREN.
CARE or Pets.

[We copyfromtheHomesteadthefollowing interesting
story,as evincing strongsocial feeling,andthepowerof
kindnessoveranimals.]
It seems that there is hardly any creature so

stupid as not to learn to know those that are kind
to them, and to love to be petted and caressed. A
gentleman of my acquaintance was looking at a
flock of chickens, one day last summer, and he
observed one which seemed to have something
growing over one of its eyes, partly closing it up.
He caught it, and held it in his hands a few min
utes, to examine the eye, and then let it go. He
caught it afterward, from time to time, when it
came in his way, to see whether the eye was grow
ing better or worse, till the little creature became

so fond of being petted and caressed, that it would
run to meet the gentleman, hop into his hand, and
nestle down as contentedly as if it were under its
mother's wings.
The diseased eye is blind now, and the chicken

is nearly as large as her mother, but she has not
forgotten her attachment to her friend. When
she sees him coming, after being out of sight a

little while, she will leave her food at any time to

run toward him, and when he stoops down to

stroke her feathers, she will hop on his knees and
pick at his whiskers or lips. She would follow
him into the garden, and sit quietly down near
where he was at work, apparently quite satisfied
to be where she could see him.

I have a little niece, who makes great pets of

the cat and dog, and thinks they do somewonder
ful things. One of the stories she told me lately
was this :

On going to the door, one morning, she found
pussy standing on the door-step, with a little
kitten in her mouth, which she laid down just in
side the door, and ran back to the wood-shed for
another. It was found that she had quite a large
family—four or five in all—which she insisted
upon bringing into the house. It made no differ
ence that a nice nest was provided in the shed;
she had set her heart upon bringing up her kit
tens with the rest of the folks. If she was not
constantly watched, they were sure to find her

on some of the beds, or under the lounge, or

somewhere that she should not be, with her flock
of kittens.
The dog had always been on the best of terms

with pussy; had allowed her to eat off his plate
when she liked, and take all sorts of liberties
with him, and his reception of the new kittens,
when he first saw them on the kitchen floor, was
amusing. He walked round and round them,
giving a little short bark now and then, examin
ing them with his nose, and poking them very
carefully with his paws. Then he would run to

some of the family and whine, asking, as plainly

as a dog could, What are they and what will she
do with them :

Pussy did not fancy his attentions to her little
ones, so she picked up one of them and carried it

off. Trip trotted along beside her to the outer
door, watching her closely. He kept doing the
same thing till she had taken all but one. By
that time, I suppose, he had made up his mind
that he could do it as well as she: so he took up
the last one in his mouth, and followed her. This

->

was too much. Pussy laid down her own burden
and flew at him, very angrily, and made him drop
the kitten. This was their first quarrel, but they
had several afterward, for Trip insisted that he
had as good a right to the kittens as anybody.
Sometimes, when he found them alone, he would
crouch down beside them, with his breast close to

the floor, draw them up under his neck with his
paws, and lay his head down over them as low
ingly as possible. If the mother found them so,
she would growl and scold at first, and I believe
the only snappish answer Trip ever gave her was
when she tried to take them away from him.
They seemed to come to an understanding after

a while; pussy came, at last, to sit quietly by,
and see the dog tumble and frolic with her kit
tens, and shake them playfully in his mouth,
without appearing at all annoyed.
There is a great secret, I believe, in learning

any creature that is tamable, only all boys and
girls have not found out the method. At a place
where I visited last summer, I saw a little fellow,

as I was going into the yard, sitting down in the
path, playing with the hens. There were two or

three standing about him, and he seemed to be

harnessing them up with a string, I spoke of it

to his mother when I went in.
“Oh,” said she, smiling, “Frank will tame

anything, he is so gentle and patient.”
That is it, children. Kindness, gentleness, and

patience are all that is needed to make you suc
cessful in gaining the love of dumb, unreasoning
animals, aswell as the affectionate love of friends.

It is always a good sign, I believe, when chil
dren have “good luck,” as it is called, in taming
pets; while I should think it a very bad sign if I

saw the cat, or dog, or any other creature, hiding
away from a young gentleman, because it had
learned by experience there was danger of hav
ing its ears pinched or its tail trodden upon when
he was in their company. I have seen men who
seemed to believe there was no way to manage
animals but by beating them into docility; but
the best tamers of animals will tell you “there is

a more excellent way.” JULIA HAwTHoRNE.---
WESTERN MOTEIER'S LETTER.

March 28th,1860.
MEssrs. Fowler & WELLs—Inclosed you will

find one dollar, for which you will please send me
your valuable PHRENoLogic AI, Journ AL. There
used to be a club of subscribers in this region,
and we sent among the rest. But some of the
head men have moved away, and others have died,

so it has gone down, yet I love the Jour NAL and
its teachings. We take other papers, but none
fills its place with me; so I have contrived to get
one dollar ahead, and I send it gladly and freely

to you for it.

I have heard by accident that you publish a

weekly paper, entitled Life Illustrated. I should
like to have that paper; but I live away here in

the back woods of “Egypt,” where money is

scarce. We have everything else plenty, and a

great surplus of ignorance. I was never in but
two States in my life, so I know but little of what

is going on in the world. My circle is a very small
one, yet I have learned something by observation
and books, and desire to learn much more. I am

the mother of five promising children, and am
striving to train them up in the way they should
O.g

Almost everything here is sacrificed for gain—
nearly every comfort, both mental and physical;
but may I not hope for a better day !

I guess there is one thing which you will think

I have not learned; that is, I should not write
such long letters to business men. Pardon me;
and I will promise, if I ever get another dollar to

send you, I will make my letter short. I have no

education except what my mother gave me beforeI was thirteen. - * *

WABAsh County, ILL.
---

STENOGRAPHY ACQUIRED IN FIP
TEEN MINUTES.

ANY person desirous of learning shorthand in an
incredibly short space of time, can do so by pro
curing Crary's Stenographic Chart. His system

is an abbreviation of less than one eighth of the
common writing, and is practiced by more report
ers than any other system now in use. After ac
quiring that, all that is necessary, in order to

report a speech or sermon, is practice. Price of

Chart, with full instructions, only one dollar; ten
copies for five dollars. Perfect satisfaction is

guarantied or money returned. Address James

E. Quinlan, Agent, Monticello, Sullivan County,
N. Y.— Gem and Gazette, JMarch 31st.

Of the above paragraph we have simply to say,
that we have never seenmore error and misrepre
sentation contained in the same number of words.
We understand, and probably have used phono
graphic shorthand about as much as any one
establishment in this country; and the idea of
learning any system of shorthand in fifteen min
utes, or even fifteen hours, so that a person may

be able to report speeches and sermons verbatim,
is simply preposterous, and may be told to green

horns only, with the idea of belief.

If Crary's style of stenography does not shorten
the language more than seven eighths, he never
will be able by means of his system to report ver
batim. Phonography is the most philosophical
system of shorthand writing extant, and it re
quires of study and practice not less than a year,
and that by a smart, clear-headed person, in order

to be able to report speeches of moderate rapidity
verbatim. We have employed nearly fifty differ
ent reporters, one half of whom we have taken as

apprentices and worked them into the business;
and we give the above paragraph merely to con
tradict it, and save the world from becoming mis
led. The editor of the paper from which we clip

it should have known better than to give it inser
tion as an editorial. Pitman's Manual of Phono
graphy, or Graham's Standard Phonography, is

what those desiring to become reporters should
procure. ----
“Point-No-Point.”—The following is Queen

Elizabeth's brief speech, to a committee appointed

to inquire into her designs as to a contemplated
alliance between her and some European prince.

It embraces what the law would call “the exclu
sion of a conclusion :”

Were I to tell you that I do not mean to marry,

I might say less than I intend ; and were I to tell
you that I do mean to marry, 1 might say more
than it is proper for you to know ; therefore I give
you an answer answerless.

—-ºg.
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CEIARACTER GOVERNS THE WORLD.

CHARAcrer secretly, silently, but more and
more really governs the world. Every man is
noted for something which he can do, and has a
habit of doing better than any one else. He will
be looked up to in that one thing, and others will
watch his most casual motions and acts in regard
to that thing, whatever they are, and regulate
themselves by him, and set their chronometers by
his time. Character, we have said, thus silently
governs the world more and more. The thoughts
of the wise man influence society just in the same
quiet, unseen way that the observatory clock gov
erms the dropping of the ban, and the sailing of
the ship through it all over the ocean. A few
words by a statesman in Congress, by Napoleon at
the opening of the Chambers, give the tone to the
diplomatists; they are spread through the news
papers, and nations set their clocks and regulate
their sentiments by some of these great time
keepers. Prince Talleyrand used to be the most
precise man as to time in his day, and all the
politicians of Europe would set their watches by
him whenever he would show his chronometer.

The moral philosopher better illustrates the
power of a great time-keeper than the politician,
because his work is more unseen, and the results
are less apparently directly connected with their
cause. A Prescott or a Bancroft utters a great
historical truth, or Channing a great principle, or
Dr. Wayland, at the head of a University, ex
plodes Paley's shallow laws of expediency, and
asserts the original and supreme authority of
conscience in man. It alters no muscle of any
man's countenance at the time, and the youth
who listens and recites it in his class, sails on the
great voyage of life not outwardly different from
others who are not inwardly thus fortified. But
a great moral truth dropped at the right time
and in the right place by an unseen hand, has set
that man's chronometer for all coming life, and in
the midst of the ocean and apprehended breakers
and quicksands, it indicates to him his true lon
gitude. And he gives the true time to thousands
of others, and they sail by his lights in the dark
nessof night, and sail safely and successfully. This
is the quiet power of true education.

It is thus that Christianity, too, is more power
ful at this moment than ever. The words of the
crucified One recorded the eternal truths of man's
nature and relations with a precision and exact
nessas perfect and precise as the motions of the
heavenly bodies. In proportion as we set our
chronometers and keepthe time by that standard,
gowhere we will, it teaches us our true and exact
position and saves us from the wreck of a thou
sand hopes and expectations. Not while He walk
ed the earth had his words a thousandth part of
the power over mankind which they possess at
this moment, while from the lofty heights above,
by an unseen agency, his arm is stretched out
into the world, signalizing to each man not only
thetrue time now, but his true position, no mat
ter where he may go or what his occupation.
Every true man, in proportion to the precise and
rare truths which he unfolds to the world, thus
tives forever, and influences mankind more and
morein coming ages. This is the true and high

es
t

value of life.—Phil. Lºdger.

PHRENOLOGY IN WASHINGTON.

Messrs. Fowler ANDWELLs—I am a believer,

at all events I am a partial believer, in Phrenol
ogy, and I think that it can be made available to

explain the characters of individuals, by an ex
amination of the development of the organs in

the cranium. I think, however, that Phrenology
should always be coupled with Physiognomy, as

the face, being “the mirror of the soul,” never fails

to indicate the organs which directly or indirect

ly (naturally or artificially) have been exercised,
and to read the language of the face seems to be

a gift bestowed by the Creator on at least all
the higher grades of the animal kingdom. Your
“Gallery of Portraits” is a splendid volume on
the subject; and on Tuesday evening last, when
you exhibited a page of your volume in the por
trait of “Awful Gardner,” I had no doubt what
ever but his appearance indicated that he had good
qualities, though circumstances mightevolve other
bad latent qualities, which oppositecircumstances
would cause to remain latent. So, also, you ex
hibited a portrait of another individual, who had
Benevolence large, with a great protuberance of

the lower part of the face, and determination
about the mouth, and in the eye; and I think
that, though that individual had Benevolence
large, he must have Firmness large also, and act
cruelly in certain circumstances.
You are to lecture this (Friday) evening on the

truth of Phrenology, and to demonstrate it; and
my object in now writing you is to ask you to

state if Phrenology and Physiognomy should not
always be coupled Also, whether Phrenology
can be made available for the future? Suppose

a person to have a head phrenologically unexcep
tionable, and that he marries a woman with a

head equally unexceptionably organized, or say
that the organs in both have the same organiza
tion or development, or very nearly so, would
their offspring have unexceptionably developed
organs, or do the temporary action of the minds
and passions of the parents influence the develop
ment of the organs of the children I conceived
these to be the most important phrenological con
siderations, and could they be answered in the
affirmative, Phrenology would confer the greatest
blessing on man which can ever befall him. I am
aware that after the birth of the child, much,
very much of the development, physically, men
tally, and morally, depends on the instruction
the child receives. Respectfully, yours,

PHR ENo-Physiog.
Washington City, D.C., March30th,1860.

[Our work, entitled “Hereditary Descent,”
will throw light on the questions started by our
correspondent.—Ed. PHREN. Jour.]

---
BEIN EFITS OF PHRE NOLOGY.
IF’ all the signal benefits derived by persons

from having their heads examined could be spread
before the people, we are sure that such a record,
extending over a single year of our quarter of a

century's service in this cause, would surprise the
world. We would leave out of view the thousand
and-one general benefits arising from good coun
sel, and take into account only those striking

A MERICAN (PHR, ENO LOGIC A. L J O U R N A L.
advantages which revolutionize one's fortune and
character.

A man writes us from the frontiers of Texas,
that we examined his head in Georgia sixteen
years ago, and that our directions have been fol
lowed, and all our predictions have proved entire

ly true; and he feels that he owes to our advice
his eminent success and good position.

ABERDEEN HEADs.—Man, you'll see’t written
down in a the phrenological books that the Aber
deen folk have the biggest heads in a' the warld.
The hatters have to mak’ hats for Aberdeen on
special purpose, three or four sizes beyond what

is required for ony ither place in Britain. I wad
just like to see a cargo o' auld hats frae Aberdeen
brocht up to London and clappit on the heads o'

the Cockneys. You wad see the craturs rinnin'
aboot wild in Cheapside, drooned to their verra
shouthers wi' black cylinders, lookin' mair like
bits o' auld funnels o' steamers than ony mortal
hats you ever saw. To be sure, I've been told by
ae phrenologist that, though the Aberdeen heads
were certainly verra big, they were unfortunately
big the wrang way. But he wasna an Aberdeen
man; and that, you ken, mak’s an unco differ
ence.—“Colloquy of the Round Table,” in JMac
millan's Magazine.

-

(ſſ. cºrrisºnments.
LENox.—We do not insert portraits, phrenol

ogical charactersand biographies in the Journal for a

price. The only terms on whichwe insert themare, a

beliefthattheirpublicationwill be of generalinterest, or

serve specially to illustratethe truth andvalue of phre
nologicalscience.
W. I. L.-If, as is stated, the skull of the new

born child is softand plastic,why is it not possible so to

mold thehead as in somedegree to determineitsphrenologicaldevelopment?
Ans. Becauseeach organ has a special quality of its

own, and if pressurewere employed it would displace
partswithoutchangingquality. The matter of theegg is

soft,but by crowdingthe parts intounnaturalpositions,
thehead of thechickencouldnotbecompelled to become
wings or legs. The carrying of the sofa intothekitchen
wouldnotmake it a cooking-range.----
TRIALs AND TRIUMPHs of AN ORPHAN Girl;
or, theBiography of Mrs. DeiadamiaChase. . By Mrs.
L. M. Hammond. Eaton,N. Y. For sale by J. M.
Chase. Price, bymail, 87 cents.
This is a work of 225pages,settingforth, in a plain,con

versationalmanner,the struggles of a strong,earnest,
sympatheticnature, to acquire a knowledge of thehealing
art,and to dogood as a physician, a philanthropist,and a

Christian. The style of thebook,and its intimatereſer
ence to names,places,and local incidents,will give it a

charmfor thosewhohavethepleasure of anacquaintance
with thesubject,and an interest in the scenesand inci
dentsamongwhich her life and labors have beende
voted.

In 1852,wepublished in thePHRENoLogicalJournal

a wood-cutportrait,and a short sketch of thelife of Mrs.
Chase. In theworkbefore us there is anengravedlike
ness,whichwill beprizedby her friends.------
CAR PET LINING.—A new and valuable carpet

lining is manufactured in NewYork, whichsurpassesany
thingfor thepurposewe haveseen. It is yardwide,and
comes in bales of four pieces of fiftyyardseach. It con
sists of a thin bat of cotton,with a verystout,continuous
sheet or paper on ach side of the cotton. This lining
tends to deadensound, to savethecarpetfrom being cut
by an unevenfloor,and renders it verysoftand pleasant

to the tread. We think this lining will save its cost in

carpetseveryyear. It canbehad at eightcents a square
yard, or $4 for a piece of fiftyyards. It may be ordered
by the piece or bale,throughus, or from the manufac
turer, J. R. Harrington,No. 11 DeyStreet,New York.
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3 obtrfistments. Books For THE SEASON.—NEw

Anvertist MENts intended for this Journal, to
secureinsertion,shouldbesenttothePublishersonorbe
fore the10thof themonthpreviousto the one in which
theyaretoappear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

Politics and Life Illustrated
IFOR THIE CANIPAIGN.

EIGHT MONTHS FOR ONE DOLLAR,
NEW WOLUME. SUBSCRIBE NOW.

During the Presidential Campaign, Life Illus
TRATED will contain a condensed statement of the
movements of the political world, written fairly
and without party bias. Having no favorites to
write up, and not seeking for office, knowing no
other duty in the premises than to give our read
ers the truth, we shall endeavor to make LiFE IL
LUsTRATED indispensable to all who would look at
the political world through other than party
glasses. -
To enable all to avail themselves of it, we will

send it from the first of May to the 1st of January,

EIGHT MONTHS, FOR ONE DOLLAR.
In addition to the political feature, its ample

columns will contain, as heretofore, Original Es
says—Historical, Biographical, and Descriptive;
Sketches of Travel and Adventure; Poetry, Paint
ing, Music, Sculpture, etc.; Articles on Science,
Agriculture, Horticulture, Physiology, Education,
General News, and every topic which is of import
ance or interest; all combining to render it
The Best Family Paper in the World.
Another feature, which will prove attractive to

all—old and young—is the series of

Sea Sketches, by an Old Salt,

which is commenced in the first number of the
volume. These sketches are not written by an
author who has never seen salt water, but by one
who has braved the perils of the briny deep. and
knows whereof he writes, and whose descriptions
may be relied on. Address

FOWLER AND WELLS,
308 Broadway, New York.

Fo RE I GN PATENTs.
Personshavinginventionson whichtheyaredesirousofsecuringforeignpatents,will do well to corre-pondwith

us beforemaking o her arrangementsto securethem.
Our arrangementsin Europe are verycomplete,and ourchargesmoderate. Prudencerequiresthat applications
for patentsin Europe,particularlyin England,shouldbe
madeas e.rly aspossible. The drawingsfor Englishapplications(which are requiredto be on parchment)are
madein ourown office.whichenablesus tocarryout the
wishesand ta-tesof the inventormoreperfectlythan if
we allowedthemto beprºparedin England.
a “provisionaltrotection”maybeobtainedin England

for a smallpartof thewholeextenseof obtainingapatent,
andthis,whileit securestheinvention,allowsthepatenteesomelittletimetopy thebulanceof thefunds Andress,FOWLER AND WELLS, 8v8Broadway,New York.

THE NEw ILLI'stº ATED SELF-IN
STRUCTOR IN PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY,
with more than a Hundred Engruved Portraits of Re
markable Men and Women. his excellentpracticalwork,writtenfor theinformationand improveinentof a l,
embraces,among other topics: THE LAws of LIFE ;H-red-tary Iºfluences: Health– How to Preserve it;Temperaments--illustrated:SIGNsof CHARACTER:Prºn
ciplesand Proof, of Phrenology:An ºlysisandClassifica
tion of theFaculti-s; anda Chart for RecordingExami
nations. A handy12movol.,revisedandenlarged,bound
with gilt backan sides. Prepaid bymail, Quly10cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS,308 Broadway,New York.

of the following-namedbooksnow ready. No
Farmer,farmer'swife,farmer'sboy,or farmer'sgirl should
bewithoutthem. Theyareeverywherecommended,and
pronouncedjust thethingthat is wanted:
THE HOUSE : A PocketManualcf Rural Architec
ture. It containseverythingthatanyonewill expectordesire to find in sucha work. Particular atteutionis
givento housesof lowcostsu has thegreatmassof theº most want. Adaped to all sections. Price,*cºunts.
THE GARDEN i It tells howto cultivateeverything
belongingtº the garden. The chapteron the Flowe:
Gardeu is just what the ladieswant. Adapted to all
sections. Price,50cents.
THE FAIRMI : Giving, in a concise,but clear andsimplemanner,thefundamentalprinciplesof Agricul
turalScienceaswell as practicaldirectionsfor cultivating all thecommonfieldcrops. Price, 0 cents.
DOMIESTIC. ANIMALS : A muchneededanduseful
book, which no one who has the charge of animals
shouldfall to peruse. Price,50cents.
tº" The House—The Garden—The Farm—and

Domestic Animals, bound in one large, handsome
gilt Volume, sent prepaid by first mail, for $1 50.
A HAND-book O. FRUIT-CULTURE : With
Descriptionsofmanyof thebestVarietiesin theUnited
States. Ninety engravings. Price,50cents.
Address F0 W LER AND WELLS,

308 Broadway, New York.

MUTUAL BENEFIT
LIFE INs U R A N C E CoM PANY.,
AGENCY, No. 11WALL STREET, NEW YORK.
This Company,sinceits organizationin 1845,has

Paid for Lossesby Death.................. $2,154,81855
Paid for Dividendsdeclared......... ... 1,318,35943
And hasanAccumulatedFund of ......... 3,400,-8289
Thereare NO STOCKHOLDERS; thefundsbelong to

thepersonsinsured.
DIVIDENDS are declaredannually to all who have

paid two or morelife premiums.
The dividenddeclaredJanuary 1, 1860,wasForty-Fiveper cent.
Dividendsarepaid to reducetheannualpremiums.
NOTES aretakenfor on-h ºf of lif. premium-.
THE COMPANY has MORE ASSETS for itsliabili

tiesthanauyothercompany in theUnitedStates.
Pap” 8 and n-truct o sº ill he sent(g,atis) uponapplication to theundersignedAgents.

JOS. L. & J. P. LORD, AGENTs.

11 Wall Street.

VALUABLE Books BY MAIL.
Copies of anywork will besentbymail, postagepaid,onreceipt of theprice.
Metal-Worker'sAssistant............. ----- - - - - $4 00
Hand-Bo.k for Ergºneers . . . . . . . ............. } f()
Overmunon theManufactureof Iron.......... f 00
AmericanMiller. . . . . . . . . . ................... 1 00
Ca'i.e. -Maker'sCompanion...... -- - -- ---- -- -- 75
Buttster's O.
Ilyer's do
Paper-Hanger's do.
Turner’s do.
Cotton-Spinner's do.
Machinir's, Engineer's,etc..Companion....... 1 25
MechanicstheirPrinciplesandPracticalApplications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 75
Millwright'sGuide, withmanyIllustrations. 2 50

FOWLER AND WELLS
808Broadway,New York.

IMIPORTANT TO INVENTORS.
PAT ENT offic E D EPARTMENT.

We transactat thisofºceall kindsofbusinessconnected
with procuringPatents,either in this country or in any of

the EuropeanStates.Having securedthe aid of the best Patent Attorneys
known to thepublic,both in Englandandon thecontinent

of Europe,we are able to affordthe best of facilitiesforotlanningPatents in foreigncountries.
TheSolicitorwhohascharge of our PatentOfficeDepart

menu.hasfor thepusttenyearsbeensuccessfullyengaged

in obtainingpatentsfor inventions,and during the laterportion of that time has devotedparticularattention to

contestedcases.
The business of thisOfficewill be strictlyconfidential.

No chargeswill bemadefor examinations of newinventions; inventorsmayconsultusasto the noveltyandputentability of their improvements,and receiveour report,bydescribingtheirluventions to us,and inclosing a statup

to prepaythereturnletter.
ommunications b

y

letter n reference to Inventions,
Patents or L'uleº Law. promptlyattendedto.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

SPALDING's PREPARED GLUE.
Frºm theIſrne Journºl, NEw York. A nea.27,1879.
Among the many apparent rifles continuallybeingbrought to the suracefrom the ideuſ under-worli of the

unknown, thereare occasionallysimplearticlescos’ in

but little in detail,but whosecombinedbenefits,useſul
n-ss, andeconomy of timeand moneyaggregateon th:
basisof millions. Suchanarticle is SPALDING'sPREPARED
GLUE. Its usesareinnumerableandas its cost is next to

nothing,the demandfor it is universul. It is pre,ared
with chemicals,andusedcold-requiring butlittleskill or

timefºr its application.
Manufactured by H. C. SPALDING & Co.,

4SCeuarStreet,New York.

SY RIN G E s.

Having madearrangementswith themanufacturers,we
shall keep a supply of Syringescoustantlyonhandfor sale

at low prices.
We shall send the very best Patent Elastic Syringe,

warranted to give satisaction,by mail,post-paidfor §

A liberaldiscountallowed to Water-CureEstablishments
and thosewho buy to sell again. Cash ordersshall be
PºW attended to anddispatchedby firstexpress.
FO ER AND WELLS, 80sBroadway,New York.

SHE CAN'T K HousHE UAN"I" is EEP HOUSE WITHOUT
IT.- A mother says: “Having been a sub-criber for
LIFE ILLUSTRATED threeyears, I feel that I can notkeephºusewithoutit.” Glad of it. This is a sample of

lettersreceivedby us daily. Sent 3 monthsfor25cents.
EveRY TEACHER should have

THE RIGHT WoRD IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocket Diction ARYOFSYNoNYMSTech
Nical ERMs,ABBREv1Ations,FoREIGNPHRASEs,etc.,
etc.,with a Chapteron Punctuationand Proof.Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriter andspeakerwho would say exactlywhat he means,and
neithermorenor le-s andsay it in thebestway. Price,
50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

A Remarkable Book.
Now READY.—HINTS TowARD

PHYSICAL PERFECTION:
Or, How to Acquire and Irelain Beauty, Grace, andStrength,and SecureLong Life and ContinuedYouth
fuloess. Price, PREPAIDBYFIRst_MAIL:only$1.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS.

30- Broadway,New York.

READER, WHAT SAY YOU TO GET
ting up a Club for LIFE ILLUSTRATED: Ask a fewneighbors to join, and have four copiesthreemonthsfor
$1. You will like it. A singlecopy 8 months, 25 cents.

Covers For PHoNog RAPHIC RE
PORTERS.–Morocco covers,12mo,sent by mail, post
pºliº, for 0 cents. Books fºr Pencils, 43 pages, 6 centseach, or five for 5 cents Booksfor Pens, 1 centseach.

OWLER AND WELLS, New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST
class pictorial weekly, for the family, the merchant,mechanic,artisan,farmer,plunter,manufacturer,builder,
fruit-grower,etc. 2 a year.Adurees, Fow LER AND WELLS, New York.

THE PHRENoLogical BUST,
designedespeciallytorLearners;showingthe
exactlocation of all the(ºrgansof theBrain,
jul, developed,whichwill enableeveryone

to studythe sº ince withoutan instructor. Itmay be p chedand sent w
i
h suf-tv by ex

press, or as freight(uot bymail), to any part

of thewºrld. Price,including n x for packing,only $1 : 5. FOWLER AND w BLLS.
“This is one of themostingenius inventions of theage.

A castmate ºf plastºr ºf Paris,thesize ºf hehuman he id,
on whichthe exactloºwion of , ach of the Phrenoogical
Organ" is represented,fullydeveloped,with al

l

thedivisions
andclassificutious. Thosewho cannot obtaintheEervices

of a professormaylearn, in a v Iy shºrt time,fromthis
modelhead,thewholescience of Phºenology,so fºr as the
ocations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. Y. Daily Sºn.—a
ON TRIAL.—To give Every

body a chance to judge for themselves,we send LIFE
ILLUSTRATED threemonthsfor 25cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

OW TO DO GOOD AND GET “ PAID FOR
IT.”—Take an Agencyfor our Publications. The

termsaresuch,therecanbenoposswhºlºtvof toº. EvKRY
FAMILY will be glad to obtainsome of them. For partic
ularsaddress FOWLEl: AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

FRUIT-GRow ERS AND NURSERY
MEN will findanableadvocate in LIFE ILLUSTRATED.
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M O R. E. T E S T IMO N TA L S.
rRoving THEsuperiority or

PY L E 's S A L E R A T U s.
The following testimonialsare given to the public to

showthatwherever James Pyle's DieteticSaleratushas
a fair trial it takespre-erencetoall othersin themarket.
It is pure andwholesome,and its greatpopularityand
exten-ivesavescauseit tobeextensivelycountert-itedand
initated; great careshould beusedby the purchaserto
seethatthenameof James Pyle is on thepackage.
-We havebeen selling.James Pyle'sDieteticSaleratus
for some time past,and oor customers ronounceit the
besttheyeverused; andfeeling the importanceof u-i-g
the puresttobehad for health,wecheerfullyrecounmendits use.—1859.

STOWELL, SHERWOOD & CO., Ithaca,N. Y.BLOODGOOD BROS. wego,
JOSEPH. I. DEW L T, Agent, ** º
GE, RGE FRITEKER, 44 --
JAMES MARQUISEE, Binghamton, 44

We indorsethe above.
MARKS, SCOTT & CO., “ *4

I havesoldJames Pyle'sSºleratusfor threeyears,andI find my custºmerswantnothingelsebut this kºod. IfI ean sell otrepoundtoa customer,I am sure tosell him
his Suteratus. A. G. SLOCUM.
HAMILtoN, N.Y., Aug. 12,1858.
I havesoldJames Pyle'sSaleratus* * abouta year,and

believe it thebestin merket. P. F.A.K.E.
CLINToN, “pril 16,18;8.
We Indorsetheabove.

CASSEY_&_HOYT, Clyde,WayneCo.,N. Y.J. G. DENNISON, “ sk **
H. PERKINS & Co., “ 44 {{
G & A. DELANEY, “ it. *4
Thom AS TIPLING, “ 44 **
Milºšič & PARDEE, pr Armitage 44
W. H. SISSON, Druggis, Lyons,WayneCo.,N. Y.
FORD & KENYON, Newark,WayneCo.,N. Y.

I am satisfiedfrom the reportsof my customersthat
James Pyle's Saleratusis unequaledbyanyin themarket.

H. H. MOSES.
NEwARK, WAYNE Co.,N. Y., Sept.7, 18;8.
Newark. WAYNECo.,N.Y. —HavingsoldJames Pyle's

Saleratus and Cream Tartar, we cheerfullyre-on,mend
thernasbeing unequaledbyanyothergoodsin the narket. H. H. BLACKMER & Co.

SENTINrl Office, PALMYRA,S pt. 8,1.7s.I bave used in my family, and recommendedto myfriends, Pyle's Dietetic Saleratus,and know it to be avery superior article,and as such recommendit to the
public. W.M.NIN DE COLE, Editor andPublisher.
Having sold James Pyle'sDieteticSºleratusforthepast

four months,I amsaº-fled that it is unequaledin purityby any otherarticleof Saleratusin markºt.
C. J. FERIER, per CIIAsr.

Rochester, Sept.18,1858.-WehavesoldJames Pyle's
Dietetic Saleratus,andpronounceit ‘ tit-tºp.”

A. F. & W. WITHERSPOON.
I indorsetheabove.

JOHN H. HUBBARD, Brockport.
We indorsetheabove.

KENYON & CHASE, Medina,N. Y.
Albion, Sept.16,1858.I havesold James Pyle's Diet-t c Saleratus,and pro

nºunce it unequaledbyany in market.
We have sold James Pyle's DieteticSaleratusfor the

past fivemºnths,andfind it superiortº anyot'.erweever
sold. It give-sperfectsatisfacuonwheneverused.ALBioN, S 6, 1858. GERE & PROCTOr.

Prom theNorwich, C., Courier, Feb.,1856.
A PUBlic BENEFActor.—Weknowof noonemorede

servingof this title than James Pyle, of New York, who,by the introductionof his“Dietetic Saleranus,”will save
multitudesfrom theevilsari-ing from theuseof contuon
adult” ated Saleratus. Competitionin trade frequently
inducesdealerstobuythe lowest- riced ºrticles,but it is
a dangeronsc ursetopursuewithour food. Weareglad
that is strict'y pure artc e has found itswaytº our mar
ket,and trusttout housekeeperswill patronize it. Nearly
all “ur groceryuen are selling it, andthedemand is illcreasing. -

*rom the DetroitAdvertiser,Feb.28,1857.

It is nºt customarywith us to recommendeverythingthat is advertised in our columnsbut whenwe believe
thatan article has intrii.sic worth,and of worh to our
readers.we feel it incumb-ntonus to doso. We now re
fer to “James Pyle'sDieteticSaleratus,”which purports

tº befree fromthe impuritiesof commonsaleratus so de
structive to thedigestiveorgans. Suchanarticle is of vast
importance to the putºlic,and everyhousekeeperthat is

int-r-sed ºn havinggoodbread,biscuit,andcake,should
notuseany other.

From the New FedfordMercury, Feb.16,1857.
Dirrºrics —Every housekeeperknows the importance

of pre-arrug bread,biscuit,cake,-nd pastry in timeman
ner in...stconducive to health. For this purpºseJames
Pyle's“ieteticSaleratus,advertised in ourcolumns, is parti-ularly recommended as beingharmless to takeintº the
stama-h. It has -lready found itsway to may of ourwrocerystores,and the names of re-pectabledealerswho
areadvertisedfor the sale thereof,are a guaranty of itsreputation.>
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Life Illustrated:A FIRST CLAss PicroRIAL WEEKLY N EwsPAPEit,
devoted to News, Literature, Science, and the Arts; to ENTERTAINMENT,
IMPRovKMENT, and Progress. Designed to encourage a spirit of Hope,
MANLINEss, SELF RELIANCE, and Activity among the people; to point out
the means of profitable economy; and to discuss and illustrate the LEAD
ING IDEAs of THE DAY.
Its ample columns contain Original Essays - Historical, Biographical, and Descriptive; Sketches of

Travel and Adventure; Poetry, Painting, Music, Sculpture, etc.; Articles on Science, Agriculture,
Horticulture, Physiology, Education, the Markets, General News, and every topic which is of impor
tance or interest; all combining to render it one of the BºsT FAMILY PAPERs IN THE World.

Among the leading features of this volume will belished weekly, at $2 a year, in advance.
Pub

A SERIES OF SEA SKETCHES,
Not by an inland author, or a fresh-water navigator, but by an old salt, who has written only of

what he knows.
MIRS. GEORGE - WASHINGTON WYLLYS

will continue to contribute her lively sketches, which have been so universally approved, and every ex
ertion will be made to make LIFE ILLUSTRATED

The Best Family Newspaper in the World.
Desirous of placing LIFE Illustrated in the hands of all, the Publishers have determined to fur

nish it at the following extremely low

TERMs,
Single Copies, OmeYear................. $3 00
Three Copies, “ “. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00

| N A DV A N C E.
Five Copies, One Year.................. 96 00
Ten Copies, “ “ .................. 10 00

Specimens sent gratis. Subscriptions may commence at any time, No paper will be sent longer
than paid for. Address, post paid, LTowlFR AND WELLs,

30S BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Opinions of the Press.
From many hundred notices in which our friends of the press have been pleased to speak in terms of

commendation of LiFE ILLustrated, we copy the following. The fact that its articles are more gener
ally and widely copied than those of any other paper in the Union is equal to volumes of commendation.
LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—Thisseems to be an excellent

familynewspaper. Tne editorstakegreatpains in secur
ing matters of interestand valuewhicharenotfound in

other papers. To teachersthe paper is valuable,par
ticularlyon account of its frequentund interestingbio
graphical,historicºl,andgeographicalarticles,andviews
and d.scriptions of buildingsand places. We commend

it tº teachersand our readersgenerally.—R. I. School
master.
LIF, Illustratºr is a finelyillustratedsheetand in the

course of a year is themedium of muchusefulinfºrmation.

It is just whatis titleindicates,and wecount it as one of

our bestexchanges.We adviseour readers to try it one
year.—Gazette,Laconia, M

.
H
.

LIFE Illustrated, a beauti'ullittle weekly published
by Fowler ANDWELLs,803Broadway,New York. Al
ways fresh and genial,filled with illustrations,and con
taininggoodsuggestions- especially in regard to sanitary
retorms,undtheeffects of bad habitson thehealth,etc.—
Newark Adrertiser.
Life Illustrated has long sincebecome a household

necessity in all well-regulatedfamilies,and is a publica
tion we can cordially recommend to all.—Expositor,
Ilebanon,Ind.
THE “LIFE” is certainlyone of themostbeautifulspeci

mens of newspaperprintingwe haveeverseen.—hris
tian Advocate.
Ably conducted,with an eye to a good moral purpose.

—Anickerbocker Maguzine.
Live Illustrated has a remarkablyclear face and

cleanhands,whichwill recommend it to people of taste.—
IIone Journal.

LIFE IllustEATED.—Not a man or family in the land
ought to bewithoutthisweeklyjournal. As its namein
dicates,life is illu-trated in all its rampſications.The
physiology of humannature is discussed, as well as the
poysiology of living in every branch of business—agri
cultural,mechanical,and professional; so alsothehygene

of happiness,theroad to health,and thesafestjourney to
wealth,by a living consciousness of duty to selfandothers
—all in a manner to elicittheattention of a child or phi
losopher. This is not strange to thosewho have been
blessedwith a perusal of a y of thevaluablepublications

of FowlkR ANDWELLs. Too few of suchperiodicalsare
taken and reud by our people. Terms, $2 a year.—
Spectator,Monticello,Ind.
LIFE IIllustrarED.- This most excellentpaper, as its

name denotes, is abundantly“illustrated.” It is progres
sive in its ideasand management,and fully up to the
times. To reud it is to like it. It is full of instruction
withoutbeng dull, and lively withoutbeing nonsensical
—Rudii, Canºjoh ºre, A. Y.

LARGE size and faultlesstypography. Almost every
branch ºf humanknowledge is ureatedbyablewriters.
Scientific American.
ONE of the fewpapersthat a man maysafelytake into

his house,sincenothingbut good can possiblycomeout

of itsuse,andwherever it is taken and read,goodmust
result to the reader.—G.W.Journal.
The most useful paper that evercameunder ourob

servation.—Rising St r.

Tiir man who doesnot take LIFE Illustrated loses
some of the bestaids to a healthful living.—HomeCom
panion, florida.
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Important, however, as the knowledge of nature thus appears to be,

it is surprising how recently the efficient study of it has begun. It is
not more than three centuries since the very dawn of inductive philos
ophy; and some of the greatest scientific discoveries have been made
within the last fifty or sixty years. These facts tell us plainly that the
race of man, like the individual, is progressive ; that it has its infancy

and youth; and that we who now exist live only in the dayspring of

intelligence. In Europe and America, the race may be viewed as put
ting forth the early blossoms of its rational existence; while the greater
part of the world lies buried in utter darkness. And even in Europe,

it is only the more gifted minds who see and appreciate their true posi
tion. These, from the Pisgah of knowledge, gaze upon the promised
land of virtue and happiness stretched out before their intellectual eye;
although it is too remote to admit of their entrance on its soil, yet it

lies sufficiently near to permit them to descry its beauty and luxuriance.

If the study of nature and nature's laws be our first duty as rational
and accountable beings, a moment's reflection will satisfy you that the
instruction hitherto generally given even to the young of the higher
ranks has been unavailing for purposes of practical utility. If a boy be

taught the structure, uses, and laws of action of the lungs, he will be

furnished with motives for avoiding sudden transitions of temperature,
excessive bodily and mental exertion, and sleeping in ill-ventilated
rooms; for improving the purity of the ai

r
in his native city; for con

structing churches, theaters, lecture-rooms, and al
l places of public

resort, in accordance with the laws of the human constitution in regard

to temperature and ventilation; in short, this knowledge will enable him

to avoid much evil and to accomplish much practical good. If he do

not acquire it, he will be exposed, in consequence of hi
s ignorance, to

suffer from many of these external influences, operating injuriously
both on his body and mind. If, on the other hand, he be taught that
Romulus and Remus were suckled by a she-wolf; that Æneas was
the son of Venus, who was the goddess of love; that in Tartarus
were three Furies, called Alecto, Tisiphone, and Megoera, who sent
wars and pestilence on earth, and punished the wicked after death with
whips of scorpions; that Jupiter was the son of Saturn, and the chief
among al

l

the gods; that he dwelt on Mount Olympus, and employed
one-eyed giants called Cyclops, whose workshop was in the heart of

Mount AEtna, to forge thunderbolts, which he threw down on the
world when he was angry—the youth learns mere poetical fancies, of

:

ten abundantly ridiculous and absurd, which lead to no useful actions.

As al
l

the personages of the heathen mythology existed only in the im
aginations of poets and sculptors, they are not entities or agents; and

do not operate in any way whatever on human enjoyment. The boy
who has never dedicated his days and nights to the study of them does
not suffer punishment for his neglect; which he infallibly does for his
ignorance of nature's laws. Neither is he rewarded for acquiring such
knowledge, as he is by becoming acquainted with nature, which always
enables him to do something that otherwise he could not have done ;

to reap some enjoyment which otherwise he could not have reached;

or to avoid an evil which otherwise would have overtaken him. Jupi
ter throws no thunderbolts on those who neglect the history of his
amours and of his war with the Giants; the Furies do not scourge

those who are ignorant that, according to some writers, they sprang

from the drops of blood which issued from a wound inflicted by Saturn
upon his father Coelus, and that, according to others, they were the
daughters of Pluto and Proserpine : and the she-wolf does not bite us,
although we be not aware that she suckled the founders of Rome—or,
to speak more correctly, that credulous and foolish historians have said

so
.

But if we neglect the study of God's laws, evil and misery most
certainly ensue.
These observations, however, are not to be understood as an unqual

ified denunciation of classical learning. The sentiment of Ideality finds
gratification in poetic fictions: but it is absurd to cultivate it and the
faculty of Language to the exclusion of others not less important; and
besides, it must be kept in view, that in the pages of the Book of Nature,

as well as in those of Homer, Virgil, and Ovid, ample materials are to

be found for the cultivation and gratification of a refined taste.
The religious teachers of mankind, also, in the education of their

flocks, have too generally omitted instruction in the natural laws of

God. The pastors of every sect have been more anxious to instill into
the minds of the young peculiar views of religious faith, than a correct
and practical knowledge of the Divine wisdom and will inscribed in the
Book of Nature. In consequence, even the best educated classes are,

in general, very imperfectly informed regarding Nature, her laws, and
her rewards and punishments. They have been instructed in classical
literature, composed chiefly of elegant and ingenious fables; a certain
portion of the people at large has been taught to read and write, but
left at that point to grope their way to knowledge without teachers,
without books, and without encouragement or countenance from their
superiors; while countless multitudes have been left without any edu
cation whatever. In no country have the occupations of society, and
the plan of life of individuals, been deliberately adopted in just appreci
ation of the order of nature. We ought, therefore, in reason, to feel

no surprise that the very complex mechanism of our individual consti
tution, and the still more complicated relations of our social condition,
frequently move harshly, and sometimes become deranged. It would
have been miraculous indeed, if a being deliberately framed to become
happy only in proportion to his attainments in knowledge and morality,
had found himself, while yet in profound ignorance of himself, of the
world, and of their mutual adaptations, in possession of al

l

the comforts
and enjoyments of which his cultivated nature is susceptible.
As individuals, our sphere of intellectual vision is so limited, that we

have great difficulty in discovering the indispensable necessity of know
ledge to the discharge of our duties and the promotion of our happi
ness. We are too apt to believe that our lot is immutably fixed, and
that we can do extremely little to change or improve it. We feel as if

we were overruled by a destiny too strong for our limited powers to

control; and, as if to give strength and permanence to his impression,
the man of the world asks us, What benefit could scientific informa
tion confer on the laborer, whose duty consists in digging ditches, in

breaking stones, or in carrying loads al
l day long; and when the day is

gone, whose only remaining occupation is to eat, sleep, and propagate
his kind? Or of what use is information concerning nature's laws to

the shopkeeper, whose duty in life is to manage his small trade, to pay
his bills punctually, and to collect sharply his outstanding debts? If

these were al
l

the duties of the laborer and of the shopkeeper, the
man of the world would be right. But we discover in the individuals

to whom these duties are allotted, faculties capable of far higher aims,
and nature points out the necessity of cultivating them. The scheme

of life of the day-laborer and of the shopkeeper, as now cast, is far
short of the improvement which it is capable of reaching, and which it

was evidently designed to attain. It does not afford scope for the
exercise of their noblest and best gifts; and it does not favor the steady
advance of these classes as moral, religious, and intellectual beings.
The objector assumes that they have already reached the limits of

their possible attainments; and if the case were so, the conclusion
might be sound, that science is useless to them. But if they be at pres
ent far from enjoying the full sweets of existence: if the whole order

of social life, and their condition in it, be capable of vast amelioration;
and if the knowledge of ourselves and of nature be a means of produ
cing these advantages; then the duty of acquiring knowledge is at once
fundamental and paramount—it lies at the foundation of al

l improve
ment. If the mass of the people be destined never to rise above their
present condition of ignorance, suffering, and toil, we must abandon the
idea that the attributes of justice and benevolence are manifested by

God in this world. [to be continued.]

HE who makes himself acquainted with the laws of nature, and espe
cially those laws which relate to his own mental and physical constitution,
has quadrupled his ability to achieve useful results, and largely enhanced
his power to enjoy happiness and to confer happiness upon his fellow-men.gºes-—— —=<=3;
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PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

The portrait from which we make the following
inferences, indicates a most extraordinary man.
For a person of his age, he has remarkably firm
and substantial features, which evince excellent
health, soundness of constitution, and great har
mony in the action of the various functions of the
body. The brain being sustained by such a vig
orous body, and subject to the same law of
health and endurance, we infer that his mind is
necessarily clear, strong, and energetic. He has
also the signs of first-rate circulation and mostex
cellent digestion.
From the ears forward the head appears to be

very long, indicating a great development of the
forehead or intellectual portion of the brain. The
head is also high from the opening of the ears up
ward, and it is not wanting in width either at the
base or at the top; the phrenology, therefore, is
quite as remarkable as the physiology. We sel
dom see a man who has so much practical judg
ment, clearness, and force of mind. He gathers
his own facts; nothing escapes his attention, and
he arranges and organizes those facts in such a way

-
P H I L I P E . T H OM A.S.

that he is able to draw from them their legitimate
inferences; hence his mind is most accurate in its
estimates, and practically correct in its plans.
The organ of Order is large, showing great system
and method in all his thoughts and plans. He
has enormous Calculation, indicating first-rate
arithmetical and mathematical talent. We should
select such a head for a civil engineer, for a
chemist, or for a merchant. The qualities, condi
tions, uses, value, and relation of things stand
forth to his mind with uncommon clearness.
The forehead is high and amply expanded in

the upper portion, indicating great reflective
power—especially has he a calm, sagacious, fore
seeing comprehensiveness of mind. It also indi
cates an excellent memory, and the power to carry
in the mind all the knowledge which has been ob
tained, and bring it to use whenever the occasion
requires it. Such a forehead, too, evinces sharp
discrimination, power to understand distinctions
and contradictions as well as resemblances, and

to reason from experience and analogous cases.

It also shows more than ordinary power to study
character and understand mind and motive. He
must have been distinguished for his ability to

control men and to bring them to conform to his
wishes, whether in an advisory manner merely, or

where he had full authority to control them. He
knows how to select the right men for particular
positions, and to manage through other men large
and important enterprises.
He has an active imagination and power to take

a fore-reaching and prophetic glance at the future.
He has power also to understand national ques
tions, and great enterprises which reach far down
into coming time. He seems to know what is best
before the time comes, and thus lives in advance
of his age. Such a mind is progressive and a

leader. He has also a great deal of conservatism
and prudence. He has respect for the past, for
whatever"is eminent and great and good. He ap
preciates poetry, beauty, refinement, and wit;
and, with all his strength of character, is compan
ionable, friendly, and facetious.
Two or three other strong points are presented

by the portrait. One of these is Firmness. This

is indicated from the extraordinary height of the
head directly above the ears. He is one of a

thousand for his unconquerable perseverance, for
his independence of will, for his power to stand
under burdens in the hour of trial, when other
men cower and shrink. He would in any commu
nity become a standard-bearer in difficult enter
prises, the leader, the man of whom people would
seek counsel, and in whom they would confide
their important matters.
Conscientiousness is another of the strong qual

ities, which render him a man of integrity, truth
fulness, unvarnished truth, unyielding morality
and fidelity. He is known for his prudence, for
his frankness, for his openness of heart, for his di
rectness of expression, and for his child-like sim
plicity of manners. He has all the appearances

of courage and self-reliance. He is not a proud
man; does not overvalue his own abilities, and
probably did not take his just rank in society,
among men of influence, and in positions of respon
sibility, till he had fully ripened into manhood,
and had shown by the clearness of his foresight,
the reach of his judgment, and the power of his
understanding, that he was a man of more than
common ability, and was able to conduct import
ant affairs in times of trial and difficulty with a—-?
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serenity and certainty of success equalled by few
men of his time. Such men are often late in ripen
ing, but hold out well, and stand head and shoul
ders above their fellows. This person was in
tended for a great man, and if his opportunities
have been equal to his ability, he has been, as a
business man, successful, far-sighted and compre
hensive; as a citizen, patriotic, upright, truthful,
friendly, moral, and irreproachable. We confi
dently pronounce him a great and good man.

biograApHY.
By william PREscottSMITH.”

PHILIP E. Thom. As was born in Montgomery
County, Maryland, in the year which gave birth
to our National Independence, 1776, of Quaker
parents, whose ancestors had removed from Eng
land fully a century before. About the year of
his majority, say 1797, Mr. Thomas established
himself as a hardware merchant in Baltimore, and
became very successful as an extensive direct im
porter from the factories of England.
. Having a mind of unusual natural strength,
which had been cultivated by a good education at
the best home schools of that day, Mr. Thomas
would have soon becomea prominent public man,
but for his exceedingly modest and unobtrusive
character. His habits of close observation, and
his quick perception, were aided by great clear
ness and calmness of judgment, and he occupied a
high rank among his fellow merchants of Balti
more, who, at the period of his business career,
embraced many men of breadth and intelligent
sagacity. Always a close attendant upon the ordi
nances of the Quakers, Mr. Thomas has ever been,
moreover, in the largest sense, a philanthropist
About the year 1824, the completion of the New

York and Pennsylvania Canals, to connect those
States with the productive West, drew from Balti.
more much of the trade that had previously been
enjoyed by the “Old National Road,” and which
had been her principal support, and the city began
to show evident symptoms of decline. Under these
circumstances, the city of Baltimore came for
ward, for the first time, to patronize and assist in
the construction of the then recently projected
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, with the hope that it
might becomethe channel through which its trade
with the West would in some measure be recov
ered.
At that time, little was known of railroads in

this country; a few for local purposes, and for
short distances, had been laid down in England, of
very rude construction, from coal mines and other
mineral deposits; and two for similar, purposes in
this country. Locomotive engines had not been
at all brought into use, the motive power em
ployed being horses and stationary engines; and
no railroads had been constructed for the convey
ance of passengers, or for the general transporta
tion of merchandise.
Having received, during the early part of 1826,

from his brother, Evan Thomas (then traveling in
Europe), a diagram and description of a railroad
near Berwick on-the-Tweed, in the north of Eng
land, upon which one horse conveyed, with appar
ent ease, two cars loaded, as he was told, with
ten tons of pig iron, the thought occurred to Mr.
Thomas, that if one horse could draw so great a

*From Appleton'sRailwayGuide.
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load with such apparent ease one mile, it only
needed an extension of the system, and an increase
of power, to effect the transportation of persons
and heavy burdens any indefinite number of
miles. Here was the germ that ripened into the
present gigantic railway system of the United
States.
Mr. Thomas and George Brown at that time

were largely engaged in commercial concerns
in Baltimore, which led them into intimate con
nection. Mr. Brown took a decided interest in
the road, and having a brother in Liverpool, he
corresponded with him for the purpose of gaining
further information relative to the subject of rail
roads. Thus the matter was maturely considered
and discussed between them ; and the more it was
investigated, the more these gentlemen became
convinced that the only means which could proba
bly restore to Baltimore her lost trade, would be
to construct a railroad from that city to the Ohio
River. Remember that this was in the winter of
1826 and 1827, and before a mile of railroad for
general use had been any where built.
When Mr. Thomas had gathered all the infor

mation that, with the aid of his friend Brown,
could be readily had on the subject, he collated
and arranged it, and with Mr. Brown, submitted

a full statement of it to a meeting of sometwenty
five of the most prominent citizens of Baltimore,
whom they had convened at the residence of Mr.
Brown. This was on the 12th of February, 1827
The subject was entirely a novel one, and had,

herhaps, not been thought of by any one of the
persons present, except those who had called the
meeting. The information then presented was
deemed of sufficient consequence to induce them

to appoint a committee who should prepare and
report such facts and illustrations as they might

be able to obtain. Mr. Thomas was appointed
chairman of the committee, and from the facts in

his possession, he prepared the desired statement,
which was published, and produced a strong sen
sation in Baltimore. A charter was obtained, and
books opened to obtain the necessary funds, and
three times the amount required was subscribed
upon the first day. This was in the winter of

1827, ‘28, and on July 4th, 1828, the corner-stone

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad was laid near
Baltimore, by the venerable Charles Carroll, of

Carrollton, then the only surviving signer of thc
Declaration of Independence, amid the most extra
ordinary popular enthusiasm, and the greatest
triumphal civic display ever witnessed in Mary
land.

It should be borne in mind that at this time
there were but few Topographical Engineers in

the United States, and not one who had any expe
rience or knowledge concerning railroads. An
application was therefore made to the Government

of the United States to assist the company by di
recting some of its most experienced engineers to

make the necessary topographical reconnoisances
and surveys. Several of the United States En
gineers were appointed to the service, which they
performed satisfactorily as far as to the valley of

the Potomac.
Not having the required experience to govern

them in their estimates of the cost of such a work

as this, the amount estimated as necessary fell far
short of the actual cost. When about four miles
from the city of Baltimore, it became necessary, in
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order to connect the road with the valley of the
Patapsco, to cut through a high ridge. The ex
cavation thus required was not much less than
seventy feet in depth, through a hard-pan clay,
and the expense of opening the road through it

was more than 3200,000 beyond the estimate of

the engineers. The directors of the company not
having anticipated so heavy a drain upon their
funds at such an early period of the work, had not
called in the requisite contributions to meet it,

and as the undertaking was then almost in its in
fancy, and its practicability doubted altogether

by many people, an exposure of this mistake might
have led to consequences fatal to its completion.

In this dilemma, Mr. Thomas and his directors
generously concluded to advance the deficient
$200,000 themselves, without giving publicity to

the matter. By this prompt and decisive action
the work was continued without intermission or
delay. This is but one instance among the many
that could be cited, where the unswerving faith”
energy, and courage of Mr. Thomas and his wor
thy compeerswas displayed in the pursuit of their
great design.
From this time the road progressed satisfac

torily, until it reached the valley of the Potomac,

at the “Point of Rocks,” seventy miles from Bal
timore, where it was opened in April, 1832. An
injunction obtained against it by the Chesapeake
and Ohio Canal Company, brought its progress to

a dead stop. The point to which it had then been
carried was at an unfrequented spot, and having
no connection with any road or navigable water,
no trade therefore could be attracted to it. In fact

it was against the Catoctin mountain, where no
communication had been openedwith any quarter.
Finding themselves thus unexpectedly involved in

a vexatious litigation, neither the delays nor the
results of which could be foreseen, a less deter
mined set of men must have been appalled and
discouraged.
Mr. Thomas, however, nothing daunted, called

on William Patterson, one of the most influential
and efficient members of the Board of Directors
(the father of Mrs. Joseph Bonaparte), and fully
conferred with him in relation to the existing dif
ficulties and the condition of the enterprise. He
stated to him, that while the road remained para
lyzed, as it then was, no opportunity could be af.
forded to develop its true character and its useful
ness, and that he saw no way by which they could
demonstrate the value and efficiency of the sys
tem, and extricate themselves from their dilemma,
but to construct a road to Washington City, and
by that means connect it with a great line of

travel.

A charter was obtained without difficulty, and
nearly all that was asked was granted by the Le
gislature. The $500,000 of State stock which the
State subscribed, was used to commencethe road,
and certificates were issued for the million which
the railroad company was authorized to borrow.
Mr. Thomas had made an arrangement with one
of the banks in Baltimore to take the certificates

at par, to be paid for as the money should be

wanted, and, upon the face of that agreement, it

was supposed sufficient funds would be obtained.
It, however, so happened that after the bank had
received and paid for certificates to the amount of

$500,000, it was called upon to take the balance
and furnish the money, but it was not in a situa

º
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tion to comply with its agreement, there being at
that time a severe financial pressure upon the
country.
Mr. Thomas could not be intimidated, and

again returning to his friend Brown, and after rep
resenting to him the disastrous consequences
that would inevitably follow the failure of the
company to complete the road, now so nearly fin
ished, proposed to him that if he would take
$250,000, that is, one half of the certificates, he
would himself take the balance. Mr. Brown fur
nished $250,000 as it was needed, and Mr. Thomas
supplied the balance.
The construction of the Washington Branch

Railroad (31 miles long) now proceeded, and the
public never knew any thing of this difficulty, or
of the great liberality and self-denial of its bene
factors.
Upon the opening of the Baltimore and Wash

ington Railroad, in the month of August, presi
dent Thomas, and the directors of the road, with
a very numerous company of invited guests from
Baltimore, were, on their arrival at Washington,
met by the mayor and city council and a large
collection of citizens, among whom was General
Andrew Jackson, then President of the United
States, and other government functionaries. They
were cordially welcomed by the mayor in an elo
quent address, in which he expressed the high
gratification which the opening of the road af
forded the people of Washington, and the mutual
advantages it would confer on both ciies. To this
address the following interesting reply was made
by Mr. Thomas, who said:
“It iswith feelingsof greatpleasurethatI receive,on

thepartof theBaltimoreandOhio RailroadCompany,the
congratulationswhich, as the representativeof the cor
porateauthoritiesof the City of Washington,you have
beenpleasedto offeron this occasion,andI avail myself
of theopportunitytoreciprocatethekind wishesandsen
timentsyouhaveexpressed,and to tenderyouthe thanks
of theCompanyfor thefacilitiesaffordedby thecorpora.
tion in thelocationandconstructionof theroad withinits
limits. The Boardof Directorsfully concur in your esti
matesof theadvantagesof thatsystemof internalcommu
nicationofwhichtherailroadbetweenthecitiesof Wash
ingtonandBaltimoreis so importanta link, and theylook
to its extensionthroughoutourwhole country,as afford
ing the bestguaranteefor the prosperityof ourNational
Union. Even to the casualobserverof the Map of the
vast Empire into which the original thirteenStateshave
expandedunderthebeneficentinfluenceofour freeinsti
tutions,thenationaladvantagesof Maryland,uponwhose
soil we now stand,mustbe apparent,and having been
onceincludedin thelimitsof thisState,theCity of Wash
ingtonmustfeelan interestin whateveraffects its happi
nessandprosperity. It is in Maryland, thattheAtlantic,
rolling far up the magnificentestuary of theChesapeake,
brings its water, into loser progrimity to the streams
that flow into theGulf of Merico. To completethegreat
plan of internalcommunicationwhich naturehadalready
thusfar effected,wastheobject of thepeople of Baltimore,
whenthecompany,which I nowhavethehonor to repre
sent, firstwentinto operation. The enterprisewas novel

in its kind, and the knowledgeessential to its success
could onlybe obtainedby costlyund patientexperience.
Tne naturalobstaclesthatexistedwere,however,lessdis
cour’ging than the doubtsand gloomyforebotings of
someof thebestfrients of thescheme. All doubtsandob
stacleshavebeensurmounted,andthepracticability of the
undergakinghasbeendemonstrated.Of theforce of the
difficultiesherealludedto, nonecanbetterjudge thanthe
people of Washington,who have so zealouslyand under
suchadversecircumstances,prosecutedtheir greatwork,
theChesapeakeandOhio Canal. Hitherto,however,the
city of Baltimorehasmainly reliedon its own resources,
but nowthework,the completion of whichwe meetthis
day to celebrate,and in whichweall have a commonin

teresi,brings to its aid a mostpowerfuland efficientcoad
jutor. It unites in the bonds of mutualinteresttwolarge
communities,aiming at the samepoint,andwhich have
bothsucceeded in completingportions of the greathigh
way of Westernintercourse. * * * * *

“You havealluded to thechangewhich is nowwrought

in thetravel betweenourrespectivecities,sincethetime
when the sun bºth rose and seton thewayf rer, as he
toiled on his journey betweenthem. I trust thetraceler

to the Wist,whoon his departure seesthat luminºry
emergefrom thebos m of theAtlantic, may be permitted

to follow its course, so thaton thesameday he will wit
nessits descentbeneaththe broad horizon that circum
scribesthewaters of theMississippi /*

The last paragraph of Mr. Thomas' effective and
eloquent address, seems almost the language of

prophecy; for the hours of a June sunshine are
now more than sufficient to take the traveler, at
regular speed over the Baltimore and Ohio Rail
road, from either Washington or Baltimore, to

the banks of the Ohio River at Wheeling or

Parkersburg /

After a long and vexatious delay, the directors

of the road having effected a compromise with the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company, were en
abled to proceed again with the construction of the
Main Stem, and it was continued to Harper's
Ferry in 1835, at which point it became connected
with the Winchester and Potomac Railroad.
All the necessary developments and information

relative to the whole system of railways being
now better ascertained and understood, and a full
confidence being established in the practicability
and importance of the work, Mr. Thomas, in con
sideration of his failing health and advanced age,
concluded to resign the presidency of the com
pany. He accordingly addressed the board an ap
propriate and beautiful letter, on the receipt of

which suitable proceedings—forming a conclusive
tribute to his private worth and to his eminent
services—were had at a special meeting held June
30th, 1836, Wm. Patterson was made president
pro tem, and after the committee, to whom the
subject had been referred, reported, and the mat
ter had been discussed, a fitting preamble and the
following resolution was adopted, viz.:
Resolved,That thisboardaccepttheresignation of P. E.

Thomas,Esq., of thepresidency of this companywithdeep
andprofoundregret.

On motion of George Brown, seconded by the
Hon. Isaac McKim, the following additional reso
lutions were unanimously adopted, viz.:
Resolved,That themostunfeignedandcordialthanks of

thisboardaredue to Mr. Thomas,forthelong,faithful,and
valuableservicesrenderedbyhim to this company—sel
vices which none but thoseassociatedwith him in the
prosecution of thismostarduouswork arecapableof ap
preciating,andrendered at an expense of privateinterest
which it is difficult to calculate,but which mustbewell
understoodby thiscommunity;and of health,whichhas
beensacrificedbycloseandcontinuousapplication to the
business of thecompany. On the commencement of this
work, of which he has been in fact thefrther and pro
jector, every thing connectedwith its constructionwas
new,crude,anddoubtful,with little to guide theway,and
that derived from distantand uncertainsources. Now
suchhasbeenthe increase of informationandexperience
acquiredunderhis auspicesauddirection as to insurethe
completionand success of theundertaking, if prosecuted
with the samezeal,assiduity,and integrity which ever
markedhis career.
Resolvedfurther, That this board, in taking leave of

Mr. Thomas as theirpresident,cannotomittheopportu
nity of tendering to him theirrespectfulacknowledgments

of the uniform, correct, urbane, and friendly conduct
which has characterizedhis deportmentduring the time

of theirofficialintercourse,and of expressing to himtheir
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bestwishesfor thespeedyrestoration of his healthandfor
his futureprosperity.
Mr. Thomas has lived in close retirement since he

left the road, but is yet enjoying good health and
cheerfulness at his home in Baltimore, where, at

the advanced age of eighty-four, he still watchesse
renely, but with unabated interest, the continued
wonderful development of the great railway sys
tem, in the origination and perfection of which he

spent a large fortune and ten mature years of his
valuable life.

HOW TO Do I T.
About two years ago a gentleman of this

city brought to us his little boy, about six years

of age, for an examination. His body appeared
frail, his head was very large, his health del
icate, he was restless, nervous—all mind and no
body; and the parents had serious fears that his
head was diseased, and that they would not be

able to raise him. They were advised by their
physician to consult us on the subject, and this,

by the way, is no uncommon thing. When any
thing seems to be unusual or wrong with the
head, doctors advise families to bring the patient

to us. We advised that the boy should use no

coffee, of which he and his parents were very
fond, and partook liberally—that he should sleep
and exercise abundantly, and have no more ex
citement from conversation on the part of his fam
ily and friends than was absolutely indispensable.

In short, w
e gave such advice as tended to develop

the body without developing the brain—such as

would keep the mind quiet, and the body energet
ically active. The parents followed the advice,
and the result has proved all that could be de
sired.

This day the child was again brought to us by
his father, and such a fine development of body
was really gratifying. The child was stout,
broad shouldered, full at the stomach, and in

every way robust, healthy, and vigorous. His
face was full, firm, and rosy, and his head had
not increased in size the previous two years, while
his body had nearly doubled in size, and quadru
pled in health and vigor.
There are thousands of children in this city,

and tens of thousands scattered through the coun
try, who, in this fast age, this era of mental
activity and rapid development and brain culture,
need precisely the same advice which was given
respecting this child, and the same thorough
effort to carry it out which has distinguished the
case under consideration.
The father said, that they had doubted whether

they should raise him, but the advice which we
gave having been followed, it seemed to build him
right up, and that there is hardly a more healthy
boy in the whole city; indeed, he might be point

ed out among a thousand children as being the
healthy one of the flock.
We give this record to induce others, in respect

to their children, to “go and do likewise.” We
are aware that it is pleasant to parents to have
their children appear smart, forward, bright,
witty, and to have them acquire knowledge rapid
ly, and show off to a good advantage in the school
and Sunday school, in the street, in the parlor,
everywhere; and it has come to this, that in this
day of rapid development and precocious mental
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manifestation, that children have no rubicund,
playful, healthful term of child-life. They seem
to go from the cradle up to precocious maturity at
a single bound. We try to teach philosophy in
the infant schools. We are not willing our chil
dren should be children, and vegetate and develop
physically; but they are loaded with books, with
studies, with conversation, with newspapers, and
everything calculated to keep the brain boiling;

and this activity of the brain produces such a
drain on the body, that the bills of juvenile mor
tality are fearfully great. These practices and
results would be shameful if the people knew bet
ter, and if they do not learn better it shall not
be our fault. Indeed, we havewritten and talked

this subject for the last quarter of a century, and
we rejoice to know that hundreds have beensaved,
and many thousands greatly improved, by reading

that which we have written, and by listening to
our lectures and examinations.
Many a fine boy whose head we examined at

five or eight years of age, who was deemed by all
his friends to be marked for the grave, because so
ethereal, is now, notwithstanding his precocious
development of brain and slender constitution,
standing up in the ranks of men with a sound,
substantial body, and with a clear and compre

hensive mind, in consequence of the advice thus
early given in regard to his mental and physical
training. Such young men often greet us in the
ways of business, in the marts of commerce; some
are in the pulpit, others at the bar, others at me
chanical trades, who recognize us as their tem
poral saviors.
When we look over the bills of mortality, and

the little, touching obituary notices of the early
dead, and peruse the glowing accounts of their
rapid progress in learning—of their brilliant men
tal development, including, possibly, uncommon
piety, we feel that the public would be benefited
if the truth respecting each case of the kind could
be appended, then the whole statement would read
something like this:
“Died at —, on—, Charlie —, aged nine

years, two months, and fifteen days. He was a
child of rare promise and uncommon attainments
in education. Much hope had been entertained
by his numerous friends and acquaintances that
he was destined by Providence to be a great
light in the educational and moral world. His
powers of conversation were remarkable, and his
scope of mind was far beyond his years. Truly
may it be said that “Death loves a shining mark.”
His extraordinary interest in religious subjects
gives hope to his sorrowing friends that their loss
is his gain.”
If the truth as it really exists could be physio

logically stated, it might read after this fashion:
“Died at—, on , Charlie, a precocious

child, whose parents and teachers, against all
physiological law and common sense, pushed it
forward in study, in conversation, and mental la
bor six days in the week, often till eleven o'clock
at night, and then hurried him off to Sunday

school and kept his brain boiling all day and
every day, and thus weakened a naturally deli
cate constitution by a premature development of
the brain, and sent him to an early grave, as they
ought to have known would have been the case,

He might have been raised and becomea healthy,
as well as an influential man, if less ambition and
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more wisdom had been employed in his training

and education. This ‘shining mark was verily
pushed upon the spear of death, and thus the
providence of God, which creates men to live, and
enjoy, and do good through a long life, has been
counteracted by ignorant fondness. “When will
my people learn wisdom * saith the Lord.”
If the obituaries could be written by the physi

cians, they might become instructive; but there
ought to be fewer necessities for these childlike
biographies. There are too many short graves in
our cemeteries; there are sixty where there should
not be six. There is not a man in the world who

would attempt to raise live-stock for farming pur
poses unless he could bring to maturity a very

much greater proportion than is at present done
with the human race. Suppose that not more
than one in three colts lived to wear the harness,
who could afford to raise horses 2 and has not the

Creator taken quite as much pains to organize
man as he has beasts 2 and has man received his
intelligence, his power to understand philosophy
and the laws of his being in vain, and worse than
in vain : If not, why does more than one half of
the human race close its career in the infancy of
its existence 2 This ought not so to be.
We have talked for years about gymnasiums in

schools, and we insist that they ought to be in
every city school—not to train children to lift two
hundred pounds, nor one hundred, but to take
healthy, vigorous exercise, such as will give de
velopment to chest, to muscle, to digestive sys
tem. Whoever will open a school for the express
training of narrow chested, delicate, sensitive,
precocious boys and girls, will do the world an
immense service, besidesteaching it a lesson. But
this ought to be done also at home. If parents
understood it better, they would have different
management of their children in , chools.
Who will move in the matter 2 Let each moth

er begin; if she does not understand the theory,

the how, let her procure some book on physiology
and gymnastics, and thus learn her duty to her
children as physical beings. Man, brother, you
ought to live to get ripe, and to do the world
good, and enjoy yourself in life. In doing this
you simply obey the laws of your being, which are
really simple and easily understood, and “thy
days shall be long in the land which the Lord thy
God giveth thee.” ------
HUMAN DEPRAviTY.—Hereditary conditions in

parents cause depravity in their children, by de
ranging the body. It is what men eat and drink,
it is how they live, sleep, etc., it is their physio.
logical conditions and habits, that cause nine
tenths of human depravity. Are not both children
and adults depravedwhen cross, and crossbecause
sick; that is

,

rendered sinful by being unwell ?

Who does not know that drinking engenders de
pravity—makes the best of men bad But why,
and how 2 By disordering the body. And since

by alcohol, why not by tobacco, gluttony, or any
other wrong physical state 2 Are not drunken
nessand debauchery concomitants : Are not dys
peptics always irritable? The truth is

,

that all
abnormal physical action causes abnormal mental
action, which is sin. To becomegood, and answer
the end of their being, men must live right—must
learn to eat right, and sleep, exercise, bathe,
breathe, etc., in accordance with nature's requisi
tions. And nine tenths of the evil in men have
this purely physical origin, and can be cured by

physical means.—JVew Illustrated Self-Instructor.

[JUNE,

FIVE DOLLARS’ Wor'TH OF PHRE
NOLOGY.

ON the 16th day of January last, Mr. John E.

Kelly came to our office, and required a careful
and critical examination of his developments.
As he said he would follow out the directions as

given by us, in regard to what business he was
best adapted for, we told him he would make a

good civil engineer and inventor, or an excellent
out-door business man; also, a good teacher.

It is a pleasing fact, that before two months
elapsed since we told him he would make an in
ventor, he has deposited three models in the
Patent Office, and applied for patents, on one of

which a patent was granted, April 3d, for a sad
dle brake, whereby the hands are relieved from
holding on the reins when driving, and the feet
guide the horse; excellent for military men, and
invalids of both sexes, more especially for ladies
and children. Another of his inventions is a feed
saver, or manger, whereby animals can be fed one
day or a month by these mangers, and the same is

elevated to them by pulleys and weights, or

springs, or cog-shafts and cog-wheels; it was
patented April 10th.
His other invention is a carriage brake and run

away-horse preventive. This is so constructed as

to make the hubs of the wheels perform all the
labor of reining in the horses, if they try to run
away during the driver's absence; also, block the
back wheels by drawing a brake against them,
thereby preventing all running away.
This is his first attempt to procure letters

patent. If he shall be as successful hereafter with
models and applications as he has been in the
month of April, he will soon make his fortune.
Mr. Kelly considers that five-dollar investment
worth at least fifty thousand dollars, as it has di
rected his mind wholly to inventing, which he in
tends to follow hereafter as his regular business.

HEALTH NATURAL.-Health is the natural state

of man, animal, vegetable, all that lives—is the
ultimate of life. Like all else in nature, it has its
laws; and these laws obeyed, will render it per
fect from birth to death. It even requires im
mense violation of these laws seriously to impair

it. Bird and beast are rarely unhealthy, except
when rendered sickly by man. Has our benevo
lent Creator granted this greatest of boons to

beasts, but denied it to man 2 He has not. To
becomesickly is consequent only on a violation of
the laws of our being, and all violation of law is
sin. And the health-laws are as much laws of
God—written by his finger on our very constitu
tion—as the Decalogue. It is alike the privilege,

as it is the sacred duty, of one and all to be and
keep well; that is

,
to observe the health-laws;

and of parentsto keep their children well.
“But you forget that sickness and death are

God's chastising messengers, his special provi
dences.” Are they, indeed 2 Then in all con
sciencesubmit patiently, passively to them. Take
no medicines. Do nothing whatever to restore
health, for in so doing you resust Providence. If

sickness is providential, every attempt at restora
tion is open, direct rebellion against God—is prac
tically saying to Him: “I know you sent this
sickness as a providential messenger of good to

me; but I am not going to be sick; I am going

to get well if I can, in spite of Providence.” The
fact is

,

nobody believes practically that sickness is

providential; for if so, their every restorative
effort, nursing, medicine, all, is downright rebel
lion.—Wew Illustrated Self-Instructor.

—sº-º:
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M OF A L PHIL O S O PHY ;
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE COMBE.
[FRoMthe latest itevised edinBURGHEDITIon.]

[continued From LASTNUMBER.]

I AM anxious to press this idea earnestly on your consideration, be
cause it appears to me to constitute the grand difference between the
old and the new philosophy. The characteristic feature of the old
philosophy, founded on the knowledge, not of man's nature, but of his
political history, is

,

that Providence intended different lots for men (a

point in which the new philosophy agrees), and that, in the Divine
appointment of conditions, the millions, or masses of the people, were
destined to act the part only of industrious ministers to the physical
wants of society, while a favored few were meant to be the sole recip
ients of knowledge and refinement. It was long regarded, not only as

Utopian, but as actually baneful and injurious to the happiness of the
industrious classes themselves, to open up their minds to high and com
prehensive views of their own capabilities and those of external nature;
because it was said that such ideas might render them discontented
with the condition which the arrangements of the Creator have assigned

to them. According to the old philosophy, therefore, it is not a duty
imposed on every individual to exercise his intellectual powers in extend
ing his acquaintance with nature; on the contrary, according to it, a

working man fulfills his destiny when he becomes master of his trade,
acquires a knowledge of his moral and religious duties from the Bible,
and quietly practices them, rears a family of laborers, and, unmoved by

ambition, unenlightened by science, and unrefined by accomplishments,
sinks into the grave, in a good old age, to give place to an endless suc
cession of beings like himself. Human nature was viewed as station
ary, or at least regarded as depending for its advance on Providence,

or on the higher classes, and in no degree on humbler men.
The new philosophy, on the other hand, or that which is founded on

a knowledge of man's nature, admits the allotment of distinct conditions

to different individuals, because it recognizes differences in their men
tal and bodily endowments: but in surveying the human faculties it

discovers that al
l

men possess, in a greater or less degree, powers of

observation and reflection adapted to the study of nature; the sentiment

of Ideality prompting them to desire refinement and perfect institu
...tions; the feeling of Benevolence longing for universal happiness; the
sentiment of Conscientiousness rejoicing in justice; and emotions of

Hope, Veneration, and Wonder causing the glow of religious devotion

to spring up in their souls, and their whole being to love, worship, and
obey the beneficent Author of their existence. And it proclaims that
beings so gifted were not destined to exist as mere animated machinery,
liable to be superseded at every stage of their lives by the steam-engine,
the pulley, or the lever; but were clearly intended to advance in their
mental attainments, and to rise higher and higher in the scale of intel
ligence, virtue, and happiness.
This conclusion is irresistible, if the general idea of the Divine admin

istration, communicated in the previous Lecture, be sound, viz., that al
l

the evolutions of physical nature proceed under fixed, independent,
and harmonious laws. Under such a system, the Creator speaks forth
from every element, and proclaims that every human being must ac
quire knowledge or suffer evil. As it is not probable that the Creator has
bestowed capacities and desires on his creatures which their inevitable
condition renders it impossible for them to cultivate and gratify, we
may reasonably presume that the fulfillment of every necessary duty

is compatible with enlarged mental attainments in the race. There
are, no doubt, humble minds, incapable of high cultivation, who are
adapted to the humble stations of life, but they do not constitute the
majority of mankind; they are susceptible of improvement far beyond
their present attainments, and in a thoroughly moral and enlightened
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community no useful office will be degrading; nor will any be incom
patible with the due exercise of the highest faculties of man.

It is delightful to perceive that these views are gaining ground, and
are daily more and more advocated by the press. I recommend to

your perusal a work just published (1835), entitled, “My Old House,

or the Doctrine of Changes,” in which they are ably and eloquently
enforced. Speaking of the purposes of God in the administration of

the world, the author observes, that “the great error of mankind, on

this subject, has at al
l

times been, that feeling themselves, at least in

the vast multitude of cases, to occupy (by the ordination of Providence,

or by what they commonly consider as their unfortunate lo
t

in life),
but a very obscure and laborious station in the household, they are apt

to think that it matters little with what spirit they advance to their toils
—that they can not be in a condition to give any appreciable advance
ment to the plans of the Master—and that, at any rate, if they do not
altogether desert their place, and permit it to run into disorder, they
have done al

l

that can well be expected from them, or that they are
indeed in a condition to do, for the progressive good of the whole.
Take, for instance, the condition of a person, who, in the lowest and
obscurest lo

t
of life, is intrusted with the bringing up of a family—and

how often do we hear from such persons the complaint, that al
l

their
cares are insufficient for the moment that is passing over their heads—
and that, providing they can obtain the mere necessaries of life, they
can not be required to look to any higher purposes which may be ob
tained by their cares' And yet, what situation in life is in reality more
capable of being conducted in the most efficient and productive manner,

or more deserving the nicest and most conscientious care of those in
trusted with it? For are not the hearts and understanding of the young
committed to the immediate care of those who chiefly and habitually
occupy the important scenes of domestic life—and if they pay a due
regard, not only to the temporal, but to the moral and intellectual, in
terests of their charge—if they make home the seat of al

l

the virtues
which are so appropriately suited to it—if they set the example—an
example which is almost never forgotten—of laborious worth struggling,

it may be, through long years, and yet never disheartened in its toils—
and if, by these means, they make their humble dwelling a scene of

comfort, of moral training, and of both material and moral beauty, which
attracts the eye and warms the hearts of al

l

who witness it—how truly
valuable is the part which such servants of the Master have been ena
bled to perform for the due regulation of al

l
the parts of his household

—and when their day of labor is done, and the cry goeth forth, “Call
the laborers to their reward,' with what placid confidence may they
advance to receive the recompense of their toils—and be satisfied, as

they prepare themselves for ‘the rest that awaits them,' that, though
their lo

t
in life has been humble, and their toils obscure, they have yet

not been unprofitable servants, and that the results of their labors shall
yet be ‘seen after many days.’” “The same style of thought may

be applied to al
l

the varied offices which human life, even in its lowest
forms, and most unnoticed places, can be found to present—and when
these varied conditions and duties of the ‘humble poor' are so consid
ered, it will be found that a new light seems to diffuse itself over the
whole plan of the divine kingdom—and that no task which the Master

of the household can assign to any of his servants, is left without induce
ments to its fulfillment, which may prepare the laborer for the most
cheerful and delighted attention to his works.” (P. 84.) How import
ant is knowledge to the due fulfillment of the humble, yet respectable
duties here so beautifully described |

I conclude this Lecture by observing that the duty of acquiring know
ledge implies that of communicating it to others when attained; and
there is no form in which the humblest individual may do more good,

or assist more effectually in promoting the improvement and happiness

of mankind, than in teaching them truth and its applications. I feel that I

lie under a moral obligation to communicate to you (who, by your at
tendance here, testify your desire of instruction) the knowledge concern
ing the natural laws of the Creator, which my own mind has been per
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mitted to discover. I learn that other instructors of the people have
considered it to be their duty, to denounce, as dangerous, the know
ledge which is here communicated, and to warn you against it.* But
I am not moved by such declamations. What I teach you, I believe
to be truth inscribed by the hand of God in the book of nature; and I
have never been able to understand what is meant by a dangerous
truth. All natural truth is simply knowledge of what the Creator has
instituted; and it savors of impiety, and not of reverence, to stigmatize
it as injurious. The very opposite is the fact. Lord Bacon has truly
said, that “there are, besides the authority of Scripture, two reasons
of exceeding great weight and force, why religion should dearly pro
tect al

l

increase of natural knowledge: the one because it leads to the
greater exaltation of the glory of God; for, as the Psalms and other
Scriptures do often invite us to consider and to magnify the great and
wonderful works of God, so if we should rest only in the contemplation
of those which first offer themselves to our senses, we should do a like
injury to the majesty of God, as if we should judge of the store of

some excellent jeweler by that only which is set out to the street in

his shop. The other reason is
,

because it is a singular help, and a

preservative against unbelief and error; for, says our Saviour, ye do

err, not knowing the Scriptures nor the power of God; laying before

us two books or volumes to study, if we will be secured from error—
first, the Scriptures, revealing the will of God; and then the creatures
expressing his power.” We have seen, however, that not the power

of God only, but also his will, is expressed in the constitution of “the
creatures;” and hence a double reason becomes manifest why it is our
duty to study them.

It would seem, therefore, that the instructors alluded to have as
sumed that it is not truth, but error, which is inculcated in this place.

If they had pronounced such an opinion after inquiry, and for reasons
stated, I should have been ready to listen to their objections, and re
consider my views; but they have condemned us unheard and untried
—assuming boldly that, because we teach ideas different from their own
individual notions, we are necessarily in error. This assumption indi
cates merely that our accusers have not arrived at the same percep
tions of the Divine government with ourselves—a result that will by no

means be wondered at by any one who considers that they have not
followed the course of inquiry pursued by us. There is

,

however,
some reason for surprise, that their opinions should be advanced as un
questionably superior to, and exclusive of those of other men, adopted
after patient observation and thought, seeing that many of them are
the emanations of a dark age, in which the knowledge of nature's laws
did not exist, and that they are prohibited, under pain of forfeiting
their livings, from changing their tenets, even although they should
see them to be erroneous.f

I advance here, for your acceptance, no propositions based on the
authority of my own discernment alone; but I submit them al

l
to your

scrutiny and judgment. I enable you, as far as in me lies, to detect
the errors into which I may inadvertently have fallen, and ask you to

embrace only the ideas which seem to be supported by evidence and
reason. We are told by a great authority, to judge of al

l things by

their fruits; and, by this test, I leave the doctrines of this philosophy

to stand or fall. What are the effects of them on your minds? Do
you feel your conceptions of the Deity circumscribed and debased by

the views which I have presented—or, on the contrary, purified and
exalted? In the simplicity, adaptations, and harmony of nature's laws,

do you not recognize positive and tangible proof of the omniscience
and omnipotence of the Creator—a solemn and impressive lesson, that

* These Lectureswerereported in one of thenewspapers in Edinburgh,and during
the delivery of them,morethanone of the clergy of theEstablishedChurchpreached
sermonsagainstthem. The audience to whomtheywereaddressedbelong to thatclass

of societyoverwhom theclergyexercisethemostpowerful influence,and this appea,
appeared to be calledfor to inducethem to continuetheir attendance. In thisrespectl

it wassuccessful.

t The Church of Scotlandrecentlydeposedfromtheministrytheauthor of “My Old
House, or the Doctrine of Changes,”on account of what they considered to be the
heresy of his opinions.
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in every moment of our existence, we live, and move, and have our
being, supported by his power, rewarded by his goodness, and restrained

by his justice Does not this sublime idea of the continual presence

of God now cease to be a vague, and therefore a cold and barren con
ception; and does it not, through the medium of the natural laws, be
come a deep-felt, encouraging, and controlling reality ? Do your un
derstandings revolt from such a view of creation, as ill adapted to a

moral, religious, and intelligent being ! or do they ardently embrace it,

and leap with joy at light evolving itself from the moral chaos, and ex
hibiting order and beauty, authority and rule, in a vast domain where
previously darkness, perplexity, and doubt prevailed ! Do you feel
your own nature debased by viewing every faculty as calculated for
virtue, yet so extensive in its range, that when it moves blindly and
without control it may find a sphere of action even beyond virtue, in

the wild regions of vice 1 or do you perceive in this constitution a glo
rious liberty—yet the liberty only of moral beings, happy when they
follow virtue, and miserable when they offend ? In teaching you that
every action of your lives has a consequence of good or evil annexed to

it, according as it harmonizes with, or is in opposition to, the laws of

God, do I promise impunity to vice, and thereby give a loose rein to

the impetuosity of passion—or do I set up around the youthful mind a

hedge and circumvallation, within which it may expatiate in light, and
liberty, and joy; but beyond which lie sin and inevitable suffering,
weeping, wailing, and gnashing of teeth? Let the tree, I say, be

known by its fruits. Look to heaven, and see if the doctrines which I

teach have circumscribed or darkened the attributes of the Supreme;
then turn your contemplation inward, and examine whether they have
degraded or exalted, chilled or inspired with humble confidence and
hope, the soul which God has given you; and by your verdict, pro
nounced after this consideration, let the fate of the doctrines be sealed.

In teaching them, be it repeated, I consider myself to be discharging

a moral duty; and no frown of men will tempt me to shrink from pro
ceeding in such a course. If my exposition of the Divine government

be true, it is a noble vocation to proclaim it to the world; for the
knowledge of it must be fraught with blessings and enjoyment to man.

It would be a cold heart and a coward soul that, with such convictions,

should fear the face of clay; and only a demonstration of my being in

error, or the hand of the destroyer Death, shall arrest my course in

proclaiming any knowledge that I possess which promises to augment
the virtue and happiness of mankind. If you participate in these senti
ments, let us advance and fear not—encouraged by the assurance, that

if this doctrine be of man it will come to naught, but that if it be of

God, no human authority can prevail against it!

L ECTURE I W.
PRESERVING bodiLY AND MENTAL, HEALTH, A MoRAL DUTY ; AMUSE

MeNTs.

The preservation of health is a moralduty–Causes of badhealthare to be found in in
fringement of theorganiclaws—All the bodily organsmustbe preserved in propor
tionatevigor—The pleasuresattendinghigh health are refined, and distinguish
ablefromsensualpleasures—Thehabits of theloweranimalsare instructive to man

in regard to health–Labor is indispensable to health—Fatalconsequences of contin
ued,althoughslight,infractions of theorganiclaws—Amusementsnecessary to health,
and thereforenotsinful—We havereceivedfaculties of Time, Tune, Ideality, Imita
tion, andWit, calculated to inventand practiceamusements—Theirusesand abuses
stated—Error of religiouspers ns whocondemninstead of purifyingand improving
public amusements.

The next duty of man, as an individual, is to apply his knowledge in

preserving himself in health, bodily and mental. Without health he is

unfit for the successful discharge of his duties. It is so advantageous
and agreeable to enjoy sound health, that many persons will exclaim,
“No prophet is needed to inform us that it is our duty and our interest
sedulously to guard it;” but many who treat thus lightly the general
injunction, are grievously deficient in practical knowledge how to carry

it into effect. It is true that every man in his senses takes care not to

fall into the fire or walk into a pool of water; but how many valuable
lives are put in jeopardy by sitting in wet clothes, by overtasking the
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brain in study or in the cares of business, by too frequently repeated
convivialities, or other habits that sap the foundations of health !
In tracing to their source the calamities which arise to families and

individuals from bad health and untimely death, attended by deep lacer
ation of their feelings and numerous privations, it is surprising how
many of them may be discovered to arise from slight but long-continued
deviations from the dictates of the organic laws; apparently so trivial
at first that scarcely any injurious or even disagreeable result was ob
served, but which, nevertheless, were from the beginning importatn
errors, whose injurious consequences constantly increased. Perhaps
the victim had an ardent mind, and, under the impulse of a laudible
ambition to excel in his profession, studied with so much intensity, and
for such long periods in succession, that he overlasked his brain and
ruined his health. His parents and relations, equally ignorant with
himself of the organic laws, were rejoicing in his diligence, and form
ing fond expectations of the brilliant future that must, in their estimation,
await one so gifted in virtuous feeling, in intellect, and in industry;
when suddenly he was seized with fever, with inflammation, or with
consumption, and in a few days or weeks was carried to the tomb.
The heart bleeds at the sight; and the ways of Providence appear hard
to be reconciled with our natural feelings and expectations; yet when
we trace the catastrophe to its first cause, it is discovered to have had

no mysterious or vindictive origin. The habits which appeared to the
spectators so praiseworthy, and calculated to lead to such excellent at
tainments, were practically erroneous, and there was not one link
wanting to complete the connection between them and the evil which
they induced.
Another cause by which health and life are frequently destroyed, is

occasional reckless conduct, pursued in ignorance of the laws of the
human constitution. Take as an example the following case, which I

have elsewhere given: A young man in a public office, after many
months of sedentary occupations, went to the country on a shooting
excursion, where he exhausted himself by muscular exertion, of which
his previous habits had rendered him little capable ; he went to bed
feverish, and perspired much during the night: next day he came to Ed
inburgh, unprotected by a great-coat, on the outside of an early coach ;

his skin was chilled, the perspiration was checked, the blood received

an undue determination to the interior vital organs, disease was excited

in the lungs, and within a few weeks he was consigned to the grave.

I received an interesting communication in illustration of the topic
which I am now discussing, from a medical gentleman well known in the
literary world by his instructive publications. His letter was suggested
by a perusal of the “Constitution of Man.” “On four several occa
sions,” says he, “I have nearly lost my life from infringing the organic
laws. When a lad of fifteen, I brought on a brain fever (from excess
ive study) which nearly killed me; at the age of nineteen I had an

attack of peritonitis (inflammation of the lining membrane of the abdo
men) occasioned by violent efforts in wrestling and leaping; and while

in France, nine years ago, I was laid up with pneumonia (inflammation

of the lungs) brought on by dissecting in the great galleries of La Pitié
with my coat and hat off in the month of December, the windows next

to me being constantly open; and in 1829 I had a dreadful fever, oc
casioned by walking home from a party, at which I had been dancing,

in an exceeding cold morning, without a cloak or great-coat. I was
for four months on my back, and did not recover perfectly for more
than eighteen months. All these evils were entirely of my own crea
ting, and arose from a foolish violation of laws which every sensible
man ought to observe and regulate himself by. Indeed, I have always
thought—and your book confirms me more fully in the sentiment—
that, by proper attention, crime and disease and misery of every sort,
could, in a much greater measure than is generally believed, be banish

ed from the earth, and that the true method of doing so is to instruct
people in the laws which govern their own frame.”*

* The author of this letterwas Dr. RobertMacnish,and I regret to say,thatsince it

waswrittenhehasfallen a victimto anotherattackof fever.

The great requisite of health is the preservation of all the leading
organs of the body in a condition of regular and proportionate activity;

to allow none to become too languid, and none too active. The result

of this harmonious activity is a pleasing consciousness of existence, ex
perienced when the mind is withdrawn from al

l exciting objects and
turned inward on its own feelings. A philosophical friend once re
marked to me, that he never considered himself to be in complete
health, except when he was able to place his feet firmly on the turf,
his hands hanging carelessly by his sides, his eyes wandering over
space, and thus circumstanced, to feel such agreeable sensations arising

in his mere bodily frame, that he could raise his mind to heaven, and
thank God that he was a living man. This description of the quiet,
pleasing enjoyment which accompanies complete health appears to me

to be admirable. It can hardly be doubted that the Creator intended
that the mere play of our bodily organs should yield us pleasure. It is

probable that this is the chief gratification enjoyed by the inferior ani
mals; and although we have received the high gift of reason, it does
not necessarily follow that we should be deprived of the delights which
our organic nature is fairly calculated to afford. How different is the
enjoyment which I have described, arising from the temperate, active,
harmonious play of every bodily function—from sensual pleasure, which
results from the abuse of a few of our bodily appetites, and is followed

by lasting pain; and yet so perverted are human notions, in conse
quence of ignorance and vicious habits, that thousands attach no idea

to the phrase bodily pleasure but that of sensual indulgence. The
pleasurable feelings springing from health are delicate and refined;
they are the supports and rewards of virtue, and altogether incompat
ible with vicious gratification of the appetites. So widely do the habits

of civilized life depart from the standards of nature, that I fear this
enjoyment is known, in its full exquisiteness, to comparatively few.
Too many of us, when we direct our attention to our bodily sensations,
experience only feelings of discomfort, anxiety, and discontent,
which make us fly to an external pursuit, that we may escape from
ourselves. This undefined uneasiness is the result of slight, but exten
sive derangement of the vital functions, and is the prelude of future
disease. The causes of these uneasy feelings may be traced in our
erroneous habits, occupations, and physical condition; and until society
shall become so enlightened as to adopt extensive improvements in al

l

these particulars, there is no prospect of their termination.

It is instructive to compare with our own the modes of life of the
lower animals, whose actions and habits are directly prompted and
regulated by the Creator, by means of their instincts; because, in al

l

circumstances in which our constitution closely resembles theirs, their
conduct is really a lesson read to us by the Allwise himself. If, then,
we survey them attentively, we observe that they are incited to a

course of action calculated to produce harmonious activity in al
l

their
vital organs, and thus insure their possession of health. Animals in a

state of nature are remarkably cleanly in their habits. You must have
observed the feathered tribes dressing their plumage and washing
themselves in the brooks. The domestic cat is most careful to preserve

a clean, sleek, glossy skin; the dog rolls himself on grass or straw; and
the horse, when grazing, does the same, if he has not enjoyed the
luxury of being well curried. The sow, although our standard of

comparison for dirt, is not deserving of this character. It is invariably
clean, wherever it is possible for it to be so; and its bad reputation
arises from its masters, too frequently, leaving it no sphere of existence
except dunghills and other receptacles of filth. In a stable-yard, where
there is abundance of clean straw, the sleeping-place of the sow is un
soiled, and the creature makes great efforts to preserve it in this
condition.
Again : In a state of nature there has been imposed on the inferior

animals, in acquiring their food, an extent of labor which amounts to

regular exercise of their corporeal organs. And lastly, their food has
been so adjusted to their constitutions, that without cookery they are
well nourished, but very rarely rendered sick through surfeit, or the bad
quality of what they eat. I speak always of animals in a state of na
ture. The domestic cow, which has stood in a house for many months,
when first turned into a clover-field in summer, occasionally commits

a surfeit; but she would not do so if left on the hill-side, and allowed

to pick up her food by assiduous exertion. The animals, I repeat, are
impelled directly by the Creator to act in the manner now described;
and when we study their organization, and see its close resemblance

to the human frame, we can not fail, while we admire the wisdom and
benevolence displayed in their habits and constitution, hence to draw
lessons for the regulation of our own.

[to BE continued.] |cº —sº
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Po R T R A IT of W I L L I A M W o R D S W o R T H ,
onE or THE BRITISHPoets.

A MERIC A.N PHR, EN O L O GIC A. L J O U RN A L.
The face of Thomson

presents a very childlike
smoothness and round
ness, indicative of a full
degree of the vital tem
perament, and also of
harmoniousness of or
ganization. By the ex
cessive fullness of the
eye, especially the down
ward pressure of it
toward the cheek, a re
markable copiousness of
expression is indicated,
for which his writings
are noted. He had also
a rather strong develop
ment of the mental or
nervous temperament,
but not enough of it to
overcome the smooth
ness induced by the vi
tal temperament, or to
give him a sharpness or
crispness of style.]
All the likenesses of

the poet Thomson indi
cate, besides large Ide
ality and Perception, an
unusual endowment of

T. E. E. B. R IT IS EI PO ET S :
THEIR LEADING PHRENOLOGICAL ORGANS.

[continued.]

[THE head of the poet Wordsworth is really
an interesting study. Behold what a large, broad
forehead and tophead is his He was eminently
the poet of logic and metaphysics. He had also
very great imagination, and one reason why
much of his poetry seemsdry to people is

,

that he

becomes to their minds obscure and metaphysical.
His mind took a sweep above and beyond the
range of others.
The organ of Time appears large, as well as

Tune, and one quality of his poetry, it will be re
membered, is the harmonious rhythm of it—the
jingle, which sometimes is almost carried to excess.
His Benevolence was large, evincing kindness,

affection, and a desire to do good. What a re
markable face! Such a countenance is indicative

of a great predominance of the moral and intel
lectual over the animal. His Cautiousness was
large, his Ideality and Sublimity immense, his
Mirthfulness large, and nearly al

l

the perceptive
organs strongly marked. His Veneration being
large, gave him a religious spirit.
He would have been a philosopher had he used

his intellect merely, but his Imagination warmed
the intellect of the philosopher and made him a

poet.

The poet Thomson is known for the smooth
flow of his poetry, and for the redundancy of

his words, and we know of no portrait in which
the organ of Language is more amply developed.
He had, also, the vital temperament in considera
ble degree, which is favorable to a conversational,
talkative, wordy spirit. Dickens has a similar
temperament, and he, of all prose writers of his
time, is the most wordy.

the organ of Language;
and his great prodigality in the use of the latter
faculty has been the chief target for the arrows of

criticism. Dr. Johnson was accustomed, when any
one was growing enthusiastic about the author of
the “Seasons,” to seize the poet's great work, read

a favorite passage, and, after it had been warmly
eulogized, inform the company that he had omitted
every other line. Though this smacks somewhat

of the occasional injustice of the great lexico
grapher, it is not the less true that many passages
may be found in the “Seasons” so exceedingly
amplified that entire lines can be expunged, with
little injury to the sense or beauty of the para
graph.
The following lines may be cited, rather, how

ever, to show how unjust Johnson's criticism might
sometimes have been, though in the main cor
rect. Upon the subject of disinterested goodness
the poet sings—

“But to thegenerous,still improvingmind,
[That givesthehopelessheart to singfor joy,
Diffusingkind beneficencearound,
[Boastless as nowdescendsthe silentdew,)
To him, thelong review of orderedlife

Is inward raptureonly to be felt.”

The lines inclosed may be removed, certainly,
without much affecting the mere sense of the pas
Sage; but who, for the sake of condensation, would
wish away—

“Boastless as nowdescendsthe silentdew,”

that truly poetical image of unostentatious be
nevolence. Many passages could be selected from
the “Seasons” to which Johnson's criticism would
much more justly apply, but the task is ungra
cious, and it is left for those who find equal pleas
ure in detecting faults as in discovering beauties—
for those who will wander through whole gardens,
amid flowers of every hue and fragrance, to pluck
an ugly weed, almost smothered in their sweets.

[JUNE,

In the works of Oliver Goldsmith, edited by

Washington Irving, is a fair engraving of the
author, by J. B. Longacre, from a painting by Sir
Joshua Reynolds, whose accuracy in likenesses,
added to his own intimacy with the poet, induces
an entire reliance upon its faithfulness. In this
engraving the os frontis is finely developed. But
the attention is chiefly arrested by the extraordi
nary protrusion of the organ of Locality, whose
function, Phrenology supposes, imparts the love
and desire for travel. Now, if there be any one
trait more strongly marked than another, in the
author of the “Traveller”—if there be a fact of
his personal history more strongly impressedupon
the memory of his admirers than another—it is

that well-authenticated one of his having actually
accomplished the tour of Europe on foot!—of
having, in spite of innumerable obstacles, of want

of friends, influence, and money, and, as he him
self terms it, “want of impudence,” gratified the
imperious demands of this organ by strolling from
one end of Europe to the other, even when a

smattering skill upon a flute constituted his prin
cipal means of support. That the inconveniences,
the countless deprivations, and innumerable mor
tifications, attendant upon such a vagabond life,
should have been incurred, and voluntarily in
crrred, by a man of education and refined taste,
by one of his peculiar sensitiveness, is by no

means a common occurrence, even among the ec
centric class of men to which, as a poet and man

of genius, he belongs. So unconquerable was this
propensity for wandering, that even after he had
attained an enviable rank among the greatest
writers of his age, his restlessness, and great
anxiety for further travel, formed a prominent
feature in his character. The well-known vanity

of the poet may be ascribed to morbid Approba
tiveness. His selfish faculties, as a class, were
rather small, and his utter want of commonpru
dence is in harmony with the fact. But he also
possessed, according to this engraving, strong
social feelings; he had much of that organization
which Phrenology says creates a love of homeand
its kindred pleasures. How, then, it may be in
quired, does this agree with the predominance of

an opposing faculty 2 Let the poet himself recon
cile the apparent contradiction in the following
lines:
“In all mywanderingsroundthisworld of care,
In all mygriefs,andGodhasgivenmy share,I still hadhopes,my latesthours to crown,
Amid thesehumblebowers to laymedown ;
To husbandout life'staper to its close,
And keeptheflamefromwasting,by repose;I still hadhopes,forpride attendsusstill,
Among theswains to showmybook-learn'dskill—
Around thefire,an eveninggroup to draw,
And tell of all I felt,andall I saw ;

And as a hare,whomhornsandhoundspursue,
Pants to theplacefromwhence at firstsheflew,

I still had hope,my longvexationspast,
Here to return,anddie at home at last.”
The head of the poet Gray, in an engraving

now before me, was full in size, of delicate tem
perament, and well developed in the perceptive
region; Ideality is not large. The poetry of this
authoris essentially that of the man of talent and
refined taste, as contrasted with the man of genius;
his imagery is generally referable to the cullings

of the scholar who had wandered over every field

of past literature, selecting with ingenuity, and
afterwards combining with fancy and feeling.
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Of books in general, we can only stop to say

that they are the tongues of time, the evangels of
science, the preachers of theology and religion,
the counselors of youth, the solace of age, the
lamps to light up the dark and dreary passages of
man's journey through the wilderness of life, the
mirrors to reflect the glories of the invisible
world, and the guide-boards through the valley of
the shadow of death. Or, on the other hand, they
may be the abettors of every vice, the panderers
to every lust, the seminaries of every species of
folly and wickedness. Every one who can read,
and who has the least desire for useful or enter
taining knowledge, must have books; and, to the
extent of his conscious wants, he should as freely
spend his money for them as he would spend it in
procuring food for the body; and in the selection
of his books every one should be as careful as he
would be in discriminating between wholesome
food, trash, dirt and poison, while selecting nour
ishment for the body.
Books that deserve to be patronized at all, may

be embraced under the following general classifi
cations:

1. Those that are indispensable.
2. Those that are convenient.
3 Those that are merely literary luxuries
Under the first head are embraced all those

books which convey knowledge indispensable to a
proper development and right use of one's phys
ical, mental, and moral powers. Under the sec
ond head are included all those that tend to
facilitate the application of the knowledge ac
quired from those of the first class, and that aid
man in attaining to excellence and eminence in
such knowledge and its employment in the uses
of life. And in the third classification are com
prised all those that relate and minister to the
full fruition, moral pleasures, and enjoyments of
that which is rudimentally acquired by the aid of
those of the first two classes.
Reader, that you may be aided in making a

judicious selection of the books which are in some
good degree to form your character, to guide you
through life, and perhaps in no small measure to
determine your state in the life to come, we send
you a cATAlogue, which you will find on the op
posite side of this sheet. The general subject
treated in each of the books mentioned in this list
is indicated in the title with sufficient clearness to
enable each one to judge of its probable adaptation

to his wants. It is not presumed that all the books
here mentioned will be needed by each person
who receives this paper, yet w

e

can hardly be
lieve that any one can fail to find in the list some
thing which he absolutely needs. Any one or%3-N

more of these books will be forwarded by mail,
post paid, on receipt of the prices named.
Any person ordering three dollars' worth at the

prices named, shall be entitled to the Phrenolog
ical or Water-Cure Journal, as he may desig
nate, for one year. Those sending $5, shall be

entitled to a year's subscription to both these
journals, or to LIFE ILLUsTRATED.
will send ten dollars' worth of books, and all
three of these publications, for one year.
Liberal discounts made to those who buy to sell

again. Address Fow LER AND WELLs.
308 Broadway, NY.–º-e-e---
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In 1620 the Anglo-Saxon race numbered about
6,000,000, and was confined to England, Wales,
and Scotland; and the combination of which it is

the result was not then morethan half perfected, for
neither Wales nor Scotland was half Saxonized at
the time. Now it numbers 60,000,000 of human
beings planted upon all the islands and conti
nents of the earth, and increasing everywhere by
an intense ratio of progression. It is fast absorb
ing or displacing all the sluggish races or barba
rous tribes of men that have occupied the conti
nents of America, Africa, Asia, and the islands of

the ocean. If no great physical revolution in
tervene to check its propagation, it will number
800,000,000 of human beings in less than one
hundred and fifty years from the present time—
all speaking the same language, centered to the
same literature and religion, and exhibiting all its
inherent and inalienable characteristics.

Thus the population of the earth is fast becom
ing Anglo-Saxonized by blood. But the English
language is more self-expansive and aggressive
than the blood of that race. When a community
begin to speak the English language it is half
Saxonized, even if not a drop of Anglo-Saxon blood
runs in its veins. Ireland was never colonized
from England like North America or Australia,
but nearly the whole of its 7,000,000 or 8,000,000
already speak the English language, which is the
preparatory state to being entirely absorbed into
the Anglo-Saxon race as one of its most vigorous
and useful elements. Everywhere the English
language is gaining upon the languages of the
earth, and preparing those who speak it for this
absorption.
The young generation of the East Indies is

learning it, and it is probable that within fifty
years 65,000,000 of human beings of the Asiatic
race will speak the language on that continent.
So it is in the United States. About 50,000emi
grants from Germany and other countries of con

For $10, we

tinental Europe are arriving in this country
every year, Perhaps they can not speak a word

of English when they first land on our shores, but

in the course of a few years they master the lan
guage to some extent. Their children sit upon
the same seats, in our common schools, with those

of native Americans, and become, as they grow up
and diffuse themselves among the rest of the pop
ulation, completely Anglo-Saxonized. Thus the
race is fast occupying and subduing to its genius
all the continents and islands of the earth.
The grandson of many a young man who reads

these lines will probably live to see the day when
the race will number its 800,000,000human beings.
Their unity, harmony, and brotherhood must be

determined by the relations between Great Britain
and the United States. Their union will be the
union of the two worlds. If they discharge their
duty to each other and to mankind, they must be
come the united heart of the mighty race they
represent, feeding its myriad veins with the blood

of moral and political life. Upon the state of

their fellowship, then, more than upon the union

of any two nations on earth, depends the well
being of humanity and the peace and progress of

the world. —-e-----

T E A G H T H E W 0 M E N TO S.A. W
.

E.
There's the secret. A saving woman at the

head of a family is the very best savings' bank
yet established—one that receives deposits daily
and hourly, with no costly machinery to manage

it. The idea of saving is a pleasant one, and if

“the women” would imbibe it at once they would
cultivate and adhere to it, and thus, when they
were not aware of it, would be laying the founda
tion of a competent security in a stormy time, and
shelter in a rainy day. The woman who sees to

her own house has a large field to save in ; the
best way to make her comprehend it is for her to

keep an account of current expenses. Probably
not one wife in ten has an idea how much are the
expenditures of herself and family. Where from
one to two thousand dollars are expended an
nually, there is a chance to save something if the
attempt is only made. Let the housewife take
the idea—-act upon it, and strive over it, and she
will save many dollars—perhaps hundreds—where
before she thought it impossible. This is a duty
—not a prompting of avarice—a moral obligation
that rests upon “the woman” as well as the man;
but it is a duty, we are sorry to say, that is cul
tivated very little, even among those who preach
the most, and regard themselves as examples in

most matters. “Teach the women to save,” is a

good enough maxim to be inserted in the next
edition of “Poor Richard's Almanac.” _*
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INTER VIEW WITH A PO L A R B E AIR.
It seems hardly right to call polar bears land

animals; they abound here 110geographical miles
from the nearest land, upon very loose broken-up
ice, which is steadily drifting into the Atlantic at
the rate of twelve or fourteen miles daily. To re
main upon it would be to insure their destruction
were they not nearly amphibious. They hunt by
scent, and are constantly seen running against
the wind, which prevails from the northward, so
that the same instinct which directs their search
for prey, also serves the important purpose of
guiding them in the direction of land and more
solid ice. I remarked that the upper part of
bruin's fore-paws are rubbed quite bare. Peter
son explains that to surprise the seal a bear
crouches down with his forepaws doubled under
neath, and pushes himself noiselessly forward with
his hinder legs until within a few yards, when he
springs upon the unsuspecting victim, whether in
the water or upon the ice. The Greenlanders are
fond of bear's flesh, but never eat the heart or
liver, and say that these parts cause sickness.
No instance is known of Greenland bears attack
ing men except when wounded or provoked; they
never disturb the Esquimaux graves, although
they seldom fail to rob a cache of seal's flesh,
which is a similar construction of loose stones
above the ground. A native of Upernavik, one
dark winter's day, was out visiting his seal nets.
He found a seal entangled, and while kneeling
down over it upon the ice to get it clear, he felt a
slap on the back, from his companion, as he sup
posed; but a second and heavier blow made him
look smartly round. He was horror-stricken to
see a peculiarly grim old bear instead of his com
rade Without deigning further notice of the
man, bruin tore the seal out of the net, and com
menced his supper. He was not interrupted; nor
did the man wait to see the meal finished.—
Captain JM'Clintock's Voyage in Search of Sir
John Franklin.-º-º-º-º-º-º
LAUGHTER AND MUsic.—Laughter and music

are alike in many points; both open the heart,
wake up the affections, elevate our natures.
Laughter ennobles, for it speaks forgiveness;
music does the same, by the purifying influences
which it exerts on the better feelings and senti
ments of our being. Laughter banishes gloom;
music madness. It was the harp in the hands of
the son of Jesse which exorcised the evil spirit
from royalty; and the heart than can laugh out
right does not harbor treason, stratagems, and
spoils. Cultivate music, then--put no restraint
upon a joyous nature—let it grow and expand by
what it feeds upon, and thus stamp the counte
nance with the sunshine of gladness, and the heart
with the impress of a diviner nature, by feeding
it on that “concord of sweet sounds” which pre
vails in the habitations of angels.
“I AM very much troubled, madam, with cold

feet and hands.” “I should suppose, sir, that a
young gentleman who had so many mittens given
him by the ladies, might at least keep his hands
warm.”
THERE is

,
in England, an excess of 800,000

females over males. This disparity is caused by
the wars and the standing armies, by the drain of

men for the mercantile and naval marine, and by
the greater number of males who emigrate to the
colonies and to the United States.
TEstimon IAL.--To MR. GAMMon—Sir : Your

newly invented and highly improved hair-oil is

most satisfactory in its results. I tried it on the
wooden legs of my kitchen-table, which were as

straight and as ugly as a chimney-pot. It is

needless to say they are now curled like a pig's
tail, and as beautifully twisted as the cunning of

a diplomatist. HUMME BugGE.

rº-S

TRYING TO PLEASE EVERY B , D Y.
HINTS TO THE EDITORS,

Onereadercries,Your strain'stoograve,
Too muchmoralityyouhave,
Too muchaboutreligion;

Give mesomewitchor wizardtales,
Of slip-slopghostwith finsand scales,
And featureslike a pigeon.

I love to read,anothercries,
Thosemonstrousfashionablelies—
In otherwords,thosenovels,

Composed of kings,andpriests,and lords,
Of borderwars,andgothichordes
That usedto live in hovels.

The manof dull scholasticlore
Would like to see a littlemore
Of first-ratescraps of Latin:

The grocerfeignwouldlearntheprice
Of teaandsugar,fruit andrice;
The draper,silk andsatin.

Anothercries,We wantmorefun,

A wittyanecdote or pun,

A rebus or a riddle;
Somewishfor parliamentarynews;
And some,perhaps, of wiserviews,
Would ratherhear a fiddle.

Anothercries, I want to see
A jumbled-upvariety,ſariety in all things—

A miscellaneoushodge-podgeprint,Composed (I onlygive thehini)
Of multifarioussumallthings.

I wantsomemarriagenews,saysmiss;

It constitutesmyhighestbliss,
To hear of weddingsplenty,

For in thetime of generalrain
Nonesufferfrom a drouth,'tis plain,
At leastnotone in twenty.

I want to hear of deaths,saysone,
Of peopletotallyundoneBy losses,fire, or fever;
Another answers,full as wise,
I’d ratherhavethe fall andrise
Of raccoonskins andbeaver.

Somesignify a secretwish
For nowandthen a favoritedish
Of politics to suit them ;

But herewerest at perfectease,
For shouldtheyswearthemoonwascheese,We nevershouldconfutethem.
Or grave or humorous,wild or tame,Lofty or low, 'tisall thesame,
Too haughty or toohumble;

So,brothereditors,pursue
The paththatseemsthebest to you,
And let thegrumblersgrumble.

-º-º-º-º-e
Two young fellows got to bantering each other

the other day. Finally, one of them exclaimed,
“Well, there's one thing you can't do 1" “What

is it * “You can't put your head into an empty
barrel.” “Oh, nonsense,” exclaimed the other,
“why can't I?” “Because,” dryly rejoined the
first, “it is an impossibility to put a hogshead
into a barrel !”

WHAT is the best to prevent old maids from
despairing 2—pairing.

WEAL is now called “unfinished beef;” lamb,
“incipient mutton;” and sucking pig, “premoni
tory pork.”

“HURRY up the hot cakes” is now politely ren
dered, “Accelerate the preparation of those calo
rific productions of the griddle.”
“Dawkter,” said an exquisite, the other day,
“I want you to tell me what I can put into my
head to make it right.” “It wants nothing but
brains,” said the physician.

QUoTH Patrick of the Pankee—“Be dad, if he
was cast away on a dissolate island, he'd get up
the next mornin'an' go around sellin' maps to the
inhabitants.”
“WELL, George,” asked a friend of a young

lawyer, “how do you like your profession ?”

“Alas, sir, my profession is much better than
my practice.”

ENG IN E E RING OF SPIDERS.
Some days since, while writing in my office,my

attention was attracted to a small spider descend.
ing from the under side of a table in the corner

of the room, where it had stationed itself unmo
lested. A large horse-fly many times too large
for the spider which was very small) to manage,
had by some means become disabled and lay on

the floor. The spider descended to the fly, and,
with some caution, began to entangle it in its

web, and soon had it completely bound. The
spider then ascended to the table, and soon de
scended again; and thus continued to ascendand
descend for some time, fastening the fly more
completely each time it returned. I was at a loss

to know its object in binding the fly so completely
on the floor. Soon, however, it ceased descend
ing, and appeared to be busily employed at its

station near the table. I could not conceivewhat
its object was in passing about so very actively;
but imagine my surprise when, in a short time, I

saw the fly leave the floor, and begin to ascend
toward the table. This was soon explained. The
spider had attached a number of cords to the fly,
extending to the table, and by stretching each to

its greatest tension, and confining the upper end,
the elasticity of the cords (some fifty or more)was
combined in raising the fly. By continuing the
process of tightening one cord at a time, in some
fifteen or twenty minutes the fly was raised to the
table, and there deposited for future use.–º-e-e---
DATES WORTH REMEMBER ING,
1180–Glass windows first used for light.
1236—Chimneys first put to houses.
1252—Lead pipes for carrying water.
1290–Tallow candles for light.
1299—Spectacles invented by an Italian.
1302–Paper first made from linen.
1341—Woolen cloth first made in England.
1410–Art of painting in oil.
1440—Art of printing from movable types.
1477—Watches first made in Germany.
1450–-Wariations in the compass first noticed.
1453–Pins first used in England.
1590–Telescope invented by Porta and Jansen.
1601–Tea first brought to Europe from China.
1603–Theater erected in England by Shak

speare.
1603–Thermometer invented by Sanctorius.
1619—Circulation of the blood discovered by

Harvey.
1625–Brick first made of any required size.
1626–Printing in colors invented.
1629—Newspapers first established.
1630—Shoe-buckles first made.
1635–Wine made from grapes in England.
1639–Pendulum clocks invented.
1641–Coffee brought to England.
1641—Sugar-cane cultivated in the W. Indies.
,643–Barometer invented by Torricelli, in

Italy.
1646—Air-guns invented.
1649–Steam engine invented.
1650–Bread first made without yeast.
1759––Cotton first planted in the United States.
1763–Fire-engine first invented.
1766–Steam-engine improved by Watt.
1785–Stereotyping invented in Scotland.
1788—Animal magnetism discovered by Mes

Iner. -º-º-º-º-º

A Good Puzzle.—The following enigmatical
address on a letter envelop is a good one :

Wood,J

- Mass.
Correctly interpreted, the letter was sent to J.

Underwood, Andover, Mass. The inventor that
got that up was considerable.

–2—º
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He wrote but little poetry—his poetical writings
scarcely filling a small volume; was all his life a
student, constantly adding to his stores of know
ledge, which were various and profound, but he
produced little; and but for his correspondence,
and the testimony of his friends, the world would
have known comparatively nothing of his attain
ments. When we would praise him, we resort to
the “Elegy in a Country Church-Yard;” his
“odes” are oftener praised than read. His great
acquirements are in striking harmony with his
large perceptive faculties, which were manifested
through his life, while his small volume of poetry
indicates smaller Ideality. W.-

PEI ºr SIC A. L. C.U L ºr U. R. E.
A SERMON

BY REv. HENRY warn BEEchER."

[Preached at Plymouth Church, beforethe Brooklyn
Young Men'sChristianAssociation,Sundayevening,May
6th,1860. Reportedfor the Independentby T. J. Ellin
wood. Published in the PHRENoLogical Joue NAL by
permission.]
“And theveryGod ofpeacesanctifyyouwholly; and I

pray God yourwholespirit, and soul,and body be pre
served blamelessunto the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ.”–1 THESS.v. 23.

THE Apostle prays for the sanctification of these
his disciples, according to that division of men
which often appears in his writings. The “spirit”
is equivalent to our idea of the soul, or the moral
nature of men—the immortal part—that which
holds communion with God, and is to dwell in the
spirit-world with him. That which is here trans
lated soul, is

,

in the Apostle's philosophy, the
lower or animal soul, including the appetites and
passions. The body, of course, is the physical
frame on which these other endowments are
placed, and through which they act. Therefore,
when he prays for their spirit, and soul, and body,
he divides the life of man into the three classes
which I have mentioned.
Paul desires the sanctification of the whole man.

In this result the body is not omitted. The same
prominence is given to that which is given to the
soul and the spirit. The relation of man's body

to his Christian character is highly important. No
man can neglect the laws of health without com
promising his religious life. A sick man may be

a good man, and a sound man may be a bad man;
but, as a general proposition, it is true that
health and virtue require that every part of a

man's nature should be symmetrically developed.
The body is needful in this mortal state to the
soul, to its healthy condition, to its healthy ac
tivity.
Requested to speak especially with reference to

the wants of the young men under the auspices of

the Brooklyn Young Men's Christian Association,
and with reference to the effort which they con
template making for the physical training of the
young, I propose to speak—
First, of the DUTY of HEALTH.
Secondly, of the influences which, particularly

in cities, threaten to undermine it.
Thirdly, of some of the means of promoting it.

And fourthly, of some reasons why Christian

33->

* Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year
1860, by J. H

. Richards, in theClerk’sOffice of theUnited
Statesfor theSouthernDistrictof New York.

young men should seek
the welfare of the com
munity by efforts made
wisely for the physical
well-being of their fel
low-men.

It may seem strange
to some that I should
speak of health as a du
ty; but, it is a duty—

it is a Christian duty.

If it is a duty seldom
spoken of in the pulpit,
so much the worse—so
much the more need that
we should begin to do

better.
In general, health is

a matter of volition. To
be sure, some inherit
constitutions damaged
from the beginning. A
few that come to man
hood may, perhaps, be
counted from the first
the creatures of irrep
arable misfortune, so far

as physical health is con
cerned. A few, also, by -

P OR T R A IT OF JAM E S T H O M S ON,
one of The British Ports.

some shock, or grievous experience, may have
becomehopelessly weakened and deranged. But
these cases are exceptional, and as compared with
the whole mass of men, they are few. They do
not impair the force of the general statement that
health is within the reach of every man. If men
will observe moderation in their passions and
their appetites; if they will make it a habit to

study and to obey those natural laws of God
which respect their bodies; if, in the indulgence

of sensuous pleasures, in eating and drinking, in

sleeping and exercise, in the interchange of labor
and amusement, in the use of God's oceanic boun
ties of water and air, they will study the economy

of nature and of God—if they will do these things,
they may be uniformly healthy. No man may by

a single act of will be or becomehealthy; but by

a continuous will—that which philosophers call a

generic purpose—and by a continuous wisdom,
every man may attain health, or maintain it if he

has not forfeited it. And such are the important
relations of health to the whole economy of hu
man life, and even to the formation of Christian
character for the life to come, that every Chris
tian ought to write down at the top of his book of

good resolutions, “By the help of God, I am de
termined conscientiously to be a goodChristian in a

healthy body.” While you are seeking grace, do

not forget to seek that which is to be the vehicle,

if not the instrument, of grace—bodily health; for
there is much devil in a morbid fiber, and there is

much grace in a sound and healthy one.

I. Let us consider, then, some reasons why
every man should regard bodily health in the
light of a moral duty.

1. Because the body is a gift of God, to be held
and used for the honor of God, according to his
own nature, and for the purposes to which it was
created. The many evils and sins into which men
are carried by force of bodily passions and appe
tites have led some to set themselves against the
body; and good men have been wont to say all

manner of things against it—at first in a figure,
but at length with earnest ascetic philosophy.
Men have traduced the body, and slandered it

abominably. It has been called a prison, a cold
dungeon, a shackle, a vile thing, a death. By
way of mere rhetoric and figure, it is not wrong

to call it so yet, in the view of something better;
but to take this language as literally and physio
logically true in Christian terminology, is simply
abominable. Men shower unmannerly epithets
upon it, and attack it with vehement rhetoric, as

if moral purity demanded the sacrifice, instead of

the regulation and the right control of the body.
God made the human body, and it is by far the

most exquisite and wonderful organization which
has come to us from the Divine hand. It is a

study for one's whole life. If an undevout astron
omer is mad, an undevout physiologist is yet mad
der. The stomach, that prepares the body's sup
port; the vessels, that distribute the supply; the
arteries, that take up the food, and send it round;
the lungs, that aerate the all-nourishing blood;
that muscle-engine, which, without fireman or
engineer, stands night and day pumping and driv
ing a wholesome stream with vital irrigation
through all the system; the nervous system, that
unites and harmonizes the whole band of organs;
the brain, that dwells in the dome high above all,
like a true royalty—these, with their various and
wonderful functions, are not to be lightly spoken

of or irreverently held. For no man can prop
erly discharge his duty toward God, nor receive
the gift of the human body from the Divine hand

in a grateful and thankful spirit, nor properly ap
preciate its functions in life, or his duties spring
ing therefrom, who is brought to the bad habit of

speaking evil of the body. It is a good body if it

is rightly used; and if it is wrongly used, the way

is not to revile it, but to reform your use, and to

put that to goodpurposes which was well madefor
good purposes. The sins to which it leads, the
mischiefs which arise through its ministrations,
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are not lessenedby railing at it. On the contrary,
a higher conception of its functions, the habit of

regarding it as a gift of God, and of considering

it as the subject of moral duties, will best pre
vent the dangers; for, the world over, a right use

of anything is the effectual preventive of the
wrong use. If, then, w

e
receive this power from

God, we are to honor him by employing it so

that it shall in the highest degree answer the
ends for which it was created. We are respon
sible to God for the manner in which we treat our
bodies.

2. No man has a right to withdraw so much
capital from human society, nor add so much tax

or burden to it, as every sick man must. Where
sickness is inevitable, and without fault of its
victim, he is a subject of pity. But where, as is
the case in a majority of instances, it is the sub
ject's own fault and sin that incapacitates him,
though we may still pity, and should certainly
show mercy of watchful attention, yet he should
blame himself for deserting the great army of in
dustry, for withdrawing from that noble host of

workers by whom the great tasks of human life
are carried on. No man has a right to be sick
when prudence would prevent it, any more than a

soldier has a right, in a critical campaign, to be

wounded needlessly, and so, instead of standing
with his comrades to attack or defend, lay him
self upon them a dead weight, or worse yet, a liv
ing weight, subtracting not only himself, but all
others, also, who are required to take care of him
and minister to his recovery. Not only is every
sick man one taken away from the workers, but
he takes away all those that are required to at
tend upon him.

3. The relation of health to a man's disposition,
and so to his capacity of conferring and receiving
happiness, is worthy of serious study. The hap
piness of our life does not consist in a few great
sources; it springs from innumerable minute and
constantly recurring causes; and, more than from
all other things together, it springs from the dis
position of men among themselves, and toward
each other. The morbid states of health, the irri
tableness of disposition arising from unstrung
nerves; the impatience, the crossness, the fault
finding of men, who, full of morbid influences, are
unhappy themselves, and throw the cloud of their
troubles like a dark shadow upon others, teach us

what eminent duty there is in health. It is not

of itself alone domestic happiness, for that de
pends upon more positive causes; but it certainly

is true that in the present ill estate of human life,
the want of good stomach, of firm nerve, of patience
and endurance, which belong to health, fill thou
sands of households with quarrels, and morose
ness, and complaints, and unhappiness; and when
the family is sour, human life itself can not be

sweet. Much of the power of men to produce
happiness depends, not, as you say, upon grace,
but upon their disposition; and their disposition
depends upon their health. A man that is robust
and hardy, naturally tends to carry cheer wher
ever he goes, and to be forbearing toward others.
Patience belongs to robustness. On the other
hand, sickness ministers to sensibility; and when

a man is sick, especially in our time when sick
ness almost always takes on the form of nervous
ness, he is sheeted, as it were, with nerve from

head to foot; and everything torments him, and
he is a torment to everybody else.

4. The relation of health to gracious Christian
affections is most intimate and important. Many

of the temptations which beat upon men are those
which come from morbid conditions, and would be
cured by simple health. Healthy men oftentimes
are quite ignorant of the difficulties of their weak
er brethren, whose weakness is in their stomach
and body primarily. What are called spiritual
throes, are to the very last degree natural throes,
although they take on spiritual forms outwardly.
There is not a pastor that has had wide experience

in dealing with personsafflicted with morbid states

of mind, who does not know that multitudes and
multitudes of the cases that come to him to be
treated spiritually, he must treat as a physician
and physiologist, and not as an ethical and moral
teacher; because many of the difficulties that are
supposed to be spiritual are purely physical. Many

of the fundamental Christian virtues—gentleness,
patience, contentment, hope, cheerfulness, cour
age, are so largely dependent on health, that in all
but exceptionable cases they are not to be looked
for in the unhealthy. Now and then we find a

bed-ridden person that maintains these virtues.
Such persons are rare exceptions. They are
called saints because they are so rare. But those
who minister to the sick, know that they are al
most universally deficient in these virtues, in con
sequence of their physical condition.
The doubts and the fears, the longings without

attainment, the unrest in its many forms, of men
that are pursuing, or aiming at, a Christian life,
are symptomatic of unhealth merely. Good occu
pation—not too much of it, and yet enough ; reg.
ularity of physical habits, proper diet, and a wise
observance of the laws of sleepand out-of-door ex
ercise, are direct and very efficient means of grace.
Prayer, meditation, singing, social religious meet
ings, activity in doing good to others—these all
are eminent means of grace, and are to be ob
served by all with thanksgiving and with assidu
ous fidelity; but horseback riding, gymnastic ex
ercises, walking, climbing, boating—these, too,
may be means of grace : they may not be; but .

they may be, if they are properly used. They give
health, and health gives an easy performance to

very many of the Christian duties and the Chris
tian graces. There is many and many a man that
by the help of the Bible and the saddle has gone

to heaven with comparative ease, who would not
have gone there very easily by the help of either
alone ! It is taking care of the inward life by
spiritual instrumentalities, and taking care of

the outward life by physical instrumentalities,
that is to make the whole man, and the whole
man's life.

I know that there are a great many who feel a

repugnance to any such teaching as this, as if it

detracted something from religion; as if the grace

of God were sufficient to overmatch all mere phys
ical causation. When God is pleased to work
miracles, there is nothing that it is not perfectly
easy for him to do; but as he is not pleased to

work miracles except under extraordinary and
emergent circumstances, we are always to judge

of what is divinely wise and proper by the aver
age and ordinary course of God in his providence,
and in nature; and it is very certain that so far
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as the development of moral character is con
cerned, God is accustomed to use a healthy con
dition of the body for the development of sound
morality and virtue and true spiritual thrift.

In my own experience, the cases that I have most
despaired of among those who have come to me
for spiritual help, have been persons that were
nervinely sick. I could do them no good, because

I could not reach the conditions of their body.

If a man beset with manifold temptations comes

to me for relief, and he will not sleep more than
five hours in twenty-four when he should sleep
eight hours, what can I do for him Hymns will
not cure him; neither will texts nor sermons. If

a person will drink green tea, which is like the
quintessence of a thousand needle-points in its
effects on a man's nerves, what is the use of his
coming to me with complaints about blue devils :

They are not blue devils; they are green devils :

If a man gorges and oppresses his stomach, and

so overlays the keys of life—for the keys of

life are located in the stomach, as the keys of the
piano and the organ are located in their appro
priate places in those instruments—and he comes

to me for deliverance from temptations, or for the
removal of obscurities that stand between his soul
and God, unless I can have control of that man’s
habits of eating, what can I do for him : A min
ister has not power to follow on after a man's
physical indulgences, and rub out the punish
ments which God means to inflict for those indul
gences. And my personal experience has gone to

show that in the case of multitudes who are
afflicted with what are called moral troubles, those
troubles would not have to be traced back far to

be traced to morbid conditions of the body; and
the rectification of the body would be the restora
tion of spiritual health.
For all these reasons, then, and for many more

that it would fail me to instance here, I speak of

health as a Christian duty, and say that every
conscientious and upright Christian man ought to

make it a matter of duty to be healthy, and ought

to regard himself as having fallen into sin when
he has fallen into sickness. With very few ex
ceptions, sickness is the testimony of God to a

man that he has violated natural law. Sickness

is a punishment for the abuse of the body, just as

remorse of conscience is punishment for the viola
tion of any known law of conduct. God meant
that the world should be full of healthy men, and

it is a flagrant sin for a man to fall from obe
dience to the laws of health.

[to be continued.] ºº
How To Live; or, Domestic Economy Illustrated.
This well-printedvolume is teemingwith practicaland

entertainingknowledge. The author'sambitionreaches
higherthan to astonishandamuse. He neverthelesssup
plies novel material for literary recreation, pleasant
themesfor an hour's conversation in the family circle,
and much, also, for the healthy and straightforward
growth of domesticcivilization. He conversationalizes
thereader, so to speak,and enlightenshim concerning
the simplest secrets of social misfortune or prosperity.
He proposesnosweepingreforms,but inculcatescommon
senseandprudence,andpleasinglydefinescertainphysio
logicalrules of right living, which no humanbeing can
afford to disobey. We wonderhow a man cameby so
much horticultural,domestic,and housekeepingknowl
edge ' His Inhabitivenessmust be largely developed—
perhapstheorgan of Inquisit veness is the source. But
many cultured facultiescontribute to the pages of tuis
goodlyvolume. The authorholdsthatthepopulartheory
which “teachesthatthelaboringmanmusteatmeat is a

fallacy.” Yet hedoes notadvocateanexclusivelyvege
table diet. His story of “A Dime a Day” is touching,
andwidelyapplicable in its moralimport. Let noreader
imagine that this work is insufferablytedious,as most
books on “Domestic Economy”usuallyare,for it is en
tertaining as a novel,instructive as a religious romance,
betterthan a volume of sermons,and as good as its title
indicates.—Herald of Progress.
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COMBINATIONS OF THE PEIRENOLOGICAL, ORGAN5.
conſpINATIONs of SELF-Estree M.

THE opponents of Phrenology have objected to

it, that there can be no truth or certainty in its
doctrines, because we are told by its professors
that the primitive faculties do not always mani
fest themselves in the same way, but vary their
manifestations according to the other predominant
faculties with which they are combined.
The principle, that the faculties vary the mode

of their manifestation, according to the combina
tions with which they are united, in place of af.
fording an objection to Phrenology, forms the
chief beauty and excellence of the science. It is

this which makes it applicable to explaining the
varieties of human character. To those who look
upon the mind and its manifestations, en masse,
they appear to be made up of contradictions and
inconsistencies: the varieties of human nature
are endless, and we are inclined to resign in de
spair the task of explaining and reconciling them.
But when we find that by the few simple elemen
tal qualities, disclosed to us by the aid of Phre
nology, all these contradictions are explained, and
all the anomalies and apparent inconsistencies are
reconciled to reason and to one another, this
surely affords one of the most convincing proofs
that could be offered that the system is true; and
we can not sufficiently admire, though we may be

able in somedegree to account for, that obliquity

of mental perception which converts it into an
objection.

It would doubtless afford an objection, a formi
dable one, to Phrenology, if the faculties therein
assumed as elementary were stated to be so fixed

as always to manifest themselves in the sameway.

It would then be impossible to reconcile the sys
tem with nature. The modifying influence of cir
cumstances and combinations is admitted in regard

to every thing else, and why not here 2 In

astronomy, the planets are observed to perform
their motions in orbits, approaching more or less
nearly to circles or ellipses; but they all exercise

on one another certain disturbing forces, which
modify, more or less, the direction and velocity
with which they move. In chemistry, the gaseous
and earthy constituents into which different por
tions of matter have been resolved, are known to

assume very different forms (without any altera
tion in their substance), according to the different
substances or the different proportions of these
substances to which they may be united. In these
cases, instead of any objection being founded on

the admission of the modifying influence of cir
cumstances and combination to account for the
production of any given effect, it is perfectly un
derstood that it is the study of these combinations
which constitutes the science itself. It is the cal
culation and solution of opposing, modifying, and
disturbing forces, which constitutes the science of

astronomy. It is the observation of the effect of

different combinations of matter which constitutes
the science of chemistry. So it is here, in the
observation and explanation of the effect of differ
ent combinations of the simple mental powers, that
the science of Phrenology properly consists. The
study of the combinations is the philosophy of

the mind; and without this the mere knowledge

of the facts is of comparatively little interest.

The effect of the combinations will be best il
lustrated by examples; and in order to afford a

specimen of this species of study, we shall select

a single organ and power, and endeavor to show
what will be its effect in its combination with all
the other powers and faculties, taking these sepa
rately and seriatim. In one respect, all the com
binations exist in every sane individual, as every
such individual possessesall the organs and their
correspondent faculties more or less developed.

In what follows, however, it is to be understood
that we are considering what will be the effect
when such and such faculties are not merely pres
ent, but when they are greatly predominant in

the character, as they will be when the organs of

them are found to be large or very large, and the
others which might control or modify their influ
ence to be small or moderate. We think it suffi
cient to mention this once for all, and that we need
not in each individual instance repeat that the
faculties we are describing are predominant in the
character, As our present example, we shall se
lect for consideration the different combinations of
Self-Esteem, which in itself merely leads to magl
nify the importance of self and all that belongs to

it, but varies in the manner of its manifestation,
according to the development with which it is

found to be combined. Some of the most remark
able of these variations are now to be stated :

Great Self-Esteem, when combined with a con
siderable amative propensity, will show itself in a
selfishness with regard to sensual gratification.
An individualso constituted (unless Conscientious
ness, Benevolence, and Adhesiveness be also
large) will regard woman as the mere instrument

of his pleasures, and as a plaything for the amuse
ment of his idle hours. Her feelings, her happi
ness, will not be the object of his care, but as soon

as his own selfish appetite is sated he will turn
away and leave her, perhaps to pine in want and
misery. While the appetite continues, however,
he will be desirous of engrossing this toy to him
self, and though he feels no love for her inde
pendently of his own selfish gratification, he wil

be jealous of any encroachment upon what he con
siders his own peculiar property. He will take no

delight in a common creature, whose favors are
open to all; but if he can succeed in overcoming
the resistance of one who has not yielded but to

him, the exploit will be gloried in as a high vic
tory, though the conquest, after it is made, may
soon be despised and forsaken.
Great Self-Esteem, joined to Philoprogenitive

ness, and not modified by the superior sentiments,
render the individual fond of his children because
they are his, and for no other reason. He feels
toward them as if they were a part of himself,
and it makes little difference that this part is ex
tended beyond the limits of his own body. To use

a common expression, “all his geese are swans.”
He is proud of them, and considers them superior

to all other children; they are infinitely hand
somer, and cleverer, and wittier, than the chil
dren of any other person. He loves to descant on

this superiority; and iſ they are tractable and
obedient, he conceives that it is all owing to his
wonderful management, and to the superior excel
lence of his plan of education. He tells you it is

people's own fault if their children do not behave

as they would have them ; that it just requires
steadiness and a proper method of Imanagement,
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which method he never doubts that he possesses,
though he can not very well explain in what it

consists. If you tell him that children differ in

their natural tempers, and that his children are
perhaps naturally more manageable than yours,
he smiles upon you with themost ineffable disdain.
The idea that their easy government is owing to

anything except his own merit, never enters his
mind. If, on the other hand, when you go to his
houseyou find the children waspish, petulant, and
troublesome, he prides himself in their spirit, wit,
cleverness, and independence. He never checks
them in their amusements, their sweet, innocent
gambols. But when, in the course of these inno
cent gambols, they interfere with some of his
selfish propensities, as by breaking a china vase,

or throwing down an inkstand on a handsomecar
pet, his Self-Esteem takes another direction, and
brings his Combativeness and Destructiveness into
play. He drives them out of the room in a fury,
swears they are the torment of his life, and there
never was such a set of ill-tempered, disobedient,
awkward, stupid, intolerable brats; that all chil
dren are a pest, and those persons are happy who
have none. You need not remind him of the ac
count formerly given of the admirable order and
management in which they are kept. You will
receive no thanks for it, nor will it alter his mode

of thinking and acting toward them on any future
Occasion.
When great Self-Esteem is combined with Ad

hesiveness, it begets selfishness in friendship.
Friendship will, indeed, be probably confined
either entirely to near relations, or those who are

in some way or another connected with self.
There are individuals who never form an attach
ment without some selfish end. The attachment,
when once formed, may perhaps be sincere; but

it is not founded on any regard to merit, or to the
intellectual or moral qualities of the object, but to

the connection of that object to self. It is also ac
companied with the same engrossing spirit which
we formerly noticed in regard to another propen
sity. The self-esteeming person can not endure
that his friend should love another better than, or
even equally, with himself. When the parties are

of opposite sex, this unfortunate feeling becomes
peculiarly irritable and tormenting, and forms the
disposition to jealousy, which is the cause of so

much misery in the world.
When Self-Esteem, and Combativeness are pre

dominant in the character, we find an irritability
added to the love of contention, which is some
times as amusing as it is troublesome. The self
esteeming combative man is a perfect spitfire; the
smallest appearance of opposition puts him in a

fume, and yet he can as little endure that you
should agree with him; for he will on no account
agree with you. You can not annoy him more than
by saying that you are entirely of his opinion; he

will endeavor to prove the contrary. He is snap
pish and worrying, and is “nothing if not criti
cal.” His element is the gale and the tempest,
and ſhe gets sick in a calm. A person of this
stamp once boasted that he never took any one's
advice, and that no one could pretend to say he

was able to manage him ; when he to whom he

addressed himself told him that he was quite mis
taken, for that he had always found him perfectly
manageable. “How?” cries his combative friend,

in a fury; “I am sure I never did anything you
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advised me.” “I grant you,” replied the other;
“but then I knew you too well ever to advise you
to do what I wished. When I had any object to
be served with you, I always requested you to do
the direct contrary of what I wanted, and thus I
was sure that you would act exactly agreeably to
my wishes.” This is a genuine anecdote. The
individual is now dead, but he was well known to
many who would bear testimony to this trait in
his disposition. This spirit of contradiction has
not escapedthe comic poets and writers of farces,
and nothing can be more laughable than someof
its examples. As an instance, I may refer to this
scene in “Love in a Willage:”
“JMrs. Deb. I wish, brother, you would let me

examine him a little. Justice Woodcock. You
shan’t say a word to him: you shan't say a word
to him. Mrs. Deb. She says hewas recommended
here, brother: ask him by whom. Justice Wood
cock. No, I won't now, because you desire it.”
“Whenever I am in doubt about anything,”

says Mr. Bundle, in “The Waterman,” “I always
ask my wife; and then, whatever she advises, I do
the direct contrary.” There are in real life many
Mr. and Mrs. Bundles.
Self-Esteem large, with Destructiveness pre

dominating, is a fearful combination, unless bal
anced by a large proportion of benevolent and
conscientious sentiment. The individual in whom
this combination is found predominant (always
supposing Benevolence and Conscientousness de
ficient), will be cruel as a boy and ferocious as a
man. Hogarth's Progress of Cruelty is a just and
melancholy picture of what would be the result of
this combination in its worst form. The individual
will beprone to take offense,furious when offended,
and never forgetting it or forgiving the party of.
fending. When offensesare of a trifling descrip
tion, and do not rise to such importance as to ap
pear to deserve a heavier infliction, they will beget
the feeling of hatred; that inward aversion and
loathing which extends itself from the offending
party himself to all that belongs to or is con
nected with him. But when the offense is of a
more serious nature, and touches sufficiently near
any of the other predominant propensities, it gives
rise to the passion of revenge, and nothing can or
will satisfy its deadly rancor, except the blood of
the offender. It is necessary to the full gratifica
tion of this feeling, not merely that the offender be
punished, but that he be punished by him who
has been injured or offended. We desire to inflict
the mortal blow, and if we do not inflict it we do
not care, or rather we do not desire, that it should
be inflicted by another. Thus Macduff, in the
first eagerness of his revenge against Macbeth,
prays to Heaven to
“Cut shortall intermission. Front to front
Setthouthisfiendof Scotlandandmyself
Within my sword'slengthsethim: if he'scapeme,
Heav'n forgivehim too.” -

Afterward, when seeking him in battle, he ex
claims:

“Tyrant, showthy face:–
If thoube'stslain, and with no strokeof mine,
My wiſeand children'sghostsare unappeased.”

Many instances of a similar kind might be pro.
duced from the tragic poets. In the “Maid's
Tragedy,” in the scene where Evadne murders the
king (a scene infinitely exceeding in horror any
thing that Shakspeare ever introduced upon the

stage), after she has, by a stratagem, fastenedhim
to his chair, and has begun her bloody work by in
flicting one wound, she seems to glory in her
crime, by repeating at every stab the grievous
wrongs which had led her to such a dreadful ex
cess of vengeance. In answer to his cries for
mercy, she replies:

“Hell take me then, this for my Lord Amyntor (stab
binghim);

This formynoblebrother; and this stroke
For themostwrongedof women.”
When, however, to the combination now considered
is added an ample endowment of the better senti
ments, the individual will be irascible, and sub
ject to starts of sudden rage; but when these are
over (and their very fury will soon work itself
out) the better sentiments will regain the ascend
ant, and he will repent what he has said or done
under their influence. It may even be that, in
order to make up for the injustice which his anger
has made him commit, he will go as far to the op
posite extreme of kindness and generosity. There
are persons of this character who are reputed to
be very passionate, but very good-hearted; and
whom you will find striking their children for
trifling faults in one minute, and the next over
whelming them with caresses. We have been told
of a lady who was extremely apt to get into a rage
with her woman, but as soon as the fit of passion
was over, she endeavored to make up for the hard
words, or perhaps blows, she had given her, by
bestowing on her some gown, or other article of

apparel, and so common had this become, and so

completely had the maid got into her mistress's
cue, that when she had set her heart on any new
piece of dress, she generally contrived to irritate
her mistress by some petty fault, when she was
sure afterward to be repaid with what shewanted.

[to Ibecontinued.]

INSTRUCTIVE BIOGRAPHY-NO. L.

BY A. D. J.

IN no department of literature do we find so

much to entertain and instruct as in that of
biography. Without biography, history would
become a dry and unentertaining collection of

naked facts which would seem to lack the neces
sary cohesion. We might learn that there were
such men as Adam, and Noah, and Moses, and
David, and Joshua, and Simon Peter, and St.
Paul, and John ; but for the discrimination of

character, we must have the intellectual and
spiritual life delineated. We must know what a

man or woman has said as well as done; how they
have felt, enjoying and suffering; how they have
lived with their fellows in the discharge of their
relative duties; what kind of fathers and moth
ers, and brothers and sisters and children they
have been ; how, as rulers, they have governed,
and subjects they have served; as soldiers, they
have patriotically served their country, or igno
miniously betrayed its dearest interests. With
out this, Simon Peter might be Simon Magus, and
the great Leader of the Hebrews might be the
captain of a banditti on the plains of the frozen
zone. What a charm is added to King David
when we read his private diary, as recorded in

the Psalms' Any mighty man might have built
the Temple, and outvied him in his magnificence;

but if that man had made no revelations of such
great devotion, such glorious insights to the hu
man soul, such magnificent outpourings of his own
exalted and sublime imagination, such paternal
tenderness of spirit, he might have been, instead

of the greatest moral hero born among men, a

mere Alexander or Bonaparte, whose monument
should be in stone, cold and soulless as himself.
Men might look upon the one and read the history

of his thronging hosts reposing on the banks of

that old Eastern river, and mourning that there
were for its leader no more worlds for their con
quests, or the other of his suffering cohorts amid
the resistless storms of the Alps, or the equally
conquering snows of Russia, in which his brave
vassals were overwhelmed aswith a shroud of hu
miliation and forgetfulness.
But what a living monument, covered all over

with cloven tongues of fire, every one of which
speaks with the breath of the Everlasting, reveal
ing to us the inward and outward life of the great
king, is that sweet and simple lyric the Book of

Psalms' How will it continue to grow in beauty
and attractiveness, when the bronze statues and
stone mausoleums over the ashes of earth's great
est heroes shall have crumbled into dust and
passed into oblivion!
The names of Napoleon and Alexander will live

forever, and their deeds be the themes of his
torians and poets so long as poesy lasts and his
tory:shall float on the current of time, and shall
excite the admiration ofmankind until that stream
shall be swallowed up in the mighty ocean into
which it flows; but the great heart of humanity
shall preserve, while that heart shall beat, the
sweet memories of the saint who kept his harp of

song so harmoniously attuned to all that is dear

in the human soul; who kept his spirit so near the
gates of heaven that the notes of angels were re
flected through his golden pen to wondering saints
on earth.
David was a man with a man’s faults—human

with his failing, and halting humanity prominent

in his picture; but we would not have but one
perfect model in the race, for then we should lack
the human experience which his biography un
folds. We would not have the record of his event
ful career contain one weakness less, or efface one
false step from his path in life. How many count
less hearts have yearned in his prayers, have
mourned in his sorrows, have rejoiced in his de
liverances, have groaned under his burdens, and
exulted in his song of triumphs' Perhaps there is

no book on earth so thoroughly read, so frequently
meditated—and simply because it is the reflection

of every man's heart who reads it.

Who has not regretted, while reading the life

of David, that he died and left no picture of him
self behind But PHRENology enables us to

erect his statue, and to give us a clew to his pres
ence. Give a true phrenologist his prominent
traits of character, and he will immediately sup
ply the deficiency by forming his true picture in

his mind's workings. A cultivation of phreno
logical knowledge will enable any one to appre
ciate the characters of whom he reads, and to

make him a “veritable, living reality.” Not only
so. It will give a zest to his reading akin to that
he would feel in reading of a person with whom

he had been for a long while acquainted. It helps
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him to reconcile incongruities, and to straighten
up those contradictions of character which are al
ways perplexing, not to say painful, whether we
meet them in biography or in actual life.
When, for instance, we read of Washington that

he possesseda temper to which any other than he
would have fallen captive, and yet submitted to
it only sufficient to show its terrible existence, we
wonder what secret power controlled him, and at
tribute it to the grace of God. Phrenology gives
the key to his character, and illustrates the im
portance of instilling into our children the neces
sity of knowing themselves, that they may govern
themselves. We have a few sharp-pointed in
stances in the life of Washington, never, we be
lieve, befor made public, by which, by and-by,
we intend to illustrate our subject.
Our purpose, in the present series of papers, is

to give the leading characteristics of some of
America's great men, with extracts from their
published biographies or private histories con
firmatory of these characteristics, and subserving
the interests of humanity, and illumining the
science to which this Journ AL is devoted.

[to BE continued.]

£ift rary ºld fitts.
Books for HomſE IMPRovenik NT— comprising
“How toWrite,” “How to Talk,” “How to Behave,”
and “How todo Business.” Completein one volume.
New York: Fowler ANDWELLs. Price, $1 50.
This volume is wortha dozen of the popularnovels,

called“literature,”thatfind theirwaytothehomesofour
people,becausewhile, like the novel,it exertsapositive
influence,its effectsare not based upon falsepremises.
What we mostneed to learn as a people,is how to live
rationally,howtoact,talk, and write truthfully,unaffect
edly, naturally—andhow todoall this intelligently. The
toneand characterof thesehand-booksareunexception
able,and thegreatestpraisewecanbestowupon themis
to say,thattheyembracea greatamountof that uncom
monarticle,commonsense.
Especiallydowecommendto our readersthat portion

of the book which tells “how to do business.” No man
can readit withoutrisingfromitsperusalthe strongerfor

it. We haveno spaceforextendedreview,butwebelieve
our embarrassmentsin businessmattersare in mostcases
theresult of a want of thiskind of knowledge. Business

is notsupposed to haveanymoralbase, or needanymoral
element in its superstructure.At least,themass of busi
nessmenact as if thiswastheirview of thephilosophy of

business. And, perhaps,our system of exchangehas
brought aboutthis result—perhaps,we say,the“ystem is

responsiblefor thisstate of things.

A friend of ours told us, the other day,thatwhenhe
started in life,an old teachercalled him into his office
andgavehim thisadvice: “You aregoingintotheworld,

to strugglewith it; the bestadvice I can give you is
,

in

matters of businesstreateverymanyou deal with as if

he werea—rascal.” Our friendsaidhe thought it rather
hard advice,butsubsequentexperiencehadsatisfiedhim

it wasabouttheonlymode of self-preservation.This is a

hard doctrine to teachand to believe,but thepracticesof
businessmen teach it, and plove that theybelieve it.—
Prairie Farmer, Chicago.
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S.—You state in all your books, that your
worksare for sale at No.231Arch Street,Philadelphia. I

havemadeinquiries,andtheytellmethatthere is nothing
thereof thekind. I shouldlike to know if yourpublica
tions are for salethere or not. Answer throughPHRENological Journal, if you please.
Ans. Our bookswerefor saleat231Arch Streetforsev

eral years,and thebooks then printed have that place
named in the imprint. Not a few of our works are scat
teredup anddownthelandwith181NassauStreet, N

. Y.Çcº

on thetitle-page,and lettersare oftenaddressed to us at

that number. But for a year or two the Philadelphia
establishmenthasbeen at 922ChestnutStreet,and since
1854,ourNewYork officeand book store is at 308Broad
way. It is possiblesome of our books still havethe old
imprint in them,but nearlyall havebeenchanged.

A. B.-Does the cultivation of an organ increase
its size? and if so,cananorganwhich is onlyaveragebe
increasedbycultivation to thesize of large?and if notcultivated,will they decrease in size: What facultiesarenecessaryfor a novel-writer?
Ans. It is oneof the fundamentaldoctrinesof Phrenol

ogy, that exerciseincreasesthe size of organsandtheir
power of manifestation.We think a personfifteenyears
old could,byculture,increaseanorgan of averagesize to

that of large. We know thatdisuseweakensorgans,and
webelievethat it induces a decreaseoftheirsize,thesame

as musclesbecomeflabby,weak,andsmallby thewant of

use. The developmentsnecessaryfor a novel-writerare
anactiveemotionaltemperament,large IdealityandSpir
ituality,strongsocial dispositions,largeConstructiveness,
and largeperceptiveorgans.---
A WORD WITH OUR FRIENDS.
IN July and in JANUARYwebeginnewVolumes of this

Journal. Thosewhosesubscriptionsclosewith thepres
ent number,can now forward,with their requestfor re
newal,the namesof their neighbors as newsubscribers.
May we nothope for a verylargeaccession to our list to

begin with the new volume? We will print the man
elevatingtruths,and trust to our co-working friends in

everyneighborhood to find the readers. Now is thetime

to beginthegoodwork.
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THE JULY NUMBER commences the THIRTY
SEcondWol.of theAMERICANPHRENoLogicalJournal.
Post AGE.-The postage on this Journ AL to

any part of the United States is six cents a year. The
postage is payable in advance at theoffice of delivery.
TEACHERs, Editors, CLERGYMEN, and others,

areinvited to obtainsubscribers in theneighborhoodwhere
they reside. Traveling Agents may obtain Certificates
from thePublishers,on presentingsuitablerecommenda
tions.
SEveRAL Bank Notes, Postage Stamps, or small

Gold Coins,may be inclosedand sent in a letter to the
Publishers,withoutincreasingthepostage.
SUBscribers may remit for one, two, three, or

more years, as maybe convenient.The amountwill be
credited,and theJournal sentthefull time.
PERsons ordering from agents or dealers must

look to themforthesupply of theJournal or paper.
WE will club with any newspaper or magazine

published in NewYork, Boston, or Philadelphia.
FRIENDs—Co-workers—WoluntARY AGENts,

in everyneighborhood,areinvited to engage in thegood
work of extendingthecirculation of theseuniqueandval
uable periodicals. A little well-directedeffort,just now,
duringthe long winter evenings,will doubleour list of

readers,andthusscatterinvaluableblessingsamongthou
sands. May wenothearfromyou?
PREs ENT subscribers are our main reliance.

Thosewho know the utility of the Journal will work for

it, andrecommend it to their friendsand neighbors,that
theytoomayparticipate in thebenefits of its teachings.
HAviNG B EEN a member of a club at some

previoustimedoesnotentitlepersons to renewtheirsub
scriptions at clubrates,except a newclub is formed. Our
termsare: for 10 copies(ordered at once)oneyear,$5;

5 copies,$8; singlecopy,$1.
Clubs may be made up of persons receiving

theirJournals at differentpost-offices. It oftenoccursthat
old subscribersaredesirous of making a present of a vol
umetofriendsat a distance.
SUBscribe Rs IN THE BRITISH Provinces

shouldremit, in addition to the amount of subscriptions,money to prepayAmerican postage,which is 6 cents a

year on eachJournal and 26 cents a year on LIFE Illus
Triated.

P R O S P E C T US OF THE

Bºžſºjººš -§[Gºtº--- º
THE only publication in the world devoted to the

science of human nature, mentally and physically,
opens with the next number its thirty-second vol
ume, and appeals confidently to the lovers of pro
gress and of mankind to continue that support
which has hitherto given it so wide a field of in
fluence and such a vast power for good.

The Objects of the Journal
are, to teach man his own nature; his capabili
ties, and how to use them to the best possible ad
vantage; his defects, and how to correct them.

Errors of Habit and Education
will be clearly set forth in the light of Phrenology
and Physiology, and the true remedy expounded.

Phrenology,

in its application to home education, domestic
government, self-culture, selection of pursuits,
choice of apprentices, clerks, partners in business,

or companions for life, will be, as heretofore, the
leading feature of the work.

Young Men Ambitious to Develop
their powers and qualify themselves, by Self-Cul
ture, for userULN Ess and success IN LIFE ;

Teachers who would Learn
by a simple method how to draw out the intellect
and cultivate the dispositions of their pupils;

Mothers Desiring a Guide

to the best means of forming the character and
preserving the health and morals of their children;

Merchants Anxious to Select
wisely, manage judiciously, and educate properly,
their clerks and confidential assistants;

Mechanics wishing to Choose
apprentices and train them for their own particu
lar trades; and every one who would learn

How to Study Character,
select friends, business partners, connubial com
panions, and general associates; but, above all,
How to TRAIN on E’s own CAPABILITIEs, in the
Best possible way to secure personal develop
ments, will find the Journal a Monitor and Friend.

The Journal will be Profusely illustrated
with PortRAIts of the great, the good, and the
vicious; engravings of useful inventions, of archi
tecture, animals, fruits, etc., and published

On the Following Wery Low Terms:
SingleCopy,oneyear,$100 Ten Copies,oneyear,$500
Five Copies,oneyear, 800 | Twenty Copiesfor 10 00

ADDREss FOW I, E R & W E L L S
,

30SBROADWAY, New York.

tº OUR terms are, PAYMENT IN ADv A.Nce.
No Journal sentbefore or longerthanpaid for.
Sever AL Bank Notes, Postage Stamps, or

smallGold, or Silver Coins,maybe inclosedandsent in a

letter to thePublishers,withoutincreasingthepostage.
REMITTANces.—Checks, Drafts, or Bills on

New York, Boston, or Philadelphia.properly indorsed,
mayberemitted.
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3\btrfistments.
Apv ERTIsrnſents intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson orbe
fore the10thof themonthpreviousto the one in whichtheyareto appear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbe sentin at once.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

GRAY's TEXT-Books IN BOTANY.
I. How PlantsGrow, 00cuts........... 30 75II. Lessonsin Botany,350cuts... ... 1 00III. Manual of Botany............ . . . 1 50IV. Manual andLessons.................. 2 25
W. Manual of Botany(illustrated)........ 2 50
VI. StructuralandSystematicBotany..... 2 00

These works are recommendedby the Most DISTINGUIsHEDNATURALIsts of America and England, whereº areused in the bestColleges,Academies,etc. Sev.eral pages of testimonialsare given in ourDescriptiveCATALogUE,and EducationAL NEws sent free to teachers on request.
The series is beautifully illustrated with over 2,500ORIGINAL DRAWINGS fromnature.Singlecopies of such as areused in classessent at halfprice to Teachersforexaminationwith a view to introduc

tion. Liberal termsfor first supplies.
Soldby booksellersgenerally. Publishedby

IWISON PHINNEY & CO.,
Nos. 48 and 50 Walker Street,New York.

Fo RE I GN PATENTs.
Personshavinginventionson whichtheyaredesirous ofsecuringforeignpatents,will do well to correspondwithus beforemaking other arrangements to securethem.Our arrangements in Europe are verycomplete,and ourchargesmoderate. Prudence requiresthat applicationsfor patents in Europe,particularly in England,shouldbemade as early as possible. The drawingsfor Englishapplications(which are required to be on parchment)aremade in ourownoffice,whichenablesus to carryout the

wishesand ta-tes of the inventormoreperfectlythan ifwe allowedthem to beprepared in England.

A “provisionalprotection”may be obtained in Englandfor a smallpart of thewholeexpense of obtaining a patent,andthus,while it securestheinvention,allowsthepatenteesomelittle timeto
PW

thebalance of thefunds. Address,
FOWLER AND WELLs, 808Broadway,New York.

New Book IN PREss.
AN EXPOSITION

or The
Swedish MoveMENT.CURE.

EMBracING
The History and Philosophy of this system of MedicalTreatment,with examples of º: Movements,anddirectionsfor their use in various formsof Chronic Disj forming a completemanual of exercises; togetherWith

A SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPLES OF GENERALhYGIENE
By GroRGE. H

. TAYLoe, A.M. M.D., Principal Physician

to theRemedialHygienic Institute of New York City.Price, post-paid,$125. Address
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

PITT's BU RG WATER-CURE.-A
first-class ( u e, in its sixth year; room for over 10

patients. Sendfor Circular to H. FREASE, M.D., Pitts
burg,Pa.

AMERICAN AND For EIGN STE
REOSCOPIC EMPORIUM.–An extensiveand varied
assortment of Americanand ForeignViews and Groupsalways on hand, at the lowestprices, aud of the bestQuality.
New invoices receivedP. everyarrtval from Europe.Having agents in Eugland and France,wearecertain toreceivethe latestviews published in eithercountry,andour stockwill befound bothextensiveandwell selected.A LIBERALDiscountto TheTRADE.
Parties at a distancesending us #8,#5,#10,#15,#20, or$25,canhave a goodinstrument,andsuchpictures as theymayrequest,sentby Express.
All orderswill beexecutedwith care,and our friendsi. dependuponreceiving a goodand satisfactoryselection.
Merchantsfromeverysection of thecountryarerespectfully invited to makeanexamination of ourstockbeforepurchasingelsewhere.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST
class pictorial weekly, for the family, the merchant,Inechanic,artisan,farmer,planter,manufacturer,builder,fruit-grower,etc. *2 a year.Address, FOWLER AND WELLs, New York.

WHEELER & WILSON SEwing
MACHINES :

METHopist Book CoNCERN,

{ No. 200MulberryStreet,NewYork.Being in constantreceipt of inquiriesfromour brethrenrespectingsewing-Machines,with requests to recommendand purchase,we have, in conjunctionwith someladyfriends, carefully andº examinedthe various
machines of practical value for family sewing,and findthosemade by THE WHEELER & WILsoNMANUFACTURINGCoxipANY,No. 505Broadway,New York, to fully combinetheessentials of a good instrument,and such as we canconfidentlyrecommend.Having seen so favorableresultsfrom their use, in ourown and the householdsof our friends,we aredesirousthattheir benefitsshould besharedby all our brethren,and hencehaveinterestedourselvesin theirbehalf.
With bestwishes,your brethren,

ABEL STEvens,
JAMEs Floy, J. Port ER,
DANIEL WIse, J. BENJ. Edwards,
DAvid TERRY, W. A. Cox.

FRENCH's CoNICAL WASHING
MACHINE.

PRICE ONLY $10.
PRICE ONLY TEN DOLLARS,

TiroMAsCARL'roN,

One woman,withthis simple,compact,durable,portable, efficient,and economicalmachine,can easily andperfectlydo the washing of an ordinary ſamily beforebreakfast.
This is the only machinethat will wash all kinds ofclothesperfectlywithoutinjury. It hasbeentested in thelaundry of French’s Hotel and elsewhere,withall otherwnshingmachinesmakinganypretensions to novelty,andhas, in everyinstance,performeditswork in lessthanhalfthetimerequired by anyother,andmuchmorethorou-hlyandsatisfactorily.

It will wash a single handkerchief,collar, lace sleeve,six shirts, or al
l

of thesearticlestogether,withoutthe necessity of soaking or boiling.
Theseresultsare producedby theconstantreaction ofthe suds,and not by friction of rubbing surfaces. It isadmirablyadaptedfor introductioninto houseswith stationary tubs, as it maybe inclosedand connectedwiththewasteandwaterpipes, andwill make an importantfeaturein houses “ §§ all tºe modernimprovements.”

In Families,Laundries, Hotels, Boarding-houses.Hospitals,Asylum's,Boarding-schools,onShipsandSteamers,aud in theArmy, it will befound unequaledand indispensable.
This machinemaybeseen in operation at the laundry

of French's Hotel,and at thedépºt,No. 419Broadway,cornerof CanalStreet.
PRICE ONLY TEN DOLLARS.

Entire satisfactiongiven or themoneyreturned.

N
.

B.--The undersigned,Proprietors,arenowpreparedto organizeagenciesfor the sale of thesemachines in allparis of thecountry,and to supplyorders to any extent.Agentswanted in all parts of theUnitedStates.Sendfor a Circular. P. & R. FRENCh.

THE MILLwitHGHT AND MILLER's
GUIDE, illustrated by twenty-eightdescriptiveplates,with additions and corrections. A valuable work. In
onelargevolume. Sheep,º %

mail,#275.FOWLER AND WELLS
308Broadway,New York.

EMPLOYMENT.-PLEASANT AND
Profitan LE-Young men in every neighborhoodmay
have healthful,pleasant,and profitableemployment byengaging in thesale of our newandvaluablebooks,andcanvassingforourpopularfamilyjournals. Our newandusefººlbooksshould be placedwithin the reach of , re-wfamily in theland. Thousands of copiesmight be soldwheretheyhaveneveryet beenintroduced. A fewdollars—say#15 or #25- is enough to commencewith. Youngmen, teachers,clergymen,traveling agents,all mayengage in thisgoodenterprise,with profit to themselvesandgreatgood to others. Our first-classjournals are everywherepopular,andcanvasserswill findthemwelladaptedto thewants of the people in every neighborhood. Fortermsandparticulars,addressFOWLER AND WELLS,
3-8Broadway,New York.
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To TEACHERS AND LITERARY
INSTITUTIONS.

IWISON, PHINNEY & CO, New York, will sendratisandprepaid,on application,their NEW DESCRIP.
IVE CATALOGUE (168pages,8vo.), of the

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
including themostapprovedand late initial andhigherbooks in Spelling, k'., Arithmetic, Mathematics,History. Geography,Writing. Music, Language,Chemistry, Philosophy,Botany, Geology,etc.,making over100volumes of choiceprogressive

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT-B00KS.
THE EDUCATIONAL NEWS (No. 5 lately issued)sentfreetoTeachers.
SpecimenCoples of Books to Teachers,andfirstsuppliesfor Classes,on veryliberal terms.

IWISON, PHINNEY & Co.,
Nos.48and 50 Walker Street,NewYork.

VALUABLE Books For FARMERS.
MILCH COWS AND DAIRY FARMING, comprising

the bestand most reliableinformationuponthe Breeds,Breeding,and Management of Cattle in healthanddis:ease, embodying the most recent improvements,andadapted to farming in theUnitedStatesandBritishProvinces; withan Appendix,containing an account of thenewdisease so destructive to cattle. By Charles L. Flint,Secretary of theMassachusettsStateBoard of Agriculture.Fully illustrated. 12mo, Price, #
1

25.GRASSES AND FORAGE PLANTS. A PracticalTreatise, comprising the Natural History, ComparativeNutritive Value, Methods of Cultivating, ºf and
Curing,and theManagement of GrassLands in theUnitedStatesandBritish Provinces. ByCharles L. Flint, Secretary of the MassachusettsState Board of Agriculture.
With 170Engravings. Fiſh edition, revised and enlarged. 12mo, Price, #

1

25.
or saleby FowleR AND WELLS.808Broadway,NewYork.

wTHE BUILDER's GUIDE; OR, CoM
PLETE SYSTEM OF ARCHITECTURE. Illustratedby Sixty-six Engravings, which exhibit the Orders of

Architecture. Designedfor the useof Buil vers,Carpe' -ters,and Joiners. By AsherBenjamin. Sheep, #
2

bº
.

FOW LER AND WELLS
803Broadway,New York.

THE HUMAN VoICE ;

Its Right Management in Speaking. Reading, and
Debating—includingthePrinciples of True Eloquence;
togetherwith the Functions of the Vocal Organs—the
cultivation of the Ear—theDisorders of theVocal*
ArticulatingOrgans-Origin andConstruction of theEn
glish Language—ProperMethods of Delivery—Reme
dial Effects of ReadingandSpeaking,etc. By the**w.w. Cazalet. New York: Fowlen ANDWells. Pub
lishers. Pre-paid by mail, in pamphlet,for 16 cents, in

muslin,25cents.
The authorsays: “the work I nowpresent to thePºº.lic is theresult of muchthoughtand studyover a Pººlof morethanfifteenyears. Havingmyselfsufferedº:relaxation of throat,and the feeling of exhaustion*speakingandreading, I set to work tº considertheº:l'his ledme to invºstigatethemechanismºndaction of º:vocalorgan,andtheresult has beenthepresent*...which iſ haveendeavored to showthenaturalactiºn." A.theorgansconcerned in theformation of speech: I .confidently of theeffectthatmustfollow fromattentiontherules I have laid down,not only from myow".butalsofromthat of others to whom I haveimparted"

principles.”

THE PHRENoLogical BUST,
designedespecially or Learners;shºw"5":.. of * theOrgans of the#.Iully developed,whichwill enableevery II.to studythesci,ncewithout an insº exmay be packedand sentwith safety ºf artpress, or as freight(not by mail),"º ºof theworld. Price,includingtº§ing,only $1 : 5. FOWLER AND -

“This is one of themostingeniousinvention”" *:::A castmade of pastºr of Paris, th
e

size ºf heºl.on which the exactlocation of each of theº:organs is represented,fullydeveloped,with al
l tº º:andclassifications.Thosewho cannot obtain". thisof a professormay learn. in a y Ty -hor; time, Iſ asthemodelhead,thewholescience of Phrenology:"2:

|N

Sºnºrth organsareconcerned-N. F. Daº S4n.

WIVES,
FARMERS AND THEIº.sons, and Daughters—auought to see LTF

TRATED. Only a Quarterfor threemonths.

READER, what say You Tºº.k a fewting up a club fo
r

LIFE ILLUstrate D* A..."ºrhº to join, and have four copiesthreeº"#1."You will like it. A singlecopy'smonths.”
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ALL THE REQUISITEs For
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, AND HY
DROPATHIO LECTURERS AND PRACTITIONERS

MAY REordered or
Fow L E R A N D w E L L s,

By Mail or Erpress.
PHYSIOLOGY.

A beautifulsetof anatomicaland physiologicalplates,
six in number,mountedon canvasand rollers,or color
ed. Price, $12.
Also, Lambert'sAnatomicalChartson rollers,colored,

six in theset. Price,$6.
Also, Weber's ditto, size of life, eleven in the set.Price, $25.
Manikins,from$825to$1,000each.
Skeletons—Frenchwired—readyfor use, from $35to

$45each.
HYDROPATHY.

Dr. Trall's Encyclopedia...........
Dr. Shew'sFamily Physician...
Water-Curein ChronicDiseases..
DomesticPracticeof Hydropathy..................
Water-CureLibrary, sevenvolumes,andotherstand

:
ard works.

The New PocketSyringe........................... 3 50
BreastPumps................................ ...... 2 00
Nipple Shield...................................... 0 87

PhRENOLOGY.
Specimensfor Societiesand PrivateCabinets. Forty of

our bestSpecimens,size of Life. Cast from the headsof
John QuincyAdams,Aaron Burr, GeorgeCombe,ElihuBurritt, T. H. Benton,HenryClay,Rev.Dr. Dodd,Thomas
A. Emmett,Dr. Gall, SylvesterGraham,J. C. Neal, Silas
Wright, Black Hawk, Osceola,etc., etc. They can be
packedand sentasfreightor expresswithsafety. Price,only $25forfortycasts.
Also, Fowler's Phrenology,Combe'sPhrenology,PhrenologicalCharts,andmarkedBusts.CrayonHeads.... $1 50to $300

Water Color head 3 00 “
-- -- -- -- - - --- -.... 4 00 “Oil Color Heads....

THE YoUNG MAN's WAY. To
INTELLIGENCE, RESPECTABILITY, HONOR, AND
USEFULNESS.–This is a very excellentwork, and
everyyoungmanshouldprocurea copy. Price, prepaidby maºl,50cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

© U R JOU RN A LS.
LIFE ILLUSTRATED: A First.

Class WEEKLY Pictor IAL FAMILY PAPER, devoted to
News, Literature,Science,the Arts; to Entertainment,
Improvement,and Progress. A large, handsomequarto
Publishedweekly,at $200a year,or $1 00for halfa year

THE WATER - CURE JOURNAL:
Hydropathy, its Philosophy and Practice; Physiology,
Anatomy,and theLaws of Life and Health,given by the
bestwriters. Illustrated,Monthly,only #

1

00 a year.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL :

givesPractical Instructions to learners,withDirectionsfor
theCultivationandImprovement of Mankind. In Quarto
form. Amply Illustratedwith Portraits. $1 00 a year.
gº" For #3 00 all threeJournals will be sent a year,

by FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.
All works on Physiology, PHRENology,HYDRoPATHY,

PHonography,andtheNATURALSciencesgenerally,may
beobtained of Fowles ANDWELLs,New York.

AvoiDABLE CAUSEs of DISEASE.
Price, $1.
MARRIAGE AND ITS WIOLATIONS. Price, 25 cts.
The above-namedbooks,by Dr. Elles, are worthy of

eneralcirculation. We have made arrangementswith
thepublisher to furnishthem,wholesaleand retuit, at his
lowestprices.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

Every TEACHER should have

THE RIGHT Word IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocket Diction ARY of SYNoNYMs.Tech
NICAL 'I ERM8,ABBREv1Ations,FoREIGNPHEASEs,etc.,
etc.,with a Chapteron Punctuationand Proof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterand
speakerwho would say exactly what he means,and
neithermorenor le-s,andsay it in thebestway. Price,
50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

7SHE CAN'T KEEP Hous E witHout
IT.-A mother says: “Having been a subscriberfor
LIFE ILLUSTRATED threeyears, I feel that I cannot
keephousewithoutit.” Glad of it. This is a sample of

lettersreceivedbyus daily. Sent 8 monthsfor 25 cents.

VALUABLE Books by MAIL.
Copies of anywork will be sentbymail, postagepaid,onreceiptof theprice.
Metal-Worker'sAssistant............. - ---- - -- - #400
Hand-Book for Engineers.................... . 1 50
Overmanon theManufactureof Iron......... . 5 00
AmericanMiller.............................. 1 00
Cabinet-Maker'sCompanion................... 75
Builder's O. -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1 0 ,

Dyer's do -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 75
Paper-Hanger's do. ---- -- - - ---- - -- - -- - 75
Turner’s do. ............ . . . . . . 75
Cotton-Spinner's do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 50
Machinist's,Engineer's,etc.,Companion........ 1 25
MechanicstheirPrinciplesandPracticalAppli

cations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
Millwright'sGuide,withmanyIllustrations.... 250

FOWLER AND WELLS
308Broadway,New York.

EVERY STUDENT AND CONVERSAtionist needs
THE RIGHT Word IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocker DictionAEY of SYNoNYMs,Trcm
NICALTERMs,ABBEEv1Ations,FoREIGNPHRASEs,etc.,
etc.,with a Chapteron Punctuationand Proof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterandspeakerwho would say exactlywhat he means,and
neithermorenor less,andsay it in thebestway. Price,
50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

HOME IMPROVEMENT.

How to WRITE;

A NEw Pocker MANUAL of CoMpositrox AND LETTER
WRITING. Just thethingforeverybodywhohasoccasion
to write—

BusinessLETTERs,
FAMILY LETTERs, NotEs ANDCARDs,AND
FRIENDLYLETTERs, NEwsPAPERART1cles;

or anythingelse. No young man or youngwoman in the
countrycan afford to be without this popular and indis.
pensablelittlemanual. Price30cents; muslin,50cents.

How To TALK ;

A NEw Pocket MANUALof ConversATIox ANDDEBATE.
Exceedinglyuseful to everyonewhoweuldtalk—

LovE LETTERs,

Cokkectly, IN THESHop,CI.EARLY, IN THEDRAwing-Room,FLUENTLY, IN DEBATINGSociety,Forcibly, IN THELEGIsLATURE,Eloquently, AND At PUBLICMEETINGs,
EFFECTIVELY; ONALL Occasions.

Probably no work in theEnglish languagecontains so

muchusefulmatteron this subject, in so small a space;
and it is not a grammar,butan interestingbook to read.
Price 30cents; in muslin,50cents.

How To BEHAvH. ;

A NEw Pocket MANUALof REPUBLICANEriquETTEAND
GUIDE to Correct PERsonALHABITs. If you desire to

knowwhatGoodMannersrequire–
At Home, As A Guest,
ONTHESTREET, IN Conversatrox,
At A PARTY, At PLACEsof AMU'sEMENT,At Church, IN TRAveling,
At TABLE, IN THECoMPANYof LAD1Es,
As A Host, IN Courtship

This is the book youwant. The New York Evening
Mirror pronouncesthis“the mostcompletething of the
kind we have ever seen.” It is alreadyaccepted as a

standardwork onthesubject of manners. Price30cents:
in muslin,50cents.

How To Do Busin Ess;

A New PocKETMANUAL of PracticalAffairs,andGuide to

Success in thevariousPursuits of Life. Indispensable—
IN THECounting-Room, FoR THECLERK,
IN THEStore, For the APPRENTrce,
IN THEShop, For thr FARMER-Boy,
IN THEMARKET, For TimeBook-AGENT,
ONTHEFARM, For All BusinessMEN,Everywhere, For Everybody.

It teacheshow to choose a pursuit,how to educateone's
self for it, andhow to follow it withcertainsuccess. It is

eminentlypractical,andadapted to thewants of all classes.
Price, 30 cents;muslin, 50 cents.

Fow LER AND WELLs,
308Broadway,New York.

How To L I v E:
SAv ING AND W stiNG ; or, DomEst Ic EconoMY
ILLusth Ated by the Life of Two Families of

Opposite Character, Habits, and Practices, in a

Pleasant Tale of Real Life, Useful Lessons

in Housekeeping, and How to Live, How

to Have, How to Gain, and How to be Happy;
including the Story of A Dime a Day. By
SoLoN Robinson. 1860. 12mo, 340 pages.
Price 75 cents. Prepaid by mail on receipt of

price. New York: Fowler, AND WELLs, Pub
lishers. 308 Broadway.
[To give a more definite idea of this fresh work,

we give below an abstract from the Table of Con
tents.]
EconoMY ILLUstr At? I IN A PAIR of Shoes—

Mrs. Doolittle is disgustedwith the meannessof Mrs.
Savers–She contrastsMrs.Savery'skitchenwith herown
—Children and check aprons—Mrs.Doolittle disgusted
with theeconomy of a supperthatcostsnothing—How to

work a garden—Economy of space—TheWatermelon,and
where it grew.
SALIND A LovEvelL– A N IN E DAYs' won prºft–

Economy of thebed-roomarrangements—Thetrunksand
theircontents-Warmingthehouse—Anewradiator—The
bookshelves—Hangingup the dresses—Economy in fur
niture—TheMagicChair-Mattress making-Making rag
carpets–Fancy work—Evening readings–Mush—White
andyellowmeal—Silverware—Trueart of coºking—Tea
tablelectures How to boil a piece of meat—Thesecretof
goodfood.
THE BREAK FAst — EconoMY IN Food —

Dough-nuts—Themusquito net—Carpetsand calicoes—
Ra's-Scripture answers—How to make bread–Bees in

thecity—A causefor sºng...pºin —All for
the best-Keeping out moths–Saving trifles—Thepoul
try house—Deodorizing—Thegrape-vine—Thegarden—
The cistern–Washing dishes-Cheapsoap.
DIET-EFFEct of pork EATING—Tobacco–

Condiments—Clothing—Fashion — Folly in eating andsleeping—Walkingexercise—Walue of good temper—Punctuality—Householdteachings – Botany – Economy
not parsimony—Cure of the sick — Cure of Erysipelas—Family amusements.
SATURDAY IN THE kitch FN—The rice pudding—Soup—Preparationfor Sunday–Iced tea—How to

treatservants-Horsemanshipfor girls-Magnetic power
of the voice–The Doolittles'turn-out—Asensible man's
will—The farm-house—Treesby the roadside—Thebarn
—The wind-mill—The strawberrybed—Uncle Samuel
andthechildren—Countrybread—Strawberriesandcream
athome.
Visit to the Doolittles — Influence upon

character—Roughand tumblefight of the boys,and the
result–Oil upon the waters—Behindthe Scenes—The
Doolittletea-table.
HoME INFLUENCEs—The effect of drinking—

Plottingvillai s—Doolittlegetshispicture taken—Insub
ordination — A family scene – Doolittle in the lawyer'stº the

budget of news—Theexperiment of city life
encied.

A MATCH Broke N Up—The return home—For
giveness—Mr.Doolittleanddaughters—Talk of moving.
MARRIAGE–As man and wife should live—The

old house—Pleasantsurprise–The old bedroom—Good
nessand happine-s—Thekitchen,parlor,and bedrooms—
The approachingwedding-day—Doolittlegirls—Theway

to spendevenings—Businesspunctuality—Thewedding.
Story of A DIME A Day—What shall we

buy7—What one dime purchased—Alesson learned—Dying to live—Starvingwithout dying—I)imeswasted—Economy in fuel—Chips—Heatwasted—Firekindlers.
Eco NoMY IN Food—What shall we eat?—

Remedyfor hunger - Fashionablebeef-Nutrition in food
—Cheapfood—Incontrovertiblefacts—How to cookhominy—A cornmealloaf.
The reading of this workwill befound to be a moneysaving business to any family,while, at thesametime,its

valuablesuggestionswouldadd greatly to thecomforts ofevery family. We shouldbeglad to havethebookintro
ducedamongall themanufacturingvillages of the North
and East,theagriculturists of theWest,andtheplanters of

the South. Single copieswill besent prepaid,by return

of the First MAIL for 75 cents; to Agentsand Booksellers,

in quantities, at Wholesale,by express.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New Yºrk.
A Remarkable Book.

Now READY.—HINTS TowARD
PHYSICAL PERFECTION ;

Or, How to Acquire and Retain Beauty, Grace, andStrength,and SecureLong Life andContinuedYouth
fulness. Price, PhRPAIDBY FIRSTMAIL,only$1.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS.

30sBroadway,New York.>
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OPENING AN ANCIENT MOUND
NEAR MADISON, WIS.

[Reportby J. A. Lapham,Esq., to theAmericanEthno
logicalSociety.]

TRAvelERs approaching the beautiful city of
Madison, the capital of the State of Wisconsin, by
the Milwaukie and Mississippi Railroad, from the
east, are conveyed across one of the lakes that
give so much interest to this charming locality.
Looking toward the south, they will find the lake
bounded by a ridge of considerable elevation, the
crest of which is serrated by a series of ancient
monuments of earthwork, the mysteries of whose
origin and nature have not yet been fully found
out. Their sharp outlines, projected against the
sky for a background, with the scattered trees and
shrubs, all reflected in the clear, still water of the
lake, render this spot quite conspicuous and beau
tiful.
Of this remarkable ridge, which divides the

waters of Lake Monona (the third of the series)
from Lake Wingra, with its ancient earthworks,

a sketch and a plot are given. The slopes were
steep, especially on the south side; the crest nar
row, the soil a loosegravel (drift of the geologists),
but slightly compactedwith clay or other material.
At the highest point, where the two largest mounds
are situated, it has an elevation quite abrupt,

of seventy-five feet, upon which the mounds make

an addition of ten feet. In someparts, the ridge

is covered with groves of small trees, at others it

is naked.
By invitation of George P. Delaplaine, Esq., of

Madison, I visited that place on the 1st of June,
1859, in company with Prof. J. D

. Whitney, the
geologist, for the purpose of making a survey and
exploration of the interesting group of mounds
before they should become lost by the progress of

“improvement” in that direction. Already some

of them have been injured by the opening of roads,
and by the idle curiosity of persons who have
made slight excavations. It would be fortunate

if other landed proprietors would follow the good
example of Mr. Delaplaine, and preserve an accu
rate record of such ancient works as they are
about to destroy. Many very interesting animal
effigies (mounds in the form of animals.) have al
ready been leveled by the plow, or otherwise in
jured or effaced.
The peculiar form of this ridge, the nature of

the soil, and its position between two valleys, ex
posing it to the drying effects of the winds, render

it peculiarly fitted for the preservation of anything
that may have been buried under the mounds.
The steep slopes fall away from the base of the
mounds on either side, thus carrying off immedi
ately the falling rain. The earth composing the
mound was of fine material, well compacted, and
still further protected by a dense sod of prairie
grass and weeds, so that very little water could
penetrate it; and the depth was such as to exclude
all the destroying effects of frost in winter. We
were therefore convinced that, if any of the origi
nal mound-builders are anywhere preserved, we
might look for them here; and in this we were
not disappointed.

These mounds, as is usual in such groups in

Wisconsin, present a variety of forms — among
them the circular, oblong, attenuated, and animal
shaped. They are situated on the northwest
quarter of section twenty-six, in township seven,

[JUNE, 1860.

range nine, of the government surveys. From the
top of these mounds there is a very fine and ex
tensive view of the country around, suggesting at

once the idea that this may have been a sort of

look-out station or sentry post from which to

watch the approach of an enemy.
The largest mound on this ridge, the one exca

wated by us, has an oval form, the basal dimen
sions being seventy and fifty feet; the height ten
feet. It was built upon the convex surface of the
ridge, so that the depth of the mound in the
middle was a little less than appeared from the
outside. The exploration was commenced on the
southeast side by running a horizontal drift from
the base toward the center. This brought us a

little below the original surface.
Our first discovery was the remains of a human

skeleton that had been buried about three feet be
low the top of the mound. The position of this
skeleton was horizontal, the head toward the
west. The bones were very much decayed, the
teeth and a few of the larger bones being all that
were sufficiently strong to be taken out. At the
foot was the skull of a skunk, and also a few teeth,
and a portion of the jaw of another animal, ap
parently a fox. Whether these had been buried
with the human body, or had burrowed into the
mound on their own account is not easily determ
ined, though the latter supposition is rendered
probable by the good state of preservation of the
skull of the skunk.
This skeleton was doubtless buried in the mound

since the original construction, as is often done by
the Indian tribes. Its decayed condition was
owing to its position near the surface, rather than

to its great age. It is on this account that skulls
taken from mounds are not always to be regarded

as those of the ancient mound builders; for they
may have been buried within the recollection of

the present inhabitants.

It is rarely that the original deposit can be

found sufficiently firm for preservation. It is only
under the most favorable circumstances that we
can hope to secure even the skull of one of the
real mound-builders.
As we descended into the mound, the extreme

finenessand dryness of the loamy material became
apparent, giving strength to our conjecture and
hope that a real mound-builder was about to be

brought to light; and we wished for some magic
power by which he could be re-endowed with the
faculty of speech, that he might reveal the story

of his strange and unknown history !

Our work was temporarily arrested by the high
wind, which swept with full force over the ridge,
and kept the opening we had made involved in a

cloud of fine dust, rendering it almost impractica
ble to breathe while making the excavation. The
earth thrown out was quite dry, and in much in
durated masses or clods, though the spring rains
had hardly ceased. The material of the mound
was mostly the dark-colored soil of the prairie,
showing that the surface only had been taken to

construct it. At one place there was a slight
layer of gravel, as if a small quantity of that
material had been used when the work had reach
ed that point.
Under the middle of the mound we found the

object of greatest interest. An excavation had
been made in the original ground, the bottom of

which was pavedwith rounded stones, imbedded in

clay. Upon the pavement was placed the body of

a man, in a horizontal position, the head toward
the east, the legs and arms folded back. The
skeleton was in a very good state of preservation,
most of the bones being found, including many of

the smaller ones. The skull was nearly entire, but
had been crushed and distorted by the pressure of

the superincumbent earth.
As this was clearly a skeleton of one of the

honored dead over whose remains and for whose
memory the mound was erected with so much
care and labor, all material facts in relation to it

will be of interest; and accordingly I have en
deavored to reconstruct the skull from the sepa
rate parts preserved, and have made the drawing

on plate 1, figure 1. Upon a careful comparison
with the numerous figures in Morton's Crania
-Americana, it will be found that it agrees, in

general contour and size, most nearly with that

on plate 28, representing the Chippewa. Though

it would be wrong, perhaps, to infer, upon such
slight evidence, that the ancient mound-builders

of Wisconsin were the ancestors of the Chippewas,
yet we may regard it as further proof that they
were one and the samewith the American race, as

first clearly indicated by Dr. Morton. (“Crania
.Americana,” p. 229.)
About two feet above the skeleton we found a

few fragments of a human skull, but no traces of

other bones. They had, doubtless, been casually
thrown upon the mound during its, progress of

construction.
Very near the skull was found a gray flint

arrow-head, and a bone, apparently of a bird,
which had been wrought into an implement of

someimportant use, no doubt, to those who made
it.
Occasional fragments of bones and pieces of

charcoal were found at various depths, but no in
dications of the burning of human or other sacri
fices. Roots of trees or shrubs had penetrated to

the very bottom of the mound. While the work
was in progress, we were visited by numerous
citizens of Madison, and by the officers and
students of the Wisconsin State University, many

of whom manifested a deep interest in the subject
of American Antiquities.
Besides the mounds referred to in this paper,

there are numbers of others in the vicinity of th
e

“, Four Lakes,” many of them quite interesting

on account of their peculiar forms, etc. A few of

them are described and figured in the 6th volume

of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.

It is hoped that provision will be made by law for
the preservation of at least such as happen to be

on the grounds selected for the site of the State
Lunatic Asylum and other public institutions.

T EI E. B. A. B. Y.
(PARENTAL LovE.)

ANoTHER little wave
Upon the sea of life;

Another soul to save,
Amid its toil and strife.

Two more little feet
To walk the dusty road :

To choosewhere two paths meet,
The narrow or the broad.

Two more little hands
To work for good or ill;

Two more little eyes,
Another little will.

Another heart to love,
Receiving love again;

And so the baby came,

A thing of joy and pain.

—sº

º
º
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In J U RIE 5 OF B R A IIN.
[Our readers seemto take pleasure in propound

ing to us knotty and difficult problems, or such as
are a puzzle to themselves; others propose ques
tions which seem to them very easy of solution,
but which, perhaps, cover the whole range of
morbid physiology, or the entire system of the
ology. It gives us pleasure to receive sensible
and respectful questions to be answered, and as
such we regard the following from J. W. G.]
First.—Does Phrenology teach, that if an organ

bedestroyed, it will totally annihilate that faculty
of the mind 2
ANswer.—This question can not be settled by a

single Yes or No. There are many things to be
taken into account, some of which we will pro
ceed to consider. The brain, in the present life, is
the organ of mental manifestation; and if we
could imagine the whole brain gone, and yet life
remain, as the result the mind would have no
power of manifesting itself in connection with the
body. The brain is sometimesinflamed so that its
normal action is destroyed. The individual, then,
is insane; his faculties are warped, and unnatural
in their action. He is not, after he returns to
health, always conscious of that which occurred to
him when in this inflamed or insane state of mind.
Again, compression of the brain frequently oc
curs when the individual, morally, socially, and

NEW YORK, JULY, 1860.

Nº
THOMAS RICHARDSON.—A CASEOFTUMoR IN THE HEAD,

intellectually, is rendered entirely insensible; has
no knowledge of the outer world, and no consci
ousness of existence. An eminent physiologist re
marks, “Fever, or a blow upon the head, will
change the most gifted individual into a maniac,
causing the lips of virgin innocence to utter the
most revolting obscenity; and those of pure re
ligion, the most horrid blasphemy.” These effects
arise, as you will observe, from the disturbance of
the normal action of the organs of the brain by
“fevers,” or “a blow upon the head,” that is to
say by inflammation or concussion. Now, if total
unconsciousness can arise from congestion of the
brain, as in apoplexy, or fainting, or any other
cause, why should not the destruction of the sub
stance of the brain produce similar results 2
There are many instances in which portions of

the brain have been lost with more or less dis
turbance to the mental action. These causes,
...however, generally disturb the organization in

[WHOLE NUMBER, 259.

one hemisphere of the brain. You
will bear in mind that the brain is
composed of two halves or hemi
spheres, and that each hemisphere
has an entire set of the phrenolog
ical organs, so that the brain being
injured on one side does not destroy
the corresponding organs on the
other side of the brain. In like man
ner, if one eye be injured or de
stroyed, it will not utterly deprive
the person of vision, because the
other eye will carry on that func
tion; but if both eyes be put out,
where then is vision ? The man
might remember the images he had
seen, but to gain any further knowl
edge of objects would be impossible;
but if you mentioned red, green,
white, or blue to him, or if you
mentioned persons, places, or things
which he had previously seen, the
images of which were still in his
memory, he could recall them with
the distinctness which would answer

- a very good substitute for sight; but
when you ask the poor man to gather new knowl
edge by his eyes,he finds the entire world shut out
from him for ever. In like manner, persons may
lose portions of thebrain, in which both organs are
located, and the roots of the nerves or nervous
centers still being left, which once were connect
ed to the surface and constituted a portion of that
telegraphic machinery connecting consciousness
with the outer world; the individual may retain
a consciousnessof what he has learned and known,
but would be unable to take hold of new knowl
edge, just as a man blind can retain the imagery
and colors of objects in his inner consciousness
while thesecolors and imagery are, for the future,
shut out to him.
A young man in Pittsburg, Pa., who was known

for his pride, imperiousness, arrogance, and dis
position to dictate and domineer, and for his over
bearing will-power and determination, and who
was everywhere acknowledged the controlling

&
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spirit among his associates, received an accidental
blow upon the crown of his head in the region of
Self-Esteem and Firmness, Approbativeness and
Cautiousness, which induced the growth of a
large bony tumor, which continued to increase
for more than three years; it was then nearly an
inch in elevation, extending about the same
distance below the inner table of the skull. Dr.
George McClellan, of Philadelphia, removed the
tumor in the year 1838. What is most important
and interesting in this case is the peculiar and
marked change that occurred in the character of
the individual. Dr. McClellan, in his report of
the case, which appeared in the PHRENoLogical
Journal, Wol. 3, No. 4, said, “At the time of
the operation, and until the pulsations of the ex
posed surface of the brain returned, he was re
markable for his firmness of mind and resolution.
No patient ever bore a severe and protracted op
eration with more intrepidity. He sat upright in
a chair, without any confinement, until the blood
vesselgave way at the close of the operation; and
during its performance he repeatedly inquired of
the bystanders if it was the brain that was coming
out under the efforts of the surgeon. It has been,
moreover, stated by those who have known him
well for years, that previous to this injury he had
always beendistinguished for his firmness, courage
and independence. But soon after the operation a
remarkable change took place in the character
and bearing of the patient. He then became ex
ceedingly timid and irresolute. It would render
him pale and almost pulseless to approach him
with a pair of scissors for the purpose of trimming
away his hair from the margins of the wound;
and the sight of a piece of lunar caustic, or a
pair of forceps in the surgeon's hands, would
throw him into great trepidation. This state of
his mental faculties continued for some time.

He could not even go down into a cellar contain
ing some plaster busts without a sense of faint
ness and sinking; and the operation of taking a
cast of his head in plaster, nearly prostrated all
the functions of his mind and body. His carriage
also becameremarkably affected. Instead of main
taining his natural erect posture and bearing, he
sunk his head and shoulders into an awkward
stoop, and looked timidly and anxiously forward,

as if he was afraid of falling or blundering
against a door-post. Two years after the opera
tion, his former firmness and intrepidity of mind
gradually returned, and no manifestation of weak
ness or fear was discovered in his mental action.”

The name of this man was Thomas Richardson,

of Pittsburg, Pa. The operation was performed
by Dr. George McClellan, of Philadelphia. We
give the portrait of the man which indicates the
appearance of the head, showing the scar from
where the tumor was removed.

Second.—If a person be endowed, naturally,
with organs which in their balance tend to deg
radation and crime, can such a person be regard
ed as under the same moral obligations as others ?
ANswer.—No, and we do not see how any

sensible man would hesitate to give such an
answer.
much as in looks, and it is a consolation to know
that we are to be judged by One who knows all
our weaknessesand the reason of them. Many a
poor fellow is born of intemperate, diseased, or

Men differ in gifts and character as

dissolute parents, and inherits a sickly, excitable,
weak, unbalanced, and we might say depraved,
organization, just as some persons inherit weak
lungs, distorted features or limbs; and shall we
be told that, though a man inherits a crippled
body, or a weak or warped mind, he is to be
judged by the same standard of morality or held
to the same accountability as another Of course
not. Read the parable of the talents recorded in
the New Testament. “To one he gave five talents,
to another two, to another one, to each according

to his several ability.” And when the master re
turned, he found two of them had improved, ac
cording to their ability, what they had received,
and were approved. The third, who had received
one talent, and had ability to improve that one,
just as effectually as either of the others had to
improve theirs, and, like them, to have doubled it,

had failed to do so, and was condemned; not for
not having ten talents, or four talents to show,

but for not having two talents—the original one,

and its possible and proper improvement in the
form of another talent.

THIRD.—If a person have, according to Phre
nology, a low organization, is there not placed be
tween him and eminence an impassable barrier *

ANswer.—Between him and pre-eminence there
certainly is an impassable barrier, but between
him and improvement there is no more of a

barrier than there was between the one who re
ceived the five talents and improvement. Persons
seem to lose sight of the idea, that no person ex
pects impossibilities from anybody; and is not
“the Judge of all the earth” as just as man?
Who expects a poodle dog to wrestle with a bear
or a wolf, like the hound or the mastiff? He is

approved if he fulfill the duties that are possible

to him. A child is never expected to do as much

as a man; and somemen are not expected to do,

or to be as much as others; still, we hear people
harping about the responsibilities and moral obli
gations of man, and trying to throw discredit on

Phrenology, or on the law of organization, because
they fancy that the human race is under one
great God-given law, which requires every human
being to be perfect in knowledge, in goodness,
and in grace. We believe it is just as easy for a

child to do his duty, such duty as is justly required

of a child, as it is for the ablest and wisest man

to perform such duties as are justly required of

him; that it cost St. Paul as much effort to preach

as he was required to preach, and to fulfill all his
duties, as it costs the weakest disciple in modern
times who has tried to preach. In short, respon
sibility is always according to capacity, and the
light under which persons live.
This is “orthodoxy” to-day, and has been noth

ing less for 2,000 years. It is also Phrenology,
Physiology, and sound Philosophy; nay, from the
days of Abraham it has been the doctrine ac
cepted by the common sense of the world, as well

as that clearly set forth in the sacred Scriptures,
True, some hair-splitting, theological bigots, and
others, who are short-sighted and timid, have
started back in fear from the proposition, that
mental power depends, in the present life, on the
organization and healihy action of the brain. As
tronomy and Geology shared the same fate, from

the same class. Why should Phrenology be an

exception? -
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T BIE BRIT IS H P O ETS:
THEIR LEADING PHRENOLOGICAL ORGANS.

[contLNUED.]

S H A K S P E A R E.
[This old-styleengravingwas made from one of the

mostaccuratelikenesses of the greatpoetextant. The
figuresinserted in thecutindicatethelocationof someof
the phrenologicalorgans, to wit: 21,Ideality; 22,Imita
tion; 28,Mirthfulness;36,86,Causality;37,Comparison;

C, Human Nature, or power to understandmind and
character; D

,

Agreeableness.]

To understand the author of Hamlet and Mac
beth is not easy; the poor and scanty materials

of biography furnish few data; his own works
show us all the world but himself—for Shak
speare was no egotist. Still, it is only by a thor
ough acquaintance with the poet that we can
hope to be introduced to the man; and if long
and intimate communion with the works which

form the brazen monument of his fame may con
stitute one of the many requisites demanded for
this analysis, the writer may at least escape the
charge of arrogance in assuming the difficult task.
Guided by some knowledge of the general opera
tions of intellect; availing himself of the chart
which the poet has himself furnished, with his
way illuminated by science, he may sound, per
haps, some of the channels of this “ oceanic
mind.” But, however the effort may fail, the
poet can not be involved in the blunder; the
eagle's flight will not be less high because he
soars beyond our vision. Most of the efforts to

analyze the intellect before us have either turned
too much upon his merely acquired information,

or upon the mystic qualities of his genius, which,
by some, have been represented as absolutely in
dependent of all knowledge. Certain critics have
enumerated the various kinds and degrees of his
information, while others have dealt in the usual
commonplace matter about the indescribable op
erations of mind. He is so accurate in the use of
legal technicalities, says one, that he must have
possessedthe knowledge of the lawyer . He wrote

so well upon pathology, cries AEsculapius, that he
was certainly intimate with the library of the
physician | Such was his knowledge of the Bible
and polemics, says the divine, that he was even a

good theologian The enthusiast of Shakspeare
here steps in, seizes upon these acknowledgments,
and claims for his favorite the united wisdom of
the divine, the lawyer, and the physician But

he has not yet created a Shakspeare. All these
qualities, in certain degrees, he indeed possess
ed. But he poss-ssed something more. What
was that Now we approach the difficulty of
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our task. Glorious minds are handed down to
us in the annals of history; profound students
of nature have been nurtured in our own
lovely land. We can claim the intellect that
arrested the forked lightning in its course, and
directed it harmless from the habitations of man.
But what shall w

e say of Shakspeare : Shall w
e

search the lexicon of eulogy, and conceal our
ignorance under high-sounding epithets : N

o
:

these superlatives may commend, but they do not
describe ; they leave the objects they praise as
abstract and intangible as before; the question

is not thus easily solved. Let us see how Cole
ridge, a man who blended the enthusiasm of the
poet with the strength of the philosopher, an
swered the same question—“What shall we say

of Shakspeare * “Why, even this: that Shak
speare, no mere child of nature--no automaton of

genius—possessed by the spirit, not possessing it

—first studied patiently, meditated deeply, un
derstood minutely, till knowledge became habit
ual and intuitive, and at length brought forth
that stupendous power which placed him without
an equal in his own rank—which seated him on
one of the two glory-smitten summits of the poetic
mountain, with Milton as his compeer, not rival.”

This is one of the very best pictures of the
progress of a great mind; and beautiful and
philosophical is the distinction between possessing
and being possessed by the spirit. There is here
no cant about knowledge that never was acquired
—no claims of impossibility—none of the mysti
cism so common in most attempts to describe the
divine attributes of genius. He traces the up
ward course of one of nature's most gifted sons;
his mind he supposes intuitive, but it becameso—
wonderful as was its flight, he knows it was
through the regions of real knowledge. Still,
this is but i a description of the modes, the
modifications of the great poet’s mind; of the
elements of that mind, there is nothing said.

So far as mere means may modify and improse
original forces of mind, these remarks of Cole
ridge are highly discriminative ; but before
such means will ever be employed, there must

be certain impelling powers—certain imperious
wants naturally tending to such a course. When
we ascribe the results of genius to wisely-chosen
and well-adapted means, weshould not forget that
we assume a capacity equal to great discrimina
tion and enlarged comparison; in short, to the
power of reasoning. “To study patiently,” at

least supposes a mind susceptible of improvement,
and aware of its wants; “to meditate deeply,”
implies a high order of the thinking principle;
“to understand minutely, and become intuitive,”
absolutely demands an organization originally
active, of extraordinary endowments, and prone

to great exaltation and habitual exercise.
Thus writes the ingenious author of the “Phi

losophy of the Human Voice,” while contesting
the usual notions of the qualities of genius:
“Let those who are deluded by this mystic no.
tion of genius, turn from the impostors who can
not describe an attribute which they do not un
derstand. Let them go to the great sachems of

mankind, and learn from the real possessors of it

how much of its manner may be described ; they
will tell us that genius, in its high meaning, is

always enthusiastic—always characterized by its

love of an object in its means as well as its ends.”
We have now before us one of the greatest sa
chems of mankind, and purpose through him to

learn the nature of real genius—of genius in its
high meaning. It will be seen that the phrenol
ogist does not teach, as is so often laid to his
charge, that a mere conformation of brain is the
only measure of knowledge, for he, of all men, is

most interested in the rational discipline of mind;
and to this culture—pursued in harmony with a

sound philosophy, as well as to original endow
ments—he looks for the most enduring triumphs

of mind. “Genius, in its high meaning,” says
the author above cited, “is always enthusiastic.”
But this enthusiasm, is it not as various as the
different attributes which constitute it 2 Has
any one an equal enthusiasm for all the arts and
sciences 2 Could Bacon have written Hamlet, or
Shakspeare the Novum Organum ? or could either
have composed the Messiah of Handel 2 The
philosopher of the human voice, could he have
written with the same power, the same profound
analysis, upon mechanics, as he has done in aid
of a beautiful and useful art? But enthusiasm

is an attribute of genius, and “the love of an ob
ject, in its means as well as its end,” it has ever
cherished But is it necessarily peculiar to geni
us—does it accurately define it 2 Who has more
enthusiasm in his own pursuit than the intensely
avaricious man—who has a greater love of his ob
ject in its means as well as its end ?

Before entering upon the phrenology of Shak
speare, let us illustrate the description of Cole.
ridge, and the nice distinction among men of ge
nius, by applying the principles of our science.
An individual may have an unusual development

of certain organs which constitute the genius for
painting, poetry, or some particular art—he is

“possessed by the spirit.” But in consequence

of comparative deficiency in reflective intellect—
positive deficiency in firmness, and some other
qualities—in fine, for want of harmonious balance,

he is rather the “automaton of genius”—he does
not possess the spirit, gifted with the greatest
powers he yet needs, the power of will, that mon
arch of the mind that commands, molds, and di
rects all these gifts to the attainment of certain
ends. Such organizations manifest great ability,
but often leave the world without any adequate
memorial of their powers. Others, again, become
the masters of themselves, wield with effect the
power they have, understand their own strength,
and attain an overruling consciousness. They

“ possess the spirit,” and seldom die before they
are able to boast, with Horace, that “they have
executed a monument more lasting than brass.”
We will now briefly advert to those fundamental
conditions of phrenology which are found united

in Shakspeare, intending to give a more minute
analysis in the course of this article. His head
was large, and strikingly developed in the intel
lectual region. His temperament we may infer

to have been mixed—a combination of nervous,
sanguine, and bilious. We refer to his works for
the appropriate manifestations. His moral or
gans were unquestionably high—referring again

to his works—particularly Benevolence. Now let
the reader pause, and carefully examine the
engraving which adorns this article, considered
the most accurate likeness extant. Mark the un

usual height, breadth, and depth of the forehead;
behold the sweeping brow, indicating wonderful
perceptive powers—the obvious expansion of the
reflective region—the language-lit eye—the sur
passing benevolence—and on either side, above
the temples, and partially covered by hair, the
dome where beauty sits weaving her glowing
thoughts—the graceful swell of Ideality—and,
remembering that he has before his eye one of the
“foremost men of all the world”—the poet who
“exhausted worlds, and then imagined new”—
ask himself whether this extraordinary corre
spondence of manifestation with phrenological
conditions be only a curious coincidence 2 But
all theseconditions, implying as they do wonderful
powers, and which, in the very nature of organ
ization, could not be dormant, but would delight
by their manifestation, yet do not with the ac
curacy which belongs to science, and is demanded
by the subject, define the exaltation and fervid
energy of this myriad-minded man, the grandeur,
the brilliancy, the ever-active wit, the profound
discrimination, and the harmony which reigned
among all these, by means of which they were held

in rigid subservience to the reasoning faculty.
These well known attributes of the great master

of song are not necessarily included in the con
ditions above enumerated. Not to be misunder
stood, we will here premise that there are several
modes of activity peculiar to all the intellectual
faculties, ranging from simple perception to con
ception, imagination, or the creative power. The
larger and more active an organ, the greater is

the tendency to the exalted mode; but however
large the brain, and well-developed, if the tem
perament be dull and phlegmatic, there is no nat
ural propension to the state; if it be attained in

this case, the stimulus must come from without—
must be unusual, and is not the result of internal
energy. Hence very lymphatic persons are sel
dom imaginative—seldom create, either in phi
losophy or poetry; and hence, too, the Bacons,
Byrons, Miltons, and Shakspeares are never of

dull and lymphatic organization. Though these
truths are familiar to most students of the sci
ence, yet, as the different modes and gradations

of activity are not sufficiently adverted to, it is

thought proper to repeat them. And in the more
philosophic part of our science, so often misunder
stood and misrepresented, it may indeed be said,
in the words of our bard—

“Truth canneverbeconfirmedenough,
Thoughdoubtsdid eversleep.”

It is possible, we say, that the conditions above
ascribed to the organization of Shakspeare might
have existed without the splendid manifestations

of that organization; and for the reason, that the
glorious type, the priceless gem—detected in it by

the glance of science—might never have been de
veloped—might never have reached the consum
mate bloom—insidious diseasemight have checked

or nipped, if it did not destroy the bud. But let

it be remembered, we speak of these conditions in

the abstract ; the living head would offer indica
tions which could not be mistaken. For we sup
pose that Shakspeare honored nature's stamp—
obeyed the mighty instinct she implanted, and
thus attained, by the gradations marked by Cole
ridge, the studious, meditative, intuitive power of

every intellectual organ. It is from such a brain
—thus endowed with strength, activity, harmo
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nious balance—and thus progressing, fulfilling its
destiny, and directing its energies to poetry and
the drama—that the Othellos, Macbeths, and
Hamlets spring forth as surely, as irresistibly as
the unobstructed current flows from the fount
ain |
That he at some period of his life was a stu

dent, can no more be doubted than that his works
display an extraordinary amount of such knowl
edge as books can supply; but he who endeavors
to find the power of the bard in any branch of
human knowledge, will assuredly fail. The in
formation which books could best afford, he sought
from them. Of what the busy scenes of life ex
hibited, he became the intelligent spectator.
What the heart of man concealed, he traced in
the complex motives revealed in his actions, by
applying the touchstone of his own universal sym
pathy. But to al

l

these investigations he brought
the mind of a Shakspeare. Books, nature, and
men were all subjected to a scrutiny that could
not be deceived. They were all, too, but so many
means; the end was wisdom. He never, there
fore, by any false preferences, contracted the
sphere of his intellectual vision; or, in the pur
suit of real knowledge, prided himself with some
little rivulet which he mistook for the ocean. And

if he ranked not high among the schoolmen of his
day, it was because he knew “there were more
things in heaven and earth than was dreamt of in

their philosophy.” But the acquired information

of Shakspeare, meaning thereby such as he amass

ed from books, has been much exaggerated; and
we are not of those who ascribe to him all that
was known in his day. Ben Jonson was doubt
less his superior in classical attainments, and
Bacon unquestionably excelled all his cotempora
ries in enlarged scientific views. We have heard

of an enthusiast who not only believed his favor
ite well versed in all the arts and sciences of his
own day, but that he had actually anticipated
most of the pretended discoveries of posterity.
Thoroughly read in his author, the manner in

which he would support these lofty claims was ex
ceedingly ingenious and amusing. Upon an occa
sion, some years since, of a supposed discovery of

Captain Symes, that the earth was hollow, and
could be entered at the poles, a friend demanded

of the lover of Shakspeare any intimation in the
works of his favorite of the new system. He at

once responded : “This idea has assuredly been
stolen from the greatest philosopher of the world;
does he not say in Othello—

* Heavenstopsthenose at it
,

And themoonwinks; thebawdywind,thatkisses
All shemeets, is hush'dwithin thehollowmine
Ofearth,andwill nothearit?’”

But in the operations of the mind, as manifested

in the world—in its various struggles in health
and disease—in the terrible perversions of insan
ity, “like sweet bells jangled out of tune and
harsh”—in such knowledge Shakspeare probably
excelled all men of his time.
He seemsearly to have discovered, that “the

proper study of mankind is man;” and al
l

knowl
edge which bears immediately upon his subject he

seems to have pondered. History, physiology,
and especially pathology, as presenting the human
mind modified by disease, were not neglected, as

whole scenes in his plays might be cited to prove.
We have heard of a volume compiled from his

works by a physician, entirely relating to his
own profession; and most writers on insanity il

lustrate their subject by large draughts from the
same fountain. The poet seems to have known
that the mysteries of the soul could be best studied
and unraveled through the medium of its mortal
instrument. Thus, at least, he did study it; and
hence the accuracy, depth, and philosophic dis
cernment which characterize his writings when
man is the subject of reflection. We now ap
proach what we believe to be the broadly marked,
the unmistakable distinction between the truly
great poet and the elegant rhymer, who imagines
the farther he departs from all that is natural,
the higher he soars in sublimity; but nothing is

more sublime than truth, and she is equally the
object of the great poet and profound philosopher;

in their mutual love of her their characters grad
ually unite, and the line which distinguishes
them becomes less distinct. There is not, per
haps, a single instance of a really great poetwith
out the spirit of an elevated philosophy. “The
poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,” often descries
thosegreat truths which the philosopher obtains
only after forging long chains of deductions; but
these truths becomeunto each other the materials
for a world, which, so far as the mass of mankind

is concerned, is equally ideal to both.
To talk of the ignorance of Shakspeare, as some

do, in order to enhance his genius, is exceedingly
unphilosophical; it is impossible a mind like his
can be ignorant, even as relates to general in
formation, or knowledge of books. The merely
illustrative matter of the comprehensive thinker
must be drawn from an infinite variety of sources;
and though the veriest groundwork of his mind,
can only be amassed by one having an intuitive
perception of the great truth, that all human
knowledge is a circle, which, however marked
and divided by technical and sophistical distinc
tions, has its center in the contemplative man.
The various methods of study are of little conse
quence when we talk of master spirits, for the
progress of all original genius is ever in accord.
ance with its organization. From Plato and Aris
totle down to the days of Bacon, omitting fortu
nate discoverers of half-developed truths, whose
intellectual stature has been much overrated—
every consummate genius destined to leave its en
during impress and act upon the thinking world
for ages, no matter what the medium through
which he spoke—metaphysics, natural philosophy,

or through a far-reaching and elevated poesy—
has been scarcely more remarkable for the living
truths he brought from darkness than for the
wide and various sources whence he deduced
them. We have been too long content to measure
knowledge by the standard of the schools, although
the folly of doing so has been repeatedly rebuked

by the greatest of the race. Shakspeare belongs
not to the class of partial geniuses. His was a

mind which, though possessed of the greatest fa
cility in acquisition, was not content with the
mere exercise of memory—using the word in its

phrenological sense, as one of the lower modes of

action of all the intellectual faculties—but assim
ilated, and was constantly tending to the higher
state of thought-conception, the great creative
power—the peculiar attribute of exalted genius.
Man was to the bard of Avon as a nucleus around
which he gathered all that affiliated with the
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subject; and though in certain departments he
was inferior to some of his cotemporaries, it is

probable that no intellect of his day experienced

a higher and more sustained activity of all the
intellectual faculties ascribed by Phrenology to

man. The proper aliment of each, having under
gone the alchymic process of his ever-musing
mind, might easily, without the trouble of careful
selection, be arrayed before the readers of the
Journal; but it would be something worse than
supererogatory. We will, however, by short quota
tions, illustrate the philosophical manifestation of

his very large Benevolence; for to the diffused
and far-reaching spirit of this organ, united with
others, we are indebted for his “language pic
tures” of the mental miseries of the great, as well

as the physical sufferings of the lowest of his
race. Thus does he penetrate into the anxious,
sleepless chamber of a king—

“Oh, sleep!
Nature'ssoftnurse : howhave I frightedthee,
That thouno morewilt weighmyeyelidsdown,
And steepmysenses in forgetfulness?

* + * - + *

Wilt thou,uponthe high andgiddymast,
Sealup theship-boy'seyes,androck his brain
In cradle of therudeimperioussurge;
And in thevisitations of thewinds,
That taketheruffianbillowsby theirtops,
Curling theirmonstrousheads,andhangingthem
With deafning clamors in theslipperyshrouds,
That with thenoiseevendeathawakes?
Canstthou,oh, partialsleep,give thy repose
To thewetsea-boy, in anhour so rude,
And in thecalmestandthestillesthour,
With all appliancesandmeans to boot,
Deny it to a king?”

And thus he extends his sympathy to an humbler
sphere The lines are spoken by Lear, in the
midst of a storm.
“Poor nakedwretches,wheresoe'eryouare,
That bide thepelting of thispitilessstorm,
How shallyour houselessheads,andunfedsides,
Your loop'dandwindow’draggednessdefendyou
From seasonssuch as these ? O

,
I haveta'en

Too little care of this! Take physic,pomp ;

Exposethyself to feelwhatwretchesfeel,
That thoumay'stshakethesuperflux to them,
And showtheheavensmorejust.”

His works teem with similar examples; his
benevolence embraced all human things—all suf
fering, whether it existed in the palace or the cot
tage—whether the heaving bosom was hid by the
“robes and furr'd gowns,” or exposed to the
“peltings of the pitiless storm” by the “loop'd
and window’d raggedness” of want.

If any student of Phrenology wishes to observe
and feel the manifestations of Ideality and Tune

in their highest modes of activity, let him read
certain portions of the “Tempest;” and if he can
arouse his own faculties to a perfect sympathy
with the scenes, he will be transported to the
“Enchanted Isle,” the “delicate Ariel” will float

in beauty before his eye, Prospero will wave his
magic wand, and the air be filled with “all the
linked sweetnessof sound.”

[To BE continued.]

If a man had a perfectly harmonious organiza
tion, and his circumstances were not decidedly
unfavorable, he could generally conduct himself
with propriety ; but the best are liable to be

thrown off their balance, hence all need to say,
“Lead us not into temptation.”

—sº-º:
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T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE ComteE.
[FRoMTHE LATE8tREVISEDEDINBURGHEDITIon.]

[continued from LAst NUMBER.]

MAN differs from the brutes in this—that, instead of blind instincts,
he is furnished with reason, which enables him to study himself, the
external world, and their mutual relations; and to pursue the conduct
which these point out as beneficial. It is by examining the structure,
modes of action, and objects of the various parts of his constitution, that
man discovers what his duties of performance and abstinence in regard
to health really are. This proposition may be illustrated in the follow
ing manner. The skin has innumerable pores, and serves as an outlet
for the waste particles of the body. The quantity of noxious matter
excreted through these pores in twenty-four hours is

,

on the very
lowest estimate, about twenty-four ounces. If the passage of this
matter be obstructed so that it is retained in the body, the quality of
the blood is deteriorated by its presence, and the general health, which
greatly depends on the state of the blood, suffers. The nature of per
spired matter is such, that it is apt, in consequence of the evaporation

of its watery portion, to be condensed and clog the pores of the skin;
and hence the necessity for washing the surface frequently, so as to

keep the pores open, and allow perspiration freely to proceed. The
clothing, moreover, must be so porous and clean, as readily to absorb
and allow a passage to the matter perspired, otherwise the same result
ensues as from the impurity of the skin, namely, the arrest, or diminu
tion, of the process of perspiration. Nor is this all. The skin is an

absorbing as well as an excreting organ, and foreign substances in con
tact with it are sucked into its pores and introduced into the blood.
When cleanliness is neglected, therefore, the evil consequences are
twofold: first, the pores, as we have mentioned, are clogged, and per
spiration obstructed; and, secondly, part of the noxious matter left on
the skin or clothing, is absorbed into the system, where it produces
hurtful effects. From such an exposition of the structure and functions

of the skin, the necessity for cleanliness of person and clothing becomes
abundantly evident; and the corresponding duty is more likely to be

performed by those who know these details, and are convinced of their
importance, than by persons impelled by injunctions alone. In some
parts of the East, ablution of the body is justly regarded as a duty of

religion; but you need not be told how extensively this duty is neg
lected in our own country. When men become enlightened, attention

to cleanliness will be regarded as an important duty, akin to temper
ance, honesty, or piety.

I might, in like manner, describe the structure and modes of action

of the bones, muscles, blood-vessels, nerves, and brain ; and demonstrate

to you that the necessity for bodily and mental labor, for temperance,
for attention to ventilation, for judicious clothing, and a great variety of

other observances, is written by the finger of God in the framework of

our bodies. This, however, belongs to Physiology; and here I assume
that you have studied and understand the leading facts of that subject.

I limit myself to two observations. First, Exercise of the bones and
muscles is labor; and labor, instead of being a curse to man, is a posi
tive source of his well-being and enjoyment. It is only excessive labor
that is painful; and in a well-ordered community there should be no

necessity for painfully exhausting exertion. Secondly, Exercise of the
brain is synonymous with mental activity, which may be intellectual,

or moral, or animal, according to the faculties which we employ.
Mental inactivity, therefore, implies inactivity of the brain; and as the
brain is the fountain of nervous energy to the whole system, the pun
ishment of neglecting its exercise is great and severe—consisting in

feelings of lassitude, uneasiness, fear, and anxiety ; vague desires,
sleepless nights, and a general consciousness of discomfort, with inca

pacity to escape from suffering; al
l

which poison life at its source, and
render it thoroughly miserable. Well-regulated mental activity, com
bined with due bodily exercise, on the other hand, is rewarded with
gay, joyous feelings, an inward alacrity to discharge al

l

our duties, a

good appetite, sound sleep, and a general consciousness of happiness
that causes days and years to fleet away without leaving a trace of

physical suffering behind.

While moderate and proportionate exercise of al
l

the bodily and
mental functions is essential to health, we must be equally careful, in

order to preserve this invaluable blessing, to shun over-exertion and
excessive mental excitement. Owing to the constitution of British so
ciety, it is very difficult to avoid, in our habitual conduct, one or other

of the extremes now mentioned. Many persons, born to wealth, have
few motives to exertion; and such individuals, particularly females,
often suffer grievously in their health and happiness from want of ra
tional objects of pursuit, calculated to excite and exercise their minds
and bodies. Others, again, who do not inherit riches from their ances
tors, are tempted to overtask themselves in acquiring them, frequently

to support an expensive style of living, which vanity leads them to re
gard as necessary to social consideration. At this season, how many

of us
,

after beginning our labors long before the sun dawns upon our
city, find it difficult to snatch even this late hour (8 o'clock), at which
we now assemble, from our pressing and yet unfulfilled business en
gagements' The same state of society exists in the United States of

America, and the same effects ensue. Dr. Caldwell, one of the orna
ments of that country, in his work on Physical Education, introduces
some excellent remarks on the tendency of the embroilment of party
politics and religious differences to over-excite the brain and produce
insanity, and also dyspepsia or indigestion, which, says he, is more
nearly allied to insanity than is commonly supposed. “So true is this,”

he adds, “that the one is not unfrequently converted into the other,
and often alternates with it. The lunatic is usually a dyspeptic during
his lucid intervals; and complaints, which begin in some form of gas
tric derangement, turn, in many instances, to madness. Nor is this
all. In families where mental derangement is hereditary, the members
who escape that complaint are more than usually obnoxious to dyspep
sia. It may be added, that dyspeptics and lunatics are relieved by the
same modes of treatment, and that their maladies are induced, for the
most part, by the same causes. The passions of grief jealousy, anger,
and envy impair the digestive power; and dyspepsia is often cured by

abandoning care and business, and giving rest to the brain. It is chiefly
for this reason that a visit to a watering-place is so beneficial. The
agitations of commercial speculation, and too eager pursuit of wealth,
have the same effect with party politics and religious controversy in

over-exciting the brain; and hence, in al
l probability, the inordinate

extent of insanity and indigestion in Britain, and still more in the Uni
ted States.”

In opposition to these obvious dictates of reason, two objections are
generally urged. The first is

,

that persons who are always taking care

of their health, generally ruin it; their heads are filled with hypochon
driacal fancies and alarms, and they become habitual valetudinarians.
The answer to this remark is

,

that al
l

such persons are already valetu
dinarians before they begin to experience the anxiety about their
health here described; they are already nervous or dyspeptic, the
victims of a morbid condition of body attended by uneasiness of mind,
which last they ascribe to the state of their health. They are essen
tially in the right as to the main cause of their distress, for their men

ta
l

anxiety certainly does proceed from disorder of their organic func
tions. Their chief error lies in this, that their efforts to regain health
are not directed by knowledge, and in consequence lead to no benefi
cial result. They take quack medicines, or follow some foolish observ
ances, instead of subjecting themselves patiently and perseveringly to a

judicious regimen in diet, and regular exercise, accompanied by amuse
ment, and relaxation—the remedies dictated by the organic laws.
This last procedure alone constitutes a proper care of health; and no§-> —sº->
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one becomes an invalid or a hypochondriac from adopting it. On the
contrary, many individuals, in consequence of this rational obedience

to the organic laws, have ceased to suffer under the maladies which
previously afflicted them.
The second objection is

,
that many persons live in sound health to a

good old age, who never take any care of themselves at all; whence it

is inferred that the safest plan is to follow their example and act on al
l

occasions as impulse prompts, never doubting that our health, if we
pursue this manly course, will take care of itself. In answer to this
objection I observe, that constitutions differ widely in the amount of

their native stamina, and consequently in the extent of tear and wear
and bad treatment which they are able to sustain without being ruined;
and that, for this reason, one individual may be comparatively little in
jured by a course of action which would prove fatal to another with a

feebler natural frame.

The grand principle of the philosophy which I am now teaching is
,

that the natural laws really admit of no exceptions, and that specific
causes, sufficient to account for the apparent exceptions, exist in every
instance. Some of these individuals may have enjoyed very robust
constitutions, which it was difficult to subvert: others may have in
dulged in excesses only at intervals, passing an intermediate period in

abstinence, and permitting the powers of nature to re-adjust themselves
and recover their tone, before they committed a new debauch ; while
others may have led an extremely active life, passing much of their
time in the open air; a mode of being which enables the constitution

to withstand a greater extent of intemperance than it can resist with
sedentary employment. But of one and al

l
of these men we may safe

ly affirm, that if they had obeyed the organic laws, they would have
lived still longer and more happily than they did by infringing them:
and in the course of my observations, I have never seen an example of

an individual who perseveringly proceeded in a course of intemperance,
either sensual or mental-–that is

,

who habitually overtasked his stomach

or his brain—who did not permanently ruin his health, usefulness, and
enjoyment; I, therefore, can not believe in the supposed exceptions to

the organic laws. On the contrary, I have seen many of the most ro
bust and energetic boys, who were my school companions, sink into
premature graves, from reckless reliance on their strength and disre
gard of external injurious influences; while the more feeble, but more
prudent, survive.
One source of error on this subject may be traced to the widely

prevailing ignorance which exists regarding the structure and functions

of the body; in consequence of which, danger is frequently present,
unknown to those who unthinkingly expose themselves to its ap
proach.

If you have marked a party of young men, every one of whom is

unacquainted with the currents, sand-banks, and rocks, visible and in
visible, with which the Frith of Forth is studded, proceeding in a boat
on a pleasure-sail, you may have seen them al

l alert, and full of fun
and frolic; and if the day was calm and the sea smooth, you may have
observed then return in the evening well and happy, and altogether
unconscious of the dangers to which their ignorance had exposed them.
They may repeat the experiment, and succeed, by a fortunate combi
nation of circumstances, again and again; but how different would be

the feelings of a prudent and experienced pilot, who knew every part

of the channel, and who saw that on one day they had passed within
three inches of a sunken rock, on which, if they had struck, their boat
would have been smashed to pieces; on another, had escaped by a

few yards a dangerous sand-bank; and on a third, had with great diffi
culty been able to extricate themselves from a current which was rap
idly carrying them on a precipitous and rocky shore! The pilot's anx
iety would probably be fully justified at length, by the occurrence of one

or other of those mischances, or by the upsetting of the boat in a

squall, its destruction in a mist, or its driving out to sea when the wind
aided an ebbing tide.
This is not an imaginary picture. In my own youth I happened to

form one of such an inconsiderate party. The wind rose on us, and

al
l

our strength applied to the oars scarcely sufficed to enable us to pull
round a point of rock, on which the sea was beating with so much
force, that had we struck on it, our frail bark would never have with
stood a second shock. Scarcely had we escaped this danger, when we
ran right in the way of a heavy man-of-war's boat, scudding at the rate

of ten miles an hour before the wind, and which would have run us
down, but for the amazing promptitude of her crew, who in an instant
extended twenty brawny arms over the side of their own boat, seized
ours, and held it above water by main force, til

l

they were able to clear
away by our stern. The adventure was terminated by our being pick

ed up by a revenue cutter, and brought safely into Leith harbor at a

late hour in the evening. I have reflected since on the folly and pre
sumptuous confidence of that excursion; but I never was aware of the
full extent of the danger, until, many years subsequently, I saw a reg
ular chart of the Frith, in which the shoals, sunken rocks, and currents
were conspicuously laid down for the direction of pilots who navigate
these waters. -
Thus it is with rash, reckless, ignorant youth in regard to health.

Each folly or indiscretion that, through some combination of fortunate
circumstances, has been committed without immediate punishment,

emboldens them to venture on greater irregularities, until, in an evil
hour, they are caught in a violation of the organic laws that consigns
them to the grave. Those who have become acquainted with the
structure, functions, and laws of the vital organs see the conduct of

these blind adventurers on the ocean of life in the same light that I

regarded our youthful voyage after I had become acquainted with the
chart of the Frith. There is an unspeakable difference between a be
lief in safety founded only on utter ignorance of the existence of danger,
and that which arises from a knowledge of al

l

the sunken rocks and
eddies in the stream, and from a practical pilot's skill in steering clear

of them all. The pilot is as gay and joyous as they ; but his joy arises
from well-grounded assurance of safety; theirs from ignorance of dan
ger. He is cheerful, yet always observant, cautious, and alert. They
are happy, because they are unobservant and heedless. When danger
comes, he shuns it by his skill, or meets and conquers it. They escape

it by accident, or perish unwittingly in the gulf.
The last observation which I make on this head is

,

that, in regard to

health, nature may be said to allow us to run with her an account-cur
rent, in which many small transgressions seem at the time to be fol
lowed by no penalty, when, in fact, they are al

l charged to the debit
side of the account, and, after the lapse of years, are summed up and
closed by a fearful balance against the transgressor. Do any of you
know individuals, who, for twenty years, have persevered in frequent
feastings, who al
l

that time have been constant diners out or diners at
home, or the soul of convivial meetings, prolonged into far advanced
hours of the morning, and who have resisted every warning and admo
nition from friends, and proceeded in the confident belief that neither
their health nor strength were impaired by such a course 1 Nature
kept an account-current with such men. She had at first placed a

strong constitution and vigorous health to their credit, and they had
drawn on it day by day, believing that, because she did not instantly
strike the balance against them and withdraw her blessing, she was
keeping no note of their follies. But mark the close. At the end of

twenty years, or less, you will find them dying of palsy, apoplexy, water

in the chest, or some other disease clearly referable to their protracted
intemperance; or, if they escape death, you will see them become
walking shadows, the ghosts of their former selves—the beacons, in

short, set up by nature to warn others that she does not, in any instance,
permit her laws to be transgressed with impunity. If sedulous instruc
tion in the laws of health would not assist the reason and moral and re
ligious feelings of such persons to curb their appetites, and avoid these
consequences, they must be reckless indeed. At least, until this shall
have been tried and failed, we should never despair, or consider their
case and condition as beyond the reach of improvement.

It must be allowed, however, that the dangers arising to health from
[continued on PAGEELEven.] /
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BiographY AND PhirtenologiCAL CHAIRACTER.

BiograAPHY.
History affords innumerable instances of the

combination of artistic and literary ability. In
modern times we find that Sir Joshua Reynolds
was equally great as a writer and a painter.
Northcote, Sir M. A. Shee, and Leslie, are other
examples of Royal Academicians of the highest
literary abilities. Our own Allston, had he never
touched a pencil, would have ranked among our
greatest literary celebrities. Sterne has left be
hind him some fine drawings. Dickens is no com
mon artist, and Thackeray relates, that it was the
rejection by the publishers of his illustrations he
made for the earlier works of Dickens that forced
him to take up the pen. Allston advised Wash
ington Irving to adopt Art as a profession. It
is not, therefore, remarkable that we find Col.
Thorpe suddenly rising upon public notice as an
artist, though known for so many years only for
his literary labors.
T. B. Thorpe was born on the 1st day of March,

1815, in Westfield, Mass. His parents, however,
at the time, or soon afterward, became residents
of New York city, in which place his father, an
eminent clergyman, died in 1819. Throughout
life Mr. Thorpe has displayed great fondness for
artistic pursuits, impelled, as it were, in spite of
engagements in other business, by an overwhelm
ing influence, to use the pencil. At seventeen he
was a pupil under the tuition of the same master
with the now distinguished C. L. Elliott, Esq., at
which time a friendship was formed between these
two persons that has ever been remarkable for
its constancy. While a student of Art, Mr. Thorpe
illustrated one of Irving's stories—“The Bold
Dragoon,” a scene laid in Bruges. It is a curious
fact, illustrative of his literalness, that the houses
in this picture are from examples he found among
the gabled roofs existing at the time among the old
Knickerbockers in this city and Albany. The
painting was exhibited in the old Academy of Arts,
in Barclay Street, and purchased by Dr. McKay,
and we believe was presented by him to Washing
ton Irving. At the time we speak of

,

Art was com
paratively an unappreciated pursuit, and its
disciples had but little encouragement or sym
pathy. These facts had their influence on Mr.
Thorpe, who, abandoning his pencil, entered a

New England college, where he remained nearly
four years; and then, in company with some
Southern students, he went South, and eventually
established himself in Louisiana, in which State

he lived nearly twenty years.
His pen, instead of his pencil, now became the

medium of the expression of his thoughts. The
gloomy grandeur of the Mississippi River, the soli
tudes of the primitive forests, and the wild life he
came in contact with, were described in a series of
sketches under the signature of “Tom Owen, the
Bee Hunter,” which for graphic description have
never been surpassed, and their popularity at once
established for their author a reputation on
both sides of the Atlantic. In fact, Col. Thorpe
inaugurated the school, if you please, of West
ern sketches, which really contain most of our
genuine American literature, he preceding all
others in the field; but, while his sketches have
never been equaled in humor or power, the supe

£cs— —–––––

rior refinement and delicacy that characterized his
efforts, place them deservedly in the highest rank.

In the many years Mr. Thorpe resided in the
South he devoted much of his time to artistic pur
suits; indulged in a quiet way in the recrea
tion of fishing and hunting, his personal experi
ence being the foundation of most of his stories,

or the repetition of tales he heard around the
camp-fires. Among his earliest-formed acquaint
ances in the South was Col. Z. Taylor, afterward
the hero of Buena Vista and President of the
United States. When the war broke out, Mr.
Thorpe went with the Louisiana volunteers to

the Rio Grande, the bearer of important dis
patches to Gen. Taylor, and as correspondent

of his own paper. In this “campaign” of actual
war he won his title of colonel. His graphic let
ters detailing the battles and incidents of the 8th
and 9th of May were among the first that reached
the United States, and the impression they made

on the public mind is shown in the fact, that his
heroes have ever maintained the most prominent
place in the recollections of the war. Subse
quently he published two handsome volumes en
titled, “Our Army on the Rio Grande,” and “Our
Army at Monterey,” which contain much of all
that is really valuable of the movements of our
army in the “Northern line.”
Six years ago Col. Thorpe visited New York

city, with the intention of making an extended
visit. He soon formed profitable business engage
ments of a literary character with Harper Brothers,
and for a time was a constant contributor to their
monthly, his articles being commended for a

happy combination of pleasant and useful matter,
and also for the superior illustrations, the sketches
being either from his own pencil, or most happy
selections. These literary engagements finally
suggested a permanent residence in the North,
and Col. Thorpe purchased for himself a house in

Brooklyn, and quietly settled there.
As might have been expected, he gradually

formed acquaintances with the best artists, and
spent occasionally a leisuremoment in their studios.
The effectwas to revive in him the slumbering but
never eradicated passion for Art, and he soon filled
his room with sketches, few of which he ever ex
hibited even to his most intimate friends. Two
years ago he visited for the third time Niagara
Falls. An old idea came upon him with intense
force—a desire to put them upon canvas. The
magnificent triumphs of two of our best artists
still left the field unoccupied, and determined to

paint the entire falls, if it were possible, he

commenced his studies. Few points of interest
escaped his pencil; his sectional views were finally
wrought into sketches of the entire falls, and
these combined results again touched up from
nature. Thus prepared by intense study and the
most thorough reflection, he commenced, now
nearly a year ago, what was destined to be his
great picture of Niagara, and, judging from the
universal praise it has received from the press, it

will have an extraordinary popularity, not only as

a work of art, but also for being the first entire
view of the falls which has ever been painted.
Mr. Thorpe has been spoken of as an amateur

artist, which he is only in the sense that he has
ever been unobtrusive of his artistic abilities, and
has not made his pictures to any marked extent a

matter of sale; yet there are pictures of his scat

--------
tered over the country which are appreciated by

their owners above price. In the capital of

Louisiana is a full-length portrait of Gen. Z.

Taylor, as he appeared on the battle-field of Buena
Wista, owned by the State, that for all the ele
ments of a great picture finds no equal in any
full-length portrait in the country. In the year
1858 he purchased an interest in the old “Spirit
of the Times,” to which paper he had been more
than twenty-five years a favorite contributor; and

in his editorial duties, with the recreation, if you
please, of his pencil, he finds most profitable em
ployment of his time.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHAn Acter.
You have an excellent development of the vital

temperament, which manufactures nourishment
for the body and the brain. This is favorable in

your organization, because your head is so large
that it requires a good deal of vitality to support

it. You have an active nervous system, which is

indicated by the largeness of the brain and by
the fineness of the texture. You are not only
active bodily, but mentally. There are very few
persons who enjoy physical effort better than
you. When you have anything to do, you work

as if you were in a hurry; your mind acts in the
same way, earnestly, rapidly, and efficiently.
You are naturally a very industrious man, and
can turn off more thinking and effort in the course

of the year than the majority of men. You carry
with you a freshness, a readiness, and a prompt
ness of action which does not become exhausted
by the middle of the day; you can work clear up

to the close. You are not like a spring clock, that
runs slowly as it approaches the running-down
point, but seem to have your full vigor to the
last. There may be those who would endure
long, weary marches better than you; there are
few who would bring more earnest force to bear
upon a given effort; and there are very few who
can think and labor alternately a greater number

of hours than you. You do not need to lie by, and
recreate, and recruit. You are kept wound up
all the time like one of those military watches
which are wound up by the motion of the wearer.
Your phrenology indicates the following qual

ities: In the first place, you have a long head
from the ears forward, indicating that the intel
lectual portion of the brain is largely developed.
You are very full over the eyes, evincing large
perceptive organs, which give power to pick up
knowledge from the outward world, to take
quickly the points of a subject as they are pre
sented, and to glean up the facts which pertain to

life and to subjects of discussion, and to carry
these facts always ready for use.
You are known also for an excellent memory of

places, of forms, of details, of events, and of ideas.
You may forget names and unimportant dates,
but nearly everything else you retain with great
vividness. Your power of language is great ;

hence you are able to put your thoughts and facts
into words readily. The upper part of your fore
head is also amply expanded, indicating a high
degree of the reasoning and comparing powers.
Your forehead is wide in the upper part, showing
wit; and as we go backward, Ideality is seen in

large development,which gives a love of the beau
tiful, the artistic, the elegant, and the perfect, as

evinced in paintings, in oratory, in poetry, and
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whatever belongs to the esthetical. You have
also large Constructiveness, which indicates me
chanical skill, judgment about machinery, and
manual processes for the production of useful re
sults. You could be a good mechanic, would
succeed well as an artist, as an engineer, as a
builder, as a chemist, or as an astronomer. You
would also succeedwell as a logician or as a pub
lic speaker, possessing as you do nearly every
element of the popular orator.
When we take a view of the upper and back

portions of the head, we find very strong Firm
ness, which indicates an earnest will, great per
severance, power to hold the mind up to its work
till the desired object is accomplished, and also
the power to resist aggression and to stand firm
under trials and hardships. You are known for
your large Hope, for an enthusiastic disposition,
anticipation of good in the future, and willingness
to work for it to the end. You have a fair share
of faith in things spiritual, and rather strong rev
erence for that which is holy, high, pure, and re
ligious. You sympathize readily with suffering,
are disposed to render assistance, to say “Yes,”
when you ought to say “No,” and to do more for
those who need than you are well able to do. You
ought to have a large income to enable you to
take care of yourself and family, and have a sur
plus for those who have claims upon your sym
pathy.
You are a frank, open-hearted man, generally

speak what you mean, and sometimes are too
blunt to be popular. It is common for you to take
the straightest way in arriving at the truth; are
not satisfied with a circuitous, double-faced, half
hypocritical method of stating your belief and
your ideas You think positively, and desire to
talk right at the mark without circumlocution
and without unnecessary reserve. You are not
severe and cruel in disposition; when you are
provoked, you sometimes talk strongly; but if
you are led to the use of terms too sharp and
severe, you soon regret their use and feel like
making an apology. Persons who oppose you find
strong resistance; those who do not oppose you
find you placable and easy to get along with. You
are more likely to contend in argument than you
are in any other way; you instinctively avoid
physical conflict, and would employ it only as a
means of self-defense.
Your social nature it strongly marked; you

love ardently, and are inclined to be friend
ly. You show unusually strong parental attach
ment, and are very much interested in children
generally. Your love of home is another prom
inent quality of your mind. You enjoy home as
such, and though you would like to travel to the
ends of the earth, you would yearn for home, and
would be more happy and proud in the possession
of a desirable home than most men, and would
Seek more earnestly to adorn it and to make it
the abode of happiness.

You have rather large Approbativeness, which
gives a desire for the good opinion of people, espe
cially of your friends. Your Self-Esteem was
originally moderately developed, but contact with

the world, and a struggle with its labors and
cares, have tended to develop your Self-Esteem,
so as to give you more independence, more self
reliance, and more power to take the lead, than
naturally belonged to you. You have much pride,
but little vanity. You aim to be truthful and di
rect, as well as upright and just in statement.
Your leading qualities are thosewhich give you

intellectual power, ability to gain and retain
knowledge; those which give ingenuity, artistic
taste, talent for literature and science; perse
verance, energy, power of will, sympathy, justice,
kindness, ambition, and social impulse. You could
carry more Destructiveness, more hardness of
heart, more severity of spirit, more Secretiveness,
more reserve and policy, without damage to your
character, and, indeed, with advantage to it. If

you had larger Acquisitiveness, a higher sense of

property, more selfishness about laying up and
saving, it would be an improvement to your char
acter. With your generosity and sympathy, if

you had an intellect of only ordinary caliber, you
would find it difficult to acquire the means for a

support. A selfish man with a moderate intel
lect will manage to grasp every dollar within his
reach and hold on to it, and thus be able to live
handsomely; but you are liberal, generous, frank,
large-hearted, and therefore you require more
means to meet these claims. You are not in
clined to grasp after money, hence you require
all your planning talent, intellect, and ingenuity,

in order to acquire sufficient means to furnish
your liberal feelings with the means of gratifica
tion. If you could make twenty thousand dollars

a year, you would hardly get rich on it; there
would be so many ways in which you could ex
tend your friendship, and hospitality, and lib
erality, that it would very much reduce the
amount; in fact, you feel like expending in pro
portion as your income increases. If in any
given year you find your income largely aug
mented, you see many things that you and your
family need ; though when the income is re
stricted, you think you are surrounded with
nearly al

l

that a man needs. You could succeed

in any manly vocation, but your talents and
tastes lie in the direction of art, literature, sci
ence, and mechanism.

J O H
.
N
. A. M A CD ON A I, D.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

This gentleman has a remarkably sharp and

active organization. The mental temperament
predominates, which gives him quickness, clear
ness, and intensity of mind. He has also a full
degree of the motive temperament, which gives a

wiry toughness and strength of organization,
elasticity of action, and a good degree of en
durance, which sustains him in the mental labors
induced by his highly wrought nervous tempera
ment.
The reader will observe a great prominence of

the lower portion of the forehead, indicating
large perceptive organs, which give a quick,
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ready, and clear perception of facts, things, busi
ness, and whatever (comes within the range of
practical life and effort. That is essentially an
intelligent forehead. He has a good memory of
events, of colors, of incidents, and of words. He
is strongly endowed with Order, which renders
him methodical and systematic in whatever he
does. His Language, which is indicated by the
fullness and the prominence of the eye, and that
swollen, heavy appearance under the eye, indi
cates uncommon power ef speech, ability to talk
with ease, clearness, and copiousness, and also to
remember everything he reads. His Locality
would enable him to remember the place on the
page where a fact was recorded. His large
Eventuality renders him capable of retaining the
history and the incidents which form a part of
his experiences, or of that which he gathers from
reading.
The upper part of his forehead is not as large.

He is not somuch of a philosopher as he is a practi
cal man. He has to do with facts, and their bear
ing on common life. He is fond of wit and amuse
ment, must be excellent in conversation, and at
home in the social circle. He has respect for
whatever is venerable. The organs which give
firmness, pride, ambition, and energy are also
strongly developed, but are not, in the portrait,
distinctly seen.
Such persons need an abundance of sleep, tem

perate habits, much exercise in the openair, and
relaxation of mind, and cultivation of bodily
vigor; otherwise they break down early, because
they overdo, and exhaust their vitality prema
turely.

Biography.

The subject of this notice, who has held the post
of first minister of the crown in Canada, is a na
tive of Scotland. He was born in the neighbor.
hood of Glasgow, in the year 1814, and is conse
quently 46 years of age. Of medium height, his
person is slender, with a marked disinclination to
corpulency. His father, who had been engaged
in manufacturing, suffering Some reverse, emi
grated to Canada in 1820 with the wreck of his
fortune, when the future premier of the province
was a boy of six years of age. The family pro
ceeded to Kingston to join their relatives, among
whom was Colonel M'Pherson, who at that time
was in command of the veterans. Mr. Macdon
ald, the father of this subject, commenced busi
ness at Kingston in connection with Major Ewen
M'Pherson. He afterward became the owner of
mills in the neighborhood.
The son, John A., received his education at the

District Grammar School of Kingston, and ad
vanced in his studies with a celerity that dis
tanced all his competitors. In mathematics and
the classics he showed an aptitude far beyond
the average of pupils, and gave early promise of
the distinction he was to win in the great battle of
life. His memory was, even at this time, re
markably retentive. Whatever he read he re
membered ; and for years after he had read a
book he could turn at once to the page where a
particular passage occurred. The habit of gen
eral or miscellaneous reading he never relin
quished; and even when first minister in a coun
try where the premier is obliged to render him
self peculiarly accessible—when, during al

l

the
business hours of the day, perhaps a dozen per
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sons would, on an average, be waiting for an in
terview with him, he still found time for a con
siderable amount of general reading. This was
performed in bed after one or two o'clock in the
morning. [A most wretched practice.—ED. PH.
Journal.]

In 1829 he entered on the study of the law at

Kingston. In 1834 he was called to the bar, at

21 years of age. Mr. George Mackenzie, in

whose office he had studied law, having died in

the preceding year, our youthful barrister suc
ceeded to his business, and soon found himself in
the possession of a good, and, for a place of some
ten thousand inhabitants, a lucrative practice.
Long before he came into public life he had

been heard to say that no office in the gift of the
government had attached to it a salary sufficient

to prove any temptation to him. After someyears,
Hon. Alexander Campbell became his law part
ner. On the dissolution of this partnership, in

1850, he contracted a second partnership with
Archibald M'Donnell. In 1839, Mr. Macdonald
was appointed solicitor to the Commercial Bank

of the Midland District, a post which he has ever
since continued to fill. The Trust and Loan
Company, which has been so successful, owes its
organization to his exertions.

In private life, Mr. Macodonald conciliated the
respect of all classes and parties. His intimate

associates, at that time, describe him as a warm
and true friend. His social qualities—his wit
and his inexhaustible fund of anecdote—made
him the soul of every social assembly at which he

was present.
The political principles of our future statesman

were imbibed under the influence of the then
ruling party in the province. Between him and
the late Mr. John Cartwright, who long repre
sented in Parliament the united counties of Len
nox and Addington, there was a strong political
sympathy, united to personal friendship. Mr.
Macdonald's first public act as a politician was
performed in connection with the election to Par
liament of his friend, the late Mr. Cartwright,
President of the Commercial Bank of the Midland
District. His own political advancement at first
owed something to the tact and address of his
mother, an estimable lady, who is still living.
During his first elections, her house used to be

crowded with the political friends of her son. In

1844, Mr. Macdonald was elected to the Legis
lative Assembly for Kingston. It was a period of

great excitement, arising out of the difficulty
which had occurred between Sir Charles Met
calfe, the then governor-general, and his late
ministry, of which Mr. Lafontaine and Mr. Bald
win were the chiefs. The ministry had resigned

on a dispute with the governor-general, on the
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subject of patronage. The specific fact on which
they more particularly placed their resignation
was, that the governor-general had made appoint
ments without taking the advice of his cºuncil
thereon. Aministerial interregnum of nine months
occurred, during which all the ministerial offices
but one were vacant, it being impossible to find
any one who would accept them. The elections
turned on the question whether the governor
general or his late advisers were in the right. As
the reformers were disputing with the governor
general the ground on which it was alleged he
was attempting, unconstitutionally, to encroach,
Sir Charles had the conservatives for his support
ers. The party which had rallied round the
governor-general carried the electicns by a very
small majority, which was afterward so far in
creased that it was enabled to rule the country
till the meeting of a new parliament in the begin
ning of 1848, when it went out on a vote of non
confidence. On the 22d of May, 1847, Mr. Macdon
ald, who was attached to the ruling party, was
oppointed receiver-general of the public moneysin
the Draper cabinet. After holding this office for
a short time, he was translated to the crown
lands department, which office he held till the
vote of non-confidence, alluded to, was carried.
Re-elected for the city of Kingston about the

close of 1847,Mr. Macdonald went with his party
into opposition to the Lafontaine-Baldwin admin
istration. Although he was young to parliament.
ary life, a large section of the conservatives were
anxious to constitute him their leader in the place
of Sir Allan M'Nab. The question of leadership,
thus injudiciously raised, was settled in Septem
ber, 1854; when Sir Allan M'Nab was called
upon to form a coalition government, he became
attorney-general for Canada West, which post he
has, with an interregnum of a few days, ever
since continued to hold. In the spring of 1856,
Sir Allan M'Nab, harassed by the gout, and un
able to attend to his parliamentary duties, re
signed the premiership. The whole cabinet re
signed along with him, when Col. Tache re-formed
the government, chiefly out of the old material.
The question arose whether Mr. Macdonald or
or Mr. Drummond should be intrusted with the
leadership of the Commons House of Assembly,
and it was settled by the new premier in favor of
Mr. Macdonald. Another step would lead the
rising statesman to the premiership, and the op
portunity for it was not long in coming. In the
middle of November, 1857, Col. Tache resigned.
Mr. Macdonald was now called upon to form a
new government. Having accomplished this task,
he advised a dissolution of Parliament, and the
country was in the midst of a general election by
Christmas. The elections resulted in a large min
isterial majority in Lower Canada, and a small
opposition majority in Upper Canada. Toward
the close of July, 1858, the Legislative Assembly
adopted a resolution disapproving of the selection
by the Queen, on reference of the Canadian Par
liament, of Ottawa as the permanent seat of gov
ernment for United Canada, upon which the gov
ernment resigned After an intervening cabi
net, which lasted but two days, Mr. Cartier
formed a new government, in which Mr. Mac
donald holds his previous position of attorney
general for Canada West, without being premier.
Mr. Macdonald, since Mr. Hincks was appointed

Governor of the Windward Islands, has been the
ablest debater in the Canadian Parliament. His
oratory is not of a heavy caliber, but is light and
sprightly, wit and ridicule being among the
weapons which he wields with great dexterity.
He is good at closing up a debate, picking out the
weak points of his adversary's arguments, rid
iculing any pretensions that verge upon the ab
surd, and pulling to pieces, like one playing with
a rose, the weak or inconclusive arguments of an
opponent. When roused, he is animated and
energetic.
Although starting as a conservative, his name

is associated with several of the most important
liberal measures ever passed by the Canadian
Legislature, including the abolition of the feudal
system of landholding in Lower Canada, the secu
larization of the Legislative Assembly, and mak
ing the secondbranch of the legislature elective.
Mr. Macdonald married Miss Clark, a distant

relative, who bore him two children, both boys,
only one of whom survives. Mrs. Macdonald,
who had for several years suffered from indispo
sition, died during the middle of the general
election, when the political prospects of her hus
band, as premier, were hanging in the balance.-----

PIH YS I C A L C U L T U R E.
A SERMON

BY REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER.

[Preached at PlymouthChurch, beforethe Brooklyn
Young Men'sChristianAssociation,Sundayevening,May
6th,1860. Reportedfor the Independentby T. J. Ellin
wood. Published in the PHRENoLogical JourtsAL by
permission.]
“And theveryGodof peacesanctifyyouwholly; and I

pray God yourwhole spirit,and soul,and body be pre
served blamelessunto the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ.”—1THESS.v. 23.

[continued From PAGENINETY.]
II. WHAT, then, are some of the influences

which, particularly in cities, are at work to un
dermine health 2 I exclude from this enumera
tion all those which do not involve the individual
volition—which depend upon municipal regula
tion and general sanitary conditions.
1. I mention excessive and improper eating;

and I shall speak of it in regard to the things
eaten, in regard to times and quantities, and in
regard to the state of the food when eaten. As a
general thing, men are addicted to unwisdom in
eating, as regards quantity, time, and quality.
It seemsto somepersons as though a sensible man
ought not to think anything about eating—as
though he ought to be occupied with higher
thoughts. For the very reason that a man ought
to be occupied with higher thoughts, I say that
he ought to think about what he eats, how much
he eats, and when he eats.
Now, respecting this matter, I would not advo

cate any such scrupulosity as would end in ner
vousness and dyspepsia. I would not advocate any
such folly as the weighing of a man's food, or the
holding of a deliberative counsel after every meal,
as to the probable effect of what has been eaten.
All that pharisaism of the table is most perni
cious. But moderation in the quantity of food re
ceived into the stomach; wholesomeness of food;
regularity as to the time of taking food—the im
portance of these things I think every man ought
to be taught, from his youth up, to consider. Men
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know that they do not act the part of wisdom in
these things. I think that very many men, every
single day of their life, sin against light and
against knowledge, by the excessive indulgence
of their appetite in eating.
When riding on a locomotive, last week, and talk

ing with the engineer, as Ihad the privilege ofdoing,I could not but think how much wiser men were
about iron and steel machines than they were
about fleshly and osseousmachines. The relation
of the pump to the capacity of the boiler; the rela
tion of the furnace to the size of the flues; the rela
tion of the cylinder, or of the steam generated, to
the work to be done—all these things were in the
engineer's mind. He was continuously watching
every part and opening and shutting valves on
every side, so as to keep every part in its proper
condition. The stoker, or fireman, was applying or
withholding food, so as to keep the engine in just
that state in which it would work best, according
to whether we were running on an up-grade, on a
down-grade, or on level ground, and according to
the number and weight of the cars being drawn—
for we were drawing a long and ponderous train.
Now how many are there who watch their fur

nace, to see that they get in neither too much nor
too little fuel ? Men shovel in food without any
regard to what it is going to do. If it is the Sab
bath day, when they are quiescent, when they
have less air and exercise than on other days,
and when their stomachs are not in a condition to
digest as much food as on other days, they eat a
double portion. If it is a day when they are to
undergo severe taxation and work, and when they
can least afford to go without food, oftentimes they
become anxious, and neglect to eat because they
are so anxious. As a general rule, when the
body needs the basis of food less than at any other
time, they eat the most ; and when it needs it
more than at any other time, they eat the least.
Our food is a means to an end. It is simply the
fuel with which we are to raise steam for carrying
on the purposes of life. A man should eat as
much cn principle as he prays.

I have been asked, sometimes, how I could per
form so large an amount of work with apparently
so little diminution of strength. I attribute my
power of endurance to a long-formed habit of ob
serving, every day of my life, the simple laws of
health—and none more than the laws of eating.
It has become a second nature to me. It ceases
any longer to be a matter of self-denial. It is al
most like an instinct. If I have a severe tax on
my brain in the morning, I can not eat heartily
at breakfast. If the whole day is to be one of
nervous exertion, I eat very little till the exertion
is over. I know that two forces can not be con
centrated in activity at the same time in one
body. I know that when the stomach works, the
brain must rest; and that when the brain works,
the stomach must rest. If I am going to be mov
ing about out of doors a good deal, then I can
give a fuller swing to my appetite, which is never
exceedingly bad. But if I am engaged actively
and successively in mental labor, I can not eat
much. And I have made eating with regularity,
and with reference to what I have to do, a habit
so long, that it ceases any longer to be a subject
of thought. It almost takes care of itself. I at
tribute much of my ability to endure work to

[continued on PAGEsixTEEN.]
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improper social habits and arrangements can not be altogether avoided
by the exertions of individuals acting singly in their separate spheres.
I shall have occasion, hereafter, in explaining the social law, to point
out that the great precept of Christianity (that we must love our neigh
bors as ourselves) is inscribed in every line of our constitution; and that,
in consequence, we must render our neighbors as moral, intelligent,
and virtuous as ourselves, and induce them to form a public opinion in
favor of wisdom and virtue, before we can reap the full reward even
of our own knowledge and attainments. As an example in point, I ob
serve, that if there be among us any one, merchant, manufacturer, or
lawyer, who feels, in al

l
its magnitude and intensity, the evil of an over

strained pursuit of wealth, yet he can not, with impunity, abridge his
hours of toil, unless he can induce his rivals to do so also. If they per
severe, they will outstrip him in the race of competition and impair his
fortune. We must, therefore, produce a general conviction among the
constituent members of society, that Providence forbids that course of

incessant action which obstructs the path of moral and intellectual im
provement, and leads to mental anxiety and corporeal suffering, and in
duce them, by a simultaneous movement, to apply an effectual remedy,

in a wiser and better distribution of the hours of labor, relaxation, and
enjoyment. Every one of us can testify that this is possible, so far as

the real, necessary, and advantageous business of the world is concern
ed; for we perceive that, by a judicious arrangement of our time and
our affairs, al

l necessary business may be compressed within many
fewer hours than those we now dedicate to that object. I should con
sider eight hours a-day amply sufficient for business and labor: there
would remain eight hours more for enjoyment, and eight for repose;

a distribution that would cause the current of life to flow more cheer
fully, agreeably, and successfully than it can do under our present
system of ceaseless competition and toil.

It appears, then, from the foregoing considerations, that the study
and observance of the laws of health is a moral duty, revealed by our
constitution as the will of God, and, moreover, necessary to the due
discharge of al

l

our other duties. We rarely hear from divines an

exposition of the duty of preserving health, founded on and enforced by

an exposition of our natural constitution, because they confine themselves

to what the Scriptures contain. The Scriptures, in prescribing sobriety
and temperance, moderation and activity, clearly coincide with the nat
ural laws on this subject: but we ought not to study the former to the
exclusion of the latter; for by learning the structure, functions, and
relations of the human body, we are rendered more fully aware of the
excellence of the Scriptural precepts, and we obtain new motives to

observe them in our perception of the punishments by which, even in

this world, the breach of them is visited. Why the exposition of the
will of God, when strikingly written in the Book of Nature, should be

neglected by divines, is explicable only by the fact, that when the
present standards of theology were framed, that book was sealed, and

its contents were unknown. We can not, therefore, justly blame our
ancestors for the omission; but it is not too much to hope that modern
divines may take courage and supply the deficiency. I believe that
many of them are inclined to do so, but are afraid of giving offense to

the people. By teaching the people to regard al
l

natural institutions

as divine, this obstacle to improvement may, in time, be removed, and
religion may be brought to lend her powerful aid in enforcing obedience
to the natural laws.

In my Introductory Lecture, I explained that Veneration, as well

as the other moral sentiments, is merely a blind feeling, and needs to

be directed by knowledge. In that Lecture I alluded to the case of an

English lady who had al
l

her life been taught to regard Christmas and
Good-Friday as holy, and who, on her first arrival in Edinburgh, was
greatly shocked at perceiving them to be desecrated by ordinary busi
ness. Her Veneration had been trained to regard them as sanctified
days, and she could not immediately divest herself of pain at seeing
them treated without any religious respect. I humbly propose that, in

a sound education, the sentiment of Veneration should be directed to

al
l

that God has really instituted. If the structure and functions of the
body were taught to youth, as God's workmanship, and the duties de
ducible from them were clearly enforced as his commands, the mind
would feel it to be sinful to neglect or violate them; and a great addi
tional efficacy would thereby be given to al

l precepts recommending
exercise, cleanliness, and temperance. They would come home to

youth, enforced by the perceptions of the understanding and by the
emotions of the moral sentiments; and they would be practically con
firmed by the experience of pleasure from observance, and pain from
infringement of them. The young, in short, would be taught to trace
their duty to its foundation in the will of God, and to discover that it is

addressed to them as rational beings; at the same time they would
learn that the study of his laws is no vain philosophy; for they would
speedily discern the Creator's hand rewarding them for obedience and
punishing them for transgression.

As closely connected with health, I proceed to consider the subject

of amusements, regarding which much difference of opinion prevails.
When we have no true philosophy of mind, this question becomes
altogether inextricable; because every individual disputant ascribes to

human nature those tendencies, either to vice or virtue, which suit his
favorite theory, and then he has no difficulty in proving that amuse
ments either are, or are not, necessary and advantageous to a being so

constituted. Phrenology gives us a firmer basis. As formerly re
marked, man can not make and unmake mental and bodily organs, nor
vary their functions and laws of action to suit his different theories and
views.

I observe, then, that every mental organ, by frequent and long con
tinued action, becomes fatigued, just as the muscles of the leg and arm
become weary by too protracted exertion. Indeed, it can not be con
ceived that the mind, except in consequence of the interposition of or
gans, is susceptible of fatigue at all. We can comprehend that the
vigor of the fibers of the organ of Tune may become exhausted by a

constant repetition of the same kind of action, and demand repose,
while the idea of an immaterial spirit becoming weary is altogether
inconceivable.

From this law of our constitution, therefore, it is plain that variety

of employment is necessary to our welfare, and was intended by the
Creator. Hence he has given us a plurality of faculties, each having

a separate organ, so that some may rest while others are actively em
ployed. Among these various faculties and organs there are several
which appear obviously destined to contribute to our amusement; a

circumstance which (as Addison has remarked) “sufficiently shows us

that Providence did not design this world should be filled with murmurs
and repinings, or that the heart of man should be involved in gloom and
melancholy.” We have received a faculty of the ludicrous, which,
when active, prompts us to laugh and to excite laughter in others,
we have received organs of Tune and Time, which inspire us with
the desire, and give us the talent, to produce music. Our organs of

voluntary motion are so connected with these organs, that when we
hear gay and vivacious music played in well-marked time, we instinct
ively desire to dance; and when we survey the effect of dancing on

our corporeal frame, we discover that it is admirably calculated to pro
mote the circulation of the blood and nervous influence all over the
body, and by this means to strengthen the limbs, the heart, the lungs,
and the brain; in short, to invigorate the health, and to render the
mind cheerful and alert. To such of my audience as have not studied
anatomy and physiology, and who are ignorant of the functions of the
brain, these propositions may appear to be mere words or theories;
but to those who have made the structure, functions, relations, and
adaptations of these various organs a subject of careful investigation,
they will, I hope, appear in the light of truths. If such they are, our
constitution proves that amusement has been kindly intended for us by

the Creator, and that therefore, in itself, it must be not only harmless,
but absolutely beneficial.
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In this, as in everything else, we must distinguish between the use
and abuse of natural gifts. Because some young men neglect their
graver duties through an excessive love of music, some parents de
nounce music altogether as dangerous and pernicious to youth; and
because some young ladies think more earnestly about balls and operas
than about their advancement in moral, intellectual, and religious at
tainments, there are parents who are equally disposed to proscribe
dancing. But this is equally irrational as if they should propose to pro
hibit eating because John or Helen had been guilty of a surfeit.
These enjoyments in due season and degree are advantageous, and it is
only sheer ignorance or impatience that can prompt any one to pro
pose their abolition.
The organs of Intellect, combined with Secretiveness, Imitation, and

Ideality, confer a talent for acting, or for representing by words, looks,

gestures, and attitudes the various emotions, passions, and ideas of the
soul; and these representations excite the faculties of the spectators
into activity in a powerful and pleasing manner. Further, the Creator
has bestowed on us organs of Constructiveness, Form, Size, Locality,
and Coloring, which, combined with Imitation and Ideality, prompt us
to represent objects in statuary or painting; and these representations
also speak directly to the mind of the beholder and fil

l
it with delightful

emotions. Here, then, we trace directly to nature the origin of the
stage and of the fine arts. Again, I am forced to remark, that to those

individuals who have not studied Phrenology and seen evidence of the
existence and functions of the organs here enumerated, this reference

of the fine arts, and of the drama in particular, to nature, or in other
words to the intention of the Creator, will appear unwarranted, per
haps irreverent or impious. To such persons I reply, that, having
satisfied myself by observation that the organs do exist, and that they
produce the effects here described, I can not avoid the conclusion in

question; and in support of it I may refer also to the existence of the
stage, and to the delight of mankind, in al

l ages and al
l

civilized coun
tries, in scenic representations.

If, therefore, the faculties which produce the love of the stage and
the fine arts have been instituted by nature, we may justly infer that
they have legitimate, improving, and exalting objects, although, like
our other talents, they may be abused. The line of demarkation be
tween their use and abuse may be distinguished by a moderate exer
cise of judgment. They are in themselves mere arts of expression and
representation, a species of natural language, which may be made sub
servient to the gratification of al

l

the faculties, whether propensities,
moral sentiments, or intellect. We may represent in statuary, on can
vas, or on the stage lascivious and immoral objects calculated to excite

al
l

the lower feelings of our nature, which is a disgraceful abuse; or

we may portray scenes and objects calculated to gratify and strengthen
our moral, religious, and intellectual powers, and to carry forward our
whole being in the paths of virtue and improvement; and this is the
legitimate use of these gifts of God.
The applications made of these powers, by particular nations or in

dividuals, bear reference to their general mental condition. The an
cient Greeks and Romans enjoyed very immoral plays, and also com
bats of gladiators and of wild beasts, in which men and animals tore
each other to pieces and put each other to death. Such scenes were
the direct stimulants of Amativeness, Combativeness, and Destructive
ness, and proclaim to us, more forcibly than the pages of the most
eloquent, veracious, and authentic historians, that these nations, with

al
l

their boasted refinement, were essentially barbarians, and that, in

the mass of the people, the moral sentiments had not attained any im
portant ascendancy. In the days of Queen Elizabeth and Charles the
Second, plays of a very indelicate character were listened to by the
nobles and common people of Britain without the least expression of

disapprobation; and this indicated a general grossness of feeling and

of manners to be prevalent among them. Even in our own day we
become spectators of plays of very imperfect morality and questionable
delicacy; and the same conclusion follows, that there still lurks among

us no small portion of unrefined animal propensity and semi-barbarism;

in other words, that the moral and intellectual faculties have not yet
achieved the full conquest over our inferior nature. But even in these
instances there is an evident advance from the Greek and Roman

standards toward a more legitimate use of the faculties of representa
tion; and I conclude from this fact, that future generations will apply
them to still higher and more useful objects. Nor is it too enthusiastic

to hope that some future Shakspeare, aided by the true philosophy of

mind, and a knowledge of the natural laws according to which good
and evil are dispensed in the world, may teach and illustrate the phil
osophy of human life, with al

l

the splendor of eloquence and soul-stir
ring energy of conception which lofty genius can impart; and that a

future Kemble or Siddons may proclaim such lessons in living speech
and gestures to mankind. By looking forward to possibilities like these,
we are enabled to form some notion of the legitimate objects for which

a love of the stage was given, and of the improvement and delight of

which it may yet be rendered the instrument.

If there be any truth in the principles on which these remarks are
founded, we can not avoid lamenting that helpless (although well mean
ing and amiable) imbecility, which, alarmed at the abuses of amuse
ments, decries them altogether. A few days ago (Dec., 1835), we
saw an announcement in the public papers that the ladies directresses

of the House of Industry of Edinburgh had declined to accept of money
drawn at Mr. Cook's circus for the benefit of that charity, because it

was against their principles to countenance public amusements. If I

am warranted in saying that the Creator has constituted our minds and
bodies to be benefited by amusements—has given us faculties specially
designed to produce and enjoy them—and has assigned a sphere of use
and abuse to these faculties as well as to al

l others, it is clearly injudi
cious in the amiable, the virtuous, the charitable, and the religious—in
persons meriting our warmest sympathy and respect—to place them
selves in an attitude of hostility, and of open and indiscriminate denun
ciation, against pleasures founded on the laws of our common nature.
Instead of bringing al

l

the weight of their moral and intellectual char
acter to bear upon the improvement and beneficial application of public
entertainments, as it is obviously their duty both to God and to society

to do, they fly from them as pestilential, and leave the direction of them
exclusively to those whom they consider fitted only to abuse them.
This is an example of piety and charity smitten with paralysis and fatal
cowardice through ignorance. In urging you to “try al

l things,” and

to distinguish between the uses and abuses of every gift, my aim is to

impart to you knowledge to distinguish virtue, and courage to maintain
it; to render you bold in advocating what is right, and to induce you,
while there is a principle of reason and morality left to rest upon, never

to abandon the field, whether of duty, instruction, or amusement, to

those whom you consider the enemies of human happiness and virtue.
Let us correct al

l

our institutions, but not utterly extinguish any that
are founded in nature. [To RE continued.]

Ö
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J. W. B.-1st. How much ought a person to read in a day ?

Ans. This dependsaltogetherupon a person'shealthandhabits. Somemencan en
dureeighthours of readingandstudy,but theyare not idlers duringtheotherparts of

their wakefultime. Elihu Burrittworkedontheanvil eighthours,studiedeighthours,
andtookeighthoursfor sleep,rest,and recreation;but wethink heinjuredhis health
by it, forhe looksslim, eventhoughwiryandtough. We areinclined to think thathe,
perhaps,workedtoohard,bothwith theheadandwith thehands. We think six hours

a day,real, earnest,intellectuallabor, is as much as a mancanwell perform. Some
coulddo morewith no apparentilleffects;others,again,would be brokendownby it.

We believethatthreehoursschool a day is enough,and as much as childrenought to be
kept confined to theschool-room.
2d. How could Dr. Franklin work by day,andthenrendtill midnight,andyetkeep

his powersbalanced to a goodold age?
Ans. Dr. Franklin was remarkablyhealthy,and had a robust,stout-builtorganiza

tion. He wasearlyput to work,not to study. At fourteen or less,hewasapprenticed,
and at thatday to beanapprentice at a trade,meantwork; andbeingendowedwith an
excellentbodily constitution,especially a strongvital temperament,which gave to him
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that roundnessand ruddy appearanceas a youth,were
circumstancesfavorableto the performanceof the duties
imposedonhim. Insteadof rollickingabout,aswas the
customof young men in his time, as well as in ours,
Franklin wasrestinghis body and using his mind. He
avoidedall thenervousandstimulatingexcitementswhich
othersindulgedin; hedrankcoldwater,whiletheydrank
somethingstronger; hewasquietlyperusingsomesound,
calm,anddeliberateauthor,while hismateswere rioting
and frolicking in boisterousexcitement,sothathereally
used less nervousenergyin readingat homewhennot
employedin work thanmost youngmen do who are in
socialparties,or havewhattheycall“fun” on the street
corners,at thetheater,dram-shop,or elsewhere. With a
good constitution,he had a betterstart than mostmen.
With habits of industry,he becamestrongphysically,as
well as sound; with habitsof temperanceand sobriety,
his systemworked harmoniously. He had a large brain
and also a large body. He was an easy thinker, and
being healthytostartwith, and uniformin his habits,he
did notbreak down,whenninety-ninein ahundredwith
common habitswould have broken downwith asmuch
mentallaborandaslittlesleep.
8d. What doyoumeanby developingthe body,tosus

tain themindwith vital steamor power to carryoutthemandatesof thewill 7
Ans. We canhardlymake the subjectplainer. If our

interrogatorwaseversick,andwasrequestedor required
to think whenhis bodywasweak; and afterwardhad a
consciousnessof returningmentalstrengthas his health
mended,hewill hardlyneedotherexplanationthan this
suggestion.Wemeanthis,inshort,thateverythought,and
everyexertionof thebrain,exhaustsstrength,stamina,or
steam. The bloodconstantlygoestothebrain to give it
support,just asitdoestothemusclestofeedthem. Every
body knows that the working-horseneedsmore food,
becauseheusesup the staminaof his constitutionfaster
by exercisethanwhenat rest. It is equally true that a
manwho thinksexhaustsnervousforceandvital stamina
by the exerciseof the brain, and it requiresare supply
continually.
A. H.-MEssRs. Fowler AND WELLs—Your

arrangementsof thetemperamentsbeingtheMotive,Vital,
and Mental, I desireto askwhich.#. in an in
dividual possessingfieryredhair andcorrespondingcomplexion,eyebetweenblueandhazel,greatstrengthof ar
terial system,mediumin size,activeand restlessin dis
position,andasystemverysubjecttodepressionbyatmospheric changes? I haveinvestigatedyoursolutionof thetemperaments,and must candidlyconfessthat I cannotperceiveits applicabilityto theabovevery commoncon
stitutionalformationin thiscountry.
Ans. “Fiery red hair and correspondingcomplexion,

with greatstrengthof thearterialsystem,”indicctesapre
dominanceof the vital temperament.The activityand
restlessnessof the personin bodyand dispositionarenot
inconsistentwith thatfeatureof thevital temperamentin
which thebreathingandthearterialor circulatorysystem
predominates. The subjectneedsmoreof the digestive
systemto produce a decidedvital temperament. He
worksup andworksoffnutritiontoorapidlyandbecomes
exhausted,hencehis depression;and when he is rested
and surchargedagain with vital electricity,has a full
stomach,and the world smiles,then he has elevation.
Atmosphericchangesmaybe favorableor unfavorableto
a healthyandvigorousmanifestationof his faculties. He
doubtless,also, has considerableof the mentaltempera
ment,which persons,notwell versedin judging of tem
peraments,mightnot discoverin that florld complexion
and red hair. The qualityof the organizationindicates
whetherthetemperamentis coarseor fine,whetherthere
is much or little cultivation, and whether there is
more endurancethan excitabilityand activity. If we
had thesubjectbeforeus,we couldnotonlyexplain it, but
point out all the various conditions so that you would
understandthem. A book to illustrateall the tempera
mentswould require five hundreddollars'worth of en
gravings, or twice that amountperhaps,andtheyshould
all be colored, to do justice to the subject. That book is

yet to bewritten,whenthepublic is ripeenoughon phys
iologicalmatters to demandandappreciatesuch a work.
The vital-mentaltemperamentwith too little of the

digestiveelement is
,

in ourjudgment,thetemperament of

the personreferredto, so far as we can judge by your
description.

J. M. J.-The developments you name would
qualify a personfor the pursuityou mention—othercon
ditionsbeing favorable.

§c=—

C. H
. H.-" Encephalon” means, the brain; and

“Encephalic,”withinthehead; thereforethe“Encephalic
Temperament”means,literally, “Brain Temperament,”
which is similar to the term“Nervous” or “Mental,” as
usedby others. The term,“Thoracico-AbdominalTem
perament”for the “Sanguine” or “Vital Temperament,”

or the term “Bone and Muscle Temperament”for that
which is called “Bilious” or “Motive Temperament,”
would be just as appropriate. The “Encephalic” or

MentalTemperamentgivesthetendency to mentalaction,

to thought,study,etc. We know of noadvantage in using
thatterm. It is like calling a horseby anothername, as

steed,charger, pony, or palfrey. It altersnothing, for
eachnamestillrepresentsa horseandonly a horse. Some
peoplehave a liking for learnedwords, and an itching
ambitionfor originality in names if not in ideas.
PHRENoLogist, JR.—What developments are

required in a youngman to become a statesman?
Ans. On the176thpage of the“IllustratedSelf-Instruc

tor,”we haveinsertedunderthehead of “Developments
for ParticularPursuits,”thefollowing:
“Statesmenrequirelarge and well-balancedintellects

to enablethem to understandandseethroughgreatpublic
measuresand choosethebestcourse,togetherwith high
moralheads, to makethemDisixTRREs.TED,andseekthe
PEOPLE'sgood,notselfishends.”

TO FRIENDS AND CO-WOREERs.

In July and in JANUARYwe begin newVolumes of

this Journal. Thosewhosesabscriptionsclosewith the
last number,can now forward,with their requestfor re
newal,the names of their neighbors as newsubscribers.
May wenot hope for a verylarge accession to our list to

begin with the new volume? We will print the man
elevatingtruths,and trust to our co-working friends in
everyneighborhood to find the readers. Now is thetime

to beginthegoodwork.
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Post AGE.-The postage on this Journ AL to

anypart of the United States is six cents a year. The
postage is payable in advance at theoffice of delivery.
TEACHERs, Editors, CLERGYMEN, and others,
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more years, as maybe convenient.The amountwill be
credited,and theJoukNAL sentthefull time.
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look to themfor thesupply of theJournal or paper.
WE will club with any newspaper or magazine

published in NewYork, Boston, or Philadelphia.
FRIENDs—Co-work ERs—VolunTARY AGENTs,
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sands. May wenothearfromyou?
PREs ENT subscribers are our main reliance.
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it, andrecommend it to their friendsand neighbors,that
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termsare: for 10 copies(ordered at once)one year,$5;
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Fort 1860.
The Objec's of the Journal

are to teach man his defects, and how to correct
them; his talents, and how to use them to the best
advantage.

Phrenology Applied

to home education, self-culture, selection of pur
suits, apprentices, clerks, companions, or partners

in business, will be the leading feature of the work.
Young Men Ambitious to Develop

their powers and qualify themselves, by Self-Cul
ture, for Useful NEss and success IN LIFE ;

Teachers who would Learn

by a simple method how to draw out the intellect
and cultivate the dispositions of their pupils;

Mothers Desiring a Guide

to the best means of forming the character, and
preserving the health and morals of their children;

Merchants Anxious to Select
wisely, manage judiciously, and educate properly,
their clerks and confidential assistants;

Mechanics wishing to Choose
apprentices and train them for their own particu
lar trades; and every one who would learn

How to Study Character,
select friends, and TRAIN on E’s own cAPABIL1
TIEs, so as to secure success and happiness, will
find the Journal a Monitor and Friend.

The Journal will be Profusely illustrated
with PortRAIts of the great, the good, and the
vicious, and published on the following

Wery Low Terms:
SingleCopy,oneyear,$100 | Ten Copies,oneyear,$500
Five Copies,oneyear, 800 | TwentyCopiesfor 1U00
ADDREss FOW I, E R & W E I, LS,

808BROADWAY, New York.
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The Philosophy of Health, comprising the laws

of PHYsicAL, MoRAL, and INTELLEctUAL DEVEL
opMENT, are the especial sphere of the WATER
CURE Journ AL
Human Life.—All subjects connected with Diet,

Exercise, Bathing, Cleanliness, Wentilation, Dwel
lings, Clothing, Occupations, and Amusements
will be clearly presented.
Practical Instruction.—Hydropathy will be so

explained that all may apply it in various diseases.
Prolonged Life.-We believe that man ma

prolong his life beyond the years usually attained,

by reforming his habits and modes of living.
The Journal will be illustrated and published

on the following very low Terms in Advance t

SingleCopy,oneYear, $1 00 Ten Copies,oneyear,$500
Five Copſes,oneyear, 800 || TwentyCopiesfor 10 00

Subscriptions may commence at any time.
CANADIAN Subscribers will send, in addition

to these rates, 6 cents a year to pay U. S. postage.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308 Broadway, N

. Y.

zºrs3. For THREE Dollars, in advance, a

copy of LIFE Illuste ATED (weekly), THE PHRENoLogical Journ Al, and THE WATER-Curr.
Journal will be sent a year to one address. Now

is the time to subscribe and form Clubs.
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fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyaretoappear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbe sentin atonce.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.
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INTELLIGENCE, RESPECTABILITY, HONOR, AND
USEFULNESS.–This is a very excellentwork, andeveryyoungmanshouldprocure a copy. Price, prepaidbymall, 50 cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

INDISPENSABLE. – Now READY.
-NEW EDITIONS.–No Correspondent,noYoung Gentleman or Lady, no Public Speaker,noTeacher of Youthnor Man of Business,shoulddelayprocuringthese
New Hand-Booksfor HomeImprovement—byMail.
HOW TO WRITE : A New PocketManual of CompositionandLetter-Writing. Price, muslin,50cents.
HOW TO TALR 1 Hints on a Grammatical and
GracefulStyle in Conversationand Debate. 50cents.
HOW TO BE HAVE : A Manual of Etiquette andGuide to CorrectPersonalHabits. Muslin,50cents.
How TO DO BUSINESS : A Guide to Successin
Practical Life, andHand-Book of Legal Forms. 50cts.ºf How to Write—How to Talk—How to Be

have—and How to Do Business, in one fine gilt
Wolume, prepaid by first mail, for $1 50.
Address F0 WLER AND W E L L S,

308 Broadway, New York.

Fo RE I GN PATENTs.
Personshavinginventionson whichtheyaredesirousofsecuringforeignpatents,will do well to correspondwithus beforemaking other arrangements to securethem.Our arrangements in Europe areverycomplete,and ourchargesmoderate. Prudence requiresthat applicationsfor patents in Europe,particularly in England,shouldbemade as early as possible. The drawingsfor Englishapplications(which are required to be on parchment)aremade in ourownoffice,whichenablesus to carryout the

wishesand ta-tes of the inventormoreperfectlythan if

we allowedthem to be prepared in England.

A “provisionalprotection”may be obtained in Englandfor a smallpart of thewholeexpense of obtaining a patent,andthis,while it securestheinvention,allowsthepalentee
somelittletime to paythebalance of thefunds. Address,FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

wTHE BUILDER's GUIDE; OR, CoM
PLETE SYSTEM OF ARCHITECTURE. Illustratedby Sixty-six Engravings, which exhibit the Orders ofArchitecture.º for the use of Buil hers,Carperters,andJoiners. y AsherBenjamin. Sheep, +
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50.
FOW LER AND WELLS

303Broadway,New York.

FARMERS AND THEIR WIVES,
Sons, and Daughters—allought to see LIFE ILLUSTRATED. Only a Quarterfor threemonths,
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How To Live; OR, Doxºstic
ECONOMY ILLUSTRATED.

USEFUL LESSONS IN HOUSEKEEPING,Showing
How To Liva, How To HAVE,
How to GAIN, How To BE HAPPY.

Including the storyof the needlewomanwho supported
herselfandfourchildrenon

A DIME A DAY.
No man, woman,or child can read this bookwithout

beinginterestedandinstructedin its lessons of economy

in thingsthatpertain to every-daylife in everyfamily
Price, post-paid, 75 cents.

FOWLER AND WELLs,
808Broadway,New York.

AN EXPOSITION
OFTHE

SweDISH MovKMENT.CURE.
ExibRAcing

The History and Philosophy of this system of Medical
Treatment, with examples of Single Movements,and
directionsfor their use in variousforms of Chronic Dis
ease,forming a completemanual of exercises;together
with

A SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPLES OF GENERAL
HYGIENE.

By George H
. Taylor, A.M., M.D., Principal Physician

to theRemedialHygienic Institute of New York City.
Price, post-paid, $1 25. Address

FOWLER AND wells,
808Broadway,New York.

THE MILLwRIGHT AND MILLER's
GUIDE, illustrated by twenty-eightdescriptiveplates,
with additions and corrections. A valuable*. In
one largevolume. Sheep,prepaid by mail, #

2

75.
FOWLER AND WELLs,

808Broadway,New York.

READER, WHAT SAY YOU TO GET. up a Club for LIFE ILLUSTRATED Ask a few
sighbors to Jºin, and have four copiesthreemonthsfor

1. You will like it. A singlecopy'8months, 25 cents.

AvoidABLE CAUSEs of DISEASE.
Price, $1.
MARRIAGE AND ITS WIOLATIONS. Price, 25 cts.
The above-namedbooks, by Dr. Elles, are worthy of

neralcirculation. . We havemade arrangementswith
thepublisher to furnishthem,wholesaleand retail, at his
lowestprices.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.
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THE PHRENoLoGICAL BUST,
designedespeciallyforLearners;showingthe

* exactlocation of all theOrgans of the Brain,1ullydeveloped,whichwill enableeveryone

to studythesci-ncewithoutan instructor. It

may be packedand sentwith safety by express, or as freight(not by mail), to anypart

9f theworld. Price,including6-ºxfor packing,only$1 .5. FOWLER AND WELLS.

* This is one of themostingeniousinventions of theage.

A castmade of plaster of Paris,thesize of thehumanhead,

on which the exactlocation of each of the Phreno.ogicaiOrgans is represented,fullydeveloped,withall thedivisions
and classifications.Thosewhocanuotobtaintheservices

of a professormay learn, in a v Iy short time,fromthis
model head,thewholescience of Phrenology, so far as the
ocations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—W. }: Daily Sºn.

EMPLOYMENT.-PLEASANT AND
PROFITABLE.-Young men in every neighborhoodmay
have healthful,pleasant,and profitableemployment b

y

engaging in thesale of our newand valuablebooks,andcanvassingforour popularfamilyjournals. Our newand
usefulbooksshouldbe placedwithin the reach of , veryfamily in theland. Thousands of copiesmight be sold
wheretheyhave neveryet been introduced. A fewdol
lars—say#15 or $25—isenough to commencewith. Youngmen, teachers,clergymen,travelingagents,all mayengage in thisgoodenterprise,withprofit to themselvesandgreat good to others. Our first-classjournals are every
wherepopular,andcanvasserswill findthemwelladapted

to thewants of the people in every neighborhood.For
termsandparticulars,addressFOWLER AND WELLS,
38 Broadway,New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST
class pictorial weekly, for the family, the merchant,ºnechanic,artisan,farmer,planter,manufacturer,builder,
fruit-grower,etc. ... •2 a year.Address, FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

R E c E N T P U B L I C A T 1 o N s

OF
D. APPLETON & COMPANY.,

Nos.443 & 445Broadway.
THE PHYSIOLOGY OF COMMON LIFE. By George
Henry Lewes. Vol. II., just published. Price $1, or 2vols.,complete,$2.

CHAMBERS' ENCYCLOPEDIA, now publishing inparts. Price 15 centseach. Paris 1 to 15nowready.

A MANUAL OF CHURCH MUSIC, containing a choice
selection of ChantsandMetricalTunes,designedforusein º: and privateworship; compiledby WilliamH. Walter. 1 vol.,small4to,224pages,#1.

BERTHA PERCY, or L’EsperaNoz. ByMargaretField.

1 vol., 12mo. Cloth,$1 25.
WINKELMANN'S COURSE OF EXERCISES, in allparts of FrenchSyntax,12mo,$1.
HISTORY OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA–As traced in thewritings of

Alexander Hamilton, and of his Cotemporaries. By
John C. Hamilton. Volumes 1 to 6 nowready. Price
$250
THE REVELATION OF JOHN. Its Own Interpreter,
in Wirtueof the DoubleVersion in which it is deliv
ered. By John Cochran. 1 vol.,12mo,cloth. $1.
D. APPLETON & CO. HAVE IN PRESS,

THE EBONY IDOL–A Novel,writtenby a Lady of NewEngland.
THR MOUNT VERNON PAPFRS–By Edward Everett.

1 vol., 12mo.

T E R N S R E D U C E D

IFOR THE CAMHPAIGN.
During the Presidential Campaign, LIFE ILL'ſs

TRATED will contain a condensedstatement of the
movements of the political world, written fairly
and without party bias. Having no favorites to

write up, and not seeking for office, knowing no
other duty in the premises than to give our read
ers the truth, we shall endeavor to make LIFE Il
LUSTRATED indispensable to all who would look at

the political world through other than party
glasses.
To enable all to avail themselves of it, we will

send single copies from July 1st to January 1st,
SIX MONTHS, FOR 75 CENTS,

Or, still Better,
Get your neighbor to join you, and send for
TEIN COPIES FOR FIVE DOLLARS )

In addition to the political feature, its ample
columns will contain, as heretofore, Original Es
says—Historical, Biographical, and Descriptive;
Sketches of Travel and Adventure; Poetry, Paint
ing, Music, Sculpture, etc.; Articles on Science,
Agriculture, Horticulture, Physiology, Education,
General News, and every topic which is of import
ance or interest; all combining to render it one of

The Best Family Papers in the World,
Another feature, which will prove attractive to

all—old and young—is the series of

Sea Sketches, by an Old Salt,
These sketches are written by one who has

braved the perils of the briny deep, and knows
whereof he writes, and whose descriptions are
graphic, truthful, and to the point

Mrs. George Washington Wyllys
will continue to contribute her spicy and enter
taining articles which are approved by every
body, everywhere.
Address, FOWLER AND WELLS,

308 Broadway, New York.
Regular Terms, $2 a year; $1 for six months.

Special Terms, during the great political cam
paign, or from July to January, six months, 75

cents, or 10 copies, six months, for $5. MAKE
UP CLUBs AT ONce.
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THE NEw York PREss Is ONE

of the most interestingand entertainingweekly paperspublished. Specimensarealwayssentfreeuponapplica
tion to thepublisher. ANIEL †º.

22FrankfortStreet.

DoN'T VENTURE INTO THE
Water withoutfirst studying the SWIMMER'S GUIDE.
Price only 12 cents.
For saleby FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

Books For THE SEAsoN.
We have just published new editions of the fol

lowing seasonableand very valuable works. They are
the mostcomplete,the mostbeautifullyillustrated,and
perfectlygot up of anyworks of thekind. They may be

had in onelarge,handsome,well-boundvolumecomplete,

or in separatevolumes, as preferred. They embraceT H E Ho Us F: ;

A New Illustrated Pocket MANUALof RURALARour
Tectude,withnumerousviewsandplans, or How to Build
Dwell ING-Houses, BARNsANDSHEps,STABLEs,Horse & CATTLE, ICE-Houses,Poultry-Houses, Pig-PENs,LARGE & SMALL.

And al
l

otherbuildingsfor farmers or villageresidents.

T H E G A R D B N :

A PockFTMANUAL of Horticulture, or How to CultivateVegetablesFruits,and Flowers,with Information on the
GhowTHof PLANTs, Soils ANDMANUREs,
THE KitchEN GARDEN, The Fruit GARDEN,
The FI.ower GARDEN, ORNAMENTALTREFs, ETC.

With the best list of floweringplants, trees,and shrubsapprovedandrecommended b
y

the AmericanInstitute.

wT H E F A R M ;

A New ILLUsTRATEDPocker MANUALof PRACTICALAG
Riculture, or How to Cultivateall theField Crops,
THE Rotation of Crops, UNDERDRAINING,
FENCEs.TheIRWARIETIES, ON FARMCRops,
FARM MANAGEMENT, Orchand MANAGEMENT,

andothersubjects of theutmostimportance to everyfarm
er. It will surelybehis own fault if thereader of thiswork
doesnotmakean improvedsystem of farming“pay.”

DOM Es TIC ANIMALs:

A Pocket. MANUAL on Stock, or How to Breed, Rear,
andUseall theCommonDomesticAnimals,
THE BESTHorses, The Best CATTLE,
THE BESTMULFs, THE BestSwine,
THE BESTSHEEP, THE BESTPoulTRY,

with Chapterson Bee-Keeping.Diseases,Hom E TREAT
MENT,and Cure of Sick Animals,etc. Very important.

** The House”—“The Garden”—“The Farma”
and “Domestic Animals,” may be had in paper
covers, at 30 cents each, the four at $1 ; or in
one large well-bound gilt volume, prepaid by
first mail to any post-office, for $1 50.
Address, Fowl.ER AND WELLs,

3'S Broadway,New York.
tº" AgrºntsAND Booksell ERs, in everycity,village,

or neighborhood,maydowell byengaging in thesale of
theseNEw ILLU8thATEDRURALHAND-Books.

OW TO DO GOOD AND GET “ PAID FOR
IT.”—Take an Agencyfor our Publications. The

termsaresuch,therecanbenopossibility of loss. EveRY
FAMILY will be glad to obtainsome of them. For particularsaddress FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

FRUIT-GRow ERs AND NURSERY
MEN will findanableadvocate in LIFE ILLUSTRATED.

SELF-IMPROVEMENT-READ THE
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL FOR 1860. Only $1 a

ear. AddressFOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,ewYork.

~SY RIN G E S.

Having madearrangementswith themanufacturers,we
shall keep a supply of Syringesconstantlyonhandforsale

at low prices.
We shall send the very best Patent Elastic Syringe,

warranted to give satisfaction,by mail,post-paidfor $8.

A liberaldiscountallowed to Water-CureEstablishments
and thosewho buy to sell again. Cash ordersshall be
promptlyattended to and dispatched by firstexpress.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 80sBroadway,New York.
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[continued FBoM.PAGETEN.]
good habits of eating, and constant attention to
the laws of sleep, physical exercise, and general
cheerfulness.
There is one thing more to be said in this con

nection. It is not a matter of epicureanism that
a man should be dainty concerning the food he
eats. On the contrary, I hold that a civilized
man ought to be civilized in his cookery. I at
tribute much of the unhealth that exists among
men to the abominable stuff which they take into
their stomachs. They are not responsible, per
haps, for the adulterated articles of food which
issue from the purgatory of a city store. They
may not be responsible for the poison that is
palmed upon them over the counter along with
the necessaries of life—along with things that
they are obliged to have. But indifference as to
the condition of the things which we eat—in oth
er words, the want of Christianity in cooking—is
a very fertile cause of much sickness and suffer
ing. I supposeone of the infallible signs of the
millennium will be a better regulated kitchen—a
kitchen that sends out food that will not make
Christian men sick!
It would be wrong to say that a man's mind is

in his stomach; but the brain and nervous sys
tem are so nearly under its control, that the head
must always ask leave of the stomach to be
healthy. And no man has a head that has not a
stomach. It is sometimes propounded to me as a
phrenologist—for I am one in my philosophic faith
—how it happens that men of large cerebral de
velopment are so often men of feeble forces in
life. When I see a man with his cheeks sunk in,
and thin, and flat, and with his chest narrow,
and his stomach all gone, and with a very large
brain, so that the whole force of his system seems
to be concentrated in his mind, I say, “What is a
man good for with such a brain, without the vital
energy by which to run it properly 2” For your
head is a machine, and your stomach is the fur
nace by which to generate steam; and if you do
not take care of the furnace, the machine will
not work to any purpose. Of what use would a
mill be on the top of a hill where there was no
water to run it No machine, however exquisite
may be its construction, is of any account unless
the motive power by which it is to be carried is
adapted to it. And the motive power of the head

is that which the stomach does for it.

2. These remarks apply with additional force to

drinking. There are but few that do not violate
their duty in this regard. Beverage is a grand
cause of sickness. Domestic stimulants may or

may not be injurious. As to whether they are or

are not, every man should judge for himself; but

no man should fail to judge. Tea and coffee I do

not suppose to be necessarily harmful. Some
kinds of tea I suppose are inevitably so, unless
men are built of leather; but I do not suppose all
kinds are. Some persons, I think, ought to use
neither tea nor coffee; and some persons are ap
parently not injured, but benefited by the use of

one, or the other, or both. Every man should
know whether they are injurious to him or not,
and knowing this, he should follow his knowledge.
Every one should judge soberly, and upon princi
ple, and for himself in this matter. They are
less injurious to cold, phlegmatic men, and more
injurious to men of an imaginative, nervous, san

guine temperament. A man's use of them should

be regulated according to their effect upon him.
The use of alcoholic drinks, to drive on the

overtaxed machine of life, to arouse the dormant
sensibility to excitement and to dull enjoyment—
this is a matter which has come often and in
many forms before you, but it has not come be
fore you often enough, nor in forms enough.
Every year I live increases my sober conviction
that the use of intoxicating drinks is a greater
destroying force to life and virtue than all other
physical evils combined. There is a great cause

of mischief in the nature of stimulating liquors,
even in their best estate. To use them as articles

of beverage and diet is to turn them from a med
icine into a poison. We are coming every day to

know, more and more clearly, that there is scarce

ly such a thing as undrugged liquors. It is a

new science which has taught the world to poison
poisons. Those liquors sold at the bar, or at the
store, are compounded poisons of the most direct
and deadly kind. As if it were not enough that
whisky, or rum, or gin, or brandy should be

poured upon the sensitive nerve of the system, to

work, by its own proper nature as an alcoholic
stimulant, mischiefs untold, in the body, in the
disposition, and in the soul, to this primary devil
are joined imps innumerable ! And you may go

from Fulton Ferry to Union Square, and step in

and take a drink at every one of the myriad
grog-shops which you pass on the way, and you
shall not drink one drop of pure liquor I under
stand the exquisite irony of the plea that was
made during the Maine Law agitation, that we
ought not to run a crusade against liquor, but
that we ought to run a crusade against drunken
ness by introducing pure liquors, when it was
well understood that a man might ransack the
world, almost, and not find such a thing as pure
liquor; and that if the day of temperance was
adjourned until the time when poisoned liquors
should be discarded, and pure liquors should be

introduced, it would be almost indefinitely ad
journed.

I may in this connection speak of one or two
solid stimulants that are working wide mischief.
You may not be aware to what an appalling ex
tent opium is being used in our cities and larger
towns. I shudder at the thought of it. I am
informed by druggists that none but themselves
and physicians have any suspicion of the amount

of this article that is consumed as a stimulant or

as a pleasure-bearing drug. It may yield a brief
pleasure, but that pleasure is inevitably followed

by long-continued and infernal suffering. When

a person has once commenced the habit of opium
eating, his life is as good as ended. Reformation
may take place in the case of one out of a million
such persons—but only that
Closely connected with this is the almost uni

versal habit of employing tobacco, which I regard

as second only to opium in its disastrous effects.

I do not propose to join in the random denuncia
tions that have been heaped upon the pipe, the
cigar, or tobacco, as an article for chewing or

snuffing. I shall speak of tobacco in its relations

to health ; and I express my conviction, which
grows every year, when I say, not only that it is

a cause of very wide-spread sickness, but that it

is jackal to the lion—that it lays the foundation
for intemperance. The use of tobacco is one of

[JULY, 1860.

those elementary forms of intemperance which
open the door for its more permanent and dread
ful forms. I hardly know how to account for that
insane infatuation which exists among our youth

in this matter. It seems as though with boys of

twelve or fifteen years of age, all considerations

of virtue, all thoughts of family name, all exam
ples of those most revered and loved, and all
warnings against the destruction of health, were

as mere straws against the rushing tide of temp
tation to learn how to use tobacco. This tempta
tion among them is more potent, almost, than all
other things combined. Where parents use it, I

do not know how their children can very well
escape. I know parents say that they have found
out the evil of the use of tobacco, and that they
do not mean that their children shall use it; but
their children usually tell them that they mean to

find out the evil of it, too. But where parents do

not use it—where for generations it has not been
used in the family, why the habit of using it

should break out, I can not understand; but so it

is
.

And I would say to every young man in my
congregation in whom this habit is yet light, and
who believes that he can break it off if he has a

mind to, “By all means have a mind to.” You
may not find it as easy as you think to break it

off; but if you let it go on, you will soon find

it to be almost infrangible. Although some men,
after they have become settled in life, have such

a moderation in their indulgence of the use of

tobacco that they can be addicted to it, and yet
maintain health, and industry, and good habits,

it does not alter the fact that where there is one
man that can do this, there are ten men that can
not.
8. I may mention the indulgence of the pas
sional appetites, also, as a very alarming and
wide-spread cause of unhealth. Although this is

an evil that requires to be dealt with delicately,
yet it is one that should be dealt with certainly
and firmly. It is not possible, within the bounds

of so brief a notice that must be given to it here,

to do more than simply mention it. The excite
ments of life, the various stimulants which are
brought to bear upon men, the morbidity of the
human system itself, together with the many
salacious influences in which society abounds, are
leading thousands and thousands of the young
every year into those steps of weakness, into those
incipient stages of disease, which will inevitably
cause their sun to go down at midday. They
never will see half their days

[ro Br continued.]----------
NEw Skly-INstructor IN PHYsiologY AND

PHRENoLogy, with more than a hundred engraved
portraits of remarkable men and women. This
excellent practical work embraces—the laws of

health, how to regain it when lost; effects of ill

health on the mind; the temperaments, their
effect on character and talent; signs of character;
principles and proofs of Phrenology, illustrated by
the heads of animals and men. Classification and
analysis of the faculties in seven degrees of de
velopment and power, and numerous combina
tions; with the organs shown large and small by
portraits of persons who have been prominent in

character and peculiar in manifestation; together
with a chart for recording examinations. This
work is what its title imports, a “Self-Instructor,”
and it is so arranged as to be readily understood
by all. A handsome 12mo volume revised and
enlarged, 175 pages, bound in muslin with gilt
back and sides. Prepaid by mail only 50 cents.
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(REV.) JACOB 8. HARDEN,
THE YouTH FUL WIFE-Poison ER.

On the 3d of May, 1860, this man was convicted
at Belvidere, N. J., for the murder of his wife by
poison in the month of March, 1859. He never
had been ordained, but had been licensed to
preach by the authorities of the Methodist Epis
copal Church. He was but twenty-three years of
age. The trial showed that he had engaged to be
married, and afterward for many months sought,
by means not the most fair or manly, to rid him
self of the responsibility of that promise. He
finally married her, with apparent reluctance.
His letters to her, read on the trial, more than
hintº that her life should be one of misery, if
she insisted on his marrying her. It is supposed
he administered poison to her on various occasions,
and it is certain that he told many contradictory
stories. After her death he was in haste that she
should be buried. Dissatisfaction, however, among
her friends was expressed; a post-mortem exami
nation was had, and poison in the stomach was
discovered. Thus detected, he fled to Virginia,
changed his name, falsified his errand and history,
was finally discovered, and brought back to New
Jersey, and, after a tedious trial of nearly twenty
days, was convicted, and sentenced to be executed
on the 28th day of June, but was respited by the
Governor to the 6th day of July, when he was

º
NNº. º\ Nº. ºTº ZººPort RAIt OF JACO. B. S. H.A.R.D.E.N.

have written “no measured line.”
% dividuals who are inclined to make rhymes and to

executed. He made a confession of his guilt as
to the poisoning of his wife, of the seduction of
several young girls, and of improper intimacy
with several married women while he was a
preacher, and desired to have it published, but his
friends thought it proper to suppress all the most
objectionable portions of it. He was a teacher be
fore he began to preach, but improper familiarity
with his female pupils induced the parents to dis
miss him.
His phrenology is by no means favorable. His

head is broad above the ears, and not well ex
panded in the top He has an emotional tempera
ment, and an animal nature. We should pro
nounce it an unfavorable head in a regiment, if

we were examining their heads in the dark. He
appears to have small Cautiousness, but little
Conscientiousness, not much Benevolence, strong
animal propensities generally, and very active
Approbativeness, not a high order of intellect,
and our wonder is why he had a desire to be a

preacher, and how he could render himself accept
table to an intelligent public as such.

W. A. S. H IN G T ON I R V IN G.
wAs HE A Poet 2

A con REspondent of ours, who resides in

Ohio, writes us as follows:
“EDITors of PHRENoLogical, Journal—

Why was not Washington Irving a poet Judg
ing from the phrenological character, given in the
January number of the Jou RNAL, he appears to

have possessed al
l

the properties of the poet in a

high degree. It has been a matter of wonder
(which the Journal confirms) to me, for many
years, that no measured line emanated from his
pen—at least I have not seen one, and never heard
him named as a poet. A solution to the question,
phrenologically, would, no doubt, be highly satis
factory to many of the readers of the Journal.”
...Answer.—Washington Irving was full of poetry,

though, as our correspondent remarks, he may
We know in

measure their sentences into lines; in other words,
those who are under the dominion of the faculty

of Time, and they will write what may be called
doggerel, all day; they incline to speak in rhyme
and measure off their discourses into lines, yet
they have but little Ideality, and there is not one
poetic gleam in whole pages of their rhymes. It
may be good sense, sound philosophy, and truth,
compactly and aptly stated, and uttered in meas
ured lines and with fitting rhymes, yet not con
taining the first element of poetry. There are
those, also, who have not the power to use their
faculty of Tune except merely to enjoy music
they can not render it practical, although this
faculty is necessary in writing what is called po
etry, that is to say, in producing rhythm in con
nection with expression and the development of

ideas. On those points, namely, Time and Tune,
we are not informed, in regard to Mr. Irving, as

the examination was made many years ago, and
the description referred to does not express any
thing on that subject. But Washington Irving
was full of the real sentiment of poetry, namely,
beauty of style, elevation and refinement in con
ception, and a happy, joyous, fitting way of ex
pressing his thoughts which very few writers ever
equaled in this, or any country, and they only
lack the measure to make it poetry.
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John Locke had not Ideality. His style of

writing was cold, dry, hard, stately, stiff, and
crisp, yet his writings were full of good sense,
sound philosophy, and accurate truth compactly
uttered. Let Washington Irving utter the same,
and the difference between his style and that of
John Locke would be as great as the difference be
tween a bald, granite, frozen mountain, and the
vine-wreathed slope in sunny Italy. Now, sup
pose John Locke's writings were measured into
lines and had appropriate rhymes, many persons
would call it poetry; still it would lack every ele
ment of it except the rhythm. Just as a man or
beast can not assume every proper form and mo
tion without the skeleton being articulated and
the joints lubricated, still the skeleton is not in
sight; it is overlaid with flesh and blood and
nerves, which constitute all that gives symmetry,
beauty, and life to the individual. Poetry re
quires beauty of conception, elegance of expres
sion and imagination, as well as a measure. In
other words, the mere skeleton of measure and
rhythm is not enough to constitute it poetry. It
needs the flesh, blood, nerve, and heart. Wash
ington Irving had the beauty, the imagination,
the polish, and the elegance, but not the measure.
Some persons have measure without the other el
ements. Each employs one or more of the ingre
dients of poetry, but the writings of neither fully
answer to the name of poetry.

INSTRUCTIVE BIOGRAPHY-No. 2.
WASHINGTON.

THE biography of the Father of his Country has
yet to be written. It has been attempted by
many; but, as if his character were too stupendous
for any one mind to embrace, only outlines have
as yet been traced. It remains for some capable
pen to produce THE MAN in his rotund and perfect
proportions. Much has been written, and admir
ably written, but nothing has yet reached our
idea of his truly great character. It will require
a bold man and an honest to say all that ought to
be said of him, and it demands a large and com
prehensive spirit to conceive and produce the
hero's just daguerreotype. Like his portraits, no
two of which are precisely alike, so his biographies
are but imperfect representations of the man.
You can not glance at the worst executed portrait
of Washington without perceiving a likeness. This
arises from the fact that his prominent traits are
very prominent, and present themselves conspicu
ously to the most careless observer. And so of
his inner and outer life. Although possessing the
most nicely balanced mind, a few prominent traits
stand out conspicuously from the rest, and are too
often seized upon as the base of his character;
whereas, they are only the jets of the substrata
which underlie the whole being.
We shall not attempt a full biography of Wash

ington; we only propose to illustrate, somewhat,
the contradictions which meet in this one great
mind. No one can look at any well-executed pic
ture of Washington, without discovering that he
possessedin large degree Firmness, Conscientious
ness, Secretiveness, Weneration, and Self-Esteem.
Once on a journey over the Western prairies, it

was my good fortune to travel in company with
one of Washington's body-guard. He was a manČg->——-

of large intelligence, and seemed very truthful.
In the latter part of the day he becamevery social
and communicative, and it was in thesead libitum
moods that I learned from him some interesting
facts in the life of the first President, which strik
ingly illustrated his peculiarities of character.
He ordinarily passed for a man of great equanim
ity of temper, and but a precious few of even his
most intimate friends ever suspected the contrary
to be the case. In his own mess, in the Conti
nental army, his fellow-officers were sadly at va
riance in respect to the truth in this respect.
In 1783, during the rendezvous of the army at

New York, in the most desponding hour of the
American Revolution, while the soldiers were in
all but a state of mutinous rebellion, it one day
fell out, that as they were discussing this charac.
teristic of their absent commander, he suddenly
made his appearance in the distance, directly ap
proaching the head-quarters, where they were as
sembled. Someoneof their number proposed that
the question should be at once submitted for his
decision, and General Hamilton, a great favorite
with the commander-in-chief, was appointed to
beard the lion, and submit the question.

When he entered the room Hamilton immediately
addressedhim: “General, we have been disputing
with each other whether your uniform control of
yourself arises from a naturally even temper,
which nothing seems to ruffle, or whether you
have disciplined yourself by stern effort to this
control; and we have agreed to leave our discus
sion to your own decision. Will you gratify your
brother officers by settling our little dispute "
Assuming his most soldierly manner, as was his
wont when he wanted to make an impression on
his hearers, and planting his right heel in the
hollow of his left foot, while he emphatically
grasped his sword-scabbard with his left hand, at
the same time smiling as few men can smile :
“Gentlemen,” he replied, while his voice showed
the sincerity with which he spoke, “Gentlemen,
you all know how exceedingly difficult it has been
to control this ragged, turbulent army of ours,
but this has been mere child's play in comparison
with the cost of controlling my own spirit.”

Illustrative of this, an anecdote was related to
me by this gentleman and officer to the following
effect. In his library at Mount Vernon he had a
very choice painting, of which he was very careful
as well as proud. Having occasion to have it re
varnished, he locked the library, and putting the
key in his pocket, gave out word that no one
should approach the room during the day. John,
his favorite and body-servant, happened to be ab
sent, and heard nothing of the order. Coming
home at an early hour, he entered the library
with his own key and began sweeping and putting
things in order, raising a great dust, etc. In the
midst of this operation Washington returned from
a visit to his plantation, and seeing how matters
stood was filled with an intense rage, and with
out more ado or a single word, he seized John by
the collar and that other convenient appendage
which every man carries with him, and by one
toss he sent the terrified negro clear through the
closed casement into the verandah, much to the
detriment of the glass and sash. But his was a
mind always ready to make properamends. Learn
ing that the trembling servant was absent when
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he gave his orders, and was entirely innocent, he
sent for him and made his sincere apology for the
indignity of his hasty temper, and dismissed him
with the promise of a new suit of clothes.
Another anecdote to the point. During one of

his battles hediscovered an eminence in possession
of the enemy which it was highly important he
should possess, and he immediately ordered the
brave Lee to dislodge the enemy and take posses
sion. With glass in hand he watched the move
ments of Lee with the utmost anxiety, for on the
issue thereof depended the result of the conflict.
For reasons best known to himself, Lee, instead
of a direct assault, took a circuitous route and
made an attack in the rear of his foe, and success
fully executed his mission. But for a while ap
pearances were against success, and Washington
thought that his subaltern had totally failed. In
his rage he threw his chapeau on the ground, and
stamping his foot upon it,exclaimed, “Damn that
Lee, he has lost us the day !” But when he saw
the “liberty tree” waving in the breeze on that
eminence, where Lee had planted it with his own
hand, he melted into tenderness, and was ready
at the close of the victorious engagement, as he
returned to head-quarters, heartily to embrace
him, and render him a just meedof honor.
His Secretiveness appears pre-eminently in the

most important acts of his life. Once when dining
with an invited party of officers, a messenger
placed a communication in his hand announcing
the defeat of a portion of his forces, through the
treachery or pusillanimity of some of his own
officers. He read it calmly, put it in his pocket,
dismissed the messenger, and without change in
a single muscle of his countenance, returned to the
table and presided to its closewith his usual dig
nity and grace. When the guests had all departed,
he led one or two of his most confidential advisers
into a private room, took out the dispatch and
read it to them. Then the fire which had been
smothered in his bosom broke forth in terrible
power. When he had disgorged his wrath, sud
denly drawing himself up, he said, “Gentlemen,
not one word of this is to go beyond this room.
You can retire,” and he bowed them politely from
his awful presence.

It is reported of him that, when President, he
was traveling from Virginia to New York with
his family and retinue; and, as it was large, it
required several carriages, and there were, also,
a number of young men on horseback, and several
saddle-horses were being led. One young man, a
kind of upstart, who was a hanger-on of the fam
ily, and was going for a season to the seat of gov
ernment as one of the party, took a fancy to ride
a favorite young horse of the General's. Wash
ington was strongly disposed to decline to grant
the favor, but as the young man was very anxious,
the General consented on the special condition that
he would ride moderately and keep quietly be
hind the carriages. In the heat of the first day
Washington was surprised and annoyed to see the
young man come dashing by his carriage on the
favorite colt, which he rode half a mile ahead at
the top of his speed. As he fell back with the
colt panting, and wet with sweat to the fetlocks,
the General gave him a severe look and a wave of
the hand backward, which ought to have been a
sufficient hint for the entire day—but not so. An
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hour after he rode another tilt by the carriages,
and as he finally fell back, the General spoke
firmly but kindly, reminding the young man of the
injunction to ride moderately and keep in the
rear. But this was not enough ; a third time he
galloped furiously by, when a dark shadow passed
over the face of the great man, who seemedanx
ious to speak or act his feelings. Nor did oppor
tunity long wait; for the young man was soon
overtaken as he sat still on the frothing steed by
the wayside. As Washington's carriage passed
him, he spoke with a fierceness never to be for
gotten: “Young man! fall back behind the car
riages! If you pass me again, I will break every
bone in your body.”

It is well known that the great portrait-painter,
Stuart, placed both the presentments of Washing
ton and John Adams on canvas at oneand the same
time. When the heads of both were nearly fin
ished he invited the originals, in company with
other great men, to his studio, to see them. At a
proper time the curtain, which had hitherto con.
cealed both the pictures, was raised as by an in
visible hand. Instantly the low hum of conversa
tion which had been carried on before this act, as
if in the mysterious presence of the dead, was
hushed into profound silence, and al

l

eyes were
eagerly turned toward the pictures. Washington
planted himself in his military posture, and one
would have supposed, from his statue-like position,
was the least interested individual in the room.
On the other hand, Adams was nestling about like

an uneasy ghost, now viewing the portraits from
one position and now from another. When after

a few moments' silence, during which you might
have heard the General's old family time-piece
tick in its owner's fob, Adams marched straight
up to the pictures, and pointing to that of Wash
ington, exclaimed with his usual impulsiveness,
“There is a man who could keep his mouth shut
when silence became him;” and then pointing to

his own, he continued, “There is a man who never
could.” Any one who will glance at the different
portraits will perceive how Phrenologically true
this was.

Washington’s whole life illustrates his Conscien
tiousness. He was absolutely clear from the sin

of deceit. H
e

was never known to tamper with
the truth. H

e

could never be induced to prevari.
cate. When he could not speak “ the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth,” without
disparagement to the interests of his country, he
held his peace. His well-known answer to his
father, who asked in relation to the destruction of

a favorite tree—“Father, I can not tell a lie; I

did it”—is illustrative of his whole life.

It is well known, also, that his Weneration, which

so prominently appear in his portraits, was equally
prominent in his life. He never allowed anything
less than the pressure of a battle to interfere with
the hours set apart for his devotional exercises,
and he held the Sacred Scriptures as a priceless
legacy from God to his children, which could not

be valued too highly or held too sacredly.
He was a man of the deepest feelings, as well

as of the truest heart. The poverty and extreme
sufferings of the men under hi

s charge filled
him with the profoundest grief, and when he

reviewed his troops, many of them barefoot and
without a sufficient covering to their shivering
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limbs, with not a dollar in the public chest to pay
them their just dues, it was with difficulty that
he could restrain his sadness.

In one word, he was a model man. Many have
exceededhim as a commander, as a politician, as

a magistrate, as a scholar; but the man lives not,
and history doesnot speak of him of whom it could

be so truthfully said, “We ne'er shall look upon
his like again.”---------
A CI.ERGYMAN'S EXPERIENCE.
Editors PHREN. Journ AL–I am and have

been a believer in Phrenology ever since I first
heard its principles explained. It appeared to me

to solve the hitherto unexplained mystery why
different persons were endowed with powers and
inclinations so very different. Even before I ever
heard of Phrenology at all, I observed that nearly
all prominent men in the community had large,
prominent foreheads. About thirty years ago,
being on an Indian mission, I was passing along
one day and saw some Indians laughing. I asked,
“What are you laughing at " They replied,
“We are laughing at you; you have such a cu
rious head; your eyes are in the middle, half way
between your chin and the top of your head.” I

rejoined : “Don’t you seeCol. C. he is a great
man, and see what a head he has, and such and
such men what heads they have All great men
have large heads. This explanation at the same
time it increased their good-nature, satisfied them
better than it did me.
Until your recent visit to us, I had supposed I

understood about as much of this science as was
profitable or desirable in my profession. It was
not until after your departure that I examined at

leisure and closely the works you left, which,
with your lectures, have made the impression on

my mind that I am under far greater obligations

to you than I supposed at the time. Still, I have
no idea of becoming a professional lecturer on

Phrenology. But I think I do see how I can make
more use of its principles and deductions than I

have hitherto done in dealing with that peculiar
type of mind we find in our Indians.
You are doubtless aware that the influence that

has emanated from your efforts in the department

of Phrenology and Physiology, or the health Ie
form, has spread far beyond the ranks of your
avowed supporters and advocates. It is perhaps
hardly fair for us to walk by the light of your
lamp without acknowledging our obligations. It

would not seemout of place for a time or two in a

case of emergency; but it does seem unmanly for

a so-called man to watch his neighbor, going the
same road with himself, and for long years to
gether avail himself of the accommodation offered

by his lamp without acknowledgment or charge.
To-be-sure, the neighbor is none the worse for the
accommodation, but at the same time some reflec
tions of an uncomplimentary character must pass
through his mind.

It is now over twenty-five years since I aban
doned the use of tea, coffee, and intoxicating
drinks of all kinds. Tobacco I never used. With
out remembering how or where I obtained or re
ceived the idea, I can trace back for more than
twenty years since I first began to lose faith in

the omnipotence of drugs and doctors; and if my
practice was only as good as mycreed in this matter,
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I think you would have no reason to complain of me

as one of your converts. I have lived for a good
number of years where chill, fevers, and agues
were prevalent, and after I became acquainted
with the thing, I found a daily resort to the cold
bath and a very little bark of the peach all I re
quired to prevent or cure.

I have never been able to see wherein the
science of Phrenology conflicted with the teach
ings of the Bible. If some are born with mental
endowments unfavorable to a life of virtue, so are
some born with diseased bodies, both the result of

violated law by progenitors. Should thesemental
endowments be of such a distorted character as

to render virtue impossible, there responsibility
would end; and just in proportion as his endow
ments are abnormal as the result of parental
transgression, so his responsibility ceases; and
He who “weighs actions,” will discriminate in

the distribution of his awards to the violators of
any or all of his laws. This view of the matter—
which I think is the right one-should impress
mankind with the infinite importance of sending
down to posterity a healthy stream. If the above
deductions be fair and legitimate, we are respon
sible for some things that may be after we are
gone ; and He that “requires that which is

past,” may and will proportion our award accord
ingly. I hail you, then, as a co-laborer in a hith
erto neglected department of the great field of

human regeneration and elevation. Yours is as

much a part and parcel of the divine economy as

the proclamation of pardon and reconciliation to

the sinner itself. It is possible different persons
might not agree as to the relative importance of

these different departments of the samegreat sys
tem.
There is another subject treated of in your

works that has interested me exceedingly : that

is
,

the physical conformation as manifesting the
character of mind. I long ago saw reason to be
lieve that mind was the ruling power in our
world, and that it appropriated, formed, and
shaped matter to its own likeness. Often, when

I half suspected I was dreaming, but still half
serious and in earnest, I would pursue this sub
ject of the study of character as manifested in the
configuration of the person and the expression of
the countenance. Also that the movements and
actions were true to the character of the ruling
power within the mind. I am led to suppose that
language and the prevailing national traits of

character, with the dispositions and tempers cul
tivated or indulged, may have great influence in

giving aparticular and distinct physiognomical ex
pression to each race and nation Doubtless I de
rived hints in my reading here and there, but not
until I saw in your “Self-Instructor” was I aware
that any part of my day-dreams ever had an actual
existence in the objective world. Thousands like
myself may have stumbled on the threshold of this
great field of research, for I believe, with Lord
Bacon, that “the secrets of nature are far more
subtile than the powers of our minds” to compre
hend and analyze; and in the progress of ages
subjects will not be wanting fit to engage the in
vestigation of men in all ages, and still much
may yet be left unexplored, and unsuspected,
even.
Until your recent visit, I never had an oppor

tunity to hear a lecture on the subject of Phre
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nology. This, I hope, will account for and ex
cuse the interest I felt in you and your mission.
Should I live until June next, that will make

thirty-one years of my life spent among the In
dians as a missionary. At first it was seemingly
purely accidental that I became connected with
this work. I was young, and just on the point of
settling on my farm, when I yielded to the impor
tunities of my partial friends to teach an Indian
school for a season. My first purpose was to re
main only a year. In the mean time I was curi
ous to learn something of the character of the
language, and so commenced to compile some
rudiments of a grammar to “astonish” my young
associates on my return. Alas for my curiosity'
Our old superintendent, paying us a visit at the
end of a year or so, found me hard at work. On
one occasion, wishing to address the Indians, and
the interpreter not being at hand, I reluctantly
undertook the office. A short time after, a flam
ing account was published in our paper of the
wonderful progress a young man had made in a
short time in the acquisition of an Indian lan
guage. I was so mortified at first on account of
the many blunders I had made, that I took good
care never to allude to the visit of our superin
tendent, for fear association might bring up my
performance in connection with his name; but
when the account appeared in the papers, and for
a long time after, I felt an uncontrollable propen
sity to attempt to crawl into every mouse-hole I
saw, which I am sure I could have done had my
body been no larger than my opinion of myself.

It was six years before I dispensed with my inter
preter. During these six years I taught school,
preached on the Sabbath, taught the Indians to
clear land, plant, build, etc. Oftentimes I made
up my mind to retire from the work and go back
to my farm; but I was met with the remark from
those who were over me, “We can't spare you;
we have no one to fill your place,” etc. I studied
the language only by fits and starts. Sometimes
I would nearly crack my brain in trying to mas
ter it, and then I would lay it aside with the feel
ing, “What is the use what good will it do me
if I should acquire it, as I may not remain long
with them * By degrees I settled down into the
design of devoting at least a part of my days to

the work of missions. I was five years on the
river Thames, U. C. I was three years on Lake
Huron. One year at Port Sarnia. Four years on

the north shore of Lake Superior, from whence I

made several journeys to the north and west, as

far as the waters that fall into Hudson Bay. I

then returned to Upper Canada proper, where I

remained two years. I was seven years in Kan
sas and the territory south as far as Texas. I

traveled about 10,000 miles through that part of

the great valley in long journeys, without reck
oning my ordinary travels in visiting my appoint
ments. I then returned to Canada and remained
three years at Rice Lake and Alnwick. From
this place I was sent to Norway House, in the
Hudson Bay Territory, where I remained three
years. I went to that region by way of Lake Su
perior, and returned near three years ago by way

of St. Paul. I was within a few days' march of

the Hudson Bay on the north, and of the Gulf of

Mexico on the south, but did not see the ocean on
either side. I have had a pretty extensive range

for independent investigation, and my regret now

is that I did not use more diligence to store my
mind with the phenomena presented to my obser
vation. The study of man and of languages pre
senting such very different phases from the more
common type, have been deeply interesting. The
range and limit of species of both the flora and
fauna of North America have been another sub
ject of interest; while for the practical study of

geology—by-the-by a kind of hobby—I have had
rare opportunities. I value knowledge; but an
old beaten track never presented the attractions
that I found in the new countries. I never dream

of eminence in any of the walks of civilized life;
but if I had my choice to day. I would not ex
change the few rarities I have picked up here and
there for all college halls could give. Not that I

undervalue the latter, but there are full enough
devoted to these things; a few more might well be

spared for other pursuits; or, prepared in those
halls, might with greater success explore the new
and untried. I am quite sure had I graduated in

college, as I at one time thought of doing, I never
would have been an Indian missionary.

A week or so since I received three different
publications from your office. As long as circum
stances will admit, I must take the PHR ENoloG
ICAL Journal at least. I have the whole of your
Water-Cure Library. I am sometimes a little in
clined to be long-winded when I get the fever of
writing. But whatever I may furnish, you are at
perfect liberty, without the remotest danger of

offending me, to publish the whole, part, or none,

as may suit your purpose. As soon as you indi
cate, by the non-arrival of the PHRENologic AL
Journal, that you can not afford it longer gratis
—which I think will be very soon, if you are gov
erned altogether by the rule of “quid pro quo"—

I will forward the subscription price. I value the
other periodicals, but feel it hardly consistent to

take and pay for so many, in addition to the other
periodical literature I take. May success attend
your enterprise. Affectionately yours,

Thomas. HURLBURt.
Port SARNIA, C. W., Jan. 9th,1860.---

A G O O D T E A C E E R .

THIs most important post of duty and respons
ibility requires no mean order of capacity and
talent. Some suppose that if a person be genial,
good-natured, a good scholar, and have force and
pride enough to control the rough boys, he is qual
ified for a teacher. Though these qualities are
requisite, they are by no means the only ones call
ed for in the teacher, when it is remembered
that the young require to be molded in all that
belongs to noble humanity, and that in proportion

as they are weak and wanting in these qualities

is there the greater need that the teacher should
have, as it were, a surplus, an overflow, to supply
the deficiencies of the pupil and lead him to look

to his teacher as the embodiment of wisdom, good
ness, and power; nor should these qualities be so

deficient that the pupil can soonsurpass his teach

er in, or detect his want of, them.

It is not enough that the teacher has education,

or that he can communicate his knowledge, nor
yet that he has governing power. He must have
all these, and in addition he should have the moral
nature strongly marked and an ample amount of
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social affection. A subscriber, M. L., of Vermont,
asks us to state in the Journ AL “the organs one
should have to be a successful governor of men in

order to secure obedience at all times, particular

ly those which the teacher needs.”
We can not, perhaps, give our friend a better

statement of what the teacher requires to fill his
place well, than by quoting a page from our work
entitled “Memory and Intellectual Improvement,”
as follows :

“A good Teacher requires an active tempera
ment to prevent idleness, and to impart that vivac
ity of mind and quickness of perception so essen
tial to enable him to awaken and develop the
minds of pupils; large Perceptive organs with
large Eventuality, in order to give an abundant
command of facts, and to pour a continual stream

of information into their minds; large Language,

to speak freely and well; large Comparison, fully

to explain, expound, and enforce everything by
appropriate illustrations and copious comparisons;
large Human Nature, to study out the respective
characteristics of each pupil, and adapt instruc
tion and government to their ever-varying capac
ities and peculiarities, that is

,
to know “how to

take them;’ full or large and active Causality, to

give them material for thought, explain causes,
and answer questions, and thereby stimulate this
inquiring faculty to action; good lungs, to endure
much talking; only moderate Continuity, so that

he can turn in quick succession and without con
fusion, from one scholar, subject, or thing to an
other; fairly developed Friendship, to enable him

to get and keep on the right side of parents;
large Philoprogenitiveness (Parental Love), to

give that fondness for children which shall enable
him to ingratiate himself into the affections of

pupils; large Benevolence, to impart genuine
goodness as well as thoroughly to interest him in

promoting their welfare; large Firmness, to give
fixedness and stability of purpose; fair Self-Es
teem, to promote dignity and secure respect, yet
not too much, especially if combined with active
Combativeness and Destructiveness, lest he be
come too arbitrary; and the latter organs must
not be too large, less they render him unduly se
were, and induce him to try to Flog learning or

goodness into pupils ; nor too small Combativeness

or Destructiveness, lest he should becometoo in
efficient; large Conscientiousness, to deal justly
and to cultivate in them the sentiment of right and
truth; a fully developed moral region, to contin
ually stimulate their higher, better feelings;
large Ideality, to render him polished and refined,

in order that he may develop taste and propriety

in them; and he should have an excellent head,
generally, because his occupation stamps the pu
pils with the predominant traits of their teacher's
intellect and character. He also requires that
training or discipline of the faculties which shall
give him the full control over them, and much pa
tience and self-government. Few if any avoca
tions require more talents or moral worth than
teaching. The idea that anybody can teach who
can read, write, and cipher is altogether erroneous.
To those who may select this avocation we offer a

single item of advice. Make your pupils LovE
you This will obviate all requisition for the
whip, yet give you unlimited influence over them.
To § this, do not be austere, but affable, kind,
familiar, and good-natured, even when provoked.
Especially give them Good Advice as well as good
instruction. Next to this, secure the good-will of

their Moth ERs.”
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M O R A L P H II, O S O PHY ;
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE
[FROMTHELATESTREVISEDEDINBURGHEDITION.]

comiere.

[continued From LASTNUMBER.]
LECT U R E W .

ON THE Duties of MAN As A DOMESTI C BF in G.
Origin of thedomesticaffections—Marriage,or connectionfor life betweenthesexes,is
naturalto man—Agesatwhich marriage is proper—Nearrelationsin bloodshould
notmarry—Influenceof theconstitutionof the parentson thechildren—Phrenology,
asan index to naturaldispositions,maybe used as an importantguide in forming
matrimonialconnections—Somemeansof discoveringnaturalqualitiesprior to expe
rience,is neededin formingsuchalliances,becauseaftermarriageexperiencecomes
toolate.

THE previous Lectures have been devoted to consideration of the
duties incumbent on man as an individual—those of acquiring knowl
edge and preserving health. My reason for thus limiting his individual
duties is

,

that I consider man essentially as a social being; and that,
with the exception of his duties to God, which we shall subsequently
consider, he has no duties as an individual beyond those I have men
tioned, any more than a particular wheel of a watch has functions inde
pendently of performing its part in the general movements of the ma
chine. I mean by this, that although man subsists and acts as an indi
vidual, yet that the great majority of his faculties bear reference to

other beings as their objects, and show that his leading sphere of life
and action is in society. You could not conceive a bee, with its pres
ent instincts and powers of co-operation, to be happy, if it were estab
lished in utter loneliness, the sole occupant of an extensive heath or

flower-bespangled meadow. In such a situation it might have food in

abundance, and scope for such of its faculties as related only to itself;
but its social instincts would be deprived of their objects and natural
spheres of action. This observation is applicable also to man. His
faculties bear reference to other beings, and show that nature has in
tended him to live and act in society. His duties as a member of the
social body, therefore, come next under our consideration; and we
shall first treat of his duties as a domestic being.
The domestic character of man is founded in, or arises from, the in

nate faculties of Amativeness, Philoprogenitiveness, and Adhesiveness.
These give him desires for a companion of a different sex, for chil
dren, and for the society of human beings in general. Marriage re
sults from the combination of these three faculties* with the moral
sentiments and intellect, and is thus a natural institution.
Some persons conceive that marriage, or union for life, is an institu

tion only of ecclesiastical or civil law; but this idea is erroneous.
Where the organs above enumerated are adequately and equally pos
sessed, and the moral and intellectual faculties predominate, union for
life, or marriage, is a natural result. It prevailed among the ancient
Greeks and Romans, and exists among the Chinese and many other
nations who have not embraced either Judaism or Christianity. Indeed,
marriage, or living in society for life, is not peculiar to man. The fox,
marten, wild cat, mole, eagle, sparrow-hawk, pigeon, swan, nightingale,
sparrow, swallow, and other creatures, live united in pairs for life.:
After the breeding season is past, they remain in union; they make
their expeditions together, and if they live in herds, the spouses remain
always near each other.

It is true that certain individuals find the marriage tie a restraint,

and would prefer that it should be abolished; also that some tribes of

savages may be found, among whom it can scarcely be said to exist.
But if we examine the heads of such individuals, we shall find that
Amativeness greatly predominates in size over Adhesiveness and the
Moral Sentiments; and men so constituted do not form the standards

* Dr. Vimontsaysthatthere is a specialorgannext to Philoprogenitiveness,giving a

desirefor unionfor life.

+ Gall on the Functions of theBrain, vol. iii., p. 482.
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by which human nature should be estimated. Viewing marriage as

the result of man's constitution, we ascribe it to a Divine origin. It is

written in our minds; and, like other Divine institutions, it is supported

by reward and punishment peculiar to itself. The reward attached to

it is enjoyment of some of the purest and sweetest pleasures of which
our nature is susceptible, and the punishment inflicted for inconstancy

in it is moral and physical degradation.
Among the duties incumbent on the human being in relation to mar

riage, one is
,

that the parties to it should not unite before a proper age.
The civil law of Scotland allows females to marry at twelve, and males

at fourteen ; but the law of nature is widely different. The female
frame does not, in general, arrive at its full vigor and perfection, in this
climate, earlier than twenty-two, nor the male earlier than from twenty
four to twenty-six. Before these ages, maturity of physical strength
and of mental vigor is not, in general, attained; and the individuals,
with particular exceptions, are neither corporeally nor mentally pre
pared to become parents, or to discharge, with advantage, the duties of

heads of a domestic establishment. Their corporeal frames are not
yet sufficiently matured and consolidated; their animal propensities are
strong; and their moral and intellectual organs have not yet reached
their full development. Children born of such parents are inferior in

the size and quality of their brains to children born of the same parents
after they have arrived at maturity, and from this defect they are infe
rior in dispositions and capacity. It is a common remark, that the
eldest son of a rich family is generally not equal to his younger brothers

in mental ability; and this is ascribed to his having relied on his hered
itary fortune for subsistence and social rank, and to his consequent neg
lect of accomplishments and education ; but the cause is more deeply
seated. In such instances you will generally find that the parents, or

one of them, have married in extreme youth, and that the eldest child
inherits the imperfections of their immature condition.
The statement of the evidence and consequences of this law belongs

to physiology: here I can only remark, that if nature has prescribed
ages previous to which marriage can not be undertaken with advantage,
we are bound to pay deference to its enactments; and that civil and
ecclesiastical laws, when standing in opposition to them, are not only
absurd, but mischievous. Conscience is misled by these erroneous
human statutes; for a girl of fifteen has no idea that she sins, if her
marriage be authorized by the law and the church. In spite, however,

of the sanction of acts of Parliament, and of clerical benedictions, the
Creator punishes severely if his laws be infringed. His punishments
assume the following, among other forms:
The parties, being young, ignorant, inexperienced, and actuated

chiefly by passion, often make unfortunate selections of partners, and
entail lasting unhappiness on each other:
They transmit imperfect constitutions and inferior dispositions to

their earliest born children; and

They often involve themselves in pecuniary difficulties, in conse
quence of a sufficient provision not having been made before marriage,

to meet the expenses of a family.
These punishments indicate that a law of nature has been violated;

in other words, that marriage at too early an age is forbidden by the
Author of our being.
There should not be a great disparity between the ages of the hus

band and wife. There is a physical and mental mode of being natural

to each age; whence persons whose organs correspond in their con
dition, sympathize in their feelings, judgments, and pursuits, and form
suitable companions for each other. When the ages are widely differ
ent, not only is this sympathy wanting, but the offspring also is injured.

In such instances it is generally the husband who transgresses; old men
are fond of marrying young women. The children of such unions
often suffer grievously from the disparity. The late Dr. Robert Mac
nish, in a letter addressed to me, gives the following illustration of this

“I know,” says he, “an old gentleman who has been twice
The children of his first marriage are strong, active, healthy

remark.
married.
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people, and their children are the same. The offspring of his second
marriage are very inferior, especially in an intellectual point of view:
and the younger the children are, the more is this obvious. The girls

are superior to the boys, both physically and intellectually. Indeed,

their mother told me that she had great difficulty in rearing her sons,
but none with her daughters. The gentleman himself, at the time of

hi
s

second marriage, was upward of sixty, and his wife about twenty
five. This shows very clearly that the boys have taken chiefly off the
father and the daughters off the mother.”
Another natural law in regard to marriage is

,

that the parties should
not be related to each other in blood. This law holds good in the
transmission of al

l organized beings. Even vegetables are deteriorated,

if the same stock be repeatedly planted in the same ground. In the
case of the lower animals, a continued disregard of this law is almost
universally admitted to be detrimental, and human nature affords no ex
ception to the rule. It is written in our organization, and the conse
quences of its infringement may be discovered in the degeneracy,
physical and mental, of many noble and royal families, who have long

and systematically se
t

it at defiance. Kings of Portugal and Spain, fo
r

instance, occasionally apply to the Pope for permission to marry their
nieces. The Pope grants the dispensation; the marriage is celebrated
with al

l

the solemnities of religion, and the blessing of Heaven is in
voked on the union. The real power of his Holiness, however, is here
put to the test. He is successful in delivering the king from the cen
sures of the Church, and the offspring of the marriage from the civil
consequences of illegitimacy: but nature yields not one jot or tittle of
her law. The union is either altogether unfruitful, or children miser
ably constituted in body and imbecile in mind are produced; and this

is the form in which the Divine displeasure is announced. The Crea
tor, however, is not recognized by his Holiness, nor by priests in gen
eral, nor by ignorant kings, as governing, by fixed laws, in the organic
world. They proceed as if their own power were supreme. Even
when they have tasted the bitter consequences of their folly, they are

fa
r

from recognizing the cause of their sufferings. With much self
complacency they resign themselves to the event, and seek consolation

in religion. “The Lord giveth,” say they, “and the Lord taketh
away; blessed be the name of the Lord ;" as if the Lord did not give
men understanding, and impose on them the obligation of using it to

discover his laws and obey them; and as if there were no impiety in

shutting their eyes against his laws, in acting in opposition to them, or
,

when they are undergoing the punishment of such transgressions, in

appealing to him for consolation |

It is curious to observe the inconsistency of the enactments of legis
lators on this subject. According to the Levitical law, which we in

this country have adopted, “marriage is prohibited between relations
within three degrees of kindred, computing the generations through the
common ancestor, and accounting affinity the same as consanguinity.
Among the Athenians, brothers and sisters of the half-blood, if related

by the father's side, might marry; if by the mother's side, they were
prohibited from marrying.
“The same custom,” says Paley, “probably prevailed in Chaldea,

for Sarah was Abraham's half-sister. “She is the daughter of my
father,’ says Abraham, “but not of my mother; and she became my
wife." Gen. xx. 12. The Roman law continued the prohibition with
out limits to the descendants of brothers or sisters.”
Here we observe Athenian, Chaldean, and Roman legislators pro

hibiting or permitting certain acts, apparently according to the degree

of light which had penetrated into their own understandings concerning
their natural consequences. The real Divine law is written in the
structure and modes of action of our bodily and mental constitutions,
and it prohibits the marriage of al

l blood-relations, diminishing the pun
ishment, however, according as the remoteness from the common an
cestor increases, but allowing marriages among relations by affinity,
without any prohibition whatever. According to the law of Scotland,

* Paley'sMoral Philosophy, p
.

228.
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a man may marry his cousin-german, or his great niece, both of which
connections the law of nature declares to be inexpedient; but he may
not marry his deceased wife's sister, against which connection nature
declares no penalty whatever. He might have married either sister

at first without impropriety, and there is no reason in nature why he
may not marry them in succession, the one after the other has died.
There may be other reasons of expediency for prohibiting this con
nection, but the organic laws do not condemn it.

In Scotland, the practice of full cousins marrying is not uncommon,
and you will meet with examples of healthy families born of such
unions; and from these an argument is maintained against the existence

of the natural law which we are now considering. But it is only when
the parents have both had excellent constitutions that the children do

not attract attention by their imperfections. The first alliance against
the natural laws brings down the tone of the organs and functions, say
one degree; the second, two degrees, and the third, three ; and per
severance in transgression ends in glaring imperfections, or in extinction

of the race. This is undeniable ; and it proves the reality of the law.
The children of healthy cousins are not so favorably organized as the
children of the same parents if married to equally healthy partners,
not al

l

related in blood, would have been. If the cousins have them
selves inherited indifferent constitutions, the degeneracy is striking
even in their children. Besides, I have seen the children of cousins
continue healthy till the age of puberty, and then suffer from marked
imperfections of constitution. Their good health in childhood was
looked on by the parents as a proof that they had not in their union
infringed any natural law, but the subsequent events proved a painful
retribution for their conduct. We may err in interpreting nature's
laws; but if we do discover them in their full import and consequences,
we never find exceptions to them.
Another natural law relative to marriage is

,

that the parties should
possess sound constitutions. The punishment for neglecting this law

is
,

that the transgressors suffer pain and misery in their own persons,
from bad health, perhaps become disagreeable companions to each
other, feel themselves unfit to discharge the duties of their condition,
and transmit feeble constitutions to their children. They are also ex
posed to premature death ; and hence their children are liable to all
the melancholy consequences of being left unprotected and unguided

by parental experience and affection, at a time when these are most
needed. The natural law is

,

that a weak and imperfectly organized
frame transmits one of a similar description to offspring; and, the chil
dren inheriting weakness, are prone to fall into disease and die. In
deed, the transmission of various diseases, founded in physical imper
fections, from parents to children, is a matter of universal notoriety;
thus, consumption, gout, scrofula, hydrocephalus, rheumatism, and in
sanity are well known to descend from generation to generation.
Strictly speaking, it is not disease which is transmitted, but organs of

such imperfect structure that they are incapable of adequately per
forming their functions, and so weak that they are drawn into a mor
bid condition by causes which sound organs could easily resist.
This subject also belongs to physiology. I have treated of it in the

“Constitution of Man,” and it is largely expounded by Dr. A. Combe,

in his works on Physiology and the Management of Infancy, and by

many other authors. I trouble you only with the following illustrations,
which were transmitted to me by Dr. Macnish, who was induced to

communicate them by a perusal of the “Constitution of Man.” “If your
work,” says he, “has no other effect than that of turning attention to

the laws which regulate marriage and transmission of qualities, it will
have done a vast service, for on no point are such grievous errors com
mitted. I often see in my own practice the most lamentable conse
quences resulting from neglect of these laws. There are certain fami
lies which I attend, where the constitutions of both parents are bad,
and where, when anything happens to the children, it is almost impos
sible to cure them. An inflamed gland, a common cold, hangs about
them for inonths, and almost defies removal. In other families, where

[continuke oN PAGETwºNTY-seven )
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The oldest inhabitant of the town of Sturbridge,
Mass, now living, is DEAcon John PHILLIPs, the
fourth of eleven children of Deacon Jonathan Phil
lips. He was born in Sturbridge, on the 29th day
of June, A.D. 1760, on the farm where he now re
sides with his eldest son, Colonel Edward Phil
lips. Has always lived on this farm, of some two
hundred acres, which, about a century ago, was
purchased by his father for $625. Has lived with
his father, and his father with him, as he and his
son Edward and their families have ever lived to
gether, under the same roof, and eat at the same
table; and during this eighty-six years, or since
he was fourteen years old, he says he has not had
a severe fit of sickness, and for forty years has
called no doctor; nor has he at any time been ab
sent from his native town to exceed eight weeks.
He is of large size, and stout built. At the age of

sixteen he measured six feet in height, barefoot,
and weighed one hundred and ninety-six pounds.
His weight has since varied from two hundred and
four to one hundred and sixty-six pounds. He
now weighs probably about one hundred and
seventy. His manner of living has ever been
plain and frugal; has labored as a farmer con
stantly, but not hard, nor to late hours. Has
usually retired to bed early, and rose early in the
morning. Has been temperate in eating, drink
ing, sleeping, working, and in all things. His
beverages have been cold water, tea and coffee,
and cider, all which he now uses. And formerly
he drank a little spirits in hay-time; but it is a

long while since he discontinued the use of it
,

and
does not now taste, touch, or handle it at all ; nor
has he, he says, drank to the amount of a pint of

spirits for thirty years. He likes cider, and
drinks half a tumbler-full at his meals.
He has used tobacco, too, ever since he was a

young man. Till he was upward of fifty he

chewed and smoked the filthy weed ; for the last
fifty years he has snuffed it, and continues snuff.
taking to this day. But he says it is of no use—a
bad habit—and he would not advise any young
person in this respect to follow his example.
At the beginning of our Revolutionary War,

when he was sixteen years of age, he was drafted
into a militia company, under Captain Abel Mason,
and ordered to Providence, R. I. He served here
seven weeks, from the latter part of December,
1776, to February, 1777. While at Providence he

was spoken of as the largest man in the regiment,
and was called out of the ranks by his captain to

measure with a soldier in another company. They
measured. The other was an inch taller, but not

so heavy.
At eleven years of age his attention was called

to the subject of religion by a discourse he heard
preached by an Elder Jacobs, of Thompson, Conn.,
from 2 Sam. viii. 2. He immediately afterward be
took himself to reading the Bible, feeling that he

was a great sinner. He read the four Evangelists
through in course. One Sabbath he read the last
ten chapters of John, and when he came to and read
that passage, “It is finished,” hi

s

burden left him.
He thinks he then met with a saving change, and
his sins were pardoned. He did not, however, make

a public profession of his faith till the year after

with the Baptist church in Sturbridge.
May 20th, 1785, at the age of twenty-five, he

was married to Love, the third daughter of Jon
athan Perry. The two elder sisters bore the
names of Mercy and Grace. She was now at the
blooming age of eighteen, and, the deacon says,
“was the prettiest girl in the whole town!”
With her he lived happily in the marriage rela
tion sixty-four years, and by her had nine chil
dren, seven of whom grew up to have families,
and five still live. She died at the age of eighty
two years. He has, with and from these, seven
children, twenty-four grandchildren, and twenty
six great-grandchildren now living—fifty-five in

all. In 1799 he was chosen deacon, to take the
place of his father, who died in June of the year
previous. He took two months to consider on it,

when he made up his mind and consented to serve
“according to the best of his ability.”
Four of the leading articles, and, perhaps, as

comprehensive as any in his religious creed are,
and have ever been—
“1. That God is good.
“2. That Christ is divine.
“3. That there is power and reality in revaled

religion; and
“4. That man, by nature, is totally morally de

praved.”
He has been twice elected a representative of

the town in the Legislature, and served during the
years 1814 and 1815. He there opposedthe Hart
ford Convention with all his might. For fourteen
years, from 1810 to 1824, he was a justice of the
peace, and married many a couple.
Since he was ninety years of age, he has laid up

and relaid on his farm, all alone, about twenty rods

of stone wall, handling some pretty heavy stones,
and he has done it well, working at it two or three
hours in the forenoon, and the same in the after
noon, making about two rods per day.
He has ever sustained the reputation of being

an honest, upright, and industrious man, a kind
and obliging neighbor, and good citizen.

In 1856 he called on the writer, when the occa
sion was taken to gather the facts and write the
notes for this biographical sketch. The next day
he sat to Metcalf, of Southbridge, for the daguerre
otype from which the cut has been executed.
He is now in the enjoyment of good health, walks

off two or three miles at a time without weari
ness, and his eyesight and sense of hearing are
less impaired than that of many others at the age

of threescore years. He sees to read plain print
without spectacles, and hears without requiring
any one who addresses him to speak but little
above the ordinary tone of voice.
Postsch IPT, June 30.—DEAcon John PHIL

LIPs has lived his one hundred years. His last
birthday was celebrated by his family and friends

at the Baptist church at Fiskedale, yesterday, June
29, 1860. There were present three of his five
children with their companions, eight of his twen
ty-five grandchildren, and eight of his thirty-four
great-grandchildren, besides many more distant
relatives, and others of his native and adjacen
towns, among whom were several clergymen of

different denominations, and two former pastors

of the church. The house was crowded.

At 11 o'clock, A.M., this venerable man entered,
leaning upon his staff, followed by six of his towns.

them in his 92d” year, and the others octogena
rians), and took his seat upon the platform before
the desk—they at his right and left.
After a voluntary upon the organ, he arose and

made a brief address to the congregation, and fol
lowed it with as brief a prayer. In the former, he

thanked his friends for coming together on this
occasion to meet and to greet him; acknowledged
the goodness and mercy of God, which had now
followed and attended him, and repeated the four
leading articles of his creed [which seeabove]. In

the latter, he thanked God, and invoked the con
tinuance of his favor and blessings upon himself,
upon all present, and upon everybody everywhere.
Then followed the reading of Scripture (1 John

ii.), and the singing of psalms selected by him
(one of them the 71st of Watts), and of some orig
inal hymns. We give the psalm as follows:

My God,myeverlastinghope,

I live uponthytruth;
Thy handshaveheldmy childhoodup,
Andstrengthenedall my youth.

My fleshwasfashion'dby thy power,
With all theselimbs of mine,

And frommymother'spainfulhour
I've beenentirelythine.

Still hathmy lifenewwondersseen,
Repeatedeveryyear;

Beholdmydaysthatyetremain—

I trustthem to thycare.

Castmenotoff whenstrengthdeclines,
When hoaryhairsarise;

And roundmelet thygloryshine,
Whene'erthyservantdies.

Then, in thehistory of my age,
When menreviewmydays,

They'll readthy love in everypage,
In everyline thypraise.

An original poemwas also read, another prayer,
and other addresses—“a feast of reason and a

flow of soul.”
After this, in an arbor, outside the church, was

the ladies’ festival. Herein were tables laden
with good things. At the head of one—the prin
cipal one—sat this man of a hundred years. His
health is still very good. He relishes his food,
and eats heartily and sleeps well.

In October, 1856,having a little shock of palsy,
he has not since been able to labor or walk about

as much as formerly, though he now walks off
half a mile or so without difficulty. His sight and
hearing are failing; and he says he is conscious
that his mental powers too have failed during the
last four years. One tooth remains.

At the last presidential election he voted for
Fremont and Dayton, and he hopes at the next to

vote for Lincoln and Hamlin; “for in politics,”

he says, “I am a Republican, and I will votethis
ticket as long as I live.” F. W. E.

phrenological ch ARACTER.
The portrait of this aged man furnishes an in

teresting study. He has lived a hundred years,
and the reader will be curious to know the condi
tions which combine to produce this extraordinary
result According to the biography, he has been
remarkably uniform in his habits; has lived al

* This agedman,Mr. BenjaminSmith,atenothing at

the“festival,”and drank only a little lemonade. On his
way home,returning by the burying-ground, he visited
the grave of his departedwife,was taken ill that night,
and diedJuly 1st.3
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PORTRAIT OF DEACON JOHN PHILLIPS.
one hundred YEArtsold.

ways on the same farm; has rarely been away
from it; has lived on a plain diet, taken a suffi
cient amount of sleep, and been uniformly and
steadily industrious and temperate. According
to the shape of his head, we infer that his pas
sions have not been of that controlling, energetic
character calculated to wear out and enervate
the physical system.
He is a man of large frame, measuring six feet

in height, and in his prime weighing over two
hundred pounds. He has what we call the bil
ious or motive temperament in predominance.
That large nose, those prominent cheek bones,
that very broad and long chin, that prominent
brow, and great length of head from chin to the
crown, all indicate uncommon power of frame.
He is rather coarsely made, which indicates the
tough, enduring, hardy qualities of constitution;
the bones and muscles seem to predominate over
the vascular system. That large chin is a sign of
a strong, steady circulation. Men with such a
chin rarely if ever are known to have heart dis
ease, or to die of apoplexy; while a small, light,
short, delicate, diminutive chin is an indication of
unsteady circulation, and liability to fevers and
inflammatory complaints, and to heart diseaseand
apoplexy. That prominence to the brow, and
fullness of the center of the forehead, evince a
quick, practical judgment, power of observation,
ability to gain knowledge, especially of things,
and memory of events and experiences. He has
always been fond of reading, and disposed to
narrate his experience and the circumstances
which have rendered his life interesting. His
Language appears to be full, his reasoning powers
fair, his Benevolence rather large, his Veneration
large, while Firmness is most enormously devel
oped. That particular height in the center of the
back part of the top of the head, shows the loca
tion and great developmentof Firmness. He must
have been a man of remarkable will-power and a
controlling spirit wherever he moved, not so much
on account of his great thought-power as on ac
count of his stability, steadiness, practical judg
ment, and commonsense. His head appears to be
narrow, and flattened at the sides, showing that
Combativeness, Destructiveness, and Alimentive

A M E R I C A N

ness--which give anger, severity, and appetite—
were only medium, while the next range of or
gans above—including Secretiveness—appear to
be small. Frankness is one of his virtues and
one of his faults. He has always been too plain
and direct in his speech, too positive and absolute
in his statements; but being calm, self-possessed,
dignified, and reasonable in his disposition, his
frankness has generally been in the right direc
tion. He has seldom given away to passion and
rash impulse, so as to make his frankness so much
a blemish as would be the case in an impulsive,
hot-blooded man. His Cautiousness is not dis
tinctly discernible, but appears to be only fair.
The signs of the Social nature are comparatively
strong.

His leading characteristics are steadiness, per
severance, thoroughness, respect for whatever is
sacred and religious, without being superstitious,
kindness, practical talent, soundness of judgment,
and unconquerable integrity and perseverance.

----
TOW N S E N D H A R RI S.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.-----
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

This gentleman has a most excellent physical
system. His brain is large and active, and the
quality of his organization is comparatively fine,
giving a tendency to thought, study, and mental
vigor and activity generally. He has also a large
development of the vital temperament, which man
ufactures nourishment for brain and body, and
furnishes the steam-power, as it were, to drive
the machinery of life, of thought, and of labor.
He is naturally strong, tough, and enduring, but
requires uniform habits and temperance, in order
to secure the highest results of which his consti
tution is susceptible. The base of the brain is
large. The Perceptives—located across the brows
—are very prominent, giving him a ready appre
ciation of the facts of business, of practical sub
jects, of those pertaining to science and general
knowledge, and also rendering his mind very
ready in al

l

the affairs of life. H
e
is not obliged

to ponder, meditate, or study in order to come to

conclusions. He reaches everything of a prac
tical nature by a ready intuition, which makes
him the master of it without the toil and labor of

severe study. He has the kind of mind which
makes a man well informed without the tedious
ness of studying things in detail.
Causality—located at the upper portion of each

side of the forehead directly above the eyes near
the hair—is amply developed, and indicates cul
tivation, that the mind is becoming more and more
active in the direction of philosophy and in the
comprehending of large and important ideas. The
fullness of the eye indicates splendid talents in

language and great conversational ability. His
social organs are doubtless fully developed, and,
being quick in perception, ready in conversation,
fond of amusement, and genial in disposition, he

makes friends wherever he goes, and is the soul
and center of the circle in which he moves. Be
sides this, he has a warm temperament, and a

cordial outflow of geniality which attracts every
body to him who has a disposition to be amused,
entertained, instructed, and made to feel happy
and at peace with themselves and all men,
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He has a fine development of Imitation and
Ideality, which qualify him for adapting himself

to the customs and usages of others, even to for
eigners, whose manners are al

l

different from his
own.
He is remarkable for his faculty of Agreeable

ness, power to render himself acceptable, and at

the same time he has strength of character suffi
cient to rule and govern those who are brought
into his sphere of influence, but he governs in

such a way that people feel happy to conform to

his wishes, and anxious to serve him. He has ex
cellent judgment of property, of the value and
uses of things, as well as of the qualities which
give them value. He has mechanical judgment,
financiering ability, executive force, and a great
degree of kindness and philanthropy joined to in
tegrity and uprightness, pride and ambition. He
enjoys the good opinion of his friends, but thinks
more of triumphing over difficulties and making
himself worthy of respect than he does of receiv
ing the tokens of regard. He has always felt ca
pable of being his own master, of managing for
himself, of taking responsibilities; and one of the
peculiarities of his character is the readiness with
which he forms judgments and the independence,
self-reliance, courage, and comprehensive enthu
siasm with which he engages to put them into
practice.
He is well qualified for a leader—in business or

in education ; would make a fine orator, an ex
cellent teacher, a first-class lawyer, merchant,
diplomatist, or executive officer.

BiographY.

The name of Townsend Harris, and his personal
history at this time, possess a more engrossing in
terest for the people of this country, and among
the governing classes of all the nations of the
Old World, than that of any American citizen, with
perhaps the single exception of those before the
people as candidates for the Presidency of the
United States.
This is in a measure due to the recent advent

among us of the princely Embassy from Japan,
the first deputation of its kind ever sent out from
that vailed island empire of nearly 60,000,000 of

people, possessing a higher degree of culture and
organization than prevails in any other of the
Asiatic races. -

Mr. Harris was born at Sandy Hill, Washington
County, New York, where he received the rudi
ments of education in the common school, his
parents being in moderate circumstances, but un
usually intelligent. At the age of fifteen he left
his native village, and came to the city of New
York, to become a clerk in a dry goods store with
his elder brother, where he remained for a year,
when he obtained a situation in a large china
house He remained in this until by his energy.
integrity, and abundant capacity he became a

partner in, and afterward sole proprietor of the
establishment, conducting a heavy business with
honor and successfor a quarter of a century, and
surrounding himself with earnest friends from
among the most celebrated and high-minded of

the merchant princes of New York. The idea and
establishment of the Free Academy of this city
was entirely due to Townsend Harris. He early
saw that if the city was to participate in the lit
erature fund controlled by the Board of Regents,

—sº->33.
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it must have an institution of academic grade,
and submitted his views first to his life-long and
tried friend, General Prosper M. Wetmore, who
was a member of the Board of Regents. This gen
tleman sought to dissuade him from the attempt,
but in vain. Mr. Harris had fixed upon what he
deemedto be the proper line of policy, and imme
diately commenced a series of labors that would
have disheartened a less determined and consci
entiously convinced man; and the result, upon an
appeal to his fellow-citizens by ballot, was the
successful indorsement of his ideas, and the per
manent establishment of the Free Academy, de
signed by him to afford the advantages of a supe
rior theoretical and practical education to the
sons of all classes and conditions of the people of
the city of New York, upon the single condition of
a previous attendance for a year upon one of the
ward schools.
Mr. Harris held the position of President of the

Board of Education during the years 1846–47,but
resigned upon the conclusion of his successful es
tablishment of the Free Academy.
In 1849, soon after the announcement of the

discovery of gold in California, Mr. Harris wound
up his business, consolidated his means, paid all
his indebtedness, and, without consulting with
his friends, purchased a bark, loaded her with an
assorted cargo, and set sail, unheralded, for the
land of gold and brilliant hopes. On his arrival
at San Francisco, he disposed of his cargo, real
iring a profit of over twenty thousand dollars. He
soon afterward took command of his own vessel,
and sailed for the Straits of Malacca and the In
dian Archipelago. This enterprise proved unfor
tunate, and he was finally obliged to sell his ship,
and was, for nearly two years, lost to his friends,
who supposed him dead. At the end of this pe
riod a letter from him reached General Wetmore,
informing him that he had made the tour of the
Eastern Pacific countries and the islands adjacent
to the continent of Asia, and that he had, finally,
planted himself at Hong Kong. Through the
friendship of Governor Marcy, then Secretary of
State, he was appointed Consul to the port of
Ningpo, at a salary of a thousand dollars per an
num. Upon receiving his appointment, he imme
diately appointed a Vice-Consul, and started to
return to the United States. On his way he met
Sir John Bowring, the British Envoy, who had
just negotiated a commercial treaty with the Em
pire of Siam. His extensive information and re
markable powers of observation immediately led
to a warm friendship with this Envoy, and he soon
obtained a copy of the British treaty, which after
ward proved of very great service as a guide to
our government in preparing its instructions in
regard to our present treaty with Siam. On his
arrival at Bangkok, he made himself familiar with
the capital, the government, and the people of
Siam, after which he visited several of the prin
cipal cities of British India, where the seeds of
the recent bloody rebellion were even then be.
ginning to germinate, and made himself acquaint
edwith the actual condition, power, and influence
of the English rule in India by personal observa
tion on the spot. He then returned by the way
of London, where he received letters urging his
immediate return to the United States, at the in
stanceof Mr. Marcy, who had recommended him
to the President to fil

l
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sul-General to Japan. On his arrival home, he
immediately called on the Secretary, who found
him thoroughly posted in regard to the affairs of

the East, and directed him to wait on President
Pierce, who very soon decided to give the commis
sion to Mr. Harris, to which soon after was added
that of Special Envoy to negotiate a commercial
treaty with Siam. Ripe in commercial experience,
acquired in the business training of an active
mercantile life, with remarkable qualities of ob
servation and judgment; thoroughly acquainted
with the principles of international law and prac
tice, with a taste for letters and the love of a lin
guist for the acquisition of languages and dialects,
Mr. Harris was admirably qualified for an intelli.
gent and efficient discharge of the responsible
duties confided to him.

It is but another of the many evidences which
his cºuntrymen have received of the sound judg
ment, knowledge of character, and strong com
mon sensepossessedby the late William L. Marcy,
that the selection of an accomplished merchant,

in the person of Mr. Harris, was wholly due to

the influence of that lamented statesman. Dur

ing his stay in New York his portrait was painted
by the eminent artist Bogle, at the instance

of H
. L. Stuart, Esq., and now occupies a distin

guished place at the right hand of De Witt Clin
ton, the first President of the Public School So
ciety, in the hall of the Board of Education. From
this portrait we have made our illustration, there
being no other of Mr. Harris in the country.
Mr. Harris left New York in October, 1855,and

reached Bangkok in the following March, when he

succeeded in negotiating a most favorable com
mercial treaty, from which more than half a mil
lion of dollars have been saved to our citizens in
tonnage dues alone up to the commencement of

the present year. This successful negotiation
with Siam was the first step taken in diplomacy
by Mr. Harris, and it was a significant opening of

his brilliant career in the East.
The treaty negotiated with Japan by Commo

dore Perry in March, 1854, established relations

of amity with that nation, but did not provide in

terms for such commercial intercourse as could be
rendered available for purposes of trade. The
great merit of that treaty consisted in the open——sº
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ing which it made for further advances, and it
was therefore a very important step toward more
intimate relations. CommodorePerry's successwon
for him the applause of his countrymen, and his
name is identified in history with the progress of
civilization in the Eastern World. It is deeply to
be regretted that the life of an officer thus distin
guished for his achievements in peace, as he had
previously been for his conduct in war, could not
have been spared to witness the full development
of the beneficent work he had commenced.
The Perry treaty provided for the appointment

of a consular officer to reside at Simoda. The
President, passing aside the numerous applicants
for the office, selected Mr. Harris. Having per
formed his task to the entire satisfaction of the
government, he proceeded on his voyage, and
arrived at S moda at the close of August, 1856.
Here we may pause to remark on the somewhat

singular fact, that although his labors in Siam
were performed while he was receiving no pay for
his services in any capacity, his salary as Consul
General not commencing until his arrival in
Japan, Mr. Harris has as yet received no com
pensation whatever from the government for the
Siamese treaty, nor any public recognition of the
services he had rendered to American commerce
by his successful efforts in its behalf in that
country.

So far as we can learn, this is the only instance
in our national diplomatic history of such neglect
of services so efficient and useful. Commodore
Perry was munificently rewarded for his treaty
with Japan. Congress voted him a gratuity of
twenty thousand dollars, although the duty was
performed while he was receiving the full pay of
his grade as commander-in-chief of a naval squad
ron. This was just and honorable in the gov
ernment, and it was equally to the credit of the
merchants of New York that they liberally sub
scribed for a service of plate for that officer. We
notice these facts in regard to Commodore Perry
with much satisfaction, but the contrast in the
case of Mr. Harris is not so pleasant.

Three attempts have been made in Congress
to remunerate him for his valuable services
during this period, and a bill appropriating ten
thousand dollars has this session passed the
Senate unanimously, and only awaits the ac
tion of the House of Representatives.
Immediately on his arrival in Japan, Mr. Harris

entered zealously upon the discharge of his im
portant duties. The existing treaty barely gave
him a residence, without the power to advance
the objects of commerce, or in any way to pro
mote the wishes of his countrymen to enter into
trade with the singular people by whom he was
surrounded.
The Japanese are close observers and shrewd

judges of character. They soon found that they had
among them a stranger who was resolved to make
himself at home in his new position. He had pro
vided himself with an excellent interpreter in Mr.
Hewson, and long colloquies were daily held in
Low Dutch at the consular temple. But a few
months elapsed before Mr. Harris had made sev
eral distinguished converts to his doctrines of po
litical economy, and within the first year he had
secured an important modification of the existing
treaty stipulation by which he raised the standard

value of foreign coins in American hands from
thirty-three cents on the dollar (or sixty-seven
per cent. below par) up to ninety-four cents on
the dollar. Thus was one great obstacle removed
out of the pathway of trade.
Steadily pursuing his objects, and winning his

way by slow yet certain approaches, Mr. Harris
found himself in the city of Yedo, the cap
ital of Japan, early in the year 1858. On this
his first visit to the seat of government he was
admitted to the high honor of an interview with
the Tycoon, or first Emperor. This distinction
had never before been conferred on a foreigner,
and it has not since been repeated in the case of
any other person. His visit to Yedo was speedily
followed by the signing of the Second, or Commer
cial, treaty with Japan, by which business rela
tions are established, the ports opened to Amer
ican vessels, and the standard of foreign coinage
raised to its par value of the relative weight with
the coinage of the country.
In addition to these and other concessions af

fecting the interests of commerce, Mr. Harris was
not unmindful of more important considerations.
It was an agreement entered into between the
government of Japan and Mr. Harris, that em
bassies should be sent to America, England, and
Russia, but that neither of the two last named
should leave Japan until after the first had ar
rived at Washington. Mr. Harris's sagacity was
clearly evinced in this arrangement, which gives
to us the advantage of standing first among the na
tions whom the Japanese are hereafter to regard
as their friends, and with such a people the pres
tige of position exercises a powerful influence
His treaty provides for the toleration of Chris

tianity, and the right of foreigners to build church
es; it also abrogates all penalties against such of
the Japanese as shall embrace the tenets of the
Christian religion.
These latter provisions were a great advance in

civilization. They gave the first introduction of
Gospel light into the darkness of a heathen des
potism. Its rays were speedily strengthened by
the advent of missionaries from most of the Chris
tian churches. These standard-bearers of the
Cross award the highest praise to Mr. Harris for
his efficient aid in opening for them the way to a
benighted people.
Scarcely had the seals been affixed to the second

American treaty, when the British Envoy, Lord
Elgin, arrived at Simoda. He came flushed with his
then recent success in China, and it was openly alleged by members of his suite, as it has since been
stated in English publications, that the prestige of
the Chinese negotiations had been foreshadowed in
Japan, and had contributed mainly to the success
of Mr. Harris. This feeling of confidence was,
however, of short duration, and Lord Elgin speedily found himself in a dilemma from which he
could only be relieved by the aid of Mr. Harris.
This aid was promptly and gracefully rendered by
the American functionary, and the English treaty
was granted on the basis of the terms contained in
the American.
The courtesy of Mr. Harris was fully appre

ciated and handsomely acknowledged by LordElgin, and, at his suggestion, it was also recog
nized by the Queen of England, who caused afitting testimonial to be forwarded to Mr. Harris
in Japan. The consent of the American govern
ment having been first obtained, Mr. Harris re.
ceived a massive gold box bearing the crown and
initials of the Queen in diamonds on the lid. The
beautiful present is now in this city, having been
sent here by Mr. Harris for the gratification of his

personal friends. It is greatly admired for its

chaste design and elaborate execution.

So far, therefore. as the opening of the ports of

these Eastern empires to the commerce of the
world is concerned. we may claim to have beennot
the last nor the least efficient, as a nation, in pro
during the beneficent result.
Although Holland had enjoyed the advantages

of trade with Japan for more than two centuries,
yet Holland had made no attempt to give to other
nations the benefit of her influence with the Jap
anese. The United States, on the contrary, had
no sooner secured their own position as a friendly
power, than their influence and the personalser
vices and experience of their Envoy were fully
and effectually used to place other nations on the
same favorable footing with themselves.This liberal conduct is in accordance with the
true spirit of commercial civilization; and it was
therefore most fitting that the action of Mr. Harris
should be recognized as a noble departure fromthe official routine and selfish reticence of old
world diplomacy.
Mr. Harris has been advanced to the rank of

resident Minister and to full pay. His labors
have been herculean, and his health is seriously
affected. The late rumor of his death is untrue.
We have seen a letter from his physician of a date
two weeks later than the departure of Captain
Tatnall and the Embassy from Yedo, which says
that Mr. Harris is nearly restored to health.
Mr. Harris speaks the principal European languages with fluency, and is also familiar withseveral of the Eastern dialects. He is able to

converse in Japanese without the aid of an inter
preter, and has long been in the habit of journal
izing from day to day his observations and reflec
tions upon them. This course has placed him in

possession of a vast and varied amount of available
information upon almost every topic of human
interest. His conversational powers are of thehighest order, and his judgment of men andthings is quick, comprehensive, and accurate. He

is the soul of generosity, manliness, and honor.
Mr. Harris is now about fifty-five years old, and

in the prime of his fine intellectual powers.-----
A B 5 E N C E O F M I N D.

TALKING of absence of mind (said the Rev.
Sidney Smith), the oddest instance happened to

me once in forgetting my own name I knockedat a door in London and asked if Mrs. B. was at
home. “Yes, sir; pray what name shall I say?”I looked in the man's face astonished—what name?
Aye, that is the question—what is my name? I

believe the man thought me mad; but it is literally true that during the space of two or threeminutes I had no more idea of who I was than ifI had never existed. I did not know whether I
was a dissenter or a layman; I felt as dull as

Sternhold or Hopkins. At last, to my great relief,

it flashed across me that I was Sidney Smith. I

heard also of a clergyman who went jogging along
the road until he came to a turnpike. “What is

to pay 7" “Pay, sir! for what?” asked the turnspike man “Why, for my horse, to be sure.”“Your horse, sir! what horse 2 Here is no horse,
sir.” “No horse ! God bless me!” said he, sud
denly looking down between his legs, “I thoughtI was on horseback.”
[We have somewhere heard of a merchant ab

sorbed in his correspondence, who asked of his
book-keeper in a formal, business-like way, “Wil
liam, what is John Thompson's Christian name :”

“It is John, sir,” reptied the book keeper. “Ah,
yes, so it is; how very odd it is that I should have
forgotten it! but, dear me, I have now forgotten
John Thompson's sirname!” “It is Thompson,
sir,” responded the faithful clerk, in the same
quiet, commonplace tone as before; and the merchant, thankful for the information, was not aware
that both his questions were ridiculous, as in the
very act of asking he had answered each.]>–– -
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the parents are strong and healthy, the children are easily cured of
almost any complaint. I know a gentleman, aged about fifty, the only
survivor of a family of si

x

sons and three daughters, al
l

of whom, with
the exception of himself, died young, of plumonary consumption. He

is a little man, with a narrow chest, and married a lady of a delicate
constitution and bad lungs. She is a tall, spare woman, with a chest
still more deficient than his own. They have had a large family, al

l

of whom die off regularly as they reach manhood and womanhood, in

consequence of affections of the lungs. In the year 1833, two sons
and a daughter died within a period of ten months. Two still survive,
but they are both delicate, and there can be no doubt that, as they ar
rive at maturity, they will follow the rest. This is a most striking in

stance of punishment under the organic laws.”
As to the transmission of mental qualities, I observe, that form, size,

and quality of brain descend, like those of other parts of the body, from
parents to children; and that hence dispositions and talents, which de
pend upon the condition of the brain, are transmitted also—a fact which
has long been remarked both by medical authors, and by observant men

in general.

The qualities of the stock of each parent are apt to reappear in their
children. If there be insanity in the family of the father or mother,
although both of these may have escaped it, the disease, or some im
perfection of brain allied to it, frequently reappears in one or more of

their children. The great characteristic qualities of the stock, in like
manner, are often reproduced in distant descendants.
While the father's constitution undoubtedly exerts an influence, the

constitution of the mother seems to have much effect in determining
the qualities of the children, particularly when she is a woman possess
ing a fine temperament, a well-organized brain, and, in consequence,

an energetic mind. There are few instances of men of distinguished
vigor and activity of mind, whose mothers did not possess a considera
ble amount of the same endowments; and the fact of eminent men
having so frequently children fa

r

inferior to themselves, is explicable by

the circumstance, that men of talent often marry women whose minds
are comparatively weak. When the mother's brain is very defective,
the minds of the children are feeble. “We know,” says the great
German physiologist Haller, “a very remarkable instance of two noble
females who got husbands on account of their wealth, although they
were nearly idiots, and from which this mental defect has extended
for a century into several families, so that some of al

l

their descendants
still continue idiots in the fourth and even the fifth generation.” In

many families, the qualities of both father and mother are seen blended

in the children. “In my own case,” says a medical friend, “I can
trace a very marked combination of the qualities of both parents. My
father is a large-chested, strong, healthy man, with a large, but not
active brain; my mother was a spare, thin woman, with a high nervous
temperament, a rather delicate frame, and a mind of uncommon activ
ity. Her brain I should suppose to have been of moderate size. I

often think that to the father I am indebted for a strong frame and the
enjoyment of excellent health, and to the mother for activity of mind,
and excessive fondness for exertion.” Finally, it often happens that
the mental qualities of the father are transmitted to some of the chil
dren, and those of the mother to others.

It is pleasing to observe, that in Wurtemberg, Baden, and some
other German states, there are two excellent laws calculated to improve
the moral and physical condition of the people. First, “It is illegal for
any young man to marry before he is twenty-five, or any young
woman before she is eighteen.” Here the human legislator pays
much more deference to the Divine Lawgiver than he does in our
country. Secondly, “A man, at whatever age he wishes to marry,
must show to the police and the priest of the commune where he re
sides, that he is able, and has the prospect, to provide for a wife and
family.” This also is extremely judicious.

ºciº
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It has been argued that these prohibitions only encourage immoral
ity. During a residence in Germany, I observed that where the indi
viduals had average moral and intellectual organs, the law gave them
the right direction, and produced the best effects. One of my own
female servants was engaged to be married to a young man who was
serving his three years as a soldier; and nothing could exceed the in
dustry and economy which both practiced, in order to raise the re
quisite funds to enable them to marry on his discharge. When the or
gans of the propensities predominated, there, as here, the parties rush

ed recklessly to indulgence. In this case, in Germany, the intercourse

is illicit: in this country, it is often the same ; or the substitute for it is

an ill-assorted and miserable marriage. The German legislators, by
giving their sanction to the dictates of reason and morality, at least dis
charge their own duty to their people; while our legislators lead us,
by their authority, into error.
Another natural law in regard to marriage is

,

that the mental quali
ties and the physical constitutions of the parties should be adapted to

each other. If their dispositions, tastes, talents, and general habits har
monize, the reward is domestic felicity—the greatest enjoyment of life.

If these differ so widely as to cause jarring and collision, the home,
which should be the palace of peace and the mansion of the softest
affections of our nature, becomes a theater of war; and of all states of

hostility, that between husband and wife is the most interminable and
incurable, because the combatants live constantly together, have al

l

things in common, and are continually exposed to the influence of each
other's dispositions.

The importance of this law becomes more striking when we attend

to the fact, that, by ill assortment, not only are the parties themselves
rendered unhappy, but their immoral condition directly affects the dis
positions of their children. It is a rule in nature, that the effects even

of temporary departures from the organic laws descend to offspring pro
duced during that state, and injure their constitutions. Thus—children
produced under the influence of inebriety, appear to receive an organ
ization which renders them liable to a craving appetite for stimulating
fluids. Children produced when the parents are depressed with mis
fortune, and suffering under severe nervous debility, are liable to be

easily affected by events calculated to induce a similar condition: chil
dren produced when the parents are under the influence of violent pas
sion, inherit a constitution that renders them liable to the same excite
ment; and hence, also, children produced when the parents are happy,
and under the dominion of the higher sentiments and intellect, inherit
qualities of body and brain that render them naturally disposed to cor
responding states of mind. I have stated various facts and authorities

in support of these views in the “Constitution of Man,” to which I re
fer. These phenomena are the result of the transmission to the chil
dren of the mental organs modified in size, combination, and condition,

by the temporary condition of the parents. This law is subject to
modifications from the influence of the hereditary qualities of the
parents, but its real existence can hardly be doubted.

In my second Lecture I laid down the principle, that man's first duty

as an individual is to acquire knowledge of himself, of external nature,
and of the will of God; and I beg your attention to the application of

this knowledge when acquired. If organic laws relative to marriage

be really instituted by the Creator, and if reward and punishment be

annexed to each of them, of what avail is it to know these facts ab
stractly, unless we know also the corresponding duties, and are dis
posed to perform them We want such a knowledge of the human
constitution as will carry home to the understanding and the con
science the law of God written in our frames, and induce us to obey it.

The sanction of public sentiment, religion, and civil enactments are al
l

necessary to enforce the observance of that law; and we need training
also, to render obedience habitual.
Knowledge of the constitutions of individuals about to marry can

be attained only by the study of the structure, functions, and laws of

the body. If anatomy and physiology! and their practical applications,
formed branches of general education, we should be led to view this

—sº
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subject in al
l

its importance, and where our own skill was insufficient

to direct us, we should call in higher experience. It is a general opin
ion, that al

l

such knowledge will ever be useless, because marriage is

determined by fancy, liking, passion, interest, or similar considerations,
and never by reason. Phrenology enables us to judge of the force of

this objection. It shows that the impulses to marry come from the in
stinctive and energetic action of the three organs of the domestic affec
tions. These are large, and come into vigorous activity in youth, and
frequently communicate such an influence to the other mental powers,

as to enlist them al
l

for the time in their service. The feelings in
spired by these faculties, when acting impulsively and blindly, are dig
nified with various poetic names, such as fancy, affection, love, and so

forth. Their influence is captivating, and not a little mysterious; which
quality adds much to their charms with young minds. But Phrenol
ogy, without robbing them of one jot of their real fascinations, dispels
the mystery and illusions, and shows them to us as three strong im
pulses, which will act either conformably to reason, or without its guid
ance, according as the understanding and moral sentiments are enlight
ened or left in the dark. It shows us, moreover, disappointment and
misery, in various forms, and at different stages of life, as the natural
consequences of defective guidance; while happiness of the most en
during and exalted description is the result of the wise and just direc
tion of them.
Believing, as I do, that the Creator has constituted man a rational

being, I am prepared to maintain that the very converse of the objec
tion under consideration is true—namely, that average men, if ade
quately instructed and trained, could not avoid giving effect to the nat
ural laws in forming marriages. I say average men; because Phren
ology shows to us that some human beings are born with animal organs

so large, and moral and intellectual organs so small, that they are the
slaves of the propensities, and proof against the dictates of reasons
These individuals, however, are not numerous, and are not average
specimens of the race. If, before the organs of the domestic affection.
come into full activity, the youth of both sexes were instructed in the
laws of the Creator relative to marriage, and if the sanctions of religion
and the opinion of society were added to enforce the fulfillment of

them, it is not to be presumed that the propensities would still hurry
average men to act in disregard of al

l

these guides. This assumption
would imply that man is not rational, and that the Creator has laid down
laws for him which he is incapable, under any natural guidance, of

obeying—a proposition which to me is incredible.I have introduced these remarks to prepare the way for the obser
vation, that before the discovery of Phrenology it was impossible to as
certain the mental dispositions and capacities of individuals prior to ex
perience of them in actions, and that there was, on this account, great
difficulty in selecting, on sound principles, partners really adapted to

each other, and calculated to render each other happy in marriage. I

know that a smile is sometimes excited when it is said that Phrenology
confers the power of acting rationally, in this respect, on individuals
who could not be certain of doing so without its aid ; but a fact does
not yield to a smile.
Not only is there nothing irrational in the idea that Phrenology may

give the power of obtaining the requisite knowledge, but, on the con
trary, there would be a glaring defect in the moral government of the
world if the Creator had not provided means by which human beings
could ascertain, with reasonable accuracy, the mental dispositions and
qualities of each other, before entering into marriage. He has
prompted them, by the most powerful and fascinating of impulses, to

form that connection. He has withheld from them discriminating in
stincts, to enable them always to choose right; and yet he has attached
tremendous penalties to their errors in selection. If He have not pro
vided some means, suited to the rational nature of man, to enable him

to guide his impulses to proper objects, I can not conceive how his§ºcan be reconciled to our motions of benevolence and justice.

e must believe that He punishes us for not doing what He has de
nied us the capacity and the means of accomplishing.
No method of discovering, prior to experience, the natural disposi

tions of human beings, has hitherto been practically available. The
general intercourse of society, such as is permitted to young persons

of different sexes before marriage, reveals, in the most imperfect man
ner, the real character; and hence the bitter mortification and lasting
misery in which some prudent and anxious persons find themselves in
volved, after the blandishments of a first love have passed away, and
when the inherent qualities of the minds of their partners begin to dis
play themselves without disguise and restraint. The very fact that hu

man affection continues in this most unhappy and unsuccessful condi
tion, should lead us to the inference that there is some great truth rel
ative to our mental constitution undiscovered, in which a remedy fo

r

these evils will be found. The fact that a man is a rational creature—
who must open up his own way to happiness—ought to lead us, when
misery is found to result from our conduct, to infer that we have been
erring through lack of knowledge, and to desire better as well as more
abundant information.
So far from its being incredible, therefore, that a method has been

provided by the Creator whereby the mental qualities of human beings
may be discovered, this supposition appears to be directly warranted by

every fact which we perceive, and every result which we experience,
connected with the government of the world. If God has placed with

in our reach the means of avoiding unhappy marriages, and if we neg
lect to avail ourselves of his gift, then we are ourselves to blame for the
evils we endure. I can not too frequently remind you, that every fact,
physical and moral, with which we are acquainted, tends to show that
man is comparatively a recent inhabitant of this globe; that, as a race,

he is yet in his infancy; and that we have no more reason to be aston
ished at new and valuable natural institutions, calculated to promote
human enjoyment and virtue, evolving themselves from day to day to

our understandings, than we have to wonder at the increasing intelli
gence of an individual as he passes from childhood to youth, and from
youth to manhood.

I am equally at a loss to discover any reason why it should be absurd,
that the means of discriminating natural qualities should be presented

to us through the medium of the brain. Dr. Thomas Brown has justly
remarked, that “to those who have not sufficient elementary knowl
edge of science, to feel any interest in physical truths, as one connected
system, and no habitual desire of exploring the various relations of new
phenomena, many of the facts in nature, which have an appearance of

incongruity as at first stated, do truly seem ludicrous;” but the impres
sions of such minds constitute no criterion of what is really wise or un
wise in nature.

It has been ascertained by measurement that a head not more than
thirteen inches in horizontal circumference is invariably attended by

idiocy, unless the frontal region be disproportionately large. Dr. Voi
son, of Paris, lately made observations on the idiots under his care at

the Hospital of Incurables in that city, and found this fact uniformly
confirmed, and also that, cateris paribus, the larger the head was, the
more vigorously were the mental powers manifested.

It is worthy of remark, that—almost as if to show an intention that
we should be guided by observation of the size and configuration of the
brain—the cerebral development in man is extensively indicated during
life by the external aspect of the head; while in the lower animals this

is much less decidedly the case. In the hog, elephant, and others, the
form and magnitude of the brain are not at al

l

discoverable from the
living head. The brutes have no need of that knowledge of each
other's dispositions which is required by man: instincts implanted by

nature lead them into the proper path; and as it is presumable that a

different arrangement has not been adopted in regard to man without

an object and a reason, subsequent generations may contemplate
Phrenology with different eyes from those with which it has been re
garded in our day.
To illustrate the possibility of discriminating natural dispositions and

talents by means of observations on the head, I may be permitted to

allude to the following cases. On the 28th October, 1835, I visited the
jail at Newcastle, along with Dr. George Fife (who is not a phrenolo;
gist) and nine other gentlemen, and the procedure adopted was this: I
examined the head of an individual criminal, and before any account of

him whatever was given, wrote down my own remarks. At the other
side of the table, and at the same time, Dr. Fife wrote down an account
of the character and conduct of the same individual, as disclosed by

the judicial proceedings and the experience of the jailer. When both
writings were finished, they were compared. --
“The first prisoner was a young man about 20 years of age, P. S.

After stating the organs which predominated and those which were
deficient in his brain. I wrote as follows: “My inference is

,

that this
boy is not accused of violence; his dispositions are not ferocious, nor
cruel, nor violent; he has a talent for deception, and a desire for prop
erty not regulated by justice. His desires may have appeared in

swindling or theft. It is most probable that he has swindled ; he has
the combination which contributes to the talent of an actor.' The re
marks which Dr. Fife wrote were the following: “A confirmed thief;

he has been twice convicted of theft. He has never shown brutality,
but he has no sense of honesty. He has frequently attempted to ini
pose on Dr. Fife; he has considerable intellectual talent; he has at

tended school, and is quick and apt; he has a talent for imitation.'
[To BE contiNUED]§c-— -
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PICKING TEETEI WITH A PIN.
HABIt is second nature; and it is, as children

say, “funny” to seewhat ridiculous habits sensi
ble people will form, and then, against their judg
ment and the best of resolutions, continue to
practice them. One of these pernicious habits is
that of picking the teeth continually. We know
gentlemen (in every other sense) who will si

t
and

chat for hours, using a toothpick whenever they
are listening to responses to their own remarks,
and sometimes they talk and pick teeth at the
same time, and all this against their well-defined
knowledge that teeth-picking, like nail-cleaning
and nail-cutting, should be done privately, or in a

quiet, retired manner. If persons would use a

quill, ivory, or wood pick for the teeth, even the
prominent and public use of these could be en
dured with some show of toleration, but when
they use the point of a pocket-knife, or, what is

more common, a pin or needle, we lose all patience
—it makes the cold chills run over us; and more
than this, we are sorry they do not know better
than thus to ruin their teeth by using a hard me
tallic substance calculated to destroy the enamel

of their teeth, and thereby causing decay as well

as seriously injuring the gums. Let no lady or

gentleman who reads this, ever again pick the
teeth with a pin, needle, or knife; or bite the
nails at any time, or trim or clean them in company; but we would by no means discourage hav
ing the nails cleaned, or the teeth properly picked
and brushed after every meal, all of which is re
spectfully submitted.

TO E V E RY B O D Y .

Those who would like to possess a beautiful
steel engraving of their favorite candidates for
President and Vice-President, will be pleased to

learn that the celebrated engraver, Buttre, of

this city, has issued the four sets of candidates,
viz.: Douglas and Johnson, Lincoln and Hamlin,
Breckenridge and Lane, Bell and Everett.
Each portrait is separate on a sheet 11 × 15

inches, with the autograph of each attached. The
price of each is 25 cents, free of postage, and may
be ordered from this office.

--
PEI O TO G. R A PEI IC A. R.T.

WE distinctly remember when the daguerreian
process of art was introduced into this country.

It was attended with astonishment on the part of

the people, and with envy, prejudice, and wonder

on the part of artists who used the crayon and
pallet. Then the silver plate was the only basis

in taking a picture by Daguerre's process. Since
that time, however, the ambrotype, melainotype,
hallotype, sphereotype, stereoscope, and photo
graph have been introduced. Discoveries have
been made by which a photograph on canvas can

be taken in oil colors. There is also an arrange
ment by which twenty-four correct miniature
likenesses can be taken at a single sitting of twenty seconds, and all precisely alike, and for a

single dollar.
Mr. J. H. Whitehurst has done as much as, if

not more than, any man in this country, and,
perhaps, is not surpassed in the world in bringing
out discoveries and improvements in the photo
graphic art. He has an establishment in Wash
ington, on Pennsylvania Avenue, and at 213 Bal
timore Street, Baltimore. It gives us pleasure to

commend Mr. Whitehurst as an artist to all our
friends who may reside in or visit Baltimore or

Washington.

PHRENOLOGY IN PHILADELPHIA.

It gives us pleasure to announce that Mr.
John L. Capen, of the Philadelphia Phrenological
Rooms, is expected to give lectures in that city
and vicinity during the approaching autumn and
winter, on Phrenology, and its application to

human improvement; and we bespeak for him
that cordial encouragement and co operation on

the part of the people which his sterling sense,
practical experience in the science, and high
moral worth so fully entitle him. Those who wish
professional examinations and advice, or any of

our publications, can obtain them of Mr. Capen,
at 922 Chestnut Street.

Ö
ſ (ſºrrtsgumht mts.

J. W. Pr. A–1. Phrenologists say minds are
differentbecausebrains are different. Do phrenologistssupposethatall mindswill be similarwhen, in thefuture,
all shall actindependent of brain?
Ans. All phrenologistsdo not say minds differ only

becausebrainsaredifferent. The original constitution of

differentmindsmaybe veryunlike, though all are em
bracedwithin theboundaries,and are endowedwith the
qualitieswhich constitutethem members of the human
species. Whether, as some claim,the mind itself gives
developmentandcharacter to thebrain, it maybedifficult

to settle; but certain it is that, in the presentstate,the
brain is the instrument,and the only instrument, of the
mind's manifestation to the eacternalworld,and that a
poor,weak,unhealthybrain can not exhibit a clear and
vigorousmind. Webelievethebrain is to theoutworking
of mind what the instrument is to music,and that the
quality of themind or themusicmustbeaccording to the
instrument it has to give it voice. The glorious sym
phonies of Beethovenarenotannihilatedbecausetheshat
teredorganandthediscordantpipescan not give more
than a skeletonand a hintof whattheauthormeantin the
composition,andwhat a betterinstrument so happilycan
bringout.
We believe that minds are individualitiesoriginally,

andwill be eternally. How far thebodies,good or bad,
andthe othercircumstances of life, maymodifythe con
dition andqualities of the mind and characterhereafter,

it is not easy to determine. We have no idea that they
will bealike in thenextlife; if so,theymight as wellflow
togetherand becomeone, or be absorbedbyour father,
God.
2d Question.The sides of onewho hasWit large haveneverexhibited a tendency*:::::: when

readingthecon
tents of “Harper's Drawer.” How is that?
Ans. This is anassumptionthatthe“Drawer" is neces

earilywitty andside-splitting. That which is reallywitty
does not always excite laughter. Anything ridiculous
like a manwith hiscravatturnedaround, or a bootonone
footand a slipper on the other, or a saddlewrong end
forward on the horse,would make anybodylaugh; but
whereincensiststhewit, nobodycan tell, simplybecause
theycontainnone. An awkwardgrimaceoftenprovokes
more laughter,even amongthe sensible,than the most
polished and elevatedpiece of real wit that ever was
penned. Oddity,drollness,clumsiness,awkwardmistakes,
arenotwitty,but verylaughable.

J. G
. M.–Is the mind of the infant as complete

as that of thefull-grownintellect? Is thequantity of mindthesame in bothcases? I do notask if theyarealike in

ouncesor inches,but in substanceand amount—asmuch
mind in onecaseas in theother.
Ans. It seems to us that this questionanswersitself.

The infantmind is butthe germ of the ripe adult mind

A corn of wheatmay in one sensebe said to contain a

thousandsuccessiveharvests,because it containsthegerm
whichmaybedevelopedandself-multiplied so as to wave

as a goldenmantleover half a continent. The egg con
tainsthegerm of thescreamingeagle or thejoyoussong
bird; butwho supposesthattheegg,which is but a child's
breakfast, is equal “in amount” and character to the
eagle,which, by derelopment, is able to make a breakfas

of thechild himself. Mind is placedundercircumstances
and laws of development,and wehavenowarrant in say
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ing thatearth,theGod-givenbirth-placeandschool-house

of man, is nottheverybestpossibleplacefor themind to

grow and expand. Therefore, if we are taken out of

sehoolbeforewe graduate in the regularway,weareno

so well qualified to enterthe high school above as if we
had passedthrough al

l

thenaturalstages of training and
experienceincident to thepresentstate. Infants at death
must remain infants until, by experienceand develop
ment,theyare advanced in mentalgrowth. Are not the
plans of God perfect? and are not birth,infancy,youth
manhood,ripeness,with al

l

their experiences,the law of

man'sexistence? Death in infancy is not the rule,but
the exception. Apple blossomsmeanapples—ripe,full
orbedfruit, thoughsomeare nippedand fall in thebud.

J. D
. M.–The article about faces in this de

partment of the Journal for January last containsthe
eadingcauses of a dull face. The bestway to obviate a

dull face is to sharpenthe action of the mind and invig
oratethehealthand tone of the body. Magnetismmight
wakeone up, butwould not be a permanentcondition.
Avoid ſat andsweetfood,andeatfreely of fruit,andexer
cise abundantly in somethingmanly and useful,and if

your facedoesnotglowandyoureyessnap,thenyoumay
concludethat your constitutionforbids it. You can im
prove,butmaynothave an organizationcapable of the
bestresults. -
FRENCH's CoN1cAL WAshi NG MACHINE.-One

of themostimportantfunctions of Phrenology,when in
telligentlyandpracticallyapplied,consists in thecertainty
with which it pointsouttheway for us to avail ourselves

of al
l

our faculties to the bestadvantage. Without the
direction of mind, humanhandsarebut blind machines
consantly liable to getout of order,and to move in wrongdirections.
One of themanycauseswhich haveoperated to retard

socialandgeneraladvancementamongmen,hasbeenthe
inability of theunthinking masses to avail themselves of

theaids of mechanicalscience, as applied to labor-saving
devicesdesigned to amelioratethe mindlessburden of

toil in thedirection of thecommonoccupationsby which
thegreatbody of thepeopleearntheirsupportandmaintain theirexistence.
Sincetheadvent of Phrenologythe inventive spirit of

our people has receivedan impetuswhich promises to

bring thewholewondrousarray of machinery,long hid
den in theareana of mechanics, to the aid of thetoiling
millions. Already the workshopand the manufactory
teemwith innumerableforms of machinery,performing
almost creativemiracles of production. Our farmsare
brought more fully under subjectionby the aid of the
steam-plow,themowerand reaper,theplanterand culti
vator,andother labor-savingand improved tools. And
lastly,thedomain of thehouseholdhasbeen invadedby
theinventivespirit. Thoughtfulandingeniousmenhave
devotedtheir time and energies to the invention of ma
chinescalculated to aid women in theperformance of the
mostwearingand universal of the labors of the house
hold. The merryhum of thesewingmachinehasbrought
gladnessandredemption to thousands of families,and has
held out a lamp of promise to the fainting and over
burdenedheart of woman in all civilized lands, in all
coming time Labor-saving machinesadapted to the
work of the dairy have beenbrought to a high degree of

perfection; and lastly,after manytrialsandfailures,the
gloom of washing-daybegins to lightenup, and “Blue
Monday”will soonbe numberedwith theugly visions of

thepast,by theintroduction of thewashing-machine,the
wringer,andthemangle, or ironing-machine.The Coni
calWashing-Machine,inventedwithin thepastyear,and
now just beginning to be introducedby Messrs. P. & R.

French, possessesall of the elements of simplicity,effi
ciency, and cheapnessrequired in a family washing
machine,andwill, doubtless,comeintouniversaluse as a

standardAmericanhouseholdinstitution.
We have testedthis admirableaffair, and speak ad

visedly of itsmerits. It will proveone of themosteffici
entfriendsof woman.------
TEACHERs, Editors, CLERGYMEN, and others,

areinvited to obtainsubscribers in theneighborhoodwhere
they reside. Traveling Agents may obtain Certificates
from thePublishers, on presentingsuitablerecommenda
tions.
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3\btrfistmtmts.
Advertisem ENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson or be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesentin atonce.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

PITT's BU R G WATER-CURE.-A
first-class ure, in its sixth year; room for over 100
alients. Sendfor Circular to H. FREASE, M.D., Pitts
urg, Pa.

STEAM To IRELAND, ENGLAND,
AND SCOTLAND FOR $30.

THE ATLANTIC ROYAL STEAM NAVIGATION
COMPANY.

NEW YORK AND GALWAY LINE.
THE STAUNCH AND POWERFUL IRON STEAM

ERS will sailfromNewYork, touchingatSt. Johns,N. F.,
to receivetheRoyalMails.

PRICES OF PASSAGE.
First Class.......................... $90and$75
Third Class.................................. 30

Including Free Ticketsto manyoftheprincipalCitieson
themain linesof railwayin GreatBritain and Ireland.
Third Classmustprovideplate,knife, fork, water-can,
andbedding.

First CabinpassagetoSt.Johns...... --- --- - $85
Passagein theThird Classcanbesecuredtobringper

sonsoutfromGalwayfor $8250: from Dublin, Cork, or
Limerick, #35;fromBelfastor Waterford,#87; fromLondonderry,$8750.
For PassageTickets,eitherto or fromanypartof GreatBritain, or furtherinformation,applyonly to

X. HOLLAND & CO.,
1t Agentsfor theLine, No. 64Broadway.

CLINTON HALL, N. Y.
IR EM (DVA. L.

The most useful and beautiful limbs ever invented.
Sendfor pamphlets. Also artificial feetandappliances
for limbs shortenedby HanDiseaseand other causes,a
newanduniquedevice. DR. E. W. HUDSON, of Palmer
Co.,ClintonHall, New York.

AN EXPOSITION
OFTHE

Swedish Move MENT-CURE.
EMBRacing

The History and Philosophyof this systemof MedicalTreatment, with examplesof Single Movements,and
directionsfor their use in various formsof Chronic Dis
ease,forminga completemanualof exercises; togetherWith
A SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPLE3 OF GENERAL

HYGLENE.
By GroEGE H., TAYLoR,A.M., M.D., Principal Physician
to theRemedialHygienicInstituteof New York City.Price, post-paid,$1 25. Address

FOWLER AND WELLS,
398Broadway,New York.

VALUABLE Books BY MAIL.—
Copiesof anywork will besentbymail,postagepald, onreceiptof theprice.
Metal-worker's Assistant.............. . . . . . .. #40ſ)
Hand-Boºk for Engineers ................ ... 1 50
Overmanon theManufactureof Iron.......... 5 00
AmericanMiller............... --- ---- ---- -- -- 1 00
Caninet-Maker'sCompanion 75
Builder's o- -- - 1 0).Dyer’s do 75
Paper-Hanger's do. 75
Turner's do. 7)
Cotton-Spinner's do. ............. 3 5-1
Machinist's,Bººneer's, etc.,Companion....... 25
Mechanicstheir PrinciplesandPracticalAppli.cations.................................. -
Millwright's Guide,withmanyIllustrations.... 2 t0

FOWLER AND WELLs,
808Broadway,New York.

rº
THE MILLWRIGHT AND MILLER's

GUIDE, illustrated by twenty-eightdescriptiveplates,
with additions and corrections. A valuable work. In
onelargevolume. Sheed,prepaidbymail.$2.75.

FOWLER AND WELLs,
808Broadway,New York.£e=–

EXAMENs PHRENOLOGIQUES,
avec cartes et descriptiºns complèt's des caractères,écrites,donnéesjournelement.
LES RESULTATS PRATIQUES DE LA PHRENO

LOGIE sont: Premierement,apprendrecommentl'on
eutmettreenactionharſuonieuseet bien dirigée toutes
espartiesdu système. Dewar,emement,defaireconnaitre
la fonctionet l'emploidechaqueorganeséparé. Troisiememen",de nous meltre à mêmede gouverneret de
cultiver chaquefacultéet chaqueprédisposition,d’aug
menterle pouvoirdesunesetde diriger convenablement
lesautres. Et quatriem-me”t, en combinantces lecons,
la phrēnologie“n us fait connaitre à mºus-mêmes,”et
nousperinetdenous rendre compterapidementpar des
PRINCIPEs soleNTIFIques,de chaque motif, penséeet
action. Enfln, cettesciencenouspermetd'indiqueraveccertitude,par écrit, la Profession, l'Occupation ou la
Vocationdans laquellechaqueindividu peut le mieux
réussir en ce monde,et dans laquelle il pourra étre leplusutileet le plusheureux.
FOWLER ET WELLS, PhRánoLogUEs PRATICIENs,

308Broadway.
[Ne manquez pas d’avoir une descriptioncomplete,écrite, sl vous le pouvez. Elle servira vos plus chersintéréts,commeun guideà traversºf

wheeler & Wilson's
YSE w I N G M A C H IN E s.

“The machinesfor familyuse.”—Life Illustrated.
OFFICE, 505Broadway,New York.

How To LIVE ; OR, Dow Estic
ECONOMY ILLUSTRATED.

USEFUL LESSONS IN HOUSEKEEPING,
8Howing

How To Live, How To HAve,
How to GAIN, How To BE HAPPY.

Including the storyof the needlewomanwho supportedherselfandfour childrenon
A DIME A DAY.

No man,woman,or child can read this bookwithou,
beinginterestedand instructedin its lessons of economy

in thingsthatpertain to every-daylife in everyfamilyPrice, post-paid, 75 cent
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,NewYork.

MECHANICs—THEIR PRINCIPLES
and Practical Applications. Edited by Oliver Byrne.Containing-I. Statics: II. Dynamics; III. Hydrostatics;IV. Hydrodynamics. With numerous Illustrations andDiagrams. Sentpost-paidfor 75 cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

+ No Family shouldbewithoutone.
NEW AND IMPROVED Sy RINGEs.

-The best ever offered to the public, and at reducedprices.
Having madearrangementswiththemanufacturers,we

shall keep a supply of a reallygood
andsoundSyringeforsale. Many
heretofore in marketweremade of

a bad and rottenrubber,and did
not give satisfaction. Those now
offeredarewarranted.
Weshall send by mail,post-paid,

either No. 1 or No. 2 for +225,
Water-CureEstablishments,Druggists, and those who buy to sell

7 again, furnished at a liberal dis
count. Cash orders promptly at

FOWLER AND WELLs,
808Broadway,New York.

tendedto.

EVERY STUDENT AND conversationist need,
THE RIGHT Word IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocket DictionARY of SYNoNYMs,TRCH
Nical TeRMs, ABBREviations, Foreign Phrases, etc.,
etc.,with a Chapter on PunctuationandProof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterandspeakerwhowould say exactly what he means,and
neithermorenºr less,andsay it in thebestway. Price,5')cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.
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THE PHRENoLogical. BUST,
desigº despecially fo

r

Learners;show tº g the
exºt location of al

l

theOrgans of the Bºein,
ºul, developed,whichwill enableeveryon.

to studythesci ncewithoutan instructor. It

nºy be pºckedand sen w
i
h saf ty by exPºº, or *, freight(not by mail), to anypart

ºf thewººd. Price,including ºx fo
r

pick.
ing,only $1 : 5. FOWLER AND well.S.

“This is one of themostingeniousinventions of theage.

A castmade of plaster of Paris,thesize of thenumanhººd
on which the exactlor:uion of thch of the PhrenoogicalOrgans is represented,fullydeveloped,with al

l

thedivisione
andclassifications.Thosewho cannot obtaintheservices

of a professormaylearn. in a v 1y -hor, time,fromthis
modelhead,thewhºlescience of Phrenology, so f.r as the
ocations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. Y. Daily Sun.

Good Books Foſt FARMERs.
We publish below a list of the best works on

this, the great leading interest of all-AGRicul
TURE, and its adjuncts. Here young farmers–
and old ones, too—may find recorded the experi
ence of all “who have gone before,” with elabo
rate and minute descriptions, with practical in
structions in all its departments. Prices are at
tached to each work, and copies will be sent to

any address, and to any post-office in the United
States, by return of the First MAIL. Address
the publishers of LIFE ILLUstrated, New York.

BOOKS FOR FARMERS.
The followingworks on Agriculture,Horticulture,etc.

may be obtained at theoffice of LIFE ILLUSTRATED:
AmericanFarmer'sEn- Hough'sFarm Record300
cyclopedia . . . . . . . . . #

4
00 | Hyde'sSugarCane... 25

Allen's Amer. Farm Johnston'sAgricultur
Book. . . . . . . . . . . . . . al Chemistry........ 1

Allen's Diseasesof Do- Johnston'sElementsof
mesticAnimals..... 75 AgriculturalChemis

Allen'sRuralArchitec- try andGeology.... 100
ture. . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - 5 Johnston's Catechism

Allen on theGrape... 1 00 of Chemistry for
Am. Architect,orPlans Schools............. 25

LandscapeGardening. 1 25Langströth ºn theHive
and Honey Bee..... 1 25

Leuchar'sHotHouses. 1 25

for Countrybwell as 6 00

Amer. Florist'sGuide. 75
Barry's Fruit Garden. 1 25Blake'sFarm.atHome 1 25
Boussingault's Rural Liebig's Familiar Let
Economy . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 tersto Farmers...... to

Bright on Grape Cult. 50 | Linsley's Morg an
Browne’sBird Fancier 50 Horses... . . . . . . . . . . 1 00

Miner'sBeeManual... 1 u0do. Poultry Yard. 1 0, Miles on the Horse'sdo. Field Book of
Manures............ 1 25 | Foot... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

Bridgeman's Garden- Milburn on the Cow .. 25
er'sAssistant........ 1 50 | Mrs. Abel's Skillful

Bridgeman's Florist's Housewife and La
Guide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . dies'Guide.......... 50

Saxton'sRural HandBooks,boundin four
Bridgeman's Garden
er's Instructor......

Bridgeman'sFruit Cult Series,each......... 1 25
Manual............. Munn's Land Drainer. 50

Breck’sBook of Flow- Nash's Progressive
ers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 Farmer. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60

Buist'sFlowerGarden 1 25 | Norton's Elementsof
do. Family Kitchen Agriculture . . . . . . . . 60
Garden . . . . . . . ..... 75 Pardee on the Straw

ChemicalField Lect'es 1 00 | berry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
ChineseSugarCane... 25 | Pedder's Land Meas
Cobbett'sAmer. Gar- ureſ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
dener............... 80 | Persoz'sNew Culture

CottageBee-keeper... 25 of theWine. . . . . . . . 25
Cole'sAm. Fruit Book 50 | Phelps' Bee-keeper's
do. Am. Veterinar'n to | Chart . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
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PHYSICA I, C U LT U R E.
A SERMON

BY Rev. HENRY WARD BEEch.Fºrt.

[Preached at Plymouth Church, beforethe Brooklyn
Young Men'sChristianAssociation.Sundayevening,May
6th,1860. Reportedfor the Independentby T. J. Elin
wood. Published in the PHRENological Journal, by
permission.]
“And theveryGodof peacesanctifyyouwholly; and I

pray God yourwhole spirit, and soul,and body be pre
served blamelessunto the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ.”–1 THESS.v. 28.

[continued From Page sixtEEN.]
WE must mention next, as the causeof injury to

the health of the community, all influences which
tend to exhaust the nervous system. Among those
influences is the excitement of city life. If there
were such a thing as arbitrary power, I should be
in favor of having a registration of the people in
the city, and having all those who are nervous
turned out into the country. It ought to be
against the law for nervous people to go into the
city. They are ground to powder here. The
bustle of the street, the ceaseless thunder of ve
hicles, the rush to-and-fro of multitudes of people,
is more than many can bear. It keeps, night and
day, a fire upon the nerves of many men. The
pressure of competition grinds men to a very edge,
and kills them. Men of a nervous temperament,
without great power of endurance, coming to the
city, find the conditions of success to be eternal in
dustry and eternal thought. There are ten men
that can succeed in the country, where there is
one that can succeed in the city. I do not think
that statistics would show any such proportion of
failures among men doing business in the country
that they do among men doing business in the
city. They show that here ninety-five per cent.
of business men fail once in their life. The con
ditions of city life are such that men never do
succeed directly—that they succeed only by long
painstaking and severe industry. And there are
many men that can not bear this competition—
this incessant drive. It is unendurable to them.
I dread nothing more than to hear young men

saying, “I am going to the city.” If, as they
often do when I am traveling about the country,
they ask me what chances there are for a lawyer

in the city, I say, “Just the chance that a fly
has on a spider's web; go down and be eaten
up !” If they ask me what chances there are for

a mechanic in the city, I say, “Good! good
There Death carries on a wholesale and retail
business The mechanic art flourishes finely
Coffin-making is admirable ! Men are dying ten
times as fast as anywhere else !” If a man's bones
are madeof flint; if his musclesare made of leath
er; if he can work sixteen or eighteen hours a day
and not wink, and then sleep scarcely winking; if,

in other words, he is built for mere toughness, then

he can go into the city and go through the ordeal
which business men and professional men are
obliged to go through who succeed. The condi
tions of city life may be made healthy, so far as

the physical constitution is concerned ; but there

is connected with the business of the city so much
competition, so much rivalry, so much necessity
for industry, that I think it is a perpetual, chronic,
wholesale violation of natural law.
Excessive occupation, then, is another of the

undermining causes that work constantly at men's
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health. If I had had time, before coming here, to

have counted up the number of men of my ac
quaintance that during my brief stay here of up
ward of thirteen years—and it is with wonder
that I say that I have been here even as long

as that. Why, I am becoming patriarchal ' It

is a great while, looking one way — if I had
had time, I say, to have counted up the num
ber of men of my acquaintance that, during
this brief period, I have seen broken down, driven
into the lunatic asylum, driven into the hospital,

or driven into the grave, by the mere effect of

exhaustion, of overtaxation, of incessant labor, I

think it would have been one of the most in
structive statistical tabulations that could be
made. And men are being destroyed by these
causes all the time. Even of men that are suc
cessful, a large per cent. are destroyed. If I

should say that of such men, through insanity,
through idiocy, as a result of the softening of the
brain, through paralysis, or through nervous ex
haustion—a general name for innumerable forms

of destruction of the nerves—if I should say that

of such men, through these causes, fifty per cent.
are destroyed, I should scarcely exceed the bounds
of moderation

As growing out of these, I must also mention
what may seem to some to be a matter of little or

no importance, but which is a matter of the high
est importance—namely, the fact that in the in
dustries of life men are cheated and mulcted in
respect to amusement, exercise, and wholesome
sleep. Merchants, business men, lawyers, minis
ters, all sorts of toiling and laboring men, have,

in the first place, too little relaxation. We are
like a violin going from one concert to another all
day long without once being unstrung. We are
forever at concert pitch. It is a fact growing, if

not out of city life, then out of our American
character, that the intensity of our business takes
away our relaxation and enjoyment. It takes the
health out of the little relaxation and enjoyment
which we have. Our very amusements are grim.
Men go to amusements on purpose; and it is only
another way of seeking business. They mechanical

ly and consciously amusethemselves,instead of fall
ing into amusementnaturally and without thought.
Laughing, singing, cheer, buoyancy—these, and
the various other means by which men rest them
selves without volition, are almost unknown to us.
We are a world too sober. We are a world too
unlaughing. We do not romp enough with our
children. We are not children enough ourselves.
And we are bringing our children up to be worse
than we are in these respects.

A girl is not allowed to be a girl after she is

ten years old. If you treat her as if she was one,
she will ask you what you mean. If she starts to

run across the street, she is brought back to the
nursery to listen to a lecture on the proprieties

of womanhood. Now it seems to me that a girl
ought to be nothing but a girl till she is seven
teen. O

f

course there are proprieties belonging

to her sex which it is fitting that she should ob
serve; but it seems to me that, aside from these,
she ought to have the utmost latitude. She ought

to be encouraged to be much out of doors, to run,

to exercise in all those ways which are calculated

to develop the physical frame. What is true of

boys, in the matter of bodily health, is eminently

true of girls. It is vastly more important that
women should be healthy than that men should
be. Man votes, and writes, and does business,
but woman is the mother and teacher of the
world; and anything that deteriorates or adul
terates woman is a comprehensive form of plague

on human life itself. Health among women is

a thing that every man who is wise and consid.
erate for his race should most earnestly desire
and seek.
We almost entirely disuse out-of-door exercise.

There are here and there men found wise enough

to take a portion of every day for some form of

exercise—to live for hours in the open air every
day. The very sun itself is doctor. I think you
might dispense with half your doctors if you
would only consult Doctor Sun more, and be

more under the treatment of those great hydro
pathic doctors, the clouds ! To be in the rain will

do you good, if you only keep stirring. To be

much in the open air every day, rain or shine,
summer or winter, I consider one of the indis
pensable conditions of general health.
Now you have money enough to afford to keep

a horse. Why, you are worth two hundred thou
sand dollars, and you can not keep a horse be
cause you are so anxious to be worth three hun
dred thousand Being worth three hundred
thousand, you are so anxious to be worth four
hundred thousand, that you can not spendhalf an

hour a day to ride with your family. Perhaps
you do not like to be with your family, anyhow !

Well, ride alone ! ride /

Another thing which is important in health is

the use of water. A familiar acquaintance with
good water I think is an indispensable element of

virtue. Fresh water, and enough of it
,

should be

employed by every one who desires health. Ut
terly to bathe one's self daily I think materially
stands connected with health, as health doeswith
moral or spiritual training.
One thing more which is important to health is

a proper amount of sleep. Men vary with regard

to the need of sleep. A nervous man can get
along, perhaps, with from five to six hours' sleep,
while perhaps a phlegmatic man requires to 'leep
from eight to nine hours. The amount of sleep
which a man requires depends upon his tempera
ment. It seems strange to some that the most
active mensleep the least. Men that work fastest
sleep fastest. A nervous man does everything
quick; he sees quick, and hears quick, and steps
quick, and works quick, and sleeps quick. H

e

does twice as much in an hour as a phlegmatic
man, and he only requires half the time in which

to do up his sleep-work that the phlegmatic man
does. Every man ought, from his own experience,

or from the advice of a physician—one whoknows
something—to determine what amount of sleep he

needs, and then take that amount He that steals
necessary sleep from the night steals from the
Lord. He commits a theft for which God will
visit him with punishment in the shape of suffer
ing and premature age.

[to be continued.]-----

A Good THING...—An invention is just out,
called“Portfolio Paper File,” for newspapers,period
icals,music,etc.,whichwe regardwith specialfavor. It

is
,

in short, a coverfor thepaper,andeachnumber is put

in as received by a simpleprocess,and is thusboundlik"

a book,fromthe first number to the end of thevolume.
They are of varioussizes,and mustbecomeverypopul"
and be extensivelyused. One the size of this Journal.
costs 62 cents,andwill last fo

r

years. Theyare fo
r

sale

at theoffice of “ The Century,”New York.
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TEI E A G E OF B R A I N.
IN America, all people emphatically live on

their nerve, although a few are said to “travel
on their muscle;” but these may be regarded as
exceptions to the rule. In England and in
Germany, a man may be said to have stomach.
He has a good broad chest, and breathes the air
as if he enjoyed it. He has muscle—is stout,
brawny, and robust; he also has brain, but it

is not on fire. He takes time to think, as well as

to eat; but in the United States the order of

things seemsmore or less reversed. Whatever else

a man fails to have, he does not fail to have nerve
and brain, and a burning excitability in that
brain and nerve; hence he is fiery, quick, enthu
siastic, intense, and perhaps painfully in earnest

in all that he does. This is owing partly to

climate, and partly to the fact that America was
populated by the ardent, high-spirited, and rest
less of the Old World. The original settlers were
pioneers, men known for their love of liberty, and
intense hatred of oppression and persecution, and
desire for elbow room for conscience, for enter
prise, and for government. The result is

,

we live
too fast, we think too much, are in haste to be
rich. When we speak, we must be eloquent;
when we act, we must outstrip all other action ;

when we achieve, we must “cap the climax"—
must build a city in a day and belt a continent with
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beside the “Sylvan Lake,” and near the river
“Styx,” where his monument, raised by his
friends, bears the melancholy inscription,
“Poor MacDonald Clarke.” His portrait ac
companies this sketch. Few were less happy,
and fewer still were as brilliant ashe. There

is really more poetry in these lines of his—

“Now twilightlets her curtaindown,

: And pins it with a star,”

than in many a lumbering volume which oc
cupies a place on the library shelves in the
“Poet’s Corner.”
Joseph C. Neal, the brilliant author of the

celebrated “Charcoal Sketches,” was another

of nature's genii, made up of nerve and brain
—full of sentiment, wit, wisdom, sympathy,
and living an almost wholly mental and spir
itual life in a physical world. He was one of

nature's favored, yet unfortunate children,
made up mainly of head and wings—great
pains taken with the brain, while the body
was forgotten. He is remembered by his
friends as “a bright particular star,” but he,
too, went out at noon.
Fanny Forester, another of the same cate

gory-lively, fascinating, nervous, brilliant,
has faded out in the light of another life like

a morning star.
Now we deprecate al

l

this precocious men
tal development. While we light our torches

railroads in a twelve-month. We must have the
fastest ships and locomotives; we must have the
most and the best of machinery; we must do
everything, in short, on the high-pressure princi
ple. The tendency of this is to develop brain and
nerve at the expense of the strong and enduring
qualities of the human coustitution.
When this quality develops itself in literature,

we have Edgar A. Poe, who was as miserable as

he was brilliant in talent, and who died in the
forenoon of life from nervous excitement and ex
haustion. True, he drank, but his nervous ex
citement was the cause of his drinking.
“Poor MacDonald Clarke,” who was called the

“Mad Poet,” found an early grave at Greenwood,

at the flame of their genius, we rejoice; but when,

in the light of physiology, w
e

look upon these in
dividuals in their glorious but short career, we are
sad. Men and women who ought to live seventy
years, find an untimely grave, with Byron and
Burns, at thirty-six.
We have a corps of writers of the present day,

who, if they lack the brilliancy of someof these
just named, still have al

l

the nervous fire and
mental excitability which wore out their lives,
and we heartily discourage persons of nervous
tendencies from reading the writings of these
firebrands of our times; not so much because
what they say is merely fiction, and may be or

may not be true, but because that nervous fever
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which inspires their compositions will be sure to
awaken a morbid excitement in the reader. We
could give a dozen names at a breath, which, in
our opinion, come under this category of sensa
tion writers; but we do not wish to be invidious,
but merely to state the principle and leave it to
the good judgment of parents, guardians, and
readers to decide whether to put into the hands
of their wards those works which resemble cam
phene more than the real old wine of ripe and
polished literature.----------

T H E B R IT I B H P O E T S :
Their LEADING PHRENOLOGICAL ORGANS.

[continued.]

THE organ of Individuality in Shakspeare was
largely developed; its function is well known. It
is the collector of isolated facts. United with de
ficient reasoning powers, its action will be indis
criminate—it will still amass, but with no def
inite aim or object. In the head of our poet it
became the accurate delineator of individual
traits, and gave life and body, and definite out
line to his inimitable conceptions. Exercised in
harmony with Causality and Comparison, it form
ed the genius for observation, and aided the spirit
of induction. His knowledge of man was not con
fined to general attributes, all his descriptions
being remarkable for the most delicate and char
acteristic distinctions and minute individuality;
so much so, that the reader ever feels certain that
the portraits so faithful, so true to nature, must
surely have had a “local habitation and a name.”
A writer in the Edinburgh Phrenological Journal,
in noticing this beauty, justly excepts to the crit
icism of Dr. Johnson, who says: “The characters
of other authors represent individuals, those of
Shakspeare, entire classes.” This supposed eulo
gium has been echoed and re-echoed, from the
philologist's time to the present, by all who
praise with more zeal than discrimination; but if
it were true, it would reduce the corporeal pres
ence of Falstaff, the actual tangibility of Hamlet,
Lear, and Shylock, to the abstractions of the mo
nomanias of Joanna Baillie. Shakspeare's char
acters smack, indeed, of the common stock, but
they are ever so distinctly and beautifully indi
vidualized, that it is impossible to confound the
revenge of Shylock with that of Iago, or Imogene's
love with that of Juliet. In truth, Johnson knew
very little about him ; he has acknowledged that
he never studied him, and that he never appre
ciated him, his commentations sufficiently prove.
Profoundly versed in the scholastic poetry, a bet
ter or warmer critic of Dryden and Pope can not
be found, nor a more frigid, captious blunderer
over the works of Shakspeare.
Language was wonderfully large and active,

and was manifested not merely in acquiring for
eign tongues, its usual direction when unaccom
panied by higher powers, but in creating a just
and glowing medium of his own, for all the in
finite shades and delicate tracery of thought, and
for all those combinations and varieties of human
feeling and passion evoked by his other faculties.
It is the creative power of this faculty we would
especially dwell upon which is shown, not in
adapting new and peculiar words—for here the
grammarian would equal or excel him—but in

that nice and acute perception of the very spirit
of his native idioms, and in the manner he has
wrought them out into the perfect expression of
all the passions which agitate, of all the senti
ments which exalt, and of the richest dreams of
grandeur, love, and beauty.
Who, acquainted with the real power of the

poet in this respect, will not allow that he has ef.
fected infinitely more for the English language
than all the philologists who have grafted upon
the hardy stock of Saxon growth, idioms which
as often weaken as they embellish its pristine
strength and vigor : Our limits forbid examples,
and we can only refer the reader to his works,
where he will find the most powerful passages
constructed almost entirely from words of Saxon
origin, those expressive symbols which, artfully
employed, impart so much force, point, and trip
ping vivacity to the thoughts.
Comparison, one of his largest intellectual or

gans, must have been exceedingly active, and,
blended with his great perception, gave to his
reasoning all the strength of the most accurate
analogy, and to his descriptions all the ornament
which the “outward shows of sky and earth” pre
sented to one whose eye was never closed to the
beauties of nature.
Eventuality stored his mind with the incidents

of all nations, ancient and modern, and supplied
the rich resources of his historical plays.
Time does not seem to have been very energet.

ic, and it may be noticed that .4ction was the only
one of the sacred writers of the school he regard
ded; nor has his contempt of the Aristotelian dog
ma ever, we believe, been much regretted by those
who prefer truth and nature to an adherence to
artificial laws, which ought to have been abro
gated when the emergency which created them
had ceased to exist.
One of the most noticeable instances of the folly

of this profound veneration of classic authority
may be found in Addison's Cato, where the “unit
of place” is so rigidly observed as to convert it,

though originally designed to add probability to

the scene, into one of the most improbable fic
tions.
Veneration, so largely developed in our au

thor, and acting in harmony with his lofty intel
lect and towering Benevolence, delights us by its
beautiful and appropriate manifestation. Though
writing under a monarchy—for such, in fact, was
England in the age of Elizabeth—it is astonishing
how seldom he perverted this noble endowment to

servility and flattery. He venerates only what is

venerable, and reserves his homage for the glories

of nature, or the divine attributes of its Author.

In what page of theology shall we find a more ex
quisite picture of mercy than that put into the
mouth of Portia :

“The quality of inercy is notstrain'd :

It droppeth, as thegentlerain fromheaven,
Upon theplacebeneath: it is twicebless'd:

It blessethhimthatgives,andhim thattakes.
"Tis mightiest in themightiest; it becomes
The thronédmonarchbetterthanhis crown:
His sceptershowsthe force of temporalpower,
The attribute to aweandmajesty,
Wherein doth si

t

thedreadandfear of kings;
But mercy is abovethisscepteredsway,

It is enthronéd in thehearts of kings,

It is anattribute to Godhimself;
And earthlypowerdoththenshowlikestGod's

--->
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When mercyseasonsjustice. Therefore,Jew,
Thoughjusticebethyplea,considerthis, -

That in thecourse of justice,none of us
Shouldseesalvation: wedopray formercy;
And thatsameprayerdothteach us all to render
The deeds of mercy. I havespokethusmuch
To mitigatethejustice of thy plea ;

Which if thoufollow, this strictcourtof Venice
Mustneedsgivesentence'gainstthemerchantthere.”

In citing passages which may be rather famil
iar, the intelligent reader must remember our de
sign, which is to illustrate, by well-known exam
ples, the phrenological developments of the bard.

It would be easy to select others no less applicable,
but which, from being less read, might not appear

so well adapted to the subject. Need we add a

single word about his ever-active Mirthfulness 2

We fear even the slightest attempt to display the
opulence of this faculty would be accepted some
what as old Sheridan is said to have received a pres
ent of the “Beauties of Shakspeare:” “Where,”
exclaimed the veteran, “are all the other vol
umes " We leave the reader, therefore, to wan.
der at his leisure with old Jack Falstaff, his com
panions, Nym, Bardolph, and Pistol—to revel with
Sir Andrew Ague-cheek, and listen to the amusing
volubility of Touchstone, only charging him not to

leave the latter until the accomplished clown of

courts and cities shall have consummated his nup
tials with the rustic Audry. Thus far we have
chiefly dwelt upon the intellectual and moral re
gion, so strikingly large in the likeness. For the
actual size of other portions of the brain, we must
depend upon the relation which generally exists
between one portion of the cranium and another,
and the appropriate manifestations furnished by
his writings. What, but large and active Adhe
siveness, could have imparted life and reality to

the Imogenes, Juliets, and Desdemonas What,
except Combativeness and Destructiveness, could
have created his spirit stirring battle-scenes :

Or what, but the blighting force of the latter fac
ulty, completely let loose for the purpose, could
have inspired the fitting outburst of the misan
thrope Timon, when, rushing from the city of

Athens, he thus pours forth his withering curse
and sweeping malediction ?

“Let melookbackuponthee, O thouwall,
That girdlest in thesewolves! dive in theearth,
And fencenotAthens ! Matrons,turn incontinent.
Obedience,fail in children' slaves,andfools,
Pluck thegravewrinkledsenatefromthebench,
And ministerin theirsteads !

+ + sk + Bankrupts,holdfast;
Ratherthanrenderback,outwithyourknives,
And cutyourtrusters'throats!boundservants,steal
Large-handedrobbersyourgravemastersare,
And pill bylaw

* * * * Sonof sixteen,
Pluck thelinedcrutchfromthe old limpingsire,
With it beatouthisbrains! piety,andfear,
Religion to thegods,peace,justice,truth,
Domesticawe,night-rest,andneighborhood,
Instruction,manners,mysteries,andtrades,
Degrees,observances,customs,and laws,
Decline to yourconfoundingcontraries,
And yetconfusionlive! Plagues,incident to men,
Your potentand infectiousfeversheap
On Athens,ripe for stroke thoucoldsciatica,
Crippleoursenators,thattheirlimbsmayhalt
As lamely as theirmanners lustandliberty
Creep in themindsandmarrow of our youth ;

That 'gainstthestream of virtuetheymaystrive,
And drownthemselvesin riot!”

We must not omit the poet's large Cautiousness
and Wonder, which add so much thrilling interest
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to the dagger-scene of Macbeth ; nor the extraor
dinary Imitation which doubtless directed his en
ergies to the drama; for various as are the objects
to which this faculty may appropriately be di
rected, yet, to one in our author's circumstances,
none could be more alluring than the theater,
where all the arts conspire

“To raisethegenius,andtomendtheheart.”

Thus we seeall the organs which go to form a
perfectly developed brain—all the propensities,
sentiments, and intellectual faculties, were large,
vigorous, and active; and supposing the possessor
in the enjoyment of average health, any phrenol
ogist would anticipate the magnificent results of
such an organization. For though there are many
degrees between conception, however completeand
perfect the embodiment, in passing through which
the poet, painter, and orator find their greatest
labor, anxiety, and despondence; though concep
tion is the gift of nature, and embodiment oftener
the reward of infinire toil, the ingenious employ
ment of means, and an enthusiasm which no diffi
culties can abate, no dangers affright, no allure
ments betray, yet the phrenologist knows that the
true heir of genius has entailed upon him with the
gift an eager restlessness which forbids all repose
until the germ of beauty within him be cultured
into bloom—until the materials of the grand and
noble be brought into the stately and glorious edi
fice, which is to be at once the attestation of his
obedience to the instinct of his nature and the
rich fruit of his industry.

[To BE continued.]

COMBINATIONS OF THE PEIRENO
LOGICAL, ORGANS.

combinations of self-estermi.

SELF-EstEEM large, joined with predominating
Constructiveness, is a harmless combination. It
will probably show itself in a minute attention to
all the little niceties of personal accommodation in
house, furniture, dress, etc. While Love of Ap
probation and Ideality in ample proportion, joined
with Constructiveness, would lead to a showy,
splendid taste in all these particulars, Self-Es
teem, on the contrary, will, in all its constructive
operations, have an eye exclusively to personal
convenience, and give rise to that truly English
feeling, for which there is no adequate word in
any other European language, comfort. This
corresponds exactly with what we know of the
English character, in which observation shows
Self-Esteem to be a predominant ingredient.
Thus, we conceive that Ideality and Love of Ap
probation, joined with Constructiveness, have, in
dress, given rise to the French invention of
ruffles. But these, it has been wittily observed,
are very much improved by the English addition
of shirts; which last certainly have proceeded
from the constructive faculty, aided by Self-Es
teem. This last combination does not regard
outward show, but substantial convenience. John
Bull evinces this in all his appointments. He
wears, perhaps, a snuff-brown coat, but its text
ure is the best West of England broadcloth. He
goes abroad with a slouched hat and gray galli
gaskins, but his linen is of “Holland, at eight
shillings an ell.” He can not bear that his toes
shall be pinched, in order to give a handsome

shape to his shoe, but insists that his feet shall
have full-room to expatiate in receptacles well
lined with warm flannel socks, and protected from
the damp by soles of half an inch thick. He
never thinks of subjecting his viscera to the con
finement of stays, but protects the protuberance
by the folds of his ample doublet. The same re
gard to comfort, and disdain of appearance, is
seen in his house, which, in the outside, has little
attraction, and is built in defiance of all the rules
of architecture; but enter it, and behold its nu
merous conveniences; its huge kitchen-chimney,
capacious of a fire fit for the roasting of two oxen;
its hall table of solid oak, three inches thick, and
shining like a looking-glass; its ample store-rooms
and cellars; its bed-chambers, where heaps of

down and sheets of unrivaled whiteness might in
duce a monarch to repose in them; and you will
be ready to exclaim, “What wants this knave
that a king should have " Within proper bounds,
this feeling is a highly desirable one, when it

leads us no farther than to a just degree of self.
respect shown in our attention to personal cleanli
ness and accommodations. But it is often carried

to an excess which is perfectly preposterous and
unworthy of a rational creature. The extreme
fastidiousness and selfishness, in this particular,

of those whose Self-Esteem, originally great, has
been fostered by wealth, ease, and the absence of

any necessity for exertion, can hardly be con
ceived by those whose minds are differently con
stituted, or who have been placed in different
circumstances. The English, with many good
qualities, are, perhaps, more liable to this fault
than any other people, and more instances of its
excess occur among them than elsewhere. The
superior wealth of the country, as well as the
national peculiarity before adverted to, sufficient

ly account for this.
Self-Esteem large, joined to much Acquisitive

ness, makes the acquisitive person more keenly
acquisitive. When Acquisitiveness alone is large,
the individual may have all the desire to acquire,
but he will not be so intent on the selfish applica
tion of his riches. With a small Self-Esteem, he
will hardly have that grasping and insatiable de
sire of wealth which constitutes the real miser.
When these two propensities are combined, the
individual will not only be indefatigable in amass
ing wealth, but he will be possessed of an engross
ing and monopolizing spirit, as if he were desirous

of possessingall the wealth in the world. He will

be sorely tempted to “covet his neighbor's goods,”
and to envy those who are possessed of anything
he esteemsvaluable, particularly if he has it not;
and if Conscientiousness, or the dread of the law,

do not interfere to prevent him, he will be apt to

use all means, fair or foul, to possesss himself of

that which he esteemsthe ornament of life. When
Conscientiousness is in such a proportion as to

prevent any unfair means being used to acquire,
the self-esteeming acquisitive man will probably
show his disposition by an over-anxiety to keep
what he..has, and rather to accumulate by saving
than by wresting property from others. The for
tunes that are made in this way, from very slen
der gains, are such as to surpass all calculation.
Some carry this so far as to desire to accumulate
money after their death. Mr. Thellusson be
queathed £700,000 to be accumulated until all
the male children of his sons and grandsons

should be dead. The world has been puzzled to

understand the motive which could have led to

such a bequest; but a phrenologist will at once
see that it proceeded from an enormous Self-Es
teem and Acquisitiveness.
Self-Esteem and Secretiveness large, the supe

rior sentiments not being in proportion, will be

extremely apt to degenerate into knavery. A

man with this combination predominant (Love of

Approbation, Conscientiousness, etc., being de
ficient) will never reveal anything, unless he

thinks it for his interest to do so. He will have

no regard for truth or honesty, and look upon
those who use them as fools. If brought to trial
and convicted, he will never confess, but will die
making solemn protestation of innocence. Eliza
beth Canning, who was tried for perjury, in giv
ing a false account of what happened to her during

a fortnight's absencefrom her mother's house, and

on whose evidence (afterward proved to be false)

an unfortunate gipsy (Mary Squires) had nearly
been executed, and who afterward herself under
went a long imprisonment, and died at an ad
vanced age, without ever revealing where she had
really been during the time of her disappearance
before mentioned, must have possessedgreat Self
Esteem and Secretiveness. But what must these
have been in the man who is recorded to have
withdrawn himself, without any known cause,
from the society of his wife and family, and con
tinued absent from them for many years, during
which time he was reputed to be dead, and his
property and effects were administered by his re
lations; when it afterward turned out that he had
never moved from the street in which his family
resided, but had concealed himself in a lodging
opposite to them, from whence he had the satis
faction of seeing them every day, without being
discovered himself? This is

,

perhaps, the most
extraordinary instance that ever occurred of a

man, without any positive evil or malevolent pur
pose, enjoying the pure selfish gratification of

mere concealment.

If Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation be both
large, and are not accompanied with a propor
tional share of Cautiousness, Conscientiousness,
and Veneration (which three last-mentioned pow
ers are necessary ingredients in a modest charac
ter), the individual will be arrogant, boastful,
and assuming. He can not endure rivalship, and
will not merely be desirous of praise, but he will

be desirous of engrossing all praise to himself.
The praises bestowed on another will be to him
gall and wormwood. There are persons of this
disposition who can not endure that any one
should be commendedbut themselves. This jeal
ousy of praise shows itself sometimes in the most
ridiculous manner, and when all idea of rivalship

is out of the question; as when Goldsmith was
impatient at the praises bestowed upon a puppet,
which was made to perform some curious tricks
with great apparent dexterity, and answered to

one who was expressing his admiration, “I could
have done it better myself.”
Self-Esteem joined to Cautiousness, and both pre

dominating, show themselves in an excessive
solicitude about the future, in all matters where
our own interest is concerned. Such persons are
not only sensible of fear, in circumstances of

present danger, but are ingenious in inventing
probable and possible dangers, with which they

—sº-> !
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torment themselves and others. Such are your
everlasting croakers, who, not satisfied with themaxim, “Sufficient for the day is the evil thereof,” are always busying themselves with horriblepictures of evils to come. If they are removed by
their situation from the fear of present want, and
though, in fact, they are wallowing in riches, andhave more of the world's goods than they know
what to do with, they are constantly talking ofruin from the fall of stocks, or the fall of rents
the intolerable burden of new taxes, or the horrors of a new war. With them the nation is
always on the brink of ruin; and they have constantly before their eyes the terrors of a universalbankruptcy. England, the greatest, and incomparably the richest, country in the world, pos
sessesa greater degree of this spirit of grumbling
than any other; and the public journals furnish
this spirit with its daily allowance of appropriate
food. The motto of such persons is

,

that “ What
ever is

,
is wrong;” that matters are constantly

going on from bad to worse; that the present
times are worse than the past, and the future will

be worse still. This is a feeling peculiarly En
glish, and proceeds from a constitutional Cautiousness, joined to a full Self-Esteem, which last
appears in various ways a national characteristic.In other countries, where the people are really
oppressed, discontent is not nearly so prevalent.The Frenchman, lean, withered, and half-starved,
sings, and fiddles, and laughs under circumstanceswhich would be sufficient to make an Englishman
cut his throat; and if he has not a good dinnerto-day, expects a better to-morrow; while JohnBull, swollen up with good feeding to the size ofone of his own hogsheads, sitting in his elbowchair, with a smoking sirloin and a foaming tankard of ale before him, thinks himself the most
unfortunate of the human race, and in the inter
vals of mastication, groans out his fears of all
manner of calamities. If markets are low, our
agriculture and trade will be ruined; if high, ourmanufactures; so that he has “a quarrel to be
unhappy” under all possible circumstances. Thegreat prevalence of suicide in England is probablyowing to the same cause, the great Self-Esteemand Cautiousness of the English, joined to the
Destructive propensity, which is also rather prevalent in the character of that nation.
Self-Esteem joined with Benevolence is rathera discordant sort of combination. In the case of

the lower, the selfish and animal propensities, wehave seen Self-Esteem to harmonize with them
and increase their activity; but it is not so withBenevolence, nor with the other higher senti
ments. The benevolence of a self-esteeming manwill be very much confined to the members of his
own family. His charity, wherever it may end,

is sure to begin at home We hear sometimes of

such a person being extremely generous to a sister, or of his making handsome presents to hisown wife. When he steps out of this circle to

relieve an object of distress, he does it with suchan air of condescension, and so complete a con
sciousness of the merit of his own liberality, as

to take away in a great measure the value of thedonation, and to forestall the gratitude of the
donee. If, however, the benevolence of selfish
men is seldom exerted, when once it is truly excited, it sometimes, flows with a vehemence and

with an exclusive devotedness to one object which

is quite peculiar to them. When the man of great
Self-Esteem is generous, he is selfish even in hisgenerosity. His bounty is not dispersed abroadso as to do the greatest sum of good; it flows all

in one channel, so as to depart as little as possible from that self which is his idol. When he
makes his will, he does not fritter away his estatein legacies to poor relations, but chooseshis heir;
and this heir being the next thing to himself, hegives him all, and grudges everything which is to

diminish his lordly inheritance. In the choice of

his heir, too, he is not guided by the considerationof desert or of need; he thinks who will be the
representative that will do him the most honor;
and he generally chooses to bestow it on one whois already rich.

“Giving his sum of more
To thatwhich hathtoomuch.”

Another selfish way of exercising benevolenceis when a man disinherits all his relations, and
leaves his fortune to build an hospital. The mag
nificent endowments of this kind which England
possesses, and which are more numerous there
than in any other country, are proofs of the greatprevalence of Self-Esteem, not less than of Benevolence, among the natives of that country. Some
times the self-esteeming benevolent man chooses,

in his caprice, to draw humble merit from obscurity; and having done so, he is generally a

zealous and an efficient patron. “We put a twigin the ground,” says Sterne, “and then we waterit because we have planted it.” But woe be tothe unfortunate youth if he dares to owe obliga
tions to any other! The samejealousy of disposi
tion which shows itself in love and in friendship
will here display itself in regard to benefits. Theman of great Self-Esteem can not brook a rivaleven in those; and if another interfere with hisprotégé he will abandon him, or become hisenemy.
When Self-Esteem is joined with great Veneration, it will show itself in a hankering after rankand greatness, and a desire to associate withthose above us, while, at the same time, there will

be a natural aversion to that sort of humility andobsequiousness which the great are often fond of in

those whom they admit to their presence. Personsof most thorough Self-Esteem, however, will learnto stomach this dislike to serve their own ends, and

to “crook the pregnant hinges of the knee wherethrift may follow fawning.” They will generally,
however, endeavor, if they can, to revenge themselves for this on their own inferiors, and to forceupon them a double portion of the bitter bolusthey have themselves been compelled to swallow.
Hence it is observed that they who are the great
est sycophants to those above them (and the selfishever will be so, in order to serve their own selfish
purposes) are often the greatest tyrants to thosebeneath them. The cause of both is the same—
Self-Esteem and Peneration, both great, exerting their energies alternately. With superiors
the latter prevails; with inferiors, the former.When his Weneration takes the direction of reli
gion, the man of great Self-Esteem, if Benevolence
and Conscientiousness are not in equal proportion,
shows his selfishness even in this. His very de
votion is selfish, and is tinctured by a too exclusiveregard to his own spiritual interests. If it take
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the direction of loyalty, or a regard for the royaldignity and state, it will probably show itself in a

certain nationality of feeling; not in a devotion tokings in general, but to his own king in particular; and rather in a respect to the Crown, as an
emblem of national greatness, than in an attach
ment to the individual who happens to wear it.This seems to be a characteristic in the loyalty of

Englishmen. [to BE continued.]

PHRENOLOGY IN BALTIMORE.
In the month of March last, Mr. Fowler gave a

course of lectures in the city of Baltimore, which
was attended by a great crowd of the most intelligent and respectable people of that city. The
Baltimore Clipper, of the 16th March, contained
the following editorial notice:
“CRANIological.—The reliability of the scienceof Phrenology as an index to character, few reflecting minds will question; while the great massof mankind readily yield it their fullest credence—naturally enough, for despite Shakspeare's assertion, that

* There'sno artTo find themind’sconstruction in theface,’

it is very certain that no mortal in possession of aproper share of proper sense ever fails to divine

at a glance the controlling characteristics of those
with whom they are brought in direct contact;
whether they are intellectual or animal, benevo
lent or brutal, poet or prize-fighter. We willmerely cite the result as a fact, without attempting to describe the psychological process by whichthat result is obtained, or whether it is built
upon Phrenology or physiognomy, the cranium orthe countenance. Conceding, therefore, the ex
istence of Phrenology as a natural science, we
commend those who would profit by its teachings,

or borrow its aid to the obtaining of a furtherself-knowledge, to consult with Prof. L. N
.

Fowler, whose long experience, profound insight, andstrong natural perception enables him to read
with remarkable certainty the phrenological in
dices of character, and to detect many of its softest shadings; yet so simple is the art that it maybe acquired—through the Professor's comprehensive system of tuition—in a very few short lessons.
“The positive business value of such a knowledge is not to be over-estimated. How simple, yethow important in its results, to be able to respondto an appeal to “put your hand to my paper' witha counter request to be first permitted to applythat organ to the bump of Conscientiousness; totake the mental measure by phrenological rule, ofthe pure and disinterested patriot who invites youto the widow to “take something,' and solicitsyour vote, or yet more desirable, to preface “thequestion' you are desirous of “popping to the inhabitant of the crinolinic sphere who has “got'you, with a modest demand to quanipulate thatsection of her heal which lies (in a local sense)behind the ears; and so we might string out theillustrations ad infinitum, but the advantage ofthe science will, we art convinced, occur to everymind, enabling as it does its professor to dip intofirst principles; to peer under the glossy assumptions of fraud or fashion at the thing itself, for—* It isn't all in bringingup,

Let folkssaywhattheywill,To silverscour a pewtermug—It will bepewterstill.
E’en he of old, wiseSolomon,
Who said,“Train up a child,”If I mistakenot,had a sonProve rattle-brainedandwild.”

“Ergo.—Parents should understand Phrenology.”
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M O R. A. L. P. H II, O S O PHY ;
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE Combe.
[FromTHE LATESTREVISEDEDINBURGHEDITION.]

[continued From LASTNuMBER.]
“THE next criminal was also a young man, aged 18, T. S. I wrote :

‘This boy is considerably different from the last. He is more violent
in his dispositions; he has probably been committed for an assault con
nected with women. He has also large Secretiveness and Acquisi
tiveness, and may have stolen, although I think this less probable. He
has fair intellectual talents, and is an improvable subject.' Dr. Fife
wrote: “Crime, rape. * * * No striking features in his general
character; mild disposition; has never shown actual vice.'
“The third criminal examined was an old man of 73, J. W. The

remarks which I wrote were these: ‘His moral dispositions generally
are very defective, but he has much caution. I can not specify the
precise crime of which he has been convicted. Great deficiency in
the moral organs is the characteristic feature, which leaves the lower
propensities to act without control.' Dr. Fife wrote: ‘A thief; void
of every principle of honesty; obstinate; insolent; ungrateful for any
kindness. In short, one of the most depraved characters with which
I have ever been acquainted.” Many examples of accurate descrip
tion of natural dispositions and talents from examining the head, by
other phrenologists, are on record, and before the public.
The two young men here described were rather well-looking and

intelligent in their features, and if judged of simply by their appear
ance, would have been believed to be rather above than below the
average youth of their own rank of life. Yet which of you will say,
that if any relative of yours were to be addressed by men of the same
dispositions, it would not be more advantageous to possess the means
of discovering their real qualities before marriage, and consequently of
avoiding them, than to learn them only by experience; in other words,
after having become their victim

. I add another illustration. Upward of ten years ago I had a short
interview with an individual who was about to be married to a lady with
whom I was acquainted. In writing this piece of news to a friend at
a distance, I described the gentleman's development of brain and dis
positions, and expressed my regret that the lady had not made a more
fortunate choice. My opinion was at variance with the estimate of the
lover made by the lady's friends from their own knowledge of him.
He was respectably connected, reputed rich, and regarded as altogether
a desirable match. The marriage took place. Time wheeled in its

ceaseless course; and at the end of about seven years, circumstances
occurred of the most painful nature, which recalled my letter to the
memory of the gentleman to whom it had been addressed. He had
preserved it, and after comparing it with the subsequent occurrences,
he told me that the description of the natural dispositions coincided so

perfectly with those which the events had developed, that it might
have been supposed to have been written after they had happened.I can not here enter into the limitations and conditions under which
Phrenology should be used for this purpose; such discussions belong

to the general subject of that science. My sole aim is to announce the
possibility of its being thus applied. If you will ask any lady who suf
fers under the daily calamity of a weak, ill-tempered, or incorrigibly
rude and vulgar husband, and who, by studying Phrenology, sees these
imperfections written in legible characters in his brain, whether she
considers that it would have been folly to have observed and given ef
fect to these indications in avoiding marriage, her sinking and aching
heart will answer, no! She will pity the flippancy that would despise
any counsel of prudence, or treat with inattention any means of avoid
ing so great an evil, and declare that, had she known the real character

> * PhrenologicalJourna'.
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indicated by the head, she could not have consented to become the

companion of such a man fo
r

life. In fact, w
e

find that sensible men
and women, in forming matrimonial alliances, do, in general, avail
themselves of the best information which they can obtain as a guide to

their conduct; they avoid glaring bodily defects and openly bad char
acters; and this is a complete recognition of the principle for which I

am contending. The whole extravagance of which I am now guilty

(if any of you consider it as such) consists in proposing to put you in

possession of the means of obtaining more minute, accurate, and ser
viceable knowledge, than, in ordinary circumstances, you can, other
wise, attain. I am willing, therefore, to encounter al

l

the ridicule
which may be excited by these suggestions, convinced that those will
laugh best who win, and that attention to them will render all win
ners, if they be founded, as I believe them to be, in the institutions of
nature.

I stand before you in a singular predicament. Lecturers on recog
nized science are hailed with rapturous encouragement, when they
bring forward new truths; and in proportion as these are practical and
important, the higher is their reward. I appear, however, as the
humble advocate of a science which is still so far from being universally
admitted to be true, that the very idea of applying it practically in a de
partment of human life, in which, hitherto, there has been no guide,

appears to many to be ludicrous. It would be far more agreeable to

me to devote my efforts to teaching you doctrines which you should

al
l

applaud, and which should carry home to your minds a feeling of

respect for the judgment of your instructor. But one obstacle prevents

me from enjoying this advantage. I have been permitted to become
acquainted with a great, and, lately, an unknown region of truth, which
appears to my own mind to bear the strongest impress of a Divine
origin, and to be fraught with the greatest advantages to

mankind; and,

as formerly stated, I feel it to be a positive moral duty to submit it to

your consideration. Al
l I ask is
,

that you will receive the communica
tion with the spirit and independence of free-minded men. Open

your eyes that you may see, your ears that you may hear, and your

understandings that you may comprehend; and fear nothing.

LECTURE W I.
on PolyGAMY ; FIDELITY To THE MARRIAGE vow ; DIvor CE; DUTIES

OF PARENTS TO THEIR childr EN .

Polygamynotfounded in nature—Fidelity to themarriagevow a natural institution -

Divorce–Objections to thelaw of England on this subject—Circumstancesin which
divorceshould be allowed—Duties of parents—Mr.Malthus'" of population,and
Mr. Sadler'sobjection to it

,

considered-Parentsbound to providefor their children,
and to preservetheirhealth—Consequencesof neglectingthelaws of health.

The remarks in my last Lecture related to the constitution of mar
riage. Moralists, generally, discuss also the questions of polygamy,
fidelity to the marriage vow, and divorce.
On the subject of polygamy, I may remark that it is pretty well as

certained by statistical researches that the proportions of the sexes

born are thirteen males to twelve females. From the greater hazards

to which the male sex is exposed, this disparity is reduced, in adult

life, to equality; indeed, in almost al
l Europe, owing to the injurious

habits and pursuits of the men, the balance among adults is turned the

other way, the females of any given age above puberty preponderating

over the males. In some Eastern countries more females are born
than males; and it is said that this indicates a design in nature, that

there each male should have several wives. But there is reason to be
lieve that the variation from the proportion of thirteen to twelve is the
consequence of vicious habits in the males. In the appendix to the

... Constitution of Man” I have quoted some curious observations in re
gard to the determination of the sexes in the lower animals, from

which it appears that inequality is the result of unequal strength and
age in the parents. In our own country and race, it is observed that

when old men marry young females, the progeny are generally daugh
ters; and I infer that, in the Eastern countries alluded to, in which an
excess of females exists, the cause may be found in the superior vigºr

-

º
:
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and youth of the females; the practice of polygamy being confined to
rich men, who enervate themselves by disobedience to the natural
laws, and become, by that means, physically inferior to the females.
The equality of the sexes, therefore, when the organic laws are

duly observed, affords one strong indication, that polygamy is not a
natural institution; and this conclusion is strengthened by considering
the objects of the domestic affections. Harmonious gratification of the
three faculties constituting the domestic group, in accordance with the
moral sentiments and intellect, is attended with the greatest amount
of pure enjoyment, and the most advantageous results; but this can be
attained only by the union of one male with one female. If the male
have several wives, there is an excess of gratification provided for the
cerebellum, and a diminution of gratification to Adhesiveness and Phi
loprogenitiveness; for his attachment, diffused among a multitude of
objects, can never glow with the intensity, nor act with the softness
and purity, which inspire it when directed to one wife and her off
spring. The females also, in a state of polygamy, must be deprived of
gratification to their Self-Esteem and Adhesiveness, for none of them
can claim an undivided love. There is injustice to the females, there
fore, in the practice; and no institution that is unjust can proceed from
nature. Farther, when we consider that in married life the pleasures
derived from the domestic affections are unspeakably enhanced by the
habitual play of the moral feelings, and that polygamy is fatal to the
close sympathy, confidence, respect, and reciprocal devotion, which are
the attendants of active moral sentiments, we shall be fully convinced
that the Creator has not intended that men should unite themselves to
a plurality of wives.
Regarding fidelity. Every argument tending to show that polygamy

is forbidden by the natural law, goes to support the obligation of fidelity
to the marriage vow. As this point is one on which, fortunately, no
difficulty or difference of opinion, among rational persons, exists, I
shall not dwell on it, but proceed to the subject of divorce.
The law of England does not permit divorce in any circumstances,

or for any causes. In that country, a special act of the legislature
must be obtained to annul a marriage, which rule of course limits the
privilege to the rich; and we may therefore fairly say that the law de
nies divorce to the great majority of the people. The law of Scotland
permits divorce on account of infidelity to the marriage vow; of non
adherence, or willful desertion, as it is called, by the husband, of his
wife's society for a period of four successive years; and of personal
imbecility. The law of Moses permitted the Jewish husband to put
away his wife; and under Napoleon, the French law permitted mar
ried persons to dissolve their marriage by consent, after giving one
year's judicial notice of their intention, and making suitable provisions
for their children. The New Testament confines divorce to the sin
gle case of infidelity in the wife.
The question now occurs—What does the law of nature, written in

our constitutions, enact 1

The first fact that presents itself to our consideration, is
,

that in per
sons of well-constituted minds, nature not only institutes marriage, but
makes it indissoluble, except by death; even those lower animals which
live in pairs, exemplify permanent connection. In regard to man, I

remark, that where the three organs of the domestic affections bear a

just proportion to each other, and where the moral and intellectual or
gans are favorably developed and cultivated, there is not only no desire,

on either side, to bring the marriage tie to an end, but the utmost re
pugnance to do so

.

The deep despondency which changes, into one
unbroken expression of grief and desolation, the whole aspect even of

the most determined and energetic men, when they lose by death the
cherished partners of their lives, and that breaking down of the spirit,
profoundly felt, although meekly and resignedly borne, which the widow
indicates when her stay and delight is removed from her forever, pro
claim, in language too touching and forcible to be misunderstood, that
where the marriage union is formed according to nature's laws, no civil
enactments are needed to render it indissoluble during life. It is

clear that life-endurance is stamped upon it by the Creator, when he
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renders its continuance so sweet, and its bursting asunder so indescrib
ably painful. It is only where the minds of the parties are ill-constituted,

or the union is otherwise unfortunate, that desire for separation exists.
The causes which may lead married individuals to wish to terminate
their union may be briefly considered.

1. If, in either of them, the cerebellum predominates greatly in size
over Adhesiveness, Philoprogenitiveness, and the organs of the moral
sentiments, there is a feeling of restraint in the married state which is

painful.
To compel a virtuous and amiable partner to live in inseparable soci

ety with a person thus constituted, and to be the unwilling medium of

transmitting immoral dispositions to children, appears directly contrary

to the dictates of both benevolence and justice. Paley's argument
against permitting dissolution of the marriage tie at the will of the hus
band is

,

that “new objects of desire would be continually sought after,

if men could, at will, be released from their subsisting engagements.
Supposing the husband to have once preferred his wife to al

l

other
women, the duration of this preference can not be trusted to

.

Pos
session makes a great difference; and there is no other security against
the invitations of novelty, than the known impossibility of obtaining the
object.” This argument is good when applied to men with unfavorably
balanced brains, viz., to those in whom the cerebellum predominates
over the organs of Adhesiveness and the moral sentiments; but it is

unfounded as a general rule; and the question is
,

whether it be desir
able to deny absolutely, to the great body of the people, as the law of

England does, al
l

available means of dissolving the connection with such
beings? It appears not to be so. The husband, certainly, should not
have the power to dissolve the marriage tie at his pleasure; but the
French law seems more reasonable, which permitted the parties to dis
solve the marriage when both of them, after twelve months' deliberation,
and suitably providing for their children, desired to bring it to a close.
The same argument applies to the voluntary dissolution of marriage

in cases of irreconcilable differences in temper and dispositions. “The
law of nature,” says Paley, “admits of divorce in favor of the injured
party, in cases of adultery, of obstinate desertion, of attempts upon life,

of outrageous cruelty, of incurable madness, and, perhaps, of personal
imbecility; but by no means indulges the same privileges to mere dis
like, to opposition of humors, and inclination, to contrariety of taste and
temper, to complaints of coldness, neglect, severity, peevishness, jeal
ousy; not that these reasons are trivial, but because such objections
may always be alleged, and are impossible by testimony to be ascer
tained; so that to allow implicit credit to them, and to dissolve mar
riages whenever either party thought fit to pretend them, would lead in

its effects to al
l

the licentiousness of arbitrary divorces.” “If a mar
ried pair, in actual and irreconcilable discord, complain that their hap
piness would be better consulted, by permitting them to determine a

connection which is become odious to both, it may be told them, that
the same permission, as a general rule, would produce libertinism, dis
sension, and misery among thousands, who are now virtuous, and quiet,
and happy in their condition; and it ought to satisfy them to reflect
that, when their happiness is sacrificed to the operation of an unrelent
ing rule, it is sacrificed to the happiness of the community.”

If there be any truth in Phrenology, this argument is a grand fallacy.
Actual and irreconcilable discord arises from want of harmony in the
natural dispositions of the parties, connected with differences in their
cerebral organizations; and agreement arises from the existence of

such harmony. The natures of the parties in the one case differ irre
concilably; but to maintain that if two persons of such discordant minds
were permitted to separate, thousands of accordant minds would in
stantly fly asunder, is as illogical as it would be to assert that, if the hu
mane spectators of a street fight were to separate the combatants, they
would forthwith be seized with the mania of fighting among themselves.

In point of fact, the common arguments on this subject have been
written in ignorance of the real elements of human nature, and are
applicable only to particularly constituted individuals. Married persons

[continued on PAGEForTY-THREET

.
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F E A R— A C U R I O U S C A S E .
A corn EspondsNT writes us that a lady of his

acquaintance “is easily frightened, and when un
der the influence of this feeling, is unable to com
mand herself sufficiently to enter her room, if the
fright was caused by noise in that room, until she
has ascertained, by sending some one to the
room, that the noise was caused by a cat or by
the falling of a book, or something else. She is
not, however, devoid of courage. For instance :
she was awakened one night, as she thought, by
some one entering the room, and on reaching out
her hand it came in contact with another hand,
which she immediately grasped, calling out to her
husband to get up and light the candle quick, as
there was somebody in the room, and she had the
person by the hand.
“On the candle being lighted, it was discov

ered that she was holding on to one of her own
hands on which her head had been resting until
the hand had become asleep,” or cold and insen
sitive.
“She is a lady of more than ordinary intelli

gence and amiability, and this peculiarity is a
source of mortification and regret to herself and
friends. Does this arise from a diseased state of
the organ of Caution, or from a deranged physical
system, as she is often in very delicate health
Your remarks on this case will be read with in
terest in the PHRENoLogical Journal.”

---

There is
,

perhaps, no better way to prove the
truth of the leading doctrines of Phrenology than
by referring to cases of contradictory manifesta
tion, or to cases of abnormal, diseased, or ex
cessive manifestation. Insanity itself was former

ly regarded as being the work of the devil,
instead of being the result of a diseased condition

of the brain. Now, the light of Phrenology shows
that insanity arises from cerebral disturbance,
and those forms of it which are special and pecu
liar arise from the diseased condition of particu
lar organs of the brain. We have on record
cases of diseased Benevolence, and the conse
quence is that the person is morbidly sympathetic
and kind; or Weneration, producing devoutness
overmuch ; or Self-Esteem, giving an inordinately
proud, haughty, and overbearing disposition; or

Approbativeness, making the person vain, and
tremulously sensitive to praise and censure; or

Hope, giving unfounded and wild anticipations;

or Conscientiousness, giving the most abject self
condemnation and excessive and groundless fear

of doing wrong; or Spirituality, causing the per
son to imagine himself in the misty, ghost-popu
lated fields of dreamland, and possessed by all
extravagant fancies; or Cautiousness, giving
groundless apprehensions of danger and the most
tormenting fears of every real or imaginary evil;

or Secretiveness, imparting a sly, mysterious,
jealous disposition; or Acquisitiveness, giving a

grasping, miserly feeling, with apprehensions of

poverty and the poorhouse; or Destructiveness
and Combativeness, giving rabid, fierce, and cruel
passions, and a captious, quarrelsome spirit; or

Parental Love, giving a morbidly tender and

ness, leading the person to becomejealous in mat
ters of love, or at times sensual and feverish in
that element of the social nature. Some are mu
sic mad; somewarped by abstract philosophical
speculations.

Such phases of mental aberration are easily ex
plained on the phrenological theory of a plurality

of organs in the brain; but no theory of mental
ity which recognizes the mind as a unit or the
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anxious solicitude about children; or Amative- perfect in its combinations, excellent in its illus

brain as a single organ, can afford the least light

on this most interesting subject.
Many abnormal modes of action in the different

faculties exist which can not properly be called
insanity. A mote irritates the eye and makes
sight painful, without materially injuring the
correctness of vision ; so general disease makes
Cautiousness painfully active, depresses Hope,
irritates Amativeness, arouses Secretiveness to

suspicions, provokes Combativeness to punish
ment, and makes all the affections and sympathies
take on a painful, unhappy mode of action.
We regard the case in point as coming under the

latter class. It is a case of very large Cautious
ness, rendered morbidly active by infirm health,
joined to an exalted condition of the nervous tem
perament. The fact that she shows courage in

the very paroxysms of fear beautifully illustrates
the plurality of the mental organs, and shows
that fear and courage, or kindness and severity,

or love of money and generosity, may exist at the
same time in the same individual.-------
PHRENOLOGY AMONG THE PEOPLE.

Our science is working its way to the respect
and confidence of the people, and individuals and
families are trying to avail themselves of its ad
vantages. The following will show what wemean:
“I have had my children's heads examined, and

by the advice thus obtained, I have been very
much benefited in respect to their training.” Thus
remarked Alderman Boole in our office recently.

F. K., in a letter on business, remarks : “I
would much rather lose my dinner than the
Journal. It has done me more good than all the
other papers I have ever read, and I am trying to

get sub cribers for it. I try to persuade young
men and women to read your books and papers.
PR of. Fowler's LECTUREs.-Last evening, to

a most respectable and numerous audience, Prof.
Fowler delivered a most interesting lecture on the
application of Phrenology to the choice of the
most appropriate occupation, or pursuit in life, as

pointing out those avocations to which each per
son is best adapted, and in which he might, or

might not, succeed. The lecture was peculiarly
interesting, and it seemed to us that at each suc
ceeding effort he makes, Prof. Fowler progresses
wonderfully in the power of delineating, illus
trating, and communicating information regard
ing the training, the cultivating, or restraining

of the various powers of the human mind. Speak
ing from what we heard and saw last evening, and
not phrenologically, we are bound to accord to the
professor a wonderful development of the faculties

of language, correct appreciation of human na:
ture, imitation, and a vitality which gives life and
expression in a most forcible manner to all he says
—whether looking at the fidelity of the gestures
and language in which he portrays the character
istics of veneration and high appreciation of the
sublime in religion and nature, or thosewith which

he pictures the every-day, mirth:creating occur
rences of life. He has in perfection that gift
which he so earnestly advocates the cultivation of

—natural eloquence. His lecture as a whole was

trations, and wonderfully truthful in its deduc
tions and suggestions. Each evening, too, the
number of his audience increases--a marked trib
ute to his talent—and as the stay of this really
fully qualified, mental and practical professor of

Phrenology will be but short, we would say to one
and all of our readers, do not lose the present op
portunity; go, hear, and consult Prof. Fowler,
and then judge for yourselves if anything we have
said in his favor has been out of place.— Quebec
Gazette, Sept. 16th, 1859.
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INSANITY IN THE or GAN or or DER.

THERE is but little danger that the majority of

people will injure themselves by the excessive ap
plications of cold water, neither outwardly or in
wardly, or that, like Queen Victoria, they will
use only distilled water for their toilets, or imitate
the Pharisees in their constant ablutions; still
there is an excess to which cleanliness can be
carried, though it will very rarely equal that of

the Princess Alexandrine, of Bavaria, whose fear

of dirt was a genuine monomania. The English
Handbook of Etiquette, which describes her mel
ancholy history, says, that at first she was only
over-scrupulous. At dinner she would minutely
inspect her plate, and if she saw the slightest
speck upon it, would send for another She would
then turn the napkin round and round, and exam
ine every corner, often leaving the table because
she thought she was not served properly in this
respect. At last she believed that she saw dirt in

everything. She and everything around her par
took of the general taint. She could not be clean
enough, and at last became mad and died.---
WILLIAM LYON MACKENZIE.

WM. Lyon MAckenziE was the great agitator
and leader in the Canadian rebellion in 1837.
Failing in his enterprise, chiefly because Canada
was not ripe enough for the change, he was
obliged to flee to save himself from governmental
penalties of halter or perpetual transportation.
He came to New York, and spent twelve years,
during which time the change of public sentiment

in Canada was such that he was invited to return,
and not only was he elected a member of Parlia
ment, but a subscription was started, and ten
thousand dollars raised and presented to Mr.
Mackenzie as a token of regard, and also as some
remuneration for his loss of time and property in

the liberal cause. This money he has invested as

a foundation to lean on in the evening of life.
He was born in Scotland during the latter part

of the last century, and coming early to Canada,

he grew up in a love of the largest political lib
erty, which ripened into the rebellion of 1837.
He now, as formerly, is alive with patriotic fire,
and though verging on threescore and ten, he
publishes a spirited paper, “Mackenzie's Toronto
Weekly JMessage.” His great idea is the annex
ation of Canada and the United States, as a means
of benefit to both countries. He ever has been in
advance of his age. In '87 his foremost thought
was by his government called treason. Fifteen
years after, that treason had ripened into patriot
ism, which in his person was rewarded with pub
lic office and trust. Now he advocatesannexation

to the American Union, and may wait less than
fifteen years for that thought to ripen into re
ality. As a writer and speaker, and in con
versation, Mr. Mackenzie is easy, pointed, posi
tive, witty, wise, quaint, racy, piquant, and very
entertaining. He says what he believes without
stint, fear, or favor. His criticisms are sharp and
fearless, and he talks of men and measures with
much the same assurance and independence as a

cat handles half-grown kittens.
The organization of Mr. Mackenzie is peculiar.

His head is twenty-four inches in circumference,

§c-————
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newspapers, owing to the
extent of their resources,
and the patronage of power
and of party, would as a
thing of course far surpass
political weeklies in size and
in the quantity of reading
matter; yet, that the advice
and opinions of an old
friend, whom you upheld
till he hnd retired from the
legislature, and has now
become the senior or oldest
editor of any existing news
paper all over the North
American Colonies, would
continue to be welcomed
once a week at many a hap
py fireside, during the few
months or years yet left
him to work; believing,
also, that although the JMes
sage is not large, it may
often prove a check upon
plausible error, a warning
against plausible politicians
and their selfish schemes,
and always (as heretofore)
an earnest advocate of liber
ty and progress, and what
ever will conduce to the
growth of Canada in integ
rity, intelligence, and in

ºº/
ºººº -

7.

while his body is comparatively small, since he is
but five feet five inches in height, and weighs only
about 150 pounds. His temperament is very ac
tive and excitable, and he lives chiefly through
the brain and nervous system. He is eminently
an agitator, a critic, and a fault-finder. His Com
bativeness is large; hence he is ready to attack
that which he disapproves, and thus stirs up and
excites people; and having a large intellectual
development, he looks ahead, lives in advance of
the time, criticises and ridicules effete institutions
and whatever he regards as unsound in idea, law,
or usage.
We add his “Appeal to the People of Upper

Canada,” on behalf of his paper, “the Message,”
written in December last. This will give the
reader an idea of his characteristic spirit, and
also a glance at his career.

* APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE OF UPPER CANADA.

“We are on the eve of 1860; and having been
defeated in my long-cherished design of agitating
for political independence in Britain by well
known, insurmountable obstacles, I at once fell
back, in June last, upon the press. Knowing
that my personal experience in your affairs ex
tended over a period of forty years; that many
remembered with kindly feelings that I had often
assisted in promoting measures for the general
good, and in checking proceedings that would
have been strongly injurious; that I had been the
personal friend and often the adviser of large
numbers of our old inhabitants; that I had, as a
public servant, been faithful to your interest,
often suffering heavy privations and persecutions
for your sake; and believing, that although daily

dustry, I now appeal to you
to extend its circulation, by taking this subscrip
tion list promptly among your neighbors, and
urging them, as I now do, to send in their names.
“I never liked the management of any news

paper, and when I undertook it first in May, 1824,
I had to employ riders to carry my numbers
round the country; there was not one post-offiee
for twenty-five now ; the people were few and
scattered far apart; payments were (as now)
slow, and often neglected altogether; but I liked
the cause I advocated in truth and hopefulness,
the rights of the many. I feel warm and hearty
in that good cause still. Thousands of miles have
I traveled among you lecturing; tons upon tons
of documents useful to all did Ispread among you
in an era when I could better afford it than now.
I have ever opposed Land Monopoly, Habitual
Intemperance, Tariffs to discourage our Home
Industry, heavy Debt, Executive Profligacy and
Waste, and every measure calculated to hinder
the well-being of mankind. My votes, registered
in your legislative journals since 1828, vouch for
me—Slavery, as it exists in the States especially,
I have ever abhorred.
“I appeal to this generation whether, at a mo

ment of doubt and difficulty like the present, my
humble voice ought to be silenced by finance.
Wealth I have not cared for; offices in a colony
are little to my taste; but ought I to be crushed
by faction because I can not descend to be the
mere parasite of ambitious partisans and of plausi
ble schemes, to keep or place party hacks in posi
tions where they may do more mischief to Can
ada. I never liked the Union of 1840, and have
not a particle of faith in Mr. Galt's proposition,
adopted at the Convention held here last month,

of entering into a still stronger and far more
costly league with French Canada, to uphold
three, or five, or more governments. Would it
give us a wider market, free for sale or purchase ?
Would it bring back the tide of immigration ?
Would it lessen the odious tariff that now presses
heavy on Canada 2 Would it not increase our
public debt, and check reform and progress 2
Has the experience of the last nineteen years
made a closer union with the hierarchy of Rome,
and a people alien to us in feelings, language,
manners, and origin, more desirable : My views
on such questions are fully expressed in an Al
manac for 1860.
“You would not like to see the man who was

so often sent to assist in making laws for you—
sent from York, Ontario, Peel, Haldimand, the
first elective magistrate ever sworn into office in
Canada—made a dependent on faction, and on its
mouthpiece. I never have been so shackled, and
I urge upon you to assist in making my newspa
per pay (which it does not), by increasing its sub
scription list. Do not tell me “the times are hard,’
for if certain others of your public servants had
voted with me the wicked bills that have done
much evil to Canada, its prosperity would not
have probably failed. This request is made to
liberals only.
“Of the manner in which the JMessage is got

up I say nothing. With those of you who know
what I have done and suffered since 1820, the
wonder might be that energy enough is left me to
conduct a public journal.“I never have been, never will be, neutral on
any great issue that may come before the coun
try. So long as I wield a pen, it shall be for
freedom, truth, and justice in mercy.
“Europe is like a volcano, ready to pour forth

its lava. North America is convulsed, by means
of that accursed Slavery which English Statesmen
forced upon her old colonies, and out of which
English traders made fortunes, as slave-ship own
ers; France shows the will to war with Britain;
India bears her bonds uneasily; China is intend
ed for a period of foreign bondage; Canada seeks
relief from many burdens; Austria clings to popes
and emperors; Italy is kept down by priestly
power and foreign bayonets.
“Some say the JMessage was at one time irreg

ular in its issues; if you but knew how many are
indebted to it, and the way in which its editor is

paid by some, you would wonder that in defiance

of party leaders and their elastic principles, it ex
ists at all. Not that I believe I have lost public
confidence, for who have you elected so often to

offices in your gift 2 Who have you provided
with such a generous homestead donation ? All I

could do to prove gratitude I have done; and as

spiritual guides are essential in the mighty con
cerns of eternity, surely temporal affairs need
advisers also; who ought to be upheld on the vol
untary principle, in a pecuniary independence,
while influencing the people and their rulers,
through reason and argument.
“The views I advocate may bring personal dis

couragement and proscription, with poor supplies,

to the sincere editor. When they are about to pre
vail, however, many of those who now oppose and
even mock the real friends of freedom, will be the
foremost and most successful in the race after pe
cuniary rewards. W. L. MAck ENzir.> “Tohonto, Dec.24,1859.”
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W. J. A. F. U. L. L. E. R.
PHIRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.-----

PHRENoLogical character.”
You have inherited your temperament and

physical constitution, to a great extent, from
your mother, and you have her strong peculiari
ties of disposition. You have considerable of the
masculine as connected with your will, pride, in
dependence, positiveness, and force of character;
but you harmonize with your mother in sympa
thy, intuition, social affection, and nearly all the
gentler elements of human nature. You are un
doubtedly from a long-lived, hardy family — re
markably tough on the father's side, and of un
common vitality on the mother's. Both branches
of the family are long-lived. Your mother's fam
ily get fat as they get older, and your father's
hard and wrinkled toward the last.
You are known among your business acquaint

ances for uncommon energy and straightforward
ness; for bringing everything to a focus as soon
as may be. You are also known for a tendency
to conquer difficulties and overcome obstacles.
And those of your friends who can get your posi
tive word of promise rely upon its fulfillment as

confidently as they would upon an eclipse that
had been predicted by a Mitchell.
Among the social group, you are known for

great cordiality and pliability, especially toward
the young and the feminine. You would make a

first-rate family physician, because you would be

popular among the women and children. You are
naturally interested in schools and in the devel
opment of the rising generation.
You are patriotic—are fond of home and home

associations. Your idea of riches takes form in

... a fine home, in all its convenient and elegant ap
pointments—not in bank stocks or Western land
speculations—but first and mainly in that which
constitutes the home—the table, the library, the
horse, the chickens, and children. Nor do you
forget the wife—you almost worship woman.
You are not vindictive, though you have thor

oughness and executive force; but this is more
the result of a steady, strong will than of mere
persistency. You are neither extra cautious in

action nor circumspect in speech. You generally
stride right on to the accomplishment of that
which you do; your first impulse is to go straight,
though you may sometimes take a course of indi
rection when you think it expedient.

You value property only

as it is useful, and if you
had a fixed income to supply
your wants, as an individ
ual you would be satisfied;
then you would cultivate
literature, would travel,
study sciences, or whatever
other culture you desired

to follow out. This money
making as a business is

rather irksome to you; and

in your pursuit you forget
the dollar in the effort to
ward the accomplishment of

success.

You can make a strong
appeal to the religious feel
ings of a community; if a.º.
stump orator, you would º
not fail to evoke an enthu- %
siasm among the people by ?

an appeal to their sense of 4

duty to God. But you feel

it difficult to accept any
body's creed. You believe

in natural religion—in low
ing and serving God because
he is a common father of the
race. You reverence what
ever is ancient: you know
what “woodman, spare that
tree,” means, and would
value a relationship to men

of renown and integrity.
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* Messes.Fowler ANDWELLs—At the suggestion of

my friendColonelThorpe, I enteredyour officeunherald
ed and unknown,and had a phrenologicalexamination

of my beadmadebyMr. N. Sizer. My friendswho have
read the diagnosisof the case, as madebyMr. S., have
been so struckwith its marvelousfidelity,and I ammy
self so astounded at the truthfulness of therepresentation,
even to my defects of character,that I feel that I should
not do justiceeither to myself or the science of Phrenol
ogy (in which I havehithertohad nomorethan a vague,
shadowysort of knowledge or belief),did I not make
someexpression of opinionuponyourexamination. It is

pronouncedby my family and friends,and I certainly
believe it to be myself, as correct a delineation of my
trais of character as it is possible to give.

I do notwrite this note of acknowledgmentfor publi
cation,butyouare at liberty to makesuchuse of it as you
please, if youthink it will in anywayadvancethescience
of which you are such able and faithful exponents. I

have been almost a skeptic in Phrenology,but candor
compelsme to saynow—“I believe.”
Very trulyyours, W. J. A. FULLER.

PORT R A IT OF W. J. A. F. U L L E R.

You have strong sympathy and kindness – find

it difficult to read aloud any touching passage,es
pecially a domestic scene where a child is in
volved. As a speaker you could play upon the
element of sympathy in others by exciting it in

yourself; and if a lawyer, and there were any
thing in a case to call out sympathetic tenderness,
you would be sure to find it. But at the same
time you have the desire and capacity to whip
scoundrelism and castigate rascality “naked
through the world.”
You have a natural taste for the study of mind

and an intuitive judgment of character, and if

you follow this first judgment you will rarely
have occasion to modify your opinions, and you
miss it when you go contrary to your first impres
sions of character. A man's character is always
outlined to your judgment the first ten minutes
you talk with him.

You have a talent for discrimination, for sifting
the precious from the vile—the appropriate from
the inappropriate — the chaff from the wheat.
When you are really wrought up you have a con
densed and vigorous power of statement, and
when you have laid a case out in your best style,
the audience or jury understand it as clearly as

language can make it.

You can never do anything until you get a plan

in your mind. You find it difficult to drop down
into a subject and work without order. Still, in

many respects, you seem to be lacking in order.
You sometimes find it difficult to individualize
things because your sight is short; but when
things are recognized you sift them thoroughly.
You enjoy pictures, colors, and the beauties of

nature and art, and would make an excellent judge
of artistic productions, especially of fine engrav

ings where form is developed by light and shade,
Your Individuality is hardly large enough,

hence you frequently fail to recognize at a glance
those whom you have known before. If you go

into a museum you want to examine one thing at

a time; are more likely to be thorough in a few
things than to give a casual examination to many.
Your arguments generally have a practical

handle, and your chain of discussion a practical
hook to connect it with common life. You have
an eye for mechanism, but you have not patience

to manipulate. You like the daguerreotype be
cause it lays the foundation and puts on the fin
ishing touch at a single effort. Whatever process
suits you, is adhered to until it is accomplished.
You are known for criticism, for intuition, knowl

edge of character, sympathy, respect and rever
ence, determination, pride, independence, and
strong impulses, and your character is centralized
on this class of faculties. You are known also for
an intense individualism or selfhood. You lean on
yourself, not other people. What you are you
want to be on your own account, without depend
ing upon others.
You ought to have more faith, more power to

imitate, more economy, more Secretiveness and
policy, and perhaps a trifle more of Combative
ness and Destructiveness. If you were a magis
trate, the weeping wife or the memory of the
man's children would be likely to unbend your
determination and make you lean too far on mer
cy's side. But in the heat of the trial you could
pursue a criminal to conviction. Your mind

–33.
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would be better balanced if you had a little more
lemon-juice with the saccharine. Men who wish
to control you, if they are wise, never put on airs
of authority and try to drive you. They appeal
to your sympathy and carry their point.
Your Language is large, and you do not need a

written preparation. Your best things are said
upon the spur of the moment, and when you have
once uttered a thought under this inspiration, you
can never better it without rubbing off its edge.

IaloGraphY.
BY T. B. Thorpe.

The subject of this memoir is a brilliant illus
tration of the difficulty which men of character
often experience in getting into a position in life
suited to their natural abilities. Mr. Fuller was
undoubtedly designed by nature for a lawyer,
and his rapid success in that profession would
seem to indicate that his earliest proclivities
would have been in that direction. Ever restless,
and impelled by a strong mind and self-sustain
ing will, he seems to have adopted various kinds
of inconsistent pursuits, all the while conscious
that he was out of his proper place. The result
has been that Mr. Fuller, though still a young
man, has an experience of adventure which
seldom falls to the lot of those who have nearly
reached the end of a long and eventful life.
His ancestors were of the energetic and enter

prising race of the Puritans, and if he does not
date from the time of the fields of Cressy and
Agincourt, he is intimately associated with the
equally honorable founders of New England.
The earliest representative of his family in Massa
chusetts was a minister, whose character and
abilities were marked in his day, and which shed
a luster upon the good name and fame of his de
scendants. From the sturdy race whence he
sprung, he inherited not only a superior mind,
but a robust constitution probably never sur
passed. His grandfather died at the age of
eighty-nine from an accident; was a hale and
hearty man, and apparently had in store many
years of active life. His father, who was a sea
faring man, was drowned at the age of sixty
seven, in the vigor of middle age, while his
mother is now living at the ripe age of seventy,
and can accomplish more work than most any
young woman of the present generation.
Mr. Fuller was born April 8th 1822, in Boston,

in whose common schools he was educated, and
he is an excellent example of the thoroughness
with which the rudimental branches of education
are there taught. He graduated at the Public,
High, and Latin schools of his native city, and
afterward entered Harvard University, and both
there and at school was always at the head of his
class and bore away the first prizes for scholar
ship and character. At the age of eighteen, in
accordance with the custom of a Yankee boy, he
was thrown upon his own resources. His father's
calling naturally throwing him into the company
of an adventurous class of people, he concluded
he would “go abroad.” Without any specific
purpose, he traveled extensively in Europe and
in this country before attaining his majority, and
so infatuated was he with the sea, that he then
shipped on board of a whaler as a foremast hand,
in which capacity he distinguished himself in the
performance of the most daring acts of duty, and

protected the sailors on board of his own and
other ships from the brutality of ignorant and
unprincipled officers. In the “watches below,”
he would read to his shipmates from instructive
books, and to the utter astonishment of the
officers, would occasionally interlard his colloquial
yarns with Latin quotations. During this voyage
he circumnavigated the globe and visited most of
the ports and islands of the Pacific. Returned
from this rough experience, his mind craving a
more intellectually active life than the ocean af
forded, he conceived that the West offered in
ducements to satisfy his ambition, and settled in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Characteristic of most all
of our self-made men, he signalized his advent in
this new field of labor by teaching school, which
honorable and useful employment he abandoned
for the onerous duties of a steamboat clerk on the
Western Lakes. Here he frequently distinguished
himself by discharging the duties not only of
clerk, but captain, mate, deck-hand and ladies'
man, and occasionally showed by his discipline on
the lower deck that the sympathy he expressed for
“poor Jack” partook largely of sentimentality.

His mind gradually developed, and his next
phase in life was as editor of the Milwaukee
Sentinel, at that time the leading Whig news
paper in the Northwest. Gen. Rufus King, son
of President Charles King, of Columbia College,
was his partner and co-editor. During this period,
as a representative of his newspaper, he traveled
extensively in different States of the Union, and
spent a winter in Washington; and his remarks
upon the public men and policy of the day, as
correspondent of his own paper, attracted marked
attention. As an evidence of the distinguished
consideration in which he was held by his party,
the administration of Gen. Taylor appointed him
a purser in the navy. In consequence of the
recklessness which at that time characterized his
disposition, he declined the appointment, and dis
posed of his interest in the Sentinel, deeming
that the newly opened gold-fields of California
were especially suited to his adventurous nature.
In common with many others, he found that
“distance lent enchantment to the view,” and
the result was a series of adventures, of small
triumphs and large misfortunes, which in the
hands of a Marryatt or Cooper would have afford
ed material for innumerable volumes of graphic
interest. He three times visited California : once
around the Horn, once across the Isthmus, and
once over the plains, returning home by way of
Panama, Nicaragua, and Mexico. Several of his
adventures from his own pen, striking and peril
ous in their nature, have embellished the pages of
some of our best periodicals and magazines.
While in California he edited a newspaper, and
was “smart enough to keep a hotel,” which last
employment can only be appreciated by those who
lived in the Golden State soon after the discovery
of its auriferous treasures. Possessed with the
impression that he had not reached his true posi
tion, he finally found himself in the city of New
York, the head-quarters of enterprise and intelli
gence, where he soon formed an association with
Col. Hiram Fuller, in the editorial management of
the Mirror, and was subsequently connected with
Frank Leslie's Illustrated JVewspaper, of which
he was associate editor for the first two years of
its publication.

---
The nomination of Col. Fremont for the Presi

dency, and his intimate personal acquaintance with
that distinguished gentleman, inspired Mr. Fuller
with a warm political enthusiasm; and in that
exciting canvass he was one of the most efficient
and practically useful stump speakers of the cam
paign. His success as a popular orator had de
termined him to enter upon the practice of law,
in which course he was cordially sustained by his
friends, who predicted for him eminent success.
Mr. Fuller's mind was now matured. The in

fluence which he exerted over the masses as a
| public speaker developed a latent power of which
he had heretofore been himself unconscious. He

| resumed his long neglected law studies, and soon
found in these so many new charms which were in
consonance with his tastes and feelings, that he ex
pressed gratification that he was not incumbered
with the onerous responsibilities incident to an
office, and that what seemed to him at one time a
severe loss, was only a temporary embarrassment,
and has proved to be a permanent advantage. In
stead of being a “scurvy politician,” he is now one
of the most promising men of the New York bar.
In 1857 he commenced his practice, and almost

immediately received a lucrative offer from
Horace H. Day to be his special attorney, and
entered at once upon the difficult practice of the
famous India rubber litigation and other patent
causes. It was now that Mr. Fuller and his
friends discovered that the vicissitudes of his pre
vious career, that the traveler, the sailor before
the mast, the hotel keeper in California, the clerk
on the Western steamboat, and the professional
editor, had all been tutoring his mind with knowl
edge of men and the ways of the world, which,
joined with the discipline of the legal profession,
gave him an invincible power. He seemedintui
tively to comprehend what was needed to en
lighten a judge, or gain the support or sympathy
of a jury. Under his treatment the complicated
manufacture of India-rubber was explained in the
court-room with a precision and clearness rarely
before attained, and the result has been that he
has succeeded in every patent litigation in which
he has been engaged, and in every State in which
he has tried a case.
The consolidation of India-rubber interests,

withdrew a large amount of business from the
courts, and Mr. Fuller finding that his time, here
tofore occupied with a specialty, would be but
partially employed, very judiciously selected for
a partner Leon Abbott, Esq., who for many years
had been engaged in the successful prosecution of
criminal and civil cases. As a prominent evidence
of the appreciation in which they are held by liti
gants in large and responsible cases, they have
been selected to prosecute the Great Eastern for
infringing an American patent. This caseinvolves
someof the most delicate questions of international
law that can affect great commercial nations.
To perfect health Mr. Fuller adds legal acumen,

great executive ability, an adamantine will, and
an unflagging energy. Mr. Fuller's theory in the
practice of law is

,

that legal success depends
upon judicious and untiring effort on the part of

the attorney for his client, and that that lawyer
achieves the greatest success at the bar who not
only presents the law to the court in the most
clear and concise manner, but who also elucidates
his case by felicitous illustrations drawn from the
incidents of every-day life.
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may be divided into three classes: First, those whose dispositions nat
urally accord, and who, consequently, are happy; secondly, those in
whom there are some feelings in harmony, but many in discord, and
who are in the medium state between happiness and misery; and,
thirdly, those between whose dispositions there are irreconcilable dif
ferences, and who are, in consequence, altogether unhappy in each
other's society.
Paley's views, if applied to persons who are bordering on the middle

line of like and dislike toward each other, would be sound. To hold
up to such persons extreme difficulty or impossibility in obtaining a dis
solution of the marriage tie, will present them with motives to cultivate
those feelings in which they agree; while to offer them easy means of
terminating it, might lead to a reckless aggravation of their quarrels.
But this is only one class, and their case does not exhaust the question.
Where the union is really accordant in nature, the facility of undoing

it will not alter its character, nor produce the desire to destroy the
happiness which it engenders. Where it is irremediably unsuitable
and unhappy, the sacrifice of the parties will not mend their own con
dition; and as the happy are safe in the attractions of a reciprocal af
ſection, the only persous who can be said to be benefited by the exam
ple of the inseparability of the wretched, are the class of waverers to

whom I have alluded. I humbly think that nature has attached not a

few penalties to the dissolution of the marriage tie, which may have
some effect on this class; and that these, aided by proper legal impedi
ments to the fulfillment of their caprices, might render the restraints

on them sufficient, without calling for the absolute sacrifice of their
completely unhappy brethren for the supposed public good.
Such a conclusion is greatly strengthened by the consideration that

the dispositions of children are determined, in an important de
gree, by the predominant dispositions of the parents, and that to pre
vent the separation of wretched couples is to entail misery on the off
spring, not only by the influence of example, but by the transmission

of ill-constituted brains—which is the natural result of the organs of the
lower feelings being maintained, by dissension, in a state of constant
activity in their parents.

The argument that an indissoluble tie presents motives to the exercise

of grave reflection before marriage, might be worthy of some consider
ation, if persons contemplating that state possessed adequate means of

rendering reflection successful; but while the law permits matrimonial
unions at ages when the parties are destitute of foresight (in Scotland,

in males at 14, and in females at 12), and while the system of moral and
intellectual education pursued in this country furnishes scarcely one
sound element of information to guide the judgment in its choice, the
argument is a mockery at once of reason and of human suffering. It

appears to me that until mankind shall be instructed in the views which

I am now advocating (in so far as experience shall prove them to be

sound), and shall be trained to venerate them as institutions of nature,
and to practice them in their conduct, they will not possess adequate
means of acting rationally and successfully in forming marriages.
While sources of error encompass them on every side, they ought not

to be deprived of the possibility of escaping from the pi
t

into which they
may have inadvertently fallen; and not only divorce for infidelity to the
marriage vow, but dissolution of marriage by voluntary consent, under
proper restrictions, and after due deliberation, should be permitted."
Having now considered the general subject of marriage, I proceed

to make some remarks on the duties of parents to their children.

* The RevisedStatutes of Massachusetts(Chap.76,Sec. 5) permitdivorce “for adul
tery, or defect in eitherparty, or wheneither of them is sentenced to confinement to hard
labor in theState Prison, or in anyjail or house of correction,for theterm of life, or for
sevenyears or more; andno pardongranted to the party so sentenced,after a divorce
for thatcause,shall restorethe party to his or herconjugalrights.” This last is a just
and humaneprovision; for it is calculatedfor therelief of theinnocentpartner of a con
firmedcriminal. When will the law of England contain a similar enactment? The
classwhich makesthe laws in Britain is not thatwhichsuppliescriminals to jails or

penal colonies,and it is often long beforethe meredictates of humanityand justice
promptthem to relievean inferiororderfrom an evil, the pressure of which is not ex
periencedby themselves.

Their first duty is to transmit sound constitutions, bodily and mental,

to their offspring ; and this can be done only by their possessing sound
constitutions themselves, and living in habitual observance of the natural
laws. Having already treated of this duty in discussing the constitution

of marriage, I shall not here revert to it. It is of high importance; be
cause, if great defects be inherent in children at birth, a life of suffer
ing is entailed on them : the iniquities of the fathers are truly visited

on the children, to the third or fourth generation, of those who hate
God by disobeying his commandments written in their frames. The
empirical condition of medical science is one great cause of the neglect

of the organic laws in marriage. Not only do medical men generally
abstain from warning ill-constituted individuals against marrying, but
many of them deliberately form unions themselves, which, on well-as
certained physiological principles, can not fail to transmit feebleness,
disease, and suffering to their own children. It is sufficient here to

disapprove of the selfishness of those who, for their own gratification,
knowingly bring into the world beings by whom life can not fail to be

regarded as a burden.

In the next place, parents are bound by the laws of nature to sup
port, educate, and provide for the welfare and happiness of their chil
dren. The foundation of this duty is laid in the constitution of the
mind. Philoprogenitiveness, acting along with Benevolence, gives the
impulse to its performance, and Veneration and Conscientiousness in
vest it with al

l

the sanctions of moral and religious obligation. When
these faculties are adequately possessed, there is in parents a strong
and never slumbering desire to promote the real advantage of their off
spring; and in such cases, only intellectual enlightenment and pecuni
ary resources are wanting to insure its complete fulfillment. Neglect
of, or indifference to

,

this duty, is the consequence of deficiency either

in Philoprogenitiveness, in the moral organs, or in both; and the con
duct of individuals thus unfavorably constituted should not be charged
against human nature as a general fault.
The views of Mr. Malthus on population may be adverted to in con

nection with the duty of parents to support their families. Stated sim
ply, they are these: The productive powers of healthy, well-fed, well
lodged, and well-clothed human beings are naturally so great, that fully
two children will be born for every person who will die within a given
time; and as a generation lasts about 30 years, at the end of that period
the population will of course be doubled. In point of fact, in the cir
cumstances here enumerated, population is observed actually to double
itself in twenty-five years. This rate of increase takes place in the
newly settled and healthy States of North America, independently of

immigration. To become aware of the effects which this power of

increase would produce in a country of circumscribed territory, like
Great Britain, we need resort only to a very simple calculation. If,

for example, Britain in 1800 had contained 12 millions of inhabitants,
and this rate of increase had taken place, the population in 1825 would
have amounted to 24 millions; in 1850 it would amount to 48 millions;

in 1875 to 96 millions; in 1900 to 192 millions; and in 1925 to 384
millions; and so on, always doubling every twenty-five years. Now
Malthus maintained that food can not be made to increase in the same
proportion; we can not extend the surface of Britain, for nature has
fixed its limits; and no skill or labor will suffice to augment the pro
ductive powers of the soil in a ratio doubling every twenty-five years.
As the same power of increase exists in other countries, similar obser
vations are applicable to them. He, therefore, drew the conclusion,
that human beings (in the absence of adequate means of emigration,
and of procuring food from foreign countries) should restrain their pro
ductive powers, by the exercise of their moral and intellectual faculties;

in other words, should not marry until they are in possession of suffi
cient means to maintain and educate a family; and he added, that if

this rule were generally infringed, and the practice of marrying early
and exerting the powers of reproduction to their full extent became
common, in a densely peopled country, Providence would check the
increase by premature deaths, resulting from misery and starvation.
This doctrine has been loudly declaimed against; but its merits may

—sº
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be easily analyzed. The domestic affections are powerful, and come
early into play, apparently to afford a complete guarantee against ex
tinction of the race; but along with them, we have received moral
sentiments and intellect, bestowed for the evident purpose of guiding
and restraining them, so as to lead them to their best and most perma
ment enjoyments. Now, what authority is there from nature for
maintaining that these affections alone are entitled to emancipation from
moral restraint and intellectual guidance; and that they have a right to
pursue their own gratification from the first moment of their energetic
existence to the last, if only the marriage vow shall have been taken
and observed? I see no foundation in reason for this view. From the
imperfections of our moral education we have been led to believe that,
if a priest solemnize a marriage, and the vow of fidelity be observed,
there is no sin, although there may be imprudence or misfortune, in
rearing a family for whom we are unable to provide. But if we believe
in the natural laws, as institutions of the Creator, we shall be satisfied
that there is great sin in such conduct. We know that nature has
given us strong desires for property, and has fired us with ambition, the
love of splendor, and other powerful longings; yet no rational person
argues that these desires may, with propriety, be gratified when we
have not the means of legitimately doing so; or that any ecclesiastical
ceremony or dispensation can then render such gratification allowable.
Why, then, should the domestic affections form an exception to the
universal rule of moral guidance and restraint 1
Mr. Sadler, a writer on this subject, argues, that marriages naturally

become less prolific as the population becomes more dense, and that in
this way the consequences predicted by Malthus are prevented. But
this is trifling with the question; for the very misery of which Malthus
speaks is the cause of the diminished rate of increase. This diminu
tion may be owing either to fewer children being born, or to more
dying early, in a densely than in a thinly peopled country or district.
The causes why fewer children are born in densely peopled countries
are easily traced; some parents, finding subsistence difficult of attain
ment, practice moral restraint and marry late; others who neglect this
precaution are, by the competition inseparable from that condition, op
pressed with cares and troubles, whereby the fruitfulness of marriage
is diminished—but these are instances of misery attending on a dense
state of population. Again, it is certain that in such circumstances the
mortality of children is greater; but this also is the result of the con
fined dwellings, imperfect nutrition, depressed energies, and care and
anxiety which, through competition, afflict many parents in that social
condition. If the opponents of Malthus could show that there is a law
of nature by which the productiveness of marriage is diminished in
proportion to the density of the population, without an increase of
misery, they would completely refute his doctrine. This, however,
they can not do

.

A healthy couple, who marry at a proper age, and
live in comfort and plenty, are able to rear as numerous and vigorous a

family in the county of Edinburgh, which is densely peopled, as in the
thinly inhabited county of Ross. Mr. Malthus, therefore, does well in

bringing the domestic affections, equally with our other faculties, under
the control of the moral and intellectual powers.

A reflected light of the intentions of nature in regard to man may
frequently be obtained by observing the lower animals. Almost al

l

the
lower creatures have received powers of increasing their numbers far
beyond the voids made by death in the form of natural decay. If w

e

consider the enormous numbers of sheep, cattle, fowls, hares, and
other creatures, in the prime of life, that are annually slaughtered fo

r

human sustenance, and recollect that the stock of those existing is

never diminished, we shall perceive that if every one of these animals
which is produced were allowed to live and propagate, in a very few
years a general desolation, through scarcity of food, would overtake
them al

l. It is intended that these creatures should be put to death,
and used as food. Now man, in so far as he is an organized being,
closely resembles these creatures, and in the instincts in question he is

constituted exactly as they are. But he has obtained the gift of reason,
and instead of being intended to be thinned by the knife and violence,

like the animals, he is invited to increase his means of subsistence by
his skill and industry, and to restrain his domestic affections by his
higher powers of morality and reflection, whenever he reaches the
limits of his food. As the mental organs may be enlarged or diminished

in the course of generations by habitual exercise or restraint, it is prob
able that, in a densely peopled and highly cultivated nation, the organs

of the domestic affections may diminish in size and activity, and that a

less painful effort may then suffice to restrain them than is at present
necessary, when the world is obviously young, and capable of con
taining vastly more inhabitants than it yet possesses.
The next duty of parents is

,
to preserve the life and health of their

children after birth, and to place them in circumstances calculated to

develop favorably their physical and mental powers. It is painful to

contemplate the extent to which human ignorance and wickednes
cause this duty to be neglected. “A hundred years ago,” says Dr. A.
Combe, “when the pauper infants of London were received and
brought up in the workhouses, amid impure air, crowding, and want

of proper food, not above one in twenty-four lived to be a year old; so

that out of 2,900 annually received into them, 2,690 died. But when
the conditions of health came to be a little better understood, and an
act of Parliament was obtained obliging the parish officers to send the
infants to nurse in the country, this frightful mortality was reduced to

450, instead of 2,600!" In 1781, when the Dublin Lying-in Hospital
was imperfectly ventilated, “every sixth child died within nine days
after birth, of convulsive disease; and after means of thorough ventilation
had been adopted, the mortality of infants, within the same time, in

five succeeding years, was reduced to nearly one in twenty.” Even
under private and maternal care, the mortality of infants is extraordi
nary. “It appears from the London bills of mortality, that between a

fourth and a fifth of al
l

the infants baptized die within the first two
years of their existence. This extraordinary result is not a part of

the Creator's designs; it does not occur in the case of the lower ani
mals, and must therefore have causes capable of removal.” It is the
punishment of gross ignorance and neglect of the organic laws. Before
birth, the infant lives in a temperature of 98, being that of the mother:

at birth it is suddenly ushered into the atmosphere of a cold climate;
and among the poorer classes through want, and among the richer
through ignorance or inattention, it is often left very inadequately
protected against the effects of this sudden change. In the earlier
stages of infancy, improper food, imperfect ventilation, deficient clean
liness, and want of general attention, consign many to the grave; while

in childhood and youth, great mischief to health and life are often oc
casioned by direct infringements of the organic laws. In a family
which I knew well, two sons, of promising constitutions, had slept du
ring the years of youth in a very small bed-closet, with a window con
sisting of a single pane of glass, which was so near to the bed that it

could never be opened with safety to their lungs during the night.
Breathing the atmosphere of so small an apartment, for seven or eight
hours in succession, directly tended to bring down the vigor of their
respiratory organs, and to injure the tone of their whole systems. The
effect of this practice was to prepare the lungs to yield to the first un
favorable influence to which they might be exposed; and accordingly,
when such occurred, both fell victims to pulmonary disease. Similar
cases are abundant; and the ignorance which is the root of the evil is

the more fatal, because the erroneous practices which undermine the
constitution operate slowly and insidiously; and even after the results
are seen, their causes are neither known nor suspected. For many
years, a lady known to me was troubled with frequent and severe
headaches, which she was unable to get rid off; but having been in
structed in the functions of the lungs, the constitution of the atmos
phere, and the bad effects of improper food and a sedentary life, she
removed from a very confined bed-room which she had long occupied,

to one that was large and airy—she took regular exercise in the open
air, and practiced discrimination with respect to her food; and after
these precautions, her general health became good, and headaches
seldom annoyed her. This improvement lasted for upward of ten
years, when a severe domestic calamity overtook her; brought back
the disordered action of the stomach and head, and consigned her at

last to a premature grave.

* Physiologyapplied to Healthand Education.
[to be continued]
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A. L. A. D Y 'E EXA M P L. E .
A young lady of our acquaintance, in England,

Miss Carbutt, though well off pecuniarily, feels
that she must do something, and that she has noright to lead a useless life. She has a great taste
for teaching as well as the talent for imparting
knowledge, and she takes these indications of na
ture as suggestions of duty. She has, therefore,
opened a school, and conducts it with as much in
terest and faithfulness as if her standing in soci
ety and her means of support depended on her
success in teaching.
An aged Quaker lady once said to us that “the

ornaments of the gay world would comfortably
clothe the poor;” and we remark that the unoc
cupied and wasted talent, time, and knowledge of
the idle rich would, if properly applied, educate
every poor and ignorant person in any country;
and these same unoccupied rich peoplewould find
it a new and eminent source of happiness to them
selves. The want of something to do, and the con
sciousness of not being useful, have robbed many
thousands of happiness who had al

l

its conditionswithin their reach. To all, then, we say, do something ! be useful! Imitate our great, munificentFather, whose very being, like the sun in theheavens, is poured out in ceaseless and limitlessprofusion of good. Nor does he stop to find theclean, the educated, the rich, the happy, the re
spectable—but in His boundless mercy bends tothe neglected, the lowly, and the vicious, to raise
them up and to do them good.----
EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCE.

weight, sIZE, AND ORDER ACTIVE.

A young man named Leotard, son of the pro
prietor of a gymnastic establishment at Marseilles, has struck out for himself a new descrip
tion of exercise of a most daring character. Three
trapezes, or pieces of wood about five feet long,
are suspended from ropes attached to the extrem
ities, hung from the roof of the circus—one in the
center, and the others at about forty feet distance

at each side. Leotard ascends to a small plat
form arranged for him above the place where the
musicians sit, over the passage for the horses into
the ring. The trapeze nearest to him being put in

motion, he catches it as it flies up, and then, after
balancing himself carefully, seizes it with both
hands and darts into open space. After flying to

the utmost extent of the ropes, he comes back
with the recoil, and alights in safety on the spot
from which he started. When he has done this
two or three times, to show that the exercise is

mere sport to him, he again launches himself into
mid-air, but not this time to return, as before ;

for when the trapeze has reached its farthest
point he suddenly lets go his hold, and, borne
on by the impetus imparted, seizes the second
trapeze, which in its turn carries him for
ward to the length of its rope, where he again
quits it, springs to the third trapeze, and borne
forward by it, alights on another platform on the
opposite side of the circus, and in face of that from
which he had started. It is quite impossible to

describe the effect produced by this wonderful
series of aerial flights, all effected with the most
perfect nicely and precision. But what follows is

still more striking. The performer again seizes
the third trapeze, and flinging himself forward as

before, flies to its farthest limit, and then quitting

it, springs to the second, which, however, he does
not leave, but permits it to fly back toward thethird; then as it descends, since his back is to
ward the trapeze which he quitted the momentbefore, he all at once lets go with both hands, andturning in the air, seizes it again in time to meet
the third, by catching which he again reaches theplatform. He performs several other feats of anequally original character, but the last which heeffects transcends them all. Once more ascend
ing to the platform above the orchestra, he springs
forward hanging by the hands to the trapeze, andquitting it as it approaches the end of its range,
he gives a summersault in the air, and seizes the
second trapeze as it descends. When it is consid
ered how truly brain, eye, and muscle must respond to each other in these performances, thewhole exhibition must be pronounced one of the
most extraordinary that has ever been seen of itspeculiar description. Leotard, it is said, never
before appeared in public, but was accustomed togo through these feats when instructing the pupilsat his father's establishment.

E M P L O Y M. E. N
. T.

AFTER harvest, the dwellers in the country
usually enjoy a respite from their more arduous
labors, which many improve by selling books.

In this way they not only find a pleasant and
profitable occupation, but have an opportunity to

travel and learn of men and manners from obser
vation.
By the usual public conveyanceswe are whirled

so rapidly through the country we can see very
little of it, and we return from a journey of a
thousand miles but very little wiser than when
we started. With a few good books with whichto favor purchasers, one need not heed the injunction, to “put money in thy purse,” but can
set out on a trip through the County or State,combining pleasure with profit, and return after aweek, a month, or a year, a wiser and a richer man.
We have prepared, for the further instructionof those desiring to set out on such a tour, a circular which will give them more definitely our

ideas on the subject, together with a list of valuable, interesting, and popular books, such aswill prove of ready sale—which circular we shall

be happy to send to any address on application.
Address Fowler ANDWELLs, 308Broadway, N.Y.-------
CoRN IN THE BLADE. Poems, and Thoughts inProse. ByCrammondKennedy. With an Introductionby C. B. Conant. New York: Derby & Jackson.218pages.
This firstbook of the“Boy Preacher,” of whomeverybodyhasheard, is a verycreditableaffair,especiallywhen

weconsiderthatmany of thepoeticaleffusionswerewrit
tenwhenhewasbutfifteenyears of age. We confessoursurprisethatthework contains so muchthat is reallyelegant in conceptionandmeritorious in composition,andregardthis first effort as an assurance of decidedexcellence in the future. The work contains a beautifulsteelengravedlikeness of the author, is on the whole handsomelygottenup,anddeservesan extendedcirculation.-->---
SEwing MACHINEs.--Whatever tends to lightenphysicallabor,andespeciallywhatevercontributes to les

senthelabor of woman, is deserving ofourparicular atten
tion. This is anage of inventions,and ofall theinventions

of thisinventiveagenonehasdone so much to emancipate
womanfrom thethraldom of hard labor as the Sewing
Machine. So essentialhave theybecomethat no wellorganizedhousehold is consideredcompletewithoutone.
There aremanyvarieties of thishouseholdindispensable,differing in degrees of merit from first-rate to good-fornothing. Among the first-rates is classedtheGrover &Baker Machine,advertised in anothercolumn. We havefrequentlyheard it commendedby some of our friendswho have it in use,whoseem to befirmlyconvincedthatit is thebestin theworld.
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R. P. C.—I have a strong constitution, am notvery fleshy,but haveanundueamount of blood,which isquiteoppressive.

1. What kinds of foodaremostblood productive,andwhat least?andwhat should be myhabitsand mode ofliving to diminishthissanguinarytendency?
Ans. Your dietshouldconsistchiefly of solidbreadandfruit; be carefuland notover-eat. Take nomoredrink

thanactualthirstdemands,andavoidall thirstprovokingcondiments, as salt,sugar,spices,etc.; especiallyavoidallgreasyarticles,coffee,andtea.

2. Would it beadvisablefor a youngman of twenty-twoto leavethefarm to work in a cottonfactory, in order tocultivatemoderateContinuity?
Ans. No ; for no part of the business,exceptweaving,would tend to thatresult. You hadbetterstick to thefarm.

J. W. G.-1. What organs will counteract thedeficiency of Eventuality ?

Ans. None. Hearing,feeling,etc.,help a blindman,but
do notfully compensatefor loss of sight.

2. What temperament is a personwith fair hair, blueeyes,andfair skin?
Ans. Any work on Phrenologywill tell you the Sanguine or Vital, with theMental or Nervoustemperament,prevails in such.

8. Can a personbe a good speakerwith large Language,Ideality,andSublimity,andsmall Eventuality ?

Ans. He wouldnot be a goodextemporaneousspeaker,
becausehecouldnotrecall facts,incidents, or eventswith
sufficientclearnessandrapidity to supplythematerialforfreeutterance.
E. M. G.--When an individual is under the

influence of mesmerism,cananorganwhich is small,andwhich has not been cultivated,be brought into activeexercise? And if so,couldnot mesmerismbe usedwithgreatadvantage in cultivatinganddevelopingthoseorganswhicharesmalland inactive?
Ans. The mesmericstate is inducedby externaleffort,

which beingwithdrawnlets the personacteduponbackto his normalstate. The excitement of an organunder
suchinfluencesmakes it moresusceptible to normalexcitement,butwewould not predicateany considerablepermanency of influencefromsuch a source. Liquor makessomemenloving, othersreligious,othersquarrelsome,butwhenthesteamgoesdowntheexcitementsubsides.
J. J. L.--1. What temperament had the “greatDr. Johnson,” and what werehis leadingphrenologicalorgans?
Ans. Wital-Mentaltemperament.Intellectual organs,

with FirmnessandCombativenessprominent.

2. Is bashfulnessa commendabletrait, or is it ratheranindication of thewant of harmonyamongthefaculties?
Ans. This trait is becomingobsolete in thesedays. It

is the result of inharmoniousdevelopments or exclusion
fromsociety. CautiousnessandApprobativeness in excesswithmoderateCombativenessandSelf-Esteem is a commoncauseof diffidence.

8. In yourJoub NAL,and in youroralexaminations,yousometimesstate of personsthat haveSecretivenesslargethat they are transparent. In such statementswhat ismeantby transparency?
Anº. We donot so describepersons,for it couldhardlybetrue. TransparencycomesfrommoderateSecretiveness.

4. Can you describe in yourJoub NAL a cheapprocesswherebyanypersoncanmakeplasterbusts?
Ans. We have so done alreadyseveral times in yearspast. Any dentistwill tell you the outlines,andpractice

will do therest. You shouldnotbeginwith a living subject, butratherlearn to takecasts of plain,commonthings.

5. Is notthediseasecalledHypochondriasisdependentpartlyon theexcessiveanddeficientdevelopment of particularorgans? Are notHope,Destructivene-s,etc.,small,and Cautiousnesslarge, in suchcases?
Ans. Yes, with a nervous,billous temperament,andgenerallytheaddition of dyspepsia.

W. A.-Will you please inform me through yourJournal how youascertainthedegree of activity? I believe you have not explainedthis in any of your works.I first supposed it was determinedby the temperament,or thesharpness of thephrenologicalorgans.
Ans. If you will look into the Self-Instructor,under

thehead of “Activity,” old edition,page 19, or newand
revisededition,page45,you will find a prettyfull expla
nation of how to judge of activity. This explanation is

morethantenyearsold, andhasbeen as wide y published

as anythingwe everwrote. Length,spareless,and finenesscombinedare theconditionswhich produceactivity.
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HINTS TOWARD PHYSICAL PER

FECTION;
OR, the PHILosophy of HUMAN BEAUTY ;

showING How to Acquire AND RETAIN
BodiLY SYMMETRY, HEALTH, AND WIgor ;
SEcur E LoNG LIFE ; AND Avoid THE INFIRM
ITIES AND DEFor Mitres of Age. By D. H.
Jacques. New York: Fowleh AND WELLs.
Price, $1.

A new edition of this widely-known and popular
work calls for a few words addressed to those who

are not already familiar with its design and
scope.
Its great aim is to promote the physical im

provement and well-being of the race—to show
man how to be strong, active, and efficient—in a
word, to be manly—and woman how to acquire

and retain the freshness, symmetry, beauty, and
grace of perfect womanhood. To this end the

author has brought to bear upon his subject the
highest and most novel truths of physiology,
hygiene, mental science, and esthetics, popular
izing them, and showing their practical applica

tion to the physical regeneration of man.
Beginning by inculcating correct ideasof beauty,

our author proceeds to show on what it depends,
and how it may be gained or lost—how pre-natal
conditions, maternal influences, mental culture,

and moral training, the emotionsand passions, the
fine arts, social conditions and occupations,

climate and locality affect human configuration,

It is shown that it is as clearly within our power

to be beautiful as to be healthy or good—in fact,

that beauty is but another name for health, or
goodness, of form and perfection of functional
action. The secret of beauty, then, is simply the
secret of health of body and soul. The means to
attain this is laid before us in a lucid manner and

in a popular form.
The heads of the chapters, which follow, will

indicate to someextent the scopeof the book:

Chap.I.-Structure of theHumanBody; Chap.II.-The
Perfect Man and Woman; Chap. III.-The Tempera
ments; Chap. IV.-Laws of HumanConfiguration;Chap.
W.—Embryology;Chap. VI.-Childhood; Chap.VII.
Effectsof MentalCulture; Chap.WIII–Moral and Emo
tional Influences;Chap IX.-Social ConditionsandOc
cupations; Chap. X.-Effects of Climate and Locality;
Chap.XI.-Direct PhysicalCulture; Chap.XII.—Practi
cal Hygiene; Chap. XIII.-Womanhood; Chap.XIV.
The Secret of Longevity; Chap. XW.—The Arts of
Beauty; Chap.XVI—External Indicationsof Figure.

We mos' earnestly commend this interesting
and remarkable work to all our readers, and es
pecially to young men and young women. Your
collection of books, large or small, is incomplete

without this. Young man, your learning and
talents are vain without health and physical
vigor. Manliness in its broadest signification is
the only sure basis of successin life or in love. It
is yours, if you will but make use of the means
within your power to gain it. Young woman, you
appreciate the worth of beauty and womanly at
tractiveness. You desire to possessthem, and are
not wrong in the desire. This work is especially

addressed to you. A single chapter in it will be

worth to you a hundred times the cost of thewhole.
Buy it, read it, study it, practice its teachings, if

you would be true to your destiny and accomplish
aright your mission as maiden, wife, and mother.

3 httrfistments.
Anvertiskm ENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesent to thePublisherson or be
fore the10th of the monthprevious to the one in which
theyare to appear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesent in at once.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecents a line eachinsertion.

TO THE BOOK AND STATIONERY TRADE.
~

SUPERior ENVELOPES,
Made by Machinery.

SAMUEL R A YN OR,
118WILLIAM STREET,NEw York,

Begs leave to call theattention of Booksellers,Stationers,
andall others, to theExtensiveAssortment,and SuperiorQuality of Envelopes,manufacturedbyhim.
The kinds embraceeverydesirablestyle and color of

Letter,Note,Official or Legal, Port-Folio, Pay,Wedding,
and Drug #nvelopes. Also, Opaque and Cloth Lined.
All madeandgummed in themostperfectmanner.
Also, Writing §§...} etter,BathNoteand

Bulet,with LegalCap,Counting-HouseCap,andBill §:sold at mill prices. All offered at the lowest possible
prices,on theusualcredit, or a discountoff for cash.
Samples,with tradelist of prices,furnishedwhen re

quested,andsentby mailfree of postage.
BooksellersandStationersfromall parts of thecountry

are invited to call when in the city, and examinehis
stock.
SAMUEL RAYNOR, 118William Street,NewYork.

THR GRovKR AND BAKER

S E W IN G M A C H IN E.
THE BEST IN THE WORLD !

For families to use that desire a stitch unrivaled for
BEAUTY, ELASTICITY, and STRENGTH. This ma
chine sews equallywell on all fabrics: muslin,cotton,
linen,woolencloth,etc.; fromthefinestSWISS MUSLIN
up to theHEAVIEST BEAVER CLOTH or LEATHER.

It finishesits own work, which is moredurablethanany
fabric,runs at a quicker rate of speedthan any other, is

very simple in its construction,easily understood,and
with proper managementNEveR GETsout of REPAIR.
Making a stitchpeculiar to itself,

THE CELEBRATED DOUBLE LOCK STITCH,

It is impossible to make any improvement o
n thelatter,

and all othermachinesbeinginferior, it claimsuniversal
favor as
THE UN RIVAL ED GROW E R & B A K E R S.

Such a machine,“one of our Household gods,” is now
considered as essential to thecomfort of a well-regulated
family as “FIRE IN WINTER,” or “LAMPS AFTER
TWILIGHT.”
We only desire that every oneshall give it a fair and

impartial examination,consciousthat its own superior
meritswill be apparent to everydiscerningeye.

495BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
tº SEND FOR A CIRCULAR. Lºa

SPALDING's PREPAREd GLUE.
From theHomeJournal, NEw York, Aug. 27,1859.
Among the many apparent trifles continually beingbrought to the surfacefrom the ideal under-world of the

unknown, thereare occasionallysimplearticlescosting
but little in detail,but whosecombinedbenefits,useful:
ness,andeconomy of timeand moneyaggregateon the
basis of millions. Suchanarticle is SPALDING'sPREPARED
GLUE. Its usesareinnumerable,and as its cost is next to

nothing,the demandfor it is universal. It is prepared
with chemicals,andusedcold—requiringbut littſeskill or

timefor itsapplication.
Manufacturedby H

.
C. SPALDING & Co.,

48 CedarStreet,New York.
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AN ExPOSITION
of THE

Swedish MoveMENT-CURE.
EMBRACING

The History and Philosophy of this system of Medical
Treatment,with examples of Single Movements,and
directionsfor their use in variousformsof Chronic Dis
ease,forming a completemanual of exercises; together

A SUMMARY OF Tºrriº OF GENERAL
H ---

By GEorge H. TAYLoR,A.M. M.D., Principal Physician

to theRemedialHygienic Institute of New York City.
Price, post-paid,$125. Address

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

THE WAY. To Avoid
the Pains and Perils of Girlhood andWomanhood. Womanhoodare pointedoutin HINTS
TOWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION.
Price, $1,bymail.

VALUABLE Books BY MAIL.
Copies of anyworkwill besentbymail, postagepaid,on
receipt of theprice.
Metal-Worker'sAssistant............. --------- $400
Hand-Bookfor Engineers..................... 1 50
Overmanon theManufactureof Iron.......... 5 00
AmericanMiller... ---------------------------- 1 00
Cabinet-Maker'sCompanion...... ------------- 75
Builder’s O.
Dyer’s do
Paper-Hanger's do.
Turner's do
Cotton-Spinner's do.
Machinist's,Engineer's,etc.,Companion.-----. 1 25

Mechanics,theirPrinciplesandPracticalApplications............................... ---
Millwright'sGuide,withº Illustrations.... 2 50

Fowler AND WELLs
808Broadway,New York.

HINTS TowARD PHYs
ICAL PERFECTION: Or, THE PHILos

Perfections ority or fººt Bºurº Tshowing How

to Acquire and Retain Bodily Symmetry,Health,andVigor: SecureLong Life; and
Avoid the Infirmities and Deformitiesof
Age. By D

.
H
. Jacques. An originaland

deeplyinterestingwork, repletewith won
derfulfacts,andpresentingmanynovelap

Perfection, ſplications of the highesttruths of physi
ology, hygiene, mental science,and es
thetics to human improvements. It com
mendsitself to all for whomhealth,beauty,
andlong life haveanyattractions,andes:pecially to Woman,whether as a wife and
mother, or as aº I.". withmore than twenty Plates and numerousPerfection,
Wood-Cuts. Price, $1.Fowler: AND WELLs,

808Broadway,New York.

How To LIVE ; OR, DomESTIO
ECONOMY ILLUSTRATED.

USEFUL LESSONS IN HOUSEKEEPING,
showing

How to Livs, How To HAVE,
How to GAIN, How To BE HAPPY.

Including the story of the needlewomanwho supported
herselfandfour childrenon

A DIME A DAY.
No man,woman, or child can read this bookwithout

beinginterestedandinstructed in its lessons of economy

in thingsthatpertain to every-daylife in everyfamily
Price, post-paid, 75 centsFowie R AND WELLs,

808Broadway,New York.

THE PHRENoLogiCAL BUST,
designedespeciallyforLearners;showingthe

\ exactlocation of al
l

theOrgans of theBrain,
lully developed,whichwill enableeveryone

to studythesciencewithoutan instructor. It

may be packedand sen"with safetyby ex
press, or as freight(not by mail), to anypart

of theworld. Price,includingbºx for pack
ing, only ºf .5

,

"Föwfºr: "AND wefts.
“This is one of themostingeniousinventions o

f theage.

A castmade of plaster of Paris,thesize of thehumanhead,
on which the exactlocation of each of the Phrenological
Organs is represented,fullydeveloped,withall thedivisions
andclassifications.Thosewhocannot obtaintheeervices

of a professormay learn, in a vily short time,fromthis
modelhead,thewholescience o

f Phrenology, so far as the
ocations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. Y

. Daily Sun.

Do N'T VENTURE INTO THE
Water withoutfirst studyingthe SWIMMER'S GUIDE.
Price only 12 cents. FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,NewYork.
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ALL THE REQUISITEs For
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, AND HY
DROPATHIC LECTURERS AND PRACTITIONERS

may ee ordered orFow L E R A N D w E L I, s,
By Mail or Elepress.

PHYSIOLOGY.
A beautifulsetof anatomicaland physiologicalplates,

six in number,mountedon canvasand rollers,or color
ed. Price,$12.
Also, Lambert'sAnatomicalChartson rollers,colored,

six in theset. Price,, Weber's ditto, size of life, eleven in the set.Price, $25.Manikins,from$825to$1,000each.
Skeletons—Frenchwired—readyfor use, from $85 toeach.

HYDROPATHY.
Dr. Trall's Encyclopedia....... .38 00
Dr. Shew'sFamily Physician.... -- 2 50
Water-Curein ChronicDiseases........... ... 1 50
DomesticPractice of Hydropathy.................. 1 50
Water-CureLibrary, sevenvolumes,andotherstandardworks.
The New Pockets 8 50
BreastPumns.......... ... 2 00
NippleShield...................................... 0 87

PHRENOLOGY.
Specimensfor SocietiesandPrivateCabinets. Fortyof

ourbestSpecimens,size of Life. Cast from the heads ofJohn §§ Adams,Aaron Burr, GeorgeCombe,ElihuBurritt, T. H. Benton,HenryClay,Rev. Dr.Dodd,Thomas
A. Emmett,Dr. Gall, SylvesterGraham, J. C. Neal, Silas
Wright, Black Hawk, Osceola,etc., etc. They can bepackedand sent as freight or expresswith safety. Price,only $25forfortycasts.
Also, Fowler'sPhrenology,Combe'sPhrenology,PhrenologicalCharts,andmarkedBusts.CrayonHeads...... -- ---- -- - - - - -- - -- - -- -- -$1 50 to $3 00

WaterColor Heads........................ 8 00 “ 5 00
Oil Color Heads........................... 4 00 “ 8 00

SHOULD ORDER A sup
Every ply OF HINTS TOWARD PHYSICAL

PERFECTION; or, The Philosophy orHUMANBEAUTY, as it will be extensivelyBookseller advertisedandeverywhere in demand.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

80sBroadway,New York.
Every student AND conversATIONIST needs
THE RIGHT Word IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocket DictionARY or SYNoNYMs,Trch
NICALTERMs,ABBREviations, FoREIGNPHRAses,etc.,
etc.,with a Chapteron Punctuationand Proof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterandspeakerwho would say exactlywhat he means,and
neithermorenor less,and say it in thebestway. Price,50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.-

N
o Familyshould be withoutone.

NEw AND IMPROVEd SYRINGEs.
—The best ever offered to the public, and at reducedrices.
Having madearrangementswith themanufacturers,we

shallkeep a supply of a reallygood
and soundSyriageforsale. Many

t heretofore in marketweremadeof

a bad and rottenrubber,and did
not give satisfaction. Those now
offeredarewarranted.
Weshall send by mail,post-paid,

either No. 1 or No. 2 for +225.

& Water-CureEstablishments,Druggists, and thosewho buy to sellagain,furnished at a liberal dis
count. Cash orders promptly at

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

tendedto.

THE NEw ILLISTRATED SELF-IN
structor IN PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSIology,with more than a Hundred EngravedPortraits of Re.
markable Men and Women. his excellentpracticalwork, writtenfortheinformationandimprovement of a l,embraces,among other topics: THE LAws of LIFE :Hereditary Influences; Health – How to Preserve it;Temperaments—illustrated;Signs of CHARACTER;Prin
ciplesand Proofs of Phrenºlºgy ; AnalysisandClassifica
tion of the Faculties; and a Chart forRecordingExami
nations. A handy12movol.,revisedandenlarged,bound
with gilt backanº!sides. Prepaid bymail, only 50 cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS,808 Broadway,New York.

Gymnastles | SEE CHAPTER ON THIS
Subject,with numerousPlates and

for Wood.Cuts, in HINTS TOWARDPhysical PERFECTION. Price,

in muslimgilt,$1.1Boys and Men. º: ND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

OFFICE FOR PATENTs.
Fowler AND WELLs”

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY.
Our patentbusiness is conductedby Mr. Thomas P.

How (author of thewell-knownand popularsynºpsis of

patentlaw,“How to Get a Patent”),aided by anableandexperiencedcorps of assistants,both at homeandabroad.
ELEven years of experience(onthe part of Mr. How) in

thebusiness,and theresidence at Washington of an emi
nentlycarefulandefficientexamining§. formerlyemployed in the United StatesPatent ce,and familiar
with its details,enableus to offer to inventorsunusualfacilitiesfor the transactionof theirbusiness. When it is

consideredthat a patent of ordinaryvalue is worth sev
eral thousands of dollars, it is unnecessary to saythat the
carefulmanagement of anapplicationtherefor is a matter

of greatimportance to the inventor,especiallywhen it is

known thathundreds of applicationsare rejectedentirely

in consequence of not beingproperlypreparedand pre
sented.‘F. performthis service in a mannersafe to theinventor,requires a thoroughknowledge of patentlaw, a

clearperceptionandunderstanding of mechanicalaction,years of experienceandcarefuldeliberativeconsideration.
Ourpatentbusinesshasbeenunder its presentmanage
mentsincethelatterpart of the year1856,duringwhich
time it hasincreased to severaltimes its previousmagni
tude,and a largeportion of it latelyhasconsisted of casesinvolvingseverecontests,and thediscussionandsolution

of difficultanduntroddenquestions of patentlaw,both in

the Patent Office and beforethe Judges of the United
StatesCircuit Court.
Advice IN REGARDto THE Novelty ANDPATENTABIL

ITY OFAN INVENTION

is givenfree of chargeupon receipt of sufficientdescrip
tion and sketch or model. In a majority of casesour
knowledge of previousinventionsenables us to givesatisfactoryinformation to inventorswithout the expense of

specialsearch.
PRELIMINARYExAMINATIONs

are,however,made in caseswhich involve considerabledoubt,for theusualfee of fivedollars,except in casesof
extremeandunusual co “plicationand difficulty. These
examinationsare carefully made and elaboratelyre
ported.

APPLICATIONSFor PATENTs
are preparedby us with great care,not only to obtain a
patent,butalso to protectthe inventorswhenthe patent
shall havebeensecured. Particularattention is paid by
us to

APPEALsAND INTERFERENCEs,
and difficultand contestedcases of everyclass. Cases
which havebeenrejected,examined,andadvicegivenfor
the usual fee of five dollars. Many ºpplicationswhich
havebeenrefusedeitherfromthewant of properpresent
ation, or from oversighton the part of the department.. with skillful managementby an experience
solicitorbe prosecuted to a successfulissue—afactwhich

is provedby constantexperience,Applicationsfor extensionsand reissues,additionalimº and caveats, promptly and carefully atndedto.
Centrally located in our commercialmetropolis,andhavinganableandexperiencedagent at theseat of Government,weareable to offermorethanusualfacilitiesfor

thetransaction of business in this country in relation to

patents;whileourarrangementsabroadenable us to se
cureforeignpatentson the mostsatisfactoryterms. Ourpresentarrangementsaresuchthatwe§§ for thefutureto keeppacewiththedemands of the public for our services,and it shall beourPº. toattendwith careandpromptness to thewants of inventors.Communications in

reference to inventions,patents, or patentlaw carefully
consideredandpromptlyattendedto.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,NewYork.

IF YOU DESIRE To
“live all yourdays” in health,happiness,

Long Life. and usefulness,consult HINTS TOWARD
PHYSICAL PERFECTION. Price $1.

FOWL ER AND WELLS,
8.8 Broadway,New York.

THE MILLwRIGHT AND MILLER's
GUIDE, illustratedby twenty-eightdescriptiveplates,
with additions and corrections. A valuablework. In
onelargevolume. Sheep,prepaidbymail,$2.75.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

*EDU CATION CoMPLETE.—Con
taining Physiology, Animal and Mental; Memory, and
Intellectual Improvement,and Self-Culture, and Per
fection of Character,with Illustrations. One large vol
ume. Price $2. FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,NewYork, Publishers.
“‘Self-Made, or Never Made,’ is the motto of the au

thor. This is a capitalwork,and, in our opinion,thebest

of thekind in the English language. No individual can
read a page of it withoutbeing improvedthereby. We
wish it were in the hands of everyyoungmanandwoman
in America.”—common-SchoolJourna
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REPORTERs' PHONoGRAPHIC Books.
hox.T. H

.

BENToxsaid,“had PnonnanArmybeenknown40yearsago, it wouldhavesavedMk 20 YEARshanoLanos.”
Hand-Book of StandardPhonography.ByGraham. $1 25
First StandardReader,correspondingstyle, in prep. 75
The Reporter'sManual, to followthePnon.Teacher 60

Manual of Phonography.Exerc'sinterpag'd.Pitman 60Reporter'sCompanion. Guide to WerbatimReport'g 1 00PhonographyeTeacher. A TreatiseonTeach'gPhon. 1 00History of Shorthand in theReportingStyle.........PhonographicReader. Compan'n to Phono-Manual #New MannersBook. Correspondingstyle. . . . . . . . . .

PhonographicTeacherfor Beginners. By Webster. 45AmericanManualof£º: By gley... 50
PhonographicºwithMoroccoCovers.... 50
Blank CopyBook,Ruled,withoutCover............ 10
The American Phonetic.# By Smalley... 4 00
The Book of Psalms in ReportingStyle. By Pitman 1 00
The abovebookswill besent,prepaid,by return of the

FIRst MAIL, on receipt of price.All lettersshouldaddressedasfollows:
OWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,NewYork.** ESPECIAL ATTENTION Is

given to thePhysicalEducation of GirlsandWomenin H S TOWARD PHYSICAL
PERFECTION. SeePlateandCutsreprentingtheGirls' Gymnasium.

for
Girls.

Wheeler & WILSON'S

S Ew I N G M A C H IN E s.
“The machinesfor familyuse.”—LifeIllustrated.

OFFICE, 505Broadway,New York.

MECHANICs—THEIR PRINCIPLES
and Practical Applications. Edited by Oliver Byrne.Containing—I.Statics; II. Dynamics;III. Hydrostatics;
IV. Hydrodynamics.With numerousIllustrationsand
Diagrams. Sentpost-paidfor 75 cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

THE YoUNG MAN's WAY. To
INTELLIGENCE, RESPECTABILITY, HONOR, AND
USEFULNESS.—This is a very excellentwork, andeveryyoungmanshould procure a §º Price, prepaid
bymail,50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS,

308Broadway,New York.

THE BUILDER's GUIDE; or, CoM
PLETE SYSTEM OF ARCHITECTURE. Illustrated
by Sixty-six Engravings, which exhibit the Orders ofArchitecture.*: for the use of Builters, Carpenters,andJoiners. y AsherBenjamin. Sheep, $2Fowl ºr "AND WEL is,

803Broadway,NewYork.

AN INFALLIBLE RE

R Cheek g; §º Rosy Cº.; and|Ruby without the use o nt or
ow cheekº.ºrgwARī) PHYSICAE PERFECTION.

Price,#1,bymail.

ON TRIAL-To GIVE EveRY
body a chance to judge for themselves,we send LIFEILLUSTRATED threemonthsfor25cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

Books For THE SEASON.—NEw
editions of the following-namedbooks now ready. No
Farmer,farmer'swife,farmer'sboy, or farmer'sgirl should
bewithoutthem. Theyareeverywherecommended,and
pronouncedjust thethingthat is wanted:
THE HOUSE : A PocketManualof Rural Architec
ture. It containseverythingthatanyonewill expect ordesireto find in such a work. Particularattentionis
given to houses of lowcost,such as thegreatmass of theple mostwant. Adapted to all sections. Price,50 cents.
THE GARDEN i It tells how to cultivateeverythingbelonging to thegarden. The chapteronthe FlowerGarden *:::: what the ladieswant. Adapted to allsections. rice, 50 cents.
THE FARM Giving, in a concise,but clear and
simplemanner,thefundamentalprinciples of Agricul
luralScience as well as practicaldirectionsfor cultivating all thecommonfieldcrops. Price, to cents.
DOMESTIC ANIMALS : A muchneededanduseful
book, which no one who has the charge of animals
shouldfail to peruse. Price, 50 cents.
tº" The House—The Garden—The Farm—and

Domestic Animals, bound in one large, handsome
gilt Volume, sent prepaid by first mail, for $1 50.
A HAND-:ROOK OA' FRUIT-CULTURE i With
Descriptions of many of thebestVarieties in theUnited
States. Ninetyengravings. Price, 50 cents.
Address FOW LER AND WELLS,

'308 Broadway, New York.
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A SERMON
BY REv. HENRY WARD BEECHER.

[[concLUDED.]

I AM to speak, next and lastly, of some of the
methods by which these evils may be remedied.
And let me say, here, that while our Young

Men's Christian Associations do well to organize

themselves for mutual watch and care; while they

do well to minister to the sick; while they do well
to encourage debate and reading ; while they do
well to distribute tracts and religious books, yet
nothing comesmore properly within the sphere of
Christian activity than the application of causes

of physical health in the community. I commend
this work to the attention of Christian young
Inen.
1. We must promote the study of the human

system. We must diffuse knowledge on the sub
ject of human physiology. We are to diffuse a
knowledge of Christ as the Saviour of the world,

and of his teachings; but we are also, as being
intimately connected with this, to diffuse a knowl
edge of the structure of the human body, of its
organs, of their functions, and of the laws of
health, which is a part of evangelization. Thou
sands of men come to the city who have never

learned one syllable of the catechism of health.
Although as a general thing catechisms have
never occupied a very high place in my esteem,
yet, there are some sort of catechisms of which
I decidedly approve. Dr. Spurzheim's work on
Health is one of the best catechisms in the world.
Although it does not treat directly of grace, yet
indirectly it does; and I think it might well be
republished. Mr. Combe's book on the Constitu
tion of Man is a book that I think ought to be in
every man's house. Every young man ought to
read it. And there are various other works of

more recent origin that treat of the laws of health
and the conditions of life which Young Men's
Christian Associations ought to take an interest
in, and ought to seecolportered through the whole
land.
2. We ought also to procure and spread infor

mation respecting the various causes of sickness
and weakness which are prevalent. If it is well
for younu men to band together, and, through
public sentiment and law, suppress grog-shops
and gambling dens, is it not better still for them
to search out the mischiefs which are ministering
to unhealth, and remedy them : To build sewers
through the streets of the city is in one sense to
preach the Gospel. That is to say, whatever ele
vates the condition of men physically ; whatever
makes them live in better houses; whatever makes

them wear better clothing; whatever brings them
out of darkness, in which there is always tempta
tion; whatever redeems them from overwork or

from laziness; whatever in any way improves the
human system; whatever doesany of thesethings,

is preparing, the way for the Gospel. If general
health is not religion, if it is not Christ, it is John
Baptist; it goes before him
8. The inspiration and encouragement of san

itary reforms, therefore, should be a part of the
object of Young Men's Christian Associations. I
would not for the world be supposed to discounte
nance the things which they do; but there is a
spirit of conscientious purism which leads them to

suppose that it is out of their sphere to give their
attention to these reforms. But so far from its
being out of their sphere, it is directly in their
sphere. Means for promoting health have as di
rect a bearing upon the final Christianization of
the community as has the preaching of the Gospel

itself. The creation of a public sentiment in favor
of right habits with regard to air, water, food,
exercise, and sleep, is a fit object for the aim of

every Young Men's Christian Association; for air,
water, food, exercise, and sleep are the founda
tions on which God builds sound and healthy men.

If you want to know what are the elements in

which reside the secrets of happy physical life, I

say, “Air, water, food, exercise, and sleep—these
are they.”

4. It is fit and proper that there should be de
veloped—under no care better than theirs who
are the young men of the community—a system

of amusements, physical exercises, open to the
greatest number, and free from temptations, which
shall contribute to the bodily health of men. Any
man that has followed a professional life in the
city, knows that nothing is so difficult to obtain as

healthful exercise. If it were not that I am so

much of the time riding through the land in the
cars, and that from time to time I come back re
freshed and invigorated by various public minis
trations, I know not what I should do. I could
not endure anything like the amount of labor
which I now perform if I were situated as are
many less fortunate pastors, who are tied at
home, and worn down, not alone by study, but by

that which is more exhausting than study—sym
pathy. Christ perceived that virtue had gone

out of him when his garment was touched; and
what must be the loss of virtue from a man when

the soul itself becomes a garment in which he is

clothed, and he is constantly in the midst of men
that are in trouble 2 I can prepare ten sermons
easier than I can make one visit to a person in

distress. Such a visit of one hour is more ex
haustive than the uninterrupted study of ten
hours. Preaching is play to me. I always feel

better after having preached. If I am sick, I am
always well if I can preach. Preaching is no
work, no labor. It is soul contact that is work
and labor.

And in the city, what chance has a physician,

under ordinary circumstances, of obtaining the
exercise he needs, unless he is sufficiently en
dowed with this world's goods to be enabled to

keep a horse, which is a very costly luxury, in

various ways He can walk on the pavement,
thinking, “I am walking for health,” and that

will defeat it. If he undertakes to go to the
country, his time is up before he gets there, and
he has to turn round and come back. He hears

no singing birds, and he sees no clouds—for we
live between long vertical walls, so that when we
look up we only see the zenith, and we know
nothing of the ten thousand frescoes which God
paints on the horizon in the morning and at

evening.

Billiards afford women and men a very gentle

excitement and exercise; but a man is a gambler

if he goes into a billiard-room ' What kind of a

reception would I meet with here on Sunday, if it

was known that on Thursday I prepared myself

for the duties of Sunday by going to a billiard
room *

(SEPT., 1860.

Playing at ten-pins is one of the most admira
ble means of physical development, but where
can a young man go to participate in this game

without being in danger of being more contam
inated in his morals than he is benefited in his

health 2 Who are they who keep the places

where facilities for engaging in such exercise are
afforded ? I would not be harsh in my judgment

of these men. I would fain hope that they are
endeavoring to obtain an honest livelihood. But

it is well known that it is not without the greatest
danger that a young man can go to avail himself
of the benefits of this harmless recreation, where

he enters the bowling saloon by the bar, and goes
out by the bar. Whatever may be the effectupon
him of rolling ten-pins, the devil rolls him down
toward perdition 1

If a professional man would learn fencing, or

wrestling, or boxing, merely for the sake of de
veloping his muscles—in short, if he would engage

in any physical exercise that carries with it ex
citement, enjoyment, social pleasure, where is

there a place that he can go and do it, within the
bounds of these two great cities, without :*himself to the most demoralizing influences?

do not know of one. We are pent up. We can
not take the exercise we need on our own ground.
We are fortunate if we have room enough to build

a house like Jacob's ladder, with its foot on the
earth, and its top in the heavens, from which our
household angels go up speedily" We are fenced
out from every manly exercise. I would fain
boat, but what chance has a man at boating in

the strong tide of the East River ? I tried it one
day, when I first came here, and it took me three
hours to come from the Navy Yard here ! I found

it unprofitable, and abandoned it. Besides, a man
that practiced boating here, would need to make
his will every time he went out, in view of the
dangers to which he would be exposed, in the
midst of the multitude of vessels by which the
river is constantly covered 1

Men need some cheerful exercises in which they
can engage during those leisure half hours, or

quarter hours, which occur in every man's day.
Now to whom shall we look for the organization

of such exercises 2 I think we have a right to

look to Christian young men for it. Christian
young men, God calls you to be pioneers in this
thing. If you would do a work that is original,
and civilizing, and Christianizing, do you rear up

a system of physical exercises where a man can
gain health, or maintain it, without losing his
morals or his reputation. Give the widest dis
semination to the Gospel, but let there be asso
ciated with it abundant elements of physical
health. I think a place where a man can play at

billiards, roll the ball, and engage in all sorts of

gymnastic exercises, would be, if not a direct
preaching of the Gospel, yet an auxiliary to the
preaching of the Gospel.I therefore hail the annunciation that has been
made to me—I trust correctly—that there is in

contemplation a movement for the establishment

in this city of just such a system of exercises as I

have been describing, under the auspices of the
Brooklyn Young Men's Christian Association. I

would give it not only countenance, but personal
support. I commend it to the sympathy of every
Christian man—of every man who is rearing up a

family of children. Oh, when we begin to have
children growing up and taking hold of life, how
differently we view things from what we did be:
fore we had any such responsibility The thought
as to what is to becomeof our children, makes us
wise men. And to every man that has a house
hold coming up, and values his own health or the
health of his children, I commend this subject of

the health of men in our towns and cities. Help

these young men that mean to help themselves.
Give them liberally the means to institute a gym
nasium with such a system of exercises that you,
and I, and ours may go there without peril and
without blame, and come away robust, elastic,

cº enduring—in short, healthy.
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COMBINATIONS OF THE PHRENO
LOGICAL, ORGANs.

CoMBINATIONs of self-Esteem.

SElr-Esteem, combined with Hope, seesevery
thing in the future that suits its own selfish
wishes. When Hope is very strong, and intellect
moderate, the man of great Self-Esteem has a

confidence in his own good fortune which no dis
asters can abate. His thoughts are fixed upon
some object of desire, which he still continues to

expect, after a thousand disappointments, and he

ever confidently believes that he shall obtain the
object hoped for. This was the case with Robert
Bruce, who, in the greatest depth of his distress,
ever confidently expected to regain the crown,
and to recover the liberties of his country; and
continued to do so under circumstances which, to

a man of deep reflection, must have appeared per
fectly desperate. This was the case with Mary
M'Innes, who, when she earnestly desired any
thing, said that it was often “borne on her mind”
that she should obtain it; and whatever strong
emotions impelled her, whether they were ex
pressed in prayers or imprecations, believed that
these had the power to procure her what she de
sired, as the Sagas of the North, who believed
they possessed the power, by their prayers, to

procure a wind or to dispel a tempest. A similar
trait is related by the late Mr. Nugent Bell, in his

very interesting account of the Huntingdon peer
age case. He mentions, that when Captain Has
tings, now Lord Huntingdon, was quite depressed
by the difficulties that were thrown in his way,

and expressed his fears
that that young man
(meaning Mr. Bell) had
been deceived by his too
great eagerness to serve
him, his wife, Mrs. Has
tings, used to say, “Leave
that young man alone,
and my life on it, he will
succeed.” Strong Self
Esteem and Hope, dazzled
with the prospect of a

title, and with a more
limited intellect, which rendered her blind to the
difficulties, would produce exactly such a mani
festation.
Self-Esteem, combined with Ideality, will pro

duce a strong desire to enjoy objects which are
remarkable for beauty. The ingredient of Self
Esteem will here show itself in the same engross
ing and exclusive spirit which we have seen ac
companies it in some of the other combinations.

It will not only lead the individual to desire the
enjoyment of what is beautiful, but he will not be

satisfied without the exclusive enjoyment of it.

This combination leads to the enormous prices
which are sometimesgiven for pictures and other
objects of art, particularly if to any real or sup
posed beauty in them there be added the enhanc
ing quality of rarity. It is Self-Esteem, in addi
tion to Ideality, which makes us put such a value
upon what is extremely rare; for that which is

beautiful in itself never can become less so be
cause another person has the same. To the man

of great Self-Esteem, however, this makes all the
difference in the world. In pictures, it is the
pride of the collector to possess so many “un
doubted originals.” And to the biblio-maniac
the possession of a unique copy of a work is a

treasure above al
l price. The same combination

leads to the inclosing of large tracts of beautiful

S-L-Esr=Ex—SMALL.

scenery, to form a park or pleasure-ground; and
although, perhaps, the proprietor does not see it

twice a year, the sacred precincts are neverthe
less guarded with scru
pulous care, and “men
traps and spring-guns”
are set to keep the pro
fanam vulgus aloof. It

must have been a pro
digious Self-Esteem,
joined to great Ideality,
which gave existence to

Fonthill.
That Self-Esteem,

which is so prevalent a .
r

feature in the English f
character, may perhaps
account for what seems almost peculiar to this
country—the many splendid country residences
and parks of our nobility, the care with which they
are kept, and, we may add, guarded from profane
intrusion. In France and Italy, the chateaux and
palazzos of the nobility are almost everywhere fall
ing to ruin, and the gardens that oncesurrounded
them, and which still exhibit some remains of the
taste and wealth of their former owners, are become
perfectly neglected, and reduced to the state of

wildernesses. In these countries Self-Esteem is

not so prevalent as in England. The Love of

Approbation, which probably with them gave rise

to such structures, has now yielded to unfavorable
circumstances, or has taken a different direction.
To the same cause may be owing the greater ease
with which you get admittance abroad to collec
tions of paintings and works of art of all kinds.
Privacy and retirement, even in private dwell
ings, does not seem to be there regarded as a

matter of comfort; and you may at any time see

* SELF-EstEEMimpartsself-appreciation,self-reliance,
self-respect,independence,dignity, love of liberty and
power,pride of character,manliness,and magnanimity.
Its perversiongivesegotism,hauteur,tyranny,andsuper
ciliousness;its deficiencyallowsone to feel small, to be
diffidentand wanting in self-confidenceand manlydig
nity.
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the palace of a Roman noble, and walk through
every room, from the cellar to the garret, by
paying half-a-crown to a domestic. Love of Ap
probation thus induces them to show what an
Englishman, from his great Self-Esteem, engrosses
to himself. In this, Self-Esteem, within due
bounds, is necessary to respectability.
Self-Esteem, joined to a large Conscientious

ness, makes a man to be very tenacious and stick
ling in regard to the rights and privileges of him
self and his fellows, and feelingly alive to .any
supposed invasion of them. Hence arises, as we
imagine, the prodigious irritability of the English
nation on the subject of liberty, or what they are
pleased to consider as such. The speeches of
mob-orators, and the declamations in the radical
prints, are perfect marrow to the bones of John
Bull, and are exactly calculated to tickle his Self
Esteem through the medium of his Cautiousness
and Conscientiousness. The same combination
will account for the well-known aristocratical
tendencies of the great Whig families of England,
and for the apparent inconsistency of their con
stantly ringing the changes upon the common
topics of declamation, as to the rights and liber
ties of the people, while they are themselves the
greatest contemners of that very “people” whose
rights they are so fond of talking about. While
among the lower orders, Self-Esteem, in the com
bination just mentioned, excites their indignation
against anything like oppression ; among the
higher, it excites that horror of a vagrant or a
poacher which besets so many worthy and pa
triotic noblemen.
But cf all the combinations of Self-Esteem, the

most thoroughly untractable is when it is joined
to a great Firmness. With this combination, it
would require the most enlarged intellect, and
the best constitution of the moral powers, to pre
serve the individual from the imputation of ob
stinacy.

But as these very seldom meet in entire per
fection in one develepment, the tendency of the
combination certainly is to produce this imprac
ticable quality. Cautiousness would be a de
sirable addition to this combination, in order to
prevent the possessor from too rashly committing
himself; for when he has once done so, he can not
endure the thought of retracting, and he will die,
rather than acknowledge his error. It is reported
of a great literary character, that the first time he
saw asparagus he began to eat the white part,
and when told that he should eat the green, and
not the white, he replied that he “always ate the
white part of asparagus.” He, however, did not
eat any more; and he was never afterward ob
served to eat asparagus.

Self-Esteem, combined with Wonder, will pro
duce a desire to excite this sentiment in others,
and to astonish them by somedisplay of our own
powers or performances. A man with large Self
Esteem, Love of Approbation, and Wonder, with
a defective Conscientiousness and limited intellect,
is peculiarly fitted for drawing a long bow. He
will always be the hero of his own tale; and if
you listen to him, he will give you an account of
the most incredible exploits and adventures he
has gone through. If he has been abroad, there
will be no bounds to the wonders he will relate of
what he has seenin his travels. He will bea perfect

c=- ––––––––––––

Munchausen—a liar of the first magnitude. Fer
dinand Mindez Pinto was but a type of him. He
will tell you

“Of antresvast,and desertsidle,
Rough quarries, rocks, and hills, whose heads touch

heaven;
And of thecannibalsthateachothereat—
The anthropophagi,andmenwhoseheads
Do growbeneaththeir shoulders.”
If he has been in action, Hannibal and Alex

ander were fools to him. He is fit to stand by
“Caesar and give direction;” and for deeds of

desperate valor, his are of such a kind that those
of Robert Bruce, Wallace, or Amadis de Gaul are
not to be mentioned on the same day. If a battle

is lost, he will tell you, had he commanded on the
occasion, how he would have avoided the faults of
the leader, and converted the defeat into a vic
tory. He would “challenge twenty of the enemy,
and kill’em—twenty more, kill’em—twenty more,
kill them.” The man is perhaps otherwise good
natured, quiet, and inoffensive, and if you take
his stories with somegrains of allowance, may be

really a sensible and an amusing companion.

In reference to the intellectual powers, Self
Esteem produces this effect, that however defi
cient those powers may be that are joined with it,

the individual will confidently believe that his
abilities are the measure of those of the whole
human race, and that no man possessesany pow
ers that are superior to his. If he possessesgood
knowing powers, with a deficient reflection, he

will believe that nothing is certain, or worthy of
observation or attention, except facts; and he
will treasure up these in endless variety. He will
have no confidence in any knowledge which is the
result of inference or reasoning. What you can
place before him or make obvious to his senses, he

will believe, but beyond that all will to him be

darkness; and because he does not possesspowers
which enable him to penetrate it, he will not be
lieve that any other can see farther or more
clearly than he does. We have observed that
persons with such a combination never become
thorough converts to Phrenology. If they admit
any part of it to be true, it is merely the coinci
dence between a certain development of brain and

a certain faculty of mind. This they may admit

in the case shown, but these they regard as no

proof of what will be in other cases; and they are
constantly calling for more facts, conceiving that
the science is never to be anything but an endless
observation of these. With regard to its furnish
ing a rational account of the diversities of human
character, and a consistent and harmonious sys
tem of mental philosophy, this is perfectly beyond
the scope of their intellectual faculties, and they

do not possessthe power of discerning or even of

imagining it. When you talk to them of this,
they can not form a conception of what you mean.
The relation among things which are clearly per
ceived by one who possesses a good Causality, ap
pear to him to be vague and imaginative, and he

laughs at one who perceives them as an absurd
visionary. You might as well speak to a blind
man on the subject of colors; nay, there is more
hope of the blind man understanding you than of

him, for he feels and knows that you have a sense
and a power which the other does not possess ;

but the man in whom Causality is deficient can
never be convinced of this, and the very deficiency

[Oct.,

itself deprives him of the capacity of feeling and
knowing that such deficiency exists. You talk to

him in an unknown tongue, which he does not and
never can by any possibility understand.

It is the same with every other description of

intellect; and indeed when Self-Esteem is great,
the conceit of abilities seemsgenerally to exist in

the precisely inverse ratio of the possession of

them. When the talents are naturally great,
then the individual does not seem to arrogate

to himself more than his just degree of abil
ity or merit, nor more than every one is will
ing to allow him. Self-Esteem, then, seems to

take the direction of undervaluing the talents of

others, rather than of overrating our own; but,

in case of limited intellect, nothing can be more
ridiculous than the airs of consequencewhich we
see put on in conjunction with the total want of

everything that can command our respect. The
novelists and writers of comedy have drawn
largely from this source of the ludicrous. The
absurdity seems to arise from the prodigious in
congruity between the solemn dignity of the out
ward demeanor and the pitiful inanity within.
Of this the following may be given as an instance:
“Attached to the king's printing-office there

was for many years a singular character, of the
name of John Smith, in the capacity of messen
ger, who died in 1819 at the advanced age of nine
ty-nine years. During a period of eighty years
did this honest creature fill the humble station of
errand carrier at his majesty's printing-office.
But what was accounted humble became in his
hands important; and the “king's messenger,’ as

he always styled himself, yielded to none of his
majesty's ministers in the conception of the dig
nity of his office when intrusted with king's
speeches, addresses, bills, and other papers of

state. At the offices of the secretaries of state,
when loaded with parcels of this description, he
would throw open every chamber without cere
mony. The treasury and exchequer doors could
not opposehim, and even the study of archbishops
has often been invaded by this important messen
ger of the press. His antiquated and greasy garb
corresponded with his wizard-like shape, and his
immense cocked hat was continually in motion to

assist him in the bows of the old school. The
recognition and nods of great men in office were
his delight. But he imagined that this courtesy
was due to his character, as being identified with
the state; and the chancellor and the speaker
were considered by him in no other view than
persons filling departments in common with him
self; for the seals of the one and the mace of the
other did not, in his estimation, distinguish them
more than the bag used by himself in the trans
mission of the dispatches intrusted to his care.
The imperfect intellect given to him seemedonly
to fit him for the situation he filled. Take him
out of it, he was as helpless as a child, and easily
became a dupe to those who were disposed to im
pose upon him *

The sense of self-importance, which is conferred
by this faculty upon persons in the meanest sit
uations, and with the humblest acquirements,
seems to be a wise provision of nature. It ren
ders its possessor happy and contented with that
“modicum of sense” which has been conferred
upon him, who otherwise would be miserable, if

aware of his own deficiencies. Some amusing in
stances of its influence are given in the “Memoirs

of P. P., Clerk of this Parish,” by the members of

the Scriblerus Club.
We shall add but one circumstance more in re

gard to the feeling of Self-Esteem, namely, that

* The PercyAnecdotes.
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it seems to be an essential ingredient in eccen
tricity of character. It leads the possessorin all
his pursuits, and in his habits of living and act
ing, to please himself, in the first instance, with
out regard to the opinions of others, or to what
they may say concerning him. While Love of
Approbation would incline us to accommodateour
conduct, as far as possible, to the opinions of those
around us, Self-Esteem, if predominant in the
character, will lead us to set them at defiance,
and to follow the bent of our own inclinations,
without regard to others. It coincides remark
ably with this, that England, where Self-Esteem
is a prevailing feature in the national develop
ment, is the very hotbed of eccentricity and orig
inality of character ; while in France, where
Love of Approbation is more prevalent than Self.
Esteem, there is much less apparent diversity of
character and manners; there is not, as some
acute observers have informed us, that kind of
angularity and singularity so frequently observed
in the minds and manners of our countrymen,
but all are worn and rubbed down to one common
standard.

We may, perhaps, at a future period, give our
readers a similar statement in regard to the
effects of Love of Approbation in combination
with other predominant qualities. In the mean
time, we hope that they have received some plea
sure and instruction from our present specula
tion; and in saying this, we trust we do not ex
hibit too large an endowment of the propensity
which has been the subject of it.-º-º-º-º

THE BRIT IS H P O ETS:
THEIR LEADING PHRENOLOGICAL ORGANS.

cow PER.
If there ever was a man “too full of the milk

of human kindness to catch the nearest way,” it

was the poet of Olney. Destined by his friends

to the bar, his peculiar organization wholly dis
qualified him for success in the legal profession.
The stormy struggles of life, of the forum, or the
hall were about as genial to his nature as the
tornado is to the hare-bell, shaken by a breath.
In what, then, consisted his unfitness : Neither

in intellectual nor moral deficiency—none will
believe it of the author of the “Task”—nor yet

in want of ambition, that convenient solution in

similar cases, for he has written to perpetuate his
name, and possessed al

l
a poet's sensibility to

applause and censure. He was not without
ambition, but, as Lady Macbeth would say,
“without the illness should attend it.” Phre
nology alone can furnish the true key to his
character, and open out all his peculiarities, all
his weaknesses,and all his virtues. His head was
much above the average size, his temperament
chiefly nervous, the intellectual and moral region
predominant, Cautiousness and Conscientiousness
very large, while Hope, Self-Esteem, Combative
ness, and Destructiveness were relatively de
ficient. Such are the simple data from which,
joined with other conditions, a hundred phrenolo
gists, possessingthe inductive spirit of their science,
would infer the same results. But let us turn ot

his actual history. He studied, or rather dallied
over, law for several years, and was in due time
called to the bar. On his first attempt to speakc

in public he was seized with such excessive trep
idation that he could not articulate, and the
failure acting on his sensitive system, produced a

severe and dangerous nervous affection. This was
not an embarrassment which custom could remove,

or even greatly modify, but flowed inevitably from
his organization, which disposed him to great
timidity, self-distrust, and morbid exaggeration

of difficulties. The same deep sense of his un
worthiness we see at a later period of his life,
where he appears before us in the character of a

Christian, entangled in the metaphysical dogmas

of theology, overwhelmed with a consciousness of

guilt, and shuddering at the prospect of eternal
reprobation. Painfully impressed with his in
ability to practice his profession, he soon entirely
abandoned it, and sought peace in obscurity.
Buried in the gloom of Olney, he lived for many
years in violation of physical and mental laws,
vainly endeavoring to find employment for his
highly gifted mind in constructing farming uten
sils, superintending a small garden, and rearing
rabbits—useful occupations enough as mere re
laxation, but altogether inadequate to supply the
demands of a mind such as his. Nor was his
social intercourse very nicely adapted to his
nature. The amiable family of the Unwins,
grateful as every friend of the poet must ever feel
for their kindness and care, knew very little of

his real character, and were much better calcu
lated to nourish his morbid views than to call
forth those energies the due exercise of which has
enrolled his name with the famous bards of his
nation. A long and painful period passed in this
retreat, and with the exception of someslight con
tributions to a hymn-book and an occasional
sonnet, nothing indicated the existence of the
poet. But he was visited by those better able to

understand and appreciate him than his usual
acquaintances. To Lady Austen and his charming
cousin, the Lady Hesketh, whose refined manners,
lively wit, and brilliant intellect aroused his
higher powers, we are chiefly indebted, not only
for the “Task,” but for many of his best produc
tions. To the influence, also, of these attractive
qualities of his accomplished relative, which fur
nished his mind with the healthful excitement it

so much needed, and to the mental labor thus
superinduced, he in all probability owed the long
exemption subsequently enjoyed, from that re
ligious gloom and melancholy which had been fast
gathering like night over his entire moral nature.
This admirably exemplifies the great advantage

to health of body and mind, of calling forth the
latter by presenting its appropriate objects. A

few intelligent friends visiting him for a short
time, awakened into wholesome activity faculties
which were rusting from disuse, or what was even
worse, were employed upon the subtleties of

theology, which filled his imagination with horrors.
The consequence of this restored vigor was one of

the most beautiful poems in our language, several
excellent fugitive pieces, and the amusing adven
tures of John Gilpin. This last, as every reader
knows, was composed in one of Cowper's darkest
moods, and it may be well to call, in passing, at
tention to this fact, as one of the thousands totally
inexplicable upon any other than phrenological
principles. It demonstrates the multiplex char
acter of the mind, and shows that the faculty of

“Wit” can be in action, suggesting the most ludi

crous incidents, even while Cautiousness and
someother organs are filling the fancy with these
frightful creations. But let us turn more particu
larly to his cranial developments. The perceptive
faculties were very strong, indicated in the like
nessesmore by the depth than breadth of his fore
head Hence his descriptive power, the graphic
vigor of which is equal to Thomson's in accuracy,
but, in consequence of his smaller propensities,
not in warmth of coloring. Comparing him with
the author of the “Seasons,” whom he somewhat
resembles, we agree with Coleridge in thinking
the latter the “born poet.” There is commonly
greater purity of style, if not more depth of

thought, in the “Task,” but it lacks the fervor
and intensity of the “Seasons.” Cowper's tem
perament was finer, and his Causality probably
larger. But the Ideality, Language, and affective
faculties of Thomson were much superior. Cow
per's productions are usually compact, vigorous,
and highly polished. They never offend the most
cultivated taste, but often delight it, and on the
other hand, seldom move the affections. Thom
son seizes the attention, holds it in spite of many
faults, rivets it upon the subject, carries his
reader right onward in the current of a sweeping
amplification, and often in a perfect cataract of

words; words, however, which frequently, with
singular beauty, advance, expand, and enforce
the thought. Comparison, in Cowper, was well
developed, and Ideality, though by no means a

ruling organ, was not deficient. Language, also,
was rather large; in accordance with which he

was not only an excellent linguist, but, in our
humble opinion, his English style is unsurpassed

in precision and purity, and combines to a greater
degree strength and beauty with a chastened sim.
plicity than that of any writer of the last or

present century with whoseworks we are familiar.
Benevolence, which was powerful, together with
his small Destructiveness, created that extreme
horror of war, however palliated by the necessity

of nations, and that almost morbid sensibility to

the infliction of pain upon any sentient being, so

often manifested in his writings.
“I wouldnotnumber in my list of friends,ºº:: gracedwith polishedmannersandfinesense,et wantingsensibility,)theman
Who needlesslysetsfootupon a worm.”

Weneration and Wonder, equally large and active,
disposed him to see signs and tokens and a special
providence in the operations of nature, whenever
they deviated from common experience. Philo
sophical solutions of doubtful causes displeased
him, and seemed to him profane.

“Forth stepsthesprucephilosopher,andtells
Of homogenealand discordantsprings
And principles; of causes,how theyworkBy necessarylaws theirsureeffects;
Of actionandreaction. He hasfound
The sourceof thediseasethatnaturefeels,
And bidstheworldtakeheart,andbanishfear.
Thou fool! will thy discoveryof thecause
Suspendtheeffect or healit?”

Like all men of high intellectual and moral
endowment, he was disgusted with the low stand
ard by which society regulates its actions, and he
clung to the pleasing belief of eternal justice
manifesting its retributive power in partial and
particular instances. Like them, too, he was apt,
for the want of a philosophy derived from the
nature of things, to confound the physical and
moral laws. Thus he beheld, in the great fog
which covered Europe in 1783, the workings of an
offended Deity. Conscientiousness and Cautious
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ness constitute, both from their size and morbid
actions, the most striking points of his religious
character. They were the greater part of his life
in diseased action, and the source of much of his
suffering, which was rendered frightfully intense
by his very active temperament. His correspond
ence, especially that part of it relating to his
religious experience, presents a painful picture of
the unhealthy action of these organs. Nor is the
gloom they leave upon the reader's mind in the
slightest degree lessened, by reflecting upon the
manner in which some of his friends replied to
those commnnications. The editor of those letters
attempts, in his preface, to refute the notion,
rather prevalent after the publication of Hayley's
life of the poet, that religion, or his views of
religion, led to his mental aberrations; but, as
we think, unsuccessfully. He states the poet's
gloom and hypochondria were entirely produced
by his having in early life imprudently checked
an erysipelatous affection of the face. That his
health might have been thus injured, and his
mind, in consequence, slightly affected, is not
denied. But it can not be received, in the face of
more powerful ones, as an adequate cause of
Cowper's insanity. That his peculiar notions of
religion exercised a most powerful influence over
his mind, can not be contested, since he has him
self recorded it. Nor will any unprejudiced in
quirer hesitate to acknowledge, after weighing all
the circumstances of the case, that that influence
was frightfully disastrous. Let us, then, remem
ber his organization—the predominant nervous
temperament, the small Hope, moderate Self
Esteem, large Cautiousness and Conscientiousness;
and it will at once be conceded that anything cal
culated to stimulate unduly the larger organs,
and encumber the weaker, could not fail to be
extremely pernicious. Now, one of the capital
points of belief of the sect to which he was
attached, is that of the “elect,” and the com
parative uselessness of goodworks to secure salva
tion. One of this persuasion, with a large endow
ment of Self-Esteem and Hope, will be very apt to

think himself one of the chosen, even though his
actual vices would make him appear, in the eyes

of all others, utterly unworthy of the selection.
And on the other hand, one of these same organs
small, and believing thus, would, notwithstanding
his whole life might have been marked by the
severe practice of the higher virtues, fear, in his
desponding moments, that he was destined to

hopeless punishment. The latter was Cowper's
case. But to show more clearly the influence of

such views upon one of his organization, let us

listen to himself.

to THE REv. M.R. NEwton.
“My DEAR FRIEND—My device was intended

to represent, not my own heart, but the heart of

a Christian, mourning and yet rejoicing, pierced
with thorns yet wreathed about with roses. I

have the thorn without the rose. My brier is a

wintry one, the flowers are withered, but the
thorn remains.”
Again, somemonths later:
“I have been lately more dejected than usual;

more harassed by dreams in the night, and more
deeply poisoned by them on the following day. I

know not what is portended by an alteration for
the worse, after eleven years of misery.”
The eleven years here, makes the time during

\ which he believed himself hopelessly doomed to

future punishment; and thus he continues several
years after:
“Adam's approach to the tree of life, after he

had sinned, was not more effectually prohibited by
the flaming sword, that turned every way, than
mine to its great antitype has been now almost
thirteen years, a short interval of two or three
days, which passed about this time twelvemonth,
alone excepted. For what reason it is that I am
thus long excluded, if I am ever again to be ad
mitted, is known to God only. I can say but this,
that if he is still my father, this paternal severity
has toward me been such as that I have reason to
account it unexampled. * * * If the ladder of

Christian experience reaches, as I suppose it does,

to the very presence of God, it has nevertheless
its foot in the abyss. And if Paul stood, as no
doubt he did, on the topmost round of it, I have
been standing, and still stand, on the lowest, in

this thirteenth year that has passed since I de
scended. In such a situation of mind, encom
passed by the midnight of absolute despair, and a

thousand times filled with unspeakable horror, I

first commencedauthor.”
In this same letter he alludes to a fear ex

pressed by some of his religious friends' that he
might be injured by the gayety of some of the in
telligent acquaintances who surrounded him |
“At present, however, I have no connections at

which either you, I trust, or any who love me and
wish me well, have occasion to conceive alarm.

* * * I do not know that there is among them

a single person from whom I am likely to catch
contamination.”

A month later, he writes in the same strain of

hopelessness:
“The dealings of God with me are to myself

utterly unintelligible. More than a twelvemonth
has passed since I began to hope that having
walked the whole breadth of the bottom of this
Red Sea, I was beginning to climb the opposite
shore, and I prepared to sing the song of Moses.
But I have been disappointed; those hopes have
been blasted; those comforts have been wrested
from me. I could not be so duped, even by the
arch enemy himself as to be made to question the
Divine nature of them; but I have been made to

believe that God gave them to me in derision, and
took them away in vengeance.”

A long letter follows, of exculpation from cer
tain charges of living toogay a life, in which he

anxiously assures his friend that riding out with
Mrs. Unwin in the carriage and company of Lady
Hesketh, has not led him into the dissipation his
friends had feared. There can be but one feeling
experienced by every samemind toward those who
would thus have deprived the unhappy poet of the
little pleasure within his reach, and that is un
utterable disgust.
Our space admits of no more extracts from that

painful correspondence, nor do we suppose more

to be necessary to convince the reader that what
ever happiness others may have found in the
tenets he cherished, to Cowper they brought
nothing but gloom and misery.
Phrenologists perpetually urge divines, who

possess peculiar opportunities for applying its
benefits, to study the only true science of mind.
Suppose the Rev. Mr. Newton, the poet's friend
and spiritual counselor, could have been thus
enlightened, and consequently been able to detect
the peculiarities of Cowper's organization, its

excessesand defects, would he have responded as

he did to those gloomy, morbid, hopeless letters ?

When the poet's fears at length extended even
unto the horrid apprehension of eternal punish
ment—when his overwrought Conscientiousness
magnified his venial offensesinto crimes too deep

for the infinite mercy of Heaven—could any divine
acquainted, as every divine ought to be, with the
difference between healthy and diseased mani
festations, have balanced—according to all the
cold niceties of that merciless creed, which is the
offspring of an exterminating spirit, savoring
much more of man's destructiveness than of the
even-handed justice of God—all the probabilities
and improbabilities of such a destiny for his friend,
and that friend one who had never injured a

human being—no, not a particle of organized
matter—one who would not have doomed a Nero

or a Caligula to the fate which, with so much self
abasement, he dreaded for himself? Would he
have played and tampered with those insane
horrors, instead of appealing to that intellect
which, even in detailing them, evinced its strength,
and to that sense of justice, never blind nor with
out charity, but when beholding his own frailties
—instead of demonstrating, by a force of reason
which his unhappy friend could not have resisted,
the total impossibility of his ever suffering the
frightful punishment he so much feared, but
which, in the whole course of his sinless life, he
could not have incurred 2 But the Rev. Mr.
Newton was without light; the language which
the Author of man has impressed upon the dome

of thought had not then been interpreted aright,
and the inner mysteries of the sanctuary were
yet unsolved.

-

The melancholy poet, but too prone to observe
the darker shades of life, required society the
opposite to that which Olney or his religious
associations furnished. And the attentive reader

of his history can not fail to discover, in the salu
tary effects which ever followed his occasional
intercourse with strong and healthy minds, the
absurdity of that philosophy which, by a species

of homeopathic treatment, would cure with what
created the disease—would substitute the base for
the antidote—and attempt to dissipate the mists
by extinguishing the sun.
During the five or more years when he was

engaged upon the translation of Homer, his health
was unusually sound, and his mind proportion
ately vigorous; but after that work was completed,
and all proper excitement withdrawn from his
faculties, he unwisely returned again to theo
logical mysticism. His intellect began to wander,
and once more became thoroughly overcast; but
now, unfortunately, with clouds and thick dark
ness no more to be completely dispelled, and
whence he at last emerged, the dim phantom of

himself, with his physical energies utterly sapped,
his mind emasculate and shattered—the unhappy
victim of religious mania.

[To BR continued.]

THE HUMAN BRAIN AND THE PURs E.-A
man is but a silly fellow who thinks his purse
will win him a bride of sense ; for an empty
purse is so much better than an empty brain,
that the lady must be equally silly who would
trust herself in his keeping.

A true woman will be more captivated by the
visible proportions of life and activity in a gentle
man than by an invisible pocket-book.
Away, then, with the absurd theory that a

lady is content with ſittle wit and much money,

It is sufficient to say that where one is partially
satisfied, one hundred would be miserable, and
perhaps deservedly so, if they dared to be so mis

c->
guided,
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M O RA L P H I L O S O PHY ;
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE COMBE.
[FromTHE LATESTREvised EDINBURGHEDITION.]

[continued FRox LASTNUMBER.]
When you study this subject with a view to practice, you will find

that the principles which I laid down in the fourth Lecture are of great
importance as guides—namely, that each organ of the body has received
a definite constitution, and that health is the result of the harmonious
and favorable action of the whole. Hence it is not sufficient to pro
vide merely airy bed-rooms for children, if at the same time the means
of cleanliness be neglected, or their brains be over-exerted in attend
ing too many classes, and learning too many tasks. The delicate brain
of youth demands frequent repose. In short, a practical knowledge
of the laws of the human constitution is highly conducive to the suc
cessful rearing of children; and the heart-rending desolation of parents,
when they see the dearest objects of their affections successively torn
from them by death, should be viewed as the chastisement of ignor
ance or negligence alone, and not as proofs of the world being consti
tuted unfavorably for the production of human enjoyment. In this
matter, however, parents should not look to their own happiness mere
ly; they are under solemn obligations to the children whom they
bring into the world. Improper treatment in infancy and childhood,
at which period the body grows rapidly, is productive of effects far
more prejudicial and permanent than at any subsequent age ;” and
assuredly those parents are not guiltless who willfully keep themselves
in ignorance of the organic laws, or, knowing these, refrain from acting
in accordance with them in the rearing of their children. The latter
have a positive claim (which no parent of right feeling will disregard or
deny) on those who have brought them into existence, that they shall
do al

l
in their power to render it agreeable.

Perhaps some may think that the importance of obedience to the
organic laws has been insisted on more than the subject required.
Such an idea is natural enough, considering that an exposition of these
laws forms no part of ordinary education, and that obedience to them is

enjoined by no human authority. There is no trace of them in the
statute-book, none in the catechisms issued by authority of the Church;
and you rarely, if ever, hear them mentioned as laws of God, by his
servants who teach his will from the pulpit. Nay, even the general
tongue of society, which allows few subjects to escape remark, is silent
with regard to them. Hence, it is probable that the importance of

obeying the organic laws may to some appear to be over-estimated in

these Lectures. But the universal silence which prevails in society
has its source in ignorance. Physiology is still unknown to nineteen
twentieths even of educated persons, and to the mass it is a complete
terra incognita. Even by medical men it is little studied as a practical
science, and the idea of its beneficial application as a guide to human
conduct in general, is only now beginning to engage their attention.

If to al
l

this we add, that until Phrenology was discovered, the depend
ence of mental talents and dispositions on cerebral development was
scarcely even suspected—and that belief in this truth is still far from
being universal—the silence which prevails with respect to the organic
laws, and neglect of them in practice, will not seem unaccountable.
On this subject I would observe, that there is a vast difference be

tween the uncertain and the unascertained. It is now universally ad
mitted, that al

l

the movements of matter are regulated; and that they
are never uncertain, although the laws which they observe may, in

some instances, be unascertained. The revolutions of the planets can

be predicted, while those of some of the comets are still unknown;
but no philosopher imagines that the latter are uncertain. The minut

* The principleswhichshouldguide parents in the treatment of childrenarestated
andenforced in Dr. A. Combe'swork on thePhysiologicalandMoral Treatment of In
fancy.
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est drop of water that descends the mighty fall of Niagara is regulated

in al
l

its movements by definite laws, whether it rise in mist and float

in the atmosphere to distant regions, there to descend as rain; or be

absorbed by a neighboring shrub, and reappear as an atom in a blossom
adorning the Canadian shore; or be drunk up by a living creature and
mingle with its blood; or become a portion of an oak, which at a

future time shall career on the ocean. Nothing can be less ascer
tained, or probably less ascertainable by mortal study, than the revolu
tions of such an atom ; but every philosopher, without a moment's
hesitation, will concede that not one of them is uncertain.” The first
element of a philosophic understanding is the capacity of extending the
same conviction to the events evolved in every department of nature.

A man who sees disease occurring in youth or middle age, and whose
mind is not capable of perceiving that it is the result of imperfect or

excessive action in some vital organ, and that imperfect or excessive
action is just another name for deviation from the proper healthy state

of that organ, is not capable of reasoning. It may be true that, in

many instances, our knowledge is so imperfect, that we are unable to

discover the chain of connection between the disease and its organic
cause; but, nevertheless, he is no philosopher who doubts that such a

connection exists, and that the discovery of it is presented as an im
portant practical problem to the human understanding to solve.
One cause of the obscurity that prevails on this subject in the minds

of persons not medically educated, is ignorance of the structure and
functions of the body; and another is

,

that diseases appear under two
very distinct forms—structural and functional; only the former of which

is considered by common observers to constitute a proper malady. If

an arrow be shot into the eye there is derangement of structure, and
the most determined opponent of the natural laws will at once admit
the connection between the blindness which ensues, and the lesion of

the organ. But if a watchmaker or an optical instrument-maker, by
long-continued and excessive exertion of the eye, have become blind,
the disease is called functional; because the function, from being over
stimulated, is impaired; but frequently no alteration of structure can

be perceived. No philosophic physiologist, however, doubts that there

is
,

in the structure, a change corresponding to the functional derange
ment, although human observation can not detect it. He never says
that it is nonsense to assert that the patient has become blind in conse
quence of infringement of the organic laws. It is one of these laws
that the function of the eye shall be exercised moderately, and it is a

breach of that law to strain it to excess.

The same principle applies to a great number of diseases occurring
under the organic laws. Imperfections in the tone, structure, or pro
portions of certain organs may exist at birth, so hidden by their situ
ation, or so slight as not to be readily perceptible, but not on that ac
count the less real and important; or deviations may be made gradu
ally and imperceptibly from the proper and healthy standards of exer
cise; and from one or other of these causes, disease may invade the
constitution. Religious persons term disease occurring in this manner

a dispensation of God's providence; the careless name it an unacount
able event; but the philosophic physician invariably views it as the
result of imperfect or excessive action of some organ or another ; and
he never doubts that it has been caused by deviations from the laws of

the animal economy. The objection that the doctrine of the organic
laws which I have been inculcating is unsound, because diseases come
and go, without uneducated persons being able to trace their causes,
has not a shadow of philosophy to support it. I may err in my exposi
tion of these laws, but I hope I do not err in stating that neither disease
nor death, in early or middle life, can take place under the ordinary
administrations of Providence, except when these laws have been in
fringed.
My reason for insisting so largely on this subject is a profound con

viction of the importance of the organic laws. They are fundamenta.

* I owethisforcibleillustration to Dr. Chalmers,having first heard it in one of his
lectures.



to happiness; that is
,

the consequences of errors in regard to them can
not be compensated for or removed by any other means than obedience.

I daily see melancholy results of inattention to their dictates. When
you observe the husband, in youth or middle age, removed by death
from the partner of his love, and the other dear objects of his affec
tions; or when you see the mother at a similar age torn from her in
fant children, her heart bleeding at the thought of leaving them in the
hand of the stranger while they most need her maternal care, the
cause of the calamity is either that the dying parent inherited a defec
tive constitution in consequence of disobedience by his ancestors to the
organic laws, or that he himself has infringed them grievously.

Again, if we see the lovely infant snatched from the mother's bosom

by the hand of death, while it caused every affection of her mind to

thrill with joy, and fed her hopes with the fondest and brightest visions
of its future talent, virtue, and happiness, let us trace the cause, and we
shall find that the organic laws have been infringed. If you see an

aged man walking with heavy step and deeply dejected mien, the
nearest follower after a bier adorned with white, it is a father carrying

to the grave his first-born son, the hope and stay of his life, torn from
him in the full bloom of manhood, when already he had eased the
hoary head of half its load of care. The cause of this scene also is in
fringement of the organic laws.

Or open the door of some family parlor, where we expect to meet
with peace and joy, blessing and endearment, as the natural accom
paniments of domestic life, and see discord, passion, disappointment,

and every feeling that embitters existence, depicted on the counte
nances of the inmates. The cause is still infringement of the organic

laws. Two persons have married whose brains differ so widely, that
there is not only no natural sympathy between them, but absolute con
tradiction in their dispositions. This discord might have been read in

their brains before they were united for life.

Look on still another scene. You may observe several persons of

each sex, in middle life, gravely sitting in anxious deliberation. They
are the respectable members of a numerous family, holding consult
ation on the measures to be adopted in consequence of one of their
number having become insane, or having given himself up irreclaimably

to drunkenness, or to some worse species of immorality. Their feel
ings are deeply wounded, their understandings are perplexed, and they
know not what to do. The cause is still the same ; the unfortunate
object of their solicitude has inherited an ill-constituted brain; it has
yielded to some exciting cause, and he has lost his reason; or he has
given way to a headlong appetite for intoxicating liquors, in consequence

of one or other of his parents, or some one of their stock, having labored
under a similar influence; and it has now become an actual disease.
The organic laws have been infringed; and this scene also is the form

in which the Creator indicates to his creatures that his laws have been
transgressed. If you make a catalogue of human miseries, and in

quire how many of them spring directly or indirectly from infringe
ment of the organic laws, you will be astonished at its extent.

If therefore, we desire to diminish this class of calamities, we must
study and obey the organic laws. As these laws operate independently

of al
l others, we may manifest the piety of angels, and yet suffer if w
e

neglect them. If there be any remedy on earth fo
r

this class of evils,

it is obedience to the laws of our constitution, and this alone. If then,
these laws be fundamental—if the consequences of disobeying them be

so formidable, and if escape be so impossible, you will forgive the
anxiety with which I have endeavored to expound them.

I might draw pictures the converse of al
l

that I have here repre
sented, and show you health, long life, happiness, and prosperity, as

the rewards of obeying these and the other natural laws, and I should
still be justified by philosophy; but the principle, if admitted, will carry
home these counter results to your own understandings. I beg per.
mission further to remark, that al

l philosophy and theology which have
been propounded by men ignorant of these laws, may be expected to

be imperfect; and that, therefore, we arrogate no undue superiority

cºs—
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in refusing to yield the convictions of our own judgments to the dic
tates of such guides, who had not sufficient data on which to found
their opinions. The events of human life, viewed through the medium

of their principles, and of the philosophy which I am now expounding,

must appear in very different lights. In their eyes many events
appear inscrutable, which to us are clear. According to our view, an

all-wise and beneficent Creator has bestowed on us, the highest of his
terrestrial creatures, the gift of reason, and has arranged the whole
world as a theater for its exercise. He has placed before us examples

without number, of his power, wisdom, and goodness; prescribed laws

to us in external nature, and in our own constitutions; and left us to

apply our faculties to study and act in harmony with them, and then to

live and be happy; or to neglect them and to suffer. Each of you will
approve of that system which appears to be founded in truth, and to

tend most to the glory of God. I ask no man to yield his conscience
and his understanding to my opinions; but only solicit liberty to an
nounce what to myself appears to be true, that it may be received or

rejected according to its merits.

In concluding, it is proper to add one observation. Mankind have
lived so long without becoming acquainted with the organic laws, and
have, in consequence, so extensively transgressed them, that there are
few individuals in civilized society who do not bear in their persons,

to a greater or less extent, imperfections derived from this source. It

is impossible, therefore, even for the most anxious disciples of the new
doctrine, al

l
at once to yield perfect obedience to these laws. If none

were to marry in whose family stock, and in whose individual person,
any traces of serious departures from the organic laws were to be
found, the civilized world would become a desert. The return to

obedience must be gradual, and the accomplishment of it the result of

time. After these laws are unfolded to a man's discernment, he is

not guiltless if he disregard them, and commit flagrant violations of

their dictates. We are all bound, if we believe them to be instituted

by God, to obey them as far as is in our power; but we can not com
mand all external circumstances. We are bound to do the best we
can; and this, although not al

l

that could be desired, is often much;
nor shall we ever miss an adequate reward, even for our imperfect
obedience.

It is deeply mysterious that man should have been so formed as to

err for thousands of years through ignorance of his own constitution
and the laws under which he suffers or enjoys; but it is equally mys
terious that the globe itself underwent the successive revolutions re
vealed by geology, destroying myriads of living creatures, and extin
guishing whole races of beings before it attained its present state It

is equally mysterious, also, why the earth presents such striking ine
qualities of soil and climate—in some regions so beautiful, so delight
ful, so prolific; in others so dreary, sterile, and depressing! It is
equally mysterious that men have been created mortal creatures, liv
ing, even at the best, but for a season on the earth, and then yielding
their places to successors, whose tenures will be as brief as their own.
These are mysteries which reason can not penetrate, and for which
fancy can not account; but they al

l relate, not to our conduct here,

but to the will of God in the creation of the universe. Although we
can not unravel the counsels of the Omnipotent, this is no reason why
we should not study and obey his laws. What he has presented to

us we are bound to accept with gratitude at his hand as a gift; but in

using it, we are called on to exercise our reason, the noblest of his
boons; and we may rest assured that no impenetrable darkness will
hang over the path of our duty when we shall have fairly opened our
eyes and our understandings to the study of his works. There is no

difficulty in believing that man, having received reason, was intended

to use it—that, by neglecting to do so, he has suffered evils—and that,

when he shall duly employ it, his miseries will diminish; and this is

al
l

that I am now teaching. It may be inexplicable why we should
not earlier have gone into the road that leads to happiness; but let us

not hesitate to enter it now, if we see it fairly open before us.
[continued on PAGEFIFTY-NINE.]
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A subscriber, E. W. T., asks certain questions
which we answer as follows:

Circus riders and acrobats may have the organ
of Weight originally no better developed than
thousands of others who have not been led by
some accident to adopt a profession in which bal
ancing is required. So thousands, who are not
musicians, have the organ of Tune as large as
many who have been trained in music. It is the
training of the faculty of Weight, along with the
muscle, which gives them skill. And the musi
cian is obliged to train his muscle to act in obe
dience to his will in order to manipulate the in
strument successfully; so that it is in music the
cultivation of muscle as well as of the mind, just
as it is in other instances the cultivation of the
muscle in conjunction with the faculty of Weight.
A man with good mechanical talent may not have
the intellectual mechanical training requisite to
understand all the laws of mechanism, though he
will have good ideas respecting it; but if he have
the intellectual culture and mental practice, still
he is not a thorough mechanic until he has had
such experience in the use of tools as to train his
muscles to act in obedience to that mechanical
mind; then, and not till then, is he fully a me
chanic. Most men have a majority of their phys
ical powers in a state of non-education. The bil
liard-player exercises his muscle, in conjunction
with his mind, in a particular manner; the quoit
pitcher, the rider, the mechanic, the musician–
all require different and specific kinds of muscu
lar training in order to success, but the mind
needs culture and training with the muscle.
Persons who perform so much at the circus,
doubtless have a good muscular organization to
start with, or they would not be led to try their
skill, or they would not have succeededsufficiently
to start with to encourage them to proceed. Then
the culture, added to the natural endowment,
gives the splendid development we see often, in
those persons. We doubt whether the average of
young men could, by any amount of training,
equal most of thosewho perform in public, though
they might be cultivated to a very considerable
degree of perfection.

It is not all who have equal mechanical culture
who are equally skillful, and so of everything
else. Some persons have not an original consti
tution adapting them to a high degree of muscu
lar development. Such persons could be improved,
just as small heads could be increased in size, or
weak vital organs improved by proper means;
still, there is a genius of muscle as well as of
mind, and doubtless Blondin, and most of the dis
tinguished performers in gymnastics, are en
dowed by nature with an aptitude not only mus
cular, but mental, in that which they excel. But
they owe as much, doubtless, to culture as to na
ture for their high success. Few persons in this
world are properly educated in anything, and we
shall never know what are the possibilities of hu
manity till we find in one person as fine an organ
ization in the various parts of the body as any of
those parts have ever been represented by any
one individual. And when we find in our model
man every mental organ as highly and perfectly
developed as each of them has ever been devel

oped in any specimens of the human race, and
then all these qualities, bodily and mental, edu
cated as well as each has ever been trained; and
we ought to add, all this training done under in
fluences as perfect as human nature can give, we
shall know what the term human nature means;
then, and not till then, shall we understand what
are the possibilities of human organism and func
tion. -
IN JU RIES OF SPIN A I, CO R D.

A Few days ago an express cartman, named
Lyons, fell from his cart on his head, and by the
fall his neck was so bent that the spinal marrow
was injured, and now the poor man lies with his
whole body, save only his head, motionless and in
sensible. His recovery is of course impossible.
Just one year ago a young man named Wilson,

while riding upon a load of hay, at Hampton
Willage, met with a similar accident, by falling
upon his head and injuring the spinal chord.
Since then he has been lying upon his back, with
out the least sensation in any of his limbs, and
wasting away to a skeleton. His appetite is
good and his faculties not in the least impaired;
but with the exception of the upper part of his
body, he has been a dead man ever since August
last. It is supposed that if his body were twist
ed, or raised from its recumbent position in the
least, death would be instantaneous with him.—
Canada Paper.

R. N. R. I. C. E.
printEnoLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.
[Dictatedto a short-handreporterwithoutany knowl

edgeof thenameor businessof thesubject.]

You have inherited your physiology from your
mother, also the general tone and quality of your
mind and character. If you live temperately you
will live to be old. I mean that you should do
six days' work in the week, properly divided, then
eat regularly of healthful food, avoiding excesses
in channels ordinarily attending intemperance.
In this fast age, men are as apt to be intemperate
in over much brain-work as in other respects.
You are organized to last, to labor, and to en
dure, and if you live as you should, you ought to
attain your eightieth year, and not only so, but
carry your youthfulness with you into the valley.
You are one of the most independent of men;

when you want anything done you fall back on
yourself, and that which you can do alone you
never ask any one to do for you. You are ambi
tious, and your ambition, courage, independence,
and firmness work together. You always expect
to triumph, to come out ahead, to do what you
seek to do. Your blows are given with a peculiar
energy, and your efforts are steady and stanch.
You have large Combativenessand Destructiveness,
which tend to give you uncommon force, courage,
thoroughness, and spirit. You have always been
a kind of torpedo; when struck, you strike back;
it is a kind of generic recoil. People generally
clear the track when they hear your whistle; you
are naturally an “express train,” and among men
you are disposed to take responsibility. You will
not tolerate dictation. You can be persuaded to
do anything that an honest man may do, but you
can not be driven an inch if you know it. You

would go backward over Niagara Falls before
you would be driven forward against your ideas

of right and propriety.
You are very friendly, have sociability and

warmth, and whole-hearted people become at
tached to you. Toward your friends you are re
markably liberal; you like to carve, and have a

long table full of clever fellows under your own
roof; and none entertain their friends with more
breadth of hospitality than you. You should
avoid social dissipation; in other words, do not
let your friends lead you away into bad habits.
You love home, and it would be your pleasure

and pride to have as good a home as you could
afford. Your idea of being rich has always in the
foreground a fine mansion, with everything to

make it pleasant and desirable—the wife and
children, an elegant library, a fine garden, all
come in to fill up the picture.
You are known for the desire to keep your

word, to do as you agree, and to be just and
thorough in your business transactions; in other
words, you belong to the honest and punctual
class of men. You sometimes show selfishness,
and anger, and passion; but men never find you
doing that which is mean, base, or dishonest.
Your Weneration is too small ; you need more of

the religious element to give you a better balance

of mind, more elevation of feeling, more of the
sense of another life, and of a common Father. As
you become older, and your business ambition
shall be gratified, and your feelings become less
strong, your religious disposition will increase in

strength. You are more honest than pious; your
prayers are short, and if you had a week to make
you would be liable to forget the Sunday. You
have less respect for religion and sacred institu
tions than you have for your word, honor, and
duty. If you were to be placed where your sym
pathy was called upon, it would respond readily.
Men call you generous, liberal, neighborly, dis
posed to accommodate,and lend a hand; this you

do with a kind, friendly magnanimity which
makes the favors bestowed grateful to those who
receive them.

You are known intellectually for a clear, dis
tinct, and vigorous mind; you grasp knowledge as

by intuition. You are not obliged to wait for
slow, logical methods to work out results, but you
seem to grasp the truth and make it your own,
though it may be surrounded with bushels of
chaff. You judge character accurately. You
have hardly made a mistake in ten years in esti
mating the disposition, capacity, and moral qual
ities of men. You know where to put each indi
vidual. You select men at sight who can do cer
tain work and do it well. You have fair mechan
ical talent, but you can plan better than work,
overseebetter than execute. You cangetmore work
done in a given time than almost anybody else, be
cause you are right among the men and in the
thickest of the business. Your word is electrical
upon their efforts. You control men easily. You
could go on ship-board, among the sailors, and
make every man know his duty and do it.

You talk with considerable readiness, though
your vocabulary is not large. You have a clear
mind. You come to conclusions quickly, and are
generally correct; consequently you are able to

tell your thoughts with promptness, that makes
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Po RTRAIT OF R. N. RICE, SU P'T. MICH IGAN CENTRAL R. R.

people think you talk easily; but you frequently
feel at a loss for just the word, and hesitate, un
less it is about something with which you are
very familiar. You carry just the word, and hes
itate, unless it is about something with which you
are very familiar. You carry more business in
your mind than most men. You allow but little
to escapeyour memory or judgment.
You should encourage more suavity, reverence,

and spirituality of mind. Cultivate also Imita
tion, a copying, conformatory disposition, and
keep your hand on your mental “brake.” You
are apt to go too fast, especially on the down
grades, and if you were a conductor or engineer
on a road, would get ahead of time. You always
want your watch fast, and desire to live up to it.

Your strong qualities are these : power of will,
independence, desire to triumph, courage, force,
thoroughness, strong social feeling, respect for the
truth, and good common sense.

Biography.”
The unobtrusive walks of business life not un

frequently present instances of rapid development,

of high attainment, and of resistless energy, which

do not suffer in comparison with the more ambi
tious and demonstrative successes of the bar and
the forum. Such an instance is furnished in the
person of the present Superintendent of the Mich
igan Central Railway.

R. N
. Rice, Esq., was born in Boston, on the

80th of May, 1814. He received his education

in that city, and very early began to fit himself for
commercial pursuits. He commenced mercantile
business upon coming of age, and prosecuted it

until the year 1844, when he entered the employ

* Copied by permission from Appleton's Railway
Guédé.

ment of the Fitchburg Railway, in which he con
tinued until September, 1846, when he entered
the service of the Michigan Central Railway Com
pany as cashier. Mr. Rice arrived at Detroit,
and entered upon the active discharge of his du
ties in November, 1846, and the best and simplest
mode of referring to the manner in which he ac
quitted himself of his trust, is to state the fact
that he has since held every general office in the
immediate management of the Road, culminating
his brilliant and useful ſcareer by unanimous
election as general superintendent of one of the
most important railways in the Union, and one
which under his management has no superior.

It is needless to say that to attain and sustain
himself in this position, Mr. Rice has put forth un
wearied industry, has displayed the most indom
itable energy, and the highest order of executive
and administrative talent. These follow by nec
essary implication in the minds of all persons
familiar with the management of railways.
The cause of surprise, in the case of Mr. Rice,

is the unusual adaptation with which, having
been trained to different pursuits, he seized upon
and coped with the formidable features of a busi
ness, the intricacy of the details of which are
deemed to require a long course of discipline, a

studious preparation, and wide elemental attain
ments; the wonder that a general business man
should attain eminence and achieve success in a

sphere so widely different from that of his early
pursuits, is enhanced by the rapid brilliancy with
which that success was attained. From the quiet

of the counting-room, and the management of a

few clerks, to pass to the control of an army of

men, and the executive disposition of a gigantic
enterprise, comprising devious and often discord
ant features, furnishes a type of intrinsic powers

as rare as it is surprising, the development of

which, in the case of Mr. Rice, was accidental.
To the rare qualities which have been enume

rated above, the subject of this brief notice unites
the highest benevolence, the widest liberality,
and the most frank, cordial, and popular man
ners. He possesses the quality of being able to

give a denial, which his firmness and judgment
often require him to do, or of communicating an

unpleasant fact in a manner which softens the
office and reconciles the object of it. Hence,
while he has fulfilled his duties to the corpora
tion with the most punctilious regard, he has en
joyed the confidence, respect, and gratitude not
only of the traveling public, but also of the com
munity and of all parties controlling the prac
tical interests of the vast region of country which

is tributary to the railway, as a thoroughfare of

transit, and of transportation to and fro. This
fact, though silent and unobtrusive, has been of

incalculable benefit to the corporation in an al
most entire immunity from those numerous and
annoying vexations which are so often incident to

the relation occupied by a heavy corporation to

the public at large and to the classes which are
brought in daily contact with its general man
agement and its endless details. He possesses an

extraordinary clearness of apprehension in regard

to the running of trains, almost instinctively dis
covering the correct and best method of accom
modating their movements to the changing cir
cumstances which occur, so as to meet every exi
gency with perfect safety and success. To this
pre-eminent ability is doubtless to be attributed
the almost entire absence of those accidents so

much dreaded by the traveler—the time-tables,
from the commencement, having been made up
entirely by himself.
To a character of the most stainless rectitude

and morality, Mr. Rice unites the highest order

of social qualities and faculties of wit and colloquial
advantages, which gild and enrich the circle of pri
vate life during those short and rare periods which

a sleepless and inflexible industry permit him to

enjoy. The onerous and perplexing cares which
are incident to his responsible and exciting posi
tion are cast off at the threshold, and are never
allowed, even by the shade of a thoughtful brow
and a preoccupied manner, to disturb the quiet
serenity of his own house or of the fireside of his
friends. For aught that appears to him, he might
well be looked upon at such moments as one whose
first and favorite study was to make himself the
joyous, congenial, and pleasant companion of a

vacant hour.
He is an attached and affectionate husband, a

faithful and generous son, a firm and devoted
friend—never happier than when surrounded by
the objects of his love and esteem.
Many pages might be well filled with details

and with generalities which would serve more
fully to illustrate the qualities of the man, by

which he has secured high success; but the limits

of this brief notice will not permit its dilation
beyond a bare reference to those characteristics
and facts which are intended to give to the public
the merest outline by which they may judge of

the man, so thoroughly and widely known to the
parties interested in the great enterprise, the daily
administration of which rests upon his shoulders.

—sº
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C. C. T. R. A. C.Y.
PhrenoLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.---

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

THIs gentleman has a most marked and extra
ordinary organization, as will readily be seen by
reference to the portrait. His temperament is
strong and enduring, indicating health, vigorous
ancestry, and long life. His head is remarkably
high and comparatively narrow, and it is also
very long from the root of the nose to the back of
the head. His social organs, as a class, are well
developed, particularly his Parental Love, Inhab
itiveness, and Friendship, which are very large;
hence he is able to call out the affection and
friendship of others, especially of children. An
other prominent peculiarity, and one which sig
malizes him in his power to exert influence, is the
large development of Cautiousness, Approbative
ness, Self-Esteem, Firmness, and Conscientious
ness, which give enormous elevation about the
crown, almost directly over the ears. He is a
man of considerable prudence, is ambitious to be
known and valued, and can awaken the ambition
of others and keep it active. He has also pride,
Self-Esteem, and power to govern and control.
There are few persons who sway so positive, abso
solute, and ruling a power as he. His very
large Firmness renders him positive in his will
and determined in his purposes, while his Self
Esteem and Combativeness, joined to Firmness,
impart a spirit of self-reliance and self-posses
sion which never forsakes him. He is just, up
right, and stern in his integrity. He is rather
hopeful, not extra believing, but frank, open
hearted, and candid. He has respect for things
sacred, is naturally religious in his tone of mind,
but by no means superstitious.
He has hardly faith enough. He is preſemi

nently a man who believes in works of justice
and mercy, patient perseverance, and in holding
out to the end. His Benevolence is very large;
it amounts almost to a deformity in the head.
No artist, not a phrenologist, would be willing to
paint that part of his head as large as it is ; and
every person, not a phrenologist, would regard it
as a drawback upon the symmetry of his head, as
indeed it really is

.

There are few men who have so controlling an

element of sympathy, joined to so much self-reli
ance, courage, force, and firmness. He possesses

a lion-like force and earnestness and courage,
along with uncommon gentleness and sympathy,
which such excessive Benevolence and Parental
Love impart.
Another extraordinary development is the or

gan of Human Nature, situated between Com
parison and Benevolence, on the middle line of

the head. This extraordinary power to judge of

character and understand motive aids him in

governing and controlling children and others.
Such a mind can bring order out of chaos—can
reduce to subordination the most restless and
disorderly persons, as in a school, a public as
sembly, or among large gangs of workmen. He
can make people afraid of him without inspiring in

them anything of bitterness or hatred: they love
him, and yet fear to offend and disobey him.
His intellect shows good practical talent, great

power of analysis, good memory of particulars
and details, and especially a good memory of

ºº º ºº
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ideas. He has good mechanical talent; enjoys
mirth and amusement, imitates well, has good
talking talent, excellent powers of description,
and uncommon ability to impress people with
whom he converses with the truth and import
ance of that which he says, and generally obtains
implicit belief, trust, and confidence.
He needs more love of gain, and more policy.

He inclines to live and labor for others more than
for himself; and though he has strong sympathy,
and is placed in positions which tend to try his
sympathy, his patience, and his endurance, yet
he is so positive in his feelings, that his duties
wear upon him less than similar ones would upon
almost anybody else.

BIOGRAPHY.

CALEB CLAFLIN TRACY was born in Chazy,
Clinton County, N

. Y., Aug. 20th, 1809, of an old
New England stock of skillful mechanics.
He himself was first a farmer, and afterward

became a mechanic, working in cabinet-making
and piano-forte manufacturing and carpentry.
During all his labors at his trade he took a great
interest in children, and connected himself with
the Sunday schools of New York city, where he

showed much tact and ingenuity in his efforts.

At length, Mr. C. L. Brace, Secretary of the
Children's Aid Society, who was desirous of open
ing a lodging house for street children and news
boys, hearing of his success with children, in
duced him to take the superintendence of this
benevolent institution.
His mechanical ingenuity at once came in play

in the arrangements and plan of the simple rooms
for these poor boys.

The following is the account by Mr. Brace of

the working of this institution the first year:
“The upper story of the Sun buildings, corner

of Fulton and Nassau streets, was taken for the
purpose; one part fitted up for a bed-room, with
accommodation for about ninety boys; the rest as

bath-room, office-room for the superintendent,
and school-room. The latter was furnished with
seats and desks, given us by the Public School
Society from their old furniture. A library, and
numerous maps and prints were subsequently
presented by various donors. Lodgings were let
for six cents a night; the whole was placed un
der the charge of a superintendent, Mr. C. C.

Tracy, to whose good judgment and patient kind
ness is due the great influence since acquired over
the boys and their manifest improvement. At
the first opening of the lodging-house it was made
the condition of lodging that every boy should
take a bath. To this there was some reluctance.
Now it is prized as a privilege. Great difficulty
was found in the beginning to keep the lads in

order, or getting them into classes for the evening
school. At certain times the effort was most dis
couraging, and it seemed useless to try further.
But at length, patience, kindness, and good sense
prevailed. Mr. Tracy began to get a certain in
fluence. The boys were cleaner, more respectful,
and, at least in the rooms, more decent in lan
guage. He attended to their bodily ailments; he

helped them sometimes (though rarely) when un
lucky with their papers, and aboveall, he brought
continuously and carefully to bear on them the
strongest conscientious and religious motives.
“To promote economy, he contrived a table in

which each boy should have his own money-box

—sº-º;
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numbered, where his earnings could be depos
ited; and then, before a general meeting of them,
he laid the proposition to close the “bank,’ as it
was called, for a certain length of time. It was
carried, and the opening of it at the end of the
time (two months) astonished the boys with the
amount of deposits accumulated. The money
was, most of it, usefully spent for clothes for the
winter. This has given the first taste of the
pleasure of saving.
“As a check to gambling, the game of checkers

was introduced with much success, serving to ex
ercise, harmlessly, that incessant mental activity
and love of venture peculiar to the class.
“The library has been used by a considerable

number, and what is significant, the most in
structive books, with experiences of real life, have
been the most popular.
“There have been 6,872 lodgers at the rooms

during the year, and 408 different boys. The
usual number of lodgers is from 25 to 40. Many
come in the evenings who sleep in their homes.
The result of it all is very happy. The news-boys
are certainly not now “model little boys,” but
they are greatly changed from their condition
when we first knew them. They come regularly

to our evening school, and the informal religious
meeting on Sunday evenings. They wear clean
shirts and clean clothes. Gambling and drinking
have been much left off by them. Their language
and behavior, though of course never to be put
into the formalities of better trained children, is

respectable. A number have been started in

other branches of business. They are more saving,
and industrious, and cleanly, and some of them
appear to have felt the genial religious influence,
which, without technicality of formalism, it has
been endeavored to bring about them.”
The following extracts from Mr. Tracy's diary

will show what the material is with which this
benevolent man had to deal :

“.Aug. 27, Sunday, P.M.–Passing the Trib
une office to-day, I saw eight or ten news-boys
sitting in the hand-cart and standing around it,

all very cosily engaged ia conversation. Most of

these boys have slept at the lodging-house quite
regularly until within the last three or four
weeks, and as I came near them they appeared
quite restless; but seeing the opportunity too
good to be lost, I opened upon them pleasantly by

asking a few questions. When I asked where
they slept now, one keen little fellow, in a half
joking manner, replied, “We have becomeretired
snoozers now, but somebody has stole our box,
and now I don't know what we'll do.’ I reasoned
with them about the course they were pursuing—
stealing papers, picking other boys' pockets, beat
ing and otherwise compelling strangers to yield to

their unjust demands, sleeping out, etc. “It is all
wrong, and I have determined to stop it at once.
Those who have homesmust go to them, and those
who have none must find one. I intend,” said I,

‘to notify personally every boy before I begin,
and then he must not be surprised if at any time,
day or night, he is arrested and sent to the House

of Refuge.” This lecture was given in a low tone,

so as not to attract the attention of others, but
still an occasional passer-by would stop to listen;

if it was a boy, he soon got a hint, such as, “Do
you want anything ' accompanied with a look and
gesture that satisfied him that he had better
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leave. A man who inquired, “What is the mat
ter here?" was told by one of the boys : “Oh,
nothin': sir, he (meaning me) is only a street
preacher.”
“Evening.—Four of the ringleaders came in

here for lodging this evening, and as one of them
was getting into bed, said: “Ah! Mr. Tracy, this

is a little nicer than the box to sleep in.”
“..Aug. 14, A.M.–A man who is connectedwith

one of the newspaper establishments, and whose
duties call him out very early in the morning,
told me he saw twenty-four boys and men (and
among them one police officer) sleeping on and
about the corner of Nassau and Ann streets, this
morning at four o'clock.

A WANDERER RETURNED.
“Sept. 5, Tuesday Evening. —One of the

prominent characteristics of a news-boy is the
love of liberty—liberty to work or not—liberty to

sleep, how, when, and where he pleases—liberty to

eat or not—liberty to select his own associates
and amusements. In short, free, unrestrained
personal liberty. A. S., who is a fair specimen of

the best class of news-boys, industrious, inde
pendent, cheerful, and liberal, was induced by
another boy—who had been expelled for unruly
conduct—to leave here and take private board
and lodging where he might enjoy his inalienable
rights unrestrained. After an absence of two
weeks, however, he returned to the lodging this
evening. As he entered, without turning a glance

to the right or left, with a glow of joy in his face,
that showed how glad he was to return, he came
right up to me, and holding out his hand, said:
Ah, Mr. Tracy, I am coming back to you again!’
After shaking my hand most heartily, he seated
himself and gazed around the room, seeming per
fectly delighted to get back again.
“Sept. 9, Saturday Evening.—The numbers

of lodgers has increased during the past week,
notwithstanding the hot weather, which has been
as fine as ‘snoozers and bummers' could desire.
These boys always live well when they have the
money. This evening, while a number of them
were telling each other what they had for supper,I undertook to reason with them about their diet
—that they should avoid some of the nice things
which they had mentioned, and live more upon
plainer food, as that was healthier and cheaper;
that they should allow their reason, instead of

their appetite, to control them in their selection

of their food. “Ah, sir,’ said one boy, “when a

feller is hungry, and has got a good hot dinner
smokin' before him, it's no time to reason, and I

have made up my mind that these ruffled-shirt
“quills” (clerks) shan’t eat up all the good things,
no how.” I concluded to drop the matter for the
present, and took another subject.
“Sept. 10, Sunday, 2 P.M.–-I put on my over

coat, and taking my umbrella, left home for the
lodging-house. When I arrived here I found
twelve or fifteen of our boys, who had sought a

shelter from this cold storm, in our stairway,
anxious to get into the rooms. When they saw me
coming up stairs, one cried out, ‘Here comesMr.
Tracy; now we can get in.” “That's good,”said
another. “Hurrah for Mr. Tracy " and many
similar expressions. Many of these little fellows,
who were poorly clad and badly prepared for
weather or storm like this, were wet to the skin,

and without the money they had taken this morn
ing, which was burning in their pockets, would be
chilled through with the cold. We interested
them as well as we could for two hours, and while
the boys were away for their supper we put up
the stove and made a good fire.

“ Sept. 10–Evening.—The storm and cold
weather have driven in an unusual number of
boys this evening. We have twenty-five lodgers,
besides several who have spent the evening here
and gone home, or somewhere else to sleep. All
enjoyed our comfortable fire very much, and while
we were teaching two little fellows their A B ab's,
another boy was amusing a crowd who were cosily
seated around the stove, by telling them how they
would do on the cold, snowy nights next winter.
Stooping down in front of the stove, with his head
turned on one shoulder, and his hands held close

to the fire, he said: “Ah, won't you snoozers like

to get up to this fire 2 Yes you will (with a toss

of his head)—yes you will—I know it!”
“Sept. 11, Monday Evening.—The cold weath

er and rain of yesterday begin to make the boys
realize that winter is approaching in earnest, and
now they begin to feel the force of the counsel I

have given them about saving their money and
preparing for winter. One boy offered a resolu
tion, “That no boy be allowed to take any money
out of the “bank” until the first of November
next ; which, after being fully discussed, was
passed unanimously.”
After laboring some years in this field, Mr.

Tracy was transferred to a more responsible and
difficult sphere of ‘benevolent labor, the placing
the poor children, sent out by the Children's Aid
Society, in homes at the West. The Society were
now transferring some 800 little ones annually to

country homes, and the enterprise needed great
care and judgment. Mr. Tracy selected the chil
dren from the crowd of applicants in the office of

the Association, took them to the cars, kept them

in good order on the journey, and then performed
the difficult task of choosing suitable homes for
the little ones in the town to which he went. He
has performed these benevolent and responsible
labors now for some years with constant success.
All over the West Mr Tracy's kindly face is well
known, and he is considered a kind of “Bishop of
the Boys.” He has not, to be sure, many ecclesi
astical or sacerdotal honors showered upon him,
but he has the unspoken gratitude and the sincere
affection of thousands of unbefriended children
who will not easily forget “Father Tracy.”
Mr. Tracy, as his head shows, is not a senti

mentalist; he has good reflective organs, and a

most decided prominence of Firmness, as well as

the arch of Benevolence.
The young, and the helpless, and the unfortu

nate he pities like a mother; but the lazy, and
tricky, and older children he blazes against with a

fiery wrath, and he is like a rock against their
efforts to gain his help.
Mr. Tracy is now one of the unknown bene

factors of our country. May he survive many
years to help the unfortunate.

THE fact that inaction of the organs diminishes
their usefulness, is plainly proved by the fishes of

the Mammoth Cave, which lose the benefit of using
their eyes, by the continual darkness surrounding
them.––––e.g.
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[continued From PAGEFIFTY-Four.]
L E CTURE W II.

DUTIES OF PARENTS to THEIR children—Continued.
It is thedutyof parentsto educatetheir children—To be ableto dischargetheirduty,
parents themselvesmust be educated—Deficiencyof educationin Scotland–Means
of supplying the deficiency—Itis a duty to provideforchildren-Best provisionfor
children consistsin a soundconstitution,goodmoral and intellectualtraining,and
instructionin usefulknowledge—Whatdistributionof theparents'fortuneshould be
made7–Rights of parentsand dutiesof children-Obedience to parents—Parents
bound to render themselvesworthyof respect—Somechildren born with defective
moraland intellectualorgans—Howtheyshouldbetreated.
NExt to the duty of providing for the physical health and enjoyment

of their children, parents are bound to train and educate them properly,
so as to fit them for the discharge of the duties of life. The grounds

of this obligation are obvious. The human body and mind consist of a

large assemblage of organs and faculties, each possessing native energy
and an extensive sphere of action, and capable of being used or abused,
according as it is directed. The extensive range of these powers, a

prime element in the dignity of man, renders education exceedingly
important. As parents are the authors and guardians of beings thus
endowed, it is clearly their duty to train their faculties, and to direct
them to their proper objects. “To send an uneducated child into the
world,” says Paley, “is little better than to turn out a mad dog or a

wild beast into the streets.”
To conduct education properly, it is necessary to know the physical

and mental constitution of the being to be educated, and also the world

in which he is to be an actor. Generally speaking, the former knowl
edge is not possessed, and the latter object is very little regarded.
How many parents are able to call up, even in their own minds, any
satisfactory view of the mental faculties (with their objects and spheres

of action) which they aim at training in their children? How many
add to this knowledge an acquaintance with the physical constitution

of the human being, and of the kind of treatment which is best calcu
lated to develop favorably its energies and capabilities? Nay, who
can point out even a body of professional teachers who are thus highly
accomplished 7 I fear few of us can do so.

I do not blame either parents or teachers for the present imperfect
state of their knowledge; because they themselves were not taught;
indeed, the information here described did not exist a few years ago,

and it exists but to a very limited extent still. Ignorance, therefore,

is our misfortune, rather than our fault; and my sole object in advert
ing to its magnitude is to present us with motives to remove it. While

it continues so profound and extensive as it has hitherto generally been,
sound and salutary education can no more be accomplished than you
can cause light to shine forth out of darkness. Scotland has long
boasted of her superior education ; but her eyes are now opening to

the groundlessness of this pretension. In May, 1835, Dr. Welsh, in

the General Assembly, told the nation that Protestant Germany, and
even some parts of Catholic Germany, are, in that respect, far before
us. The public mind is becoming so much alive to our deficiencies,
that better prospects open up for the future. The details of education
can not be here entered into ; but it may be remarked, that Phrenology
points out the necessity of training the propensities and sentiments, as

well as cultivating and instructing the understandings of children. For
accomplishing these ends, Infant Schools on Mr. Wilderspin's plan are
admirably adapted.
The objects of education are—to strengthen the faculties that are

too weak, to restrain those which are too vigorous, to store the intellect
with moral, religious, scientific, and general knowledge, and to direct

al
l

to their proper objects. In cultivating the intellect, we should bear

in view that external nature is as directly adapted to our different intel
lectual powers as light is to the eye; and that the whole economy of

our constitution is arranged on the principle that we shall study the
qualities and relations of external objects, apply them to our use, and
also adapt our conduct to their operation. The three great means of

education are domestic training, public schools, and literature or books.
The first will be improved by instructing parents; the second by the

is ignorant, and to desire instruction.

diffusion of knowledge among the people at large; while the third is

now--through the efforts of those philanthropists who have given birth

to really cheap moral and scientific literature (particularly Messrs.
Chambers, of Edinburgh)—placed within the reach of every class of

the community.
Messrs. Chambers have lately added to their other means of instruc

tion a series of cheap books on education, in which the lights of modern
knowledge are brought together to illuminate, and render practical,
this interesting subject. Europe is

,
at this moment, only waking out

of the slumbers of the dark ages; she is beginning to discover that she
The sun of knowledge, how

ever, is still below the horizon to vast multitudes of our British popula
tion; but they are startled by a bright effulgence darting from a radiant
sky, and they now know that that light is the dawn of a glorious day,
which will tend to terminate their troubled dreams of ignorance and
folly. Let us help to arouse them—let us lead them to pay their
morning orisons in the great temple of universal truth. When they
shall have entered into that temple, let us introduce them to nature
and to nature's God; and let us hasten the hour when the whole hu
man race shall join together to celebrate his power, wisdom, and
goodness, in strains which will never cease till creation pass away; for
we know that the sun of knowledge (unlike the orb of day), when
once risen, will never set, but will continue to emit brighter and
brighter rays til

l

time shall be no more. In eternity alone can we
conceive the wonders of creation to be completely unfolded, and the
mind of man to be satiated with the fullness of information.

In the present course of Lectures I am treating merely of duties ;

and when I point out to you the foundation and extent of the duty of

educating your children, it is al
l

that I can accomplish. I can nothere
discuss the manner in which you may best discharge this obligation.
This instruction can be obtained only by a thorough education of your
own minds; and the courses of lectures provided by the Philosophica
Association are admirable auxiliaries to the attainment of this end’

After you have become acquainted with Anatomy and Physiology as

the keys to the physical constitution of man; with Phrenology as the
development of his mental constitution; with Chemistry, Natural
History, and Natural Philosophy as expositions of the external world,
and with Political Economy and Moral Philosophy as the sciences of

human action, you will be in possession of the rudimentary or elemen
tary knowledge necessary to enable you to comprehend and profit by

a course of lectures on practical education, which is really the applica
tion of this knowledge to the most important of al

l purposes, that of

training the body to health, and the mind to virtue, intelligence, and
happiness. I hope that the direction of this association will hereafter
induce some qualified lecturer to undertake such a course, but I beg
leave to express my humble conviction, that no error is more prepos
terous than that which leads many persons to suppose that, without this
preliminary or elementary knowledge, parents can be taught how to
educate their children successfully.
The process of education consists in training faculties and commu

nicating knowledge; and it appears to me to be about as hopeless a

task to attempt to perform this duty by mere rules and directions, as

it was for the Israelites to make bricks in Egypt without straw. I am
the more anxious to insist on this point, because no error is more com
mon in the practical walks of life, than the belief that a parent can
learn how to educate a child without undergoing the labor of educating
himself. Many parents of both sexes, but particularly mothers, have
told me, that if I would lecture on Education, they would come and
hear me; because they considered the education of their children to

be a duty; and were disposed to sacrifice the time necessary for ob
taining instruction how to discharge it. When I recommended to

them to begin by studying Physiology, Chemistry, Natural Philosophy,
and Phrenology, at least to such an extent as to be able to comprehend
the nature of the body and mind which they proposed to train, and the
objects by which the mind and body are surrounded, and on which
education is intended to enable them to act—they instantly declared>

;
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that they had no time for these extensive inquiries, and that informa
tion about education was what they wanted, as it alone was necessary
to their object. I told them, in vain, that these were preliminary
steps to any available knowledge of education. They were so ignorant
of mind and of its faculties and relations, that they could not conceive
this to be the case, and refused to attend these courses of instruction.

If I could succeed in persuading you of the truth of this view, the
permanence of this association, and the success of its lectures would

be secured; because the industrious citizens of Edinburgh would prize

it as a grand means of preparing their own minds for the important
duty of educating their children, and would no longer come hither
merely to be amused, or to pass an idle hour; they would regard
every science taught by this association as a step toward the attain
ment of the most important object of human life—that of training the
young to health, intelligence, virtue, and enjoyment.”
The next duty of parents is to provide suitably for the outfit of their

children in the world. If I am right in the fundamental principle, that
happiness consists in well-regulated activity of the various functions of

the body and mind, and that the world is designedly arranged by the
Creator with a view to the maintenance of our powers in this condition

of activity, it follows that a parent who shall have provided a good con
stitution for his child, preserved him in sound health, thoroughly edu
cated him, trained him to some useful calling, and supported him until
he shall have become capable of exercising it, will have discharged the
duty of maintenance in its highest and best sense.

It is of much importance to children to give them correct views of

the real principles, machinery, and objects of life, and to train them

to act systematically in relation to them, in their habitual conduct.
What should we think of a merchant who should embark himself, his
wife, family, and fortune on board of a ship ; take the command of it

himself, and set sail on a voyage of adventure, without knowledge of

navigation, without charts, and without having any particular port of

destination in view 7 We should consider him as a lunatic ; and yet
many men are launched forth on the sea of active life, as ill provided
with knowledge and objects as the individual here imagined. Suppose,
however, our adventurous navigator to use the precaution of placing
himself under convoy, to attach himself to a fleet, to sail when they
sailed, and to stop when they stopped, we should still lament his igno
rance, and reckon the probabilities great of his running foul of his com
panions in the voyage, foundering in a storm, being wrecked on shoals

or sunken rocks, or making an unproductive speculation, even if he

safely attained a trading port. This simile appears to me to be scarcely

an exaggeration of the condition in which young men in general em
bark in the business of the world. The great mass of society is the
fleet to which they attach themselves; it is moving onward, and they
move with it; sometimes it is favored with prosperity; sometimes
overtaken by adversity, and they passively undergo its various fates;
sometimes they make shipwreck of themselves by running foul of their
neighbors' interests, or by deviating from the course, and encountering
hazards peculiarly their own; but in al

l they do, and in al
l they suffer,

they obey an impulse from without, and rarely pursue any definite ob
ject, except the acquisition of wealth, and they follow even it without

a systematic plan. If you consider that this moving mass called society

is only a vast assemblage of individuals, nearly al
l equally ignorant, and

that the impulses which they obey are merely the desires of the most
energetic minds, pursuing, often blindly, their individual advantage, you
can not be surprised at the strange gyrations which society has so often
exhibited. In rude ages, the leaders and the people loved “the pride,
pomp, and circumstance of glorious war,” they moved to the sound of

the trumpet, and rejoiced in the clang of arms. In our day, the lead
ers steer to wealth and fame, and the mass toils after them as best it

may. In one year a cotton mania seizes the leaders, and vast portions

of the people are infected with the disease. In another year, a mania
for joint-stock companies attacks them, and their followers again catch
the infection. In a third year, a fever for railroads seizes on them,
and al

l

rush into speculations in stock. In these varying aspects of so
cial movements, we discover nothing like a well-considered scheme of

action, adopted from knowledge, and pursued to its results. The
leaders and the multitude appear equally to be moved by impulses
which control and correct each other by collision and concussion, but

* The Lectures of the PhilosophicalAssociation,after being intermittedfor several
years,wereresumed in thewinter1845–6.

in each of which thousands of individuals are crushed to death, although
the mass escapes and continues to move forward in that course which
corresponds to the direction of the last force which was applied to it.

It appears to me, that, by correct and enlarged knowledge of human
nature, and of the external world, the young might be furnished with

a chart and plan of life, suited to their wants, desires, and capacities,

as rational beings. If they should subsequently become leaders, this
would enable them to steer the social course with greater precision
and advantage than has been done in bygone times; or, if they re
mained humble members of the body-politic, to shape their individual
courses, so as in some degree to avoid the collisions and concussions
which reckless ardor, in alliance with ignorance, is ever encountering.

A young man, if properly instructed, should commence active life with

a clear perception of the natural laws by which social interests, and
particularly those of the profession which he adopts, are governed; the
results to which the various courses of action submitted to his choice
are calculated to lead; and the steps by which these results are in

general evolved. This advantage, however, is rarely possessed, and
the young are left to grope their way, or to join the convoy and sail
with the fleet, as they best are able.
Under the present system of impulsive and imitative action, one or

other of two errors generally infects the youthful mind. If the parents

of a family have long struggled with pecuniary difficulties and the de
pression of poverty, but ultimately, after much exertion and painful
self-denial, have attained to easy circumstances, they teach their chil
dren almost to worship wealth ; and at the same time fil

l

their minds
with vivid ideas of laborious exertions, sacrifices, difficulties, cares, and
troubles, as almost the only occurrences of life. They represent ex
pense and enjoyment as closely allied with sin; and young persons
thus trained, if they possess well-constituted brains, often become rich,
but rarely reap any reasonable satisfaction from their earthly existence.
They plod, and toil, and save, and invest; they are often religious, on
the principle of laying up treasures in heaven; but cultivate neither
their moral nor their intellectual faculties; and at the close of life com
plain that al

l
is vanity and vexation of spirit.

The second error is diametrically the opposite of this one. Parents

of easy careless dipsositions, who have either inherited wealth, or been
successful in business without much exertion, generally teach their
children the art of enjoying life without that of acquiring the means

of doing so; and such children enter into trade or engage in professions
under the settled conviction (not conveyed by their parents, perhaps,

in direct terms, but insensibly instilled into their minds by example),
that the paths of life are al

l level, clear, and smooth; that they need
only to put the machinery of business into motion ; and that, thereafter,

al
l

will go smoothly forward, affording them funds and leisure for en
joyment, with little anxiety, and very moderate exertion. Young
persons thus instructed, if they do not possess uncommonly large organs

of Cautiousness and Conscientiousness, go gayly on in active life for a

brief space of time, and then become the victims of a false system, and

of inexperience. They are ruined, and suffer countless privations.
The errors of both these modes of training the young should be avoided.
After health, education, and virtuous habits, the best provision that

a parent can make for his son is to furnish him with sound views of
his real situation as a member of the social body. The Creator having
destined man to live in society, the social world is so arranged that an
individual, illuminated by a knowledge of the laws which regulate so
cial prosperity, by dedicating himself to a useful pursuit, and fulfilling
ably the duties connected with it, will meet with very nearly as cer
tain a reward, in the means of subsistence and enjoyment, as if he
raised his food directly from the soil. Astonishing stability and regu
larity are discoverable in the social world, when its constitution and
laws of action are understood. If legislators would cease to protect
what they call national, but which are really class interests, and would
leave the business world free to its spontaneous movements, enforcing

by law only the observance of justice—the laborer, artisan, manufac
turer, and professional practitioner would find the demands for their
labor, goods, or other contributions to the social welfare, to follow with

so much constancy and regularity, that, with ability, attention, and
morality on the part of each, they would very rarely indeed be left un
provided for. It is of great importance to press home this truth on the
minds of the young, and to open their understandings to a perception

of the causes which operate in producing this result, that they may
enter into active life with a just reliance on the wisdom and goodness

of the Creator, in providing the means of subsistence and enjoyment
for al

l

who discharge their social duties; and yet with a feeling of the
necessity of knowledge, and of the practice of that moral discipline
which enforces activity and good conduct at every step, as the natural
and indispensable conditions of success. /[ro BE continued]

—s-> *
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TRIBUTE TO THE SCHOOLMASTER.

In July, 1835, Lord Brougham was present, by
invitation, at the laying of the foundation-stone
of the new Mechanics' Institute, at Liverpool, on
which occasion he delivered two characteristic
speeches. The crowd that came to hear the elo
quent champion of education and equal rights
was so large, that the dinner, given after the cere
mony of laying the stone, had to be taken in the
theater. There are several passages in each of
these addresses which deserve to be printed in
letters of gold. Referring to the taunts with
which himself and his fellow-laborers in the great
cause were assailed by those who would insist on
keeping the people in ignorance, he addressed the
immense assembly present, after dinner, as follows:
“We are called schoolmasters—a title in which
I glory,” and never shall feel shame. Our Penny
Science is ridiculed by thosewho have many pence
and little knowledge. Our lectures are laughed
at, as delivered to groups of what those ignorant
people in fine linen and gaudy attire call, after
the poet, “lean, unwashed artificers'—a class of
men that should be respected, not derided, by
those who, were they reduced to work for their
bread, would envy the skill of the men they now
look down upon. Let such proud creatures enjoy
the fancied triumph of their wit; we care not for
their light artillery (if, indeed, their heavy jests
can be so termed) half so much as we did for their
serious opposition. If they are much amusedwith
our Penny Sciences, I hopebefore long to see them
laugh twice as much at our Penny Politics; be
cause, when the abominable taxes upon the knowl
edge which most concerns the people are removed
—I mean the newspaper stamp—we shall have a
universal diffusion of sound, practical knowledge
among all classes of the community; and if lec
tures divert them so mightily now, I can tell them
that preparation is making for affording them
much more entertainment in the same kind, by a
very ample extension of the present system of lec
turing, and by including politics in their course!”
A nobler, more eloquent, more truthful, or bet

ter deserved tribute than the following to the
schoolmaster, which forms the peroration of this
admirable speech,has scarcely ever been paid by
ancient or modern orator:

“The conqueror moves in a march. He stalks
onward with the “pride, pomp, and circumstance
of war'—banners flying, shouts rending the air,
guns thundering, and martial music pealing, to
drown the shrieks of the wounded and the lamen
tations for the slain. Not thus the schoolmaster,
in his peaceful vocation. He meditates and pre
pares in secret the plans which are to bless man
kind; he slowly gathers round him those who are
to further their execution; he quietly, though
firmly, advances in his humble path, laboring
steadily, but calmly, till he has opened to the
light all the recessesof ignorance, and torn up by
the roots the weedsof vice. It is a progress not
to be compared with anything like a march; but

*To thesamepurportis Lord Brougham'sfamousde
claration on the omnipotenceof popular intelligence—
“Let the soldierbe abroad,if hewill; hecandonothing
in this age. There is anotherpersonageabroad,apersºn
less imposing—inthe eyesof some,insignificant. The
SomoolMASTER1sABROAD; and I trust to him, armed
with hisprimcr, againstthesoldierin full uniformarray.”

it leads to a far more brilliant triumph, and to
laurels more imperishable than the destroyer of
his species, the scourge of the world, ever won.
“Such men—men deserving the glorious title

of Teachers of Mankind—I have found laboring
conscientiously, though perhaps obscurely, in their
blessed vocation, wherever I have gone. I have
found them, and shared their fellowship, among
the daring, the ambitious, the ardent, the indom
itably active French ; I have found them among

the persevering, resolute, industrious Swiss ; I
have found them among the laborious, the warm
hearted, the enthusiastic Germans; I have found
them among the high-minded, but enslaved Ital
ians; and in our own country, God be thanked,
their numbers everywhere abound, and are every
day increasing. Their calling is high and holy;
their fame is the property of nations; their re
nown will fill the earth in after ages, in propor
tion as it sounds not far off in their own times.
Each one of these great teachers of the world,
possessing his soul in peace—performs his ap
pointed course—awaits in patience the fulfillment
of the promises— resting from his labors, be
queaths his memory to the generation whom his
works have blessed—and sleeps under the humble
but not inglorious epitaph, commemorating “one
in whom mankind lost a friend, and no man got
rid of an enemy?”—Barnard's Amer. Jour. of Ed.----

T. E. E. T. W. O C R A D L. E. B.

“Won't you make my doll a cradle *
Said a little girl of six;
“My cousin Tommy made me one,
But that is out of fix,

And I want to have a nice one,
Made of little willow sticks.”

No mechanic's heart e'er fluttered
With a more exultant throb,

Than mine did at this order;
And time can never rob

My heart of its strange ecstasy,
On taking home the job.

Since then a dozen flowery springs,
In Time's unceasing roll,

Have laid their hand on Mary's brow–
Their impress on her soul;

And I’ve another cradle made,
But 'tis not for her doll.

I can not tell you how it was—
I’m sure I never thought,

When but a boy of ten years old,
That first rude job I wrought,

That we should need another one,
But so it has turned out.

Of the two cradles I and she
Have oftentimes conversed,

And she declares the last one made
Is clumsiest and worst;

But I believe she likes it better
Than she did the first.-----

THE HEAD of Rich ELIEU.—A Paris corre
spondent, describing the rare curiosities of some
of the private collections of Paris, says that in one
“is the head of the great Cardinal de Richelieu ;
not the skull, but the dried head, with its thin
lips, its peaked beard, its delicate moustache—
such as you see the Cardinal represented in Phil
ippe de Champagne's admirable portrait, which

hangs in the gallery of the Louvre. The nose
alone is injured by the grave and by time; it is

twisted toward the left, and has slightly fallen
upon the cheek. What a sarcasm has hazard ex
pressed in action by this severance of the head
and body of the man who consigned so many
people to the scaffold ! His headless trunk mold
ers away in the church of the Sorbonne, which he

built for a family mausoleum, and where his fam
ily are to this day buried. Its vaults contain
the ashes of the celebrated M arshal Duke de
Richelieu, and the Duke de Richelieu, the pa
triotic minister of Louis XVIII. A splendid
monument by Girardin, the sculptor, is to be
seen there.”
PRoPortions of Boys AND GIRLs.-President

Woolsey, of Yale College, says: “It seems to be

an ascertained fact that there is a tendency to

produce boys, rather than girls, both when the
wife is young and when the husband is consid
erably older than the woman.” He refers to a

German physiologist in support of his assertion,
and claims that polygamy, contrary to what has
been asserted of the Mormons and other polyga
mists, gives birth to more boys than girls.-
THE NEw ENGLAND FEMALE MEDICAL Col

LEGEadvertisesits ThirteenthAnnual Term in another
column.
SEwing MAcHINEs.-Among the best is classed

theGrover and BakerMachine. For prices,etc.,seead
vertisementin this number.

ūſ ( ºr 1 tsp gmht mts.
1st. Have the inferior animals the organ of

Tune? We read the story of the musicalmice,which
werecharmedby music,andhaveheard of a perceivable
effectbeingproducedonotheranimalsbymusic?
Ans. We doubtnot many of the loweranimalsbesides

thesongbirdshavethesense of music. We knew a dog
whichwouldhowl in perfectharmonywith the changing
notes of a stage-bornwhen blown steadily. Many in
stancesarerecorded of wild animalsbeingfascinatedwith
music. We haveseenhorses,lions,andbearskeep time

to music,andseemveryhappy in hearingmusic.
2d. Doesthephrenologicalorgan of Tune, whichgivesability to detectdiscord,distinguish a high or smooth

soundfrom a low or rough one? Does it enable us to

hear a lower sound, or understandan individual at a

greaterdistance, or in a lower whisper?
Ans. We think not. Noise is onething,and a musical

noise is somethingmore. Good hearingpowermay be
possessedwithoutanyappreciation of themusicalqualities

of sounds,just as strongvisionmaybepresentwithoutthe
power to discerncolors. This is verycommon.

W. F. J.-The study of Phonography will not
injure but improvethepower of correctspeaking.

Ourpublicationsmaybeobtained of Rickey,Mallory &

Co.,Cincinnati,O.; Geo. B. Ames, Belvidere,Ill.; J. C.

Morgan & Co.,New Orleans,La.; J. W. Bond & Co.,Bal
timore,Md. ; BenjaminDawson,Montreal, C. E. ; S. C.

Griggs & Co.,Chicago,Ill.; Wm. Wilson, Poughkeepsie,

N
. Y.; B. R. Peck, Syracuse, N
. Y.; Putnam,Smith &

Co., Detroit, Mich.; Geo. H
. Denison,London, C. w.;

M. Shewan,Toronto, C. W.; L. P. Williams & Co.,Nash:
ville, Tenn.; L Willard, Troy, N.Y.; Morton & Griswold,
Louisville, Ky.; Hunt & Miner. Pittsburg, Pa.; Stewart

& Bowen,Indianapolis,Ind. ; J. B. Clark, Selma,Ala.;
A. Hutchinson,Cincinnati, O

.
: Cleaves & Waden,Mem

Wº: Tenn.; A. R. Shipley & Co., Portland,Oregon: F

ilson Hurd & Co., Dansville, N. Y.; Frank Taylor,washington, D
. c.; J. W
.

Randolph,Richmond.Wºº

8. Beverley,Frederickton,NewBrunswick;H. D
. Norrell,

Augusta,Ga.; Hawks & Bro.,Cleveland,O.; T. S. Hawks,
Buffalo,N.Y.; D

.

Kimball & Co., Providence, R. I. :

Keenan & Crutcher,Frankfort.Ky. ; James C. Orr,Wheel
º: Va.; Hitchcock & Searles, Lexington, Ky.; G

. M.
est, Richmond,Va.; J. R. Deutree, Calhoun, Mo.;

Reut' & wood, St
.

Louis, Mo.; B. J. Smith, M.T. san
Francisco, Cal. : Samuel Irwin, Jonesboro, Ga.; TylerBros.,San Francisco,Cal.
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Advertise MENTs intended for this Journal, to
secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson orbe
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa lineeachinsertion.

N. E. FEMALE MEDICAL CollBGE,
SPRING FIELD STREET, BOSTON.

The ThirteenthAnnualTerm will commenceon WED
NESDAY, November7th, 1860,and continueseventeen
weeks. Professors—Enoch C. Rolfe,M.D.. Theory and
Practice of Medicine; John K. Palmer, M.D., MateriaMedica, Therapeutics,and Chemistry; StephenTracy,M.D., Anatomy and Surgery; Marie E. Zakrzewska,M.D., Obstetricsand Diseasesof Women and Children;
Francis S. Cooke,M.D.,ºand Hygiene; Mary
R. Jenks, M.D., Demonstratorof Anatomy. Fees, $5
for eachof thesix tickets;Matriculation,$8; Graduation,
$10. The clinical epartmentisopendaily for thepracti.
cal educationof thestudents. For StateScholarshipsand
beneficiaryaid, apply to the Secretaryof the Board ofTrustees,Dr. GREgory,at theCollege; for admission,to
thesubscriber,

ENOCH C. ROLFE, Deanof theFaculty,
568WashingtonStreet.

ANNA INMAN, M.D., 135 EAST
Thirteenth Street. Office hours,9 A.M.to 5 P.M. Refers
to Drs.Trall andTaylor, and Fowler & Wells. 11+

------

REDUCTION IN THE PRICES OF
M.A.P.S.

Redfield'sGuide to Kansas. Illustrated by two largeMaps. 75cents.
Reed'sGuide to the KansasGold Region,with aMap,embracingtheNorthern and SouthernRoute,from the

MissouriRiver to Pike's Peak. 25cents.
The above works will be sent by mail, post-paid,on

receiptof 50cen's.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

REPORTERs' PHoNog RAPHIC Books.
Hox.T. H. Brºxtonsaid,“Had Phoxoanaphybeenknown40yearsago,itwouldhavesavedMk20YEARshandLaBok."
Hand-Bookof StandardPhonography.By Graham.#125
First StandardReader,correspondingstyle,in prep. 75
The Reporter'sManual, to followthePhon.Teacher 60
ManualofPhonography.Exerc'sinterpagºd.Pitman 60Reporter'sCompanion. GuidetoVerbatimReport'g1 00
PhonographicTeacher. A TreatiseonTeach'gPhon. 1 00Historyof Shorthandin theReportingStyle......... 5
PhonographicReader. Compan'nto Phono-Manual 25
New MaunersB ok. Correspondingstyle ......... 75
PhonographicTeacherfor Beginners. By Webster. 45
AmericanManualof Phonography. By Longley... 50PhonographicCopyBook,withKºroš, Covers.... 50
Blank CopyBook,Ruled,withoutCover............ 10
The American Phonetic.# By Smalley... 4 0.
The Book of Psalmsin ReportingStyle. ByPitman 100
The abovebookswill besent,prepaid,by returnof the

FIRST MAIL, onreceiptof price.
Bºsſ" All lettersshouldaddressedasfollows:
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,NewYork.

HINTS TowARD PHYs
ICAL PERFECTION: OR, The Philos
ophy of HUMANBEAUTY; showing How
toAcquire and Retain Bodily Symmetry,Health,andVigor: SecureLong Life; and
Avoid the Infirmilies and Deformitiesof
Age. By D. H. Jacques. An originalanddeeplyinterestingwork,repletewith won
derfulfacts,andpresentingmanynovelapPerfection, plications of the highest truthsof physi
|ºlogy, hygiene, mental science,and es
theticsto human improvements It com
|mendsitselftoall for whomheclfh,beauty,º long life haveanyattractions,andespeciallytoWomar, whetheras awifeandmother,or as aº *...imore than tweny ates and numerousPerſection. Wood-Cuts. Price, $'.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
80sBroadway,NewYork.

Perſection.

—I – -
EDU CATION CoMPLETE.—Con

taining Physiology, Animal and Mental; Memory,and
Intellectual Improvement,and Self-Culture, and Per
ſectionof Character,with Illustrations. One large vol
ume. Price#2. FOWLER AND WELLS,

80sBroadway,New York, Publishers.
“‘Self-Made, or Never Made," is themottoof the au

thor. This is a capitalwork,and, in our opinion,thebest
of thekind in the English language. No individual can
read a page of it without being improvedthereby. We
wish it werein thehandsof every.# manandwoman
in America.”— ommon-SehoolJournal.

AMERICAN PHR, EN O L O GIC A. L J O U R N A. L.
--- -

ILLUSTRATED
PH REN 0 Log I CAL AL MAN AC

FOR 1861,
Contains—Namesof all the Organs; Edw. C. Bunnell,
with Portrait; ChaunceyWibbard, with Likeness; Prof.Olmsted,with Portrait: Lord Elgin, with Portrait: James
St.phens.Wite Poisoner; Mary Shumar—Health; S. J.M’Reynolds—allMind ; Lowell Mason,Musician; Rev. J.
S. Harden,Wiſe Poisoner:J. W. Bulkley,Superintendent
of Schools; Prof. Groux, Numismatist; Henry Wells,
American Express: Philip Thomas,with Portrait; Gen.Garibaldi,the Patriot: Hon.J. A. Macdonald,of Canada;
Deacon J. Phillips. 100yearsold; Wm. L. Mackenzie,
LeaderoftheCanadianRevolution,1837: ParsonBrown
low,with Portrait; Learning Phrenologyat Home; Phonographyand Reporting: Phrenologyin Philadelphia;
Reporter'sDirectory: Table of Eclipses; CalendersCal
culatedfor DifferentLatitudes,etc. Onlysix cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

THE GROVER AND BAKER

S E W IN G M A C H IN E.
THE BEST IN THE WORLD !

For familiesto use that desire a stitch unrivaled for
BEAUTY, ELASTICITY, and STRENGTH. This ma
chine sewsequally well on all fabrics: muslin,cotton,
linen,woolencloth,etc.; fromthefinestSWISS MUSLIN
up to theHEAVIEST BEAVER CLOTH or LEATHER.
It finishesits own work, whichis moredurablethanany
fabric,runsat aquicker rate of speedthan any other,is
very simple in its construction,easily understood,and
with proper managementNEveR GETs out of REPAIR.
Making a stitchpeculiarto itself,
THE CELEBRATED DOUBLE LOCK STITCH,

It is impossibleto makeany improvementonthelatter,
and al

l

othermachinesbeinginferior, it claimsuniversal
favor as
THE UN RIWALED GROWER & B A K E R S.
Such a machine,“one of our Household gods,” is now
considered as essential to thecomfort of a well-regulated
family as “FIRE IN WINTER,” or “LAMPS AFTER
TWILIGHT.”
We only desire that everyone shall give it a fair and

impartial examination,consciousthat its own superior
meritswill beapparent to everydiscerningeye.

495BROADWAY, NEW YORK.tº SEND FOR A CIRCULAR. a
AN Exposition

of The
~ - M ------Swedish MovKMENT.CURE- EMBrACING

The History and Philosophy of this system of MedicalTreatment,with examples of Single Movements,and
directionsfor their use in variousformsof Chronic Disº forming a completemanual of exercises; togetherwit

A SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPLES OF GENERAL
HYGIENE.

By George H. TAYLor, A.M., M.D., Principal Physician

to theRemedialHygienicInstitute of New York City.Price, post-paid, $1 25. Address
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

ESPECIAL ATTENTION Is

ſor given to thePhysicalEducation of Girls andº: in HIN ſs TOWARD PHYSICAL

Gymnastics

- PERFECTI N
.

SeePlateand CuisrepreGirls, entingtheGirls' Gymnasium.

rON TRIAL.--To GIVE EVERY.
body a chance to judge for themselves,we sendLIFEILLUSTRATED threemonthsfor25cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

—sº
[OCT.,

---------- ------
ALL THE REQUISITES FOR

PHYSIOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, AND HY
DROPATHIC LECTURERS AND PRACTITIONERS

MAY REORDEREDOFFo W L E R A N D W E L L S.,
By Mail or Eºpress.

PHYSIOLOGY.

A beautifulset of anatomicaland physiologicalplates,
six in number,mountedon canvasand rollers, or color
ed. Price, $12.Also, Lambert'sAnatomicalChartson rollers, colored,
six in theset. Price,$6.
Also, Weber's ditto, size of life, eleven in the set.Price, $25.
Manikins,from$825 to $1,000each.
Skeletons—Frenchwired—readyfor use, from $85 to

$45each.
HYDROPATHY.

Dr. Trall's Encyclopedia........................... $8 00
Dr. Shew’sFamily Physician..... ... 2 50
Water-Curein ChronicDiseases.... I

DomesticPractice of Hydropathy.................. 1

Water-CureLibrary, sevenvolumes,andotherstand
ard works.

The New PocketSyringe........ ------------------- -
BreastPumps... --
NippleShield.

PhrenoLOGY.
Specimensfor Societiesand PrivateCabinets. Forty of

ourbestSpecimens,size of Life. Cast from the heads of

John QuincyAdams, Aaron Burr, GeorgeCombe,ElihuBurritt, T. H
. Benton,HenryClay,Rev.Dr. Dodd,Thomas

A. Emmett,Dr. Gall, SylvesterGraham, J. C. Neal, Silas
Wright, Black Hawk, Osceola,etc., etc. They can bepackedand sent as freight or expresswithsafety. Price,only $25forfortycasts.Also, Fowler'sPhrenology,Combe'sPhrenology,PhrenologicalCharts,andmarkedBusts.CrayonHeads.................. . . . . . . . . . . . $1 50 to $800
WaterColorHeads............. ... 3 00 * 5 00
Oil ColorHeads........................... 400 “ 8 00

VALUABLE Books BY MAIL.
Copies of anywork will besent by mail,postagepaid, onreceipt of theprice.
Metal-Worker'sAssistant............ .......... $400
Hand-Book for Engineers. . . . . . . . . ------ ...... 150
Overmanon theManufactureof Iron.......... 5 00
AmericanMiller.................... .......... 100
Cabinet-Maker'sCompanion -------------- 75
Builder's |. -- - -- - ------------- 1 00
Dyer's do ----------- 75
Paper-Hanger's do. .................. . 75
Turner's do. -- - -- 75
Cotton-Spinner's do. .............------ 8–50
Machinist's,Engineer's,etc.,Companion........ 25
Mechanics,theirPrinciplesandPracticalAppli

cations.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --- --
Millwright'sGuide,withmanyIllustrations.... 250

FOWLER AND W
308Broadway,New York.

SHOULD ORDER A SUP"
|PLY OF HINTS TOWARD PHYSICAL
PERFECTION: OR, The PHILosophy of
|HUMANBEAUTY, as it will be extensively

Bookseller advertisedandeverywhere in demand.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

80sBroadway,New York.

Every

EVERY STUDENT AND CONVERSATIONIST needs
THE RIGHT Word IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocker DictionARY of SYNoNYMs,TROH
N1cALTERMs,ABBREv1ATIons,FoREIGNPHRASEs,etc.,
etc.,with a Chapteron Punctuationand Proof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterandspeaker whowould say exactlywhat he means,and
neithermorenor less,and say it in thebestway. Price,
50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

THE PHRENoLoGICAL BUST,
designedespeciallytorLearners;showrºg“le
exactlocation of all ite Organs of the Brann,
ful, developed,whichwill enableeveryon

to studythesci ncewithoutan instructor. Itmay be packedand sent w
i
h safety by express, or as freight(not by mail) to anypart

of thewºrld. Pric-, includingtºx fºr pack
ing,only $1 5. Fow LER AND wells. .

“This is one of themostiogeniousinvºlutions of theage.

A castmate ºf plaster of Paris,thesiz - ºf thenumanbeºd,
on which the exactlocalion of each of the Phreno.ogical
Organs is represented,fullydeveloped,with al

l

thedivisions
andclassificitions. Thosewhocannot obtaintheservices

of a professormay learn, in a v Iy -h ºr time,from this
modelh-ad, thewholescience oi Phrenology,sº fºr as the
ocauons of theOrgansareconcerned."—N Y Daily Sun.

THE WAY to Avoid
the Pains and Perils of Girlhood and
Womannood are pointedout in HINTS
TOWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION.

Womanhood

Price, $1, by mail.

o-ºw
Ç3.

!
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THE NEw ILLISTRATED SELF-IN
STRUCTOR IN PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY,
withmore than a Hundred Engraved Portraits of Re
markableMen and Women. This excellentpractical
work,writtenfor theinformationandimprovementofa 1,
embraces,among other topics: THE LAws of LIFE ;
Hereditary Iºfluences: Health– How to Preserve it;
Temperaments—illustrated;Signs of CHARACTER:Prin
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|
A POETICAL SKETCH OF - Our presidentsandpatriarchsof yore And hostsof heroesfromeachclimeand land

Meetin mutecongressfacetofaceoncemore: Look fromtheirwalls—anoble,famousband.FOWLER AND WELLS’ Webster,whoseforehead“was theforgeof thought;" Within theboundsof thismetropolisPEIR EN, O LOGIC A. L. M U. S. E U M , Calhoun,whoselogicwasfromlightningcaught; There is nomuseumsograndas this;
808BRoadway, NEw York. Clay, themastersoul,whosemagictongue And yetthedoorsareopenedwidely,free,

* Through list'ningsenatesandthroughnationsrung; For all tocomefromeverylandand sea.
MAN is a living miracletoman. Benton,whoclimbedwithwearystepsand slow It is a link in theworld'shistory.
From thepastageswhenhis life began, The pathof famefromhumblelife below; We seewith ourown eyesthedomeof thought,
Down to thepresenttime,our pride andboast Adams,thescholar,statesman,diplomat, Wheregeniuswovethestrainsour soulshavecaught;
Moststudied,and leastunderstoodbymost. And nobleministerto landsafar— We touchtheveryskull wheremurdersplanned
Now like anangelfromtherealmsabove— Shinehereto-daywithmanya living star. Reddenedwith humanblooda humanhand;
Now butananimalwhoselustis love— GreatCaesar,emperorof ancientRome, We seethepirate,andwefeelthebone
Now on theladderJacob sawin dreams, Spurzheim,Caldwell,Fowler, Gall, andCombe, That oncewaspoisedabovea heartof stone;
“Half dust,half deity,”by turnsheseems. Melancthon,Clinton,Jackson, Cuvier,Cook, We counttheteeth,rangedin thesavagejaws
Sucharethethoughtsthatcrowduponthebrain, Columbus,Nero, Fremont, Raphael,Brooke, Of cannibalswho laughedat nature'slaws;
And flashlike lightningin thesummerrain, Angelo, Luther, Hamilton,and Burr, We facethegrim andbronzedEgyptianthere,
In thisMuseumof thehumanrace— Longworth,Lincoln, Douglas,Seward,Spring, Touchhis hardskin andsmoothhisshininghair;
This grandbazaarof humanheadand face, Beranger,Paine,Goodyear,Kean, and King, And yethe lived whenPharaohruled thegreat—
Peopledwith bustsandpicturesof thepast, Rosa Bonheur,Rose,and LucretiaMott, Perhapshewasprimeministerof state.
With thosewho live, andsomewho live toofast. Cady,M'Lane, Humboldt,andWinfieldScott, We seethetempleandthevacantthrone,
Philosophers,whosebusypensarelaid Banks, Hyatt,Parker, Emerson,and Fay, But ruling reasonthatdwelt thereis gone—
Aside, while theyaresleepingin theshade; Cox,Cooper,Lancaster,Carlyle,andGray, Goneis thespirit,and nowordsarethere,
Poets,who soaredonwingsof starrygold, Carter,Robinson,Morphy,and Paulseen, The eyelesssocketsmockthecuriousstare.
Whoseheartsseembeatingin theirbustssocold; Lola Montez,and England'snoblequeen, And mustweall in futureyearsbebound,
Speakers,whosesoulswerefire,whoselips wereflame, Macaulay,Giddings,Marshall,Gough,andWright, Mereskeletonson shelves,or underground7
In plasterhere,proclaimtheir loveof fame; Sayers,Heenan,Morrissey,andall who fight; No! ourshortlife will bloomwith noble deeds,
Statesmen,whomouldedempiresby theirskill; Irving fromSunnyside,theEva child, That springfrombrains,asflowerssproutfromseeds,
Soldiers,whoseswordsobeyedtheiron will; Willis, thehandsomebardof Idlewild; If webut followthedirectingchart -
Preachers,who stoodbetwixtthealtarandtheporch, Holmes,whodarenotbeas funnyashe could— To leadthemindandlight the loving heart.
To blowthetrumpetand tolift thetorch, Are herein paintandplaster,bronzeandwood. Hereseetheworkers,uncrownedkings of earth,
Tier upontier,throngthick thepeopledshelves, The shrewdunwrinkledSageof Lindenwald, Lords of theland,withoutthebadgeof birth—
To lookat thosewhogo onbuststhemselves. Sleek,smoothof cheek,obese,blue-eyed,andbald; Bronzedbaronets,red-faced,untitledsquires,
Sir WalterScott,whosetalesthenationsread, A finely chiseledmouth,an eaglenose, Broad-shouldereddukes,whokindled freedom'sfires,
Liſts high his laurel-leavedandsun-crownedhead; A tonguetohide,or cunninglydisclose. Who needno coatof arms,no scrollof fame,
Byron,whosefearfuldreamof darknessstole, He, like themartin,comeswith summerleaves, No trumpetertoblowabroadtheir name.
Like a blackshade,uponhisstar-litsoul— And findsa welcome'neathourcottageeaves. They link thelakesandriverswith thesea,
The shadowof whoseheartthrewan eclipse Theresitshis son,theroyal Dukeof York, They fightthecrimsonbattlesof thefree,
Upon thelanguageof his penand lpis; No Irishman, althoughhe'sbeentoCork- They build thetaperingspiresand roundeddomes,
Milton, themightybard,whoseeyesweresealed, A gallantcavalier,who crossedthemain, And the vastcitiesandour rural homes,
Becausetheglory to his soulrevealed Kissedthefair queen,and thencamebackagain, They swingtheax wherethegreatforestsbow,
Couldnotbeseenbyanymortaleyes— Wearing thetitleand thestarof fame, And reaptheharvestjust behindtheplow;
His soulhadvision,and transparentskies A princein personanda prince in name; They paveourgradedroadswith iron bars,
Revealedtohim theheavenlysong,whosestrain Brimful of humor,politics,andwit, And graniteheaptowardtheglowingstars;
Proves thatour Paradiseis foundagain; His memorylives in manyahappyhit. The masonwho like coralbuildsthewalls,
Shakspeare,thewizardgeniusof his time, Like somestoutoak that’sstruggledwith thestorm, Within whoseshadowtradeandcommercecrawls,
Whosenameis linkedwith everythoughtsublime; Broad-shoulderedCorwin liftshis statelyform, And hewhobearsthe hod,hard-workingPat,
Franklin, whocaughtthelightningin thesky; Launchingthelightningfromelectriceyes, Who heapsthebricksoutsidehis fadedhat;
Morse,who taughtthemessengerto fly; As Jove throwsthunderwhenthetempestsrise, The doctor,whoseprofessionis profound,
Field, who stretcheditsbridgeacrossthestormysea; Pouring thespeechfromhis untutoredmouth, Although it runsdirectlyunderground;
Fulton, whoharnessedwatersfor thefree; Like theOhio,'twixt theNorth andSouth. The lawyer,statesman,preacher,diplomat,
Channing,themild reformerof his day; Mason,thestatesman,with anair sublime, The artist,singer,and thewanderingstar,
Graves,whosesadvictimsleepswith himin clay; Seemspeeringintopastand futuretime; With menof everyclass,andcreed,andname,
An Indian chief,whosewar-whoopshookthehills; Hale, genial,witty,humorousatonce, And everyphaseof fortune,life, andfame,
Ordenaux,theprivateer,whosevalorfills Cracksjokesandcrownswith thesameutterance; Are numerouslyrepresentedhere—
The heartwithpride, thepublic chestwithgold; Sherman,thepremierof his party'sband, This pictureof our sublunarysphere.
Pestalozzi,theteachers'teacher,bold; Whoseheartbeatsaudiblywithin hishand; ---
Whitfield,thepreacherto theworldat large, Wise, quick in council,andin battlebrave,
Forgettingsect,hemademankindhis charge. Swift as thewind,and restlessas thewave; O U R B A B Y.
And here,too,is themouldof Sheridan, Sumner,thescholar,onwhoseclassicbrow Philoprogrenitiv ENESS.
Though Byron said 'twas broke in forming one such The roseis quenchedin thewhitelily's snow;
Lord Brougham,thunderboltof eloquence, [man; And heretheApollo of therostrumstands, Did you*::::::::*:

baby?

And SilasWright, whosewordswere common-sense; Crushinga scrollin his upliftedhands, With hereyessosparklingbright,
The wittycharcoalsketcher,JosephNeal, His graciousmannerandhis pleasantface, And her skin so lily white,
Whoseheadcouldthink, andwhosewarm heart could Mark himthecourtliestspeakerof therace. Lips andcheeksof rosylight
Are representedon theseshelvesandwalls, [feel, His mouthis sweetas Hybla’sluxuries, She is ju.” 3.º:ºil,
Whereagespastuntothepresentcalls. His wordsasmusicalasswarmingbees; In thelot.
Here, too,themummyliftsthewitheredbrow His classicspeechcleancut,nowordto spare,
That bowedin Thebesthreethousandyearsago; Like a chastestatueby somemasterrare; Ah! sheº:ºnnies
Denudedof eachsoftandradiant curl, Pure Paiian marble,with a pallid face, All her little waysare*:::The smoothskull of thefair Circassiangirl With lightninglips to rousethehumanrace. When shesingsher littleditty,
Standswherethewild gorillas—savagepair, Aye, Everett'snameis carveduponthestone Every word is just* prettyAs canbe:
Threatento crushthegentlemaidenthere. We raiseabovethegraveof Washington; Not anotherin thecity
The representativeof theTycoon, And whenthatstoneby timeis rolledaway, Sweetasshe.
The Austrian's(notJoseph) queerbuffoon The soft-wingedangelof his ſameshallstay. You don’tthink so? You ne'ersawher—
Is on theshelf,but lo! hisjestsnomore There loomsamanwith dreamyeyes, | Wish youcould
Shall pleasethecourtormakethepeopleroar. Whosesoulhaswon its lightningfromtheskies, Seeherwith herplaythingsclattering,
Cromwell,whodaredtheParliamentdefy, Electriceloquenceburnson his tongue, #.º:ºl.
Trusted in God andkepthis powderdry. And echoes in thehearts of old andyoung: Think youwould
Hark! hear ye notthatsoftandmeltingstrain? The name of Chapin,like our householdwords, Love herjust as well as I do,
Here Homer,Virgil, Chaucer,singagain : Seemsblownby windsandcarolledby thebirds. If youshould.
Now fancyhearsthespeechthat cannotfail to please, Beecher,whoseheart is broaderthanhis creed, Everysº. only darling,Of Cicero andgreatDemosthenes; Whose life is starredwithmany a nobledeed, suppose;
Here listeningparliamentsandprincessit, Is here. No doll in desk of gingerbread | #

: *...*.*
Waiting to catchthewords of BurkeandPitt; Is he. His hea’tbeatsthoughtsinto his head.

-
As cheeringandenduring

Synod,association,conference, Here Tyng, theapostle of ourSunday-schools; As myrose.
Speakhereagain in silenteloquence. Bellows,whosewondrouswordscanmoveoursouls;

HeavenlyFlº." to us

§§c=- --
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T H E PRIN C E O F. W. A. L E S.

THE Prince of Wales, whom we had the pleasure
of seeing on two occasions while in this city, has
an interesting phrenological development. The
portrait which we give is from an original photo
graph, kindly loaned to us by that eminent
photographic artist, Brady, of this city, whose
gallery was visited by the Prince and his suite,
for the purpose of securing some specimens of our
unsurpassed American photography.
As our picture was photographed on to the

block, directly from the original untouched
photograph taken from life, the reader may re
gard this as a perfect likeness, so far as the
human features can be transferred by ink im
pressions to paper.
His complexion is fair, and his hair light brown.

His head is narrow for its height, which would
indicate a frank, open-hearted, unselfish, amiable,
and pleasant disposition.
He has more Cautiousness than Secretiveness,

and hence he is more prudent than politic or sly;
he has more Combativeness than Destructiveness,

hence he is more prompt to defend his interests
and rights than to be overbearing or severe; his
Approbativeness is larger than his Self-Esteem,
hence he is more sensitive about reputation and
character than he is haughty or dignified. His
Firmness appears to be large, which renders him
decided and positive in his disposition,

P0 RTRAIT OF ALBERT ED WARD, PRINCE OF WALES.

His moral developments as a class are rather
large, especially his Conscientiousness and Hope,
which lead to a love of justice and to a cheerful
anticipating spirit. His Benevolence is largely
indicated, and his tendency of mind is sympa
thetical, kind, obliging, and his Imitation is not a
controlling element, hence he inclines to act some

what independently of the usages of others, and
of the forms and customs of society.
His perceptive intellect is strongly developed,

hence his mind is very ready in perceiving and
understanding facts, incidents, practical subjects
and details. His Language being very large, he /would succeed well in literature. His Order

|
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appears to be amply marked, hence his mind takes
a systematic, orderly direction. The upper part
of his forehead is not large, hence he is not so
much inclined to think and reason profoundly as
to observe phenomena and gain knowledge. The
upper, or reasoning part of the forehead, will
probably increase in size as he becomesolder, thus
giving relatively more power to comprehend and
understand abstract principles and relations.
We regard him as an amiable, moral, affec

tionate, friendly, and practical person, adapted to
acquire a knowledge of things, of languages, and
of literature generally, rather than to be pro
found on philosophical subjects requiring a strong,
broad, and logical cast of mind.
The Prince is of short stature and slightly

built. His features are long, his chin retreating,
his eyes large and expressive but mild in char
acter. His pleasant air and graceful manner
seemed to win all hearts. The immense throng of
people who turned out to welcome his arrival in
New York appeared to be imbued with the most
kindly feeling toward the Prince and toward
each other. The gentle manners of the nation's
guest, his youthfulness, the reverence felt for his
mother, all seemed to conspire to soften the feel
ings of the crowd and to expand their fraternal
sympathies as wide as the extent of humanity.
The Prince of Wales, heir apparent to the British
throne, is the second child and eldest son of
Queen Victoria, and was born 1841.

GOOD PARENTS AND BAD CEIIL
DREN.

HUGH Millen, in his “First Impressions of
England,” remarks, that “it seemsa curious fact
that though Lord Lyttleton and his lady were
rarely surpassed in England, in the eighteenth
century, for intelligence and goodness, that their
only son, a boy of many hopes and many ad
vantages, and who possessed a quick, vigorous
intellect, should have proved, notwithstanding,
one of the most flagitious personages of his age.
The first Lord Lyttleton was not more conspicuous
for his genius and virtues than the second Lord
Lyttleton was for his talents and vices.” He adds:
“It has become a sort of maxim, that well-dis
positioned, intellectual parents produce a well
dispositioned, intellectual offspring, and of course
human history is various enough, when person
ally called, to furnish evidence in support of
anything; but where the opposite belief is held,
the same various history would be found to furnish
as many evidences in support of it as of the
other.”
It is a little surprising that a man of such varied

information, and withal such a vigorous intellect
as Hugh Miller, should have permitted himself as
he did, in several pages of his work, to argue
against the doctrine of the hereditary transmis
sion of qualities. In respect to Hugh Miller,
however, it may be said that there were few men
of his day distinguished for more relentless pre
judices, or subject to more intense ebullitious of
impulse, his melancholy suicide forming the
climax of this unfortunate tendency of his
mind. He goes on to quote David Hume, who, he
says, “was better acquainted with history than
most men, who gives what seems to be the true

state of the case.” “The races of animals,” says
Hume, “never degenerate when carefully at
tended to. Horses always show their blood in
their shape, spirit, and swiftness, but a coxcomb
may beget a philosopher, and aman of virtue may
leave a worthless progeny.”
Let the reader observe the remark of Hume,

just quoted, that “the races of animals never
degenerate when carefully attended to.” We
believe that this remark would be equally true of
the human race. Man controls horses, the qual
ity and quantity, and the time of taking their
food, their exercise, the time, frequency, and
conditions of breeding, and then he controls
the progeny not only in its earlier stages but
throughout its life. Precisely in the samemanner
we conduct the raising of fruit. The grape left

to grow wild will degenerate, and in gardens, un
less properly pruned, it becomesworthless. But
when we come to the human race, some of the
best of men have exhibited the least of wisdom in

all their habits of food, exercise, rest, and also
their social habits, and it is a wonder to us that,
where so little knowledge is possessed by the
human race, that there are so few monstrosities
produced. There are, doubtless, in the human
race, ten times as many cripples and malformed
persons in a thousand births, as can be found in
an equal number among the lower animals; and
we beg to ask if the Almighty has been less care
ful in the organization of man than of the lower
animals 2 We claim that if as much attention
were paid to the laws of nature, in reference to

the human race, its habits and its career, as are
bestowed upon the lower animals, we might find
certain results follow causes in respect to the hu.
man as we find manifested in the lower animals.
But it should be remembered that the human
race has personal freedom, and when it is pervert

ed by bad habits of various kinds, as it is in many
instances, the tendency is one series of violations
of natural law.
When we see a man gifted with al

l

the graces

of intellect, morality, and scholarship, with a

fine body and excellent culture, it is natural

to suppose, if he married a woman equal to

himself, that his son will be a pattern of vir
tue, intelligence, and propriety; but it often
happens that such a father may engage in a

vocation calculated to exhaust his mental forces

or his vital functions. He may be a doctor in

divinity, and be spending his time and talents in

writing sermons or moral essays, until he brings

on dyspepsia and a disordered state of the liver,
and even of the brain, so that his posterity will
inherit a morbid, and even a sensual state of the
faculties and passions. Hence, it is sometimes
said, that ministers' sons are the greatest rowdies

in the land, and when such a son has apparently

a good father the world stares, although ninety
nine have been born to other fathers resembling
the parent in virtue and vice, or in an average
between the two, so that no notice is taken of the
many, while the one excites attention and sur
prise. Men drink coffee, use tobacco, opium, and
alcoholic liquors, and dissipate in various other
ways. Some of the greatest and best men of

England, possibly Lord Lyttleton himself, may
have been sitting in a stormy parliamentary de
bate al

l night, and possibly attending Court during
the day, until his higher and better nature was
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exhausted, and perhaps selfish and animal feel
ing aroused and excited, when the nature of the
younger Lord Lyttleton received its impress. One
thing is certain, that when a good tree bringeth
forth evil fruit, as under some conditions it will,

it is natural for us to attribute this apparent
variation from a natural law to some intermediate
cause. We have known many children who were
born to parents, while they were suffering de
pression of mind in consequence of the loss of

friends or property, and this temporary state of

the parents had become a predominant action in

the child, and the phrenological organs harmon
ized with his disposition. In the same family we
see several kinds of character. One child is born
when the parents are hardworking and in hum
ble circumstances, and that child may inherit,"

in organization and tone of mind, a thrifty, care
ful, industrious, mercenary, and even selfish and
grasping disposition. Another is born when the
parents have reached an elevated point of success
and wealth, and are striving to gain a high social
position, and the child will have embodied in the
very texture of his being an aspiring, worldly
ambitious, fashionable, money-loving disposition.
Another child, born when the parents have their
fortune made, and have attained an easy, respect
able position in society, will be an easy, luxurious,
inefficient, money-spending debauchee. The fruit

is according to the condition of the tree at the
time of bearing, quite as much as it is according

to its original nature. We know a fine-looking
boy who is imbecile. His head is large and his
face fine, except it lacks expression. His father

is a merchant, of large and successful business,
and uses up all his brain-power in business, and

of course went home every day jaded and men
tally exhausted. The mother had a splendid
physique and a medium degree of mind; but
nearly every day during the year, previous to the
birth of her boy, she ate an excessively rich and
abundant dinner, drank brandy to stupefaction,
and went to bed and slept three hours. The
exhausted condition of the intellectual father
could do little toward transmitting mental power

to the child, though he might take his father's
form of brain. The mother, besotted and stupe
fied by dinner and drink for months, could trans
mit a large, fair body, but was certainly not in a

condition to transmit her own constitutional vigor

of body. The result is
,

the boy has the full habit

of the mother, the large, fine head of the father;
but his mind is nearly a blank—he is a great,
good-looking, good-natured, good-for-nothing
simpleton. The neighbors wonder why such a
smart father, in the flood-tide of business success,
and such a fine-looking, healthy, splendid mother
should have an idiotic boy. Those who do not
know the parents, wonder why such a stout, rosy,
robust boy, with such a good face and large head,
should be an idiot. A good tree, in a good con
dition, will bear good fruit.
We deny, therefore, the position of Hugh Miller,

that history furnishes as many examples of viola
tion of the law of hereditary descent as of in
dorsements thereof, and the very exceptions he
states, if they could be properly understood,
would doubtless be among the very strongest evi
dences of the truth of the doctrine.

A good tree, if good at the time of producing
the fruit, will always bring forth good fruit. If

the doctrine that like does not produce like were
not true, who could plant corn or wheat with
any hope of receiving a crop of the same kind 2

or who would attempt to raise domestic animals?If, when the farmer looked for Merino lambs he
beheld Southdowns, when be looked for Durham
he beheld Devonshire calves, and when he looked
for Morgan colts, if mules or scrubby Shetland
ponies were presented, then, and not till then,
could Hugh Miller's view be accepted as based in

truth.> —sº-º:
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To FIELDING.—We paid forty cents postage on
your communication, and took the time to read it
carefully through, and decline giving it room in
the Journal for several reasons.
You remark that you do not consider yourself

“competent to do the subject justice,” in which
decision we cordially coincide. If you have adesire
to set up a new system of Phrenology, or to pull
down the old one, by giving your experience and
observation in the matter, the world of type, of
paper, and presses, we suppose, is quite open to
you. The PHRENoLogic AL Journ AL was estab
lished to promulgate Phrenology, and its pages
contain that which, from a quarter of a century's
study and practice, we earnestly believe to be true;
and you will therefore excuse us from devoting
one half of an entire number to the publication
of what we regard as an undigested, vague essay,
unsupported not only, but contradicted by our
own experience, and, as we think, not very well
argued.
You take the position that man has no mental

faculty which, according to your views of another
life, is not neededin the immortal state, by striking
out nearly all the faculties which have to do with
physical being—with our life and residence in
this planet. You seem to dismantle the human
being of nearly everything that qualifies him for
the present life, lest, peradventure, he should have
been found using faculties on this side of Jordan,
for four score years, that might not be necessary
for him in the life to come. A man's coat and
overshoes are no less a part of his clothing be
cause he does not need them in the parlor, than
thosegarments which lie next the skin. You might

as well undertake to argue away the existence of

the backbone, because,according to your notion, a

backbone will not be needed in the angelic regions.
We have not only quoted the ablest criticisms

against Phrenology the world has seen, but we
have replied to them. It is not enough for us to

publish half a dozen pages of a man's doubts in

regard to the existence of an organ, because he

has not been able to discover it by practical ex
amination. A thousand men might testify that
they did not see a man do a deed, and one that
did see it outweighs them all.
In regard to “mapping out the head mathemat

ically, and telling just how many inches and
tenths it should be from Causality to Causality,

or Constructiveness to Constructiveness,” we re
mark that heads vary in their constitutional form.
Men who are tall, smart, and sharp, have long,
high heads, and the organs of the side-head ap
pear relatively small; consequently judgment in

the mode of estimating must be employed. Hence
our remark that it was “not so easy thus to give
definite mathematical developments” as a stand
ard for all heads. All styles of beauty, for in
stance, of faces, will not exemplify the same
measurement. You would think it singular if a

portrait painter were to measure the different
parts of the face, and send them to another paint
er, and expect him to reproduce the original like
ness. Though there are general limits within
which the size of each member of a face should
fall, yet beauty may exist with a great variety of

conformations, which the practiced eyewill recog
nize without measuring with calipers or the rule.

E.W.T.—First, Doesnot Phrenology prove there

is such a thing as disinterested benevolence 2

ANswer.—Yes. If it needed proof, the analy
sis of this faculty would prove it. Benevolence

is just as disinterested in its action as any other

of the affections; as Adhesiveness, or Friendship,

is when it is disinterested. It is not friendship
that stops to ask, How much can I make out of

friends, or by being friendly to a man Such
friendship is begotten by pride, vanity, or avarice,
or, rather, avarice, pride, and vanity employ
friendship as a bait. If a man desire to secure
some material good, some profitable speculation,

he will frequently use his friendship as a means
of securing the co-operation of others to aid him.

That might be called avarice which is interested

in its own behalf to secure the services of friend
ship to carry it out. Doubtless, also, sometimes
persons may bestowgifts upon others which might

be supposed to flow from benevolence, but analy
sis might prove that that apparent manifestion

of simple benevolence was mademerely to secure
some selfish end, and that it was prompted by the
selfish emotions. Undoubtedly the fish feels grat
ified that somebodyhas been so generous as to put
such a delicious morsel on the end of a line which

he sees floating in the stream ; and, if fishes are
capable of such a mental operation, of feeling
thankful to the good fisherman for his kindness in
thus suspending such a choice and tempting bit

of food for him; and if he were to estimate the
act as one of disinterested benevolence he would
soon be undeceived when he found that the choice
morsel contained a deadly hook; and if the same
fish, about expiring in the open air, panting on

that samehook, with the samedelicious morsel yet

in his hungry jaws, could be permitted to moral
ize, he would probably say, “There is no such a

thing as disinterested benevolenoe; for lo! when I

counted the act of the fisherman one of beneficence
and kindly regard for me in thus sending me that
choice bit of food, it contained a hook which
caused my death. There is

,

therefore, no such
thing as a gift of food that contains no hook.”
Does not the mother love her child disinterest

edly : Does she expect the child will pay for the
loving attention she bestows 2 Does she keep a

book account of service rendered, and of smiles
and other remuneration returned? By no means;
and benevolence is as disinterested in its action

as parental love, as friendship, or as any other
emotion. But persons who are accustomed to

measure everything by dollars, inveigh against
the doctrine of disinterestad benevolence, and
though there have been many theological lances
broken and battered in this discussion, it is time

it was settled and put to rest. We do not deny
that the emotions are often mixed. Few persons
have ever set forth the idea of mixed emotions so
clearly, or defined them so graphically, as phren
ologists, and, w

e may add, no other writers have
ever defined with any satisfactory degree of clear
ness the individual actions of the different facul
ties. It is a very base contemplation of the hu
man character to suppose that a man can never
do an act unless he has some axe to grind, some
interested motive, somefeeling of selfishness, some
base desire or appetite to gratify, as if a man can
not admire beauty except with the eye of a sen
sualist, or an article of property except with that

of avaricious greed.

Second, Do the physiognomical signs and out
ward forms always correspond exactly with the
phrenological developments
Axswer.—No, because nothing is more com

mon than for a person to inherit the features and
the bodily development from one parent, and the
shape of the head from the other. Nay, more;
we frequently find a person whose forehead and
backhead resemble the mother, while the central
portion, from one ear over the top of the head to

the other ear, embracing Destructiveness, Se
cretiveness, Acquisitiveness, Combativeness, Cau
tiousness, Firmness, Consecutiveness, and Self
Esteem, is like the father, and in such cases it

often happens that the eyes and brow, with per
haps the lower lip and chin, are like the mother;
while the nose, cheek-bones, and upper lip resem
ble the father. We have often seen one half of
the head, drawing a line from the opening of the
ear over the top of the ear, and that lying forward
would be like one parent, and that behind like the
other parent. Sometimesthe front part is too large
for the back part, at other times the reverse is true;
sometimes a person hasmuch more talent than char
acter, at other timesmuch morecharacter than tal
ent. Where these facts occur, it doubtless gener
ally arises from the inheritance of one portion of

the brain from one parent, and the other from the
other parent. We might state a thousand varia
tions of this same subject, which would go to show
that the physiognomical and phrenological devel
opments “do not always correspond exactly.”
Third, What inclines mankind to follow the dic

tates of their propensities, in opposition to their
higher nature ?

ANswer.—If, in Yankee style, we may answer
this question by asking another, we ask, Why do

twelve ounces ignominiously kick the beam when
sixteen ounces are placed in the other scale 2

Simply because they have more power. It fre
quently happens that the moral and animal in

man are so nearly in equipoise, that a little ex
citement of one class of faculties turns the scale.
There are many men who lead virtuous lives when
worse men do not tempt them. If left to them
selves, or if placed in the society of men no worse
than themselves, they would glide along through
the world and never commit an overt act, yet who,
when brought into straits of temptation and of
difficulty, becomeexcited in their animal feelings
and comparatively deadened in their moral, and
they live lives of vice and even of crime.
Fourth, What was it in Dr. Kane's nature that

gave him such a very strong love of adventure ?

ANswer.—Dr. Kane had a very excitable tem
perament. He was extremely ambitious, very
energetic, self-relying, and hopeful, and he had a

fertile imagination, which pictured to him the de
sirableness and possibility of achievement, and
enabled him to create resources, and which served

to sustain him in his efforts.

J. A. T.-Are the malar bones always the point
by which to determine the size of the perceptives?
ANswer.—We draw a perpendicular line from

the middle of the zygomatic arch, and the length
forward of that line determines the length of the
anterior or intellectual lobe of the brain. But
the perceptive, as well as the reflective, organs are
larger when the head is broad as well as long,
than when it is narrow. To explain this more fully

—3
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to unprofessional readers, we remark that if they
will trace from the opening of the ear forward to
ward the cheek-bone, they will find about half an
inch or an inch forward to the opening of the ear,
a narrow bone. By pressing the finger under the
edge of that bone, which is called the zygomatic
arch, there will be a little notch, which notch is

formed by the union of the cheek-bone with what
we call the temporal bone. The line is drawn
perpendicularly from this little notch, and the
portion of the brain forward of that line indicates
the strength of the intellectual development. In
the bare skull this is very distinctly seen, and
phrenologists generally take into account this
measurement in the examination of all heads.---
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE

THOUGHTS.
[The closingportionof a lecturetoyoungmen,delivered
by the Rev. J. L. Corning, in the First Presbyterian
ChurchofMilwaukee,Wis.]

REPORTEDFor THEPHEENoLogicalJournal,

I Now pass to a branch of my subject of eminent
importance, but one about which I am sorry to
say people are for the most part in profound igno
rance—I mean the relation of physical to mental
hygiene.
There are a few facts that everybody is familiar

with in the connection of body with mind. For
example, everybody knows that bad digestion

breeds low and depressed spirits, that torpid cir
culation begets melancholies and irritability of
temper. But there are very few even among
physicians, but least of all among ministers, who
generalize upon these facts, and look to a normal
physical condition as in any manner or degree re.
lated to a healthy mental condition.
Now I make bold to affirm that I can put a man

upon a course of bodily habit in respect to food,
ventilation, and stimulation, which will make him
the victim of mental defilement in spite of all his
prayers and other devotional exercises. Our Sav
iour said, “Watch and pray.” There are a good
many menwho pray, but do not watch their bodily
conditions with half an eye. Let me take a man
in full health, a high liver, gross and fat in body,
accustomed to late suppers, and an habitual user
of tobacco, and I do not care if he pray from dawn
to dusk—and I was going tosay from dusk to dawn
again—that man's brain will be a hive where low
thoughts and carnal fancies nestle. These thoughts
and fancies may never break out into overt action.

Cowardice may keep them back, but I tell you,
you never can get that man's mind around right

till you change hi
s bodily habits. And I will say

here, that of al
l demoralizing, soul-defiling bever

ages, I think lagerbeer is about thechief. I know
some will say, “Our craft is in danger,” but I

think more of your souls than of your craft, and
therefore I shall tell the truth.
There are no two phenomena in man's history

more closely connected than his bodily condition
and the involuntary drift and quality of his
thoughts. The Apostle Jude speaks of a class of

men in his day as “filthy dreamers,” a detestable
company. Is a man responsible, then, for his
dreams? you will ask. I reply, in so far as these
may be controlled by temperance in food and drink,

and by voluntary contact with pure objects, he is
.

And when I have said this, I have accused almost

A MERICAN PHREN O LOGIC A. L J O U R N A L.
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every bad?dreamer on earth of being a criminal

in the sight of God.
Have you ever thought what was the philosophy

of God's institute of fasting toº ancient Israel:
Old Gregory uttered a truth with which Abraham
was fully acquainted when he said, “Semper je
junium cibus virtutis”—Fasting was always the
food of virtue. The Roman Church are far wiser

than we are in this particular; and so are the
Episcopalians, only they do not keep one half of

the fasts which the rubric enjoins; and as for us

Presbyterians, when a day of fasting'and prayer is

appointed we pray, but decline to go hungry.
Now, every Christian man ought to know for him
self the benefits of fasting in assisting toward high
intellectual and moral conditions of mind. For
myself, I found out the secret long ago, and I nev

er can write a sermon without fasting to get ready
for it (and when they come two a week, almost the
whole week is Lent); and it is very rare that I

allow myself a breakfast preliminary to themorn
ing service on the Sabbath.
And the cases are not unfrequent, especially

with literary men, where a man has to take his
choice between a full mind and a full stomach,
but to have both is impossible. In respect to the
body as a regulator of the mind, I should lay it

down as a rule to preserve personal cleanliness,

eat the plainest food with a large mirture of acid
ulous articles, drink nothing but cold water,
sleep on a hard bed, rise with the lark, and take
abundance of muscular earercise. You will find

on experiment, my young friends, that each par
ticular of this regimen is the fruit ofmature study,
besides I will add-of personal experience.
And now, in conclusion, I am not going to apol.

ogize to you for my great plainness of speech on

this topic. I never will apologize for speaking
neededtruth. Apologies in the pulpit, if ever oth

er than silly impertinences, are fit for those who
conceal truth, and for such I believe God admits

no apology. They are traitors and cowards, and
they themselvesknow it better than anybody else.

I have given you to-night the fruit of years of in
vestigation and reflection, especially in the matter

of mental and physical hygiene. These are not
trivialities of which I have been speaking, my
young friends. Thoughts are not writings on the
sea-beach which waves can erase. They are the
etchings of a diamond-pointed pen on a tablet of

adamant. Thoughts here are things yonder in

the future world. There the bodily senses, the
windows through which these angels or vultures
flew to cleanse or defile the soul—these bodily
sensesshall have been left behind, and more vivid

ly than ever when the doors of the soul are taken
from their hinges, can be seen the work of curs
ing!or of blessing which has been carried on in its
secret corridors.
Aeronauts tell us that when they are lifted in a

balloon far up into the clouds, they can hear the
noises of earth more distinctly than the people
below them. The cackle of geeseand the clatter

of these stony pavements to which our ears have

becomeobtuse, thesecan be heard by the sky voy
ager for miles in his lofty flight. God is such a

voyager up in the heavens. The things which
here distract our attention from the whisperings

of the soul are not present in the calm empyrean

where God sits. “Guard well thy thoughts, thy
thoughts are heard in heaven,” was a sentiment

that we used to scrawl in our copy-books at school.
.Mudible thoughts, yes, terrifying truth, thoughts
which breathe not a zephyr breath in the ear of

men, yet ring like bugle blasts in the cupola of the
upper temple.
History tells of a Roman prisoner placed with

a companion in a vast hall, at whose farther end
sat concealed the tyrant who enslaved them. And
there they sat together whispering dark plots of

revenge and escape, while the syllables rolled
round the arched hall and were transcribed by
the royal auditor. Oh, friends, life is such a whis
pering gallery of thought; and timid fancies of

guilt half uttered here go ringing up to the star
canopy with the reverberation of thunderbolts.
As God is therefore the auditor of thought, and as

thought is the architect of character as deathless

as His own eternity, I recommend to you, as the
grand regulator of a defiled and distempered mind,

a daily communion with God. Communion with
creation is not unimportant, but communion with
the Creator is the grand desideratum of the soul,

of mortal life, of eternal cycles of being. The Bi
ble as a text-book, and secret prayer as a daily re
source, these are the two anchors of the soul, the
one under the bow and the other under the rud
der. Slip either of the cables, and the other may
fret itself in twain in the restless billows of allure
ment. Part both these cables, let the Bible lose
its grapple on the conscience, and God neglected at

the mercy-seat say, “He is joined to idols, let him
alone,” and all the angels have written you down
alien from goodness and the fellowship of the
blessed. ----

sco Tch st ABILITY.
MR. Gough, at his farewell entertainment in

Belfast lately, told the following story: He spoke

at one time at a meeting of outcasts in Dundee.
The meeting was got up by Lord Kinnaird and
his lady; it was aided and promoted by local
missionaries and others; and it was a meeting
full of the filth, nakedness, and drunkenness of
Dundee. A woman sat during that remarkable
meeting by his side. She was known as “Hell
fire” in Dundee. She was known as “fire” in the
streets; and as she passed through the streets,
the little boys pinned dirty paper to her *gººd
dress, and cried out—“There goes “fire' fire!’”
When gentlemen saw her on the street they dived
down some lane or alley to avoid “Hell-fire,” for

if they did not give her money, she was certain

to invent some scandal concerning themselves or
their families. Well, that woman sat in front of
him (Mr. Gough) during the lecture, and as he
proceeded she would exclaim, “It’s a true, sir;
and I ken a’ about it.” There she sat, with her
red, blazing face, and when at the conclusion of
the lecture she said she would sign the pledge,
some persons laughed and sneered at it, saying,
“It's all very well, but she'll be drunk before she
goes to bed.” He (Mr. Gough) asked this wretch
ed, miserable, uncared-for woman to sign the
pledge. She said, “I will;” and he said, “I
know you will, and when you will, I know you
will keep it.” She said, “I will,” and she signed
the pledge. Two years afterward he visited Dun
dee, and his old friend again sat before him, and
he introduced her to Lord Kinnaird, not as “Fire,”
but as Mrs. Aickin, with her white cap and black
cape, presenting the appearance of as fine a

woman as was in Scotland. (Applause.) He
visited her in her home, and learned from her
daughter that that woman, in the midst of her
sleep, dreamed that she was drunk, and would
rise in the midst of the night, and till day dawned
would continue in the prayer—“God keep me.”
That woman was taken out of the streets, and her
daily aspirations were that God would promote
and aid the glorious movement in which they
were engaged.
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T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEoraGE ConibE.
[FRoMTHELATESTREvised Ep1NBURGHEDITIon.]

[continued from LAsr NUMBER.]
IN our own country, the duty of teaching sound and practical views

of the nature of man as an individual, and of the laws which regulate
his social condition, to the young, has become doubly urgent since the
passing of the Reform Act. Under the previous system of govern
ment, only the wealthy were allowed to exercise the political franchise ;

and as education was a pretty general concomitant of wealth, power
and knowledge (so far as knowledge existed) were to a great degree
united in the same hands. Now, however, when great property is no
longer indispensable to the exercise of political influence, it is necessary
to extend and improve general education. The middle classes of this
country have in their own hands the power of returning a majority of
the House of Commons; and as the Commons hold the strings of the
national purse, and, when nearly unanimous, exercise an irresistible
influence in the state, it is obvious that those who elect them ought to
be educated and rational men.

In past ages, government has been conducted too often on short
sighted empirical principles, and rarely on the basis of a sound and
comprehensive philosophy of man's nature and wants: hence the wars
undertaken for futile and immoral purposes; hence the heavy taxes
which oppress industry and obstruct prosperity; hence, also, the re
strictions, protections, and absurd monopolies which disgrace the stat
ute-book of the nation; al

l
of which are not only direct evils, but are

attended by this secondary disadvantage—that they have absorbed the
funds, and consumed the time and mental energy, which, under a

better system, would have been dedicated to the improvement of na
tional and public institutions. Henceforth the government of this
country must be animated by, and act up to, the general intelligence

of the nation; but it will be impossible for it to advance to any consid
erable extent beyond it. Every patriot, therefore, will find in this fact

an additional motive to qualify himself for expanding the minds, and
directing the steps, of the rising generation, that Britain's glory and
happiness may pass, untarnished and unimpaired, to the remotest pos
terity of virtuous and enlightened men."
The question next arises, What provision in money or land is a pa

rent bound to make for his children? To this no answer, that would

suit al
l circumstances, can be given. As parents can not carry their

wealth to the next world, it must of course be left to some one ;

and the natural feelings of mankind dictate that it should be given to

those who stand nearest in kindred and highest in merit in relation to

the testator. With respect to children, in ordinary circumstances, this
can not be questioned; for it is clearly the duty of parents to do al

l
in

their power to make happy the existence of those whom they have
brought into the world. But difference of customs in different coun
tries, and difference of ranks in the same country, render different
principles of distribution useful and proper. In Britain, a nobleman
who should distribute seloo,000 equally among ten children, would do

great injustice to his eldest son, to whom a title of nobility would de
scend, with its concomitant expenses; but a merchant who had real
ized £100,000, would act more wisely and justly in leaving £10,000

to each of ten children, than in attempting to found a family by entail
ing ses?,000 on his eldest son, and leaving only £2,000 to each of the
other nine. I consider hereditary titles as an evil to society, and desire

* The remarks in the text apply with still greaterforce in the United States of

America. There thesupremepoliticalpower is wielded by themass of thepeople. No
rational personwill maintainthatoneignorantman is a properrulerfor a greatnation;
but additions to numbers do notalterthespecies. Twenty, or a hundred, or a thousand
ignorant men,are notwiserthanone of them; while theyaremuchmoredangerous.
They inflame eachother'spassions,keepeachother'sfollies in countenance,and add

to eachother's strength. If theUnited States,therefore,desire to avoid anarchyand
ruin, theymusteducatethemass of theirpeople.
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their abolition; but while they are permitted to exist, the distribution

of wealth should bear reference to the expenses which they necessa
rily entail on those who inherit them. The United States of America
have wisely avoided this institution : and by the laws of most of these
States, an equal distribution of the family estate, real and personal,
among al

l

the children, ensues on the death of the parents. This
practice appears to me to be wise and salutary. It tends to lessen
that concentration of al

l thought and desire on themselves and their
families, which is the besetting sin of the rich ; and it teaches them

to perceive that the prosperity of their children is indissolubly linked
with that of their country. As a general rule, parents ought to make
the largest provisions for those members of their families who are least
able, from sex, constitution, capacity, or education, to provide for them
selves.

In the lower ranks of life, where both sexes engage in labor, an

equal distribution may, other circumstances being equal, he just; in the
middle ranks (in which it is the custom for males to engage in business,
but in which females, in general, do not), if the parents have a numer
ous family and moderate fortune, I should consider the sons amply
provided for by being furnished with education and a calling; while
the property of the parents should be given chiefly to the dependent
daughters. It is impossible, however, as I have already hinted, to lay
down rules that will be universally applicable.

It is a grave question whether the indefinite accumulation of wealth
should be allowed; but, however this may be determined, there should

be no restriction on the power of spending and disposing of property.
Entails are a great abuse, introduced by Self-Esteem and Love of Ap
probation acting apart from Benevolence and Conscientiousness. Rea
son dictates that wealth should be enjoyed only on the condition of the
exercise of at least average discretion by its possessor; yet the object
of entails is to secure it and its attendant influence to certain heirs,
altogether independently of their intelligence, morality, and prudence.
Laws have been enacted by which estates may be transmitted unim
paired from sire to son, through endless generations, although each
possessor, in his turn, may be a pattern of vice and imbecility. But
the law of nature is too strong to be superseded by the legislation of

ignorant and presumptuous men. The children of intelligent, virtuous,
and healthy parents are so well constituted as to need no entails to pre
serve their family estates and honors unimpaired; while, on the other
hand, descendants with imbecile intellects and immoral dispositions are
prone, in spite of the strictest entail, to tarnish that glory and distinction
which the law vainly attempts to maintain. Accordingly, many fami
lies, in which superior qualities descend, flourish for centuries without
entails; whereas others, in which immoral or foolish minds are here
ditary, live in constant privation, notwithstanding the props of erroneous
laws; each immoral heir of entail mortgages his life-rent right, and
lives a beggar and an outcast from hi

s

artificial sphere of life.
Obedience to the organic laws affords the only means of maintaining

family possessions undissolved; and until men shall seek the ai
d

which
they present, in order to secure a great, virtuous, and flourishing pos
terity, they will in vain frame acts of Parliament to attain their object.

Parents have rights as well as duties in relation to their children.
They are entitled to the produce of the child's labor during its nonage;

to its respect and obedience; and, when infirm, to maintenance, if they

be in want. These rights on the part of parents imply corresponding
duties incumbent on children. The obligation on children to discharge
them, flows directly from the dictates of Veneration, Conscientiousness,

and Benevolence. It has been objected to Phrenology, that it presents

no organ of filial piety; but it points to these three organs as contribu
ting to the fulfillment of duty to parents. Veneration dictates rever
ence, respect, and obedience ; Conscientiousness dictates gratitude, or

a return for their care and affection; while Benevolence impels to the
promotion of their happiness by every possible means. Adhesiveness
binds ol

d

and young in the bonds of reciprocal attachment.

In the lower and middle ranks of life, parents often complain of want

of respect and obedience on the part of their children ; but a common
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cause of this evil may be found in the deficient knowledge, harsh dis
positions, and rude manners of the parents themselves, which are not

calculated to render them really objects of respect to the higher senti
ments of their children. The mere fact of being father or mother to
a child is obviously not sufficient to excite its moral affections." The
parent must manifest superior wisdom, intelligence and affection, with

a desire to promote its welfare; and then respect and obedience will
naturally follow. The attempt to render a child respectful and obedi
ent by merely telling it to be so

,
is as little likely to succeed as the en

deavor to make it fond of music by assuring it that filial duty requires
that it should love melody. We must excite the faculty of Tune by

pleasing strains; and in like manner the moral sentiments must be ad
dressed by their appropriate objects. Harsh conduct tends naturally

to rouse the faculties of Combativeness, Destructiveness, and Self-Es
teem; while the Moral Sentiments can be excited only by rational,
kind, and just treatment. As reasonably might a father hope to gather
figs from a thorn tree as to gain the love and respect of his children by

maltreating or neglecting them. If a parent desire to have a docile,
affectionate, and intelligent family, he must habitually address himself

to their moral and intellectual powers; he must make them feel that
he is wise and good—exhibit himself as the natural object of attach
ment and respect; and then, by average children, the reciprocal duties

of love and obedience will not be withheld.

If parents knew and paid a just regard to the natural and reasonable
desires of the young, they would be far less frequently disobeyed than
they actually are. Many of their commands forbid the exercise of

faculties which in children pant for gratification, and which nature in
tended to be gratified; and the misery and disappointment consequent

on balked desire have an effect very different from that of disposing

to affection and obedience. The love of muscular motion, for instance,

is irrepressible in children, and physiology proves that the voice of na
ture ought to be listened to ; yet the young are frequently prohibited
from yielding to this instinct, that the family or teacher (may not be

disturbed by noise; tasks unsuitable to their age and dispositions are
imposed; their health and happiness are impaired ; and when peevish
ness, unpalatable to the parents, ensues, the children are blamed for
being cross and disobedient!

A friend, who is the father of several intelligent children, told me
that before he studied Phrenology and the natural laws, he taught his
children the Shorter Catechism, and required their obedience on the
strength of the fifth commandment, “Honor thy father and thy mother,
that thy days may be long in the land which the Lord thy God giveth
thee,” assuring them that God would punish them by premature death

if they disobeyed this injunction. God, he said. had power of life and
death over all, and, as he was just, he would enforce his authority.
The children soon learned, however, by experience, that this I conse
quence did not follow : they disobeyed, and were threatened; but,
finding themselves still alive, they disobeyed again. He was not suc
cessful, therefore, by this method, in enforcing obedience.
After becoming acquainted with the natural laws, he still taught

them the commandment, but he gave them a different explanation of

it. You see, said he, that there are many objects around you, danger
ous to your lives: there is fire that will burn you, water that will drown
you, poison that will kill you ; and, also, there are many practices
which will undermine the constitution of your vital organs, such as

your heart, your stomach, or your lungs (explaining uses of these at

the same time), and cause you to die—as you have seen John and
Janet, the children of Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Brown, die. Now, be
cause I am old, and have listened to my parents, and have studied and
observed a great deal, I know what will injure you, and what will not,
better than you know yourselves; and I am willing to communicate

* An American clerical reviewerobjected to the text,that it sets asidethe Bible,
which commandschildren to honortheir father and motherwithoutregard to their
qualities. He forgotthat the Scriptures require parents to adorn themselveswith all
theChristianvirtues,andthatthefifthcommandmentobviouslyimples that theyshall
havefulfilledthisduty, as thecondition of receivingthereverence of theirchildren.
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my knowledge and experience to you, that you may avoid danger and
not die, if you choose to listen to and obey me; but, if you prefer
taking your own way, and acting on your own ignorance, you will soon
discover that God's threat is not an empty one : you will come home
some day, suffering severely from your own rashness and self-will, and
you will then learn whether you are right in your disobedience; you
will then understand the meaning of the commandment to be, that if

you obey your parents, and avail yourself of their knowledge and ex
perience, you will avoid danger and live ; while if you neglect their
counsels, you will, through sheer ignorance and self-will, fill into mis
fortune, suffer severely, and perhaps die. He said that this comment
ary, enforced from day to day by proofs of his knowing more than the
children, and of his ability to advise them to their own good, was suc
cessful; they entertained a higher respect for both the commandment
and him, and became more obedient.

It is a common practice with nurses, when a child falls and hurts
itself, to beat the ground, or the table, against which it has struck.
This is really cultivating the feeling of revenge. It gratifies the child's
Self-Esteem and Destructiveness, and pacifies it for the moment. The
method of proceeding dictated by the natural law is widely different.
The nurse or parent should take pains to explain the cause of its fall
ing, and present it with motives to take greater care in future. The
suffering would thus be turned to good account; it would become,
what it was intended by Providence to be, a lesson to lead the child to

circumspection, patience, and reflection.

In exacting obedience from children, it should never be forgotten
that their brains are very differently constituted from each other, and
that their mental dispositions vary in a corresponding degree. The
organ of Veneration, besides, is generally late in being developed, so

that a child may be stubborn and unmanageable under one kind of

treatment, or at one age, who will prove tractable and obedient under

a different discipline, or at a future period. The aid which parents
may derive from Phrenology can hardly be overrated. It enables them

to appreciate the natural talents and dispositions of each child, to mod
ify their treatment, and to distinguish between positively vicious ten
dencies (such as deceit, lying, dishonesty) and other manifestations
(such as stubbornness and disobedience), which often proceed from
misdirection of faculties (Self-Esteem and Firmness) that will prove
extremely useful under moral guidance in the maturity of the under
standing. The reason for watchfulness and anxiety is much greater

in the former than in the latter case ; because dishonesty, falsehood,
and pilfering betoken not only over-active organs of Secretiveness and
Acquisitiveness, but a native deficiency of the controlling moral organs,
which is a more serious evil. When the moral organs are adequately
possessed, the perceptions of children regarding right and wrong are
naturally active and acute; and although individuals with a large devel
opment of the organs of the higher sentiments may, under the impulse

of the propensities, commit errors in youth, they will certainly improve

as age and experience increase. Where the moral organs are very
defective, the character tends to deteriorate in mature life. After the
restraints imposed by parental authority are withdrawn, and respect
for the world is blunted, persons deficient in the faculties are prone to
become victims to their inferior feelings, to disgrace themselves, and to

bring sorrow on their connections.
As some individuals are really born with such deficiencies of the

moral organs as incapacitate them for pursuiug right courses of action,
although they possess average intellectual power, and are free from
diseased action of the brain; and as there is no legal method of re
straining them unless they commit what the law accounts crime; great
misery is often endured by their relatives in seeing them proceed from
one step of folly and iniquity to another, until they are plunged into
irretrievable ruin and disgrace. The phrenologist who discovers that
the source of the evil lies in an imperfect development of the moral
organs, views them as patients, and desires that physical restraint
should be applied to prevent the abuses of their lower propensities,

[continued on PAGEseveNTY-Four 1
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G R A P E C U L T U R E.
Domestic comforts often cost less than the incon

venience of doing without them. We have a word
to say to people who live in cities and compact vil
lages, on the subject of raising grapes. There are
tenement houses in the city where there is no
chance for raising grapes, at least no convenient
opportunity for any individual to have his own
vine, with any probability that it will be undis
turbed; but all who live in houses by themselves
have room enough for one or more good grape
vines, and there are few city lots on which there
is not yard-room enough to raise from one to ten
bushels of grapes, neither is the processof culture
a difficult one to learn, nor does it require much
labor or time to attend to grape-vines.
As this is the right season of the year to plant

vines for the next year's growth, we recommend
everybody to select a convenient spot in the yard,
dig a large deepplace, and fill it with rich mold
or manured earth, and plant a healthy young vine
before the frost closes the season. By planting in
the fall instead of the spring considerable time
will be gained. An abundance of wood and some
grapes may be expected the first year by this
method of fall planting, instead of waiting till
mid-summer for a leaf from one planted late in
the spring. Since a vine may be fastened to a
fence, or the side of the house, or any kind of
arbor, it may be made to flourish in places appar
ently unfavorable for everything else to grow. It
is not absolutely essential that the sun strike the
roots of the grape at all, but where this is not the
case, the vine must be allowed to run high up, so
as to get the sun and air at the top, as is the case
where it grows in the forest and seeks the sun in
the tops of the highest trees.
A good, warm, sunny exposure of both top and

roots is doubtless a more favorable position for
the prosperity of the grape, and in most yards in
the city a good exposure to the sun, even at the
root, can be obtained in a portion of every day.
Suppose you do leave your present residence the
first of May next, the fact of planting a vine for
other people's use will certainly do you no harm,
and will help to create a fashion—a universal
desire—for the culture of the grape. And if
everybody, whether permanently located or ex
pecting to movein half a year, would plant vines,
their culture and its consequenceswould become
general, and everybody would be blessedwith this
healthful and luxurious article of diet, the grape.
In Spain it is the custom for every one when he

eats an apple, peach, pear, or plum by the way
side, to dig a hole with the heel of the shoe and
cover the pit or seed, as an offering to future
generations as a token of gratitude to the former
generation that plan'ed the tree whose fruit has
has just regaled the weary traveler. The result
of this custom is that the public roads are fringed
with fruit-trees of all kinds, from which the
traveler may eat freely and be satisfied. Let us
emulate this custom by planting grape-vines, even
though another may own the soil and other hands
than our own may pluck the fruit.

Discovery or LARGE HUMAN Skeletons.
E. G. Buck, Esq., of Dresbach, in the southern
part of Winona County, sends us the following:
“Editor Winona (Minnesota) Republican–A.

L. Jenks, of this place in prospecting in one of
those mounds that are so common in this Western

country, discovered at the depth of five or six feet
the remains of seven or eight people of very large
size. One thigh bone measured three feet in
length. The under jaw was one inch wider than
that of any other man in this city. He also found
clam shells, pieces of ivory or bone rings, pieces
of kettles made of earth, and coarse sand. There
were at the neck of one of these skeletons teeth
two inches in length by one half to three fourths
of an inch in diameter, with holes drilled into the
sides, and the end polished, with a crease around

it. Also an arrow, five inches long, by one and a

half wide, stuck through the back, near the back
bone; and one about eight inches long, stuck into
the left breas'. Also the blade of a copper hatchet,
one and a half inches wide at the edge, and two
inches long. This hatchet was found stuck in the
skull of the same skeleton. The mound is some
two hundred feet above the surface of the Missis
sippi, and is compºsed of clay, immediately above
the remains, two feet thick; then comes a layer

of black loam; then another layer of clay, six
inches thick; all so closely packed that it was
with difficulty that it could be penetrated. There
are some four or five different layers of earth
above the remains. There is no such clay found
elsewhere in this vicinity.

---
R E M B R A N DT P E A L E.

BIOGRAPHY AND PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

BIOGRAPHY.

REMBRANDT PEALE, born in Bucks County,
Pennsylvania, on the 22d day of February, 1778,
came of good stock. His father, Charles Wilson
Peale, was not only one of the best patriots of the
Revolution, but also a portrait painter of great ex
cellence, and one of the Fathers of Arts in Amer
ica. A sketch of the life and labors of the son
would be incomplete without a proper reference

to the father—to whose love of Art and eminence

in his profession his son, Rembrandt, owes much
of his success.
The “times that tried men's souls” were not

congenial to the culture of Art. War absorbed al
l

energies that, in times of peace, might have been
turned with success into the great channels of

Commerce, Education, Mechanics, and Fine Arts.
The claims of country were paramount to all oth
ers. Hence we find the artist, the lawyer, the
clergyman, the statesman, the *irmer, and the
mechanic, all in the ranks, doing battle for that
freedom which is now our blessed inheritance.
Charles Wilson Peale, though giving extraordinary
promise as an artist, did not shrink from his
country's call, but girded on his armor and follow

ed the fortunes of Washington, until victory gave
the weary patriots rest. Mr. Peale was born at

Chester, on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, April
16th, 1741, thus being three years the junior of

West and Copley. His genius was of a very ver
satile character, “being,” as his biographer says,
“harness-maker, and clock and watchmaker, sil
versmith, painter in oil, crayon, and miniature;

molded the glasses, and made the shagreen cases
for the latter; was a soldier, legislator, lecturer,
and preserver of animals, whose deficiencies he
supplied by making glass eyesand artificial limbs;
constructed for himself a violin and a guitar;
modeled in clay, wax, and plaster; and was the
first dentist in this country who made sets of en
amel teeth.” Not until twenty-six years of age
did he turn his attention to oil painting. En

71-
couraged by the material aid of several gentleman

of Annapolis, he was enabled to proceed to Lon
don, and pursued his studies in the Royal Acad
emy during the years 1770and 1771,under the di
rect tuition of Benjamin West, who ever took so

much interest in his countrymen. Returning
home, he pursued his profession (and the art of

war) with great success, painting portraits of

many of the great men of that great era, which
are now regarded as almost priceless legacies by
his countrymen. After the close of the war, Mr.
Peale painted assiduously in Philadelphia, and in

1785 commenced the great Museum which still
bears his honored name. In 1791, he made the
first effort ever made in America to found an
Academy of Design, where native artists might
study, and their productions be placed on exhibi
tion for the public good. Though his first attempt
did not prove a success, the tireless worker again
tried, and in 1809 succeeded so far in his plans as

to see the establishment of the Philadelphia Acad
emy of Fine Arts, and lived to see it become a no
ble monument to his memory. He contributed to

seventeenexhibitions of the Academy, closing his
extraordinary and useful life in 1827.
From association with such a father, the son

could but attain to eminence. Born when the pa
rent was with Washington, enduring the suffer
ings of Valley Forge, Rembrandt's first years
were passed under the care of his admirable mo
ther. He early showed his taste for Art, and was
with his father constantly, after the close of the
war. When the elder Peale painted “the best
portrait of the Father of his Country,” young
Rembrandt—then eight years of age—was at his
father's side, studying those noble features which

he himself in a few years was to have the privilege

of limning from life.

It was in September, 1795, that Washington
gave the “boy-painter” three sittings, of three
hours each. The punctual visitor came at seven,
always holding his watch in his hand; and it is

needless to say he ever found the young artist
ready for him. Moved by innate modesty and
awe, Rembrandt induced his father to be present at

the sittings, to paint the subject at the sametime.
The success of Rembrandt was of course but par
tial, though admirable as the work of one so

young But the study of the face of Washington
made him familiar with its every line and expres
sion, and enabled him in after-life to produce the
portraits of the great man which are now so high

ly prized.

At eighteen years of age, Rembrandt opened his
studio in Charleston, S. C. He remained there
painting with success until 1801, when he visited
England, to study under West at the Royal Acad
emy. His studies were pursued with great ardor,
and induced great changes in his style and color
ing At this time he published his “Memoirs of

the Mammoth”—a little work which attracted the
attention of Cuvier. Returning to America, he
practiced his profession in Philadelphia. In 1807,
he visited Paris, for study and to paint eminent
Frenchmen. He found sitters in many savans and
military men, whose portraits afterward were a

great center of attraction in the museum of the
elder Peale in Philadelphia. Returning home, he
remained in Philadelphia until 1809, when he
again went to Paris, accompanied by his family.

}
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Here he remained for fifteen months an ardent
student of the great masterpieces in the public
galleries, and zealously painting at his “Gallery
of Eminent Frenchmen” of the time.
Returning to Philadelphia, he pursued his por

trait painting with great success; and found time
to work up his “Roman Daughter,” which was
first exhibited at the Academy in 1812. This
really great picture did not escape all kinds of
criticism, but passed the ordeal successfully. It
was purchased by Mr. Savage, of Boston.
The long cherished design of establishing a mu

seum and fine-art gallery in Baltimore was carried
out at this time. He remained in that city nine
years busy with sitters, and also finding time to
paint the “Ascent of Elijah,” “Court of Death,”
et., etc. The last named was exhibited through
out the Union, and with great success to the ar
tist's fame and resources. It is on a canvas twen
ty-four by thirteen feet, and contains twenty-three
full-sized figures.
From 1822 to 1829,Mr Peale painted portraits

in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia. In 1829,
together with his son, he again visited France, ex
tending his studies into Italy, remaining abroad
sixteen months. His “Washington,” which he
exhibited at the Academy in Florence, and in oth
er cities, attracted much attention. On his return
home, he published a volume on Italy and Art,
which proved a great success,and showed the ar
tist to be an acute critic as well as shrewd ob
server. The portrait of Washington, after his
return, was purchased by Government, and now
adorns the United States Senate Chamber. This

portrait was his first study, improved by diligent
and most careful scrutiny of all the busts and
portraits of Washington which fell under his ob
servation. It is regarded as one of the best and
most life-like of all the busts and portraits of the
“Father of his Country” ever painted, and re
ceived the encomiums of Chief Justice Marshall,
Judge Washington, Lawrence Lewis, and other
personal friends and relatives of the great patriot.
In 1832, the subject of this notice again visited

England. Previous to this time, asearly as 1825,
he had experimented successfully in the just dis
covered art of lithography, and took a medal from
the Franklin Institute, Boston, for his lithographic
impressions. His trip to England was to intro
duce his improvements in the art to the British.
In 1834, Mr. Peale openeda studio in New York,

painting eminent subjects with much success. He
also produced his work on the principles of draw
ing, which contained much useful information.
Since that time Mr. Peale has practiced his pro

fession chiefly in his old home in Philadelphia.
He has produced several portraits of Washington
of inestimable value, as being painted by theonly
living artist to whom the great subject sat. One
of these portraits it has been the good fortune of
the Cosmopolitan Art Association to secure.
A visitor thus describes the appearance of the

artist : “There appeared little of the octogenarian
in his voice, step, or manner. His whole being
seemed to glow with the enthusiasm of hopeful
youth as he talked of Art, its charms to the prac
titioner, the divinity of its origin and character,
and its humanizing influence upon society.

“In figure Mr. Peale is of medium height, well
proportioned, and not at all bent by the weight

of years. His hair—his ‘plumes, as he playfully
called his locks—is white and abundant; the ex
pression of his face is exceedingly pleasant, for it

beams with benignity and earnestness; and his
mild blue eyes were brilliant with the glow of

feeling as he spoke with much emotion of the por
trait of Washington, which he had been permitted

to paint from the living face.”
We copy by permission the biography from the

Cosmopolitan Art Journal for 1857.
Mr. Peale died in Philadelphia on the 4th of

October, 1860, aged 83 years.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHArtACTER.

The late Rembrandt Peale is well represented

in the portrait annexed, with the exception, per
haps, that the portrait gives an idea of his being a

tall, powerful man, whereas he was only of me
dium height, and probably did not weigh over one
hundred and forty-five pounds.
His head, as the portrait indicates, was long,

high, and narrow, evincing a strong predominance
of the moral and intellectual over the selfish and
animal. His intellect was one of sagacity, power

of criticism, capacity to acquire and use know
ledge to advantage, and ability to remember facts,
details, and ideas with remarkable tenacity. He
had a full share of Language, and his style as a

speaker, writer, or conversationalist was appro
priate, pertinent, and happy. He hadrather large
reasoning intellect, especially large Comparison,
which enabled him to illustrate, classify, make
nice distinctions and resemblances, and to crit
icise with clearness and sagacity. His knowl
edge of character was immense; he could read the
mind of a person through and through, and if

in his portrait any one quality of his character
is evinced more than another, it is in the fact

that he seemed to grasp the spirit of his subject
and to embody it in the likeness. The portrait of

George Combe-which Mr. Peale painted of him
while in this country in 18–, and which now hangs

in our office—seems to embody the very life and
soul of the original, and looks as if it would answer
you, were you to speak to it. In this particular
Mr. Peale had few superiors as an artist.
His moral and religious organs, as the portrait

evinces, were predominant, and his whole life
was colored by the inspiration of the moral ele
ments. And to hear him speak of his portrait of

Washington, and describe with fervor his early
acquaintance with him, evinces powerful activity

of the faculty of Veneration, and also of the know
ledge of human character. Some three years ago
we heard him lecture on his portraits of Washing
ton, and as he opened the lecture and uncovered
the portrait of the Father of his Country, his first
remark was: “This is my original portrait of

Washington, for which he sat to me in 1795.” The
manner of this statement, the venerable white
haired man whose spare figure was before us, that
voice tremulous with 80 years and softenedby ven
eration, was a treat which we shall never forget.
The narrowness of his head shows child-like

frankness, and that amiable and peaceful disposi
tion for which Mr. Peale was noted. He was not
without pride and self-reliance; he had Firmness,
strong social affection, and every quality requisite

to make him a valuable companion and friend.
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ANDREW JACKSON.

NEveR was head on human trunk more strongly
marked ; never was a character more strikingly
individualized, than the head and the character of
Andrew Jackson, whose portrait we are happy to
present to our readers. That head admirably
tallies with that character, as read and explained
by Phrenology. His biographer thus speaks of
him in the “ American Portrait Gallery."
“The hero of New Orleans ! The incorrigible,

the impracticable, the indomitable, the incor
ruptible! Headstrong, but always honest; rash,
but ever patriotic; he may have erred, to his coun
try's detriment at times, but treason had no place
in his breast, and his highest aim, next to his duty
to his Maker,was his country's good. Fear heknew
not, either on the battle-field or before that terri
ble power, PUBLIC op1NIon. His purpose once
taken, no threats of his enemies, no persuasions
of personal friends, no personal considerations of
fear and favor could shake it. * * * Accord
ingly, few men have been so deified or damned, as
friends or foes have spoken.”
On looking at his head, the uppermost and over

shadowing feature is firmness. This sometimes
degenerated into willfulness, but much more rarely
than onewould expect from a character so strong
ly marked. His whole life was an exposition of
this trait. It is said by his teachers that he was
very easily controlled, except where he thought
himself abused. Left an orphan very early in
life, he, together with an elder brother, decided
upcn the law; but just as he was fourteen years
of age there came the call of patriotism from
his oppressed and afflicted country for a de
fense of her liberties. Although of tender age,
he did not hesitate to buckle on the sword. He
soon, however, fell into the hands of his foes, and
was compelled to submit to the trials of imprison
ment and the imperious commands of his captors.
He bore every imposition cheerfully, and per
formed every menial duty so long as it did not
compromise his honor. But there was a point to
which his dignity could not descend. His cap
tors seem to have been of a character scarcely de
serving the name of men, and took delight in
imposing the most humiliating drudgery. One
day an English officer commanded him to perform
some menial duty which he did not think com
patible with even the dignity of a prisoner. Of
course he flatly refused, when the sword-bearing
brute severely wounded him with the rapier he
disgraced.

“In the early part of the war of 1812,” says
the biography from which we have already quoted,
“Congress having voted to accept fifty thousand
volunteers, Jackson appealed to the citizens of
Tennessee, and there responded at once to his
call twenty-five hundred brave men,who enrolled
their names, and presented themselves to Con
gress, with Jackson at their head. They were
accepted, and ordered to Natchez to watch the op
erations of the British in lower Mississippi. Not
long after he received orders from head-quarters
to disband his men and send them to their homes.
To obey, he foresaw would be an act of great in
justice to his command, and with his accustomed
independence and senseof justice, he at once re
solved to disobey his high orders. He accordingly

broke up his campand returned
to Nashville, bringing all his
sick with him, whose wants on
the way were relieved by his
own private means, and there
disbanded his troops in the
midst of their homes.”
Few men would have had the

courage to set thus at naught
the authority of the highest tri
bunal in the land, and fewer
still would have been prompted
to this high-handed disobedience
from so manly a sense of duty
to his soldiers. That one act,
although an act of open rebel
lion, while it illustrates the re
markable firmness of his char
acter, covers the soldier with
more glory than the most tri
umphant feat of arms, and the
man with an eternal halo of
mercy and justice.
One other act of his official

life we can not omit, as illustra
tive of his towering independ
ence and self-reliance. We al
lude to the famous “Removal of
the Deposits.” In this act he had
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few supporters, and the more timid of his own
party remonstrated with him on so presumptuous
and high-handed a measure. “I take the respon
sibility,” was his ready reply. No act of any offi
cial in the whole history of the Republic was so
productive of fierce and hot discussion. The Whig
party unitedly condemned—the Democratic with
equal unanimity defended it. Not a whit did He
swerve from the line of what he termed his duty,
but amid the roaring terrors of the tempest he

had raised, he went fearlessly and calmly forward
to the end. -
The firmness of this man scarcely exceededhis

stern piety and strict honesty. It may sound
strange to some ears to hear Gen. Jackson's name
associated with religion, yet he was a man of deep
religious reverence and love of truth. He was a

member of a Presbyterian church, and he adorned
his profession “by a well-ordered life.” He was

no hypocrite himself, and scorned the canting
profession of those whose lives were a blot on the
escutcheon of the Church True, in hours of

severe outward pressure, he swore “by the Eter
nal”—his only oath ; but so have the wisest and
best men, under equal provocation, fallen from
their high estate; the hot but noble spirit of Pe
ter, and the calm soul of the sainted Washington,
together with a host of others worthy of our re
spect and love, although of lesser name. But he

had almost a superstitious respect for the man
who wore the seals of God's ambassadorship, often
relieving their necessities, and helping forward
their plans for the promotion of virtue and the
enlargement of the bounds of the visible Church.
His house was a free home for Christian ministers,
and the missionary was often found at his table in

times of peace, and became an occupant of his
tent in seasonsof war.
Jackson was a fierce soldier, but had a due re

spect for the rights of his foes. No captive ever
received, at his hands, the dastardly bearing to

which he was made to submit when himself a

prisoner. At the treaty of the “Hickory Ground,”
where his long and often-tried patience andgeneral
ship won for him the title of “Old Hickory—a nick
name of which he was ever proud—his nobleness
shone out in a most remarkable and, unusual man
ner. The Indians, finding themselves hemmed in

on all sides, determined upon a surrender, and
sued for peace. One of the oldest and most re
spectable chiefs accordingly presented himself at

“Old Hickory’s” head-quarters, and, with the
lofty bearing of his tribe and a dignity rarely
equaled in civilized life, offered himself as a pro
pitiatory sacrifice, and supplicated grace for his
people. The noble old hero was struck with the
fallen dignity and noble bearing of the prostrate
chief, and determined not to be outdone by this
savage of the woods. In a brief and character
istic speech, in which he enforced on him the ut
ter futility of resistance, he bade him seekhis own
people unstripped of a single feather, but assur
ing him if again he fell into the hands of his
present captors, his life should pay the forfeit.

It was mainly through the intervention of this
liberated chief that the savages were persuaded to
throw down their arms and sign the treaty of

peace drawn up by Gen. Jackson's own hand.
His administration, conducted in the stormiest

times of our country's history, was a complete cor
roboration of his phrenological development. Fear
less, firm, and unswerving from what he believed

to be the patriot's duty, untrusted by his friends,
and most shamefully abused by his enemies, he
moved like a noble ship across the troubled wa
ters, whose billows could not hinder or turn from
its course.
Already, so near to the scenes of his stirring

life, all men (nearly) rise up and call him blessed,
and bless the very acts which his cotemporaries—
not yet passed away—were so loud in censuring.
So truly does that man live who acts up to his
honest convictions and pursues his equal course in

an unfaltering trust in his own better instincts,
and takes evermore the cue of action from a noble
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T EIF BRIT IS H P O ET S :
THEIR LEADING PHRENOLOGICAL ORGANS.

sh ELLEY.
WERE we to yield to the spirit of any of the

moodsinto which reflections upon Shelley's charac
ter has often thrown us, and let it dictate thepres
ent article, we might fill pages with by-gone no
tions of the human soul—its manifold mysteries, its
strength, its weakness, and its unaccountable con
tradictions. We might find pleasure, if only from
association, in groping oncemore through the dim
caverns of metaphysics. There appeared so much
depth in those elevated abstractions, some were
really so beautiful, they rendered all experience

so useless, and all careful observation of nature,
and were withal so plainly the reveries of no com
mon dreamer that although we have discovered
them to be as baseless as more cherished visions,
we could still recall them with interest. By the
brilliant theories of Plato, we might endeavor to

ascertain what portion of the ethereal and eternal
intelligence was enshrined, during a brief career,

in the material personality of Shelley; or by the
severer methods of Germany, measure the degree
of his centralization or his realization of the
mighty I, or not much more intelligibly descant

in good set terms concerning poetic temperament,
genius, and vivid imagination—terms which ap
pear to impart so much, and yet, as commonly
employed, mean nothing. But to neither of these
methods are we permitted to resort. Our science
requires us to use such words only as have definite
ideas annexed to them; and pleasing as it would
be to indulge in speculation, while portraying him
who so loved to speculate himself, and in fancy,
while describing one who was “of imagination all
compact,” we must, notwithstanding, restrict our
selves to sober truth, and an humble transcrip
tion of the simple language of nature. -
His character, as manifested in his life and wri

tings, will be found in striking harmony with his
phrenological conditions. The quality of his
whole organization was of almost feminine fine
ness, and yet possessed a degree of strength sel
dom united with a delicacy of structure peculiar

to the other sex. This, for the rough race of life,
and all its coarse and grinding cares, was ſar from
favorable ; but for the intellectual ideal world in

which he loved to live, and move, and have his
being, admirably adapted. This temperament,
blending in different degrees the bilious, san
guine, and nervous, with the last rather predomi
nant, and not a portion of lymphatic, gave inten
sity and keenness, life and spirit, to a brain of su
perior size, in which intellect and the sentiments
reigned supreme. His habits were well calculated

to preserve and invigorate these constitutional
qualities. Severely temperate, taking much ex
ercise in the open air, giving free play to his feel
ings and passions in accordance with nature, rather
than subduing them in opposition to her laws, and
constantly cultivating his mind, he enjoyed health
and regularity in all his functions to an extent sel
dom known by the studious and sedentary. A few
general remarks upon the direction of his faculties
will not be out of place.
Phrenologists are often assailed for assuming

that nature does everything, and art compara
tively nothing; that, for instance, an individual
endowed with large reflecting organs, a large and

active brain, will reason, analyze, generalize, and
combine synthetically, although he may never
have read a treatise on logic; and that one pos
sessing Ideality, Language, and someother organs,

in great development, can write poetry, though
Aristotle's rules and Horace's art of the same
are to him sealed books. There is not the slight
est force in the objection. The scholar knows
that Aristotle's laws are only deductions from the
Iliad, which was written without, perhaps, any
further reference to laws of any kind than such

as genius makes for its own guidance in compass
ing its objects and completing its conceptions.
But the phrenologist does not deny that true art

is essential to perfection, but concludes that in

proportion to the native strength will be the effort

to improve it. To illustrate this. Zerah Colburn
had an extraordinary development of the organ of

Number, and manifested the appropriate function
before any special care had been given to his edu
cation His father's attention was accidentally
called to the fact, by hearing him whispering with
great rapidity, and readily solving all kinds of

arithmetical problems. This aptitude was then
encouraged— this natural fondness stimulated.
The boy seized with avidity, and quickly master
ed, treatises upon his favorite science. But this

he did because they furnished appropriate objects
for his organ of Number, already vigorous and
active, and craving its natural element. The
same holds good with regard toall the intellectual
organs. Shelley as naturally, we might say as ir
resistibly, sought to gratify his higher powers, as
did Zerah Colburn. Endowed with large Causal
ity and Comparison, he mingled minds with such

as were in like manner gifted. Having strong
perceptions, he toiled in the fields of knowledge,
while reflection enabled him to sift the grain from
the chaff. Possessing powerful Ideality, he turn

ed for sympathy to “the quire that can not die,”
and searched the works of nature for that har
mony and perfection which delight and inspire
eyen more this faculty, and teach it how to create.

H
e passed through the usual routine of collegiate

instruction, but by the force principally of his na
tive powers attained mental independence. De
spising al

l petty displays of verbalingenuity, dig
nified by the name of reasoning, ſhe inquired else.
where than in college halls for truths which the
place-men of learning have never been paid toteach.
“And fromthathourdid I, withpatientthought,Heap knowledgefromforbiddenminds#.
But nothingthatmytutorsknew or thought,
Cared I to learn; but fromthatsecretstore

Wrought linkéd armorfor mysoul.”
He early saw that our minds are little strength

ened and enriched by being mademere recipients,
and that the simplesttruth discovered and revolved

by ourselves, expands the intellect far more than
the highest exercise ofmemory. Tophrenologists,
the reason is plain. For merely receiving and re.
cording an idea, or retaining the relation of things,
ordinary activity of perceptive intellect will suffice.
Whereas, to discover one, not only must those or.
gans be more intensely excited, but reflection and
the superior powers summoned to their appropri
ate work, to perceive, compare, classify, and de
duce. The whole mind is thus put in harmonious
action, which constitutes its true labor—“ the la
bor it delights in,” and which “physics pain.”
Comparison, Language, and Ideality, al

l large

in his head, manifest their proper functions,
throughout his writings with great vigor; illus.
trating with happy and varied imagery, clothing
with rich, and choice expressions, and adorning
with chaste beauty some of the loftiest concep:
tions; the product of his ample Causality, to be

found in modern literature. Marvelousness was

but indifferently developed; and accordingly we
find little of the peculiar character it impresses on

an author's style, and which abounds in the works

of Scott. Perhaps the inactivity of this organ
was a defect in Shelley's character, and madehim
too prone to reject whatever could not be tested
by his senses or demonstrated by his reason. Ap
probativeness was not deficient, but its undue ac
tion was restrained by his higher powers. As
this sentiment covets praise indiscriminately, in
different to its quality and source, whether it shall
inspire its possessorwith manly ambition or make
him the victim of mere fugitive vanity, depends, .

of course, on the development of other organs, and
activity of their functions. In civilized society,
no one is more liable to be abused ; and unless
governed by vigorous intellect, it completely en
slaves and prostitutes the mind. Whoever suffers

it to becomehis ruling impulse, may talk of moral
courage and mental freedom, but does not possess
them—knows not what they are. Its unrestrained
action made Goldsmith often ridiculous, Byron
sometimes a quack and mountebank, and Rousseau

a madman . What, then, must be its pernicious
effects upon weaker minds In the commonmind,

if uncontrolled, it creates truckling, time-serving
mendicancy—makes him fear censure from the
mostworthless, and resort to all kinds of servility

to avail it. To politicians, professors, writers,
and preachers, it perpetually whispers expediency,
and prevents them from uttering what they know

to be truth. He, therefore, who would exercise
the prerogatives of manhood, and possessthe very
soul within him—who, shuddering at the thought

of slavery infinitely worse than that of the body,
would employ his best faculties in nobler service
than in pandering to others' prejudices, must learn
betimes to curb this sentiment, and subject it to

the government of reason. This smile-seeking,
frown-fearing propensity did not blur the brilliant
mind of Shelley. He was inspired by a lofty ambi
tion, but had no “canine love of applause.”
Hence the unshackled exercise of his powers, his
intellectual freedom, and themanly dignity of his
character.
Who, acquainted with his history, does not

know that benevolence was as characteristic of
the man as genius of the author: Any authentic
likeness will show the organ correspondingly
large. Conscientiousness was not less striking in

development and manifestation; and to know
what was right, and fearlessly pursue it, formed
the noble philosophy of his youth. Destructive
ness and Combativeness were but moderately de
yeloped ; and though some of the incidents of his
life supplied them with abundant stimulus, they
were ever restrained from all improper action.

To preserve our benevolence in al
l

its original
freshness and fervor, while floating over the gen
tle streams of life, when the winds are all prosper
ous, and the untried heart responds in its enthu
siasm to the “all good” of the Creator when he
gazed upon Paradise, is not difficult, requires
no magnanimity, merits no praise. But it is far
different, and bespeaks a lofty mind, enlightened
by the philosophy that can not hate and dare not
condemn, to cherish kindness and good-will toward
all—to desire melioration of the mass, and rejoice

in individual happiness, when our own course has
been, and promises still to be, through the
quicksands, shallows, and miseries of existence.
Shelley received the due quantum of abuse ever
metedout to such as not only think for themselves,
but act in accordance therewith. But the differ
ent effect of calumny upon him and Byron is wor
thy of notice, as marking a nice distinction in

their characters. In Byron, it opened a fountain

of bitterness which poured itself forth in satire
and malediction. Shelley it filled with more of

Borrow than anger, pained and wounded Benevo
lence, but did not destroy it. Byron's Self-Esteem
and Approbativeness were deeply offended; Shel
ley's Conscientiousness, Benevolence, and Intellect.
Byron felt abuse chiefly when aimed at himself;
Shelley, whoever was the victim. The one cursed

it as an encroachment on his rights; the other be
wailed it as an outrage on justice.

—sº-º:
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which they have not sufficient morality to command.” But there is
no law authorizing their relatives to treat them in this manner against
their inclinations. In some other countries this defect is supplied. At
the village of Horn, near Hamburgh, there is a house of refuge for
juvenile offenders for both sexes, named Das Rauhe Haus. It consists
of several plain inexpensive buildings, situated in a field of a few acres,
without walls, fences, bolts, bars, or gates. It is supported by sub
scription, and the annual cost for each individual in 1837, when I vis
ited it, was £10 4s. sterling. It then contained 54 inmates, of whom

13 were girls. A portion of them were offenders who had been con
demned by the courts of law for crimes, and suffered the punishment
allotted to them in the house of correction, and who afterward, with the
consent of their parents, had come voluntarily to the institution for the
sake of reformation. Another portion of them consisted of young cul
prits apprehended for first offenses, and whose parents, rather than
have them tried and dealt with according to law, subscribed a contract

by which the youths were delivered over for a number of years to this
establishment for amendment. And a third portion consisted of chil
dren of evil dispositions, whose parents voluntarily applied to have
them received into the institution, for the reformation of their vicious
habits. Among this last class we saw the son of a German nobleman,
who had been sent to it as a last resource, and who was treated in

every respect like the other inmates, and with marked success. The
inmates are retained, if necessary, til

l

they attain the age of 22. There

is a master for every twelve, who never leaves them night or day.
The plan of the treatment is that of parental affection, mingled with
strict and steady discipline, in which punishments are used for refor
mation, but never with injurious severity. The teachers are drawn
chiefly from the lower classes of society; and the head manager, Can
didat Wicher, an unbeneficed clergyman, himself belonged to this
class, and thus became thoroughly acquainted with the feelings, man
ners, and temptations of the pupils. When I visited the establishment,

* A writer in the New York Reviewstigmatizesthe doctrine in the text, as being
“calculated to weakenour sense of accountability, or shakeour confidence in moral
distinctions.” He quotesfromthe“Reports” of theseLecturesthe followingwords:
“Extensive observation of theheads of criminals,and inquiry into their feelingsand
histories,place it beyond a doubt,that in many of themconscience is

,

and alwayshas
been,eitherverydefective, or had l terally noeacistmee.”“It is extremelyquestiona
ble whethersocietyshouldpunishseverelythosewhoerrthroughmoral blindnessaris
ing fromdeficiency of certainparts of thebrain.” The reviewerdoesnotpropose to in
quirewhetherthisstatementbeborneoutbyfacts or not; but at onceassumesthat it is

not,and proceedsthus: “This is, indeed‘a reveation, and therecan be little doubt
that at Sing-SingandAuburn it wouldreceive a mostcordialreception.” As mymotto

is “res nonverba" (factsnotarguments),I submitthefollowingnarrative to theconsid
eration of the reviewer,and of otherpersons in a similarframe of mind to his. On the
22dOctober,1889,I visitedthe StatePrison of Connecticut, at Wethersfield,accompa
nied by theRev.Mr. Gallaudet,theRev. Principal Totten,Dr. A. Brigham,andfour or

five other gentlemen,who had attendedmycourse of Lectures on Phrenology,then
nearlyconcluded at Hartford. I had illustratedthe doctrine in the text by theexhi
bition of numerouscasts,andimpressedon their mindsthepeculiarforms of develop
mentwhich distinguishthebest from theworstconstitutedbrains. Mr. Pillsbury, the
superintendent of the prison,brought a criminal into his office,without speakingone
word concerninghis crime or history. I declined to examinehis headmyself,but re
questedthegentlemanwho accompaniedme to doso,engaging to correcttheir obser
vations, if theyerred. They proceededwiththeexamination,andstatedtheinferences
which theydrew,respectingthe natural dispositions of theindividual. Mr. Pillsbury
thenread from a manuscriptpaper,which hehad preparedbeforewecame,thechar
acter as known to him. The coincidencebetweenthetwowascomplete. The prisoner
waswithdrawn,anotherwas introduced,and the sameprocesswasgonethrough,and
with the sameresult in regard to him. So with a third,and a fourth. Among the
criminals,therewerestrikingdifferences in intellectand in some of the feelings,which
were correctlystatedby theobservers.
Theseexperiments,I repeat,weremadeby thegentlemenwhoaccompaniedme,some

of whomwereevangelicalclergymen of thehighestreputation. They inferred thedis
positionsfromactualperception of thegreat deficiencies in themoral organs,andthe
predominance of theanimalorgans. This combinationwasstrikinglyseen in thosein
dividuals whomMr. Pillsbury pronounced to be, in his opinion,incorrigible,for the
questionwassolemnlyput to him, by Dr. Brigham,whetherhefoundany of theprison
ers to be irreclaimableunder theexistingsystem of treatment;and he acknowledged
that he did. One of the individualswhowas examinedhad beenthirtyyears in the
State Prison,under four differentsentences,and in him themoralregion of thebrain
was exceedinglydeficient. I respectfullypressedupon the attention of the reverend
gentlemen,thatthefactswhichtheyhad observedwereinstitutions of theCreator,and
that it was in vain forman to beangrywiththem, to denythem, or to esteemthem of

light importance.

he possessed unlimited authority, and shed around him the highest and
purest influences from his own beautifully moral and intellectual mind.
He mentioned that only once had an attempt at crime been projected.

A few of the worst boys laid a plan to burn the whole institution, and
selected the time of his wife's expected confinement, when they sup
posed that his attention would be much engaged with her. One of

them, however, revealed the design, and it was frustrated. There are
very few attempts at escape; and when the reformed inmates leave
the establishment, the directors use their influence to find for them sit
uations and employments in which they may be useful, and exposed

to as few temptations as possible. The plan had been in operation for
four years, at the time of my visit, and I understand that it continues

to flourish with unabated prosperity. An institution in some respects
similar to this one, named “La Colonie Agricole et Penitentiare de
Mettray,” in France, is described in the Phrenological Journal, vol.
xviii., p. 206, which also has been successful.
Similar institutions are much wanted in this country, and they

should be established, and aided by the law. I know of numerous and
most distressing examples of young persons going to utter and irre
claimable ruin in property, health, and character, who by no human
means, if not by such institutions, could have been saved.

If parents have transmitted to their children well-balanced and favor
ably developed brains, and discharged their duty in training, educating,
and fitting them out in the world, they will rarely have cause to com
plain of ingratitude or want of filial piety. Where the brains of the
children are ill constituted, or where training and education have been
neglected or improperly conducted, the parents, in reaping sorrow and
disappointment from the behavior of their offspring, are only suffering
the natural consequences of their own actions; and if these are pun
ishments, they should read in them an intimation of the Divine dis
pleasure of their conduct. In proportion to the development and cul
tivation of the moral and Intellectual faculties, are gratitude and filial
piety strongly and steadily manifested by children. By the well-prin
cipled and respectable members of the middle and lower ranks, parents
are scarcely ever left in destitution by their children, if they are at al

l

capable of maintaining them ; but among the heartless, reckless, and
grossly ignorant, this is not uncommon. The legal provision established
for the poor, has tended to blunt the feelings of many individuals in re
gard to this duty; yet great and beautiful examples of its fulfillment
are frequent, and we may expect that the number of these will increase

as education and improvement advance.
Among the domestic duties I might enumerate the reciprocal obliga

tions of masters and servants; but as the general principles which reg
ulate the conduct of men as members of society apply to this relation
ship, I shall not enter into them at present.

LECTURE W III.

F o R M A T I o N o F s O C I E t Y .

Theories of philosophersrespectingtheorigin of society—Solutionafforded by Phren
ology—Manhasreceivedfacultiesthespontaneousaction of which promptshim to live

in society—Industry is man's first social duty–Labor, in moderation, is a source of

enjoyment,andnot a punishment—Theopinionthatusefullabor is degradingexamined
—The division of labor is natural,and springsfrom the facultiesbeing bestowed in

differentdegrees of strengthondifferentindividuals-One combinationfitsfor onepur
suit,and anotherforanother—Gradations of rank arealsonatural,andarisefrom dif
ferences in nativetalents,and in acquiredskill—Gradations of rank arebeneficial to all.

I PRoceed now to consider those social duties and rights which are
not strictly domestic. The first subject of inquiry is into the origin of

society itself. On this question many fanciful theories have been given

to the world. It has engaged the imagination of the poet and the in
tellect of the philosopher. Ovid has described mankind as at first in a

state of innocence and happiness during what is termed the golden age,
and as declining gradually into vice and misery through the silver, bra
zen, and iron ages:

“The goldenagewasfirst,whenman,yetnew,
No rulebutuncorruptedreasonknew ;

And with a nativebentdidgoodpursue.> —º-º:
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Unforcedby punishment,unawedby fear,
His wordsweresimple,andhis soulsincere.

+. + + # + *
No wallswereyet; norfence,normoat,normound;
No drumwas,heard,nor trumpet’sangrysound ;
Nor swordswereforged; but voidof careand crime,
The softcreationsleptawaytheirtime.

+ * * + * *
The flowersunsown,in fieldsandmeadowsreigned,
And westernwindsimmortalspringsmaintained.
In followingyears,thebeardedcornensued,
From earthunasked,norwasthatearthrenewed.
From veinsof valleysmilk andnectarbroke,
And honeysweatingthroughtheporesof oak.”

To this succeeded too rapidly the silver, the brazen, and the iron
ages; which last, the world had reached in the days of Ovid, and in
which, unfortunately, it still remains.
Rousseau, who was rather a poet than a philosopher, has written

speculations “on the origin and foundations of the existing inequalities
among men,” which have powerfully attracted the attention of the
learned. He informs us that he “sees man such as he must have
proceeded from the hands of nature, less powerful than some animals,
less active than others, but, taking him on the whole, more advanta
geously organized than any. He sees him satisfying his hunger under
an oak, quenching his thirst at the first rivulet, finding his bed under
the trees whose fruit had afforded him a repast, and thus satisfied to
the full of every desire.”
“It is impossible,” continues he, “to conceive how, in this original

condition, one man could have more need of another than a wolf or an
ape has of his fellows; or, supposing the need to exist, what motive
could induce the other to satisfy it; or how, in this latter case, the two
could agree upon the terms of their social intercourse.”
From these premises, Rousseau draws the conclusion, that “the

first who, having inclosed a piece of ground, took upon himself to call
it ‘mine,” and found individuals so foolish as to believe him, was the
true founder of civil society.” What crimes, what wars, what mur
ders, what miseries and horrors, would he have spared the human
race, who, tearing up the land-marks or filling up the ditches, had
cried to his equals, “Beware how you listen to this impostor You
are undone if you forget that the fruits of the earth belong to all, and
the soil to none !’” P. 87.
The fundamental error in Rousseau's speculation consists in his

endowing man, in his primitive condition, with whatever faculties he
pleases; or, rather, in bestowing upon him no principles of action
except such as suit his own theory. Numerous antagonists have com
bated these speculations, and among others, Wieland has written half
a volume on the subject; but their absurdity is so evident, that I do
not consider it necessary to enter into any lengthened refutation of
them. The mistake of such theorists is

,

that they assume the mind to

be altogether a blank—to have no spontaneous desires and activity;
they imagine it to be similarly constituted to the ear, which, in a state

of health, hears no sounds till excited by the vibrations of the air, and
ascribe the origin of almost al

l

our passions and inclinations to the cir
cumstances which first evolve them.

This mode of philosophizing resembles that which’should account
for an eruption of Mount Vesuvius by ascribing it to the rent in the
surface of the mountain, through which the lava bursts, instead of

attributing it to the mighty energies of the volcanic matter buried
beneath its rocks.
Other philosophers besides Rousseau have theorized on the consti

tution of society without previously investigating the constitution of the
human mind. Mr. Millar, in his “Observations Concerning the Dis
tinction of Ranks in Society.” proceeds at once “to show the effects

of poverty and barbarism with regard to the passions of sex, to the
general occupations of a people, and the degree of consideration which

is paid to the women as members of society,” without at al
l inquiring

into the innate tendencies and capacities of man, from which the facts,
for which he wishes to account, proceed. However interesting such

* Discourssur l'Origine et les Fondemensd'Inégalitéparmi les Hommes. 4toedit.
Geneva,1782, p. 48.
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a work may be, as a contribution to the natural history of man, it

throws no light on the question, whence the conditions which it

records have arisen. It leaves the mind unsatisfied on the general and
fundamental question, Whether society, such as it has existed, and
such as it now exists, has arisen from human institutions, arbitrary in

their origin, and controllable by the human will; or whether it has
spruns from instincts referable to nature itself!
Lord Kames, one of the shrewdest and most observant philosophers

of the old school, has taken a more rational view of the origin of soci
ety. Perceiving that man has been endowed with natural aptitudes
and desires, he founds upon these every institution which is universal
among mankind. He attributes the origin of society to “the social
principle.” Men became hunters from a natural appetite to hunt, and

by hunting appeased their hunger. They became shepherds from
seeing that it was easier to breed tame animals than to catch wild ones,
after hunting had made them scarce. Being shepherds, population
increased, and necessity made them desire an increase of food. They
saw the earth in some climates producing corn spontaneously, and the
idea arose that by forwarding its growth and removing obstructing
weeds, more corn could be produced ; hence they became agricultur
ists. The idea of property sprang from the “hoarding appetite.”
Lord Kames ascribes the various institutions which exist in society to

principles innate in the mind, and not to chance or factitious circum
Stances.
Locke and some other writers have assigned the origin of society to

reason, and represented it as springing from a compact by which indi
vidual men surrendered, for the general welfare, certain portions of

their private rights, and submitted to various restraints; receiving, in

return, protection and other advantages arising from the social taste.
This idea also is erroneous. Society has always been far advanced
before the idea of such a compact began to be entertained; and even
then it has occurred only to the minds of philosophers. What solution.
then, of this problem, does Phrenology offer

It shows that man possesses mental faculties endowed with sponta
neous activity, which give rise to many desires equally definite with
the appetite for food. Among these are several social instincts, from
the spontaneous activity of which society has obviously proceeded.
The phrenologist, then, follows on the same track with Lord Kames,
but with greater precision. By studying the organs of the mind, he

has ascertained the faculties which are really primitive, their spheres

of action, and the differences in their relative vigor produced by differ
ences in the relative size of the organs in different individuals. These
are important additions to our means of arriving at sound views of the
origin of society.
From the three faculties of Amativeness, Philoprogenitiveness, and

Adhesiveness, the matrimonial compact derives its origin. Adhesive
ness has a yet wider sphere of action : it is the gregarious instinct, or

propensity to congregate; it desires the society of our fellow-men
generally. Hence its existence indicates that we are intended to live

in the social state. The nature and objects of other faculties besides
Adhesiveness, lead to the same conclusion. Neither Benevolence,
which prompts us to confer benefits—nor Love of Approbation, whose
gratification is the applause and good opinion of others—nor Venera
tion, which gives a tendency to respect, and yield obedience to

,

supe
riors—nor Conscientiousness, which holds the balance between compe
ting rights—has full scope, except in general society; the domestic
circle is too contracted for their gratification.
The faculty of Conscientiousness, in particular, seems necessarily to

imply the existence of other individuals in the social state. To give
rise to the exercise of justice, and the fulfillment of duty, there must
necessarily be two parties—the one to perform, and the other to

receive. Conscientiousness would be as little useful to a solitary
human being, as speech to a hermit; while, even in the domestic cir
cle, the faculties of Benevolence, Philoprogenitiveness, and Veneration
are more directly called into play than it. The head of the family
bestows through affection and bounty; the dependents receive with
kindliness and respect; and when these emotions act with great and
spontaneous energy, the feeling of duty, on the part of either, rarely
mingles its influence, The sphere in which Conscientiousness is most
directly exercised is that in which the interests and inclinations of

equals come into competition. Conscientiousness, aided by intellect,
then determines the rights of each, and inspires them with the feeling
that it is their duty to perform so much, and to demand no more.
Phrenology enables us to prove that Conscientiousness is not a facti
tious sentiment, reared up in society, as many moral philosophers and
metaphysicians have taught—but a primitive power, having its specific
organ. This fact is essential to the argument; and, in the “System

of Phrenology,” I have stated the nature of the evidence by which it

is established. [To BE continued]> —sº
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Öſ (ſurr tsp gmi tilts.
J. L. H. —What is the temperament of a person

whois tall,sparemade,withauburnhair, faircomplexion,
andblueeyes. Second: whattemperamentis a person
who is low, heavy set, rather fleshy,auburn hair, fair
complexion,andblueeyes?
Ans. The first we should judge to be of the mental

temperamentin predominance,withsomethingof thevi
tal. The secondweshouldregardasof thevital temper
amentalmostexclusively.
Third : would it be in accordancewith the laws of

Phrenologyfor twoof theabovedescriptionto marry7
Ans. So far as theyaredescribedabove,wesee no ob

jection.
Fourth : does it requirethe first orderof talent for a

poet or literarywriter?
Ans. No; if it did, weshouldhavevery few in these

professions,thoughwe neednotsaythatthe first orderof
talentwould producethe first order of success,and the
moretalentthebetter.
E. A. W.-Is there a probability of a person,

forty-sevenyearsof age,whohaslosthismemorybypoor
healthanddebilityof the nervoussystem,regaining thememorywith thereturnof health?
Ans. Nothing depressesthe memorylike the lossof

health,andit is one of the misfortunesof ill-health that
the memoryveryfrequentlybecomespermanentlyimpair
ed, anddoesnot returnwith the returninghealth. Still,
thereis a probabilityof thememoryimprovinggreatly,if
it doesnotcometo beasgoodasit wasoriginally.

J. C. H.-What organs, in particular, should
bepredominantin ametaphysician7

-

Ans. Causality,Comparison,and HumanNaturearethe
particularorgansemployedin metaphysicalspeculations;
buta personshouldhavetheintellectualorgansin general
well developed.
Z. X.-1st. Can the two hemispheres of an

organbe actingon differentsubjectsat thesametime;
or, tobe moreplain,could noteachhalf of an organbe
engagedin differenttrainsof thoughtor emotionat the
sametime?
Ans. We think not.
2d. Can an organ that hasoncebeenabusedeverbe

restoredto its truecapacity, as though it had neverbeen
debased?

Ans. Doubtful; because the abnormal or debased
exercise of a facultyhas a tendency to corruptand per
vert it ; andwedoubtnot whether a man,whohas been
subject to intoxicationwith liquor, or stupefiedwith drugs
such as opium,will ever fully recover as good a tone of

mind and health as if he had not been thusperverted;
andweknowthatmanyperversions of healthare“visited
uponthe childrenuntothethird and fourthgeneration.”
We thereforedoubtwhetherthemind,having beenper
verted,canbefully restored to its bestnaturalcondition.
3d. Are there any examples of personswhoseorgans

areperfectlybalanced, so that if none of theirorganshad
beenabused,reasonwouldhavereignedsupreme *

Ans. We havenevermetwith any such ; but in pro
portion as personshave a well-balancedorganization,and
are under perfectlypropercircumstances,are theyen
abled to approach a standard of correct feeling and
conduct.
4th. Should not persons who marry have different

temperaments, in order to live in harmonyandproduce a

healthyoffspring?
Ans. No. If thetemperamentsbewell balanced,and

what the human temperamentsought to be,we answerNo; but if one has too muchof the mental, the other
shouldhave a surplus of the vital and motive, so thatthe
two temperaments in combinationshould approximate toperfection.

SEWING MACHINEs.-At the Tennessee State
Fair, September15th,the highestpremiumwasawarded

to theGrover & BakerSewing Machine as thebestfor all
classes of familywork. Also was a premiumawarded to

theGrover & Bakeronthedouble-loopstitchfor thesame
purpose. These premiumswere awardedover all the
others in competition. For prices,etc.,seeadvertisement
in thisnumber.
Mr. George Longman, ouragent in Toronto, CANADAwill, during the prèsentFáil andWinter, Inake a tour of

theWesternProvince. He will receivesubscriptionsfor
our Journals, and havewith him a stockof our Publica
tions. Our friends will give him encouragement.He
startedearly in September.
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PLEA IN BEHALF of PHRENOLOGY.
BY PROFEssoR sillim AN, M.D., LL.D.

[In the American Journal qf Scienceand Arts there
appeared, in 1841,an ableandextendedplea in behalf of

Phrenology,fromthepen of its Editor, thenowvenerable
Benj. Silliman. We give place to this articlepartly to

show the courage of thewriter at a timewhen many of

the leadingjournals of the day either opposed or stood
aloof from Phrenology,and partlyon account of the in
trinsicmerits of theviewspresented.—ED.PHREN.Jour.]
MR. ComBE delivered his last course of lectures

in this country at New Haven, Ct. At the close

of that course of lectures, Gov. Edwards brought
forward a series of resolutions, which were
seconded and sustained by some remarks from
Professor Silliman; and the article on Phrenology

in the American Journal of Science purports to

be the substance of his remarks offered on this
occasion, though they were undoubtedly consider
ably extended in preparing them for the press.
After some general and prefatory remarks, Pro
fessor Silliman proceeds as follows:
“It appears to me,sir, that Phrenology involves

no absurdity, nor any antecedent improbability.
The very word means the science or knowledge of

the mind, which all admit to be a pursuit of the
highest dignity and importance, both for this life
and the life to come, and the appropriate inquiry

of the phrenologist is
,

whether the mind, with its

peculiar powers, affections, and propensities, is

manifested by particular organs corresponding
with the conformation of the cranium, that de
fensive armor by which the brain is protected
from external injury.
“We have, each for ourselves, no better means

of judging than by the effects which the evidence
and the discussions produced on our own minds;
nor can we understand why somepersons of great
intelligence and worth treat Phrenology as if it

were, on its very front, ridiculous and absurd,
and therefore to be dismissed with contempt and
ridicule, as the dream of an enthusiast—or to be
spurned as the invention of an impostor—while
somedisciplined minds regard the investigation as

unphilosophical, and still greater numbers shrink
from it with dread, as tending to impair moral
responsibility, or to bind us in the fatal folds of

materialism.
“In what part of our frames is the mind mani

fested by any visible appearance 2

“All will answer, in the features—in the
human face divine—through whose beautiful and
impressive lineaments the mind shines forth as

through windows, placed there on purpose by the
Creator. In this all are agreed; we read there,

in language which is often quite intelligible, the
decisions of the will and the judgment, and the
fluctuations of the affections. Even the inferior
animals both manifest to us, and understand from
us, this visible language, figured and shadowed
forth by the form and movements of the muscles

of the face, and especially by the effulgence of the
eye.
“But whence comes the intellectual and moral

light that beams forth from the eye and from the
features :

“Surely, not from the eye itself, although it is

the most perfect and beautiful of optical instru
ments; not from the fibers of the facial muscles;
not from the bony skeleton of the face; not from
the air-cells and blood-vessels of the lungs; still
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less from the viscera and limbs; and with equal
certainty, not from the cavities, the valves, and
the strong muscular fabric of the heart itself,

which is only the grand hydraulic organ for re
ceiving and propelling the blood, in its double
circulation both through the entire body to re
cruit its waste, and through the lungs to receive
the beneficent influence of the oxygen of the air,
without which, in its next circulation through the
body, the altered blood would prove a poison.
“Most persons are startled when told that the

physical heart has nothing to do with our mental
or moral manifestations. What! does not its
quick pulsation, its tumultuous and irregular
throb, when fear, or love, or joy, or anger ani
mates our faculties—does not this bounding
movement, shooting a thrill through the bosom,
nor the attendant blush, or death-like paleness of

the features, prove that the heart is a mental or

moral organ * Certainly not; these phenomena
only evince that by means of our nerves, the
divine principle within us electrifies, as it were,
our muscles, and thus accelerates or retards the
Current of the blood through the arteries, as well

as the movement of the muscles themselves, and
especially of the heart, which, in relation to the
circulation of the blood, is the most important of

them all. The physical heart is no more to the
mind and the affections than the hose of a fire
engine is to the intelligence that works the ma
chine, whose successivestrokes impel the hurrying
fluid along in a manner not unlike that which
attends the circulation of the blood in the
arteries.
“Where, then, shall we look for the seat of the

mind? We are seriously assured that some per
sons have believed the stomach to be the favored
region. The stomach, with its various coats, its
innumerable nervesand blood-vessels, its muscular
tissues, and its gastric secretions, is a mere cavity
for the reception of aliment; it is alternately dis
tended with food and fluids, or partially collapsed
by inanition, and although exquisitely sensible,
by its nervous apparatus, both to external and
internal injury, al

l

that belongs to it is obviously
required for the discharge of its appropriate
functions in the reception and digestion of ali
ment; no office by it performed, no sensation there
experienced, indicates it to be anything else than

an organ, indispensable, indeed, to the physical
support and nourishment of the body, but in no
degree the residence of the mind.
“On this position w

e

can not consent to argue
further; and if there be any persons who seriously
believe that the mind and affections reside in the
8tomach, we can only say that, in this case, we
have no perceptions in common, and that the
proof which convinces us would probably be lost
upon them.
“We are, then, at last, compelled to return to

the head, from which intellectual citadel we
should never, for a moment, have departed, did
not someindividuals affirm that they are not sure
where their minds reside.
“Such a doubt fills me with amazement, for I

am as distinctly conscious that my mental opera
tions are in my head, as I am of my existence, or

that my eyes present to me the images of external
things; nay, more, I am equally certain that no

merely intellectual or moral operation has its seat
LoonTINUEDon PAGEEIGHTY.]Žc
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Aºstablishmenta

T. B. PETERSON & BROTHERS,
No. 866ChestnutStreet,Philadelphia,

To whomall ordersmust comeaddressed, to receiveimmediateattention.
W A N T E D.

Storekeepers,Canvassers,and** in everytown in

thecountry, to engage in thesale of the abovework,and

to obtainsubscribers to it in their vicinity. Largeprofits
can bemadeat it.
gºy" Editors of newspaperscopying the above one

time in their adverusingcolumns,on mailing a copy of

theirpaperwithadvertisementsmarked, to us,will have acopy of thework mailed to them at once,andsentfree ofpostage.

taining Physiology, Animal and Mental; Memory, and
Intellectual Improvement,and Self-Culture, and Per
ſectionof Character,with Illustrations. One large vol
unde. Price #2. FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,NewYork, Publishers.“‘Self-Made, or Never Made,' is the motto of the au
thor. This is a capitalwork,and, in our opinion,thebest

of thekind in the English language. No individual can
read a page of it without being improvedthereby. We

\ wish it were in thehands of every.# manandwoman

in America.”—tommon-SchoolJournal.
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CoNICAL WASHING MACHINE.

N.B.-PRICE ONLY $10.
PRICE ONLY TEN DOLLARS.

Onewoman,with this sim
ple,compact,durable,porta:ble,efficient,andeconomicalmachine,caneasilyand perfectlydo the washingof anordinaryfamilybeforebreakfast.
This is the only machine

that will wash all kinds of
clothesperfectlywithoutinjury. It has beentestedin
thelaundryof French'sHotel
andelsewhere,withall otherwashing machinesmakingany pretensionsto novelty,
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Theseresultsareproducedby the constantreactionof

the suds,andnotby frictionof rubbingsurfaces. It is admirably adaptedfor introductioninto houseswith stationary tubs,as it maybe inclosedand connectedwith the
wasteandwaterpipes,andwill makeaninportantfeaturein houses“with all themodernimprovements.”
In Families, Laundries, Hotels,Boarding-houses,Hos

pitals,Asylums,Boardingschools,onShipsandSteamers,
and in theArmy, it will be foundunequaledand indispensable. -
This machinemaybeseenin operationat the laundry

of French'sHotel, and at the dépôt,No. 419Broadway,
cornerof CanalStreet.

PRICE ONLY TEN. DOLLARS.
Entire satisfactiongivenor themoneyreturned.
N. B.-The undersigned,Proprietors,arenowprepared

to organizeagenciesfor thesale of thesemachines,in allpartsof thecountry,andtosupplyorderstoanyextent.Agentswantedin al
l parts of theUnitedStates.Sendfor a Circular. P. & R. FRENCH.

AddressP.O. Box2898,New York City.

SPALDING's PREPARED GLUE.
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but little in detail,but whosecombinedbenefits,usefulness,andeconomy of timeand moneyaggregateon thebasisof millions. Suchanarticle is SPALDING'sPREPARED
GLUE. Its usesareinnumerable,andasits cost is next to

nothing,the demandfor it is universal. It is prepared
with chemicals,andusedcold—requiringbutlittleskill or
timefor its application.
Manufacturedby H. C. SPALDING & Co.,

48CedarStreet,New York.
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A WoRD WITH YoU.
Reader,doyouwant to be restored to health,andknow

how to keepyourselfandotherswell? Are you a clergy
man? a lawyer? a merchant? a teacher? an artist? a

man of letters? Are you a mechanic? a farmer ? a

miner 7 a student? Are you a sick woman,worn down
wih work or family cares? or a girl, delicate,nervous
fromstudy,and predisposed to consumption? You marely on it, there is nopublication in theworld fromwhic
#. cangainsomuchvaluableinformationrelative to the
ws of Life and Health, as

The Water-Cure Journal.
In it the true natureand cause of diseasearefully andrationallyexplained,andone of its principal objects is toteach

How to Keep Well.
But as somefrom Hereditaryaffections or supposeduna
voidablecauses do notenjoyhealth,onedepartment of theJournal is devoted to articlesrelative to thetreatmentof
diseases,whereyoumaylearn

How to Recover Health when Sick.
The Journal is now in thefifleenthyear of publication,

and thousands in everypart of the countryare ready totestify * the pricelessbenefitstheyhavederivedfrom itsperusal.
Publishedmonthly at #

1
a year. Specimenswill besent

on application. Address
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

ExTRA INDUCEMENT.
As an inducement for all to be prompt in remit

ting their subscriptions, wewill send, post-paid by
mail, a copy of

Water-Cure for the Million

to every person who forwards his or her yearly
subscription either singly or in clubs, for the

Water-Cure Journal
previous to the first day of January, 1861. Terms
liberal. Send for a specimen.
Fowler AND WELLs, 308 Broadway, N. Y.

A DozBN REASONs
WHY EVERYBODY SHOULD READ THE

W. A. T E R - C U R E J O U R N A. L.

1. Because it teaches:youhow to recoverHealth.

2. Because it teachesyouhow to avoid Disease.Because it unfoldsthetruescienceof HumanLife.

It explainstheLawsandConditions of Health.

It enablesyou to dispensewithall DrugMedicines.

It enablesyou in mostcases to be yourownPhysician.
Its doctrinespromote...pºl. in all things.

. It tends to thecorrectionof all Injurious Habits.

9. Its influence in society is in all respectsReformatory.
10. Its teachingsbenefiteverybodyand injurenoone.
11. It advocatestheonlypossiblebasisfor theenduringprosperityand improvement of theHumanRace.
12.Because it wasthefirstjournal in theworld to bring

before the people a knowledge of the true or HygienicSystem of theHealingArt.
Publishedmonthlyfor $1 a year; tencopiesfor $5.
AGENTS WANTED. Specimenssenton application.Address FOWLER AND WELLS.

808Broadway,New York.
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AMERICAN ExPRESS CoMPANY.
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PASSENGER TRAINS,

F I W E D A I L Y EXPR E S S E S

aredispatchedfromNewYork, leaving at 7 A.M., 11 A.M.,

5 P.M., 6 P.M.(and720A.M.Way Line), through to BUF
FALO AND THE WEST. Thesearrangementsgive usmostcertainandspeedyconnectionsout of New York for
theWest. The saving of timeand promptsales of goods,by beingfirst in themarket,oftenpaysmorethanthedif
ference in cost of ExpresschargesoverordinaryFreight.
Pricesinserted in receiptswhendesired.
GREATLY REDUCED RATES ON FREIGHTS

FROM THE WEST.
ORDER YOUR GOODS SHIPPED BY-AMERICANEXPRESS.
For ratesandall informationapply to

WELLS, BUTTERFIELD & CO.,
PRINCIPALOFFICE.-61HudsonStreet.

61 HUDSON STREET, cornerJay.OFFICES- 64BROADWAY.
542BROADWAY.

Goodsreceivedatall theaboveoffices. Expressesclose

at 6l HudsonStreethalf an hour beforethedeparture of

trains as above. Call cardswill receivepromptattention.
Customerswill confer a favorby reportinganyneglect.

IRVING's LIFE of WASHINGTON.
Complete in five volumes. $7.

A beautifuledition. Sentbyexpresson receipt of price.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
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“He thatshortenstheroad to anyonebranchof education,confers a lastinggooduponmankind.”

T H E PEN MAN's MAN U A L,

BEING A NEW THEORY AND SYSTEM or PRAC
TICAL PENMANSHIP, DESIGNED As A TExT
B00k Fort schools AND PRIVATE students.
By A BusINEss Penman.

In this manual, penmanship—being taught both

as an art and a science—is made a matter of both
mind and muscle. The mind is educated by
theory; the muscles of the fingers, hand, wrist,
and arm, by discipline and practice.
The copy-setting method—we can not call it a

system—has beenpracticed from time immemorial.
Penmanship, when taught after this plan, is

based almost solely upon Initation. In the
“Penman's Manual” Imitation not only aids in

the work, but nearly every faculty of the intellect

is called into eacercise.
This work also guides the pupil to a full knowl

edge of penmanship, by means of short, plain,
and easy rules-rules which, like those in gram
mar or arithmetic, are to be committed to

memory.
The pupil simply by reading and understand

ing the “Penman's Manual,” becomes a good judge
and able critic of writing. This fact alone is one

of the strongest and most conclusive proofs of the
superiority of the system over all others.

A pupil that knows what good writing should
be, will soon, by dint of practice, be enabled to

make it what it should be.

In nine tenths of the common schools of our
country, penmanship is taught without any at
tempt at system. Parents are trusting to chance

to make their children good writers. If the pupil,
for example, happens this year to make any per
ceptible progress or improvement in writing, next
year, by a change of teachers, and consequently a

changes of copies, he will find his hand-writing
broken up, and, instead of a farther progress, his
course will be backward.

.1 great share of the teachers of our common
schoolsare not only very poor penmen themselves,
but almost totally ignorant of the fundamental
principles of the art.

In the “Penman's Manual” we believe we have
produced a work that will prove a full remedy
for all these difficulties. A work that must
henceforth becomeauthority for all matters per
taining to penmanship. A work that not only
shortens the road to a knowledge of this branch,
but makes a sure thing of learning to write.

In writing the “Penman's Manual,” the aim
was to make the work plain, practical, interest
ing, and to the point. The language is neither
that of the philosopher or of the child—above no
one's comprehension, below no one's dignity of

earpresswon.

The “Penman's Manual” does not make any
change in school-books, as it fills a place hereto
fore unoccupied. The work can be studied in

connection with most of thecopy-books used in the
schools.

A copy of the “Penman's Manual” will be sent

by mail, prepaid, for 50 cents—a price that places
the work in reach of all classes.

Fow LER AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.§c
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[continued FRox PAGEseveNTY-SEVEN.]
below the bottom of the orbital cavities; that all
the wonderful and beautiful structure beneath the
base of the brain, quite to the soles of the feet, is
composedmerely of corporeal members, of minis
tering servants, that obey the will and execute
the mandates of the heavenly principle, the rep
resentative of the Creator residing within the
beautiful domethat crowns our frames, and which,
like the lofty rotunda of a holy and magnificent
temple, covers the inhabitant beneath, while it
looks upward to heaven with aspirations toward
its divine author and architect.
“Are we, then, expectedseriously to assert that

which appears self-evident, that the seat of our
mental operations, and of our affections and pro
pensities, is in the brain : My consciousness in
forms me so, and this is the highest possible
evidence to me, although my consciousnesscan not
be evidence to another person. Were it possible
for life to exist with the body detached from the
head, the latter might, perhaps, be even capable
of thinking for a short time without the append
age of trunk and limbs. Indeed, we are sure that
dislocation of the neck, while it has paralyzed and
rendered insensible all the parts below, so that
the individual ceases to be conscious that he
possessesa body, has often left the mind in full
operation. Provided the luxation, or other severe
injury, has taken place below the vertebræ from
which proceed the nerves that supply the lungs,
the sufferer continues to breathe and to converse,
manifesting a rational mind as before the accident.
Death must of course soon follow, and as to per
ception the body is already dead; but the con
tinued activity and soundness of the mind prove
that its residence is in the brain. This fact ap
pears to medecisive, as no onewould imagine that
the lungs, a mere light tissue of air-cells and blood
vessels, separated by thin membranes, and des
tined only for circulation and respiration, can
contain the mind—especially as this noble power
is not subverted in chronic diseases of the lungs,
not even when their substance is almost removed
by a wasting consumption.

“The residence of the mind being in the brain,
it is not absurd or irrational to inquire whether
it can be read in the form of the cranium as well
as in the expression of the features.
“It would appear, from the observations of Dr.

Barclay, that there is at least a general conforma
tion that indicates intellectual and moral powers,
and we are thus led to ask whether the research
for more particular manifestations is unphilo
sophical. On this point, we ought not to depart
from the received rules of sound philosophy. We
are accustomed, in all other casesof scientific in
quiry, to examine and weigh the evidence of
phenomena, and to apply to them the severe
canons of induction, nor can we discover, in the
present case, any reason for a different course.
“If, as has been ascertained by physiologists

and anatomists, the bony matter of the cranium
is deposited upon and around the membranous
envelopes of the brain, which is formed before the
skull, then the latter, adapting itself in its soft
and yielding state, must of necessity take the
shape of the former; if the different faculties,
affections, and propensities of the mind are distri
buted in different organs contained in the con

volutions of the brain, and if the energy of the
faculties is in proportion to the size and develop
ment of the organs, then the external form and
size of the cranium will indicate the powers and
affections within, due allowance being made for
the varying depth of the frontal sinus, and for
some other peculiarities of idiosyncrasy or of
disease, affecting the thickness and development
of the bone in different individuals.
“This, then, is the vexed question—is there

such a correspondence—are the views of phrenol
ogists sustained by the facts, and do the prevail
ing powers, affections, and propensities of indi
viduals correspond with the cranial developments,
modified by the temperaments, by health, and
other circumstances? It is obvious that these
questions can be answered only by persons of
large observation, of great mental acumen, and
extensive and accurate knowledge of the struc
ture, physiology, and history of man. The
investigation includes, in the widest sense,all that
belongs to him, and therefore few persons are
qualified to make such responsible decisions.
They have been made, however, in so many in
stances with success, as to command confidence
and to conciliate favor.
“Many persons are alarmed lest Phrenology

should produce an influence hostile to religion, by
favoring materialism. It is supposed that our
organization may be pleaded in bar against our
moral responsibility, since, if we have strong
dispositions to do wrong and no power to do right,
we are like machines and are not responsible.
When there is no intellectual power, as in the
case of an idiot, or a subversion of reason, as in
the instance of a maniac, it is agreed by all, that
the individual is not amenable to human laws.
This opinion has no reference to Phrenology, and
is embraced by all mankind.

“If we have rightly understood Mr. Combe, he
holds that the individuals in whose heads the in
tellectual and moral sentiments predominate, are
highly responsible; those in whom the three
classes of organs are in equilibrio, are considered
as still responsible, but entitled to much mercy,
combined with justice, on account of their strong
temptations; while those who are sadly deficient
in the moral and intellectual organs, are regarded
as moral patients.
“From the latter class, we slide down insensibly

to intellectual idiots, whom all regard as not re
sponsible. Where shall we draw the line: The
common sense of mankind is agreed upon the
principle, but some difficulty is found in the
application to particular cases, on account of the
infinitely varying degree of intellectual and moral
power.

“There are also peculiar cases, as those of
monomania, which are treated with indulgence,
and exempted, to a certain degree, from responsi
bility; while there are, also, other cases still, of
a doubtful chara ter, which must be judged under
their peculiar circumstances, and can not easily be
brought under any general rules. As regards
organization, it is obvious that our condition in
this world is dependent upon it, and that it

influences all our actions and arrangements.
Organization is the foundation of human society;
upon it depend our dearest relations in life, many

of our highest enjoyments, all our intellectual

—sº
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efforts, and our most exalted virtues; from its
abuse, on the contrary, spring some of the most
flagitious crimes and most poignant sufferings.
Still, no court permits a criminal to plead against
his condemnation the strength of his evil propen
sities which have led him to the commission of
crime. The temptations of cupidity will not
excuse the felon from transportation; nor the
fierceness of anger or the delusions of inebriety
avert the sentence of death from a murderer.
Phrenology does not, in the least, alter the case;
for, independently of this science, or of any other
relating to our frames—as, for instance, anatomy
and physiology—we are quite sure of the existence

of our faculties, our affections, and our propen
sities, and we know that we are responsible for
their proper use and for their abuse. Their
manifestations through the brain do not affect
our moral responsibility any more than if they
were associated with any other parts of our frame,

or diffused through the whole of it, without any
particular locality.
“It is our duty to regulate and control all our

powers, affections, and propensities, and nothing
but the impotency or subversion of our reason can
excuse us from moral responsibility. We will
Suppose, for instance, that, according to the lan
guage of Phrenology, a man may have small
intellectual powers, little Conscientiousness and Be
nevolence, and large Acquisitiveness, Destructive
ness, and Combativeness. Will he, therefore,
stand excused for theft or murder Certainly
not. It was his duty to obey his conscience, and

to resist his animal propensities when they would
lead him to evil. Feeble faculties and dispositions
may becomestrong by cultivation and encourage
ment, and strong propensities may be controlled
and subjected by vigilant discipline. . We see in

life many examples of self-government#producing,
by the force of a voluntary discipline, fine
characters, formed, as it may be, out of very
imperfect or bad materials, while brilliant intel
lectual powers and elevated moral feelings are,
unhappily, too often subdued by the lower pro
pensities—the animal powers; in these cases, the
latter were not governed, and thus the intellect,
which should have been the master, became a

miserable and ruined slave to the propensities.

If the case of the feebler powers and stronger
propensities admits of no justification, the opposite
case presents no palliation; for with a strong
intellect, and a conscience quick to distinguish
right from wrong, the propensities ought to be

subjected to the mostperfect control. Phrenology,
therefore, stands not in the way of moral and
religious influence; but, on the contrary, if the
science be true, it indicates, in a manner most
important, where and how to exert the discipline

of self-control, as well as the right and power of
controlling others. This discovery will, indeed,
without Phrenology, be made in the progress of
the experience of the individual, but it may be at

too late a day. Health, conscience, fortune, and
honor may have been sacrificed, when, had the
point of danger been early made known, and
the course of safety seasonably indicated, "the
peril might have been shunned or averted, and
peace and security insured. - -“But, the Christian will anxiously inquire, is

our safety, then, to depend on our own imperfect
knowledge and resolution in performing our duty 2

We answer, that however ignorant and weak we
may be, there can be no doubt that our Creator
has placed us here in a state of discipline, and
that we are under bonds to him to perform our
duty, despite of evil influences from within and of

temptations from without. If, however, Phrenol
ogy will enable the anxious parent to understand
the powers and capacities, with the prevailing
affections and propensities, it can not but influence
the destination and pursuits of the child, while it

will also indicate the course of discipline and
treatment. [to be continued].§c=
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MAJOR-GENERAL ISRAEL PUTNAM.

WHEN any great work is in hand among the
nations of the world, it is curious to observe how
Providence prepares the material and raises the
men to accomplish it. The American Revolution

is admitted to be one of the greatest events of

modern times. The unfolding of the first leaves

of its history certainly gave us promise of the im
menseharvest into which the angels of God were so

soon to thrust in their sharpened sickles. The occa
sion was most unpromising, the field incomparably
too huge and unbounded for the struggling heroes

to occupy and defend, and the munitions of war
were non est inventus. According to human
judgment, the task preponderated immensely over
the means. And where were the men 2 To the
common observer they were invisible until the
wand of the God of armies touched them; they
then rose like grasshoppers at the call, and, all
untutored and unaccoutered as they were, rushed
with one spirit to the great work of human free
dom. From the hill-tops of the Green Mount
ains, from the savannas of the Middle States, and
from the marshes of the South they came togeth
er, moved by a mutual impulse, led by self-con
stituted captains, marshaling themselves as the
children of freedom, cheerfully to endure its suf

PO RTR A IT OF M A J OR - G E N E R A L IS R AEL PUT N A M.

ferings, bravely to fight its battles, or nobly to

lay down their lives on the soil they so valiantly
defended. To the enemy these hosts were a

laughing-stock, motley, ununiformed, unequipped,
undisciplined, and apparently unable to accom
plish the feat to which, in the inscrutable will of

the great Ruler, they were summoned. But God
chose not the men for that fray who wore the
gayest uniform, who bore the most glittering
sword, or proudly tossed the tallest plume defi

antly in the face of heaven. The great leaders–
the bravest of the brave—came not from the
serried ranks of a well-trained army, veterans of

a hundred fields of gory honor and victory.
No ; the force of circumstances, somewould call
it—the finger of Providence, the more devout
would say—speedily indicated the leader and the
follower. They came forth from the farm-field,
the counting-room, the workshop, from the law
yer's office, and the judge's bench—all unused to
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the arts of war, but with all the elements of a
brave soldier and a successful general wrapped
up in their coarse homespun.
When God selects his men—for who can be

blind to the Providential oversight of that glorious
work —we can but be struck with that selection.
In this case, not only were there a Washington, a
Hamilton, a Lee, and a Putnam, but there were
also a Hull and an Arnold, and others sui gem
eris—traitors as well as patriots—-men who for a
vile consideration would betray the dearest in
terests of their country, and for a mess of pot
tage sell the bodies and souls of their brethren
into a worse than Egyptian bondage.
And the valiant men who bathed their swords

in inimical gore, from what unpromising seeds
they sprung Who could have foreseen what
deeds of heroism, what brave resistance, what
feats of chivalry, what germs of romance were
covered up under the coarse blouse of that Dan
vers plow-boy, who, merry as the day was long,
went whistling by the side of the honest kine, who
were obedient to his word and patient under his
appointed task? His brave but womanly heart,
which melted to tears at the recital of others'
sorrows, leaped to his hand when roused by in
sult or summoned by the deep wrongs of his na
tive land. There was not a braver or more lion
heart in all the ranks of the Continental army
than that which beat in the unpolished breast of
IsrAEL PUTNAM. When the first guns of Lex
ington roused him in his furrow on a bright
sunny day, as he followed the plow, dreaming of
his country's wrongs and needs, he unhitched his
cattle and mounted the fleetest, and rode post
haste to the scene of conflict, waiting for nothing
but to seize the faithful gun which had stood him
in such necessity in the wolf's cave, which none
but he dared enter. And from the hour when he
turned his back upon his father's farm until the
banner of freedom floated above the victorious
armies of his beloved country, there was not a
braver soldier nor a gentler nor a truer patriot in
all the noble band that fought for freedom in the
war of 1776. Had a skillful phrenologist been at
hand, he might have foretold his future great
ness, for it lies in the inequalities of his broad
and prominent brow; but no one thought, not even
his most familiar acquaintances, to what deeds of
glorious chivalry that bright-eyed and fun-loving
boy would come. Rough in speech and attire;
careless, even negligent of the amenities of life,
the sparkle of the purest gem was visible through
the rough exterior.
But Putnam was not only a brave man and a

kind and faithful friend, but he was a man of
great sagacity as well. His counsels in the camp,
as afterward in the Legislative Assembly, were
respected and observed. He had no selfish am
bition to be served, and the moment he felt
the strain of war relax, he turned back to his
plow and his native plains. While in active
service his presence of mind was only equaled by
his undaunted courage. He was never confounded, but was self-supported and calm in the hours
of the greatest difficulty and danger. One inci
dent in his eventful life we would relate as per
fectly corroborative of all we have said of him.
It occurred previous to the Revolutionary strug.
gle.
In 1757 he was ordered, in company with his

----------
fellow-soldier, Major Rogers, to watch the move
ments of the enemy, who were strongly fortified
near Ticonderoga. He had under his command a
detachment of several hundred troops, and bore
the title of major. Just as he thought himself
secure and unobserved, he was discovered and
attacked by a greatly superior force, and was
compelled to retreat across the wilderness, on
Fort Edward. On his way he fell into an ambuscade of five hundred French and Indians. There
was nothing for him to do now but to fight; this
he did to a great disadvantage, having just
crossed a deep and dangerous creek, which wholly
cut off his retreat. It had becomea bloody mélée,
and was fought almost single-handed. In the
confusion Putnam becameseparated from his com
rades, and found himself alone and unsupported,
fighting a demoniac band of Indians. He had al
ready slain three of his foes, and was pressing his
fusee against the breast of a stalwart savage,
when it missed fire, and he became a prisoner of
the Indian with whom he was engaged. Instead
of dispatching his victim, the Indian bound him to
a tree, reserving him for future tortures.
In the course of the fight the combatants so

changed their ground that the tree to which Put
nam was bound came directly between the fires
of the contending legions, and several bullets were
planted in the tree near his head. While in this
helpless condition, a brutal French soldier dis
covered him, and pressing his musket against his
breast, snapped it; but it missed fire, and after
insulting and beating him with the stock of his
musket, he left him to his fate. Scarcely had he
found himself alone before a youthful savage, dis
covering his confined position, amused himself by
throwing his tomahawk at his head and plantingit in the tree on either side of his head with an
uncomfortable proximity.
At the close of the fight the Indian who had

conquered him made him his captive, and took
him along with him toward his savage home.
Here his sufferings began, and after enduring

many days of torture, it was determined in a sol
emn council of war to roast him alive over a slow
fire. The appointed time arrived, and Putnam
was bound to a sapling, and the driest fagots
were placed high around him. With a refinement
of cruelty found nowhere but in a North Ameri
can savage, he was so bound that he could move
round and round the tree, the tormentors mani
festing the most exquisite delight, when the
scorching flames drove him from one side of the
tree only to meet a hotter reception on another.
But just as it was getting perilous, and poor Put
nam was giving up all for lost, a sudden shower
of rain nearly extinguished the flames, which the
savages in vain endeavored to rekindle amid the
most fiendish yells of disappointment and baffled
rage. At this interesting juncture his Indian
master, who had been absent from the camp for
several days, suddenly appeared and claimed hisprisoner, scattering the smoldering brands andreleasing his scorched victim. During all thesesevere trials his fortitude never forsook him, and
even in his most painful moments could not helpsmiling as he thought of his ludicrous position
and many hairbreadth escapes.
But he lived through al

l

and did good servicein helping his countrymen to break the yoke
which our British tyrants strove to fasten on ournecks, and died at last on his bed in a good oldage.

– a
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PLEA. IN BEHALF OF PHIEENOLOGY.
BY PRof ºssoR sil, LIMAN, M.D., LL D.

[concluded J

“But all this will not avail, without superior
influence flowing from the Creator himself, through
his divine revelation, which is the charter of our
hopes and our supreme moral guide through life.If there be, in any instance, an unhappy cranial
formation, surely it does not diminish, but, on the
contrary, it enhances the nec:ssity of a prevailing
heavenly influence to illuminate that which is

dark, to strengthen the weak faculties, subdue the
wild animal propensities, and purify, by a holy
efficiency, the moral sentiments and affections.
“Religion can therefore do what Phrenology

can not alone effect. Phrenology undertakes to ac
complish for man what philosophy performs for the
external world : it claims to disclose the real state

of things, and to present nature unvailed, and in

her true features.
“As science and art are built upon the laws of

nature, and borrowing materials from her, pro
ceed to construct all the machines, and edifices,
and various physical furniture of refined civiliza
tion, so Phrenology, if successful in developing the
real powers, affections, and propensities of man,
furnishes to revealed religion, in the best possible
state, the subject upon which, through the spirit

of God, the holiest and happiest influences of piety
may be exerted and made effectual.
“Phrenology, then, is not a substitute for re

vealed religion—it does not present itself as a

rival or an enemy, but as an ally or ministering
servant. It is obvious that if all which is claimed
for it be true, it is capable of exerting a most
important influence on the faculties and moral
powers of our race, and with experience for its
interpreter, it must form the basis of intellectual
philosophy.

“The development which it makes of the
faculties, as connected with the organization of

the brain, illustrates the wisdom of the Creator

in common with the wonderful structure of the
rest of the frame; and, indeed, it has still higher
claims to our admiration, inasmuch as the
faculties of the mind are more elevated in dignity
than those of the inferior members. If it should

be objected, that we ought not to attribute to

God a structure in which evil propensities are
included, we answer that they cease to be evil if

they are controlled by the superior powers; and
after all, the introduction of moral and physical
evil into this world must be referred to the will of
God, nor does it at all change the conditions of
the problem, whether our moral errors arise from
our organization or from external influences, or

from both. In either case we are responsible,
because power, either inherent in our constitution,

or imparted through the influence of religion, is

given to us, sufficient to resist moral evil and to

perform our duty. It appears, then, that Pare
polºgy is neither an unreasonable, an unphiloso
phical, nor an immoral or irreligious pursuit.
“The connection which it pro-es between the

brain and the mind is founded upon our personal
experience and daily observation. There is

nothing in the nature of the brain which can
enable us to understand how it is made the
residence or instrument of the mind, nor can we
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in the least comprehend in what way the mind
will subsist after the death of the body, or in
what the intellectual essence consists. We are
indeed instructed, from the highest authority
(and the thought, with its illustration, is equally
beautiful and sublime, in a philosophical as in a

moral view, that “the seed which we sow is not
quickened unless it die; that we do not sow the
body that shall be, but that God giveth it a body,

as it hath pleased him, and to every seed his own
body; so also in the resurrection of the dead; it

is sown in corruption, it is raised in incorruption;

it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is

sown in weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown

a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body;
there is a natural body, and there is a spiritual
body.” (St. Paul.)
“Of the future association of our minds with

that new and spiritual body, we can no more form

a distinct conception, than we now do of the
existing connection with our living acting frames.
They obey the mandates of God's vicegerent, the
immortal mind, which is truly and locally en
throned in the superior region of the head, to

rule the inferior body, employing its members as

Servants to fulfill its commands, and in that
manner to accomplish the will of the infinite
Creator. Great dignity is thus imparted to our
reason and to its temporary residence in the head,
its truly regal palace. But the human mind soon
finds the limits of its power in every depart
ment of nature. It comprehends, indeed, the
celestial mechanism, and demonstrates the exist
ence and the ratio of gravitation and projection,
but understands not their nature and origin; it

penetrates the chemical constitution of bodies, and
ascertains the laws by which the heterogeneous
atoms rush into union, while it can not fathom the
essence of the particles, nor evenprove the reality
of matter. The mind commands the hand to

move, and it instantly obeys, to perform its be
hests of anger or of love—while the mind itself
perceives not the nature of the influence, nor the
manner of its movement; and thus Phrenology
forms a perfect parallel with all we know of nature
and of nature's God. With us rests the know
ledge of the effects; with him, the cause and the
manner of the connection. Philosophy, then,
equally with religion, bows before the throne of

the Supreme; and while it renders grateful
homage for the glorious illumination which he

has poured into our minds, it acknowledges with
profound humility that our light at last ends in

darkness—that none, by searching, can fully find
out God, nor comprehend the Almighty unto per
fection; for it is higher than heaven, what canst
thou do 2 and deeper than hell, what canst thou
know *

“Phrenology, then, stands exactly like the
other sciences of observation, upon the basis of

phenomena, and their observed correspondence
with a theory which is deduced from them. The
mental energy of Gall, of Spurzheim, of Combe,
and of many other philosophers of high intellec
tual powers and wide observation, has been,
through many years, directed to the investigation,
and they have declared that they find a prevailing
correspondence between the size and conformation

of the brain and of the cranium, and the energy

of the intellectual faculties, moral sentiments, and
animal propensities of man.
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“As it is a fair pursuit—a legitimate branch of

physical, mental, and moral philosophy—let it,

then, have free scope,until additional observations
through a wider range of time, and made by many
other men, equally, or even better, qualified for
the investigation, shall either establish or over
throw its claims.
“This apologetic plea for Phrenology has been

thrown in, not because we have made up our
minds to go for the whole, but because we would
strenuously maintain the liberty of free investi
gation. Philosophical is as sacred as civil and
religious liberty, and all three are indispensable

to the perfection of man's faculties, to the im
provement of his condition, and to the just com
prehension of his duties. In suggesting the con
siderations that have been presented, we do not
assume or deny that the minute divisions of the
mental, moral, and animal faculties indicated by
Phrenology, as the science is now taught, are all
fully made out. On this question we would not
hazard an opinion, for here Phrenology would
demand a trial by its peers—by a jury of superior
minds, qualified to decide by their acumen, their
general knowledge, their large observation on this
subject, and their strict logical discipline; but all
intelligent and candid persons can judge of the
general correspondence of the theory with the
phenomena; they can observe that there is an
intellectual, a moral, and an animal conformation

of the head, which, as the one region or the other
prevails, greatly influences the character and
conduct.
“This general development, this characteristic

conformation, we think, is clearly discernible
when we examine many individuals; it is

,

there
fore, this leading revelation of mental power, of

moral affections, and of animal propensities,
which we believe that Gall, Spurzheim, and
Combe, and other able and enlightened phrenolo
gists, have it in their power to indicate, with a

prevailing certainty, sufficient to justify particular
courses of treatment with the insane, with felons,
and (with great care and prudence) even with
pupils and children.
“If, then, weare right in this conclusion, Phre

nology does not deserve the sneers, the ridicule,
and contempt of which it is still made the theme:
nothing is easier than to cherish our own self
esteem by indulging in such cheap effusions of

self-complacency; and to guard against any pos
sible verdict of credulity, by an early vindication

of our superior sagacity in foreseeing the reductio
ad absurdum, which those who predict such a

result will be very prone not only to expect but

to desire. Many excellent people, with the best
moral and religious feelings, are often alarmed by
the discoveries of science; we do not speak of

science, “falsely so called,” but of real science,
which is only another name for truth. Truth is

the noblest attribute of the Creator himself; we
are too apt to forget that it is as distinctly re
corded in his works as in his word, and if we
would know what he has revealed for our instruc
tion, we must faithfully read and understand the
volume of creation, as well as that of revelation ;

both are his work ; both are true, and both are
worthy of our most assiduous study. We fail,
therefore, in moral courage, if we fear to advance

in the ways of truth, and to follow where she
leads, whether in nature or in revelation.
“Every important science has at first been re

ceived with skepticism, if not with obloquy, con

tempt, or hostility. Astronomy, assailed by
ignorance and bigotry, long maintained a defensive
attitude against the civil and ecclesiastical powers

of that age, which boasts a Galileo, a Kepler, and

a Newton ; but for almost two centuries, this, the
noblest of the physical sciences, has been fully
victorious. Geology has sustained a warfare of

many years, but having vindicated her cause,
begins to feel assured of permanent peace.
Phrenology is still marching in an enemy's
country, and the issue may appear more doubt
ful; but we are assured by the learned professors
that she is gaining efficient allies, and every year
increasing in power.”-----

T H E S E CON D B O R N .---
OUR amiable and talented cotemporary, the

Home Journal, for Oct. 22d, contains the follow
ing curious “scientific” announcement:
“Science has pronounced the edict that the

second born in human, as well as in all other ani
mals, is the best—superior, that is to say, to the
successivemembers of the family as well as to the
first born. Admiring Prince Albert (Edward) as

much as weare all doing at present, we can not but
watch the second born, Prince Alfred, with great
(scientific) interest; and we see that the honors
paid to this sailor prince express even more hom
age than we are paying to his elder brother.”
The most fatal fact respecting this scientific

theory of our friend in its bearings on the case is
,

that Albert Edward is himself the second born,
the Princess Adelaide, wife of the Prince Royal

of Prussia, being the first born, and of course, ac
cording to the theory under consideration, Albert
ought to be the smart one, and not Alfred, who is

really the fourth born.” The theory, if true,
must look elsewhere for an illustration, for if Al
bert, the second born, is not as smart as Alfred,
the fourth born, the theory gets two blows—one
from each way.
We would be glad to learn what science sets

forth the doctrine that the second born is better
than the first, or any succeeding one. Who is the
author, and what works contain the theory and its
proofs
We believe if ten thousand families could be

canvassed, it would be found that the earlier born
have more animal propensity and passion; and the
later born, say the fourth, fifth, and sixth chil
dren, are more intellectual and moral, and take a

higher rank in the world than the three earlier
born. Of course there will be many exceptions,
but we believe that three out of five, or four out

of six clear headed, leading characters will be
found among the later born. The reason is

,

that
the parents are more mature in body and in mind,
and use their mental nature more than when
young, and the later children inherit a higher aud
riper nature as a consequence.---
PHRENOLOGY IN A UNIVERSITY.

, WE are pleased to learn, through a valued cor
respondent, that the subject of Phrenology is

awakening no little discussion in the University

at Berea, Ohio. Several of the students under
stand the subject sufficiently well to make their
opinions felt and respected ; and it is in contem
plation to form a Phrenological Society among the
students for the purpose of investigating the sci
ence and for mutual improvement. May the day
hasten when the study of Phrenology shall as
sume its proper place in the curricula of all our
colleges.

ºcs—

* 1st.Victoria Adelaide,born Nov. 21,1840.
2d. Albert Edward,bornNov. 9, 1841.
8d. Alice Maud, bornApril 25,1843.
4th.Alfred Ernest,bornAug. 6

,

1844.

—sº-3;
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M U S C L E - M A N I.A.
UNDER this title a writer in the United States

Journal for October, who signs himself an M.D.,
enters his protest against the prevalent spirit of
physical exercise which is now being developed in
several of the literary institutions of the country.
In the first place, he caricatures the subject and
culminates his ridicule upon Dr. Winship, of Bos
ton, the strong man, and Martin, the wherryman,
who rowed from Boston to New York. He says:
“To all this muscle humbuggery we, an old-fash
ioned man, wish to enter our protest and erect
some barrier against it.” His first proposition is

,
“Muscle and mind have no connection with each
other. No, not at all.”

A man who signs himself an M.D., and makes
such a statement as that, ought to burn up his
diploma and go to the plow, provided he could get

a pair of well-trained oxen to draw it. H
e

asks

if Heenan has ever written any work on cosmos,

as though because a man had happened to be

highly endowed with muscle, and by some pugil
istic accident the fact had been called out, that
he should, therefore, necessarily be educated in

all science so as to be able to write a cosmos. He
remarks further: “The sweet strains of Cowper
and Pope were sang from as feeble tenements as

ever had a poet's soul boarding in them on half
rations.”
To this we reply, that if ever human beings suf

fered in sorrow and sadness, Cowper was one of

them, and if he had lived in this age of muscle, or

had been taught to get rid of the blues by a turn

at vigorous exercise, the world would have been
spared some of his saddeststrains, and been bless

ed with ten times as much excellent poetry as he
wrote. And Pope, deformed, nervous, irritable.
irascible even, as he was, though he polished his
poetry to a high degree, nevertheless wrote but
little. To be the author of his “E-say on Mau”
might seem to be glory enough, but he spent many

a day and accomplished but four or five lines. If

Cowper and Pope had been blessed with such
health as accompany a good muscular develop
ment, they would have produced far more and
better results than they did. The writer in ques
tion instances also Chief Justice Marshall, Sir Da
vid Brewster, and Lord Brougham, men celebrat

ed for their mental caliber, and asks if anybody
“ever heard of any wonderful muscular endow
ment possessed by them "

We reply that Lord Brougham is a tall and
most wonderfully muscular man; not fat, rotund,
and bulky, to be sure, but his face looks like a

network of muscle. We wish to call this author's
attention to something respecting him. He has
been described by some of the best British writers

as being a man of most wonderful powers of en
durance, indicating a hardy muscular or motive
temperament. It is said of him that he could go

into the Court of Chancery and spend the day, go

from that to the House of Lords and engage in

debate until midnight, then retire to his lodgings
and write an article for the Edinburgh Review,
then go to the Court of Chancery, and from there
again to the House of Lords, and thus for three
days and three nights show himself a master in

Chancery, a pre-eminent debater in the House of

Lords, and his pen in the Review spoke for itself.
Then, having exhausted his strong constitution, he
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would sleep and eat; that is
,

rest and nourish the
body for two or three days, doing nothing.
Chief Justice Marshall was a tall man, with a

remarkably compact and fine-grained organiza
tion, and we have no doubt he was a man of a

strong constitution and vigorous bodily powers, as

he lived to a great age and performed a vast
amount of mental labor; and if our author is

worthy of his diploma, he knows that a vigorous
physical constitution is requisite to the perform
ance of such labors as Marshall and Brougham
performed.

A glance at the men of influence in America
within the current century, will show, we think,

a majority of strong bodies along with strong
minds. Washington was almost a giant in size
and strength. Jefferson was tall, bony, and mus
cular. The Adamses were stout and powerful
men. Franklin was a large man and early dis
tinguished for his muscular power. Webster was
large and muscular. Clay was tall but very bony
and muscular. Benton was gigantic, and his vigor

of mind to the last, and his wonderful power to

labor, came from his health and robustness of

body. Silas Wright, Samuel L. Southard, John
McPherson Berrien, Wm. L. Marcy, were very
large and physically powerful. So also are Lewis
Cass, Gerrit Smith, John P. Hale, Charles Sum
ner, Jacob Collamore, Mr. Mason, Mr. Toombs.
Stephen A. Douglas, though stout and large, is

perhaps the shortest man that has been in Con
gress for the last twenty years. If we look at the
lions of the pulpit and the bar, we will find size,
vigor, and health of body in close fraternity with
popularity, power, success, and length of life.
We do not deny but what light and fragile men,

like Randolph, Calhoun, and A. H
. Stephens, have

shown brilliancy and mental exaltation, but we
do claim that each of these men would have done
more and better work with a similar brain and a

stronger body.
Now the mania for muscle, as we understand it,

and our author evinces that he means the same
thing, is the tendency in our schools, colleges, and
communities to practice gymnastics for the gen
eral development of the physical constitution, not

to becomeprofessed gymnasts, boxers, and pugil
ists. Verily has the world been long enough
cursed by the mania for mentality at the expense

of bodily health. Our students and aspiring
young men have been taught to regard labor, and

a strong, stalwart muscle, and a rosy cheek as a

disgrace, therefore they have sought slimness,
paleness, and a mental and spiritual appearance.
Great red hands have been laughed at; broad,
brawny shoulders have been ridiculed; large feet
have been a laughing-stock, while the converse,
viz., slender form, attenuated hands, pale face,
and small feet, as the result of mental training
and physical inactivity, has becomethe curse of

our land, and it is high time something was said
and done to bring back the race to a normal con
dition.
After having thus made a raid upon muscular

development, our author comes back to a pretty
sensible statement; still, he is too gentle with his
exercise, too much inclined to be dainty in his
style of physical exertion to have it amount to

much.
We have no particular desire that men should

have muscles like Hercules, but what we ask is
,

a

full, harmonious, manly, physical development;
we want broad shoulders, and large chests, and
full abdomens, and a rounded. arm, and a stout
leg; for without these, a vigorous stomach, and
energetic circulation to vivify the brain, can not

be expected. Give a man dyspepsia and set him

to preaching, and if his theology is not morbid,
and his people do not become bigoted, and rigid,
and unhappy in their religion, it will be because
their native health of constitution and of mind is

superior to the teaching they receive. Give teach
ers better bodies, and schools will be sought by
pupils; not dreaded, because the teachers will be

more patient, more affectionate, and better quali
fied to teach ; and last, but not least, let exercise
becomegeneral with the men, and it will soon be

fashionable with the women; and when this shall

be the case, and we hail every effort to establish
female gymnasiums for schools and for the com
munity as a harbinger of good to the generations

to come—when we shall have these established
and used, we shall have healthy mothers and
fewer short graves in our cemeteries.

To M, THE BLIN D PIA NIST.
MR. HoRAcE WATERs, of New York, has pub

lished several pieces of music adapted to piano or

melodeon, composed by the musical prodigy, Tom,
the blind negro boy, ten years old A portrait of

the boy accompanies the music. He is regarded as

the musical wonder of the world. The Baltimore
Patriot, having heard the boy, describes him as

follows:
“We have just returned from seeing and hear

ing, at Mr. Stoddard's Piano Rooms, on Calvert
Street, a blind negro slave boy, only ten years
old, playing upon the piano, with all the power
and delicacy of a Thalberg. He is the eighteenth
child of two plantation hands, upon the estate of

Mr. Oliver, of Muskogee County, in Georgia, and
was born blind. About four years ago his musical
powers were accidentally found out, and only
within the last three months has he been perform
ing before the public. His blindness is his only
defect. Good-natured and affectionate, he delights

to sit at the piano, and imitate and improvise.
Never have we witnessed such powers of imitating
and improvising. They are instantaneously called
into activity, and without any seeming labor.
The only sign you witness of effort, is a slight
muscular movement of the face and eyes, in giving
birth to his musical ideas.
“One of our best pianists sat down and played

a most difficult piece, involving the most compli
cated fingering and harmony. Little Tom took
his place, and repeated every note of it, sur le

champ, and in the very same vigorous style He
then improvised a march, with wonderful taste,
phrasing as he went along with all the skill of an
old composer. His imitations of the drum and fife,

of the hand-organ, and other instruments, are to

the very life. His voice, too, is of great compass
and sweetness Mr. Stoddard took a piece for
two hands, which Tom had never heard, and while

he played the first part, Tom carried on the second,
without a moment's hesitation, and then changing
places with Mr. S., he played the first without
missing a note
“We are glad to announce that this musical

prodigy is to exhibit his musical powers in our
city. See advertisement. He has been seen and
heard by almost everybody in New Orleans,
Mobile, and Cnarleston, and the universal opinion
is, that he is one of the marvels of the age. We
certainly join in this general judgment.”

—sº-º:
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OR,

T H E D U TIES OF MAN
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE COMBE.
[rhoM THE LATest elevisededinBurgh EDITIon.]

[Continued From LASTNUMBER.]

The adaptation of the intellectual faculties to society is equally con
spicuous. The faculty of Language implies the presence of intelligent
beings, with whom we may communicate by speech. The faculties

of Causality and Comparison, which are the fountains of reasoning,
imply our associating with other intellectual beings, with whose per
ceptions and experience we may compare our own. Without com
bination, what advance could be made in science, arts, or manufac
tures? As food is related to hunger, and light to the sense of vision,

so is society adapted to the social faculties of man. The presence of

human beings is indispensable to the gratification and excitement of

our mental powers in general. What a void and craving is experienced
by those who are cut off from communication with their fellows!
Persons who are placed in remote and solitary stations on the confines

of civilization, become dull in intellect, shy, unsocial, and unhappy.
The most atrocious criminals, when placed in solitary confinement
without work, lose their ferocity, are subdued, and speedily sink in

health and vigor. The stimulus yielded to their faculties by the pres
ence of their fellow-men, is wanting.
The balmy influence of society on the human mind may be discov

ered in the vivacious and generally happy aspect of those who live in

the bosom of a family, or mingle freely with the world, contrasted with
the cold, starched, and stagnant manners and expression of those who
retire from social sympathies and life.

A man whose muscular, digestive, respiratory, and circulating
systems greatly predominate in energy over the brain and nervous
system, stands less in need of society to gratify his mental faculties than

an individual oppositely constituted : he delights in active muscular
exercise, and is never so happy as with the elastic turf beneath his feet
and the blue vault of heaven over his head. But where the brain and

nervous system are more energetic, there arise mental wants which
can be gratified only in society, and residence in a city is felt indis
pensable to enjoyment; the mind flags and becomes feeble when not
stimulated by collision and converse with kindred spirits. Hence, the
social state appears to be as natural to man as it is to the bee, the
raven, or the sheep. This question being set at rest, the duties
implied in the constitution of society are next to be considered.
The first duty imposed on man in relation to society is industry—a

duty the origin and sanction of which are easily discoverable. Man is

sent into the world naked, unprotected, and unprovided for. He does
not, like the lower animals, find his skin clothed with a sufficient
covering of hair, feathers, or scales, but must provide garments for
himself; he can not perch on a bough or burrow in a hole, but must
rear a dwelling to protect himself from the weather; he does not, like
the ox, find his nourishment under his feet, but must hunt or cultivate
the ground. To capacitate him for the performance of these duties
he has received a body fitted for labor, and a mind calculated to animate
and direct his exertions; while the external world has been created
with the wisest adaptation to his constitution.
Many of us have been taught, by our religious instructors, that

labor is a curse imposed by God on man as a punishment for sin. I

remarked in the first Lecture, that philosophy can not tell whether sin
was or was not the cause which induced the Almighty to constitute
man such as we now see him, an organized being, composed of bones,
muscles, blood-vessels, nerves, respiratory and digestive organs, and

a brain calculated to manifest a rational mind—and to confer on

external nature its present qualities, adapted to give scope and exer
cise to these powers—but that, constituted as we actually are, labor,
which, in its proper sense, means exertion, either bodily or mental, for>
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useful purposes, is not only no calamity, but the grand fountain of our
enjoyment." Unless we exercise our limbs, what pleasure can they
afford to us? If we do not exercise them, they become diseased, and
we are punished with positive pain; hence the duty of bodily exertion is

a law of God written in our frames, as strikingly as if it were embla
zoned on the sky. Constituted as we are, it is not labor, but inactivity,
which is an evil—that is

,

which is visited by God with suffering and
disease. The misery of idleness has been a favorite theme of moralists

in every age, and its baneful influence on the bodily health has equally
attracted the notice of the physician and of general observers. Hap
piness, in truth, is nothing but the gratification of active faculties, and
hence the more active our faculties are, within the limits of health, the
greater is our enjoyment.

“Life's caresarecomforts;such by Heavendesigned;
He thathasnonemustmakethem, or be wretched.
Caresareemployments,andwithoutemploy
The soul is on a rack, therack of rest,
To soulsmostadverse—actionall theirjoy.”

The prevalent notion that labor is an evil must have arisen from
ignorance of the constitution of man, and from contemplating the
effects of labor carried to excess.
Bodily and mental activity, therefore, being the law of our nature

and the fountain of our enjoyment, I observe, first, that they may be

directed to useful or to useless purposes; and that they may be carried
to excess. Exertion for the attainment of useful objects is generally

termed labor, and because of its utility, men have, with strange per
versity, looked upon it as degrading ! Exertion for mere capricious
self-gratification, and directed to no useful end, has, on the other hand,
been dignified with the name of pleasure, and is esteemed honorable.
These notions appear to be injurious errors, which obtain no counte
nance from the natural laws. Indeed, the proposition ought to be

reversed. Pleasure increases in proportion to the number of faculties
employed, and it becomes purer and more lasting the higher the fac
ulties are which are engaged in the enterprise. The pursuit of a great
and beneficial object, such as providing for a family, or discharging an

important duty to society, calls into energetic action not only a greater
variety of faculties, but also faculties of a higher order, namely, the
moral sentiments and intellect, than those frivolous occupations, mis
called pleasures, which are directed to self-indulgence and the gratifi
cation of vanity alone.
The reason why labor has so generally been regarded as an evil, is

its very unequal distribution amºng individuals—many contriving to

exempt themselves from al
l participation in it (though not to the

increase of their own happiness), while others have been oppressed
with an excessive share. Both extremes are improper; and the hope
may reasonably be indulged, that when society shall become so far
enlightened as to esteem that honorable which God has rendered at
once profitable and pleasant—and when labor shall be properly dis
tributed, and confined within the bounds of moderation—it will assume

its true aspect, and be hailed by al
l

as a rational source of enjoyment.
Regarding bodily and mental activity, therefore, as institutions of the

Creator, I observe, in the next place, that, as man has been destined
for society, a division of occupations is indispensable to his welfare.

If every one were to insist on cultivating the ground, there would be

no manufacturers, carpenters, or builders. If al
l

were to prefer the
exercise of the constructive arts, we should have no agriculturists and

no food. The Creator has arranged the spontaneous division of labor
among men by the simplest yet most effectual means. He has
bestowed the mental faculties in different degrees of relative strength

on different individuals, and thereby given them at once the desire and
the aptitude for different occupations. Phrenology renders clear the
origin of differences of employment. The metaphysicians treat only

of general powers of the mind. They enumerate among the netive
principles ambition, the love of power, the love of kindred, and so

* A prisoner in thejail of Ayr, on beingpermitted to labor,observedthat“he never
knewbeforewhat a pleasantthingworkwas.”—FifthRep. of theInspector of Prisons.→
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forth, while their catalogue of intellectual faculties embraces only Per
ception, Conception, Abstraction, Attention, Memory, Judgment, and
Imagination. Many of then deny that individuals differ in the degrees
in which they possess these powers; and ascribe al

l

actual differences

to education, association, habit, and a variety of accidental circumstances.
With their philosophy for our guide, we are called on to explain by

what process of arrangement or chapter of accidents the general
powers of Perception, Memory, Judgment, and Imagination fit one
man to be a carpenter, another to be a sailor, a third a merchant, a

fourth an author, a fifth a painter, a sixth an engineer, and how they
communicate to each a special predilection for his trade. How comes

it to pass, according to their views, that some who utterly fail in one
pursuit, succeed to admiration in another 1 and whence is it that there
was no jostling in the community at first, and that very little harsh
friction occurs now, in arranging the duties to be performed by each
individual member 1 We next require a solution of the problem—by
what cause one man's ambition takes the direction of war, another's
that of agriculture, and a third's that of painting or making speeches, if

al
l

their native aptitudes and tendencies are the same, both in kind and
degree—how one man delights to spend his life in accumulating wealth,
and another knows no pleasure equal to that of dissipating and squan
dering it?

I do not detain you with the ingenious theories that have been pro
pounded by the metaphysicians, as solutions of these questions, but
come at once to the explanation afforded by the new philosophy.
Phrenology shows that man has received a variety of primitive facul
ties, each having a specific sphere of action, and standing in specific
relations to certain external objects, that he takes an interest in these
objects in consequence of their aptitude to gratify his faculties; and
that the same is the case also in regard to the lower animals. If a

hare and a cat, for instance, were lying in the same field, and a mouse
were to stray between them, the hare would see it pass without inter
est—while the cat's blood would be on fire, every hair would bristle,
and it would seize and devour it. The cat possesses a carnivorous
instinct, of which the mouse is the external object, and hence the
source of its interest. The hare wants that instinct, and hence its

indifference.
Every same individual of the human race enjoys the same number

of faculties, but each power is manifested by means of a particular por
tion of the brain, and acts with a degree of energy (other things being
equal) corresponding to the size of that part. These parts, or organs,
are combined in different relative proportions in different individuals,
and give rise to differences of talents and dispositions. Hence the
individual in whom Combativeness and Destructiveness are the largest
organs, desires to be a soldier; he in whom Veneration. Hope, and
Wonder are the largest, desires to be a minister of religion; he in

whom Constructiveness, Weight, and Form are largest, desires to be

a mechanician; and he in whom Constructiveness, Form, Coloring,
Imitation, and Ideality predominate, is inspired with the love of

painting.
The Creator, by bestowing on al

l

the race the same number of fac
ulties, and endowing them with the same functions, has fitted us for
constituting one common family. In consequence of our common
nature, we understand each other's instincts, desires, talents, and pur
suits, and are prepared to act in concert; while by the superiority in

particular powers conferred on particular individuals, variety of char
acter and talent, and the division of labor are effectually provided for.
The division of labor, therefore, is not an expedient devised by man's

sagacity, but a direct result of his constitution ; exactly as happens in

the case of some of the inferior animals, which live in society and
divide their duties without possessing the attribute of reason. The
differences in relative size in the cerebral organs of different individuals
afford another proof that man has been created expressly to live and
act as a social being.
When we compare the corporeal frames of men, we find that they

also differ in stature, strength, and temperament; some are large,

strong, active, and energetic; while others are small, feeble, or slug
gish. In a world in which the means of subsistence can be gained only

by vigorous exertion, these differences alone would give rise to inferi
ority and superiority among individuals. But when we examine the
brain, on which the mental qualities depend, and perceive that differ
ences in regard to the size of the mental organs are equally extensive
and striking, the fact of differences in social condition being an institu
tion of nature is determined. In one man the brain is large, the tem
perament is active, and the three regions of the animal, moral, and
intellectual organs are al

l favorably developed ; such a person is one of

nature's nobility. He is endowed with native energy by his temper
ament and mental power by his brain; and he needs besides only
knowledge, with a fair field of action, to attain the highest prize”
which are offered by a bountiful Creator to human virtue, industry,
and talent. Another individual has inherited from birth the lymphatic
temperament, and is constitutionally inert, or he has received a small
brain, which is incapable of vigorous manifestations. In a scene
where valuable objects can be attained only by capacity and energy,
such a person must, of necessity, give place to him who has been
favored with higher endowments. A third individual, perhaps, has
received several organs developed in a superior degree, which fit him

to acquire distinction in a particular department of life : but he is

deficient in other organs, and is in consequence unfit to advance suc
cessfully in other walks. Such a man may, if he choose his vocation
wisely in relation to his special endowments, assume a high station;

if unwisely, he may stand low in the scale of social consideration.
These differences give rise to differences in social condition, altogether
irrespective of human arrangements.
Gradations of social condition being thus institutions of God, those

men are wild enthusiastic dreamers, and not philosophers, who con
template their abolition. This proposition, however, does not imply
approval of artificial distinctions of rank, independent of natural endow
ments. These are the inventions of ignorant and selfish men: they
are paltry devices to secure, by means of parchments, the advantages

of high qualities, without the necessary possession of them. As civil
ization and knowledge advance, these will be renounced as ridiculous,
like the ponderous wigs, cocked hats, laced coats, and swords of bygone
centuries. It is unfortunate for society when a fool or rogue is the
possessor of high rank and title ; for these attract the respect of many

to his foolish or vicious deeds, and to his erroneous opinions.
Nature has instituted still another cause of social differences. Man

has received faculties, or capacities, adapted to external nature, but he
has not been inspired with information concerning the qualities and
adaptations of objects, or with intuitive knowledge of the best manner

of applying his own powers. He has been left to find out these by
observation and reflection. If we select twenty men whose brains,
temperament, and bodily constitution are alike, but of whom ten have
sedulously applied their faculties to the study of nature and her capa
bilities, while the other ten have sought only pleasure in trivial pur
suits, it is obvious that in al

l

social attainments the former will speedily
surpass the latter. If both classes wished to build a house, you would
find the observing and reflecting men in possession of the lever, the
pulley, the hammer, the axe, and the saw ; while the hunters and the
fishers would be pushing loads with their hands, or lifting them with
their arms, and shaping timber with sharp-edged stones. In civilized
society the same results appear. An individual who has learned how

to use his natural powers to the best advantage—in other words, who
has acquired knowledge and skill—is decidedly superior to him, who,
although born with equal native talents, has never been taught the best
method of applying them.
When we view nature's scheme of social gradation, we recognize in

it an institution beneficial to all. The man who stands at the bottom

of the scale, does so because he is actually lowest either in natural en
dowments or in acquired skill; but even in that lowest rank he enjoys
advantages superior to those he could have commanded by his talents,

[continued on PAGENINETY-oxE I
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PEIRENOLOGY AND RELIGION.

THE Christian Intelligencer, the organ of the
Dutch Reformed Church in this city, says:
“It is a curious circumstance, that the editor

of the Churchman (Mr. John Hecker), the repre
sentative of fossil medieval ecclesiasticism, and
the Rev Henry Ward Beecher, the most latitu
dinarian of Congregationated preachers, are both
avowed and hearty believers in Phrenology,
which has long since been exploded. Philosophy,
or what passes for such, sometimes, like misery,
makes strange bedfellows.”
In respect to the above most kindly and chari

table comments, toward the Intelligencer's
Christian brethren, we have a word to say. Mr
Hecker we have known long and well, and be
lieve him not only honest in his denominational
convictions, but that he is one of the most devout,
sincere, and spiritual Christians within the circle

of our acquaintance, and ten thousand poor fami
lies in New York would heartily indorse his
abundant charity. Could any of those notorious
ly truthful statements be made of the author of
the fling in the Intelligencer 2
Mr. Hecker, for a quarter of a century, has

made Phrenology a thorough and careful study,
and he knows it is true, and he has neither the
bigotry nor narrow exclusiveness of disposition to
prevent a hearty and manly avowal of his convic
tions. Phrenology being a truth, philosophically
and practically, there is nothing in it which
should prevent an honest High Church Episcopa
lian Christian like Mr. H. from avowing himself
its believer and supporter. Would that that
Church and others had more such men as John
Hecker.
Mr. Beecher has been a careful student of

Phrenology over twenty-five years, and cordially
accepts it as the true philosophy of the mind, and
like Hecker, the honest Churchman, believes that
a correct philosophy of mind ought not to antag
onize with true religion. It does not disturb his
faith nor vitiate his practice. Our amiable friend
of the Christian Intelligencer might as well say
that belief in mathematics or homeopathic treat
ment of disease “made strange bedfellows,” if a
Catholic, a Jew, and a Methodist happened to ac
cept them as true.
Can not a High Churchman and a liberal Con

gregationalist believe in a common philosophy of
the mind Because they do not in all religious
opinions harmonize, must they therefore be, at
cross purposes in respect to everything else :
We more than suspect that the Intelligencer, in
its effort to make a fling at Phrenology and at
two religious denominations, intended to say that
Phrenology being an error had led those two pro
fessors of diverse faith into the gross errors in re
ligion with which it brands them. And this idea
is sustained by a cotemporary, who heads the
illiberal quotation by the remark that “the
Christian Intelligencer has discovered that
phrenological study leads to theologic error.”
It certainly seems singular that Phrenology

should work so very differently in two robust
healthy men, as to lead one to the most strict form
of Episcopalianism, and the other to the most lat
itudinous Congregationalism. The truth is

,

both

of these men have good sense enough to under
stand Phrenology, and have had a first-rate

chance to learn what it is theoretically and prac
tically, and they have also the manliness and
candor to avow and sustain it. They have also,
we suppose, honest religious convictions, which
they maintain heartily. Had either of them lived

in the days of Galileo, they would have examined
the Copernican System of Astronomy, and not have
persecuted him through such a blind bigotry as

pervaded the Roman hierarchy of that day. But
we have no doubt the author of the article in the
Intelligencer would stop and compare the multi
plication table with his creed before he would
accept it as a truth. Oh, Christianity how art
thou defamed and scandalized by the mean and
bitter bigotry of thy nominal advocates!
We wish to say to the world distinctly and

broadly, that Phrenology not only recognizes but
teaches the great cardinal principles of religion.

It proves beyond a doubt the existence of a Su
preme being and the duty and privilege of wor
ship; it proves the innateness of conscientious
ness as the foundation of justice; it proves that
there is a spiritual state, and recognizes the fac
ulties of Faith and Hope which point to immor
tality; it teaches the duty of universal benevo
hence,and locates the organ by which this duty is

made possible—but it doesnot teach sectarianism,
though it explains the reason why separate, and
and in some respects conflicting, sects exist, by
showing the difference in the natural character
istics of those through whose influence the differ
ent sects were originated and are still maintained.
The mental systems of Locke, or Stewart, or

Brown, which recognize the logical faculty,
might as well be assailed because honest Chris
tian men can not think alike on religious subjects
and thereby get divided into sects, as to assail
Phrenology because it does not make all men feel
alike in respect to religious emotions and ideas.
Finally, we do not feel disposed to blame people
for not appreciating the truths and teachings of

Phrenology, if they are by mental constitution
incapable of so doing; but we do blame those who
have the talent to discern its truths, but who will
not study its philosophy and yet blindly condemn
it.

J O H. N. W. E N T W OR TH.
ph R.E.NoLogICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGreAphY.------

ph RENOLOGICAL CH RACTER.

This gentleman has a remarkably strong con
stitution. His vital and muscular systems are
well developed, giving uncommon stamina and
strength, and furnishing also to his brain, which

is very large, all the nourishment and support
which it requires. His forehead is very massive,
being broad, high, and long from the ears for
ward, indicating breadth, scope, and strength of

thought, ability to understand the causes, conse
quences, and reasons of things, and a tendency to

take comprehensive views of great questions.
Such an intellect gives to the business-man

power to foresee the effects of certain influences
upon business, thereby enabling him to judge
about the rise of property, the growth of towns,
what to buy and when, and to anticipate the
market.
His perceptive organs are also large, though

the upper part of the forehead seemsgreater than
the lower. He has excellent calculating power,
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and would succeed well as a mathematician. He
has a good judgment of the qualities of property,
the uses and value of things, and is quite ready

in reproducing the facts and knowledge which he

has obtained by reading and experience; still, he

is more sound than showy in intellect, more strong
and comprehensive than active and ready.
He has a fair talent for conversation, but re

quires a good deal of excitement to make him
easy and fluent in speech, but when once aroused
he uses words with effect. He has a remarkable
talent for understanding the motives and dis
positions of people at the first sight; he has what
we call Human Nature largely indicated.
His Mirthfulness is large, hence he relishes wit

and humor, and is quick at a joke. His head

is high at Benevolence, indicating kindness,
sympathy, and a disposition to do good. His
head is broad through the region of the ears, in
dicating courage, executive force, earnestness and
positiveness of character.
His Firmness is large, which renders him set,

decided, and positive in his feelings, and, with his
courage, makes him resolute and determined,
qualifying him to control other minds and to be

a leader among men. He is very independent in

his feelings, more proud than vain; not par
ticularly anxious to make a fine appearance; feels
that it is not the clothes which make the man.
He is warm in his social attachments, capable

of ardent love and of strong hatred. Those who
oppose him manfully, he respects; those who
seek to undermine him by treachery, he despises
and hates; those who need his help and assist
ance, his advice, and counsel, and who confide in

him, he delights to help and benefit. He has
more Benevolence than Weneration, is more kind
than, devout, more honest than pious. He ex
pects success, and is willing to undertake any
thing that ought to be done. He takes counsel of

his own strength and necessities, not of fears or

difficulties, and where three men out of four
would be discouraged, he is strong, hopeful, and
persevering.
He is a very warm friend, never forgets a kind

ness, and never turns his back upon a faithful
man, however humble, nor ignores a friend be
cause he becomes poor. He has friends in all
classes and conditions of society, and is well
qualified to be popular with poor people. He is
very self-reliant, democractic in his notions,
straightforward, honest, and earnest in his pur
poses, and is willing to take the responsibility of

his own conduct.
He is known for his clearness and force of

mind, for his power to express and enforce his
thoughts, for sympathy, kindness, independence,
pride, self-reliance, for energy, earnestness, and
social attachments. If he had a little more
pliability, policy, and smoothness, he would be

more acceptable to the general mind.
Biography, Nº.

The accompanying portrait is an excellent like
ness of the subject, a gentleman well known in

the history of American politics. John Wentworth
was born in the town of Sandwich, New Hamp
shire, March 5th, 1815. His early life was passed

in the rude labors of his native mountain district,

a sort of discipline which well fitted him for the
rude conflicts and trials of life. He evinced an
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early inclination for agricultural life, but his
father was anxious to afford him a good education,
and we find him, at different periods, at Gilman
ton Academy, at Wolfboro' Academy, and at New
Hampshire Academy. In the winter of 1831, '82,
when but sixteen years of age, he taught school
at New Hampshire, several of his pupils being
legal voters. In the summer of 1832 he was a
student at the famous academy of South Berwick,
Maine, and during this, the height of the National
Bank question, he contributed anti-bank articles
to the Democratic papers, which were extensively
read, copied, and approved by the supporters of
that policy. On the 3d of October, 1836, just after
graduating at Dartmouth College, he turned his
face West to “seek his fortune,” his capital amount
ing at that time to just one hundred dollars.
During this Western tour, he saw and traveled in
a railroad car and steamboat for the first time in
his life. After “prospecting” some little time, he
found himself in Detroit. Thence he went to
Chicago, commenced the study of law, and soon
became (in 1836) the editor and proprietor of the
Chicago Democrat. In an old number of the
Democratic Review we find the following men
tion of this enterprise: “ In less than three years
the entire establishment, costing $2,800, was his,
without a copper's aid from any quarter. He had
earned it by continuous daily and nightly toil, by
denying himself everything that the most pressing
necessity did not demand, and by abstaining from
all intercourse with his fellºw-citizens, save what
occurred at his own office upon the business of the
office. While he struggled hard to redeem his
-

press, the history of the times shows that he met
every question with boldness. We mention these
things as showing the responsibilities that devolved
upon a young man fresh from the walls of college,
transferred to a land of strangers over a thousand
miles from home, and the manner in which he met
them. Just of age, without means, without ex
perience, and without friends, and at an unexam
pled crisis in both the monetary and political affairs
of the nation, he was placed upon a theater de
manding the greatest degree of moral courage,
independence, labor, care, and caution. He had
his profession to acquire, his press to pay for, and
his party to protect.” Wheeler, in his history,
says: “Early in the spring of 1841 Mr. Went
worth left the State to attend the law lectures at
Cambridge, in the State of Massachusetts, and
with the intention of remaining a year; but hav
ing been apprised that he would, in all probability,
receive the first nomination for Congress under
the new apportionment, he returned late in the
fall, and was soon after admitted to the bar. Up
to that time he declined every office. With the
exception of the honorary appointment of aid-de
camp to Gov. Carlin, in 1838, he had neither
sought nor accepted any office or position other
than that which he now holds. Owing to the
failure of the Legislature to district the State, the
election, which should have taken place in 1842,
did not take place till loa?, when Mr. Wentworth
was nominated over the heads of many older men
and citizens, by a majority of more than five to
one, and was elected at the age of twenty-eight,
by upward of fifteen hundred majority, a member
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of the House of Representatives of the twenty
eighth Congress. In 1844 he was re-nominated
unanimously, and re-elected by more than three
thousand majority. In 1846he was again unan
imously re-nominated, and re-elected by over six
thousand majority. In 1848, being re-nominated,
he was elected in the face of a strong influence
brought to bear against him, by a majority of
three thousand five hundred and fifty-five votes.
Mr. Polk's majority in the samedistrict was three
thousand and eight votes. Mr. Wentworth's ma
jority was greater than that of any other person
in the State whose election was contested. On the
13th of November, 1844,Col. Wentworth was mar
ried to Maria Loomis, daughter of Riley Loomis, a
wealthy citizen of Troy, New York. On first en
tering Congress he was the youngest member of
the House of Representatives. He had never be
fore seen a legislative body in session. Prior to
his election, there had not only never been a mem
ber of Congress residing upon the Lake, but there
had not been one north of the center of the State.
Until the admission of Wisconsin into the Union,
he continued to be the only member from any
State who resided upon the shores of Lake Michi
gan. His district embraces the counties of Boone,
Bureau, Cook, Champagne, De Kalb, Du Page,
Grundy, Iroquois, Kane, Kendall, Lake, La Salle,
Livingston, McHenry, McLean, Wermilion, and
Will, being seventeen in all, and extending from
the Wisconsin State line on the north, to a dis
tance of one hundred miles below the line of the
termination of the Illinois and Michigan Canal
on the South, and from the Indiana State line on
the east, to counties touching Rock River on the
west. It is two hundred and fifty miles long, and
one hundred miles wide, being the most wealthy
and populous portion of the State of Illinois.”
Mr. Wentworth peremptorily declined a re-nom
ination to Congress, in 1849, and Hon. R. S.
Molony, a particular friend of his, and room-mate
at Dartmouth College, was elected to succeed him.
Col. Wentworth retired from Congress, March 4,
1851. In 1852 he was again elected to Congress,
from a new district formed under the census of
1850, comprising the counties of Cook, Du Page,
Kane, Lee, Whiteside, and Rock Island. His term
expired in 1855, so that he served in all ten years
in Congress. Declining a re-election, he devoted
himself to the improvement of a large tract of
land which he had purchased near Chicago. Of
his congressional career, a cotemporary publica
tion remarked: “Col. Wentworth's political career
has been marked by untiring industry and per
severance; by independence of thought, expres
sion, and action; by a thorough knowledge of
human nature; by a manly courage equal to any
crisis; by a self-possession that enabled him to
avail himself of any chance of success, when on
the very threshold of defeat; and by a steady de
votion to what he believes the wishes and interests
of those whose representative he is

. But, though
uncompromising in his opinions, he has ever yielded
his individual preferences to the regular conven
tions of his party; and no one has invariably
worked harder in support of all the nominees of

the democracy. Few men of his age, under so

many adverse circumstances, have attained to

equal success; and still fewer are less indebted

to accidental circumstances. So many obstacles
have already been overcome by him, he is never
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daunted by the hopelessnessof any enterprise that
it may seem desirable to undertake.” In 1857,
however, Col. Wentworth abandoned the old-line
democracy, with which he had acted for so many
years, and was taken up by the newly-formed
Republican party. In the spring of that year he
was the Republican candidate for Mayor of Chicago.
In his speech accepting the nomination, he an
nounced “that if elected at all, he wished it un
derstood that he was elected to enforce al

l

the laws

of the city. He was opposed to al
l

dead-letter
laws; he believed that they should be repealed of

enforced; he declared that he had no pledges to

make to individuals, other than those which he
considered his public ones; and that any person
who voted for him with the mere expectation of

getting office, ought to be, and he hopedwould be,
disappointed. He thought there were others better
entitled to the office than he, and also could re
ceive it with less personal sacrifice. But if elected

he would do his duty.” H
e

was elected by over
elevenhundred majority. Col. Wentworth is a man

of striking personal appearance, measuring about
six feet and a half in height, a circumstance to

which he owes the familiar sobriquet of “Long
John.” His weight, about 230 pounds, corresponds

to his height.

SOLOMON w. J. E. W. E. T. T.
PHRENoLogic AL CHARAcre R AND BIogRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

This gentleman has a large brain, measuring
twenty-three inches in circumference. He has a

fine, and yet a very strong temperament, is active,
enduring, earnest, and very efficient. He is nat
urally tough and hardy, and would labor hard
and long without breaking down.
His head is broad at the base, especially at

Combativeness and Destructiveness, giving cour
age, energy, executiveness, and force of charac
ter. He is full through the temples, in the re

gion of Constructiveness and Ideality, showing
mechanical talent and artistic taste, which, joined

to ingenuity, give originality, creative talent, and
ability to develop resources. This, however, is

greatly aided by his large reflective intellect,
which devises ways and means, and searches out
new channels and paths of effort. He has a large
development of the perceptive organs, indicating
quickness of mind, clearness of judgment, power

to pick up facts and .details, and to gather in

formation and use it to advantage.

H
e has a good memory of what he sees, does,

and experiences. H
e

has power of criticism, a

tendency to investigate, discriminate, and crit
icise. He has a strong tendency to gain knowl
edge, to try experiments, to make investigations;

is fond of traveling, and anxious to see the world,
and likes to mingle with people. He is an excel.
lent judge of character, seldom mistakes his man,

understands how to approach men in order to

exert a favorable influence upon them, and is

rarely if ever deceived in his first estimates of

strangers.

H
e has a full share of Language; he talks with

clearness and force; has excellent descriptive
power, partly because he has so clear and distinct

an impression of the qualities and conditions of

things; and has such nice discrimination of the

difference between one thing and another.
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He is fond of acquiring property; has a quick

and clear sense of profit and value, loss and gain,

and is fertile in experience to produce wealth.
He would improve lands, machinery, stock, fruit,
anything, by using the natural forces inherent in

the thing to be improved, and adding such prac
tical influences as would be favorable to the

result desired. He never keeps still ; is always
making headway; is one of the most industrious
men in the world, and is always making new
tracks; and though others may aid him in his
success, still he is generally the father of the
thought or the expedient by which the success is

to be achieved. In other words, he can make
money without occupying other people'sterritory;
and if he were thrown out of occupation, and
obliged to do something which he never had be
fore done, it would hardly be a week before he
would have somenew avenue open—some hitherto
unoccupied field of effort adopted, and in train for
successful occupancy. He is a man that trusts to

himself, forms his own plans, judges of the pro
priety of the course he proposes, feel little occa
sion to ask advice, and pursues with energy that
which he deems feasible, and turns neither to the
right nor the left.
He is remarkably firm; is respectful toward

those who are his seniors; is naturally polite;
disposed to be kind and obliging; is curious to

investigate new things; is hopeful of success, and
trusts to his own efforts and plans to achieve that
success. He is quite remarkable for his strength

of social affection; he almost worships woman; is

very loving, and can make himself at home any

where in the society of ladies, among children, in

the fraterial gathering, or among strangers.
He has moderate Continuity, hence he is versa

tile in feeling as well as versatile in talent. He
likes to change from one thing to another; can
have a dozen different strings to pull, and seethat
each has its turn.
With so large a brain, so compact an organiza

tion, so much of health, vivacity, and vigor—so
much self-reliance and practical judgment, he is

capable of doing and being more than the average

of men; and if he were hedged in on all sides, he
would manage to work a passage out, like a river
that is headed in by mountains: it climbs over
the lowest place, and cuts a channel for itself.
Few men have more self-reliance; few have

more force, with a clearer judgment of people and
property; and when his friends see him cutting
through new and untried fields of effort, expect he

will succeed because ninety-nine times before he
has won success from apparently unwilling cir
cumstances.

BiograAPHY.

The ancestors of Solomon W. Jewett emigrated
from England, settled in Rawley, Mass., A.D.
1638, which family has multiplied until its mem
bers are numbered among the citizens of every
State.

His grandfather, Thomas, was born at Jewett
City, Conn., and emigrated with a family of ten to

Bennington, Vermont, in 1769.
His father, Samuel, made himself a home in the

forests at Weybridge, Vt., in 1786, and soon be
came a very successful agriculturist in many par

-se-;
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ticulars. He was the pioneer in the cultivation
of sheep, and soon was the owner of the largest
flock in that State, a man of influence and wealth,
and a member of the State Legislature for more
than twenty years.
The subject of this notice is of the eighth gen

eration from England, born at Weybridge in 1808.
He was early attached to the sheep-culture—at
nine years of age the rightful owner of a flock of
ten, and from that period let out his flocks at an
annual rent of one pound of wool each per head.
At seventeen he graduated at a common dis

trict school, but failed to obtain a diploma in
consequence of the master suddenly losing his
temporal power. It appears that in the early
part of the session, Solomon and two other boys
had a buckle with the instructor, and drew him
from his throne feet foremost, and left him in a
bank of snow, which cooled his ardor and closed
the term. From this event Solomon's notoriety
commencedin the town, soon having the honors of
a teacher conferred upon him, which office he
filled with credit the three following winters.
Summers, being confined steadily at hard la

bor upon a farm, his natural propensity to travel
began to show itself. This strong desire to see
the “wonders of the world” propelled him in the
fall of 1825, between two days, to set out on foot
to Albany; with tired limbs and blistered feet
he mounted the deck of the first steamboat his
eyes ever beheld, by which he reached the city of
New York in eighteen hours. His absence from
home continued eleven days, but the fear of a
chastisement prevented his making known his
travels and discoveries until some time after. One
lesson he learned, wherein many a young man
fails, that is

,
to travel within his means, having

set out on the journey with $6 75 of his own
money in his wallet, and returned with two shil
lings. . At twenty-one, by the courts he was ap
pointed county surveyor for the county of Addi
son. At twenty-two he was married. At twenty
six, Mr. Jewett had managed to be the heaviest
sheep-owner in his State, having a flock of nearly
four thousand.
Contrary to the wishes and political views of

his father, he early took sides with the democrat

ic party, and an active part in the election of

General Andrew Jackson in 1828.
Following the year 1838, he was repeatedly

elected a member of the local Legislature, and as

often the defeated candidate for the State Senate.
The party in his congressional district run him as

the “Kansas-Nebraska” candidate for Congress in

1854. By the same party he was elected a dele
gate to the National Democratic Conventions
which were held at Baltimore in June, 1848and
‘52, and participated in the nominations of Gen.
Cass and Pierce as presidential candidates.
Mr. Jewett devotedmost of his time, in 1850, in

the erecting of an obelisk monument at Weybridge

to perpetuate the memory of the late Silas Wright,
Governor of New York. It was projected and
carried out by himself alone. The design is

chaste and very appropriate, and is called a

“Inodel monument,” made from water-colored
marble, standing thirty-eight feet in height.
Governor Williams was authorized by the Legis

lature of Vermont to appoint a commissioner to the
“World's Fair” at London in 1851. The com
mission was conferred upon Mr. Jewett, and ac
cepted by his royal highness Prince Albert, Pres
ident of the Royal Commission.
The same year and the next following he was

commissioned as bearer of dispatches from this
government to our ministers at the court of St.
James and to Paris, in France.
Up to this period he had given his particular

attention to the rearing and breeding of the Span
ish Paular Merino sheep. Since then from small
flocks, they have becomethe popular stock of our

**

country. He gave a large share of his attention
and interest, and has been for many years an in
telligent and general contributor to the agricul
tural press of our country. In 1845, Mr. Jewett
imported from England ten Spanish Merinos from
the flock of Lord Western, of Essex. to whom they
were presented by King George III. in 1803. In

1854 he also imported from Spain ten sheep
through Mr Haddock, the American minister to

Portugal. He has also displayed someskill as an

artist ; many of the cuts of cattle, horses, sheep,
and farm-buildings that have appeared in our
agricultural papers and show-bills were of his
own design.
The four years preceding 1855 were devoted to

the importation and breeding of the French va
riety of Merinos, making three voyages to France
for that purpose. For the twenty-two shipments

of sheep and other fine stock, it cost him the sum

of nearly sixty thousand dollars It is quite
probable that these importations were prosecuted

at a heavier, cost than by any other importer

of fine stock into this country. Since then Mr.
Jewett has made his home in the city of Racine,
Wisconsin, very laudably devoting his means to

the education of a large family of sons and daugh
ters at the Racine College and high schools.
Within the last year he has made one trip to

California, which State he is supplying with some

of the best stock our country affords. We are
much indebted to Mr. Jewett for his energetic
attention to this part of the interests of the
nation.

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY REW. THOMAS HURLBU RT.

ED. PHRENoLogical Journal :-We hear
much twaddle concerning what are called the ef
fete and decayed races of our continent, and of

their destiny. Pretty much the same thing hap
pened when races superior in civilization were
contending for the dominion of Briton. But the
Welsh and other Celtic tribes show no signs of

decay after the first shock is over. It is true that
some 350 years ago, the chivalry of Europe con
quered a large portion of America. But after 300
years of servitude, these so-called effete races of

North and South America are found competing
with their conquerors, and within the last fifty
years province after province has been reconquer

ed from the Spaniards, and it is the opinion of

eminent men that if there was no more vigorous
race on our continent than the descendants of
Cortez and Piz Arro, it would not be fifty years be.
fore the dominion of the whole continent would
revert again to its original owners.
The truth can not be denied, that our Indians

are decreasing; but some of the apparent de
crease in the eastern parts of the country is

caused by emigration to the West. The shock of

first contact with a race in a high state of civili
zation, when the savage and civilized races are
mingled and intensified to the highest degree,
causes a fearful decimation of the inferior race.

At the same time, the so-called superior race does
not fail to pay its portion of the penalty for vio
lated law. And were not the ranks of the latter
recruited from the more vigorous stock behind,
the issue might be doubtful, as we see in the case

of the Spanish colonies, now fast reverting back

to the dominion of the Indian. If we take a class
among ourselves whose social habits are the same

as our border Indians, will the result be much
more favorable 3 Could w

e separate from therest of the community the ignorant and the vile,
bºth native, born and foreign, the decimation

of their numbers would be found as fearful and
rapid as that of our border Indians. We have
about 500 Indians in this vicinity, and before
their reclamation their decrease was very rapid.
From 1829 to 1833,47 adults died, mostly through

drink. From 1833 to 1837, only three adults
died. They had become reformed the latter four
years. Last year in this tribe there were 30 births
and 11 deaths —a clear gain of 19 At this rate
they will double their numbers in 30 years. I was
three years on a mission near the northern ex
tremity of Lake Winnipeg, Hudson Bay Territory.

In a population of about 300 there were 53 births
and 21 deaths in three years, On our south
western borders, among the Cherokees, Choctaws,
and others, there are oſ),000 Indians safely over
the crisis of their civilization, and are increasing
rapidly in numbers, and improving in intelligence
and the social virtues.
Under favorable circumstances, the Indian wo

men are as prolific as their white sisters. At
Owen Sound, on Lake Huron, there lived an In
dian woman who had 21 children. At this place

I see almost daily an old woman whohas a grand
daughter, and this grand-daughter has several
grandchildren, one of whom is about ten years of

age Here are five generations, all living and in

a row, and to be seen any day by any one that
desires. Many good philanthropic souls among
ourselves are busy with befitting sadness tuning
their harps to sing a befitting requiem over a lost
race. They may hang up their harps for the pres
ent, especially if the efforts for the reclamation
of the lindians succeed.

I started to say something of the different races

of North America east of the Rocky Mountains.
One great race occupies the north-east, or wooded
portions of the continent, called Algonquins. They
are known by many different local names, and are
coextensive with the white birch. and a little be
yond to the south. From the bark of this tree
they make their famous birch bark canoe. There

is another great race inhabiting the plains from
Texas to Mackenzie's River on the north. While

in the south-west I became acquainted with the
Osages. Some time since, falling in with some
Assineboins, on Lake Winnipeg on the north, I was
surprised to find I could understand them. There
are in the country fragments of more ancient
races, who have been conquered by invaders from
the north. The Iroquois, or Six Nations, and
Cherokees are of this class. These are branches

of the same family. These are the original in
habitants of our country. They made the flint
arrow heads, stone axes, and pottery found so

abundantly everywhere in our country. Pottery,
identical in every respect with that found all over
the country, is still made by the Cherokee women.

I have seen much of it still in use among them.
Riding along one day with a Cherokee man, he
reined up his horse by an excavation near the
road and said: “There is where they get their
clay to make their pottery.” That the Cherokees
and Six Nations are branches of the same family

is clear from the similarity of language and iden
tity of social customs. In both languages every
syllable terminates in an open vowel sound. Hence
the possibility of constructing syllabic characters
for such languages. Each of these tribes has
seven family names, and what is peculiar, the
family name descends in the female line. The
reason I have heard a-signed for this strange cus
tom is

,

that we are always sure who the mother
of the child is.
The Algonquins are a northern horde, who

came rushing down from the north. All their
traditions, where natural scenery is introduced,

is that of a high northern latitude. The names

of objects in the north seem those of an indigen.
ous people, while many of the names of objects in

the south are accommodated, e. g., the black wal
nut is called pukaunauk—the different tree or

another kind. The pukaun nut is this same word,
and signifies another kind of nut. The ash is call

ed the spear-pole tree; the hickory, the bow tree,
&c. The lynx of the north is called bºsh, w

.

The wild cat is called the spotted lynx, and the
panther and lion the big lynx, etc., evidently
showing that the people were new in this climate,
aud instead of coining new names for new objects,
they accommodated old names to the objects
around them.

c= Å
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if he had stood alone. He derives many advantages from the abilities
and acquirements of his fellow-men. In point of fact, an able-bodied,
steady, and respectable laborer in Britain is better clothed, better fed,

and better lodged than the chief of a savage tribe in New South
Wales.
I anticipate that it will be objected, that although this may be a cor

rect exposition of the origin of gradations of ranks; and although if
the principles now explained were alone allowed to determine the sta
tion of individuals, none could have just cause of complaint, yet that
the practical result is widely different; because weak, wicked, and
indolent men are often found in possession of the highest gifts of for
tune and the loftiest social positions; while able, good, and enlightened
individuals stand low in the scale. I shall consider this subject in the
next Lecture.

LECT U R E IX.
º

on THE PAST, PRESENT, AND PRosPECTIVE conDITIONS OF SOCIETY.

The questionconsidered,Why are vicious or weak personssometimesfound prosper
ous,while thevirtuousand talentedenjoynoworldlydistinction–Individuals honor
edandrewardedaccordingas theydisplayqualitiesaduptedto thestateof thesociety
in whichtheylive—Mankind hithertoanimatedchief by thesefish faculties—Pros
pectiveimprovementof the morala-pectof society—Retrospectof its previouscondi
tions—Savage,pastoral,agricultural,and commercialstages;and qualitiesrequisite
for the prosperityof individuals in each–Dissatisfactionof moral und intellectual
mindswith the presentstateof society—Increasingtendencyof societytohonorand
rewardvirtueand intelligence—Artificialimpedimentstothis—Hereditarytitles and
entails—Theirbad effects—Prideof ancestry,rational and irrational-Aristocratic
feelingin Americaand Europe—Meansthroughwhich thefutureimprovementof so
cietymaybeexpected—Twoviews of theproperobjectsof humanpursuit; onerep
resentingman'senjoymentsasprincipallyanimal,endtheotheras chieflymºral and
intellectual—Theselfish facultiesat presentparamountin society—Consequencesof
this—Keencompetitionof individual interests,and its advantagesanddisadvantages
—Presentstate of Britain unsatisfactory.

IN the last Lecture we considered the origins of society, of the divi
sion of labor, and of differences of rank. I proceed to discuss an objec
tion which may be urged against some of the views then stated—
namely, that occasionally persons of defective moral principle, though

of considerable talent—and, in other instances, weak and indolent men,
are found in possession of high rank and fortune, while able, good, and
enlightened individuals stand low in the scale of public honor. Let us

endeavor to investigate the cause of this anomaly, and inquire whether
the evil admits of a remedy.
Man is endowed with two great classes of faculties, so different in

their nature, desires, and objects, that he appears almost like two
beings conjoined in one : I refer to the animal propensities and moral
sentiments. All the propensities have reference to self-sustenance,
self-gratification, or self-aggrandizement, and do not give rise to a single
feeling of disinterested love or regard for the happiness of other beings.
Even the domestic affections, when acting independently of the moral
sentiments, prompt us to seek only a selfish gratification, without
regard to the welfare of the beings who afford it. Examples of this
kind may be met with, every day, in the seductions and temporary
alliances of individuals of strong animal passions and deficient morality.
We observe, also, that parents deficient in intellect, in their ecstasies

of fondness for their offspring, inspired by Philoprogenitiveness, often
spoil them and render them miserable ; which is just indulging their
own affections, without enlightened regard for the welfare of their
objects. When Combativeness and Destructiveness are active, it is to

assail other individuals, or to protect ourselves against their aggressions.
When Acquisitiveness is pursuing its objects, the appropriation of

property to ourselves is its aim. When Self-Esteem inspires us with

its emotions, we are prompted to place ourselves, and our own interests
and gratifications, first in al

l

our considerations. When Love of

Approbation is supremely active, we desire esteem, glory, praise, or

advancement, as public acknowledgments of our own superiority over
other men. Secretiveness and Cautiousness, from which arise savoir
faire and circumspection, are apt allies of the selfish desires. All these
feelings are necessary to the subsistence of the individual or the race,
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are good in themselves, and produce beneficial results when directed

by the higher faculties. But, nevertheless, self-gratification is their
primary object, and the advantages conferred by them on others follow
only as secondary consequences of their actions.
The other class of faculties alluded to is that of the moral sentiments,

Benevolence, Veneration, and Conscientiousness; these take a loftier,

a more disinterested and beneficent range. Benevolence desires to

diffuse universal happiness. It is not satisfied with mere self-enjoy
ment. As long as it sees a sentient being miserable, whom it could
render happy, it desires to do so; and its own satisfaction is not com
plete till that be accomplished. Veneration desires to invest with
esteem and treat with deference and respect every human being who
manifests virtue and wisdom ; and to adore the Creator as the fountain

of universal perfection. Conscientiousness desires to introduce and
maintain an all-pervading justice, a state of society in which the merits

of the humblest individuals shall not be over-looked, but shall be appre
ciated and rewarded ; and in which the pretensions of the egotist and
the ambitious shall be circumscribed within the limits of their real
deserts.

There are certain faculties which may be regarded as auxiliaries of

these. Ideality desires to realize the excellent and the beautiful in

every object and action. It longs for a world in which al
l things shall

be fair, and lovely, and invested with the most perfect attributes of

form, color, proportion, and arrangement, and in which the human
mind shall manifest only dispositions in harmony with such a scene.
Wonder desires the new and the untried, and serves to urge us for
ward in our career of improvement; while the sentiment of Hope
smooths and gilds the whole vista of futurity presented to the mind's
eye, representing every desire as possible to be fulfilled, and every
good as attainable. -

The intellectual faculties are the servants equally of both orders of

faculties. Our powers of observation and reflection may be employed

in perpetrating the blackest crimes, or performing the most beneficent
actions, according as they are directed by the propensities or by the
moral sentiments.
We have seen that among these faculties there are several which ren

der man a social being; and we find him, accordingly, living in society,

in al
l

circumstances and in al
l stages of refinement. Society does not

al
l

at once attain the highest degree of virtue, intelligence, and refine
Like the individual, it passes through stages of infancy, youth,

full vigor, and decay. Hence it has different standards at different
times, by which it estimates the qualities of its individual members.

In the rudest state, the selfish faculties have nearly unbridled sway—
rapine, fraud, tyranny, and violence prevail; while, on the other hand,
among a people in whom the moral sentiments are vigorous, private
advantage is pursued with a constant respect to the rights of other
men. In the former state of society, we should naturally expect to

see selfish, ambitious, and unprincipled men, who are strong in mind
and body, in possession of the highest rank and greatest wealth,
because in the contention of pure selfishness such qualities alone are
fitted to succeed. In a society animated by the moral sentiments and
intellect as the governing powers, we should expect to find places of

the highest honor and advantage occupied by the most moral, intelli
gent, and useful members of the community, because these qualities
would be most esteemed. The former state of society characterizes

al
l

barbarous nations; and the latter, which is felt by well-constituted
minds to be the great object of human desire, has never yet been fully
realized. By many, the idea of realizing it is regarded as Utopian;

by others, its accomplishment is believed possible; by al
l,

it is admitted

to be desirable. It is desired, because the moral sentiments exist, and
instinctively long for the reign of justice, good-will, refinement, and
enjoyment, and are grieved by the suffering which so largely abounds

in the present condition of humanity.
The question is an important one, Whether man be destined to pro

ceed, in this world, for an indefinite time, constantly desiring pure and
moral institutions, yet ever devoting himself to inferior objects—to the

ment.
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unsatisfying labors of misdirected selfishness, vanity, and ambition ; or

whether he will, at length, be permitted to realize his loftier concep
tions and enter on a thoroughly rational state of existence.
The fact of the higher sentiments being constituent elements of our

nature, seems to warrant us in expecting an illimitable improvement in
the condition of society. Unless our nature had been fitted to rise up
to the standard which these faculties desire to reach, we may presume

that they would not have been bestowed on us. They can not have
been intended merely to dazzle us with phantom illusions of purity,
intelligence, and happiness, which we are destined ever to pursue in
vain.

But what encouragement does experience afford for trusting that
under any future social arrangements rank will be awarded only to
merit ! Man is a progressive being, and in his social institutions he
ascends through the scale of his faculties, very much as an individual
does in rising from infancy to manhood. In his social capacity he
commences with institutions and pursuits related almost exclusively to
the simplest of his animal desires and his most obvious intellectual per
ceptions.
Men, in their early condition, are described by historians as savages,

wandering amid wide-spreading forests or over extensive savannas,
clothed in the skins of animals, drawing their chief sustenance from
the chase, and generally waging bloody wars with their neighbors.
This is the outward manifestation of feeble intellect and Constructive
ness, of dormant Ideality, very weak moral sentiments, and active pro
pensities. The skulls of savage nations present indications of a corre
sponding development of brain." In this condition there is little dis
tinction of rank, except the superiority conferred on individuals by age,
energy, or courage; and there is no division of labor or diversity of
employment, except that the most painful and laborious duties are
imposed on the women. All stand so near the bottom of the scale,
that there is yet little scope for social distinctions.
In the next stage we find men congregated into tribes, possessed of

cattle, and assuming the aspect of a community, although still migra
tory in their habits. This state implies the possession of implements
and utensils fabricated by means of ingenuity and industry; also a
wider range of social attachment, and so much of moral principle as to
prompt individuals to respect the property of each other in their own
tribe. This is the pastoral condition, and it proclaims an advance in
the development of Intellect, Constructiveness, Adhesiveness, and the
Moral Sentiments. In this stage, however, of the social progress,
there is still a very imperfect manifestation of the moral and intellectual
faculties. Acquisitiveness, unenlightened by intellect and undirected
by morality, desires to acquire wealth by plunder rather than by indus
try; and the intellectual faculties have not yet comprehended the
advantages of manufactures and commerce. In this stage, men regard
neighboring tribes as their natural enemies—make war on them, spoil
their substance, murder their males, and carry their females and chil
dren into captivity. They conceive that they crown themselves with
glory by these achievements.
In such a state of society, it is obvious that those individuals who

possess in the highest degree the qualities most useful to the commu
nity, and most esteemed according to their standard of virtue, will be
advanced to the highest rank, with al

l

its attendant advantages and
honors. Great physical strength, a large brain and active temperament,
with predominating Combativeness, Destructiveness, Self. Esteem,

Love of Approbation, and Firmness, with a very limited portion of

morality and reflecting intellect, will carry an individual to the rank of

a chief or leader of his countrymen.
The next step in the progress of society is the agricultural condition,

and this implies a still higher evolution of intellect and moral sentiment.
To sow in spring with a view of reaping in autumn, requires not only
economy and prudence in preserving stores and stock, and the exercise

* Strongevidence of thisfact is presented in Dr. Morton'swork on thecharacterand
craniaof thenativeAmericanIndians.

of ingenuity in fabricating implements of husbandry, but a stretch of

reflection embracing the whole intermediate period, and a subjugation

of the impatient animal propensities to the intellectual powers. To in

sure to him who sows that he shall also reap, requires a general com
bination in defense of property, and a practical acknowledgment of the
claims of justice, which indicate decided activity in the moral senti
ments. In point of fact, the brains of nations who have attained to this
condition are more highly developed in the moral and intellectual
regions than those of savage tribes.

In order to reach the highest rank in this stage of society, individ
uals must possess a greater endowment of reflecting intellect and moral
sentiment, in proportion to their animal propensities, than was neces
sary to attain supremacy in the pastoral state.
When nations become commercial, and devote themselves to manu

factures, their pursuits demand the activity of still higher endowments,
together with extensive knowledge of natural objects, and their relations
and qualities. In this condition, arts and sciences are sedulously culti
vated ; processes of manufacture of great complexity, and extending
over a long period of time, are successfully conducted; extensive
transactions between individuals, living often in different hemispheres,
and who probably never saw each other personally, are carried on

with regularity, integrity, and dispatch ; laws regulating the rights and
duties of individuals engaged in the most complicated transactions are
enacted, and this complicated social machinery moves, on the whole,
with a smoothness and regularity which are truly admirable. Such a

scene is a high manifestation of moral and intellectual power, and man

in this condition appears for the first time invested in his rational char
acter. Observation shows that the organs of the superior faculties
develop themselves more fully in proportion to the advances of civiliza
tion, and that they are de facto largest in the most moral and enlight
ened nations. -

This is the stage at which society has arrived in our day, in a great
part of Europe, and in the United States of America. In other parts

of the globe the inferior conditions still appear. But even in the most
advanced nations, the triumph of the rational portion of man's nature

is incomplete. Our institutions, manners, desires, and aspirations still
partake, to a great extent, of the characteristics of the propensities.
Wars from motives of aggrandizement or ambition ; unjust, and some
times cruel laws; artificial privileges in favor of classes or individuals;
restrictions calculated to impede general prosperity for the advantage

of a few ; inordinate love of wealth; overweening ambition, and many
other inferior desires, still flourish in vigor among us. In such a state

of society it is impossible that the virtuous and intelligent alone should
reach the highest social stations.
In Britain, that individual is fitted to be most successful in the career

of wealth and its attendant advantages, who possesses vigorous health,
industrious habits, great selfishness, a powerful intellect, and just so
much of the moral feelings as to serve for the profitable direction of his
inferior powers. This combination of endowments renders self-aggran
dizement the leading impulse to action. It provides sufficient intellect

to attain the object in view, and morality enough to restrain every
desire which would tend to defeat it. A person so constituted feels
his faculties to be in harmony with his external condition ; he has no

lofty aspirations after either goodness or enjoyment which the state of

society does not permit him to realize ; he is satisfied to dedicate his
undivided energies to the active business of life, and is generally suc
cessful. He acquires wealth and distinction, stands high in social
esteem, transmits respectability and abundance to his family, and dies

in a good old age.
Although his mind does not belong to the highest order, yet being in

harmony with external circumstances, and little annoyed by the imper
fections which exist around him, he is one of that class which, in the
present social condition of Britain, is reasonably happy. We are in

that stage of our moral and intellectual progress which corresponds

with the supremacy of the above-mentioned combination of faculties.
[coxTINUEDON PAGENINETY-six.]
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V. A. L. E D I C T O R Y .

FRIENDLY READER, we utter theWALEDIctory,
the farewell, not to you, but to the eventful year
just now closing. Its wars for freedom in the old
world, and the strifes and struggles for wealth,
place, and power in the new, are being sealed for
the historian with the last echoes of the closing
year.
What year since our era began has done more

AMERICAN PHRENOLOGIC A. L J O U R N A. L.

for human development, for the enlargement of
thought and freedom of opinion, for shackle
breaking in the time-worn dynasties of classic
Europe—for science, enterprise, and the upward
march of the mental, moral, and material pro
gress in our own America?
No, Reader, we will not bid you farewell, as if

we were to part. Years come to a close. En
gagements terminate. Volumes are completed,

but truths never expire. Great and useful ideas
once projected from the great central source, roll
onward without cessation, like the sun shedding
light and warmth around the world.
The PHRzNoLogicAl Journal has been taken

by not a few from its first issue in 1838. Their
yearly letters, renewing their subscriptions, come
to us at the close of each year as regularly as
the child's good saint on Christmas eve, who
brings presents only to good children. In like
manner we recognize the annual visits of our
long-time readers, as an indorsement of our
“goodoess.” If we may continue the figure,
these kind evidences that our labor is appreciated

makes us feel strong to do more and better for the
future, and thus our Christmas greeting gives us
hope and happiness for a whole year
Then, let our Santa Claus delay not his

coming, for he shall find at our fireside evidences
of our faith in his existence and good-will; and
to show that our welcome is as broad as his
generosity, we announce our doors to be open to
him, not at Christmas only, but every day from
the beginning of the Christmas month.

TERMs, onLY ONE Doll AR A YEAR.-----
PHRENOLOGY IN A MEDICAL COL

LEGE.

ON the 15th of October last, the New York
Homeopathic Medical College was inaugurated.

Dr. S. B. Barlow, of this city, made the inaugural
address to the faculty, students, and friends of the
College, which, as might have been expected from
him, was an able and learned discourse.
In the course of his remarks, he took occasion

to speak favorably of Phrenology as an aid to the
physician, and to encourage its study in the in
stitution. From a man of Dr. Barlow's liberal
spirit, and from his learning and high position,

we regard this recommendation as a very im
portant step toward the success and prosperity of
that institution. Such an indorsement, wherever
Dr. Barlow is known, will place Phrenology in a
favorable light.

-----
THE old world possessedmore Weneration than

Benevolence. The first was ill directed in the ob
jects to which the sentiment attached. The sec
ond was weak in its manifestations, and its feeble
voice was hardly heard amid the din and tumult

of the lower propensities.

(ſ , (ſorrt spumht mts.

I. A. T.-You will find in the November num
ber, p. 67,ananswer to your questionabout the malar
bonesbeing the dividing line betweenthe anterior and
middle lobes of the brain,and thusbetweentheorgans of

intellect and those of animal propensity. The frontal
sinus, or opening betweenthe twoplates of theskull, is

described in all works on anatomy. Dr. Rush promul
gated the idea that the voice is affectedby the frontal
sinus. Persons with a heavy bºss voice have a larger
sinus thanthosewho have a light tenor or treblevoice,
anduntil thevoicechanges as persouspassfromchildhood

to puberty,thefrontalsinus is notdeveloped.

J. L. L.-Suppose a man to have Philopro
genitivenesslarge andConjugalityandAmativenessfull,
which would he be likely to regardwith themostaffec
tion,his wife or his children?
Ans. Such a questioncannot be answeredcategorically,

as it woulddependon which organswere moststrongly
appealedto. The wifemighthave a dispositionnot con
genial to the husband,while the children being a com
bination unlike either mother or fathermight be very
congenial to thefather. The reverse of thiswith opposite
resultsmight alsobe true.

R. H.-Does Secretiveness, full or large, give a

personwhat is termed“tact;” and if so.wouldthatorgan
cultivated to a good extentcontribute to a man'ssuccess

in businesss,provided it benotcultivated at the expense

of the moral faculties,viz., Conscientiousness,etc. In

examining my head more than two years since, you
markedSecretivenessonlyfour(average),whiletheorgans
thatpropeland impel me are six. I desire to be politic,
but honest. Do Causalityand Comparisongive a man
tact?
Ans. It requires a considerabledegree of Secretiveness,

large perceptive organs, and a good development of

HumanNature to producetact. Secretivenessalonepro
ducesconcealment,slyness,and reserve. Tact is Secret
ivenessguided by practical intellect, or rather practical
intellect renderedshrewd and politic by an infusion of
Secretiveness.Secretiveness, to a fair extent,contributes

to a man'ssuccess in business,but shouldnot, of course,
be cultivated at the expense of the moral faculties.
CausalityandComparison, of courseaid in givingsagacity,
and arealsouseful in that manifestationof mind called
tact; butgenerallymen of tact are not largelydeveloped

in thehigherreasoningelements.Tact is thatreadyprac
tical availability of mindwhich enablesone to seequickly
and acton thespur of themoment. A manhavingmuch
tactandbut little calm,strong,reasoningpower, is apt to

overdo in the matter of tact,and become a man of ex
pedientsandsuperficialcomplications,and nearlyalways
crºsseshis own trackbeforehegetsthrough. Suchmen
seldomdo businesson great fundamentalprinciples of

reason,justice,andorder. They have as manyprices as

theyhavecustomersandsell as theycau“light o'chaps.”
We donotignore tact,butwouldhave it act in obedience
to thereasonandtheconscience.

E. W.-1st Is the development of the brain the
causeof theincreaseof thesizeof thecraniumwherethese
organsare located # It has beenstatedby a man in dis
putewith methat“a certainreactionincreasesthesize of

theskul, andthevariousbumpsarethusfilledwith some
fleshysubstancewhich is netbrain?”
Ans. The skull is made as a coveringandprotection,

not as a prison-housefor thebrain. The shell of an oyster
doesnothinder the growth of thefish,nor doestheskull

or craniumhinderthegrowth of thebrain; andwhenany
part of thebrain requiresmoreroomthan it has,theinner
surface of theskull is absorbed or dissolved,andnewbony
matter formed on the outside; otherwise,how could a

child's skull, which is comparativelyhardand firm,ever
becomelarge, as it does in manhood?
2d. If the brain makesthe“bumps" aroundwherethe

brain exists,howdo youreconcilethefact thatLanguage
andseveralotherorgansaresituatedwherethebrain does
not haveaccess?
Ans. The brain hasaccessto theskull at thelocationof

the organ of Language,which is durectlyon the plate
which formstheupper arch of the orbit of the eye,and,
when theorgan is large, it pressesthat plate downward
and forward,and pushestheeyeoutward. The brain fills
theskull as completely as an eggfills theshell.

W.—Your description of the temperament is not
very explicit. The coarsehair and featuresindicate the
MotiveTemperament,while the light thin skin seems to

indicatetheVital. The union of such a personwith one
stronglyVital, having a round,plumporganization,would
not beunfavorable in its effectson offspring.
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LEwis's Gym NAstics, for Ladies, Gentlemen, and
Children, andBostonJournal of PhysicalCulture,edited
and publishedby Duo.Lewis,M.D., Boston. $1 a year
in advence.
We hail this periodical with pleasure. We know Dr.

Lewis, and believe him capable of producing a good
journal, and also of doing a great work for the physical
culture of ourdegeneratingrace. The firstnumber,bear
ing thedate of November, is a neat,wemightsay,elegant
looking quarto of sixteen pages. The contents of the
numberbeforeusare decidedlygood,and we trust it will
havesuchsupport as will enableits editor to make it all
that it ought to be.
There is certainlyenough in thesubject,and theDoctor

understands it. For manyyearswe have labored to dis
seminatethedoctrine of thenecessity of physical culture,

in orderthatmenmayhave“a soundmind in a healthy
body;” and it is with the greater pleasure,therefore,that
we cordially commend this new candidatefor public
favor. It should be in thehands of everystudent; of all
men of sedentaryhabits; we might go farther and say,
everyfamilywouldreceivebenefitfromperusing it, more

TO FRIENDS AND CO-WORKERS.
IN JANuARY and in July we begin new Wolumesof

this Journal. Thosewhosesubscriptionsclosewith the
last number,can now ſorward,with their requestfor re
newal,the names of their neighbors as newsubscribers.
May wenothopefor a verylargeaccession to our list to

begin with the new volume? We will print the man
elevatingtruths,and trust to our co-working friends in

everyneighborhood to find thereaders. Now is thetime

to beginthegoodwork. ---
THE JANUARY number commences the THIRTY

Third Wol.of theAMERICANPHRENological Journal.
PostAGE.--The postage on this Journ AL to

anypart of the United States is six cents a year. The
postage is payable in advance at theoffice of delivery.
TEAch ERs, Editors, CLERGYMEN, and others,

are invited to ontainsubscribers in theneighborhoºdwhere
they reside. Traveling Agents may obtain Certificates
from thePublishers,on presentingsuitablerecommenda
tions.
SEveRAL Bank Notes, Postage Stamps, or small

Gold Coins, may be inclosed and sent in a letter to the
Publishers,withoutincreasingthepostage.
Subscribers may remit for one, two, three, or

more years, as maybe convenient. The amountwill be
credited,and theJournal sentthefull time.
PERsons ordering from agents or dealers must

look to themfor thesupply of theJournal or paper.
PRrseNt subscribers are our main reliance.

Thosewho know the utility of the Journal will work for

it, and recommend it to their friends and neighbors,that
theytoomayparticipate in thebenefits of its teachings.
WE will club with any newspaper or magazine

published in New York, Boston, or Philadelphia.
FRIENDs—Co-workers—Woltſ NTARY AGENts,

in everyneighborhood,areinvited to engage in thegood
work of extendingthecirculation of theseuniqueandval
uable periodicals. A little well-directedeffort,just now,
duringthe long winter evenings,will double our list of

readers,and thusscatterinvaluableblessingsamongthou
sands. May wenot hearfromyou?
HAv1NG B E EN a member of a club at some

previoustimedoesnotentitlepersons to renewtheir sub
scriptions at clubrates,except a newclub is formed. Ou
termsare: for 10 copies (ordered at once)one year,$5

5 copies,$3; singlecopy,$1.
Clubs may be made up of persons receiving

theirJournals at differentpost-offices. It oftenoccurstha
old subscribersaredesirous of making a present of a vol
umetofriendsat a distance.Iº OUR terms are, PAYMENT IN ADv ANce
No Journal sentbefore or longerthanpaid for.
REMITTANces.—Checks, Drafts, or Bills or

New York, Boston, or Philadelphia. properly indorsed

cº mayberemitted.
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3\btrfistmt ºf 5.
Anvertist MENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesenttothePublisherson orbe
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsforthenextnumber
shouldbe sentin atonce.
TEBMs.-Twenty-five centsa line eachinsertion.

→A Word witH You
Reader,doyouwantto berestoredtohealth,andknowhow tokeepyourselfandotherswell? Are youa clergyman? a lawyer? a merchant? a teacher? an urtistº aman of letters? Are you a mechanic? a farmer? a

miner? a student? Are you a sick woman,worn downwih work or family cares?or a girl, delicate,nervousfromstudy,and predisposedto consumption? You mayrely on it, there is no publication in theworldfromwhichyou cangain so muchvaluableinformationrelative to theLaws of Life and Health,as
The Water-Cure Journal.

In it the true natureand cause of diseasearefully andrationallyexplained,andone of its principalobjects is toteach
How to Keep Well.

But as somefrom Hereditaryaffections or supposedunavoidablecausesdonotenjoyhealth,onedepartment of theJournal is devotedto articlesrelative to thetreatmentofdiseases,whereyoumaylearn
How to Recover Health when Sick.

The Journal is now in thefifteenthyear of publication,and thousands in everypart of the county are ready totestify to the pricelessbenefitstheyhavederivedfrom itsperusal.
Publishedmonthly at #1 a year. specimyº will besenton application. Address

FOWLER AND WELLS,
803Broadway,NewYork.

ExTRA INDUCEMENT.
As an inducement for all to be prompt in remit

ting their subscriptions, we will send, post-paid by
mail, a copy of

Water-Cure for the Million

to every person who forwards his or her yearly
subscription either singly or in clubs, for the

Water-Cure Journal
previous to the first day of January, 1861. Terms
liberal. Send for a specimen.
Fowler ANn WELLs, 308 Broadway, N

. Y.

A Dozen REASONs
WHY EVERY BODY SHOULD READ THE

W. A. T E R - CU R E J O U R N A L.

. Because it teachesyouhow to recoverHealth.. Because it teachesyouhow to avoidDisease.. Because it unfoldsthetruescienceofHurnanLife.

. It explainstheLaws andConditions of Health.. It enablesyou to dispensewith all Drug Medicines.. It enablesyou in mostcases to beyourownPhysician.. Its doctrinespromoteTemperance in all things.. It tends to thecorrectionof all Injurious Habits.

. Its influence in society is in all respectsReformatory.
10. Its teachingsbenefiteverybodyandinjure noone.
11. It advocatestheonly possiblebasisfor theenduringprosperityand improvement of theHumanRace.12,Because it was tºe firstjournal in theworld to bring

before the people a knowledge of the true or HygienicSystem of the Healing Art.
Publishedmonthlyfor #

1
a year; tencopiesfor$5.AGENTS WANTED. §§ enssenton application.Address FOWLER AND WELLS.

808Broadway,New York.
--- 7 -REPORTERs' PHøNogh PHIC Books.

Hon.T. H. BENToxsaid,“Had Phoxognapuybeenknown40yearsago, it wouldhavesavrnMk20YEARAhael,Lanor.”
Manual of Phonography.Exerc'sinterpagºd.Pitman 60Reporter'sCompanion. Guide to VerbatimReport'g 1 00PhonographicTeacher. A TreatiseonTeach'gPhon. 1 u0The Reporter'sManual, to follow the Phon.Teacher 60PhonographicInstructor. By Pitman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5History of Shorthanºl in theReportingStyle......... 5PhonographicReader. Compau’n to Phono-Manual 25New Manners I; ow. Correspondingstyle ......... isPhonographicTeacherfor Beginners. By Webster. 45
AmericanManual of Phonography. By Longley... 50PhonographicºwithMoroccoCovers 50
Blank Copy Book,Ruled,withoutCover......... 10
The American Phonetictrictionary. By Smalley... 4 0 ,The Book of Psaims in ReportingStyle. By Pitman 100
The abovebookswill be sent,prepaid,by return of theFirst MAIL, on receipt of price.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,NewYork.

AMERICAN PHR, ENO LOGICAL J O U R N A L.
MERRY's MUSEUM AND PARLEY's

MAGAZINE.
THE DOLLAR MAGAZINE FOR CHILDREN AND

YOUTH.
The publishers of this veteranmonthly, in addition totheirablecorps of editorsand scores of otherregularcontributors,are happy to announcethattherenowned

JACOB ABBOTT
(whoseHarper's StoryBooks,Rollo Books.Lucy Booksand lots of other charmingjuveniles are “familiar ashouseholdword-”) has engaged to furnish a series of

choicearticlesduring the ensuingyear. The Museum isunquestionablythebestperiodical of its kind in theUnion—literallva Treasury of KnowledgeandGallery of Amuse
ment-filled with Tales. Sketches,Travels, Biography,History,Anecdotes,Dialogues,Poetry,Enigmas,Puzzles,etc.,etc.

A newvolumebeginswith the January number,whichwill hereadythe1st of December.Terms, $1 a year in advance.Now is thetime to subscribe
Address J. N. S. "EARNS & CO.,

116NassauStreet,New York.

IRVING's LIFE of WASHINGTON.
Complete in fivevolumes. $7.

A beautifuledition. Sentbycypresson receipt of price.FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

Singlecopies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL AMERICAN.
50,000COPIES OF THE RURAL AMERICAN, ofUtica, N. Y., will be sent FREE in Decembernext, tofarmers and others who want the best. largest,mostsplendid,andcheapest Agricultural FAMILY WEEKLY intheUnion : No other papercan nowcompar...with it instyle and real value—only $ in clubs —twenty-fiveper

cent. largerthananypaper of the kind Club AGENTs
wanted in everytºwn in the U. S. Premiumsmagnificent! Circulates in all theStates. Vol. 6 beginsJan. 1st.Sendyour namessingly or in clubs to T. B. MINER &SON, Clinton,OneidaCounty,N. Y.

WEB stre R's DICTIONARIES.—
POST.PAID BY MAIL.
WEBSTER S FAMILY DICTIONARY....... $1 50
WEBSTER'S QUARTO DICTIONARY ...... 1 25
WEBSTER’s POCKET DICTIONARY....... 50
Address Fow LER AND WELLs,

808Broadway,New York.

THE GROVER AND BAKER

S.E WIN G M A C H IN E.
THE BEST IN THE WORLD !

For families to use that desire a stitch unrivaledfor
BEAUTY, ELASTICITY, and STRENGTH. This ma
chine sews equally well on all fabrics: muslin, cotton,linen,woolencloth,etc.; fromthefinestSWISS MUSLIN
up to the HEAVIEST BEAVER CLOTH or LEATHER.

It finishes its own work, which is moredurablethan any
fabric,runs at a quicker rate of speedthan any other, is

very simple in its construction,easily understood,and
with proper managementNever GETs out of REPAIR.Making a stitchpeculiar to itself,
THE CELEBRATED Double LoCK stitch,

It is impossible to make any improvement on thelatter,
andall othermachinesbeing inferior, it claimsuniversalfavoras
THE UN RIVALED GROVER & B A K E R S.

Such a machine,“ons of our HouseholdGods,” is now
considered as essential to thecomfort of a well-regulated
family as “FIRE IN WINTER,” or “LAMPS AFTERTWILIGHT.”
We only desire that everyone shall give it a fair andimpartial examination,consciousthat its own superior

meritswill be apparent to everydiscerningeye.
495BROADWAY, NEW YORK.ºf SEND FOR A circular. .4:
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THE AMERICAN WATER-CURE
ALMANAC FOR 1861,

Contains—Foodand Its Uses: The American Costume:
The ArtesianWell at Louisville, Ky.; “Ye Luzie Fevre;”º thePeople Ignorant: FushionableSuicides: Physical Improvement:The Resurrection of Muscle: Material
for Beds; A WaterSong PopularOnjectionsAnswered;

A Sermon on Malt; A Piecefor the Pocket; Steep;TheRachels: How the General Got well: Kinesipathy orMovement-Cure:Care of theTeeth: CalendersCalculated
for DifferentLatitutes, etc.,onlysix cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

ILLUSTRATED PHRENoLogroAL
ALMANAC FOR 1861,

Contains—Names of all theOrgans;Edw. C. Bunnell,withPortrait: ChaunceyWibbard,with Likeness; Prof. Olmsted, with Portrait; Lord Elgin, with Portrait: JamesStºphens,Wife Poisoner: Mary Shumar—Health; S. J.M’Reynolds—allMind: Lowell Mason,Musician; Rev.J. S. Harden,Wiſe Poisoner: J. W. Bulkley,Superintend
ent of School-; Prof Groux, Numismatist: HenryWells,
American Express; Philip Thomas,with Portrait; Gen.Garibaldi, thePatriot; Hon. J. A. Macdonald, of Canada;
Dracon J. Phillips, 100years old; Wm. L. Mackenzie,Leader of theCanadian Rebellion.1887:Parson Brown.lºw, with Portrait: Learning Phrenology at Home;Phonographyand Reporting; Phrenology in Philadel.phia ; Reporter'sDirectory;Table of Eclipses; Calendars
calculatedfor DifferentLatitudes,etc. Only six c. nis.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 80sBroadway,New York.

T H E

pular, as well as themostusefulbookslatelypubare the

F O U R

Hand-Books for Home-Improvement,comprising our
Hºuonal Series,and sometimesfamiliarly calledThe"our

most
listle

Hows,
all of which maybe had,bound in one large handsomegilt volume,for $1 50.

HOW TO WIRITE:

A New Pocket MANUAL or CoMpositrox AND LETTER-Whiting. Just thething for everybodywhohasocca
slon to write a letter, or an article on Love, Friendship,Business, or anything else. It is universallyapproved,
and pronouncedindispensable to the voung man orwoman. Price, in paper, 80 cents; in muslin, 50 cents.

HOW TO TALK :

A New Pocket MANUAL of CoNversation ANDDE
BATE–shouldbe in thehands of everyonewhodesires to

talk correctly,clearly, fluently,forcibly, eloquently,andeffectively,whether in the drawing-room,the debatingsociety, or thepublicmeeting. Probably no work in theEnglish languagecontains so muchusefulmater on thisº: in so small a space; and it is not a grammar,butan interestingbook to read. Price, in paper, 30 cents; inmuslin,50cents.
HOW TO BEBIAWE:

A NEw Pocker MANUAL of REPUBLICANETIQUETTEANDGUIDE to Correct PEEsoxAL HABITs. If youdesireto knowwhatGoodMannersrequire,underall he variouscircuins'atcesof social lite, at home and abroad,this is

thebookyouwant. The NewYork Erening mirror pro
nouncedthis “ the most completething of the kind wehave ever seen.” It is . Iready accepted as a standardwork on thesubject of manners. More than95.000copieshavealreadybeensold. Price, 80 cents;muslin, 50 cents.

HOW TO DO BUSINESS:

A NEw Pocket MANUALof PRACTICALAFFAIRs.ANDGUIDE to success IN THEWARIous Pursuits of LIFE.Indispensablefor theClerk, the ..". the FarmerBoy, the Book-Agent,and all BusinessMen. It teacheshow to choo-e a pursuit, how to educateoneselffor it,

and how to follow it with certainsuccess. It is eminentlypractical,and adapted to thewan's of all classes. Price,oſ)cents: muslin.50cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

For Beginners. Phonography Made Easy.
THE PHONOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTOR.

BY Ben PIT.M.A.N.

A simpleand attra-tiveexposition of thePhonographicSystemfor the Use of Schools. Copiously Illustrated.Sent lºst pºld fºr twenty-fivecents,by
FOWLER AND WELLS, 3 S Broadway,New York.

REDUCTION IN THE PRICEs of
M.A.P.S.

Redfield'sGuide to Kansas. Illustratedby two largeMaps. 75 cents.
Reed'sGuide to the KansasGold Region,with a Map,embracingthe Northern and SouthernRoute,from theMissouriRiver to Pike'. Peak. 25cents.
The above works will be sent by mail, post-paid,onreceipt of 50cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 80sBroadway,New York.

WATER-t URE For THE MILLION
givenaway. Seeadvertisement of WATEn-CureJournal.
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THE WATER-CURE Journ AI, FoR
Decembercontains—VolumesXXX. and XXXI. : Fa
mºlºr Letters—No. 3: HomeTreatmel, : The Feetand
Hand-–their Paius ad Penalties–The Managementof
the Finger Nail- : Prºfessional Practice: Dr Hall on
Gymnastics; Woman's First Need; Water-Cure in
Arka, sus: Lettersfrom tºe People; Dr. Holmes'Ad
dress; Flowing Short Hair for Ladies; Items from
Illinºis; RatiºnalGymnastics:The MassachuseusMedi
cal Society; Swallowing Artificial Teeth: Measlesand
Tubercles: Challengetº Dr. Reese; Advice to thosewho
wantAdvice; GettingGood by DoingGood: The Phur
maceuticalConvention: Poison for Cures; Mistakesof
Physicians;TelegraphicDispatches.Monthly, ºl a year.
Specimenssentgratis. AGENTsWANTED.

*OWLER AND WELLS
808Broadway,New York.

LIFE I-L I, U S T R A TE D,
A FiRST-CLASS

WEEKLY PICTO RIAL PA PER,
For The

FRIENDS OF PROGRESS AND THEIR FAMILIES.
The planof thePaper embraces:
A Weekly summary of Passing Fvents, For

eign.Domestic,Literary,Scientific,and Humanitary,w th
miscellaneºusintelligenc.,socondensedustº pre-entin a
moderatecompasseverythingwhichan intelligentfamilyoughttoknow.
New Inventions, calculated to save labor, pro

motecomfort,abridgesuffering,anddignify life,are illustratedanddescribed.
Better Health is the first necessity of the

people,and it is oneof theobjectsof LIFE Illustrated to
point outthecausesof ill-healthand theuneansof regaining and preserving it.

Rural Aſtairs.-A considerable portion of our
space is devoted to matterdesigned to promoteAgriculture,Horticulture,Fruit Culture,and rural affairsgener
ally. This depºrtinent of LIFE ILLUSTRATEDhasluetwith
universalapproval.
Fina Iy.--Whatever may tend to Illustrate Life

as it passes.whatevermayassistour readers to livewisely,

to live happily, or to live long, is comprehended in our
plun. We aspire to make our paper worthy in every
respect of its name; andwe have abundantmeansund
facilitiesfor attainingourobject.
Terms.-We will send Ten Copies, one year, for

#10;Five Copies,for+6:Three Copies,for $4: OneCopy,
for 2. Payment in advance. The papersent no longer
tnanpaid for.
Subscriptionsmaycommence at any time.
CanadianSubscriberswill send 26 cents a year addi

ional fºr U. S. postage.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York,

THE YoUNG MAN's WAY. To
INTELLIGENCE, RESPECTABILITY, HoNor, AND
USEFULNESS.–This is a very excellen work, and
everyyoungmanshould procure a copy. Price, prepaidby mail, 50 cents.

FOWLER AND WELLS,-

3u8Broadway,New York.
AN EXPOSITION

of The .

Swedish MoveMENT_CURE.
pxinracing

The History and Philosºphy of this system of Medical
Treatinent. with examples of S ngle Movements,and
directiº’s for their use in variousfºrmsºf Chrºnic Diº‘. forming a completemanual of exercises; togetherwith

A SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPLES OF GENERAL
HYGIEN

By GroRGE H., TAYLor, A.M., M.D., Principal Physician

to theRemedialHygienicIn-titute of New York City.Price, pºst-paid, $1 25. Address
FOWLER AND WELLS, 30sBroadway,New York.

- - -ED U C A TION Cow PLETE.—ſ on
taining Physiology, Animal and Mental; Memory, and
Intellectual Improvement,and Self-Culture, and Per
fection of Character,with Illustrations. One large vol
utue. Price +2. FOWLER AND WELLS,

308Broadway,NewYork, Publishers.
“‘Self-Mad", or Nev, r Made,' is the motto of the au

thor. Thi- is a capitºl work,and, in our opinion,thebest

of thekin in the English language. No individual can
read a page of it without being improvedthereby. We
wish it were in thehands of everyyoungmanandwoman
in America.”— ommon-Schoolournal

Gymnastics, ESPECIAI, ATTENTION Is

for givento thePhysicalEducationof Girls and
women in HLN S TOW A RD PHYSICAL
PERFECTI N
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NEW IMPROVEMENTS – REDUCED PRICES.
The Wii relittt & Wilson MANtracturing Co.beg to

statethat, in thereduction of the prices of their SewingMachines,thepublicshall havethebenefit of thedecisions

of theUnitedStatesCourts in favor of theirpatents.This
reduction is made in the belief that theywill hereafter
haveno litigationextenses in defense of theirrights. The
Wheeler & WilsonSewingMachineswill now be sold at

ratesthatwill pay fair profitson thecapital invested,cost

of manufacture,andexpense of makingsales—suchprices

as will enabletheCompany, as heretofore to sellfirst-classMachines,and warrantthem in everyparticular.
They areadapted to everywantthatcanbesuppliedby

a SewingM. andapprovedalikeby Families,DressMakers,CorsetMakers,Gaier Fitters,ShoeBinders,West
Mukers,andTailors generally.
ºxy" EachMachinecompletewith a Hemmer.-31

OFFICr, 505Broadway,New York.
SEND FOR A CIRCULAR.

Being a New Theoryand System of Practical Penman
ship, Designed as a Text-Book for Schoolsand Private
Students.
This is the title of a newwork just issued,which it is

believedwill do more to improvethe penmanship of all
classesthanall otherseverbeforewritten. It teachesnot
only how to write,butinstruc's in whatgoodwriting con
sists. Knowing this, the studentbecomes a critic, and
this point attained,nothingbut practice is necessary to

makehim an accomplished enman.
Sent by mail, post-paid, for b0 cents. AGENTS

WAN TED. FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

ALL THE REQUISITEs For
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, AND HY
DROPAThiC LECTURERS AND PRACTITIONERS

- MAY REordered or
FOW L E R A N D W E L L S.,

By Mail or Erpress.
PHYSIOLOGY.

A beautifulset of anatomicaland physiologicalplates,
six in number,mountedon canvasand rollers, or color
ed. Price, $12.Also, Lambert'sAnatomicalChartson rollers, colored,
six in theset. Price, $6.
Also, Weber's ditto, size of life, eleven in the set.Price, $25.
Manikins,from$825 to $1,000each.
Skeletons—Frenchwired—readyfor use, from $35 to

each.
HYDROPATHY.

Dr. Trall's Encyclopedia........................... $3 00
Dr. Shew’sFamily Physician....................... 2 50
Water-Curein ChronicDiseases... -------- 1 50
DomesticPractice of Hydropathy.................. 1 50
Water-CureLibrary, sevenvolumes,andotherstandard works.
The New TocketSyringe......................... ... 8 50
BreastPumps.......... - - - - - ---------- 2 00
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PHRENOLOGY.
Specimensfor Societiesand PrivateCabinets. Fortyof

ourbestSpecimens,size of Life. Cast from the heads of

John QuincyAdams,Aaron Burr, GeorgeCombe,ElihuBurritt, T. H
. Benton,HenryČiny.Rev.Dr. Dodd,Thomas

A. Emmett,Dr. Gall, SylvesterGraham, J. C. Neal, SilasWright, Black Hawk, Osceola,etc., etc. They can be
packedand sent as freight or expresswithsafety. Price,only $25forfortycasts.Also, Fowler'sPhrenology,Combe'sPhrenology,Phre
nologicalCharts,andmarkedBusts.CrayonHeads ...................... ... ... $1 50 to #800
WaterColorHeads.................... .... 3 00 “ 5 00
Oil Color Heads..... ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 00 “ 8 00

How To Liv B ; OR, Dom EST10
ECONOMY ILLUSTRATED.

USEFUL LESSONS IN HOUSEKEEPING,
suiowing

How to Live, How to Have,
How to GAIN, How to be HAPPY,

Including the story of the needlewomanwho suppºrted
herselfandfourchildrenon

A DIME A DAY.
No man.woman.or “nuldcan reud this bookwithou,

beingintere-redandinstruct-d in its lessons of economy

in thingsthatpertain to every-daylife in everyfaulty
Price, post-paid, 75 cºnt

FOWLER AND WELLS,
208Broadway,New York.

WATER-CURE For THE MILLION
givenaway. Seeadvertisement of WATER-CureJournal.
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“He thatshortensthe road to anyonebranch of educa

tion,confers a lastinggooduponmankind.”

T H E PE N M A N's MAN U A L 7

BEING A NEW THEORY AND SYSTEM OF PRAC
TiCAL PENMANSHIP, DESIGNED As A TExT
Book Fort Schools AND PRIVATE STUDENT8.
BY A BU’sIN Ess PrenM.A.N.

In this manual, penmanship—being taught both

as an art and a science--is made a matter of both
mind and muscle. The mind is educated by
theory; the muscles of the fingers, hand, wrist,
and arm, by discipline and practice.
The copy-setting method—we can not call it a

system—has beenpracticed from time immemorial.
Penmanship, when taught after this plan, is

based almost solely upon Imitation. In the
“Penman's Manual” Imitation not only aids in

the work, but nearly every faculty of the intellect

is called into erercise.
This work also guides the pupil to a full knowl

edge of penmanship, by means of short, plain,
and easy rules -- rules which, like those in gram
mar or arithmetic, are to be committed to

memory.
The pupil simply by reading and understand

ing the “Penman's Manual,” becomes a good judge
and able critic of writing. This fact alone is one

of the strongest and most conclusive proofs of the
superiority of the system over all others.

A pupil that knows what good writing should
be, will soon, by dint of practice, be enabled to

make it what it should be.
In nine tenths of the common schools of our

country, penmanship is taught without any at
tempt at system. Parents are trusting to chance

to make their children good writers. If the pupil,
for example, happens this year to make any per
ceptible progress or improvement in writing, next
year, by a change (A teachers, and consequently a

change.of copies, he will find his hand-writing
broken up, and, instead of a farther progress, his
course will be backward.

.4 great share of the teachers of our common
schools are not only very poor penmen themselves,
but almost totally ignorant of the fundamental
principles of the art.
In the “Penman's Manual” we believe we have

produced a work that will prove a full remedy
for all these difficulties. .4 work that must
henceforth becomeauthority for all matters per
taining to penmanship. A work that not only
shortens the road to a knowledge of this branch,
but makes a sure thing of learning to write.

In writing the “Penman's Manual,” the aim
was to make the work plain, practical, interest
ing, and to the point. The language is neither
that of the philosopher or of the child—above no
one's comprehension, below no one's dignity of

expressuon.

The “Penman's Manual” does not make any
change in school books, as it fills a place hereto
fore unoccupied. The work can be studied in

connection with most of the copy-books used in the
schools

A copy of the “Penman's Manual” will be sent
by mail. prepaid, for 50 cents – a price that places
the work in reach of all classes.

Fowler AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.
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[continued From PAGENINETY-Two.]
In savage times, the rude, athletic warrior was the chief of his tribe;
and he was also probably the most happy, because he possessed in the
greatest degree the qualities necessary for success, and was deficient
in al

l

the feelings which, in his circumstances, could not obtain gratifi
cation. If he had had Benevolence, Ideality, Veneration, and Con
scientiousness also largely developed, he would have been unhappy,

by the aspirations after higher objects and conditions which they would
have introduced into his mind. The same rule holds good in our own
case. Those individuals who have either too little of the selfish pro
pensities or too much of the moral feelings, are neither successful nor
happy in the present state of British society. The former can not
successfully maintain their ground, in the great struggle for property
which is going on around them ; while the latter, although they may

be able to keep their places in the competition for wealth, are con
stantly grieved by the misery and imperfection which they are com
pelled to witness, but can not remove. They have the habitual con
sciousness, also, that they are laboring for the mere means of enjoy
ment, without ever reaching enjoyment itself; and that their lives are
spent, as it were, in a vain show or a feverish dream.

In these examples, we observe that society has been slowly but
regularly advancing toward elevating virtue and intelligence to public
honor; and we may reasonably hope that, in proportion to the increase

of knowledge, especially of the law which renders moral and intellectual
attainment indispensable to the highest enjoyment, will the tendency

to do homage to virtue increase. The impediments to a just reward

of individual merit do not appear to be inherent in human nature, but
contingent. There are, however, artificial impediments to the
accomplishment of this end, among which stand conspicuous hereditary
titles of honor.
The feudal kings of Europe early acquired or assumed the power

of conferring titles of honor and dignity on men of distinguished qual
ities, as a mark of approbation of their conduct, and as a reward for
their services to the state. As reason and morality urge no objections

to a title of honor being conferred on a man who has done an important
service to his country, the practice of ennobling individuals was easily
introduced. The favored peer, however, naturally loved his offspring;
and without considering any consequences beyond his own gratification,

he induced the king to add a right of succession, in favor of his chil
dren, to the dignities and privileges conferred on himself. We now
know that if he himself had really been one of nature's nobility, and if

he had allied himself to a partner, also possessing high qualities of brain
and general constitution, and if the two had lived habitually in accord
ance with the natural laws, he would have transmitted his noble nature

to his children; and they, having the stamp of native dignity upon
them, would have needed no patent from an earthly sovereign to

maintain them in their father's rank. But this law of nature being
then unknown ; or the noble, perhaps, having attained to distinction by
one or two distinguished qualities merely, which were held in much
esteem in his own day, and being still deficient in many high endow
ments; or having from passion, love of wealth, ambition, or some other
unworthy motive, married an inferior partner, he is conscious that he

can not rely on his children inheriting natural superiority, and he

therefore desires, by artificial means, to preserve to them, for ages,
the rank, wealth, titles, and power which he has acquired, and which
nature intended to be the rewards in every generation solely of supe
rior endowments. The king grants a right of succession to the titles
and dignity ; and Parliament authorizes the father to place his estates
under entail. By these means, his heirs, however profligate, imbecile
and unworthy of honor and distinction, are enabled to hold the highest
rank in society, to exercise the privileges of hereditary legislators, and

to receive the revenues of immense estates, which they may squander

or devote to the most immoral of purposes. In these instances, legis
lators have directly contradicted nature. All this, you will perceive,

is following out the principle, that individual aggrandizement is the
great object of each successive occupant of this world. These measc- --
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ures, however, are not successful. They are productive, often, of
misery; as every one knows who has observed the wretched condition

of many nobles and heirs of entail, whose profligacy and imbecility
render them unfit for their artificial station.

In regard to society at large, this practice produces baneful effects.

A false standard of consideration is erected ; the respect and admira
tion of the people are directed away from virtue and intelligence to

physical grandeur and ostentation, and low objects of ambition are
presented to the industrious classes of every grade. When extraordi
nary success in trade raises the banker or merchant to great wealth.
instead of devoting it, and the talents by means of which it was
acquired, to the improvement and elevation of the class from which he
has sprung, he becomes ashamed of his origin, is fired with the ambi
tion of being created a noble, and is generally found wielding his whole
energies, natural and acquired, in the ranks of the aristocracy against
the people. If the distinctions instituted by nature were left to oper
ate, the effect would be that the people would, as a general rule, ven
erate in others, and themselves desire, the qualities most estimable
according to their own moral and intellectual perceptions; the stand
ard of consideration would be rectified and raised in proportion to their
advance in knowledge and wisdom; and a great obstruction to improve
ment, created by artificial and hereditary rank, would be removed.
We are told that in the United States of America, where no dis

tinct class of nobility exists, aristocratic feelings, and al
l

the pride of

ancestry, are at least as rampant as in England, in which the whole
frame-work of society is constituted in reference to the ascendency of

an ancient and powerful aristocracy ; and I see no reason to doubt the
statement. Differences of rank were instituted when the Creator

bestowed the mental organs in different degrees on different men, and
rendered them al

l improvable by education. It is natural and benefi
cial, therefore, to esteem and admire nature's nobility; men greatly
gifted with the highest qualities of our nature, and who have duly cul
tivated and applied them. The Creator, also, in conferring on man the
power to transmit, by means of his organization, his qualities and con
dition to his offspring, has laid the foundation for our admiration of a

long line of illustrious ancestors. This direction of ambition may be.
come a strong assistant to morality and reason, in inducing men to attend

to the organic laws in their matrimonial alliances, and in their general
conduct through life. According to the doctrines expounded in a pre
vious Lecture, iſ two persons, of high mental and bodily qualities, were

to marry, to observe the natural laws during their lives, to rear a fam
ily, and to train them also to yield steady obedience to these laws in

their conduct, the result would be, that the children would inherit the
superior qualities of their parents, hold the same high rank in the esti
mation of society, be prosperous in life, and form specimens of human
nature in its best form and condition. If these children, again, observed
the organic laws in their marriages, and obeyed them in their lives,
the tendency of nature would still be to transmit, in an increasing ratio,
their excellent endowments to their children ; and there is no ascer
tained limit to this series. It would be a just gratification to Self
Esteem to belong to a family which could boast of a succession of truly
noble men and women, descending through ten or twelve generations,
and it would be an object of most legitimate ambition to be admitted to

the honor and advantages of an alliance with it. This is the direction
which the natural sentiments of family pride and admiration of ancestry
will take, whenever the public intellect is enlightened concerning the
laws of our constitution. In times past, we have seen these two sen
timents acting as blindly and perniciously as Veneration does, when, in

the absence of al
l

true knowledge, it expends itself in preposterous
superstitions. It, however, is always performing its proper function

of venerating, and is ready to take a better direction when it receives
illumination; and the same will hold good with the two feelings in

question. [to be contist.ED.]

THE violence done us by others is often less painful than that which
we do to ourselves.

-—-3.
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HIS CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

In the portrait of Garibaldi we see a remark
ably fine temperament, which gives intensity to the
intellect and great purity and elevation to the feel
ings. The forehead is prominent, high, and re
markably full about the eyes, and from the root
of the nose up through its center, evincing very
great practical talent, memory, and readiness of

mind.

The top head is high, particularly at Benevo
lence, showing superior kindness and moral eleva
tion; while, as it will be seen, his head is nar
row and flattened at the sides, indicating frank
ness, unselfishness in pecuniary matters, and a

lack of cruelty. By the shape of his head, we in
fer that Self-Esteem, Firmness, and the social or
gans are large, giving dignity, unconquerable
perseverance, and deep-toned and constant affec
tions.
Garibaldi, if ever man did, deserves the love

and remembrance of all free minds. A devoted
patriot from his youth, his career has been illus
trated by the most heroic achievements in behalf

of the common liberties of our race. He was born
July 4, 1806, about fifty-four years ago, at Nice,

in Italy, a small but not undistinguished city, on

º
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GUIS EPPE G A RIBALDI, T H E LIBERATOR OF ITALY.

[WHOLE NUMBER, 265.

own father. But
his love of learning
never deserted him,
and one of his chief
delights in - early
years was to read
the history of his
country, which fill
ed him with an am
bition to rival the
deeds of the great
men of Roman an
tiquity. He dis
covered what his
dear Italy had been

in the days of her
power and glory,
and he saw what she
was in the weeds
of her debasement
and degradation ;

and among the ar
dent aspirations of

his young, gener
ous heart was her
rescue from the
horrid crew of
priests and soldiers
who had leveled her
to the dust. It is
easy for any noble
mind to conceive

followed the occupation of a mariner. H
e

was
by that parent early indoctrinated into the mys
teries of sea craft, and taught to disregard its
dangers; but to his mother, an excellent woman
whom he always recalls with the most tender feel
ings, he was indebted for his kindness, gentleness,
and love of humanity. Both, however, were
friends of liberty, and taught him to worship the
free spirit of his ancestors.
After acquiring with avidity the rudiments

of education, and especially the fundamental

what the feelings of

an Italian must be when he contrasts the ancient
renown of his nation with her present condition,
and with what burning impatience he must long
for the opportunity to strike a blow against her
oppressors.
The opportunity to embark in her cause was

not, however, soon given to Garibaldi, and he fol
lowed his profession with diligence, making fre
quent and often perilous voyages to the several
parts of Italy, the Levant, and the Black Sea.
These not only made him acquainted with the dif
ficulties and dangers of the sea,but developed his

.

-

s i

principles of mathematics and natural science,
he became a sailor under the direction of his

|

benevolent affections in the numerous cases of the() the shores of the Mediterranean, where his father

f*wºº
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shipwreck of others, in which he was called to give
relief. He was distinguished even then for hardi
hood and bravery, but much more for his gener
osity and noble daring. On one occasion he res
cued a company of several persons from instant
death, at the imminent hazard of his own life,
while at all times he manifested a warm sympa
thy toward the oppressed and the defenseless.
It was during one of these voyages that he first

went to Rome, and there, amid the monuments
of her former splendor and greatness, and the many
evidences of her existing poverty and distress, he
conceived the hope of her resurrection. When told
that a society of young Italians was already in
being, who had devoted their lives to the glorious
work, the discovery filled him with unspeakable
joy. Columbus, he says, could not have been
so happy when the new world first rose upon his
vision. He, of course, eagerly enrolled himself
among their number, and when the uprising of
1834 took place, he became a prominent actor in
the eventful scenes.
But the movement proved disastrous in its re

sults, and Garibaldi among others was condemned
to death. Making his escape in disguise from
Genoa, he navigated the Mediterranean for some
time alone, and finally succeeded in reaching the
coast of France, whence he took passage in a
friendly vessel to Brazil.
was then to engage in trade, but finding on his ar
rival that the patriots of La Plata were in arms,
he engaged in their service as a naval officer, and
was soon mingled with their public affairs. His
deeds of valor, and the dangerous encounters
which he had with the enemy, secured him the
lasting gratitude of his companions in arms. No
man who ever fought on the coast is said to have
performed more wonders of naval skill and cour
age than this Italian volunteer.
It was there that he married his wife, whose

name and history have become so intimately
blended with his own. She was a native of the
province of St. Catherine's, in Brazil, of excellent
family, and during the many years that he bat
tled for the Republic of Rio Grande, she accom
panied him in most of his expeditions, sharing
the exposure and vicissitudes with the utmost
intrepidity, and yet rendering his domestic life
serene and cheerful by her gentleness and warmth
of affection. In his encampments in the dense
South American forests, where the enemy lurked
on every side, she joined in the march and the
bivouac, and in his most daring adventures also
upon the high seas, she was his friend and com
panion. All who knew her, as well as her hus
band, still speak of her as a woman of heroic
character, full of resource, activity, and skill,
but no less tender and feminine than she was
noble. Her subsequent unhappy end confirms
while it lends a melancholy interest to these par
ticulars.
The outbreak of political troubles in Italy, in

1848, seemed like a call of Providence to Gari
baldi, summoning him to return to his native
land. He arrived at Rome in time to anticipate
Mazzini, Avezzani, and others, in their earlier
efforts to organize the Republic. His known abil
ity pointing him out as one of the men best fitted
to conduct the military defense of the nation in
case of attack, he was appointed a general of a
body known as the Legion, which was composed

His original intention
who had carried the victorious eagles to the ends

g->–––––.

of the most gallant and accomplished corps of
young Italy. Nor was it a long time before his
and their services were required. France—to her
lasting shame be it said—had joined the imperial
despot of Austria, and the infamous Bomba of Na
ples, in a plot against the nascent liberties of the
peninsula, and in favor of the restoration of the
impotent and fugitive old traitor, the Pope. Their
armies were narrowing with a slow but certain
contraction, like the coiling of some huge snake,
around the walls of the Eternal City. But the
undaunted Romans, detecting their purposes under
the treacherous disguise they had assumed, were
fully prepared for the event. Their numbers were
few, but their spirit was high and strong. When
the question was put to them, whether they were
ready to defend their homes, they shouted with
one accord that they would die in the last ditch,
Soon, therefore, the war commenced.
The incidents of it we can not recount here, nor

have we space to speak of the prominent part
taken in it throughout by the subject of this
sketch. A volume would hardly suffice us to tell
the whole history of those memorable days. They
were worthy of the place and the occasion, and
proved to all the world that years of tyranny and
degradation have not yet quenched the old fires of
the Italian soul. Garibaldi's invincible legions
rivaled the fiery energy of those ancient warriors

of the globe. Whenever an obstinate defense was
to be made, they were called to make it, and
whenever an important point was to be conquered,
they marched to the conquest. Time and again,
during the siege of Rome, they sallied beyond the
city walls to attack the besiegers in their intrench
ments; at the villa Pamphili, where the whole
day was spent in furious combat with the French,
often bayonet in hand, they drove the assailant
from his post; at Palestrina, they put to route
three times their number of men, with a fearful
loss of the enemy's life; and at Welletri, they
overwhelmed the flower of the Neapolitan army,
commanded by the King in person. After the
walls were entered, they sustained the shock of

assault, day after day, with cool perseverance and
unmoving strength, and at last, when the rest of

the sorrowful city was compelled to surrender,
Garibaldi and his noble-spirited young soldiers
refused to lay down their arms. It was useless
for them, they said, to protract the contest with
three powerful and disciplined nations, but they
would not yield. They resolved, then, to force
their way to a safe place of refuge. Their leader's
speech on that occasion would have done no dis
honor to Brutus or the Gracchi. “Soldiers ?” he
said, “in recompense of the love you may show
your country, I offer you hunger, thirst, cold, war,
and death—who accepts the terms let him follow
me !” The glorious fellows followed him to a man.
No retreat on record was more full of peril and

more resolutely conducted than this of Garibaldi
and his friends, through the hostile hosts of occu
pied Italy. Their object in quitting Rome was to

reach Venice in time to assist her against the bom
bardment of the Austrians. It was a desperate
attempt, but it was also the only course left. They
first marched westward, and then north toward
Todi, where they were joined by Col. Forbes. At
Orvieto they drew up to give the French battle,
which the latter declined, preferring to hang upon

their rear, to cut off their forces in detachments.
Arezzo, their next point, was in full possession of

the Austrian troops, but the people secretly sent
them supplies. Hence they turned toward Cister
na, in the Pope's dominions, and next Saint Ange
lo, in Vado. All the way they were harassed by
the Austrians; in crossing the Appenines they
had the most desperate encounters, and it was not
until they reached Borgo, near San Marino, ten
thousand Austrians closing about them, that it

was found expedient to disband, and to allow each
one to seek shelter for himself. Even then, large
numbers still clung to Garibaldi, among them
Hugo Bassi—who was so inhumanly murdered by
the priests at Bologna–Ciccerovchio, the Roman
tribune, with his two sons—one of them scarcely

| fifteen years of age—and the lovely Senora Anna,
Garibaldi's wife, who though far advanced in

motherhood and otherwise ill, had partaken in

every hardship of the retreat, refusing to be sep
arated from her husband, and sometimes riding
about the little army to encourage the weary with
words of animation and cheer.
From San Marino they set forth at night, not a

word being spoken, eluded discovery, and soon
after reached Cesanatico, where they seized thir
teen vessels to convey them to Venice. But their
little fleet was scattered in the darkness. Some

of them were never heard of more, and only a

few, driven away by the blockading squadron,
succeeded in reaching land near the mouth of the
Po. There the Senora died, overcome with ex
haustion and fatigue. Garibaldi, almost alone,
but how no one knows, made his way to Genoa,
and thence to the United States.
He would have been received in this country

with public demonstrations, but he modestly de
clined the honor. In order to recruit his health
he returned to Staten Island, where he dwelt in

perfect security, earning by the labor of his hands
his own support. It was there that the writer of

this saw him first. A nobler-looking man was
never made. He was about the medium height,
and finely proportioned. His face was sad in its
expression, but full of intelligence, truth, and
kindness. There was an integrity marked in every
feature which must have won confidence at once;
yet he was not stern nor somber, but animated,
almost playful and enthusiastic. His remarks on
the condition of Europe showed that he was ac
customed to look sharply into events, to weigh
their nature and bearing, and to act only on a

rigid understanding of facts. He was not a pa
triot from the imagination, but through the mind
and heart.

-

Garibaldi, after he left Staten Island, went to

California on business, and engaged in the mer
cantile marine service of the Pacific.
Some incidents relative to the retirement of

Garibaldi from the army to private life on his isl
and farm at Caprera, are narrated by a corre
spondent of one of our American journals, and
they seem to illustrate the eminent character and
exalted love borne him by the King and people of

Italy.
“The political men who surround the King

evince the necessity of feeling their own way,
and to guess what might give pleasure to Gari
baldi. “What would he have º’ said one of them

to one. “Garibaldi’s character, on account of his
immense virtues, of his heroic self-denial, is a

very difficult one to deal with. One does not !***-->- —=<-ºy~s
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know how to lay hold of him. What could we
offer him : The rank of marshal He will not
accept it, out of regard for Cialdini. The great
cordon of the Annunziata ? He would answer he
wears no orders. The title of Prince of Calata
fimi He would say his name is Giuseppe Gari
baldi, and he is quite right if he objects to change
his name. A pension to Garibaldi It would
only offend him. An estate 2 He would say
Caprera is all he wants.’”
The recent career of Garibaldi, as the libera

tor of Southern Italy, is familiar to all readers.
The enthusiasm of his countrymen when under
his leadership, regarding him as they did in the
light of a hero not only, but as one inspired to

be their liberator, and protected by Providence
against defeat as well as against death, shows the
mighty influence which he was able to wield over
individuals and masses of men, through the power
ful magnetic force of that singleness of purpose
and patriotic fervor which has always distin
guished him; and having liberated Sicily, car
ried victory to the very threshold of Rome, and
brought about the annexation of Southern Italy

to the Kingdom of Sardinia by the voluntary
votes of the people, he resigned his command
into the hands of King Victor Emanuel and re
tired to his farm. Like Washington, he did his
duty; and having freed his people, voluntarily
retired to the level of a private citizen; and
though it was only his duty, it excites the sur
prise of the world, becausemost men under such
circumstances allow their selfishness to govern
them. No crown could give luster to the brow of

Garibaldi; no position could elevate him in the
estimation of all who love liberty.

----
PHRENOLOGY WINDICATED"

AGA inst the chart GeS OF MATERIALISM AND
FATALISM.

BY CHARLES CALDWELL, M.D.

The charges of materialism and fatalism,
though, when strictly scrutinized and fully un
derstood, among the most groundless and frivo
lous in their nature that have been preferred
against Phrenology, are, notwithstanding, the
most pernicious in their effects, and have consti
tuted the most stubborn and obstructive barriers

to the dissemination of its truths. The reason is

plain. They are addressed to the feelings which
are blind and credulous, instead of the intellect,
which, being the mental eye, can see and ex
amine, doubt and determine. Hence they have
excited the fears and awakened and alarmed the
prejudices of the community, and called into the
conflict an honest conscience(the conscience of the
public) without the lights by which it should be

guided.
Nor, to the minds of a vast majority of those

whose ears they reach, are the charges referred

to destitute of plausibility. Far from it. To de
tect their fallacy, and trace through its ramifi
cations their mischievous tendency, without aid,
requires much more of accuracy of research than

* The objections to the science of Phrenology, in re
spect to Materialismand Fatalism,which twentyyears
agowere so ablyanswered by thelatelamentedCaldwell,
are now occasionallyraisedby personswho have since
grown to manhood,andwe think we can hardlyrender
ourreaders a betterservicethanbyreproducingthisessay, |

a part of whichonly canwefind roomfor in thisnumber.

the great body of the peoplewill bestow on them;
and also, perhaps, more of sagacity and knowl
edge than they actually possess.
On the community at large, this rooted and

pervading dread of the evils of Phrenology op
erates injuriously in a two-fold way. By their
groundless fears of a demoralizing tendency,
thousands and tens of thousands are induced

to keep aloof from the science themselves,
and to use their influe Be to make others do

the same. It need hardly be observed that
persons of this description, being altogether igno
rant of it, can not rationally entertain in rela
tion to it either opinion or belief. Those states

of mind, to be worthy of the names bestowed on
them, must be the product of evidence. And,
from the individuals alluded to, evidence is ex
cluded by the ignorance which their fears and
prejudices throw around them. Notwithstanding
this ignorance, however, its concomitant want of

evidence and all other disqualifications which
follow in its train, those individuals do entertain
and exercise what is to them tantamount to con
firmed opinion and belief; because it effectually
prevents them from inquiring, and thus shuts and
bars against them the door of knowledge. Hence
their ignorance of Phrenology, reducing their
minds, as respects that science, into a state of

inaction, perpetuates itself. Artful anti-phre
nologists, moreover, constantly resort to it, in

their declamations and intrigues, with a view to

cover the sciencewith odium.
On another portion of the community, the fears

and shadowy suspicions which they harbor (in
open defiance of the lights which should dissipate

lamented. They seduce them to render up their
judgment and positive conviction, to be made the
sport of their vague apprehension of evil.

| The persons here referred to, acquire an ac

| quaintance with Phrenology sufficient to give them

a knowledge of its leading facts and principles, to

none of which can they offer an objection. Nor

do they evenpretend to object. They are really,

|

and in spite of themselves, convinced of the truth

of the science; but they shrink, notwithstanding,
from what they still regard as its demoralizing
consequences. They do not, therefore, adopt it

as a creed, avail themselves of its benefits, or

recommend it to others. On the contrary, their
measures are the reverse, signally unreasonable
and culpably inconsistent with moral courage.
They allow themselves, by the phantoms of their
timidity, to be so far warped and perverted in

sentiment, and so deluded in judgment, as to be
lieve that truth, the favorite creation and highest
attribute of the God of truth, can be productive

of evil! Though I shall not pronounce this
irreverent view of things altogether blasphemous,
that it is deeply blameworthy will hardly be

denied. Those who harbor it through the blind
ness of fear, seem ignorant of the fact, that all
truth is essentially useful, if correctly under

| stood and skillfully applied. They forget, more
over, that doubt on this subject is virtual infidel
ity. Yet if reason and common sense do not
unite in pronouncing it so

,
I am mistaken in their

| decision. In what respect, I ask, is it more erro
neous and culpable to doubt the usefulness or

dread the mischief of truth, when revealed in the
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them) in relation to the pernicious tendency of
the science, produce an effect still more to be

3

Word of the Creator, than when revealed with
equal clearness in his works Let others answer
the question. My skill in casuistry is unequal to

the task. That in either case the act is fraught
with irreverence toward the Deity, from involving

a doubt of his wisdom or goodness, or both, and is

therefore wanting in religion, can not be ques
tioned. Yet, by many anti-phrenologists, who
are sufficiently ostentatious in their profession of

religion, it is hourly perpetrated.
Of these cases, neither is more strongly por

trayed than truth and the interest of science and
morals abundantly warrant. In form and color
ing they are depicted as I have witnessed them.
Perhaps nine tenths, or more, of all the anti
phrenologists I have conversed with on the sub
ject, have belonged to one or the other of these
two classes. They either had not ventured to ap
proach the science as inquirers, and were there
fore utterly ignorant of it, or, having acquired
some knowledge of it, and been convinced of its
truth, they still rejected it in fact, on account of

what they dreaded as its hostility to the interests

of morality and religion. In illustration of this,
and in confirmation of the principle on which it

rests, no single incident, perhaps, can be more
pointed and powerful than the following one, in

which I had myself an immediate concern :

A gentleman of great distinction and worth,
and one of the most amiable men I have ever
known, after having held much conversation and
attended a brief course of lectures on Phrenol
ogy, became a proselyte to its truth. At the
time of this event he was distant from home, and
had nothing to consult but his own splendid and
masterly intellect. Not so, however, on his re
turn to his family. To his wife, a woman of earn
est piety and great accomplishments of mind and
person, he was peculiarly attached. To her he

communicated his views of Phrenology, and at
tempted to convince her of its truth and useful
ness. But the effort was worse than fruitless.

It alarmed her fears. She fancied that she de
tected in the science the fatal elements of impiety
and irreligion. The fears of the wife were re
flected back on the husband. So deep and tender
was his affection, and so manly his magnanimity,
that he could not bear to be a source of pain to a

being so dear to him. The consequence was, that
Phrenology lost, through this groundless appre
hension, a powerful advocate. From that period
the gentleman could never be induced again even

to converse on the science. Yet his regard for
truth withheld him from ever assailing its evi
dences.
Another less numerous, but more passionate

and intolerant body of unbelievers, have not con
fined their assaults to the supposed injurious
effects of Phrenology. Their warfare has been
materially different, in both its form and its
object, more vindictive in its spirit and bearing,
and pushed to a much more exceptionable extent.

It has been rude, personal, and repulsively malig
nant. Not content with a crusade against doc
trines, this band of belligerents have fiercely
attacked, also, reputation and standing, with a

view to compass their object, by covering with
odium the advocates of the doctrines which they
deem objectionable. Hence, while emptying
against them their deeply drugged vials of con
demnation, invective, and abuse, they

º
.
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nounced phrenologists as materialists and fatal
ists, heretics and demoralizers, and therefore
enemies of the human race. Of this class of vili
fiers, I regret to say that no inconsiderable pro
portion has consisted of members of some religious
denomination—clergymen or laymen, or both
united, characterized by much more of zeal than
judgment, and much better versed in militant
creeds and sectarian wrangles, than in either the
history or the science of nature. Cased in pre
judice, warped in feeling, and restricted in intel
lect, by their tortuous artifices and narrowing
and perverting courses of inquiry and thought,
such litigants are peculiarly disqualified to sit in
judgment on physical questions. Their long-set
tled and engrossing dogmas, moreover, entangled
with rigid professional habits, and a caste of be
lief exclusive and limited, too often unfits them
for liberal research of any description. Such
men, I say, have figured as the most rancorous
foes, and the most vehement anathematizers of
Phrenology and its advocates. True, a few of
them, less ferocious or more artful than the rest,
while fulminating in wrath against the science,
have assumed at times a milder, and, as they no
doubt would have it thought, a more merciful and
charitable tone toward what they miscalled its
deluded votaries. They have admitted that phre
nologists may be honest in their intentions—per
haps are so; but that, in their opinions, they
must be and are deplorably mistaken. In a spe
cial manner, that, from some cause, they are so
blinded as to cause and effect, or perverted in
their mental vision, as to be disqualified to judge
of the nature and tendency of the doctrines they
advocate. That though Phrenology, in its conse
quences, tends palpably and directly to mischief,
its cultivators, who have bestowed years on the
study of it, are too dim-sighted to be sensible of
that mischief. In a word, that however commend
able phrenologists may be in their purposes, their
pursuits are condemnable, and they themselves
intellectually dull and imperceptive, and there
fore unfit to be the authors and guides of their
own course of action and the arbiters of their
own destiny. I shall only add, that apart from
all other considerations, charges such as these are
in no small degree injurious, from their unfortu
nate effect on the human temper, and onsocial in
tercourse. They estrange men from each other,
and chill their mutual affections and charities, if
they do not produce between them actual hostil
ity. To impute to a body of men, whether truly
or falsely, dishonesty or folly, never fails to offend
them, if it does not excite in them open enmity
toward their indiscreet and indelicate accusers.
But that charges to this effect have been, or the
last forty years, broadly and uninterruptedly
preferred, by fanatics and their adherents, against
the votaries of Phrenology, has been already in
timated, and can not be denied And the gross
ness and repulsive nature of the practice, not to
say its malignity and viciousness, are among the
evils and disgraces of the day. Hence the un
kindness of feeling, not to call it resentment, that
has prevailed between phrenologists and their
opponents; and the spirit of harshness and ran
cor with which their controversy has been con
ducted. Their conflict has been that of incensed
gladiators, mutually bent on overthrow or de
struction, rather than of calm and deliberate in
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quirers, conscientiously laboring for the establish
ment of truth.
Such are some of the products of the belief

that Phrenology favors materialism and fatalism;
and the evil and discredit of them are suffi
ciently striking. That their extinguishment
would be eminently beneficial to the cause, and
subservient to the usefulness of the science, can
not be doubted. It would render the study of it
much more general and effective, and the results
of that study in an equal degree more abundant
and available for the welfare of the community.
For these reasons, and with such resources as I
can bring to the task, it is my intention, in this
essay, to contribute my part toward the vindica
tion of the science from the specified evils which
have been laid to its charge. And first from that
of

MATERIALISM.
This, as heretofore stated, when subjected to

analysis and strictly examined, is one of the most
frivolous and indefinite, mystified and unintelli
gible charges, that can well be imagined. Hence
it is one of the most difficult to be practically
treated and satisfactorily settled. Its levity and
near approach to nothingness render it all but
untangible. An attempt to grapple with it bears
too close a resemblance to grasping at air or
striking at a shadow. The inquirer wastes his
strength in a fruitless struggle to find in his sub
ject something on which to fasten his mind and
bring his exertions to bear on a reality. All be
fore him is a fitting phantasmagoria, which ap
pears but to vanish, and give place to another as
shadowy as itself. Nor is the most intractable
difficulty yet specified. Far from it.

While the inquirer is threading his way through
the entanglements of materialism, he is instinct
ively led, by a law of his mind, to seek knowl
edge through contrast, and thus makes an at
tempt on the subject of immaterialism. And, as

far as human powers are concerned, that is liter
ally an attempt on nothingness. No more are
our faculties calculated, or intended by HIM who
bestowed them on us, to investigate that subject
(if subject it may be called), then is our eye to

see the inhabitants of Saturn, or our voices to

converse with them. Consummately mad as was
the mad Knight's assault on the windmill, it was
sober sense compared to the formal attempt of a

philosopher to run a tilt with immaterialism.
When will man, in his transcendental visions and
fanatical reveries, escape from insanity Imma
terialism a theme to be discussed and illustrated
by such faculties as we possess, or to serve in any
way as a source of knowledge to us! It is as ut
terly untangible to us as the wildest chimera of a

crazed imagination. To our efforts to sound or

fathom it, it is an ocean not merely without shore
or bottom, but without substance or its shadow—

a thing of inconceivable emptiness—the very void

of a void As soon shall we measure immensity
itself, and make in person the circuit of creation,

as form re pecting immaterial things a single
idea. [to be continued.]

---
H O M E AND M U S I C.

Music is becoming, more and more every year,

a staple necessity of the family and the home.
Within the last forty years great changes have
taken place in our country, in many respects.
The newspaper was then a scarce article, and one

in a school district among farmers was deemed
sufficient. Clocks were then nearly as scarce,
and a musical instrument was a rare exception.
Now, when one enters a parlor or sitting-room,
his eye seeks the piano or the melodeon, as a matter

of course, and feels disappointed if he fails to see

[JAN.,

one. These facts we regard as way-marks of the
civilization of the times rather than as an indica
tion of the increase of wealth.
When we see an old broken pitcher or super

annuated teapot filled with plants in the poor man's
cottage window, or some modest vine creeping
over the door, we do not expect to meet within
silks, diamonds, and French, but we feel sure of
finding somerefinement of disposition and a yearn
ing after the higher and the better—persons hav
ing the inner life of civilization which seeks an
avenue of development through these tokens of

sympathy with the pure and the beautiful. In

such a home, too, we should expect to hear the
gentle voice of song. We might find no carpet, no

costly furniture; but w
e

need not tell the traveler
that in such a home we would find everything
clean, and an air of refined contentment would
seem to pervade the place.
In the future homes of the children of such a

home, thus reared, if fortune smile on them, as it

probably will, we shall find in the room of the
cracked teapot and pitcher a respectable conserva
tory, a rich musical instrument to accompany the
song, and, at least, a handsome carpet on the floor.
Mechanical science is evolving works of utility

and of taste to snch an extent that we are often
amazed at its achievements. The washing-machine
for the kitchen, the sewing-machine for the living
room, the melodeon or the piano for the parlor,
are finding their way, not merely among the
wealthy, but among the middle classes; also, the
farmer, the thriving mechanic, and clerk can not
only afford to procure them, but can not do with
out them.
The melodeon, as now improved by Esty & Green,

of Brattleboro, Vt., supplies a demand long felt—
viz.: an instrument with such tone and compass

as to meet the requiremcnts of sacred and social
music, to accompany family singing, having the
quality of the organ in breadth and richness of

tone, and still possessing so much of the sprightli
ness and vivacity of the piano as to meet the
wants of the parlor.
These results seem to be reached by the melo

deons referred to, and it gives us pleasure to say
that we have one of the instruments made by this
firm, and regard it as unsurpassed by any other
style of melodeon in the market.
The great defect of the melodeon formerly has

been, that it would not respond instantly to the
touch, thus rendering it not well adapted to the
quickest music. In striving to remedy that de
fect there was danger of losing the smoothness
and delicacy of tone. These difficulties seem to

have been completely obviated in the melodeons of

Esty & Green. Another very valuable improvement

in the melodeon, patented by thesegentlemen, and
used exclusively in the instruments which they
manufacture, is called “The Harmonic Attach
ment,” by which the power of the instrument is
doubled without increase of size, number of reeds,

or keys, thereby rendering it more powerful than
any other of similar size and price. Finally, the
combination of the following indispensable quali
ties, to a perfect instrument—viz.: quickness of

touch, smoothness and purity of tone, power, du
rability, beauty and style of finish, in no one of

which points is it surpassed by any other melodeon

in the country, has justly entitled it to the name
applied to it by the manufacturers, of “The Per
fect Melodeon.”—See their advertisement.

E. M
.

Bruce is the agent for the State of New
Jersey, and w

e cordially commend him to al
l

our
friends. He may be addressed at Philadelphia.
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M O R A L P H II, O S O PHY :
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, social, ANd DoMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY Georg E combe.
[FROMTHE LATESTREvisedEDINBURGHEDITIon.]

------- ~~~~-------------------->

[continued FBoMDECEMBERNUMBER.]

At a time when war and rapine were the distinguishing occupations
of nobles, men were proud of their descent from a great warrior, per
haps a border chieftain, who was only really a thief and a robber on a
great scale. At present, great self-congratulation is experienced by
many individuals because they are descended from a family which re
ceived a patent of nobility five hundred years ago, and has since been
maintained, by means of entails, in possession of great wealth, although
during the intervening period their annals have commemorated as many
profligates and imbeciles as wise and virtuous men. Many commoners,
also, who have inherited sound brains and respectable characters from
their own obscure but excellent ancestors, are ashamed of their hum
ble birth, and proud of an alliance with a titled family, although feeble"
and immoral. But all this is the result of a misdirection of Veneration
and Love of Approbation, which increasing knowledge will assuredly
bring to a close. It indicates an infatuation of vanity, compared with
which, wearing bones in the nose and tattooing the skin, are harmless
and respectable customs. If, in a country like Britain, a family have
preserved property and high social consideration for successive centu
ries, without a patent of nobility, and without entails, its members
must have possessed sound understandings and respectable morality,
and they are, therefore, really worthy of respect. The fact that there
are several (I might say many) such families, is a proof that the
objects aimed at by charters of hereditary rank and entails may be

better and more effectually attained by obedience to the laws of

organization.

It forms no argument against these views, that in America there is

as jealous a distinction of ranks, and as strong an admiration of ancestry,

as in Britain; because these feelings are admitted to be natural, while

it is certain that the mass of American society is not better informed

in regard to their proper direction than our own countrymen. The
founders of the American republic, however, were great and enlight
ened men, and they conferred a boon of the highest value on their
posterity, when, by prohibiting artificial hereditary ranks and titles,
they withdrew the temptations to misdirected ambition which they
inevitably present. In America the field is left clear for the operation

of reason and morality, and we may hope that, in time, ambition will
take a sounder direction, corresponding with the increase of knowledge.
In our own country, the law not only obstructs reason, but adds a

mighty impulse to our natural liability to err.
We thus account fo

r

the fact, that the best of men do not always
attain the highest stations and richest social rewards, first, by the cir
cumstance of society being progressive—of its being yet only in an

early stage of its career, and of its honoring in every stage those qual
ities which it prizes most highly at the time, although they may be low

in the scale of moral and intellectual excellence; and secondly, by the
impediments, to a right adjustment of social honors, presented by the
institution of artificial hereditary dignities and entails.

It is an interesting inquiry, Whether society is destined to remain
forever in its present or in some analogous state, or to advance.to a

more perfect condition of intelligence, morality, and happiness? and if

the latter be a reasonable expectation, by what means its improvement

is likely to be accomplished 1 In considering these questions, I shall
attempt to dissect and represent with some minuteness the principles
which chiefly characterize our present social condition, and then com
pare them with our faculties, as revealed by the physiology of the
brain. We shall, by this means, discover to what class of faculties our
existing institutions are most directly related. If they gratify our
highest powers, we may regard ourselves as having approached thetº:

limits of improvement permitted by our nature; if they do not gratify
these, we may hope still to advance.
There are two views of human nature relating to this subject, both

of which are plausible, and may be supported by many facts and argu
ments. The first is

,

that man is merely a superior animal, destined to

draw his chief enjoyments from a regulated activity of his animal
nature, adorned by such graces as are compatible with its supremacy.
Life, for example, may be regarded as given to us that we may enjoy
the pleasures of sense, of rearing a family, of accumulating wealth, of

acquiring distinction, and also of gratifying the intellect and imagination

by literature, science, and the arts. According to this view, self-inter
est, individual aggrandizement, and intellectual attainment would be

the leading motives of al
l

sensible men during life ; and the moral fac
ulties would be used chiefly to control and direct these selfish propen
sities in seeking their gratifications, so as to prevent them from unduly
injuring their neighbors and endangering their own prosperity.
There would be no leading moral object in life : our enjoyments would
not necessarily depend on the happiness and prosperity of our fellow
men; and the whole duty of the higher sentiments would be to watch
over and direct the lower propensities, so as to prevent them from de
feating their own aims.
The other view is

,

that man is essentially a rational and moral being,
destined to draw his chief happiness from the pursuit of objects related
directly to his moral and intellectual faculties; the propensities acting
merely as the servants of the sentiments, to maintain and assist them
while pursuing their high and beneficent behests. History represents
man, in past ages, as having been ever in the former condition; either
openly pursuing the gratification of the propensities, as the avowed and
only object of life, or merely curbing them so far as to enable him to

obtain higher satisfaction from them, but never directly pursuing moral
ends or universal happiness as the chief object of his existence. This
also is our present condition.
Even in civilized communities, each individual who is not born to

hereditary fortune, must necessarily enter into a vivid competition for
wealth, power, and distinction, with al

l

who move in his own sphere.
Life is spent in one incessant struggle. We initiate our children into
the system, at the very dawn of their intelligence. We place them in

classes at school, and offer them marks of merit, and prizes to stimu
late their ambition ; and we estimate their attainments, not by the
extent of useful knowledge which they have gained, but according to

the place which they hold in relation to their fellows. It is proximity

to the station of dux that is the grand distinction, and this implies the
marked inferiority of al

l

below the successful competitor.
On entering into the business of life, the same system is pursued.

The manufacturer taxes his invention and his powers of application to

the utmost, that he may outstrip his neighbors in producing better and
cheaper commodities, and reaping a greater profit than they ; the
trader keeps his shop open earlier and later, and promises greater bar
gains than his rival. that he may attract an increased number of cus
tomers. If a house is to be built, or a steam-engine fitted up, a
specification, or a minute description of the object wanted, is drawn up;
copies are presented to a number of tradesmen; they make offers to

execute it for a certain sum, and the lowest offerer is preferred. The
extent of difference in these offers is enormous. I was one of several
public commissioners, who received offers for building a bridge, the
highest of which amounted to £21,036, and the lowest to £13,749.
Of six offers which I received for building a house, the highest was
sel,975, and the lowest é1,500. Differences equally great have been
met with in tenders for furnishing machinery and works of various
kinds. I have made inquiries to ascertain whence these differences
arose, and found them accounted for by the following causes : Some
times an offer is made by a tradesman who knows himself to be insolv
ent; who, therefore, has nothing to lose ; but who is aware that the
state of his affairs is not publicly known, so that his credit is still good.
As long as he can proceed in trade, he obtains the means of supporting /and educating his family, and every year passed in accomplishing this

:
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object is so much gained. He can preserve his trade only by obtain
ing a regular succession of employment, and he secures this by under
bidding every man who has a shilling of capital to lose. Bankruptcy
is the inevitable end of this career, and the men who have property
ultimately sustain the loss arising from this unjust and pernicious course
of action; but it serves the purpose for a time, and this is al

l

that the
individual who pursues it regards. Another and a more legitimate
cause of low bidding is the reverse of this. A trader has accumulated
capital, and buys every article at the cheapest rate with ready money;
he is frugal, and spends little money in domestic expenses; he is active
and sharp in his habits and temper, and exacts a great deal of labor
from his workmen in return for their wages. By these three circum
stances combined, he is enabled to underbid every rival who is inferior

to him in any one of them. I am informed that the cost of production

to a master tradesman thus qualified, compared with that to one in

other circumstances and of more expensive habits and lax dispositions,
differs to the extent of from 15 to 20 per cent.
Viewed on the principle that the object of life is self-aggrandize

ment, al
l

this order of proceeding appears to be proper and profitable.
But if you trace out the moral effects of it, they will be found
extremely questionable.
The tendency of the system is to throw an accumulating burden of

mere labor on the industrious classes. I am told that in some of the
great machine manufactories in the west of Scotland, men labor for
sixteen hours a-day, stimulated by additions to their wages in propor
tion to the quantity of work which they produce. Masters who push
trade on a great scale, exact the most energetic and long-continued
exertion from al

l

the artisans whom they employ. In such circum
stances, man becomes a mere laboring animal. Excessive muscular
action drains off the nervous energy from his brain; and when labor
ceases sleep ensues, unless the artificial stimulus of intoxicating liquors
be applied, as it generally is in such instances, to rouse the dormant
mental organs and confer a temporary enjoyment. To call a man who
passes his life in such a routine of occupation—eating, sleeping, labor
ing, and drinking—a Christian, an immortal being, preparing, by his
exertions here, for an eternity hereafter, to be passed in the society

of pure, intelligent, and blessed spirits—is a complete mockery. He

is preparing for himself a premature grave, in which, benumbed in al
l

the higher attributes of his nature, he shall be laid exhausted with toil,
more like a jaded and ill-treated horse than a human being. Yet this
system pervades every department of practical life in these Islands.

If a farm be advertised to be let, tenants compete with each other in

bidding high rents, which, when carried to excess, can be paid only by

their converting themselves and their servants into laboring animals,
bestowing on the land the last effort of their strength and skill, and
resting satisfied with very little enjoyment from it in return.
By the competition of individual interests, directed to the acquisition

of property and the attainment of distinction, the practical members of

society are not only powerfully stimulated to exertion, but actually
forced to submit to a most jading, laborious, and endless course of toil;

in which neither time, opportunity, nor inclination is left for the culti
vation and enjoyment of the higher powers of the mind.
The order and institutions of society are framed in harmony with

this principle. The law prohibits men from using force and fraud in

order to acquire property, but sets no limits to their employment of al
l

other means. Our education and mode of transacting mercantile busi
ness support the same system of selfishness. It is an approved maxim,
that secrecy is the soul of trade ; and each manufacturer and merchant
pursues his speculations secretly, so that his rivals may know as little

as possible of the kind and quantity of goods which he is manufacturing,

of the sources whence he draws his materials, or the channels by
which he disposes of his products. The direct advantage of this sys
tem is

,

that it confers a superiority on the man of acute and extensive
observation and profound sagacity. He contrives to penetrate many of

the secrets which are attempted, though not very successfully, to be

\ kept; and he directs his own trade and manufacture, not always

according to the current in which his neighbors are floating, but rather
according to the results which he foresees will take place from the
course which they are following; and then the days of their adversity
become those of his prosperity. The general effect of the system,
however, is

,

that each trader stretches his capital, his credit, his skill,
and his industry to produce the utmost possible quantity of goods,
under the idea, that the more he manufactures and sells, the more
profit he will reap. But as al

l

his neighbors are animated by the same
spirit, they manufacture as much as possible also ; and none of them
knows certainly how much the other traders in his own line are pro
ducing, or how much of the commodity in which he deals the public
will really want, pay for, and consume, within any specific time. The
consequence is

,

that a superfluity of goods is produced ; the market is

glutted; prices fall ruinously low, and al
l

the manufacturers who have
proceeded on credit, or who have limited capital, become bankrupt,
and the effects of their rash speculations fall on their creditors. They
are, however, excluded from trade for a season—the other manufac
turers restrict their operations; the operatives are thrown idle, or their
wages are greatly reduced. The surplus commodities are at length
consumed, demand revives, prices rise, and the rush toward production
again takes place; and thus in al

l

trades the pendulum oscillates, gen
eration after generation, first toward prosperity; then to the equal
balance, then toward adversity—back again to equality, and once more

to prosperity.
The ordinary observer perceives in this system what he considers to

be the natural, the healthy, and the inevitable play of the constituent
elements of human nature. He discovers many advantages attending

it, and some evils ; but these he regards as inseparable from al
l

that
belongs to mortal man. The competition of individual interests, for
example, he assures us, keeps the human energies alive, and stimulates

al
l

to the highest exercise of their bodily and mental powers; whence
abundance of every article that man needs, is poured into the general
treasury of civilized life, even to superfluity. We are al

l interested,
he continues, in cheap production; and although we apparently suffer

by an excessive reduction in the prices of our own commodities, the
evil is transitory, and the ultimate effect is unmixed good, for al

l

our
neighbors are running the same career of over-production with our
selves. While we are reducing our shoes to a ruinously low price,
the stocking-maker is doing the same with his stockings, and the hat
maker with his hats; and after we al

l

shall have exchanged article for
article, we shall still obtain as many pairs of stockings and as many hats
for any given quantity of shoes as ever; so that the real effect of com
petition is to render the nation richer, to enable it to maintain more
inhabitants, or to provide for those it possesses more abundantly, with
out rendering any individuals poorer. The evils attending the rise and
fall of fortunes, the heartbreaking scenes of bankruptcy, and the occa
sional degradation of one family and elevation of another, they regard

as storms in the moral, corresponding to those in the physical world,
which, although inconvenient to the individuals whom they overtake,
are, on the whole, beneficial, by stirring and purifying the atmosphere;
and regarding this life as a mere pilgrimage to a better, they view these
incidental misfortunes as means of preparation for a higher sphere.
This representation has so much of actual truth in it, and such an

infinite plausibility, that it is somewhat adventurous to question its

soundness; yet I am forced to do so, or to give up my best and bright
est hope of human nature and its destinies. In making these remarks,

of course I blame no individuals; it is the course of action which I

condemn. Individuals are as much controlled by the social system in

which they live, as a raft is by the current in which it floats.

In al
l

the systems which I have described, you will discover no

motives higher than those furnished by the propensities regulated by

justice, animating the competing members of society in their evolutions.
The grand object of each is to gain as much wealth, and, as its conse
quence, as much power and distinction to himself as possible; he pur
sues this object without any direct regard to his neighbor's interests or

[continued on PAGEELEven.]K-- r —I Vº –333.
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PHREINOLOGICAL, EXAMINATION3.
MANY persons who simply read a text-book on

Phrenology come to the conclusion that the science
may be true as a matter of fact; and though they
settle down upon this opinion, they have so little
presented to their minds in practical life which
seemsto bear on the subject, that they naturally
lose sight of the practical truth of the subject;
in short, they are convinced of the truth of Phre
nology in theory, but its practical features do not
seem so clear.
But a practical phrenologist, one who is exam

ining heads daily, is almost constantly impressed
with a conviction of the practical value of Phre
nology, by the striking examples which are daily
brought under his hands. Under the title which
we have adopted, we propose to record, from time
to time, some of those palpable hits which are,
in our professional experience, so frequently oc
curring.
Mrs. E. E. S., a stranger, called at our office

in November last for examination. After de
scribing her natural force of character, her in
tellectual energy, her mechanical ingenuity, her
love of the study of nature, her great energy
and perseverance, self-reliance, and coolness in
times of danger, we remarked that she was adapt
ed to the practice of medicine, especially to
surgery and difficult casesof disease; that if on
board a vessel which was on fire, she would be
cool, collected, and understand what to do for
safety, as well as if she had a month to plan; that
if she was in a carriage, and the harness were to
break, or the horses run away, she would be able
to seize the reins and use every necessary means
for safety.
At the close of the examination, she remarked

that she had been a physician for ten years, and
had performed some difficult surgical operations
successfully, when several gentlemen physicians
after consultation had declined to undertake it;
that she was once on board a burning ship, and
was the object of general remark for her coolness
and ability to aid others, who were helpless
through fear; and finally that she was once riding
in a four-horse post-coach, when there were no
passengers but ladies on board ; that the driver
became intoxicated and was unable to manage the
horses, and while the other ladies were alarmed
and screaming, she climbed out of the coach win
dow while the stage was under motion, succeeded
in mounting to the box, took the reins away from
the drunken driver and threatened to tumble him
off if he attempted to reclaim them, and that she
thus drove the four-horse coach over hill and dale
for seventeen miles successfully to the proper
stopping-place without accident; and she added
that this was the first time in her life that sheever
drove a four-horse team, and that it was also, thus
far, her last.
Now, if this examination had beenmade before

an audience of a thousand people in the neighbor
hood where all these facts were well known, of
course it would have created no little talk and
excitement; but as these circumstances are daily
happening, we might say almost hourly, in our
private phrenological rooms, they are not known
to the public, and except to the individual who is
the subject of the examination, they are known
only to ourselves. Thus we have daily cumu
lating evidence of the truth of Phrenology, and the
value of its application as a means of reading
character.

| BIOGRAPHY AND PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

J O EI N C A 5 S E L .

Biogra A Priy.

MR. John CAssEL, the celebrated London pub
lisher, is a living exemplification of the power

of native talent and common sense employed in a

practical way; and as a self-made business man
and an educator of the popular mind, he deserves
his high position and extensive reputation.
Lord Brougham, in an address delivered before

the Social Science Conference, held at Liverpool.

in October, 1858, speaking of the great improve
ments which had taken place in popular litera
ture, remarked : “Of one individual, John Cas
sel, who has taken a leading part—perhaps the
most prominent part—in these important pro
ceedings, it is fit to mention the name, because he
has himself been a working-man, and has by his
industry risen from a most humble station. The
variety of works which he has published is very
great, and their circulation extraordinary. The
prices which he gives to secure the best assistance

of literary men and artists, do the greatest credit

to his liberality and good sense, as his remarkable
success proves.”
Large as is the number of those who, during

the last thirty years, have made the elevation

of the working classes of England a favorite
occupation, there is probably not one who has
labored so zealously and achieved so much as

John Cassel. Arriving in London from his
native city (Manchester), with but six cents

in his pocket, he by industry and perseverance
attained a high business position. Though unac
quainted with the printing and publishing trade,

he was anxious at the first indications of pros
perity to make the press the means of improving
and elevating the class from which he had risen.
To disseminate the principles and cultivate the
habit of temperance among the people, he pur
chased the copyright of a book which was selling |

at sixty cents, and with the view of giving it a |

more extended circulation, issued it at six cents—
the cost of paper and printing—and the result of

his experiment was that an edition of twenty
thousand was called for.
Encouraged by his success, Mr. Cassel com"

menced the plan of offering prizes to secure the
best advocacy of measures calculated to ameliorate
the condition of the working-classes. Six hundred
dollars were offered by him for papers or short
essays on the various aspects of the temperance
movement, which movement he rightly considered

an essential preliminary to any real improvement

in the condition of working-men.
These papers were circulated by tens of thou

sands throughout the kingdom, and excited a

good deal of interest in the public mind. The
next prize was two hundred and fifty dollars for
the best essay on the condition of the working
classes of England, and the best means of elevat
ing them. The social condition of Ireland came

in for a share of his attention, and he offered a

prize ºf two hundred guineas (over one thousand
dollars) for the best essay on the evils by which

it has so long been marked. It was awarded to

Mr. Caulfield Heron, a Professor in the Queen's
College, Galway, and one of the foremost politi
cal economists of the day.
Mr. Cassel has subsequently offered three hun

dred and seventy-five dollars—afterward made
up to six hundred dollars—for the best papers
upon ten different topics on social science written
by working-men. The adjudicators were the Earls

of Shaftesbury and Carlisle, Lords Brougham and
John Russell, the Bishop of Carlisle, Sir Benjamin
Brodie, Sir Fitzroy Kelly, Mr. Napier, the ex
Chancellor of Ireland ; the learned Recorder of

Birmingham, Mr. Commissioner Hill, etc. The
names of the ten successful competitors were an
nounced by Lord Brougham at the Bradford So
cial Science Conference, who then pronounced

Mr. Cassel one “ of the greatest benefactors of

the country.” In addition to these prizes, Mr.
Cassel has offered seventeen hundred and fifty
dollars for two tales which shall best illustrate
the advantages of society, industry, perseverance,
and integrity in the race of life, by the career of

two individuals of opposite qualities and ten
dencies.
But it has been in the career of education that

Mr. Cassel's efforts have exerted the greatest in
fluence and been attended by the most marked
success. A large portion of the working-class of

England is uneducated. In 1851, out of a ju
venile population of five millions, not more than
two millions were upon school attendance, and
out of these not more than five hundred thousand
remained at school beyond the age of nine. For
the thousands of youth and young men who had
but barely learned to read, “Cassel's Popular
Educator” was issued (sixteen pages weekly) for
two cents. Each weekly number was filled with
lessons upon all the popular branches of edu
cation. How the people of England appreciated
this undertaking may be gathered from the
fact that a circulation of two hundred thousand
was attained. This was followed by the Histori
cal and the Biblical Educators. The extent to
which Mr. Cassel's operations have extended may
be inferred, when we state that the firm of Cassel,
Petter & Galpin's issue of periodical literature is

considerably over half a million per week. Their
circulation of educational works in volumes is

very great.
Mr. Cassel visited this country during the last

year for the purpose of bringing out here the
“Illustrated Family Bible,” a work which has
already attained an unparalleled success on the
other side of the water, and in the preparation of

which he has been intent for many years. Of the
issue of one number alone a circulation of two
hundred thousand has been attained in England.
This is unquestionably the greatest success yet
achieved in a field in which Mr. Cassel's labors
have already made him facile princeps—the art

of placing the best productions, both of the liter
ary and artistic world, within the reach of the
masses. The illustrations of the “Family Bible”
are designed and engraved by the best artists of

England and France, a result which, of course, any
publisher could accomplish; but Mr. Cassel is the
only publisher in the world who would offer thir
ty-two quarto pages of such a work, in large
print, with copious notes, and copious marginal
references, for fifteen cents. It is not often the
world is called upon to admire the union of great
commercial success with untiring philanthropy,
and Mr. Cassel's career presents so remarkable an
example of it, that we shall almost be ashamed if

he does not reap as much honor and reward on A
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PORTRAIT OF JOHN CASSE L., T H E C E L E B R A TED LON DO N PUBLISHER.

[JAN., J)
memory of events, places, forms, fea
tures, and arrangements; is a natu
ral critic, readily appreciates resem
blances and differences, and discerns
the character of persons at sight.
He seems to know at a glance what
every man can best do, as well as
how to approach persons in order to
secure the most direct and positive
influence over them.
He is broad in the temples, indicat

ing mechanical judgment and ability
to attend to a complicated business.
He has a quick imagination, but it
tends toward the practical, not toward
the speculative and theoretical. All
his ideas are available, and adapted
to meet the common wants of eco
nomic life and duty.
His head is rather high, evincing

self-reliance and pride of character,
respect for his own judgment and abil
ity, firmness of purpose, decision of
mind, a love of truth, respect for su
periority, whether it toil at the anvil
or preside in courts of justice. He
has large Benevolence, which renders
his mind philanthropic ; and being
hearty and earnest in his nature, he
inclines to help the depressed, and
lend the force of his strength and
wisdom to aid the poor and ignorant.
Such an organization is never dis
couraged, never afraid of undertaking
large enterprises, believes in driving
business, and in the “ nimble six
pence” rather than the “slow shil
ling;” is satisfied to acquire a com
petency, and would prefer to do the
world a million dollars' worth of good
in making a thousand dollars for him
self, rather than to do a small busi
ness, pocket all the profits, and do the
world little or no good. He has, also
strong courage, is not afraid to brave
difficulty, and inclines to go into the

our own soil as he has done on his own, brief
though his stay among us has been.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

The portrait of this man represents a most re
markable character. In the first place, the reader
will observe a most capacious chest, and those ap
pearances of the face which indicate constitutional
vigor, endurance, and power. Such large and
well-set features, combined with a large head,
stout, short neck, and deep, broad chest, indicate
a descent from a long-lived, hearty, and robust
family. Here, then, is an excellent physical basis
for a man of power, not merely in a physical
sense, but also in respect to intellect and charac
ter. The portrait indicates more strength than
activity of temperament, more momentum than
velocity, more ability to grasp great and import
ant matters and carry them through successfully,
than smoothness, polish, policy, and refinement.
Here are signs of most firm and enduring health.
The phrenological reader will observe the very

great predominance of the lower part of the
forehead How great the distance from the ear

to the root of the nose, indicating unusual per
ceptive power, ability to gather knowledge from
the active, practical world, and to reduce ideas to
an available form 1 Few persons possessas much
power to take in details, to understand their rela
tions and uses, and to employ such knowledge suc
cessfully in the affairs of life. Such a head is not
only adapted to grasp great operations, but to
superintend all their practical details.
He could be a manufacturer, and have a thou

sand hands under his eye, and financier to keep
them all at work properly. He would succeed as
a man of science and learning; he knows how to
go to the foundation of a subject, to begin at the
beginning, and take the regular, successive steps
to the climax. What he attempts to teach others
he makes plain and clear. He is remarkable for
his system ; he arranges everything according to
method, and whatever he follows as a pursuit
must becomesubservient to his will and adminis
tration, even to the minutest detail.
His Language is rather large; hence he com

municates his ideas clearly, and speaks with
readiness and to the point. He has a first-rate

most difficult parts of his business per
sonally, and conquer opposition, plans ways and
means by which to achieve ends, and never feels
better than when he is up to his elbows in busi
ness; is a natural driver, a strong friend, and a
proud, spirited, ambitious, independent, persever
ing man; is ingenious, practical, shrewd, full of
common sense, and able to do almost anything
which any man can do, from the making of a nail
to the engineering of large public works. Had he
been educated for an engineer or for a statesman,
he would have done honor to either profession.

---
ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHY-INo. 1.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.

AssurEDLY if we measure a man's power and
genius by what he has accomplished for mankind,
we shall discover few names, if any, which deserve
to rank above that of CHRIstop HER Columbus.
He is the moral creator of a new world. True,
the rocks and the mountains, the lakes and the
rivers, the forests and the prairies, the savages
and the wild beasts were there before the magic
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wand of Columbus called it forth to grace and bless
the world. Centuries on centuries had it been ly
ing in barbaric splendor, a desert and a waste.
There were the vast prairies in all their primeval
grandeur, untrodden by the foot of civilization.
There were the magnificent waters of all this
great continent, never parted by the keel of a
vessel of burden. There were the same mighty
mountains whose bowels had for countless centu
ries contained their hidden riches of coal, and
lead, and iron, and silver, and gold, untouched
by the productive hand of labor. There stood the
wide, gray forests, many centuries old, upon
which the hand of the woodman had lifted up no
axe. These many millions of acres, covering and
covered by a wealth that no figures could enumer
ate, lay there in useless waste, the civilized world
not even knowing of their existence. There were
dim conceptions of such a world, but in all brains
save one it was vague, dreamy, and uncertain.
In Genoa, in the year 1436, or thereabout—

even the date of his birth is uncertain—there
came into the world the child of some poor fish
erman, who was destined to be the tallest man of
the ages. Poor and destitute of everything that
should insure success, unlearned, unprovided with
the means of advancement, yet with a soul en
nobled with its own native wealth and greatness,
this poor fisherman's son pushed his way to the
very foremost rank of his fellow-men, and placed
his daring foot on the topmost round of the ladder
of fame. Wrapped up in the ardent breast of this
poor boy lay in embryo all the greatness and
glory of this Western world, its wealth, its growth,
its resplendent prosperity, and its inestimable
physical and moral capacities. He knew it not;
but One there was who knew it, and foreseeing
the result, which as yet has but half appeared,
kept that brave heart, amid all its uncounted
perils, and guided it safely to the mighty pur
poses for which He brought him into being. As

he grew up, al
l

the nobleness of his nature ap
peared. Without money, he compelled wealth to

be his slave; without patronage, he harnessed
kings to his car, and compelled the civilized
world to do homage to his genius. Where others
saw only obstacles, difficulties, and danger, hope
lessly insurmountable, he beheld the index of suc
cess. With an unconquerable courage and an

undoubting faith, he went straight forward to the
end which he alone of al

l

the race foresaw, ful
filling the prophecy of his great soul and opening

to the world that was, another world that should
be—the latter richer and more transcendent than
the first.

This poor boy, this growing man, this success
ful navigator, was the world-renowned discoverer

of America, CHR1stoph ER Columbus, who, as

we have seen, was born about A. D
. 1435–6, at

Genoa. He commenced his maritime career in

life at the early age of fourteen, sailing in an ex
pedition fitted out at Genoa in 1459, by John

of Anjou, Duke of Calabria, the object of which
was to recover for his father, Rene, Count de
Provence, the kingdom of Naples. Nothing is

known of his conduct on this his first voyage, and
indeed all traces of his career seem to be lost,
save that he wedded himself to the sea and gave
up his life to maritime pursuits. It was doubtless

in some of his many and multiform voyages that
the idea of a Western world dawned on his mind.

H E C O L U M B U.S.
The portrait of Columbus,whichwe present,indicates a magnificentintellect,not onlygreatpracticaland scientific
talent,butalso a far-seeing,comprehensivecast of mind. The religiouselements,also,seem to be stronglyindicated,
especiallyVeneration,which gives a sense of Providence,and a willingness to rely upon Divine guidance. The
whole make-up of his head and face evincesstrength of character,fore-looking,comprehensiveness of mind, and
that daring and energywhich, relying upon Providence,and guided by science, is willing to become a leader in

doubtfulenterprises. He is notlarge in theselfishorgans,hencewould not haveenjoyedwar and cruelty. His con
questswouldnaturally be madethroughintelligenceand morality,rather than throughfiercenessand mereanimal
forceand courage.

It was no sudden impulse, begotten only to be

buried and lost forever. To his comprehensive
spirit a western continent was a real thing, and

it so prepossessed him that he neither could or

desired to rid himself of the growing impression.
Fully imbued with this idea, he resolved to leave
no stone unturned which he thought would help
him to realize the now great wish of his life, to

set foot on the shores of this ideal world. Poor
and friendless as he was, he determined to appeal

to the mighty and powerful for help.
Prompted by this great thought, he applied to

the Court of Portugal, then a large and powerful
people, where he was flatly refused, and consid
ered by the courtiers a fool or a madman. Dis
heartened but not discouraged, he next applied

at the throne of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain.
Here he had to encounter the fiercest opposition.
He was most contumaciously treated by the cour
tiers and great men of that kingdom, and reviled
with every opprobrious epithet. But with an
undaunted zeal, quickened by his own deep con
victions, he persisted in his suit, although put off
by every species of courtly double-dealing, until
he at length gained the ear of the gentle queen,
who extended her half-reluctant patronage. He
was fitted out with a squadron of three small

vessels, whose united tonnage was not the moiety

of one of our modern merchantmen, and capable

of carrying and provisioning only one hundred
and twenty persons.
With this frail outfit, with a breast full of hope,

not unmixed with fear, he spread his canvas to
the winds, and setting sail from Huelva on the 3d

of August, 1492, turned his prow westward across
the mighty Atlantic, where no keel had preceded
him. Several private adventurers helped to swell
the number of those embarked to find a new
world. A long and perilous voyage awaited him.
Contrary winds and terrible storms subdued all
spirits on board but his. Passengers and sailors
mutinied and threatened the life of the commander.
He entreated without avail—they were resolved in

carrying their threats into execution. He pleaded
for only three days more, when he agreed to sur
render himself if their hopeless condition con
tinued. They agreed to wait the three days. On
that third day, as it dawned on our hero, what
harrowing reflections must have crowded upon
his troubled spirit ! He was beginning to despair

as the day advanced toward noon, when high
among the roaring of the sea there arose a wild
cry of joy, “Land, ho!” What a relief it must
have been to those wearied spirits to look outzSS
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through the haze of that famous 12th of October,
and rest their eyes once more on the solid land.
Instantly all was joy and gladness. Those who
had been most mutinous, now strove with each
other in their admiration of the man who had
been the life and soul of the enterprise.
Columbus speedily landed and took possession

of the island in the nameof his patrons, Ferdinand
and Isabella. The simple-hearted and naked sav
ages, wondering at the pageant, received with
sincere faith these marauding bands, little mis
trusting that these god-like beings, whom they
had supposed were descended from the clouds,
were forerunners of their overthrow and utter
subjugation.
After cruising among the islands—to which he

gave the general name of West Indies—he set sail
again for Spain, whither prosperous gales speedily
wafted his little fleet. His return was a triumph.
The king and queen lavished their honors upon
him, and the opulent and great loaded him with
their regal favors.
Columbus soonagain set sail for the New World,

endowed with a much larger and better provi
sioned fleet, carrying with him princely titles
and powers, made supreme dictator of all the
lands he had discovered or might hereafter dis
cover. But he had taken with him the seedsof
faction and rebellion, and he was ere long com
pelled to return in bitter humiliation and plead
his cause at the foot of the Spanish throne, rather
as a prisoner than a ruler. His star had waned,
and was soon to sink in everlasting darkness and
night. Hiss" guardian angel,” the gentle Isa
bella, “had gone into glory,” and thenceforward
he was left to buffet his enemies alone and un
friended. The king, Ferdinand, had proved
treacherous, promising redress only to delude
his victim, until tired of the uncertainty of life,
he found a refuge in the grave, and “carried up
his case to the court of Heaven.”

-->---
INSTINCT AND REA son.
THERE are some very interesting facts respect

ing the instincts of the lower animals, and though
it may be difficult to define instinct, as it is to de
fine genius, yet Phrenology throws light on the
subject. Constructiveness in man requires culti
vation, and the conjoint exercise of reason, and
when the reasoning power is brought to bear with
the mechanical, the towering dome of the grand
cathedral, or the almost marvelous organ within

it, is the result. The mud-swallow, however, the
first year it needs a nest, without instruction, but
by instinct, builds its arched nest, resembling
much more the dome of the cathedral than man's
first effort in the way of house building; but the
swallow never improves—she goes to the extent of

her ability in the first effort. So a swarm of bees
builds its honey cells with mathematical exact
ness, in a manner at once securing the highest
degree of strength with the smallest amount of

material, and the occupancy of the least possible
space for the walls; but the bee never improves.
Instinct serves its design perfectly at the first
effort. -

There are many other instinctive manifestations

in the lower animals besides thosewhich pertain

to Constructiveness, and one of the most conspicuc=

ous is that connected with the phrenological fac
ulty called Locality, or knowledge of places and
directions.

A gentleman recently related to us an incident
with which he was acquainted, illustrating the
wonderful sagacity of the horse in this respect.
Mr. John W. Grant, of Ogdensburgh, some twenty
years ago bought a pair of horses in Johnstown,
Herkimer County, on the Mohawk, in this State,
and by a circuitous route drove them to Ogdens
burgh, some two hundred miles away. A few
days afterward they broke out of the pasture, but
instead of taking the road by which they came, to

return to their old home, they made a bee line.

It should be remembered that the great, trackless
wilderness of northern New York, with its mount
ains, glens, and lakes, lies slumbering in its soli
tude on the direct line from Ogdensburgh to the
southern part of Herkimer County, and through
this trackless forest the horses took their course,

and were seen, by parties of hunters and lumber
men, with their heads toward home, going like
wild ones. Before they entered this forest, how
ever, and indeed after they emerged from it, par
ties of men made strenuous though ineffectual
efforts to stop them as runaway horses. When the
man who followed their course inquired why they
were not stopped, the men remarked that it was a

thing utterly impossible, and that they might as

well have undertaken to stop a couple of rein
deer. When the messenger reached the old home

of the horses, he found them looking as if they had
been badly groomed and worse fed.
We could relate many instances of this kind

from the various records and the statements of
personal friends. We will venture to mention one
which has already been published in this Jour
NAL. According to our recollection of the case,
an officer in the army embarked at Marseilles, in

France, and took with him a favorite dog, and
having sailed up the Mediterranean several hun
dred miles, he debarked, and soonafter missed his
dog. In an incredibly short term of time the dog
appeared in Paris, having made his way across
the country through Germany, where he never
had beenbefore. He did not wait to take passage

in a ship back, the way he came, but seemed to

know by instinct in what direction his home was
situated from the place where he found himself
among strangers, up toward the Black Sea.
The carrier pigeon which is employed to com

municate information, returns to its home in a

straight line, in obedience to this faculty of the
mind, Locality, or instinctive knowledge of direc
tion. Reason must go by compass or by some
other means of determining the true course. Still
man has in a less degree than some of the lower
animals this faculty of Locality. Whoever can
walk about his village or his house in the dark
exhibits this trait. Whoever carries in his mind

a perfect image of forms, distances, and direction,
has this and several other organs well developed.
Blind men become adepts in finding their way,
not only in knowing directions, but also in esti
mating distances, which indicates an active organ

of Size as well as of Locality. The North American
Indians are remarkable for the strength and ac
tivity of Locality, as well as of al

l

the other per
ceptive organs; and it is well known that they
will go through trackless forests, hundreds of

miles, without even the aid of marked trees, and
find little settlements located in zigzag directions,
and that without difficulty or mistake.

[JAN.,

“EIILLSIDE FAMILY SCHOOL.”
WE have received the circular of the above

named school, which is situated at Amherst, N. H.,
and conducted by Edward B. Hartshorn and H

.

Jane Hartshorn. This school is unique in char
acter, embracing the manual labor system, the
vegetarian system of diet, and seeks to be, em
phatically, a Christian household. The school is

yet young, but we are informed that it is succeed
ing admirably. The proprietors and teachers of

this, so far as we can judge by their writings, are
imbued with the spirit of progress and reform;
are hearty and earnest laborers in the cause of

cheap and high-toned education, and the combi
nation of industrial and social happiness, with a

high order of Christian morality. We give a por
tion of the circular.

To young ladies and gentlemen who are seeking
earnestly for means and opportunity to improve
themselves mentally, morally, physically, and
socially, that they may be prepared to fill their
true station, and wield an influence for good to

themselves and their fellow-men, this circular is

addressed. We, too, have groped our way along
the dark and difficult path of “self-education,”
and, having gained a little eminence—a vantage
ground—are anxious to extend a helping hand to

thosewho desire to rise to a purer and higher life.
We have been strangers and homeless, and com
pelled to meet the stern realities of life—not
alone, it is true, for multitudes on either hand are
bravely contending against adverse fortune.

It is to encourage such to struggle on, that we
have opened the doors of a long coveted home,
which is now under our control, and invite all who
seek the same end as ourselves, to share its ad
vantages, with a chance to pay a part or all of the
expense of board and instruction in all branches

of a useful and ornamental education, by spending

a part of each day in useful labor.
Our terms, for board, and instruction in the

common English branches, are $15 per quarter in

advance. In addition to which we shall require
from three to eight hours' work per day, more or

less, according to the pupil’s efficiency. Earnest
and efficient pupils will be furnished with extra
work sufficient to pay the whole expense, if de
sired, and their money refunded at the close of

the term. Those who thus labor for their whole
expense are the brightest ornaments of our school,
and will complete their education sooner and bet
ter than those who are furnished with money to

defray their expenses,
Parents and guardians who wish to place their

children where they will be carefully trained into
such habits as will enable them to enjoy life, and

be a blessing to society, may be assured that no
pains will be spared to procure that result. We
believe cheerful and prompt obedience to every
reasonable requirement to lie at the basis of all
good order. We intend, in no case, to use harsh
means of discipline, but shall immediately dis
charge those who appear determined to resist
proper authority. The patronage of those who
wish their children indulged in any disagreeable

or injurious habit, or do not wish them to learn
prompt obedience to all superiors, is not solicited.
Our school exists at present only in miniature,

and can not afford all the et cetera of elegant ac
commodation that we anticipate for some future
time, but we hope to provide a comfortable home,
and shall improve our accommodations as fast as

our means will permit. The luxurious contribu
tions of the field, the garden, the orchard, the
dairy, and fountain shall supply our table; while
the agonizing death-groans of our innocent and
dependent friends and servants—the animals—
that toil for and clothe us, shall on no account be
extorted to gratify the appetite of the epicure.
Any further information will be communicated on

application. EDw ARD B. HARTshon N,
AMHERST,N. H. H. JANE HARTSH or N.
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[continued FRoM PAGESIX.]
welfare; and no high moral or intellectual aim elevates, ennobles, or
adorns his career. The first effect is

,

that he dedicates his whole
powers and energies to the production of the mere means of living,
and he forces all his fellows to devote their lives to precisely the same
pursuits. If leisure for moral and intellectual cultivation be necessary

to the enjoyment of a rational, a moral, and a religious being, this is

excluded; for the labor is incessant during six days of the week, the
effect of which is to benumb the faculties on the seventh. If the soft
play of the affections; if the enjoyment of the splendid loveliness of

nature and the beauties of art; if the expansion of the intellect in the
pursuits of science; if refinement of manners; if strengthening and
improving the tone and forms of our physical frames; and if the ador
ation, with minds full of knowledge and souls melting with love, of our

, most bounteous Creator, constitute the real objects of human life in

this world—the end for which we live; and if the fulfillment of this
end be the only rational idea of preparation for a higher state of exist
ence, then the system of action which we have contemplated, when
viewed as the leading object of human life, appears stale, barren, and
unprofitable. It no doubt supports the activity of our minds and bodies,
and surrounds us with innumerable temporal advantages, not to be
lightly valued; but its benefits end there. It affords an example of the
independence of the several natural laws. The system is one in

which the mind and body are devoted for ten or twelve hours a-day,

on six days in the week, to the production of those useful and orna
mental articles which constitute wealth ; and in this object we are
eminently successful. Verily we have our reward; for no nation in

the world possesses so much wealth as Britain; none displays such
vast property in the possession of individuals; none approaches her in

the general splendor of living ; and none in the multitude of inhabit
ants who live in idleness and luxury on the accumulated fruits of in
dustry. But still, with all the dazzling advantages which Britain de
rives from her wealth, she is very far from being happy. Her large
towns are overrun with pauperism and heathenism ; and in many En
glish counties, even the agricultural population has lately been engaged

in burning corn-stacks and farm-offices, out of sheer misery and dis
content. The overwrought manufacturers are too frequently degraded

by intemperance, licentiousness, and other forms of vice. In the
classes distinguished by industry and morality, the keen competition

for employment and profit imposes excessive labor and anxiety on
nearly all; while the higher classes are often the victims of idleness,
vanity, ambition, vice, ennui, and a thousand attendant sufferings of

body and mind. The pure, calm, dignified and lasting felicity which
our higher feelings pant for, and which reason whispers ought to be

our aim, is seldom or never attained.
The present condition of society, therefore, does not seem to be the

most perfect which human nature is capable of reaching; hitherto man
has been progressive, and there is no reason to believe that he has yet
reached the goal. In the next Lecture will be stated some grounds

for expecting brighter prospects in future.

L E C T U R E X.
THE CONSIDERATION OF THE PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE CONDITION

of society CONTINUED.
Additionalexamples of badresults of competition of individual interests—Disadvantages
attendingthedivision of labor—Difficulty of benefitingone individual withoutinjur
ing others—Itstance of charitableinstitutions—Question,Whetherthedestruction of

humanlife or of corn is thegreatestpublic calamity?—State of the Irish peasantry
Impediments to theabandonment of luxuries by the Irish—The leadingarrangements

of society at presentbearreference to self-interest—Christianitycannot becomeprac
tical while this continues to be thecase—Doeshumannature admit of suchimprove
ment,that theevils of individual competitionmay be obviated,and the moral senti
mentsrenderedsupreme7–Grounds for hope—Naturallonging for a moreperfect
socialcondition—Schemes of Plato,Sir T. More,the Primitive Christians,theHarmo
nites,and Mr. Owen.

I PRoceed to point out some additional examples of the results of

the competition of individual interests.
Apparently the evils of the selfish system have the tendency to pro
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long and extend themselves indefinitely. We have seen, fo
r

example,
that the institution of different employments is natural, springing from
differences in native talent and inclination. This leads to the division

of labor, by which every person has it in his power to confine his
exertions to that species of ar

t

fo
r

which he has the greatest aptitude
and liking; while, by interchanging commodities, each may acquire
the things necessary to his own enjoyment. But under the present
system, this institution is attended with considerable disadvantages.
Workmen are trained to perform the minutest portions of labor on a

particular article, and to do nothing else: one man can point a pin, and

do no more; another can make the pin's head, but can finish no other
part of it; one can make the eye of a needle, but can neither fashion
the body, nor point it. In preparing steam-engines, there are different
branches of trade, and different workshops for the different parts of

the machine. One person makes boilers, another casts the framework
and heavy iron-beams, a third makes cylinders, a fourth pistons, and

so on; and the person who furnishes steam-engines to the public,
merely goes to these different work-shops, buys the different parts of

the skeleton, and his own trade consists in fitting them together, and
selling the engine entire.
These arrangements produce commodities better and cheaper than

if one man made the whole needle or pin, or one manufactory fabri
cated the whole steam-engine; but when we view the system in its

moral effects, there is an attendant disadvantage. It rears a large
number of workmen, who are ignorant of every practical art beyond
the minute details of their own branch of industry, and who are alto
gether useless and helpless, except when combined under one employer.

If not counteracted in its effects by an extensive education, it renders
the workmen incapable of properly discharging their duties as parents,

or members of society, by leaving them ignorant of everything except
their narrow mechanical operations. It leaves them also exposed, by

ignorance, to become the dupes of political agitators and fanatics, and
makes them dependent on the capitalist. Trained from infancy to a

minute operation, their mental culture neglected, and destitute of cap
ital, they are incapable of exercising sound judgment on any subject,
and of combining their labor and their skill for the promotion of their
own advantage. They are, therefore, mere implements of trade in

the hands of men of more enlarged minds and more extensive prop
erty; and as these men also compete keenly, talent against talent, and
capital against capital, each of them is compelled to throw back a part

of the burden on his artisans, demanding more labor, and giving less
wages, to enable him to maintain his own position.*
Nor does the capitalist escape the evils of the system. In conse

quence of manufacturer competing with manufacturer, and merchant
with merchant, who will execute most work, and sell his goods cheap
est, profits fall extremely low, and the rate of interest, which is just
the proportion of profit corresponding to the capital employed in trade,
becomes depressed. The result is

,

that the artisan’s wages are low
ered to the verge of a decent subsistence, earned by his utmost exer
tions; the manufacturer and merchant are exposed to incessant toil and
risk, and are moderately recompensed; and the capitalist, who desires

to retire from active business, and live on the produce of his previous
industry, in the form of interest, participates in their depression, and
starves on the smallest pittance of annual return. Thus, selfish com
petition presents the anomaly of universal abundance co-existing with
individual want, and leads to a ceaseless struggle to obtain objects
fitted chiefly to gratify our inferior powers.
While the competition of individual interest continues to prevail in

society, the field even of benevolence itself is limited. It becomes dif
ficult to do good to one individual, or class of individuals, without doing

[continued on PAGEsixTEEN.]

* I confinetheobservations in thetext to thecase of mechanicswho areuneducated.

If theyreceive a goodeducation,themoremonotonoustheir employment is
,

theyhave
themorespareenergyfor thought. Weaverswho haveonceentered on reading,gen
erally becomeintelligent, for theirlabor absorbs a smallportion of mind; but if they
havenotbeeneducated at all, theybecomedull andstupid, or unsettledand vicious.
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THE words which constitute our title are the

natural outflow of a mind admirably harmonized
between two extremes of human character, and
he is a fortunate man who can stand upon such a
motto, and, in his life and conduct, do justice to

it. We borrow this motto from having seen it

painted on the side of a dashing business wagon

in New York. The team attached to the vehicle,
either in fact or to our fancy, seemed to have been
Selected as an illustration of the motto. The
horses were spirited, without being fractious, and,
when necessary, exhibited moderation without a

loose-jointed laziness. The harness was plain,
neat, and substantial, and the whole affair, even

to the driver, who, we suppose,was not the owner,
seemed to exemplify that happy medium between
shabbiness on the one hand and display on the
other-between an uneasy, restless haste and a

careless, slovenly, slack, twisted spirit. We are
not certain but this would make a good text for a

sermon, at least from a layman. It naturally di
vides itself into two parts—
First, crow not. A crowing, boastful spirit, in

phrenological parlance, originates in Combative
ness, Approbativeness, and Hope. When these
organs are large in a person, and not properly
restrained, success tends to inflate him; and if

Acquisitiveness be large, business prosperity, as

well as that which appertains to position and other
achievements, is deemed an occasion for crowing.

If we look into the street, or boys' play-ground,
we see innumerable instances of crowing in con
sequence of transient success. If a boy gets two
runs at one knock in playing ball, or if in mar.
bles he makes a doubly successful strike, his eyes
not only shine, but he drops some exultant word
from the crowing category. This inspires his an
tagonist with renewed energy and skill to make

a desperate effort to redeem his lost ground and
repel the assumed superiority of the one who
crows, and the result generally is that the next
turn gives success to the former delinquent, and an

opportunity for him to crow. If we look into the
political strifes, where one party goes up and
another down, the elevated party becomes hoarse

in crowing, and we apprehend that it produces on

the vanquished an influence of resolution, skill,
and energy for ultimate triumph which could
hardly be produced in any other way; so that he

who crows, unduly boasts, or lauds himself and
depresses his defeated antagonist, plants in the
mind of that antagonist a high resolve to redress
his losses, so that crowing by the successful rival
becomesthe seed of his own ultimate overthrow.
Crowing, moreover, is an impudent way of re

joicing. If success be achieved in consequence of

real superiority, it is no occasion for crowing.
Such a person has no more right to crow than a

pound weight has to crow over a half-pound weight
—than an ox has to crow over a calf; for the ox

was once but a calf, and ere long the calf shall
himself become an ox, and perhaps superior in

strength to the one which now dominates over
him. If success arise from some accidental ad
vantage, crowing is certainly out of place, because
one has no right to crow for that over which he

has exerted no particular influence; and crowing
over an equal is only a provocation to that equal

to make extra effort to regain his losses, and, in

his turn, to triumph.

Crowing also shows a blatant spirit of vanity;
there is certainly no dignity in it, and so excel
lent a trait is it for a man of real success to take
that success modestly, that the whole world ad
mires him who is able thus to accept victory. He
who carries his wealth, his advantages, his talent,
and his successes modestly, not cringingly, is ad
mired of all men, and every one is willing to ren
der him assistance, or speak for him a kind word
—to nominate him for high positions, to give him
voice and vote ; but he who crows and struts be
cause he is rich, or because he is born of a suc
cessful and reputable family, or because he is

intellectual, or beautiful, or learned, awakens a

rival and an enemy in every man who is below
him.

We remember a haughty, tyrannical, overbear
ing man who lost no opportunity to crow when he

was in power, or to assume superiority wherever
he could do it; we remember seeing him once a

candidate for office, and it required every vote of

his party to give him success. A young man of

influence who had grown up in the neighborhood,
and who had suffered in his feelings through the
lordly, overbearing domination of theman in ques
tion, declined to give his suffrage, and carried
with him a sufficient number of his associates to

defeat the man's election. When the defeated can
didate interrogated the young voter on the sub
ject, he was referred back ten years, to the time
when, as a boy, he received from him lordly and
insolent language, which he had resolved to pun
ish in someway whenever a favorable opportunity
should offer. “Now,” said the young man, “re
member hereafter to treat boys with such respect

as they deserve, and not insult and harrow their
feelings merely because you are six feet high and
they are young and weak.”
Secondly, Croak not. If we were to choosebe

tween the two vices which constitute the text of

our subject, we confess to a preference for Crow
ing. The Croaker is one in whom Cautiousness is

greater than Courage; whose Hope is moderate,
who has little faith in Providence, in natural law,

in his own efforts, and no anticipation of “the
good time coming.” It may not be a crime to

croak, and we are hardly disposed to say that it

is a crime to crow ; but if it be a crime to crow, it

is a courageous crime; it has a smack of boldness,
and life, and joyous energy in it; while croaking
comesfrom a negative spirit—from the do-nothing
tendency. Perhaps the croaker is to be pitied
rather than blamed. Fear, which is the basis of

croaking, is a misfortune — a painful state of

mind. He who takes his success, and instead of:
rejoicing in it and crowing over it, broods it with
raven wing, as if it were the last benefaction he
was ever to receive, and must therefore look into
the dark future and cling to his present achieve
ments as the last plank of the ship, is like a man
who should gather in a bountiful harvest, then
lock his granary and refuse to use any of his
wheat, even as seed for another crop, but sit and
croak over his last harvest and wonder whether it

would last him as long as his natural life would
hold out. The croaker never enjoys a fine day.

To him it is only a “weather breeder.” “ Ah,
look out for a storm "is his reply when the fine
weather is mentioned. Suppose there is a stric
ture in the money market, we never fail to find
men who croak over it as the premonition of the

ŽS
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season of bankruptcy, and at such times, unfor
tunately, croakers, like frogs around a stagnant
pool, are plenty enough, so that each hears the
other croak, when they all set up a chorus of

croaking until a panic is really produced. A

croaker in a community is destructive of healthful
enterprise. He leads thrifty men to hoarding
and keeping their energies and their capital from
business and the market. He is like an infected
sheep in a flock. It is not that such men are
merely valueless as do nothings, but they spread
the contagion of their fears and their hopelessness

to healthier minds, and as a consequence, three
fourths of all the trouble of our panics comesfrom
these croaking panic-makers.

A herd of buffaloes or wild horses, quietly feed
ing on the prairie, can be panic-stricken in an in
stant. If one of them throws up his head and
utters a terrific cry of fear and starts off at full
speed, the contiguous animals catch the spirit
which seemed to animate the croaker, and of

f

they
dash at headlong speed. This panic spreads
through the whole drove, though it may contain

a hundred thousand individuals. If one should
chance to fall, or if the leaders, pressed by the
drove from behind, are driven into a ravine, the
whole drove will make the like plunge. This is

what is called a stampede, or the effect of croak
ing among animals. -
We all remember the panic of 1857. Many

business men of the present day remember also
that awful panic of 1837, and we take occasion
now to say, that though there was cause in both
instances for a stringent money market, and a

comparative stagnation of business, we verily be
lieve that nine tenths of all the trouble, and
loss, and depression was occasioned by croaking.
Therefore le

t
us impress upon, our readers theduty of cheerfulness under trial and disappoint

ment, and moderation in the hour of success andtriumph. When the heaven pours out its wealth
of showers, the earth smiles and reflects its rain
bow of hope, but it does not crow nor shout.
When in dearth every green thing seems parched
and withered, we hear no croaking, no complaint,
but witness a patient, tenacious endurance; and

if we could visit the willow tree upon the hill-side
and study its patient effort for sustentation, we
should find it sending its minute roots to drink
from the stream at the foot of the hill, though
the stream were fifty yards distant. The willow
croaks not, but tries to help itself; and when by
its minute and attenuated rootlets it has found
the brook and drank its fill, it employs the
umbrageous foliage which it thus acquires as a

shadow for heated beasts and weary men. It

uses its success as a benefaction, not in self
vaunting ; therefore we end as we commenced,
CRow Not, CRoAk NoT.

—------>e-º
AcquisitiveNEss DIs EAs ED.— Mr. Gershom

Twitchell, of Milford, who died lately, after an
illness of only two days, was the last member of a
peculiar, and, in some respects, a remarkable
family. Though a man of considerable wealth,owning one of the finest and most valuable farms

in Milford, he persisted in living in a state of the
most abject poverty. On the announcement of
his death, says a writer in the Boston Journal, the
overseers of the poor took immediate steps to se
cure his estate for his legitimate heirs. They
found in his hovel a large amount of silver, de
posited in a pine box, nicely adjusted in layers of
dollars, halves, quarters, and smaller coins. They
also found a bag in which there was a heavy
amount of gold. The speciewas taken to the Mil
ford Bank for safe keeping. Nearly the last words
uttered by the expiring miser were to request a

neighbor who stood by him to leave the room, for
fear he would steal the money. His wife aban
doned him many years ago, and recently, for a

stipulated sum, gave bonds that she would make

no claim upon any property he possessed.
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ation of all men, whatever their nationality or

their creed, to give it not only an establishment,
but development. Phrenology appeals especially

to parents, in respect to the training and manage
ment of their children; it teaches the fundamen
tal structure of the mental organization, and en
ables those who understand its indications to

recognize in the child, before age and experience
have called them out, those strong qualities
which will mark the character at maturity.
While the infant sleeps calmly, and no fierce pas
sion has yet been discovered, Phrenology will
point out at that early period the germs of pas
sions, forces, or weaknesses which, in mature life,
may defy the laws, customs, and moralities of

the world. This early apprehension of the future
character will aid the parent in setting at work
those causes which, in the training of the child,
shall tend to modify and lessen the influence of

the propensities before they becomerampant and
fierce by culture and encouragement, and also
enable them to build up and strengthen those re
straining elements of the mind which are consti
tutionally too weak, unaided, to control the
stronger qualities of the character. We believe
that by culture, the courage, the pride, the am
bition, or the sense of honor and justice, may be

doubled in power; we believe, also, that when
any quality is inherited in excess, the character
may be modified vastly by judicious restraint of

the strong parts and proper stimulation of those
which are naturally weak.
Some persons come to us and ask if a child

twelve years of age is old enough to be examined.
Our reply usually is

,

that if a child is old enough

to have a dress made for him, he is old enough

to have an examination. They then ask if a chart

at that age would be a perfect exposition of what
the child would be at full maturity. We answer,
No; nor should it be unless the child is perfect to
day. If he have faults to be remedied, weak
points to be encouraged, and strong ones to be

repressed, he should, by training and education,
be made different at twenty-one from what he

is at twelve. The value of an examination
consists in teaching the parent what qualities

in the child need encouragement and what re
straint.
Our idea is, that a child's head should be ex

amined as early as at two or three years of age,
then again at twelve, and again at fourteen or

seventeen, when there has been considerable de

meet, at fifteen or seventeen, undecided whether

to study a profession, and if so, which ; or to be
come a mechanic, a merchant, or a farmer, and
what particular pursuit in these various branches

is best adapted, all things considered, to the con
stitution of the body and the mind, what can be

of more service to him than suitable and appro
priate advice This advice, at such a time, when
hope, ambition, anxiety are all on tiptoe, any
word which shall settle the mind confidently upon
the right path, or upon any one of half a dozen
equally available paths, is a boon to the young,

to their guardians, and to the community, which
can not be too highly esteemed, and which it is
the extreme of folly to ignore.
The Jouran AL will continue to advocate Phre

nology in its practical forms and its application

to the affairs of every-day life; and we would re
peat our request, that those who have been bene
fited in themselves or their families by the knowl
edge which Phrenology develops, would give to

the Journ AL, and its circulation in their commu
nity, that efficient and cordial indorsement which
has hitherto given it a wide circulation and sup
port. But it should be remembered that this aid

is required annually, that self constituted agents
are our reliance, and that in every neighborhood
where the Jourt NAL is now taken, three times as

many copies ought to be circulated, and we think
might be. If our friends will give to the Journal
among their neighbors, their efforts for an even
ing or two, or a rainy day, we trust and believe
that its circulation might be more than doubled;
and we make this appeal to each reader, not
merely to send his own subscription, but to try

to obtain from one to a dozen additional names
among those who have confidence in him and his
word, and who are willing to pay their money
into his hands for transmission by mail to the
publishers.

* usint 55 ºld fitt 5.

THE present number commences the THIRTY
THIRDWol.of theAMERICANPHRENoLoGICALJourtNAL.
PostAGE.-The postage on this Journal to

any part of theUnited States is six cents a year. The
postage is payable in advance at theoffice of delivery.
TEACHERs, EDITors, CLERGYMEN, and others,

are invited to obtain subscribers in the neighborhood
where they reside. Traveling Agents may obtain Cer
tificatesfrom the Publishers,on presentingsuitablerec
ommendations.

man. Price 25 cents. For sale by Fowler: ANDWELLs.
Phonographyhas undergone so many changeswithin

thepasttenyears,thatmanypersonshavebeendissuaded
fromstudying it whowould otherwisehavecordiallyre
ceived it. But phonographers in this countryhaveset
up a standardfor themselves,andthereforehavenotex
periencedthe troubleand perplexitythatmanyEnglish
phonographershave laboredunder. The abovework is

a commenton theprogressiveconservatism of theAmer
ican disciples of thisart; and thoughtherearemanyfine
English phonographers,still very many of themdo not
followtheEnglish standard,butsendforAmericanworks
on thesubject. We think,therefore,thatwehave reason

to be proud of a system of phonoraphy the outlinesof
which canbe compressedwithin thepages of so small a

work as theoneundernotice. The principles of the sci
enceareclearlyexplained,interspersedwithreadingand
writing exercises, so that thepupil can immediatelyput

in practicewhat he learns. Somehaveerroneouslysup
posedthe acquisition of phonography to be a Herculean
task,andtentimesworsethanthestudy of theancientlan
guages,etc.;buttheymusthavebeenmisinformed,for it is

a well-knownfactthatthescience of phonography is very
simple,although it requiressometime to fullydevelopthe
art. But by timeand patience,both thescienceand art
can be masteredby any onepossessingordinaryperse
veranceand energy of mind. Now thatwehave a work
on thisbeautifulsystem of writing,presented in so simple
andattractive a form,and,moreover, at a pricewithin the
reach of all, there is novalidreasonwhyeveryoneshould
notcommencethestudy at once. We hailwithjoy every
thing that tends to sow knowledgebroadcastover theland; andwith a freepress,cheappublications,andcheap
phonography,theworldmaycongratulateherselfthatshe

is makingrapid progresstoward the timewhen“many
shallrun to andfro throughtheearth,andknowledgeshall
be increased.” -
OBJECT TEACHING, AND ORAL LEssons on
Social SciENCEANDCoMMonTHINGs ; with Warious
Illustrations of the Principles and Practiceof PrimaryEducation, as Adopted in the Model and Training
Schools of GreatBritain. RepublishedfromBarnard's
American Journal of Education. Svo., 434 pages.
New York: published by F. C. Brownell. 1860.
Although thetitle of thisbookmayseem a little on the

heterogeneousorder,its purposeand fulfillmentare not
so. To saynothingnow of theory, it is certainthat, as an
art, the education of England, as well as Germany, is

taking the lead of that of our own country. Teaching,
there, is incliningmore to beginwith knowledge of things
andtheirqualities,morewithobservation of nature.This is

thetruedirection,andonethatwillyetbebetterunderstood
andmoresystematicallyrenderedpracticablethan it now

is
,

or canbe. But,meanwhile,teacherswill find it greatly

to theiradvantage to examinethe moreadvancedmodes

of attainingtheresultswehaveindicated;andamongdif.
ferentbookspublishedwithsuchend in view,weknow of

nonethatcan taketheplace of theonewe are conside;
ing. Mr. Barnard has collectedintobookformthe besessaysonthisandkindred opics to be found in hisexcel
lent Jºurnal—some of them, as those of Morrison,Young,
andCurrie,extremelyvaluable. The book is not a text
book, but a guide and adviser for the teacher. Mr.
Brownell is publisher or importer of many othergood
bookshaving a like purpose.--------
ANswers to Con R. Espond ENTs deferred to |an

\ nextnumberforwantof room.
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PHRENOLOGY_SCIENCE OF MIND.

UNTIL the introduction of Phrenology by Gall,
Spurzheim, Combe, and others, we had no system
of Mental Philosophy worthy of the name. All
treatises were mere speculations, and as subse
quent investigations have shown, were impractical
and almost valueless. PHRENoLogy, as now
taught, appeals to the common senseof every one,
and is so easily proved to be both theoretically and
practically all it is claimed to be, that but very
few who have given any considerable attention to
the subject deny the truth of its principles, or
their ready application to the common affairs of
life. THE LEADING PRINCIPLEs of PHRENoL
OGY ARE :

Mind is the primal power of the human system.
The body is simply the instrument through

which the mind manifests itself while on earth.
The mind is manifested through forty or more

organs. Each is primary and independent in its
functions, doing its own work, and not doing the
work of any other.
Each of these powers resides in, and is mani

fested by or through a particular portion of the
brain.
The power of each organ, all other things being

equal, is in exact proportion to the size of that
portion of the brain which manifests it.

The mental powers are possessedoriginally in

different degrees by different individuals, and also
by the same individual.
Each mental power grows stronger and becomes

more skillful by proper exercise.
Each mental power was created for the purpose

of doing good, and was intended to be used.
The Intellectual, Moral, and Spiritual powers

fulfill the design or end of man's, creation; the
other powers and propensities, which are also pos
sessed by the animals, are subsidiary and to be
subservient to them.
Such use of all the mental organs insures right

Development, Power, and Happiness.
The functions of these several organs are gov

erned by fixed laws.
Phrenology is the science that explains these

laws, and consequently enables us to govern the
mental powers in accordance therewith.
The state or condition of the body affects the

action of the mind.
No part of the body can be affected without a

corresponding effect on every other part. So the
brain partakes of the physiological condition of

every other part.
There are three Temperaments, states, or con

ditions of the body, when in health, known as the
Vital, Motive, and Mental.
The practical uses of Phrenology, then, are—
First, to teach us how to bring all parts of the

system into harmonious and well-directed action.
Second, to understand the function and uses of

each separate organ.
Third, to enable us to govern and educate each

faculty and each propensity, increasing the power

of some and properly directing others.
And, fourth, by combining these lessons, it

enables us to know ourselves, and to account
readily for each motive, thought, and act, on
scientific principles.
THE AMERICAN PHRENoLogical Journal

was established in 1838, for the purpose of diffus
ing among the public a knowledge of these prin

• ciples, and of the value of their practical applica
tion. Its popularity and success is an index to

the reception of its teachings. Everywhere, all
classes have learned that to “know thyself” is

man's bounden duty, and that his success in life

ciples that govern his action.
THE PHRENoLogical Journal aims to reform

and elevate the race by teaching man his duty to

his God, himself, and his fellow-men—to teach
him his capabilities, and how to make the most of

them—the reason of his faults, and how to correct
them—and how to understand and obey all those
natural laws which serve to secure the highest
physical and mental well-being.

A LEADING FEATURE" of the Journal is the
theoretical and philosophical consideration of

Phrenology, and especially its application to Home
Education, Domestic Government, Self-Culture,
Selection of Pursuits, Choice of Apprentices,
Clerks, Associates, and Partners in Business.

A NEw Volume commenceswith this number.
Terms, 31 a year; ten copies for $5.
Address Fowl ER AND WELLs,

808 Broadway, New York.

ºriginals.
Advertis EMENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesent to thePublisherson or be
fore the10th of themonthprevious to the one in which
theyare to appear. Announcementsforthenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once. -
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecents a line eachinsertion.

THE PERFECT MELODEON.
WITHOUT AN EQUAL.

- - Almost everymail from far and- near brings to us somenew evi---
dence of the greatfavorandgrowº ing popularity of this beautifulin-

* Nºstrument,and abundanttestimoni- - -
alsareconstantlyreachingus,proving conclusivelythat no other Heed Instrumentcontains

so many excellences as the PERFECT MELODEON,
with Base DAMPERANDHARMonicATTACHMENT.
The HarmonicAttachment is themostvaluable of mod

ernº". it the power of the instrument isº: without increasing its size or the number ofeeds.
OUR NEwly INVENTED HARMONIC ORGAN for

CHURCHES,CoNCERTAND LECTURERooms,has greatercapacity and powerthan any otherinstrumentmade in

thecountry,consideringtheprice.It is FAB.More simple AND Less LIABLE to GETout
of order thanotherReedOrgans.

It containsonly HALF As MANYREEDs as other instru
ments of thesamepower,andconsequentlynotHALFTHE
ExPENSE to keep in tune.

It has a fine,powerfulPEDAL BASE with REEDS dis
connectedwith theotherpart of theinstrument.
Anotherentire newfeature in the Melodeonenterprise

is the PATENT HARP, or PIANO ATTACHMENT, totheMelodeon.
This is preciselywhat its nameindicates—Acombina

tion of THEMELODEON ANDPLANO-FORTE, andmeetsreciselythewantsanddesires of a largeclasswhohaveong beenanxious to seethetwoinstrumentscombined in

MELopeoNsize. In this unique instrumentthe MELO
DEQN or PIANO may be playedseparately or combined,producing an effectunknown to anyotherinstrument,and
must be heard to be oppreciated.
All instrumentswarranted,and sent to anypart of thecountry at our risk. ESTEY & GREEN,

Brattleboro,Wt.

THE CHILDREN’s HoME MonTHLY.
MERRY'S MUSEUM AND PARLEY'S MAGAZINE.

JACOB ABBOTT,
The PRINCEof writees For Juveniles,

WRITESFor:

M E R R Y S M U S E U M.
THE ILLUSTRATEDDollar MAGAZINEFor CHILDREN

ANDYOUTII.
This is theTwenty-First year of its publication,and

its meritsaretoowellknown to requireextendednotice.
The design of this work is to aid in the formation of

character,establishgood principles,cultivateright feelings,promotecorrecthabits,andstorethemindwithuse
ful knowledge.

d This
Magazinewill continue to rank, as it alwayshasOne,

THE BEST OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD.

A NEw,volt,MEbeginswith theJanuary number. It isbeautifullyillustratedwith fine engravings,and is sentanywherefor thelow price of $1 a year, in advance.
AGENTS WANTED.

J. N
.

STEARNS & Co., Publishers,
116NassauStreet,New York.

Address,

THE TRIBUNE FOR 1861.
PROSPECTUS.

THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE is now in the xxth Wol
ume. During the past year.THE TRIBUNE has beenobliged to devotequite a large proportionof its space toPolitics, butweshallhenceforthbeable to limit ourspace
devoted to Political discussion,and devotemostof our
columns to subjects of less intense,but moreabiding,in
terest. Amongthese,wemean to payspecialattentionto

1. EDUCATION.—The whole subject of Education,
bothPopularandGeneral,will bediscussed in ourcolumns
throughoutthe year 1861,andwe hope to enlist in that
discussionsome of theprofoundestthinkersand theablest
instructºrs in our country. It is at onceourhopeand our
resolvethat thecauseof Educationshall receivean im
petusfromtheexertions of THE TRIBUNE in itsbehalfduringthewear1861.II. AGRICULTURE.-We have been compelled to
restrictour elucidations of this great interestthroughout1860,andshall endeavor to atonetherefor in 1861.What
everdiscovery,deduction,demonstration is calculatedto
renderthe reward of labor devoted to cultivationmore
ample or more certain,shall receiveprompt and fullattention.
III. MANUFACTURES, ETC.—We hail everyinven

tion or enterprisewherebyAmericanCapital and Labor
areattracted to and advantageouslyemployed in any department of Manufacturing or Mechanical Industryas a

real contribution to the Public Weal, insuring ampler,steadier,moreconvenient,moreremuneratingmarketsto
the Farmer,with fuller employmentand betterwages to

the Laborer. The Progress of Mining, Iron-making,Steel-making,Cloth-weaving,etc., etc., in our country.
andtheworld,shall be watchedand reportedby us with
an earnestandactivesympathy.IIV. For EIGN AFFAIRS. We employ the bestcor
respondents in London, Paris, Turin, Berlin, and otherEuropean capitals, to transmit us early and accurate
advices of the great changesthere silentlybut certainlypreparing. In spite of the pressure of DomesticPolitics,
our Newsfrom theOld World is now variedandample:
butwe shall have to render it more perfectduring the
eventfulyearjust beforeus.

W
.

HOME NEWS.—We employ regular paid correspondents in California, at the Isthmus of Darien, in theocky Mountain Gold Region, and wherever else they
seemrequisite. From themoreaccessibleportions of our
own country,we deriveour informationmainlyfrom the
multifarionscorrespondents of theAssociatedPress,from
Qur exchanges,and the occasionalletters of intelligent
friends. We aim to printthecheapestgeneralnewspaper,
with thefullestandmostauthenticsummary of useful intelligencethat is anywhereafforded Hoping to “make
eachday a criticonthelast,”andprint a betterand betterÉ. from year to year, as our meansare steadilyenarged throughthe generousº of our manywell-wishers,we solicitand shall ſabor to deserve a con
tinuance of publicfavor.

TERMS:
PAILY TRIBUNE (811issuesperannum).......... $6
SEMI-WEEKLY (104 “ * * * * -- ... 8WEEKLY (52 4. £4 44 º

TQ, CLUBS.–Semi-Weekly, twocopiesfor#5, five for
*1125; tencopies to oneaddress fo

r

$20; and any larger
number at thelatterrate. For a club of twenty,an extra99py.Will be sent. For a club of forty we send THE
DAILY TRIBUNE gratisoneyear.Weekly: Three copiesfor $5; fivefor$8; tenfor $12;
and any larger number at the rate of $1 20 eachper annum, the paper to be addressed to eachsubscriber. To
clubs of twentywesend an extracopy.Twentycopies to oneaddress,for £20,withoneextra to

him who sends us theclub. For clubs of fortywe send
one copy of THE SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. For
each club of onehundred,THE DAILY TRIBUNE will
besentgratis!oneyear.Paymentalways in advance. Address

THE TRIBUNE, No. 154NassauStreet,New York.
THE TRIBUNE ALMANAC FOR 1861.

This popularAnnual will be readyaboutthe1st of January,andwill contain
THE RETURNS of THE ELECTIONS OF 1s50,

and a largeamount of otherinterestingPolitical matter.PRICE, 18 cents; 12 copiesfor+1,100copies,*S, p
.

paid: . By Express, $7 per 100. Cashorderssolicited.Address THE TRIBUNE, New York.
No Family shouldbewithoutone.+

NEW AND IMPROVED SYRINGEs.
—The best ever offered to the public, and at reducedAprices.
Having madearrangementswith themanufacturers,we

shallkeep a supply of a reallygood
andsoundSyringefor sale. Many
heretoforein marketweremadeof

a bad and rottenrubber,and did
not give satisfaction. Those nowofferedarewarranted.
We shall send by mail,post-paid,

either No. 1 or No. 2 for +225.

& Water-Cure Establishments,Drug\ gists, and thosewho buy to sellagain, furnished at a liberal dis
count. Cash orders promptly at

FOWLER AND WELLS,
308Broadway,New York.

tendedto.|

depends much on his understanding of the prin
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SEND FOR A CIRCULAR.

ALL THE REQUISITES FOR
PHYSIOLOGICAL, PHRENOLOGICAL, AND HY
DROPATHIC LECTURERS AND PRACTITIONERS

MAY REORDEREDOF
F O W L E R A N D W E L L S ,

By Mail or Express.
PHYSIOLOGY.

A beautifulsetof anatomicaland physiologicalplates,
six in number,mountedon canvasand rollers,or color
ed. Price, $12.
Also, Lambert'sAnatomicalChartson rollers, colored,

six in theset. Price, $6.
Also, weber's ditto, size of life, eleven in the set.Price, $25.Manikins, from$325to$1,000each.
Skeletons—Frenchwired—readyfor use, from $85 to
each.$45 HYDROPATHY.

Dr. Trall's Encyclopedia......- -- -- -- - --- -- --- -- - ---$3 00
Dr. Shew'sFamily Physician.... ... 2 50
Water-Curein ChronicDiseases.. ... 1 50
DomesticPracticeof Hydropathy. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . 1 50
Water-Cure Library, sevenvolumes,andotherstand

ard works.
The New PocketSyringe.............. --- - -- --- - --- 3 50
Breast Pumps.. - -- - . 2 00
Nipple Shield.. ......... 0.87

piºnOLOGY.
Specimensfor SocietiesandPrivate Cabinets. Fortyof

our bestSpecimens,size of Life. Cast from the headsof
John QuincyAdams,Aaron Burr, GeorgeCombº, ElihuBurritt, T. H. Benton,HenryCity, Rev.Dr. Dodd,Thomas
A. Emmett,Dr. Gall, SylvesterGraham,J. C.Neal, Silas
Wright, Black Hawk, Osceola,etc., etc. They can,bepacked'and sentasfreightor expresswith safety. Price,only $25forfortycasts.Also, Fowler'sPhrenology,Combe'sPhrenology,Phre
nologicalCharts,andmarkedBusts.CrayonHeads............ . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .$1 50to$300
Water ColorHeads.. ... 8 00 “ 5 00
Oil ColorHeads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - -- -- -- - - ..

. 4 00 “ '8 00

THE ILLUSTRATED FAMILY GYM
NAsruM,just published,contains330Engravings,with al

l

necessaryinstructionsin
GYMNAST1C3, CALISTHENICS,
KINESIPATHY, WooALPHILOSOPHY,AND
MANLY ExeRCISE8, THE ARTof SPEAKING,

and explainsandillustrates in a masterlymanner–
How ToSIT,STAND,WALR, ANDRUN ;

How To LEAP,CLIMB,SKATE,ANDSwim ;

How ToMoUNT,RIDE,DRIVE,ANDRow;
How ToMAKETHEBody LITHEANDSTRAIGIIT,
How ToMAKETHELIMBsFIRMANDSTRONG:
How To give GRACETo EveRYMovement;
How ToCUREDiseaseANDDEFoRMITY;
How ToSECUREHEALTH,STRENGTH,ANDBEAUTY.

It is notdesignedforanyparticularclass, or for onesex
but for all classesandbothsexes—

Fort WomEN. For THEHEALTHY,
For MEN, For THEINvALID,
Fol: BoysANDGIRLs, FoR THEDEFoEMED,
FoE THEwhole FAMILY, For EvKRYBoDY.

This workcomprisesthemostapprovedmethods of ap
lying direct physicalculture to the development of theÉ; organsand the invigoration of their functions,the
reservation of health,and the cure of diseaseand de
ormity; and answers in an admirablemannerone of the
mosturgentwants of theday. Were it introduced, as it

shouldbe,into everyfamily in theUnion, our cadaverous
men,sickly women,and puny childrenwould soongive
lace to a more robust race. Parents,Guardians,and
eachers,examineTHE ILLUSTRATEDFAMILYGYMNASIUM.
Price, prepaidbymail,only$125. Address,
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

THE PHRENoLogica L BUST,
designedespeciallyfor Learners; showing
the exactlocation of all the Organs of the

, Brain, fully developed,which will enableevery one to studythe sciencewithoutan
instructor. It maybepackedandsentwithsafetybyexpress, or as freight(not bymail)

to any part of the world. Price, including
box for packing,only $1 25.

FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
“This is one of themostingeniousinventions of theage.

A castmade of plaster of Paris,thesize of thehumanhead
onwhich theexactlocationof eachof thePhrenologicai
Organs is represented,fullydeveloped,withall thedivisions
andclassifications.Thosewhocannotobtaintheservices

of a professormaylearn, in a very short time,from this
modelhead,thewholescience of Phrenolºgy;sofar asthe
locations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. Y. Daily Sun.

THE WAY. To Avord
the Pains and Perils of Girlhood and

Womanhood. Wºm..."...re ºit. ...'...INº.
TOWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION.
Price, $1,bymail.

W H E E L E R & W I L S O N'S
SEWING MACHINEs.

NEW IMPROVEMENTS_REDUCED PRICES.
THE WHEELER & Wilson MANUFACTURINGCo.beg to

statethat, in the reduction of the prices of their SewingMachines,the public shall have the benefit of the decis
ions of theUnitedStatesCourts in favorof their patents.
This reduction is made in the belief that theywill here
afterhaveno litigationexpenses in defense of theirrights.
The Wheeler & Wilson SewingMachineswill nowbesold

at ratesthatwill pay fair profitson thecapital invested,
cost of manufacture,and expense of making sales—suchprices as will enabletheCompany, as heretofore, to sell
first-classMachines,andwarrantthem in everyparticular.They areadapted to everywantthatcanbesuppliedby

a SewingMachine,andapprovedalikeby Families,DressMakers,CorsetMakers,Gaiter Fitters,ShoeBinders,WestMakers,andTailors generally.ſº". EachMachinecompletewith a Hemmer. -º
OFFICE, 505Broadway,New York.---–72sº-sº3/.///

Being a NewTheoryand System of Practical Penmanship,Designed as a Text-Book for Schoolsand Private
Students.
This is thetitle of a newwork just issued,which it is

believedwill do more to improve the penmanship of all
classesthanall otherseverbeforewritten. It teachesnot
only how to write,but instructs in whatgoodwriting con
sists. Knowing this, the studentbecomes a critic, and
this point attained,nothing but practice is necessary to

makehiman accomplishedpenman.
Sent by mail, post-paid, for 50 cents. AGENTS

WANTED. FOWLER AND WELLS,
80SBroadway,New York.

A WoRD witH You.
Reader,doyouwant to berestored to health,andknow

how to keepyourselfandotherswell? Are you a clergy
man? a lawyer a merchant? a teacher?an artist a

man of letters? Are you a mechanic 2 a farmer? a
miner a student? Are you a sick woman,worn down
with work or family cares? or a girl, delicate,nervous
fromstudy,and predisposed to consumption? You may
rely on it, there is nopublication in theworld fromwhich
you cangain so muchvaluableinformationrelative to the
Laws of Life andHealth,as

The Water-Cure Journal.
In it" thetrue natureand cause of diseasearefully and

rationallyexplained,andone of its principalobjects is to

teach
How to Keep Well.

But as somefrom Hereditaryaffections or supposeduna
voidablecausesdonotenjoyhealth,onedepartment of theJournal is devotedto articlesrelativeto thetreatmentof
diseases,whereyoumaylearn

Bow to Recover Health when Sick.
The Journal is now in the fifteenthyear of publication,

and thousands in everypart of the countryare ready totestify º the pricelessbenefitstheyhavederivedfrom itserusal.p

Publishedmonthly at #
1
a year. Specimenswill besent

on application. Address
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

A Dozen REASONs
WHY EVERYBODY SHOULD READ THE

W. A. T E R - C U R E J O U R N A L.

1. Because it teachesyouhow to recoverHealth.

2. Because it teachesyouhow to avoid Disease.

3. Because it unfoldsthe truescienceof HumanLife.

4. It explainsthe LawsandConditions of Health.

5. It enablesyou to dispensewith all Drug Medicines.

6. It enablesyou in mostcases to be yourownPhysician.

7. Its doctrinespromoteTemperance in all things.

8. It tends to thecorrection of all Injurious Habits.

9. Its influence in society is in all respectsReformatory.
10. Its teachingsbenefiteverybodyandinjure noone.
11. It advocatestheonlypossiblebasisfor theenduring

prosperilyandimprovement of theHumanRace,
12.Because it wasthefirstjournal in theworld to bring

before the people a knowledge of the true or HygienicSystem of theHealingArt.
Publishedmonthlyfor$1 a year; tencopiesſor $5.
AGENTS WANTED. Specimenssentonapplication.
AddressFOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New

York.
Ex?" A copy of the excellenttreatiseon Health, en

titled WATER-CureFor THEMILLIon, will be sent gratis

to thosewho send in their subscriptionsbeforeJanuary,
1861.

SPALDING's PREPARED GLUE.
From the HomeJournal, New York, Aug. 27,1859.
Among the many apparent trifles continually beingbrought to the surfacefrom the idealunder-world of the

unknown, thereare occasionallysimple articlescostin
but little in detail, but whose combinedbenefits,useful
ness,and economy of timeand moneyaggregateon the
basisofmillions. Suchanarticle is SPALDING’sPREPAREp
GLUE. Its usesare innumerable,andas its cost is next to

nothing,the demandfor it is universal. It is prepared
with chemicals,andusedcold—requiringbutlittleskill or

timefor its application.
Manufacturedby H. C. SPALDING & CO,

48CedarStreet,New York.

OFFICE FoR PATENTs.
Fowl ER AND WELLs”

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY.
Our patentbusiness is conductedby Mr. Thomas P.

How (author of thewell-known and popular synopsis ofpatentlaw, “How to Get a Patent”),aidedby an ableandexperiencedcorps of assistants,both at homeandabroad.
ELEven years of experience(on the part of Mr. How) in

thebusiness,and theresidence at Washington of an emi
nentlycarefulandefficientexaminingagent,formerlyemployed in the United StatesPatent Office,and familiar
with its details, enable us to offer to inventorsunusual
facilitiesfor the transactionof their business. When it is

consideredthat a patent of ordinaryvalue is worth sev
eral thousands of dollars, it is unnecessary to say that the
carefulmanagement of an applicationtherefor is a matter

of greatimportance to the inventor,especiallywhen it is

known thathundreds of applicationsare rejectedentirely

in consequence of not being properlypreparedand pre
sented. To performthis service in a mannersafe to the
inventor,requires a thoroughknowledge of patentlaw, a

clearperceptionandunderstanding of mechanicalaction,years of experienceandcarefuldeliberativeconsideration.
Our patentbusinesshasbeenunder its presentmanage
mentsincethelatterpart of the year1856,duringwhich
time it hasincreased to severaltimes its previousmagnitude,and a largeportion of it latelyhasconsisted of casesinvolvingseverecontests,andthediscussionandsolution

of difficultanduntroddenquestions of patentlaw,both in

the Patent Officeand beforethe Judges of the UnitedStatesCircuitCourt.
Advior. IN ItEGARDTOTHE Novel.TY AND PATENTABIL

ITY OF AN INVENTion

is givenfree of chargeupon receipt of sufficientdescrip
tion and sketch or model. In a majority of casesourknowledge of previousinventionsenables us to givesatis
factoryinformation to inventorswithout the expense ofspecialsearch.

PEELIMINARYExAMINATIoxs
are,however,made in caseswhich involve considerable
doubt,for theusual fee of fivedollars,except in cases of

extremeandunusualcomplicationand difficulty. These
examinationsare carefully made and elaboratelyreported.

APPLICATIONSFor PATENTs
are preparedby uswith great care,not only to obtain a

patent,but also to protectthe inventorswhenthe patent
shallhavebeensecured. Particularattention is paid to

APPEALs ANDINTERFERENCEs,
and difficultand contestedcases of every class. Cases
which havebeenrejected,examined,andadvicegivenfor
the usual fee of five dollars. Many applicationswhich
havebeenrefusedeitherfromthewant of properpresentation, or from oversighton the part of the".might with skillful management by an experience
solicitorbe prosecuted to a successfulissue—afactwhich

is provedby constantexperience.Applicationsfor extensionsand reissues,additionalimprovementsand caveats, promptly and carefully attendedto.
Centrally located in our commercialmetropolis,andhavingan ableandexperiencedagent at theseat of Government,weareable to offermorethanusualfacilitiesfor

thetransaction of business in this country in relation topatents;while ourarrangementsabroad enable us to se
cureforeignpatentson the mostsatisfactoryterms. Our
presentarrangementsaresuchthatwehopeforthefuture

to keeppacewiththedemands of the public for our services,and it shall beour º rpose to attendwith careandpromptness to thewants of inventors.Communications in

reference to inventions,patents, or patentlaw carefully
consideredandpromptlyattendedto.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 30SBroadway,New York.
EVERY STUDENT AND conversATIONIST needs
THE RIGHT World IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocker DICTIoxAEY of SYNoNYMs,TROH
NICALTERMs,ABBBEv1ATIONs,FoREIGNPHRASEs,etc.,etc.,with a Chapteron PunctuationandProof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterandspeakerwho would say exactlywhat he means,and
neithermorenor less,andsay it in thebestway. Price,
50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST
class pictorial weekly, for the family, the merchant,mechanic,artisan,fariner,planter,manufacturer,builder,
fruit-grower,etc. *2 a year.Address, FOWLER AND WELIS, New York.cº —sº-rºº;
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[continued From PAGEELEven.]
an injury to others. Nothing, for example, ean at first sight appear
more meritorious and beneficial, than the institution of such charitable
endowments as that of Heriot's Hospital, or the hospitals founded by

the two Watsons, of this city, in which children of decayed or deceased
parents, belonging to the industrious classes, are educated, provided
for, and set out in life. Yet objections to them have been stated, on
very plausible grounds. According to the principles which I have en
deavored to expound in the preceding Lectures, children do not, in
general, become destitute, except in consequence of great infringement
of one or more of the natural laws by their parents. If the parents

died prematurely, they must, in most cases (for accidents will happen,
even with the utmost care), have inherited feeble constitutions, or dis
obeyed, in their own persons, the organic laws; and the destitution of
their children is the natural consequence of these causes. If the father
have been in trade, have failed, and fallen into poverty, he must have
been deficient in some important qualities or habits necessary to suc
cess. Now, amid the competition of individual interests, there is
always a considerable number of meritorious persons, who stand in the
middle line between high and low endowments, who with great diffi
culty are able to maintain themselves and their families in the station
in which they were born, and who succeed in doing so, only by sub
mitting to incessant toil, and great sacrifices of enjoyment. I have
heard such persons make remarks like the following: “Do you see
that young man?—he was educated in Heriot's Hospital, and, by the
influence of the managers of that institution, was received as an ap
prentice into a thriving mercantile establishment, into which I had in
vain endeavored to get one of my sons introduced. He is now head
clerk. Well! benevolence is not always justice; that boy's father was
sporting his horse and gig, and living like a gentleman, while I was
toiling and saving; he fell from his gig and broke his neck, when he
had drunk too much wine. At his death, his affairs were found to be
in bankruptcy; but he had good friends; his children were taken into
the hospital, and here you see the end of it; this boy comes out of the
charity better educated than my sons; and, supported by the influence

of the managers, he prevents mine from getting into a good situation,

by stepping into it himself: this, I say, may be benevolence, but it is

not justice.” This is not an imaginary dialogue; I have heard the

argument stated again and again, and I could never see a satisfactory
answer to it. It would be cruelty to abandon the children, even of the
victims of such misconduct as is here described, to want, crime, and
misery; yet surely there must be some defect in the leading principle

of our social institutions, when a benevolent provision for them really
has the effect of obstructing the path and hindering the prosperity of

the children of more meritorious individuals.

I have heard this line of argument pushed still farther. An acute
reasoner often maintained in my presence, that if one hundred unmar
ried men, and one thousand quarters of wheat, were both in one ship,
the loss of the men would be no public evil, while the loss of the
wheat would be a real one. He maintained his position by arguing
that, in this country, the competition for employment is so great, that
the removal of one hundred individuals from any branch of labor
would only benefit those who were left, by rendering the competition
less arduous and their remuneration greater; whereas the loss of one
thousand quarters of wheat would necessarily lead to diminution of the
diet of a certain number of the poorest of the people. All the wheat
which we possess, he said, is annually consumed; if it be abundant, it

is cheap, and the poor get a larger share; if it be searce, it is dear, and
the deficiency falls upon the poor exclusively; the loss even of one
thousand quarters, therefore, would have stinted the poor, it may be

only to a fractional, but still to a real extent, sufficient to establish the
principle contended for; so that, continued my friend, British society

is actually in that condition in which the loss of food is a greater public
calamity than the loss of men. -

This argument appears to me to be sound in principle, although
wire-drawn. The answer to it is

,

that our benevolent feelings, which

[JAN., 1861.

although obstructed under the selfish system, are not extinguished,
would receive so much pain from seeing one hundred human beings
deprived of the pleasures of existence, that even the poor would cheer
fully sacrifice many meals to contribute to their preservation. If the
events be contemplated apart from the pain or gratification which our
benevolent feelings experience from them, and if the amount of good
and evil, not to the one hundred sufferers, but to the community at

large, be solely regarded, the loss of men, in a country like this, does
appear a smaller misfortune than the loss of food. Ireland affords a

striking illustration. There is more of benevolent arrangement in the
tendency of barbarous tribes to wage furious wars with each other,

than at first sight appears. The Irish peasantry, in general, were till
lately barbarous in their minds and habits, and, but for the presence of

a large army of civilized men, who preserved the peace, they would
have fought with and slain each other. It is questionable whether
the miseries that would have attended such a course of action would
have exceeded those which are actually endured from starvation. The
bane of Ireland is

,

that, owing to England keeping the peace, her pop
ulation has increased far more rapidly than her capital, morality, and
knowledge. Where a nation is left to follow its own course, this does
not occur. While it is ignorant and barbarous, it is pugnacious, reck
less, licentious, and intemperate, qualities which naturally restrain or

destroy population; and it is only after morality and intelligence have
been introduced, that capital and industry follow, and population natu
rally and beneficially increases. England prevented the Irish from
fighting, but she did little to improve their moral, intellectual, and phys
ical condition. The consequence has been, as the purest philanthro
pist will confess, that a destroying angel, who in one night would slay

a million of human beings, men, women, and children, in that country,
would probably occasion less suffering than would arise from any con
siderable deficiency in their potato crop. I see it mentioned in the
newspapers, that at this moment (June, 1835,) the peasantry in the
west of Ireland are suffering all the horrors of famine through failure

of that portion of their food.* Although corn is abundant, and is daily
exported to England, they are too poor to purchase it. The Irish
peasantry, habitually on the brink of starvation, and exposed to the
greatest destitution, stand at one end of the agricultural scale; and the
great landed proprietors of England, with revenues of £100,000 per
annum, and rolling in every kind of luxury, occupy the other. The
hand-loom weavers of Britain, earning five shillings a week by the
labor of six days, of fourteen hours each, are at the base of the manu
facturing pyramid; while the Peels and Arkwrights, possessing mil
lions of pounds, appear at the summit. There is something not agree
able to our moral sentiments, and not comformable to the brother-loving
and wealth-despising precepts of Christianity, in a system of which
these are the natural fruits, and according to which, even benevolence
can not be manifested toward one human being without indirectly doing
injury to another.
Another example of the solidity and consistency of the prevailing

system may be noticed. Many persons imagine that there is no social
obstacle to the rich leaving off their vanities and luxuries, and dedica
ting their surplus revenues to moral and religious purposes; on the
contrary, that great good would result from their doing so; but the
consequences, even of this virtuous measure, would, while the present
system endures, prove highly detrimental to thousands of meritorious
traders. Multitudes of laborious and virtuous families subsist by fur
mishing materials for the luxuries of the rich, and a change in the
direction of their expenditure would involve these families in misfor
tune. Fluctuations in fashion, as taste varies, often occasion great
temporary suffering to this class of the community, and a total aban
donment of all luxurious indulgences, on the part of the wealthy, would
involve them in irretrievable ruin.

[to BE continued.]

* By a singular coincidence,starvation,from disease in the potatocrop, is again
afflictingunhappyIreland, at the timewhen this edition is in thepress(April, 1846).
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PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

You have an active temperament and a
good deal of natural endurance. Your consti
tution is rather excitable and your feelings are
keen, your thoughts clear and earnest. There
is great vigor and positiveness in your whole
mentality, growing out of the quality of your

constitutional temperament. Your head is
rather too large for your body, and you are
constantly liable to work out your physical
strength by mental energy and activity. If
you were engaged in a business which re
quired the full strength of your mind and the
full enlistment of all your feelings, you would
become comparatively depressed and exhaust
ed in the tone of your organization.
You ought to sleep nine hours in the twen

ty-four, so as to give your brain time to rest.
You ought to eat beef, oysters, eggs, and nu
tritious food, but not that which is difficult of
digestion, like pastry, and articles of an oily,
greasy character. When you work you are
apt to overdo and exhaust your nervous force
through muscular energy; in fact, it is rather

º |Nº. º
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THE IMProvEraor THETELEGRAPH.

and your friendship
is such that you try
to do more than you
ought for your friends;
and when they are
unhappy, you bear
their sorrows and
burdens; and when
they are happy you
rejoice with them.
Your attachment to

home and country is
strong; you think
much of woman, and
are decidedly domestic
in disposition.
Your are not quar

relsome, but are dis
posed to debate, dis
cuss, and criticise the
errors of others, and
try to build up a bet
ter thought in their
minds; but when it
comes to physical con
flict, you dislike to
grapple. If you were
really compelled to go

in to warfare, you
would contend for a
just victory to the
death. You are not

severe in disposition;
your censures and

hard for you to work moderately with the head
or with the hands, consequently you should
take every means to develop the vital func
tions.

You resemble your mother in the quality
and tone of your mind. You are remarkable
for the strength of your social affections;
you love children as well as a grandmother,

criticisms of people are rather sharp, because
your conscience is strong, and your Firmness
large, but you are not overbearing and morose
and cruel. It is no virtue in you to be tem
perate. You are not inclined to gormanduze,
nor to make of food and drink an idol.
You value property, and can get it better

than you can save it. You ought to have a
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wife and a business partner who can save
your gains as you acquire. You are more
of a hand to draw the seine than you are to
pack the fish. You like to make money, and
would like, as a business man, to accumulate
and enlarge your capital, but you would be
likely to throw all into the business so as
never to have much loose capital to be used
for collateral purposes.
You Cautiousness is large; you are almost

too watchful, guarded, and careful ; too much
inclined to count the cost over and over again,
and to hesitate more than is necessary. You
need more Continuity, more patient applica
tion of mind. You like variety, change in
thought and occupation; a multitude of cares
do not confuse you.
Your Approbativeness is large; you are

very sensitive as to what people say and think
of you, and are anxious to have a good repu
tation. You do much to avoid unfavorable
appearances. You need a little more dignity,
pride, self-reliance, personal self-confidence.
Other people have a higher opinion of you
than you have of yourself.

-

Your hope leads you to anticipate good in the
far-off future; your faith promises success, but
your Cautiousness is so large that you expect
success only in proportion as you deserve it
by watchfulness and effort.
Your sympathy is rather stronger than we

generally find it in men. You are quick to be
impelled by that which awakens pity. Yours
is not a selfish, sordid, low organization. Even
your faults “lean to virtue's side.” You are
a truthful, candid, open-hearted man, criti
cal in judgment, fond of reasoning and
investigating, anxious to gain knowledge, not
particularly fluent and easy in speech, but
capable of making a point very clear and of
setting forth your ideas strongly. If you had
a little better memory of events and of prac
tical and historical subjects, more Language
to clothe your thoughts, and a little more
Continuity, less Caution, and more Self-Esteem,
you would make a better talker and appear
to better advantage.

You are a good judge of character; are
quick to discern the motives and dispositions
of strangers, and are qualified to transact with
strangers business which requires care, pru
dence, sagacity, and critical judgment.
You enjoy music; are interested in poetry

and eloquence, and are fond of the beauties
of Nature and Art. You could succeed in
most departments of business; but if you had
a little more selfishness, a little more hardness
of disposition, a little less sympathy, affection,
and friendship, you could battle your way
through this selfish world more successfully.
Poor men will go to your funeral, and be more
likely to mourn sincerely for you than proud,
haughty, aristocratic people, because the poor
will miss you, and remember you for past kind
words, if not for more substantial benefactions.

You have excellent mechanical talent, es
pecially that ideal quality of mind which
invents. You can think as fast as a dozen

men can produce the results of your thinking,
though, if you were devoted to the use of
tools, you would show decided skill and dex
terity as a mechanic.

BIOGRAPHY.

LEveRETT BRADLEY was born Nov. 25th,
1798, at Milton (now Genoa), Cayuga Co.,
N. Y. His parents were among the earliest
settlers of that town, who, by contracting a
debt, purchased a small farm of heavily tim
bered land. The father, Miles Bradley, a
carpenter by trade, and the mother, Chloe
Allen, skilled in the use of the needle and
gifted with the frugality of an accomplished
housewife, by their united and persevering
energy finally accomplished the important end
of clearing up and improving a snug little
farm, and rearing a rapidly increasing family
numbering nine sons and three daughters—
the oldest of which is the subject of the pres
ent sketch. Stern necessity required that as
soon as he was old enough, his best labors
should be made auxiliary to those of the
parents in clearing and cultivating the farm.
At the age of fifteen he went to the trade with
his father. His opportunities at school were
limited, and we must rank him among those
who were self-taught. In his early adoles
cence he profited by the idea that learning
could be acquired without schooling. His
spare pocket money was appropriated to the
purchase of books, and his leisure moments
devoted to their perusal. The bent of his
mind was to the investigation of mathemati
cal and scientific truth, but other educational
pursuits were not neglected. He soon ac
quired a taste for teaching, and a small por
tion of his time was employed in that calling.

At the age of twenty, inheriting the pioneer
ing tendencies of his parents, who had had
their birth and rearing in the State of Con
necticut, they yielded to his importunate re
quests and permitted him to take a tour West
ward. The provident mother fitted out his
well-filled knapsack with food and clothing,
and on the 6th of October, 1818, on foot and
alone, he started, passing through the then
little villages of Buffalo and Erie. At Pains
ville, Ohio, he turned aside to visit friends
who had settled in the county of Geauga. His
next stopping-place was in Huron County,
Ohio, where he found other friends. Having
now reached what was esteemed the verge of
the Westward, he was advised to halt and
winter there; but not yet satisfied, he soon
determined to penetrate farther and see what
might be found in the wilds beyond; accord
ingly, taking the old army trail, he soon
reached Fort Stephenson, at Lower Sandusky
(now Fremont), on the Sandusky River. Here
he found that the scanty amount of funds which

had been supplied by his indigent but gener
ous parents was exhausted. He proposed to
teach a school, whereupon a meeting was
called and the question decided affirmatively.
But a house was to be built, and in twenty
days a snug, hewn log cabin, chinked and
daubed, with its puncheon or split plank floor,
and mud and stick chimney, was completed.
While this work was progressing, he improved
the opportunity for exploring the country up
and down the river, and in company with an
other he traversed the old Harrison trail,
through the Black Swamp, to Ft. Meigs on
the Maumee. This trail was scarcely traveled
but by the carrier of a semi-monthly mail on
horseback. At Ft. Meigs there were a few
families. There he chartered a canoe and
paddled down to the mouth of Swan Creek,
where the country was yet in its primitive
condition. Not a building was to be seen at
the site of the now flourishing city of Toledo.
At Perrysburg a single cabin was the only
tenement. On returning to Lower Sandusky
he opened his school, which was continued for
four months with a success most satisfactory
to all concerned. During a few weeks neces
sarily employed in the collection of his dues,
he acted under a special deputation in the
capacity of constable, the regular officer being
absent, thus adding a little to his pecuniary
resources, and carrying him into the adjacent
Indian settlements and other places which he
otherwise would not have visited. The many
incidents appertaining to his travels, teaching,
and official duties at that age, made impres
sion upon the mind too vivid to be soon for
gotten, and contributed an important share in
the elementary constitution of a more mature
judgment in after-life. Returning, he reached
home after an absence of seven months, and
was just able to return to his father the exact
amount which had been furnished for the ex
penses of this long and toilsome journey. He
now resumed the jack-plane and saw.
It is worthy of remark that the population

at that time was so sparse, and the means of
conveyance so limited, that this whole tramp
of more than a thousand miles, except four
teen miles of the outward and fifteen of the
return trip was necessarily performed on foot—
now forty-two years since.
On the 16th March, 1820, he married

Maria, daughter of Joseph Sheldon, residing
also in Genoa. In the fall of the same year,

in company with the father-in-law and family,
and a brother-in-law, Henry O. Sheldon, now
Rev. H. O. S., of Sidney, Ohio, he emigrat
ed to the State of Ohio, stopping first at Pe
ru, Huron County. He then, in company
with his father-in-law, explored the unsold
lands in the county of Seneca, where they
selected each a quarter-section, on which they
afterward settled in the character of true
squatter sovereigns. In the following winter
he erected a cabin, and in going out with an
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ox team loaded with lumber, he met with an
accident which crippled his energies for a
time. From the confines of Huron County to
the first settlement on his route, consisting of
two families, the distance was twenty miles.
The snow being deep, and meeting with some
other hindrances, he was obliged to encamp,
and while cutting firewood for the night he
inflicted a severe cut upon the right foot. The
weather was excessively cold, and having no
covering but his common wearing apparel, and
it being now nearly dark, it was clear that
although the blood was gushing: freely, his
first care must be for a fire and the necessary
supply of fuel. Accordingly it was not until
he had cut up the tree which he had felled
for the purpose, and had kindled a brisk fire
which he was enabled to light from his flint,
steel, and spunk, that he attended to the
wound, which he then dressed as best he could.
Having tied his oxen to a tree, he prepared
his lodging by placing a board upon the snow
before the fire and setting up another edge
wise in the rear. Upon the sofa thus con
structed, the night was mostly spent. The
changing of sides, that each might in turn
participate in the salutary alternation of freez
ing and burning, was an expedient resorted to
under a judicious choice of evils, and the con
test between vigilance and sleep was active,
each in turn predominating. In the morning
he put the cut boot on the cut foot, hitched
up and started on. Having arrived at Welches,
the little settlement above mentioned, a dis
tance of six miles, he discovered for the first
that the wounded foot was severely frozen,
for that morning proved to be the coldest of
that winter, and the day was referred to for
years as the cold Wednesday. This mishap
obliged him to accept the hospitality of his
kind host—his foot was enveloped in cold
ashes, and for the space of five hours, while
the frozen flesh was thawing, the suffering
from pain was indescribable. The next morn
ing a couch of corn stalks was prepared on the
load of boards, and with a friend to drive, he
enjoyed the privilege of riding, a luxury in
which he had not usually indulged. At his
cabin, three miles distant, the boards were un
loaded, and an employe took charge of the re
turn trip. It was seven weeks before he
could lay aside the crutches.
On the 16th of March, 1821, the first anni

versary of their marriage, the young and en
terprising couple commenced in the participa
tion of the real and well-earned delights of
housekeeping in their own humble dwelling,
the first white inhabitants in the township of
Clinton, now ornamented by the beautiful and
flourishing city of Tiffin.
The husband did not hesitate to wield the

axe nor to grapple the gigantic oaks, white
woods, and black walnuts, which yet stood in
close and threatening proximity to the frail
tenement. On the 24th June following, the

family was augmented by a son. In Septem
ber the lands were offered in market, and the
farm was purchased.
At the end of three years it became evident

that he had mistaken his calling. The bodily
powers proved to be inadequate to the fulfill
ment of the requirements of his indomitable
mental energies, the consequence of which, in
connection with a malarious climate, was
that in the course of every summer he was
prostrated by a run of fever. In May, 1824,
the recuperative energies had become so im
paired as to be of threatening omen, and to
escape the dangers of another summer he de
termined to visit his native State, where he
remained until the following October, when,
having quite regained his health, he returned
to the faithful and beloved wife who had re
mained in charge of affairs at home. Such
was pioneer life in Ohio but a few years since,
but then railroads and telegraphs were un
known.
Soon after his return he rented out the farm

and removed to Norwalk, in Huron County,
where he followed his trade for a time, and
afterward, on selling the farm, engaged in
mercantile pursuits. In 1836 he went to try
his fortune in Indiana, and in 1837 his family
joined him in the keeping of a hotel in the
county of Porter. In the mean time he studi
ously devoted his leisure time to the reading
of medicine, and in the spring of 1842, having
attended his second fall course of medical lec
tures, he graduated with credit at the St.
Louis University. In demonstrative anatomy
especially, he attained the first honors of the
class. He soon afterward settled at Laporte,
Ind., in the practice of his profession.
In the course of several years of successful

practice he gradually grew more and more
disaffected with his new calling. In the de
partments of therapeutics and clinical prac
tice especially, all theory and rules seemed
so void of scientific certainty in their re
sults. Accordingly, in the spring of 1850,
having suffered some reverses, among which
was the destruction of his dwelling with most
of its contents by fire, he resolved to try the
then promised fortunes of the Golden State.
The incidents, trials, privation, and even
starvation, suffered by the moving masses
which accompanied him across the plains in
that eventful year, have been so often told,
and are so well remembered, that we forbear
a repetition. At Sacramento, in California,
he met his elder son, Joseph S. Bradley, who
had reached there by way of Mexico in the
preceding year. Joined by him he engaged
in merchandising at Weberville, in Eldorado
County.
Having in earlier life been practiced in sur

veying and civil engineering, and having car
ried a theodolite with him to California, he
soon made himself a pioneer in the great work
of conducting the waters of the mountain

~~~~~~~~~~~~

streams, by means of canals, to the mines. In
1851, he carried levels from Placerville to the
American River, and from Diamond Springs to
the Cosumnes—the latter of which he went
on to improve. The project was at first gene
rally looked upon as too visionary to be un
dertaken or even thought of

,

and it seemed
impossible to elicit the confidence of any that
might aid him. In the month of June, how
ever, he found a valuable coadjutor in the
person of John Berdan, Esq., who was also a

civil engineer, and capable of taking similar
views of the whole plan with himself, where
upon he and his son united with Mr. Berdan

in the formation of a corporation under the
name of “The Corporation of Bradley, Ber
dan & Co.” (of which he was president and
chief engineer), with an authorized capital of

$36,000, and with the object of bringing the
water of the Cosumnes River to the great
dividing ridge between the waters of the Sac
ramento and the San Joaquin. The work
was commenced, and scarcely a month had
elapsed before the practicability of the scheme
was so satisfactorily demonstrated, that capi
tal began to seek investment and the stock
found a ready sale. And now, to use a Cali
fornia vernacularism, the spirit of jumping
began to manifest itself, and a strong company

of miners was organized to contest, or at least
to divide the field. The work was prosecuted

vigorously and without interruption, and as

occasion required, the capital was increased
until it reached $500,000, which was faith
fully and wholly appropriated, and at the end

of four years some 75 to 100 miles of canal
and lateral ditches were in operation along
the main ridge and its principal spurs; open
ing a field which has contributed perhaps as

much as any other of equal extent in the
golden supply which has, in the last ten years,

so changed the monetary aspect of the whole
commercial world.
The stock of the corporation continued at

par until the year 1854, when, owing partly

to opposition, but more to the failure of
several other important canal companies in

the State, it suffered serious and ruinous de
preciation, even though the work was in suc
cessful and profitable operation. He having
invested all his labor and means, besides con
tracting a large debt in the purchase of stock,
became financially embarrassed, and losing
his most faithful and valued assistant in the
death of his son, he was obliged to go into
liquidation—leaving the company, however,

in a highly prosperous condition.
Afterward, to avoid and suppress litigation,

this and the opposing company went into con
solidation under the name of the Eureka
Ditch Company, and the united canals are
now supplying their thousands with the indis
pensable element for the development of the
immense auriferous resources of that extensive
region. -

W



In 1856, having purchased a press and type,
he published the Granite Journal at Folsom,
Cal., which, after a few months, had attained
a good will, enabling him to sell out at a
handsome advance. He afterward engaged in
merchandising which, with some operations

in real estate, placed him in the enjoyment of
a moderate eompetency. The health of his
wife having been declining for several years,
and she now becoming generally invalid, he
felt it his duty and made it his pleasure to re
tire from business, repair to a separate dwell
ing, and devote his personal attention to the
eare of her who had, for nearly two-score
years, been the companion of his joys, the
soother of his impetuosity, and the consoler of
his sorrows. With this, he devoted himself
also to writing and study. This, however,
did not afford the necessary exercise for his
active, bodily powers, and he erected a work
bench under the spreading boughs of the live
oak which shaded the door of his dwelling,
and employed himself in light mechanical
work, merely for exercise and amusement.
He had been led to think that the electric

telegraph, in its then condition, was too slow
and expensive, and that it might be improved.
He accordingly tried many experiments in
electricity and electro-magnetism, which had
ever been a favorite theme in his scientific re
searches, and soon brought out a rude instru
ment by which he could transmit and legibly
record at the rate of seven or eight thousand
words per hour. This was pronounced a
splendid success by all who witnessed its ope
ration, and in December, 1858, he was induced
to come to New York to perfect and patent his
invention.
On the 13th of October, 1859, he obtained a

patent for an apparatus, consisting of a pecu
liar kind of type and composing sticks, with a
machine, turned by crank or otherwise, hav
ing such devices that, as the type are passed
through it, the electric circuit is opened and
closed in such order as to produce the letters
represented by the type; also, a cylinder on

which the letters are recorded in dots or lines,

or in zigzag lines representing the common
telegraph letters. With this he succeeded in

making legible record at the rate of fifteen
thousand words per hour on a short circuit—
the Morse method yielding only fifteen hun
dred, or one tenth the amount. It was after
ward tested satisfactorily on the line between
New York and Washington, in which it was
ascertained that the speed of its operation was
limited by the action of the relay or receiving
magnet, the indispensable instrument for
working the local circuit of the Morse tele
graph. In contemplating this, he soon satis
fied himself that the relay in use was too
sluggish for his purpose; whereupon, repudi
ating the old forms, and consulting the latest
discovered principles of the science, he went
about the construction of an instrument en
tirely new in its forms, and new also in some
important principles.
The cut illustrates this simple little mag

net as used in the relay. a is the helix, b, b
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two elbows of iron having connections with
the extremities of a bar passing through the
helix, and c the naked armature, hung at its

center upon the lower elbow or pole, by
means of a delicately flexible spring of steel.
The two elbows are brought near to each
other at their extremities, which consti
tute the poles of the magnet. The upper
pole stands so far to the left of the lower as

to admit the armature in a perpendicular =

position between them, so that, when the
iron is magnetized, the upper end of the
armature is drawn to the left and the lower

to the right. At the lower extremity of the
armature is a platina plate, which, as the
circuit is closed, is brought in contact with

a platina point in one of the adjusting
screws, whereby the opening and closing of

a local circuit is effected in the usual manner.
The elbows, in their whole length, are in

close proximity to the outer surface of the he
lix, and are, consequently, directly under the
influence of its magnetizing power. In addi
tion to the lower spiral spring, which serves

to draw back the armature, there is a counter
spring above it, which acts in the opposite di
rection, making it necessary to put the lower

or main spring in a higher state of tension,
whereby more rapid vibrations and firmer con
tacts are secured than can be obtained by a

single spring in a more lax condition. This,
with the delicacy of

mechanical structure, º
whereby no friction nor º
inertia of unnecessary º
metal are to be over
come, together with the ºnearness of the poles to º
each other, whereby ºf
they mutually react one º |

upon the other to in- Tº
cre a se the magnetic
force; and some other
considerations, derived
from the use of a single
helix instead of two, are
among the reasons which
he claims has enabled
him to demonstrate that,

in this form of magnet,
the magnetic force de
veloped in the soft iron

is more instantaneously
and fully established
and discharged, and,
consequently, capable

of producing more in
stantaneous and rapid
vibrations of the arma
ture than it is possible
to obtain in the form when two helices are
used.
From the united testimony of many super

intendents and operators it is evident that
great advantages are gained, and that they
are frequently able, in bad weather, to operate
with this relay, when with the old they can
not operate at all.
The extraordinary power of this magnet led

him to suppose that it might, by some means,

be made to produce sounds sufficiently audible
for operators who read telegraphic communi
cations by sound. His attention was, there
fore, directed to this, which, after a few ex
periments, he successfully accomplished, by
placing the magnet over a sounding-board
consisting of an oblong box made of thin res
onant wood, upon a base-board. Over this
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are strung, from end to end, two wires, which
are strained over two bridges in the center.

A thin blade of metal extends down from the

BRADLEY's RELAY.
armature, having an enlargement at its lower
extremity to serve as a little hammer, which

is placed between the two bridges, in front and
rear, and as the circuit is opened and closed,

is made to strike the wires at the right and
left in such manner as to produce the most
clear and distinct knocks, unaccompanied by
the least tone or prolongation of sound that
can tend to confuse the ear. It is remarkable
that the lightest movements of the armature,
capable of opening and closing a local circuit,
are also capable, when acting upon the wires,

of producing sounds which may be read with
This sounder, with a key, as representease.

||
BrkA1LE. Y S SUUNDER.

ed in the cut, is all that is needed for an office,
the local battery being entirely dispensed with.

A patent for this improvement was issued
Aug. 28th, 1860.

If the general reader could be brought to

comprehend fully the immense value of Dr.
Bradley’s improvements in telegraphing, we are
satisfied he would at once take his true rank

as one of the great benefactors of the world.
The public knows the value of the telegraph

as it has existed, and it knows also the great
expense of transmitting communications and
the comparatively slow process by which it is

done. By Dr. Bradley’s plan the speed is in
creased eight-fold, and by cheapening and
simplifying the apparatus, three quarters of

the expense of establishing and working the
telegraphie lines will be saved.
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M O R. A. L. P. H I L O S O PHY ;
OR,

T H E D UT I E S OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE conſible.
[FromTHE LATEsrRevised EDINBURGHEDITIon.]

[continued FBox,JANUARY NUMBER.]
WE perceive, therefore, that the general arrangements of our exist

ing social system evidently bear reference to the supremacy of our
lower faculties. The pursuit of wealth at present generally ends in
the gratification of Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation. The at
tainment of power and distinction in politics, in rank, or in fashion is
the Alpha and Omega of our social machinery; yet it does not produce
general happiness. Every moral, and I inay almost say religious, advan
tage is incidental to, and not a part of, the system itself. There are laws
to compel us to pay taxes for the maintenance of officers of justice,
whose duty it is to punish crime after it is committed ; but there are
no general laws to prevent crime by means of penitentiaries and of
abundant and instructive schools." There are laws which tax us to
support armies and navies for the purpose of fighting our neighbors;
but no laws compel us to pay taxes for the purpose of providing, in
our great cities, the humblest luxuries, nay almost necessaries for the
indigent, such as medical hospitals, to receive them when in disease,
or baths to preseve them in health, or reading-rooms, or places of in
struction and amusement, in which their rational faculties may be cul
tivated and their comfort promoted, after their days of toil are finished.
There are taxes to maintain the utterly destitute and miserably poor
after they have fallen into that condition, but none to provide means
for arresting them in their downward progress toward it. In short,
the system, as one of self-interest, is wonderfully perfect. From the
beginning to the end of it, prizes are held out to the laborious, intelli
gent, and moral, who choose to dedicate their lives, honestly and fairly,

to the general scramble for property and distinction; while every fa
cility is afforded to those less favorably constituted, who are incapable

of maintaining the struggle, to sink to the lowest depths of wretched
ness and degradation. When they have reached the bottom, and are
helpless and completely undone, the hand of a meager charity is

stretched forth to support life, til
l

disappointment, penury, or old age
consign them to the grave. The taxes occasioned by our national and
immoral wars render us unable to support imposts for moral objects.

It is worthy of remark, that if the system of individual aggrandize
ment be the necessary, unalterable, and highest result of the human
faculties as constituted by nature, it altogether excludes the possibility

of Christianity ever becoming practical in this world. The leading and
distinguishing moral precepts of Christianity are those which command

us to do to others as we would wish that they should do unto us; to

love our neighbors as ourselves; and not to permit our minds to become
engrossed in the pursuit of wealth, or infatuated by the vanity and am
bition of the world. But if a constant struggle for supremacy in wealth
and station be unavoidable among men, it is clearly impossible for us to

obey such precepts, which must therefore be as little adapted to our
nature and condition, as the command to love and protect poultry, but
never to eat them, would be to that of the fox. Instead, therefore, of

divines teaching Christian morality (if the system of competition of in
dividual interests be the highest that our nature admits of), it would be

wiser in them to follow the example of the political economists, and to

suit their precepts to the human constitution. Political economists in

general regard the existing forms and condition of society as the re
sult of our natural faculties, and as destined to be the lot of man to the
end of time. In perfect consistency with this view, they propose to

provide for the increasing welfare of the race, by exalting the aim of

the selfish principles, and directing them more beneficially by extended

* The United States of Americaarehappilyfreefrom this reproach. In theirprovi
sionsfor nationaleducation,and in themanagement of theirprisons,theyaregreatly in

knowledge. They would educate the operative classes, and thereby
confer on them meutal energy, fortitude, and a rational ambition—after
which it might be expected that they would not consent to labor, like
the lower animals, merely for the humblest subsistence ; but would
consider decent comforts, if not simple luxuries, essential to their en
joyment, and demand wages adequate to the command of these, as

the recompense of their industry and skill. As long, however, as the
system of individual aggrandizement is maintained, it will be the inter
est of the class immediately above the operatives, and who subsist on
the profits of their labor, to prevent the growth of improved notions
and principles of action among them; for the laborer is in the most
profitable condition for his master's service when he possesses just in
telligence and morality sufficient to enable him to discharge his duties
faithfully, but so little as to feel neither the ambition nor the power of

effectually improving his own circumstances. And accordingly, the
maintenance of the laboring classes in this state of contentment and
toil is the beau ideal of practical philosophy with many excellent indi
viduals in the higher and middle ranks of life.
Under this system, the aim of the teacher of morality and religion is

to render the operative classes quiet and industrious laborers, toiling
patiently through this life in poverty and obscurity, and looking forward

to heaven as their only place of rest and enjoyment. Under the self
ish system, religion and morality do not aspire to the establishment on

earth of the truly Christian condition—that in which each individual
finds his neighbor's happiness an essential element of his own; in which

he truly loves his neighbor as himself; and in which labor and the at

tainment of wealth are not the ends or objects of existence, but simply
the means of enabling him to live in comfort and in leisure, to exercise
habitually his moral and intellectual faculties, and to draw from these

his chief enjoyments. According to the present system, the attainment

of this condition is deferred till we arrive in heaven. But, if human
nature be capable of realizing this state on earth, it is an error to post
pone it til

l

after death, more especially as there is every warrant, both

in reason and Scripture, for believing that every step which we shall
make toward it in this life, will prove one of advance toward it in

another. -

It is now time, however, to enter on the consideration of the main
subject of the present Lecture—the question, Whether the human
faculties, and their relations to external objects, admit of man ascending

in the scale of morality, intelligence, and religion to that state in which
the evils of individual competition shall be obviated, and full scope be

afforded for the actual supremacy of the highest powers 1
On contemplating man's endowments in a general point of view,

nothing would appear more simple and easy than practically to realize

the general and permanent supremacy of the moral powers. We have
seen that aptitude fo

r

labor is conferred on him by the Creator; and
that, if enlightened in regard to hi

s

own constitution and the sources

of his own welfare, he would desire to labor, for his own gratification,

even independently of the reward, in the form of food, raiment, and
physical abundance, which it is the means of procuring. Again, the
earth, and the external world generally, are created with an admirable
adaptation to his bodily and mental powers, so as to recompense him,

by great rewards, fo
r

a very moderate extent
of exertion in applying

them to his own advantage. Further, man has been endowed with in
ventive and co-operative faculties, which confer on him a vast ingenu
ity, and render him capable of impressing, not only the inferior ani
mals, but fire, air, earth, and water, into his service as laborers. And
finally, he has received organs of Benevolence, prompting him to love

al
l

sentient beings, and to delight in their happiness; organs of Con
scientiousness, desiring to see universal justice reign; organs of Ideal
ity, which aspire after universal perfection and loveliness; with organs

of Veneration, Wonder, and Hope, leading him to desire communion
with God, and to rejoice in the contemplation of al

l

that is pure, excel
lent, and beneficent. -
With such a constitution, and placed in such circumstances, the

wonder is that he has wandered in error and misery so long. Some |3.
advanceof Britain.
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light into the cause is afforded by Phrenology. In addition to these
high moral and intellectual endowments, man possesses animal propen
sities, which are blind and selfish impulses. They are necessary for
his sustenance, and their organs are the largest, most active, and earliest
developed in his brain. They are prone to produce evil until they are
directed and enlightened by his moral and intellectual powers. His
ignorance of himself and of external nature, and his consequent inex
parience of the happiness which he is capable of reaching, appear to
have been the chief causes of his past errors; and the following among
other reasons authorize us to hope for happier scenes hereafter. His
propensities, although strong, are felt by al

l

well-constituted minds to

be inferior in dignity and authority to the moral and intellectual facul
ties. There is

,

therefore, in man a natural longing for the realization

of a more perfect social condition than any hitherto exhibited, in

which justice and benevolence shall prevail. Plato's “Republic” is the
most ancient recorded example of this desire of a perfect social state.
Josephus describes the sect of the Essenes, among the Jews, as aim
ing at the same object. The “Essenes,” says he, “despise riches,
and are so liberal as to excite our admiration. Nor can any be found
among them who is more wealthy than the rest; for it is a law with
them, that those who join their order should distribute their possessions
among the members, the property of each being added to that of al

l

the rest, as being al
l

brethren.” “They reject pleasure as evil; and
they look upon temperance and a conquest over the passions as the
greatest virtue.”—(War, ii.

,

ch. 7.) In the days of the Apostles, an

attempt was made by the Christians to realize these principles, by pos
sessing al

l things in common. The same end is aimed at also by the
Society of Shakers and by the Harmonites of North America, and by

the followers of Mr. Owen in Britain : Plato's Republic, and Sir
Thomas More's Utopia, which was a similar scheme, were purely
speculative, and have never been tried. The word ‘Utopian,’ indeed,

is usually applied to al
l

schemes too perfect and beautiful to admit of

being reduced to practice. The Essenes labored in agriculture and in

various trades, and seem to have maintained their principles in active
operation for a considerable period of time. We are not told whether
the primitive Christians formed themselves into an association for the
purpose of producing wealth: so far as we know, however, they
merely contributed their actual possessions, and then gave themselves
up to religious duties; and as their stores were soon consumed, the
practice ceased. The Harmonites are stated to have been a colony of

Moravians united under one or more religious leaders. In their own
country they had, from infancy, been taught certain religious tenets,

in which they were generally agreed; they had al
l

been trained to

industry in its various branches, and disciplined in practieal morality;
and thus prepared, they emigrated with some little property, purchased

a considerable territory in Indiana, which was then one of the back
settlements of the United States, and proceeded to realize the scheme

of common property and Christian brotherhood. They sustained
many privations at first ; but in time they built a commodious and
handsome village, including a church, a school-house, a library, and
baths. They cultivated the ground, and carried on various manufac
tures; al

l

labored for the common good, and were fed and clothed by

the community. They implicitly obeyed their chief pastor or leader,
Mr. Rapp, who exercised a mild though despotic authority over them.
They lived as families in distinct dwellings, and enjoyed al

l

the pleas
ures of the domestic affections; but their minds were not agitated by

ambition, nor racked by anxiety about providing for their children.
The latter were early trained to industry, co-operation, and religion;
and if their parents died, they were at once adopted by the commu
nity. The Harmonites were not distracted with cares about old age

or sickness, because they were then abundantly provided for. There
was division of labor, but no exhausting fatigue. A fertile soil, favor
able climate, and moral habits rendered moderate exertion sufficient to

provide for every want. There were natural distinctions of rank; for

al
l

were subordinate to Mr. Rapp ; and the individuals most highly
gifted filled the most important offices, such as those of religious in

structors, teachers, and directors of works, and they were venerated
and beloved by the other members accordingly ; but no artificial dis
tinctions found a place. This community existed many years, enjoyed
great prosperity, and became rich. Mr. Owen at last appeared,
bought their property, and proceeded to try his own scheme. They
then retired again into the wilderness, and recommenced their career.
At that time they were about two thousand in number.
Here, then, the vice and misery which prevail in common society

were in a great measure excluded ; and though the external circum
stances of the Harmonites were peculiarly favorable, their history
shows what human nature is capable of accomplishing.
The leading principle of Mr. Owen is

,

that human character is

determined mainly by external circumstances; and that natural dispo
sitions, and even established habits, may be easily overcome. Accord
ingly, he invited al

l persons who approved of his scheme, to settle at

New Harmony; but as those who acted on his invitation had been
trained in the selfish system, and were, in many instances, mere igno
rant adventurers, they failed to act in accordance with the dictates of

the moral sentiments and intellect, and Mr. Owen's benevolent scheme
proved completely unsuccessful. The establishment at Orbiston, in

Lanarkshire, set on foot ten years ago, by the admirers of that gentle
man, fell closely under my personal observation; and there the same
disregard of the principles of human nature and the results of experi
ence was exhibited. About three hundred persons, very imperfectly
educated, and united by no great moral or religious principle, except
ing the vague idea of co-operation, were congregated in a large build
ing; they were furnished with the use of two hundred and seventy
acres of arable land, and commenced the co-operative mode of life.
But their labor being guided by no efficient direction or superintend
ence, and there being no habitual supremacy of the moral and intel
lectual powers among them, animating each with a love of the public
good, but the reverse, the result was melancholy and speedy. With
out in the least benefiting the operatives, the scheme ruined its philan
thropic projectors, most of whom are now either in premature graves,

or emigrants to distant lands; while every stone which they reared
has been razed to the foundation.

These details are not foreign to the subject in hand. They prove
that, while ignorance prevails, and the selfish faculties bear the
ascendency, the system of individual interests is the only one for which
men are fitted. At the same time, the attempts above narrated show
that there is in the human mind an ardent aspiration after a higher,
purer, and happier state of society than has ever yet been realized.

In the words of Mr. Forsyth, there is in some men “a passion for
reforming the world;” and the success of Mr. Rapp, at Harmony,
shows that whenever the animal propensities can be controlled by the
strength of moral and religious principle, co-operation for the general
welfare and a vast increase of happiness become possible. As, how
ever, individuals are liable to be led away on this subject, by sanguine
dispositions and poetical fancies, our first object should be to judge
calmly whether past experience does not outweigh, in the scale of
reason, these bright desires and this almost solitary example, and teach

us to regard them as dangerous phantoms, rather than indications of

capabilities lying dormant within us.

on experience is a very strong one; yet it does not seem to me to be

conclusive—and as the question of the capabilities of human nature is

one of great and preliminary importance, a statement will be given in

the next Lecture of the reasons which render it probable that man is

still susceptible of improvement to an unascertained extent. Our
opinions on this point must necessarily exercise a great influence on

our ideas of social duty; and the subject is
,

therefore, deserving of the
fullest consideration.

[corrinued on PAGETwenty-seven.]-------
The real characters of foreign tribes and nations will never be

philosophically delineated and understood till travelers shall describe
their temperaments, the size of their brains, and the combinations of

their Phrenological organs.

Certainly the argument founded

—=3;
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I S T EI E IMII INT). A U IN IT P------
EDITors PHRENoLogical Journal—The

following passages are taken from the writings
of Prof. Aaron Schuyler, an eminent mathe
matician of Ohio. Will you please to give
us your opinion of them in the PHRENoLogical
Journal 2
In discussing the several systems of mental

philosophy, the Professor says:
Anothersystemhas arisenclaimingtoaffordall necessary informationconcerningthephilosophyof mind; thissystemis calledPhrenºlºgy. Phrenologyis the science

which treatsof the signs of character,as manifestedby
theconfigurationof the cranium,in connectionwith thetemperainents,and physiologicaldevelopments.Whenkept within the proper sphere,it is of great value inenablingustoforma correctestimateof individuals,withrespecttotheircharacterandcapacity. But it is not,and
can notbe,a systemof mentalphilosophy. Canweascer
tain the factsof consciousness,or develºp the laws of
mind byour inspectionof the skull º Phrenologymust
follow in the wake of philosophy. It affordsmeansofjudging characterandtherelativestrengthof the mental
facultiespreviouslyknown, the localityof whoseorgans
has been ascertained; but if we would understandthe
laws of mind,we mustdo it, not by feeling the head,but
by studyingthephenomena of Inind.
Again, Schuyler says:

* The mind is revealed in consciousness as a simplesub
stance or unit. We, indeed,speak of the faculties of themind; but we are not to be understoodby faculties to

meanparts of the mind, as if the mind was capable of

division or decomposition.By faculties of the mind we
understandcapacities or powers of themind,and not diſ
ferentparts of a whole or differentelements of a compound.
Thus thefundamentalfaculties of themindaretheintel

lect, thesensibility,andthewill. By thiswedonotmean
that themind is a compound of threeelements,but that it

has the power of knowing,feeling,and of voluntary.ac.
tion. In the expressions—"I think,” “I feel,”“I will,”
we havethespontaneouste-timony of universalconscious
ness in evidence of the unity of the origin of thesephe
nomena. We areconsciousthatthesameidentical I or
self lies back of thesephenomena,and is the sourcefrom
which theyflow.
By giving us your views relative to the

positions taken in these paragraphs, you will
confer a favor.

I would add, as explanatory to the position
taken in the paragraph last quoted, that
Schuyler does not flinch from, but absolutely
affirms, the logical consequent of the position
therein contained, that the mind is incapable

of performing more than one mental action at

the same time. H. H.

REPLY.

The first paragraph quoted appears to be a

pretty fair statement of Phrenology. It is

true that we must understand mind as we

feel it, and as other persons manifest it, before

a perfect understanding of Phrenology by
organs is possible; but we wish to add, that
the plurality of the faculties has been demon
strated by Phrenology more completely than

it could have been done by any other known
system of mental philosophy.

We disagree, however, with Prof. Schuyler,
when he says that “mind is revealed in con
sciousness as a simple substance or unity.”
We are right when we speak of the faculties

of the mind, and are also right in speaking of

parts of the mind. Let us make this clear.
Certain of the lower animals have—say

three—mental powers; one which prompts
them to seek subsistence, another which
prompts to procreation, and another which
leads to fear or self-preservation, by hiding or

retreating. Now, there are other animals
which have these three faculties, and one
added, viz., the power to defend or fight.
Now we ask, has the first animal a mind 2

If it has, the other, which has an added
faculty, has something which the first has
not. A mind, therefore, can exist in three
faculties in one animal, in four faculties in

another, in ten faculties in a third, and, as we
rise in the scale of animated life, we find
added faculties, which raise one class of

animals above another till we arrive at the

human species. Now, the consciousness of

the animal with three faculties is a con
sciousness with only three avenues of infor
mation. The one having the four faculties
has an individual consciousness of being, but

a consciousness of being in four powers.
Now, let us rise to the human species. Is

it not known to everybody that the talent for
arithmetic arises from a special faculty 2 For
we find men of excellent sense who are entirely
wanting in the arithmetical faculty. George
Combe, for example, was a philosopher, yet he

never was able to master the multiplication

table. In this faculty, therefore, he was
idiotic; and it is well known that there are
persons so low in the scale of intelligence
that they are not able to take care of them
selves, who are, in respect to figures, alto
gether superior to any professor of mathema
tics, from the Bay of Fundy to the Gulf of

Mexico.
We would like to ask whether the musical

faculty is a mental power—is it a part of the
mind? If not a part of the mind, what is it?
Some minds do not have it. Are these minds
fragmentary 2 They are certainly not com
plete if the musical, the mechanical, the
arithmetical, and, we might say, the logical
faculty be wanting; yet, we know that there
are persons who have consciousness of being;
they can say, “I live,” “I feel,” “I do,” “I
think,” but they will be found defective in

some one of the mental elements; so defective,
indeed, that but for others the subjects in

which they are deficient would become ex
tinct.

If a person destitute of mechanical skill, or

musical talent, or arithmetical ability has a

mind—not a fragment of a mind—then it

would follow that one, who has either one of

these faculties, or all of them added to that
which the other possesses, would have more
than a mind. We believe that it takes all the
faculties in full and complete development to

make a complete mind, and that animals, with
their two, three, or ten faculties, can not be

said to be destitute of mind, but that they lack
completeness of mind. A banjo, for example,
with its simple adjustments, may be said to

give forth music when properly played upon,
but the piano-forte, made on a principle not
utterly dissimilar, is certainly a more com
plete musical instrument. So the penny

whistle, with three holes to give three simple
notes, is a musical instrument; but the full,
grand organ, made on the whistle principle,
but covering all the possibilities of musical
development, is more than the whistle, be
cause it has more parts, more notes, more ca
pacities. Take an instrument with three
perfect notes; so far as it goes, it is not sur
passed by any equal part of the organ or

piano. It is
,

therefore, equal, as far as it

goes; its notes are as perfect, and the relation

of its parts to each other is also perfect, but

it lacks all the other musical ranges, and
though not defective per se, it does what it

starts to do; it is perfect in its way, but it

does not cover the whole ground. The organ,
therefore, is more than the instrument with
three notes, however perfect those notes may

be. So the horse is superior to the sheep, be
cause he has more faculties of intelligence—

is more tractable; and man, possessing many
faculties which the horse lacks, is superior to

the horse—not necessarily superior, as far as

the faculties of the horse go. For instance,
the horse has the element of locality, the
power to remember roads, places, and direc
tions; so has man, but in general the instinct

of the horse is more perfect than that of the
man in this respect.
The bee has the power of building its math

ematical cell, and does it as perfectly the
first time as ever. Man has Constructiveness,
and he has also reasoning, mathematical in
tellect, which enables him to build on the
principle of the bees' cell, and also to extend
his building capacity to the construction of

almost automatic machinery. It will not do,
then, to decry the perfection of the faculties

in the lower animals? Who would attempt

to vie with the dog in smelling power, with
the eagle in the power of vision, or with the
deer in the power of hearing. These we
know are external senses, but memory of per
sons, places, things and glimmerings of reason
are seen in some of the lower animals; and in

respect to several kinds of memory and per
ception, many animals are equal or superior
to man.

The only conclusion we can arrive at is
,

that though mind may be a unit, that unit
may be composed in one individual of more
parts than another, as the piano has more
parts or notes than the banjo, and the organ is

more extended than the whistle with its three
notes.

-

In the study of mind, consciousness of the
possession of a power or faculty is the only
personal evidence of its existence; but when
we find either men or animals exhibiting
talents, instincts, or faculties which the ob
server is not conscious of possessing, he learns

to study the nature of that faculty intellectu
ally by its manifestation in others, and by
consulting others and accepting from them ex
planations of their individual consciousness.
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In this way persons come to an intellectual
comprehension of something which other peo
ple by consciousness feel and know.
Now, if we open the systems of mental

philosophy, which have bewildered the world
by their imperfect explanation of the human
mind, we can, in the light of Phrenology, un
derstand why there has been such vast differ
ences in the writings of metaphysicians. For
example, on the subject of conscience there
has been much dispute. Persons having a
strong sentiment of Conscientiousness have
been ready to acknowledge the existence of a
moral faculty; others, who have a very in
active condition of Conscientiousness, deny
the existence of a moral faculty, and endeavor
to attribute the phenomena of conscience to
some other power of the mind, which they
themselves were conscious of possessing in an
influential degree.
Hobbes taught that “we practice virtuous

actions from self-love, because we know that
whatever promotes the interests of society has
an indirect tendency to promote our own.”
Now, his selfish organs were stronger than

his Conscientiousness, and, reasoning from his
own consciousness, he could find no cause for
doing good or being virtuous except the one
given, which originated in his selfish propen
sities; still, hearing other men talked about
virtue and living free from vice, he was bound
to acknowledge some moving cause for virtue;
but, singularly enough, he went to the selfish
department of the mind to find it.

Mandeville maintains that “man is utterly
selfish, that he has a strong appetite for praise,
and that the founders of society, availing
themselves of this propensity, instituted the
custom of dealing out a certain measure of

applause for each sacrifice made by selfishness

to the public good, and called the sacrifice
virtue;” and he therefore calls the moral
virtues “the political offspring which flattery
begot upon pride.”

Hume wrote an elaborate treatise to prove
that “utility is the constituent or measure of

virtue.” The faculty or faculties most influ
ential in making up his consciousness were
those which pertain to utility, and when he
sought to understand virtue, he regarded any
thing which was convenient, appropriate, fit,
as the foundation of virtue.

Dr. Paley, whose “Moral Philosophy” is

very widely studied wherever the English
language is spoken, does not admit a natural
sentiment of justice as the foundation of vir
tue, but, under a modified form, he adheres

to the selfish system. His idea is
,

that virtue
consists in “the doing good to mankind, in

obedience to the will of God, and for the sake

of everlasting happiness.”
Selfishness here feeds upon the idea of ever

lasting happiness, and Weneration leads to

obedience of the will of God; and these two
qualities of the mind seem to make up, in
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Paley's consciousness, that which in other
minds originates in the faculty of Conscien
tiousness, which Phrenology teaches is the
foundation of virtue; and possessing this su
periority over all other systems, it points to

the organ in the brain which is the instru
ment of this faculty or sentiment, and enables
us to recognize those in whom it is strong

or weak, by the external configuration of the
head.
On the contrary, it gives us pleasure to

state, that Cudworth, Reid, Lord Kames, and
Mr. Stewart maintain the existence of a

natural faculty in man which produces the
sentiment of right and wrong, independently

of any other consideration.
These conflicting sentiments on the subject

of a moral faculty evince the futility of fol
lowing individual consciousness alone as a

means of determining the qualities and rela
tive strength of the various mental powers

If a man were perfect in the development of

all his faculties, and his education and cir
cumstances were such as to lead him in the
right direction, or influence him to get in the
right direction at all times; if he were acted
upon in such a manner as to call out the nor
mal activity and energy of every faculty and
sentiment of his nature, his consciousness
then would be a sure guide; but since men
possess the different faculties in different de
grees of strength, and since they may possess
one half of the mental powers in a high de
gree and a portion in moderate degree, while
one or more of their powers may be almost
wholly wanting, or even idiotic, it shows that
human consciousness, which our author sup
poses to be the true method of measuring men
tality, is one of the most slippery and uncer
tain bases on which a judgment could be

founded.

If, as our author acknowledges, our science

be correct praetically, Phrenology enables one

to determine who is
,

and who is not, well
qualified to judge of what is right, proper,
true, and just ; and herein we have a hint that
the magistrate, and, we may add, the lawgiver

or legislator, should approximate as near as

possible to a perfect phrenological and physio
logical development.

A man the base of whose brain is the pre
dominating part of his nature, is unfit to legis
late for a cultured people. On the other hand,

he whose moral and intellectual brain very
strongly predominates over those passions and
emotions through which temptation comes, is

not qualified to judge correctly of the conduct
and the temptations of those who are deficient,
and consequently delinquent. To legislate for
the people—to administer justice to the delin
quent—the legislator or the judge should not
only understand what temptation means, while
he has enough of moral elevation to lift him
above its domination, or else he can not under
stand how to deal justly and mercifully with
those who, by their conduct, become subject

to penalty.
Schuyler says: “We do not mean that the

mind is a compound of three elements.” He

recognizes three powers—intelleet, sensibility,
and will. Now, if that is not a composite
mind, we are at a loss to understand what is

required to constitute a composition. We go
farther than this, and Schuyler accompanies
us, recognizing thirty or forty faculties, but
he would understand these as faculties of in
tellect, faculties of affection or sensibility, and
faculties of will. His idea is

, if we under
stand him, that mind is the root; the intellect,
the sensibility, and the will are three main
branches, while all the phrenological organs
or faculties are sub-divisions of these main
branches, and that they all concentrate in the
root; and if we prove a faculty defective in

any one respect, we suppose he would say that

it was like lopping off one of the branches of

a tree without disturbing the main branches,
the trunk, or the root; while our idea is, that
each twig carries its fibers through, and con
stitutes a part of that root, and that the mind

of man is made up of say forty elements, each

of which is fundamental, not a mere sprout or

outgrowth.
As we have said, persons of excellent judg

ment and high moral feeling are sometimes
idiotic in one of the primary mental powers,
and that idiocy, so far as we can understand

it, runs to the very root. It is like breaking
down one string of a piano or violin, and
makes a dark spot—a blank in the mind.
What imperfect minds may do or be in the
spiritual life, certain we are that, in this life,
the mind is dependent for its action and for

its knowledge on separate, distinct, individual
faculties and organs.

In regard to Schuyler's logical inference
that the mind is incapable of performing more
than one action at the same time, we have
simply to remark, that if a man’s conscious
ness does not teach that he can exercise several
faculties and perform several mental opera
tions at the same time, we really can not un
derstand the meaning of consciousness. Noth
ing certainly is more apparent than the fact
that one can appreciate colors, comprehend
form, judge of and criticise magnitude, dis
tance, and general arrangement. A person
can feel love for one person and hatred to
ward another at the same instant; he can
play on a musical instrument while he has
all the faculties in operation just referred to,
and each one of these manifestations of mind,

of criticism, and judgment can be performed
separately from all the rest, each depending
upon a special faculty of the mind. When
we approach the domain of feeling, how multi
farious are the operations ! Approbativeness
seeks, obtains, and enjoys praise, or cringes
under rebuke, while Self-Esteem inspires the
mind to resent the insult, and Combativeness

is awakened with Destructiveness to punish it,

Conscientiousness either rebuking or approving
the whole transaction, while the intellect
forms a judgment and comes to a decision as

to what is appropriate in the premises. Now if

all this complication of mental action is accom
plished by alternations of two or three powers,

or if the mind as a whole is obliged to take up
each branch or phase of thought and feeling
separately, mind indeed is a mystery. But
how easy the solution when we say that half

a dozen different faculties can be acted upon
by an equal number of exciting causes and all

be simultaneously and independently in action.
This certainly is the phrenological explana
tion of the subject, and none other gives a

rational solution of it.

f
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R.A.L. PH FA R N H A M,
THE LAST survivort of THE BATTLE or Bun

KER HILL.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

THE portrait of Ralph Farnham, which is
from a photograph, will give the reader an
excellent idea of the appearance of this ex
traordinary man. The form of the head and
body indicate very great powers of endur
ance. His face was long and his head high,
his cheek-bones prominent and well set, and
his under jaw and chin remarkably large.

Those who remember our remarks upon
Deacon Phillips in last year's volume, who
was a hundred years old, will find the signs
of vital power and endurance there de
scribed quite as strongly indicated here. What
a well-preserved body for a man of his years

Instead of being shrunken and diminutive, it
appears well proportioned and in good form.
The head was narrow in comparison with the
height, showing moderate selfish propensities
and a strong intellectual and moral develop
ment. His Conscientiousness, Firmness, Be
nevolence, and Weneration were large, his
reasoning and perceptive intellect was good,
and his power of memory remarkably so.
We judge from the shape of the head that

he was not grasping after property, that he
was frank, open-hearted, and truthful; that
he was fond of sport and amusement, a good
talker, not inclined to be intemperate or vio
lent in his passions, and these facts, doubtless,
contributed greatly to the prolongation of his
life.

BiograAPHY".

Until July last it was not generally known
that any one who had participated in the san
guinary contest on Bunker Hill was living.
A remark on this point in Mr. Everett's 4th
July oration, at Boston, called forth the fact
that in Acton, York County, Me., the subject
of our sketch resided, in his 105th year, and
who enlisted in the American army in 1775,
and assisted in the memorable struggle.

The Governor of Massachusetts, Mr. Banks
and the Mayor of Boston, Mr. Lincoln, with
many others, on behalf of the State and city,
extended a cordial invitation to the veteran

soldier to visit Boston, which he accepted in
the following letter:

Acron, M.E.,Sept.25th,1860.
MR. N. P. Banks, MR. F. W. LINcoln, And others,

Boston—I have received your kind invitation to visit
Boston,and I thankyoufor thehonoryou dome. When
I listed in theAmerican army,at the age of eighteen,I
did notsupposethat I shouldlive tobe104,and beasked
by the Governor, and Mayor, and other distinguished
people,to visit Boston.
It seemsstrangethat out of all whowere at Bunker

Hill, I aloneshouldbe living. It appearsto me,though
so long ago,as if it werebutyesterday. I can remember
theparticularsof the marchafter I listed—howthepeo
ple cheered,and when near Andover, Colonel Abbott
cameout and said, “Well done,my lads,”andsentout
cider and grog in pails. We got toCambridgetheday
beforethe battle. Of it wasa terribleaffairto me,for it
was the first time I ever engagedin fighting. I served

with thearmythroughthreecampaigns,and
was presentand on guardwhen Burgoyne
surrendered. I don’t think I deserveany
specialpraisefor thepart I tookin theRev
olution. I felt andactedonly as others. I
receiveevery yearmy pensionof $61and
66cents—thoughI havetopay$4to a law
yer in Portlandtogetit for me.
I have many things to comfortme as I

journeyalongthroughlife—innumerableare
the merciesI amsurroundedwith. As to
temporalmatters—kind, loving children,
faithful friends. As to spiritual—theHoly
Scriptures,and thevariousinstitutionsofre
ligion—all of which are designedfor our
improvementhere, and to prepare us to
dwell in thatbetterworld above.
If a kind Providencesparesmy life and

health,youmayexpecttoseemein Boston
aboutthe8thof October.
Your friend, RALPH FARNHAM.

Mr. Farnham was born July 7th,
1756, in the State of New Hamp
shire, and was accustomed to all
the hardships of farm-life in the
forest. He enlisted in the Revolu
tionary army in 1775, and served
till after the capture of Burgoyne, in
1777. In 1780 he retired to Maine,

R A LP H F A R N H AM, 10 4 Y E A R 8 O L D
THE Last survivor or The BATTLEOF BUNIKERHILL.

where he has since resided. He took
possession of one hundred acres of land in the
then wilderness—an apparently interminable
forest surrounding him for miles. Here he
built himself a log hut, on the site of the
pleasant farm-house in which he now lives,
and commenced the arduous task of felling
the trees and preparing the virgin soil for cul
tivation. For four years he resided quite
alone, leading the life of a hermit. But,
growing weary of solitude, he, at the end of
this period, brought a wife to share his for
tunes. She bore
him seven chil
dren, of whom
five are still
living. H is
second son, Mr.
John Farnham,
aged sixty-three
years, with his
wife and two
sons, now man
ages the farm.
Had the oldest

son lived, he
would have
been seventy
five years old.
The oldest liv
ing child is a
daughter, aged
seventy-two, who still earns her livelihood as a
tailoress at Acton village. The country, when
Mr. Farnham first came to it, was much infested
with bears and other wild animals, with which
he had frequent desperate encounters. Moose
deer were also common, and he once killed an
enormous moose, which weighed over eight
hundred pounds. In 1780 the old gentleman

joined the Free-Will Baptist Church, of which
he has since been a constant member. In his

one hundredth year he mowed a large piece

of grass land and dug a potato patch; but
since then he has performed no labor except
for his own amusement.
Mr. Farnham has always been very regu

lar in his habits, and this, perhaps, is one
cause of his extreme longevity. For several
years past he has regularly risen at 5 A.M.,
and retired at 7 P.M., always engaging aloud

HOUSE OF RALPH FARNHAM, AT Acton, ME.

in prayer, in his own room, before retiring and

on rising. He was very cheerful, but strictly

a religious man, spending a great portion of

his time in reading his Bible, with the aid of

a pair of spectacles which were used by his
mother, and are at least one hundred and sixty
years old.
He visited Boston in October last, and was

- -
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received with the most marked attention. His
memory being excellent, he could recall old
scenes and describe them with great interest.
One of the most interesting incidents con

nected with the recent visit of the Prince of
Wales to this country, was the interview be
tween him and that sole survivor of the he
roes of Bunker Hill, Ralph Farnham. It
having been named to the Prince that the old
soldier would be glad to see him, the Prince
sent him an invitation to visit him at his
hotel. Their meeting was very cordial, the
Prince rising, taking the old gentleman by the
hand, and leading him to a seat. After some
introductory remarks, Mr. Farnham said that
he had heard so much in favor of the Prince
that he was half afraid his people were turn
ing royalists. As for himself he had come to
tell the Prince that he had no unpleasant
feelings toward him or his family on the old
score. The Duke of Newcastle then made
several inquiries as to the veteran’s recollec
tion of the great struggle, and was told by
Mr. Farnham that he was present at the sur
render of General Burgoyne. He observed
that the latter was a fine man and a brave
soldier, but being very short of provisions he
had been obliged to surrender.
“Yes, Mr. Farnham,” said the Duke, “you

had him there.”
Old Farnham laughed, and after exchang

ing autographs with the Prince, with whom
he shook hands with great warmth, this noble
specimen of our Revolutionary heroes took his
his departure.
After his return to his home he wrote the

following letter:
Acron, ME., Oct.23d,1860.

I will give a brief account of my journey home.
When we arrived at Lawrencetherewas a large crowd
at thedepot. They requestedme to hold myhat outof
thewindow,which I did,whentheyshoweredthe“need
ful” into it asI neverexpectedto seein my life; then,as
thetrain movedon,we left them amid suchcheersas I
shall neverforget.
At Dover,N. H., I receiveda like reception,and the

worthy Mayor very kindly attendedme over to Great
Falls, and presentedmewith a $10bill. At Great FallsI metwith the same demonstrationas at Lawrenceand
Dover; and the ticket-masterof the Great Falls Branch
Railroad invitedmetoa dinnerthat I enjoyedverymuch.
After leavingGreat Falls I was receivedwith hearty

cheersall theway along until I arrived atActon. I told
them,when I gothome,that“I had seentheelephant,”
andwasverygladto getback.
I amin goodhealth,and my friends think I am better

thanwhen I startedonmy journey. I amsurethat I am
as well.
I amverygratefulfor the honor doneme by theinvi

tationtovist Boston,andthemanyattentionswhich I re
ceivedwhenthere.
I rememberwith special pleasuremy visit to Bunker

Hill, attendedby the Charlestowncity authorities,the
military, and music; also, the addressesdelivered on
thatoccasionby theMayorand Mr. Frothicgham. I am
alsogreatlyindebtedfor the liberal sumsof moneyand
the many presents I received. My thanks, which is
all I have to offer,seembut a poor return for so many
favors. I ought especiallyto mentionMrs.W. Farnham
Lee, and the companyof lancers,and Mayor Dana,of
Charlestown,and Mr. Gilmore'sConcert Band, for their
liberal presents.
Though I am in my105thyear, I am not pastall use

fulness; I splitmyownkindlingwood andbuildmyown

fires. I amthe first one up in themorningand thefirst
onein bedat night. I neversleepor lie downin theday
time,but riseat fiveand retire at seven; and this I con
tinuesummerandwinter. I havealwaysbeentemperate,
andfor overthirty yearspast I have nottasteda dropof
spirituousliquors,or evencider. I was neversick in my
life so astorequiretheattendanceof a physician.
Abouttwenty-fiveyears ago I brokemythigh by fall"

ing on theice, andhada surgeonto setit; but this is the
only time a doctorever attendedme. I live on plain
farmer's diet,drink tea and coffee,andeata very light
supper,nevereatingmeatafter dinner. I havenodoubt
it is owingto theseabstemiousandregularhabits,and the
avoidanceof medicineat all little ailments,thatmy life
hasbeensoprolonged.
I votedforGeneralWashingtonfor President,andhave

voted at everyPresidentialelectionsince, and hope to
voteatthenextelection. This is thedutyof everyChris
tian freeman.
This letter,which mygrandsonhaswritten at mydi

rection,I havecarefullyreadandapproved,and I sign it
with myown hand. RALPH FARNHAM.

The change of habit and the excitement in
cident to his visit to Boston, however, were
too much for a man of his years, and he de
parted this life at his own house, where he
had lived for the last eighty years, on the
26th day of December, aged 104 years, 5
months, and 19 days.

T.A. L. E W IT H R E A D E R 8.

M. B.-You speak of “two idiots of the
same family who are healthy-looking, their
heads being all right in shape and full in size,
measuring twenty-two and a half inches in
circumference; the foreheads being large.”
The idea that such cases as these should tend
to make you “an unbeliever,” as you say
they do, is really very amusing, since you add
that the mother ‘administered laudanum to
quiet them in their infancy, while her other
children, who are all intelligent, were not
thus treated.

It is a fact, whether or not it has fallen un
der your own notice or that of your neighbor’s,
that there are certain diseases which seem to
paralyze the power of the brain, though that
brain may grow to full size. Many persons,
by the over-action of their minds, by excessive
study and reading, by extra care and business,
are rendered idiotic; still, their brains are
large. You probably understand that a horse
may be over-worked, and, as jockeys call it,

used up, and still he may be able to eat, and
digest, and enjoy tolerably good health in the
vital system ; but his limbs are strained, his
back is weak, and he is rendered valueless,
though he stands as high, his legs are as

large, and, in many respects, he appears as if

he should be strong. If you will go to the
insane asylum or to the poor-house in any
large place, you will find, perhaps, dozens of

cases of idiocy or insanity, and sometimes a

mixture of both, which have been produced
upon persons from fifteen to twenty-five years

of age, in consequence of the undue activity

of some of their passions. Their foreheads
are of good size, but the whole tone of their
brain and nervous system has been deranged;

they can neither work nor take care of them
selves. Some by the loss of friends, some by
the loss of property, some by drink, some by
disappointed ambition, some by studying
mathematics and some by other undue ex
ercise of the whole mind or of some of its
faculties, are rendered idiotic or insane, with
out the brain being small or ill-shaped, or

without the general health of the body being
seriously impaired.
Did you ever see a man whose arm had

been paralyzed ? This may occur in the
twinkling of an eye, and the whole power of

the arm be destroyed, and that for life; still,
the blood circulates through it, the muscles
and the bones are there, and all the machin
ery necessary for motion and power; but the
nervous system, through which the arm has
been supplied with activity and power, has,

by some cause, been paralyzed. By this
illustration you may easily understand how,
from an over-dose of poison called medicine, or

by any other act detrimental to health, a

brain may become robbed of its power to act
normally in the manifestation of mind. Though
we can not always understand what causes
have been at work to produce such effects,
there are cases enough which we do under
stand, to give us safe analogies by which to

explain all that we can not directly trace to

their causes.
Some children, who have been healthy for

several years, will all at once fall into a fit;
the frightened mother may not understand
why, but when the physician inquires after
the child’s habits, it may be found to have
eaten unripe fruit, or a quantity of dried
apples, dried beef, salt fish, cloves, nutmegs,

or something else, which had deranged the
stomach or disturbed the nervous system.

Without the knowledge thus brought to light,
the convulsions of the child would have been

a mystery to its anxious friends during its en
tire life.
We should remember that all effects must

have a cause, and when we know many causes
which may produce idiocy upon those who
are born to be intelligent, that is to say not
natural fools, we should not be staggered by a

few cases which we may not be able to under
stand. Houses sometimes take fire and are
consumed, and it is never known by what means
the fire originated ; but people understand this
subject so well, that they know there must have
been some natural and adequate cause. So,
also, in paralysis of the limbs, or of the brain by

insanity or idiocy, the mind in its action is

governed by laws as absolute as the laws of

attraction and gravitation, or any other of the
natural laws. When, therefore, you find
handsomely-shaped heads of full size, accom
panied by idiocy, you may take it for granted,
that there has been some cause at work suffi
cient to paralyze the natural action of those
brains.
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L E C T U R E XI.
THE CONSIDERATION OF THE PROSPECTIVE CONDITION OF SOCIETY

contin UED.-duty OF MAINtAINING THE POOR.

Reasonsfor expectingfuture human improvement—Thebrain improveswith time,
exercise,and the ameliorationof institutions—Existingsuperior brains and minds
prove the capabilityof the race—Thebestmen are the firmestbelieversin man's
capability of improvement—Humanhappinesswill increasewith the progressof
knowledge—Ignorancestill prevalent—Manyof our sufferingstraceableto causes
removableby knowledgeand thepracticeof morality—Thisexemplifiedin poverty,
and thevicissitudeanduncertaintyof conditions—Meansby whichhuman improve
mentmaybeeffected—Theinterestof individualscloselylinkedwithgeneralimprove
mentandprosperity—Examplesin proofof this—Extensiveviewof theChristianpre
cept,thatwe oughtto love our neighboras ourselves—Dutyof attendingto public
affairs—Preventionof war—Abolitionof slave-trade—Imperfectionof politicalecono
myin its tendency to promotegeneralhappiness—Proposal to setapartstatedportions

of timefor theinstruction of thepeople in theirsocialduties,andfor thedischarge of

them—Anticipatedgood effects of such a measure—Duty of endeavoring to equalize
happiness–Duty of maintainingthepoor—Oppositeviews of politicaleconomistson
this subjectconsidered—Causesof pauperism,and means of removingthem-These
causesnotstruck at by thepresentsystem of management of thepoor,but on thecon
trarystrengthened.

I PRock ED to state some of the reasons which render it probable
that the capacity of man for improvement is greater than experience
may, at first sight, lead us to suppose.

-

In the first place, man is obviously progressive in the evolution of

his mental powers. The moral and intellectual faculties bear a far
higher sway in the social life of Europe in the present day, than they
did five hundred years ago; and the development of the brain also
appears to improve with time, exercise, and the amelioration of social
institutions. Wherever skulls several centuries old have been disin
terred, they have presented moral and intellectual organs less in size

in proportion to those of the propensities, than are found in the aver
age skulls of the modern inhabitants of the same countries. It is

certain also, that, in civilized nations in general, the moral and intel
lectual organs are larger, in proportion to the organs of the animal
propensities, than they are in savages. The skulls of civilized and
savage races, in the collection of the Phrenological Society, afford
proofs of this fact.* Moreover, individuals are fitted to institute,
maintain, and enjoy a highly moral and intellectual social condition,

in proportion to the predominance of the organs of the superior senti
ments and intellectual powers in their brains. Many persons enjoy
ing this combination may be found in all Christian countries. They
are genuine philanthropists—good, pious, wise, long-suffering, and
charitable. They see and lament the ignorance, selfishness, blindness,
and degradation of the unenlightened masses of mankind, and would
rejoice in institutions that should introduce peace and good-will to

men, and the love of God into every mind. If men possessing such
brains exist, human nature must be capable of reaching this condition;
and as we are all of the same race, and regulated by the same laws,
the excellent qualities exhibited by a few can not be said to be beyond
the ultimate attainment of the majority.
Further—as the firmest believers in man's capability of improve

ment are those persons who themselves possess a high moral develop
ment of brain, they are inspired, in this faith, not by a demon, but by

Heaven; for the moral sentiments are the God-like elements of our
nature; and the very fact that these ennobling expectations are enter
tained by men possessing the best moral affections, affords an indica
tion that Providence intends that they should be realized. In propor
tion, then, as a large development of the organs of the higher faculties
becomes general, the conviction of the possibility of improvement, the
desire for it, and the power of realizing it, will increase f

* Since the textwaswritten, I havevisited the United States of America,and seen
largenumbers of skulls of nativeIndians,andalsoliving individuals of theseraces,and
havefoundthestatement in thetextsupportedby thisevidence. Seethemostauthen
tic descriptions of theseskulls in Dr. Morton'sCrania Americana, an admirablework
containing 78 drawings, of the size of life, of the skulls of native American Indians,
with letter-pressdescriptions of thementalqualities of thetribes.

+ The failure of thedisciples of Mr. Owen, at Orbiston, in Lanarkshire,maybesup
posed to be a refutation of thisremark; buttheyfollowedtheaspirations of theirmoral

Again: man, as already mentioned, is clearly and undeniably pro
gressive in knowledge; and this single fact authorizes us to rely with
confidence on his future improvement. In proportion as he shall
evolve a correct knowledge of the elements of external nature, and of

his own constitution, out of the dark chaos in which they have
hitherto existed, will his means of acting wisely, and advantageously
for his own happiness, be augmented. If we trace in history the
periods of the direst sufferings of human nature, we shall find them
uniformly to have been those of the most benighted ignorance; and
Phrenology confirms the records of history on this subject; it shows

us that the animal organs are the largest and most active, and that,

in uncultivated men, they act blindly and with terrible energy, pro
ducing misery in every form. If the progress of knowledge be destined

to augment virtue and enjoyment, our brightest days must yet be in

reserve ; because knowledge is only at this moment dawning even on
civilized nations. It has been well observed, that we who now live
are only emerging out of the ignorance and barbarism of the dark
ages; we have not yet fully escaped. This is proved by the mass of

uneducated persons everywhere existing,” by the imperfect nature of

the instruction usually given, and by the vast multitude of prejudices
which still prevail, even in the best informed classes of society. It is

,

in truth, an error to believe that even modern Europe is enlightened,

in any reasonable meaning of the term. A few of her ablest men are
comparatively well instructed, when tried by the standards of other
ages; but the wisest of them have the most forcible conviction that
the field of their knowledge of nature, physical and mental, when
compared with the vast regions of territory still unexplored, is as a

span to the whole terrestrial globe; and as to the multitude of man
kind, their ignorance is like the loftiest mountain in extent, and their
knowledge as the most diminutive mole-hill. The great body of the
people are uninstructed in everything deserving the name of practical
science. Neither our scheme of life, the internal arrangements of our
houses, the plans of our towns, our modes of industry, our habits of

living, our amusements, nor even the details and forms of our religious
faith and worship, have been instituted after acquiring sound and sys
tematic views of our own nature, and its wants and capabilities. The
commencement of discovery in the arts and sciences, and of the art of

printing itself, are still comparatively recent: while the practical
application of them to increase the intelligence and happiness of the
great mass of the people, with a view to realizing Christian morality
and its attendant enjoyments, has scarcely yet begun.

sentiments,withoutconsultingthedictates of enlightenedintellect. They believedthat
thegoodwhich theystronglydesiredcould be at oncerealized,bymeasuressuggested
by themereforce of thedesire,without fulfilling the preliminaryconditionsnecessary

to success.They assembled a number of selfishand ignorantpeople,and expected
that,by a fewspeechesandby living in a community,theycouldaltertheirmentalcon
dition,and renderthem in thehighestdegreedisinterestedand moral. This wasirra
tional,and failure,was the natural result; but this doesnot showthat wiser meansmightnothaveled to happierends.

* STATE of Education IN ENGLAND—The register of marriages in England throws
an incidental light uponthestate of education.The partiesmarriedsign their names,

if theycanwrite, and affix their marks, if theycan not. Judging by thiscriterion, it

appearsthat,among100menwhomarry in England,thenumberunable to write is 88.Among100women,49; and the mean of both,41. As it is estimatedthat thenumber
who marryannually is only about 3 per cent. of thepersonsmarriageable,thedataare
too limited to affordsureresults; but in theabsence of betterevidence,theyarewellworthy of attention. With thisqualification,wegive the proportionsfor the different
sectionsof thecountry.
Scuolarshir or ENGLAND.-Of100 of eachsexwhomarry,thenumberwhosignwithmarks is— Males. Females. Mean.
South-easterncounties...
South-midland do.
Eastern do.
South-western do.
Western do.
North-midland do.
North-western do.
Yorkshire do.
Northern do.

The Metropolis.................. :::::::::::::::::
The fact that 41 adultsout of every100can notwrite their names is disgraceful toEngland, and to theChurch in particular,whoseespecialduty it was,either to make

provisionfor theeducation of thepeople, or to seethat it wasmadeby thestate. TheChurch, in its collectivecapacity.has in factbeenhostile to thediffusion of knowledge.
Revi, w of the Regist,aº-º-enera's Second Aºnua Report of Births, Deaths,andMarriages, for England, in theScotsman of 22dAugust, 1840.

[to BE continued.] ->3;
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PHRENOLOGY VINDICATED
AGAINST THE CHARGES OF MATERIALISM AND

FAt ALISM.

BY CHARLE8 CALDWELL, M.D.

[continued FRox PAGE4.]
IN truth, it is discreditable to the science of an

advanced period in the nineteenth century, which
is boastfully pronounced the age of reason, com
mon sense, and practical knowledge, and when
theory is professed to be discarded for fact—it is
discreditable that at such a time, and under such
circumstances, the subjects of materialism and
immaterialism should be brought into question,
and spoken of as themes of interest and import
ance—worse still, asmatters essential to morality
and religion, on which the good order and pros
perity of temporal affairs, and an eternity of woe
or felicity depend That such abstractions (I was
near saying nihilities) as substance, essence, and
entity, were dreamed of and dozed on in the clois
ters of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when
nearly all of mental exercise was abstraction and
hypothesis, is not surprising. But that such phil
osophical foolery should be practiced now, is mat
ter of amazement, and shows that we have but
partially escaped from the superstitions and
phantasies of the “dark ages.” But unmeaning
as the inquiry is

,

and unsatisfactory, as the issue
must necessarily prove, the effort to say something

on the subject must be made, because it is expected
and promised, and shall be therefore commenced
without further delay. And in the course of it,

the matter, frivolous as it is, shall be treated as if

it were worthy in itself of serious consideration.
Were I to introduce the discussion by asking

the question, What is the precise meaning of

materialism, as a charge against Phrenology 2

I doubt exceedingly whether one in every
thousand of those who are in the habit of
preferring it could answer the question in a

way to be understood—or whether half a

dozen in a thousand would answer it alike.
No doubt those who first imputed materialism

to Phrenology, had, or believed they had, some
meaning in their words. Not so, however,
with a vast majority of their disciples and
followers. They have learned the imputation,

as a battle-cry, from their leaders; and they
now exclaim, “Materialism, materialism '''

as literally by rote, and with as little mean
ing, as would the parrot or the magpié. True,
they imagine the term to be of terrible import.
But what that import is

,

very few of them
with whom I have conversed have any but
the most crude and indefinite motions.

O
f

materialism there are several forms,
which, on various occasions, and for different
purposes, writers and speakers have referred

to and considered. Of these, that which de
nies to man the possession of an immaterial,
immortal, and accountable mind, appears to

be the form which is charged against Phren
ology as one of its evils. But the charge, as

will be made to appear, is as “baseless” as

any other “fabric of a vision” which words
can express or fancy conceive.

Phrenologists neither deny the immortality
and accountability of the human mind, nor
are in any way opposed to them. On the con
trary, they accede to both, and that in perfect
accordance with the principles and doctrines

of the science they profess. But as respects
the substance of the mind—the thing, I mean,

of which it is formed—they say nothing; be
cause they know nothing. Yet have they just

as much, and as accurate knowledge on the
subject, as the most sagacious and the wisest

of their opponents. But they have less of

pretension and self-conceit, and being much
less captious and difficult to be pleased, they
are not so prone to murmurs and fault-findings.
They are less inclined, I mean, to except to

any of the works of creation, or to usurp a

share in the superintendence or direction of

them. Under a full conviction that their
minds are made out of the substance best

suited to the purposes for which they were
created, be its essencewhat it may, they are
content with them as they have received them
from theirº unerring Creator. And had He
chosen, in His wisdom, to form them out of a

different substance, their content would have
been the same. Their confidence in the Deity,
his designs and operations, is boundless.
Of enlightened and reflecting anti-phrenolo

gists (if they can be induced to reflect with

AMERICAN PHRENo Lo GICAL Jou RNAL. [FEB.,

stowed existence on matter, can deprive it of

existence. And He, I repeat, has nowhere
avowed His intention to do so—nowhere pro
claimed that He created the material universe,

to devote it again to actual annihilation. Nor,

to speak with reverence, would a course of the
kind comport with what we are taught to be
lieve is His character. It would bespeak Him

to be much more a being of erperiment and
caprice, than one exempt from “any shadow of

turning.” We are told, on the highest author
ity—no less than His own—that when the
Deity had completed creation, including mat
ter as well as mind, He pronounced it all
“very good.” He was, therefore, satisfied
with it. And if it was very good then, it is

very good yet. We have no reason to believe
that the Creator himself has intentionally
made it worse. His own perfections proclaim
that He has not. And a deterioration of it by

a spontaneous change, would indicate in it

some original defect or radical blemish of

material or structure incompatible with its
being the product of a GoD of PERFECTION.
Such deterioration would conclusively show
that it was not “very good,” but radically

seriousness on the subject), I ask the cause of

their deep hostility to materialism in the ab
stract 7 Is there in the doctrine, when fairly
interpreted and fully understood, anything in

less in duration as the spiritual creation, em
bility of the human soul, or in the slightest
compatible with the immortality or accounta

degree unfriendly to them? I reply that there

is not, and defy refutation.
compatibility and unfriendliness are but no
tions—groundless notions, arising from a mis
conception or misconstruction of the doctrine.

In its own nature, for aught we know, or can
even fancy to the contrary, matter is as im

The supposed in

mortal as anything else. We have no shadow
more than the other—matter any more thanof ground for believing or suspecting that na

ture to be essentially and spontaneously per
ishable. On the contrary, all observation and
all experience, as far as they may avail in

such an investigation, contradict the belief.
Nor has the Deity, in any of His revelations,
either pronounced matter perishable in itself,

or declared His positive intention to annihilate

it. The Scriptures, indeed, refer to future
changes that are to occur in masses of matter,
but to no annihilation. The conflagration of

the world, occur when it may, will be but a

change of one great aggregate into another.
To burn is not to annihilate.

It will be conceded by every one that no

given portion or kind of matter can destroy
itself. Such a supposition would be absurd.
Nor can any one portion of matter annihilate
another; for to annihilate is as essentially an

act of Supreme Power as to create.
Nothing short of the Deity, then, who be

defective.

As respects mere duration, then, we have
no ground to believe that the material uni
verse will fall short of its Author—or cer
tainly of anything else He has created. Its
existence as matter will be everlasting. In

form and combination only will it change.
As a system or aggregate, it will be as end

bracing angelic as well as human spirits. For
let it never be forgotten that the immortality

of created spiritual substance is not an attri
bute essentially inherent in that substance.
Such an attribute would render it independent

of God. But it is not so. It is as dependent
on HIM for its immortality as matter is. And

I repeat, that He has nowhere disclosed His
purpose to annihilate the one substance any

spirit.
Whence arises, then, the vulgar notion that

matter, from its nature, is necessarily perish
able 2 The question may be easily and con
fidently answered. Forms and combinations of

matter are mistaken for matter itself, in its
simple condition. The former are perpetually
changing—coming into existence, altering, dis
solving, and passing again into other forms of

being—the latter never.
All the phenomena that make up the vast

and ever-active economy of the universe—the
varying positions and aspects of the heavenly
bodies, meteoric fluctuations and action of

every description, the beauties of spring, the
glories of summer, the fruitfulness of autumn,
and the desolation of winter—are nothing else
than the product of changes in the forms,
combinations, and arrangements of matter.
So are the avalanche and the volcano, the

—sº-3;
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earthquake and the cataract, the rushing tor
rent and the storm-beaten ocean. And so are
the countless forms and movements of the
vegetable and animal creation. The whole
economy of nature, I say, as far as it is known
to us, consists, and always has consisted, of
changes in matter, accumulated and arranged
into bodies and systems. But it is of com
pound matter alone. From its creation to the
present moment, we have reason to believe
that not a particle of simple matter has lost
its existence.
By the great body of mankind, life and death

would seem to be identified with existence and

non-existence. The two former terms, I mean,
are regarded as synonymous with the two lat
ter. But altogether erroneously. Death and
the annihilation of matter have no shadow of
resemblance or of analogy with each other.
Instead of its annihilation, death is but a
change in the mode of existence of matter.
Nor is the conversion of dead into living mat
ter a creation, but simply another change in
the mode of being.
To say the whole at once. Matter is im

mortal, if the Deity choose to have it so.
And of spirit, nothing more can be alleged.
Its immortality also depends on His will alone.
Be its essence what it may, it is as far from
being independent of Him as matter is

. It

exists in strict subordination to the laws He
has imposed on it. And He can decree its
immortality or annihilate it at pleasure. Nor
can anything more perishable be predicated
of matter.
Were materialism true, then, the mind of

man would lose by it not a jot of its immor
tality. Of its moral accountability the same

is true. That, also, might remain untouched.
Accountability does not attach to spirit, be
cause it is spirit. It attaches to it, because,
for reasons of His own, the Deity chooses to

hold it accountable. And, for reasons equally
valid, He can, if He please, hold matter ac
countable also. Indeed, if i mistake not, we
are taught to believe that He does so. The
bodies of the wicked are doomed, after the
resurrection, to suffer in common with their
spirits, in consideration of their having co
operated with them in the commission of sin.
And, on contrary grounds, the bodies of the
righteous are also to participate in the enjoy
ment of bliss.
That the Creator can, then, if H

e please,
attach to the human mind, as a material sub
stance, accountability as well as immortality,
will not be denied. Nor does any one know
that He has not done so. He has nowhere
told us that He has not ; nor has He furnished

us with powers to make the discovery our
selves, by curiously prying into His works.
To take a less abstracted and more practical
view of this subject:

Is any conceited spiritualist so presumptu
ous as to assert positively that the Creator
has not formed the human mind out of matter?
By such assertion, he fairly implies that he

possesses so intimate and thorough an ac
quaintance with the mind, as to know cer
tainly of what substance the Creator has
formed it. But a pretension of the kind
would be in an equal degree audacious and
groundless. In plainer and stronger terms it,

would be impious and false.

Does any one contend that the Deity could
not make the mind of man out of matter, and
still attach to it immortality and accounta
bility ? That would be a motion no less
groundless and culpable ; being, it would be

a denial of the Deity’s omnipotence. And no

one will be guilty of impiety so flagrant.
Who will venture to assert that the Creator

ought not to make the mind of man out of mat
ter? No one, surely. O

r if so
,

his presump
tion is still more consummate and impious;
because he dares to interfere with the designs
and counsels of the Creator. He rebelliously
aspires to

-“Usurp thebalanceandtherod;RejudgeHis justice; betheGod of God!”
[To BE continued.]

dº Cºrrisºnents.
T. A. D.—1. Does the organ of Individuality

formperceptionsºndent of the otherperceptiveorgans,Size,Form,etc.
Ans. Yes. If this organ could exist in a person in a

state of perfection,andthe othersbeeithersuspended in

their action or annihilated,Individualitywould serveits
normalpurpose-namely, to give to themind a recogni
tion of something.The office of Individuality is to recog
nize things as simpleexistences,without respect to color,
form,size, or density. Form and Size can not act until
after Individualityhas perceived the thing to be acted
upon. An infant seespersons,but it is sometimebefore

it can discriminatebetweenone person and another,

or rather before it learns to know its attendantsfrom
strangers.

2. Shouldnottheºn of Languagebevery deficient

in personsborn dumb
Ans. No person is born dumb. Those who are born

without hearing power are called deaf and dumb,but
theyaredumbonly becausetheycan not hear. A mute
child laughsandcries as naturally as any child,showing
that he possessesall thevocal organs,and is notorgan
ically dumb. Besides,we are acquaintedwith many
mutes,and according to our experiencewith them,they
are thegreatesttalkers in theworld,and generallyhave
thesign of Languagelarge. Those,however,whomwe
know have beeneducated,and theywill sit and write
with you for hours, if you can not talk with them by

signs.

8. Do not the temporalmusclesthrow an impediment

in theway of judging the size of Constructivenessand
|...} andwhat is thebestmeans of obviatingthisdifficulty
Ans. We experienceverylittle difficultyfromthemus

cles in decidingupon the size of thoseorgans; still we
are obliged to be careful,and sometimeswe requestthe
subject to relaxthe musclesby letting theunder jaw fall
slightly. SometimesIdeality droops in its development
toward Constructiveness,or, perhapsmoreproperly,the
upperpart of Constructivenessandthelowerpart of Ide
ality are developedtogether. In such caseswesuppose
Constructiveness to actmorenaturallywith Idealitythan
with theperceptives,thus giving to the mind an inven
tive tendency,and the disposition to exerciseimagina
tion alongwith Constructiveness.Moreover,when Ide
alityworksdownwardtowardConstructiveness,werecog
nize the artistic disposition—thetendency to exercise
mechanicalskill alongwith artistic taste; and theman
will be an artistic mechanist, if notan artist; and if an
artist,will show skill in bringing out his conceptions.
When Ideality is lifted up toward Spirituality,the ten
dency of that faculty is to give a dreamy,ethereal,ro
manticcast to themind; and instead of Idealityworking
with tangiblethings,and clinging to objects of beauty in

nature, it revelsamidtheetherealfancies of anexalted or

spiritualnature.

G
.

W. W.-Your description of the Tempera
ments is not so clear as to warrant us in deciding pre
ciselywhat theyare; but so far as we can judge, there
would benopalpableobjection to their union. For fifty
centsyoucould procure,bymail, the IllustrarED SELF
INsrRucton,which would instruct you how to judge of

thesubject of Temperaments.

A SUBscRIBER in Missouri, when sending on

for books and a renewal of his subscription,writes as

follows:
“Having beenan humblereader of the PHRENoLog

IcAl Journal for the past year, I am thoroughlycon
vinced of thetruths of its teaching; of Phrenologybeing

a sound and demonstrablescience;and I long to seeits
permanentadvocatesscatteredover the land, and its
teachingsinculcatedwith the commoninstruction of our
country,and every family become a zealousadvocate of

its claims.
“The properstudy of mankind is man,'

and to it I will contributemymite,thoughbut a drop in

theocean. J. L. H.
--- ----- ---

For M CLUBs.—We should be glad "to send a

club of thispaper to everypostoffice in theUnion. Will
notyouwho readthis see to it thatoneshall be received

at your office? The verylow prices at which we put our
club rateswill precludethe possibility of anyone'ssup
posingwedesiretheformation of clubsentirelyonourown
accoult; for it will be readilyseenthat25,000subscribers

at ourregularratesforsingle subscriptions,give us much
more profit,with less labor, than would 50,000 at club
rates. But so long as we believewecandogoodbypub
lishing at all, so longweshall desire to increasethenum
ber of ourreaders,whether or notwegain anypecuniary
advantagethereby.

“How To Live —that is the essential ques
tion. Not how to live in the merematerialsenseonly,
but in the widest sense. The general problemwhich
comprehendseveryspecialproblemis—theright ruling of

conductin all directionsunderall circumstances.In what
way to treatthebody; in whatway to treatthemind; in

whatway to manageouraffairs; in whatway to bringup

a family; in what way to behave as a citizen; in what
way to utilizeall thosesourcesof happinesswhichnature
supplies—how to ºuseall our ſaeulties to the greatestad
vantage of ourselvesandothers—how to live completely.”
Thus writesHerbertSpencer in his recentworkon edu

cation. To teachHow To Live, in its widestsense,has
beenand is theobject of the PHRENological Journal.
Everythingthatpertains to Education,Physical,Moral, or

Intellectual,finds a place in its columns,and to give its
readerssuchinformation as will enablethem to live better,

is theearnestendeavor of itspublishers.
The PHRENoLogroALJournal, now theonlyoneof the

kind in theworld, is publishedmonthlyby Fowleh AND
Wells, 808Broadway,New York, at One Dollar a year,

in advance. Specimensfor examination sent when
desired.

The AMERICAN PHRENoLogical Journal
for 1861will beprofuselyembellishedwith portraits of the
great,thegood,andthe vicious; engravings of usefulin
ventions; specimensfrom theanimal kingdom; illustra
tions of NaturalScience,Architecture,Fruits,etc.; so that
the Farmer, Mechanic, Merchant, Minister, Parent,
Teacher,andScholarshall find in eachandeverynumber

of theJournal not onlysubstantialknowledge,but use
ful informationandrich intellectualentertainment.Pub
lished at $1 a year, by Fowlee ANDWELLs, No. 308
Broadway,New York.
MEcHANIsM, the great civilizer, yielding as it

doesonehalf thewealth,and being the source of nearly
all the comforts,conveniences,andelegances of life,will
have a prominentplace in LIFE ILLUSTRATED.New in
ventionswill be explainedand illustratedwith spirited
engravinge. So manygreatattractions,with so large an
amount of soundandracyreadingmatter,shouldcall into
thefieldthousandsof co-workers,whowill extendthecir
culation of LIFE Illustrated to everyneighborhoodand
everyfamily in our broad land. Published at $2 a year
by FowleR ANDWELLs,No. 808Broadway,New York.
Liberal deduction to agentsandclubs.

THE editor of the Day Dawn says: “The
AMERICANPHRENoLogicalJournal is a first-classserial
We envy its publisherstheamount of goodtheymusthave
thehappiness of doing. The perusal of suchworksfires

us with zeal to do whatwe can for our race. It is pre
eminently a work foryoungmen,andwill dohonor to the
finestdrawing-roomtable.” Published at $1 a year by
Fowlsh ANDWELLs,No. 808Broadway,New York.
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3b6trfistments.
Advertisem ENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesenttothePublisherson or be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsforthenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once.
TERMs.-Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

TREES, SHRUBS, PLANTS, AND
SEED8.

ortNAMENTAL, Trees And shrubs.
WE are now prepared to furnish ornamental

trees and shrubs, in quantities, at the following
very low prices, viz.:
For the entire collection of fifty.... $10 00
“ Twenty-five, purchaser's selection 6 00&c. … our -- 5 00
“ Twelve, purchaser's -- 4 00
-c. ** Our << . 3 00
Each plant will be distinctly labeled, and war

ranted true to name. All are well grown, fine,
and healthy.
Those desiring to order the whole collection,

may have somewe have named. If so, they may
strike any ten from the list, and we will supply
their places with others equally valuable. The
orders will be well packed and delivered free of
expense, to any express, railroad, or steamboat in
New York. The freight thereafter to be paid by
the purchaser.
We annex a list:
BotANICAL nam.Es. CoMMOn NAMEs.

.Amygdalus............ Alºi, dwarf double
reol.

.Amorpha fructicosa....Indigo Shrub.

.1zalea nudiflora ...... Azalea, pink colored.
Berberis purpurea...... Purple-leaved berberry.
Calycanthus laevigatus. Sweet-scented Shrub,

purple.
Caragana arborescens...Siberian Pea Tree.
Clethra alnifolia. . . . . . .Clethra, fragrant.
Colutea arborescens....Bladder Senna, yellow.
Corchorus (Kerria) ja
ponica. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Japan globe flower.

Cydonia (Pyrus) japon-Quince, Japan scarlet
ica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . flowering.

Cytisus scoparius...... Scotch Broom.
Deutzia scabra. . . . . . . . .º scabrous, beau

tiful.
Deutzia gracilis....... Deutzia, graceful, meat.
Deutzia crenata. . . . . . .Deutzia, crenate.
Euonymus europeus....Strawberry Tree, Euro

pean Scarlet.
Euonymus fructu albo..Strawberry Tree, white

fruited.
Forsythia viridissima...Chinese Golden Bell.
Halesia diptera. . . . . . . . Silver Bell, two winged.
Hibiscus rubro pleno... Althea frutex, red.
Hibiscus ardens . . . . . . .Althea frutex, bright red.
Ribiscus rosea . . . . . . . . . Althea frutex, roseate.
Hibiscus speciosa... . . . . Althea frutex, carnation

striped.
Hydrangea radiata...*ray-flowered

white.
Lonicera tartarica. . . . . Early red tartarian.
Lonicera alba. . . . . . . . . .Early white.
Philadelphus coronariusSyringa, European fra

grant.
Philadelphus Gordoni-Syringa, Gordon's Ore
azutºs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . gon.

Philadelphus grandi-Syringa, garland, large
.ſlorus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . flowers.

Philadelphus gracilis.. sºs", slender branche
Philadelphus nana..... Syringa, dwarf.
Prinos verticillatus..... Winterberry, scarlet.
Robinia hispida. . . . . . . .Acacia, rose.
Spiraea Hookeri... . . . . .Spiraea, Hooker's new.
Spirata opulifolia. . . . . .Spiraea, Guelder Rose,

leaved.

Spiraea paniculata roseaSpiraea, rose-panicled.
Spiraea prunifolia plenoSpiraea, Japan double

white.
Spiraºa Reevesiana..... Spiraea, Reeves' Chinese

white, beautiful.
Spiraea Reevesiana plenoSpiraea, Reeves' Chinese

double white.
Spirata Douglassi. . . . . .Spiraea, Douglass' fine

red.
Spirata callosa vel For-Spiraea, Chinese pink
tunei... . . . . . . . . . . . . . panicled.

Symphoria racemosa ... Snowberry.
Symphoria glomerata...Indian Currant.
Syringa vulgaris cerulea Lilac, purple or blue.
Syringa alba. . . . . . . . . .Lilac, large white.
Syringa Emodii....... Lilac, Nepal.Syringa Persica. . . . . . .Lilac, Persia.
Viburnum prunifolium. Wiburnum, snowycluster.
Weigela rosea. . . . . . . . .Weigela, Chinese rose.
Weigela ambilis........Weigela, Chinese pink,

twice flowering,
Herbaceous and Border Plants.

Our collection of herbaceous and border plants
will include
100 varieties Carnations.

-- Phloxes.
6 “ Herbaceous Spiraeas.
6 “ Lychnes.
10 “ Campanulas or Canterbury bells.
6 “ Delphininus or Larkspurs.
6 -g Clematis, climbing.

Also—Peonies, Diletras, Sedum, Asclepis, Digi
talis (Foxglove), Orobus, Aconitium (Monkshood),
Iris, Yuccas Roses, etc., etc., comprising over 100
different species.
We will sell these in quantities at the same

price of the ornamented shrubs and trees, viz.:
50 plants, $10; 25 plants, $6; 12 plants, $4.
If the selection is left to us we shall give a general
assortment. The purchasers can, if they prefer,
name the numbers of each variety.
fºr Every plant distinctly labeled, and war

ranted as represented.
Flower Seeds.

Having made arrangements with Mr. B. K.
Bliss, of Springfield, Mass., well and extensively
known as one of the most reliable seedsmenin the
country, to furnish us with seeds of his own rais
ing and importation, we are prepared to receive
orders from our subscribers and friends, with full
confidence that we shall be able to give them
entire satisfaction.
We shall furnish five assortments, put up in

packages, as follows:
No. 1 will contain 20 varieties.
44 2 4. 16 4.
“ 3 44 12 &g
“ 4 44 10 44
“ 5 4. 5 44

Those packages in which is the least number of
varieties, will contain the choicest, newest, and
rarest seeds.
The price for each package sent post-paid, by

mail, will be ONE Dollar. Persons sending five
dollars will receive all five assortments, and a
copy of our work, “The Garden,” which is the
best book of the kind published.
In a future number we shall give a list of the

contents of each package.

Jerome Kidder's New AND IMproved
ELECTRo-MAGNETIC MACHINE

is thebest in the marketfor thecureof Paralysis,Rheu
matism,and a greatvarietyof nervousand chronicdis
orders. It has five different currents—theDirect, the
Double Direct,the Alternating,the Double Alternating,
and theReflexCurrent. PatentedSeptember,1860. For
full particularsaddress
11° JEROME KIDDER, 429Broadway,New York.

[FEB.,

WHEELER & WILSON’s

S Ew I N G M A C H IN E s,
WITH IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS, AT RE

DUCED PRICES.
OFFICE, No. 505Broadway,New York.

“This Machinemakesthe“LOCK-STITCH,” and ranks
higheston accountof the elasticity,permanence,beauty
andgeneraldesirablenessof thestitchingwhendone,and
thewide rangeof its application.”—Report of AmericanInstitute, New York.
This Reportwas in accordancewith the awards at theFAIR OF THE UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETY; at theFairs of the
American Institute,New York;
Mechanics'Association,Boston;
Franklin Institute,Philadelphia;
MetropolitanMechanics'Institute,Washington;
Mechanics'Institute,Baltimore :

Mechanics’Association,Cincinnati;Kentucky Institute.Louisville;
MechanicalAssociation,St. Louis;
Mechanics'Institute,San Francisco;at theStateFairs of

Maine, Ohio,
Vermont, Indiana,
Connecticut, Iowa.
New York, Tennessee,
New Jersey, Illinois,
Pennsylvania, Kentucky,
Virginia, Michigan,
Mississippi, Wisconsin,
Missouri California,

and at hundreds of countyfairs.

A WoRD WITH You.
Reader,doyouwant to be restored to health,andknow

how to keepyourselfand otherswell? Are you a clergy
man? a lawyer? a merchant? a teacher?an artist? a

man of letters? Are you a mechanic 7 a farmer? a

miner a student? Are you a sick woman,worn down
with work or family cares? or a girl, delicate,nervous
fromstudy,and predisposed to consumption? You mayrely on it, there is no publication in theworld fromwhichyoucangainsomuchvaluableinformationrelative to the
Laws of Life and Health, as

The Water-Cure Journal.
In it thetrue natureand causeof diseasearefully and

rationallyexplained,and one of its principal objects is to

hteac
How to Keep Well.

But as somefrom Hereditaryaffections or supposedunayoidablecausesdo notenjoyhealth,onedepartment of theJournal is devotedto articlesrelativeto thetreatmentof
diseases,whereyoumaylearn

How to Recover Health when Sick.
The Journal is now in thefifteenthyear of publication,

and thousands in everypart of the countryare ready totestify º the pricelessbenefitstheyhavederivedfromitsperusal.
Publishedmonthly at $1 a year. Specimenswill besent

on application. Address
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

MI's cre LL A N E O Us Boo Ks
SentbyMail on receipt of price.

LARDNER's HAND-Book of NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY. FirstCourse,with over400illustrations.

A newwork for Colleges,etc. Price $1 75.
LARDNER's HAND-Book of NATURAL

PHILOSOPHY, SecondCourse,embraeingHeat,Magneusm,Electricity,andGalvanism. Price $1 bu.
LARDNER's HAND-Book of NATURAL

PHILOSOPHY. Third Course, embracingAstronomy
andMeteorology. Steelplates. $2.
LATIN School DictionARY. Latin

English andEnglish-Latin. Price $1 50.
LECTUREs For THE FIREside. Price

75 cents.
LEtters to A YouNG PHYSICIAN.

By James Jackson,M.D., LL.D. Price $1.
LIEBIG's AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

Its Application to Agriculture andPhysiology. Price $1.
LIFE OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. Price

$125.
Lives of EMIN ENT AMERICANs.

Comprisingbrief Biographies of over Three HundredPersons,with Portraits. Price$2.
Lives of the HEROEs of THE REvo

LUTION. Price $1 75.
Address, FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.-> —sº-3
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND THEIR POLILICAL

GUARANTEES.
BY E. P. HURLBUT, ESQ.,

LATE JUDGE of THE supkrME count of THE STATEorNew York.
WITH NOTES BY GEORGE COMBE.

Published by
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808 BROADWAY,

NEw York.
12mo,cloth,249pages. 87cents,post-paid.

we give below the table of contents of this mostvaluable book, which should be read carefully by
every voter in every section of the country.

The Origin of Human Rights.Rightsarenotcreatedby thelaw—It can notprescribea dutyor declarea right exceptin consonancewith theNatural Laws—Thelawoughtto bemerelydeclaratoryofNatural Rights andWrongs—The necessityof a MentalPhilosophytoa properunderstandingof HumanRightPhrenologyadoptedasthetruePhilosophyof Mind–Mr.Kennamº error in denyingNatural Rights—TheoryofHuman Rightsbasedonthe innate powersand dispºsitions of the mind—The fundamentalRightsof Man are,theRight to Existenceand the Riant to Happiness—TheArgumentstated—TheNatural Depravityof Man denſed—The f, cultiesof Mankind consideredin referenceto theSocialstate—TheArgument—Rightto live in Societyinferred—Andsuch beingthe right of mankind,the Statecannot requirethesurrenderof anyNatural RightsfromtheSocialMan.
The True Function of Government.

Governmentisa thingof Moral Necºssity,arising frominferior Intellectualand Moral organizationsin a portionof Mankind—Thedoctrineof Equalityconsidered-WhatdegreeormoralrestraintmaybeimposedbyGovernment—A goodmanneedsnocoercionfrom the law—Thetrueideaof Civil Liberty—Theadaptationof the Laws to theConstitutiºnof the HumanMind—The lawsought to beneral, equal, and impartial-Privileges a war withf."+. usurpationand injusticeof SpecialLegislation.
The Constitution of Government

The peopleas Sovereignby the Constitutiondelegatethe power or governmentto their representativesoragents– In a pure Democracythere is no necessityfor awrittenconstitution–Reasonsfora writtenConstitutionina RepresentativeGovernment—Theofficeof theCºnstitu;tion' it is notirrevocable—butmaybealteredorchangedat thepleasureof themajorityof thepeople—Thepeoplecan notbind themselvesirrevocablyto any formof Gov.ernmentor modeof administration–Thedistributionofthepowersof Governmentby theConstitution—Appointmentof officers—Theirchoiceby thepeople-ReflectionsuponAmericanimitationsof theBritismConstitution.
Constitutional Limitations and Prºhibitions.The tendencyof Governmentto overact-NecessityofguaranteesagainsttheoppressionsortheState—TheConSitution oughtto berepletewith prohibitionsuponStateauthority—objectionsto the phraseologyof someof thepresentprohibitions: Theseenumºratedand reasonsformore–The RightsofMan requirethattheleading,principlesof Criminal Jurisprudelicº,shouldbe settledin thefundamentallaw of theState—TheStatecannottakevengeanceupon a prisoner–It ran only restraina criminalfrom doing furtherwrong—Theoryof criminal restraintand treatmentbrieflystated—Theright to inflict the Punishmentof Deathdenied—Infringementsuponthe Rightsof opinion to be guardedagainstby the ConstitutionReligious liberty is not well securedby the AmericanConstitution—Theobservanceof Sunday–Enfranchisementof theclergy.
Constitutional Limitations Continued.

Public Debt—TheConstitutionof aStateoughtto guardagainstan unjustpublicdebtbylimiting theExpendituresof a Stateto its necessities—Whatare the legitimateexpensesor a state?—Exceptfor these,themajoritycannotbind the minority—The “People's Resolution”—Legislative actionuponit in theStateof NewYºrk. The Rightof EminentDotnain—Thenecessityof definingthelion itsof its exercise-Laws affectingthe relation of Debtorandcreditor–Proposed Reforms to the New York Constitution.
The Elective Franchise.

The basis of popular Suffrage—Theproper relation ofthe individual inau to the State-Reflectionson theCoustitutionalProvisions of New York relative to the ElectiveFranchu-e—Qualifications of an Elector—The PropertyQualification—Whatpersonsmaynot vote?--Reasonsforand against the Exércise of the Elecuve FranchisebyWomen—Conclusionupon them.
Rights Emanating from the Sentiments and Affections.
The naturalright of Self-Defense—Appeal to Societyforredress of wrongs-Neither Societynor an individualmay takevengeancefor a Wrong—ButtheState is boundto mereoutJustice in all cases—Andwrongs to theSentimen'sandAffectionsdemandremedieswhicharenotnowprovided by thelaws—Thepresentremedies º affordingonly a pecuniaryrecompenseare improper-Injuries tothe Sentimentsand Affectionsarising fromslander,libel,

seduction,andadultery,etc.,ought to betreated as Criminal offenses—Ifnot,the parties injuredwill resortwithimpunity to vindictiveselfredress—I heduel canonly beavoidedby treatingthewrongs out of which it arises asCriminal offenses.

The Rights of Woman.
The Equality of theSexes in theeye of Justice—Rightsknow no distinction of Sex-The Rights of Womaninferred fromhermentalconstitution—Thenotionof Marriagebeing a civil contractrefuted—Theabsurdityandinjusticeof this idea of theCommonLaw–Who maycontractmarriage—SecondMarriages—Theright of Divorce—Thetestin casesof Divorceshouldbe the moral flinessfor marriage of thepartycomplainedagainst—Divorceought to betotal in all cases—Marriage a sacred natural or "inanceand not the creatureof the Law—Relationof HusbandandWife undertheCommonLaw—Objectionsagainstthelegal annihilation of theWife—The loss of moraldignityof theWife undertheCommonLaw—And thesacrificeofher rights of personandproperty.
The Right of Property and its Moral Relations.
The origin of thisright—Thesense of Property is innatein man,and is sharedbyhim in commonwith some of theanimaltribes—Butwhen guided by the human intellect,andactungunderthe impulse of theseutimentsproper toman, it rises to greatdignityandimportance–The naturalright of Property—Theviews of variouswriters on thissubjectconsidered—Man'strue relation to PropertyandWealth—The abuseof Wealth—Diversity of the humanfaculties in reference to theacquisition of Property–Inequality of Men'sEstatesthe result of their mentalconstituton–The lawsooghunot to interfere to retard or benefitanyman in theacquisition of Wealth—Theycanonlyprotecthis acquisitions—Theevil of Corporations—FactitiousCredit System—Nature'sCreditSystem—SpeculationandPaperMoney—LawsaffectingTrade and Business—Rightof EminentDomainaudits properlimitations.

Intellectual Property.
The Natural Right of an Author to exclusiveand perpetualFº in hiscopy—Thisright is notsurrenderedby publication—Theold CommonLaw acknowledgedandprotectedthis right—Opinions of Mansfield,Blackstone,andthegreatEnglishJudgesonthissubject—Thisright atCommonLaw was impaired by the Statute of Anne-ButthiscannotaffecttheQuestion in thisCountry—IntheStateof New York theCommonLaw is adopted by theConsti.tution—And by it the right of an author to exclusiveandperpetualproperty in his Copyought to be upheld,without reference to the Act of Congress-Foreign Authorsought to be protectedagainstthepiracy of theirworksbyAmericanpublishers.

A copy of thisbookwill besent by returnmail, on receipt of theprice, 87 cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

LIFE I L L U S T R A TE D
,

A FIRST-CLASS
WEEKLY PICT or IAL PA PER,

For the
FRIENDS OF PROGRESS AND THEIR FAMILIES.The plan of thePaperembraces:

A Weekly summary of Passing Events, Foreign,Domestic,Literary,Scientific,and Humanitary,withmiscellaneousintelligence, so condensed as to present in amoderatecompasseverythingwhich an intelligentfamilyought to know.
New Inventions, calculated to save labor, promotecomfort,abridgesuffering,anddignifylife,areillustratedanddescribed.
Better Health is the first necessity of thepeople,and it is one of theobjects of LIFE Illustrated tooint out thecauses of ill-healthand themeans of regainngandpreserving it.

Rural Affairs.-A considerable portion of ourspace is devoted to matterdesigned to promoteAgriculture,Horticulture,Fruit Culture,and rural affairsgenerally. This departulent of LIFE Illustrated hasuet withuniversalapproval.
Finally.—Whatever may tend to Illustrate Lifeas it passes,whatevermayassistour readers to livewisely,to live happily, or to live long, is comprehended in ourplan. We aspire to make our paper worthy in everyrespectof its name; andwe have abundantmeansandfacilitiesfor attaluingourobject.
Terms.-We will send Ten Copies, one year, for#10;Five Copies,for#6;Three Coples,for $4; OneCopy,for -2. Payment in advance. The papersent no longerthanpaidfor.
Subscriptionsmaycommence at anytime.
Canadian Subscriberswill send 26 cents a yearaddiional forU. S. postage.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

THE WAY. To Avoid
the Pains and Perils of Girlhood andWomanhood. Wom..."...re jit. ºfNºrsTOWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION.Price, $1,bymail.

HoMEs For THE INDUSTRIous,
In The

GARDEN STATE OF THE WEST.
Trie

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY
HAVE Fortsale

1,200,000ACRES OF RICH FARMING LAND8,
In

TRACTS OF FORTY ACRES AND UPWARD,
on

LONG CREDIT AND AT LOW PRICES.
The attention of theenterprisingandindustriousportionof thecommunity is directed to thefollowing statements,andliberal inducementsofferedthemby the
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY.,

which, as theywill perceive,will enablethem,by properenergy,perseverance,and industry, to provide comfortable homesfor themselvesand families,with, comparatively speaking,verylittle capital.
I.—LANDS OF ILLINOIS.

No State in theWalley of theMississippioffers so greatan inducementto the settleras the State of Illinois.There is no portionof theworldwhereall of theconditions of climateandsoil so admirablycombine to producethosetwo greatstaples,CohnandWHEAT, as the prairiesof Illinois.
II.-EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS.
These lands are contiguous to a railroad700miles inlength,which connectswith other roads, and navigablelakesandrivers, thusaffordingan unbrokencommunication with the EasternandSouthernmarkets.
III.-RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS.

Over$100,000,000of privatecapitalhavebeenexpendedon therailroadsystem of Illinois. Inasmuch as part of theincomefromseveral of theseworks,with a valuablepublic fund in lands,go to diminishthe Stateexpenses,theTAXES ARE LIGHT, and must, consequently,everydaydecrease.
IW.—THE STATE DEBT.The StateDebt is only$10,105,39S14,and, within thelast threeyears,hasbeenreduced$2,959,746S0; andwemayreasonablyexpectthat in tenyears it will becomeextinct.

W.—PRESENT POPULATION.The State is rapidlyfilling up with population; 868,026personshavingbeenaddedsince1850,makingthepresentpopulation1,719,496–aratio of 102per cent. in tenyears.WI.-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
The Agricultural Products of Illinois are greaterthanthoseof anyºtherState. The Productssent out durinthepastyearexceeded1,500,000tons. The wheatcrop o1860approaches85,000,000of bushels,while thecorncropyieldsnot lessthan140,000,000bushels.

WII.-FERTILITY OF THE SOIL.
Nowherecanthe industriousfarmersecuresuchimmediateresultsfor his labor as upontheseprairie soils,theybeingcomposed of a deep,rich loam,thefertility of whichis unsurpassedby anyon theglobe.VIII-TO ACTUAL CULTIVATORS.Since1854theCompanyhavesold1,800,000acres. Theysellonly to actualcultivators,and everycontractcontainsan agreement to cultivate. the roadhasbeenconstructedthrough these lands at an expense of $30,000,000.In1850the population of the forty-ninecounties throughwhich it passeswasonly335,598,sincewhich479,293havebeenadded,makingthewholepopulation814,891—againof 148per cent.

IX.—EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY.As an evidence of the thrift of the people, it maybestated that 600,000tons of freight, including 8,60,000bushels of grain and 250,000barrels of flour, wereforwardedovertheline lastyear.
PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT.The prices of theselands varyfrom $6 to $25peracreaccording to location,quality, etc. First-class farminglandssell forabout$10 or $12per acre; andthe relativeexpense of subduingprairie land as comparedwith woodland is in theratioof 1 to 10 in favorof theformer. Thetermsof salefor thebulk of theselandswill be

ONE YEAR'S INTEREST IN ADVANCEat six per cent. perannum,and six interestnotes at sixper cent, payablerespectively in one, two, three,four,five,and six yearsfrom dateof sale; and four notesforprin: pal,payable in four,five,six, andsevenyearsfromdate of sale ; thecontractstipulatingthatonetenth of thetract purchasedshall be fencedand cultivated,eachandeveryyear,for five yearsfromthedate of sale, so that attheend of five yearsone halfshall be feucedandundercultivation.
TWENTY PER CENT WILL BE DEDUCTED

from thevaluationfor cash,exceptthesameshould be atsix dollarsper acre,whenthecashpricewill be fivedolars.
Pamphletsdescriptive of the lands,soil, climate productions,prices,and terms of paymentcan be had onapplication toJ. W. FOSTER, LAND COMMISSIONER,

Illinois UENTRALRAILRoad,
Chicago,Illinois.For the names of theTowns, Willages,andCities situatedupontheIllinois CentralRºi, seepages18S,189190,Appleton'sRailwayGuide.
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PEIRENOLOGICAL, EXAMINATIONB.

LovE OF Fun.

IN the examination of a sailor in our office,

we found very large Benevolence, Combative
ness, and Mirthfulness; and described him as
being self-sacrificing for those who might be

in difficulty, and bold, daring, and impulsive

when an occasion of importance awakened

those feelings. We also told him that he

would laugh at anything which was amusing,
no matter how serious or solemn the sur
roundings; that his love of mirth and fun
was such that it would induce him to laugh

under circumstances the most sorrowful and

sad.
In regard to his sympathy and daring he

remarked, that he had already, at eight differ
ent times, exposed his life to save the life of
others. On one occasion, at sea, a man hav
ing fallen overboard and the sea being rough,

he leaped into a boat, followed by another, to

save the drowning man ; that when the suf
ferer came to the surface, he grasped the hair
of his head, and was trying to lift him into

the boat, when the man cried out, “Let go.”
Such a request, under such circumstances, ex
cited his Mirthfulness, and he replied, “Very
well; if you prefer to go down rather than to

be held up that way, good-bye,” and down he

went. Soon coming to the surface, however,

he made another grab for the drowning man,

taking him again by the hair of the head,

when he cried out, “Hold on hard now.”

The fact that he had chosen Davy Jones'

regions rather than to have his hair pulled,
and that he had got sick of his bargain and

was willing now to be lifted aboard by the

hair, seemed embodied in the declaration,

“Hold on now.” Our friend again burst out

laughing, when his messmate, who was man
aging the boat in imminent peril of being
swamped, sharply reproved him for laughing

under such circumstances, but he replied,

“How could I help it, when the thing was so

funny.” Thus we see that Mirthfulness will
develop itself, no matter how serious the sur
roundings, as powder does not stop to ask

about propriety when fire is applied to it.-------
MOR R.I.S' PO E. M. S.

To speak of the poems of this favorite author,

one hesitates whether to do more than merely

state the fact that a beautiful edition of them,

in blue and gold, has just been published, by

Charles Scribner, New York. Certainly it is

not necessary to speak in terms of commenda
tion of the heart-poet of America. We are
aware, however, that thousands sing the songs,

“My mother's Bible,” “Woodman, spare that
tree,” “When we were boys together,” and
many others, which have become household
words, without knowing that General George

P. Morris, of “The Home Journal,” is the

author. The book before us contains a memoir

of the author, which can not fail to be interest
ing to all who admire his poetry; and that is

equivalent to saying everybody of good sense

and good taste. A more fitting book for a gift,

as to style of publication and contents, we

have not seen; and what is more, its price is

so low that everybody can afford to buy it.------
SEASONABLE HINTS ABOUT PER

SONAL COMFORT.

A THIN shawl may be made warm by folding a

newspaper inside of it. The paper is impervious

to the wind and cold air from outside, and prevents

the rapid escape of the warm air beneath it. Every
one knows that the heat of the body is carried off

much more rapidly in a high wind than in a calm.
The wind blows away the heat evolved from the
body; but in a perfectly still air this heat remains,
and constitutes an atmospheric envelop so nearly

of the same temperature with the body itself,

that the latter is not so quickly robbed. of its
natural heat.
There are some very interesting facts about the

body in power to make and contain heat, which
are familiar to all, when told, but which are sel
dom thought of in daily experience. For example,

the body will hold a great deal more heat than it

gets from its own furnaces. The stomach is a

furnace, and our food is the fuel. It keeps up a

uniform temperature in the blood equal to about
98° of Fahrenheit's thermometer. If the stomach
could consume food fast enough to maintain that
heat, the body could not be frozen by any extreme

of cold. But in proportion to the severity of cold

to which the body is exposed, is the rapidity with
which it loses. Some substances taken into the

stomach make a hot blaze much sooner than others,

as brandy. To put brandy in the stomach is like
putting pitch under a steam boiler. It soonburns
out, and the greater heat injures the furnace.
We say that the body will hold more heat than

it gets from its own furnaces. Heat is measured

by degrees. On going out of a warm room, the
body will immediately begin to lose its heat, and

it must part with a certain number of degrees

before it can begin to feel cold. The direction has

sometimes been given—“Don’t hug the stove, if

you are going to set out on a cold journey.” But
experience says—do hug it. Get in as many

degrees of heat as you can carry, if it is 500.
Then wrap yourself up well, and you can econo

mize these 500 degrees through a long ride. But

if you had only taken 100degrees at the start,

they would have been exhausted midway of the
journey, and then you would have begun to feel
cold. Nevertheless, it is an unhealthy habit to

accustom one's self on ordinary occasions to more

heat than is actually needed. This is a very com
mon fault, and bears on the pocket as well as on

the health. One may easily get the habit of re
quiring two or three more blankets on a bed than
are necessary. Some families will burn twice the

fuel that others do, and enjoy less comfort.
The extremities of the body get cold first, often

to a painful degree,while the trunk is warm. But

so long as the trunk keeps warm, in a person of

common vigorous health, there is little fear of

“catching cold” by aching toes or fingers. In

rail-car riding, it is much safer to let the toes
ache, than to allow the lungs to feed on the foul
air around the stove.

When you set out on a winter journey, if you
are liable to suffer from cold toes, which many

people do in spite of “rubbers,” fold a piece of

newspaper over your stocking, which you can
readily do, if your boots or shoes are not irration
ally tight. This is better than “rubbers,” which
are, in fact, very cold comforters in extreme,
while they make the feet sweat in moderate
weather. The main use of India-rubber overshoes

is to keep out water, and for that they are second
only to a stout, water-proof, first-rate calf-skin

boot. There is not a more villainously unwhole
some article of wear made than the high ſtopped

rubber boot. It makes the foot tender, especially

in children, gives an ugly gait, and when left off

in any weather, the wearer is liable to “catch
cold.” St. Crispin is the best friend of the human
foot, when his leather and stitches are honest.
Althºugh the body can take in a greater number

of degrees of heat than it gets from its own fur
nace, the stomach, yet its capacity is limited in

this respect. For example, when the hand is

warm, you can not hold it in the air of a hot oven

for a second; but when it is cold, and especially
when damp also, you may hold it there for some

time without being obliged to withdraw it. And

so of the whole body. It appears that the body
may carry less, as well as more heat, than the

quantity supplied by its own furnace. Its ex
tremities and its surface often become painfully
cold.

In winter, a traveler occasionally finds in a

hotel a deficiency of bed covering; or in the sen
sitiveness of disease, he may require more than in

health. The newspaper for which he paid two

cents on the cars, spread under the upper cover,

will be equal to an additional blanket.

A piece of silk oil-cloth, stitched in the folds of

a shawl, is more flexible than the paper, and will
last a whole winter. It has the advantage of

securing inward warmth without the additional
weight of a thicker garment.
The constitutional vivacity and temper of a

person has much to do with his endurance of cold.
For this vivacity is a sort of nervous fire that

lessens the sensibility to outward impressions.

An indifferent, milk-and-water person, without
energy and force, is at the mercy of every cold
blast that sweeps round the corner. He, and
especially she, has no defense but to wear a dozen

shawls during the day, and sleep under a bale of
blankets at night. One without any mental pur
pose (unfortunately there are such), though in

vigorous health, is much more liable to catch cold
than a spirited;delicate body bent on somepositive
pursuit.

In this world of changeable climates, there are
not a few people who get a habit of being annoyed
by any weather that is in the slightest degree ad
verse to their present caprice. In winter, they
don’t like winter; in summer, they prefer autumn;
and in autumn, spring is the most delightful season

of the year. A snow-storm in August would be

charming, but in its proper season it is a perfect
nuisance. For such people, we are utterly in
capable of writing any useful hints. We hope
they will succeed in doing what they have set out

to do, until they are punished into acquiescence
with all the seasons of the year—that is

,
in mak

ing themselves uncomfortable, no matter what
wind blows or what sun shines.—The Century.
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PHRENoLogic AL CriARACTER.
[on the 23dof January, 1860,just abouta yearbefore

her death,a friendbroughtLola toour offleeforexamina
tion. Shewasnotonlyentirelyunknownto theexaminer,
butwasdisguisedbyanunfashionableandwemightsayan
untidy dress,with a view, aswenow think, of impressing
us with the ideathatshewas uncultivated,and of neces
sity was filling somemenialstation;in otherwords,to see
if Phrenologywould detectthe peculiar qualitiesof her
erraticgenius. We give theexaminationverbatim,as it
was taken down by a phonographic reporter.—EDs.
PHRMN.Journal.]
You have a very active brain, a very in

tense mind, very sharp feelings, and a very
positive character. You can not take life in
a quiet, easy manner, but are disposed to do
whatever you do on your own responsibility,
and act and think for yourself. You have the
qualities of mind peculiar to your father, and
at the same time possess many of the elements
of mind of your mother. You have a strong
religious nature, and yet you are a very free
thinker. You can not well get along without
being pious—at least, without religious wor
ship—but you are far from having any super
stitious feelings.

NEW YORK, MARCH, 1861.

You are not pru
dent, not discreet,
not circumspect,
not well balanced.
You strike out into
bold water before
you learn to swim,
and if you were a
soldier you would
take the city by
storm rather than
by stratagem.
Your mind lies

on the surface—it
is easily seen, You
speedily unfold
your whole char
acter, and the bad,
as well as the good,
is seen at once.
You have no cloak

around your heart;
are as courageous
as any soldier ever
was ; are almost
fond of opposition ;
are really comba
tive and strong in
argument, and are
a powerful oppo
ment, but you are
not cruel ; have

Lol, A MONTEZ–FROM

[WHOLE NUMBER, 267.

A PHOTOGRAPH BY MEADE BROTHERS.

not a malicious and revengeful mind. You will
conquer, however, because you have so much
positiveness of mind.
You have a strong social nature, are warm

hearted, and very adhesive. Few persons
cling to their friends with greater tenacity,
and you are more annoyed when persons speak
against your friends than when they speak
against you; are susceptible of strong love to
children and of strong love to country.

You are susceptible of strong congujal love,
but you have so much of the masculine in
your character that you love women almost
as well as man does; still, you appreciate the
society of gentlemen and seek their company,
and, with the right kind of a companion, you
would be a very devoted and loving wife; but
whoever attempts to govern you will make a
mistake, for you never were, and never will
be, subdued.

ſ
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You are kind, sympathetic. benevolent, and
generous in your impulses. You take pleasure
in doing good. -
Intellectually you are smart, knowing, ob

serving, practical, and quick to perceive.
You accumulate a vast amount of knowledge

with limited opportunities, and you have a
good memory of everything that you see or do.
You have a great love for traveling, and

remember places with uncommon accuracy.
You also have large Language, and can easily
tell what you know. You love to talk, and fre
quently wish you were a man. If you were,
you would be either a speaker or soldier.
You love music, and have considerable

ability as a musician. You are a wit, and
your jokes are all pointed and frequently sar
castic; are fond of reading and of all classes
of mental development and excitement. You
also have good talents in acting, representing,
and conforming; are quite free in the use of
money. You want property to spend, not to
lay up and hoard.
The faults of your character are that you

are too free, frank, open, and not sufficiently
cautious, restrained, circumspect, and easy in
your manners. You need more Spirituality
and more abstract philosophy; are rather too
bold, too spirited, too executive, positive, in
dependent, and liberal in your views to suit
the world as it is.

Biograaphy.

This remarkable woman, who died in this
city January 17, after a long and severe ill
ness, and whose remains were interred in
Greenwood Cemetery, January 20, was born
in 1818. Her father was only about twenty
and her mother fifteen when they were mar
ried, and Lola was born during the second
year of their marriage. At her baptism she
was christened Marie Dolores Eliza Rosanna
Gilbert; she was afterward called Dolores,
from which she derived her name Lola. At
an early age she displayed the elasticity of a
creole and the gracefulness of a Spaniard,
with the wit and vivacity of a native of Ire
land. Her mother was a creole of striking
beauty, and is said to have married in succes
sion a Spanish and an Irish officer. This cir
cumstance gave rise to conflicting accounts as
to her nationality; and the singularly cosmo
politan impression of her appearance was not
calculated to solve the mystery, although, ac
cording to her own account, she was ushered
into the world in the beautiful city of Limerick,
and was brought up under the care of her
mother, in England, until she was six years
old. Lola’s mother had in the meantime mar
ried a Captain Craig, with whom she went to
India, leaving the young girl in charge of
Captain Craig's father, at Montrose, Scotland.
She was afterward sent to London, and placed
in the family of the Commander-in-Chief of
the Bengal forces, Sir Jasper Nichols. With
the daughters of Sir Jasper Nichols she was
sent to Paris to school, and after spending sev

eral years there, Miss Fanny Nichols and
young Lola were sent to Bath to finish their
education. She remained there about eighteen
months, at the expiration of which time her
mother returned from ludia. Lola was then
about fourteen years of age. She was in
formed by her mother that she had come home
to take her back to India. The enormous
amount of dressmaking caused suspicion in
young Lola’s mind, and upon further inquiries
she was informed by Captain James that her
mother had promised her in marriage to Sir
Abraham Lumly, one of the Judges of the
Supreme Court of India, and about sixty
years old. This piece of intelligence aroused
her anger, and in a defiant tone she informed
her mother that she would never consent. A
family quarrel followed, and in her despair
she appealed to Captain James for assistance.
On the next day the latter eloped with her to
Ireland, where Captain James's family resid
ed. After a great deal of trouble they were
finally married. The alliance, however, did
not prove conducive to her happiness; and,
after having followed her husband to the East
Indies, where he eloped with a Mrs. Lomer,
she soon returned to England. On this home
ward journey she attracted the attention of
her fellow-travelers by her exuberance of
spirit and varied personal and mental attrac
tions. Among her most ardent admirers was
a young Scotchman, of the illustrious house
of Lennox, who was only with difficulty re
strained by his friends from offering her his
hand. In London she led a gay life, being
courted by the Earl of Malmesbury, the ex
Minister of Foreign Affairs, and other distin
guished noblemen, and making occasional ro.
mantic excursions to Spain and to other parts
of the Continent. Wherever she went she
was the observed of all observers, conquering
the hearts of men of almost all countries by
her beauty and blandishments, and their ad
miration by her unflinching independence of
character and superior intellectual endow
ments. After various adventures, she made
her début on the stage, first as a simple figu
rante, and afterward as danseuse at the Porte
St. Martin. With the prestige that hovered
around her association with the beau-monde in
England, and the furore she created on the
stage, a woman of her beauty and genius
would, probably, in the latter part of the
seventeenth or beginning of the eighteenth
century, have become the chosen favorite of
Louis XIV. or Louis XV. But times had
changed, and under the reign of Louis Phil
ippe journalists began to wield the power
which was formerly held by kings. One of
these new monarchs of the nineteenth cen
tury, M. Dugarrier, managing editor of the
Presse, conquered the love of Lola Montez,
but came to an untimely end in a duel fought
with M. Rosemond de Beauvallon, a political
writer. Having accompanied her lover to the
gambling-house, where the duel had originated
in a quarrel between the two gentlemen, Lola
was summoned as a witness on the trial.
Dressed in deep mourning, she appeared in
the court, which was crowded with the élite
of the journalistic, literary, artistic, theatri
cal, and fashionable Bohemia of the French
metropolis, amid the admiring whispers of the
vast auditory. Her testimony having placed
the act of De Beauvallon in a very murderous
light, he was sentenced to ten years’ imprison
ment, and Lola, to whom her lover had be
queathed about $4,000, soon left Paris, to the

great disappointment of many enterprising
lessees, who had expected to reap golden har
vests from her appearance on the stage with
the éclat of the duel still fresh upon the public
mind. Lola repaired to Munich, and created
a great sensation there as a danseuse. This
visit to the capital of Bavaria inaugurated a
new and brilliant era in her life. King Louis
was then on the throne, and being a monarch
of poetical and romantic nature, he fell deep
ly in love with the witty Irish lady, who, if
she did not reciprocate the affection of her
veteran lord, conceived feelings of sympathy
and respect for his high-minded and generous
nature, which she asserted to the last. The
pious Abel was at that time at the head of the
administration, and his policy was diametri
cally opposed to all kinds of liberties, whether
in matters of church, of state, or of love. No
more picturesque contrast can be imagined
than that between the grave, heavy, and senile
representative of Bavarian political and theo
logical orthodoxy, and the sunny, gipsy-like
freedom and humanity-loving Lola. Her pro
motion to the rank of Countess of Landsfeldt
was strenuously opposed by the Ultramontane
cabinet, but it was compelled to relinquish its
power (Feb., 1847) by Lola's influence. The
followers of the ministry among the people
became loud in their remonstrances. A new
cabinet was formed of Maurer, Von Rhein,
Zenetti, and others, with a view of conciliat
ing the Ultramontane party; but Lola’s influ
ence, growing to formidable proportions, was
in vain opposed by the Diet, which assembled
on September 20, 1847. In order to punish
the ministers for their inability to restrain the
members of the Diet in their anti-Lola preju
dice, a new cabinet was formed in December,
with Wallerstein at its head, and which be
came the pliant tool of their designs. Ostra
cised by the beau-monde of Munich, Lola
found compensation in the devotion of a num
ber of young enthusiasts, chiefly students,
who, under the name of Alemanni, constituted
themselves her protectors. These chivalric
youths were soon persecuted by the anti-Lola
party among the students and citizens. Riots
broke out, in consequence of which Lola or
dered the University to be closed in the begin
ning of February, 1848, but the exasperation
of the Ultramontane Munichers rose to such a
degree (February 10 and 11) that the King was
reluctantly induced to reopen the seat of learn
ing, and consent to the departure of the lady.
Lola, however, resisted for some time, and,
after endeavoring in vain to regain admission
into the city, she took up her abode near the
Lake of Constance, still hopeful of a restora
tion to power. In the meanwhile, however,
the reaction of the revolution of February 24
began to be felt, and in Munich, and during
the disturbances which broke out in March,
the indignation of the populace was directed
against Lola, although the poor woman had
sought, long before the outbreak of the French
revolution, to give a more liberal tendency to
the political institutions of the country. On
March 17th she was formally deprived of the
title of countess, and orders were given for
her imprisonment, while her devoted lover re
linquished his crown, on March 24th, in favor
of his son Maximilian, the present King of
Bavaria. Lola was soon afterward in the
midst of her friends in England, where her
extraordinary career in Bavaria naturally had
the effect of increasing the number of her ad
mirers. She accepted the hand of one of them,
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Mr. Heald, a wealthy young officer, which,
however, subjected her to a trial for bigamy
on the part of Mr. James, the East Indian
husband of her early days. She escaped from
this dilemma by following her new husband to
the Continent, spending some time in her fa
vorite country, Spain. Mr. James died in
1850, and his death was followed by that of
Mr. Heald, so that Lola was again in the full
enjoyment of that independence of all ties
which was the most congenial to her nature.
In 1852 she visited the United States, and at
tracted great attention by interesting narra
tions of her adventures. During her stay in
California, she was said to have formed a ma-.
trimonial alliance with a third husband, a
Mr. Hull, which, however, was soon termi
nated by divorce. A few years afterward she
proceeded to Australia, and gained the sym
pathy of the people of Melbourne by appro
priating the receipts of her theatrical perform
ances to the wounded in the Crimean war
(1855). She subsequently returned to the
United States, and gave a series of lectures
in New York and other cities, which displayed
much ability and versatility, and were numer
ously attended ; and, after a tour of lecturing
in England and Ireland, she again retraced her
steps to this country, in the autumn of 1859.
She published a volume of her lectures,

with her Autobiography, Arts of Beauty, or
Secrets of a Lady's Toilet, and Anecdotes of
Love. She spoke the principal European lan
guages with great fluency and eloquence, and
her varied attainments, together with a bound
less store of experience and anecdotes, gathered
up among almost all nations, made her com
pany very attractive. Her appearance was
that of a semi-Irish, semi-Spanish lady of
great intelligence and refinement. Her elocu
tion was very distinct, and in her public ad
dresses she adopted a lady-like, conversational
tone, avoiding all gesticulation. She had re
sided of late in New York, and for some time
past her health had given serious apprehen
sion to her numerous friends and admirers.
For several months she had been deprived of
the use of her limbs by paralysis, one side of
her system having become completely palsied.
During her illness, by invitation, she took

up her abode with Mrs. Buchanan, the wife
of the celebrated florist, who knew Lola in
Scotland, they being in their younger days
school companions. Lola gradually grew
worse, although the best of medical skill was
employed and everything supplied her calcu
lated to alleviate her sufferings. About two
weeks before her death she began to sink, and,
being aware of the fact, her whole time was
occupied in devotional exercises. But in this
respect, anterior to the period we allude to,
she exhibited a marked change on her previous
life. Her whole desire seemed bent toward
engaging in religious conversations with every
body with whom she came in contact, and in
them she exhibited a deep knowledge on theo
logical subjects. During the last week of her
life she sent for and was attended by the Rev.
Dr. Hawks, of Calvary Church, and was also
attended by members of the congregation of
the church, and to them, while engaged in re
ligious conversation, she exhibited a thorough
repeutance for her past erratic life. On
Thursday, the day she died, Dr. Hawks was
at her bedside, and when asked by the clergy
man if she still thought she had found for
giveness with her Saviour, not being able to
speak, she nodded assent. The funeral took

place on Saturday. The Episcopal funeral
service was performed at Mrs. Buchanan's
house, and the remains of the deceased were
followed to Greenwood by some of the most
respectable citizens and their families.
The New York Evening Post, in an article

on Lola Montez, says that about four weeks
before her death, the Rev. Dr. Hawks was re
quested to call on her, and did so. He found
her with her Bible open at the story of the
Magdalen, and she expressed to her visitor her
sincere anxiety in regard to her future wel
fare. At the same time she was hopeful. “I
can forget my French, my German, my every
thing,” she said, “but I can not forget
Christ.” Before she died she purchased the
little plot in Greenwood where she is now
buried. On her coffin was a plate with the
simple inscription: “Mrs. Eliza Gilbert, died
January 17th, 1861, aged 42 years.” The
name of Lola Montez, by which she was best
known, was assumed when she went on the
stage at Paris, professing to be a Spanish
dancer. She subsequently adopted this name
whenever she appeared in public. Her last
appearance was at a lecture, at Mozart Hall,
a year or so ago, when she was listened to by
a large and highly intelligent audience. The
exploits of Lola on the railroad cars in this
country have been widely circulated by the
press. One time she persuaded the engineer
to allow her to ride with him on the engine.
While he was looking elsewhere, Lola sud
denly turned on a full head of steam, and
away dashed the engine at a fearful speed, to
the great dismay of the engineer.
Another time Lola was in a car, when she

pulled out one of her favorite little cigars and
coolly lighted it. The conductor soon made
his appearance :

“Madame,” said he, blandly, “you can not
smoke here.”
Madame went on smoking without paying

the least attention.
“Madame,” repeated the conductor, a little

savagely, “you can’t smoke here.”
Lola looked up at him, gave a sweet smile,

and asked :

“What do you say, sir?”
“I say you can’t smoke here.”
“But you see I can, though,” replied Lola,

sending out an extra puff and smiling at the
absurdity of the conductor's theories.
Mrs. Gilbert, Mrs. Heald, Countess Lands

feldt, Lola Montez—by whatever of her mu
merous names she may be known—did not
die in a state of utter dependence on friendly
hospitality, as many supposed. She had some
money, three hundred dollars of which she
has left to the Magdalen Society; the re
mainder, after paying off her just debts, is to

go to charitable objects. The peculiar cir
cumstances in which Lola Montez was placed
must be considered in viewing her career. She
had talents, and decided to make use of them

to get on in the world. She was a Becky
Sharp on a grand scale, only not quite so

heartless as that imaginary character. Her
most eccentric actions were speedily reported,
but her many acts of generosity, especially to

poor literary people—and there are several
of this class in New York who can bear testi
mony to this—were known only to the recipi
ents of her careless bounty.
Lola had many good traits of disposition,

and those who knew her best professed warm
affection for. She was a woman of decided
talents, and excelled as a conversationalist.
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}PHRENOLOGY VINDICATED
AGAINST THE CHARGES OF MATERIALISM AND

FAt ALISM.

BY CHARLES CALDWELL, M.D.

[continued FBoMrage 29]
Thus, fair and harmless, then, in the eye of

reason and philosophy; and, stronger still,
thus, fair and harmless, in the eye of common
sense, stands the misunderstood and much
abused doctrine of materialism. Against its
truth, no rational and solid objection can be
raised. Nor against its moral principles and
tendency can any accusation be justly prefer
red. That, if it be not misapplied, or in some
way abused, it is unproductive of mischief, is

perfectly certain. And every form of mis
application and abuse, whatever be the nature
and value of the thing thus dealt with, is sure

to be in some shape productive of evil.

If, then, reason and philosophy, common
sense and morality, find nothing erroneous or

blameworthy in materialism, how stands the
matter in the view of the Christian religion ?

In precisely the same attitude. Materialism

is no anti-Christian doctrine. Nor is imma
terialism adopted, or in any way countenanced,

by unsophisticated Christianity. When cor
rectly construed, the New Testament does not
hint at either the one or the other—much less

does it pronounce either to be an element of

orthodox belief. In the substance or essence

of the human soul, that production takes no

concern. Its immortality and accountability,
with its purity or corruptness, are all it affirms,
and all to which it attaches the slightest im
portance. And, as already intimated, these
attributes are as compatible with a material
essence as with an immaterial one.

True, the New Testament speaks of the soul
and the body, the flesh and the spirit of man.
But what of that ? When these terms are

traced to their origin, and have their actual
meaning developed, they seem to be employed
to discriminate between one-form of matter
and another—between that which is gross and
impure, and that which is subtile and refined—
much rather than between something material
and something immaterial. By no Greek and
Latin scholar will this be denied. The same

terms (pneuma and psyche) which, in Greek,
signify soul or spirit, signify also air or wind.
Of the Latin tongue, the same is true. Spiritus
denotes at once the air we breathe, the wind
that fans us, and the spirit which presides
over our movements and thoughts. Where
fore is this 2 The answer is easy. Because
spirit and wind are attenuated and subtile;
not because one of them is material and the
other immaterial. In truth, there is not in

the writings of the Evangelists or Apostles a

single clause or word that hints at immate
rialism ; much less that enjoins it as an ar
ticle of belief. If there be, it has escaped my
notice; and I therefore respectfully ask for→

* *
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the chapter and verse of either of those pro
ductions in which it may be found. I shall
only add, that were a belief in the immate
riality of the human spirit as essential to
sound Christianity as most religionists now
pronounce it, some intimation to that effect
would have doubtless been given by the Mes
siah himself, or by some of his Apostles. But
they are silent on the subject. Wherefore,
then, are those who profess to be their follow
ers so boisterous and intolerant 2 Nor is this
all.
The primitive fathers of the Christian Church

(those, I mean, of the first and second centuries),
some of whom were cotemporaries of the long
est lived of the Apostles, and no doubt saw and
conversed with them—those venerable and holy
patriarchal Christians were probably as ortho
dox in their creeds, and as spotless in their
lives, as the most zealous and sanctimonious
sectarians of the nineteenth century. Yet
they knew nothing of the doctrine of immate
rialism. At least they have left behind them
nothing to testify to that effect. They were
neither speculative metaphysicians nor vision
ary transcendentalists. They were Christians
—firm, thorough-going, fearless Christians,
clinging to their faith and worship, in the
midst of danger, persecution, and death. Their
endeavors were, not to detect the essence of

their souls, but to regulate their tempers and
improve their piety. Theirs was peaceful and
practical, not theoretic and militant Christian
ity. It was Christianity of the sentiments and
affections, not of cold dogmatism, cavil, and
opinion. Its fruits were humility and charity,
beneficence of conduct and uprightness of life;
not denunciation or persecution, malediction

or abuse. Nor was it, I think, until the third

or fourth century, that immaterialism was
broached as a Christian doctrine. And then

it was derived from the writings of Pythag
oras and Plato, especially from the seductive
creations of the latter. And those by whom

it was first adopted and transplanted, were no

doubt the metaphysical Christians of the day,
who had more in their constitution of Causal
ity and Wonder, than of Veneration and Con
scientiousness.
Immaterialism, then, I repeat, is not a doc

trine of Christian origin. It is a pagan dog
ma, engrafted on Christianity by metaphysical
refinement and logical subtilty. Whether it

be true or false, is a problem which involves
the consideration of substance and essence,
and can not be solved. Nature has bestowed
on us no faculties for such disquisitions. Nor,

as already stated, do the Scriptures contain
any revelation to enlighten us on the subject.

But had a belief in immaterialism, I repeat,
been essential to Christianity, and to our eter
nal welfare, as immortal beings, such revela
tion would certainly have been made to us.
To say nothing of the tender and indulgent
attribute of mercy, the justice of Heaven would
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not have doomed us to perish through igno
rance.

Wherefore was the scheme of redemption

revealed to us? The reply is easy; because
the reason is plain. Our mental exertions
could not reach it. Without the aid of reve
lation, therefore, it must have lain endlessly
concealed from us. Yet could our faculties
have detected that as readily as immaterial
ism.

From the foregoing considerations, I feel
justified in the inference, that the doctrine of

materialism can not be shown to be either
groundless, irreligious, or immoral; and that,
therefore, a belief in it can lead to no form of

mischief, either now or hereafter. Error in

some shape can alone prove mischievous.
Materialism is but a bugbear to frighten the
timid and unthinking; or a dream of the fan
cy, to feed prejudice and repress inquiry. And
for these purposes it has been used with a de
gree of success eminently injurious to the
cause of truth, the promotion of science, the
liberalization of the human mind, and the
welfare of man.
But grant the truth of the worst that anti

phrenologists and fanatics can say of material
ism, and Phrenology does not suffer by the ad
mission. The reason is plain. Between that
science and the doctrine I have been discuss
ing there is no necessary connection. Phre
nology, I mean, is not more directly and essen
tially chargeable with materialism than any
other scheme of mental philosophy. For every
such scheme partakes of the doctrine; and
Phrenology does no more.
Notwithstanding all I have said on the sub

ject, most phrenologists concur with their op
ponents in relation to the nature of the human
mind. They believe it to be immaterial. And

on this point I am no dissenter. Though I

profess to know nothing certain respecting the
substance of mind, whether it be material or

immaterial, I am persuaded that it is some
thing exceedingly different from the gross ma
terial which composes the body. I believe,
moreover, that it is not, like the body, liable

to change, decay, and dissolution; but that its

condition is permanent, and that it is an heir

of immortality.
Phrenologists, however, farther believe that

the mind, though the superior portion of man,
does not alone perform any of the phenomena
denominated mental. In every action, whether

it be one of voluntary motion, sensation, or

thought, it calls into requisition, and employs,

as its instruments and ministers, the corporeal
organs. In some actions more organs; in

others, fewer are necessarily engaged.

By a fair analysis and exposition of the sub
ject, it can be made clearly to appear that
metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists them
selves are compelled to explain a large major
ity of mental phenomena, if they attempt to

explain them at all, on the same principles

with the advocates of Phrenology. To illus
trate and confirm this position by a reference
to facts:

The external senses of seeing, hearing, tast
ing, smelling, and feeling, together with the
faculty of speech, are as literally mental oper
ations as perception or reasoning. So are the
affections and sentiments, and every form of

voluntary motion. In the correctness of this
statement, all men who have spoken or writ
ten on mental philosophy concur in opinion.

It is therefore universally regarded as true.
But metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists

agree with the rest of the world, that the mind,

as an immaterial organless substance, and in

its exclusive and solitary capacity, can per
form none of these functions. It must employ

as its instruments the necessary forms of or
ganized matter. It can not see without an
eye, hear without an ear, taste and smell
without a tongue and nostrils, feel without
sensitive nerves, speak without organs of

speech, nor perform voluntary motion without
suitable muscles. And these instruments, I

say, are all made of matter.
By metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists

the affections and sentiments are also referred

to material organs. But by them this refer
ence is made to the heart, stomach, and bow
els, in which they contend that the affections
are seated; while by phrenologists it is made

to certain portions of the brain. But as re
spects the external senses, speech, and mus
cular motion, the parties concur in belief. To
the performance of the whole of them, the
same material organs are acknowledged to be
indispensable.
Thus far, then, as respects materialism,

phrenologists, anti-phrenologists, and meta
physicians go hand in hand. And, except as

regards the sentiments and affections, their
harmony is complete. Here, however, they
separate, for reasons which shall be rendered;
and their separation is wide. Nor do the
spirit and principles productive of it admit of

compromise. There is no middle ground on
which the parties can meet. One or the other
must ultimately abandon its position; and no
gift of prophecy is requisite to foretell by
which party the surrender will be made.
Metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists con

tend that man possesses certain purely spirit
ual faculties, which have no shade of depend
ence on matter. Pre-eminent among these are
reason, conscience, and veneration, or a senti
ment of piety and homage.
On the ground of this immaterial or “purely

spiritual” hypothesis, phrenologists and their
antagonists are openly at issue. To the exer
cise of the faculties just cited, phrenologists
maintain that matter is as necessary as it is

to voluntary locomotion, speech, or the exter
mal senses. They assert that reason can not
exist without the organs of Comparison and
Causality, veneration or piety without the
organ of Reverence, nor conscience, or a sense

of right or justice, without the organ of Con
scientiousness. Nor do they rest their doctrine
on mere assertion. They illustrate and prove

it from four distinct sources:

1. Inferior animals entirely destitute of the
organs in question are equally destitute of the
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corresponding faculties. 2. Idiots who, by a
defective organization of the brain, are denied
the organs of Comparison, Causality, Vener
ation, and Conscientiousness, are incapable of
reasoning, and possess neither a sentinent of
reverence nor of justice. They certainly make
no manifestation of such attributes. 3. An
injury done to the brain by accident or disease
deranges or destroys the reputed “spiritual”
faculties just enumerated, as certainly and
completely as it does those of seeing, hearing,
feeling, or moving. Indeed, it sometimes ex
tinguishes the higher and so-called “spiritual”
faculties, while the senses remain uninjured.
Let the accident be a severe blow on the

head, and the disease be apoplexy. In either
case the individual falls, and every mental
faculty vanishes. He retains no more of rea
son, reverence, or conscience than he does of
sense, speech, or the power to walk; and usu
ally no more of the three latter than a marble
statue. Why? Because they are all alike
the product of mind through the instrument
ality of the brain as its organ of action; and
that organ is now unfit for action. Nor, with
out the aid of the brain, can the mind any
more manifest those faculties than the brain
can without the aid of the mind. 4. Other
things being equal, the degree of strength
with which men reason, and the intensity
with which they feel, and exercise veneration
and a sentiment of justice, are proportionate
to the size of the corresponding organs. In
proof of this latter position, the noted Rammo
hun Roy was a remarkable instance. Though
most of his cerebral organs were large, and his
mind powerful, he was exceedingly deficient
in the organ of Veneration; and the corre
sponding sentiment was equally wanting in
him.
Where, then, is the “pure spirituality” of

faculties which, the mind itself being un
touched, are thus extinguished by an affection
of matter? Let anti-phrenologists answer.
The hypothesis is theirs; and they are bound
to defend it, and prove it to be sound, or to

abandon it as untenable. And the former
measure being impracticable, the latter is the
only alternative left them, as men of reason,
ingenuousness, and conscience. As well may
they assert the “pure spirituality” of hunger
and thirst, as of reason, reverence, and con
science. The one set of mental conditions is

as palpably dependent on material and appro
priate organs as the other. And an injury
done to those organs deranges or extinguishes
both sets alike. In a word, composed as hu
man nature is

,
of body and spirit, in every act

that man performs, whether of sensation, in
tellection, or voluntary motion, his mind and
his matter are indispensable to each other.
They are indispensable, also, to his natural
existence, as an acknowledged member of

God’s creation. Separate them, so as to with
draw one of them but for a moment from him

in any of his operations, and during that mo
ment he is man no longer, but a new mon
ster, which creation disowns—as literally de
naturalized as were the Houyhnnms or Yahoos
of the Dean of St. Patrick | And with such
monsters have metaphysicians and anti-phre
nologists peopled and deformed a creation of

their own, from the days of Aristotle to those

of Gordon, Jeffrey, and their satellites. For
tunately, however, such a spurious creation
has nothing in harmony with that which the
Deity pronounced “very good.”

If the foregoing facts and statements be true

(and opposition to their truth is set at defiance),
there is no scheme of mental philosophy, wor
thy of the title, which does not essentially par
take of materialism. And Phrenology does
nothing more. It is not pure materialism, any
more than the mental philosophy of Locke or

Beattie, Reid, Stewart, or Brown. It is what

it ought to be, semi-material, and nothing
more. It “renders unto Caesar the things
that are Caesar’s”—concedes to mind, as well

as to matter, what justly belongs to it. But

to neither does it give, in intellectual opera
tions, a monopoly of influence. For, as al
ready stated, a large majority of phrenologists
subscribe to the doctrine of the immateriality

of the mind; though they pretend to no defin
ite knowledge on the subject. Nor should any
body else; for, as heretofore alleged, no such
knowledge is attainable by man. From a con
sciousness of this, many enlightened and pious
Christians, even Christian ministers, have
frankly acknowledged that materialism may

be true ; and that they do not hold a belief in

it inconsistent with orthodox Christianity. To
this acknowledgment I have been myself a

witness.
Having, as I trust, in the preceding pages,

sufficiently vindicated Phrenology from the
charge of such materialism as is either re
pulsive or dangerous, I shall now endeavor to

show that still greater injustice has been done

to the science by the weightier and more ca
lumnious accusation of FATALIsM.

[To BE continued.]

PEIRENOLOGICAL, EXAMINATIONB.

On the 5th of December last, in examining
the head of Mr. E. G. O., we stated that
he was a man remarkable for his firmness of
will, coolness and self-possession in times of

danger and difficulty. We also remarked that
his mechanical ingenuity was of a character
which led him to invent, and that his inven
tions would always be something original ;

not a mere attachment to some other person's
machine, but a step out into the dark, as it

were, developing that which was new to

everybody.
After the examination was concluded—

which was a written one—he informed us, that

he happened to be in Charlestown, Virginia,
during the great excitement respecting John
Brown, and the people there thought him to

be one of John Brown's party in disguise.
He was apprehended and kept in custody for
forty-six hours, during which time those in

charge of him were changed every two hours.
The guard was composed of citizens of intelli
gence and discrimination, and every effort was
made by questioning and cross-questioning, to

learn something which might implicate him, if

he were really one of the invading party. But
during the whole ordeal he was as calm, cool,

and self-possessed as if he had been at home
in his own house.

It was further developed, also, in reference

to his mechanical talent, that he is the inven
tor of the new Hoisting Apparatus, which is

so constructed as to render it safe in case of

the breaking of the rope or chain. In factories

and stores, as it may be known to most read
ers, the hoist-way goes from the basement,
twenty feet below the street, and extends to

the top of the building, which is sometimes
six or eight stories, and that there is a dumb
waiter, or more properly a platform, which is

carried up and down by machinery. On this
platform heavy burdens are placed, and if the
chain or rope be defective, it sometimes breaks,
and lets the platform run down in its grooves to

the bottom—perhaps seventy-five feet—and it

often happens that men ride up and down with
goods, or without them, instead of going up
the stairway.
We have known several instances in New

York of the rope or chain breaking and letting
the platform down with the men upon it, in

nearly all of which cases, severe injuries, if

not death, have occurred.
The apparatus of Mr. O., referred to, is .so

adjusted that if the supporting rope or chain
breaks, by means of springs certain hooks are
instantly thrown out into notches prepared for
the purpose, and the platform is stopped where

it is
. Mr. O
.

remarked that he knew his ap
paratus had been the means of saving already
fifty lives.
Dec. 7th, a little boy, E. W

.

B., six years
old, was brought in by his father for an ex
amination. His head measured twenty-two
inches, and his chest twenty-two and three
quarter inches over thick clothing. He was
described as possessing remarkable artistic and
mechanical talent, power of conceiving and
executing; also, ability as a thinker and ora
tor, and as having a most excellent memory of

forms, facts, and ideas.
After describing at length the best method

of keeping him back, and inducing physical
labor as a means of sustaining his health and
life, his father stated, that he already ex
hibited, for a child, remarkable talent in

sketching; that if a beggar called at the door,
while he was being attended to by some mem
ber of the family, the little boy with his pen
cil and paper would make a hasty sketch of

him, which would readily be recognized by
all who had seen the mendicant, and that al
most anything—a picture, a horse, or a man,

in any attitude—the child could sketch with
surprising readiness.
The little fellow saw something in our

rooms which he wished to sketch, and asked
for pencil and paper, and evinced a facility in

drawing which is very rare in persons three
times his age.
On the same day we examined a young man,

J. R. W., who was very much wanting in the
development of the organs of Calculation and
Tune. We described these deficiencies, and
asked him to allow us to take a cast of his
head, which he promised to do at some future
time. In corroboration of our description of

him, he said that in figures he considered him
self almost idiotic, and was obliged to remem
ber anything that was expressed by figures by
the forms which they represent when written,
rather than by remembering the number or

amount; and in respect to music, he said that

he knew nothing about discords, and though
persons had made what they said were the
most aggravated discords, he was not conscious
when the discords occurred and when the ac
cords were made. We hope to have a cast

of his head to exhibit these Jeficiencies.

:
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M O R A L PH I L O S O PHY ;
OR, -

T H E D UT I E S OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY Gror GE combe.
[reoM THE LATESTRevisedEDINBURGHEDITION.]

[continued rrom rebruary NUMBER.]
THE external world is clearly constituted with the intention that

man should exert his highest faculties, illuminated by knowledge, and
that his happiness should be by that means increased. Civilized man
with his numerous inventions, and his admirable command over phys
ical and animal nature, appears almost like a God, compared with
the savages of New Holland, and other helpless tribes bearing the
human form, without manifesting human intelligence. When we
survey the ingenuity and utility of our mechanical inventions, and
consider the extent to which they have increased our powers of pro
ducing the necessaries and elegances of life, it seems difficult to doubt
that the Creator, when he bestowed on us faculties which have done
so much, and are capable of accomplishing incalculably more, intended
that they should augment the happiness of all his children. He mever -
could have designed them to be employed merely in carrying on a
vast game of hazard, in which a thousand should be losers, and only
one the fortunate winner; and yet, at this moment—when we view,
on the one hand, the condition of our operative, agricultural, and
manufacturing population, too generally pressed to the earth with
poverty and toil; and on the other, a few men of superior talent,
who, by combining the exertions and accumulating the profits of the
labor of these industrious classes, have become almost princes in for
tune—we can not deny that, to some extent, this is the use to which
discoveries in art and science have been hitherto devoted. This, I
say, can not be the ultimate design of Providence; and therefore I
conclude, again, that we must be as yet only evolving our destinies;
that we are now in a state of transition, and, let us hope, advancing
to higher morality and more universal enjoyment.
Another reason for believing in human capability of improvement

is
,

that imperfect as our scientific acquaintance with ourselves and
with external nature at present is

,

we are able to trace many of our
sufferings to causes which are removable by knowledge and by the
practice of moral duty. The evils of sickness and premature death
may, in general, and with the exception of accidents, be traced to

feeble constitutions inherited from parents, or to direct disobedience

of the organic laws in our own persons. If knowledge of the causes

of health and disease were generally diffused, and if the sanctions of

religion and of public opinion were directed toward enforcing attention

to them, it is reasonable to believe that in every succeeding generation
fewer parents would produce children with feeble constitutions, and
fewer adults would cause their own deaths prematurely, by ignorant
infringement of these laws.
Poverty, and the consequent want of the necessaries and enjoyments

of life, is another vast source of human suffering. But who that con
templates the fruitfulness of the earth, and the productiveness of

human labor and skill, can doubt that if a higher-minded and more
considerate population could be reared, who should act according to

the dictates of an enlightened understanding and a sound practical
morality, under wise social arrangements, this source of suffering
might also be dried up, or very greatly diminished
Wicissitude and uncertainty of condition also afflict thousands who

are placed above the reach of actual want of food and raiment; yet
how much of these evils may be traced to the dark mysteriousness in

which trade is generally conducted; in consequence of which, each
manufacturer is often in secret ruining both himself and his neighbor

by over-production, without any of them being aware that he is the
source of his own and his neighbor's calamities; and how much evil
may be ascribed to the grasping and gambling spirit which prompts

so many persons to engage in wild speculations, which a sound edu

cation in political economy might prevent " Evils like these appear

to be to some extent avoidable, by knowledge of the principles which
govern commerce, and by the practice of prudence and morality by
individuals.
The last reason which I assign for believing in the capability of

man for improvement is
,

that he can scarcely advance a step in

knowledge and morality without inducing a palpable amelioration of

his condition. If you will trace the history of our countrymen through
their various states, of savages, barbarians—chivalrous professors of

love, war, and plunder—and of civilized citizens of the world, you
will find the aggregate enjoyment of the people increased with every
extension of knowledge and virtue. This is so obvious and certain,

that I forbear to waste your time by proving it in detail, and only
remark that we can not reasonably suppose that the progress is des
tined to stop at its present and still imperfect stage.
For all these reasons, let us hope that improvement, although not

boundless yet so extensive that its limits can not be defined, lies within
the reach of man, and let us proceed to consider some of the means by
which it may be attained.
The first step toward realizing this object is to produce a general

conviction of its possibility, which I have endeavored, in this and the
preceding Lectures, to accomplish. The next is to communicate to

each individual a clear perception of the advantages which would
accrue to himself from such improvements, and a firm conviction of the
impossibility of individuals in general ever attaining to the full enjoy
ment and satisfaction of their highest and best powers, except by
means of social institutions founded on the harmonious action of all
their faculties.

In support of this last proposition, I solicit your attention, for a

brief space, to our helpless condition as individuals. In social and
civilized life, not one of us could subsist in comfort for a day without
the aid and society of our fellow-men.” This position will perhaps

be disputed by few ; but the idea is general, that if we only acquire
property enough, we may completely realize the happy condition so

delightfully sketched by Moore, when he invokes felicity to a friend in

the following words:
“Peace be aroundtheewhereverthourov'st;

May life befor theeonesummerday;
And all thatthouwishest,andall thatthoulov'st,
Comesmilingaroundthy sunnyway.”

Wealth can not purchase such happiness as this. Have any of you, in

traveling, ever lost or broken some ingenious and useful article which
you were constantly using, purchased in London or Edinburgh ; and
have you, in coming to a considerable village in the country, where
you felt certain that you should be able to supply your want, found
that you searched for it in vain * The general inhabitants of the dis
trict had not yet adopted the use of that article ; the shops contained
only the things which they demanded; and you speedily discovered,
that, however heavy your purse might be, you could not advance one
step beyond the sphere of enjoyment of the humbler people into whose
territory you had come. Or, during a residence in the country, have
you taken a longing for some particular book—not a rare or old work,
but one on an important and generally cultivated science, say Lyell’s
Geology, or Gregory's Chemistry—and repaired to the circulating
library of the county town 2 You searched the catalogue for it in

vain Perhaps you applied at the best bookseller’s shop, but it was
not there, either. The bookseller looked into his London or Edinburgh
correspondent's catalogue, found the name and price at once, and
offered to get the book for you by the next monthly parcel ; but in the
mean time you received a convincing proof that you could not, with
out drawing on the stores of a more scientific population, advance,

* AlexanderSelkirk lived in solitudefor fouryears,ontheuninhabitedisland of Juan
Fernandez, in comfort,and evenwith enjoyment,afterhe had becomeaccustomed to

his situation; but he had a fineclimate, a fertilesoil,and unboundedrangefor action.

A humanbeing leftwithoutaid in a civilizedcommunitywould be far more helpless
and miserable.
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even intellectually, before the general inhabitants of the country in
which you were located ; because the means of doing so did not exist
around you. If you survey the catalogue of a country circulating
library, you will find that it contains chiefly the standard novels, with
the current magazines, and such voyages and travels as have acquired
a general popularity. With these you must rest contented, or draw
your supplies from a district more advanced in intellectual culture.
Now, the principle which is here illustrated holds good universall

in social life. -

If you are a parent, and see the imperfections of the prevailing sys
tem of education, you can not amend it until a teacher and a large
number of parents shall have concurred in views similar to your own,
and combined in the institution of an improved seminary. Many ap
plications have been made to me for information where seminaries for
rational education, particularly for females, were to be found ; but
until very recently, I could not tell, because none such, to my knowl
edge, existed. There are now some of these in various parts of the
kingdom; but before they were instituted, individual parents were
compelled by social necessity, to place their children in schools of
which they did not approve, because they could find no better. Nay,
enlightened teachers have told me that their schools are arrested in
their progress, and retained in arrear of their own knowledge and con
victions of improvement, in consequence of the prejudices of parents
rendering it unsafe for them to adopt new methods. The improved
schools, so far as they exist, have been created by the enlightenment
of parents and teachers, by the aid of the press, and by the general
spread of knowledge.
Is any of us convinced that human life is rendered unnecessarily

laborious by our present habits of competition, and does he desire to
limit his hours of labor, and long ardently to enjoy more ample oppor
tunities for exercising his moral and intellectual faculties 2–he soon
discovers that while his neighbors in general continue to seek their
chief happiness in the pursuit of wealth or the gratification of ambi
tion, he can accomplish little toward realizing his moral desires. He
must keep his shop open as long as they do; he must labor in his
manufactory up to their full standard of time; or if he be a member
of a profession, he must devote as many hours to business as they ;
otherwise he will be distanced in the race, and lose both his means of
subsistence and his station in society. So true is this representation
that, in my own day, many of the men who, without fortune, have
embarked in public life—that is

,

who have taken the lead in public
affairs, and devoted a large portion of their time to the business of the
community—have ruined themselves and their families. Their com
petitors in trade, manufactures, or professional pursuits were dedica
ting their whole energies to their private duties, while they weredividing their attention between them and the public service; and
they were, in consequence, ruined in their individual fortunes, and
sank into obscurity and want. Yet it is certain that the business of

the state, or of a particular town or city, should receive a due portion
of attention from the inhabitants.
This dependence of individuals on the condition of the social circle

in which they live, extends through all the ramifications of existence.
Does any individual entertain higher notions of moral and religious
duty than are current in his own rank and age 2–he will find, when

he attempts to carry them into practice, that he becomes an object of

remark to all, and of dislike and hostility to many. Does another
Perceive the dangers to health and comfort, in narrow lanes, small
sleeping apartments, and ill-ventilated rooms and churches, and desire

to have them removed 2–he can accomplish absolutely nothing, until

he has convinced a multitude of his fellow-citizens of the reasonable.
ness and advantage of his projected improvements, and induced them

to co-operate in carrying them into effect. Does any of us desire to

enjoy more rational public amusements than those at present at our
command *—he can not succeed, unless by operating on the under.
standings and tastes of thousands. Perhaps the highest social pleas
Wre of life is that of familiar converse with moral and intelligent
friends ; but do we not feel that, from the limited cultivation of taste
and intellect still prevalent, our social parties are too often cumbrous
and formal displays of wealth and luxury, and occasions much more

of ostentation than of pleasing and profitable mental excitement? It

is only by a higher general education that this evil can be removed.

It is the want of mental resources that causes the duli display.
But perhaps the strongest proof of the close connection between the

public welfare and private interest is afforded by the effects of any
great political or commercial convulsion. In 1825-6, we saw exten

sive failures among bankers, merchants, and manufacturers; and how
universal was the individual suffering throughout all classes | Labor
ers could find no employment, and the shopkeepers who depended on

them had few customers, and of these many were unable to pay. The
great manufacturers who supplied these classes with cłothing and
articles for domestic use were idle; the house proprietor suffered for
want of solvent tenants, and the landed proprietor found a dull and
disadvantageous market for his produce. Contrast this picture with
the condition of the country when the great branches of manufacturing
industry are prosperous, and how different the happiness of individu
als' Thus it appears, that even under the present system of the pur
suit of individual interest, the real welfare of each individual is much
more closely connected with that of his neighbors than is generally
recognized. This proves that a fundamental element of individual
advantage is public prosperity.
According to my humble conviction, therefore, the very first lesson

relative to our social duties which should be given to the young, is to

open their understandings to the great fact, that the precept of Chris
tianity which commands us to love our neighbors as ourselves, is

actually written in our individual and social constitutions, and must

be practically realized before individuals can become truly prosperous
and happy.
The precept has been generally interpreted to mean that we should

do specific acts of kindness to the men who live locally in our neigh
borhood, or who are connected with us by ties of intimacy or kindred ;

but, although this is unquestionably one, and a very important appli
cation of it, the principle of the precept goes much farther. It enjoins

us to arrange our social institutions and our whole practical conduct

in such a manner as to render all simultaneously and, as nearly as

may be, equally, happy; and apparently our nature has been consti
tuted to admit of this being done with unspeakable advantage to all,
whenever we shall thoroughly understand our constitution, its wants
and capabilities. At present this principle is imperfectly understood,
and certainly not generally acted on.

A few years ago we used to hear the maxim often repeated, that
private persons had nothing to do with public affairs; that their bus
iness was to mind their shops, their manufactories, their professions,
and their families, and to leave public matters to public men. The
evil consequences of the world having followed this rule in past ages,
may be read in the wide aberrations of many of our laws and institu
tions, and of our social condition, from the standards of reason and
general utility. If you will peruse the pages of history, you will find
the caprices of a single sovereign often leading to wars which spread
devastation and misery among millions of people. These could not
have been waged if the millions of persons on whom the calamities
fell had considered the public interest inseparably connected with their
own, and had had courage to exercise an enlightened control over the
actions of their rulers. Another instance is presented in the history

of the slave-trade. It proceeded from individual rapacity, and consti
tuted the foulest blot that ever stained the fame of Britain. It

enriched a few individuals at the expense of every principle of human
ity, and in defiance of every Christian precept. At no period was it

approved of by the general voice of the people ; but each was too busy
with his private affairs to make a simultaneous and general effort to

arrest its progress. At last, growing intelligence and increasing
morality, in the great body of the people, did produce this co-opera
tion ; and, after ages of crime and misery, it was extinguished, by the
nation paying £20,000,000 fo

r

the freedom of the slaves. If the British
people had been able earlier to insist on the cessation of this odious
traffic, how much of human misery, besides the loss of the £20,000,000,
would have been avoided ! If we trace narrowly the great causes
why our rulers have been permitted to waste the public resources, and
incur the national debt, which now forms so great an impediment to

public improvement, we shall find that too often the individuals of the
nation were calculating the private gain which hostilities would yield

to them. War created a demand for farm produce to maintain fleets
and armies, for cloth to clothe them, and for iron to arm them, and so

forth; and men shut their eyes to the fact that it was destroying the
national resources, and that they themselves would, in the end, be

forced to pay for all. Unfortunately the maxim that each of us should
mind his private affairs, make gain of the public if he can, and leave
public measures to public men, still reigns in too much vigor. The
number of persons who take an enlightened interest in social welfare

is still small: so much is this the case, that even in this course of

Lectures, the audience has diminished in proportion as I have left the
interests of individuals, and proceeded to discuss those of the public
This indicates a humble degree of mental cultivation. -

[to Br continued.]
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tinguished individuals
who adorned the walks
of science at that time,
among whom were Ab
ernethy, Brewster, Cu
vier, Gall, etc.
While in Europe he

contributed several ar
ticles to Rees' Cyclope
dia. In 1817hebecame
Professor of Medical Ju
risprudence and the In
stitutes of Medicine in
this city. In 1819 he
was made Professor of
Obstetrics, and retained
the position until 1826,
when all the Faculty
resigned, and started
what was known as the
Rutger's Medical School.
This lasted four years,
and since its dissolution,
Dr. Francis has devoted
himself to the practice
of his profession and
the pursuit of litera
ture.
Besides his numerous

medical publications,
Dr. Francis was a pro
lific contributor to the
magazines and news
papers. He was fond
of the drama, was per
sonally acquainted with
many of the most dis
tinguished actors, and

F. R A N C I S.

D R. J O EIN W. F.R.A. N. CIS.
Da. John WAxrrrrld FRANcis, whoseportrait

aceompanies this notice, has just completed his
earthly career. He died at his residence in East
Sixteenth Street, this city, on the morning of Feb
ruary 8th. He had for sometime been slightly out
of health, but was thought to be convalescent, and
his death, at the time it occurred, was unexpected
by most of his friends. His life has been a long
and useful one, and his name will long be cele
brated in the annals of medical science, and will
live in his numerous contributions to the litera
ture of his times.
He was born in this city on the 17th of Novem

ber, 1789, and has resided here during almost his
entire life. His father was a German, and his
mother was of Swiss descent. At an early age
he was placed in a printing-office in this city; but
after working at the types for some years, spend
ing his leisure hours in study, he entered an ad
vanced class in Columbia College in 1807, and
soon after commenced the study of medicine under
Dr. Hosack. After taking his degree, which was
in 1809, he went into partnership with Dr. Hosack,
in the practice of medicine, whom he also assisted
in the publication of a Quarterly, entitled: The
American Medical and Philosophical Register.
He was appointed, in 1813, to the chair of Materia
JMedica in Columbia College, and soon afterward
visited Europe for the purpose of perfecting his
qualifications for the professorship. He there be
came acquainted with several of the most dis

wrote a series of theatrical reminiscences for one
of the city papers; and he numbercd among his
personal friends many of the most distinguished
literary characters and statesmen of his times.
He was chosen the first President of theMedical

Board of the Woman's Hospital; he was also one
of the most conspicuous members of the Academy
of Medicine, having been its President. As Presi
dent of the New York Phrenological Society, he
delivered an able address on its organization, and
was a warm friend of Dr. Spurzheim.

Dr. Franois was a member of Calvary Church,
was visited in his last illness by Rev. Dr. Hawks,
and died without pain in, the full hope of a bliss
ful immortality, leaving a widow and two sons to
mourn his loss.

In the May number of the Journal for 1858,
we gave a very elaborate Phrenological Character
and Biography of Dr. Francis, to which we re
fer subscribers who have the back volumes. We
will here simply say that he had a very fine con
stitution and great vigor and activity of body and
mind. His brain was large, and in the main
well-balanced. His intellectual organs were large,
especially those which give memory and the power
of expression. He had also great energy, strong
social feelings, and high moral developments, es
pecially those which give sympathy and a benefi
cent spirit of patriotism and philanthropy. Dr.
Francis was a good and useful man—his friends
were numerous and cordial, and they will, long
cherish his memory.

J O EI IN B. R A R E.Y.
Prirenologic AL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PhrenoLogiCAL CHARACTER.

MR. RAREY has a harmonious physical de
velopment; is smooth built; remarkably easy
in motion, as if every joint were lubricated,
and every part of his system hung on centers,
so as to move easily. He has a smooth phre
nological development, indicating harmony of
feeling and thought, and a self-possessed equa
nimity of disposition and presence of mind.
He has a great amount of nervous power, but
it does not evince itself in him in a fidgety,
sensitive, impatient, and excitable disposition;
but, combined with a full share of the vital
and motive temperaments, his nervous system
is well sustained; and though his feelings are
quick and his intellect rapid in action, he is
not betrayed into impatience, or easily thrown
off his balance. He has a right organization

to be a soldier or a seaman. He can keep
possession of his faculties in times of danger,
responsibility, and excitement, and think as
clearly in the midst of responsibilities as at
any other time.
His ability in managing animals arises from

this mental harmony and self-possession of
which we have spoken, in conjunction with
great natural magnetic power. He would
show skill in controlling men, especially pris
oners, sailors in mutiny, and soldiers who are
disaffected or doubtful of their ability to obey
orders without being annihilated by the foe.
He has a remarkably magnetic eye, and has

large Individuality, Firmness, and Continuity,
which enable him to fix his attention and con
centrate his purposes upon a given thought,
or thing to be done; and he has the power of
impressing, by look and by touch, this calm
sovereignty of his own will.
He has very large Order, and does every

thing by method, even the subjugation and
training of his own disposition and motives;
and whatever the temptation of the moment
may bring to bear upon him to change his line
of action, he is still able to hold his own pur
pose under such control that every element of
strength in him remains concentrated to the
point desired. In other words, there are no
deserters, no cowards, no members of his men
tal faculties which dodge in the hour of need.
He has courage, but not cruelty; and in

training a horse he never becomes angry,
never loses his temper; and he evinces cour
age and power without any mixture of malig
nity or selfishness.
His moral organs are well developed. He

has great natural kindness, a full share of re
spect and veneration, and love of the right and
the true.

He has an excellent power to judge of char
acter and motive, estimates strangers at a
glance, and is rarely mistaken in this first
impression. This faculty enables him also to>
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understand animals, and thus comprehend
their strong and weak points.
For years we have observed that those in

whom the organ of Human Nature is strongly
developed, have skill and capacity to train
dogs, horses, and oxen; to produce obedience
without cruelty, and to bring them into such
intelligent subjection as to make them worth
more in the market in consequence. Great
horse-breakers and trainers we have known

who would recognize valuable qualities in
animals that were not generally appreciated
by the community; and by training such ani
mals for a few months, they would sell them
for double their original value. Such men
can succeed in horse-trading.
These talents, which are possessed by every

man in various minor degrees, seem to find
their culmination and highest excellence in
Mr. Rarey, just as the talents for poetry and
oratory are sometimes evinced by single indi
viduals in such a degree as to render them
conspicuous in their day and immortal in
history.

Mr. Rarey's social organs are large, and
he becomes not only strongly attached to men
and animals, but is able to exhibit his friend
ship and affection so as to make an impres
sion. Hence he is popular in society; and
his moral sympathies, joined to his general
mental harmony, render him polished in so
ciety and acceptable wherever he may be
laced, even when among strangers, by whom7 -> e-- “; N
his distinguishing talents and reputation are
not understood.

BIOGRAPHY.
[For manyof thefactsin this sketchweareindebted

to Aſrank Leslie's Illustrated Paper, the Rural Mevo
Yorker, and Wilkes'Spirit of theTimes.]

MR. RAREY was born in Franklin County,
Ohio, and is now in the thirty-third year of
his age. His father was living in what was
at that time almost a wilderness, neighbors
being few and far between. John, being the
youngest child, had no playmates, and being
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of a sociable nature, he soon found compan
ions among the farm horses and colts, and it
was a source of pleasure to his father, while
at work in the fields, to take him out with
him; and as soon as he was verging on three
years, he was set astride of the plow horse,
and in this (to him) exalted position had his
natural fondness for the animal encouraged.
At four he had his own pony, and soon be
came famous for riding out and visiting the
neighbors, the nearest of whom were several
miles away from the homestead. When he
was twelve his father gave him a colt, which
he broke to suit his own notions. This colt
became one of the finest “trick horses.”

Stimulated by his success, he bought other
colts, and took horses to educate. Such was
his reputation, even while yet a youth, that
he had pupils sent him from the distance of
two or three hundred miles.

It was now conceived by him that his suc

cess and experience could be reduced into a
system. He had dim ideas that what he ac
complished was merely the result of intelli
gent treatment of an animal naturally supe
rior; and that the Creator, having intended
the horse for the companionship of immortal
beings, must have given the exalted animal
intellectual endowments in harmony with his
destined purpose. With this developing idea he
now for the first time practically noticed that
colts, however wild, allowed calves, sheep, and
other domestic animals to associate with them ;
he therefore concluded that the colt was not
by nature indifferent to society, but, on the
contrary, was friendly with those who would
offer no harm. With this notion he went to
work and “scraped” up an intimacy with
those wild colts, and soon was gratified to find
his advances were not repulsed, but, on the
contrary, rewarded with positive demonstra
tions of affection. The practical result im

mediately following this was, that he could
catch and halter colts with perfect ease, while
others could not come within their reach by
many rods. Now was established for the first
time clearly in his mind the law of kindness,
which is the entire foundation of his system.
He practiced his art and acquired a consid

erable reputation in our Western States
wherever he was known.
In the year 1858 he went to England, and

in a brief time so well satisfied the eminent
officials in authority of his undoubted power
to perform the wonderful feats which rumor
ascribed to him, that permission was given to
him to exhibit his skill before the Queen of
England and her Court, His success was
complete; and afterwards, on several occa
sions, he exhibited before the Queen by special
request. These experiments were repeated in
Paris and the other courts of Europe, and al
ways with unequivocal success. Royal Com /

|
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missioners examined his system and pro
nounced it valuable, exhibiting a means of
perfectly controlling the nature of the wildest
and most savage horses. Mr. Rarey was en
gaged to teach his method to the military
officers both in the English and Continental
services, and it may be said with Justice, that
he has inaugurated a new and humane sys
tem of taming the most savage of the equine
species.
The main idea of Rarey's system seems to

be the admirable blending of firmness with
patience and kindness. It has been said that
the struggle is tremendously severe, and that
the horse lies sweating, quivering, and pant
ing, as if his broken spirit was rushing out in
streams of hot vapor from his nostrils. There

is
,

however, one consideration overlooked.
This desperate and prolonged struggle be
tween the man and the beast for the mastery,
only occurs when the subject is a horse of in
tractable temper and confirmed ferocity in all
other hands. It is not to be supposed that in

so great a horse-breeding, breaking, and train
ing country as England Mr. Rarey would be
long without having his system and himself
put to the severest test that could be devised.

A thoroughbred stallion was selected, whose
ferocity had made him the dread and terror of

the great breeding establishment at Swacliffe.
Cruiser was held to be the most savage and

intractable horse in England,-and upon him
Mr. Rarey was to operate. While he was in

training as a racer his ungovernable spirit had
not displayed itself to any great extent, but
he had given such indications, that John Day
gave a warming to the man who took him to

Swacliffe, not to take his halter off in any
stable. In spite of the caution, the groom did
so, and before they could get Cruiser out
again, they had to take the roof off the build
ing and lasso him from above. “As he grew
older he got worse, and he was confined in a

box or stall lined with iron plates, from which
he was not taken out at all for years.
The horse Cruiser—an animal possessing a

fame that is world-wide—was bred by Lord
Dorchester for racing purposes, and when in his
three-year form was first favorite for the Derby
—the great racing event of the year in England.
Previous to the day set apart for the trial, bad
temper displayed itself, and if we are rightly
informed, when brought to the score, he ran
away with and severely injured his jockey,
thus clouding the hopes and aspirations of his
owner and supporters. He was returned to

the stable, but his violence increased to

such extent that it was necessary to confine
him in a box stall, and the mere mention of

his name was sufficient to send a thrill of fear
through the veins of all the jockeys in the
kingdom. Several times his owner had al
most concluded to shoot him, and would have
done so were it not for the fact that he was
the last representative of a strain of blood

which was famous in the sporting annals of

the “fast-anchored isle.”
Cruiser was thus a prisoner when Mr.

Rarey appeared before the English public as

an expert in subduing horses with vicious
dispositions, and making them useful and
obedient. The animals experimented upon
by Mr. Rarey in his earlier exhibitions were
noted for evil habits, but Cruiser was unap
proachable, and it was determined that the
Yankee and this equine fury should meet and
struggle for the mastery. Press and people
were willing to award the meed of praise for
whatever of merit there was in Mr. Rarey's
system ; “what had been accomplished was
all very well—but just try Cruiser '' De
termined not to be frustrated in his plans,
Mr. R. wrote to Lord Dorchester, requesting
that Cruiser be forwarded to him in London.
His Lordship replied, “that the horse could
not be sent; Mr. Rarey must go for him. He
had not been out of his box for three years,
and to approach him was impossible without
endangering life.”
When Mr. Rarey took him in hand he was

a perfect fiend in temper and fury. The con
flict was terrible, but mind gained a complete
mastery over brute force. In course of time
Mr. Rarey became proprietor of the animal.
The once dreaded Cruiser is now the pet of

his conqueror.
His victory over this noted horse set the

seal upon the merits of his method for the
taming of the most ferocious of horses.
At the farewell exhibition given by Mr.

Rarey, at the Crystal Palace, London—which
was a great ovation—Cruiser was introduced.
He was not only no longer a dangerous and
ferocious savage, but playful and docile.
The most furious subject at Mr. Rarey's

last exhibition in England was an Irish mare,
whose screams filled the transept before she
was brought in. She was a powerful gray
roan, and kicked, bit, reared, and howled in

the most ferocious manner. Watching his
opportunity, however, Mr. Rarey got his strap

on her fetlock and finally overthrew her, to

the delight of the vast audience, who at one
time feared that she might get the better of

of his cool courage and patience in her efforts

to eat him up.

Mr. Rarey returned to his native country,
bringing Cruiser with him, and during the
month of January last appeared many times

at Niblo's Garden, New York, and at the new
Academy of Music, Brooklyn, and exhibited
his wonderful powers before immense audi
ences, who were surprised and delighted with
his performances on several of the worst horses
that could be procured, including one wild and
furious Mexican mustang. He has since ap
peared in Philadelphia, with like distinguished
success.
We remark, in closing, that Mr. Rarey

must be regarded as a public benefactor, not
merely in showing us how some of the most
vicious of horses can be reclaimed from

their bad habits and made valuable, but in

teaching the world how that noble animal,
the horse, can be subdued to the will of man
and to the highest capacity of usefulness; but
chiefly does he deserve consideration for teach
ing how all this can be done without that
savage treatment, which, while it is in the last
degree cruel to the animal, is debasing to the
character of the man himself who exercises

it. Few men who use horses or oxen appear

to think that the exercise of the Christian
law of kindness is of any account in their
treatment and training, but use the roughest

of language and the whip or club without
consideration and without measure. All men
men can not be equally successful. Rarey's
eminent success to a great extent lies in his
magnetic power and his patient, persevering
firmness and equanimity of temper. All can fol
low his example to the extent of their capacities,
and those who are so far destitute of the traits
necessary to manage animals that they can
not improve on the modes now prevalent on
the streets and in the fields, should not be al
lowed to exercise their barbarism on the suffer
ing ox or noble horse. Rarey is a reformer, and
deserves the kind remembrance of all who love
that noble animal which, in his highest uses,
“Shares with his lord thepleasureand thepride.”-----
PHRENOLOGY IN PARLIAMENT.
ONCE, in thatloftycapitol of thought,
The cranium, a longdebatearose,

In whichold timidCAUTIousNEsswasbrought
To tears; CoMBATIvenEss to angryblows.

UnyieldingFIRMNEssoccupiedthechair;
EvenTUALITYtherecordskept.

“MAN” wasthequestion of discussionthere—
“Was he a seraph, or a wormthatcreptº"

CATsALITY,whosefull-orbedforeheadshone,

A moon in thedarkmidnight of hishair,
Seemedlike a monarchrising fromhis throne,
For naturecrownedhimking andleaderthere.

His wordswerefew, buttheywerefactson fire;
His logic lightened,and he thunderedtruth:

“Man is God'sgreatestwork,andshouldaspire
To heaven,commencing in thedawn of youth.

The universe,”hesaid,“was built for him,
With thevast scaffolding of sunandstar,

And thegreatfuture in thedistancedim,
Speedingpastagesfromthetimesaſar,

Would raisehimfromthegrovelingdustbelow
To noblemanhoodand to god-likedeeds -

Make hisemotions,like therivers,flow.
While hisgreatheartgrowsbroaderthanhiscreeds.”

Soon as thegreatlogicianstoppedhisspeech,

A little,pinched-upmummy of a man, -
With gimleteyes,and lips like theblack leech,
And skin toostingyfor his bºnes,began,

In tones a crossbetwixt a growl andsqueal,
To say,“The end of humanlife is gain.

Man has a pocket,not a heart to feel,
And he whodoesnotfill it livesin vain.

Rothschild,and notthechild of God, I know

Is hºnoredmostonearthby youngandold.
Gold is thegodbeforewhichnationsbow,
And man in heavenwill minethestreets of gold.”

ThesesentimentsAcquisitivKNEss-poke,
Hard by thecofferswherehis wealthwashid,

When MIRTIFULNess,brimmedoverwith a joke,
Cried, “Lock yourches',andsit uponthe lid.

And whenyoudie, to pay thatdebtyouowe,
Leaveall your hoardedtreasures in yoururn.

For theywill surelymeltwhereyouwill go,
And paperthere,thoughwell indorsed,will burn.

But sinceyou havenosoul to lºse or save,
You neednotbe afraid of pallid death;

No rent is paid by tenants of thegrave,
No run upon its bank to draw a breath.” \—sº

s
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All this thejolly speakersaid,andmore,
With laughterwreathinghis good-naturedface.

“Will someºnem wethat I may takethefloor f"
SaidWit, whoscarcecouldfind a standing-place.

Fair asAdonis,plumpof limb,andtall,
Wearing red lips andmelancholyeyes.

This neck,and headroundasa cannon-ball,
AMATIvesEss,whosewordswerewingedwith sighs,

With deepemotion,and in under-tones,
Said, “Now thetruthtransparentlyisseen,

The heartsof loyalmenweremeantfor thrones.
Where lovelywomanshouldbecrownedthequeen.

To feelher softheartpulsingin herpalm—
To win fromherripe lips onethrobbingkiss—

To feel thepressureof her round,whitearmi,
I’d risk mypresentandprospectivebliss.
I wouldnothaveapresidentnorking
To rule therealmin which I live andmove,

But somedearwomanwitha weddingring
Shouldbemyqueenof hearts,andreign in love.

Heavenleftmorethanits light in woman’seyes—
More thanitsbeautyin her featuresfair,
A winglesswatcherfromthestarr, skies,
The cuticlerevealstheangelthere.”

Next WENERAtroN,with solemnair
And earnestcountenance,arosetospeak.

He wonderedat thenonsenseutteredhere,
And thoughtthesentimentwasworsethanweak.

Man shouldnotworshipwoman. Godalone
Shouldreignin everyhumanheartsupreme.

He wouldnotbeara rival nearHis throne,
Sowakeyounglovefromhis luxuriousdream.

He mustnotforfeithis immortalsoul
On thesweetaltarof a lady'slips,

Nor drownhis youngheartin thecoralbowl,
From which intoxicatedpassionsips.

He honoredwomanin herpropersphere,
But shewashumanonly,notdivine.

WIT laughed,andsaid,“that hercircumferencehere
In boopswastwentyfeetof crinoline.

She hadbeencalleda hemisphere”—alaugh
Rang fromtheopenmouthand heartof MIRTH

“Now she'sman'sbetterandhis biggerhalf,
And love dreamsthat her sphereis heaven,not

earth.”
Then CAUTIousNEss,white-hairedandold,arose,
And, trembling,leaneduponhis oakencrutch;

He wipedhis wateryeyesand blowedhis nose,
Said hehadmuchtosay. “Why, then,saymuch,”

Said Wrr. Now, this was more than he could
stand,

So downhesat,whiteasaghostwith fear,
Took downhis spectacleswith tremblinghand,
And fromthedimglasswipeda timid tear.

Then Hopesprangto hisfeet,his radianteyes
Illumed hischeerfulfacewithjoyful light,

As thebrightgloryof theeveningskies
Floodswith its beautythefair browof night.

His voiceseemedlike thering of goldenbells,
And his freshheartbeatin thehealthystrain:

His wordsdroppedin thesoullike dropsin wells,
That thirstagapefor showersof summerrain.

In everycloudhesawanangel'swing—
In everystormabowof promisebent:

He heardtheheavenlychoir of seraphssing,
And sawGod throughthestarryfirmament.

He saida goldenfuturewaitstocrown
Man with unfadingwreathsof rosessweet,

That mightshall notforevertrampledown
The right into thedustbeneath its feet;

That thosewhoplant their liveswith nobledeeds
Shall seethembloom in truthand living words,

As flowersspringup andblossomfromtheseeds
Scattereduponthesoilby singingbirds.

Next IDEALITYaddressedthechair,
In richestlanguage,classicalandchaste;

On his broadforeheadrolled a waveof hair,

A rosepeepedfromhis button,nearthewaist.
He spoke of flowers of everyformandhue,
Said thatthebeauty of thesummerskies,

Sunshineandstarlight,andtheheavenlyblue,
Hud beenrepeated in thewild-flowers'eyes.

That jewel of theair, theoriole,
Bright skeins of skyand sunshinewove in strains,

Embodiment of somesweetpoet'ssoul,
Magnificentmusician of theplains—
Hangshismosscradleon thelonelytree,
Wherenightshall watch it with a thousandeyes,

And windsshall rock it with handsnonecansee,
And Godshall guard it with hissleeplessskies.

Beholdthe laureate of thelist'ningair
Ascending to thesky at mornandeven,

Spirit of songclimbingthestarrystair,
With hymnsforangels at thegate of heaven.

Thesebirds andblossomsteachthehumanrace
The lessonwhich theloyalheartwill know—

Man, like theflower, to heavenshouldturnhis face,
And wing hisheartwith songfromvalebelow.
“All that is very fine,indeed,”saidWIT ;

“Your languageblossomsinto sweetestsong,
But Pegasusand thepoetsneed a bit
Of something in themouth to helpalong.

The haltingfootstep or thelimping verse—”
FIRMNEss,whofilledwith dignity thechair,

Broughtdownthegavel,and in languageterse
CalledWIT to order,and restored it there.

SPIRITUALITY, as white as snow,
With his thin handuponhis pulsingheart,

Arºse, and“Light” waswrittenonhis brow,
The flutterof thecurtainmadehimstart.

For he, at first,supposed a ghostwasnear,
Yet hewasnotafraid of ghoulsandspooks,

For his pureintuitionswere as clear
As pebblesshining in thesummerbrooks.

“Man needssomeholyangel here to guide
His wanderingfootstepsthroughthisvale of tears,

Or hemaystepfromvirtue'spathaside,
And scourgewith wastinggrief his futureyears.

My mentalvisionbringsthedistantnear,

I seethroughsubstanceandthroughspaceaſar;
My soul hasvision,andmyheartcanhear
The voicesspeaking in themorningstar.”

BENEvolkNcestoodup with smilingface,
Humanityuponhis foreheadshone,

And charity,witheverysistergrace,
Crownedhim theirmonarchon his holythrone.

“For man—man'spresentandprospectiveweal,”
He said,“I’ll givemypurse,myhand,mysoul,” .

And thenhis feelingheartforcedhim to feel
Within his pockets,and he gavethewhole.

His namestoodfirston thecharitablelist,
He neverturnedwith scornthepooraway,

Nor heldthedollarwith convulsivefist,
For fearthelittlejoker wouldnotstay.

His handwasopenlike hisgenerousheart,
His lips weremusicalwith pleasantwords;

Shouldhe,alas! fromthiscoldworld depart,
We'd misshim, as thewoodswouldmissthebirds.

CoNsTRUCTIVENEssnextcame,with rulesandlines
Upon his browandearnest-lookingface;

His jack-knifewas a caution to thepines,
His pencil seldomfailed to leaveits trace.

“Man is a curiouscreature,and canbuild
GreatEasterns, or a cabletelegraph,

Make treatieswithJapan, and havethemfilled
With wordsthatwouldbecomeanepitaph.”

“That is
,

deadletters, I supposeyoumean,”
SaidWir, his faceaglowwith radiantpun;

“Our brotherJonathan is not so green,
He cannottakegoodcare of numberone.”

Then IMITATIon,personatingTom,
Save in complexionlooked a veryJap,

A regalvisitor,indeed,freshfrom
GreatJeddo, and thefunnylittle chap

Wished in his hearttheladieslovedhim too;
"Twaslaughable to seebim—slyyoung coon |

He playedhis cunningtricks on belleandbeau,
And asked a beauty to becomeTycoon.

He saidbut little,thoughheactedmuch
Indeed, he madeonethink of that“What is it?”

Barnumkeeps:Joyce Heath'syoungestorphanchild,
Which anyonefor a feweentsmayvisit,

If he will drawhis admirationmild.
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How Mrrtmrulness did laugh to seethefun!
Wrr shookhis head,andslºppedhis little knees,

When Calculation, courting numberone,
Saidmanwasnotdesignedfor sceneslike these.

He shouldadd to his graces,anddivide
His timeamongthevirtuousandgood;

Suhtractno evil—practicefar andwide
The GoldenRule, so little understood.

Up roseLocality, who knewhisplace,
Thoughon thesea of fiercediscussiontossed;

The squareandcompass on his brow andface
Made it impossibleheshouldbe lost.

“Though this world is a lonesomewilderness,
Without theheartherefinds a kindred heart,

The compassnaturegives to guideand bless—
With that,why should he fromtheright depart?”

Eventuality put downhispen,
Or, rather,pressed it closebehindhis ear,

As thoughhemeant to plumehis organwhen
He spoke, or wingthewordstherestshouldhear.

“Man,” hesaid,withgravity,“is but a scroll
On whichtherecord of a life is kept,

And thechief endof the immortalsoul

Is to rememberwherehefedand ‘slept.”

“The songs of thisdaymaybestatutesnext—
Tunesare thebestthoughtscrystalized in sound,”

Said TUNE. LANGUAGEwasevidentlyvexed,
And spokeright up anddownandall around.

His speechwasfreefromthought,but ſat of word—
Indeed,he had a cataract of syllables—

His lips, like the respondingmocking-bird,
Could neverput thethought in what it tells.

AGREEABLENEssdid notrise at all—
He wastoopleasantandpolite to say

The studiedcomplimentsthatsometimescall

A smile of joy, like sunshineby theway.
INHABITIVENEsssaid,“Wherever I roam,
Upon theland or on theyeastysea,

There is noplace in all theworld like home—
Castle or cot,home is theplacefor me.”

CoMBATIvENEsssaidhewould crossthemain
To fight thechampiononold England'sshore;

Take off thebelt,and thencomebackagain,
And laugh to heartheBritish lion roar.

DESTRUCTIVENFssvowedhewouldshed
The blood of mortalmanwhodareoffend;

He liked tri-colors,blueandwhiteand red,
Though paintedwithoutpencilsby his hand.

Though ALIMENTIvenessworkedwell hisjaws,
And openedwidehismouth,andfrequently,

He did notspeak,butopened it because
He loved to eat,and would notwait to dry.

Poor man he had a stomachbroadand deep,
And a capaciousmouthwell stretched to match;

He worked it on tobacco in hissleep,
And at thetablekept it to thescratch.

SUBLIMITYstern as a mountainstood,
That lookeduponthewaitinghills below,

Before it hurlsuponthesilentwood
Its awfulavalancheof iceandsnow.

Sun-crownedandtall, I sawhim rise,
The admiration of themultitude;

His largeorbswontheirazurefromtheskies,
His veinswith liquid lightningwereimbued.

“Behold theoak.”hesaid,“king of thevale—
He wearsthethunderscarsuponhis breast,

And liftshisarms to wrestlewith thegule
That comeswith lightningarmedacrossthewaste.

Amid its foliagethelinnetsings
The songthatmocksthepoet'ssweetestlay;

Above, a thousandyears of wideningrings,
Wherenature'sperfectrecordmarksherway.

For writtenthereuponthefoldedscroll,
Within thearchives of thenobleoak,

The history of theseasons as theyroll

Is jotteddown,pointedwith lightning stroke,
So thatthefuturewanderero'ertheplains,
In thisfair land of rocksandwood-sceneswild,

May hearfactsblossomintosong, in sº rains
That pleasealikephilosopherandchild.
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The mountainleansits headagainsttheskies,
And looksbeyondthecloudswherethundersroll,

Soman,throughfaith,lifts his adoringeyes
Above theformsof earththatclogthesoul.

His heartis like theever-heavingsea,
That breaksin wavesuponthewaitingshore,

Until hismanlybosombeatingfree,
Ascendstoheaven,wherecaresshall vexnomore.

He readsa lessonin thebuddingrod,
And in the languageof unwindingstreams;

The rainbowis theautegraphof God,
Writ, in softrain-drops,onthesun'sbrightbeams.”

Thus spakeSublimity, andall werestillI noticed,while withwondrouspowerhespoke;
FIRMNEsscouldscarcecontrolhis ironwill,
And MIRTHrulNEssrestrainedhislaughandjoke.

But it waslaughable,indeed,tosee
How SELF-Esrexx held uphis littlehead;

He wonderedwhatrightanybodyhadtobe
While hewas living or whenhewasdead.

His thoughtswereants,his headof ant-hill shape;
Wrr said,“Combe on the Head”would suit comAlthough hehad theforeheadof anape, [plete;
He hadvastunderstandingin his feet.

Combarrvenessgrewknottyin thefist;
Drstructiveness turnedpurplein theface;Eventuality readloud his list;
And ORDERcried,“You all areoutof place.”

INHABITIvrnEsssaid hewouldgo hºme;
While ALIMENTIvrnessjust tooka drink;

Old CAUTIousnessfledfromthenoisyroom;
CAusALITYimploredthemall tothink.

AcquisitryEREssgraspedhis darlingpurse;
SECREriveNEsshisinmostthoughtconcealed:

HoPE thankedthefatesthatmatterswerenoworse;
And WENERATIoxtohisGod appealed.

LANGUAGEharanguedthemobin wordy strains;
BENEvolkNor heldouta friendlyhand;

ThereSELF-EsrºrMhis loveof self maintains;
AgrkmablkNEsstried toconsoletheband.
Wir crackedhisjokes atotherfolks'expense;
And IMITATIonteokhim nicelyoff;

AMATIvrnEsswouldnot drivewomenhence;
WITATIVENrssdid notregardhis cough.

Constructive Nrssproceededwith his plan;
And IDEALITYbegantosoar;

FIRMNºssarose,andorderedeveryman
To takehisseat,or leavethesenatefloor.

Thus quietwasrestored,andpeaceprevailed
In thegreatcapitolof thoughtoncemore;

Apologiesweremadeto thoseassailedBy angryorganson thecongressfloor.LANguage, delighted,madeanotherspeech:
TUNEwassopleased,he sangaloudforjoy;

While WENERATIonprayed,and triedto preach,
WIT setthegroupabouthim in a roar.

And theyadjournedatlastto rest,
To feastthemselvesfor exerciseandplay,

And whilethehumanheartvibratesthebreast,They will holdsessionseacheventfulday.
Oh! it is truethisparliamentcontrols
The sublunarymattersherebelow;If naturehasomittednoblesouls
For bodieshere,shemarksit onthebrow.---

MEApr. BRothk Rs. Among the eminentPhotographicartistsof this metropolis,the talentedandenterprisingMeade Brothers stand in the front rank.They havebeenestablishedtwentyyears,elevenofwhichhavebeenattheirpresentlocation,283Broadway,neartheAstor House. Their placehas recentlybeennicelyrefitted, and their gallery of picturescontainslikenessesofmanyEuropeans,aswell asAmericans,of eminence. Itis not necessarytº saythateverystyleof pictureknownto theartcanbeprocuredat thisestablishment.
Roofs. J. D. Sage, 13 Canal Street, NewYork, is a geniusin the departmentof roofs. He takes

rustedor rottenroofstorepairandkeepin goodconditionfor a termof year-, for a certainsum perannum,and he

§cis thus benefitng householders,and at the sametimedoinga first ratebusinessfor himself. We havetried hiswork, and like it.

A B O U T. S. O M E BODY.

It is said that every boy has a hungry year
—a year in which he grows rapidly, and in

which, though he may eat himself full, he

never has enough. There is generally also in

the experience of every energetic specimen of

the masculine gender, an exceedingly wise
year, in which nobody can tell him anything
that he did not know before, or which he can
not improve by emendation. But this wise
season, unlike the Sophomore season in college,
frequently lasts several years instead of one,
and nowhere do we think it is more signally
evinced than among clerks; and it is for their
especial benefit that this article is written.
We have often noticed, and presume the ex

perience of thousands of others will indorse
the statement, that clerks from sixteen to

twenty-three years of age are always much
more pert, exacting, impudent, and patronizing

in their advice and in their ungenerous criti
cisms upon customers, than are persons fromthirty to fifty years of age, especially the lat
ter. If a customer wants an article, and does
not find precisely that which suits him, the
young clerk will insist upon it that he can not
find a better article or a cheaper in the mar
ket, or will in some other way contrive to

show his own wisdom and the want of it in the
middle-aged man or woman who may chance
to be the customer. If one wants information

he rarely gets a civil, polite, generous answer
from one of these popinjays. In Washington
Street, Boston, the beardless clerk thinks the
eminent clergyman, judge, or lady from the
interior must be green not to know the way

to the Revere House; and the brainless snob

of Broadway supposes everybody ought to know
the way to the Dusseldorf Gallery, to the
Metropolitan Hotel, or to Barnum's Museum,
and they are not slow in endeavoring to manu
facture something which they call wit out of

any apparent want of knowledge or experi
ence of the city which any person may evince,
while, at the same time, with all their fancied
wisdom they hardly know that pumpkins do

not grow in the ground and potatoes on trees.Ninety times in a hundred you will not ob
tain a civil answer from one of those graceless
sparks, if a question happens to be in the
slightest degree out of the line of their par
ticular vocation, or such a question as they
may not suppose exactly relevant to their par
ticular department of business. On the other
hand, if you ask the same question of a man
old enough to be a father to those wise young
sters, ninety times in a hundred you will
not only get a civil, but a gracious, answer;
and on going into a store, hotel, railroad sta
tion, daguerrean saloon, or other place of pub
lic resort, we never fail to look about to find
some one advancing to middle life, or even to

old age, if we want to ask the simplest ques
tion for our own convenience. A few gray
hairs, a little baldness, or some honest wrin
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kles in the face serve as a guaranty to us that
the man has lived long enough to learn to be
civil ; that he may have been in strange
places and wanted information; that he has
seen enough of the world to know that cer
tain articles of food, certain descriptions of

goods are not common to and familiar with a

people of certain localities.
What would one think on landing at Char

leston or Savannah, direct from Portland,
Maine, or Halifax, perceiving trees which were
new to him, he should step into a respectable
store near at hand, and seeing a handsome,
well-dressed clerk idle at the counter, and step
ping up to him should ask: “Will you please,
sir, tell me what trees those are ?” and he were

to reply, with a sneering laugh and a leering
look at his associates, “Why I don't you
know those trees? I reckon you must be
smart not know the palmetto tree.” Or sup
pose a gentleman from Charleston or Savannah

to land at Portland some bright morning,
never having spent any time at the North,
but being perfectly familiar with the palmetto
and other Southern trees and plants—suppose
he were to ask in a similar way relative to

trees in the streets of Portland, which he
had never seen in the South, in like manner
he might expect the young blood to laugh at

his ignorance and insult him by asking him if

he had been brought up in a band-box and
did not know a spruce tree. Now, we ven
ture to say that in either case a middle-aged
man would have said: “Certainly, sir; that

is the palmetto tree,” or, “that is the spruce
tree. I suppose you are from the South, or

North 2" or, “Is this your first visit to this
region ?” and on being answered in the affir
mative, he would reply in a way that would
show his earnestness to communicate any
thing which would minister to the informa
tion or the pleasure of the stranger. When a

man has traveled over nearly every available
degree of latitude, he will learn that every
thing does not grow in the place of his nativity; will learn that the orange, the palmetto,
and the pineapple are not to be found along
side the spruce, the beech, or the sugar
maple; indeed, a person can travel but a
short distance without finding something new,
strange, and interesting, and it is only the
person of little knowledge who will sneer at

a person's want of information in any particu
lar thing.
We therefore venture the advice to those

young sprouts (supposing, of course, they
will regard it as an impertinence), to give a

civil answer to every candid, civil question,
whether the person be one of apparent im
portance or not. If he be poor and ignorant,
you can not afford to degrade yourself by an

impertinent and unsatisfactory answer. He
needs your assistance, and it should not be

refused. If he be elderly and respectable, he
doubtless could teach you your alphabet in
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nearly every subject except the one to which
you are particularly devoted, and possibly,
even, he may have been reared to that. Sup
pose he does not know the way to the Revere
House or Astor House, is that proof positive
that in all culture and general information he
is not your superior? Eminent individuals,
whose personal appearance was not attractive
or prepossessing, have been, in many instances,
snubbed by their inferiors. A chief-justice
by some dandy sprout of the law, or a bishop
by a juvenile coxcomb of the cloth, has
been set aside as an “old codger,” to the
amusement of said “codger” and the lasting
chagrin of the self-complacent wiseacre who
forgot his duty to age, whether distinguished
and eminent or not. We say to the young,
treat all persons civilly, especially the weak
and the ignorant. He shows his nobleness by
his kindness to the poor and the uncared-for.
The great and honored will secure respect
easily enough from all. It costs nothing to
honor the honorable; hence those whose stock
of good breeding is small can do that, but it
takes a good supply to respond graciously to
the weak, the unknown, and unhonored.--------
TEIE PEOPL E L I K E IT'.

Yes, the people like the Journal. In some
houses it has found a home for twenty years,
and will for twenty years to come. We like
old friends. Good wine, like true friends, im
proves by time. He whose heart is in the
right place does not think the less of his
friends because the snow that never melts has
fallen on their locks.
Some of our subscribers have returned to

us yearly for so long a time that their hand
writing looks familiar as the face of an old
friend; and not only are letters from such in
dividuals welcome in a business point of view,
but they bear such words of approval and en
couragement that they possess a double value.
Of such letters we give the following speci
mens :
G. F. R. writes, “You may regard me as a

regular subscriber for the PhRENological
Journal to the end of my life, for I consider
it worth to me more than five times the
amount it costs; indeed, I prefer it to any
journal or periodical with which I have any
acquaintance.”
A subscriber from Stockton, Mo., writes,

“Those who have taken the PhRENological
Jouk NAL are highly pleased with it, and will
continue to be, so long as it pursues that high
and independent course which characterizes
its past history, and remains entirely neutral

in respect to politics.”

J. S. B., of Ohio, writes, Feb. 9, “I should
not send you so sinall a remittance, but it is

very difficult to get up clubs these times. I

have taken the Journal, without intermission,
for the last fifteen years, and hope to continue

to do so through life.”--------
BAbbitt's FRENch ChemicAL FRASIvE

SoAP, advertised in anothercolumn,proves,on trial, to

be all that is claimed.
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PHRENOLOGICAL, EXAMINATIONS
are most invaluable, as shedding light on the dis
positions of

Parents and Children;
showing the former how to regulate their own
tempers and dispositions, especially as they are
brought out in the treatment and training of the
latter—to *

Husbands and Wives,
teaching them how to become more and more
adapted to each other, and thereby avoiding do
mestic jars, and securing all of earthly happiness
possible to their natures—to

Young Ladies and Gentlemen,

teaching who are, and who are not, mentally qual
fied to enjoy life together, and who may, and who
never should, marry—to

Apprentices and Clerks,
showing what trade or avocation each is best qual
ified to fill with health, pleasure, and profit—to

Business Partners,
showing who can harmonize, and who possessthe
kind of talent fitted to manage business with the
least capital, the least risk, the least friction and
greatest prosperity—to those who are ambitious
to enter the

Learned Professions,

pointing out the line of scholarship or profession,
whether editing, teaching, writing, preaching—
the Law, Medicine, or Legislation, etc., best
adapted to each—thus presenting to each person

a guarantee and guide to

Success and Happiness,
Charts, amply illustrated, with full written

descriptions of character, given daily at

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808 Broadway, New York.

A PR EMI U. M.
READER, if you will send us a club of Twenty

New Subscribers for the PHRENoLogical Jourt
NAL, and Ten Dollars, before the first day of May
next, we will send you, as a Premium, post paid,

a copy of our work, entitled Education CoM
plete, price Two Dollars FIFTY CENTs, for

a description of which see advertisement in the
present number. This offer will hold good until
the first day of May, and no longer. New sub
scriptions for the WATER CURE Journal may
form a part of clubs as above, if convenient.

These questionsshould have been answered in your
own mind. Their verystatementseems to be a sufficient
answer to them; andweintroducethemhereto induce
you,andotherswho incline to askquestions, to endeavor

to answerfor themselvesquestions so simpleandplain as

theseappear to be.
H.—1st. What is the temperament of a person

who is very short,slim, snugly built, with a long f

sharpnose,veryfinewhiteskin,blackhair,andblueeyes
Ans. Seldom is a questionpropounded to us on the

temperamentswhich containsanythinglike so clear and
distinct a description as would enable us to judge with
sufficientaccuracy to venture a positive answer. We
desirethat personsshould studythe temperaments,not
only for theirown gratification,but to render thatknowl
edgepracticaland useful to themselves.There is hardly

a monththatwe do not receiveletterson the subject of

temperament. If anypersonwill takethetrouble to order
the“Illustrated Self-Instructor,”which costsbymail but
fiftycents,handsomelybound, he will have a prettyfull
explanation of the temperaments,with portraits to illus
tratethem,togetherwith a description of the characteris
ticswhicharemostcommon to eachkind of temperament.
Besidesthis,hewill have a work of a hundredengravings
on thesubject of Phrenology,and a full description of the
natureandqualityof eachof thementalfaculties.
The temperament of the individual mentionedby our

questioner,namely,“a short, slim, snugly-builtperson,
with long face,sharpnose,”etc., is doubtlessMental pre
dominating. The blackhair, if it be coarse,would indi
catemore of theMotive,andsomething of theVital. The
long faceand sharpnoseindicateagaintheMental tem
perament.
2d. In examiningthe heads of some

this er that organ or quality is inherite
or mother. Howcanyoutell ?

Ans. We wroteanarticle of severalpages in theJowz
NAL, some three years ago, entitled “Resemblance to

Parents,” in whichwe endeavored to explain the subject
prettyfully. We introducedseveralportraits as examples
of personsresemblingthefather or themother, or each in

part. We canonlysayherethatcertainformsandquali
tiespertain to themasculine,and other formsand quali
tiespertain to thefeminine. Theseareshown in theout
line of the body, the features,and the phrenological
organs. The man has more Firmness, Self-Esteem,
Causality,Combativeness,and Destructiveness;thewo
man, more Weneration, Inhabitiveness,Cautiousness,
Approbativeness,andParentalLove.with a betterdevel
opment of theorgans of Memory.

ersons,you say
from the father

GULIELMUs.-1st. Does exercise and persever
ance in mathematics,particularlyfigures or algebra,drillanyof theintellectualfacultiesbutCalculation ?

Ans. The special function of the faculty seems to be
calculation in general. Those who have the power of

mental arithmetichave the organ large. Colburn and
other eminentmentalcalculatorswere largelyendowed
with the organ. Dr. Gall calls it the sense of numbers,
and still he statesdistinctlythat arithmetic is its chief
sphere. He regards it, also, as the organ of mathematics

in general. Dr. Spurzheim,on the otherhand,limits its
functions to arithmetic,algebra,and logarithms,and is of

opinion that theotherbranches of mathematics,such as
geometry,arenotthesimpleresults of thisfaculty. Most
eminent mathematicians,especiallythosewho excel in
pure mathematics,have had Causality,Continuity,and

dº (ſºrrtsgumbt mts.

E. W. T. — 1st. Does large Conscientiousness,
without regard to its combinations,deter a personfrom
feeling a superiorityoverothers?
A4s No. That is nottheofficeof Conscientiousnessat

all. I" has to do with rightandwrong,justiceand injus
tice Self-Esteemgives a disposition to feelconsequential,
independent,proud-spirited,and, if youwill, a superiority
overothers. When suchconduct is analyzedby theintel
lect,Conscientiousuessmayrecognizetheinjustice of any
coursecalculated to depressone who is worthy, and to

to assumehisplacewithoutjust causeor right.
2d. DoeslargeFormdelight in colors,withoutreference

Ideality or Color?
Ans. No. Form judges of shape,Color of hue and

shade,and Ideality receivespleasurefrom theharmony

of all the qualitieswhich combine to make beautyand
perfection.

Fir . Dr.Gall observes,thatwhentheorgan of Cal
culation predominates in an individual, all his faculties
receivean impressionfrom it. He knew a physician in

whom it wasvery large,who labored to reducethe study

of medicine,and even the virtue of particularmedica
ments, to mathematicalprinciples; and one of his friends,
having a similar development,endeavored to establish a

universallanguageonsimilarprinciples.
Dr. Vimont mentionsan experimentwhich convinces

him that dogs have an idea of numbers. At a certain
hour,on twelvesuccessiveevenings,hegave a dogthreepieces of meat,whichhethrewintodifferentparts of the
room. Afterward,hekeptonepiece of meatonthetable,
and threw down the other two. The animal camefor
them as usual; but notfinding the third piece,he began

to searchfor it in everypart of the room,and barked in

order to obtain it hen Dr. Wimont threw down the
third piece,its criesº ceased. Its behavior
wasthesamewhenfour or five pieces of meatwereused

in theexperiment.
2d. What studiesarebestadapted to drill the mind for

soundreasoningupondifferentsubjects?
Ans. Mathematics,Metaphysics,Chemistry,and His

tory.
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3 httrfistmtmts.
Advertis EMENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublishersonor be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
they aretoappear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesentin atonce.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

DISEASEs of thI. THROAT AND
LUNGS.

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.
There is no doubtthattheauthorhasclearlytracedthisvery prevalentand rapidlyincreasingclassof diseasesto

their trueorigin, and pointedout the best,and theonlyrational, plan of preventionor cure. The wide-spreaddistrinution,therefore,of this littlebookcanhardlyfail tosave thousandsof valuaole lives, while its teachings,ifgenerallyadoptedby society,wouldatoncearrestthefarful ravagesof consumptionand its kindred maladies,
which now threaten,erelong, to ruin, if not exterminate,thehumanrace.
its Contentsembrace:PreliminaryRemarks—FormsofConsumption—OtherAffections of theThroat and,Lungs

• Geography of Consumption in the United StatesCauses of Consumption—PersonsmostLiable to Consumption—Stages of Consumption—Prognosis–Treatment ofConsumption—TemperatureandClimate–Clothing—Diet
—Drink–Bathing—“Throat-Ail”—Quinsy—Croup—Dip
theria—Influenza–Pneumonia.
Copiessent,post-paid,for 15 cents.- FOWLER AND WELLS,

803Broadway,New York.

MILCH Cows AND DAIRY FARM
ING; ComprisingtheBreeds,Breeding,andManagement

in Health and Disease, of Dairy and other Stock; the
Selection of Milch Cows with a full explanation of Gue
non'sMethod,theCulture of Forage Plants,andthepro
duction of Milk. Butter,andCheese:embodyingtheinost
recent improvements,and adapted to Farming in theUnited Statesand British Provinces. With a Treatiseupon theDairy Husbandry of Holland; to which is added
orsfall'sSystem of Dairy Management. By CHARLEs L.FLINT, Secretary of the MassachusettsBoard of Agriculture, author of “A Treatise on Grasses and Forage

Plants,” etc. Liberally Illustrated.
The abovevaluablework—thebest,we haveno hesita

tion in saying,yet issuedupon thesubject—isfor sale attheoffice of thispaper.ºwLER AND WELLS,
308Broadway,New York.

Onevol.,12mo Price,$150.
AMERICAN WEEDs AND Us EFUL

PLANTS. Being a secondandillustratededition of Agri
cultural Botany; an enumerationanddescription of use
ful plantsandweeds,whichmeritthenotice or requirethe
attention of Americanagriculturists. By win. Darlington,M.D. Every Farmer or Farmer'ssonwhowishes to

know thenamesand character of theplantsgrowing on
his farm,shouldstudythisbook.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
308Broadway,New York.

A PHoNog RAPHIC REPORTER
WANTED IMMEDIATELY.

Qualifications:He musthave good health,andwillingto live in a Water-Care—Our Home;mustbe a gentleman
in habitsand manners, of goodmoralcºaracter; a good,plain, clean-handedwriter, and who can report easilyfrom110 to 125wordsin a miuute. Referencesaskedandiven.
AddressJAMES C. JACKSON, M.D., “Water-Cure,”Dansville, LivingstonCounty,N. Y. 2t.

How To RISE IN THE WoRLD.
—Young men, to insure success,should be temperate,active,courteous,prompt,carefuſ,persevering,honorable,
hone-t,respectful,generous,andshouldgenerally“Know
Themselves.” Phrenology teachesSelf-knowledge,and
with it all theChristiangraces,togetherwith the modusoperandi of rising in the world. Practical instructions,with examinationsand writtendescriptions,given by

FOWLER AND WELLS, No. 808Broadway.
New edition. 1 vol.,sheep. Price, post-paid,$1.

EvKRY MAN H is Own Law YER.
Being a CompleteGu'de in all Matters of Law and

BusinessNegotiation-.FoE EVERY STATE IN THE UNION.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

PHRENoLoGY.—STRANGERS AND

*_

A MERIC A.N PH R ENO LOGIC A. L J O U R N A L.
Now witHIN REACH of ALL.

GROWFR & BARER'S CEL
EBRATED NOISELESS SEW
ING MACHINE, 495 Broad
way, New York.
Our Patentsbeingnowestab

lishedby theCourts,weareen
abled to furnish the Groven &

BAKERMachine,withimportant
improvements, at greatly RE

! DUCED PRICES.
The moderateprice at which

Machines,making the Grover & BAKERstitch,cannow
be had,bringsthemwithin the reach of all, and renders
theuse of Machinesmaking inferior stitches as unnecessary as it is unwise.
PersonsdesiringthebestMachines,andtheright to usethem,mustnotonly be sure to buyMachinesmaking theGrover & BAKERstitch,but alsothat suchmachinesare

madeandstampedunderour patentsand those of EliasHow E, Jr.
GROWER & BAKER S. M. CO.,

495Broadway,New York.1y 182Fulton Street,Brooklyn.
| HE WATER-CITRE Journ AL For

MARCH contains—Notes of ProfessionalPractice,including Tonsillits; Measles,Drugs,andDeath; Apoplexy orEpilepsy; Cancers; Things I Have Seen in a WaterCure: A Dialogue; Hot Water for Colic: The HumanLarynx, illustrated:The PearTree andtheDaughter; A

Letter by Miss Fairchild; Water-Cure on the PacificCoast. Topics of the Month–Ethics and Esthetics: AMythical Mystery; Tansy and Laetation; Hygienic Re
{{..." Herald of Health; New York Academy of

edicine. Answers to Cºrrespondents;Items from Illinois ; How I Came to be a Student.Rich, Readable,and Racy. Price, 10 cents.
The WATER-tºurE Journ AL is publishedmonthly, atOne Dollar

* \º in advance,by
FOWLER AND WELLS, 80sBroadway,New York.

D R. B. R O W N' S

PATENT BABY-TENDER.
This article of NurseryFurni

ture is differentfrom,superiorto,
andsuppliestheplace of everything heretoforeused for that
purpose. It combines,bysimplechanges,whichmaybelastantlymade, a 8AFE, comfort.Able
sLEEPINGcouch, A DELIGHTFUL
BABY-JUM:ºr, A hobby-horse,NURSERY,DINING,ANDRockingCHAIR, A Sw1NG, A Stylish car
RIAGE AND PERAMBUL.Atoh.A

PLAY AND work-stand. It is

suspendedfromtheceiling, or agraceful standard,by a steelspring; it is cushioned so as torequirenobedding,and is tastefully trimmed in variousstyles,

at pricesranging from $8 to $25. Sent by expressabywhere.

It will save in washing, in bringinguponechild, morethan its cost,and Much of THE TIME and attentionof
motherandnurse.

It givesthechild entirefreedom of actionfor bodyandlimbs, insures a healthyaction of thestomachand bowels,promotesand strengthensthe naturalmotionanddevelopment of thesystem,preserving it frominjury or thepossibility of danger.

It is compact,strong,anddurable,and to thosehavingthecare of youngchildren it is indispensable.
N. B.-" The exerciseobtainedbyour nurserychildrenin one of your baby-tenders,very much aids in theirºphysicaldevelopment,and enables us to dispense

with theservices of oneassistantnurse.”—hatron of theHome fo theFriend/ ss.

J. S. BROWN & CO.,Warerooms,652Broadway,NewYork, betweenBondand Bleeckerstreets.gº" Sendfor ourCircular. 1t.
r - r- -
To LAwYERS.–To BE success

ful you should first understandyour capabilitiesandpowers; so far in life theymaybelatent; a Phrenological
examination by Prof. Fowler will enableyou to judge
for yourself it such is the case,and show youhowtheymay be developed. Call at No. 808Broadway.

r →
THE YoUNG MAN's W y To

INTELLIGENCE, RESPECTABILITY, HoNor, AND
USEFULNESS.—This is a very excellentwork, andeveryyoungunanshouldprocure a copy, Price, prepaidby mail, 60 cents. FOWLER AND WELLS,

308Broadway,New York.

To MERCHANTs.-IF You HA. AP. knowledge of Phrenology it would enableyou
citizenswill find the Pat ENological, CABINETan agree
able place to visit. It containsmany rare curiosities.Examinations,with chartsandfull writtendescriptions ofcharacter,given daily. Rooinsalwaysopenand free to

visitors. No. 808Broadway,nearthe Park.
detectrogues,andhelpyou in all your intercoursewith

customers.This knowledgecanbegivenby
FOWLER AND WELLS, at No. 80sBroadway.
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MI's cr LL AN E o Us Books
SentbyMall on receipt of price.

MANUAL History of THE UNITED
STATES. Price38cents.
Mason RY AND ANti-MAsonry. Price

$1.

Mason’s PRActicAL FARRIER, forFarmers. Price75cents.
MEcHANICAL DRAwiNG-Book Fon

SELF-INSTRUCTION. Illustratedwith 56SteelPlates.
Fifth Edition. To whichhasbeenaddedan E-say on theTheory and Applicatiºn of Colors, by William Minifie,
Architect. Sheep. Price i8.
MEEH AN’s AMERICAN HAND-Book

OF ORNAMENTAL TREES. Price 75cents.

M Ech A Nics' "l'Ext-Book, AND EN"
GINEERS' PRACTICAL GUIDE. Price $1 25.

ByMETAL Worker's Assist ANT.

Price $125.

O
. Byrne. Illustrated. Price$4.

MiNN EsotA As It Is.

MILLw Right's GUIDE, with many
Plates. Price$250.

MiscellANIES INCLUDING NATURE,
etc. By R. W. Emerson Price $1.
MooRE's PostICAL Works,

Portrait. Price$1 25.
Moseley's MECHANICAL PRINCIPLEs

QF, ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE, with
Additions by Prof. Mahon of the U. S. Military Academy.700pages,with numerousCuts. Price $250.

M Rs. HALE's Diction ARY of PoEti
CAL QUOTATIONS. BeautifullyIllustrated.Price $250
MUNDEE on SoARLET FEveR. 56 cts.
Mysteries of FREE-MAson Ry By.

Wm. Morgan. Price 3 cents.
Address, FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

JAMES HENEAGE CARTER,
AND MICROSCOPES.

Should this meettheeye of the above, he is earnestlyentreated to communicatewith his old friend, EdwardJ. Green(formerly of Charleston, S. C.) at S7 Great PeterStreet,Westminster,London,England.

with

To CLERGYMEN.—“If A MAN
wishes to know practicallywhat he is made up of; if aman wishes a knowledgeof human nature for definiteH. purposes,there is no systemwhich will aid him

n acquiringthatknowledgelike the system of Phrenol*...*** WARDBrroliek
racticalinstruction,withwrittendescriptions of character,givendaily by

FOWLER AND WELLS, No. 808Broadway

$1.00 1.00 $1.00 $100.

$|

ONE DOLLAR sent to FOWLER AND

0

WELLS, 303Broadway,New York, will secure,by return of first maſſ, PhonographicBooks,
from the study of which you can, without ateacher,become a practicalWerbaumReporter.

CoNVERSATION.—ITs FAULTs AND
ITS GRACES.

New edition,revised,with additions. Cloth, 60 cents.
Fow LER AND WELLS,
No. 80SBroadway,New York.

*THE Power of KINDNEss!
Including the Principles of BENEvolence and Love.Post-paid, '0 cents.

A REAL UNION DOCUMENT.
This is an invaluablework,andshould be read by all.FOWLER AND WELLS.

80sBroadway,New York.

To jocroRs.—To KNow THE
temperamentsand mentalorganization of the sick, is ofas great importance as the mere knowledge of theirphysical condition. For, oftenthedisease is in themind,

or evenwhen the body is troubled,muchgood could beaccomplished.especiallywithirritablepeople, b
y

a correctknowledgeandapplication of the principles of Phrenology. For a furtherexaminadou of thesubjectcall upon
FOWLER AND WELLS, No. 808Broadway.
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WHEELER & WILSON'S

SEw I N G M A C H IN Es,
AT REDUCED PRICES,

With Glass Clotrº-P,esser,Improved Lºop-Check, NewStyleHemmer.Binder.Corder,etc.
OFFICE, NO. 505 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
“ Themachinefor familyuse.”—Jife Jºlºtstrated.
“This Macnºnemakesthe“L. CK-STITCH,” andrankshighest,on accountofela-ºcity,ſº beauty,and

generaldesirablenessof thestitchingwhendote, andthewide rangeof its application.”—Report of American Institute, Aew York.
Thus Reſort was in accordancewith the previous

awards at the
FAIR OF THE UNITED STATES AGRICULTURALSOCIETY;
at theFairs ofthe

AmericanInstitute,New York;
Mechanics’Association,Boston;
Franklin Institute,Philadelphia;
MetropolitanMechanics'Institute,Washington;Mechanics'Institute,Baltimore:
Mechanies'Association,Cincinnati;
Kentucky Institute,Louisville;
MechanicalAssociation,St. Louis;
Meehanics’Institute,SanFrancisco;

at theStateFairs ofMaine, Virginia, Tennessee,
Vermont, Mississippi, Illinois,
Connecticut, Missouri, Kentucky,
New York, Ohio, Michigan,
New Jersey, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Pennsylvania, Iowa, California,

and at hundreds of CountyFairs.

YoUNG ARTISTs, IN ORDER to
ascertainscientifically to what particularbranch of artthey are by naturebestadapted,should consult a counpetent Phrºnologist. By receiving early,and reliable
advice much time may be saved,reputationand profitgained. Charts,withlull writtendescriptions of character,given daylyby

FOWLER AND WELLS, No. 308Broadway.º s—S-S%/s/. a/
Being a NewTheoryand System of Practical Penmanshºp,Designed as a Text-Book for Schoolsand PrivateStudents.
This is thetitle of a newwork just issued,which it is

believedwill do more to improvethe penmanship of allclassesthanall otherseverbeforewritten. It teachesnotonly how to write,but instructs in whatgoodwriting con
sists. Knowing this, the studentbecomes a critic, and
this point attained,nothing but practice is necessary to

makehim an accomplishedpenman.
Sent by mail, post-paid, for 50 cents. AGENTSwºrrº. FOWLER AND WELLS.

88 Broadway.New York.

A CLERKSHIP OR TRADE. —
Fowler ANDWELLs,308Broadway,can,by an examinn
tion of your head, tell you what to undertake,with a

reasonablehope of success. Charts, with full writtendescriptionandadvice,given daily.

THE PHRENoLog ICAL BUST,
designedespeciallyfor Learners; showing
the exactlocation of all the Organs of theBrain, fully developed,which will enableevery one to studythe sciencewithoutan
instructor. It maybepackedandsentwithsafetybyexpress, or as freight (notbymail)

#: to any part of the world. Price, including
box for packing,only #

1

25.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
“This is one of themostingeniousinventions of theage.

A castmade of plaster of Paris,thesize of thehumanheadon whichtheexactlocationof eachof thephrenºlogical
Organs is represented,fullydeveloped,withallthedivisionsand classifications.Thosewhocannotobtaintheservices

of a professormaylearn, in a very short time,from this
modelhead,thewholescience of Porenology, so far as the
locations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. 3

. tº ily Swn.
W E B stre R's Diction ARIES.—

POST-PAid BY MAIL.
WEBSTER’8 FAMILY DICTIONARY...... $150
WEBSTER'S QUARTO DICTIONARY...... 1 25
WEBSTER'S POCKET DICTIONARY...... 5.)
Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

No. 303Broadway,New York.

To ULERGYMEN.—To Touch THE
hearts of yourpeopleyoushouldº understandthe
principles of Human Nature,and to understandthisyoushouldbecomeºlº with Phrenology. Call upon

FOWLER AND WELLS, iso. 308Broadway.

º Readers of this advertisementwill pleasenote—
thefollowingofferholdsgoodalthoughtheadvertisementmaynotbecontinued.

A Box of SoAP
AND A NEW YORK PAPER FOR 35.

OFFICE OF B. T. BABBITT,
64,66,6-, 70,72,AND 74 WAshingtoN STREET,

N.E.WYORK.

I am bringing out a newand useful article of SOAP,
which I brand,
SUPERIOR FRENCH CHEMICAL ERASIVE SOAP,
putup in boxes of 0 bars,onepoundeach. The genuine
article of ErasiveandDetersiveSoaphas,since its introduction to theAmerican public,beenmostfavorablyknown

as the “best” and cheapestwashing soap in market.
Recentdiscoveries(known to no othermanufacturer)en
ableme to produceanarticle possessingchemical “ De
tersive and Erasive"qualitiesfar superior to anyotherSoap in market.

I CHALLENGE THE WORLD TO PRODUCE ITS
EQUAL.

This Soap is rapidlytakingtheº of all otherSoaps
whereverintroduced. One poundwill go as far as threepounds of ordinary family Soap. But one quarterthe
iime and labor are required to do the sameamount ofwashing as with thebest of familysoap. It wºll wash ineitherhardor saltwater. CLOTHES NEED NO BOILING, and but little rubbing with the hands, THUS
AVOIDING THEIR WEAR UPON THE WASh
BOARD. It doesnot injure the fabric: on thecontrary,

it preserves it
,

andfixesthecolors. It will removepaint,grease, or stains of all kinds. Directionssent in eachbox
fºr makingONE POUND OF THE ABOVE SO = P intoTHREE GALLONS OF HANDSOME SUFT SOAP.
Sendfor a boxand give it a trial. If youdo notwant a

whole box vourself,get your neighbors to join you,and
divide it. Believing that no familywhich hasonceused
this Soapwill everbewithout it, and being desirous to

haveitsweritswidelyknown, I havemadearrangements
with the proprietors of the following papers(many of

whomhavetried theSoap,andknowits value), by whichI amatºleforthe present ſo offer to any person-remiºting
me#5onanysolventbank in theUnited States,onebox

of theaboveSoap,and a receiptforoneyear'ssubscription

to either of thefollowin. New York papers,namely:
rob on f: Year.

The Weekly Tribune–Weekly Times—Weekly Day
Book–Weekly Sun—Weekly Post–Weekly World—
Freeman'sJournal—The HomeJournal—The Evangelist
—The Independent,new subscribers—TheExaminer
The Methodist—The Century—Agriculturist–Christian
Advocate—TheScottishAmericanJournal—The Chronicle—WanityFair—The New York Courier—Life Illus
trated,by Fowler andWells–Am. PhrenologicalJournal
andWater-CureJournal, both—Abook,“Women of NewYork,” and Hankins' Family Newspaper—Scientific
American(the bestmechanicalpaper in theworld—sev
enteenthyear—VolumeIV. commencesJan. 5, 1861).

Fort six Months.
Frank Leslie'sIllustratedNew8—FrankLeslie'sMonth

ly Magazine–Harper's Weekly—FamilyWeekly Herald– New York Illustrated News—Semi-WeeklyTribune,Times,World, andPost—TheIndependent,oldsubscrib
ers–New York Mercury—NewYork Dispatch.

FortTwo Months.
Daily Tribune,Times,Sun,World, and Post.
Parties residing in New York City or Brooklyn,N.Y.,

will pleaseaid Fifty Cents to paythecarrier'sfee.
Pleasebe particular,and give full directionsfor shipping thegoods. Also, givethe name of your Post-office,

with theStateand County in which youreside.Address B. T. BABBITT,
70WashingtonStreet,New York.

P. S.–I will sendthe Soap,withoutpaper, on the receipt of £4 20.

GoING TO SFA.—SHIP-ow NERs
would floºd it to their advantage to have the headsofmasters,mates,and sailors carefullyexaminedby a competentPhrenologistbeforesendingthem to sea. Do this,andyoumayknowtheirexactcharactºrsandcompetency.
FewLER ANDWELLs, No.3's Broadway,give verbaland
written descriptions of character,when desired,whichmaybereliedonfor accuracy.

How To RISE IN THE WoRLD.
—Young men should be temperate,active, courteous,promp",careful,persevering,honorable,honest,respectful, generous,andshouldthoroughly“Know Themselves.”Phrenology teachesself-knowledge,and with it all the
Christian graces,togetherwith the modusoveranai ofrising in theworld.
Hon. HobAcwMANNsays: “I look uponPhrenology as

theguide to Philosophyandthehandmaid of Christianity.
WhoeverdisseminatestruePhrenology is a public benefactor.”
Rev. HENRYWARD BEECHERsays: “If a man wishes

to know practicallywhat he is madeup of; if a man
wishes a knowledge of humannaturefordefinitepracticalpurposes,there is nosystemwhichwill aid him in acquiring thatknowledgelike thesystem of Phrenology. Prac
tical instructions,with writtendescriptions of character,given* by

OWLER AND WELLS, No. 808Broadway.
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Our Three Journals.
THE PHRENoLogical Journal

wase-tººlished in 1838,for thepurpose of diffusingamon
the pºblie A Rhowledge of Phrenologicalprinciples, anthevalue of theirpracticalapplication.

Its Popularity and Success

is anindex to thereception of its teachin Everywhere
all classeshave learnedthat to “tº:
bounººnduty,andthathissuccess in lifedependsmuchonhis understandingof theſº thatgovernhis action.The objects of The Phrenological"Journal are

To Reform and Elevate
therace by teachingmanhis duty to hisGod,himself,and
his fellºw-men—toteachhim his capabilities,andhow tomakethemost of them—thereason of his faults,andhow

to correctthem—andbow to understandandobeyall thosenaturallawswhichserve to securethehighestphysicaland
mentalwell-being.

g physicalan

A Leading Feature

of theJournal, is the theoreticaland philosophicalcon
ºlderatiºn of Phrenology,andespecially its application toHome Education, DomesticGovernment,Self-Culture,
Selection of Pursuits, Choice of Apprentices,clerks, As.sociatesandPartners in Business.
Publishedmonthly. Terms, $1 a year; tencopiesfor $5.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

803Broadway,New York.

THE WATER-CURE Journal.
There is no publication in theworld fromwhich youcan gal" so muchvaluableinformationrelative to the

Laws of Life and Health, as

The Water-Cure Journal.

In it thetrue natureandcause of diseasearefully andrationallyexplained,andone of its principalobjects is toteach
How to Keep Well.

But as somefromhereditaryaffections, or supposeduna
voidablecauses,do not enjoyhealth,one department oftheJournal is devoted to articlesrelative to thetreatment

of diseases,whereyoumaylearn
How to Recover Lost Health.

The Journal is now in thefifteenthyear of publication,
and thousands in everypart of the countryare ready totestify º the pricelessbenefitstheyhavederivedfrom itsperusal.
Publishedmonthly at #

1
a year. Ten copies,$5.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,NewYork.

LIFF, ILLUSTRATED.—A FIRST
CLASS WEEKLY PICTORIAL FAMILY PAPER.
The design of this paper is to give such a weeklysummary of facts,fiction,science,philosophy,generalliterature, andnews, as will meettheintellectualwants of eachfamily in all their diversementaldevelopments. In its

coluºns thecuriousandamusingare coubined with the
usefulandpractical. One or more

Tales,

of an unexceptionablemoral tendency,are given each
week. Sketches of whatever is curiousandinteresting intherealmsof

Nature and Art
constitute a prominentfeature in its columns; andthese
are so diversified in their suºject-matter as to suit all va
rieties of tasteandmentaldevelopment.

Rural Affairs,
and the interests of agriculture,horticulture,and fruit
culture generally,are represented in a leading depart
inent of thepaper. This feature of our Journal has met
with universalapproval.

New Inventions,
calculated to savelabor,promotecomfort,abridgesuffering, anddianaſylife,areillustratedand described.
FINALLY,whatevermaytend to illustratelife as it passes,

whatevermayassistour readers to live wisely,live bappily, and live long, is comprehended in ourplan. We aspure to makeour papereverywayworthythe patronage

of thepublic,andwe haveabundantmeansandfaculities
for theattainment of our object.
Terms.-Ten Copies,one year, for #10;Five Copies,

for $6; Three Copies,for #4;One Copy, for $2. p:
ment in advance. The paper sentno longer thanpaid
for. Subscriptionsmaycommence at anytime.
CanadianSubscriberswill send 26 cents a yearadditionalfor U. S. postage.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
308Broadway,New York.* For Three Dollars, a copy of each of the above

will besentoneyear.
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Every Resident in the Country should have a Copy of

ARDEN, <
OUR NEW

ILLUSTRATED RURAL MANUALS,
o:OIME’Er.ISINTG-:The TELOuse:

A PocKET MANUAL of RURAL ARCHITECTURE; or, How To
Build Dwellings,Barns,Stables,etc. EmbracingaSketchof theHistoryofArchitec
ture: Essentialsof a Dwelling; BuildingMaterials; Choice of a Situation; Stylesof
Architecture; Cottagesin the Various Styles; the New England Cottage; Prairie
Cottages;SouthernHouses; Out-Houses;OrnamentalFences,Gates,Arbors,Trel
lises, etc. HandsomelyIllustratedwith Plans, Elevations,and PerspectiveViews.Price, in paper, 30 cents; in muslim, 50 cents.
Every manwhowishestobuild a cheapand at the sametime a handsome,comfort

able, and convenienthome for himselfand family, should consult this popular and
practicalManual. It is intendedfor all sections,and containsplans adaptedto all
climates—North,South,East,andWest.

The Garden :
A PocKET MANUAL of HoRTICULTURE; oR, How To CULTI
vateVegetables,Fruits, and Flowers; Structureand Growth of Plants; Directions
for forming a Garden; Descriptionof Implementsand Fixtures; Instructionsfor
Sowing,Transplanting, Budding, Grafting, and CultivatingWegetables,Fruits, and
Flowers; with a chapteronOrnamentalTrees andShrubs. Illustrated. Price, in
paper, 30 cents; in muslim, 50 cents.
There is heregatheredthe resultsof experience,observation,andstudyin thescience

andartof horticulture. The authoris familiarwith the soil and climateof thewhole
Union, andhisbookcontainsall thatis necessaryto insuresuccessin gardening.

The IE'arm :
A PocKET MANUAL of PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE; or, How
toCultivateall theField Crops. Embracingan Expositionof theNatureandAction
of SoilsandManures; thePrinciplesof Rotationin Cropping; Directionsfor Irriga
tion,Draining,Subsoiling,Fencing,andPlantingHedges; Descriptionof Improved
Farm Implements; Instructionsin the Cultivationof various Field Crops; How to
Plant andManageOrchards,etc. With “Prize EssayonFarmManagement.” Illus
trated. Paper, 30 cents; muslim, 50 cents.
“It will surelybe his own fault if the readerof this work doesnot makefarming

“pay.” Ignoranceof a fewsimple factsand principles,heremadeclearto the dullest
comprehension,lead directly to thoseexpensiveblunderswhich ruin the farmerand
bringdiscredituponthescienceandartof agriculture.”

IDomestic Animals:
A PoCKET MANUAL of HoRSE, CATTLE, AND SHEEP HUS
bandry; or, How toBreed,Rear,and Use al

l

theCommonDomesticAnimals. Em
bracingDescriptions of thevariousBreeds of Horses,Cattle,Sheep,Swine, Poultry,
etc.; the“Points” or Characteristics b

y

which to judge Animals; FeedingandGen
eralManagement of Stock; How to ImproveBreeds; How to CureSickAnimals,etc.
With a Chapter on Bees. HandsomelyIllustrated. Paper, 30cts. ; muslim, 50cts.
How manyexpensive,not to say fatal,errors in the buying,selling,breeding,and

management of farm-stockmight be avoided by means of thepracticalinformationand
plain common-senseadvicecondensedintothiscomprehensivelittle Hand-Book!

HIGHLY COMMENDEDBY THE FARMERS' CLU2 0 THE AMERITAN INSTITUTE,

The House—The Gardem—The Farm—and Domestic Animals, bound in ome large handsome gilt volume,
may be had for $1 50.

It forms, of itself, a CoMPLETELIBRARY of RURALAFFAIRs,and shouldhave a place on thebook-shelf of everyresident of thecountry. Sentprepaid by FIRSTMAIL

ITOWILEER AND WELLS. 808 Broadway, New York. A
|
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COFFEE AND A POPI, EXY.

EveRY person who has attained to forty
years of age will doubtless have observed that
sudden deaths, occasioned by what is called
“apoplexy,” or by what is more commonly
called “an affection of the heart,” have
within the last twenty-five years increased in
a frightful ratio. The old lady who remarked,
when hearing so much said about persons
being nervous, “La when I was young,
people did not have any narves,” stated an
apparent truth, though one not fully borne out .
by anatomy. In her early days, when luxu
ries were few and labor abundant, persons did
not become nervous, as they do at the present
day, under the stimulus of high living and
exciting modes of life. Who ever heard of
dyspepsia forty years ago?' Though a few
might have been troubled with that disease, it
was so very rare that the name did not become
known to the common people. Consumption,
rheumatism, dysentery, and fevers were known,
but nervousness, dyspepsia, diseases of the
heart, and apoplexy are in this country appa
rently modern. We believe that heart-disease
and apoplexy—which, in a majority of cases,

are but one disease, one being the result of the
other—are produced, in ninety-nine cases in a
hundred, by the use of one or all of three
articles, namely: coffee, tobacco, and spices.
However much coffee and tobacco may affect
the nervous system in general, they seem to
have a peculiar effect upon the involuntary
nerves. To make this clear, we remark that
men and animals have several sets of nerves.
First, nerves of motion and nerves of sensa
tion. These are entirely distinct in character
and function, and although they may be side
by side in
one common
sheath, their
character or
function is
as different
as gas and
water, whose
pipes may
chance in a
building * to -
lie side by 2(S S.
side ; and No. 1.-Mr. N.

these nervous systems are so distinct, that one
may be paralyzed without injuring the other.
There is many an arm which, having been
paralyzed, its owner can not move voluntarily,
but which retains its sensation of feeling as

perfectly as ever.
The nerves of motion are also divided into

two sets—one is called the voluntary, the other
the involuntary. We use the voluntary nerves

in walking, and in all the motions which are
governed by the will. The nerves of involun
tary motion serve to carry on the various vital
functions of the human body; the processes

of secretion, of excretion, of digestion, of

assimilation, and especially the process of the
circulation of the blood, not one of which
would it be safe to leave to be performed by
volition merely. The process of breathing

partakes more or less of both characters (

voluntary and involuntary effort, and althoug

a man can stop breathing for a time, or ca

breathe more rapidly than usual, or mor
irregularly, under the control of the will, sti
we think that the involuntary nerves of me
tion would, in respect to breathing, ultimatel
master the voluntary system; that is to say
though a man could stop breathing for fifty o

sixty seconds, yet it would be impossible fo

him to commit suicide by holding his breath
The heart, on the contrary, acts day and nigh
when we sleep as

well as when we
wake; in infancy, in

idiocy, in insanity,
and all the changes

of this varied life,
still that powerful
pump continues to

act, and no man, by

an effort of the will,
can stop the beating &

of his heart; and, we “N

might add, no man,

by an effort of the will, can start it when stop
ped, although, by inviting exciting thoughts, b,

working up the imagination, the whole system
can become excited, and with it the circulation
—but this is excited only in sympathy with
the other parts of the body. For example, i

a man is angry or afraid, and has either t

fight or run, his whole system will becom,
agitated, and the heart's action will increase

so as to send through the system the re-vital,
izing element of the blood more rapidly that
common, to invigorate the man for the exi,
gency. But who, by saying, “Heart, bea
faster,” can insure obedience, or who, by say,
ing, “Beat slower,” will be obeyed?
We have said that the use of coffee, tobacco

and spices appears to affect the involuntary
system of nerves which operate on the hear

—sº
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nd some other organs. Now, if this be so,
side from all other questions of health and
ropriety in respect to the use of these articles,
comes to be a grave question who may use
hem with impunity. Who can use strong
offee, who can use tobacco, or make free use
f spices, without being liable to a spasmodic
ction of the heart, and probable sudden and
arly death therefrom ? We believe that at
east one third of the human race of to-day

ar
e

liable to palpitation of the heart, and to

uch spasmodic action of that organ as to

hrow the blood unduly upon the brain, and
hus produce apoplexy, from the habitual use

f the three articles named. We believe
hat we can point out individuals thus spe
ially liable to apoplexy, almost as rapidly

is men could be marched in review, in single
ile.
Nothing is more common in our private ex
minations than for us to say to certain per
ons, “If you drink coffee, you must quit it, if

ou would avoid apoplexy ;” or, “If you use
obacco, your heart will suddenly stop some
lay, and you will be a dead man.” We say
lothing is more common than for persons thus
ddressed to reply, “Oh, yes, I gave up coffee

ix months ago on account of a rush of blood

o the head,” or of palpitation of the heart.
Another will say, “If I smoke more than my
usual quantity, I am troubled with palpita
ion;' and another, “Yes, my physician has
nterdicted it, and I find that it injures me
wery much.”
We know persons of robust constitution, of

active habits, and excellent general health,
who can bear all the fatigues of hard labor,
sither of mind or body; yet, if they drink one
ºup of coffee every morning for a fortnight,
hey suffer so much from palpitation of the
heart and a rush of blood to the brain, as to

he unfit for business.

The portraits which we give in connection
with this article exhibit a striking difference

n the forms of the face. No. 1, Mr. N., it

will be seen, has a very broad face at the cheek
bones. It is also full through the middle of

the cheek, and then suddenly tapers off, show
ing an exceedingly small chin. The other
portrait, No. 2, Mr. —, presents a face in

many respects the reverse of the first. The
cheek-bones are not broad or prominent. The
middle of the face is rather lank, and the
chin is long, square, broad, and heavy.
There is some nervous relation between

lifferent parts of the face and different organs

of the body. Persons with a full and promi
ment cheek on each side of the nose, especially

if the face there be broad, will be found with
large and vigorous lungs; they will, as it were,
live on air, and can not endure to be where
they can not have an abundance of it. In

consumption, that part of the face first presents

a hectic flush, a feverish state. As disease of the
lungs advances, that part of the face becomes

poor, falls away and makes the eyes glaring
and outstanding.
The middle part of the face being plump

and rounded, indicates a healthy development

of the stomach and digestive system. Chil
dren who become ill for a short time with
difficulty of the stomach and bowels, will be

seen to fall away rapidly in the cheek just
opposite the molar teeth.
Persons with a small chin, like Mr. N., are

found to possess a weak circulatory system,
that is to say, it is vacillating and irregular,
and such persons are liable to palpitation of

the heart, flushed face, and a rush of blood to

the brain under the least excitement, and at

the same time, perhaps, the hands and feet are
cold.
Experiments in animal magnetism have

been made on sensitive subjects, and the
operator by putting his fingers upon the cheek
under and outward from the eyes, could, at

will increase or decrease the respiratory pro
cess in the subject; by putting the fingers on
each side of the face, the subject would com
plain of stomach sickness, and become very
pale; and by putting the fingers upon the chin,
the heart would either almost cease to beat, or

else its beating would be greatly accelerated,
and the whole circulatory system, as indicated

by the pulse, seriously disturbed.
We have found, by thousands of observations,

that persons having such a chin as Mr. N
.

can
not use coffee, tobacco, or spices without
palpitation of the heart and a general disturb
ance of the circulation, while such evils are
not palpable in cases like the portrait No. 2.

The trouble with this man would be a weak
ness of the digestive and respiratory systems.
The heart beats quite stiffly and steadily, and
will be the last part of his organization to give
out; while Mr. N., No. 1, informs us that he

is obliged to avoid coffee, and everything that

is calculated to agitate the circulatory system,
and that from experience; without anytheory

he was led to avoid them. If he drinks a eup

of coffee or glass of brandy, the blood rushes
to his head so as to make him almost blind.

We know not a few who, by the use of to
bacco in any form, though exceedingly fond of

it, and having used it for twenty years, will

be afflicted with symptoms similar to those
just described as arising from the use of coffee.
Others, again, suffer in a similar manner from
the use of cloves, cinnamon, or other spices.
We have known children to be thrown into
violent convulsions by eating nutmeg. A lady

of our acquaintance, who had been nibbling
from nutmeg, was thrown into violent spasms;
her face beeame flushed and her eyes set ;

still she was conscious, though very much
alarmed. From that day to this she has been
very sparing in her use of nutmeg and all
other spices, and, we think, wisely. We
therefore would raise the warning voice to all
young people, to let the pepper-box, the cinna

—sº
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mon, the cloves, and all other spices have the
go-by. Avoid them, partly because they pro
duce a general feverishness of the system, and
are not needed, but chiefly because they de
range the circulation, and render those who
use them liable to apoplexy.
We advise them also to break away from

the use of tobacco, if they have formed the
habit, as well as to avoid coffee. There may
be some who can use the latter without seri
ous injury to health ; but it behooves all who
have an irregular action of the circulatory
system, and who are sensitive to the effects of

coffee, to use it very weak, or, what would be

better, none at all.
Many mothers think that when they nurse,

they must needs use not only their ordinary
quantity of coffee, but must increase the quan
tity; and, feeling somewhat exhausted, they
drink their coffee stronger, so as to brace
themselves up, and thus they keep their infant
children fairly intoxicated with the stimulation
of this article.

A lady brought to us her child eight months
old, whose head was vastly increased in size.
The opening of the top became much larger,
instead of closing. Its eyes were beginning

to protrude; it was not able to keep the head
erect, and the large veins were laid on like
whip-cords, all over the forehead and head
generally. The mother came to inquire in

respect to the child's brain, if we thought it

was affected, and whether she would be able

to raise the child, and if so, whether it would
be sensible or otherwise. We gave a single
glance at the mother, and recognized in her
organization one to whom coffee should be ac
counted a poison, and remarked—
“You drink coffee, I suppose *
{{Yes.”
“Much 27%
“Yes, three times a day, and that very

strong.”
“You have followed it for years?”
4:Yes.”
“Then your child was born diseased in

brain, having been kept intoxicated by it from
its earliest existence, and now that you nurse

it, and drink such strong coffee, and so much

of it, your child has never seen a sober hour,
and is now so far gone that you will not be

able to raise it.”
She remarked, in reply, “Now I understand

why my five other children have died in the
cradle.”
This is only one among many instances of a

similar character which have fallen under our
professional notice. Our cemeteries are filled
with short graves. Coffee—acting as we have
described, and also producing in children a

tendency to brain-fever, which is so prevalent

of late—has slain its thousands. The chil
dren of tobacco-users are liable to be exceed
ingly nervous and sensitive in the action of the
heart and brain; besides, they are liable to be>
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born with a tendency to dyspepsia, and thus
tobacco sends its thousands of little victims to
untimely graves, before they have themselves
sinned in this respect. A man who is satu
rated with tobacco, whose nervous system is
all on fire with unnatural excitement from
tobacco, coffee, and alcoholic liquors, can not
be expected to become the parent of healthy
children; and if the laws of nature could be
translated into a statute form, such men might

be indicted for manslaughter, or, perhaps more
properly, for infanticide.
Hardly a day passes that we do not read in

the newspapers of men in the vigor of man
hood, and in the midst of their usefulness,
being cut off in a moment by an affection of
the heart, or by apoplexy, which is practically
the same thing. It may be safe to say, that
there are fifty of these cases to-day where
there was one forty years ago, and the increase
in the use of coffee and tobacco has been in
nearly an equal ratio. “He that hath ears to
hear, let him hear.” --
TALK WITH READ E Rs.
J. P. S. asks the following questions, to

which we reply.
First. “What mental faculty gives a man

a love of truth for its own sake?”
Answer. Conscientiousness, if it can be at

tributed to a single faculty; but in man's
complex nature it is difficult to suppose that
Conscientiousness alone can be highly gratified
with truth in the abstract, without a number
of other faculties readily and pleasurably
responding. Causality, the faculty which
looks to consequences and anticipates results,
would certainly give in a cordial adhesion to
the love of truth, and serve to sustain and
strengthen Conscientiousness. So Cautious
ness, enlightened by intelleet, would give a
sense of safety and pleasure in consequence
when on the side of truth, and since falsehood
can not fail to be injurious to mankind, and
indirectly to one's self. Love for friends,
interest in society, and a benevolent regard for
the good of mankind would strengthen the
love of truth; and he who loves himself, and
his neighbor as himself, having conscience
and reason sufficient to teach him the intrinsic
value of truth, and the intrinsic wrong of
falsehood, must value truth for its own sake as
the foundation of happiness to himself and
others.

Second. “Is not the love of revenge the
action of the love of justice in a low form *
Answer. If it could be called the love of

justice at all, we should reckon it to be in a
very “low” form. The idea of punishment
originates in Conscientiousness; and revenge
is unjust punishment. Doubtless the hint of
the wrong-doing of an adversary originates in
Conscientiousness; but the overmastering
energy of Destructiveness, and perhaps other
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selfish faculties, lead persons to inflict venge
ance in excess (which is revenge) upon those
who give offense.
But there are many forms of revenge.

Destructiveness and Conscientiousness seem to
be the ministers of its execution. A lover
being supplanted in his possession by a rival,
feels that injustice has been done him, and
that action of Conscientiousness which this
reports correctly, tends to arouse his Amative
ness, his Approbativeness, Self-Esteem, and
Destructiveness to such a degree, that he will
either bury the dagger in the heart of his ad
versary, call him to the deadly field, or, what
is meaner and baser than all, seek revenge as
a jealous woman sometimes does, namely,
throw vitriol in his face. It may be that a
person would evince a spirit of revenge with
out any of the monitions of conscience to
teach him the injustice from which he has
suffered. If it could be shown that the lower

anim ils exhibited a spirit of revenge, which
we doubt, the case might be made out.
Third. “How does a man become “a wolf

in sheep's clothing,’ phrenologically?”
Answer. By having very large Destructive

ness and Secretiveness, and generally Acquis
itiveness, and having just enough of the moral
and religious faculties to exhibit the outside
garment of the gentle sheep; for if a man
had nothing in his composition but the mere
wolf, he would not be likely, in his outward
demeanor, to simulate the sheep. A man
must have some notion of virtue and religion

in order to be able to counterfeit their charac
ter.
Fourth. “How do you account for the fact

that girls have a finer mental organization

than boys, being offspring of the same
parents 2"

Answer. In nearly every department of

nature we find the male larger and stronger,

if not coarser, than the female. In the
human species the male is larger, rougher,
and coarser, because masculine; and the
female is smaller, smoother, more delicately
organized; and the only reason we can give

is
,

because she is female, that this is the
order of nature. There are sometimes, to be

sure, apparent exceptions to this rule; but the
general law is

,

that the feminine is finer
grained, because of its femininity; moreover,

if a girl resembles her father, she will be finer
grained than he, but stronger and more vigor
ous and earnest in her character than if she
resembled her mother. A son, on the contrary,
strongly resembling his mother, will still be

less fine than she, but more refined and sympa
thetical than if he had resembled his father.

Fifth. “What is the distance from the
middle of a line drawn through the opening

of the ears to Individuality, Benevolence,
Firmness, and Philoprogenitiveness in a large
head, and in a small head respectively 2”

Answer. We have no tables setting forth
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what the distance should be in well-balanced
large heads and well-balanced small heads.
We have taken a few caliper measurements
which indicate the distance between the open
ing in the ear and the organs in question, not
from the center of the brain; but counting
about six inches for the width of a large head,

a calculation could be made to approximate
correctness by drawing a right-angled triangle.
We have measured a head which was 23

inches in circumference, another which was
23% inches, which we call large. We have
also measured one which was 193 inches,
which we call small, but neither of these are
perfectly well balanced; consequently the
measurements can not be taken as an absolute
standard. The following table exhibits the
figures:
Sizeof headsmeasured—inches...... 23 28} ... 19:
From ear to Individuality “ ...... 5* .. 54 .. 4** * Benevolence “ ...... 6 .. 5: .. 4}44 * Firmness “. ...... 6 6 .. 5º “ Philoprogenitiveness...... 5 .. 5 4

“ Individuality to “. ...... 8 8 6+--4----- -

PHRENOLOGY VINDICATED
AGAINST THE CHARGE8 OF MATERIALISM AND

FATALISM.

BY CHARLES CALDw ELL, M.D.

[conrnu ED FEon PAGE87.]
IN the consideration of this intricate and

much vexed question, it is not my purpose to

endeavor to prove that the will of man is free,
in the loose and unlimited interpretation which

the term may receive. Such freedom, trans
cending the bounds of rational liberty, would
be wild licentiousness. It would be incom
patible with subjection or definite responsbil
ity to any form of law, But this is not true

of the human will. In the performance of his
voluntary actions, man is as strictly under the
control of the laws of his moral and intel
lectual nature as the streams are under the
influence of gravitation in their descent to the
ocean, or the planets in the performance of

their journeys around the sun. Nor are the
laws which govern the movements of mind
less definite, positive, and unchangeable than
those which govern the movements of matter.
Were the case otherwise, to reason as to the
grounds and motives of human conduct would

be impossible; and all efforts to that effect
would be futile. Let the actions of man be
free from the guidance of affective causes and
controlling influences, and by no extent of ex
perience or depth of wisdom could they be fore
seen or reasonably calculated on from one mo
ment to another. A moral and intellectual
chaos, with the confusion accompanying it,

would everywhere prevail. When I say that I

will or will not perform a certain deed, my
meaning is

,

that I purpose to obey a motive
which now influences me. And some motive
must always influence us, else are we aliens
and outlaws from the system of nature, violators

– —sº-ºº:
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of its harmony, and totally dissimilar to every
thing else within the compass of creation.
In the sphere, however, for which he is in

tended, and within whose limits alone he can
act, man is sufficiently free for all the pur
poses of moral agency and personal account
ability. In his selection and pursuit of a line
of conduct, as well as in the performance of
individual actions, he feels himself free from
any hampering control ; though he also feels
that, in whatever he does, he is influenced by
some cause. And between that cause and the

action he performs there is as natural and
positive a bond of law as there is between a
falling body and the earth which attracts it.
Were the case otherwise, man, I repeat, would

be an anomaly in creation, all things else
being governed by law, and he being lawless.
To this, even the actions of the Deity form no

exeeption. They are circumscribed and de
termined by the law (if it may be so called)

of his own nature and perfections. He ean
not swerve from truth, justice, or goodness,
because they are elements of his moral es
sence, and form a kind of fate, which bind him

to maintain them pure and inviolate. Much
less can man so far control his nature as to

become independent of the motives and influ
ences which are ordained and fitted by his
Creator to govern his actions.
My object, then, I say, in the present dis

quisition, is not to prove the abstract and
positive freedom of the human will, but to

show that there is nothing in Phrenology more
inconsistent with it than is found in other doc
trines of moral action. On the contrary, I

hope to make it appear that, on the principles

of that science, a more satisfactory exposition

of free-will can be given than on those of any
other scheme of mental philosophy. Without
farther preface, therefore, I shall engage in

the enterprise. In this attempt, the truth of

the science will be regarded, not as a postu
late to be demonstrated, but as a theorem
demonstrated already.

Phrenology shows that the human brain is

composed of thirty-six or thirty-seven distinct
and specific organs, each being the seat or in
strument of a mental faculty also distinct and
specific. These organs and faculties, how
ever, are not independent, but exercise over
each other a modifying and, to a certain ex
tent, a controlling influence. They are not
only, moreover, essentially different in their
nature and tendency; some of them have bear
ings so directly opposite as to be checks on one
another, should any one of them threaten to

run to excess in their action. All these facul
ties are useful, and therefore valuable in

themselves—equally consistent, under proper
regulation, with morality and virtue, and nec
essary to the completion of the human mind—
necessary, I mean, to fit man for the world he

lives in, and to qualify him for the duties of

the station he occupies. Vice and erime,

under resentment, prome to combat.

therefore, are not the necessary product of the
human faculties; they are but the incidental
fruit of only a few of them, when abused or

misapplied. And the mind is so constituted

as to be able to prevent such abuse or misap
pliance, provided it be suitably educated and
disciplined. For it must be borne in remem
brance that the mental faculties are suscepti
ble of great alteration by training. They can

be strengthened or weakened, according as the
condition of the mind requires for its amend
ment the one or the other.
Another truth essentially connected with

this subject, and which the inquirer therefore
should never forget, is

,

that some persons re
ceive from nature a much stronger propensity

to vice than others. This is verified by all
observation, and can not therefore be disputed,
inuch less denied. The propensity is in many
cases a strongly-marked constitutional qual
ity. Even in members of the same family,
educated alike by precept and example, this
difference of propensity is in numerous in
stances exceedingly striking. From their ear
liest infancy some of the children are marked
by ill temper, and, as soon as they are capable

of aetion, are addicted to mischief, cruelty,
and vice. They delight in teasing or in some
way annoying, perhaps tormenting, their broth
ers and sisters; in puncturing servants with
pins, needles, or penknives; in inflicting pain
and mutilation on domestic or other animals;
and even in the tearing or burning of wearing
apparel, the breaking of glass windows, and
the destruction of household furniture.

In their dispositions and characters, the
other children of the family are not only dif
ferent, but directly the reverse. They are
mild in their tempers, affectionate and kind to

everything around them, and pained at the
very thought of giving pain or offense, or of

injuring property.

In another instance, some children of a fam
ily are irritable and passionate, resolute and
fearless, perhaps enamored of danger, and,

Of these
heroes in miniature, the brothers and sisters
are slow in resenting injuries, peaceful and
timid, and inclined to shrink from danger,
rather than to seek it.

In a third family, some children are covet
ous from their cradles. They greedily, and by
instinct, grasp at everything within their reach,
always illiberally, and at times unjustly ;

and, having gained possession of the object
desired, they selfishly apply it to their own
gratification, regardless of the wishes or wants

of their associates. Others, again, of the same
family, reared under the same roof, and the
same external influences, manifest a spirit of

unmixed kindness, generosity, and disinterest
edness. Regardless, apparently, of their own
gratification, their chief object seems to be the
gratification of others. I should speak more
philosophically were I to say that their grat
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ification consists in gratifying their compan
ions. For the attainment of this, they cheer
fully and even joyously distribute among their
playfellows whatever they possess, that they
may minister to their enjoyment. Some chil
dren, again, are prone to secrecy and conceal
ment, equivocation, deception, and open false
hood; while others of the same household are
frank, confidential, and communicative, and
prefer punishment to a departure from truth.

In a special manner they never permit their
innocent comrades to sustain blame, or incur

a penalty for faults which they have them
selves committed.
By no one of observation and experience in

life will this statement be denied. On the
contrary, its correctness is fully established by
facts and scenes of hourly occurrence. My
reference for illustration and proof has been to

children, because their native dispositions have
not been yet materially changed by the influ
ence of education. And the inference to be

drawn from the contrast presented is
,

that
though all men may be, by nature, more or

less prone to vicious indulgences, the propen
sity is far stronger in some than it is in oth
ers. And this is in accordance with the les
sons of Scripture on the same subject.
For these different degrees of propensity to

vice, phrenologists assign an intelligible, and,

as they believe, a veritable cause. Each pro
pensity is the product of a specific organ of

the brain; and, other things being equal, its
strength is proportionate to the size of that or
gan. A large organ, a strong propensity, and
the reverse. It is

,

moreover, to be borne in

mind that, in common with muscles and other
parts of the body, the size and strength of cere
bral organs can be greatly changed by educa
tion and training. And while suitable excite
ment and exercise invigorate them, inaction
and want of excitement debilitate them. At
pleasure, therefore, cerebral organs, when too
strong, may be enfeebled, and strengthened
when too weak. Thus may the balance be
tween the organs be maintained. Though it

is not eontended that this balance can be in
all cases rendered sufficiently complete for the
security of morals and the promotion of vir
tue, it can be made highly available in the
amendment of the disposition and the pre
vention of crime.

In the view of anti-phrenologists, this doe
trime is eminently objectionable, because, as

they assert, its issue is inevitable and unqual
ified fatalism. If, say they, man has a mate
rial organ of crime, that crime he must com
mit as certainly as he must see with his eye,

hear with his ear, or breathe with his lungs.
This objection being utterly wanting in

strength, or candor, or both united, is no bet
ter than a cavil. The answer to it is corre
spondingly plain and easy. Man has no organ

of crime, nor does such a doctrine make any
part of Phrenology. He has several organs

—se?:
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which may lead to crime, unless they are pre
vented from acting to excess, or if they be
abused or misapplied. And what is, there
that may not, by misuse, be productive of
evil? But, as already mentioned, all excess
ive action, and all abuse and misapplication
of the organs, which alone produce crime, may
be in most instances easily prevented. The nat
ural action of every organ, when under due reg
ulation. is useful and necessary. The inference,
therefore, which anti-phrenologists draw by an
alogy from our eyes, ears, and lungs, is ground
less and futile. We do not see, hear, and
breathe with those organs only when or be
cause their functions are inordinate and ex
cessive. On the contrary, it is the natural
state of the organs alone that it is salutary to
us. Their excessive or preternatural state is
injurious, precisely as is that of our cerebral
organs. Our physical, moral, and intellectual
soundness and comfort consist in the correct
regulation and condition of them all. It is a
departure from such condition of them that
does mischief. But this subject may be pre
sented in another point of view no less fatal
to the doctrine I am opposing.
That man brings into the world with him a

propensity to vice, has been already repre
sented, is a tenet of Christianity, and will not
be denied. In his mind or his matter, there
fore, that propensity must be rooted. There
is no third place of deposit for it. Anti
phrenologists plant it in the mind—phrenolo
gists in the brain. Are the former sure that
their location of it furnishes the best guaranty
against fatalism f Let a fair analysis of the
matter be made, and the question will be an
swered.
There are but two modes in which full se

curity against the evils of a vicious propensity
can be attained; the propensity must be erad
icated by a change in the substance in which

it is located, or it must be counterpoised and
neutralized by a virtuous propensity. Is the
substance in which the propensity to vice is

located, mind or spirit 2 Then must the mind

or spirit be changed and improved either
wholly or in part, else will the evil propensity
be permanent. Is the seat of location mat
ter? Of it the same is true. It must be al
tered and amended in its condition, otherwise
the vicious propensity which it harbors and
cherishes will flourish.
But the mind or spirit of man is believed to

possess neither separate portions nor distinct
localities. It is held to be perfectly simple
and indivisible. It can not, therefore, in the
way of improvement, be changed only in part.

It must be changed in toto, or not changed at

all. But, as respects a substance simple and
partless, change and annihilation are the same.
Such a substance can not be in the slightest
degree altered without an absolute extinguish
ment of its identity. In the nature of things
the case can not be otherwise. A moment’s

reflection on it will render the truth of the po
sition self-evident. Hence it is already so
clear and palpable, that an attempt to illus
trate it farther must fail. Let a single effort,
however, to that effect be received for what it

be thought worth.

A particle of light or of caloric is regarded

as a simple body. Change either, and it is

necessarily converted into something else. It

is a particle of light or of caloric no longer.
Change even a blue ray of light, consisting of

a line of simple particles, into a red or an

orange ray, and its identity is destroyed. It

is a blue ray no longer, nor does it manifest
any characteristic properties as such. Of any
other simple and indivisible substance the
same is true. The slightest alteration in it is

unconditional annihilation. To extinguish in

an individual, therefore, a propensity to vice,
change his mind or spirit in the slightest de
gree, and as far as that substance is con
cerned, you utterly destroy his personal iden
tity. You effect in him a complete metemp
sychosis. Not more radically would you
extinguish his identity by metamorphosing his
body into that of a stork or an ibis.
But suppose the case were otherwise. Ad

mit that the spirit may be somewhat changed
and reformed, and still remain the same spirit,
what do anti-phrenologists gain by the con
cession ? Do they, in fact, gain anything by

it 7 Let them answer these questions for
themselves. And to try their ingenuity far
ther in the solution of problems, I shall pro
pound to them a question or two more. Are
they sure that it is easier to change and im
prove the condition of a depraved simple
spirit, than of an organ of compound matter ?

Do they really know that such condition of

spirit can be changed and improved at all ?

No, they do not; because they have never
witnessed the phenomenon, nor can they form
the slightest conception of it Having no
shadow of acquaintance with the nature, or

any of the attributes of spirit, they know
nothing respecting its susceptibility of change,
the means of operating on it for the purpose

of changing it, or the mode in which those
means should be employed. To say every
thing at once, they are utterly ignorant of the
whole concern, because it is beyond the com
prehension of the human faculties.

[ro Br continued.]-------
PHRENOLOGICAL, EXAMINATIONS.
FINDING in the head of a lady very large

Order, Time, and Calculation, we described
her as being strongly inclined to keep accounts

in her head, and also to do everything by
method, and to keep the time of day, and to

count her steps, especially in going up and
down stairs, and also to remember the strokes

of the clock without having consciously count

ed them when they were made. This descrip
tion seemed to strike her very forcibly, and
she turned to her friends and remarked that it

was literally true, but the fact had seemed so

singular to her that she had declined to men
tion it to her friends, although she had often

thought of so doing. She said she could go up
and down hastily through three or four flights

of stairs, no two of which had the same num
ber of steps, and afterward could recall by re
flection the precise number of steps of each
flight of stairs—that is to say, could live it over
again in memory; that she had even heard a

clock strike in another room, and, being busily
occupied with something, had not counted the
strokes, the question would occur to her, What
hour did the clock strike? and then, by throw
ing her mind back upon it, she could recall the
number of blows given; and she had some
times gone to the room where the clock was,

to verify her correctness, and always found
herself correct.
The writer of this has been conscious of the

same power, and is frequently awakened in

the night by the striking of the clock, when
the question arises as to the hour, and he

throws his mind back, and, as it were, hears
the sounds over again, and counts them; and,
having another clock within hearing, which is

generally two or three minutes slower, often
waits till it strikes to verify his correctness as

to the number of strokes struck by the other.
We think a person will hardly be able to per
form these things without an active condition

of Order, Time, and Number, or Calculation.
We have heard of men who became monoma
niacs from the excessive activity of each of

these organs. One man counted all his steps,
and knew how many steps it required to go

from his place to every place where he was
accustomed to visit, and never went or returned
without counting them.
Another was accustomed to count all the

panes of glass in the windows in a house on

the opposite side of the street from his window,
and would sit there by the hour counting.
To such an extent do these habits tend to wear
upon individuals, that they become exceed
ingly nervous, and abstracted from almost
everything else. Some persons are Order mad,
extra fastidious in regard to arrangements and
meatness. One lady became so excessively
tidy that she could not walk abroad for fear of

coming in contact with something which would
offend her order or disturb her sense of meat
ness.
We once knew a person whose faculty of

Time was so extremely strong and active that
he could be awakened at any hour of the night,
and often has been awakened by his friends on

a wager, and he would tell within fifteen min
utes of the time of night, though he had been
sleeping three hours soundly. He would also
tell the day of the month when anything had
occurred of an apparently trivial character for
months and even years back; and, what is

perhaps a little singular to the common mind,
this man was nearly idiotic in everything else.
But the whole State in which he lived probably

did not possess another individual who was his
equal in memory of Time.§->
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T H E D U TIES OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.
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ONE of the most certain marks of a truly enlightened mind is the

power of comprehending the dependence of our individual welfare on
public prosperity. I do not mean, of course, that each of us should
become a political reformer, or a conservative, or a brawler about town
politics and police regulations, as if these constituted our chief business,
to the neglect of our private duties. This would augment, instead of
diminishing, the evils of our social condition. What I wish to enforce

is
,

the conviction that, in the general case, our individual enjoyments
are inseparably connected with those of the society in which we move ;

and that it is both our interest and our duty to study attentively the
nature, objects, and practical results of our social institutions; and to

devote all the time and attention that may be necessary to bring them
into accordance with the dictates of our higher powers.
The prevalence of these views would lead to numerous and import

ant advantages. We should learn to regard public measures in their
real relationship to general utility, and not through the distorting
medium of our private interests and partialities. We should proscribe
class interests as public nuisances; and believe in the incalculable
power which society possesses to improve its condition whenever it

chooses to act in the right direction. We should feel much more dis
posed than at present to promote, with our moral influence, the ascend
ency of all measures calculated to lead to public good, relying on their
benefiting ourselves in our social capacity. Another effect would be,
that men of far higher moral and intellectual character would become
candidates for offices of public trust and honor, because they would be
certain of support from a moral and intelligent public. At present
the busy men in all the minor departments of political and public life,
are too often those who are actuated by a restless vanity, or who
expect to attain some selfish end through their public influence and
connections. From the general disbelief in disinterested motives,
public men are at present frequently rewarded with obloquy and
abuse, however zealously and uprightly they may have discharged
their official duties; and this deters men of delicacy, who also enter
tain a strong sense of justice, from accepting official trusts. There
are, fortunately, many exceptions, but I fear that there are also too
many examples of the truth of this remark. The truly enlightened
and disinterested shrink from the means which selfishly ambitious men
employ, not only to obtain, but to wield and preserve power, and
hence the field is left too open to them. The remedy for these evils

is to educate the public at large into a perception of the real nature
and importance of their social interests and duties.

If I be correct in the opinion that the happiness of each individual

is inseparably connected with that of the society in which he lives,
and that the law that we must love our neighbor as ourselves, really
means, in its extensive sense, that individual enjoyment can arise only
from improved social habits and institutions—then I shall not be

thought to be guilty of extravagance when I remark, that in times
past this view has rarely, to any practical end, been pressed on the
attention of society. Within the last fifty or sixty years, political
economy has been discussed on philosophical principles; but the
leading aim of the economists has been to demonstrate the most effect
ual means of increasing wealth. The very title of the first valuable
work on the subject in this country is “The Wealth of Nations,” by
Dr. Adam Smith. The principles which he expounded, it is true, are,

in many respects, coincident with those which I am now advocating;
and no one can value his labors, and those of his successors, such as

Ricardo, MºCulloch, and their followers, more highly than I do; yet

it is unquestionable that the great aim of all these writers has been to

clear away the rubbish that impeded the play of our selfish faculties,
and to teach the advantage of repealing all laws that impede a man

in following his own bent, in search of its own happiness in his own
way, restrained only by the obligation that he shall not directly injure

or obstruct the prosperity of his neighbor. In the infancy of civiliza
tion, the exposition of the natural laws by which wealth is created
and diffused is most valuable, and these writers are worthy of all con
sideration as being useful in their day. But society must advance in

its course. It has augmented its wealth, while many persons doubt
whether the increase of happiness has, in all ranks, kept pace with
that of its riches. What seems now to be wanted is

,

the application

of principles in harmony with our whole nature, physical, animal,
moral, and intellectual, calculated to lead to the gratification of all
our powers. We need to be enlightened regarding the constituent
elements of our own happiness, and to pursue it, in combination, in a

right direction. The gigantic efforts of Britain in war afford an ex
ample of the prodigious power, in the form of violence, which we are
capable of wielding ; and if our forefathers had dedicated to the phys
ical and mental improvement of the people the same ardor of mind
and the same amount of treasure which they squandered in battles
between the years 1700 and 1815, what a different result would at

this day have crowned their labors | If they had bestowed honors on

the benefactors of the race as they have done on its destroyers, how
different would have been the direction of ambition 1

The next requisite for improving our social condition is the command

of time for the discharge of our social duties. One day in the week is

set apart for teaching and practicing our religious duties; but in that
day, little instruction is communicated by our public and authorized
teachers touching the affairs of this world, and the laws by which the
happiness of our social state may be best promoted. The other six
days of the week are devoted to the advancement of our individual
interests in the pursuit of wealth, or, as the Scripture designates it, to

the collection of “the meat which perisheth.” In the existing
arrangements of society, our social duties do not appear to be gener
ally recognized as incumbent on us. There are few seminaries for
making us acquainted with them, and no time is allotted for the prac
tice of them. Those unofficial individuals who discharge public
duties must either sacrifice to them the time which their competitors
are devoting to their private interests, or overtask their minds and
bodies by laboring when nature demands repose. With all deference

to existing opinions, I should humbly propose that a specific portion

of time should be set apart for teaching in public assemblies, and dis
charging practically our social duties, and that all private business
should then be suspended. If half a day in the week were devoted to

this purpose, some of the following consequences might be expected to

ensue.

In the first place, the great importance of social institutions and
habits to individual happiness would be brought home to all. It

would be half a day dedicated to the consideration of the means by

which we might practically love our neighbors as ourselves: a public
recognition of the principle, as one capable of being carried into effect,
would, in itself, bend many minds toward realizing it.

Secondly, such an arrangement would enable, and also excite, the
people at large to turn their attention seriously to moral and social
considerations, in which their true interests are so deeply involved,
instead of considering it meritorious and advantageous to neglect
them; and it would tend to remove a dense mass, of ignorance and
prejudice which offers a powerful obstacle to all improvement. If I

be correct in thinking that individual men can not realize the Chris
tian precepts in their actions, while living in a society whose ruling
motives are opposed to them, it is obvious that the rectification of our
social habits is an indispensable prelude to the introduction of practical
Christianity; and how can these be rectified unless by instructing the
people in the means of improving them 2 Thus the religious community
are deeply interested in promoting the plan of reformation now proposed. ſ
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Thirdly, the dedication of a specific portion of time to our social
duties would leave leisure for truly virtuous and enlightened men to
transact public business, without exposing themselves to be ruined by
their competitors in the race of private interest. Under the present
system, the selfish are enriching themselves, while the patriotic are
impoverishing their families by discharging their public duties. But
as individual morality and happiness never can be securely and per
manently maintained without social improvement, it follows that some
adequate means must be used to communicate to men in general a
correct and elevated view of their own nature, position, interests, and
duties, as rational beings, with a view to induce them to improve
their social habits and institutions, as a necessary preliminary to their
individual well-being. In the “Constitution of Man,” I have endeav
ored to show that the power of abridging labor by mechanical inven
tions appears to have been bestowed on man to afford him leisure for
cultivating his moral and intellectual powers; and if this idea be
correct, there can be no natural obstacle to the dedication of sufficient
time to the duties in question.
Perhaps the motion will present itself to many persons, that if the

industrious classes were congregated to receive instruction in this
manner, the result would be the formation of innumerable clubs and
debating societies, in which vivacious but ignorant men would imbue
the weaker brethren with discontent, and lead them into mischievous
errors. This would probably happen if a sudden adoption of the plan
took place, without previous preparation. At present, ignorance of
sound social principles is so prevalent, that such unions might be
abused; but a young and rising generation may be prepared, by train
ing and education, for comprehending and performing their social
duties, and then leisure for the practice of them would lead only to
good.

So little attention has been paid to instructing the people at large
in their social duties, that I am not acquainted with a single treatise
on the subject calculated for popular use, except the 38th number of
“Chambers' Information for the People,” which contains an excellent
exposition of a variety of public duties; but it is necessarily limited,
in comparison with the vast extent of the subject. Nay, not only has
no sufficient instruction in social duties been provided for the people,
but the opinion has been very generally adopted that they have no
such duties to discharge, except to pay taxes and to bear arms in the
militia, and that they go out of their sphere when they turn their
attention to public affairs. This appears to me to be an erroneous
assumption, because the industrious classes are, if possible, more
directly and seriously affected by the good or bad management of
public interests than the rich, in whose hands alone it has been
imagined that the discharge of social duties should be placed. The
operative tradesman and small shopkeeper absolutely rise and fall
with every wave of public prosperity or adversity; whereas the
landed proprietor and the great capitalist are able to weather many a
social storm, with scarcely a perceptible abridgment of their enjoy
ments.

After the people at large are enlightened, and thoroughly imbued
with the love of justice and of the happiness of their neighbors, another
social duty will be, to carry into practice as far as possible, and by
every moral means, the equalization of the enjoyment of all—not by
pulling the fortunate and accomplished down, but by elevating the
condition of the inferior orders. With this view, all privileges and
artificial ranks which obstruct the general welfare should be abol
ished, not violently, but gradually; and, if possible, by inducing their
possessors to give them up, as injurious to the public and not bene
ficial to themselves.

The next social duty which I mention, relates to the maintenance
of the poor. Much diversity of opinion prevails on the causes of pov
erty and the remedies for it; as also on the best means of managing
the poor. Many political economists have taught that there should
be no legal provision for the indigent, because the knowledge of such
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a resource induces the indolent and vicious to relax their own efforts

to earn the means of subsistence, leads them to throw themselves un
blushingly, and as a matter of right, on the public bounty, and thus
operates as a direct stimulus to poverty. Other authorities have
taught the very opposite doctrine, and given Ireland as an instance of
unexampled destitution, arising from no legal provision existing for
the poor; and it is now proposed to enact poor-laws for that country.*
This proposal is based on the ground that, if the rich be not compelled
to support the poor, they will abandon the whole class from which the
indigent arise, and allow them to sink into the lowest depths of igno
rance, misery, and degradation; whereas, if they be forced to main
tain all the victims of unhappy circumstances, they will be prompted
by their own interest to care for them, and promote their social
improvement. Again, some political economists, of whom Dr. Chal
mers is the chief, regard all compulsory assessments for the poor as
injurious to society, and maintain that private benevolence, if fairly
left to itself, is quite adequate to provide for them. Other men,
equally wise and experienced in the world, are altogether disbelievers
in this alleged power of the principle of benevolence; and argue, that
the only effect of relying on it, would be to permit the avaricious to

escape from all contribution, and to throw the burden of maintaining
the poor entirely on the benevolent, who, in general, are overwhelmed
with other demands on their bounty.
Scientific knowledge of human nature, and of the influence of

external circumstances on happiness, can not be general when such
widely different doctrines, regarding a question so momentous, are
supported by men of equal profundity and learning.
The view of it which is presented by the new philosophy is the

following:
The causes of that degree of poverty which amounts to destitution,

are great defects in the body or the mind of the individuals who fall
into this condition, or in both. The lame, the deaf, and the blind may

be poor through bodily defects, and should be comfortably supported
by the more fortunate members of society. Their numbers are not
great in proportion to those of well-constituted men, and the expense

of their maintenance would not be felt as a severe tax, if they were
the only burdens on the benevolence of the community. The idiotic
belong to the same class. All that society can accomplish in regard

to such persons is
,

to provide comfortably for those who exist, and to

use means to limit their increase in future generations. This can be

accomplished best by instructing the community at large in the organic
laws, and presenting to them every intelligible motive to obey them.
The most numerous class of destitute poor is that which springs

from deficiency of size or quality in the brain, or in the intellectual
region of it, not amounting to idiocy, but occasioning so much mental
weakness that the individuals are not capable of maintaining their
place in the great struggle of social existence. Persons so constituted
often provide for their own wants, although with difficulty, during
the vigorous period of their lives, and become helpless and a burden
on the community in the wane of life. That the primary cause of

their falling into destitution is an imperfection in their mental organs,
any one may ascertain by qualifying himself to distinguish well-con
stituted from ill-constituted brains, and then going into any of the
charity-workhouses and asylums for adults, and observing the heads
and temperaments of their inmates. It is obvious, that teaching the
organic laws, and improving the external circumstances of society, are
the most feasible means for lessening in future times the numbers of
these unfortunate individuals.
Another proof that physiological defects lie at the root of the evil

of poverty may be obtained by observing the temperament, and size
and forms of the heads, of the children of the higher and middle
classes, and comparing them with those of the children of the poor,
found in the parish charity-workhouses. The latter children, with
some exceptions, spring from parents who are the refuse or dregs of

the community, and through whose feebleness and vices they become
burdens on the parish. Their children are palpably inferior in tem
perament, and in size or form of brain, to the offspring of parents of

the middle and higher ranks; and teachers who have been employed

in the schools of the superior grades, and have afterward taught the
children of public charities, have remarked an extraordinary difference

of native capacity between the two, the children of the pauper asy
lum being much less apt to learn.

* Sincethetextwaswritten,suchlawshavebeenenacted.
[ro Br coxTINUED.]
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Your phrenology indi

cates the following ehar
acteristics:

In the first place your
head is high, and not
broad. This indicates a
predominance of the moral
organs, which give height
to the head over the organs
in the side-head which
give selfishness, severity,
and animal impulses.
You value property only

for its uses, and seek it
only as a security against
want, and to surround
yourself with the comforts
and conveniences of life.
You mever knew what the
real feeling of the miser is
to love money for its own
sake.
You can hardly be other

than a man of liberal
spirit; are more disposed
to render service than to
exact it, to do good to

others than selfishly, to

appropriate the services
of other people.

Your Cautiousness is

large. It renders you pru
dent, watchful, guarded,
solicitous about difficulties

of the future. You have

J A MIIBS D R A P E R.
Priº ENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHP Enologic AL CHARACTER.
[Reported from dictation,without any knowledgeon

thepart of theexaminer of the name or character of the
subject.]

You have naturally a most excellent physi
cal constitution. We seldom find a man of
your age, or any age, who has more prominent
indications of strong vitality. Your chest is

remarkably large, hence you have excellent
breathing power. The digestive and circula
tory organs and muscular system are ad
mirably developed. You must have been a

strong man- in your day, and capable of a

great deal of physical labor, and of enduring
hardship of body and of mind. Your head is

almost twenty-three inches in circumference,
which is large : and you have body enough to

sustain the brain. Nearly all parts of your
machinery, mental and physical, appear to be

not only strong, but harmonious, so that one
does not wear much upon another.
This idea is well illustrated by Dr. Holmes’

“wonderful one-horse shay,” which ran a

hundred years and a day, and all broke down
together.

always been a safe coun
selor for others, and a very frank, open-hearted
Inan.
You have but little Secretiveness, but little

desire to hide your thoughts and emotions.
Your Combativeness is not of a physical
character. It seems to be lifted high up on
the head, as if it more naturally worked with
the higher faculties for self-preservation, pro
tection to friends and reputation, to right
wrongs, and obey conscience rather than to

quarrel as a mere physical and selfish man
ifestation of feeling.
You have strong social impulses; have

always been popular in the family circle, in

the social group of society, especially in those
little communities where each is supposed to

be a personal friend to all; and if you were
occupying any position in church or state,
many persons would appeal to you on personal
considerations — not merely as a magistrate;
they would regard you as an elder brother
rather than as a sovereign to hold the sword over
their heads. There are few men who are
capable of making and retaining friends as

you are; and the children, the young people,
the little girls, all feel free to approach you,
because you show a fatherly fondness for

and respect for whatever is spiritual, Godlike,
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them. You have inherited your social
qualities from your mother, which renders
your mind mellow and pliable.
Your love of approbation is large; you have

always felt that your reputation must be kept
without spot; that you owed it to your family,

to your name, to your neighbors, and especially

to your friends, to guard against just censure;
not merely to do right in the abstract as

between yourself and God, or as between
yourself and those with whom you are
brought into immediate contact, but to “shun
the appearance of evil,” to keep an unsullied
reputation as well as an intrinsically homest
character. Sometimes your Approbativeness
has rendered you extra sensitive, induced you

to borrow trouble, feel fretted and chafed
when people found unnecessary fault with you.
You have always felt very sensitive under the
lash of partisan rancor; and if you were a

candidate for office, it was the sorest part of

all that political antagonists would manufac
ture and assert untruths to your disadvantage;
and aside from the intrinsic feeling of innocence,
the only consolation you would find under
such circumstances would be that, where you
were well-known, the people would disbelieve
such statements.
You are naturally firm, positive, decided in

your purposes, especially when you have
settled the question as to the justice of the
position. There are few men who feel as

strong an impulse to do right and hold the
scales of justice even, to submit to the require
ments of duty when they are exacting, and
hard, and difficult. You should be known as

a man of prudence, of perseverance, of

uprightness, and in this point you are more
unflinching than in any other respect.
You sometimes feel the emotions of anger,

but they are of short duration. You are so

sensitive in your matural organization, that your
anger sometimes flashes up before you have
time to put on the cover; but the sun seldom
goes down on your wrath. You can not ex
tertain feelings of bitterness and personal
hostility." Your Benevolence being large,
acting along with your Conscientiousness and
Friendship, induces you often to sacrifice your
ease and convenience for the good of individ
uals and the public.
You have a strong sentiment of veneration

and sacred. This faculty gives you compli
ance, respect, tenderness of other people's
feeling and standing. Your Hope renders
you strong in anticipation, and your Cautious
ness warns you to beware of difficulties and
dangers, and to provide against inconveniences
and evil in the future. Still, your Hope
promises you that by effort, by prudence, by
the aid of Providence, you will come out right;
and your advice to young men when they are
prosperous is always of a prudential character,

to make them guarded, to live within their
means, and avoid being in debt. But when
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they are swamped, and in trouble, your advice
is always of a hopeful character, again chang
ing to admonition as their prospects brighten.
You think a man is never bankrupt as long as
he can retain his integrity—as long as he can
look his heavenly Father in the face and feel
a consciousness of a wish and will to do
right. You live for principle more than for
profit; for righteousness more than for self.
Intellectually, you are naturally capable of

taking a high position, but your intellectual
power is not evinced so much by any brilliant
scintillation as by the general harmony,
balance, and strength of your mind.
You have large Perceptive organs, which

bring to you a knowledge of the eternal world.
You are able to pick up information on every
hand, and become well versed in affairs. You
have also an excellent memory of facts, of
that which has come within your experience;
and to many persons you are an oracle in re
spect to the history of your neighborhood, and
of the incidents and circumstances which have
transpired in your day. You could carry
more business in your mind than eight men in
ten who would follow the same course. If
you were a lawyer, you would remember the
business of the courts for years, and could
quote cases with sufficient accuracy to satisfy
both court and opponents. You have an
historical memory, which enables you to recall
what you read, and remarkable memory of
words. As a scholar, you would have been
distinguished for your literary taste and
ability; and if you had been trained for
public speaking, you would have been distin
guished for the free, full, and happy manner
of uttering your thoughts. Your large
Cautiousness might have rendered you too
guarded and cautious perhaps; but with your
excellent memory of facts and freedom of
language, there would have been, but little
occasion for hesitation. You may sometimes
enter into details and particulars too fully to
satisfy people of less memory and conscience
than yourself; but you never feel satisfied to
speak without guarding the hearer from all
misapprehension.

With your large social organs, and excellent
memory, and talking talent, you should be an
excellent companion in the social circle,
especially in relating anecdotes of half a
century ago. You are the kind of man, taking
your physiology into account, to carry your
best qualities far down to old age, and to be
as well qualified for business in these respects
at eighty as most men are at sixty. Age im
pairs your faculties less than is generally the
case You have never burned out your forces
much by hot and angry passions. You are a
man of warm affections and sympathies; but
you have not those corroding selfish elements
which fret and wear upon a man's constitu
tion. -

You appear to have rather small Alimen

are satisfied with the common com

tiveness, indicating that you eat to
live, rather than live to eat; you

forts of life.
Your power lies in a clear and

well-balanced memory, in great
ability to explain your thoughts
and express your ideas, in talent to
think and gather knowledge, in
moral and religious sentiments,
which tend to raise your mind into
the higher plane of disposition,
feeling, and action, joined to sen
sitiveness, ambition, will, circum
spection, and prudence, combined
with a full degree of energy and
uncommonly strong social disposi
tions.

For a man of age you have this
peculiar trait, namely: You value
all your old friends who are living;
make friends of middle-aged peo
ple, and with all the children as
they come upon the stage. You
never feel that you are isolated
because you are old, but seem to
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have an affiliation with people,
from gray hairs clear down to the cradle, and
you never get into that lonely niche which old
age furnishes to the majority of people. You
are youthful, mirthful, and love all the chil
dren, and the amusement and hearty hope that
belong to the earlier period of life; and young
people do not feel when you are in their pres
ence that you are old.
You could have succeeded well as a literary

man, as a teacher, as a magistrate, and in
settling the quarrels and adjusting the differ
ences of selfish and fractious men. You
would have made a first-rate judge of probate,
postmaster, justice of the peace, or legislator.
If men generally had such organizations, both
mental and physical, as yours, four fifths of all
the grasping and selfishness of the world, and
nine tenths of the outrageous crimes, would be
abrogated. We call yours an unselfish head,
with strong tendencies toward the moral and
religious.

biograAprix.

The Hon. James Draper was born in Spen
cer, Worcester County, Massachusetts. Feb.
26th, 1778, and is consequently now eighty
three years old. He is the seventh in regular
descent from Thomas Draper, of Yorkshire,
England.
This Thomas Draper had a son named

James, born in 1618, who emigrated to Amer
ica, and settled at Roxbury, Mass. He was
one of the original proprietors of the ancient
town of Lancaster, in that State. He died in
1691, leaving a son, also named James, who
was born in 1654 and died in 1698.
This James. Draper had a son, born about

the year 1694, whose name also was James.
He died in 1768. The two last named were

born in Roxbury, Norfolk County, Mass. The
last-named James Draper had a son James,
who was born in Dedham, Mass., in the year
1720. He removed to Spencer in 1742, and
died there in 1781, leaving a son James, who
was born in that town in 1747, and died in
1825, being the fifth of the same name in a di
rect line of descent. This James Draper was
the father of the subject of this biographical
sketch, who is the sixth of the same name, and
was born at Spencer, as before stated.
The subject of the present notice having re

ceived a farm from his father, cultivated it as
the principal means of subsistence until he
was about thirty years old. Having been born
in the stirring times of the American Revolu
tion, when the ravages of war had so impov
erished the whole country that the great mass
of the people were obliged to toil and struggle
hard to obtain the bare necessaries of life, the
means of obtaining even a good common-school
education were exceedingly limited.
Possessing a strong and almost unconquer

able desire for the acquisition of knowledge
during the years of his early manhood, he has,
by diligently improving his leisure moments,
demonstrated the truth of the old adage, that
“where there is a will there is a way.”
The schools to which he had access in his

younger days were very few indeed, and pos
sessed only limited advantages to those attend
ing them, being taught mostly by incompetent
teachers, assisted by such text-books as Bai
ley's Dictionary, Noah Webster's Grammar,

and Perry's Spelling Book, which latter book,
however, contained, as its title-page announc
ed, “the Only Sure Guide to the English
Tongue.” —sº
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By diligence and perseverance, after arriving
to early manhood, he was enabled not only to
supply the deficiency caused by the want of
early advantages, but to qualify himself for
the important and laudable position of teach
ing the rising generation.

In 1797, at the age of nineteen, he com
menced teaching school in the winter season,
while he cultivated his farm in the summer,

which alternative employment he continued
for eleven years. Possessing also a taste for
the “concord of sweet sounds,” and having
acquired the theory and practice of sacred
music, he devoted his winter evenings during
this time to teaching the young people in his
native town and vicinity this pleasant and
valuable accomplishment, with very satisfac
tory results.
On the 6th of June, 1805, he was married

to Miss Lucy Watson, daughter of Capt. Sam
uel Watson, of Leicester. This connection
was a happy one, proving to him the truth of
the declarations of the wise man, that “whoso
findeth a wife findeth a good thing,” and that
“a virtuous woman is a crown to her hus
band.”

The result of this union was four daugh
ters, who were all married in due time, and
proved to their respective husbands the truth
of Solomon's description of a virtuous woman,
who, he says, “looketh well to the ways of
her household, and eateth not the bread of
idleness. The heart of her husband doth
safely trust in her, and she will do him good,
and not evil, all the days of her life.”
The eldest daughter, Emeline, married Wil

liam Rice, by whom she had two sons and
three daughters. One of the sons is in busi
ness at Holyoke, Mass., and the other in New
York city. The daughters, with their father,
reside at Worcester, Mass. The second daugh
ter of Mr. Draper, Julia Ann, married Rev. J.
Ellis Lazell, who was, at the time of his mar
riage, pastor of the First Baptist Church in
Brooklyn, N. Y., for her first husband; and
Chandler M. Pratt, Esq., of New England
Willage, Mass., for her second husband. By
her first husband she had one son, Ellis Dra
per Lazell, who is now in business in New
York. Sophia A., the third daughter, married
M. M. White, by whom she has two children;
and Lucy W., the youngest daughter, married
Emory Rider; they have but one child living.
Both these daughters, with their families, now
reside in New York. Thus, though the sub
ject of this notice has been called to part with
the companion of his youth and two of his
children, and though-he has no descendant
bearing his own name, still he is rich in the
affections of two devoted daughters and a
goodly number of children's children, which,
we are told, are the crown of old men.
In 1808, finding that farming was less to his

taste and less profitable than other pursuits,
he engaged in mercantile business in his own

| fifty years.

town, keeping at the same time a public house
then. These two callings he followed in
whole or in part for fourteen years.
In 1810 he received from Gov. Gore a com

mission as justice of the peace, and is still in
commission, having held the office more than

During that time he has sat and
presided on trials, in civil and criminal actions,
in one thousand and thirty-two cases. He has
also joined many couples in the bands of
matrimony, written many wills, and an al
most innumerable number of deeds, leases,
and other legal instruments. Between the
years 1813 and 1837 he was a member of the
House of Representatives of the Massachu
setts Legislature twelve times, and of the Sen
ate twice.
In 1820 he was a member of the Convention

for amending the Constitution of the State.
This convention numbered among its members
many of the most distinguished men of the
State, among whom were the elder President
Adams, Daniel Webster, Judge Story, and
Judge Parker. In this dignified assembly the
great questions of constitutional law, the
rights, liberties, and duties of the people were
amply and ably discussed in all their bear
ings, and he has ever considered his attend
ance upon this convention the most instructive
and useful school to which he ever had the
honor of being admitted.
In 1832 he was appointed one of the county

commissioners for the county of Worcester, by
Gov. Lincoln, which office he held for three
and a half years. The duties of these com
missioners were to grant licenses to innhold
ers and retailers; to lay out and establish
roads, and to build, superintend, dispose of

,

and keep in repair the court-houses, jails, and
other public buildings of the county.

In 1837 he was appointed by Gov. Everett
chairman of a commission to visit all the un
incorporated lands in the State, and recom
mend what disposition was most proper to be

made of them. This duty was duly perform

ed on the part of the commissioners, and a

report of their doings was printed and submit
ted to the Legislature, and the recommenda
tions embodied in the report were fully con
firmed and established by that body.

He has served his native town in the capac
ity of town clerk, selectman, assessor, treas
urer, overseer of the poor or town agent, re
peatedly, having held some one or more of

these municipal offices for fifty years. Hav
ing some practical knowledge of mathemat
ics, he was also employed as a surveyor of

land for a number of years.
As executor, administrator, or by power of

attorney, he has investigated and finally set
tled with the judge of probate, sixty-six es
tates of deceased and insolvent persons, and
has also acted as commissioner on the estates

of insolvent persons.
He has also investigated the claims of many

United States pensioners, procured their evi
dence and obtained the pensions and lands to

which the claimants were entitled. He has

| likewise, to a considerable extent, acted as

agent for various insurance companies. In

1841 he wrote and published a history of the
town of Spencer, and the present year, being
twenty years later, he has prepared a second
edition of the same, which has been revised
and enlarged, and is now just issued from the
press. Having now entered upon his eighty
fourth year, though his step is still as elastic
and his mental faculties as bright as those of

most men at seventy, he has retired from all
business, and awaits his final departure with
tranquil peace and hope.

It is but simple justice to say, that in all
the various important positions in which he

has been placed during a long and active life,
he has discharged his duties faithfully and
with signal ability, and thereby won for him
self a good name and the entire confidence and
respect of his fellow-men.--->

PET E R EIB N R Y LIN G.
printErrologic AL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

Phrenological, Ch.ARACTER.

THE portrait of Ling, which we present, is

called an excellent likeness of the founder of
the Movement-Cure. It indicates a fine and
active organization. The features are prom
inent and sharp, and the lines of the face very
distinctly defined, and these indicate a tem
perament which gives distinctness of charac
ter, intensity of emotion, and positiveness of

disposition. The form of the head shows un
common firmness and independence, the love

of truth and justice, energy, and force of char
acter, with strong social sympathies. . It also
indicates a practical mind, love of truth for its

own sake, and a disposition to follow prac
tical truth, irrespective of speculative theo
ries. The head shows the perceptives con
siderably larger than the reflective organs,
consequently he had more practical and sci
entific talent than philosophical, speculative
abilities. He was well qualified to be a
scholar in the languages, in literature, and in
the natural and exact sciences.

In such an organization we expect direct
ness, energy, positiveness, perseverance, truth
fulness, ambition to excel, and, in the main,
singleness and integrity of purpose. He had
not the indications of so much robustness of

health and constitution as of activity and ex
citability, which give the tendency to exhaust
vitality unduly. We are informed by his bi

ographer that both his parents died early, but

of what disease we are not informed. Ling
himself was subject to gout and rheumatism,
and we therefore may infer that his parents
were highly sensitive in their nervous organ
ization, and perhaps his father was too much
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devoted to books and to sedentary life, and the
organization of the son may have been thereby
rendered less enduring. *

. Biography.

Peter Henry Ling, the founder of the new
system of curing disease, called the “Swedish
Movement-Cure,” was born on the 15th of
November, 1766, at Smaland, in Sweden. His
father, who was a curate, died soon after his
son’s birth, and his mother, who married again,
died a short time afterward. Possessing no
remembrancer of his father, except a small
portrait, which he received from his mother,
as a souvenir of love and reverence, the grow
ing boy passed the days of his childhood under
the too severe training of a capricious tutor.
The young Ling was afterward sent to the
schools of Wexio for further instruction. Here
he soon distinguished himself for his great
talents, and his energy and devotion to study.
When Ling left the schools, he saw life

open before him in its roughest aspects; he

found himself exposed to incessant vicissitudes,
reduced at times to absolute poverty and want.
During this period he resided for the most
part in Upsala, Stockholm, Berlin, and Copen
hagen; but it is not known in what manner

he was employed. All we know is
,

that he
studied at Upsala, and passed his theological
examinations at Smaland, in December, 1797;
afterward he was tutor in several families; at

one time at Stockholm, at another in the coun
try. Suddenly he left Germany, and went to

Denmark. In 1800 he studied in Copenha
gen, and the following year took part in the
naval battle against Nelson, as a volunteer in

a Danish ship. He afterward returned to

Germany, and passed on to France and Eng
land, whence he returned to Copenhagen,
with a perfect knowledge of the languages of

these different countries.
During this period he received on different

occasions military appointments, the character
of which are unknown to us. It is said that
during his travels he was frequently reduced

to the most trying circumstances, even suffer
ing the pangs of hunger. At one time he was
glad to shelter himself in a miserable lodging

in a garret at Hamburgh ; he was even forced

to wash, with his own hands, his only shirt.
These privations, however, did not depress

him; although without means, the desire of

continuing his travels, to develop and improve
his knowledge, buoyed him up, and enabled
him to surmount all difficulties. He was
proud of his ability to endure privations, and

to do without what are thought by most to be
indispensable necessaries.
The same impulsive energy which previous

ly induced him to take part in a sea-fight,
determined him to study the art of fencing
during his second sojourn at Stockholm. Two
fencing-masters, French refugees, had founded
there at this time a fencing-school. Ling was
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there every day, and his great skill in this art
soon became notorious, and his passion for it

grew with his skill. He was now only at the
commencement of that career which was
already providentially marked out for him,
and which from deliberate choice, and with
characteristic energy, he steadily pursued.
His reflections upon fencing, and his own ex
perience (for he suffered then from gout in his
arm), taught him to infer the wholesome
effects which may be produced on the body,

as well as the mind, by movements based on
rational principles; and he began to realize
that fencing, however valuable as an exercise,
could not accomplish all that was desirable.
About this time the idea struck him that an

harmonious development of the body, of its
powers and capabilities, by suitable system
atized exercises, ought to constitute an essen
tial part in the education of a people.
The realization of this idea, now became

his grand aim, the more so as he pictured to

himself the brilliant image of mankind re
stored to health, strength, and beauty. Ling
thought not, like his predecessors, of merely
imitating the gymnastic treatment of the
ancients, but he aimed at its reformation and
improvement.
At this period of Ling's life begins that part

of his history which for us possesses the deep
est interest. Quite unknown, but attracting
the attention of every one by his appearance,

he made his débùt at Lund in the spring of

1805. Versed in several modern languages,
and a thorough master of fencing, he began to

teach them both, and being proud of all that
concerned his fatherland, he lectured with
enthusiasm on the old Norse poetry, history,
and mythology.

In the same year he was appointed profess

or of fencing at the University, and began at

once to re-fit the fencing-saloon connected with

it, and prepare it for several gymnastic exer
cises, which were commenced without delay.
He soon excited the attention not only of the
inhabitants of Lund, but of the other towns

in the kingdom.
Ling wished to put gymnastics in harmony

with nature, and began in 1805 to study an
atomy, physiology, and the other natural
sciences. The high value he set on these
studies, and the enthusiasm with which he
pursued them, are forcibly expressed in his
own words.
“Anatomy, that sacred genesis, which

shows us the masterpiece of the Creator, and
which teaches us how little and how great

man is
,

ought to form the constant study of

the gymnast. But we ought not to consider
the organs of the body as the lifeless forms of

a mechanical mass, but as the living, active
instruments of the soul.”
Ling looked on anatomy and physiology as

the essential and necessary basis of gymnas
tics. But according to his idea, these and
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other natural sciences were not at all sufficient
for the gymnast, whose aim is the elevation

of man, in his corporeal and mental nature,

to the ancient beau-ideal. He must, therefore,
know what effects movements produce upon
the bodily and psychological condition of man,

a knowledge which can be obtained only by
investigating human nature as a whole, and
by the most careful and untiring analysis of

details.

Not only to himself, but to others also,
must the gymnast be able to give an account

of the application of his art. Ling opened a

new field for physical investigation, hitherto
untried, and almost unknown, even to the
most learned physicians and naturalists. He
conducted his researches with the most
scrupulous exactness, and in the most earnest
manner frequently recommended his com
panions to do the same. He did not acknow
ledge a new movement to be a good one until
he was able to render an exact account of its
effects. His intention was not merely to make
gymnastics a branch of education for healthy
persons, but to demonstrate it to be a remedy
for disease.
Herein we find the explanation of the strong

public interest taken in Ling’s ideas. Laymen
who had always looked upon bodily move
ments as a deception, in their sickness, anxious
for the re-establishment of their health, were
easily induced to seek relief for their ailments
by the new method, and were not disappointed.
The curative movements were first practiced

in 1813, while Ling remained at Stockholm ;

but before this time they were neither disre
garded nor treated with neglect at Lund.
During his stay at Stockholm, a change

fortunate for Ling's usefulness took place,
which, in the improvement of his circum
stances, extended itself rapidly. At first he

was appointed master of fencing at the mili
tary academy in Carlberg, near the Swedish
capital. He became the director of the Cen
tral Institution, founded at his own sugges
tion. Soon after, at Stockholm, he had the
happiness to be appointed by a royal ordinance,
with a regular salary of 500 rix-dollars, as
the founder and director of this Institution,
for the setting out and preparation of which
not more than 200 rix-dollars were voted.
The important increase of public support

which was accorded to the Institution in the
year 1834, was a mark of the increasing
general favor conferred on him and it by his
country. His sovereign raised him to the
dignity of a Professor, and Knight of the Order

of the North Star. He thankfully accepted
both, but used neither the title of the first nor
the insignia of the latter. He was much
gratified by the proof of the love of his friends
and pupils, when on a festive oecasion they
presented him with a silver medal. He had
the deeper gratification of seeing at length his
ideas realized, his art established in Sweden,
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made use of in every grade of society, and
incorporated, as an important element, in the
education of the people.
Ling’s gymnastics were introduced many

years ago, not only into all the military
academies of Sweden, but into all town
schools, colleges, and universities, even into
the orphan institutions, and into all country
schools. In the rooms of the Central Estab
lishment at Stockholm, persons of every con
dition and age, the healthy as well as the sick,
executed, or were subjected to, the prescribed
movements. The number of those who
adopted their use increased every year, and
among them were physicians who, in the
beginning, had been the most opposed to
Ling.
In the Central Institution clever teachers

are educated, and no one obtains a diploma, or
an official license to act as a practical teacher,
without having finished the course, and
passed an examination in anatomy, physiology,
and the bodily movements.
Ling being convinced of the unity of the

organism, and of the importance of the
mechanical and physical laws to be observed
in its education and remedial treatment, based
his system on these truths.
From this beginning has sprung up a scien

tific system of movements as a remedy for
diseases, and this system is practiced with
success; for a full exhibit of which we
refer to a work by Dr. G. H. Taylor, entitled
“An Exposition of the Swedish Movement
Cure,” from which this sketch of its founder

is taken. *-º-º-º
HOW TO TEACH AND HOW TO
STUDY NATURAL PEIILOSOPHY
AND CEIEMISTRY.

by P. H. vanpER weype, M.D.

FEw persons are aware of the great differ
ence between the labor of giving a course of

lectures on natural philosophy and chemistry,
and one on elementary mathematics, drawing,

or music, etc. Teachers in the latter branches,

if they understand what they teach, need no

preparation. Even if in the more difficult
problems of mathematics, preparation is some
times necessary, a single hour's study, to re
fresh the memory, is amply sufficient for a

teacher of average capacity to post him up
for a lecture of one or two hours' duration,
provided—we repeat the conditions—he un
derstands his subject, has previously received
himself a regular course of instruction, and is

not studying the subject at the same time he

is teaching it. This latter—we are sorry to

confess it—is often the case; and it exposes
the teacher to great danger of making er
roneous statements, of being soon found out,
and his knowledge valued at what it is worth
by the most intelligent members of his class.ic
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Let us now see how it is with a course of

lectures on natural philosophy and chemistry.
Those sciences can not, with any degree of

success, be taught by simple lectures, as ma
thematics can, where the teacher has no other
labor than to draw his figures on the black
board. The teaching of drawing or music is

easier still, where the teacher makes his pu
pils draw or sing, and may take it as easy as he
has a mind to. But it is impossible to impress
the laws governing matter and force, even on a

single mind in a class, without exhibiting the
matter and the effects of the force. Or, to use
the common phraseology: It is impossible to

teach natural philosophy and chemistry success
Jully without experiments. Nothing can be ac
complished by the teacher if he only reads es
says, copied from some work on the subject.

A student of intelligence can read for himself
and understand as well, or even better, per
haps, than if a lecturer reads the book for
him. The experiments illustrating facts
should form the principal part, the foundation

of the so-called chemical lecture. Expla
nations flowing naturally from the experi
ments, given in a plain, familiar style, so as

to be understood by every one, should take the
place of reading long, tedious essays. Con
sequences drawn from both, and the mention of

practical application, where it is appropriate,
should be the necessary accessory.

Those philosophical and chemical experi
ments require apparatus which is in value
proportionate to the capital of the institution
where the science is taught, and usually be
longs to it, as very few teachers possess suffi
cient capital to spend much of it in this way.

If sometimes one is so fortunate as this, he,

of course, gives up a most laborious branch

of teaching, almost never paid for in propor
tion to the labor required.
But the poor teacher gives (if he loves the

science) all that he has—all his time, which is

often called the poor man's capital—and he

works the whole day to prepare experiments
for the lecture he gives during one or two
hours at night. Often one day is not sufficient,

as some experiments require several days’ pre
paration, and sometimes a whole day after
ward to clean and repair. Usually assistance

is necessary, and most teachers in those scien
ces have their assistants, whose labor is valu
able in proportion to their knowledge.
The labor in a laboratory where the basis

of scientific lectures is prepared may be in
creased greatly by two causes:
Firstly. When economy is an object, the

same piece of apparatus may, by spending
time, serve several purposes; and others may

be constructed by the teacher, if he is able to

do it—and what thorough chemist is not?—
he can do everything.
Secondly. When the instructor posts him

self up in all later discoveries, and feels the
importance of communicating and demonstrat
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ing to his class all new discoveries. This
will place such a class in a position that they
will never waste time in repeating what others
have tried, of reinventing, of studying, and
experimenting in the wrong direction. It will
later save them a great deal of mental and
physical labor, which would be wasted, and

at present in reality is wasted at an enormous
and incredible rate, for thousands of would
be inventors never received instruction with
practical demonstrations in the latest discov
ered branches of natural philosophy and chem
istry.
We say: If a teacher feels the importance

of posting up his pupils in everything new
belonging to his subject (of course as far as

their mental faculties and preparation allow
them to understand him), he will be a bene
factor to them, as his efforts will economize to

them in later time a thing worth more than
money—their mental and physical labor—the
real and only source of all wealth. But to

do this the teacher must give still more of his
time, if he has any left.

It has been adopted in society as perfectly
just, that the remuneration of a profession is

to be proportionate to the time and capital re
quired for that profession; so, a physician, a

minister, or a lawyer, who had the good for
tune of a thorough education in their respec
tive professions, either by help of their family
relations, or (what has more merit) by their
own independent efforts, command higher re
muneration in proportion to their higher talent,
and this depends again on the time and sacri
fices spent to obtain this higher talent.
So, in educating our children, we must ex

pect that their remuneration in later life will
depend on the sacrifices made in their prepa
ration for active life (we are aware of occa
sional exceptions, but speak of the general
rule). To educate a son for a laborer or a
daughter for a seamstress costs almost nothing

but the board, but what is the remuneration
they may expect? Just enough to sustain
their lives, and often not even that. To teach
them a good trade or make them teachers of

a common school costs already some sacrifices,
but they will later be better off. The study

of an art, as music or painting, if thoroughly
accomplished, does still better pay in later
life, but costs about as much as a university
education. What, finally, is considered as the
most expensive preparation for life we can
give our children should, therefore, command
the highest remuneration for their time and
talents.

Let us now see what preparation is re
quired for an instructor in natural philosophy
and chemistry. We do not speak of those
traveling lecturers who speak on a single spe
cial subject, and in three or six lectures have
expounded al

l

they know ; but we speak of

those men who lecture two, three, four, or

even five times a week, and that almost the
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whole year round, for the same audience,
without repeating anything, and in no two or
three years come to the end of their knowl
edge. What study is required to fit a man for
such a profession ? In the first place he is to

study thoroughly mathematics, in all its
branches, not excluding the highest, as sev
eral branches of matural philosophy can not
be understood without them. After this he
studies the wide field of his science, of which
every subdivision is extended enough to make

a whole lifetime insufficient to penetrate them.
He must understand the three or four princi
pal languages of the scientific world—English,
French, German, and Italian. (Even the old
fashioned literary education, including Latin
and Greek, will benefit him, but is not of as

absolute a necessity as the modern languages.)
The study of these is only necessary to keep
him posted up in all new discoveries on the
continent of Europe, without being dependent
on that which translators choose to select for
filling up scientific magazines, and which often
they make unintelligible.

[concLUDEDon PAGE64.]-
PHRENOLOGICAL, EXAMINATIONS
are most invaluable, as shedding light on the dis
positions of

Parents and Children;
showing the former how to regulate their own
tempers and dispositions, especially as they are
brought out in the treatment and training of the
latter—to

Husbands and Wives,
teaching them how to become more and more
adapted to each other, and thereby avoiding do
mestic jars, and securing all of earthly happiness
possible to their natures—to

Young Ladies and Gentlemen,
teaching who are, and who are not, mentally qual
fied to enjoy life together, and who may, and who
never should, marry—to

Apprentices and Clerks,
showing what trade or avocation each is best qual
ified to fill with health, pleasure, and profit—to

Business Partners,
showing who can harmonize, and who possessthe
kind of talent fitted to manage business with the
least capital, the least risk, the least friction and
greatest prosperity-to those who are ambitious
to enter the

Learned Professions,
pointing out the line of scholarship or profession,
whether editing, teaching, writing, preaching—
the Law, Medicine, or Legislation, etc., best
adapted to each—thus presenting to each person

a guarantee and guide to

Success and Happiness,
Charts, amply illustrated, with full written

descriptions of character, given daily at

FOWLER AND WELLS,
308 Broadway, New York.-->

REsproTABLE kinds of dissipation often un
dermine health and destroy life quite as effee
tually as those vices which are coarse and
abhorrent. Read our first article this month.

ūſ ( ºr 1 tsp gmit mts.

1. Does not the perverted exercise of a faculty
developits organmorelargelythanits normal exercise?
ANs. Yes, as a generalthing: but the pervertedexer

cisewhencarried to greatexcess,weakenstheorgans,by
producingan exhaustivefeverishaction.

2. Doestheloss or paralysis of thelimbshaveanyeffect

in unfiting thebodyforsustainingthebrain,providedthe
vital functiouscontinuehealthy
ANs. We believe the lossof limbstends to disturbthe

harmony of the circulation,andalsothatof the nervous
action,andthereforethesystem is not as wellfitted to give
normal support to the brain as beforethe amputation.
The paralysis of anypart of thenervoussystemmustbe
somedetriment to theactionof thatwhich is leftin a com
parativelyhealthystate; butwedoubt not the bodymay
give suchsupport to thebrain in eitherconditionnamed,
that therewouldbe noapparentdefect of mentalpower.
Each string of a musicalinstrument,we think,will give a

bettertonewhenall theotherstrings are presentand in

harmony of tunethanwhenalone.
O
.
O
.

—Who was Swedenborg Where and
when did helive, andwhatwere his sentiments in a re
ligiouspoint of view? Also, whatwerehis phrenologicaldevelopments?
Ans. This question,compounded as it is, wouldrequire

an entirevolume of theJournal to answer. We will give
you,however, a skeletonanswer,which is all wehavethe
space to do. He was born Jan. 29th,1688, in Stockholm,
Sweden. He died in London,March 29th,1772,aged85.
His writings,settingforth his religiousviewsand philo
sophical researches,amount to somesixty volumes. In

regard to his religioussentiments,nobrief statementcan
fully setthemforth. He did not lay claim to inspiration,
but to theopening of hisspiritualsight,and a rationalin
struction in spiritual things, which was granted, as he
said, to enablehim to convey to theworld a real knowledge of the nature of man's future existence.. In many
respects,his ideascorrespondwith modernSpiritualism.
He had a large head, a very large forehead, a strongintellect,and high moral and religiousdevelopments;but
hisselfishnaturewascomparativelyweak.--------
PHRENology, theoretically and philosophically

considered,but especially its application to homeeduca
tion,domesticgovernment,self-culture,selection of pur
suits,choice of apprentices,clerks,partners in business,

or companionsfor life,will, as heretofore,be the leading
featuresof THE AMERICANPHRENoLoGICALJournal for
To makemenbetter,we mustbegin at thebasis of their

natures;hencePhysiology, or thelaws of life andhealth,
will beclearlyand vigorouslyset forth,amplyillustrated
and thusmadeinterestingandprofitable to all: ourmottobeing, “A soundmind in a healthybody”. Published at

$1 a year,by Fowles ANDWELLs, No. 808Broadway,
New York.
To REFoRM AND PERFECT THE RACE.- To

teachmanhis duty to himself,his neighbor,his children,
and his God—toteachhim his capabilities,and how to

make themostof them; his faults,and how to correct
them—toteachhim that happinessflows from obedience

to all thelaws of our nature; andhow to understandand
obeythoselaws, so as to securethe highestphysicaland
mentalwell-being,will bethemainobject of THE AMERI
cAN PHRENoLogicalJournal for 1861. Termsonly $1 a

year. Published by FowlkR ANDWELLs,No. 808Broadway,New York. ----

A Dozen REASONs
WHY EVERYBODY SHOULD READ THE

W. A. T E R - C U R E J O U R N A L.

1. Because it teachesyou how to recoverHealth.

2. Because it teachesyouhow to avoidDisease.

8. Because it unfoldsthetruescienceof HumanLife.

4. It explainsthe LawsandConditions of Health.

5. It enablesyou to dispensewithall Drug Medicines.

6. It enablesyou in mostcases to beyourownPhysician.

7. Its doctrinespromoteTemperance in all things.

8. It tends to thecorrection of all Injurious Habits.

9. Its influence in society is in all respectsReformatory.
10. Its teachingsbenefiteverybodyandinjure noone.
11. It advocatestheonlypossiblebasis fortheenduring

prosperityandimprovement of theHumanRace.12,Because it wasthefirstjournal in theworld to bring
before the people a kuowledge of the true or Hygienic
System of theHealingArt. -
Publishedmonthlyfor $1 a year; tencopiesfor $5.
AGENTS WANTED. Specimenssentonapplication.
FOWLER AND WELLS 808Broadway,New York.

A PREM IU M.
READER, if you will send us a club of Twenty

New Subscribers for the PHRENoLogical Jour
NAL, and Ten Dollars, before the first day of May
next, we will send you, as a Premium, post-paid,

a copy of our work, entitled Education CoM
PLETE, price Two Dollars Furry CENTs, for

a description of which see advertisement below.
This offer will hold good until the first day of

May, and no longer. New subscriptions for the
WATER, CURE Journal may form a part of

clubs as above, if convenient.
AWewEdition.

“EDU CAT I o N Co MPLETE.”
This work—in threeparts—containsimportantmatterrelating to theGrowth,Development,and properEduca

tion of theWholeMan! Body,Brain,and Mind, Physical,Intellectual,andMoral. . It is, in all respects,one of the
bestworks in theEnglish language.
EDUCATIONCoMPLETE.-EmbracingPhysiology.Animal

and Mental; Selſ-Cultureand Perfection of Character;Memoryand IntellectualImprovement.Counplete in one
large,well-bound18movolume,with 865pages,and up
ward of 70 engravings. Price, prepaid by mail, $250.
AddressFowlks ANDWELLs, Publishers, 8 8 Broadway,New York.
HEALTH OF BODY AND POWER OF MIND.
HEALTH,ITs LAws ANDPREsErvation.—Happiness,the

naturalconsequence of law obeyed,andsuffering, of lawviolated; Happinessconstitutional,
Reciprocation BETwerN Body AND MIND.—Man a

hysical and mental being ; Mind and body perfectlynter-related;Health—itsvalue ; Sickness—notproviden
tral,butgoverned by law ; prematuredeathsinful.
Food, its SELECTION.—Unpervertedappetite an infal

lible directory; Bre, d
, pastry,fruit,milk, butter; How toeat-mastication, quantity, time, etc.; Exercise after

meals.
CurcuLATION,RESPIRATION,PEEspinArion, ANDSLEEP.

—The Heart—itsstructureand office; The lungs; Perspiration, functions of the skin; Colds- their consequences; Cure of colds; Regulation of the temperatureby fire and clothing: Sleep—itsnecessity,duration,pos
tures: I -- its ty; The or bonysystem;The muscles—exercise.
THE BRAIN ANDNEnvous SystEM.–Position, function,

and structure of the brain: Consciousness,or the seatof
thesoul; Balanceor proportionamongthefunctions.
SELF-CULTURE AND PERFECTION OF CHARACTer
Peogression A Law of THINGs—its application to

human improvement;The harmoniousaction of all the
faculties: The inter-relationexistingbetweenthe body
and thepropensities;Governing the propensitiesby the
intellectualandmoralfaculties.
THE Evenly BALANord—aproportionateaction of the

faculties a condition of perſection,andthemode of securing it.

-
ANAlystsof THE FAoulTres.—Amatºveness;Philoprogenitiveness;Adhesiveness;Union for Life; Inhabitive

ness:Continuity;Vitativeness;Combativeness;Destruc
tiveness, or Executiveness;Alimentiveness;Aquativeness, or Bibativeness;Acquisitiveness; Secretiveness;Cautiousness;Approbativeness:Self-Esteem;Firmness;
Conscientiousness;Hope ; Spirituality—Marvelousness;
Veneration; Benevolence; Constructiveness;Ideality;
Sublimity; Imitation ; Mirthfulness ; Agreeableness—
with engravedillustrations.
MEMORY, ITs CULTIVATION AND INTELLECTUAL IMProVEMENT.
CLASSIFICATIonAND Functions of THE FACULTIES.–

Man's superiority; Intellect his crowning endowment;Memory—extent to which it can be improved. INorvinUALITY, FoRM. SrzE. WEIGHT. Color. ORDER. CAh
culation. Locality. EveNTUALITY. Time.
TUNE : Influencesof music. LANGUAGE: Power or

Eloquence;Good language. PHoxography: i s advantages. CAusALITY:Teachingothers to think; Astronomy;AnatomyandPhysiology:8tudy of Nature. ComPARIson:
Inductivereasouing. HUMANNATURE: Adaptation.
DevELoPMENTsbequisitE FortP.Articular Avocatioxs.
—Good Teachers; Clergymen; Physicians: Lawyers:
Statesmen:Editors; Authors; Public Speakers; Poets;
Lecturers; Merchants; Mechanics; Artists; Painters;
Farmers; Engineers; Landlords; Printers; Milliners;
Seamstresses;FancyWorkers,andthe like.
Full andexplicitdirectionsaregivenfor thecultivation

and right direction of all thepowers of themind,instruc
tionfor findingthe exact locutionof each organ,and its
relativesize as comparedwithothers. In short,“Educar
tion Complete” is a library in itself,andcoverstheENTIRE
NATUREof MAN. A newedition of this greatwork has
beenrecentlyprinted,andmaynowbehad in onevolume.Price, prepaidby firstmail to anypost-office, 82 50.
FOWLER D WELLS, 208Broadway,NewYork.
Agrºnts in every neighborhoodwill be supplied inpackages of a dozenor morecopies by express, or asfreight at a discount. Single copiesby mail. Reader,

will youhave a copy?

2
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3b6trfistments.
Advertisements intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublishersonor be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyaretoappear. Announcementsforthenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once.
TERMS.–Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

A. S. BARNES & BURR's
RECENT PUBLICATIONS,

1861.
AMONG THEIR LATE ISSUES ARE:

1. PROF. ALPHONSO WOOD'S NEW EDITION OF
THE CLASS-BOOK OF BºTANY, designedfor all
arts of the Union; the most thorough and accurate
ext-Book ever issuedfrom theAmerican press., 840
É es.. Price, $2. (The old edition is still published.rice,$1 50.)

2. PUJOL AND WAN NORMAN'S COMPLETE
FRENCH CLASS-BOOK, embracing GRAMMAR,
CONVERSATION, and LITERATURE, with an Ade.
wate Dictionary, all in one volume. Price, $1 b0.
o Frenchbookextantwill comparewith thisexcellent

treatisefor givingathoroughandsystematicknowledge
of theFrenchlanguage.

8. MANSFIELD'S POLITICAL MANUAL, being aCompleteView oftheTheoryand Practice of theGen
eralandStateGovernmentsof theUnitedStates,adapt
ed to the use of Colleges,Academies,and Schools.Price, 75 cents. This work is exactlysuited to thetimes; whenthepeopleof thenationshouldunderstand
#.

principles of the Governmentunder which theyve.
4. MRS. WILLARD'S SCHOOL ASTRONOMY AND
ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY. With engravings.Price, 75cents.

5. MRS. WILLARD'S LAST EDITION OF HER Ex
CELLENT HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
This bookis broughtdownto the “John Brown Raid.”
Price, 75cents.

6, ZACHOS" ANALYTIC ELOCUTION, being an
Analysisof thePowersof theVoice,for the purposeof
Expressionin Speaking,illustratedby CopiousExam
Plº and marked by a Systemof Notation. By J. C.Zachos,A.M. Price, $1.

7. PECK's GANOT's POPULAR PHYSICS, being anIntroductoryCourseof Natural Philosophy,with over
300splendid illustrations. Price, $1.

8. HOWE'S YOUNG CITIZEN'S CATECHISM, a Book
for Young Scholars,upon the Principles of Civil and
StateGovernment,withQuestionsandAnswers. Price,
50cents.
9. HANNA'S BIBLE HISTORY ; a Text-Book for
Schools and Academies. On the catecheticalplan.Price, $1.

10. DAVIES ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY AND DIF
FERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS. Price,
$2.

11. DAVIES” NEW ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. An
Introductionto UniversityAlgebra. Price, 75cents.

12. DAVIES NEW UNIVERSITY ALGEBRA. An
Introductionto Bourdon'sAlgebra. Price,$1.

A. S. BARNES & BURR,
51and53John Street,New York.

A. S. BARNES & BURR publish
Davies'Seriesof Mathematics.
Parker & Watson'sSeriesof Readers.
Monteith& McNally's Seriesof Geographies.
Clark'sSystemof EnglishGrammar.
Porter's Principlesof Chemistry.
EmmaWillard's SchoolHistories.
Norton& Porter'sFirst Bookof Science.
Smith'sSpellersandDefiners.
Beers'Systemof Penmanship.
Smith& Martin'sBookkeeping.
Emmons& Page'sGeology,etc.,etc.ºr Send fºr their Catalogueof over200volumesof

Educational Works, known as the National Series qf
Standard SchoolBooks.

NEW
ELECTRo-GALVANIC BATTERY,

celebrared For Tinº cutting or
NERYOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,

ANDBIMILARDISEA8es,
WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND

MODES OF APPLICATION.
PRICE,$10.

FOW L E R AND WELLS,
308Broadway,New York.

$1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00.
ONE DOLLAR sent to FOWLER AND

WELLS,303 Broadway,NewYork, will secure,
º f

by returnof first mail, PhonographicBooks,
from the study of which you can, without a

0 teacher,becomea practicalVerbatimReporter.

WHEELER & WILSON'S

SEw 1NG MACHINEs,
AT REDUCED PRICES,

With Glass Cloth-Presser,Improved Loop-Check, NewStyleHemmer,Binder,Corder,etc.
OFFICE, NO. 505 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
“The machinefor familyuse.”—LifeIllustrated.
“This Machunemakesthe‘LºCK-STITCH, andranks

highest,onaccountof elasticity,permanence,beauty,and
generaldesirablenessof thestitchingwhendone,andthe
wide rangeof its application.”—Report of American Institute, New York.
This Report was in accordancewith the previous

awardsat the
FAIR OF THE UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETY:
at theFairs of the

American Institute,New York;
Mechanics’Association,Boston;
Franklin Institute,Philadelphia;
MetropolitanMechanics'Institute,Washington;
Mechanics'Institute,Baltimore;
Mechanics'Association,Cincinnati;Kentucky Institute,Louisville;
MechanicalAssociation,St. Louis;
Mechanics'Institute,San Francisco;"

at theStateFairs of
Maine, Virginia, Tennessee,
Vermont, Mississippi, Illinois,
Connecticut, Missouri, Kentucky,
New York, Ohio, Michigan,
New Jersey Indiana, Wisconsin,
pennsylvania, Iowa, California,

and at hundredsofCountyFairs.

Fowler and Wells' Journals,
Postmasters,Clergymen,Teachers, and othersare requested to act as AgentsandgetClubs for our Journals:

THE ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN
PHRENoLog ICAL Jo URNAL,

$1: A YEAR.
Devoted to all thoseProgressiveMeasuresfor the Eleva
tion and Improvement of Mankind. Amply Illustrated
with Portraits of theWirtuousand theWicious; alsoof
all theRacesofMen. THE
WATER - CU R E Jo U R N A L

,
AND

HERALD OF HEALTH, $1 A YEAR.
Devoted to Hydropathy,its Philosophyand Practice: to

PhysiologyandAnatomy; and thoseLaws whichgov
ern Life andHealth. Illustratedwith numerousappropriateengravings.
Clubs of TEN, composed of either or bothJournals, will

besentoneyearfor Five Dollars,with an extra copyfor
theAgent.Samplenumberssentgratuitously.
Add 6 cents to eachJournal to paypostagefortheyearfor Canadiansubscribers.
FOWLER AND WELLS,808 Broadway,New York.

In Press, a wew Edition of
How To GET A PATENT.

This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees
has undergone a thorough revision, and will con
tain the

New Patent Law Entire,

in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.

Fowler AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

THE WATER-CURE Journal.

If youaresick,anddesire to bewell,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youarewell,anddesire to avoiddisease,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youwouldknowthetruescience of HumanLife,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youwouldlearntheinjuriouseffects of Drugs,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youwouldunderstandtheconditions of Health,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youdesire to dispensewiththeservices of a Physician,
Read the Water-Cure Journal,

This Journal-the first in theworld to bringbeforethe
eople a knowledge of thetrue, or Hygienicsystem of theealing Art—is publishedmonthly, at $1 a year; fivecopiesfor $4, or ten§: for$5. Specimenssentfree,byFOWLER AND WELLS

808Broadway,New York.

[APRIL,3///
Being a NewTheoryand System of Practical Penmanship, Designed as a Text-Book for SchoolsandPrivate
Students.
This is thetitle of a newwork just issued,which it is

believedwill do more to improve the penmanship of all
classesthanall otherseverbeforewritten. It teachesnot
only how to write,but instructs in whatgoodwriting con
sists. Knowing this, the studentbecomes a critic, and
this point attained,nothing but practice is necessary to

makehiman accomplishedpenman.
Sent by mail, post-paid, for 50 cents. AGENTS

WANTED. FOWLER AND WELLS.
808Broadway,NewYork.

A CLERKSHIP OR TRADE.
Fowles ANDWELLs,808Broadway,can,by an examina
tion of your head, tell you what to undertake,with a

reasonable*P. of success. Charts, with full writtendescriptionandadvice,given daily.

THE PHRENoLogical. Bust,
designedespeciallyfor Learners; showing
the exactlocation of all the Organs of theBrain, fully developed,which will enableevery one to study the sciencewithout an
instructor. It maybe packedandsentwithsafetyby express, or as freight(not by mail)

hilºh to any part of the world. Price, including
box for packing,only$125.

FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
“This is one of themostingeniousinventionsof theage.

Acast made of plaster of Paris,thesize of thehumanheadon whichtheexactlocationof each of thePhrenological
Organs is represented,fullydeveloped,withall thedivisionsand classifications.Thosewhocannotobtaintheservices
of a professormaylearn, in a very short time,from this*...*. thewholescience of Phrenology, so far as the
locations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. Y. Daily Sun.

To CLERGYMEN.—To Touch. THE
hearts of yourpeopleyoushouldP.understandtheprinciples of HumanNature,and to understandthis you

becomeacquaintedwith Phrenology. Call upon
FOWLER AND WELLS, INo.808Broadway.

PRESERVE YoUR HEALTH.
To Get Rich.................. PRESEEveYour HEALTII.
To EnjoyAnimal Life.. . PRESERVEYouh HEALTH.
To Do Good........... ...PRESERVEYour HEALTH.
To AcquireKnowledge ...PRESERVEYour HEALTH.
To Attain Eminence........... PREsEEve Your HEALTH.
Let, then,the Preservation of Healthbe thegreat con

cern, theparamountbusiness,of life.
There is nopublication in theworldfromwhichyou can
ain somuchvaluableinformationrelativetothe Laws of
ife and Health,as

THE WATER_CURE JOURNAL.
In it thetrue natureand cause of diseasearefully and

rationallyexplained,andone of its principal objects is toteach
HOW TO REEP WELL,

But as somefrom hereditaryaffections or supposeduna
voidablecausesdonotenjoyhealth,onedepartment of theJournal is devotedto articlesrelativeto thetreatmentof
diseases,whereyoumaylearn

HOW TO RECOVER LOST HEALTH.
The JourtsAL is now in thefifteenthyear of publication,

and thousands in everypart of the countryare readytotestify to the pricelessbenefitstheyhavederivedfrom its
erusal.
Publishedmonthly at $1 a year. Ten copies,$5.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
308Broadway,NewYork.

DISEASEs of THE THROAT AND
LUNGS.

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.
There is no doubtthattheauthorhasclearlytracedthis

veryprevalentand rapidly increasingclass of diseases to

their trueorigin,and pointedout the best,and theonlyrational, plan of prevention or cure. The wide-spreaddistribution,therefore, of this littlebookcanhardly fail to

save thousands of valuablelives, while its teachings, if

generallyadoptedbysociety,would at oncearrestthefear
ful ravages of consumptionand its kindred maladies,
which nowthreaten,erelong, to ruin, if not exterminate,
thehumanrace.
Its Contentsembrace:PreliminaryRemarks—Forms ofConsumption—OtherAffections of theThroat and Lungs- Geography of Consumption in the United States—

Causes of Consumption—PersonsmostLiable to Consumption—Stages of Consumption—Prognosis—Treatment ofConsumption—TemperatureandClimate—Clothing-Diet—Drink–Bathing—“Throat-Ail”—Quinsy—Croup—Dip
theria-Influenza-Pneumonia.
Copies sent,post-paid,for 15 cents.
FOWLER D WELLs, 808Broadway,New York.
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Now witHIN REACH of ALL.
GROWER & BAKER'S CEL

EBRATED NOISELESS SEW.
ING MACHINE, 495 Broad
way, New York.
Our Patentsbeingnowestab

lishedby theCourts,weareen
abled to furnish the Geover &
BAKERMachine,withimportant

* improvements,at greatiy RE
DUCED PRICES. t
The moderateprice atwhich

Machines,making the Grover & BAKERstitch,cannow
be i.º.º within the reachof all, and renders
theuseof Machinesmaking inferior stitchesas unneces&ary asit is unwise. -£º. desiringthebestMachines,andtheright tousethem,mustnotonly besureto buyMachinesmakingthe
Grover & BAKERstitch,but alsothat suchmachinesare
madeandstampedunderour patentsand thoseof ELLAsHowe, Jr.

GROWER & BAKER S. M. CO.,
495Broadway,New York.1y 182Fulton Street,Brooklyn.

THE TRIBUNE For 1861.
PROSPECTU.S.

THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE is now in its Xxth Wol
ume. During the last year THE TRIBUNE has beenobligedto devotequite a largeºof itsspacetoPolities,butweshallhenceforthbeableto limit ourspace
devotedto Political discussion,and devotemostof our
columnstosubjectsof lessintense,but more abiding,in
terest. Amongthese,wemeantopayespecialattentionto

I.—EDUCATION.
The whole subjectof Education,bothPopular andGeneral, will be discussedin our columns throughout theyear1861,andwe hope toenlist in thatdiscussionsome

of theprofoundestthinkersand ablestinstructorsin our
country. It is atonceour hopeand our resolvethat the
causeof Educationshall receivean impetusfrom theex
ertionsof THE TRIBUNE in its behalfduring the year1861.

II.-AGRICULTURE.
We have beencompelledtorestrictour elucidationsof
his great interestthroughout1860,and shall endeavor
toatonethereforin 1861.Whateverdiscovery,deduction,
demonstrationis calculatedto renderthe rewardof labor
devotedto cultivationmore ampleor morecertain,shall
receivepromptandfull attention.

III.—MANUFACTURES, ETC.
We hail everyinventionor enterprisewherebyAmeri

eanCapitalandLaborareattractedtoandadvantageouslyemployedin anydepartmentofManufacturingorMechan
ical Industry asa real contributiontoihe Publicweal, insuringanpler, steadter,moreconvenient,moreremuner
atingmarketstotheFarmer,with fulleremploymentand
betterwages to the Laborer. The Progressof *...*Iron-making, Steel-making,Cloth-weavºf etc.,etc.,inourcountry,andtheworld,shallbewatchedandreported
byuswith anearnestandactivesympathy.

IV.-FOREIGN AFFAIRS. -We employthe bestcorrespondentsin London,Paris,Turin, Berlin, andotherEuropeancapitals,to transmitus
early,and accurateadvicesof the great changesthereAllentlybut certainlypreparing. In spiteof the pressure
ofDomesticPolitics,our newsfromſheOldWorld is now
Variedand ample; but we shall haveto renderit more
perfectduring theeventfulyearjust beforeus.

W.—HOME NEWS.
We employregular paid correspondentsin California,

atthe Isthmusof Darien, in the Rocky Mountain GoldRegion, and whereverelse they seemrequisite, Fromthemoreaccessibleportionsofourowncountry,wederive
our informationmainlyfromthemultifariouscorrespond
entsof theAssocialedPress,fromourexchanges,and the
*ccasionallettersof intelligentfriends. We aim to print
thecheapestgeneal newspaper,with thefullestandmost
authenticsummaryofusefulintelligence,thatisanywhereafforded. Hoping to “make eachdayacriticon thelast,”
and print a betterandbetterpaperfrom yearto year,as
ºur meansaresleadilyenlargedthroughthegenerousco9perationof our manywell-wishers,we solicit and shall
labortodeservea continuanceofpublic favor,

TERMS.
PAILY TRIBUNE (311issuesper annum)........... $6SEMI-WEEKLY (104 -- -: º ---------- 8
WEEKLY (52 44 tº “ ).......... 2
TQ_CLUBS.–Semi-Weekly, two copiesfor $5,five for

811#5,tencopiesto one addressfor $20,and any larger
numberat the latterrate. For a clubof twentyanextra
$9PY.Yill be sent. For a club of forty, we sendTHE
DAILY TRIBUNEgratiº oneyear.Weekly: Three copies for $5, five for $8,ten for $12,
and any larger ... at the rateof $120 eachper an:nurn,the paperto beaddressedto eachsubscriber. To
elubsof twentywesendan extracopy.
Twenty copiesto oneaddressfor $20,withoneextrato

himwho sendsus theclub. For clubs of fortywe send
onecopyof theSemi-WeeklyTribune. For eachclubof
onehundred,THE DAILY TRIBUNE will besentgratisoneyear.Paymentalways in advance. Address
THE TRIBUNE, No. 154NassauStreet,New York.

G.A R D E N S E E D S.
* The following,putup in packagesat 10centseach,will
besent,prepaidbymail, on receiptof price toanyPost
officein theU.S., by Fowler ANDWELLs,N.Y.:Articheke, LargeSquashPepper,Aeparagus, SweetSpanish do.,ExtraKarlyTurnipBeet, SweetMountaindo."(forMangos),EarlyBloodturnip do., IargeCheesePumpkin,LongBlood do., Mammoth do.,LongSmoothBlooddo. LongScarletRadish,EarlyPurpleCapeBroccoli, ScarletTurnipdo.,Early York Cabbage, White do. do.,EarlyWakefield do., Yellow do, do.,EarlyOxHeart do., Chinesewinterdo..arseLateBergen do., BlackFall do.,ºarseLateDrumheaddo. VictoriaRhubarb,Hºrse.LateFlatDutchdo., Linuºus do.,FineDrumhendSavoydo., Salsify,RedDutch do., Scorzonera,EarlyHornCarrot, Round Spinach,Longorangedo., Nºw, Flandersdo.,Long.White do., Prickly do.,Thorburn'sNonpareilCauliflower,EarlywhiteBushSquash,EarlyLondon do., SummerCrookNeckdo.,Late do. do., LimaCocoanut do.,EarlyWalcheren do BostonMarrow do.EarlyShortGreenCucumber.'EarlyWhiteSpineddo.,EarlyGreenCiusterdo.,LongGreenPricklydo., LargeYellow do.,WestIndiaGherkin,do., RedCherry do.,ImprovedNewYorkEggplant, YellowCherry do.,

WinterCrookNeckdo.LargeRedTomato,LargeRedSmoothdo.,

CurledScotchKale, PearShaped do.,WhiteCabbageLettuce, YellowPium do.,IceDrumhead do., EarlyWhiteDutchTurnip,FarlyCurledSilesia do., WhiteGlobe do.,HardyGreen Jo. WhiteNorfolk do.,Fine NutmegMuskmeion, YellowStone 0.,GreenCitron do., YellowAberdeen do.,Skillman'sNetted do., NewYellowFinlanddo.,Cantelope do., ImprovedRutaBaga,Ice CreamWater do., Sage,
NewOrangedo., do., SummerSavory,Carolina do., do., Winter do.,AppleSeededdo. do., SweetMarjoram,Citrondo., forpreserves, Thyme,Long GreenOkra, LemonBalmImprovedDwarfdo., pCorſander,LargeRedOnion, Fennel,I-argeYellowdo., Lavender,Largewhitedo., Rosemary,ExtraCurledParsley, Hyssop,ImprovedParsnip, Pennyroyal,Cherry Pepper. CatnippLongCayenne do., Elecºmpane.
In additiontotheabovewecanfurnishmostof therareseedsin marketat lowestprices.

FL 0 W E R S E E D S.
We are enabled to offer our friends an assort

ment of flower seeds, which we think will meet
the approbation of all. We get them from the
most reliable sources, and believe there is no va
riety in the whole which is not attractive and
worthy of cultivation.
We shall furnish five assortments, put up inpackages, as follows:

N
º.

#

will contain 20 varieties.
--4. 44. 16“ 3 &c. 12 &g

“ 4 44 10 & 4

“ 5 &c. 5 44

Those packages in which is the least number of
varieties, will contain the choicest, newest, and
rarest seeds.
The price for each package sent post-paid, by

mail, will be One Dollar. Persons sending five
dollars will receive all five assortments, and a

*Py of our work, “The Garden,” which is the
best book of the kind published.
No package contains any variety that is found

in any other. So he who purchases the whole
will have sixty-three different kinds. Each paper
contains more seeds than is usually desired for
one garden, and it is often the case that neigh
bors join in sending for them.

PACKAGE No. 1.—Twenty VARIETIES.Agetatum,fragrant. GlobeAmaranth,mixed.SweetAllyssum. Hawkweed.ChinaandGermanAsters.DoubleMixedBalsans.

Belvidereor SummerCypress.Campanula,Lorey's,CandyTuft,finemixed.

HyacinthBeau.
LoveGrass,Lupinsmixed.Mixmonette.Nigella-Lovein a Mist.Clarkia. Animatedoats.ºnvolvulus,major,mixed. SweetPeas,mixed.Gilly,mixed. SweetSultan.

PACKAGE No. 2–sixtEEN varrerºrs.sensitivePlant. DwarfAser,mixed.Venus'Looking-Glars. Lavender.Larkspur. Marvel ºf Peru,mixed.Silene,orCatchfly, ºrizaºracilis,quakinggrass.Zinnia,mixed. Acroclineum,Everlastingflower.RoseofHeaven. CanaryBirdflower,LoveLiesBleeding. DaturaWrighti.Cypresswine. Hollyhock,dwarf,Italian,mixed.

PACKAGE No. 8.-Twelve VARIETIES.Polyanthus,mixed. GlobeAsters,finesſmixed.fººd. 3.Joseph'scoat.--- et, unaIndiºlºx Drummondii,mixed. iſ...}}..." orIndianshot.Petunia,mixed. Moukshood.OrnamentalGourd. MexicanPoppy.
PACKAGE No. 4.—TEN VARIETIES.Forget-Me-Not.

Jantana—beautifulHollyhocks,double,mixed. Shrysanthemum,mnestmixed.Iceplant. Sºnºlia-FloweredBalsam.Four-o'clocks. loutchman'sPipe.Foxgloves. Honesty.
****AGF. No. 5-Five varierres.TreeMignonette, DwarfChrysanthTenWeeks'Stock,doublemixed, aster,ºum, floweredextratine. Clematisſt lSmith'sPrizeBalsam. * Ilamula.

FOWLER AND WELLs,
808Broadway,New York."T"--

VALUABLE Books for FARMERs.GHAssºsANDPLANTs. Their N turnlHi -Charles L. Flint.......... --- aturalHistory. ByMiłgh Cows And DAmy Fºº,A: --- f * * * * * * : * * * * - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . * * * - - - - - - - -..º. Fºr CULTURIst. By John Th ..Horse ANDHis Diseases. By ºi.AgriculturAL CHEMistry. By Jas. F. W. Johnstonºnsºr. In 1TsAPPLICATIONs ro Agriculture
ANP Physiology............. -Dadd on THE Diseases of CATTLE.........Sºlº, m

y gorgºn..........
North American Insects. By B. Jaeger...Uses ANDAbuses or Am. By Griscom...... -ANNUAL REGISTERFor iss'. By J. J. Thomas.§: Max. His oys Lºgº...”.” :Mysteries of Ber-Kerring Explained. By M.§.:*:::::::::.........”. 1 25ºº::::::::::::....” 0 60Yººtºº.............". ... 1 25Qatronism of Chewisrºy
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But by all this he is not yet prepared to be

a good teacher, if he does not obtain by spe

cial application the following five requisites:

First. The art of teaching, that is, the ca
pacity to impress upon the minds of the pupils
clearly the facts he wishes them to under
stand ; to fix in their memory the principles

he wishes them to remember; to be lucid even
with difficult subjects, and not dark or incom
prehensible for initiated minds, much less to
make simple things muddy by a roundabout
detail. We find often that ignorant per
sons call this deep, scientific, thorough instruc
tion, because they think higher of the learn
ing of a teacher the less they understand him,

and vice versa. If the teacher has the talent

to make a subject as clear to such hearers as

it is to himself, they feel themselves equal to

him—that is
,

think him to be in learning
about at their own level. Fortunately, how
ever, the more intelligent part of learners
have no such notions.

Second. He must obtain practical, knowl
edge to handle all kinds of tools at the work
bench, turning-lathe, blow-pipe, etc., to make
apparatus for demonstrating the natural
truths, as all can not be purchased.

Third. He must improve all opportunities

to obtain information about all branches of
industry, and this prosecuted steadily will
make him able to be not only a teacher, but

also an adviser to his class, who, in such case,

will be eager to apply to him for informa
tion.
Fourth. Knowledge of drawing is necessary

for his illustrations, and even he must be

somewhat of a musician, to be able to explain

experimentally and satisfactorily some parts

of optics and acoustics.

Fifth. He must try to master the art of ex
perimenting; for instance, be an electrotyper,
photographer, etc. There are teachers in the

natural sciences who understand the theory of

the science they teach, but are entire stran
gers in experimenting. As this is an art, it

must, like all arts, be obtained by practice,

and practice alone will form the successful
experimenter. Success in experimenting will
demonstrate if the teacher understands this

art and possesses the acute discriminating
judgment to find quickly the cause of the
failure, if things do not directly go as was ex
pected. Some experiments may occasionally

fail altogether in the hands of the best experi
menters, by unavoidable causes, but they

should as a rule succeed, and failures be the
exception. With some teachers or professors

it is the reverse.
All the above considerations will illus

trate,

In the first place, Why there are not many
teachers to be found in the natural sciences.

Surely there is a large number of would-be

teachers who, by their ill success, show that

they are not prepared for an undertaking hun
dreds of times more difficult and laborious to

fulfill than successful praying or preaching.
Secondly, Why the remuneration of such

teacher should be greater for each lecture

than for a lecture requiring only speaking,

and in the lecturer neither the previous labo
rious education and study, nor the labor for
many hours in preparing the experiments for

each lecture. Experimenting may appear

easy to an audience who only look at it, but is

found out to be very laborious and exciting by

those who try it.

Thirdly, Why any man who knows what
labor is attached to the above duties can not

undertake to fulfill them at as small compen

sation as would be fair for teachers of other

branches requiring neither all that prepara
tory, extended knowledge, nor the work at
tached to each lecture.
Fourthly, Why, if a man accepts such a

situation at a small salary, one of three things

is the case: 1st. He will only read lectures
compiled from some books, or have them par
tially committed to memory, and does not in
tend to illustrate the science with experiments,
which is no way at all to teach natural phil
osophy and chemistry. 2d. He intends to give

experiments, but is inexperienced and has not

a remote idea of the labor attending him; or,
3d. He loves natural sciences so much that he

will make all kinds of sacrifices to satisfy his
favorite pursuit—the study of the secrets of

nature—and be rather contented with many

privations of the comforts of life, if only he

may move among his best friends—micro
scopes, polariscopes, magneto-meters, helixes,
etc.
We will close our remarks with a word of

advice to students about the succession of dif
ferent studies, to insure steady progress and no

obstruction in the road to the knowledge of

nature. -

If they want to study only chemistry, they

have to understand thoroughly all the rules of

arithmetic and the elements of algebra. Many

a chemical student is impeded in his progress
by a deficiency in the elementary common
school subject.

One branch of chemistry—crystallography—
however, requires the preceding knowledge

of geometry, as far as stereometry and goni
ometry, and can not be studied without.

In natural philosophy some more mathe
matical knowledge is required. It is true

there are books published pretending to teach
the science without inathematics, but it is in

fact a poor science in that way. We confess

it is better than nothing, but it does not amount

to much after all. So, for instance, in optics
can nothing be explained without trigonome
try. In mechanical philosophy the knowledge

of the higher branches, as conic sections, cy
cloids, etc., is indispensable: and the knowl
edge of the differential and integral calculus

is of immense advantage.
So our advice is: Study mathematics as

preparation. Take first to it exclusively;
you can not possibly know more of this sub
lime science than you want. It opens to you
the door for all further knowledge, much more
than all the foreign languages which may be

crowded into you, and which are surely an

additional advantage, but may be dispensed
with, if time can not be found to study them.
But mathematics can not possibly be dispensed
with, and has rightly often been called the
key to all science.
Coorºn UNIox LABonAroar, Dec.17th,1860.

- - ---
PEIRENOLOGY AND MACHINERY IN

TEIE NURSERY.

Trikes is no placewherethe scienceand practice of

Phrenology is so important as in its relation to the nur
sery and the management o

f children. The knowledge
that it imparts to the motherand nursewho are wise
enough to consult its doctrines, is essential to the per
ſect developmentand well-being of every child. It in
structsparents in the true principles of mental health
and life, and guidesthem in the selectionof the proper
meansand appliancesfor the management o

f theiroff
spring. Under the stimulus of the inventive spirit,new
devicesareconstantlybeingbroughtbeforethepublical
tentionfor the amusementandcare of little children,and
thenurseries of thelandabound in babyinventions of all
sorts,much of which is uselessand of such a nature as to

producepositiveinjury and to promotederangementand
deformity. Aftermuchtimeandattentionbestowedupon
the subject of babymanagement,Dr. Brown, of thiscity,
hassucceeded in perfecting a BABYTENDERthatseems to

embodynearly every desirable requisitehitherto found

in thecradlecode-swing,baby-jumper,hobby-horse,and
all otherarticles of nurseryfurniture. This BABYTENDER

is designed to promotethe comfortandhealth of mothers
and children. Every onewho observesthe development
andgrowth of thehumanframe in the infant,knowsthat
thelittle creaturerequires a peculiarcombination of active
andpassivemotion. It wishesandneeds to be“carried
in thearmsanddandledon theknees.”
The nurse oftenbecomesweary of the constantlyin

creasingweight of thedailygrowingchild,which is there
forefrequentlythrownintoconstrainedand unnaturalpo
sitions. Permanentdeformities,ineradicablethroughlife
by any medical or surgical treatment,are thus caused,
such as curvature of the spine, disease of the hip-joint,
and othermaladiesthatneednotbespecified.
Dr. Brown'sBABYTENDER is designed to give a child

perfectfreedom of motion,withoutligature, compression,

or restraint of anykind, and at the sametime to provide
with perfectsecurityagainst these injuries to which its

helplessnessand ignorancecontinuallyexpose it. This
very simple arrangementfurnishes it a light and easy
motion, far more agreeable and salutary than any
amount of trotting and jolting on the lap or knees of

mother or nurse—betterthan rocking in a cradle (which
oftenproducessea-sickness), o

r beingheld in thearms of

a personsitting in a rocking-chair. It permits and en
couragesthe free action of the chestand abdomen,and
promotesthe natural expansion of the lungs, heart,and
all therespiratoryanddigestiveorgans,while it givesfree
play to thelegsandarms,and to thewholermuscularsys
tem. It enables a child to directand control its own mo
tions, so far as is consistentwith its safety. The baby
mayhaveits rattle-boxandothertoys on a little tablebe
fore it. Sitting up and lying down are perſectlyoptional
with thechild. Cleanliness is insuredby a neatandsim
ple contrivancethat can be understood at a glanee. A

largeamount of thelabor lavished in washingthe infant’s
clothing is savedby itsuse.
Nauseaand vomitingare commonlysupposed to be in

separablefrom the infantile state. They are generally
the result of stuffingandjolting or rocking.
When thechild ſº constantlyheld in thearms of nurse

or mother, it is oftensufferingfromthe inhalation of car
bonic acidgas fromthe lungs of thosewho act as “bºb”
tenders” andsometimesfrom other insalubriousexhala
tionsfrom theirpersons.
All of theseundesirableconditionsmaybe almosten

tirely avoided by the introduction of this useful labor
saving Baby Tespea, which is a neatand tastefulaffair
that may, by simple changeseasilymade,be converted
into a sleepingcouch, a baby-jumper, a swing, a carriage,
andmanyotherarticlesuseful in thenursery.

-—sº
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0ur New Name.

With this number of the PHRENoloGI
cAl Journal we have merged LIFE Illus
TRATED, which contributes its name as a
portion of the title of the united publication.
The Journal being now enlarged by the
addition of EIGHT PAGEs, and the choicest
kinds of matter which have made the

columns of “LIFE” so widely popular, will
hereafter find place in the enlarged Journal.
We intend to abate nothing in zeal, energy,
and expense, to render the Phrenological
and Educational departments of the enlarg
ed Journal acceptable and profitable to the
reader, and by incorporating with that the
racy elements of LIFE Illustrated, to make,

under the union of both, a Journal more
extensively useful, practical, and popular,
than either could be alone.

It will be seen, by referring to club

terms, in another column, that
the enlarged Journal will not
be increased in price, though

rendered not only much more
expensive to the publishers,
but more valuable to subscrib
ers. We confidently trust,
therefore, that the friends of
both will now find new rea
sons for aiding in the more
universal circulation of the
“PHRENological Jouh NAL
AND LIFE Illustrated.”

---
PROF. LOUIS AGASSIZ.
CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.---
PhrenoLOGICAL CHARACTER.

This eminent man has a re
markable physiology and phre
nology. Of him it may be said,
as it can be of few American
scholars, that he has, literally,
“a sound mind in a sound
body.” He has a capacious
chest, and breathes deeply and PR OF E S 8 OR L OU IS A G A S S I Z.
freely; a good muscular sys
tem, which renders him strong, earnest, and
active; also a large brain, and a very active
nervous system; but that nervous system is
so amply supported by a healthy and vigorous
body, that his intellectual manifestations are
all normal and healthy.
We have all seen how confused and dis

torted the rays of light are which pass
through wrinkled window-glass, and also how
pure and equal the rays which pass through
glass which is straight, clear, and sound.

This figure illustrates the distorted, abnormal,
and eccentric mental manifestations which
come through the medium of an unhealthy
physical system—a brain not well sustained
by a healthy body. Prof. Agassiz, having a
large, well-developed brain, sustained by a
most excellent constitution and admirable
health, sends forth thoughts which are clear,
normal, distinct, and true, like the sun’s rays,
which pass through a perfect medium. We
could almost count on our fingers all the real /§c —sº
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healthy and well-balanced men to be found in
either of the three learned professions in our
country. Nearly everybody is warped, made
up of strength and weakness not only, but
their qualities are not exhibited in a harmoni
ous and healthy manner, for the simple reason
that, in the process of acquiring an education,
the tone of the body has been depressed or
misdirected. Some have an undue tendency

of blood to the brain, others have dyspepsia,
and thousands of others have a peculiar.
nervous irritability, which seems to unbalance
the normal action of the mind; and when we
find, in the pulpit, at the bar, in the legisla
ture, or in the halls of science, a man whe
has maintained the healthy balance of his
physical constitution and a harmonious action
of his brain, it gives us a pleasure akin to
that of the traveler who, having wandered
among stinted shrubs and dwarfed herbage, on
arid plains, comes in sight of an oasis of ver
dant meadows and trees bearing luscious fruit.
Prof. Agassiz is like such an oasis, and the
world is indebted to that health of body, and
that early culture of body and mind in har
mony, for the great results of his labors.
A side-view of the head of our subject

would show an enormous development of the
perceptive organs, and a large development of
the upper or reflective part of the forehead,
especially the middle portion; and if the
reader will look directly in the center, where
the forehead joins the hair, he will see a dis
tinct upward and forward development. This
is the region of Human Nature and Compari
son, which impart to the mind the power of
discrimination, criticism, and the study of
analogies in matter, mind, and morals.
At Causality, on each side of the center of

the upper part of the forehead, the head is
largely developed, showing a Websterian ten
dency for logic, outreach and comprehensive
mess of thought, ability to grasp first princi
ples, and to understand the philosophy of
things and ideas. The whole front-head, from
the ears, is long and large, showing unsur
passed intellectual development.
Observe, also, that fullness on the temples,

which is the region of Constructiveness and
Ideality. He has a remarkable talent for
comprehending the adaptation and fitness of
things, for studying the combinations and inter
play of thoughts and things—in short, he has
mechanical and inventive talent, joined to that
Ideality which gives a creative imagination.
His large perceptive organs, especially large

Individuality and Order, which give quickness
of observation, and order in the arrangement
of everything. To the thinker, Order imparts
method to his thoughts, and that harmony in
the action of the mind which is necessary to
become a general scholar. The middle of the
forehead is rounded and prominent, showing
great power to retain knowledge, and to recall
it for use when wanted.

His Language is amply developed, as seen
by the unusual fullness underneath the eye.
His head is comparatively wide through the
region of the ears, indicating energy, effi
ciency, economy, and prudence. The head is
also high, showing strong benevolence, rever
ence, and firmness.
He is kind, liberal, respectful, persevering,

independent, truthful, just, and warmly social
in his disposition. He is a man of compre
hensive intellect, excellent memory, great
activity, originality, industry, and persever
ance. -

BIOGRAPHY.

The science of Natural History has re
ceived more illumination from the lips and
pen of this profound scholar than from any
other one man of the whole army of those
“whose names are written on high” in the
archives of science. Nature seems to have
designed him for his task in giving him “a
sound mind in a sound body.” From his birth
he seems to have inherited a strong constitu
tion, which he early improved by his constant
exposure to the rough mountain-air of his na
tive land. In no other portion of our globe is
there to be found such wild and romantic
scenery as among the hills of Switzerland,
and there, too, are the physical features of the
race most perfectly developed. Besides all
this, science, learning, and religion have for
ages been cherished, liberalized, and encour
aged among the fastnesses of these eternal
hills.
Here, in this invigorating atmosphere, Louis

Agassiz drew in the first inspiration of his
mortal existence—it was in the little town

of Orbe, at Waatland, Switzerland, in the
year 1807. His father was the intelligent
and pious pastor to the church of the village,
and young Louis was early taught the pre
cepts of holy living. The good seed thus early
sown in the soil of his soul has never died
out, but has been fostered and grown to happy
results. Almost in his infancy he exhibited
the strongest love of knowledge. He would
listen to the conversation of his father and
those friends who visited him with a mani
festation of intelligence quite remarkable in
so young a child, and when he had learned to
read he was always found with some instruc
tive book in his hand. Before he was ten
years of age he exhibited a decided predilec
tion for the pursuit of natural history. He
was never happier than in threading the in
tricate mazes of his mountain home, or in
climbing those sharp acclivities in search of
some new fern, or flower, or fossil, or other
manifestation of his favorite study, while the
finding of the least of these filled his soul with
delight, amply repaying him for all the fa
tigue and labor he had undergone.
Pastor Agassiz had the sagacity to discover

the rich germs of intellect in the soul of his
brave boy, and he determined to use every

→
[MAY,

means within his reach to bring them forth in
all their due proportions and richness. At
the tender age of eleven he was sent to Biel,
where was a celebrated gymnasium. The
hardy methods of juvenile development prac
ticed in that school were admirably adapted
to the habits and tastes, as well as the phy
sique of young Agassiz, and such was his
proficiency that he was promoted to the Acade
my of Lausanne before he was fifteen. Here his
unquenchable thirst for knowledge led to the
severest application to his studies, and ena
bled him to outstrip his fellow-students in the
race for academic honors. About 1826 he

was matriculated at the University at Zurich,
where his modest bearing, the purity of his
life, and the close application of his intel
lectual powers to his studies won for him the
respect and even the love of his tutors and
fellow-students. Here he acquired that broad
and deep foundation for his knowledge of med
icine and the exact sciences which has made
him a marked man in these studies. Having
graduated with the highest honors of the Uni
versity, he entered the world-renowned schools
of Munich and Heidelburg. Here he devoted
himself, for the space of nearly three years, to
the study of comparative anatomy and its

kindred sciences, to no branch of which was
he more devotedly given than to chemistry in

all its wide and liberal range. It was from
the latter of these institutions that he received

the degree of Doctor of Medicine.
While pursuing his studies at Heidelburg,

and after his graduation, he devoted himself
with great zeal to the study of the natural
history of the piscatory races. It was about
this time that the celebrated Martius asked
and obtained his assistance in compiling and
editing his famous work containing an ac
count of the fishes, discovered by Spix, in the
waters of Brazil. The arduous and delicate
task of arranging and classifying the one
hundred and sixteen species of fishes which
Spix had discovered, fell entirely to the hands

of our youthful student; yet so successfully
was this work accomplished, that there has
not yet occurred the necessity for a re-classi
fication. Immediately on the conclusion of
this great work, he wrote and published hi

s
“Natural History of the Fresh-Water Fishes

of Europe,” a work of great thoroughness, and
which has become a text-book for students in

this department of science. Nearly in con
junction with this, his untiring pen gave to

the world his “Researches on Fossil Fishes.”
and hi

s “Descriptions of Echinodermes;”
themselves a rich library of scientifie knowl
edge. It was wonderful to behold the amount

of literary labor of which he was capable.
He seems to have been possessed of powers of
mental endurance which were actually ine”
pable of fatigue or ennui. No sooner was
one work accomplished, than with a spirit re

freshed, rather than wearied with past tasks,
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he entered upon his new labors with a zeal
which knew no bounds or satiability.
It was while engaged in these works that a

friend sent him a fish-scale, of peculiar shape,
which had been exhumed from the chalk
formations beneath the city of Paris. It had
once belonged to a race of fishes now extinct,
and this was the only available testimonial
which had come to the hands of any scholar.
Nothing daunted, Agassiz set to work to give
from these slender materials the exact posi
tion and relation of this antediluvian among
his tribes. He first drew a profile of the ex
tinct fish, placing the acquired scale in its
proper place, and then gave it a name and de
scribed its habits, etc. He then sent the
drawing, together with the description, to the
Journal of Arts and Sciences, then, as now,
issued at Paris, where it was published at
length. Five years subsequent to this publi
cation, in which Agassiz had risked his repu
tation, his friend fortunately discovered a per
fect fossil specimen of the defunct race of fish
es, and sent it for his inspection. Upon ex
amination, so accurately had he made his
drawing, not a single line had to be altered.
Professor Agassiz has not been a mere stu

dent of the outward world; he has “ looked
through nature up to nature's God.” From
all his scientific researches he has resolved, to
his own satisfaction, several of the popular
questions of theology prevalent in the world.
About twenty-five years since he gave the
world his famous work, “Study of the Gla
ciers,” in which he controverted the popular
idea of the creation, and the planetary changes
which the surface of the earth has undergone

since it became a planet. The religious and
scientific schools were startled by the views
advanced by this astute savan, and the whole
literary world was filled with the controversy
which they evoked. The modesty with which
he threw these opinions before the world has
only been equaled by the bearing and courage
with which he has constantly maintained and
defended them against church and college. If
a complete revolution of these long-established
opinions may not rationally be expected, yet
a marked change is already apparent in the
faith of thousands.
Mr. Agassiz has studied with great care the

historical record of the world, and made him
self familiar with the political constitutions of
the various countries of mankind, and their
practical workings with the respective na
tions among which they have been cherished.
After long and impartial examination, he de
cided in favor of the government of the United
States, and resolved to become a loving and
obedient subject of the same. Accordingly,
some twenty years since, he took up his resi
dence with us, becoming a naturalized citi
zen. Immediately on reaching our shores his
indefatigable spirit set to work to examine the
physical features of our widely-spread coun

try. He explored the land and the waters all
along the coast of our seaboard, from the far
ther shores of Lake Superior to the Atlantic,
and from the sunny shores of the Pacific to
the waters of the Passamaquoddy. At this
time he was called, by the University of Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, to the chair of Nat
ural Philosophy, which we believe he still
occupies with honor to himself and usefulness
to the University. He afterward received a
call to the professorship of Comparative An
atomy in the University of Charleston, South
Carolina, but on due deliberation decided to
remain in Cambridge.
But, after all, it is the morale of the man

that renders him a favorite in all the circles

of his acquaintance. Modest, affable to his
inferiors and respectful to his compeers, his
society is eagerly sought and cordially cher
ished by all whose opportunities bring them
into contact with his gigantic intellect and
gentle, childlike nature. His history is one
which every youth of our land should study,
and whose pure character he should strive to
emulate. -

[ForLifeIllustrated.)
BEAUTY AND INTELLIGENCE.

BY MRs. R. S. HUME.

It has been remarked that persons in whom
the moral sentiments and the intellect pre
dominate are seldom remarkable for beauty.
Indeed, it is generally conceded that a major
ity of highly intellectual persons have been
plain, and some of them exceedingly so. The
superficial observer might suppose that the
Great Creator, designing to be impartial in
His gifts, bestows beauty on some and a high
order of intelligence on others. The reflecting
mind, however, discovers a more immediate
cause. Beauty naturally elicits admiration,
admiration produces flattery, flattery begets
vanity, and vanity devotes its leisure time to

the contemplation of its own charins, the dec
oration of its person, and preparing for re
newed adulation. The organ of Approbative
messbecomes extremely active, and such per
sons are not content with past victories, but
are always thirsting for fresh conquest. Under
these circumstances, the intellect and moral
sentiments are little cultivated. Could we

trace the history of literary persons, perhaps
we should ascertain that many of them had,
by some casualty, been cut off in early life
from the common routine of amusements pe
culiar to their class. The deformity of the
Rev. Henry Giles may have had much influ
ence, by depriving him of the society of his
fellows and the pleasures attending such so
ciety, in producing the profound thinker and
eloquent orator. His misfortune threw him
into seclusion, and the human mind, when
deprived of external sources of enjoyment,
instinctively turns within itself for entertain

ment. Hence, probably, arose the habit of

investigation—of observing the qualities of

external objects, and the relation they bear to

each other. While listening to his eloquence,
we forget his deformity; every blemish is

,

for
the time, thrown into the shade. We watch
his lips with strict attention, and are con
vinced by his reasoning. Elizabeth of En
gland was plain in person, yet, notwithstand
ing her unusual strength of mind, she was
given to vanity. The extravagant praise be
stowed on her by her subjects, and the excess
ive flattery of numerous lords and princes, who,
for more than twenty years, vied with each
other for her affections, in order to share her
power, deceived even the masculine mind of

Elizabeth, and caused her to believe she was
very beautiful. She painted her face, and
seldom appeared twice in the same attire, and
at her death left one thousand dresses in her
wardrobe. Elizabeth loved literature and
aspired to authorship. Notwithstanding the
cares and duties devolving on her as a sove
reign, and her amusements, her tournaments,
and grand progresses through her domains,
still she found intervals of leisure to return to
her favorite studies. But her literary taste
had been formed before she was exposed to

flattery or subject to vanity. In her youth
she was considered an unfortunate princess,
because imprisoned by her cruel sister; but it

is probable that to this long and solitary con
finement she owed much of her greatness.

Books were her only companions, and, having
a quick apprehension and a retentive memory,

with large reflective organs, she assiduously
cultivated the remarkable talents for which
she was afterward distinguished. The ladies

of her court and kingdom, in imitation of their
queen, devoted themselves to literary pursuits;
and in no age can England boast so high an
order of intelligence among its females as

during the reign of Elizabeth.
--e--

A WORD FOR PERENOLOGY.
[A gentleman, a stranger to us, residing in theState of

Mississippi,writing recentlyon business,makesthe fol
lowing remarks,which we think are too good to be lost,
and which,no doubt,hewill be surprised to see in print.

- EDs.PHEEN.Joun.]
“SEvKRAL years ago, while in Yale College,

I read some of your publications, and liked
them. Having graduated in 1854 at that no
ble institution, I, of course, studied there the

old system of Mental Philosophy—that of

Hamilton, Reid, etc.; but with nearly seven
years of close observation of men under cir
cumstances giving me great varieties of char
acter for observation, I am becoming more and
more convinced of the truth and value of
phrenological science. More than a year ago

I bought about fifteen dollars' worth of your
works and publications. I read Combe on

the ‘Constitution of Man,” and after, and,
indeed, somewhat before, reading, I thought
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much on the charge against you as being
materialists, and the alleged conflict of your
system with the doctrine of responsibility—
but I see no consistency in the charge. Chris
tianity, or rather its modern expounders, will,
I think, find, ultimately, that the science of
Phrenology will claim for its rugged places,
valleys, and strata the same respect which
enlightened Christians are already extending
to similar protuberances, deficiencies, and pe
culiarities which Geology has pointed out on
and in the cranium of old mother earth. As
the best Christians now read the Bible and
Hugh Miller together, it is not improbable
that in a few years they will read the Bible
and Gall, Spurzheim, Combe, Caldwell, and
Fowler together; and when they do so, they
will probably find a family of works living
together as peacefully as ‘Barnum's Happy
Family, but with more solid and beneficial
ends than that of mere exhibition, although

the exhibition, even, in the instance stated,
illustrates the secret of adaptation, and teaches
us to find in apparent incompatibilities the
common ground upon which all truth stands.
As we approach unity, we approach God.”

PEIRENOLOGY VINDICATED
AGAINST THE CHARGES OF MATERIALISM AND

FATALISM.

BY CHARLES CALDWELL, M.D.

[ooxcLUDEDFromPAGE51)

WILL anti-phrenologists deny or even con
trovert any of these allegations 2 Will they
assert that they can, by education and train
ing, so far improve the human spirit as to
convert it from a feeble to a strong, or from an
immoral to a moral one * Will they even haz
ard their reputation, by declaring their positive
knowledge that education operates on the spirit
at all 2 If so, they hold their reputation by so
frail a tenure that they will certainly lose it.

They do not know, nor does anybody else, that

he experiences in his spirit the slightest
change by any form of education he can re
ceive. On the contrary, there is strong reason

to believe that he does not. That his organ
ized matter is changed by education, ean not

be doubted; because the fact is susceptible of

proof. But that the human spirit is precisely
the same after education that it was before, is

a position which, though not, perhaps, demon
strable, there is much more reason to believe
than to doubt. As already stated, if it be in

any way altered, no matter whether for better

or worse, its identity is destroyed.
Such are some of the defects of the hypothe

sis maintained by anti-phrenologists and meta
physicians respecting the moral improvement

of man by education and example. They im
plant vicious propensities in the spirit, from
which they are utterly unable to remove them.
They know not that the spirit can be changed;
they are ignorant of any means by which a

change in it can be effected ; nor were such
means in their possession, would they know
how to use them. As respects any form of

mental improvement, therefore, education, con
ducted on their notions, would be wholly un
availing. They radicate in the spirit the
scions of vice, which nothing but the Creator

of the spirit can pluck out.
On the principles of this hypothesis (if, in

deed, principle can be predicated of a thing so

incongruous, vague, and unintelligible) fatal
ism is complete. Unless supernatural agency
come to his aid, each individual must be in

the constant commission of his besetting sin.
For the extinguishment of the propensity giv
ing a proneness to it, his spirit can not be

changed except miraculously; nor has it any
separate portion, in which a virtuous and
countervailing sentiment can reside. But to

allege that a vicious and a virtuous disposi
tion can inhabit the same point of either spirit

or matter, is rank absurdity. In truth, to

represent the human spirit as an indivisible
substance, possessing at once, within its own
compass, a heterogeneous mass of vices and
virtues (for human virtues have an existence

as well as human vices)—a representation of

this sort is not only unintelligible and contra
dictory, it is unqualified nonsense. So replete

is it with folly, and so repulsive to common
sense, that, when thus analyzed, stripped of
its garb of superstition and prejudice, which
has so long concealed and protected it from
derision, and exhibited in its naked form and
fallacy—when thus dealt with, no one will
have the weakness to adopt and defend it.

Yet has it been the doctrine of metaphysicians
since the days of Aristotle, and is the doctrine

of anti-phrenologists at the present day. And

I repeat that, as far as it deserves any name,

it is unsophisticated fatalism. And the reason

of this assertion has been already rendered.
The doctrine, if it can be so called, infixes in

the spirit of man an active principle of vice,
from whose destructive influence no earthly
means can rescue it. All hope of amendment,
therefore, from human efforts being thus ex
tinguished, our race has no alternative, under
this scheme of philosophy, but to sin on, in

utter despair of sublunary aid, and looking
for the means and the process of reform er
clusively from above. But on the fallacy, un
christian character, and ruinous tendency of

this hypothesis, it were a waste of time in me

to dwell any longer. I shall therefore decline

al
l

further consideration of it, with the single
remark, that if, by a thorough examination of

the subject, metaphysicians and anti-phrenol
ogists can convict me of a single error in pre
ferring against their scheme of philosophy the
charge of fatalism, it shall be instantly re
nounced. Meantime, as relates to such charge,
let the doctrines of that philosophy, as just
represented, be fairly contrasted with those of

Phrenology, and the issue be marked.

Here, in their characters and bearings, all
things present themselves under not only a

different, but an opposite aspect. Phrenology
offers no such disrespect and injustice to the
Deity, through an accusation of His works, as

to admit of the existence of a human propen
sity, one of the constitutional elements of man,
vicious in its nature. Such an admission would
virtually pronounce the Creator to be the au
thor of unqualified evil. Our science only ad
mits that certain propensities belonging to

man may become sources of vice, through the
fault of their possessor, who negligently allows
them to run to excess in their action, pampers
and urges them to such excess by improper
practices, or in some other manner misapplies

or abuses them. And all these things he does
voluntarily and of choice, having it amply in

his power to prevent or avoid them. In this
case, I say, no shade of imputation is thrown

on the Deity, as if He were actually the au
thor of sin; whereas it is impossible, as might

be easily made to appear, to defend from that
irreverent and impious charge the doctrines of

anti-phrenology. But, without farther remark
on the errors and mischiefs of that fast-fading
scheme of mental philosophy, I shall again
turn to its opposite, and, as respects the charge

of fatalism preferred against it, bring its doc
trines more strictly to the test of observation
and experience, reason and common sense.
According to the doctrines maintained in

Phrenology, none of the mental faculties of

man, in their natural and well-regulated con
dition, as already mentioned, are tributary to

vice; and but a few of them can become so,
even in cases of excess, misapplication, and
abuse. These are Amativeness, Destructive
ness, Combativeness, Acquisitiveness, and Se
cretiveness; and they have their seats, not in

simple spirit, but in compound material organs,
whose vigor of action, if likely to become ex
cessive in degree, and vicious in its issue, can
be restrained and overruled in a manner to be
presently described.

From this enumeration it will be perceived
that all the faculties which, by their excess or

abuse, may minister to vice, belong to the
animal compartment of the brain. In oppo
sition to these, or at least as a balance to
bridle their impetuosity, and prevent their
propensities from running into vice, may be
arrayed the reflective faculties, all the strictly
moral faculties, and the most powerful of those
that may be called semi-moral. By this an
tagonism of mental powers, the mind can be
held in a state of equilibrium, as relates to

vice and virtue; or rather, as will presently
appear, a preponderance toward the latter
may be easily imparted to it.

The restrictive faculties, more especially
referred to as being best qualified to withhold
the mind from vice, and ineline it to virtue,
are Causality and Comparison, Benevolence,

Veneration, Conscientiousness, Self-Esteem,

—sº:
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Cautiousness, Love of Approbation, and Firm
ness. And these are also seated in cerebral
organs, most of them comparatively large and
powerful; and they may all be materially
augmented in size and strength by suitable
training. It might be correctly added, that,
in many cases, Hope, Wonder, and Ideality
unite their influence to that of the more strict
ly moral and the reflective organs in the pre
vention of vice and the promotion of virtue.
Such, in its relation to morality and im

morality, vice and virtue, is the constitution
of the human mind. It possesses five facul
ties which may, by excess, neglect, and abuse,
lead to vice, and eight, at least, of about equal
strength, whose only tendency is toward vir
tue; and another which, in co-operation with
the latter, gives them steadfastness and per
severance. In addition to these, three more,
as just mentioned, co-operate occasionally in
the same good cause. And it is repeated that
the organs of the faculties which may minister
to vice can be enfeebled not a little, and those
of the faculties which, from their nature, must
subserve the cause of virtue and sound morals,
in an equal degree invigorated, by a judicious
and well-concerted scheme of education and
training. Thus may the balance in favor of
virtue be made greatly to preponderate.
If a mind thus constituted and disciplined

can have any liability or propension to fatal
ism, it must be to a fatalism of virtue, rather
than of vice. Its leaning must be toward
moral rather than immoral actions. Any one
of the strong moral faculties will be as likely
as any one of the animal to become the ruling
passion of the individual, and sway his con
duct. And when the reflective and all the
moral faculties unite and co-operate, they
must necessarily predominate in influence and
action over any one or two, or even all of the
animal faculties, and not only restrain their
propensity to crime, but prove, in their own
joint power, a certain and abiding fountain of
virtue. For the more complete illustration
and establishment of this point, a brief anal
ysis of it will be sufficient.
Suppose an individual with Destructiveness

so largely developed as to give him a propen
sity to the shedding of blood. His confeder
acy of antagonizing organs, if duly cultivated
and strengthened, will be more than sufficient
to restrain him from crime. They are as fol
lows:
Benevolence, in the emphatic language and

subduing tones of clemency, kindness, and
mercy, implores him to do no injury to the
object of his malice, and to inflict no pain on
his connections and friends. Veneration sol
emnly warns him, in the name of all that is
sacred and holy—especially as he regards the
precepts, example, and injunctions of the wise,
the good, and the revered of all ages, climes,
and countries, and the commands of his God,
with the penalty annexed in case of violation

—to withhold his hand from the meditated

deed. Conscientiousness, in a manner no less
stern and mandatory, admonishes him to ab
stain from an act which is not only unjust and
flagrantly wrong in its own nature, but which
can hardly fail to visit him in future, whether
sleeping or waking, with the condemnation of

repentance and the agonies of remorse. Self
Esteem assures him that he will forfeit and
irrecoverably lose whatever sentiment of self
respect and personal dignity he may have
hitherto possessed, and will pass the remain
der of his life under a deep and withering
sense of self-degradation. Approbativeness
will remonstrate with him on the loss he
must sustain in the regard of his fellow-men.
Cautiousness, invoking him to beware, will
alarm him for his personal safety and welfare.
The reflecting faculties will place before him,
in colors of blood, the fearful and ruinous con
sequences of the deed of guilt. And Firmness,
uniting with these virtuous associates, will
give stability to their resolution and perse
verance to their efforts. And I repeat, that
Hope, Wonder, and Ideality, being much more
akin to good than evil, and much more grati
fied with beauty than deformity, will not fail

to unite in the praiseworthy association.
Such is the confederacy of moral and re

flecting organs and faculties that may be ar
rayed against a single animal organ, each of
them individually being nearly, and some of
them entirely, equal to itself in size and
strength, to withhold it from crime. And
they can effect their purpose as certainly and
easily as seven or eight men, each equal in

strength to the intended offender, can, when
resolutely determined on it, prevent a single
man within their reach from perpetrating
murder. And the same confederacy may be

brought to act against any other animal organ,
and stay its movement, when about to plunge
into some immoral and forbidden deed.

Is Acquisitiveness about to lead to theft,
swindling, or any other form of felony or

fraud 2 These acts are odious to the same
organs with murder, and will, on the same
principles, and with the same salutary result,

be opposed by them. Is Combativeness on

the eve of a lawless quarrel or a mischievous
riot ? Does Secretiveness meditate deceit or
duplicity, treachery or open falsehood 2 Or
does Amativeness urge to an act of profligacy
and dishonor ? In either case, the combina
tion of the higher organs to preserve peace
and morality, and to prevent crime, is the
same. And, provided those organs are trained
and invigorated, as they are and ought to be,
their success is certain. It is as certain, I

repeat, as is that of eight strong and resolute
men over a single man, not superior in strength

to either of them, in the following case:
The party is assembled in the same room.

A stranger enters, to whom one of them is

hostile, and whom he is determined to assas

sinate, the others being privy to his felonious
design. That it is perfectly in their power to

prevent the deed, provided they act opportunely
and in concert, will not be denied. With equal
ease, moreover, could they restrain the indi
vidual from the commission of any other crime

or misdemeanor, were his purpose known to

them. And the propensity of an organ to

vicious indulgence is never concealed from
him who possesses it. If he falls into his be
setting sin, therefore, he can not excuse him
self on the plea of ignorance. He can not, I

mean, plead that his superior organs were not
apprised of the lawless propensity of the in
ferior one. His consciousness sufficiently ad
vises him of the fact.

Thus simple and efficient (I might say per
fect) is the system of moral checks and bal
ances which Phrenology recognizes and pre
sents, and the mode of establishing it which

it so plainly teaches. Is it inquired of me
what that mode is ? I reply, that it consists

in giving to the moral and reflecting organs
and their faculties an ascendancy in power
and influence over the animal ones, by culti
vating and strengthening the former by exer
cise, and restraining and moderating the ac
tion of the latter, in case they be inordinately
and dangerously vigorous.
Am I asked again, in what way the animal

organs of the brain may be reduced in power,
when they threaten to become a source of "an
noyance and crime 2 I reply, in the same
way in which any other organ of the body
may be reduced in tone and weakened in ac
tion. Protect those organs from every form

of unnecessary exercise and excitement, and
thus keep them tranquil, which may be effect

ed without difficulty, and the work is done.
Their power is diminished and their excess
prevented. Not more certainly are the mus
cles strengthened by exercise and enfeebled by
inaction than the organs of the brain. By
judicious exercise is every portion of the body
invigorated, and by withholding exercise de
bilitated. This is a maxim as incontestably

true as that things equal to one and the same
thing are equal to one another.

In Phrenology, then, I repeat, there is no
fatalism. Or if there be, its cast is moral.
For, under such a scheme of education and
training, as may be easily accomplished, the
confederacy of faculties leaning toward virtue

is much more powerful than any single fac
ulty, whose excess of action may lead to vice.
And the animal faculties, especially when
their propensities are inordinately strong, do

not act eonfederately, but seek each one its
own individual gratification.
As far as concerns the vindication of Phre

.nology from the charges of materialism and
fatalism, I might here close my paper. But

I have promised a few remarks of a more di
rect and pointed character on the subject of

Free Will; and to the fulfillment of thatc= —e.g.
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promise I shall now proceed, with the settled
design that my remarks shall be brief. And
first, of the meaning that should be attached
to the term Will.
Metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists con

sider the will as a distinct faculty of the mind,
possessing a control over certain other facul
ties. Phrenologists, on the contrary, regard it
as only a function or mode of action of the in
tellectual faculties; for to that elass of facul
ties alone does it belong. It is nothing, there
fore, but a power of applying those faculties

at pleasure to certain selected purposes and
pursuits.

As respects itself, however, the will is not

so free as to be arbitrary. It is controlled, as

already mentioned, by causes under the de
nomination of motives. And those motives

govern it in its actions, as certainly and uni
formly as gravitation governs the movements

of the running stream and the falling body.

Am I asked what these will-controlling mo

tives are, and whence they are derived ? I
answer: They are propensities or appetites in
the form of desires, and are furnished by the

affective faculties of the mind—I mean, by the

animal propensities and the moral sentiments.

It is in some shape for the gratification of
these that the intellectual faculties will to

act, or not to act. Provided, therefore, the

affective faculties be suitably educated and

correctly inclined, the intellectual faculties,
in providing means to gratify them by meet
ing their desires, will necessarily minister to

the establishment of sound morals and the

promotion of virtue—and the reverse. Are

the affective faculties so uneducated, or so

badly educated, that those belonging to the

animal compartment of the brain are loose

and unbridled in their propensities, and pre
ponderate over those of the moral and reflect
ing compartments 2 In such a case, the intel
lectual faculties become the panders to evil
and licentious passions and minister to vice.

In each instance the affective faculties, though

they have no will of their own, furnish the

motives which govern the will, and, through
the instrumentality of it, throw the intellect
ual faculties into action. To exemplify this
proposition:
An individual, in whom Conscientiousness

and Benevolence are predominant faculties, is

introduced to a family that has suffered wrong

and oppression, and been reduced by them to

poverty and bitter distress. A strong desire

is awakened in him to redress their wrong, by

having justice done to them, and to relieve

their sufferings by offices of kindness and acts

of beneficence. And to this desire his will
conforms. Hence, to furnish means for the

accomplishment of his intention, his intellect

ual faculties are immediately at work. Are
the sufferers still agonized by the actual con
tact of the rod of injustice? That rod he in
dignantly snatches from the hand of the op
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pressor, and thus disarms cruelty of its power

to injure. Are they broken-heartedly and
hopelessly languishing in a dungeon 7 He

throws open their prison door, and restores

them to light, and liberty, and joy. Are they

in want of food, and clothing, and a place of

shelter and residence 2 He provides them

with all, and does not leave them until their
comforts are complete. While thus engaged,

though his will is under the control of his

moral faculties, he feels that it is free. And,

under that impression, he would severely con
demn himself did he refuse to obey the virtu
ous impulse. In this way do the affective

overrule to their purposes the intellectual
faculties.

In another person, who is defective in Con
scientiousness and Veneration, the predomi

nant faculties are Acquisitiveness and Com
bativeness. He is in need of money, but being

too idle and unprincipled to resort to the re
sources of honest industry, his boldness de
termines him to gratify by robbery his lawless
cupidity. Here, again, the will conforms to

the overruling propensity. Accordingly, the
intellectual faculties being put into requisi
tion, suggest the time and place most suitable

for the ambush, and provide the weapons to

be employed on the occasion. Nor is the will
under the slightest degree of constraint, though

actually controlled by the master propensities.

In proof that it is not constrained, if, instead

of one traveler unarmed, four or five well
armed, and carrying with them immense

wealth, approach the place of the robber's
concealment, though his Acquisitiveness burns

with ardor for the booty, he, notwithstanding,

shrinks from an attack. Why? Because his
Cautiousness, taking the alarm, warns of the
danger of an encounter with so formidable a

party, and assumes, for the time, the control
of the will.

In a third case, an individual being unprin
cipled from a lack of the moral organs and

faculties, is strongly marked with Acquisitive

ness and Cautiousness, and is defective in

Combativeness. Such a man possesses the

elements of a thief, and will basely purloin

what he has not the courage to procure by the

pistol. Here, again, the will is influenced by

the dominant propensities, unbridled Acquisi
tiveness pointing to the property to be gained,

and Cautiousness to the mode of gaining it.

In every other voluntary transaction, wheth

er virtuous or vicious, the mental machinery

concerned is the same. The affective faculties

furnish the motives to action, and lead the in
tellectual faculties, through the medium of the
will, to prepare the means.

In conclusion, though I do not pretend to

have completely solved, in the foregoing pages,

the problem of Free Will, because I deem such

solution impracticable, I trust I have shown

it to be fully as compatible with Phrenology

as with any other scheme of mental philoso

phy. And that, perhaps, should be the sum

mit of my aim. But in alleging that it is

much more compatible, I might safely defy

metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists to put

me in the wrong.
Phrenology unquestionably furnishes,through

the affective faculties, the motives between

which the will may choose, in a much more

simple and intelligible manner, than any other

scheme of mental philosophy with which I am
acquainted. In truth, I know of no other

scheme in which the existence and operation

of such motives is intelligible at all. The

hypothesis that the motives, and the will, and
the memory, and the judgment, and the im
agination are all seated in the mind, which

is even less than a partless indivisible point—
such an hypothesis amounts to a mental laby

rinth, which I have neither the sagacity to

thread, nor the courage to attempt it.

T.A.L.K WITH REA DERB,

T. A. D
. Did Dr. Gall say that the only

way to prove Phrenology was to destroy cer
tain portions of the brain, and thus show that

certain faculties of the mind were thereby

destroyed ?

ANs. No. Dr. Gall discovered Phrenology

by other means, and though, like other medical
men of his time, he may have experimented in

that way on animals to learn the seat of

muscular motion in the brain, he never to our
knowledge even contemplated so absurd a

practice as to commit multiplied homicides to

verify his theory of the relation of brain to

mind.

2d. How and by what means were the

organs of Hope and Conscientiousness dis
covered P

ANs. By repeated and long-continued ob
servation on people who had the faculties in

question strong and weak, and on those who

were insane in these respects.
3d. Please describe the peculiar develop

ment of the organ of Language which in
dicates the memory of names.
ANs. That kind of memory, we think, de

pends on a combination of faculties with
Language, among which are Individuality,
Order, Tune, and Continuity.

4th. Have eminent men received Phrenology
as a science 2

ANs. The celebrated Dr. Vimont was ap
pointed by his fellow-members of the Royal

College of Medicine of Paris, to investigate

Phrenology and report upon its claims. He

spent two or more years, and went into a most

elaborate analysis of the whole subject; col
lected thousands of specimens of animal
phrenology, and, finally, contrary to the ex
pectation of his friends who appointed him,

and contrary also to his own original predilec

tions, he made a most elaborate and over
whelming report in favor of Phrenology.
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The celebrated Dr. John Elliottson, F.R.S.,
President of the Royal Medical Society of
London, Professor of Principles and Practice
of Medicine, and Dean of Faculty in the
University of London, lent the strength of his
great name and eminent scientific attainments
to the support of Phrenology, and was for
years president of the London Phrenological
Society. He said that he “had devoted some
portion of every day, for twenty years, to the
study of Phrenology,” and adds, that he
“feels convinced of the phrenological being
the only sound view of the mind, and of
Phrenology being as true, as well-founded in
fact, as the science of Astronomy and Chem
istry.”
Dr. John Mackintosh, Professor of Principles

and Practice of Physic, Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, etc., said:
“The more closely I study mind in health
and disease, the more firm are my convictions
of the soundness of the phrenological doctrines.
I regard Phrenology as the true basis of the
science of mind.”
Professor Charles Caldwell, M.D., president

of the Transylvania University, at Louisville,
Ky., whose pen was never, in this country,
surpassed for clearness and vigor, sustained
the science for more than forty years, by lec
tures, essays, and books.
Horace Mann, to whom the nation owes

more, for its present educational excellence,
than to any other ten men, studied Phrenology
under the great Spurzhiem, and understood it
theoretically as well as any man of his time ;

and he taught it, practiced upon its teachings,
and made it the basis of his entire system of

instruction and mental culture. The world is

reaping the fruit which he planted, and his
writings, inspired by Phrenology, shall il

lumine the ‘path of the true teacher in all
coming time

The late Dr. John W. Francis, of New
York, eminent in literature as well as in

science, and one of the foremost men of his
time for liberal culture and scope of mind, was

a believer in and advocate of Phrenology.
He was President of the first Phrenological
Society formed in the city of New York. But
we need not go to the realm of the dead to

find believers in and advocates of Phrenology
among men eminent in science and in litera
ture. We beg to mention a few of the living :

Dr. J. W
.

C. Smith, of Boston; Dr. Samuel G
.

Howe, of Boston; Dr. Andrew Boardman, of

New York, author of the “Defense of Phre
mology;” Judge Hurlbut, of New York,
author of “ Human Rights and their Political
Guarantees,” which is based on Phrenology;
Dr. Bell and Dr. McClintock, of Philadelphia;
Dr. Valentine Mott and Dr. J. Marion Sims, of

New York; Dr. Buttolph, Superintendent New
Jersey State Lunatic Asylum ; Dr. Rockwell,
Superintendent Vermont Lunatic Asylum; Dr.
Nicholas, Superintendent Insane Asylum,

Washington, D.C., formerly of the Blooming
dale (N. Y.) Lunatic Asylum ; Dr. D

. T.

Brown, the present Superintendent Blooming
dale Lunatic Asylum ; Prof. Johnson, Pro
fessor of Chemistry, Yale College; Rev. Dr.
Bellows, of New York; Rev. David Syme,
Professor of Mathematics, etc., Brooklyn,
N. Y.; Rev. John Pierpoint; Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher, and we might add many others.

M E NTA I, PE C U L I A RITIE 5.

A MAN who has an evenly balanced brain, a

harmonious temperament, and a healthy body
glides along through life without showing
peculiarities or eccentricities. Other men
have extra strong passions, which make their
actions unbalanced, and, therefore, peculiar.
Another man, in the same family or neigh
borhood, may have weak passions and strong
moral and intellectual power. His peculiarity

is study, religious emotion, and a disinclina
tion for worldly pleasures. Though the
general phases of character and organization
are inherited, there seem to be some traits
exhibited by different persons which are ap
parently unnatural and singular. Now,
tobacco is nauseous in the extreme to nearly
everybody, and the remark might be ventured,
that of twenty million persons not one would
like the taste of tobacco. Yet we know one

man who, as an infant, craved tobacco, and
would eat it without nausea. This was ac
cidentally discovered by his crying for tobacco
when his father put it into his own mouth.
He thought he would see if the child was
really crying for the tobacco, and brought it to

him, and he ate it with avidity. We know the
ancestors of this child for two generations
back, and all of them, male and female, used
tobacco in some form, yet we are loth to

believe that if twenty generations were to use
tobacco, a generation would inherit an ap
petite for so nauseous a substance. Still, it

doubtless is true that this one child, in some
peculiar freak of nature, inherited a love for
tobacco ; as some children inherit a love for
liquor, or some other poisonous drug.

A gentleman once called at our office for
examination, and we found his Philopro
genitiveness, or parental love, largely de
veloped, and casually remarked to him that

he was fond of children, and would tend
babies with pleasure, when he abruptly
broke out “No, sir, you are mistaken, I have
five children, and not one of them did I ever
take on my lap. I can not bear the idea of

such a thing.” “But,” I remarked, “you are
fond of children, anxious for their welfare,
love to see them play, are disposed to buy
things for them at Christmas and at other
times, for the pleasure their joy affords you.”
Then he said, “This is true; still, I can not
bear the idea of taking one of my children in

my lap, nor did I ever kiss one of them.”

This peculiarity seemed very singular, and
for a few moments we studied it earnestly;
and, as if by intuition, we were led to ask
him this question: “Are you the eldest child?”
“No.” “Had your mother ill-health before
your birth ? and was the child older than you
pretty young when you were born, so that
your mother was wearied to disgust by being
obliged to hold him in her lap 2 or was he ill,
thus inducing fatigue and weariness on her
part 2" He sat a moment in silence, and every
muscle of his face seemed to be in motion,
and with swimming eyes he replied: “I have
now found out the secret of this peculiarity.

I never dreamed why I dreaded to touch one of

my children, yet how it could be possible I

had so strong an interest in and love for
them; but now I see through it. My brother,
older than myself, was four years old when

I was born, and he had been ill all his life;

he was weak in the back, and required to be

held as an infant much of the time, and was

so peevish that he thought nobody but my
mother could hold him; and often she thus
held him until wearied almost to distraction,
and her feelings, doubtless, became intensely
excited with a spirit of repulsion toward
holding him, but not toward his interests and
his happiness; and I,” said he, “have in
herited that disgust which my mother must
have experienced so intensely.”
There are, doubtless, thousands of other

disgusts which we inherit as well as pref
erences. The love for music, interest in

pictures, in shells, in geological specimens, in

flowers, in horseback-riding, and the thousand
other things for which certain persons ex
hibit an almost insane fondness, to the ex
clusion of other things more congenial to the
general mind. Our peculiarities are, doubt
less, inherited as much as the color of our
hair; and we can not always ascertain the
relations between our own peculiarities and
certain peculiar conditions which existed on

the part of our parents anterior to our birth.

The upsetting of a gig was the occasion of

Washington's being born in the United States;
an error of a miner in sinking a well led to

the discovery of Herculaneum ; and a blunder
in nautical adventures resulted in the discov
ery of the island of Madeira.
“Now, gentlemen,” said a nobleman to his

guests, as the ladies left the room, “let us

understand each other; are we to drink like
men or like beasts?” The guests, somewhat
indignant, exclaimed “like men º’ “Then,”

he replied, “we are going to get jolly drunk,
for brutes never drink more than they want ’’

Look AT This.-Were we to ask a hundred
men who from small beginnings have attained

a condition of respectability and influence, to

what they imputed their success in life, the
general answer would be, “It was from being
early compelled to think for and depend on

ourselves.”

Cº
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Now, although these facts go to the root of the evil, they are gen

erally unknown and unattended to. An accomplished manager of the
poor of a parish, according to the present system, is a man who resists,
to the very last extremity, every application for charity; and who,
when resistance is no longer possible, obtains the greatest quantity of
food and raiment for the smallest amount of money. Economy in
contracts is the grand object ; and those managers are covered with
glory who are able to reduce the assessment on the parish one half
per cent. Without meaning at all to depreciate the advantages of
economy, I remark that this mode of management reminds me of the
manner in which an old relative of my own coped with the rushes
which grew abundantly in one of his fields. He employed women,
whom he hired at so many pence a-day, to pull them up ; and if the
wages of the women fell from 10d. to 6d. or 8d. a-day, he thought
that he had managed the rushes to great advantage that year. But it
so happened, that the rushes, like the poor, constantly reappeared,
and the labor of pulling them up never came to an end. At last this
excellent person died, and his son succeeded to the farm. The son
had received a scientific education, and had heard of the chemical
qualities of soil, of the various metals and minerals which are usually
found incorporated with it, and of the effect of these and other circum
stances on vegetation. He thus discovered that stagnant water is the
parent of rushes; and when he succeeded to the farm, he cut a deep
drain through a high bank, obtained declivity sufficient to cause water

to flow, and then eonstructed drains through the field in every direc
tion. By this means he dried the soil; the rushes disappeared, and
have never since been seen there; the labor of pulling them up is

saved, and the money which it cost is devoted to further improvements.

So long as society shall neglect the causes of poverty, and omit to

remove them, and so long as they shall confine their main efforts to

making cheap contracts for supporting the poor, so long will they have

a constant succession of indigent to maintain. Nay, there is a great
tendency in their proceedings to foster the growth of the very poverty
which so grievously distresses them.* I have said that the children

in the charity-workhouses have generally low temperaments and
inferior brains; and that these are the great parents of poverty. To
prevent these children from rearing an inferior race, also bordering on

pauperism, and from becoming paupers themselves in the decline of

life, it would be necessary to improve, by every possible means, their
defective organization. This can be done only by supplying them
with nutritious diet, and paying the utmost attention to their physical
and mental training. By the present system, they are fed on the
poorest fare, and their training is very imperfect. They look dull,
inert, heavy, and lymphatic, and are not fortified so mueh as they
might be against the imperfections of their natural constitutions. In

point of fact, in feeding pauper children with the most moderate quan
tity of the coarsest and cheapest food, means are actually taken to

perpetuate the evil of pauperism; for bad feeling in childhood weakens
the body and mind, and consequently diminishes the power of the
individuals to provide for themselves. Attention, therefore, ought to

be devoted, not merely to the support of existing paupers, but also to

the means of preventing another crop from springing up in the next
generation. Our present system may be compared to that which the
farmer would have pursued, if he had watered the field after pulling
up the rushes, in order to assist nature in accomplishing a new growth.

In making these observations, I beg it to be understood that I do not

* Seenoteon nextcolumn.

blame any particular managers of the poor for their proceedings, or

accuse them of neglect of duty. The principles which I am now ex
pounding have hitherto been unknown to these persons, and are not
yet generally acknowledged by society at large. Public men, there
fore, could not easily act on them. But believing them to be founded

in nature, and to be highly important, I use the freedom to announce
them for general consideration, in the confidence that they will in

time become practical. Whatever may be thought of these views, one
fact, at al

l

events, can not be controverted, namely, that society has
not yet discovered either the causes of poverty or the remedy; hence,

I conceive the statement of new principles to be neither arrogant nor
unnecessary; leaving them, as I do, to stand or fall by the result of

observation and experience.*

LECT U R E XII.

P A U P E R IS M A N D C R. I. M.E.
Causes of pauperismcontinued—Indulgence in intoxicatingliquors—Causesproducing
love of these: Hereditarypredisposition;Excessivelaborwith low diet; Ignorance
-Effects of commercialconvulsions in creatingpauperism—Duty of supporting the
poor—Evils resulting to societyfrom neglect of this duty—Removal of the causes of

pauperismshould be aimedat—Legal assessmentsfor thesupport of thepoor advo
cated–Opposition to newopinions is no reasonfor despondency,provided theyare
sound-Treatment of criminals—Existingtreatmentand its failure to suppresscrime
-Light thrownby Phrenology on this subject—Threeclasses of combinations of the
mentalorgans favorable,unfavorable,and middling—Irresistibleproclivity of some
men to crime—Proposedtreatment of this class of eriminals—Objection as to moral
responsibilityanswered.

In the immediately preceding Lecture I entered upon the considera
tion of the social duty of providing for the poor. The removal of the
causes of pauperism, it was observed, should be aimed at, as well as

the alleviation of the misery attending it. One great cause of pauper
ism mentioned was bodily and mental defect; and it was held that
those thus afflicted should be maintained by society.
Another cause of pauperism is the habit of indulging in intoxicating

liquors. This practice undermines the health of the whole nervous
system, through which it operates most injuriously on the mind. The
intoxicating fluid, by its influence on the nerves of the stomach, stim
ulates the brain, and excites the organs of sensibility, emotion, and
thought, for the time, into pleasing and vivacious action. Hence the
drunkard enjoys a momentary happiness; but when the stimulus is

withdrawn, the tone of the system sinks as far below the healthy state

as during intoxication it was raised above it. He then experiences an
internal void, a painful prostration of strength and vivacity, and a

* The precedingLecturewaswrittenanddelivered in 1885,and theviews of pauper
ismwhich it containswerethengenerallyregarded as theoreticalandunfounded. Sub
sequenteventshavenotonlyprovedthem to be sound,buthavestronglyexcitedpublic
attention to thepainful fact,that in Scotlandpauperismhas increasedand is rapidly
increasing. ProfessorAlison, in his twopamphlets“On the Management of thePoor

in Scotland,” has, in my opinion, demonstrated,by irrefragableevidence, that the
wretchedpittancesdoledout to thepoor in this countryare inadequate to their comfort
able subsistence,and that a continuallyincreasingpauperism is theactual and inevi"
tableconsequence of thedeepmentaldepressionandphysicaldegradation in which they
habituallyexist. 1840.

In England, Dr. Ray and Mr. Tufnell, in theiradmirablereport,dated1stJanuary,
1841, on “the Training School at Battersea,”observethat“the pauper childrenassem
bled at Norwood,from thegarrets,cellars,andwretchedrooms of alleysand courts in

thedenseparts of London, areoftensent thither in a low stage of destitution,covered
only with rags and vermin; oftenthe victims of chronic disease,almostuniversally
stunted in their growth, and sometimesemaciatedwith want. The low-browedand
inexpressivephysiognomy or malign aspect of theboys is a true index to the mental
darkness,the stubborntempers,the hopelessspirits,and the vicious habits on which
themasterhas to work.” “ ” + “The peculiarity of thepauperchild's condition is

,

that hisparents,either from misfortune, or indolence, or vice, have sunk intodestitu
tion. In many instanceschildren descendfrom generations of paupers. They have
beenborn in theworstpurlieus of a greatcity, or in themostwretchedhovels on the
parishwaste. They havesufferedprivation of every kind.” “ ” “They have seen
much of viceandwretchedness,andhaveknown neithercomfort,kindness,norvirtue."

P. 202-8. Thesegentlemenrecommend,and haveinstituted, a mode of treatmentcal
culated to removethesecauses of pauperism. 1842.
Sincethesenoteswerepublished, a newpoor-lawforScotlandhas beenenactedand

comeintooperation,calculated to providemoreadequatesustenancefor thepoor; but
theprinciplesadvocated in thetextcanscarcely be said to be recognized by thosewho
arechargedwith carrying it intoexecution. 1846.
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strong craving for a renewed supply of alcohol to recruit his exhausted
vigor. During intoxication, the brain, from over-excitement, is inca
pable of healthy action, while in the intervals between different de
bauches, it is so exhausted and enfeebled that it is equally unfit to
execute its functions. The habitual drunkard thus sinks into the

condition of an imbecile, and may become a burden on the industrious
portion of the community for his maintenance.*
Various causes lead to these unfortunate habits. One is hereditary

predisposition. If the parents, or one of them, have been habitually
addicted to this vice, its consequences affect their physical constitu
tion, and they transmit an abnormal condition of organization to their
children. This doctrine has been ridiculed, as if we taught that chil
dren are born drunk. They are no more born drunk than they are
born in a passion, but they are engendered with conditions of brain
that tend ultimately to produce in them a love of intoxicating fluids.
Again; a tendency to drunkenness appears to be caused by ex

cessive labor with low diet. The nervous energy is exhausted through
the medium of the muscles, and the stimulus of alcohol is felt to be

extremely grateful in restoring sensations of life, vigor, and enjoy
ment. This cause may be removed by moderating the extent of labor
and improving the quantity or the quality of the food. If alcohol
were withheld and a nourishing diet supplied to such men, they
would, after a few weeks, be surprised at the pleasurable feelings
which they would experience from this better means of supplying the
waste of their systems.
An additional cause of intoxication is found in ignorance. When

an individual enjoys high health and a tolerably well-developed
brain, he feels a craving for enjoyment, a desire to be happy, and to

be surrounded by happy friends. If he be uneducated and ignorant,
his faculties want a scene in which they may vent their vivacity, and
objects on which they may expend their energies, and he discovers
that intoxicating liquors will give him a vivid experience, for the
time, of the pleasures of which he is in quest. For the sake of this
artificial stimulus, the bottle is then resorted to, instead of the natural
excitements of the mind, calculated at once to render us happy and to

improve our external condition. This was the real source of the
drunkenness which disgraced the aristocracy of Britain in the last
generation. I am old enough to have seen the last dying disgraces

of that age. The gentlemen were imperfectly educated, had few or

no intellectual resources, and betook themselves to drinking as a last
resource, for the sake of enjoying the pleasures of mental vivacity.
From an analogous cause, some legal and medical practitioners, who
who reside in the provinces, fall into these pernicious habits. Their
limited sphere of duties does not afford a constant stimulus to their
minds, and they apply to the bottle to eke out their enjoyments.

A more extensive and scientific education is the most valuable rem
edy for these evils. We have seen mental cultivation banish drunk
enness from the classes holding rank and respectability in society, and
the same effect may be expected to follow from the extension of edu
cation downward.
The last cause of pauperism is a great convulsion which occurs

every few years in our manufacturing and commercial systems, and
which, by deranging trade, deprives many industrious individuals

of employment, casts them on charity for subsistence, breaks down
their self-respect and feelings of independence, and ultimately de
grades them into helpless pauperism.

* The phenomenaattendingthe differentstages of intoxicationappear to indicate
that the brain is affectedalso directly in the following manner,althoughevidence is

still wanting to render this view certain. Intoxicating liquors acceleratethe action

of theheart,and causean increasedflow of hlood to the head. The first effect of this

is to stimulateall the organs into greateractivity,and to producefeelings of vivacity
andpleasure. The blood circulatesmostfreely in the largestmentalorgans,because
they have the largestblood-vessels. As intoxicationproceeds,the smallerorgans—
those of the intellectualpowers—arefirst overchargedwith blood,and their functions
becomeimpaired; next, the organs of the moral sentimentsare gorged; and lastly,
those of thepropensities; so thatthedrunkardextinguishesfirsthis humanity,thenhis
animal nature,and at lastbecomes a merebreathingunconsciousmass.

If then, I am correct in the opinion that the chief causes of pau
perism are, 1st, a low temperament, and imperfect development of

brain, attended with a corresponding mental imbecility, although not

so great as to amount to idiocy; 2dly, hereditary or acquired habits

of intoxication, which impair the mind by lowering the tone of the
whole nervous system; 3dly, want of mental cultivation; and 4thly,
depression arising from commercial disasters—the question, Whether
the poor should be provided for by society, is easily solved. To leave
them destitute would not remove any one of these causes, but in
crease them. To allow our unhappy brethren, who thus appear to

be as frequently the victims of evil influences over which they have
little or no control, as of their own misconduct, to perish, or to linger
out a miserable and vicious existence, would be not only a direct in
fringement of the dictates of Benevolence and Conscientiousness, but

an outrage on Veneration (seeing that God has commanded us to as
sist and reclaim them). Moreover, it would tend also to the injury
of our own interests.

The fact that the world is arranged by the Creator on the principle

of dispensing happiness to the community in proportion to their obe
dience to the moral law, is here again beautifully exemplified. By
neglecting the poor, the number of individuals possessing deficient
brains and temperaments is increased ; the number of drunkards

is increased ; and the number of the ignorant is increased ; and

as society carries these wretched beings habitually in its bosom ;

as they prowl about our houses, haunt our streets, and frequent
our highways ; and as we can not get rid of them, it follows that
we must suffer in our property and in our feelings until we do

our duty toward them. Nay, we must suffer in our health also ;

for their wretchedness is often the parent of epidemic diseases, which

do not confine their ravages to them, but sweep away indiscriminately
the good and the selfish, the indolent and the hard-hearted, who have
allowed the exciting causes to grow up into magnitude beside them.*
On the other hand, by applying rigorous measures not only to main

tain the poor, but to remove the causes of pauperism, these evils may

be mitigated, if not entirely removed. If a practical knowledge of the
organic laws were once generally diffused through society, and a sound
moral, religious, and intellectual education were added, I can not
doubt that the causes of pauperism would be perceptibly diminished.
Phrenology conveys a strong conviction to the mind, that precepts or

knowledge are not sufficient by themselves to insure correct conduct
The higher faculties of the mind must be brought into a state of suffi
cient vigor to be able practically to resist not only the internal solic
itations.of the animal propensities, but the temptations presented by
the external world, before sound precepts can be realized in practice.
Now, a favorable state of the organs, on the condition of which men
tal strength or feebleness in this world depends, is an indispensable
requisite toward the possession of this vigor ; and as this fact has not
hitherto been known—at least, has not been attended to—it seems to
me probable that society does not know a tithe of its own resources
for mitigating the evils which afflict it. The temperance societies are
extremely useful in this respect. The substitution of comfortable
food for intoxicating beverages has the direct tendency to benefit the

* I havealreadyadverted to the destitutecondition of the poor,andits tendency to

causetheincrease of pauperism. ProfessorAlison, in his pamphlet“On the Manage
ment of the Poor in Scotland,”has shownthatanotherof theconsequences of theirex
tremewant is theprevalence of epidemicfeversamongthem in thelargetowns. This
affliction is no longer confined to themselves. In 1839,the Fever Board and the
Directors of theRoyal Infirmary of Edinburgh reportedthat,“notwithstandingevery
exertion,fever has kept its ground in this city, and that on threedifferentoccasions
within thesetwentyyears it has assumedthe form of an appalling epidemic; that its
ravageshaveextended,while its malignityhas greatlyincreased,the mortalityhaving
risen fromone in twenty to nearone in six; and it haspassedfrom the dwellingsof
thepoor to those of the rich, and prevailed eartensivelyamongfamilies in easy and
affluentcircumstances;thatwithin thelast twoyears it musthaveaffected at leastten
thousand of thepopulation of thecity.” In 1838,one in thirtywereaffected. Herewe
seetherich falling victims to diseaseoriginating in theirown neglect of thepoor. A

morestriking illustration of themode of operation of the natural laws,and of the cer
tainty of thepunishmentwhich is inflictedfor infringingthem,couldnothavebeenpre
sented.
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whole nervous system and to increase the vigor of the higher powers
of the mind. Society at large should bend its best energies, directed
by sound knowledge, toward the accomplishment of this end.
Holding it, then, to be clearly both the duty and the interest of so

ciety to provide for the poor, the next question is
,

How should this be

done—by legal assessment, or by voluntary contributions 2 Phrenol
ogy enables us to answer this question also. The willingness of any
individual to bestow charity depends not exclusively on the quantity

of wealth which he possesses, but likewise on the strength of the
benevolent principles in relation to the selfish in his mind. Now, we
discover by observation that the organs of the benevolent and selfish
feelings differ very widely in relative size in different individuals, and
experience supports the conclusion which we draw from this fact, that
their dispositions to act charitably are as widely different. Not only
so, but as the leading principle of our present social system is the pur
suit of self-interest, it may be stated as a general rule (allowance
being always made fo

r

individual exceptions), that those in whom
the selfish feelings, with intellect and prudence predominate, will pos
sess most wealth ; and yet this very combination of faculties will
render them least willing to bestow. Their wealth and benevolence will
generally be in the inverse ratio of each other. This inference, unfor
tunately, is also supported by facts. It has frequently been remarked
that the humbler classes of society, and also the poorer members of

these classes, bestow more charity, in proportion to their incomes, than
the very wealthy. To trust to voluntary contributions, therefore,
would be to exempt thousands who are most able but least willing

to bear the burden, and to double it on those who are most willing,
but least able, to support it.*
The correctness of this observation is supported by the following

extract from a Report by the Committee of Contributors to the Royal
Infirmary of Edinburgh, presented to the general meeting held on 5th
January, 1845: “This state of matters has induced us to look with
anxiety to the revenue, and more especially to that part of the fluc
‘tuating branch arising from the subscription, contributions, and church
collections; and when we consider that the population of Edinburgh

is 133,000, and the inhabited houses 22,500, and that the population

of Leith is 26,000, and the inhabited houses 4,600—making (exclusive

of Portobello, Musselburgh, etc.) a total population of about 160,000,
and 27,000 inhabited houses, it is surprising, and much to be lament
ed, that the subscription contributors above 5s. are under 1,800, and
that the contributions are under éé3,000. When it is recollected that
the object of the institution is to provide a comfortable abode, the best
medical skill, the purest medicines, and the most experienced nurses

to relieve the bodily sufferings of the poorer classes of society; and
when we consider the deep interest which those in more fortunate cir
cumstances have that the progress of disease should be arrested (inde
pendent of higher consideration), we can not resist the conclusion that
there must either be some misapprehension as to the institution, or a

callousness to charity which we are unwilling to impute.”

I select these examples of local charity because I believe them to

be applicable to many cities besides Edinburgh, and they lead to the
conclusion that while the present principles of social action prevail,
compulsory assessment is indispensable, and I am inclined to carry it

the length of assessing for the maintenance of the poor in all their
forms. There are voluntary societies for supporting the destitute
sick, a House of Refuge, the Deaf and Dumb Institution, the Blind

* ProfessorAlison has arrived at thesameconclusionsby means of practicalobser
vation. He says: “In followingoutthis inquiry (into thecondition of thepoor), I have
long sinceformed,and do not scruple to express, an opinionwhich I cannotexpect to

be in the first instanceeitherwell received or generally credited in this country,viz.,
thatthehigherranks in Scotland do muchless(and what theydo, less systematically,
andthereforeless effectually)for the relief of povertyand of sufferingsresultingfrom

it, than those of anyothercountry in Europe which is really well regulated.” And
again; “Many respectablecitizens(of Edinburgh)never appear amongthesuscribers

to anypublic charity, at the sametimethat theysteadilywithstand al
l

solicitationsfor
privatealms,andthusreducethepractice of this Christianduty(charity) to the utmost
possiblesimplicity.”—ontheManagement of thePoor in Scotland,pp. 11 and28.
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Asylum, and the Royal Infirmary. I have been told that these, and all
the other charitable institutions of Edinburgh, are sustained by about
fifteen hundred benevolent individuals, many of whom subscribe to

them all, and most of whom subscribe to several, while the remaining
twenty or thirty thousand of the adult population of the city and sub
urbs, who are able to bear a part of the burden, never contribute a

farthing to any one of these objects. In a sound social system this
should not be the case. It is a social duty incumbent on us all to

alleviate the calamities of our unfortunate, and even of our guilty
brethren; and until our moral principles shall be so quickened as to

induce us all to discharge this duty voluntarily, we should be com
pelled to do so by law.
On another point I am disposed to carry our social duties farther

than is generally done. I regard the money applied to the mainte
nance of the indigent as at present to a great extent wasted, in conse
quence of no efficient measures being adopted by society to check
pauperism at its roots. If I am correct in ascribing it to a low tem
perament, imperfect development of brain, habits of intoxication,
ignorance, and commercial fluctuations, efficient means must be used

to remove these causes before it can either cease or be effectually
diminished; and as the removal of them would in the end be the best
policy for both the public and the poor, I am humbly of opinion that
the community, if they were alive to their own interests, as well as

to their duty, would supply the pecuniary means for laying the axe to

the root of the tree, and by a rational education and elevation of the
physical and mental condition of the lower classes of society, would
bring pauperism to a close, or, at all events, diminish its present gi
gantic and increasing dimensions.” Here the regret always occurs,
that our senseless wars should have wasted so much capital that we
must provide twenty-seven millions of pounds sterling annually to pay
the interest of it; a sum which, but for these wars, might have been
applied to the moral advancement of society, and have carried a thou
sand blessings in its train. If our moral sentiments were once ren
dered as active as our propensities have been, and I fear still are, we
should devote our public assessments to beneficial social objects,
render them liberal in proportion to the magnitude of the work to be

accomplished, and pay them with a hearty good-will, because they
would all return to ourselves in social blessings.

[continued on PAGEsevex.TY-NINE.]

P E R P E T U A I, M OT I O N.
By Levi REUBEN, M.D.

PERPETUAL Motion is a term the primary meaning of which is

obvious enough, and which is in, such sense applicable to actual
phenomena, as the planetary movements; but one that has been wrest

ed from this, its proper use, to name any imaginary mechanism, such
that within itself the power required to give it motion shall be con
tinually restored or renewed, without aid from an exterior source or

cause; and hence, such that, once in motion, it must move forever, or

until destroyed by the wear of its parts. The idea necessitates a

circle or circuit of parts, returning in some way upon itself; it im
plies the uninterrupted transfer of a certain quantity of motion from
piece to piece through the circuit, or such accumulation at one point

as shall overcome the resistance at another, so that an undiminished
force returns always upon the first piece (prime mover)—the ma
chine thus to impel itself, and, if possible, perform, over and
above this, some useful work. This problem, worked upon through
2,000 years, and never more faithfully than within a century past,
yet without one instance of well-attested success, has, aside from

its demonstrated impossibility, deservedly attained to a “bad emi

* It is gratifying to observethatthe suggestion in thetext has, to some extent,been
recentlycarriedinto effect by the Poor-Law Commissioners of England. See their ad
mirablereport“On theTraining of PauperChildren.” 1841.
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mence” in the history of mechanics. In
terminable have been the plans, devices,
wheels, combinations, engines to which these
attempts—always in the nature of things ab
surd—have given birth; but the details, be
yond a few instances for illustration, would be
in like degree impertinent. First, what move
ments can not be claimed as furnishing or
solving the so-called perpetual motion ? The
earth and other planetary bodies move inces
santly, both in the way of rotation and of trans
lation; and the resistance they encounter
being 0, or infinitesimally small, no percep
tible retardation takes place. By the first law
of motion, they can not cease from these
movements, onee imparted, save by action of
some opposing force from without. By the
same law, gravity and our atmosphere being
removed, every ball or pebble propelled by a
school-boy’s club, must move off with undi
minished speed in a right line, and forever.
In truth, observation thus far leads to the be
lief that every particle of matter in the uni
verse is in incessant motion through space.
The grand difficulty, in the outset, is

,

not to

find instances of true perpetual motion, but to

find any power adequate to arrest such motion.
But what the imaginative mechanist seeks as a

“perpetual motion,” is in no case a machine
expected to go forever; it is one that, however
well made, must wear out by the grating and
jar of its parts; and inconsistently, because
ignorantly, he expects to devise such a ma
chine, in such way that it shall first feed itself
with needful power, and then yield a surplus
with which to grind, saw, plane, etc. ' While
the ocean, the land-slopes, and the requisite
heat exist, the round of evaporation, cloud and

its transfer, fall in rain, and return in rivers,
will continue ; and by renewing our water
wheels, we secure from the running streams
perpetual power and work. But the over
ingenious mechanic still busies himself with
projecting a water-wheel that shall pump
back, to the top of the fall, all the water re
quired to run it, and meanwhile do some use
ful work besides. Now, any machinery is

only a connected series of inert and inactive
pieces, interposed between the point on which

a motor acts and the material on which its

work is to be done; and this being true, the
supposition that the whole work of a machine
shall far exceed, or in the least exceed, the
whole power it can receive, is simply impos
sible and absurd. Again, take other cases;
the tides never rest; a large tide-wheel may

be made, while the tide is strongest, to fill a

reservoir from which a less wheel shall be
kept constantly working; a piston-rod, rising
and falling with the expansions and contrac
tions, due to natural changes of temperature,

of a body of oil confined in a bulb and tube,
and on the surface of which the piston rests,
may be caused, by means of a ratchet on the
upper end of the rod, with interposed delicate
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machinery for changing direction of movement
and multiplying velocity, to give a continuous
and very considerable movement in one direc
tion to a wheel or crank; and a like effect
may be secured by the expansions and contrac
tions of a long metallic rod fixed at one end,
and with a ratchet on the other. A pendu
lum duly suspended, and aided by a spring,
may oscillate until worn out; and in muscular
action, we have the not uncommon instance of

the heart's incessant pulsation through eighty

or more years. But none of these afford the
perpetual motion sought, because in them the
moving force is continually supplied from
without, in form of gravity, momentum, heat,
elasticity, or, finally, food. The only admis
sible cases, then, must be those in which the
momentum due to inertia, or to gravity, or the
direct action of attractive or repulsive forces,

as those of magnetic poles, can be made,
wholly within the parts of the mechanism, to

do the work of continually propelling it. To
devise any machine, moving perpetually until
worn out, there are only five methods or con
ditions supposable. 1. There must be an ex
terior cause of the motion; but this, by the
nature of the present question, is excluded.

2. There must be total annihilation of friction
and all other resistances which might retard
the movement of the parts; but practically,
this is impossible. A wheel on pivots, having

no friction, and set turning in an exhausted
receiver, could move forever. But the nature

of matter and force forbids any such case; the
parts in contact must rub and wear, and in so

doing parts of the impelling force are continu
ally subtracted, being consumed in acting
against the resistance, or suffering conversion
into heat. Or, 3, it must be imagined that at

some place (in some piece or connection)
within the machinery, the force generated or

transmitted by the piece shall be greater than
that impressed upon or imparted to it from
preceding pieces in the circuit, so that thus
the required surplus of power may arise. But

it is an admitted and universal fact that, in

ordinary machines, impelled by motors from
without, as the momentum of water or wind,
weight or strength, of animals, steam, etc.,
the whole power applied is first of all con
sumed to an amount exactly equal to the sum

of all the resistances within the machine ; and
that the power taking effect in useful work is

always the whole power applied, less this
sum-total of resistances. If this be true of
all machines moved by exterior power, it must

be true of al
l

moved by a power acting within,
upon some one of the pieces of a circuit. One
set of pieces of mechanism is just as inert as

the other. If true through the whole of an
ordinary machine or circular arrangement, it

must be (for any given time) equally true of

each piece and connection in the one or the
other. Everywhere, at every point and trans
fer, action and reaction are equal; and for the
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substantial reason that only by means of so

much reaction can we get any action at all.
Nil dat quod non habet; the generated force
never can exceed the communicated force; the
impinging or urging body must always lose
what that impinged upon or pushed gains.
The earlier engineers, in their ignorance,
thought a chain, rope, or beam, pulled length
wise, felt less and less strain from the ends
toward the middle; the seeker of a perpetual
motion, equally ignorant of mechanical law,
thinks that at some one connection in a circuit
the effective action can be greater than at

others at the same time. M. de la Hire long
since demonstrated that, in this aspect, the
problem of a perpetual motion amounts to

this: To find a body that is both heavier and
lighter at the same moment; or, to find a

body heavier than itself; or, what amounts to

the same, to find a force greater than itself.
But, remembering that some friction, resist
ance of air, rigidity or softness of parts in

which absolute pliability or hardness is desir
able, and adhesion of parts and of air, are in

the very nature and circumstances of the
bodies that must be used, it will be seen that,

in a series of parts returning upon itself, these
causes must, in time, very sensibly, and in

most instances rapidly, reduce any movement
that may be imparted or attained, thus surely
tending back to a state of rest. But, 4, the
supposition still remains that, by some artful
disposition and combination of contrivances,
perhaps multiplied to some extent, a successive
accumulation of momentum within the parts
may be secured, affording the desired surplus
for neutralizing resistances and performing
work.
At first utterance, this seems the most

plausible case, but only because, being more
complex, it is not so easily analyzed ; accord
ingly, it is in this direction that the larger
number of speculators have been led astray.
But when we apply to this case the law of

virtual velocities, viz.: that what is gained in

the magnitude of effect of a given power is

always and necessarily lost in time, and vice
versa, it is seen that in this case also the total
momentum, or the quantity of action, during
any certain period, in an arrangement return
ing upon itself, must be equal in all the parts.
The accumulation from piece to piece is only
fancied, because the case is not understood.

A man can not press a nail into a board; but
letting down on it truly a sledge-hammer, he
drives it home at a blow ; this is because a

gradually accumulated action is expended al
most at a point (the head of the mail) and
within an instant of time. So, a man’s effort
readily accumulates in a fly-wheel the force
required, on coupling instantly the appropriate
parts, to punch a metallic plate. But, in 1860,

a supposed inventor constructed an arrange
ment of an oblique bar having a heavy ball

on the end, which one person could readily
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guide and propel about a vertical axis until
much force was accumulated, when, instantly
coupling the axis with some very heavy body,
this was moved. The enthusiastic contriver
would forthwith propel a railway car by the

====
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lacy of a supposed gain of moving force at some
point or points in a circuit of actions is afforded
in the arrangement shown in Fig. 1. The cut
represents one among the earlier devices arising
in the course of the revival of the search for

a perpetual motion, in the seventeenth cen
tury; and it is copied by Mr. Dircks in his
recent book on the subject, from Bishop
Wilkins’ “Mathematical Magick” (in two
books, 5th ed., 1707). An inclined shaft or
cylinder, A B, has cut in it a helical cavity
or Archimedes' screw, as shown at L M
its lower extremity being supposed to dip

into the water of the reservoir, CD. About
the cylinder are fixed three water-wheels,
H, I, and K, and the water raised at a
great mechanical advantage within the in
clined screw is to be discharged at top,
and so to fall successively into the vessels,
E, F, G, and the reservoir, acting with
considerable power in its course, on the
water-wheels. The good bishop, when he
had fairly thought out this device, was in
clined to cry out “Eureka!” Having ex
perimented, he thus gives us his results.
“Upon trial and experience, I find it [this

FIG. 1.
power of one man upon his bar and ball, mis
taking a momentary for a permanent result,
and believing he had achieved at last the per
petual motion; and a gentleman of Wall Street,
more learned in civil than in mechanical law,
squandered on so absurd an arrangement nearly
$2,000, before being advised of its necessary
failure. Indeed, in many circuitous arrange
ments, there may be at certain points a pos
sibility of gain of power which is only for
bidden by the completion of the circuit of

movements, and the necessary equalization of

reactions through this means; and the con
triver, seeing this possible gain, fails to see as

clearly the inevitable general law. If at any
part a force or motion along a certain line can
be resolved into two components acting at an
gles with this line, there follows, so far, an
absolute increase of the total impelling force ;

but in the circuit the resolved force must be
compounded again, and the supposed gain is

neutralized. So there are other ways of re
claiming or accumulating moving force at a

point or for a moment, as when weights are
made successively to drag or fall upon some
part; but either the reaction is immediate, or

in the circle of actions it is brought to bear at

some other point, as in elevating the weights,
and there is no real gain. In no case is there

a residue of gain to meet the expense of fric
tion and work; so that even continued accu
mulation through an infinite number of parts

could not suffice for perpetual motion, as un
derstood. A very good illustration of the fal

machine] altogether insufficient for any such
purpose, and that for these two reasons:

1. The water that ascends will not make
any considerable stream in the fall. 2.

This stream, though multiplied, will not be

of force enough to turn about the screw.”
That is

,

the water rises slowly and with in
termissions ; it falls quickly, and its blow

is brief and ineffectual. 5. Finally, may not
some succession of magneto-electric with me
chanical or with electro-magnetic apparatus
supply the means of obtaining the de
sired surplus of moving power, and thus
accomplish by electrical stratagem what
plain mechanical law forbids 2 A few
years ago this might have been antic
ipated ; but the recent establishment of

the law of equivalency, in mechanical
units, of all forms of force, leads us to see
that a given action of magnetic force
must correspond with a given impulsion

or quantity of motion, i. e.
,

with a given
mechanical effect, and vice versa ; so

that, finding as we now may the value

of each force in terms of the other, we
shall discover that the law of equality of

action and reaction is to be extended
from the mechanical to all the agencies

or forces of nature; and the ignis fatuus

of the fanciful or ingenious mind (suffer
ing for lack of education or of sound
judgment) is placed just as far beyond
reach as before. In fact, by the broad
est generalization, the impossibility of a

self-impelled machine becomes a sure axiom

of science; and it is one a knowledge of

which would save, even now, time, talents,
money, peace of mind, and often sanity, to
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the thousands who still embark in this pur
suit. A machine is described by S'Grave
sande, 1774, mamed, from its inventor, Orf
fyreus’ Wheel, and claimed by the latter as a

“perpetual motion;” externally there was
seen only a wheel, or rather drum, 12 feet in

diameter and 14 inches in breadth, very light,

constructed with thin deal boards, and the
whole covered with waxed cloth, its horizon
tal axis resting in supports. S'Gravesande
relates that this wheel, receiving a slight im
pulse in either direction, moved with accel
erated speed till it reached twenty-five or

twenty-six revolutions a minute, and at this
rate continued to turn—in one instance, in a

chamber of the Landgrave of Hesse, and closed
with his seal, moving for two months. At

C

h

FIG. 3.

the end of this time it was stopped to prevent
wear; and though the prince attested that there
was no fraud in its construction, S'Gravesande
examined the whole carefully, still detecting

no communication. The maker, however, in
—=3;
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censed at this scrutiny, broke up the wheel
forthwith, charging its destruction to the im
pertinent curiosity of the philosopher—the

ordeal being one, we may remark, that the
possessors of like marvels in our own day are
apt greatly to covet. A very common attempt
has been to construct a wheel, a cylinder, or
an endless belt passing vertically about two
rollers, so that by weights thrown out on
arms, or rolling out in inclined grooves in the
descending half-revolution, and then falling
closer to the axis, or rolling inward in the
ascending half, so as in effect to weigh more
in moving down and less while lifted, a sur
plus of downward pressure shall be obtained
to keep up the motion. Now, a simple dia
gram and calculation will show, in such cases,
that while the leverage of each weight going

down is greater, the number of the weights
actually being lifted at any one time is also
the greater; and as, besides this, the inertia
and concussion of the weights, and the friction
they cause, has continually to be overcome,
all such contrivances stand hopelessly still,
with an unliquidated balance of resistance to
be overcome against them. The necessity that
a greater number of the weights shall continu
ally be acting against the movement, or on the
side of such an arrangement expected to be
ascending, is shown in the plans presented in
Figs. 2 and 3. The wheel with curved sup
porting partitions and inclosed balls, Fig. 2,
may be taken as a type of its class; and many
mechanics may recognize it as an old acquaint
ance, or at least, a near relative of one That
shown in Fig. 3 is a highly complicated
attempt in the same direction—a device for
which a patent was asked in England by Geo.
Linton, of Middlesex, 1821. The operation of
this wheel is too obvious to require minute
description; but it may be remarked that
besides the increased downward pressure to be
gained by the unrolling of the jointed levers,
A, B, etc., each lever was to receive, at h, a
weight—this to be carried around and up to
a height a little above the axis, then deposited
in a grooved trough, and by mere gravity to
roll back toward h, again in its turn to make
the like circuit. The failure of so elaborate a

contrivance should certainly lead the inventor

to taboo its class altogether. One inventor
would let fifteen feet of an endless chain,
coiled round a vertical cylinder moving on
polished steel pivots, weigh down against ten
feet of straight chain ascending on the other
side; but, spite of his almost frictionless
shaft and pulleys, by the laws of resolution
and composition of force, the excess of weight

of parts of his chain-coils on opposite sides of

the shaft balance each other; and the inter
action of impulses throughout his circuit re
sults, as it necessarily must, in a perpetual
rest, due to equilibrium. Another would let
heavy balls drop successively into pockets in

the periphery of a wheel, on the descending
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side, being delivered

at the lowest point of

descent into a sluice,
then to be fed along

and returned up the
inclined plane of an
Archimedes' screw,
worked by the excess

of power afforded by
the continued weight
and momentum of
the falling balls upon
the wheel; the case

is more complex, but
the result similar.
At one agency for
patents in this coun
try, it is stated that
about fifteen appli
cations occur yearly
for patents upon pro
fessed perpetual mo
tions; but consider
ing the many agen
cies in operation, and
the fact, known to

most mechanics, that

a movement of this
sort fails of being
patentable because
the application must

be accompanied with Po R T R A IT o F (“P A R so N ") B R O WN LOW.

a working model, it

is safe to conclude that throughout the
country there are every year many hundreds

of these abortive machines in course of plan
ning or of trial. Much interest was recently

excited in such a machine, said to have been
invented by Mr. J. G

. Hendrickson, of New
Jersey; but with an official denial of the
assertion that a working model had been in

the U. S. Patent Office, and had been operated
there, this report also falls to the ground.
The examples occasionally put on exhibi

tion are, of course, but so many ingenious
tricks. The latest marvel announced is

that of a self-winding clock: is not the
winding secured at intervals by force ob
tained from expansion and contraction of a

metallic bar 2

Finally, perpetual motion, as commonly
understood, is found to be simply a name for

an impossibility, and, besides, a name that

is ill chosen.
For much curious historical information on

this subject, the reader is referred to the
“PERPETuuM MobiLE ; or, Search for Self
Motive Power, during the 17th, 18th, and 19th
Centuries,” by Henry Dircks, C. E.; London,
1861.%

* By the kind permission of the editors of Apple
ton'sNew AmericanCyclopedia,thisarticlewill befound
to embracein themainthesubstanceof theshorterarticle
preparedfor that work on the samesubject,and by the
samewriter.

W. G. B. R O W, NI, O W.

EveRYBoDY in this country has, at least,
heard of the notorious Parson Brownlow, for
many years editor of the Knoxville (Tenn.)
Whig, and a Presbyterian clergyman in that
State. There is not in the United States,
probably not on earth, another specimen of

the genus homo which may be called his fel
low, or parallel. His organization is most
marked. His features, as may be observed

by the portrait, are full of angles and ridges,
and drawn into stern muscular positions, as if

his mind were wrought up to positive deci
sions, and his feelings wound up to a high
pitch. His features also indicate perfect self
possession and independence of mind.
His phrenology shows uncommon energy,

courage, determination, pride, force, and will
power, arising from very large Combative
ness, Self-Esteem, Firmness, and an exeitable
temperament. It also indicates great prac
tical common sense, a ready, quick, clear, and
very distinct mind—one that is well versed in

practical subjects, and eapable of gathering
knowledge rapidly from experience and all
available sources. His forehead, also, indi
cates good memory, great power of illustration
and judgment of character, together with an
uncommon power of language, ability to put
his strong angular thoughts into words, which
are full of force and characteristic of the subject
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in hand. His temperament and whole organ
ization indicate strength rather than fineness,
which, joined to very great strength, hardi
hood, and endurance, gives to his thoughts
and feelings the quality of roughness, bold
ness, positiveness, and sharpness. He can
not say anything in a tame, pliant, smooth,
plausible way—is bold and audacious in the
style of his comparisons and in his invective;
in word and action he is original, copies no
body, and could hardly do it if he would.
He is a man of kindly sympathies, and were

it not for his irascible spirit, his love for con
test, and desire to annihilate his opponents, or
the subject against which he speaks or writes,
he would have an entirely different reputation
from that which he now has. In the social
circle, among his personal friends, he is doubt
less cordial, kind, obliging, sympathetic, gener
ous, and magnanimous, but he is a hearty hater.
Not long since, when his voice temporarily fail
ed him, he remarked, “that he would spend the
balance of his life, when unable to speak or
write, in making faces at Abolitionists and
Locofocos.” It should be remembered that
the Parson is an intense Whig of the old
school, and has lost none of his constitutional
hatred of the Democratic party; and living in
Tennessee, he takes the pro-slavery side of
that question; hence he classes Abolitionists

nied, and for the exercise of them I will beand Locofocos in the same category, and utters
his anathemas and makes faces at the two at
the same time. No man can lay to his door
the charge of hypocrisy; at least, he is an
open, square-spoken man, has no disguises, is
not afraid to be unpopular, and dares to utter
what he believes, regardless of how it may
take; and it is sometimes thought his vanity
has a sphere of action in being odd, peculiar,
eccentric, and audacious. In other words,
that he takes pride in doing things as other
people do not, in saying bolder, stauncher,
rougher, fiercer things than anybody else,
either lay or clerical, dare to utter. His
statements border on profanity and sacrilege,
and no man would dream of his being a par
son to read his ordinary editorials and letters.
On a late visit to Washington, he remarked

that, when he got away from “that den of
thieves,” he breathed freer; and, while there,
it is related of him that he was accosted on

the street by a beggar for alms, when he step
ped into a store and wrote an order on the
President for any small sum he might choose
to give, and in consideration he proposed to
relinquish all his claims to any portion of
public patronage.
In 1857 he visited Montgomery, Ala., and

delivered an address, and his friends gave him
a dinner, at which they pressed him to take
wine, when he replied, “No, gentlemen, it is
as much as I can do to manage myself with
out drinking.”
The Parson is a man of talent, but is one

of the boldest and most rugged in his state
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ments of all Western men who have any pre
tension to culture; but we believe him to be
just, frank, and a scorner of lies and hy
pocrisy, with an intensity which is really re
freshing in these days of double-dealing.
In January last he replied in his paper to

some inquiries respecting his antecedents,
birthplace, etc.: “I was born and raised in
Wyth County, Va., and my parents were both
natives of the same State. I have lived in
East Tennessee for thirty years, and although
I am now fifty-five years of age, I walk erect,
have but few gray hairs, and look to be
younger than many persons of forty years.”
On the subject of Union and Secession, the

plucky parson, in reply to threats of hanging
for his strong, outspoken sentiments, dis
courses as follows:
“I am for my country, and on the side of

the General Government, and in every con
test, either at sea or on land, I shall rejoice in

ing under the stars and stripes. Should Ten
nessee go out of the Union, I shall continue to
denounce Secessionism, and war against the
storms of famaticism at the North, and the as
saults of demagogues and traitors at the South,
though their number is legion. In all candor,
I believe that in a Southern Confederacy the
freedom of speech and of the press will be de

hung. But, come what may, through weal or
woe, in peace or war, no earthly power shall
keep me from denouncing the enemies of my
country, until my tongue and pen are para
lyzed in death !”.

-

Parson Brownlow is a character not afraid

to speak his mind; and what is more, is not
afraid of being unpopular on account of what
he believes to be the truth. He has back
bone, courage, pluck, stamina, in contradis
tinction to the too common spirit of expediency
and smooth-faced gentleness, which leaves
truth and the Master to the mercy of enemies.

S H. O. R T G R A V E 5.

WHY do so many children die? Why are
our cemeteries filled with short graves? Why
do more than half of the children born never
reach the age of manhood 2 Is it because God
has not made man as wisely or as well as He
made the ox or the dog 2
of raising cattle or horses if five out of every
ten died before being old enough to come to
the yoke or the harness |
There must be some great mistake in the

original organization of man, or else some
egregious errors in the habits and training of
the human race.

There are several reasons for these early
deaths, for this want of stamina in the human
constitution. And let it be remarked, that it
is not among the poor and ignorant, the hard
working and plain-living class, where we find

Who would think eat a tobacco-user, is it not fair to suppose
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the greatest infantile mortality. It is with
those who are well-housed and have a plenty
of food and raiment and culture. True, among
the poor there are many deaths from contagious
diseases, and occasionally an instance of wast
ing decay; but the ragged, bare-footed, and
plainly-fed laborer's child is more often ruddy,
rollicking, hearty, and healthy than the well
cared-for child of the opulent. No doubt ex
tra warm rooms and too little out-of-door ex
ercise sends many a child to the grave. Can
dies, rich food, irritating condiments, and this
everlasting nibbling between meals of cakes
and delicacies, tend to impair the young stom
ach and debilitate the nervous system and pro
duce early death; but we believe the prime
destroyer of the children of to-day is Tobacco,
flanked on either hand by its coadjutors, tea
and coffee, and in many instances supple
mented with that scourge of scourges, alco
holic drink.

the triumph of the government troops, fight- Boys smoke and chew tobacco. They think
it manly and smart. Thus, in the years of
growth, they shatter their nervous systems,
derange their digestive and circulatory ap
paratus, and fail to develop into that brawny,
robust manhood which nature intended in
their organization. They become pale, sal
low, lank in cheek and lank in abdomen,
weak in the back and weak in the head, fret
ful, fidgety, nervous, and not more than half
developed. Many boys of seventeen, when
we advise them not to smoke, tell us they can
not possibly leave off smoking. They must
either chew or smoke ; and they reveal to us
the amount of their indulgence in this respect,
which is really alarming. Ten, twelve cigars
a day is nothing uncommon; an amount, in
deed, every day sufficient to kill three men
who were not previously accustomed to the
vile weed. These boys do not attain to their
normal growth by an inch and a half in height,
and twenty-five to fifty pounds in weight, and
are lean, scrawny, nervous, half-built wrecks.
They marry the daughters, perhaps, of men
of similar habits, and these daughters, housed
up in ladyhood without exercise, accustomed
to strong coffee and tea, they are about as
nervous, and nearly as much debilitated, as
their tobacco-smoking bridegrooms. They
have children born to them; and from such
parents can healthy children be expected ?
It is said that the Fejee cannibals have be

come wiser than to kill tobacco-users for the
purpose of food; for they find it impossible to
eat them, so saturated have they become with
the poisonous drug ' If a cannibal will not

that children will inherit the nervous condi
tion and debilitated state of a parent so satu
rated 2
Many a mother nurses her child after hav

ing drank two or three cups of strong coffee,
and that child from birth is

,
to speak bluntly,

drunk on coffee till, from enlargement of brain

or brain fever, it is hurried off to a tiny grave.
The use of tobacco produces, on nearly al

l

who use it, more or less disease of the throat.
Who shall say that the prevailing epidemic,
Diptheria, was not born of tobacco 2 Our
young men must quit tobacco, or the race,
will be ruined. -
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[continued frox PAGEsevKNTY-Four.]
The question is frequently asked, How are these principles, even

supposing them to be founded in nature, ever to be carried into exe
cution, seeing that the opinions of society are strongly opposed to
them? In answer, I appeal to the experience of the world. All new
opinions are rejected, and their authors persecuted or ridiculed at first;
but in all instances in which they have been true they have been ulti
mately adopted. Galileo was imprisoned for proclaiming the first
principles of a scientific astronomy. Fifty years elapsed before his
opinions made any perceptible progress, but now they are taught in
schools and colleges, and the mariner guides his ship by them on the
ocean. It was the same in regard to the circulation of the blood, and
it will be the same in regard to the application of the new philosophy

to the social improvement of man. - The present generation will de
scend, contemning it, to their graves; but, if it be true, we are sow
ing in young minds seeds that will grow, flourish, and ripen into an

abundant harvest of practical fruits in due season. A thousand
years are with the Lord as one day, and with society a hundred years
are as one day in the life of an individual. Let us sedulously sow
the seed, therefore, trusting that, if sound and good, it will not perish

by the way-side, but bring forth fruits of kindness, peace, and love in
the appointed season.*

I forbear suggesting any particular plan by which the objects now.
detailed may be accomplished; because no plan can become practical

until the public mind be instructed in the principles, and convinced

of the truth of the doctrines, which I am now teaching: and whenever
they shall be so convinced, they will devise plans for themselves with
infinitely greater facility and success than we can pretend to do, who
live only in the dawn of the brighter day.
The next social duty to which I advert, relates to the treatment of

criminals, or of those individuals who commit offenses against the
persons or property of the members of the community. The present
practice is to leave every man to the freedom of his own will, until

he shall have committed an offense; in other words, until he

shall have seriously injured his neighbor; and then to employ, at the
public expense, officers of justice to detect him, witnesses to prove his
crime, a jury to convict him, judges to condemn him, jailers to im
prison, or executioners to put him to death, according as the law
shall have decreed. It will be observed that in all this proceeding

there is no inquiry into the causes which led to the crime, into the
remedies for crime, or into the effects of the treatment on the offender

or on society; yet every one of these points should be clearly ascer
tained before we can judge correctly of our social duties in regard to

the treatment of criminals.
As to the cause of crime, there is a strange inconsistency between

our theological and legal standards on the proclivity of the human
mind to evil. The articles of our Church teach us that the human
heart is deceitful above all things and desperately wicked; while,
legally, every man is regarded as so completely a moral agent, that

he can command his will and his actions; and hence, that, when a

clear law which his intellect can comprehend, is laid down for his
guidance, he is a just and proper subject for punishment, if he infringe

it. The premises and the conclusion in this last view are consistent
with each other, and if this were a correct description of human
nature, there would be no gainsaying the propriety of the practice.

We should still, however, find a difficulty in accounting for our want

of success in putting an end to crime; for, if these principles of

criminal legislation and punitive infliction be, sound, it appears a

strange anomaly that crime has everywhere, and in every age,
abounded most where punishment, especially severe punishment, has

* The seriouseffortsnow making by the Sanitary Commissioners to improvethe
health of largetowns; by theprisonboards to improvethetreatment of criminals; by
by magistratesandpublic officers to providehouses of refugeandreclamationfor young
offenders;and by CaptainMaconochie to induce the government to improveconvict
management—allaffordthe mostsatisfactoryevidence of theprogress of soundprinci
plestowardpracticalresultswithin thelasttenyears. 1846.

been most extensively administered, and that it has abated in all
countries where penal infliction has become mild and merciful. There

is
,

however, an error in this view of human nature, which Phrenology
enables us to detect.

It appears incredible that, in a well-governed country like this,

where detection and punishment are almost certain to follow crime,
any man should infringe the law, if he were not urged by impulses
which obtained the mastery, for the time, over conscience and reason.
We need not waste time, however, in speculating on this subject, but
may come at once to facts.
As mentioned in a former Lecture, the brain may be divided into

three great regions: those of the Animal Propensities, Moral Senti
ments, and Intellectual Faculties.

In some individuals the organs of the propensities bear the ascend
ency, in point of size, over those of the moral and intellectual faculties.
Such men feel the impulses of passion very strongly, and are internally
urged by vigorous selfish desires, which vehemently crave for gratifi
cation; while, on the other hand, they possess only feeble glimpses of

moral obligation, and a glimmering of intellectual perception. When
beings thus constituted are placed in a dense society, in which every
man is struggling to acquire property and to advance his own fortunes,
they commence the same career; but they take the road that first
presents itself to their own peculiar minds; they are impatient to

obtain gratification of their passions; they feel few restraints from
conscience or religion, as to the mode of doing so; they are greatly
deficient in intellectual capacity, in patience, perseverance, and ac
quired skill; and from all these causes they rush to crime, as the
directest method of enjoying pleasure.
The class of minds which forms the greatest contrast to this one is

that in which the moral and intellectual organs decidedly predominate
over those of the animal propensities. Individuals thus constituted
have naturally strong feelings of moral and religious obligation, and
vigorous intellectual perceptions, while the solicitations of their
animal passions are relatively moderate.
The third class is intermediate between these two. They have the

organs of the propensities, of the moral sentiments, and of the intel
lectual faculties nearly in a state of equilibrium. They have strong
passions, but they have also strong powers of moral and religious
emotion, and of intellectual perception.
Fortunately, the lowest class of minds is not numerous. The high

est class appears to me to abound extensively; while the middle class

is also numerous. The middle and the highest class are at least as

twenty to one in comparison with the lowest.

I am aware that many of my present audience, who have not
attended to Phrenology, may regard these, not as facts, but as danger
ous fancies and groundless speculations. To such persons I can only
say, that if they will take the same means that phrenologists have
taken to discover whether these are truths in nature or not, they will
find it as impossible to doubt of their reality as of the existence of the
sun at noon-day; and there is no rule of philosophy by which facts
should be disregarded merely because they are unknown to those who
have never taken the trouble to observe them. I respectfully solicit
you to consider that the brain is not of human creation, but the work
manship of God, and that it is a most pernicious error to regard its
functions and its influence on the mental dispositions with indifference.

I beg leave here to assume that the views now presented are founded

in nature, and to apply them in elucidation of our social duties in the
treatment of criminals.

In the case of persons possessing the lowest class of brains, we are
presented with beings whose tendencies to crime are naturally very
strong, and whose powers of moral guidance and restraint are very
feeble. We permit such individuals to move at large, in a state of

society in which intoxicating liquors, calculated to excite and gratify
their animal propensities, are abundant, and easily obtained, and in

which property, the great means of procuring pleasure, is everywhere
exposed to their appropriation; we proclaim the law, that if they in
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vade this property, or if, in the ecstasies of their drunken excitement,
they commit violence on each other, or on the other members of the
community, they shall be imprisoned, banished, or hanged, according

to the degree of their offense; and in that condition of things, we leave
them to the free action of their own faculties and the influence of

external circumstances.

It appears a self-evident proposition, that if such men are actuated

by strong animal passions (a proposition which few will dispute),
there must be an antagonist power, of some kind or other, to restrain
and guide them, before they can be led to virtue or withheld from

vice. Now, the well-constituted members of society, judging from
their own minds, assume that these individuals possess moral feelings
and intellectual capacities adequate to this object, if they choose to

apply them. On the other hand, the conviction forced on me by ob
servation, not only of the brain, but of the lives and histories of great
and habitual criminals, is

,

that they do not enjoy these controlling

powers in an adequate degree to enable them successfully to resist the
temptations presented by their passions and external circumstances.

In treating of the foundations of moral obligation, I mentioned that I

had repeatedly gone to jails, and requested the jailers to write down
the character and crimes of the most distinguished inmates of the
prisons; that before seeing these descriptions, I had examined their

heads, and also noted in writing the dispositions and probable crimes
which I inferred from the development of their brains, and that the
two had coincided. This could not have happened unless, in such
cases, the brain had a real influence in determining the actions of the
individuals. Especially, wherever the moral and the intellectual
organs were very deficient, and the organs of the propensities were
large, I found the whole life to have been devoted to crime and to

nothing else. I saw a criminal of this description, who had been sent

to the lunatic asylum in Dublin, in consequence of the belief that a

life of such undeviating wickedness as he had led, could result only
from insanity; for he had repeatedly undergone every species of

punishment, civil and military, short of death, and had also been sen
tenced to death—all without effect. Yet the physician assured me
that he was not insane, in the usual acceptation of the term; that all
his mental organs and perceptions, so far as he possessed them, were
sound, but that he had scarcely any natural capacity of feeling or

comprehending the dictates of moral obligation, while he was subject

to the most energetic action of the animal propensities, whenever an

external cause of excitement presented itself. In him the brain, in the
region of the propensities, was enormously large, and very deficient

in the region of the moral sentiments. The physician, Dr. Crawford,
remarked, that he considered him most properly treated when he was
handed over to the lunatic asylum, because, although his brain was
not diseased, the extreme deficiency in the moral organs rendered him
morally blind, just as the want of eyes would render a man incapable

of seeing.

In October, 1835, I saw another example of the same kind in the
jail of Newcastle, in the person of an old man of seventy-three, who
was then under sentence of transportation for theft, and whose whole
life had been spent in crime. He had been twice transported, and at

the age of seventy-three was still in the hands of justice, to suffer for
his offenses against the law.” These are facts, and being facts, it is

God who has ordained them. Phrenologists are no more answerable
for them, or their consequences, than the anatomist is answerable for
blindness, when he demonstrates that the cause of that malady is a

defect in the structure of the eye. Blame appears to me to lie with
those persons who, under an infatuation of prejudice, refuse to examine
into these most important facts when they are offered to their con

• In October,1889,I visitedthe State Prison of Connecticut, at Weathersfield,near
Hartford, in presence of theRev.Mr. Gallaudet,Principal Totten,andothergentlemen,
and saw a man in whosehead the moral organswerevery deficient,andtheanimal
organslarge. Mr. Pilsbury, thesuperintendent of the prison,statedthatthismanhad
passedthirtyyears of his life in theStatePrison, underfour severalsentences,andthat

he had no doubtthat, if thenliberated, he would, in a week, be againengaged in crime.

‘speaking only of a class, small in comparison with the great mass of

sideration, and who resolutely decline to give effect to them in the
treatment of criminals.
The question now presents itself, What mode of treatment does this

view of the natural dispositions of criminals suggest ? Every one is

capable of understanding that if the optic nerve be too feeble to allow
of perfect vision, or the auditory nerve too small to permit complete
hearing, the persons thus afflicted should not be placed in situations

in which perfect vision and hearing are necessary to enable them to

avoid doing evil; nay, it will also be granted without much difficulty,
that deficiency in the organ of Tune may be the cause why some
individuals have no perception of melody; and it will be admitted,
that, on this account, it would be cruel to prescribe to them the task

of learning to play even a simple air, under pain of being severely
punished if they failed. But most people immediately demur when
we assure them that some human beings exist, who, in consequence

of deficiency in the moral organs, are as blind to the dictates of bene
volence and justice, as the others are deaf to melody; and that it is

equally cruel to prescribe to them, as the law does, the practice of

moral duties, and then to punish them severely because the fail. Yet
the conclusion that this treatment is cruel is inevitable, if the premises
be sound.
What, then, should be done with this class of beings? for I am

society. The established mode of treating them by inflicting punish
ment has not been successful. Those who object to the new views,
constantly forget that the old method has been an eminent failure—
that is to say, that crime has gone on increasing in amount, in propor
tion as punishment has been abundantly administered ; and they shut
their eyes to the conclusion which experience has established, that be

the causes of crime what they may, punishment has not yet been suc
cessful in removing them, and that therefore it can not, on any grounds

of reason, be maintained to be of itself sufficient for this purpose. The
new philosophy dictates that the idea of punishment, considered as

mere retribution, should be discarded. Punishment, in this sense,
really means vengeance; and the desire for inflicting it arises from an
erroneous conception of the structure and condition of the criminal
mind, and from the activity of our own passions, which are excited by

the injuries inflicted on us by the actions and outrages of this class of

persons. Our duty is to withdraw external temptation, and to supply,
by physical restraint, that deficiency of moral control which is the
great imperfection of their minds. We should treat them as moral
patients. They should be placed in penitentiaries, and prevented from
abusing their faculties, yet be humanely treated, and permitted to

enjoy comfort and as much liberty as they could sustain, withoutinjuring themselves or their fellow-men. They should be taught
morality, knowledge, and religion, so far as their faculties enable them

to learn ; and they should be trained to industry.
[To BE continued.]

SUBSTITUTION of STEAM For ANIMAL Power.—The steam-engine is
acknowledged to be the most important modern agent of civilization.
Much of the slavish toil endured by our forefathers in manufacturing
and agricultural pursuits has been dispensed with by its application.
Sea and land are now traversed with an ease entirely unknown
before its introduction, effecting intercourse with the remotest nations
on the face of the earth. The iron horse harnessed to our carriages,

ladened with the heaviest goods, outstrips the fleetest racer, enabling
merchant and traveler to reap the benefit of a mighty power with an

economy of time and money utterly unattainable by other means.
The substitution of animate for inanimate power has from facts been
proved to be easy of operation and effectual in its results, and as the
natural tendency of every operation in these days of progress is

,
or

should be, to obtain the greatest return for the smallest proportionate
outlay, there is no doubt that within a few years steam will be applied

to most of the work now done by horses. From animal power being
everywhere limited, and also expensive in its application, it is evident
that some more powerful agent, more economical in working becomes
necessary; and for this purpose there is mone morefº useful.
cheaper, or more manageable than steam power.—Dublin Builder.
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THE QUEEN'S MOTHE R.
WERY few Americans who read, some weeks

ago, a notice of the death of the Duchess of Kent,
knew that in her England lost one whose life
has had a more important bearing upon Great
Britain's condition, and power, and happiness
as a nation, than perhaps the lives of any
dozen of her greatest men in this century.
The admirable conduct of Queen Victoria,

since her accession to the throne, has had an
immense share in producing the patriotic public
sentiment which animates every Briton, and
this enthusiastic love of their country and
adoration of their Queen is the moral influence
which, more than physical advantages, to-day
makes Great Britain the greatest, most power
ful, and most secure nation in the world.
Now the just deceased Duchess of Kent was

Queen Victoria's mother.
A German by birth, and Duchess of the

little German Principality of Leiningen by
her first marriage, she married in 1818 the
almost penniless English Duke of Kent. The
only child of this Union, the present beloved
Queen of England, was born the next year.
The Duke died soon after his daughter's birth,
leaving a host of debts behind him. To pay
these, his widowed Duchess magnanimously
gave up all his property. She might then
have retired to her German principality, to
live the empty and vain, but easy life of little
German princes. But like a true mother, she
determined that her daughter, the heir-appar
ent to the British throne, should be educated
in the country she was one day to rule, and
should be taught by herself.
To do this was a bitter sacrifice in many

ways. She was a German, and the English
do not like Germans, or indeed foreigners of
any kind. She was poor, and her allowance
from Parliament was, for the education of an
heir to the throne, a beggarly pittance, £5,000.
Indeed, her income would not have sufficed for
herself and daughter, had not her brother,
Leopold, afterward the heroic King of the
Belgians, for many years made her a consider
able allowance out of his own income.
Patiently, lovingly, and with a wisdom which
has called forth words of highest praise from
England's greatest men, she trained her royal
daughter.

Lord Palmerston said recently: “From the
earliest infancy of her majesty, the mother and
daughter have been perpetually together, and
their daily intercourse has been that of mutual
affection and reciprocal confidence. To the
care and attention of the late Duchess of Kent

we owe in a great degree that full develop
ment which we so much admire of those great
and eminent qualities by which our sovereign
is distinguished.” And an English journal
says: “The very extent of the success which
the Duchess achieved in her life-work has,
indeed, almost blinded us to the greatness of

the task it developed on her to perform. So
thoroughly has become the accord between the
throne and the people, so entirely has the
Queen realized the English ideal of constitu
tional sovereignty, that this generation half
believes a faultless monarch part of the natu
ral order of things. It half forgets in its
supreme contentment at the result, the instru
ments by whose hands that result was for so
many long years prepared. It is none the
less certain that for much of the internal
peace they now enjoy, Englishmen are indebted
to the royal lady whose remains will on Mon
day be interred. That the Duchess of Kent
brought up the future Queen in every womanly
virtue and every English principle, is but one
of the services the benefit of which we have
felt for a generation. It is her special praise
that she presented to England a queen worthy
to reign over not only a high-principled, but a
free nation. For fifteen years, through diffi
culties which now seem almost incredible, the
Duchess of Kent held on to her great aim to
train up a sovereign of England, and mot the
chief of an English party. The fierce party
strife of those evil days, when the alteration
of the succession was gravely planned, is now
remembered only by the historian. Yet it is
certain that the faintest swerve to the right

hand or the left, the slightest concession, more
especially to the Orange side, would often
have relieved the Duchess of Kent from
obstacles which must have seemed to her
almost insurmountable. That the concession
was never made, is a service for which every
Englishman does wisely to be grateful to the
memory of the dead.”

When the young Victoria was twelve years
of age, the Duchess of Kent was unanimously
chosen, by Parliament, Regent of the country,
in the event of the death of the King, William
IV., while Victoria was yet in her minority.
“Six years afterward,” says Lord Granville,
“she saw that daughter, at the early age of
eighteen, not yet arrived at the years of
womanhood, placed in the most difficult and
responsible situation which any of her age and
sex could possibly occupy—the ruler of one of
the greatest kingdoms in the world. In her
daughter’s reign she beheld the beneficial
effects of her previous education, and the
influence of those personal qualities which she
had fostered and developed. Soon after she
saw the Queen, of her own free choice, con
tract a marriage which has been of great
advantage to this country, and which has led
to a degree of happiness not to be surpassed in
any sphere of life. She saw her daughter
reign for nearly a quarter of a century, during
times of national glory and prosperity quite
unexampled. She saw her bring up a numer
ous family in a manner that gives us promise
of their emulating her own private and public
lffe. She had the satisfaction of seeing her

eldest grand-daughter, by her excellent quali
ties, gain the attachment of a neighboring ally,
and give birth to a son who will probably one
day become the sovereign of that country.”

She had her reward—and she deserved it;
for not according to the court guide only, but
according to all that was noble in her heart of
hearts, and with a most sacred sense of her
responsibility, the Duchess of Kent was the
Queen's mother. And not only in her daugh
ter was she blessed. It reads like a romance

—the account of her family’s prosperity since
her English life began. In 1818, when she,
then the widowed Regent of the little princi
pality of Leiningen, accepted the almost
penniless Duke of Kent, the house of Saxe
Coburg was scarcely known in Europe, except
by republican denunciations. Its head, it is
true, ruled, as its heir rules still, the little
principality which gives the family its rank,
but he was not then the leader of German
political opinion. Prince Leopold had married
the heiress of the British Crown, but his
personal importance terminated with her death,
and he, however high in rank, was, as regards
politics, simply a great pensioner. The
Duchess lived to see her house strengthened

by the frank adoption of a great principle, rise

to the level of the highest families of the
world, and strike its roots broad and deep in

the European system. If the marriage lately
announced should be completed, six of her
grandfather's descendants will have sat on
thrones, which may yet become more numer
ous. The reigning Duke of Saxe-Coburg has
gained no territory, but he is the accepted
advocate of that unity for which every German
hopes and will one day strive. Prince Leo
pold, after rejecting the throne of Greece,
accepted that of Belgium, and became the
most popular, and one of the most influential

of continental sovereigns. A grand-daughter

of the Duke of Saxe-Coburg is Queen of

Great Britain. A prince of the line is King

of Portugal, one Prince will be Queen of

Prussia, another, it is said, will mount the
throne of Hesse-Darmstadt, and leave the race
still rich in possible sovereigns of the future.
The house is now the only one which occupies
more than one first-class throne, the only one
which occupies more than two thrones of any
kind. A ſew years more and a clear fourth of

the European world will be ruled by a family
which in 1818 had fewer subjects than are con
tained in many an English county. And they
have effected this great advance solely by
influence, without producing one great soldier,
without adding one to the long list of con
quered peoples. The Hapsburgs, at the zenith

of their prosperity, had fewer subjects; the
Bourbons have not succeeded in acquiring so

many independent kingdoms. Of the nine
families who so nearly divide Europe—
Coburg, Romanoff, Hapsburg, Hohenzollern,
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Bourbon, Bonaparte, Savoy, and Othman—
the House of Coburg alone has been steadily
and unswervingly constitutional. It is not
impossible that half a century hence half
Europe may look back to the Duchess of Kent
as the uncrowned ancestress of its constitu
tional kings.
And while the descendants of this royal

mother sit securely on their constitutional
thrones, shielded from harm by the willing
loyalty of their subjects, nearly every throne

in Europe is tottering. -

In Paris, the tirades of the corps legislatif
against all that relates to the Imperial Govern
ment, and, notwithstanding the polished dis
guise, against the Emperor himself, indicate
the unextinguished rankling animosities of
the coup d'état of 1852, and suggests how little

is wanted to kindle another conflagration on
the streets.

The Emperor of Austria scarcely keeps his
chin above the surging tide of revolution.
His exchequer is exhausted, and Magyar and
Austrian equally object to all demands made
upon them to replenish it. Were his throne
carried away on the revolutionary wave, and
his family fugitives on some hospitable shore
next week, very few of his subjects would
shed a tear, or deny themselves a pleasure on

hearing of it.

The King and Queen of Naples were
hunted out of their capital, and besieged in

the fortress of Gaeta like wild beasts in their
lair; and when both were driven away before
the guns of Sardinia, such was the memory of

their wrong doing, the enthusiasm of their
subjects knew no bounds.
The Emperor of Russia is compelled to

come to terms with his Polish subjects, by the
terrors of a universal insurrection. He is

more feared than loved. His overwhelming

clouds of Cossacks are his chief protection, at

least in his Sarmatian territories.

If we turn to Rome, that widow of two
civilizations—the center of brilliant traditions
—we discover a sovereign who has not one
unpaid friend. The nominal head of the
Church is throned amid foreign bayonets—
protected from his subjects, not by them—most
detested by those who have longest enjoyed the
blessings of his reign. Were he to be cast
into the Tiber, or, as of old, to take to his
heels, shouts of joy would rise from every

house in Rome, and his own priests would sing
jubilates and Te Deums.
But Queen Victoria sits enthroned in the

love of her millions of constitution-loving
citizens; and no private sorrow of hers but is

shared by the nation.
And yet some misguided persons will say,

the noble lady to whom, under God, all this
happiness and prosperity is owing, was not for the reason that they have a more positive

men are famous for deeds far less noble
Very true, but she had a reward far above all
fame, and she lived a life and performed duties

to which the mere empty desire for fame could
never have inspired her. Ambition never
made a truly great man—and it is not the great
men, but the small ones—not the true women,
but the empty-headed ones—who are anxious
for fame and the world’s applause.
God has so ordered it that most great men

have owed their best qualities to noble mothers.
The mother of Napoleon was distinguished for
courage. The mother of Washington was
famous for firmness. John Wesley's piety,
firmness, and conseientiousness were traits
inherited directly from his mother. Is any
achievement in war, or art, or letters greater
than this of giving to the world a man whose
deeds leave their impress upon the age 2 Can
there be any object of ambition greater, nobler,
more inspiring, and more purifying than this,
which should animate the soul of every true
mother so to train her child that in whatsoever
place God may put him, he shall do a man’s
work in the world 2 -º-º
HAIR OF TEIE HEAD-SOFTENING

OF THE BRAIN.

IN speaking of the hair that covers the hu
man brain, we would observe that each hair

is hollow, and that its color, as well as its

vitality, depends upon the glands situate at

its root. Any cause, therefore, which debili
tates those glands necessarily deprives the
hair of its nutrition, in which case it soon
falls out. Baldness, or the shedding of the
hair upon the top of the head, is caused by

the laxity of fiber, which, again, is attributa
ble to nervous relaxation.

Hair that naturally stands up, or is made

to stand by constant combing upward, assists

in producing a healthy action of the glands;
and the head, therefore, whose hair stands up

is not so liable to become bald as that on
which the hair is constantly combed down.
The erectness of the hair is the result of a

healthy action at its root, and indicates a

healthy and vigorous general constitution.
Why some persons sooner become bald than

others is because, from the laxity of fiber, the
secreting glands sooner become feeble. Dry,
harsh hair indicates a want of that proper,
healthy action.
The condition of dry, harsh hair may be

improved by washing the head, by friction of

the scalp, or any other means by which a

positive electrical condition of the scalp may

be maintained while the individual is in gen
eral good health.
Those persons whose hair stands up or lies

loose, are more active and efficient than others,

known by name, even, to the greater part of electrical condition of the brain, as well as

the civilized world. She was not famous; as greater firmness of fiber; whereas smooth,

fine, shiny hair indicates a negative condition,
and marks an effeminate mind.

That hair which stands up on end attracts
more electricity and creates more vitality and
action at the roots, as well as upon the brain.

A highly positive brain would be likely to be

covered with a strong, but not always a thick,
growth of hair, generally standing on end, as

the result of the electrical condition of the
brain under it. Such hair would be difficult

to keep combed down sleek, and such a result
would be, in its owner's estimation, of very
little consequence, as his pride does not run in

that direction.

A negative brain, on the contrary, would be

covered with a thick growth of fine shining
hair (if the scalp be healthy) lying flat to the
skull, upon which the owner would be likely

to expend considerable care, it being the only
portion of the head capable of appreciating
improvement. Various combinations of these
extremes would produce varying conditions of

the hair. -

Those persons who possess a healthy, fine,
strong physical development, carry within
themselves a good degree of vitality, upon
which the mind can depend for a supply
which evidently exists in robust men like
Lewis Cass and the late Daniel Webster.
But when the physical organism is not

equal to the mental, which calls for more
vital electricity than the physical body can
supply, the mind will seek in the surrounding
electrified elements that which nature de
mands, causing the hair which covers the
internal battery to be raised, or to stand on

end, as in the case of William H. Seward or

the late John C. Calhoun.
All sudden and violent mental emotions act

as repellants to nervous electricity, driving it

from the centers through the capillary rami
fications. Thus, in fright, the electrical cur
rents are driven off, and a sensation is expe
rienced in the scalp, as if the hair stood on

end. In severe cases, permanent torpor of the
nerves of the scalp, and the consequent loss of

color of the hair, has frequently been the re
sult of fright.
Vital electricity is consumed just in pro

portion to the intensity and continuance of

thought. If the consumption should be
greater than the supply, mental imbecility
will be the consequence. The consumption

ef mental electricity is as essential to deep
thinking as water to the wheel or steam to

the locomotive. Therefore, if electricity, gal
vanism, or animal magnetism were daily con
ducted, through nature's channels, to the im
becile mind by human effort, suffering human
ity would receive direct aid, the softening of

the brain would be arrested, and the tenden
cies to idiocy would be mitigated.

It may be asked why the hair of the various
kinds of animals, and the feathers upon birds,

stand up when the animal is in anger, or in

—sº-3
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preparation to fight. Our answer is this:
The passion which impels to muscular action
produces a highly positive condition of the
entire surface under which every muscle is
enabled to contract with its greatest possible
power. The hair, feathers, etc., assume a
standing position under these circumstances,
as the conductors through which the surplus
emanations pass off—the cause of their thus
standing being the condition of the surface
which requires the discharge. Passion, even
without bodily action, is ever followed by a
corresponding debility, thus proving that vital
ity has been withdrawn during the action.

Solomon W. J wett.
RAcnz, Wisconsix. -

[ForLifeIllustrated.]
RETIR IN G. F. R O M BU S IIN ESS.

BY H. W. Thomson.

THERE is an idea prevalent among our
business men that, when past the meridian
of life, they should retire from the scenes in
which they, so far, have been active partici
pants, and spend the remainder of their days,
away from the toil and turmoil of the world,
in calm repose. This period of retirement is
looked forward to as the season of refreshing

rest at the eve of life's sultry, toilsome day.
It is to be regretted that this sentiment is
spreading among those to whom, if carried
into practice, it would be most injurious.
Constant exertion is essential to the pres

ervation of the intellectual powers. The
rust of inactivity must not be permitted to
corrode the delicate machinery of the mind;
and that it may be preserved in good working
order, it must be kept running, and no time be
given for the accumulation of rust. This ac
tion can not be kept up without a motive
power, or stimulus, which is found in study,
politics, the work-shop, in any pursuit that is
followed with a purpose. The mental calm of
an aimless life generally results in mental
stagnation. With no strong incentive to ac
tion the powers are suffered to fall into decay;
the finer sympathies are lost in the all-absorb
ing selfishness that is bred by idleness, and the
whole nature is deformed. It is said that in

the game of chess it is better to play with a
poor plan than with no plan. Whether this
be true of chess or not, it is certainly true of
the game of life, which must be played with a
design, and that a wise one, or we shall be
the losers. The old men, seen everywhere,
who have sunk into mere inanities are such,
not because their minds are worn out—for that
can not be—but because their efforts have
relaxed, and their intellects have so long lain
dormant that they can not now be roused to
action. Humboldt wrote his “Cosmos” when
past eighty; Benton finished his “Debates”
while the hand of death was upon him ;
Woltaire's best work—“Irene”—was written

at eighty-three. In every age there have been
old men—in the senate, on the bench, in the
pulpit, literateurs—whose powers have shown
little, if any, diminution with age, because
they kept their brains at work, and did not
suffer themselves to be shorn of their strength
by the enervating repose of idleness. There
is work for every man ; and if he squander
his vital forces in indolence he must suffer the
penalty. Every burden cast aside, every duty
shirked, tends to the loss of some motion, to
the stoppage of some part of the mental
mechanism and to its consequent destruction.
Continue to narrow the duties and lessen the

burdens of the man, and you clip off his
faculties, one by one, until there seems a very
death of his soul, and he rests like a dead
weight on society. But, on the other hand,
every additional incentive brought to bear
upon the mind gives a new impetus to his
faculties.
Let our business men, then, enlarge their

spheres of action; not in a spirit of degrading
mammon-worship, but for the purpose of in
creasing their usefulness. Let them no longer
cherish these dreams of ignoble repose, but
cheerfully discharge every duty which lies in
their pathway, and so keep in play every
power, enlarge the grasp of the mind, and fit

it for a reception of the great truths which
will be revealed in another and higher stage
of existence.

A RITEI MIETIC A. L. PRO DIG Y .

MEssRs. EDIToRs—I have recently visited
an old gentleman who was said to possess ex
traordinary powers of calculation. He has no

education, and makes all his calculations in

the head, never having learned to use a pen or

pencil. For the purpose of testing his ability

in this direction, and making observations
upon his craniological developments, I asked
him to give me the number of days from
March 23, 1837, to the same time in 1861.
He immediately replied, 8,766—the exact
number. I asked for the hours, and he re
plied, 210,384. He said that the minutes
would be over twelve millions, and the
seconds not quite eight hundred millions.
The former, I believe, is 12,623,040, and the
latter, 499,296,000. During a brief examina
tion of his head, he wrought out an example,
and at the close of my remarks stated the
question and gave the answer. The example
was this: If a cannon-ball fly at the rate of

two miles per minute, how long would it be in

going one hundred and eighty millions of

miles? The time he stated to be, 171 years

1 month and 13 days, which answer is
, I

believe, a little less than one day and a half
too large ; but the error is not sufficiently
great to account for a non-observance of the
leap year, which shows that he divided by the
mixed number, 365}. I asked him to give me

the product of 375 multiplied by itself, which
he did almost instantly. He said that he
obtained the result—140,625—by multiplying
the multiplicand by its component parts, 25

and 15. The number of inches in 180 mil
lions of miles he says is 10,886,400,000,000;
and to express the number of drops of water

in a lake thirty miles square and ten feet deep,
allowing 1,000,000 drops to a cubic foot, he

affirms will take forty-three places of figures.
The former example he wrought, as he in
formed me, several years since, while sawing
off a stick a few inches through, without stop
ping the saw ; and the latter product was the
result of a computation made in a dream.
Your mathematical readers can test their
accuracy by a solution. In the question of

distance, the computation is made according

to the English method, of 18 feet in a rod and
280 rods in a mile.

The appearance of the organ of Number in

his head is somewhat singular. The eyebrow
extends laterally farther beyond the corner of

the eye than is common, but directly above the
ridge of the bone there is a depression. He
informs me that his power of computing is

not as strong as formerly, his present age
being about seventy years. Causality, Com
parison, Constructiveness, and Ideality are
largely developed in his head; and the ap
pearance of the brow and features generally,
resemble considerably your cut of Zerah Col
burn in the “Self-Instructor.”

ZooLogical MUs EUM.–Professor Agassiz—
the peculiar pet of all classes of Boston society
—has just reported the condition of his new
Museum of Comparative Zoology. He states
that his applications to leading naturalists and
museums in Europe for specimens have been
liberally answered. Many valuable collections
have already been received, and others are on

their way to Cambridge. The amount of

material accumulated in the museum would

make volumes, equal in scientific importance

to any published by the learned societies of the
old world. During the past year no less than
91,000 specimens, representing 10,884 species,
have been added to the museum, and this
number is probably to be increased when the
packages only partially examined shall have
received the proper attention. This is cer
tainly a great result, the importance of which,
says the Professor, may be appreciated when

it is stated that, less than a century ago, when
Linnaeus published the twelfth edition of his
“Systema Natura,” the whole number of

animals then known by him from all parts of

the world did not amount to 8,000.

THE WATER-CURE Journ A1, is an invaluable
periodical. Those who are sufferingfrom chronic dis
eases,feebleness of body, or despondency of mind, will
speedily find a remedy by perusing the Water-Cure
Journal. Those who havemenssano in corpore sano
will dowell to take the Journal, andascertainhowthey
maypreventdiseaseandprematuredecay. Publishedby
Fowler ANDWELLs, No. 808Broadway,New York, at

onedollar a year.—Eagle,Mitchell,Iowa. →3;
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PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.

MAN possessing a social nature instinctively
seeks association in nearly all the great interests
of life. Governments, churches, cities, neighbor
hoods, fraternities, and families are based on this
great law.
There is not only a friendly pleasure in such

association, but there is really a great philosophi
cal requirement for it. Union is strength, dis
union is weakness; concert is power, isolation is

inefficiency. Each one of a hundred, by associa
tion, comes in possession of the best thoughts of

all, and each being thus instructed by the wisdom

of all, may there also find strength to modify ºr
overcome his characteristic defects. Since Phre
nology treats of mind, its study is necessarily of a

social character, and this fact gives additional
value to an association in which to prosecute its
study.
To call attention to the value of such societies,

and to facilitate their formation, we publish the
following as a covenant form of Constitution and
By-Laws, which may be modified to suit the
wishes of people in various localities and in dif
ferent circumstances.

CONSTITUTION.
article I.

Section 1.-This Society shall be called the
PHRENological SocIETY.
Skotion 2.—The object of this Society shall be the

advancement of thescience of Phrenology,and the pro
motion of intercourseamongPhrenologists,bymeetings
for the reading of papers,the exhibition of casts,busts,
andother illustrativespecimens,and by discussionsand
investigations; to pointouttheimportance of Phrenology

as thetruephilosophy of mind, and its several applica
tions in education,self-improvement,jurisprudence,and
medicine: to correctmisrepresentationsrespectingthe
science, and to awaken a more extendedand lively
interestin its cultivation.

Article II.
SECTIox1.-The Officers of thisSocietyshall consistof

a President,Vice-President,Secretary,Treasurer,and a

Board of threeTrustees,whoshall beelectedannually.
Section 2.—ThisSocietyshall havepower to determine

§c-—

the duties of its ºfficers, and the duration of their
termsof office.

article III
SECTIox1.-The Societymayadmit to membershipany

individual of goodmoralcharacter,onbeingrecommend
ed (in writing)by a member of theSociety.
Section 2.-Applications for membershipsmust be

made at themonthly or semi-monthlymeeting.
SecTIox 3.—Anypersonson being elected,and taking

theirseats as members of thisSociety,shall sign theCon
stitutionand By-Laws,and pay to theTreasurer thesum
of-- asan initiationfee.
SECTION4.—Fivemembersshallconstitute a quorumfor

thetransactionof business.
Section 5.-The Societyshall havepower to levy such

contributions as may be deemednecessary to carry into
effecttheobjects of thisSociety.
SECTIon 6.-Any member of this Societymaybe ex

pelledby a voteof a majority of all its members.
SECTION7.—This Constitution, or any clause thereof,

shall not be abolished,altered, or amended,exceptby a

voteof twothirdsof all themembers.
BY-LAWs.

I.-The statedmeetings of theSocietyshall beheld on

of everymonth, or more or lessfrequently, as the
Societymay, at its annualmeeting,direct.
II.-The election of Officersshall be annually,on the

firstTuesday of January, and by ballot; a majorityelect
ing, and in case of a tie,thepresidingofficershallgive the
castingvote.
III.-It shall be theduty of thePresident to preside at

eachmeeting,preserveorder,regulatethedebates,decide
all questions of order,and proposequestionsfor discus
sion, in caseno question is beforethemeeting.

IV.-The President,with theconcurrence of theVice
President, shall have power to call special meetings of

theSociety,bygiving duenoticethereof.
W.—It shall betheduty of the President,and in caseof

his absence,the presidingofficer, at eachstatedmeeting

of the Society, to appoint tornememberwhose duty it

shall be, at thenext succeedingmeeting, to rºad a paper
on PBRENology, Physiology, or some of the NATURAL.
scIENCEs. It shall alsobe the duty of the President, at

the expiration of his term of office, to present to the
Association a synopsis of the proceedings of the Society
during his term of office.
WI.-It shall be the duty of theVice-President, in the

absence of the President, to perform his duties; and in

case of theabsence of both, a Presidentpro tem.shall be
chosen,whosedutiesfor thetimebeingshall be thoseof
thePresident.
WII.-It shall be the duty of the Secretary to keep a

record of theproceedings of eachmeeting; to read the
proceedings of the precedingmeeting; give notice to all
themembers of eachmeeting; andall thenamesof each

as they may be admitted, and keep and preserve all
recordsanddocumentsbelonging to theSociety.
VIII.-It shall be theduty of theTreasurer to keep a

regular and correctaccount of monetarymattersapper
taining to the Society; to collect all money due the
Society by members or otherwise; to payall orders-igned
by the President: and 1urther, it shall behis duty, at the
expiration of his term of office, to presenttheSociety a

written report of all his actingsand doings in his official
capacity.
IX. — It shall be the duty of theSecretary to write and

answerall lettersand communicationson behalf of the
Society.
X.—It shall be theduty of theBoard of Trustees,upon

order of the Society, to report, from time to time, the
characterand cost of such books,casts,and busts,and
othermatters as theymaydeemdesirablefor theSociety.

It shall alsobetheir duty to provide a room,and have it

suitablyfurnishedfor themeetings of theSociety.
XI.-Any personpossessingtherequisitequalifications,

andcomplyingwith theprovisions of theConstitution,may
become a member of this S. ciety,by a vote of two thirds

of thememberspresent.
XII.-Any person of eminence in either of the pro

ſessions, or who is a member of any learned or scientific
body,residing within the county,may,by a vote of two
thirds of the memberspresent,beadmitted to honorary
membership. -XIII.-As woman needsall the aid Phrenology and
Physiology can give in the importantduty of domestic
traiding and education, it shall be a special dutyof the
Society to inducewomen not only to becomemembers

of the Society,but also to becomefamiliar theoretically
andpracticallywith thesesciences.
XIV.- It shall require a vote of two thirds of all the

members to alteror amendtheaboveBy-Laws.

O I, D Y O U N G. M. E. N.

WE hear much of Young America, and
have been looking for it for years. One of

our artists endeavored to supply the de
ficiency a year or two ago by publishing a

picture in lithograph called “Young Amer
ica,” and the laughable fact of the matter is
,

that the little fellow is not more than three
years old; but there is more philosophy than
fun after all in the picture.

It is true that we have now only children
and would-be men, the idea of youth having
become obsolete.

It is nothing strange in this city to see a

boy five years old with a cigar in his mouth,
swearing like a pirate. Boys of ten having
these habits are very common, and a boy of

fifteen, if it be lawful to call such a boy, is

indeed a rarity who is not a smoker. This
vile habit, this precocious iniquity, this re

spectable degradation is sapping the life of

our young men, and making them old prema
turely.
We remember, thirty years ago, when there

were young men, and even youth. We re
member their ruddy looks, their hearty health
ful appearance ; but now we find sharp
visaged, wrinkled, nervous-looking lads of

sixteen, and from that to twenty, wearing all
the marks of care, anxiety, and age. Indeed,

if we go to our immigrant docks, we see the
hardy sons of the Emerald Isle step ashore
with their round youthful faces, carrying their
little bundles under their arms, wearing hob
mailed shoes and corduroy trowsers, and they
remind us by their healthy looks of the youths
we used to know in boyhood, when for a per
son under thirty years of age to smoke was
considered a disgrace, and it certainly was a

rarity. One has only to stand on Broadway
and see the cadaverous, nervous, irritable
young men pass his window for a single hour

to be convinced that some subtle, insidious
enemy is working at the vitals of society, nor
need we look long for a sad solution of the
mystery, for nearly every young man will be

seen with a cigar in his mouth. The vice is

respectable ; well-dressed people indulge in it,

even doctors and ministers practice it. And
sometimes smoking doctors recommend smok
ing to their patients. The habit is prevalent
—the destruction of our people is also
prevalent, and the public is not aware that
this poisonous drug is at the bottom of the
mischief.
Young men who reach manhood under such

habits are comparatively inefficient ; and if

they live to be thirty-five or forty, and suc
ceed in business, it is owing more to their
excellent natural constitutions than to any
particular care they take of themselves.
And the next generation, if it has a chance

to grow up, what will it be * We verily
believe that if there were not an infusion of

healthy blood from abroad, and this evil habit
were to be continued for another hundred
years, a man twenty-five years of age would

be considered old, if, indeed, any children
could be brought to the age of puberty.
Still, young men say they feel well—tobacco

does not injure them ; but the slightest ac
quaintance with Physiology will teach the
observer that their very looks, their great
glaring eyes, their sunken cheeks, and their
nervous, anxious expression of countenance
testify that the poison is working at the
foundation of their health, and that soon they
will utterly break down ; and though the
individual has no other chapter of life free
from this bad habit with which to compare
his present feelings and condition, and though
kindly Nature in the spring-time of his life does
her best to patch up his constitution and send
health through his veins and nerves, it is all a

mockery, and his system will soon give
evidence of physical bankruptcy.
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Ustri. Fort Sumter was fired on by the South
Carolina troops, we had not allowed ourselves
to believe that a collision would really take
place between the seceded States and the old
Union. On the 12th of April, the anniversary
of the birth of Clay, the South Carolina troops,
under the command of Gen. Beauregard, late
of the United States army, opened fire with
seven forts and batteries on Fort Sumter,
under Major Robert Anderson, U. S. A., with
about sixty men. Several vessels had been
dispatched from New York with a view to re
provision the garrison if it could be done
without a collision, but if resistance was
offered it was the design of the administration
to re-enforce as well as to re-provision the
garrison, if possible. A storm at sea delayed
the vessels, and the attack was made in antici
pation of their arrival. Major Anderson and
his gallant officers and men fought bravely
for thirty-six hours, after having eaten their
last loaf, and having become exhausted from
long serving their guns as well as from want
of food and repose, the wood work of the in
terior part of the fort having been set on fire
by hot shot and shells from the assailants'
batteries. The heroic commander of a band
of heroes capitulated after being urged to do
so by a deputation from Beauregard under a
flag of truce. This capitulation allowed the
Major and his garrison to salute their flag and
take it with them with all their side arms and
personal property, and to have a free passage
to any parts of the country they might desire.
This form of capitulation was offered by Major
Anderson before a gun was fired, he being out
of provisions and seeing no means of a supply.
On Sunday, April 14th, the fort was evacuated.
Major Anderson reached New York by sea on
the 17th. President Lincoln on the 15th, by
proclamation, called for 175,000 troops to repel
insurrection and to protect the capital. To
this call all the Northern States promptly
responded, and two days afterward several
regiments from Massachusetts were on their
way to the Federal city. In Baltimore, April
19, there was a collision between a riotous
crowd and the Massachusetts 7th regiment as
it was passing through that city, and two or
more soldiers and several of the rioters were
killed. The New York 7th regiment, the pride
of the Empire City, left on the 19th amid the
shouts and benedictions of hundreds of thou
sands, and the whole city was decorated with
flags from roof to pavement. On the 23d,
four regiments left New York and Brooklyn
for the city of Washington.
Whatever may be the result of this strug

gle, there is but one feeling north of Ma
son and Dixon's line, and that is enthu
siasm for the honor of the stars and stripes,
the flag of WashingtoN, of Jackson, and
Scott.

WHOLFSALE AND RETAIL
C O M M I S S I O N A G E N C Y.
Having for many years past been in the

practice of making purchases for our
country friends with apparent satisfaction
to them, and the demand for such services
being constantly increasing, we have con
cluded to establish in connection with our
other business, a

COMMISSION AGENCY,

fo
r

the purpose of purchasing and forward
ing to any portion of the country, anything
that can be found in New York. Our
extensive acquaintance and long business
experience give us advantages which we
are able to use for the benefit of our cus
tomers, and we shall use our best endeavors

to render our purchases satisfactory, both

as regards quality and price.

In order that our plan may be tested,
we will gladly fil

l any orders for the fol
lowing commissions:
On sums less than ten dollars.... 10 per cent.44 over -- - - - - --

Expenses of packing and shipping to be

paid by the purchaser. The money must
accompany each order; but in cases where
the exact amount can not be known, a

portion, say one half the estimated amount,
can be sent with directions to collect the
balance by express on delivery.
We will guarantee in every instance to

furnish the same quality of goods at as low
prices except our commission, as they
could be procured for were the purchaser
here.
Funds should be sent in drafts on New

York, Boston, or Philadelphia, when con
venient. When the discount on money
exceeds one per cent, it will be charged

to the party ordering.
For our reliability we refer to our busi

ness standing for the past twenty years;

to the hundreds of thousands throughout
the country who have had dealings with
us, and to the principal business-men in

New York and other cities.
Send on your orders—any amount from

six cents upward—and give us a trial.
Be particular to state how the goods are

to be forwarded. Small packages weigh
ing but a few ounces can be sent by mail
for six cents an ounce, postage prepaid.
When sent by express or as freight,
charges can be paid on delivery. Address,

Fowler AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

& Q (ſºrrtsggr.btmfs.

C. A.—Is there any objection to the union, bymarriage, of two personswith extremeblack eyes?
4ns. The chief objection is

,

that thetemperamentsareprobablytoomuchalike; besides,veryblackeyesare not

as strong as blue or gray,hencethechildren,both of whoseparents have very black eyes,would be likely to have
weakeyes.
E.W. T.-1. Is an organ inherited very large,

or is it made so by cultivation? andthen in old age,whenits hishestpowerfails, does it coinedown to full size,andis it then at full morepowerfulthan if it neverhad beenmorethanfull 7

4ns. The tendency to becomevery large, or to remainonlyſull or average, is inherited,just as thetendency to be

six feettall, or onlyfive or fiveand a half feet; but thesix
feet of height must grow by normal-physicalculture.The whole brain sometimesbecomessmaller and less
powerful in age,even as the muscularsystembecomes
smallerandweaker. We think an organ having grown
lessby age is not as strong at full as it would havebeen

at full in theprime of the man'slife; buthad it beenfull
only at theman'sprimeanddiminishedone size by age,

it would be weakerthan an organhavingdescendedfromlarge to full. Impressionsmadeupon a youngbrainand
mindaremorelasting than those of subsequentage,be
causethe brain is moresusceptible,themind hasfewerknowledges,and, as it were, lives them over and over.
When children know but few persons,their namesand
countenancesare madeineffaceable,partlybecauseseen
andconnedoverandover; in later live,namesandfaces
become so multiplied that themindcannotkeeptrack of

all. It is supposedthat factsand experiences of an importantcharacter, or thºseapparentlyimportant,becauseinadeon the fair, i.º. of themind, are insomeway treasured in the centralportionsof the brainandwill thereremainfresh after the outer substance of

thebrain has ceased to be delicatelysusceptible to outward impressions, in somemanneranalogous to the factthat themanwhosesighthas becomefeeble or is entirelylost can recall,bymemory,the beautifulvisions of formandcolorwhich he hadreceived in earlylife,throughtheagency of his now sightlesseyes.

E. R. S.—The “Onguent,” to make whiskers
growonsmoothfaces in six weeks, to whichyourefer, is

,

mostundoubtedlyan unmitigatedhumbug. It hasbeen
on salefor years,and of course is sold to beardlesspersons
who hope to realize a crop,andwhentheyfind themselves
sold they pocketthe loss and say nothing,and another
crop of greenonesfollowsuit,and so thethingprospers.-------
MEssRs Editors PHRENoLogic Al Journal:

The believers of Phrenologyarebeingsurprisedby newspapersasserlingthat“Blind Tom” is a practicalillustraiion of the absurdity of the science,and that a professorsent to examinehis head(by you),found him deficientin theorgans of Time andTune; will you gratify an oldsubscriberbyanexplanation in thenextnumber?
Re. ly. The report of such an examination by us, or any

one sent by us, is entirely without foundation.—EDs.Journal. -
AcknowledgMENT. Our excellent likeness of

Prof. Agassiz is from an original photographby Whipple,

of Boston,whosepopularity as an artist is broadlybased
on substantialmerit andwecordiallycommendhim as anartistto all our friends.
For the use of the portrait of Ling in our lastnumber,we areindebted to thecourtesy of Dr. Charles F.Taylor, of NewYork, author of the“Theory and Practice

of the Movement-Cure.” Dr. Taylor wasamongthefirst

to introducethe Kinesipathic or Movement-CureTreat
ment in this country,and is one of its mostsuccessfulpractitioners.
DR. Buttolph, the successful and popular

superintendent of theNew Jersey LunaticAsylum,located

at Trenton, is one of thevery fewmenfittedby constitu
tionalorganization,culture,and experience to understand
andmanagethe insane. The Annual Report of the Institutionabove-namedfor thelast year is received,and itexhibitsthemostsatisfactoryevidenceof excellentmanagement,and we are glad to see that the LegislativeCommitteeappointed to examineinto its affairs,and theStateManagers in their report,cordiallyconcur in negardingtheinstitutionand its ablesuperintendent as equal totheverybest in thecountry. It is a raregift to beable tounderstandthe peculiarities of insane personsand tomanagethemsuccessfully,and in this class of persons,which couldalmostbecounted on one's flugers,wemustcountDr. Buttolph.
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3b6trfistments.
Advertisements intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson or be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyaretoappear. Announcementsforthenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

A. S. BARNES & BURR's
RECENT PUBLICATIONS,

1861.
AMONG THEIR LATE ISSUES ARE:

1. PROF. ALPHONSO WOOD'S NEW EDITION OF
THE CLASS-BOOK OF BºTANY, designedfor all
arts of the Union; the most thorough and accurate
ext-Book ever issuedfrom theAmerican press., 840

}. es.
Price, $2. (The old edition is still published.

rice,$150.)
2. PUJOL AND WAN NORMAN'S COMPLETE
FRENCH CLASS-BOOK, embracing GRAMMAR,
CONVERSATION, and LITERATURE, with an Ade
uate Dictionary, all in one volume. Price, $1 tſ.
o Frenchbookextantwill comparewith thisexcellent

treatiseforgiving athoroughandsystematicknowledge
of theFrench language. -

8. MANSFIELD'S POLITICAL MANUAL, being a
CompleteView of theTheoryand Practiceof theGen
eralandStateGovernmentsof theUnitedStates,adapt
ed to the use of Colleges.Academies,and Schools.
Price, 75 cents. This work is exactly suited to the
times; whenthepeopleof thenationshouldunderstand
the principles of the Governmentunder which theylive.

4. MRS. WILLARD'S SCHOOL ASTRONOMY AND
ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY. With engravings.
Price, 75cents.

5. MRS. WILLARD'S LAST EDITION OF HER EX
CELLENT HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
This bookis broughtdownto the “John Brown Ruid.”
Price, 75cents.

6, ZACHOS" ANALYTIC ELOCUTION, being an
Atalysis of thePowersof theVoice,for the purposeof
Expressionin Speaking,illustratedby CopiousExamles, and marked by a Systemof Notation. By J. C.%.A.M. Price,$1.

7. PECK'S GANOT'S POPULAR PHYSICS, being an
InuroductoryCourseof Natural Philosophy,with over
800splendid illustrations. Price, $1.

8. HOWE'S YOUNG CITIZEN'S CATECHISM, a Book
for Young Scholars,upon the Principles of Civil and
StateGovernment,withQuestionsandAnswers. Price,
50eents.
9. HANNA'S BIBLE HISTORY ; a Text-Book for
Schools and Academies. On the catecheticalplan.
Price, $1.

10,DAVIES ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY AND DIF
FERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS. Price,

11. DAVIES, NEW ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. An
introductiontoUniversityAlgebra. Price, 75cents.

12. DAVIES, NEW UNIVERSITY ALGEBRA. An
Introductionto Bourdon'sAlgebra. Price, $1.

A. S. BARNES & BURR,
51and53John Street,New York.

A. S. BARNES & BURR publish
Davies'Seriesof Mathematics.
Parker & Watson'sSeriesof Readers. -
Monteith& McNally's Seriesof Geographies.
Clark'sSystemof EnglishGrammuar.
Porter's ſinciplº of Chemistry.EmmaWillard's SchoolHistories.
Norton& Porter'sFirst Bookof Science.
Smith'sSpellersandDefiners.
Beers'Systemof Penmanship.
Smith& Martin's Bookkeeping.
Emmons& Page'sGeology,etc.,etc.ºr send fºr their Catalogueof over 200yolumesof

Educational Works, known as the National Series of
&tandard SchoolBooks.

NEW

ELECTRo-GALVANIC BATTERY,
CELEBRATEDroR THE CURINGOF

NERWOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
ANDSIMILARDISEASEs,

WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.

Price, $10.
FOW L E R AND WEL LS,

808Broadway,New York.

$1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $100.
f ONE DOLLAR sent to FOWLER AND

WELLS,803 Broadway,New York, will secure,
by relurh of flrst mall, PhonographicBooks,
from the study of which you can, without a

0 teacher,becomea practicalVerbatimReporter.

HEELFD; sº-2 &*wæ
---sº

WHEELER & WILSON's

S Ew I N G M A C H IN E s,
AT REDUCED PRICES.

With Glass Cloth-Presser,Improved Loop-Check,NewStyle Hemmer,Binder, Corder,etc.
OFFICE, NO. 505 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
“The machinefor familyuse.”—Life Illustrated.
“This Machinemakesthe“LOCK-STITCH,” and ranks

higheston accountof the elasticity,permanence,beauty,
andgeneraldesirablenessof thestitchingwhendone,and
thewide rangeof its application.”—Report o

f American
Institute, New York.

[MAY,

PETERSONs' NEw PUBLICATIONs'
NEw AND GooD.Books BY THE BESTAUTHORS,

Forts.a.L.E.B.Y
ALL BOOKS ELLERS EVERYWHERE,

And Publishedby
T. B. PETERSON & BROTHERS,

No. 806 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
I.

THE CROSSED PATH : A Story of Modern Life. By
Wilkie Collins,authorof “Woman in White,” “The Dead
Secret,”etc. Onevol.,12mo,cloth,$1 25; or in two vols.,
papercover,for $1. II.
CHAri, ES DICKENS” NEW BOOK. A MESSAGE

FROM The SEA : AND THE UNCOMMERCIAL
TRAVELER. By Charles Dickens (Boz), author of

“The Pickwick Papers,”etc. Complete in one largeduo
decimovolume,cloth, for $1.25: or a cheapedition, in

onevolume,papercover,for 50cents.
III.

SECESSION, COERCION, AND CIVIL WAR: THE
TALE or 1861. By J. B. Jones, authorof “Wild Western
Scenes,”“War Path,” “Rival Belles,”etc. Onevolume,
cloth, $1 25; or in two volumes,papercover,for $1.

IV.
LIFE IN THE OLD WORLD: or, Two YEARs IN

SwitzERLANDANDITALY. By Fredrika Bremer,author of

“Homes in the New World,” “Neighbors,” “Home,”
“Four Sisters,”“Father and Daughter,”etc. Translatedby Mary Howitt expresslyfor the American publishers,
who purchased it at a very large cost Complete in two

#. duodecimovolumes, of near 1,000pages. Price,

9.

v.
HARRY COWERDALE'S COURTSHIP AND MAR

RIAGE. By the author of “Frank Farleigh,” “Lewis
Arundel,” etc. One volume,12mo,cloth, 31 25; or in

two volumes,papercover,for $1.
vi.

THE THREE COUSINS, By James A. Maitland, Esq.,
author of “The Watchman.”“The Wanderer,” “Diary

of an Old Doctor,” “The Lawyer's Story.” “Sartaroe,”
etc. Complete in one largeduodecimovolume,cloth, for
$1 25; or in two volumes,papercover,for $1.

VII.
THE GREATEST PLAGUE OF LIFE; or, THE AD

ventures of A LADY IN SEARCHof A Good SERVANT.
By onewhohasbeenalmostworried to death. Complete

in onevolume,papercover Price, 50 cents.
viii.

THE NOBLEMAN'S DAUGHTER. By the Hon.
Mrs. Norton. Price, 25 cents.

ix.
THE MAN WITH FIVE WIVES. By Alexandre

Dumas, the author of “The Count of Monte Christo,”
“The Three Guardsmen,”“Twenty Years After,” etc.
One volume,octavo. Price, b0 cents.

X.
THE RUINED GAMESTER. ByGeorgeW. M. Rey

nolds,author of “The Court of London,” “Rose Foster,”
etc. Onevolume,octavo. Price, 50 cents.

XI.
CAMILLE: OE, THE CAMELIA LADY. (“La Dame

Aux Camelias.”) The greatestbook in the English lan
5.ºf A literal translationfrom the French of Alex
re. Dumas the Younger. One volume, cloth, price

$1 25; or, in two vols.,papercover,for $1.
XII.

THE LANGUAGES WITHOUTAMASTER. French,
German,Spanish, Latin, and ItalianWithout a Master.
Complete in onelargevolume,cloth,$1 25.

XIII.
THE LITTLE BEAUTY. By Mrs. Grey. Complete

This Report was in accordancewith the previous
awards at the FAIR OF THE UNITED STATES
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY; at theFairsof the
American Institute,New York;
Mechanics’Association,Boston;
Franklin Institute,Philadelphia;
MetropolitanMechanics'Institute,Washington;
Mechanics'Institute,Baltimore;
Mechanics’Association,Cincinnati;Kentucky Institute,Louisville;
MechanicalAssociation,St. Louis;
Mechanics'Institute,San Francisco;

at theStateFairs of
Maine, Wirginia, Tennessee,
Vermont, Mississippi, Illinois,
Connecticut, Missouri, Kentucky,
New York, Ohio, Michigan,
New Jersey, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Pennsylvania, Iowa, California,

and at hundreds of countyfairs.
-

TEXT-Books of Social, REFoRM
PUBLISHEDBY THE

AMERICAN SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION.
BARCLAYS; oe, TRYING to SERVE Two MASTERs.

1, mo,extramuslin. Price,45cents.
BESSIE GORDON'S LESSON. 12mo,cloth, with en
graved frontispieceand vignette title-page. Price, 12

cents.
BROKEN CISTERNS ; or, THE Story of Jessie
WoRTHINGTox. Beautifully illustrated; thick 1zmo.Price, 65 cents.

CIRCUS GIRL AND SUNDAY SCHOLAR. 18mo,
cloth. Price,80 cents.

DAY-DREAMS ; on, Story of ALICE Clifford. Four
full-page illustrations. 208 pages, 18mo. Price, 30

cents; in muslin,85cents.
ELMSGROVE: or, SUNDAY-School Boys CoxTRAsted.
Price, 18cents,

ENVELOPE MAKERS. Illustrated. Price, 25 and 80
cents.

HUGH FISHER: or, HomePRINCIPLESCARRIEDOUT.
Price, 80and85cents.
PRINCIPLES AND RESULTS. 18mo, cloth. Priee,
50cents.

RAGGED HOMES, AND HOW TO MEND THEM.
12mo,cloth. Price, 60 cents.
An admirableexposition of the conditionand exigen

cies of thatportion of thecommunityreferredto,and the
modes of reachingthem.
READY WORK FOR WILLING HANDS; or, THE
Story of CoMFort ALLIsox. By the author of “Irish
Amy.” A veryexpressivedevelopment of some of the
trueprinciples of socialreform. 816pages,with orig.
inal illustrations. Price,45cents.

ROBERT, DAWSON; or, THE BEAve SPIRrr. Price,
30and85cents.

RUTH ELMER. A Tale for School Girls. Written for
the American SundaySchool Union, and especiallyadapted to teach the importanceand value of right
training in domestichabits and duties. 126pages.Price, 20and 25 cens.
Full Catalogues of the Society's publications, and

samples of its periodicals,will be sent, on application,free

of charge. Address
THE AMERICAN SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION,

1122ChestnutStreet,Philadelphia,
1t. 599Broadway,NewYork.

in two volumes,paper cover,price $1; or, bound in one
volume,cloth,price $1 25.

xiv.
MARY STUART, QUEEN OF SCOTS. By G. W.

M. Reynolds. Onevolume,papercover, 50 cents.
xv.

COUSIN HARRY. This new book by Mrs. Grey is
just published from advanceLondon sheets,and is far
superior to the “Gambler'sWife,” and is bound in one
large duodecimovolume. Cloth,price $1 25; or, in wo
twovolumes,papercover,for $1.

xvi.
THE COUNTESS AND THE PAGE. By G. W. M.

Reynolds. Onevolume,paper. Price, 50 cents.
xvii.

THE MEMOIRS OF WIDOCQ. Written by himself.
Complete in one volume,cloth, price $1 25; or, in two
volumes,papercover,for $1.
Copies of any of the above bookswill be sent to any

one, to anyplace,free of postage,on remitting the price

in a letter to thepublishers.
Addressall ordersandletters to thepublishers,

T. B. PETERSON & BROTHERS,
No. 806ChestnutStreet,Philadelphia,

And theywill receiveimmediateattention.tº BOOKSELLERS, NEWS AGENTS, and all
others,will pleasesend on theirorders at oncefor what
evertheymaywant of theabove.
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SEWING MAGRIME$.
FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,

495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agencies in au theprincipal Cilies and Towns in the

UnitedStates.
The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine Company arenow manufacturing,and haveon exhibition at their diſferentsalesrooms,machinesmaking theShuttleor LockStitch,of thesamepatternsandat thesamepricesastheir

celebratedGrover& BakerStitchMachines,thusaffording
thepublic theadvantageof comparingthestitchesof thetwo leadingmachinesandexercisingtheirown judgmentas to their respectivemerits. This is theonly companythatmanufacturesboth kinds of machines,and therefore
the only onethatcanofferthisprivilege to thepurchaser.

THE TRIBUNE FOR 1861.
PROSPECTUS.

THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE is now in its XXth Wol
ume. During the last year THE TRIBUNE has beenobliged to devotequite a largeproportionof its space toPolitics, but weshallhenceforth ableto limitour space
devoted to Political discussion,and devotemost of our
columns to subjects of lessintense,but more abiding,interest. Amongthese,wemean to payespecialattention to

I.-EDUCATION.
The wholesubject of Education,bothPopular andGeneral, will be discussed in our columns throughout theyear 1861,andwe hope to enlist in thatdiscussionsomeof theprofoundestthinkersand ablestinstructors, in ourcountry. It is at onceour hopeand our resolvethat thecause of Educationshall receivean impetusfrom theex

ertions of THE TRIBUNE in its behalf during the year1861.
II.-AGRICULTURE -We have beencompelled to restrictourelucidations ofhis great interest throughout1860,and shall endeavorto atonetherefor in 1861.Whateverdiscovery,deduction,

demonstration is calculated to renderthe reward of labor
devoted to cultivationmore ample or morecertain,shall
receivepromptand full attention.III.-MANUFACTURES, ETC.
We hail everyinvention or enterprisewherebyAmericanCapitalandLabor areattracted to andadvantageouslyemployed in anydepartment of Manufacturing or Mechanicaſ Industry as a realcontribution to ſhePublicWeal, insuring ampler,steadter,moreconvenient,more remuner:ating markets to the Farmer,with fuller employmentandbetterwages to the Laborer. The Progress of Mining,Iron-making, Steel-making,Cloth-weaving,etc.,etc., inour country,and theworld,shall be watchedandreportedby us with an earnestandactivesympathy.

IW.—FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
We employthe bestcorrespondents in London, Paris,Turin, Berlin, andotherEuropeancapitals, to transmitusearly and accurateadvices of the great changestheresilently butcertainlypreparing. In spite of the pressureof DomesticPolitics,our newsfromtheOld World is now

varied and ample; butwe shall have to render it moreperfectduring theeventfulyearjust beforeus.
W.—hoME NEWS.

We employregular paid correspondents in Californiaat the†. of Darien, in the Rocky Mountain goldRegion, and wherever else they seem requisite. Fromthe moreaccessibleportions of ourowncountry,wederiveour informationmainlyfromthemultivariouscorrespondents of theAssociatedPress,fromourexchanges,and the
occasionalletters of intelligentfriends. We aim to printthe cheapestgeneralnewspaper,with thefullestandmostauthenticsummary of usefulintelligence,that is anywhere
afforded. Honing to “make eachday a criticonthe last,”and print a betterand betterpaperfrom year to year, asour meansaresteadilyenlargedthroughthegenerouscooperation of our manywell-wishers,we solicit and shalllabor to deserve a continuance of public favor.

TERMS.
DAILY TRIBUNE (311issuesper annum)........... $6
SEMI-WEEKLY (104 -- " -- “ )... . . . . . . . 8

WEEKLY (52 44 -4 “ ). . . . . . . . . . 2

" To CLUBS.–Semi- Weekly,two copiesfor $5,five for$1125,tencopies to one addressfor $20,and anylarger
number at the latterrate. For a club of twentyan extra$º will be sent. For a club of forty, we sendTHEDAILY TRIBUNE gratisoneyear.Weekly: Three copiesfor $5, five for $8,ten for $12,
and any larger number at the rate of $1 20 eachperannum, the paper to beaddressed to each subscriber. Toclubs of twentywesendan extracopy.Twentycopies to oneaddressſor $40,with oneextra tohim who sends us theclub. For clubs of fortywe sendone copy of theSemi-WeeklyTribune. For each clubofone hundred,THE DAILY TRIBUNE will besentgratisone year.Paymentalways in advance. Address
THE TRIBUNE, No. 154NassauStreet,New York.

G
. A R D E N S E E D s.

The following,putmp in packages at 10 centseach,will
besent,prepaidbymail, on receipt of price to anyPost
office in the U. S., by FowlkR ANDWELLs, N.Y.:Articineke,
Asparagus,
ExuaEarlyTurnipBeet,EarlyBloodTurnipdo.,LongBlood do.,LongSmoothBlooddo..EarlyPurpleCapeBroccoli,Farly York Cabbage,EarlyWakefield do.,EarlyOxHeart do.,1-argeLateBergen do.,LargeLateDrumheaddo.,LargeLateFlatDutchdo.,FineDrumheadSavoydo.,RedDutch do.,EarlyHornCarrot,LongOrangedo.,LougWhite do.,
Thorburn'sNonparallCauliflower,EarlyLondon do.,Late do. do.,EarlyWalcheren do.,EarlyShortGreenCucumber,EarlywhiteSpiueddo.,EarlyGreenClusterdo.,LongGreenPricklydo.,
westIndiaGherkin,do.,ImprovedNewYorkEggplant,CurledScotchkale.
WhiteCabbageLettuce,IceDrumhead do.,EarlyCurledSilesia do.,HardyGreen Jo.
Fine NutmegMuskmeion,

LargeSquashPepper,
SweetSpanish do.,
SweetMountaindo.(forMangos),LargeCheesePumpkin,Manmoth do.,
LonxScarletRadish,ScarletTurnipdo.,
White do. do.,
Yellow do do.,
Chinesewinterdo.,BlackFall do.,
VictoriaRhubarb,
Linnaeusdo.,

Round
ra,

Spinach,
New Flandersdo.,prickly o-rEarlyWhiteBushSquash,SummerCrookNeckdo.,LinuaCocoanut -BostonMarrow do.,
winterCrookNeckdo.,LargeRedTomato,LargeRedSmoothdo.,LargeYellow do.,
RedCherry do.,
YellowCherry do.,PearShaped do.,
Yellowplum do.,
EarlywhiteDutchTurnip,whiteGlobe do.,whiteNorfolk do.,YellowStone do.,GreenCitron o-> YellowAberdeen do.,Skillman'sNetted do., NewYellowFinlanddo.,Cantelope o-> ImprovedRutaBaga,Ice CreamWater do., Sage,

NewOrangedo., do., SummerSavory,Carolina do., do., winter do.,AppleSeededdo., - 8weetMarjoram,Citron do., forpreserves, Thyme,Long Green Okra, LennonBalm,ImprovedDwarfdo., Coriander,rgeRedOnion, Fennel,LargeYellowdo., Lavender,Largewhitedo., Rosemary,
ExtraCurledParsley, Hyssop,ImprovedParsnip, Pennyroyal,Cherry epper. Catnip,PLongCayenne do., Elecampane,
In addition to theabovewe canfurnishmost of therare

seeds in market at lowestprices.

FL 0 W E R 8 E E D S.
We are enabled to offer our friends an assort

ment of flower seeds, which we think will meet
the approbation of all. We get them from the
most reliable sources, and believe there is no va
riety in the whole which is not attractive and
worthy of cultivation.
We shall furnish five assortments, put up in

packages, as follows: -
No. 1 will contain 20 varieties.-- 2 4 * 16 --
-- 3 tº 12 -4

“ 4 -- 10 --

“ 5 4- 5 --

Those packages in which is the least number of

varieties, will contain the choicest, newest, and
rarest-seeds.
The price for each package sent post-paid, by

mail, will be ONE Dolla R. Persons sending five
dollars will receive all five assortments, and a

copy of our work, “The Garden,” which is the
best book of the kind published.
No package contains any variety that is found

in any other. So he who purchases the whole
will have sixty-three different kinds. Each paper
contains more seeds than is usually desired for
one garden, and it is often the case that neigh
bors join in sending for them.

PACKAGE No. 1.-Twenty vARIETIEs.
Agelatum,fragrant. GlobeAmaranth,mixed.SweetAllyssum. Hawkweed.ChinaandGermanAsters. HyacinthBeau.DoubleMixedBalsans. LoveGrass.Belvidereon SummerCypless. Lupinsmºxed.Campanula,Lorey's. Mixnonette.CaudyTuft,finemixed. Nigelia—Lovein a Mist.Clarkia. AnimatedOats,Convolvulus,major,mixed. SweetPeas,mixed.Gilly,mixed. SweetSultan.

PAck AGE No. 2–sixtEEN variETIEs.
sensitiveplant. DwarfAser,inixed.Venus'Looking-Glass. Lavender.Larkspur. Marvelºf Peru,mixed.Silene, or Catchtly. BlizaGracilis,quakinggrass.Zinnia,mixed. Acroclineum,Everlastingflower.RoseofHeaven. CanaryBirdflower.LoveLiesBleeding. DaturaWrightl.CypressWine. Hollyhock,dwarf,Italian,mixed.

PACKAGE No. 3.-Twelve varieties.Polyanthus,mixed. GlobeAsters,finestmixed.Poitulacamixed. Amaranthus,Joseph'scoat.SweetRocket. CannaIndica, or Indianshot.PhloxDrummondil,mixed. Muskplant.Petunia,mixed. Moukahood.OrnamentalGourd. MexicanPoppy.
PACKAGE No. 4.—TEN v ARIETIEs.Forget-Me-Not. Lantana—beautiful.Hollyhocks,double,mixed. Chrysanthemum,finestmixed.Icuplant. Camelia-FloweredBalsam.Four-o'clocks. Dutchman'sPipe.Foxgloves. Honesty.
PACKAGE No. 5.-Five v AHIETIEs.

TreeMignonette, DwarfChrysanthemum,a dTenWeeks'Stock,doublemixed, aster,svarieties.

, Ilowere
extrafine. ematiaflamula.Smith'sPrizeBalsam.
FOWLER AND WELLs, 808Broadway, New York.
AN APPEAL To PATRIOTs

For theBenefit of the Families of thosewhomay fall
IN DEFENSE OF THE FLAG OF THE UNITEDSTATEs,
The entire profits of the sale of the PortRAIT OFMAJOR ANDERSON, which was tºen at ºf Sumter,will hereafter be deposited in Bank for the benefit of thefamilies of thosewho mayfall in the presentcontest indefense of the Flag of theUnitedStates,andpaid over tºthecommitteeauthorized to take charge of such contri.butions by thegreatUnionMeeting of April 90th.

E. ANTHONY, 501Broadway,New York.
NOBLE MEMORIES CLUSTER ROUND THIS POR.TRAI...TWENTY MILLIONS of FREEMEN CXN,
...THOUT FEELING IT, soon Roll ºf

f
A FüNišTHAT WILL_GLADDEN THE HEARTS OF Tiff.WIDQWS AND THE FATHERLESS...ANDDO HONor:AT THE SAME TIME TO THE BRAVE ANDERSON.

The pressthroughouttheUnited Stateswill serve theircountry well b iving the abpossible. y giving above as wide publicity as

CoRN wall, CoLLEGIATE School.
The position of this Institutionoffersunusual adwantagesin healthfulnessandbeauty of situation,ease of access,andfreedomfrom injurious influences. A limited number ofpupils will be received into the family of the Principal,and instructed in any of thebranches of a thoroughEnglish classical or mathematicaleducation.The greatestcare is taken to exclude thosewhose moral character

would be an injury to their companions. For Circulars,or otherinformation,address
ALFRED COX ROE, Principal,CoenwALL,ORANGECo.,N. Y.

6,000, AGENTs WANTED, To

sell Six New Inventions—two very recent,and of great
Yalue to families; al

l pay greatprofits to Agents. Sendfourstampsandgeteightypagesparticulars.5tº EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass.-arºss-s3////
Being a NewTheoryand System of Practical Penmanº Designed as a Text-Book for Schoolsand Privateudents. -
This is thetitle of a newwork just issued,which it isbelievedwill do more to improve the penmanship of allclassesthanall otherseverbeforewritten. It teachesnotonly how to write, but instructs in whatgoodwriting consists. Knowing this, the studentbecomes a critic, andthis pºint attained,nothing but practice is necessary tomakehim an accomplishedpenman.
Sent by mail, post-paid, for 50 cents. AGENTSWANTED. FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

.A.Wew Edition of
How To GET A PATENT.

This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees
has undergone a thorough revision, and contains the

New Patent. Law Entire,

in which many important changes have beenmade.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.

Fowler AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

CoNVERSATION.—ITs FAULTS AND
ITS GRACES.

New edition,revised,with additions. Cloth, 60 cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.

—sº
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TEIE YOUNG GIANT OF THE WEST.
BY A. L. STONE.

SoMEBody has called us the YoUNG GIANT
of the WEst. He hasn't many of the graces

of the ezquisite—this young giant—so the
foreign artists have drawn him. The shirt
frill and the patent leather and the patent airs
of the French dandy, he doesn’t much affect.
His clothes are thought not to sit well, to be a
little awkwardly made and awkwardly worn.

But he gets up early in the morning and dresses

in haste. He doesn't spend much time before

the glass. He runs his fingers through his

hair instead of a comb—his only anriety being

to keep it out of his eyes—and neglects the
pomatum entirely. In the portrait, his shoes
are broad and thick-soled, but he stands firm in
them, and when he swings them they have

momentum. His hands are large, but there's

a gripe in them. His hat brim is narrow, but
it lets the light of heaven on his face. His
shirt collar is high and stiff, but it keeps him
looking straight ahead after his destiny. His
coat is short-waisted, he doesn’t run to waste

(waist) in broadcloth. The piece of apparel
that clothes his nether limbs stops a little too

soon in its downward reach, but he is growing

so fast.

In short, there may be found many a more
polished-looking gentleman—fitter for ladies'
presence—but there are apparent in him such

bone and muscle—such wiry cords about the
loose-strung joints—such a long-armed and

deep-chested outfit for the wrestling of earth's
potentates, that the sight of him doesn't much
encourage these jealous ones to try a full.
They may make game of him—and that's just

what they find him—GAME.
But he wasn’t always a giant. He had his

own cradling. It was a rude nursery in

which he learned to walk—it was a rough

discipline that shook him free from his leading
strings.
Scarce two generations of men—and many

an individual lifetime still wearing greenly on

in the midst of us—span the entire length of

our national eristence—an added century and

a half will go back to our forefathers' first
coming—and within these brief periods the
germ has become the oak, the fresh-born foster
child of Liberty has become the youthful giant.
—N. Y. Teacher.

THE HYDRoPULT. Fort DEs.T.RoyING Insects.
—Highly important unsolicited and unexpected
testimony from Dr. Asa Fitch, Entomologist of the
State of New York, and the most distinguished
authºrity in the country. In the Country

Gentleman of January 25th, 1861, in a lengthy

article on the best mode of destroying insects, by

Dr. Fitch, we find the following:
In my experimentsforº; noxious insects, I

havefor a long time felt the want of an efficientinstru
mentwith which to showerand drenchtheleavesof trees
andherbswith certainvegetableinfusionsand chemicalsolutions, to cleansethemfrom insectvermin thereon—
an instrum'ntmorecapaciousthanthesyringeand more

- -
economicalthan the garden engine. This want is at

length fully supplied by the Hydropult of W. T. Wose.
manufacturedby the American HydropultCompany, a

t

1b1NassauStreet,New York. This implement,costing
$12, if I rightly remember,and sent by expresswherever
ordered.shouldbe in everycountryhabitation, a

s a safe
guard againstfire, if not neededfor any of the several
otheruses to which it is applicable. And thebestadviceI cangiveour querist, is to furnishhimselfwiththis instru
ment,andwhen thesebugs again appearon his quinceleaves,treatthemeachandeveryone to a dose of tobacco
water,aloes,quassia,andotherbitterinfusions,soap-suds,
weak lye, lime water,etc., and long beforehe has ex
haustedthe pharmacopoeia,we think he will come to

somethingthat is such an efficaciousremedy for this
insect,that,elatedwith the discovery, h

e will immediately
let theworld know it throughthecolumns of theCountry
Gentleman.

----
(ForLifefilmstrated.)I'M IN A T U R E 's C EI I I, D.
BY Miss E. M. M.

THE skiesarebright—theworld is fair,
The rippling stream,theroaringsea,

The mountainbreeze,theflowretsrare,
All, all bearcharmsmostdear to me,

For I amNature'schild.
I lovethefree,glad things of earth,
I love thetreeswithverdurerife,

Its children,when in hours of mirth
They drown thewearycares of life—

I'm Nature'smerrychild.
Hurrah! hurrah! myechobrings

A tone I fondly,fondlygreet;
I'll shoutagain—andlet it ring
Until it startsme to myfeet,

Affrighted at thesound.
The thunder-cloud,thesnow-cappedhill,
The light'ning'sflash,thetempest'sroar,

The wild windswhistling,piping shrill,
Delight meever,evermore,

For I am verywild.
I'm wild with joy and wild with thought,
I'm wild with hopeandwild with grief;

I'm Nature'schild—haveoftensought,
In Nature'stone to findrelief;

I lovehermusicwell.----

O U R STELLAR SYSTEM.
THz grandest of all problems with which science

has grappled, is the relation of the stars to each

other. Sir William Herschell, with his great
telescope and his comprehensive mind, led the way

in this sublime study, and the path which he

marked out is now being pursued by able and
earnest observers, all over the civilized world.

The results yet obtained in regard to the position
of the fixed stars in relation to each other and

their distance apart are neither as positive nor as

definite as our own solar system, still, within cer
tain limits, some facts have been determined
which almost overwhelm the mind with their in
conceivable grandeur.
First, it has been ascertained that our sun is

one of an innumerable multitude of stars which

are grouped together in one collection or system,
separated from other stars in the universe. The
general form of this stellar system, and our posi
tion in it, have been roughly determined. It is

in the form of an irregular wheel with a deep

notch on one side, and with a portion of another
wheel branching out from it. Our sun is situated
pretty near the middle of the system, and about
where the branch divides. The dimensions of this

collection of stars are so vast, that if expressed in

miles they would require rows of figures of such
confusing length as to convey no definite idea to

the mind, and the plan has been adopted of stat
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ing the time a ray of light would require to tra
verse them. It would take a locomotive five hun
dred years to pass from the earth to the sun, while

a ray of light makes the journey in eight minutes,
and yet a ray of light, moving with the same
velocity, would require three years to reach the
nearest fixed star! In applying this measuring
rod to our stellar system, it is found that, through
the thickness of the wheel, the distance is such
that light would occupy 1,000 years, and through
the diameter not less than 10,000years in making
the passage! In some directions, indeed, the sys
tem stretches away into the depths of space be
yond the reach of the most powerful telescope to

measure.

If we pass through the inconceivable distance
we have been considering, out beyond the bound
aries of our stellar system, we find a region of

empty space, destitute of stars, at all events of

thosewhich are luminous and visible. Traversing
this void space through distances which appall the
mind by their immensity, we find other systems

of stars probably similar to our own.
astronomers are now considering the possible rela
tion of these several clusters to each other—
whether there is not a system of systems.-Scien
tific American. ---
REMITTANCES AND DIECOUNT8.
Owing to the unsettledstateof businessaffairs in the

country,thenotesof manyof thebanks at a distancefrom
New York are so unsaleable as to be subject to heavyrates

of discount. We are consequentlyobliged to suspendour
custom of payingtheexchangeon drafts; and whenever
our friends send us moneybearingmore than three or

fourper cent,discount,weshall be obliged to charge it to

theiraccount, or deduct it fromtheamount of goodssent.
All will readilyseetheproprietyand advantage of remit
ting gold,Easternbills, or postagestamps. To-day,April
26,the bank-notes of all the Statessouth of Mason and
Dixon's line can not he sold for morethan50centson a

dollar; Illinois, Wisconsin, and most of the Western
States,areworth a littlemore.

FRIENDs—Co-workers—WolunTARY AGENTs,

in everyneighborhood,areinvited to engage in thegood
work of extendingthecirculation of theseuniqueandval
uable periodicals. A little well-directedeffort,just now,
during the long winter evenings,will double our list of

readers,and thusscatterinvaluableblessingsamongthou
sands. May we nothearfromyeu ?---
JAcoss’ PATENT Portrolro PAPER FILE.—

Of proper sizefor the PHRENological andWArER-CURE
Journals—for sale at this office. These Files will pre
servethe Journals as nicely as if theywere bound,and
will lastforyears. Price 50 cents. They will be sentby
mail, postpaid,whendesired.

Fowlen ANDWELLs, 808Broadway,New York.-----
FOWLER AND WELLS' JOURNALS.
Postmasters,Clerygmen,Teachers,and others,are re

quested to act as Agents,andgetClubs for
THE AMERICAN PHRENOLOGICAL Journal,

AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED.
Publishedmonthly-sent a yearfor ................ $100
Clubs of Ten Subscribers,andexuracopy to getter-up500
THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL AND HERALD OF

HEALTH.
Monthly—ayearfor........................ ....... $100
Ten Copies,and extracopyfor getter-up of Club.... 500
Subscriptionscommenceon receipt of order,and

r’Arment always in Aro-nor.
BOTH JOURNALS MAY BE INCLUDED IN ONE

CLUB IF DESIRED,

Add six cen's a year for eachsubscriber in the British
Provinces to paypostage.

spreivilex numbertssex.Ton APPLICATION.
AG ENT S W A N TED E W E R Y W H E R E.

FO W L E R AND W E L L S.,
808Broadway,New York.
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LIEUT.-GEN. WINFIELD SCOTT.
PHRENoLogic AL charact"ER AND BIOGRAPHY.---

phrenological, CHARACTER.

GENERAL Scott's name is familiar to every
child in America, and is uttered with respect
wherever the English language is spoken. His
portrait, also, is nearly as familiar to the
public as his name. The likeness of him,
which we present, was taken some fifteen
years ago, when he may be said to have
achieved the zenith of his power as a man
and a general, and had then just performed
some of the most extraordinary military
achievements in the world's history in his
brilliant capture of Vera Cruz, and all the
other strongholds on the road to Mexico, and
finally entered into the boasted “Halls of the
Montezumas.”
General Scott's constitution is most remark

able. He stands about six feet five inches
high, and is well-proportioned throughout. His
broad and deep chest and his long and well-de
veloped body evince, most excellent vital

WhosawtheSteer?.......... 107 |

| TheExhibitionpalace of 1862.10s

-
|

Po RTRAIT of LIEUT.-GEN. W.INFIELD 8COTT, U. S. A.

body, the manifes
tations of the mind

are uneven, some
times brilliant, at

other times wanting

in power.
The organization

before us indicates

a great development
of the middle and

lower portions of

the forehead, show
ing large percep
tive organs and an
excellent memory of

details and particu
lars, in short, a

practical mind, one
that can not only
take in a wide range

§ of subjects, but fol

is low them al
l

down

is to their minutest

* detail, and keep in

mind all facts and
** conditions calculat
ed to modify or in
fluence results.
Another leading

trait in the charac
ter of Scott is his
great development

of Order, which
organs, and lay the foundation for health, im
mense physical power, and long life. His
head is in proportion to his body, large, but
not too large. One of the great secrets of his
success is

,

that he has vital steam enough al
ways to work his brain to the very best ad
vantage. When the brain is too large for the

leads him to organize systematically all his
plans and purposes. Another strong trait is

Constructiveness, which gives him the power

of forming complicate combinations in such a

manner that all parts of his plans shall work

in harmony. He can do many things at a

time, or take into account many facts and cir
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cumstances which act upon each other to pro
duce modified results. His organ of Human
Nature, or the power to understand mind and
motive, to measure men and know how to
guide, control, and employ them, is a strong
trait in his character. He has large Benevo
lence, which is indicated by the great height
of the head from the root of the nose upward.
Wherever Benevolence can be employed as a
source of influence or means of doing good,
he is never found wanting. His Wenera
tion is also large. This gives him a high
respect for authority and law, as well as for
things and subjects which are sacred and re
ligious, and in conjunction with his Order,
Constructiveness, and Approbativeness, tends
to establish in his character great regard for
punctilio in respect to courtesy, duty, and
obligation, and the manner of fulfilling them.
General Scott's head is broad, but not ex

ceedingly so. He has sufficient force and
severity of character; but the height of his
head, or the strength of his moral sentiments,
tends to modify the sterner elements of his
disposition. He has courage and executive
force, and great driving energy; but these
qualities not being predominant over the
moral and sympathetical elements of his
nature, he seldom loses the control of his
temper, or does from haste or heat an in
judicious act. In the hour of battle, he
evinces unbending force; but in the hour of
victory he shows compassion, justice, and re
gard for the rights and interests even of his
enemies.

His social organs are large. In the family
circle he is playful, pliable, and paternal.
We remember to have seen one of his daugh
ters, when about fifteen years of age, playfully
taking all manner of childlike liberties with
him ; and we saw in him, then, nothing of the
warrior or governor of armies, but the fond
and affectionate father, yielding patiently to
inconvenience, and what most men would con
sider annoyance ; and yet that keen blue eye
of his which, when his mind is excited on
great subjects, flashes like an eagle's, was as
mellow and gentle as a woman's.
That part of General Scott's character

which has been least understood, and for
which he has been chiefly criticised, remains
to be considered, and this has to do with his
Approbativeness and Self-Esteem. The latter
organ is large, and imparts to his character
dignity, self-reliance, and, with large Firm
ness, great determination, a disposition to ac
cept responsibilities, and to bear burdens in
the hour of trial without flinching or self
distrust. This gives him pride and power to
command, and comparative coolness in times
of greatest responsibility; but the rough edge
of this quality, as it was seen in Jackson and
some others, is in General Scott softened by his
moral sentiments and esthetic tastes in part,
but chiefly by his excessive love of approba

tion. The manifestation of this faculty some
times appearing in an undue degree, General
Scott has been blamed and ridiculed. He has
been charged with being fond of dress and
military display, of “fuss and feathers;” and
his style of correspondence has been criticised
for possessing the same quality. The basis
for these criticisms of his character arises from

this love of reputation which sometimes is re
dundant in its manifestations; but when we
consider that it is also one of the strongest
incentives to great and glorious achievements
in the soldier, moved by patriotism and heroic
valor to carry his flag to victory whenever he
meets a foe, to face the cannon's mouth and
any and every danger; when it is considered,
moreover, that from this faculty, though it
may be sometimes abused, arises the desire for
an unspotted character, and a fame above the
reach of reproach, or even question, the
reader may see a thousand causes for rejoicing
in the large development of this faculty in our
subject, where he finds only occasion to regret

its power and activity in consequence of these
little frothy aberrations of vanity, in respect
to which those who are not his friends have
found fault.

BiograAphy.

Great purposes are accomplished more by
thoughtful calculation than by large sums of
money or numerous bodies of men. One
thoroughly shrewd and competent financier
has more power in Wall Street than a couple
of score of ordinary brokers; one sound and
consistent statesman is the helm to a legisla
tive body; and one thoroughly accomplished
soldier will do more for the well ordering of
an army than fifty mediocre generals and
captains. The world has produced few great
military leaders—men whose strategic acu
men could successfully control immense bodies
of armed troops. All countries and all times
have produced such men. Great occasions
have always found some mighty intellect to
direct them to a wise and successful issue.
No living man more combines al

l

the grand
elements of a successful soldier than our own
Scott. Patriotic without being selfish, brave
without rashness, prudent, but never weak,
always cool and collected, he takes in the
whole matter in hand with a calm and a

steady view, never precipitating his plans, and
never flinching in the hour of mortal peril.

In times of danger hitherto, he has given
evidence of his perfect generalship, and in this
hour of the country's trial, no man is found so

suitable to carry out the plans of the govern
ment as their well-beloved and confidently
trusted Lieutenant-General.

Winfield Scott, the son of a farmer, by the
name of William Scott, was born near Peters
burg, Virginia, on the 13th of June, 1786.
He was the youngest of two sons, and had
three sisters. His father dying when he was

a child, his mother with a small property, and

left with five children, contrived to give him a

good education. He chose the legal profession,
and was admitted to the bar in 1806, at the
age of twenty. When the war of 1812 broke
out he applied for and received a commission

of captain of artillery, and accompanied Gen.
Hull in his inglorious campaign.
The first battle of our young hero was

fought at Queenstown Heights, under com
mission from Madison as lieutenant-colonel,
with a force of some four hundred men,
against a British force of thirteen hundred
men; and, although defeated, such was the
desperate valor with which he held out against
the overwhelming odds, that the victory seemed
rather to hover over the American than the
British flag.

On being exchanged, Scott again repaired to

the ground of his former exploits, where he was
engaged in several lesser actions, with success,
until midsummer, when he took Fort Erie,
and fought the bloody battles of Chippewa
and Lundy’s Lane, in which he exhibited a

rare mature military knowledge, and fought
with a bravery that insured success under the
most fearful circumstances. In this last ac
tion he was severely wounded, and had to be

borne on a litter to Buffalo, thence to Wil
liamstown, and afterward to Geneva. After
recovering sufficiently, he slowly journeyed
toward Philadelphia, whither he repaired for
further surgical aid. Congress voted him a

large gold medal, inscribed with the names of

“Chippewa’ and “Niagara,” and bearing his
likeness. The States of New York and Wir
ginia likewise bestowed a similar high com
pliment by votes of thanks, and making him
valuable gifts.
After the war General Scott served his

country in several capacities, both as a soldier
and a civilian, and his name has been con
nected with every presidential campaign since
1828. In 1841, by the death of General Ma
comb, he became commander-in-chief of the
army. Previous to this, he had been sent
several times to quell the revolts of some of
our most restless tribes of Indians, and was
chosen by Jackson as the leader of the army
that was to put down South Carolinian mul
lification. He was also ordered to Maine, in

1839, to adjust the difficulties between that
State and the British government respecting
our north-eastern boundary, and his mission
was conducted with skill and wisdom.
The brilliant military career of General

Scott in the late Mexican war not only reflects
the highest glory on his name, as the chief
who planned and executed all the movements

of the American army, from the bombard
ment of San Juan de Ulloa to the capture of

Mexico, but forms one of the most glorious
military campaigns on record. It took the
world by surprise, and established forever the
chivalrous courage and military prowess of

our citizen soldiery. When we consider the
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fearful odds he had to encounter, and take
into account the fact that he fought the enemy

on his own soil, having to contend with all the
deadly influences of climate, we feel that we
can confidently assert that it has no parallel
in the history of modern warfare.
We have no time to follow the hero in detail

throughout that splendid campaign. Suffice
it to say that under the wall of San Juan de
Ulloa ; in the disposition made of the city and
castle after the surrender; in the orderly line
of march taken up from Vera Cruz to the
capital ; in the heroic storming of Cerro
Gordo; tı.e capture of Jalapa; the taking of
Perote; the occupation of Puebla ; the ne
gotiations carried on while the enemy rested
awhile at this latter place; the battle of Con
treras; the fall of San Antonia; the bloody
action of Churubusco; the fight at Molino del
Rey; the bombardment and storming of the
almost inaccessible Chapultepec.; and the final
triumphant entrance into the capital of
Mexico; in all these masterpieces of military
execution, the head and the hand of the com
mander-in-chief are seen, and place him at
once among the great successful military
heroes of modern times.
General Scott was now virtually the Gov

ernor of Mexico, and he became sole director
of public affairs. His position was novel and
difficult in the extreme. Alone he performed
the duties of Commander-in-chief, President
of the country, and Secretary of the Treasury.
In no respect did he fail, and in no respect did
he come short of the highest expectations of
his government.
On the establishment of peace General

Scott returned in triumph to his home, to
receive the congratulations of his friends and
the thanks of his countrymen.
In 1852, General Scott received the regular

nomination of the Whig party for the office of
President of the United States. He failed
being raised to that high honor, and his place
was filled by the regularly nominated Demo
cratic candidate.

Shortly after this he received the appoint
ment of Lieutenant-General of the Army of
the United States, an office just created by
Congress, and which has been filled by no
other. It is the highest military office in the
United States army, and General Scott has
since filled it with the most eminent ability.
In 1859, General Scott was sent by the

government to Washington Territory to adjust
the difficulties relative to the occupation of
San Juan Island, in Nugent's Sound, a mission
which he executed with great sagacity and
perfect success.

Since the accomplishment of this great
work, General Scott has resided at the capital
of his country, actively discharging the im
portant duties of his high office, winning the
approbation of his government, and securing
the good opinion of all his fellow-citizens.

Here his life seemed passing to a quiet and
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peaceful close, emblazoned with a halo of
glory. But such was not the ordination of
Divine Providence. The serious troubles

which for the past few months have been un
happily distracting our country, have again
called him to arms and to the councils of the
nation. Here, at the age of seventy-five
years, he shows himself the same great,
calm, strong mind he has ever been in all
important emergencies. His counsel in the
cabinet, and his far-reaching and compre
hensive sagacity in the management of the
armies of the government, show that the
vigor of his intellect has not abated a jot, and
the elasticity and endurance of his gigantic
frame have not diminished under the burden
of years. ---------

EI A B I. T.

HABIT is said to be second nature; and it
often becomes equivalent to first mature ; or,
that is to say, superior to all that is natural
in man.
The ordinary meaning of habit is the doing

of anything with such frequency that it be
comes easy, and so that we almost do it imper
ceptibly, or until the doing of it becomes an
apparent necessity to our comfort.
It is said that man is a creature of habit,

and this is very well, provided the habits of
the man be right.
The faculty of Order seems to lie at the

foundation of all natural and legitimate habits.
It gives us a disposition to have a rule of
action; to do things which are necessary to
be done daily or hourly in some systematic
manner, and thus doing, the custom grows
into habit, until we perform duties almost
automatically. -

Everybody knows there are certain things
which we do that may be unpleasant in them
selves until by frequency of doing we form the
habit, and then can not well break away from

it. Suppose a door or gate to latch with diffi
culty, so that we are obliged to take special
pains with it every time we pass through it,

we become accustomed to the annoying
hindrance, to this painstaking effort; and after
the difficulty shall have been removed, and
the door made to latch by being merely pushed
together, we still stop to lift the latch and
coax it to shut ; and such a habit will last
perhaps several weeks before, by daily
practice, we get used to the new condition of

things.

A friend of ours once remarked that he had

a pair of boots that could count and measure
distances, and explained by saying that at a

friend’s house there were several steps, one of

which was an inch higher than the others.
When he commenced to go there, he always
stubbed his toe on this higher step ; but be
coming accustomed to it, his boots knew

which was the step automatically, and would
count and measure the steps without any
blunder; “but,” said he, “my friend has had
the steps overhauled and reduced to one height;
and now my boots insist on making an extra
high step where it was formerly necessary to do

it.” This is habit; and though at first in
convenient, custom makes it quite as incon
venient to change back to what is right and
proper. Observe a boy who is learning to

smoke; what a face he makes up ! how pale he

looks about the lips as his stomach revolts at

the nauseous practice! But, ambitious to do like
the rest, to act like a man, he “conquers his
prejudices” with laborious pertinaeity, he

strives for the mastery; and in less than twelve
months he has become so addicted to the use

of this nauseous narcotic that he finds it very
difficult to break away from it, and, if question

ed on the subject, he will say, as do those who
drink liquor and coffee, that he uses it because

he has got in the habit of it, but that he

could break away from it and east it behind
his back at any moment that he thought

it necessary and were to make up his mind

to do it. But let him try it once, and he will
find that the habit has taken root with every
fiber of his being. We presume that those
who have used tobacco for years, and made an
attempt to conquer the habit, have found it ten
times more difficult to do without it than they
did to form the habit, though we can imagine
nothing more unnatural and more difficult than
to become accustomed to the use of the vile
weed. The truth is
,

nearly everything we use

in the way of food and drink which is liable to

injure us, becomes the basis of what we call
habit. A man may eat bread, vegetables,
fruit, and anything that is really serviceable,
and drink water, and he will be conscious of

having formed no habit in the matter. We can
dismiss potatoes, if we may have bread, or the
reverse. We can change from one kind of

fruit to another without feeling any essential
loss. But let a man accustom himself to the

use of condiments, and in a short time he thinks

he must have mustard, or something else, on
his food. It appears tasteless without. Let
him drink tea or coffee—he forms a yearning
habit which will show itself the instant that

it is denied gratification. Alcoholic liquors
and tobacco come under the same category. A

glass of brandy before dinner, and a cigar after

it, in thousands of cases, constitute as much a

part of the dinner as what a man eats at the
table, and it takes the whole to satisfy him;
while a man who is not accustomed to the
brandy and tobacco dines with the other man,
and is quite as well satisfied without this be
ginning and ending as his companion is with
them.

A little girl ten years old was brought into
our office by her mother for an examination.
She was remarkably plethoric in her constitu
tion, and strongly predisposed to have a tend
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ency of blood to the brain. We advised that
she should not learn to drink coffee; or, if she
used it, to cease to do so, when the little thing
looked up artlessly and said, “Oh I can not
possibly do without coffee.” She had a formed
habit before the age of ten, so that she thought

it impossible to surrender it.

Many persons have a habit of nibbling their
nails, and keeping them gnawed off down to the
quick. Children frequently have this habit,
and break themselves from it. A gentleman
who was addicted to this habit said he would
give thousands of dollars to be rid of it; “but,”
said he, “I can not break myself of it; I even
gnaw my glove fingers into holes. We ad
vised him to wear thimbles on all his fingers,

if he could not otherwise break the habit.
Since habit is so imperious in its eravings,

it is a matter of the first eonsequence to all
persons, more especially to the young, to in
dulge no practice which, when consolidated
into habit, shall be detrimental to health, in
convenient to the pocket, or subversive of

morals.

B I, I N ID T O M .

Messrs. EDItoRs—There is in Covington,
Kentucky, opposite this city, a musical wonder,

a negro boy known as “Bind Tom.” He does
not know a letter of the alphabet, nor one note

in music from another, and yet he is astonish
ing the people by his wonderful performances
on the banjo. He plays the most difficult
pieces after having heard them once, plays
two different tunes and sings another piece at

the same time, yet he is a stupid idiot. A few
nights ago, a piece was composed expressly
for the occasion—a most difficult piece—and
after hearing it once he played it correctly,
singing “Dixie” at the same time.
Some of the editors in this city have said

that this upsets the science of Phrenology, as

the organs of Time, Tune, and Imitation are
almost entirely wanting.

Will you give your opinion on the subject
through the Journal, and refute this slander
on the science of Phrenology? N. E. F.
CINCINNAT1, O

.

Ans. It is a little singular that men wise
enough to be editors should not understand
distinctly that a person like this boy Tom, who

is idiotic, and has, eonsequently, if the brain

be healthy, a small development of the regions

of the intellect, should not also know that the
organs of Tune and Time may be decidedly
large, and not make a great external develop
ment. The other powers of the intellect being
weak and the organs small, those which are
developed and active like Time and Tune,
have ample room to expand without making

much external development. Besides, we have
not seen the head, and are not disposed to

accept the criticism of these men respecting
Time and Tune. Most persons who attempt to

music independent of general intellect.

criticise Phrenology in this way know so little JAB, CAPEN ADAMS, THE GRIZZLY

of the subject that they are not able to de
termine the developments of well-balanced
heads; but they are not slow to rush to con
clusions in cases of partial idiocy like the one

in question. They are obliged to recognize
one of the first principles of Phrenology,
namely, the plurality of the faculties, in pre
senting a case of general idiocy with one of

two faculties not only as active and strong as

they are ever found in persons of first-class
intellect, but more than this, exhibiting al

l

the
marks of the highest order of musical genius.

The conclusion is inevitable, therefore, that
musical genius is not merely an intellectual
power, and that there is a special talent for

We

do not regard the case of Blind Tom, therefore,

as any argument against Phrenology.
Twenty years ago, while the writer was

lecturing in South Deerfield, Mass., a physi
cian presented the skull of a person for
examination. By placing a light inside the
skull, we discovered that the entire frontal
bone, where the intellectual organs are lo
cated, was exceedingly thick, except at the
location of the organ of Tune; and the skull
was described as being that of a female, as

having all the propensities and passions active,
bat the intellect decidedly dull, if not idiotic,
with the exception of the single organ of

Tune. The physician who presented the
skull, remarked that the skull was that

of a female who was intelligent until some
nine or ten years of age, when, in consequence

of fits, the intellect was destroyed; and that she
exhibited a high degree of musical talent, and
that this was the only mental faculty that
seemed to be active, but the passions and pro
pensities, as we had stated, were decidedly
strong. The doctor had regarded this skull as

an objection to the truth of Phrenology, but

at once yielded his skepticism when this ob
jection was explained.

There are many cases of idiocy, and of

partial development, which might not be easy,
during life, for the best practical phrenologists

to decipher correctly ; but it should be re
membered that cases of this kind afford no
just argument against Phrenology in general,

no more, indeed, than a distorted spine or mal
formed vital organs disturb the general laws

of Anatomy and Physiology, or the propriety

of studying these on the basis of the general
laws by which they are governed. Anti
phrenologists are driven to a poor shift when
they must take a blind idiotic negro boy whom
they confess to be a musical genius, and bring
him forward as an argument to overthrow
Phrenology. Why don’t they take the in
telligent, the men of varied attainments and di
verse character and disposition, and bring them
forward as an argument against Phrenology;
for if Phrenology be not true, normal develop.
ments would furnish the best possible argu
ments to overthrow it.

BEAR HUNTER.

THERE are few persons who have not heard

of Adams, the bear hunter. Many thousand
persons saw his menagerie of grizzly bears in

New York a year ago, which collection is now

at Barnum's American Museum; but Adams
himself, a few months ago, paid the debt of

nature. He was born in Medway, Mass.,
October 20th, 1807, and was brought up to the
occupation of a shoemaker; but being of a

roving disposition, while still a youth he

hired himself to a company of showmen as a

collector of wild beasts, and employed himself
with success in hunting in the forests of

Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont. He
subsequently received a severe injury in the
spine by the attack of a refractory Bengal
tiger in the possession of his employers; and
for the next fifteen years, being obliged to dis
continue his employment as a hunter, he re
sumed his trade. Having accumulated some
money, he engaged in the shoe trade in St.
Louis, where he was burned out and lost all.
The “gold fever” by this time breaking out in

California, he repaired thither in 1849. He
went into the mountains, and followed various
occupations—mining, trading, farming, and
stock-raising. Sometimes he was rich, at

other times poor—had many thousand dollars
worth of cattle stolen from him in a single
might; and thus harassed in the fall of 1852,
disgusted with the world and dissatisfied with
himself, he abandoned all schemes for the ac
cumulation of wealth, and took up his abode

in the wildest parts of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, resolved to make the wilderness
his home and wild beasts his companions.
He was temperate, and his laborious occupa

tions had hardened his frame, so that to walk
during a whole day, or endure hunger and
thirst, was comparatively easy. It had been

a part of his early education to shoot well, and

he was well qualified, therefore, for mountain
life and hunting. After spending some time

in the mountains, alone depending upon his
wife for support, his brother, who had ac
quired some property in mining, followed him,
and they formed a copartnership, the brother

to furnish the necessary funds while he was

to engage in the capture of wild beasts fo
r

menageries. For this purpose he turned north
ward to Oregon.

We have not room to describe, as it has been
done at length, in a work entitled “Adventures

of James Capen Adams,” and published by

Crosby, Nichols, Lee, & Co., of Boston, all
the imminent peril or hair-breadth escapes in

his conflict with the grizzly bears or other wild
animals in the mountains.

In December last we gave a detailed account

in Life Illustrated of many of the terrific on
sets which Adams had with the bears and

other animals, one of which was a severe in
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jury of the head and brain by a bear, in which
he lost a considerable portion of the top of the
skull. When we saw him last year exhibit
his bears in New York, he took off the cover
ing, or dressing, from his head, and gave us an
opportunity of seeing it; but we were quite as
intent on making an observation of the form
of his head as of the wound, which finally
caused his death but a few months afterward.

The portrait which we give of him shows
nothing of his phrenology, save his large Per
ceptives; but those who are familiar with
temperament will see in his large chest the
basis of great endurance and power, and will
also see in his features sharpness, and the in
dications of fineness, evincing clearness of
mind, persistency and earnestness of feeling.
His head, as we observed by examination, show
ed large Combativeness and Destructiveness,
combined with very great Philoprogenitive
ness, first-rate practical intellect, good me
chanical talent, and uncommon firmness and
self-reliance. The following account of the
post-mortem examination, by Dr. J. H. Warren,
which we copy from the Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal, will be interesting to our
readers:

EPITHELIAL, Growth. From THE DURA MA
TER, FOLLOwing AN INJURY - ABSCEs& IN
THE BRAIN.

This, as it appears under the microscope
(power of two hundred and fifty), is a very re
markable development of epithelioma.”
CAs E.-James C. Adams, aged forty-seven,

when about two years old, fell into the fire,
and burnt the top of his head so severely,
that adjoining portions of the parietal bones
came away, leaving an opening as large as a
silver dollar, from which there was a constant
discharge until about seven years ago, when,
in an encounter with a grizzly bear, he had
his scalp turned down over his eyes. After
this wound, his head entirely healed, and re
mained well till two years ago, when, while
correcting some member of his happy family
of animals in a cage, an ungentlemanly man
monkey dropped down upon his head, and
clawed, bit, and tore it open again. It was
now found impossible to heal it, as an epithe
lial growth attacked the dura mater, and very
rapidly developed into a most unsightly dis
ease. The growth extended through the osse
ous opening, one inch above the scalp, present
ing a vivid-red appearance, not unlike the
crest of a fowl. The interstices were filled

with offensive pus. The disease extended
from the left temple toward the right, four
inches, and about three and a half in the op
posite direction. The brain was seen to rise
and fall distinctly. If a spasmodic effort was
made, like sneezing, the whole tumor would

rise up half an inch above
its usual height, and, at

such times, emitted a sin
gular odor, similar to that

of burning phosphorus.
This same odor was ap
parent during the convul
sions to be mentioned here
after. Hemorrhage, at

such times, occasionally
occurred ; it also took
place at the slightest
touch, such as removing
the dressing, if a little dry
or adherent. He at times
appeared cheerful, but was
not generally inclined to ‘s

converse. Whether this
arose from the lonely hab
its of a hunter’s life, or

the disease, I am unable ºf

to say. I am inclined to

the opinion, that both op
erated to depress his nat
ural buoyancy of mind.
For the last eighteen #

months of his life, the dis
ease extended so rapidly

as to produce great pros-
tration of strength. Al
though he boasted that he
had disease enough to kill
most men, he said that he
should fulfill his engage
ment to perform with his
trained bears that season,
and then die; which result
speedily followed, as he J.
had predicted.

C. A. DAMS, THE GRIZZL Y BEAR H U N TER.

Nothing of interest occurred until within
about four weeks of his death, when paralysis

of the right side took place, after a convulsion
which attacked him in the horse-cars. The
convulsions continued at intervals, until his
death, which followed about four weeks after
their first appearance. He suffered a good
deal of pain at times.
Sectio Cadaveris, sixteen hours after death.

Body emaciated ; rigor mortis moderate. The
whole of the diseased mass had receded from

the surface three quarters of an inch, and pre
sented that white appearance so well described
by Rokitansky in his works on Pathological
Anatomy, in which may be found a very full
description of epithelial cancer. Upon re

moving the calvaria, the dura mater was
found adherent entirely around the edge of the
opening, and extending back for about an inch.
Upon the right side, the dura mater adhered
slightly to the arachnoid, beneath the growth.
Upon the other, the membranes were replaced

by a dense white tissue, which firmly adhered
to the brain itself over a surface about an inch
in diameter. Beneath this was an abscess

about an inch in diameter, which in all prob

ability communicated with the ventricles, as

they contained about an ounce of pus.
The weight of the brain, with the dura ma

ter and epithelial growth attached, was four
pounds.

It is interesting, in connection with this
case, to allude to that of our distinguished
friend, Dr. M. Swett, of Maine. In this, a
large portion of the frontal and malar bones
was blown off by the discharge of a cannon.
But in the patient (Stewart), if I remember
correctly, a false membrane, or curtain-like
covering, extended over the denuded surface,
and afforded a fair amount of protection. In

our case, the diseased dura mater could be

seen throngh the opening for many years, and
yet the patient enjoyed a fair share of health,
and was in intellect by no means deficient.
His father died of the same disease in the face.------
KNowLEDGE can not be acquired without

pains and application. It is troublesome, and
like deep digging for pure water; but when
once you come to the springs, they rise up and
meet you.

* A fine skin, like thatwhich coversthe lips and mu
cousmembrane. The duramater is themembranewhich
inclosesthe brain.

cºs—
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sELF-RELIANCE AND SELF-DIS
TRUST.

BY John N.E.A.L.

Look about you, my friends, whatever
may be your age or experience; stand up, and
look about you on every side, while the great
multitude go hurrying by you in a cloud of
dust; fix your eye upon their acknowledged
readers; call to mind every distinguished man
you know, whatever may be his condition,
business, or history; every great man you
ever heard of, whether among men of business,
painters, or poets, mechanics or lawyers,
soldiers or statesmen, sculptors or architects,
ministers of the gospel or merchant princes,
and you will find, however they may disagree

in everything else, that in one thing they are
all alike, and all of a family. You will al
ways find them remarkable for a generous con
fidence in themselves—in other words, for a

hearty self-reliance.
And again. If you will call up before you

all those of your acquaintances who are most
remarkable for inefficiency and helplessness;
all those who, notwithstanding their many
virtues, are a burthen to themselves and to

everybody else; all whom everybody pities

and nobody helps—all whom it is in vain to

help, my life on it, whatever may be their
business talent, their genius, their virtue, their
resources, or their connections, they are all, to

a man, affected with a disqualifying self-dis
trust. It is in vain that they lift up their
voices and try to stand erect ; to be as other
men are, who prosper in the great business of

life, decided, prompt, and vigorous, unwaver
ing and resolute. It is vain that, urged on
every side by the obligations of society—by
the duties of a citizen or of a son, of a husband

or of a father—by the admonitions of the ex
perienced, or by the entreaties of friends—it is

in vain that such people ever pretend to have
confidence in themselves. If you watch their
eyes you will see them change color; if you
listen to their voices, you will detect a distant
quaver, showing that after all they have suf
fered, and felt, and hoped and promised, they
have no faith in themselves. God help us !

What are we good for 2 is written upon their
very foreheads.
Modesty and humility are virtues—but

what is self-distrust 2 What the humiliating
sensation of helplessness, of perpetual depend
ence, of utter worthlessness, when cast upon
our own resources? Are these virtues 2

Arrogance and presumption are vices; and
self-conceit a pitiable weakness. So say the
world. So believe the loud, unreasoning
multitude—yet no great man ever lived who,

at some period of his life, was not remarkable
for arrogance, or presumption, or self-conceit—

in the opinion of others. Long before he had
got his growth, or taken the stand conceded to

him at last by acclamation, depend upon it,

he was looked upon as exceedingly presumptu
ous, vain, and obstinate.
And how could it ever be otherwise? Great

men are distinguished by great plans—perse
vered in till they are accomplished. Little
men by no plans at all—by continual waver
ing and shifting—by a want of originality, or

steadfastness, or both.
But great plans are of slow growth. It

takes a whole generation, perhaps a whole life
—nay, peradventure, whole centuries for them

to ripen. The institutions of Lycurgus, for
example, were not for his life—they were for
the life of a nation. And when Napoleon

blasted the Alps, and launched armies like
thunderbolts from among the stars—even then

he was but preparing a preface to the Code
Napoleon, which, of itself, was but a single
chapter in the Biography, not of a Man, but

of an Empire.
Being of slow growth, great plans must have

their beginnings afar off; generally, therefore,

in comparative youth, when the heart is

kindling with enthusiasm—heaving with a

vast and generous hope–sweltering with
ambition; the ambition to be—and to be re
membered—it matters little wherefore, when
that mighty furnace—the youthful heart—is in

full blast, with dreams of power and progress,

of change and transmutation.
But in comparative youth, should the high

purposes of a man be revealed to the sleepy
thousands about him, how could it be other
wise than that they should believe him pos
sessed; either beside himself with presump
tion, or carried away by self-conceit; either a

madman or a fool!
No great work was ever yet accomplished

which, in its beginning, was not looked upon

as impossible by the greatest and wisest men

of the day. Believe you that if Caesar, or

Cortez, or Napoleon, or Wellington had ac
knowledged their plans or their hopes to the
world, in the very outset of their career, they
would not have been pitied for their folly, or

regarded with amazement and derision ' If

Galileo, in his boyhood, had prophesied of the
stars, and told others how he walked among
the constellations in his dreams, where would
have been found one to listen to him with
patience 2 And when Franklin, already past
his youth, went up and touched his knuckle to

the key, at the risk of certain death—for to

him it was the key of a great mystery in

heaven, and for aught he knew, when he

touched the damped string, the thunders of the
bottomless pit might have consumed him—
believe you that even Franklin would have
been permitted to acknowledge to those about
him what he really hoped and expected, with
out being denounced for a madman or a fool?
Had he done so in the market-place, through
which he had wandered a few years before,
munching a two-penny loaf, would he not
have been packed off to a lunatic hospital?

And what would have become of his reputa
tion for modesty 2 Once triumphant, with the
whole world on his side, there would be no

danger in avowing what it was that had
tempted him so to risk his life. But, had the
bright thunder fallen upon him when he

touched that key, had he been lifted from the
earth a blackened corpse, what living man
was there, of all this world, who would not
have pitied his rashness or shuddered at his
presumption? He would have gone down to

all future ages as another Prometheus, thunder
blasted for his awful hope, in the very act of

stealing fire from heaven. And pious men
would have wondered and lifted up their
hands to the sky; and all would have ac
knowledged that he had deserved his fate—poor
man—for having rushed into the holy of

holies without putting off his shoes—for hav
ing touched the ark without leave ; for “fools
rush in where angels fear to tread.” Lo! the
stout-heartedness of such men They not
only “stake their lives upon the throw,” and
“stand the hazard of the die,” but they stake
what to them is ten thousand times more
precious than life—their reputation for common
sense.
And Arkwright, and Watt, and Ferguson,

and Brindley, and Fulton—which of them all,
even when best satisfied of their final success,
would have been permitted to reveal themselves
otherwise than at the risk of being hooted to

death 2

“Much learning hath made thee mad,” is

always the answer of unthinking power to him
who talks of mysterious things before the
multitude. It is in vain that he would reply,

“I am not mad, most noble Festus ! I speak
the words of truth and soberness.” They
dare not believe, lest thrones might be tumbled

to the earth, and the nations be lifted up.
Has it not been so always and everywhere,

that just in proportion to the disclosures of their
plans and hopes, by the great men of every
age, in advance of their consummation, has
been the lack of sympathy and faith on the
part of the world? To preserve a character
for modesty, or common sense, indeed, such
men are obliged to withhold these revelations.
Call to mind the difficulties of Mahomet, of
Calvin, of Columbus, of Gustavus Adolphus,

of Fulton, of Ledyard, of Galileo, of Harvey,

of Gall and Spurzheim, of all, indeed, who
have been greatly distinguished, and you will
find two things to be always true of the whole:
First, that they were upheld by a strength of

purpose—a holy self-reliance, which nothing

could quench or abate; and secondly, that al
though they never betrayed themselves to the
world till their great works were accomplished,
nor ever permitted a thousandth part of their
good opinion of themselves to leak out, even
before their best friends, their difficulties were
multiplied at every disclosure, their character
for common sense put in jeopardy by every
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revelation, and they themselves were regarded
even by their patrons as little better than
visionaries, whom it would do no harm to let
have their own way for a while, since, at the
worst, glorious simpletons ! they were nobody’s
enemies but their own.
Most of these great men were obliged to tell

their story in the highways; to let the multi
tude into their storehouses and laboratories for

a penny a-piece, as it were, having not the
means, like Tycho Brahe or Sir Humphrey
Davy, to carry on their experiments by them
selves. And yet, how they suffered ' And
they would have been made to suffer a thou
sand times more had the leading philosophers
of their age, to say nothing of the world, been
permitted to look into their hearts, or even to
guess at the hopes they entertained, or the
opinion they had of themselves. What would
have become of Sir Humphrey Davy's reputa
tion for modesty if he had foretold the safety
lamp? Just what became of poor Fulton's,
when he undertook to set the North River
a-fire. Have you forgotten—or have you never
heard of what they said of Oliver Evans, the
millwright, or of Perkins, the manufacturer
of steam-guns and copper-plates, unburstable
engines and tunnery-vats—one of the most in
genious mechanics the world ever saw—when
the former undertook to prophesy that carriages
would be run, clothes washed, and potatoet
boiled by steam, within fifty years from the
day he wrote, and the latter to declare thas
he could throw a ton weight of iron from
Dover to Calais, with a steam-engine. Both
were proverbs among their brethren, the mill
wrights and engineers, until the prophesies of
both were fulfilled, or as good as fulfilled.
Why, man alive! had Archimedes himself, in
the height of his reputation—while he was
preparing his machinery for snatching up the
galleys, and getting ready his burning-glasses
for the destruction of the fleets then lying
before Syracuse—had he acknowledged his
opinion of himself and of his projects before the
best friend he had on earth, it is highly prob
able they would have had out a commission of
lunacy against him and shut him up in a
mad-house.
Keep your own counsel, therefore, if you

mean to do anything or be anything in this
world. Let no more of your plans be guessed
at than may be absolutely necessary for getting
on, before your reputation is established—nor
even then. Had Napoleon held his tongue, he
might have come back triumphant from
Moscow. But having forgotten the policy of
his youth—having published his plans—hav
ing threatened—he was obliged to do what he
threatened, or to forfeit his position forever as
a warrior-prophet. And so with Spain and
England. Had he not published his plans—
had he not turned himself inside out, as it
were, before all the nations of the world, all
that he threatened might have been accom

plished. Had Fulton lived some forty years
earlier, England might have been carried by
steam-ships. The legions of Napoleon, five
hundred thousand strong, might have swept
over the land like a hurricane. He might
venture to say that he would answer monarch
after monarch at his capital—that was one
thing. It might mean much, or little. It
was an oracular threat, which was quite sure
to be accomplished. But when he came to
talk freely of his plans and purposes, of the
how and the when, so that all the world were
piqued into thwarting him or provoked into
unbelief, all his glorious self-confidence became
visible afar off, it was all over with him.
Yes—Napoleon boasted himself into the
grave. Keeping his own secrets made him on
the earth a king of kings. Publishing his
own secrets, in after-life, made him a prisoner
and a pauper.

[To BE continued.]

I A N D J E N N Y" D.A.V I S.
On a sunnysummermorning,
Early asthedewwasdry,

Up thehill I wentaberrying,
Need I tell you—tellyouwhy?

Farmer Davishada daughter,
And it happenedthat I knew

On eachsunnymorningJenny
Up thehill wentberryingtoo.

Lonely work is picking berries,
So I joined her onthehill;

“Jenny, dear,”said I, “your basket's
Quitetoolargefor oneto fill.”

So westayed—wetwo—tofill it,

Jenny talking—I wasstill—
Leadingwherethehill wassteep,
Picking berriesup thehill.

“This is up-hill work,” saidJenny;
“So is life,”said I; “shall we

Climb it up alone? or, Jenny,
Will you comeandclimbwithme?”

Redder thantheblushing berries
Jenny's cheeks a momentgrew,

While withoutdelaysheanswered,
“I will comeandclimbwith you.”

•-e-
WIT AND PHILOPROGENITIVENESS

ILLUSTRATED.
The editor of the Missouri American seems

to be in ecstasies. He gets off the following :

we've Got A BABY.

Last Wednesday afternoon to us a child was
born, but not a son was given. We feel proud

of our baby—it is so pretty and sweet, so our
better half says. It is a girl, of course—our
wife wanted a girl, so we gave up to her—the
times being too hard to split the difference and
have a girl and a boy, both at once. Our time
will come next, see if it don’t. Our baby
weighs eight pounds, and all the ladies say
that it is such a pretty little angel, and looks
just like its papa. Of course everybody will
know when it resembles us. It has black
eyes, dark hair, and the sweetest little face,
and the way it can cry is a caution to a Cal

liope; but then its voice is so charming, pro
ducing such a harmony of sweet sounds. It

was the first time that we ever heard our
baby’s voice, and what a thrill of happiness
did that little sound send through our bosom
But we are too happy to express our feelings.
We are at least two feet taller than we were

before our baby was born, and think ourselves
good enough to become a preacher. We pity
everybody that hasn’t got a baby; and as for
old bachelors, we entertain a sovereign con
tempt for them, and intend to lam the first one
that presumes to have the effrontery to speak

to us. Poor old maids ! from the bottom of
our hearts we feel sorry for them. O that
they could only realize the happiness of a

young mother with her first-born. Young men
and young ladies, our advice to you is to go

and do likewise—it will make you feel so

happy to have a baby. We warn everybody
not to insult us, for we feel big enough and
strong enough to whip every one of the seces
sion States back into the Union, and a single
man wouldn't be a taste for us. We are
doubly sound on the Union issue now. We
never intend to secede from our baby. Hurra,
hurra! we’ve got a baby.

-->-->

A REPORTER'S EXPERIENCE.

MR. Russell, the London Times’ corre
spondent, now in this country, was sent years
ago to Ireland to report O’Connell’s speeches
during the repeal agitation. The following is

told as the result of his mission:
One of the first meetings the newspaper

man attended was in Kerry. Having heard

of O'Connell's polite qualities, he thought he

would ask that gentleman's permission to take

a verbatim account of the oration. The
“Liberator” not only consented, but in his
oiliest manner informed the assembled audi
ence that “until that gintleman was provided
with all writin' convaniences, he wouldn't
spake a word,” assuming an extra brogue,
which was altogether unnecessary. Russell
was delighted. The preparations began, and
were completed; Russell was ready.
“Are you quite ready ?” asked Dan.
“Quite ready.”
“Now, are you sure you’re intirely ready ?”

“I’m certain, sir. Yes.”
The crowd becoming excited and impatient,

Dan said, “Now, 'pon my conscience, I won't
begin the speech till the London gintleman is

intirely ready.”

After waiting another moment or so
,

O’Con
nell advanced ; eyes glistened; ears were all
attention, and the reportorial pencil arose.
Dan gave one more benignant smile on the
correspondent, winked at the auditors, and
commenced hi

s speech in th
e

Irish language, to

the inexpressible horror of the present editor

of the Army and Navy Gazette, and to the in
finite delight of all Kerry.cº
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M O R. A. L. P. H II, O S O PHY ; -OR,
T H E D U TIES OF M A N

CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.
BY GEOrigE CoryſBE.

[frox THE LATESTREVISEDEDINBURGHEDITION.].

[continued FromMAYNUMBER.]
This mode of treatment would render their lives happier than they

could ever be were their persons left at large in society; and it would
make them also useful. I consider the restoration of this class of
persons to the possession of a moral self-control as nearly hopeless:
they resemble those who are blind and deaf from irremediable defects
in the organs of sight and hearing. If, however, by long restraint and
moral training and instruction, they should ever become capable of

self-guidance, they should be viewed as patients who have recovered,
and be liberated, on the understanding that if they should relapse into
immoral habits, they should be restored to their places in the asylum.*

It has been frequently urged that this doctrine abolishes responsi
bility; but I am at a loss to comprehend the exact import of this
objection. As formerly mentioned, the distinction between right and
wrong does not depend on the freedom of the human will, as many
persons suppose, but on the constitution of our faculties. Every
action is morally right which gratifies all our faculties, enlightened
and acting harmoniously; and every action is wrong which outrages

or offends them. Hence, if we see a furious madman or a mischievous
idiot (whom no one supposes to be free agents) burning a house or

murdering a child, we are compelled, by our whole moral faculties,

to condemn such actions as wrong, and to arrest the perpetrator of

them in his wild career. Now, the case of the class of offenders
which we have been discussing is precisely analogous. Like the mad
man, they act under the influence of uncontrollable passions, existing,

in their case, in consequence of the natural predominance of certain
organs in the brain, and in his, from ascendency of the passions pro
duced by cerebral disease. Society absolves idiots and the insane
from punishment, and we only plead that this class of unfortunate
beings should be as extensive in the eye of the law as it is in nature;
and that by erroneous legal definitions of insanity, and by legal fictions,
the really insane should not be treated as criminals. The actions of

the-morally insane, whom we wish to include in it, are without hesi
tation condemned ; and no one doubts that we should put a stop to

their outrages, although we do not regard the individuals as guilty.
The important question, therefore, is

,

By what means may society be

most effectually protected against their injurious assaults on property
and life? The disciples of the old school answer, that this may be

best done by holding them responsible for their actions, and punishing
them; but in doing so, they turn a deaf ear to the lessons of experi
ence, which proclaim only the failure of this treatment in times past.
They close their understandings against the examination of new facts,
which promise to account for that failure; they assume, in opposition

to both philosophy and experience, that these men can act rightly if

they choose, and that they can choose so to act; and finally, in conse
quence of these prejudices, errors, and false assumptions, and without
considerations for the real welfare either of society or of the offenders,
they indulge their own animal resentment, by delivering over the vic
tims of cerebral malformation or disease to jailers and executioners, to

be punished for committing actions which their defective mental con
stitution rendered it impossible for them to avoid. There is no wonder
that crime does not diminish under such a form of treatment.
The disciples of the new philosophy, on the other hand, answer the

question by appealing to experience; by looking at facts; by consult

* I haveconversedon the subject of the irreclaimabledispositions of this class of

criminals,with intelligent and humanesuperintendents of prisons in Britain and the
United States of America,and theyhaveexpressed a decidedconvictionthatthereare
prisonerswhom no punishmentwill recall to virtue,butwho,whenliberated,constantly
recommencetheir careerof crime.

ing reason; by regarding the advantage at once of the criminal and of

society: they say that physical and moral restraint are the only effec
tual remedies for this great evil; that these should be unhesitatingly
applied—not vindictively, but in affection and humanity; and that
then the offenses of this class of criminals will be diminished in

number.3%
There remain two other classes of minds to be considered in relation

to criminal legislation—those whose organs of propensity, moral
sentiment, and intellect are pretty equally balanced, and those in

whom the moral and intellectual faculties predominate; but the con
sideration of these must be reserved till the next Lecture.

L E C T U R E XIII.

T R E A T M E N T OF C R i M I N A L S C 0 NT IN U E D.

Criminals in whom themoral and intellectualorgansareconsiderablydeveloped—In
fluence of externalcircumstances on thisclass—Doctrine of regeneration—Importance

of attending to thefunctions of thebrain in reference to thissubject,andthetreatment

of criminals—Power of societyover the conduct of men possessingbrains of the
middle class-Case of a criminal made so by circumstances—Expediency of keeping
certainmenfrom temptation—Thefts b

y post-officeofficials—Aidfurnished by Phren
ology, in selectingpersons to fill confidentialsituations—Punishment of criminals—
Objects of punishment—Itslegitimateends are to protectsociety by example,and to

reformtheoffenders–Means of effectingthesepurposes-Confinement—Employment
-Unsatisfactory state of ourexistingprisons—Moralimprovement of criminals.

The second class of heads to which I direct your attention is that
in which the organs of the animal propensities, of the moral senti

ments, and of the intellectual faculties, are al
l

large, and nearly in

equilibrium. In individuals thus constituted, the large organs of the
propensities give rise to vivid manifestations of the animal feelings,
but the large organs of the moral sentiments and intellect produce
also strong moral emotions and intellectual perceptions. In practical
conduct such persons are, to a remarkable extent, the creatures of

external circumstances. If one of them, born of profligate parents, be

trained to idleness, intoxication, and crime, his whole lower organs
will thus, from infancy, be called into vivid action, while his moral
sentiments will receive no proportionate cultivation. His intellectual
faculties, denied all rational and useful instruction, will be employed
only in serving and assisting the propensities; they will be sharpened

to perpetrate crime, and to elude punishment. Such an individual
will be prepared to become an habitual criminal, and he will be the
more dangerous to society on account of the considerable degree in

which he possesses moral and intellectual faculties. These will give
him an extent of intelligence and plausibility which will enable him
only the more successfully to deceive, or probably to obtain access to

places of trust, in which he may commit the more extensive peculations.

If, on the other hand, an individual thus constituted be placed from
infancy in the bosom of a moral, intelligent, and religious family, who
shall present few or no temptations to his propensities, but many
powerful and agreeable excitements to his higher faculties; if he shall
have passed the period of youth under this influence, and in early
manhood have been ushered into society with all the advantages of a

respectable profession, and a high character, and been received and
cherished by the virtuous as one of themselves, then his moral and
intellectual faculties may assume and maintain the ascendency during
life.

If, again, an individual of this class have been religiously educated,
but, in early youth, have left home, and been much thrown upon the
world—that is to say, left to associate with persons of indifferent char

* Since the first edition of this work waspublished,Mr. M. B. Sampsonhadtreated
thewholesubjectreferred to in thetext in a masterlymanner, in Letterson “Criminal
Jurisprudenceconsidered in relation to Mental Organization.” They have beenpub
lished in a cheapform,and I stronglyrecommendthem to theattention of thereader.
The viewspresented in thetextarenowoperating on theminds of themiddleclasses

of society,althoughstill opposed by the learned. Lawyers in general reject them,but
juries give effect to them in their verdicts. I lately heard a bishop and a lawyer
lamentingoverthedegeneracy of moderntimes,evinced by theimpossibility of induc
ing Juries to convictfor death,wheretheplea of insanitywasurged as a defense! 1846.
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acters and dispositions, he may gradually deteriorate. In the dawn
of manhood and blaze of his passions, his conduct may be not a little
profligate and disreputable. But as he advances in life, the energy
of the animal organs may begin to decay; or they may be exhausted
by excessive indulgence; or he may suffer afflictions in his health, in
his family, or in his worldly circumstances (all which have a tendency,
for the time, to quell the energy of the animal passions); and under
the influence of these combined causes and circumstances, his moral
organs may recover their activity, his early religious impressions may
resume their ascendency, and he may come forth a repentant sinner
and a reformed man.

In religion, this process is generally called regeneration. According
to my observation, the men who are converted and reformed from ha
bitual profligacy, and who continue, afterward, permanently moral
and religious characters, possess this combination of brain. They
become profligate at first, from the energetic action of their large organs
of the animal propensities; and when subsequently they become
respectable Christians, they act under the control of their moral and
intellectual powers.

I am aware that, in making this statement, I am treading on delicate
ground; because many sincere and excellent persons believe that these
results flow from the influence of the Holy Spirit, and that the Holy
Spirit operates in regenerating sinners altogether independently of the
laws of organization; in short, that the influence is supernatural. I
do not at al

l

dispute the power of God to operate independently of the
natural laws: the very idea of his being omnipotent, implies power

to do according to his pleasure, in all circumstances and times; but

it appears to me that, the age of miracles being past, it does not now
please God to operate on the human mind either independently of, or

in contradiction to, the laws of organization instituted by himself.
This reduces the question, not to one respecting God’s power, for we
all grant this to be boundless, but to one of fact—whether it pleases
him actually to manifest his power over the human mind, always in

harmony with, or sometimes independently of
,

and at other times in

contradiction to
,

the laws of organization; and this fact, like any
other, must be determined by experience and, observation. I humbly
report the results of my own observations; and say that, although I

have seen a number of men of renewed lives, I have never met with
one possessing a brain of the lowest character who continued moral
amid the ordinary temptations of the world. Such men occasionally
appear moral for a time; but they do not remain steadfast in the
paths of virtue when temptation is presented. On the contrary, I have
uniformly seen regenerated men who maintained their position, possess

a brain in which the organs of the animal propensities, the moral sen
timents, and the intellect, were al

l

considerably developed, so that in

these instances the influence of religion seemed to me to operate com
pletely in harmony with the organic laws. That influence cast the
balance in favor of the higher sentiments, gave them the permanent
ascendency, and hence produced the regenerated character.

These observations can be met, not by argument, but by counter
facts. If any one will show me cases in which men possessing the
defective brains of idiots, or the diseased brains of insanity, have, by

any religious influences, been converted into rational and pious Chris
tians, he will completely overthrow my conclusions; because such
facts would show unequivocally that it does please God, in some
instances, to operate on the mind, even in our day, independently of

,

or in contradiction to
,

the laws of organization. Nay, if examples
shall be produced of men possessing the worst brains, becoming per
manently, by the influence of religion, excellent practical Christians
amid external temptations, I shall yield the point. But no such
examples have yet been exhibited. On the contrary, we see individ
uals whose heads are less than thirteen inches in circumference at the
level of the eyebrows and occipital spine, continue irretrievable idiots
through life; and we see madmen continue insane until their brains
are restored to health by natural means. Nay, further; I was told

-

by the late Rev. Dr. Andrew Thomson, who attended Mary Mack
innon, the mistress of a brothel, while under sentence of death for
murder, that he found it impossible, on account of her great natural
incapacity, to convey to her any precise views or feelings of religion,

or of the heinousness of her crime, and that he was greatly grieved to

observe that nearly all he said fell powerless on her mind; or if it did
rouse any feeling, this lasted only for a moment. If you examine the
development of her head, as shown in the cast, you will find that the
moral and intellectual organs are very deficient. In regard to moral,
intellectual, and religious impressions, she was in a condition similar

to that in which a person with an extremely small organ of Tune
would find himself in relation to music. Either he could not perceive
the melody at all ; or if he did, the impression would die instantly
when the instrument ceased to sound in his ears.
Perhaps some of you may be of opinion that this is a discussion

which belongs more to theology than to moral philosophy. In reply,

I remark, that the question regarding what is the scriptural doctrine
touching regeneration belongs to theology, and I avoid all discussion

of it; but the question, Does any religious influence act independently

of
,

or in contradiction to
,

the laws of organization, is one which belongs

to philosophy. Indeed, it teaches a fundamental point in moral phil
osophy; because, if the laws of nature, on which alone philosophy
rests, are liable, in the case of mind, to be traversed by influences of

any kind operating independently of
,

or in contradiction to them, moral
philosophy can have no foundation. There may be a theology com
prising a code of moral duty, founded on Scripture; but assuredly
there can be no philosophy of morals founded on nature. In like
manner, there can be no natural religion; because all our scientific
observations and conclusions will be constantly liable to be falsified,
and rendered worse than useless, by a supernatural influence producing

results entirely independent of
,

or in contradiction to
,

the causes which
are presented in nature for the guidance of our understandings. This
question, therefore, is not only important, but, as I have said, funda
mental in a course of moral philosophy; and I could not consistently
avoid introducing it. Many theologians deny that any sound phil
osophy of morals can be drawn from the study of nature; and found
morals, as well as religion, exclusively on revelation. This opinion
leads them to shut their eyes to many most important facts in nature,
and to depreciate their value. It appears to me that they err in this
conclusion; and that theology will be improved, when divines become
acquainted with the constitution of the human faculties, their depend
ence on organization, and the natural laws of man in general.

I beg you to observe, that this question here assumes a different
aspect from that in which it is generally presented to your consider
ation. In the discussions which commonly take place on it, we find
arguments and opinions stated against arguments and opinions; and
the result is mere unprofitable disputation. In the present case, I
adduce facts—in other words, God’s will written in his works; and
these are placed, not against the Bible (for, be it observed, there is no

declaration in Scripture that any religious influences operate independ
ently of

,
or in contradiction to
,

the natural laws), but against human
inferences unwarrantably (as it appears to me) drawn from Scripture,
that this is the case. We place facts in nature against human inter
pretations of Scripture; and these too, deduced at first, and now
insisted on, by men who were, and are, entirely ignorant of the facts in

question.

A second reason for introducing this subject is
,

that I consider it to

be of great importance that religious persons should be correctly
informed concerning the facts. If you examine the lists of the mem
bers of the most useful and benevolent societies in all parts of the
country, and especially of prison-discipline societies, you will discover
that individuals distinguished for their religious character, form a

large and highly influential portion of them. These persons act boldly
and conscientiously on their own principles; and if, in any respect,
their views happen to be erroneous, they become, by their very sin- *

* * —sº->
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cerity, union, and devotion, the most formidable enemies to improve
ment. In consequence of profound ignorance of the facts in nature
which I have stated, this class of persons, or at least many of them,
are alarmed at the doctrine of the influence of the brain on the mental
dispositions, and oppose the practical application of it in criminal leg
islation, in prison-discipline, and in schools; and they obstinately
refuse to inquire into the facts, because they imagine that they have
the warrant of Scripture fo

r maintaining that they can not be true.
This conduct is unphilosophical, and sheds no luster on religion. It

impedes the progress of truth, and retards the practical application of

the matural laws to the removal of one of the greatest evils with which
society is afflicted. This is no gratuitous supposition on my part;
because I know, from the best authority, that within these few weeks,
when the Prison-discipline Society of this city was formed, religious
men specially objected to the admission of an individual into that
society, because he was known to be a phrenologist, and to hold the
opinions which I am here expounding; in other words, an individual
who had studied and observed the natural laws in regard to the influ
ence of the brain on the mental dispositions, was deliberately excluded
from that society, lest he should attempt to point out to its members the
advantages to be derived from knowing and obeying the laws of God!”
Thirdly, I introduce this subject because, from the extensive observ

ations which have been made by Dr. Gall, Dr. Spurzheim, and their
followers, during the last five-and-thirty years in many parts of the
world, I have the most complete conviction that the facts which I now
state are true, and that they will inevitably prevail; and that, when
ever they do prevail, the enemies of religion will be furnished with a

new weapon with which to assail her, by the opposition which relig
ious persons are now making to improvements in the treatment of

criminals, in ignorance, as I have said, of these facts, and of their
inevitable consequences. They will point to that opposition, and pro
claim, as they have often done, that Religion sets herself forward as

the enemy of all philosophy, and of every moral and social improve
ment which does not emanate from her own professors. Such an
accusation will be unfounded when directed against religion; because

it will be applicable only to religious men who are, at the same time,
ill-informed and dogmatical. But only the enlightened and the candid
will give effect to this distinction; and it therefore becomes every
sincere friend to the best and holiest of causes, not to give occasion to

the scoffer to point the finger of contempt at its resisting truth.
To return to the subject from which we have digressed, I observe,

that in the case of this class of brains, in which the organs of the pro
pensities, moral sentiments, and intellectual faculties are nearly in

equilibrium, society enjoys a great power in producing good or evil.

If, by neglecting education, by encouraging the use of intoxicating
liquors, by permitting commercial convulsions attended with extreme
destitution, society allows individuals possessing this combination of

mental organs to be thrown back, as it were, on their animal propen
sities, it may expect to rear a continual succession of criminals. If

by a thorough and all-pervading training and education, moral, relig
ious, and intellectual; by well-regulated social institutions providing
steady employment, with adequate remuneration; and also by afford
ing opportunities for innocent recreation, this class of men shall be led

to seek their chief enjoyments from their moral and intellectual facul
ties, and to restrain their animal propensities, they may be effectually
saved from vice. It is from this class that the great body of criminals
arises; and as their conduct is determined, to a great extent, by their
external circumstances, the only means of preventing them from
becoming criminals is to fortify their higher faculties by training and
education, and to remove external temptation by introducing improve
ments, as far as possible, into our social habits and institutions.

* I could nameimportantinstitutions,supportedby public subscriptions,which have
beenbrought to an admirablestate of emciency by aid of thelightswhich Phrenology
shedson thehumanmind in healthand in disease;butwhichaid is carefullyconcealed
fromthepublic,althoughcandidlyacknowledged in private,les, werethe factavowed,

\ theevangelicalsubscribersshouldwithdrawtheir contributions! 1846.

There are instances of individuals committing crime who do not
belong precisely to any of the classes which I have described, but who
have, perhaps, one organ, such as Acquisitiveness, in great excess, or

another, such as Conscientiousness, extremely deficient. These indi
viduals occasionally commit crime under strong temptation, although

their dispositions, in general, are good. I knew an individual who
had a good intellect, with much Benevolence, Veneration, and Love of

Approbation, but in whom a large organ of Secretiveness was com
bined with a great deficiency of Conscientiousness. His life had been
respectable for many years, in the situation of a clerk, while his duty
was merely to write books and conduct correspondence; but when he

was promoted, and intrusted with buying and selling, and paying and
receiving cash, his moral principles gave way. The temptation to

which he yielded was not a selfish one. He was much devoted to

religion, and began by lending his master's money, for a few days, to

his religious friends, who did not always repay it; he next proceeded

to assist the poorer brethren; he also opened his house in great hos
pitality to the members of the congregation to which he belonged.
These actions gratified at once his Benevolence and Love of Appro
bation, and rendered him extremely popular in his own circle; but the
expenses which they entailed speedily placed his master's cash so

extensively in arrear, that he had no hope of recovering the deficiency
by any ordinary means. He then purchased lottery tickets to a large
amount, hoping for a good prize to restore him to honor and independ
ence. These prizes never came, and the result was, disclosure, dis
grace, and misery.
The way to prevent crime, in cases like this, is to avoid presenting

temptation to men whose defective moral organs do not enable them

to withstand it. Phrenology will certainly come to the assistance of

society in this respect, because it affords the means of determining
beforehand, whether any great moral deficiency exists. The chief
officers of the post-office in Britain frequently have persons pressed on

them to act in subordinate stations, who are recommended, not by their
own fitness, but by influential political patrons; and the consequence

is
,

that scarcely a day closes in which one or more capital felonies
have not been committed, in abstracting money from letters. I called
the attention of Sir Edward Lees, late secretary of the Edinburgh post
office, to the aid which Phrenology might afford toward the remedy of

this evil, by enabling the government to select individuals in whom
the moral and intellectual organs so decidedly predominate over those

of the animal propensities, that they would be free from internal
temptations to steal, and of course be more able to resist the external
temptations presented by their situations. He visited the museum of
the Phrenological Society, where I showed him the skulls and busts

of many executed criminals, from Europe, Asia, Africa, and America,
and enabled him to compare them with the skulls and busts of virtuous
men : he acknowledged that the difference was so palpable that it was
impossible to avoid the perception of it, and that he could not see any
sufficient reason why Phrenology, if borne out by large experience,
should not be applied in this manner; but added, truly, that, being
only a subordinate functionary, he had no power to carry so great an

innovation into practice.*
The reason why I introduce these facts is

,
to press on your attention

the dereliction of social duty which the better constituted members of

society commit, while they neglect to use the light which Providence
presents to their eyes. If official persons place men in whom the ani
mal faculties predominate, or in whom the balance between them and
the moral powers only hangs in equilibrium, in external circumstances

in which temptations are presented to the inferior faculties stronger

* If thepost-officeandotherpublic authoritieswouldorderaccuratecasts to be made
from theheads of all their servantswho areconvicted of embezzlement,and compare
themwith the heads of thosewho have maintainedthe highestcharacterfor tried
integrity,theywouldsee a differencethat would forcethem to believe in theinfluence

of organization on the mentaldispositions;but while thepatronage of government is

wieldedchiefly as a means of rewardingpoliticalsubserviency,thepublicinterestsmust
giveway to those of partypoliticians.
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than they are able to resist, a great portion of the guilt of their offenses
lies with those who thus expose them to trial; and although the crim
inal law does not recognize this as guilt, the natural law clearly does
so. Loss, annoyance, and sometimes ruin, ensue from these depre
dations; and if the municipal law held those responsible for the evils
who appointed the delinquents to office, the natural chastisements for
placing improper persons in situations of trust would reach the primary
offenders. -

It may appear hard that these punishments should have been
inflicted for so many generations, while men did not possess any ade
quate means of discriminating natural dispositions, so as to be able to
avoid them. This difficulty presents itself in regard to all the natural
laws; and the only answer that can be offered is

,
that it has pleased

Providence to constitute man a progressive being, and to subject him

to a rigid discipline in his progress to knowledge. Our ancestors suf
fered and died under the ravages of the small-pox, until they discovered
vaccination; and we lately suffered helplessly under cholera, because
we have not yet found out its causes and remedies. There are mer
chants who employ Phrenology in the selection of clerks, warehouse
men, and other individuals in whom confidence must be placed, and
they have reaped the advantages of its lights.

I may here remark, that the number of really inferior brains is not
great; and that of all the countless thousands who are intrusted with
property, and have the power of appropriating or misapplying it, the
number who actually do so is comparatively small. Still, those who

do not know how to judge of dispositions from the brain, are left under
an habitual uncertainty whether any particular individual, on whose
fidelity their fortunes depend, and whom they had always regarded as

an example of the highest class, may be found, on some unlucky day,

to belong to the inferior order.

I repeat, then, that the first step toward preventing, and thereby
diminishing, crimes, is to avoid placing men with inferior brains in

external circumstances of temptation, which they are not calculated

to resist. The second is
,

to give every possible vigor to the moral and
intellectual faculties, by so exercising and instructing them, as to cast
the balance of power and activity in their favor. And the third is

,
to

improve, as sedulously as possible, our social institutions, so as to

encourage the activity of the higher powers, and diminish that of the
inferior faculties, in all the members of society.
The next question to be considered is

,

How should men, having
brains of this middle class, be treated, after they have yielded to tempt
ation, infringed the law, and been convicted of crime 2 The estab
lished method is

,
to confine them before trial in crowded prisons, in

utter idleness, and in the society of criminals like themselves; and
after trial and condemnation, to continue them in the same society,
with the addition of labor; to transport them to New South Wales,

or to hang them. In no aspect of European and Christian society are
there more striking marks of a still lingering barbarism than in the
treatment of criminals. In almost no other institutions of society are
there more glaring indications of an utter want of the philosophy of

mind than in the prisons of Britain.” But let us descend to particulars.
We have seen that men of the middle class of cerebral development

(and most criminals belong to it) are led into crime in consequence of

the ascendency, for the time, of their animal propensities; but that,
nevertheless, they possess, to a considerable extent, also moral senti
ments and intellect. In treating them as criminals, we may have
various objects in view. First, our object may be revenge, or the
desire to inflict suffering on them because they have made society
suffer. This is the feeling of savages, and of all rude and naturally
cruel minds : and if we avow this as our principle of action, and carry

it consistently into effect, we should employ instruments of torture,
and put our criminals to a cruel and lingering death. But the national
mind is humanized beyond the toleration of this practice. I humbly
think, however, that as we profess to be humane, we should entirely
discard the principle of vengeance from our treatment, as unchristian,
unphilosophical, and inexpedient, and not allow it to mingle even
covertly, as I fear it still does, with our system of criminal legislation.
Or, secondly, our object may be, by inflicting suffering on criminals,

to deter other men from offending. This is the general and popular
motion of the great end of punishment; and when applied to men of

* The textwaswritten in 1885–6,and an improvementhassince takenplace in themanagement of Britishº: A prison act hasbeenpassed,appointingBoardsforthedirectionof#. Scotland,andMr. Frederick Hill, a gentlemandistinguished
for humanityan intelligence,hasbeennamedInspector of them. 1841.
The improvement of prisons in bothsections of theislandsteadilyproceeds;butstill

thetruephilosophy of prisondiscipline is littleunderstood. 1846.
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the middle class of faculties, it is not without foundation. Individuals
who are strongly solicited by their animal propensities, and have a

very great deficiency of the moral and intellectual faculties-athat is

to say, criminals of the lowest grade of brain—are not alive even to

the fear of punishment. You will find them committing capital
felonies while they are attending the execution of their previous
associates for similar offenses. Their moral and intellectual organs
are so deficient, that they possess no adequate controlling power over
their propensities to enable them to profit by example. The terror of

punishment, therefore, scarcely produces an appreciable effect on their
conduct; and some persons, drawing their observations from this class
alone, have concluded, as a general rule, that suffering inflicted on
one offender does not deter any other individual from committing crime.
But I respectfully differ from this opinion. Wherever the organs of

the moral and reflecting faculties possess considerable development.
example does produce some effect; and the higher the moral and
intellectual faculties rise in power, the more completely efficacious
does it become. What one of us would not feel it as an enormous
evil to be dragged to prison : to be locked up, night and day, in the
society of the basest of mankind; to be publicly tried at the bar of a

criminal court, and subsequently transported as a felon to a distant
colony ? Most of us instinctively feel that death itself, in an honor
able form, would be perfect bliss compared with such a fate. If,

therefore, any of us ever felt, for a moment, tempted to infringe the
criminal law, unquestionably the contemplation of such appalling con
sequences of guilt would operate, to a considerable extent, in steady
ing our steps in virtue. But the error is very great, of supposing that
all men are constituted with such nice moral sensibilities as these.
Superior minds feel in this manner, solely because their moral and
intellectual organs are large ; and the same feelings do not operate to

the same extent in the case of men possessing inferior brains.
Laws have been enacted, in general, by men possessing the best

class of brains, and they have erroneously imagined that punishment
would have the same effect on all other individuals which it would
have on themselves. While, therefore, I consider it certain that the
fear of punishment does te beneficially on the waverers, I regard
its influence as much more limited than is generally believed. A man
who has a tendency to commit crime will be capable of anticipating
the consequences of offending with a degree of precision corresponding

to the extent of his intellectual endowments; but in the same propor
tion will his capacity for eluding them, by superior address, increase;
whence there is a counteracting influence, even in the possession of

intellect. The faculty chiefly addressed by the prospect of punish
ment is Fear, or Cautiousness; and although, in some men, this is a

powerful sentiment, yet, in many, the organ is deficient, and there is

little consciousness of the feeling.
On the whole, therefore, the conclusion at which I arrive on this

point is
,

that the condition of convicted criminals should be such as

should be felt to be a very serious abridgment of the enjoyments of

moral and industrious men; and this it must necessarily be, even
under the most improved method of treating them ; but I do not con
sider it advisable that one pang of suffering should be added to their
lot for the sake of deterring others, if that pang be not calculated to

prove beneficial to themselves. Indeed, it is a questionable point in

morals, whether society is at all warranted in inflicting on one of its
members suffering which can do him no good, solely with a view to
benefit itself by deterring others, at his expense, from committing
crime. It appears to me that this is unjust, and, therefore, inadmis
sible; and it is still less defensible, because it is unnecessary.
Thirdly, our object in criminal legislation may be, at once to protect

society by example, and to reform the offenders themselves. This
appears to me to be the only real and legitimate object of criminal
law in a Christian country, and the question arises, How may it best

be accomplished ?

A condemned criminal is necessarily an individual who has been
convicted of abusing his animal propensities, and thereby inflicting
evil on society. He has proved by his conduct, that his moral and
intellectual powers do not possess sufficient energy, in all circum
stances, to restrain his propensities. Restraint, therefore, must be

supplied by external means; in other words, he must, both for his own
sake and for that of society, be taken possession of, and prevented from
doing mischief; he must be confined. Now, this first step of discipline
itself affords a strong inducement to waverers to avoid crime; because,

to the idle and dissolute, the lovers of ease and pleasure, confinement

is a sore evil; one which they dread more than a severe but shorter
infliction of pain. This measure is recommended, therefore, by three
important considerations—that it serves to protect society, to reform
the criminal, and to deter other men from offending.

[to BE continued.]cº
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WRITTEN DESCRIPTIONS OF CHAR

ACTER FROM LIKEINESSES.

PERsons not acquainted with Phrenology
have little idea of the vast differences in the
shape of heads, or that these differences can
readily be seen in the likenesses if properly
taken for the purpose. Thousands of persons,
residing in distant parts of the country, who
desire to obtain phrenological descriptions of
their character, talents, and defects; the
business or profession best adapted to them,
will be glad to learn that by sending to us a
likeness, properly taken, we can give them the
advice they need. Indeed, within a few years

this department of our business has become
very considerable, and a single mail often
brings to us five or six ambrotypes or photo
graphs for examination and written descrip
tion.
Wig-makers and hatters know that two

heads can hardly be found in a thousand the
shape of which is so similar that a difference
would not be required in a wig or a hat to
constitute a fit. A few years ago, a curious
invention was brought out for the use of hat
ters, for the purpose of ascertaining precisely
the shape of different heads, at the horizontal
line where the hat is worn, so that it may be
fitted to the exact shape of the head as well
as being of the right size. This instrument is
somewhat like a hat in shape, but is com
posed of a great number of narrow pieces,
which, acted upon by springs, will spread out
by slight pressure so as to fit all sizes and
shapes of heads. These pieces, much more
narrow than the keys of a piano, have an
attachment above the head so as to mark the
exact shape of the head on a reduced scale,
with all its irregularities, precisely as repre
sented by three outlines as seen in the annexed
engraving, Fig. 1.

".
|

*

Fig. 1.-HoRIzoNTAL OUTLINE of HEADs.

A neighbor of ours, a hatter, gave us a

hundred of these forms cut from pasteboard as

marked out by the “head measurer” or “con
formeter,” three of which we selected for this
illustration, and give them precisely as they
came from the hatter's instrument. The
foreheads of the two inner ones are of about
equal size, nor is there much difference in

their length, but between the side-heads, or

region of the propensities, how vast the differ
ence

The inside figure is quite well balanced, the

different regions being about equally develop
ed, while the next larger one is enormously
developed in the side-head, in the region of

the selfish propensities. The larger figure,
represented by dotted lines, is the form of the
head of Daniel Webster. The forehead is

immensely large, the posterior or social region
large, while the side-head in the region which
gives prudence, policy, economy, and executive

or propelling energy is not large. The inner
line shows a head fuller -º-º
at the sides than that of º
Webster, and is the better 2- 7.º
balanced of the three. The -/ º
right side of Webster's º

head appears to have been ſºfuller than that of the <)left; the same, to a great

er extent, is also true of

the one represented by the
medium size. The right
side of nearly all heads is

larger than the left, and
sometimes the shape of
the head is affected by the
way children are held,
while infants.
One of the oldest and

most common objections

to Phrenology is the assertion that there is
very little difference in the shape of heads,
and that the difference in the thickness of
skulls is such an impediment to practical
Phrenology, that it can not be relied on.
Now, in point of fact, the variation in the
thickness of skulls really amounts to more
than the eighth of an inch, while the length
or width of heads often varies from an inch

and a half to two inches. Let any skeptic on

Phrenology visit any one of our hatters who
takes and preserves the forms of heads by the
instrument referred to, and by looking over a

thousand or two he will be convinced that the

difference in the shape of heads is really
great, and that Phrenology may be true,
especially if variety in the shape of heads is

an evidence of that truth. Having shown, by

Fig. 1, that the head varies around where the
hat comes, we introduce Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, to

show how much variation in shape we often
find presented in the center or longitudinal
line. Fig. 2 is from a daguerreotype of a Mr.
T., who called at our office fo

r

an examination,
and its size and form are traced with absolute
accuracy from the picture given by the cam
era. The reader will observe great elevation
from the ear to the organ of Firmness, which

is situated on the middle line of the head
directly over the opening of the ear. The
head is well developed back of the ear, in the
region of the social organs, while it is rather
broad through the middle portion above and
about the ears, indicating that the propelling

or emergetic organs are strongly marked. From

Fig. 2.

*Nº
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forehead; and the forehead itself being very
prominent across the brows in the region of

the perceptive organs, slopes rapidly back to

meet the sloping line from Firmness forward.
These two lines form a very obtuse angle
where they meet at the top of the forehead.
This head indicates great observing power and
practical talent; not great refleetion or power

of abstraction, nor great Benevolence, Imita
tion, Weneration, or Spirituality. He is a

Fig. 8.

knowing, clear-headed, practical, energetic,
independent, determined, friendly, and affec
tionate man.
Fig. 3 is the likeness of a young man whose

head we examined the next day after that of

Mr. T., Fig. 2, and as he had a somewhat
singular head, we requested him also to sit
for a daguerreotype, that we might have it for
publication. In both these portraits the hair
was wet and brushed down smoothly, so that
we obtained a perfect outline of the heads as

presented in the engravings.
This young man has fair, though not large

social organs, the back part of his head
(below the index or projecting line) being light.
He has also a narrow head around the ears,
and also upward and backward from the ear;
hence his force of character, animal impulse,
and selfish feeling are comparatively weak.
But upward and forward of the ears the
development is great. A line drawn from
Firmness forward, and another from the
root of the nose upward, would form an
acute angle instead of an obtuse one, as in

the case of Mr. T., Fig. 2. Across the brows,

as will be seen, the perceptives are not large,
and that inexpressive look, as contrasted with
the piercing expression of Fig. 2, is very
marked and apparent. The upper part of his
forehead is very large, showing great reflec
tive power, and his meditative, almost blank,
expression is in harmony with it. Benevo
lence, Veneration, Imitation, and Ideality are
very large, which give that elevation and ex
pansion of the upper and front parts of his

Firmness, however, the head slopes toward the head. He is theoretical, meditative, and im
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aginative. The other man is practical, inde
pendent, and emergetic. In these respects
they are contrasts in character.
Now let the reader compare these two heads,

and we think a broad difference will be per
ceived even by

the most unprac
ticed eye. To
detect these dif
ferences it does

not require, as
people often ex
press it, “a very

n ice sense of
touch.” When
differences are so
great that they
may be express

ed by inches in an
object no larger

than the human head, it ought not to re
quire very sharp judgment to do it. A per
son who can discern the differences between

houses with a sharp roof, a flat roof, or the
gambrel roof, ought certainly to see a differ
ence in such heads as those of Fig. 2 and Fig.

3, or such as are represented by Fig. 1. If

we had a horizontal form of Fig. 2, like those

in Fig. 1, it would be found widest just over
the ears, and to taper off almost to a point in

front, indicating, phrenologically, energy and
force of character, with concentration and
intensity of mind. Fig. 3, if taken in like
manner by the hatter's instrument, would be

widest in front, narrow over the ears, and
terminate in a point behind, precisely the
reverse of the other.

Fig. 4.
º

Fig. 5.-Tmeodore Ascherrelp.

Fig. 4 is the portrait of a young lady re
markable for gentleness and purity of disposi
tion. Her head is narrow about the ears,
especially a little above and back of them, in

the region of the organs of Alimentiveness,
Destructiveness, Secretiveness, Combativeness,
and Amativeness, hence the animal in her
nature is too weak; she is a little too gentle

and reserved, delicate, refined, and high-toned

in feeling to mingle freely and pleasurably

with ordinary society. Anything that borders
on the robust and hilarious in sport, or that
has a leaning to the ardent in love, is particu
larly distasteful to her. The organs which
give practical intellect, memory, love of liter
ature, poetry, sense of morality and religion,
integrity, and personal self-respect, are all
well developed. Along the side-head, where
the light falls so distinctly, the organs of

Ideality, Sublimity, and Cautiousness are
located, which are all large and influential in

her character. She is pre-eminently the
gentle and affectionate sister, the Platonic
friend, the practical observer, and the self
sacrificing philanthropist.
Having presented and explained several

profile views of heads, we now introduce a

front view, of Theodore Ascherfeld, Fig. 5,

which shows enormous lateral or side-expan
sion. The portrait shows much width between
the eyes; still it will be seen that the head is

greatly spread beyond the eyes. The organs

of Tune, Constructiveness, Mirthfulness, Ac
quisitiveness, Secretiveness, and Destructive
ness, which give width to the head, are large.

He is distinguished as a musician, being a

teacher and composer as well as a most ex
traordinary performer. He invented, and con
structed with his own hands, a mammoth
double accordion with a full set of keys on
both sides of the instrument, one for each
hand, and this he plays with consummate
skill. We called him out from the audience,

a stranger, at one of our lectures, ten years
ago, at Clinton Hall, in this city, and made a

public examination of his head, ascribing to

him great mechanical and musical talent,
after which he informed us that he was a

musician, and had his great accordion near by

where he could get it and show us and the
audience what he had done in construction
and what he could
do in music. This
course being ap
proved by the audi
ence, he brought in

his instrument and
discoursed music of
his own composition
of such an extra
ordinary character
and in such a mas
terly manner as to

delight and amaze
the audience, every
member of which will doubtless remember

the occasion with pleasure through life.
Fig. 6 is a portrait of Lord Liverpool, and

being nearly a front view, enables us to judge

of the width of the forehead and the expan
sion of the side-head, both of which are very
inconsiderable and show a signal contrast to

Fig. 5. There is no apparent deficiency, but
rather a good development of intellect in Fig.

6, but the musical and mechanical organs are

Fig. 6.-Lord Liverpool.

very small, and we see no signs of either Ac
quisitiveness, Secretiveness, or any of the side
organs being more than moderate. We doubt
whether such a head could easily achieve its
own fortune, and doubtless it may be true that
his inheritance of position and property by the
law of primogeniture through many genera
tions has had - ſº
the tendency to

-

depress, by the
disuse, the or
gans of energy,
ingenuity, and
money-making.

If he were to

become poor,
and at the same

time forget his 2

pride of posi
tion, and go to

work to acquire the means of independence
and for the support of a family, these faculties
would become active, so that his posterity
would inherit from their activity a larger de
velopment of the organs. In this way it is

,

that in this country, where there are no laws

to keep property in a given line, the poor of

one generation become the rich of the next,
and that those who inherit property generally
raise a family of spendthrifts, who soon find
the bottom of the hill, and are then obliged to

go to work and thus commence to exercise the
organs of acquisition, economy, and energy.
Having, as we think, shown very exclusively

that there are vast differences in the shape of

heads in every part, and that these differences
can be detected readily by an observation of

the portrait, provided it is presented in the
right aspects, we will now take occasion to

remark, that many persons who reside at a

distance from us, and desire full written
descriptions of character, either of themselves

or of their friends, send to us their daguerreo
type likenesses for this purpose.
This engraving is in the right position, not

only for the purposes of phrenological examin
ation, if but one view is to be taken, but it is
also in the best position as a portrait to keep.
That position which shows all the forms of
head and face most perfectly should be regard

ed as the best likeness to satisfy affection as

well as science.
Some likenesses, however, are taken in such

a manner that we can not well determine the
form and size of all parts of the head. Those
who wish to send us their portraits should, if

possible, have them taken expressly for the
purpose, according to the following rules: In

the first place, the hair should be laid down to

the head as smoothly as possible, and there
should be no puffs, braids, or other arrange
ment of hair or combs which will in any way
obscure the true form of the head. Secondly,

if but one view of the head be taken, it should

be what is called by artists a three-quarter view,

Fig. 7.-FANNY ForresTER.
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like Fig. 7, and, if a man, the side of the head
on which the hair is parted should be present-
ed to the instrument, as in Fig. 2. If the
head be peculiar, like Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 5,
or Fig. 6, there should be a perfect profile
taken, like Figs. 2, 3, or 4, to show the outlines
of the head, and also a front view, like Fig.
5 or 6. These two views, if the hair be laid
smoothly, like Figs. 2, 3, and 4, each of which
was taken purposely to show the shape of the
head, the latter, for a lady, being done very
successfully, we can determine nearly every
point of character with sufficient exactness for
practical purposes. Thirdly, we desire persons
to send us, with the likeness, the size of the
head in inches around at the place indicated
by the little dash at the forehead and back
head of Figs. 2 and 3, that is to say, around
the middle of the forehead and the prominent
point of the back-head. This will give the
average size. Fourthly, the age, size of chest
under the arms; the weight, complexion,
color of hair and eyes, would aid us in arriv
ing at a just estimate of the temperament or
quality and power of the constitution.
Moreover, those who send likenesses should

send with them the names of the portraits or of
the persons sending them, and the post-office
address. We have sometimes received like
nesses without name or address, and some
time after betters from their owners would
arrive, but we could not tell which belonged
to whom.
Two views may be put in one case, or can

be carefully done up without a case by using

a piece of tin, pasteboard, or a thin piece of
wood, and thus save postage.
It is better to have likenesses taken on

paper, sheet iron, or leather, when it can be
done, as these are lighter, and as they require
no case, they cost less postage and are not
liable to be broken. When ambrotypes are
sent, they are frequently broken by the post
master stamping the name of his post-office

on the package. Those who thus send should
request the post-master to mark the package
with a pen instead of a stamp.
Our charge for a full written character from

daguerreotype or other likeness, including
postage on the return package, is Four
Doi, LARs.
We have written many in this way, and

our accuracy of description has created great
surprise. One was recently sent us from
England, and we have just received a most
cordial indorsement of the correctness of the
character given. On this point a correspond
ent writes as follows:
MEssRs. Editors—I see it stated in the

PHRENoLogic AL Journal that you send “a
full written description” of a person's character
by an examination of his or her likeness. I
confess I have somedoubts as to the AccuRAcy
of such a description. Will you have the
kindness to removeor confirm them by sending
me a description of the character of the person

whose likeness is inclosed here with, for which
I inclose the amount agreeably to your terms?
Please let me hear from you at your earliest
convenience, and oblige,

Yours, E. R.
On receipt of the above, with the “likeness,”

a written description was made out and for
warded by mail, and the following response
and acknowledgment was received by us:
MEssRs. Fowler AND WELLs—I have your

“ description of character,” together with the
likeness sent you a few days since.
Allow me to thank you for your promptness

in replying, and also for the Çº proof
you have furnished me of your ability to
describe character correctly by simply seeing a
person's likeness. I consider your description
a good mental daguerreotype of the prominent
and distinctive features of character, perhaps
a better one than I could have furnished myself,
with the advantage of a personal acquainlance.

Yours truly, E. R.

T H E C EIA. M. E L E O N .

AN officer in Africa thus writes of the habits
of this animal :
“As some of the habits of the chameleon

may not be generally known, I will take the
liberty of mentioning a few of them, which
came under my own observation. One morn
ing, on my return from parade, I saw, close to
my own tent, a very rare chameleon, hanging
on a bush. I immediately secured him, and
provided a box for him to repose in. In the
course of a few days he became quite familiar,
and having seen them before, I knew how to
gain his affections, which, in the first place,
was done by feeding him well, and in the next
place, by scratching his back with a feather
I used to put him on my table at breakfast,
and in the course of a very few minutes I have
seen him devour at least fifty flies, catching
them in the most dexterous manner with his
long, slimy tongue—nor does he ever move
from his position; but so sure as an unfortu
nate fly comes within reach, so sure he is
caught, and with the rapidity of thought. In
the forenoon I always gave him a large slice
of bread, which he devoured ; and he generally
supped on as many flies as he could manage
to entrap, setting at defiance the ‘noble
Hamlet’s' theory of the chameleon’s death.
Promises would not have suited him at all,
being, at the end of each day, considerably
more like a crammed capon than an air-fed
chameleon. It is not true that this animal
will change color according to what he is put
on ; but he will change shade according as he
is pleased or displeased. His general hue is a
bright green, with small gold spots over his
body; he remains at this shade when he is
highly pleased by being in the sun, or being
fed, or scratched, which he delights in.
When hungry—and he is very easily made so—
his hue changes to a dusky green, almost
black, and the gold spots are not to be seen;
but I never could perceive any other color on
his body but green, in a variety of shades;
the spots enlarge very much when he is in
good humor—so much, indeed, as to give a
yellow tinge to the upper part of the animal;
but in general, they are merely little yellow
spots here and there, on the back and sides.

PHRENOLOGY; ITs HISTORY AND
DOCTRINES.

by LEVI REUBEN, M. D.

PHRENology, a term compounded from the
Greek words, ppmy,mind, and 2,070s, discourse,
may be concisely defined as a system of phil
osophy of the human mind, founded on the con
nection of mental manifestations with their phys
ical organism—the brain.
The word Logos, and its use, are too familiar

to require remark. The word PHREN affords

a striking illustration of the principles that,

in human knowledge, the material became defi
nitely appreciated and named long before the
spiritual aspects of being ; and that, in there
after conceiving of and naming the spiritual ele
ments, the ideas or terms, or both, already per
tinent to the outer world, were transferred in a

manner to the inner, acquiring in time wholly
new meanings, in spite of the circumstance that

in the transfer they carried with them a certain
amount of long familiar significance, and
hence of explanatory force. Thus, PHREN
was the old Greek name for the midriff or

diaphragm. Hence, by a slight extension of

meaning, it came to name the region which
we call that of the heart, the breast or prae
cordia. As this was believed to be the seat of
certain feelings, passions, and perhaps, even,
for a period, of operations of intelligence, the
name PHREN in time very naturally passed
over to these immaterial entities, and so,
finally, signified in one of its senses the feel
ings, or power of feeling, the intelligence—the
mind. In this way, indeed, almost all meta
PHYsical terms are metaphorical. When men's
comprehension passed over the boundary cut
ting off the exoteric from the esoteric world,
this comprehension carried its old symbols or

language along with it, and put them to the
new uses as they arose.
The origin of Phrenology, as a system, is

clearly to be credited to the fertility of con
ception and patience of research of a single
organizing mind—that of Francis Joseph Gall,

a German physician. Dr. Gall was born at
Tiefenbrunn, in the Grand Duchy of Baden,
March 9th, 1757. His penetrating mind was
early impressed with the fact of the extreme
diversity of natural talents. The first special
observation made by him seems to have been
that of a prominence of the eyes, in the case

of those of his own brothers and sisters, and
those among his school fellows, who were
noted for memory of words, the ability to com
mit and recite passages from authors, and in

general for linguistic proficiency and talent.
Following out the hints thus obtained, he ar
rived, ultimately, as he believed, at the
function and location of twenty-seven organs
or cerebral localities of mental faculties.
These, naturally enough, in a field so new, he

named in view of their action, rather than
from any attempt to find their normal charac
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ter; and this action was, in many instances,
that due to the extravagant or perverted
manifestation in which he must often have

found them. Hence, such terms as instinct of
murder, vanity, etc.
Before entering more minutely upon its his

tory, we may premise that Phrenology, as de
veloped and understood at the present day,
aims to be neither simply a science of mind,
nor a theory of the functions of the brain as
a collective bodily organ, but a system includ
ing the elements of both mind and brain, with
their inter-relations, and with consequent ap
plications in respect to the development of the
mental faculties, to the conduct of the indi
vidual and social life, to education, legislation,
the arts, morals, and religion. Thus its field is

an extremely comprehensive one. Its main
subject-matter naturally divides itself, in ac
cordance with the two phases above named,
into—1. A theory of Psychology, or the con
sideration of the mental elements and their
operations; and 2. An Organology, or view

of the relations of the cerebral parts or organs

to the mental faculties. The last-named sub
ject may further be regarded as embracing—

(a) Organology proper, or the anatomy and
physiology of the cerebral masses, and though
yet imperfectly ascertained, the laws of the
action and interaction of the faculties through
these; and (b) Physiognomy, in the broadest
sense, or the knowing of the mental charac
istics through signs; the latter again, includ
ing Cranioscopy (signs learned by the examin
ation of the cranium), and also the indications
afforded by temperaments, features, attitudes,
etc. Or, to represent these relations to the eye,
we have :

Crandoscopy—
Observation of Temperaments, Physiognomy—

44 * Features, (Character-knowing);44 “Attitudes, etc.;

Organologyproper(anatomy,etc., of brain); .............
PsycIrology (mentalelementsand operations); ..........
The phrenological system assumes that the

value of all the signs of character here re
ferred to, is based on a necessary correspond
ence for every individual: First, between
mind and brain; and secondly, between the
brain on one hand, and other parts of the
physical organization, as well as the habits
and conduct on the other.

Of what we may properly term the phreno
psychical systems of mental philosophy, Dr.
Gall's stands neither as the first nor as the last;

it may, however, safely be said to be not only
the most prominently known, but also by far
the most consistent and generally satisfactory,
these traits doubtless furnishing the reason for
its wider progress and more substantial growth.
Differences in the nature and exercise of the

mental powers, in other words, the idea of a

plurality of faculties, must early have forced
itself on the attention of thinking minds, and

any conclusion arising in this direction would
naturally be strengthened by frequent obser
vation of the marked diversity of capabilities

of different individuals, and by the phenomena

of dreaming, idiocy, and partial insanity, when
these also came to be reflected on. This sort

of approach toward phrenological ideas could
easily occur, and must have done so, without
any real conception of the central truths of

the system. Again, our own consciousness as

well as observation indicates the head, and
more precisely the brain, as the seat of the
thinking principle or Ego; this conclusion, too,
being confirmed by the results of the not un
frequent diseases and injuries of the head and
brain.
Accordingly we find Pythagoras, Aristotle,

-

Plato, Galen, Haller, and others, locating the
soul in the brain. We see that Aristotle al
ready recognized (what he considered as) three
mental faculties—the judgment, imagination,
and memory. It is true that departures oc
curred from the belief referred to in respect to

the locale of the thinking powers: Van Helmont
considered the stomach as the seat of the in
tellect; Descartes, the pineal gland; others,
other localities quite as fanciful. But up to

the time of Gall, the sentiments and passions
were—at least much more commonly than
otherwise—supposed to reside in certain vis
cera, as the heart, liver, spleen, etc.
Perhaps the earliest attempt at placing

special faculties, or marking their “organs.”

in the brain, was that of Albertus Magnus,
who, in the 13th century, divided the cranium
into three regions, appropriating these from
before backward to the Aristotelian faculties,

in the order above given. Petrus Montagna-

na published in

1491 a some
what like chart.
Ludovico Dolce,

J |*. of Venice, 1562,

| ORGANology;

|

in a work on

the memory,
presented a chart of nine regions or organs, to

which he applied the names: 1. Fantasia ; 2.

Cogilativa; 3. Vermis (implying probably con
nective substance); 4. Sensus Communis; 5.

Inagina ; 6. ACstimativa ; 7. Memorativa ;

8. Olfactus; and 9. Gustus. It is curious to

note that, in this scheme, the seat of the Un
derstanding was the upper forehead, and that
the first and fifth of the regions were very
nearly those now assigned to the ideal and
constructive faculties.

Modern anatomists and physiologists, as

their respective sciences were enlarged, ar
rived only at clearer views of the connection
of the mental faculties with the brain. This
tendency is prominent and unmistakable in

the works of Willis (1784), Descartes, Mal
pighi, Sylvius, and others. Tissot contended
that every perception should have in the brain

its proper fibers. And Prochaska, also, in

1784, or twelve years before the publication

of the views of Gall, devoted the fifth chap
ter of his IDissertation on the nervous system

to the question: “Does each of the Divisions

of the Intellect occupy a separate portion of

the Brain P’
’

After reasoning that the cere
brum proper, i. e.

,

the hemispheres, must be

the seat of all the powers of thought—a view
which phrenological observations corroborate,
and which is held by physiologists as well as

phrenologists of the present day—Prochaska
inquires whether it is probable that there is

some partition of the cerebrum between the
different intellectual faculties; and he is led

to answer this question affirmatively, though
without assuming to have determined the real
location of any one of the faculties.
Thus we find an increasing, and at length

almost complete, unanimity of opinion among

scientific men in regard to special connections

of mind and brain—a growing tendency in the
very direction in which at the last Phrenology,

as a definite system, made its appearance.
But when Dr. Gall came out with his claims

of having inductively established the doctrines

of plurality of mental faculties, and of corre
sponding cerebral organs, and of having dis
covered the actual places of many of the
latter, then only, and for a multitude of readily
imaginable reasons, an open and inveterate
opposition to the doctrines involved manifested
itself. The violence of the hostility expressed
toward the new system may be judged of from

a perusal of the article respecting its advo
cates and claims in the Edinburgh Review,
1815; and by the fact that men like Lords
Jeffrey and Brougham went so far as to deny

that there is any reason whatever for suppos
ing the action of mind through material organs,
save in perception and voluntary movements,

or any influence of body on mind, save [re
markable exception') in disease or injury.
Our largest experience shows us that the facts
could not well have been otherwise. Human
nature, subject to limitation as it is

,
is still

ever true to itself; and, as Mr. Herbert
Spencer well shows, a long step of intelligence

in any direction is quite sure to awaken in
multitudes of minds a reaction and hostility
proportionally energetic. Besides, to enter
into special causes, while the leaders of opinion
and of affairs disliked the lucid revelation of
motives which Phrenology presented, the
clergy as earnestly dreaded the supposed ten
dencies of the newly embodied doctrine to

materialism and individualism.
Dr. W. B. Carpenter, with many other promi

nent physiologists, still rejects Phrenology,
though the former acknowledges that there is

a general correspondence between diversities

of form and size of the brain and diversities

of character. But it wodld be strange if the
brain, the noblest organ in man, were but a

chaotic mass of fibers; and in truth, no

generalization of science rests on a firmer basis——=

\
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than that stated by Spencer in the words:
“Localization of function is the law of all
organization whatever.” To give the thought
its most recent as well as broadest expres
sion, Differentiation [individualization] of both
structure and function, coördinately carried
forward, is the law of all organic develop
ment. At the very acme, therefore, of organic
life, this differentiation should surely be be
gun and markedly present, even if not yet
complete. That the leading metaphysicians
of the half century past have refused to recog
nize the basis of Phrenology is not strange,
when we consider the oppositeness of its
method, which directly charges their own pro
cedures with incompleteness and insufficiency,
and that the new science arises in the attitude
of a rival system to teachings flowing in a
widening stream down from the fountains of
Greek philosophy | Even the latest, and one
of the acutest of philosophical writers, Mr.
Spencer, is quite chary in the recognition he
awards to phrenological principles and doc
trines; but to this fact is it not a sufficient
reply, that Mr. Spencer, notwithstanding his
acumen as a reasoner, and the large extent to
which scientific facts and laws enter into the
material with which he has undertaken to
deal, still treats these in the spirit of philoso
phy rather than in that of science, and stands
to the methods insisted on by Bacon and
Comte rather than in the attitude of admirer,
than of exemplar?
As already implied, the observations of Dr.

Gall were in the outset incidental, and the
results wholly unexpected; but the seeming
establishment of one coincidence between form

of cranium and mental capacity naturally led
a mind, possessed of high generalizing power,
to look for other such correspondences. It was
not, however, until after he had, by “the
multiplied observations of many years, and
the concurrence of thousands of examinations

and comparisons of cerebral development with
mental manifestation, ascertained the exist
ence of several organs of the brain,” that he
attempted to bring the subject to the motice of
others, by means of a course of private lec
tures; and it was still later in life that the
full number of twenty-seven organs had been
arrived at and named by him. Dr. Gall’s
first course of phrenological lectures was
given in Vienna, in 1796; and a like course
was repeated yearly in that city until 1802,
when, by order of government, their further
repetition was forbidden. In course of his
duties as a physician, aided by the opportu
nities afforded by access to the hospitals,
especially to a Hospital for the Insane, of
which he was in charge, Dr. Gall continued
diligently his collection of facts, and his house
was always open to those who desired to wit
ness his modes of dissection of the brain, or
to communicate with him in regard to the new
discoveries.
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In this course of investigation its author was,
from about the close of the century, aided by
the coöperation of the second organizing mind

of the new system, that of John Gaspar
Spurzheim, who, born at Longuich, on the
Moselle, December 31st, 1776, and educated

at Treves, appears first to have attended Gall’s
lectures toward the close of the year 1799.
Not long after this period, Spurzheim became
the constant assistant in the phrenological de
monstrations, making the dissections which
his master explained, and himself discovering
certain particulars in the anatomy of the
brain. The most important innovation intro
duced by these philosophers, originally due to

. Dr. Gall, and one from lack of which all
previous attempts at examining the cerebral
structures had been little better than trifling,
was that of substituting for the old method of

slicing the brain horizontally from above
downward, the more rational and painstaking
procedure of tracing the courses and connec
tions of the various bundles or aggregations of

cerebral fibers. He who would examine the
anatomy of the leg, its muscles, membranes,
arteries, etc., by cutting that limb into trans
verse slices, and observing the cut sur
faces, would be pronounced to belong to a

very juvenile style of anatomist; but up to

the time of Dr. Gall, this method, necessarily
much less successful in an almost homogene
ous-looking mass like the brain, had been
mainly, or indeed exclusively, adopted in at
tempts at the structural study of that organ.
After fruitlessly appealing to the Austrian

government for leave to renew the suppressed
course of instruction, the associated philoso
phers, in March, 1805, left Vienna, and lectur
ing on their way in that year at Berlin, Pots
dam, Leipsic, Dresden, Hallé, Weimar, Jena,
Gottingen, Brownschweig, Hamburgh, Kiel and
Copenhagen; and subsequently at Bremen,
Amsterdam, Leyden, Frankfort, Munich,
Berne and many other places, in which course
they dissected and demonstrated upon the
brain in presence of Cuvier, Fourcroy, St.
Hilaire, Demangeon and others, they arrived
at, and commenced lecturing in, Paris in the
fall of 1807. Here their great work on the
“Anatomy and Physiology of the Nervous
System ’’ was commenced, being completed by

Gall alone in 1819. From 1813 forward, their
labors were carried on separately. In March,
1814, Spurzheim arrived in London, and soon
after instituted a course of lectures in that
city. Not long after, he took up his residence
somewhat more permanently in Edinburgh,
predicting what the facts subsequently veri
fied, that this city should prove a center for
the spread of the system through Britain. He
resided and labored from 1817 to 1832 chiefly

in London and Paris.
The system of Phrenology was first dis

tinctly introduced into the United States by

means of the labors of Dr. Charles Caldwell,

-

of Kentucky, who appears to have studied
under Gall in Paris in the year 1821, and
whose first phrenological lectures, after his re
turn in 1821 from Europe, were delivered be
fore his class in the medical department of

Transylvania University. Dr. Caldwell wrote
and lectured on the new system, and with
much enthusiasm and industry, from the date
already named until and after the arrival of

Spurzheim; and previous to 1832, he had
published some of his larger works, and had
formed phrenological societies in New York,
Philadelphia, and other large cities. Still the
number of adherents of the new system re
mained small, and was, in a noticeable degree,
made up of members of the medical profes
sion. A more decided impetus was, however,
given to the spread of phrenological doctrines
among the people of this country by the
lectures of Dr. Spurzheim, who landed in New
York, June 20th, 1832, and whose brief labors,
chiefly in Boston and its vicinity, were unhap
pily too soon closed by his early death, on the
10th of November of the same year. The
increasing popularity of the system has been,
since that time, earnestly and effectively
seconded by the lectures and cranioscopic ex
aminations commenced in the year 1834 by
the brothers, Orson Squire Fowler and Lorenzo
Niles Fowler, the former then a recent gradu
ate of Amherst College, Mass., who estab
lished the existing AMERICAN PhRENoLogical
Journal in the city of Philadelphia, the first
number bearing date October 1, 1838; who
subsequently removed to New York city in

1842; whose pointed and practical writings
are known in every school district, and almost
every home in the land, and whose labors in

this field promise to be yet for many years
continued.

The lectures of Mr. George Combe, in

1838–40, in various cities from Boston to
Washington, contributed much to the general
and favorable introduction among us of the
new mental philosophy; and still more, the
“Constitution of Man,” and other well-known
works of the brothers George and Andrew
Combe. It will be impossible here, how
ever, to present more than these salient points

in the history of Phrenology. Other names
and facts will appear in connection with
changes introduced or proposed in the scheme
and naming of admitted faculties. It is evi
dent to the careful observer that, since the
period of Dr. Spurzheim’s death, the number

of the believers in Phrenology—that is
,

of

those who actively or tacitly uphold its doc
trines in their totality, or in the essential
features—has very greatly increased ; yet it

will appear, as we proceed, that certain of the
principles of the system, both theoretical and
practical, are still under discussion.*
The next article in this series will present

a comparative view of the nomenclatures of

Gall, Spurzheim, Combe, and the Messrs.
Fowler. [to BE continued.]

* By pºmissiºn of the Editors, the materials of the
article,*Phrenology,” by the samewriter, in “Apple
ton'sNew AmericanEncyclopedia,”are included in this
series,accompanied,however,with additionalmatter.- -3%
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J O Y A D UT Y.
EveRY faculty of the mind has a two-fold

nature—of joy and of pain. Every faculty
which is exercised in harmony with nature,

and with its correlative faculties, produces
pleasure. Every faculty and mental emotion
when used in contravention of the laws of its
being, produces pain.
Every one can appreciate this teaching

when applied to the physical senses. Light,
when brought to the eye under proper circum
stances, is pleasurable; when it comes in
excessive brilliancy, pain is the result. When
the eye itself has become diseased, inflamed
from any cause, the quantity of light which,

to a healthy eye, would produce pleasure, now
produces pain. The sense of hearing furnishes

a similar example ; and though sound may
not be musical, it yet produces pleasure; but

if that sound be increased in volume, it be
comes painful. And this is even true of

musical sounds. The roar of trumpets and
pianos, of horns and clarionets, may become
painful, which music, if removed far enough

to become softened and diluted in reaching us,
would be delightful. Honey is delicious to the
taste when it is taken in proper quantity, but

in excess it becomes repulsive. The same
law holds good in respect to every physical
sense; but when we rise to the contemplation
of mind in its various relations and combina
tions, our subject becomes luminous with
illustrations of the most intense significance.
We need only to mention the organs of per

ception—those which have to do with the
physical qualities of external things—with
forms of beauty, with magnitude, color, ar
rangement, and relative position—to show how
much of pleasure may be derived from their
normal activity. On the contrary, see what
annoyance arises from beholding distorted
shapes, ill-assorted magnitudes, bad perspec
tive in drawing, inharmonies of color, or

colors of a miserable quality, with disorder in

the place of arrangement ' and what is there
which does not really take hold of the soul
that is productive of more uneasiness, not to

say misery 2

The “Pleasures of Memory” have been
immortalized in song, and may be met with in

the experience of every human being whose
life has contained anything that would give
pleasure; but when the mind reverts to scenes

of sorrow and sadness, of sin and shame, what
burning recollections, and how painful the
retrospect
The worshiping element, Weneration, when

excessively exercised, especially if Self-Esteem

be moderate, produces such a feeling of un
worthiness and littleness, and such a painful
sense of the exaltation of the Supreme Being
and of superior men, that intense unhappiness

is produced by its action; but when it leads
us to look up to our heavenly Father as acº
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protector, friend, and provider, and our ever
lasting all, it needs no language to portray the
pleasure which it gives.
To the intellectual nature, what is more

pleasurable than the acquisition of knowledge?
With what delight does the mathematician
solve abstruse problems And the logician–
how he delights in interrogating mature, in

reasoning upon her laws, and reaching out
into her vast domain and comprehending her
mysteries ' But even these faculties may be

perverted so that their results, if not so

directly, may indirectly become sources of

pain and sorrow. There is a possibility of

excess of reflection ; of such an undue absorp
tion of one's time, strength, and effort as to

become a perversion of one’s nature.
The imagination paints fancy pictures,

revels in its airy creations, and gives a joyous
halo to the spirit. But when these emotions
become warped, what hideous monsters, what
grotesque and fantastic images do they pro
duce, as in cases of delirium tremens. Mirth
fulness is a joy-creating faculty ; when
pleasurably exercised, every part of our being
seems elated. But when we are placed in

circumstances to call down the ridicule of
others, what a painful appreciation of our
own situation does this same faculty produce
in us!
The joy of giving to the poor, the pleasure

of liberal-hearted benefaction, the kind wishes
we have for others, awaken a glow of hap
piness which it is difficult to describe. But
what poignant sorrow comes to us through the
same faculty of Benevolence, when it is

exercised in the way of extreme pity at the
recital of suffering and grief which we have
not the means or the opportunity to relieve
Hope, the winged god, which lifts us up above
the darkness and the tempest, is full of radiant
joy; but when the faculty is reversed by dis
appointment, it seems to roll back upon us

a recoil of sorrow; and this element which
was given to us as a source of pleasure when
disappointed, produces poignant grief. Con
science, when exercised properly, gives the in
dividual great satisfaction; but, oh! how keen
the remorse when its nature is outraged.
Approbativeness—how it dances with de

light under the sunshine of applause ! How

it shivers and crouches instinctively when
made the subject of contempt and reproach
With what self-complacency does Self-Esteem
lead us to regard ourselves, and with what
easy dignity do we walk forth among men
but let one be degraded, or not recognized ac
cording to his true merit and dignity, what
agitation, and rage, even, is awakened in the
mind l Cautiousness gives pleasure when
exercised in the atmosphere of security. It is

a pleasure to provide against storms, accidents,
and difficulties; and no man feels the pleasure

of security so much as he who has a keen
sense of danger. A man without Cautious
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ness does not even appreciate all those ele
ments of safety and security which, in the
various phases of life, we require. But is

there more intense pain in the whole category
of emotions than that of concentrated and

excessive fear? Secretiveness, which gives
reserve and policy, imparts pleasure when
properly exercised; but unduly exercised it

produces jealousy, suspicion, and deceit. The
love of property, when duly gratified, is pro
motive of joy; and when we secure ourselves
against future want, Cautiousness also joins

in the chorus of pleasure, and the intellect, as

well, is pleasurably excited.
The love of home, Inhabitiveness, is among

the most influential elements of pleasure.
Every well-organized human being wants a

home, and rejoices in its possession ; not as a

matter of property, merely, though that en
hances the pleasure; not as a shelter to secure
one against the storms and the heat (though
Cautiousness adds to the pleasure which these
contemplations awaken), but the nest, the fire
side, the home in the abstract; and more
especially when it be considered as the center

of the family circle, as the depository of one's
possessions, the home becomes exceedingly
dear. But what is more painful than home
sickness 2 Those who have felt it need no
explanation; those who have not, could not
appreciate one. When a person has no home,
and he wanders forth a stranger among stran
gers, though his heart may not yearn for any
known spot on earth, and though he may not

be called home-sick for any partieular place,
he is yet unhappy because he has no abiding
place.

The joy of parental love is most intense.
Watch the fond mother as she cherishes her

babe. Observe the happy father as he leads
his child forth, bending to instruct its open
ing mind, his imagination going forward to

the future, and tell me the joy of parental
love. But turn to the empty eradle, to the
short grave, or, worse still, think of the truant
son, the wayward daughter, and then mea
sure, if you can, the crushing grief of the
mother and the sorrow of the father writhing
under the anguish of parental love in its
painful activity.
Conjugal love is

,

perhaps, the strongest of all
the social elements. How it dilates the hope

of the young ! How it fires the imagination 1

How it inspires the ambition and nerves the
enterprise in view of the happy union which
the future promises ' But let this faculty be

reversed by jealousy, by unfaithfulness on the
part of the loved object, and how painful the
emotions produced 1

How dear are the joys of Adhesiveness or

friendship ! how painful and sad the reflex
action of this faculty When friends prove
treacherous, or suffer, what sadness ensues |

Combativeness and Destructiveness, those en
ergetic and often-abused qualities of character→X;
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are governed by the same law of pleasure and
joy in legitimate exercise, and unhappiness
when their action is reversed or perverted.
Every faculty of the mind, and every ele

ment of the moral and social constitution is
under the same law. Every faculty is given
for joy, and its wrong use is a source of
misery. There seems to be wisdom in this
arrangement, as when the child stretches
forth its hands and feels of objects and enjoys

the sense of touch; but when he thrusts it
into the flame he feels poignant pain, and thus
receives a necessary lesson of practical wis
dom. So, when the mind reaches out its
faculties in a natural and proper manner, tak
ing hold on life, its duties, its achievements,

its anticipations, its philosophy, and its facts,
pleasure flows to it. But when, through ex
cess or neglect, he uses his faculties wrongly,
the action of his mind becomes painful, and
warns him that he is in the wrong, and teaches
him on a higher plane the same lesson which
the child has learned from the blaze of the
candle.

---
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF CHIL

IDREN.

REv. DR. Bush NELL, in a work published thir
teen years since, under the title of Christian
Nurture, gives the following noble utterance
on the subject of the religious training of the
young:
“Children are discouraged and hardened to

good by too much of prohibition. There is a

monotony of continuous, ever-sounding prohi
bition which is really awful. It does not stop
with ten commandments, like the word of Si
nai, but it keeps the thunder up, from day to

day, saying always thou shalt not do this, nor
this, nor this, till, in fact, there is really noth
ing left to be done. The whole enjoyment,
use, benefit of life is quite used up by the pro
hibitions. The child lives under a tilt-hammer

of commandment, beaten to the ground as fast

as he attempts to rise. All commandments,

of course, in such a strain of injunction, come

to sound very much alike, and one appears to

be about as important as another. And the
result is that, as they are all in the same em
phasis, and are all equally annoying, the child
learns to hate them all alike, and puts them all
away. He could not think of heartily accept
ing them all, and it would even be a kind of

irreverence to make a selection. Nothing so

fatally worries a child as this fault of over
commandment.
“There must be no attempt to raise a con

science against play. Any such religion will
certainly go to the wall; any such conscience
will be certainly trampled, and things innocent
will be done as if they were crimes; done with

a guilty feeling; done with as bad effects every
way, on the character, as if they were really
the worst things. Nothing is more cruel than

to throw a child into the attitude of confiict
with God and his conscience, by raising a false
conscience against that which both God and
nature approve. It is nothing less than mak
ing a gratuitous loss of religion, required by no

terms of reason, justified by no principle, even
of Christian sacrifice itself.”
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TEIE DUTY OF EVERY HUSBAND.

EveRY husband whose love for his wife is

more than a pretense, ought to make a will
which shall secure her, at his death, from the
tyrrany and the intrusion of his relatives.

A man dies no sooner for having made a

will; and to one of right feelings, there is an

indescribable satisfaction in knowing that in

case of an untimely death, by accident or

pestilence, or otherwise, his wife, if she sur
vive, shall be subject to no man’s mercy and
to no man’s whims.
Especially ought that husband to do this

who has acquired his property in whole, or in

part, by marriage. The human mind can
conceive of no wrong so burning as that of a

defenseless widow deprived by her husband’s
relatives of all interest in and control of
property, which in every sense of human fair
ness is (aside from law), and of right ought

to be, hers, and hers only.

All legal and human experience shows, be
yond cavil and dispute, that no man’s relatives
can be safely trusted to do right by his widow,
and still less by his children. So far as the
law will allow (and it gives the unprincipled

a latitude which can be comprehended by

none but the victims), they will tread upon the
widow, plunder the orphan. The heirs-at-law

of the intestate, when he leaves no children,
turn like hungry wolves upon the widow as

upon fair prey, whom it is legitimate to

wrong, to persecute, and to rob.
As administrators of his property and the

guardians of his children, they regard the
former as already their own ; the latter as

simply as so many troublesome incumbrances,
whom justice to themselves demands that they

should subject to all manner of evil treatment,
and eventually defraud them of every farthing.
The instances are rare—so rare as to be

exceptions to the rule—where relatives deal
fairly with either the widow or the children,
and though the meaning and intent of the law
are that they shall do right in all cases, yet
the temptation to do wrong is so great, and
there are so many ways by which a dishonest
mind may elude the most carefully drawn en
actments, that it has been found impossible to

frame laws which shall effectually protect the
widow and guard the interests of the orphan.

So long as the present arbitrary rule, that a

wife may not be the legal wife of an intestate
husband, shall remain upon our statute-book,
just so long will the widow be the prey of the
husband's relatives, and the orphan be sub
jected to their tyranny and rapacity.

. How a husband may legally protect his
widow and children:—A husband may will
his property for the term of her natural life;
and appoint her the executor of his estate and
the guardian of his children, to whom, at her
death, the property is to descend. But why
not make a law to the same effect, and save
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the trouble and expense of a will ? This shuts
off the intrusion of strangers, and the tyranny
and rapacity of overbearing relatives.
How a husband may legally screen his

widow from want and ill-treatment by his
relatives:—A husband, if he leave no children,
may will his property exclusively to his wife.

If he wishes the property to be hers, so that
she can sell, or at death will it to whom she
pleases, he can so have it. If he wishes the
property to be the wife's for the term of her
matural life, and to pass to his relatives at her
death, he may so word his will.—Portland
Transcript.

----e.

T EI E. E. I. G. N. A. L. E. T. A. R.
By Fanny Forrest EB.

I'd not recallmychildhood,
With all its sweetdelight,

Its simplebird-likegladness—

It wasnotalwaysbright.
Even morninghadhertear-drop,
And springher cloudedsky,

And on thefairestcradle
I’ve seenthe shadowlie.

I’d notrecallmy childhood,
Though tendermemoriesthrong

Around its rosyportals,
Prelusive to life'ssong;

The full-voiced,living chorus

Is swellingroundmenow,
And a rosierlight is resting
Upon mymaidenbrow.

I havemade a changefulJourney
Up thehill of life sincemorn;

I havegatheredflowersandblossoms,
I've beenpiercedbymany a thorn;

But fromoutof thecoreof sorrow
I haveplucked a jewel rare,

The strengthwhichmortalsgather
In theirceaselessstrifeandcare.

Now I grasplife's brimmingbeaker,
And howe'erthebubblesglow,
I'll pausenottill I’ve tasted
The deepestwavebelow;

Though bitterdregsmaymingle,
The crimsontideshall roll,

In full and ſearlesscurrents,
Through thefountains of my soul.

No! I'd notgoback to childhood,
From theradiantflush of noon,

And wheneveningclosesroundme,

I craveoneonlyboon :

Amid thevalley'sdarkness,
Its dangersand itsdread,

The signalstar of Judah
To shineabovemyhead.

THE pastoral Wordsworth was accustomed at

times to dine out, and one night, with Haydon,
the painter, he was going home in a state of ele
vation that made locomotion uncertain. On being
led to a coach-stand by a young gentleman,
Wordsworth, who loved to let people know who he
was, said, “Sir, you have been courteous to a

stranger, and now I will tell you who I am. I am
the poet Wordsworth.” “And I,” said Haydon,
“am Benjamin Robert Haydon, the great historic
painter.” The young man who had hitherto been

so attentive, dropped their arms immediately, and
indignant at what he believed to be a hoax, ex
claimed, “You are a pair of lying, drunken
vagabonds!” and left them in the middle of the
Street.

—sº
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A PERFECT G E N T L E M A. N.

ONE seldom passes a day without hearing
some one described as “a perfect gentleman;”
yet when it is asked, “What is a perfect
gentleman?” there are few who would venture
to answer the question. Below we give the
opinion of an eminent authority (whose writ
ings have stood the test of more than a century)
on this important subject. Let every one read
it and profit thereby.
When a good artist would express any re

markable character in sculpture, he endeavors
to work up his figure into al

l

the perfections
his imagination can form; and to imitate not

so much what is
,

as what may or ought to be.

I shall follow their example, in the idea I am
going to trace out of a fine gentleman, by as
sembling together such qualifications as seem
requisite to make the character complete. In

order to do this I shall premise in general, that
by a fine gentleman I mean a man completely
qualified as well for th

e

service and good, as for
the ornament and delight of society. When I

consider the frame of mind peculiar to a

gentleman, I suppose it graced with all the
dignity and elevation of spirit that human
nature is capable of

.

To this I would have
joined a clear understanding, a reason free
from prejudice, a steady judgment, and an ex
tensive knowledge. When I think of the
heart of a gentleman, I imagine it firm and
intrepid, void of all inordinate passions, and
full of tenderness, compassion, and benevolence.
When I view the fine gentleman with regard

to his manners, methinks I see him modest
without bashfulness, frank and affable without
impertinence, obliging and complaisant with
out servility, cheerful and in good-humor with
out noise. These amiable qualities are not
easily obtained ; neither are there many men
that have a genius to excel this way. A

finished gentleman is perhaps the most un
common of all the great characters in life.
Besides the natural endowments with which
this distinguished man is to be born, he must
run through a long series of education. Before
he makes his appearance and shines in the
world, he must be principled in religion, in
structed in all the moral virtues, and led
through the whole course of the polite arts and
sciences. He should be no stranger to courts
and to camps; he must travel to open his
mind, to enlarge his views, to learn the policies
and interests of foreign states, as well as to

fashion and polish himself, and to get clear of

national prejudices, of which every country
has its share. To all these more essential im
provements he must not forget to add the
fashionable ornaments of life, such as are the
languages and the bodily exercises most in

vogue; neither would I have him think even
dress itself beneath his notice.

It is no very uncommon thing in the world

to meet with men of probity; there are like

wise a great many men of honor to be found.
Men of courage, men of sense, and men of

letters are frequent ; but the true fine gentle
man is what one seldom sees. He is properly

a compound of the various good qualities that
embellish mankind. As the great poet ani
mates all the different parts of learning by the
force of his genius, and irradiates all the
compass of his knowledge by the luster and
brightness of his imagination, so all the great
and solid perfections of life appear in the
finished gentleman with a beautiful gloss and
varnish; everything he says or does is accom
panied with a manner, or rather a charm, that

| draws the admiration and good-will of every
beholder. -------

RA II, R O A.D 8 O N Gº.

BY Tiir. Peasant BARD.

THERE'sthebell I listenwell !

“All aboard I" is thecry;
We aregoing,going—gone—
We'll bebackby-and-by.

Now we'rejumping with a thumpingand a bumping
O'er therails;

But our horsehas“taken something,”andhis
Strengthneverfails.

Hear thebell I listenwell I

“Clear thetrack 1" is thecry;
We areflying,flying—flown
Like a “streak o' lightning”by.

What a racket! howweclack it, as wetrack it

O'er the rails :

But ourponyneedn'tslack it, for his
Strengthneverfails.

Blow it loud to the crowd,
Who ourcomingwait to spy;

We arecoming,coming—come!
Rub thecindersfromyoureye,

As we'resliding,andaregliding, andareriding
Into town;

Never horselessneed of “hiding,” or lessneed of

Rubbing down.
---

W H O S.A. W T H E S T E E R 2

The richest thing of the season, says the
Newburyport Herald, came off the other day in

the neighborhood of the market. The green
est Jonathan imaginable, decked out in a

slouched hat, a long blue frock, and a pair of

cowhide shoes, big as gondolas, with a huge
whip under his arm, stalked into a billiard
saloon, where half a dozen persons were
trundling round the ivories, and after recover
ing from his first surprise at the, to him,
singular aspect of the room, inquired if any of

them had seen a stray steer, affirming that the
“blasted critter got away as he came through
taown with his drove t'other day, and he had
seen nothin' on him sens.” The bloods denied
all knowledge of the animal in question, and
with much side winking at each other, pro
ceeded to condole with him on his loss in the
most heartfelt manner. He watched the game
with much interest, as he evidently had never
seen nor heard of anything of the kind before,
and created much amusement by his demon

strations of applause when a good shot was
made—“Jerusalem P He made bold to re
quest the privilege of trying his skill, when
he set the crowd in a roar by his awkward
movements. However he gradually got his
hand in, playing as well as could be expected
for a greenhorn. All hands now began to

praise him, which so elated him that he

actually began to think himself a Phelan, and

he offered to bet a dollar with his opponent,
which of course he lost. The loss and laugh

so irritated him that he offered to play another
game, and bet two dollars, which he pulled
out of a big roll—for it seems his cattle had
sold well, and he was quite flush. This bet

he also lost; when, mad as a March hare, he

pulled out a fifty spot, the largest bill he had,
and offered to bet that on another game. The
crowd mustered round, and raised money
enough to cover it, and at it they went again,
when, by some strange accident, greeny won.
He now offered to put up the hundred he had
won against another hundred. Of course he
could not any way blunder into another game,
and they could now win back what they had
lost, and fleece the fellow of his own roll besides.
They sent out for a famous player, who hap
pened to have money enough to bet with him,
and another game was played, which Jonathan
bet and won. Another hundred was also
raised and bet and won, and it was not until
he had blundered through a half a dozen
games, and by some unaccountable accident
won them all, draining the pockets of his op
ponents of about five hundred dollars, that
they began to smell a very large mice. When
everybody got tired playing, gavky pulled his
frock over his head, took his whip under his
arm and walked quietly out, turning at the
door, remarking, “Gentlemen, if you should
happen to see anything of that steer, I wish
you would let me know.” At last accounts
they had not seen the steer, but they came to

the conclusion they saw the elephant.---
SELF-W OR SHIP.

Anson G
.

CHEstER was the poet at Hamilton
College this year. His themewas “The Gods.” The
followingwill give an idea of thequality of thepoem:
“Self is a god—youknowhim by his talk—
His pompousways—hisall-importantwalk—
The royalswagger of his emptyhead—
His jokes of leatherandhis puns of lead.
All of Philosophy in him resides;
All of Religion in his heartabides;
He plannedtheworldandfixeditsboundsandbars;
He sowedthegoldenpollen of thestars;
*Tisby his pleasurethatourmusclesmove—
Our heartsexpandwith sympathyandlove;
'Tis throughhis kindnessthatour lungs receive
The vital atmospherebywhich welive;
I'd ratherchangemysweetand happylot,
I'd ratherbe a torpidHottentot,
I'd ratheron thePrimce of Kaffir wait,
I'd ratherlosemyyet-to-beestate,
I'd rathermake a mouthfulfor a whale,
And betheJonah of anothertale;
I'd ratherbe a dogandbaythemoon,
I'd ratherbe a corkscrew or a spoon,
I’d ratherbe a satyr or an elf
Than worshipman,andhavethatmanmyself!”
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T A LIK WITH RE A D E R S.

J. L. H. inquires—1. Since children inherit
their organization from their parents, do they
not also inherit the activity in mind and body,
and vice versa 2 If this is so, are not some
destined, if cultivated, to become great, while
others are doomed to groveling stupidity?
ANs. Yes, doubtless.
2. If you answer this question in the

affirmative, then, in your opinion, ought all
persons to be held to the same standard of
accountability before God 2
ANs. We know of no person who believes

or teaches that all men are equally responsible.
There is no court in the land which does not
exercise discretion in the treatment of persons
charged with crime ; and the statute books
and the records of courts are full of instances
showing the authority for and the exercise of
this discretion. It is by many persons thought

to be hard that a person who has become
intoxicated by his own act and wish should be
held so responsible for his actions in that con
dition as he would be if sober. Persons of
weak mind have always a right before a court
to such allowance in their behalf as their
weakness, under a beneficent judgment, should
claim. Any person who is idiotic and imbe
cile, not only has a right, but receives due
consideration before courts; and thousands
are confined in jails, poor-houses, asylums,
not as a punishment for crimes, but to prevent
them from repeating against society acts
which, to the sound and strong mind, would
be criminal; but when we come to the theo
logical view of it, we have only to quote the
“Parable of the Talents,” where all having
received according to their several abilities,
were required to improve what they had re
ceived, and no more ; the responsibility, there
fore, being equal to the talent which was
approved according to what each did, or pun
nished for failing to perform that which he
had full ability to do; and we wish our
readers would read in Matt. xxv. 14–30 this
account, as a proper exposition of our views

of moral responsibility, based, as it will be

seen in each case, on the capacity or ability of

This is common

sense ; it is theology, and accord with Phre
nology. This question has been asked us a

thousand times, and many times answered.

Another reader asks :

1. Do you think there are persons who
can not be governed by kindness 2 If so,
what would be their character ?

ANs. A person who could not be governed

by kindness would be one in whom the animal
propensities were strong, and the intellect and
the moral and social faculties weak. But
there are fewer persons who can not be easily
governed by kindness than most persons are
inclined to suppose. Individuals who are
turbulent and ungovernable, except by force,

generally have not been properly directed
and trained in their early days. Again, the
qualities and dispositions of those who govern
are as often the source of the difficulty as are
the dispositions of the subject. A person who
can not govern himself never succeeds well in

governing others. To govern well, a person
requires good sense, strong Conscientiousness
and Firmness, with rather large Self-Esteem,

a full share of Benevolence, and enough of

Caution and Secretiveness to give self-re
straint. We believe that dignity, calmness,
consistency, and justice, tempered with kind
ness, will always produce a beneficial effect

in the way of governing persons who are not
highly endowed with these qualities; and one
who is well endowed by these qualities can not

be governed in any other way, except when he

is in duress and can not assert his feelings or

exercise his individual character.
2. What would be the best way for a per

son having a predominance of the mental
temperament, to overcome that excitement and
embarrassment which sometimes almost takes
away the power of thought and action ?

ANs. Modify the conditions of the person.
Sleep abundantly; avoid irritating food; take
much exercise in the open air; and cultivate
fortitude and energy, by pursuing such an
avocation as requires those qualities.

3. How does Self-Esteem differ from self
reliance 2 I know persons with moderate
Self-Esteem who have self-reliance.

ANs. Self-reliance is of diverse kinds, and

is supposed to require courage, energy, perse
verance, and a fair degree of Self-Esteem to

constitute it. A man who has large Con
structiveness, if that be well trained, will
have self-reliance on subjects in that direction,
provided he has anything like the qualities
necessary to produce self-reliance in general.

A man who has large Combativeness, and a

strong muscular frame, is not easily made to

cower before a force not superior to his own;
but if he have large Self-Esteem it will,
doubtless, strengthen his self-reliance.
There are two features of Self-Esteem.

When the organ is developed high up toward
Firmness, we expect to find dignity, self-pos
session, pride of character. When that part

is not well developed, and the lower part
seems large, we notice that persons like to

take responsibility. They are not dignified,
but they seem to have self-possession and con
fidence in their own powers.

4. Are persons of like development at
tracted toward each other ? Why do we feel

so strongly attached toward some persons, and
an unapproachable feeling toward others,
though they may have none but kindly feel
ings toward us?
ANs. Persons of like development, if they

be harmonious and appropriate, are attracted
toward each other, while persons with very
large Self-Esteem never like those with a

similar development. The same is true of

Combativeness, and several other faculties;
and the reason why, is

,

that a proud, over
bearing, dictatorial man is strongly inclined to

rule, and a man having similar developments
will not submit to it. A person who is a

good talker will generally seek one who is

not a good talker. The former is anxious to

have a good listener, and feels pleased and
flattered by the silence and attention of the
hearer, and the hearer who can not talk well
rejoices in the possession of a friend who is

able to talk amply ; but if a person have fair
talking talent, one having a similar develop
ment will be more agreeable than one who is

taciturn, or an excessive talker. A person's
kindly feeling toward us does not always
make that person agreeable to us. We are at
tracted to those who have mental constitutions
adapted to meet the wants of our minds. We
are repelled from others who are good and
kind and just, and whose manners, whose
social sympathies, and whose general tastes
are not in harmony with ours.

THE EXEIIBITION PALACE OF 1862.

This structure is to exceed its illustrious
predecessors in grandeur, in beauty of design,
and elegance of finish. The main hall is to be
550 feet long, 250 feet wide, and 220 feet high !

The picture galleries, built of bricks, will be

2,300 feet in length, 60 to 70 feet high, and
from 35 to 55 feet wide. The nave and tran
septs are to be 2,200 feet long, 80 feet wide, and
100 feet high. The sheds and other necessary
buildings are planned on a corresponding
scale. The whole work must be finished in
less than one year from the present time, or by
the 12th of February next. The Guaranty
Fund, which amounts in all to £350,000, is

headed by that truly royal patron of the Arts
and Sciences, the Prince Consort, for £10,000.

It is stated by competent authorities, that the
entire structure will cost £250,000, or $1,000
000. It is to be located at South Kensington.
The building will be made suitable for re
maining permanently on the site, and will in

every way outshine the Crystal Palace of

1851, or any other structure of modern times.

A writer states that the great hall will contain

a cubical area more than ten times as large as
that of the great transept of the Hyde Park
building, and that it would contain five of the
center transepts of the present Crystal Palace;

its height will be unparalleled. There is a

vast space to be occupied by the world's pro
ducts, its inventions, manufactures, and works
of art.
America will be allotted all the room she

can creditably fill, and it is to be hoped that

no time will be lost in making preparations for
having the country well represented in all the
departments. Many manufacturers may profit
ably exhibit their goods to the millions that

—sº->
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will be gathered here from all parts of the
world. It is

,
however, the American inventors

who will reap the richest harvest of profit and
honor. There are a thousand inventions in
use in America which are practically unknown

in Europe, that could form one of the most
attractive collections of the exhibition, and
the publicity thus given them will amply re
ward the exhibitors. Aside from those directly
interested in the exhibition, we shall expect
tens of thousands extra American visitors in
1862. It will be a good time for London and
the Atlantic steamers. Even the Great Eastern
will be able to find profitable employment
during the exhibition year.—London American.

A N E W T Y. P E - 5 E. T. T. E. R.
Willis, in the Home Journal, says the

machine “to insert a pig at one end and grind
out sausages at the other,” is really slow in

comparison with the new invention for setting
types—a visit to which was the object of one
of his recent walks in New York.
“Alden's type-setter not only can set type

as fast as eight men, but distributes or restores

to their places the same amount by the same
process—an auto-reciprocation of outlay, which

is wondrous to believe (for an editor, at least)
may be a possible principle in nature
“The type-setter is worked like a piano, by

playing on keys—the mere touch on the key
for the letter a, for instance, being instead of

the old fashion of taking up that letter with the
fingers, turning it right end up and right side
front, and putting it into the line, to be ad
justed with spaces. It is a revolving table of

brass—the machine—worked by the smallest
steam power, and the cost is about $1,500.

It would clear itself, of course, by the saving

of labor (to say nothing of the acceleration of

work to which speed is necessary), in a short
time. Without going into a particular descrip
tion of the machinery, I may say, as one who
has been a well-taught type-setter himself,
that it seemed to me as the locomotive seems

to the stage-driver, or as the steamboat to the
paddle of the canoe, an impossible desideratum
brought miraculously to pass.
“Perhaps the most curiously ingenious part

of the invention is that which gives the com
positor a chance to scratch his head, or indulge

in a revery, or speak to a friend, or light a

cigar, mend the grammar, or criticise the copy
-obviating, that is to say, the necessity of

rigidly keeping up with the unvarying steam
propulsion of the machine. This is done by

a register wheel, which makes signals for the
letters before they are taken, and which will
allow as...many as sixty to accumulate before
they are disposed of, with no hindrance to the
action of the machinery. Could anything be

more like a brain turned into brass?

“The inventor of this wonderful affair,
Timothy Alden, was a practical printer, and

to it he devoted twenty years, dying when he

had at last perfected it—his brains and nerves
giving way to the disease of over-concentration

of thought and will. How many men are
victims, in these “fast days,” to this kind of

overtasking ! Yet Alden lived enough of life,

if measured by benefit to his race. What
were the eventless centuries of Methuselah

(as a good to the world), in comparison with
the twenty years' invention of this Massachu
sett's type-setter?”

THE PRINCE of WALEs’ Dog.—Extract from a

letter to a person in Quebec: “You remember the
Prince had a large dog presented to him by the
people of Newfoundland. When on board the ship

a boy was put to look after him. He got so fond

of the boy that he would not take notice of the
Prince. The morning they came into Plymouth,
the Prince gave the boy £5 and took the dog out

of the ship; but as fast as they did so the dog
jumped on board again. The Prince was at last
obliged to take the boy to London, and he stopped
there five days. The Queen gave him £15 and a

suit of clothes. He returned to Plymouth, and
was here but one day, when he had to be sent for,
because the dog would not eat. The boy sold his
sailor's clothes, and said, “I am now a gentleman
for life.’”

AN INFANT's PRAYER.—When little three-year
standing,originate in a single phrenologicalfaculty, orold sister lays her fair cheek against mine, and,

with dimpled arms clasped around my neck,
prattles in her innocent way, don't I think of the
path her little feet must tread 2 Are there any
thorns to pierce them—any pits into which she
may fall 2 Now I think of it, I must tell you of

her little speeches. I think she is so cunning—
though perhaps I am partial; if so, pardon. One
night last week she crept into my lap, and ere I

was aware of it, fell asleep. I took her up to her
little bed, but before putting her in, I said—
“Nellie must not forget her little prayer.” She
commenced—

Now I laymedown to sleep.

“Dod knows the rest,” she murmured; and the
white lids closed over the bright eyes,and shewas
asleep again.

SEEING THE ELEPHANT.-The origin of the
phrase “seeing the elephant” is as follows:

It is narrated of a certain farmer that his life's
desire was to behold this largest of quadrupeds,
until the yearning becamewell nigh a mania. He
finally met one of the largest size traveling in the
van of a menagerie. His horse was frightened,
his wagon smashed, his eggs and poultry ruined.
But he rose from the wreck radiant and in
triumph. “A fig for the damage,” quoth he, “for

I have seen the elephant!”-->4----
REFRIGERAtoRs.—If any of our readers de

sire to purchaseone of thesealmostindispensableartieles,
we shouldadvisethem to examinethePolar Refrigerator,
madeand sold by Bartlett & Lesley,426Broadway,New
York. We have studiedits principles thoroughly,and
feel convincedthat it is the mostscientific,and, conse
quently,thebest, as well as the mosteconomical,Refrig
eratorin use.

A W ORD TO EDITOR 5.

In these stirring times every newspaper is

crowded to overflowing with war news, leaving
scarcely any opportunity to chronicle other
interesting incidents. Is it not the part of

wisdom, not only, but the duty of editors to

save up such important matters as may be

kept out of their columns during the war, to

be inserted when peace and business activity
shall have returned, bringing, as such a

change must do, a comparative dearth in the
department of journalism. We have observed
that every paper we open, from the Rio Grande

to Newfoundland, is spirited, racy, and vigorous
compared with its former tone and temper, and

it is surprising how much latent ability has
been evoked by the war and rumors of war
now so prevalent on this continent. We
believe this stirring up of the editorial ele
ments will be of service to the reading world,
even after the special cause of this arousement
shall have subsided. Therefore we say to

our brethren of the quill, lay up rich matter
with which to give interest to your columns
when the present war fever shall have abated.

is ºrrisºnents.

J. P. S.—Does that which is called the under
does it requiremorethanone 7 and thesameof the term
wisdom 7

4ns. The organs of the reflectiveintellect produce
what themetaphysicianscall theunderstanding. Knowl
edge is obtainedby the use of the perceptivefaculties.
Wisdom or understanding is the conclusionswhich the
reflectivefacultiesform respectingknowledgegained by
theperceptives. A man'sdog mayperceiveall thefacts
which come to us by perceptions;but having little re
flectiveintellect,he is notable to drawcorrectinferences
from facts. Therefore,the masterseeingthesame facts
thatareclearlypresented to thedog, is able to drawwiser
conclusionsfromthemthanhis caninecompanioncando.

2. Is theorgan of Wit thefoundation of risibility, or the
perception of thatwhich is laughable?
Ans. If you will read the definition of the organ of

Mirthfulness or Wit, in any phrenologicalwork extant,
youwill find your questionanswered in theaffirmative.
We often receive long strings of questionswhich any
workeverpublishedonPhrenology, or eventhedefinitions

of theorgans,wouldanswer.

8. Doesimaginationspringfrom a singleorgan 7

Ans. We supposethat Ideality is the fountainof most
of thosesentimentsand emotionswhich comeunder the
headof imagination; still, thosewho evince the highest
order of imaginationgenerally have large Spirituality,
and most frequentlylarge Causality,Mirthfulness,and
Secretiveness.Eachone of thesefacultiesappears to con
tributesomethingtoward that which we understandby
the term imagination,thoughwe regard Ideality as its
centraland masterelement.

4. How wouldyou mark Lord Bacon'sCausality,Com
parison,andWit, on thescale of seven 7

Ans. At thetop of thescale.

W. W.--Do negroes have seams or sutures in

their skulls, dividing the bony structureinto different
pieces,thesame as thewhiteman 7

Ans. Yes; the negro skull is composed of the same
number of piecesand divided by suturesjust like that of

thewhiteman. Theseseamsoften growup nearlysolid

as personsadvance in age; those of theAfrican become
soearlier in life than those of theCaucasian. The bony
structureof theAfrican is moredenseand solid thanthat

of thewhiteman;theteethalsoaremoresoundandstrong"
andtheskull-bonesareusuallysomewhatthicker,andthe
seamsaremoreearlyclosedby deposits of bonymatter.—sº-3
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3 httrfistments.
AdvKRTIsrMENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,should be sent to thePublishers on or be
fore the10th of the monthprevious to the one in which
they are to appear. Announcementsforthenextnumber
shouldbe sentin atonce.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecents a line eachinsertion.

zºr. As we desire to issue the JULY number

of theJournal as early as possible,we will be obliged iſ

our friendswill give us their Advertisements as early as

the5thof June.

MRs. ELIZA DE LA VERGNE,
M.D., 258Pacific Street,Brooklyn, L. I.
WILKEs’ SPIRIT of THE TIMES:

THE AMERICAN GENTLEMAN'S NEWSPAPER.

A CHRONICLEOFThe
TURF, FIELD sports, ºratºr, AND THE

STAGE.
PUBLISHEDEveRY SATURDAY.MoRNING,

At No. 335Broadway,corner of Worth Street,Moffat'sBuilding, New York.

. G E OR GE WIL KES, ED ITO R.
SINGLE SUBSCRIPTIONS:

The EE Dollarts A YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
To CLUIss–5copies

9 copies.. -
tº No subscriptions received for less than six

months.
ROSS & TOUSEY, No. 121NassauStreet,New York,

GeneratAgentsfor Wºrs; Spreit.ºf Postmastersare requested to act as agents,and
retain 25 percent.for their trouble. This per-centageis,however,not to bedeductedfromClub rates.

WoRKS ON HEALTH.
HYDROPATHIC ENCYCLOPEDIA. A Complete
System of Hydropathyand Hygiene. Illustrated
with800engravings. By R. T. Trall, M.D........ 33 00

FAMILY PHYSICIAN, HYDROPATHIC. By
Dr. Joel Shew. A new and invaluablework for
home practice. Profuselyillustrated............. 2 50

CONSUMPTION: ItsCauses,Prevention,andCure
byWater-Treatment. By Dr. Shew..............

CHILDREN: theirHº Management in

Health andDisease. By Dr. Shew....... . . . . . . . . 1.25
TOBACCO, WORKS ON ; , Comprising Essaysby
Trall, Shew, Alcott, Baldwin." Bur ell, Fowler,

* Greeley,andothers..........
ALCOHOL AND THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN.
Illustratedby a Diagram. By Prof. Youmans.... 80

HINTS TOWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION;
or, The Philosophy of Human Fº's Showing
How to Acquire and Retain Bodily SymmetryHealth,..". Secure Long Life, and Avoid
the Infirmitiesand Deformittes of Age............ 1 25

WATER-CURE º,º º: º:Exposition of theCauses,Progress,andTermina
tions of variousChronic Diseases. By Dr. James
M. Gully............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - 1

WATER AND VEGETABLE DIET IN SCROF
ULA, CANCER, ASTHMA, etc. By Dr. Lamb.

WATER-CURE IN EVERY KNOWN DISEASE.
By Rausse. TranslatedfromtheGerman........ -

DOMESTIC PRACTICE OF HYDROPATHY, with
fifteenengravedillustrations of importedsubjects,
fromDrawings. By Edward Johnson,M.D....... 1 25

HOME BOOK OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott...... 1 25
FORTY YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS O

PILLS. By Dr. Alcott................ - - - - - - - - - ... 1 25
THE LAWS OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott. 1 25
FIRESIDE GIFT. By Dr. Alcott................ . 88
PHYSIOLOGY OF MARRIAGE. By Dr. Alcott.. 88
COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE. By Dr. Alcott... 88
LETTERS TO A YOUNG PHYSICLAN. By
James Jackson,M.D............. ------------- -- 1 25
Sentbymail, pre-paid.on receipt of price.y ºwº. º ELLS,- 808Broadway,New York.

NEW

ELECTRo-GALVANIC BATTERY,
cellenRATEDFor The Cuerng of

NERVOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
ANDsixtrl.A.R.Diseases,

WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.

Parce, $10.
FOW L E R AND WELLS,
3u8Broadway,New York.
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SAVE YoUR CARPETs—IMPORT
ANT TO HOUSEKEEPERS.–In laying down yourCarpets,don't forget Harrington'sPatentCarpetLining,
for layingunder CarpetsandOil Cloths, to protectthem
fromthenail-headsandanyunevenness in thefloor. It is

made of two layers of heavyelasticpaper,with a layer of

cottonbetween. It is a muffler of sound,and will cause

a carpet to weartwiceaslong. Sendfor a circular.
Sold by all theprincinºl Carpetdealers.
N. Y. Carpet Lining Co.—solemanufacturers,440PearlStreet,nearChamberStreetextension.

J. R. HARRINGTON, Agent.
Also manufacturers of CottonBatts,Twine, Mattresses,and Bed Comforters.

CATITION.—I CAUTION ALL PAR
TIES, and particularly manufacturers of Mowing andReaping Machines,against the sale or use of Macbinesembracingthe double-jointedconnectionwith the cutter
bar or fluger-bar, or thecutter-barhung to the frame of

theMachine in any flexible or yielding manner, so as to

alloweachend of thecutter-bar or finger-bar, or whatever

it maybecalled, to rise or fall independently of theother,

or thatbothendsmayyield so as to passovertheundula
tions in the surface of the ground, without raising the
whole length of the cutter-bar bodily. All persons,parties, or manufacturersinfringingthe Patent of Brown

& Bartlett, or manufacturersselling or using machines
with a double-jointedconnectedFinger-Bar, or Cutter
Bar, with the Frame of the Machine,without a license,
will beprosecuted to thefull extent of thelaw, as all such
Machinesare a directinfringement.

STEPHEN S. BARTLETT, Providence, R. I.

A CURIOSITY | STENoGRAPHIC
RELIC for 25 cents. Address CHARLES WYNN,
Freehold,Warren Co., Pa. 1 tº

MISCELLANEOUs PUBLICATIONs.
Webster'sPocketDictionary...................... $0 50** AcademicDictionary........ ........... 254- Family andCounting-HouseDictionary. 1 50º The GreatUnabridged,1,750pages. Buff.Sheep............................... ... 7 00
Nugent'sImprovedFrenchandEnglishandEnglish
and French PocketDictionary. S55pages....... 1 25

The Early Days of California. By Col. Farnham. , 1 0Everybody'sLawyerandCounsellor in Business... 1 25
The Horseand h’s Diseases....................... 1 25
Our Farm of Four Acres,andtheMoneywemadeby It. Paper, 25 cents; cloth................... 0 50
The Constitutions of the Freemasons; containing
the History, Charges,Regulations of that Most
Ancientand RightWorshipfulFraternity. In theyear of Masonry5727. 4to,cloth................ 5 00

*** The above is an exact fac-simile reprint of what

is known as “Anderson's Constitutions,”which is
worth +10,and difficult to be procured. London,
printed1723.

Carlile'sManual of Freemasonry in threeparts,with

a Key-Stone to the MasonicArch Knights Templar, Druids,etc.; with an explanatoryintroduc
tion to theScience,andfreetranslation of someof
thesacreoScripturenames.,12mo,cloth........ 250Cupper'sUniversalStair-Builder. An enturelynew
and original Treatise on Stair-Building, Stair
Cases, Hand-Rails, etc., etc., illustrated by 29plates. 4to,8dedition...... f...................

*** The lowestcashprice to theTrade fortheabovebook

is +5. By competentjudges it is accountedthebest
book that has, as yet, appearedon the subject otStair-Building.

Cosmonophography.The Lord's Prayer in 100LanguagesandCharacters. 8vo,cloth.......... 200
*** Scarce,andoriginally published at $5.
Dr. Gall, the celebratedFounder of the Science ofPhrenology. His whole work Translated intoEnglish byDr. Lewes. 6 vols...................
Lacon; or,ManyThings in FewWords. Addressed

to thosewho think. Large paper copy. 8vo,
eloth............... -------- - -- - - --- - - -- - - -- - - - - - 1 50
on and Times of the AmericanRevolution,with
remarkable incidents of the period. By E.Watson.... -
By mail,post-paid,onreceipt of price.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.

7 00

------------ - - --- - --- - - - - - ... ........ 1 50

J1 JVew Edition of
How To GET A PATENT.
This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees

has undergone a thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law Entire,

in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.

Fowler AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

-----------------------------------------------------------------
[Jun E,

------
~SchofulAl ScroFULA' |

Sendfor theJune number of THE LAWS OF LIFE.
and read Dr. Jackson's lecture on HEREDITARY
SCROFULA. It will costyoubut 8 cents,andthe lecture

is worthtendollars. By theway,do you whodo notread
this Journal know howmuchyoulosefromnottaking it?
Each numbercontains a lecturefromDr. Jackson,besides
ableeditorialarticles. Specimencopies of back numbers
will be sentfreeonapplication. Address

MISS HARRIET N. AUSTIN, M.D.,
Dansville, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Co o K E R Y .

By F. WILSON HURD, M.D., Dansville, N
. Y.

Price 9 cents. It is worth a dollar. Every family in the
land shouldhaveit. Addresstheauthor. .

Hot WEATHER How To TAKE
BATHS.

By MISS HARRIET N. AUSTIN, M.D.
Price 3 cents,with a one-centpostagestamp to pre-pay

postage.As thewarmweatherapproaches,theknowledge
which thistractfurnishesmaybemadethemeans of sav
ing thousands of lives. Addresstheauthor, at

“Our Home,”Dansville,LivingstonCo.,N. Y.

Fowler and wells Journals.
EnLarged axio Impeoved-price. Not inceleased.

Postmasters,Clergymen,Teachers,and othersare requested to act as AgentsandgetClubsfor our Journals:
The ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN

PHREN 0 LOGICAL J O U R N AL,
$1 A YEAR.

Devoted to all thoseProgressiveMeasuresfor the Eleva
tion and Improvement of Mankind. , Amply Illustrated
with Portraits of theVirtuous and theWicious; also of

all theRacesofMen.
THE

WATER - C U R E J O U R N A L,
and

HERALD OF HEALTH, $1 A YEAR.
Devoted to Hydropathy,its Philosophyand Practice; toPhysiologyandAnatomy; and thoseLaws whichgov
ern Life andHealth. Illustratedwith numerousappropriateengravings. -

Clubs of TEN, composed of either or bothJournals, one
yearfor Frve Dollars,with an extracopyfor theAgent.Samplenumberssentgratuitously.
Add 6 cents to eachJournal to paypostagefor theyearfor Canadiansubscribers.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 80sBroadway,New York.

ºw with .- S$W

AS ...ſº*
sº, AGENCY. =

ALL,KINDsor Businessrººt-air:
rarero ram

33atent ºffice
Domein themostpromactoryandeatisf

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.
PATENT OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

We transact at thisofficeall kinds of businessconnected
with procuringPatents,either in this country or in any of
the EuropeanStates.
Having securedthe aid of the best Patent Attorneys

known to thepublic,both in Englandandon thecontinent

of Europe,we are able to affordthe best of facilities for•º Patents in foreigncountries.
TheSolicitorwhohascharge of our PatentOfficeDepartment,hasfor thepasttenyearsbeensuccessfullyengagedinº: for inventions,and during the laterportion of that time has devotedparticular attention tocontestedcases. -

The business of thisOfficewill be strictlyconfidential.
No chargeswill bemadefor examinations of newinven
tions; inventorsmaycºrnsult us as to the noveltyandpatentability of their improvements,and receiveour report,by describingtheir inventions to us,and inclosing a stamp

to prepaythereturnletter.
ymmunicationsby letter in reference to Inventions,Patents, or PatentLaw, promptlyattendedto.

FOWLER AND W. * Broadway,New York.

— = .
\

—=3;
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NEW

Anatomical and Physiological
IFIL_A_TES.

By R. T. TRALL, M.D. Price $12.
Theseplateswere preparedexpresslyfor lecturersand

teachers,as well as for students. They representall of
the organsandprincipal structuresof thehumanbodyin
situ, andof the sizeof life. Every familyoughtto have
a set,andeveryman,woman,andchild oughtto befami
liar with the wonderfulstructuresand functionswhich
theyso admirablyillustrate. There are six in theset,as
follows:
The Heart and Lungs.-No. 1 presentsa frontview

of the lungs,heart,stomach,liver, gall-bladder,larynx
thymusandparotidglands,commoncarotidarteriesan
jugular vein; alsoof theP. portionsof thebowels,and cawlor omentum. Coloredas in Life.
Dissections.—No. 2 is a completedissectionof the

heart,exhibiting its valvesand cavities,andthecourse of

theblood. The largearteriesandveins of theheart,lungs,
andneckare displayed,with thewindpipe and its bron
chialramifications;alsothe liverwith its gall-bladderand
ducts; the pancreas;the kidneyswith their uretersand
blood-vessels;thedescendingaorta, or largeartery of the
chestandabdomen,with its branchesinto the right and
left iliac arteries:theascendingvenacava, o

r greatvein of

theabdomenandthorax; theuterusand its appendages
ovaries,fallopiautubes,roundandbroadligaments,etc.
Nervous System.—No. 3. Side view of the brain,

heart,lungs,liver, bowels,uterus,and bladder. Also the
varioussubdivisions of thebaseofthebrain,withthewhole
leugth of thespinalcord,showingtheorigin of all thecere
bro-spinalnerves. Very useful to physicians,phrenolo
gists,teachers,lecturers,andothers.
The Eye and the Ear.—No.4. The anatomy of the
eyeandear, representingthearrangements o

f theminute
blood-vessels,nerves,andotherstructuresconcerned in the
functions of seeingand hearing. Beautifullycolored.
Digestion.—No. 5. The alimentarycanal complete

exhibitingtheexactsize,shape,and arrangements o
f the

structures especiallyconcerned in. muz.,the
mouth,throat,tongue,esophagus,stomach,smallandlarge
intestines,with the liver, gall-bladder,and the biliary
ducts; also the internal structure of the kidneys,and a

beautiful representation of the lacteal absorbentsand
glands,thoracicduct,and theirconnectionswith thetho
racicarteriesandveins. Colored to representLife.
Circulation—Skim.–No. 6. The lobes of thelungs

andcavities of theheart,valves,etc.,with thelargevessels
of thecirculation;also a minutedissection o

f thestructures

of theskin—thesetaceousfollicles,sweatglands,etc.-ex
hibitingtheextentand importance of the greatdepurat
ing function of the surface. The mostnaturaland best
evermade.
Every lecturer,teacher,andphysicianshouldhave a set.

Price for thewhole set,beautifullycoloredand mounted,
$12 We donotsellsingleplates. Address,

F0 W L E R AND w E L L S,
308 Broadway,New York.

S Y RING E S.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!

We would callyour particular
attention to our improved Syr
inge, here illustrated, which is

highly recommended by Pro
fessors in Medical Colleges,
and has received encomiums
from the Faculty and others
who have examined, used it,

and pronounced it the most perfect instrument

of its kind ever introduced to the public.

Persons subject to ConstipATION will derive
great benefit from the daily use of this Syringe,

and effect a radical cure of the difficulty, as well

as avoid the constant use of Cathartics, which will
afford only temporary relief, and debilitate, while
the injection acts as an invigorant.

All Instruments warranted to give
perfect satisfaction.

Price, $1 50. Prepaid by mail, $2.
Twenty per Cent discount, when ordered by

the dozen, and to go by express or as freight.
All orders for the above Instruments will meet

with prompt attention.
Fowler AND WELLs,

308 Broadway, New York.

RATE
Pºsº

cEL**śeless
$EWING MAGHINES.
FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,

495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agencies in all theprincipal Cites and Towns in the- UnitedStates.
The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine Company are

nowmanufacturing,and haveon exhibition at their dif

|
ſerentsalesrooms,machinesmaking theShuttle or Lock
Stitch, of thesamepatternsand at thesameprices as their
celebratedGrover & BakerStitchMachines,thusaffording
thepublic theadvantage of comparingthestitches of the
twoleadingmachinesandexercisingtheir own judgment

as to their respectivemerits. This is theonly company
thatmanufacturesboth kinds of machines,and therefore
theonly onethatcanofferthisprivilege to thepurchaser

6,000 AGENTs WANTED, To
sell Six New INventions—twovery recent,and of great
value to ſamilies; al

l pay greatprofits to Agents. Send
four stampsandgeteightypagesparticulars.
5tº EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell,Mass.

Sent,pre-paid by first mail, to any Post-Qthee in the
UnitedStatesor Canada.

A LIST OF WORKS BY
F O W L E R A N D W E L L S.

308 BRoadway, New York.

Works on Phrenology.
CoMBE'sſecruit Es on Pii RENology. Illustrated...$1 25
CHARTforRecordingvariousDevelopments........ 6
CoNstrtation of MAN. By GeorgeCombe.. 87
DEFENCEof PHRENology. By Boardman... 87
Domestic Life, Thoughts ox. By N. Sizer...... - 15
EpncAtion CoMPLETE. Self-Culture,Memory,etc. 250
Education, fºundedon theNature of Man......... 87
LEssonson PhRENology ANDPHYsiology........ 1 25
LovE, PARENTAGE,ANDAMATIvexEss. Fowler... 75
MARRIAge,its Historyand Ptilosophy......... 75
MATRIMon Y, PhrenologicalandPhysiological.. 80
MEMonyANDSELF-IMPRovexENT..... ------ 87
MoRALANDINTELLECTUALSCIENCE....... 2 50
MENTALSciENGE,Weaver'sLectureson... - 87
Piittº:NologyProved ANDIllustratrio... 1 25
Pirkenological Journ AL. A year,monthly...... 1 00
PHRExologyANDTHEScriptures. By Dr. Pierpont 15
Phaenological Guide. A goodbookforbeginners 15
PHRENological.ALMANACfor1860......... ------- 6

PHRENoLogical.Bust. [Not Mailable.].......
SELF-CULTUREANDPERFECTionof CIIARACTER... 87
SELF-INSTRUCTORIN PhRENology. New Edition.. 50
SYMholicAL HEADANDPHRENoLogicalCHART .. 80
Works of GALL on PHRENoLogy. 5 vols......... 7 00

Works on Water-Cure.
AccIDENTSAND EMERGENCIES.Illustrated..... --- 15
CHILDREN; their HydropathicManagement........ 1 25
Chole:RA; its Causes,Prevention,and Cure....... 80
Consumption;itsCausesand ProperTreatment... 87
Cook Book, Hydropathic. Full of goodReceipts.. 87
Doxiestio PRACTiorof IIYDroPATHY,Johnson's... 1 50

ExPERIENCE IN WATER-Curr....... .............. 80
FAMILY PhysiciaN, Hydropathic. By Dr. Shew... 2 50

HYDRopathic Excycloped1A. By Dr. Trall....... 8 00
HydropArmy; or, Water-Cure. By Dr. Shew..... 1 25

HomeTREATMENTFox SExUAL Abuses... - 80
Introduction to The WATER-CURE... - 15
MIDwifeRY ANDDIsrAsesof WomEN........ ... 1 25
PARENTs'Guidº. A valuablework forwomen.... 60
Philosophy of WATER-CURE,clearlyexpounded.. 80
PRAcrick or WATER-CURR,brieflyexplained...... 80
PREGNANCYANDCHILDBIRTH.Mrs. Pendleton... 80
Results or HYDRopATIIY,itsadvantagesshown.... 87
WATER-CuRE IN CHRonioDiseases. Dr. Gully... 1 50

WATER-CUREFor The Million. By Dr. Trall.... 25
WATERANDWrgETABLEDIET. Dr. Lamb........ 87
WATER-CUREIN Evetty Known DISEARE......... 87
WATER-CUREMANUAL,givingbrief directions..... 87
WATER-CUREALMANAC. Annual. Illustrated.... 6

WATER-CUREJouh NAL. A year,monthly......... 1 00

Works on Physiology.
ALcorol. ANDCoxstitutiox of MAN,Youmans... 80
Alcoholic Controversy. By Dr. R. T. Trall..... 80
AMAtiveNess. Should be readbyall....... 15
CHAstity. A bookmuchneeded. By Dr. Graham 80
Chronic Diseases of Wowrx. Important........ 80
CoxBE's PHYsiology. The verybest ..... -- 87
DIGEstroN,Physiology of

. By Dr. AndrewComb 8)
FAMILY GYMNAsium.Fully Illustrated...... - - - --- 1 25
FAMILY DENtist. Usefuland instructive...... 87
FooD ANDDIET. A standardwork of reference... 1 25
FRUITSANDFARINAcEA,the ProperFood of Man. 1 25

GENERATION,Philosophyof. By Dr. Newman..... 30
HEREDITARYDEsofNT: its Lawsand Facts.. ... 87
How to Live. DomesticEconomyIIlu-trated..... 87
INFANcy; or,Management of Children........ - - --- 87
MATERNITY. All mothersshouldread it 87
NATURALLAws or MAN By Spurzheim...... --- 80
PHILosophyof SACREDHIsrony. Dr. Graham... 2 00
Physiology, Animal andMental Illustrated...... 87
Sexual Diseases. By severaleminentPhysicians
SobertANDTEMPERATELufe. LouisCornaro..... 80
SYRINGEs,PatentInstruments.With a GuideBook 8 50
The Science of HUM N Life. By Dr. Graham... 2 50

Tire Swedish Movewest Curr. By Dr.Taylor... 1 25

TEA ANDCoffre, theirinjuriouseffects............ 15
TEETH: theirStructure,Disease,andTreatment... 15
TopAcco,Works on. By thebestauthors......... 62
UtERINE Disk:A+EsANDDisplaceMExts. Dr.Trall 5 00
WEGETABLEDIET,discussedand approved........ 87

Mesmerism—Psychology.
Electrical Psycnology. Bestwork on thesubject 87

Fascination; or thePhilosophy of Charming..... 87
Library of Mesmetismand Psychology. Complete 800
MAcRocosm;or, theUniverseWithout............ 87
Philosophy of MEsmerism. By Dr J. BoveoDods 80
Psychology; or, theScience of theSoul.......... - 80

Miscellaneous.
AIMSANDAIDsFor YouNaWomEN. Goodwork... 87
Chrxistky, applied to PhysiologyandAgriculture. 25
DeMANds of tile Age on Colleges. IſoraceMann 25
DELIA's Doctors; or, a GlanceBehindtheScenes. 87
Doxiestic ANIMAls; a Manual of StockHusbandry to

Fruit CULTUREFor the Million. Hand-Book.. 50
HIN is TowARDREFortMs. Lectures,Addresses,etc. 1 25
Howeror All: ; theGravelWall Mode of Building 87

HopksANDHELPsfor TheYoung. Rev.Mr.Weaver 87
How to WRITE; a PocketManual of Composition 50
How to TALK ; a PocketManualof Conversation. 50
How to BEIIAve; a PocketManual of Etiquette.. t()
How to DoBusixEss; Manual of PracticalAffairs. 50
HAND-BooksromHoxtr IMPRowEMENT.The 4 above 1 50
IMMortALITY THIUMPILANT.Philosophical........ 87
Life Illustrated. Weekly. Per year............ 2 to
Population, Theory of

. By Dr.Trall............. 15
The FARM; a Manual of PracticalAgriculture..... 50
THE GARDEN,with lists of FlowersandShrubs.... 50
Thir House; a Manual of RuralArchitecture...... 50
RURALMANUALs. In one largevol., Illustrated... 1 50

Ways or Life; RightWay and WrongWay...... 60

FOWLER AND WELLS, 80sBroadway,New York.

designedespeciallyfor Learners; showing
the exactlocation of all the Organs of the
Brain, fully developed,which will enable
every one to studythe sciencewithout an
instructor. It maybepackedandsentwith
safetyby express, or as freight(not bymail)|h to any part of the world. Price, including
box for packing,only$125.

FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

“This is one of themostingeniousinventions o
f theage.

A castmade of plaster of Paris,thesize of thehumanhead
on which theexactlocationof eachof thePhrenological

*::::: is represented,fullydeveloped,withall thedivisions
and classifications.Thosewhocannotobtaintheservices

of a professorinaylearn, in a very short time,from this
modelhead,thewholescience of Phrenology,sofar as the
locations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. Y

. Daily Sun

Books.
Persons at a distancewishing to procure any book

advertised in our Journals, by remitting us the amount

of theprice of thebook in money or postagestamps,will
have it promptlyforwardedbymail, free of postage.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS

808Broadway,New York.

§->
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THE AMERIC A.N.

PHRENOLOGICAL JOl) R. NAL
AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED.

NEW WOLUME. –ENLARGED AND IMPROVED.
PRICE not INOREASED.

With the July. NUMBER,1861,will be commencedthe
THIRTY-Fourth VolumkoftheAMERICANPHRENOLOGICAL
JoukNAL. It will be enlargedby the addition of eight
pagesof readingmatter,thusgiving, for thesameprice as
heretofore—

TWENTY-FOUR PAGES MONTHLY,
INSTEAD OF SIXTEEN.

The THIRTY-FourTII Volume of the AMERICANPHRE
Nological JourtNALwill openwith several

NEW AND ATTRACTIVE FEATURES,
in addition to thosewhich have already renderedit so
eminentlypopularanduseful.

PHRENOLOGY
will still, very properly,forma leading feature,and will,
asheretofore,engagethepensof theleadingPhrenologists
of America,whowill explainand illustrateits philosophy,
and showits applicationto all thepractical interestsand
pursuitsof theHuman Race.

PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY,
in their connectionwith Phrenologyand with the Laws
of Life, will be thoroughly,but popularly treated,amply
illustrated,andmadeinterestingandprofitabletoall ; our
motto,“A sound mind in a healthybody,” being kept
constantlyin view.

NATURAL HISTORY,
bothof Man andof thelowerordersof theanimalcreation,
in its relationto Phrenologicaland PhysiologicalScience,
will receivetheattentionits importancedemands.

MECHANICS.
As at leastonehalf of the wealthof theworld comes

throughtheexerciseofthe facultyof Constructiveness,the
various mechanicalarts will be eneouraged,new inven
tionsexplained,and illustratedwith spiritedengravings.

EDUCATION
will occupymuch attention,especiallyHome Education
and Self-Culture,and just that kind of knowledgewhich
theparentneedsin thedischargeof his or herduties,will
be liberally imparted. THE Young, also, will find the
Journal a friend and foster-father,toencouragethemin
virtue,shield themfrom vice,and preparethemfor use
fulnessandsuccessin life.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES,
Sketches, Reviews, Poetry, Warieties,etc., will help to
makeup what is acknowledgedby our cotemporariesto
beoneof theBestPopular Journals in theWorld.

ENGRAVINGs,
embracingportraits,animals,views,machinery,etc.,more
numerousand beautifulthan heretoforepresented,will
commendthenewvolumetoall readersofgoodtaste.

ALL THESE ATTRACTIONS,
in connectionwith the large amountof readingmatter
which we give, and the extremelylow price of our
Journal, oughttoinsureus at least,

FIFTY THOUSAND
subscribersfortheforthcomingvolume. Shall wenothave
them? A littleeffortbyeachreaderwill procurethem.

OUR FRIENDS AND CO-WORKERS–

al
l personsinterested in Human Progress—areinvited to

aid in thecirculation of thePHRENoLOGICALJournal.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:

SingleCopy,Monthly,OneYear.......... . . . . . . . . $1 00
Ten Copies, to separateaddresses, if desired....... 500
Any personsending $5 for ten copies,will be entitled

to an extracopygratis.
Add six cents a yearfor each subscriber in the British

Provinces to paypostage.Specimenssentfree.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

308Broadway,New York.
Agentswantedeverywhere to sell our publications.
Sendfor ourWholesaleList andConfidentialCircular.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

C O M M I 5 B I O N A G E IN C Y.
Having for many years past been in the

practice of making purchases for our
country friends with apparent satisfaction

to them, and the demand for such services
being constantly increasing, we have con
cluded to establish in connection with our
other business, a

COMMISSION AGENCY,

for the purpose of purchasing and forward
ing to any portion of the country, anything
that can be ſound in New York. Our

extensive acquaintance and long business
experience give us advantages which we
are able to use for the benefit of our cus
tomers, and we shall use our best endeavors

to render our purchases satisfactory, both
as regards quality and price.

In order that our plan may be tested,

we will gladly fill any orders for the fol
lowing commissions:

-

On sums less than ten dollars....10 per cent.44 over -- ... .. 5 “

Expenses of packing and shipping to be

paid by the purchaser. The money must
accompany each order; but in cases where
the exact amount can not be known, a

portion, say one half the estimated amount,
can be sent with directions to collect the

balance by express on delivery.
We will guarantee in every instance to

furnish the same quality of goods at as low
prices except our commission, as they
could be procured for were the purchaser
here.
Funds should be sent in drafts on New

York, Boston, or Philadelphia, when con
venient. When the discount on money
exceeds one per cent, it will be charged

to the party ordering.
For our reliability we refer to our busi

ness standing for the past twenty years;

to the hundreds of thousands throughout
the country who have had dealings with
us, and to the principal business-men in

New York and other cities.

Send on your orders—any amount from
six cents upward—and give us a trial.
Be particular to state how the goods are

to be forwarded. Small packages weigh
ing but a few ounces can be sent by mail
for six cents an ounce, postage prepaid.
When sent by express or as freight,
charges can be paid on delivery. Address,

Fowler AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

[June, 1861.

WATER - CURE J 0 U R N AL.
NEW WOLUME. – ENLARGED AND IMPROVED.

PRICE not increased,

With the JULY NUMBER,1861,will be commencedthe
THIRTY-SEconnWolumeof theWATER-CUREJournal.

It will beenlargedby theaddition of eightpages of read
ing matter,thusgiving, for thesameprice as heretofore,
Twenty-Four PAGEsMoxTHLY,INSTEADor SixTEEN.
THE WATER-CUREJournal should be read in every

family, because

It wasthefirstjournal in theworld to bring before the
people a knowledge of thetrueSystem of theHealingArt.

It advocatesthe only possiblebasis for the enduring
prosperityand improvement of theHuman Race.
It teachestheSick howto recoverHealth.

It teachesthosein Healthhowto avoidDisease.

It unfoldsthetruescienceof HumanLife.

It explainstheLaws andConditions of Health.

It enablesyou to dispensewith all Drug Medicines.

It enablesyou in mostcases to beyourown Physician.
Its doctrinespromoteTemperance in all things.

It tends to thecorrection of all Injurious Habits.
Its influence in society is in all respectsReformatory.
Its teachingsbenefiteverybodyand injure noone.
The bestadvicethatcanbegiven to persons in anycon

dition of Life canbesummedup in threewords:º PRESERVE Your HEALTH.
To Get Rich................. ..Preserve Your HEALTH.
To EnjoyAnimal Life....... ...PRESERVEYourt-HEALTH.
To Do Good............ ...PRESERVEYour HEALTH.
To AcquireKnowledge.. ..PRESERVEYour HEALTH.
To Attain Eminence...........PRESERVE You R HEALTH.
Let, then,the Preservation of Healthbe thegreatcon

cern, theparamountbusiness, of life.
From no publicationcanyougain so muchvaluablein

formationrelative to theLaws of Life and Health,as
THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL.

In it the true nature of disease is fully and rationally
explained,and one of its principalobjects is to teach

HOW TO KEEP WELL.
But as somefrom hereditaryaffections or supposeduna
voidablecausesdo notenjoyhealth,onedepartment of the
Journal is devotedtoarticlesrelativeto thetreatmentof
diseases,whereyoumaylearn

HOW TO RECOVER LOST HEALTH.
The WATER-CUREJournal, will clearly presentall

subjectsconnectedwith Diet, Exercise,Bathing,Cleanli
ness,Wentilation,Dwellings, Clothing, Occupation,etc.
Hydropathy is fully explained,and its application to all
known diseasespointedout.

If youare sick,anddesire to bewell,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If you arewell, anddesire to avoiddisease,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If you wouldknow thetruescience of HumanLife,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youwouldlearn theinjuriouseffects of Drugs,
Read the Wnter-Cure Journal.

If you wouldunderstandtheconditions of Health,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youdesire to dispensewith theservices of a Physician,
"Read the Water-Cure Journal.

But while the WATER-CURE JourtNAL is intended to
treatprincipally of disease,its nature,cause,effect,and
remedy, it columnswill be interspersedwith suchmiscel
laneousmatteraswill make it

Valuable and Acceptable to All.
Its enlargedformwill enable us to furnishmuchvaluable

readingmatter,asidefromthemedicaldepartment.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:

SingleCopy,Monthly,OneYear.................... $1 00
Ten Coples, to separateaddresses, if desired........ 5 00
Any personsending$5 for ten copies,will be entitled

to an extracopygratis.
Add six cents a year for each subscriber in the British

Provinces to paypostage. Specimenssentfree.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.
Agentswantedeverywhere to sell our publications.
SendforourWholesaleList andConfidentialCircular.
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A R C H B I S. H. O. P. H. U G. H. E. S.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PhRenologic AL CHARACTER.

THE organization of this eminent man ex
hibits at once fineness of texture, healthful
ness, and power. He has a broad and well
developed chest and a firm and vigorous frame.
As the portrait shows, his face is comparatively
large ; he has broad, high cheek-bones, a
prominent and strongly-set nose, and the mid
dle and lower portions of his face, with an
arched and manly brow, all tend to show vital
energy, firmness of muscle, and those qualities
of endurance and hardihood which are requi
site for the long-continued exercise of both
mental and physical power. He is a good
specimen of a man physically. His phrenol
ogy and physiology exemplify the qualities of
a generous and noble nature.
Observe what prominence and fullness the

lower and middle portions of the forehead pre
sent. All the Perceptive organs are largely

Biography................... 12
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power of analysis, and
memory of historical
facts and personal ex
periences. Nothing
eludes his attention,
and very little escapes
his memory; and the
combination of these
perceptive and reten
tive faculties, joined to
discrimination, knowl
edge of character, and
general strength of or
ganization, gives him
the great power he is
able to wield in his
important post of duty.
All he has ever learn
ed from experience and
observation, or from
books, he can call up
to aid him in decisions
or guide him in action.
Hence he is a man who
is remarkably ready,
prompt in answering,
quick at repartee, and
one who, for every
emergency that may
arise, always has at
hand every fact and

developed, rendering his mind open to all out
ward things, quick to gather knowledge, to ob
serve phenomena, and to comprehend every
thing that is transpiring within the reach of
his observation. This group of organs is ex
traordinary in development, and eminently
influential, practically. The middle of the
forehead indicates discrimination, criticism,

every argument which
has ever come to his knowledge. THis head

indicates less profoundness of thought and
scope of mind in argument than it does of
practical, administrative power; and for his
success as a debater he is particularly in
debted to his practical judgment, retentive
ness of memory, and power of criticism. As
a philosopher, in generalizing and combining,c --sº
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he is not so strong as many who are less bril
liant, ready, and available in talent.
His Ideality and Sublimity appear to be

large, giving him a love of the beautiful and
grand in art and nature, and great facility in
the use of figures of speech.
His Order and Constructiveness appear to be

large; hence he is systematical and orderly in
everything, and readily comprehends the inter
play of complicate affairs, and those things
which, to some persons, would appear mixed
up and confused, are clear to his mind. Hence
he is able to control discordant elements, and
bring order out of chaos when necessary. These
organs, joined to his perceptives generally, give
him excellent judgment of mechanism and art,
and talent to excel in either.

His Firmness and Self-Esteem appear to be
large. He has a strong will, a firm temper

and determination, and a strong inclination to
persevere in whatever he attempts to do. Op
..position generally tends to make such a man
strong, because it arouses his energy, awakens
his ambition, and all those qualities which
give breadth, courage, and positiveness of
character.

His Cautiousness appears to be fully devel
oped, and his Combativeness comparatively
large. He is not wanting in courage, either
personally or mentally. He is willing to de
fend himself and his cause against opposition,
and engages in it promptly and spiritedly.
Such a man is not afraid of hardship and trial,
of care and responsibility, but rather enjoys
labor, care, and burden, seldom seeking ease
and retirement.

His organ of Language appears to be above
average; and with such a finely organized
general constitution, combined with such readi
ness and freedom of thought, he has the ele
ments for a ready and eloquent public speaker;
and his reputation in these respects corresponds
with his organization.
His moral and religious organs appear to be

large. His large Hope and Conscientiousness
give cheerful anticipation and love of justice,
determination to secure his rights, and a tend
ency to protect those whose rights are com
mitted to his care. His Veneration appears
to be larger than his Benevolence, imparting
more of a religious than philanthropic tone to
his mind.

He would have excelled in almost any secu
lar department of business. He has those
practical qualities necessary for a business
man, and, so far as we can learn, he exhibits
talent of this character in the administration
of affairs as connected with his office. He
could have succeeded well in art or mechan
ism, as an editor, as an advocate, or as a legis
lator. It is not strange, with such an energetic,
high-toned organization, with such firmness
and independence, such positiveness and ad
ministrative qualities, joined to so ready and

\ harmonious an intellect, that he has arisen

from obscurity to the position he occupies.
Such a head will rise anywhere, and become
prominent in proportion to the facilities which
circumstances afford it for the outworking of
its powers.

IbiograAPHY.

John Hughes, present archbishop of the city
of New York, was born in the north of Ireland,
of honest but obscure parentage, in the year
1798. At the age of seventeen he came to
this country, and engaged in his preparatory
studies for the office of priest. Having spent
seven years at the College of Mount St. Mary,
at Emmitsburg, Maryland, he was ordained
priest. Soon after receiving orders, he went to
the city of Philadelphia, to preside over a par
ish, to the care of which he had been ordered
by the archbishop. Here he became popular
as an eloquent divine and an active citizen.
In 1830 he received a challenge from Rev.

Dr. Breckinridge, a distinguished Presbyterian
divine, to a public discussion of their respect
ive dogmas. He accepted it, and the discus
sion was carried on in the newspapers. After
ward the same question was orally discussed
by the parties.

In 1838 Mr. Hughes was appointed bishop

of the diocese of New York, and removed his
residence to that city the same year. Here he
set himself with great vigor to the work of

reform in the Catholic Church, and embroiled
himself in a bitter controversy with several
prominent laymen of his church. He perse
vered in his efforts, however, and had the
satisfaction of witnessing the full success of

his measures, and the entire restoration of

harmony of the various parishes of his see.
In 1840 the Catholics came into collision

with the authorities and citizens of New York

on the subject of the common schools, and
Bishop Hughes entered into a full discussion

of the subject, asserting that “the public
schools of New York were of a sectarian
character, and that thus the whole Catholic
community were wronged, by being compelled

to support schools to which they could not
conscientiously send their children.” This
discussion, at first conducted in the newspa
pers, was afterward transferred to the Common
Council rooms, and was conducted on the part

of the Catholics by the bishop, who won for
himself great credit by the urbane and catholic
spirit in which he performed his duty on that
important occasion.
During this controversy Bishop Hughes ad

dressed to the mayor a long letter, giving a

history of himself since he became a citizen

of America, an extract of which we will insert

as a specimen of his style, and as throwing
light upon the course he has pursued:
“It is twenty-seven years since I came to

this country. I became a citizen as soon as

my majority of age and other circumstances
permitted. My early ancestors were from
Wales; and very probably shared, with Strong

bow and his companions, in the plunder which
rewarded the first successful invaders of lovely
but unfortunate Ireland. Of course, from the
time of their conversion from paganism they
were Catholics. You, sir, must be acquainted
with the melancholy annals of religious intol
erance in Ireland, and may remember that
when a traitor to his country, or, for what I

know, to his creed also, wished to make his peace

to the Irish government of Queen Elizabeth,
Mac Mahon, Prince of Monaghan, the traitor's
work which he volunteered to accomplish was
‘to root out the whole sept of the Hugheses.”
He did not, however, succeed in destroying
them, although he “rooted them out"—prov
ing, as a moral for future times, that persecu
tion can not always accomplish what it pro
poses. In the year 1817 a descendant of the
sept of the Hugheses came to the United States
of America. He was the son of a farmer of
moderate but comfortable means. He landed
on these shores friendless, and with but a few
guineas in his purse. He never received of

the charity of any man without repaying; he
never had more than a few dollars at a time;
he never had a patron in the Church or out of

it; and it is he who has the honor to address
you now as Catholic bishop of New York.”

In 1850 Dr. Hughes was appointed, by Pope
Pius IX., archbishop of New York, which was
accordingly raised to the dignity of a metro
politan see, and since his inauguration he has
been an active citizen, and secured the respect

of the inhabitants of the mighty city where
he resides. –º-º-º-º
PHRENOLOGY: ITs HISTORY AND

DOCTRINES.–No. 2.

by LEv1 REUBEN, M.D.

Of the twenty-seven organs of mental
faculties ascertained by Dr. Gall, all have
been in substance retained by his successors,
and all but one in the character of distinct or
individual faculties. The omission of this one
supposed faculty was made by Spurzheim, who
satisfied himself by investigation of the case
that Dr. Gall's two supposed powers of lan
guage—the “sense of names,” and “sense of

relations of words”—were but different mani
festations of a single power, to which he gave
the name, Language. To the number of rec
ognized individual powers of the mind thus
left, Spurzheim added, first, by distinguishing

in Gall's faculty of the “sense of things” the
two powers of Individuality and Eventuality;
and secondly, by discovering the office and
seat of Conscientiousness, Hope, Wonder, Size,
Weight, Time, Order, and Inhabitiveness. In

Mr. George Combe's enumeration, the last
named of these was replaced by Concen
trativeness; and he added the localities of

“Love of Life” and Alimentiveness, the prob
able existence of which had been admitted by
Spurzheim.

K= —=3
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The principle of naming the faculties with
reference to their tranquil manifestation and
supposed normal character was also adopted
by Dr. Spurzheim ; and in following out this
principle, he was obliged to introduce an al
Inost entirely new terminology. The names
and order adopted in the earlier, and in the
better known nomenclatures, appearing in
course of the progress of the Gallian system

to the present time, are given in the subjoined
tables. The figures placed after names in the
second of these tables refer to the correspond
ing faculties (under quite different appellations)
in the first:

NoMENelATUREof GALL (translated).
1. Instinctof procreation.
2. Love of young,loveof offspring.
3. Attachment,friendship.
4. Courage,quarrelsomeness.
M.Curnºvorousinstinct,murder.
6. Deceit,cunning,tact.
7. Senseof right of property.
. Haughtiness,pride,hauteur.
. Wanity,ambition,loveof glory.

10.Cautiousness,foresight,circumspection.
11.Senseof things,educability,perfectibility.
12. Senseof place,senseof space.
13. Senseof persons.
14 Senseºf words,senseof names.
15.Senseof relationsof words.
16. Senseof colors.
17.Senseof tune.
13. Seuseof relationsof numbers.
19. Senseof mechanism,senseof building.
zu. Sagacityin comparison.
21.Mºtupnysicaltalent,penetration.22.Wit.
23. Poetictalent.
24. Good-nature,compassion,benevolence.
25. Ability toinitate, mimicry.
25.Religioussentimeot
27. Firmness,constancy,perseverance.

ENGL1shNoMENOLATUREof SPURzheim.
r. Propensities.

;

III. INTeLLECTUALFA.cul
1. Destructiveness.(5) TIE8.
2. Annativeness.(1) (1.) Perceptive.
3. Philoprogenitiveness (2

)

22
.

Individuality. (11)4. Aſ hesiveness.(8) 28. Forun.(18)5. Inhabitiveness. . 24 Size.

6. Combativeness.(4) 25.Weight.7. Secretivene-s. 6) 26.Color. (16)8. Acquisitiveness.(7) 27.Locality.(12)9. Constructiveness.(19) 28.Order.
II. sentiments. 9. Calculation.(18)

10.Cautiousness.(1) 30. Eventuality.(1)

#
. §: ºr. (9) ; #:00. Self-Esteem.(8) - -

13.Benevolence.(24) 83. Language.(14,15)
14. Reverence.(26) (2.) Reflectice.15. Firmness.(27)
16.Conscientiousness. 84.Comparison.(20)

85.Causality.(21)17.Hope.
18.Marvelousness. Probable Faculties.

Desireto live.
19.Ideality. (23)
20.Mirthtulness.(£2)

Alimentiveness.21. Imitation.(25)

The arrangement adopted in Combe’s “Sys
tem of Phrenology” (4th ed., Edinburgh, 1836)

is substantially as follows:
ORDER I. Fr.ELINGs.

Genus I. PeopBNsiTIES: 1, Amativeness; 2, Philopro#. 8, Concentrativeness: 4, Adhesiveness;

• Combativeness; 6
, Destructiveness;Alimeutiveness;

Love of Life; 7, Secretiveness; 8, Acquisitiveness; 9,

Constructiveness.
Genus II SENTIMENTs: (1) Sentimentscommon to man
andtheloweranimals: it, Self-Esteem;11,Love of Aprobation; 12,Cautiousness. (2) Superiorsentiments:8, Benevolence; 14,Veneration : 15, Firmness : 16,
Conscientiousness; 17 Ilope; 18,Wonder; 19,Ideality,20,Mirthfulness; 21, Imitation.

ORDERII. INTELLECTUALFACULTIEs.
Genus I. THE External SENSEs.
Genus II. PERCEPTIVEFAculties, notingexistenceof ob
jects [retainedfrom 20 edition]: 22,Individuality; 23,

: Form; 24,Size; 25,Weight; 26,Coloring. :genus ill. Prºcºrrºs FACULTIES,notingobviousrela
tions of objects:27, Locality; 28, Number; 29,Order;
80,Eventuality: 81,Time; 32,Tune; 38,Language.

GenusIV. REFLECTIVEFAoulTIEs: 84,Comparison; 85,Causality.

Dr. Vimont, Robert Cox, Sidney Smith, J.

T. Smith, and other trans-Atlantic writers,

have criticised portions of both the scheme of

faculties and the location of organs, and have
proposed greater or less changes.
The brothers Fowler admit still other facul

ties, increasing their number to 43 ; and they
have changed again several of the names.
The following is their most recent classifica
tion (1860) of the faculties and organs which
they regard as ascertained (the definitions, for
the sake of condensation, being slightly modi
fied in some instances), the whole arranged in

four groups of affective and two of intellectual
faculties, as follows:

Division I. AFFECTIVEFACULTIE8.
(1.) Domestic Group:

1, Amativeness—thesexual instinct, or impulse; A, Conjugality—thepairing instinct,exclusivelove of one;

2, ParentalLove—love of offspring,love of young, or ofpets:

8, Friendship—thegregarious or social impulse, attach
ment to friends;4, Inhabitiveness—love of homeandcountry,desire to locate,patriotism;

5, Continuity—persistence of emotion or of thought,ap
plication,absorption in onething.

(2.) SELFIshGroup:
E, Vitativeness—loveand tenacity of life, dread of anni
hilation ;

6, Combativeness—impulseto resistandoppose,resoluteness,courage;

7, Destructiveness—readinessto inflictpain, to destroy, or

to exterminate,executiveness;S.
,

A'imentiveness—appetitefor food;F, Bibativeness—fondnessfor water or otherbeverages;

9, Acquisitiveness-desire to possessand own, impulse

of gettingandhoarding;10,Secretiveness—instinct of reserveand evasion,cunning, policy;
11,Cautiousness—sense of danger or evil, desire ofsafety,watchfulness;
12,Approbativeness—love of approval or of praise,love ofdisplay,sense of reputation,ambition;18,Self-Esteem—se se of self-appreciationand self-respect,dignity,pride ;

14,Firmness—tenacity of will andpurpose,perseverance.
(3.) MoRALGroup :

15,Conscientiousnesssense of rightandtruth,feeling ofjustieeandobligation,integrity;16,Hooe-sense of and happiness in futuregood,anticiution;
it's Hilality-sense of the unseen,faith, [love of themarvelous,credulity];
18,Veneration—sense of Deity,adoration,..".19,#.”. of human well-being, love ofothers,self-sacrifice.

(4.) SELF-PERFECTINGGRoup:
20,Constructiveness—instinctof building,ability to com
bine or construct[synthesis#1;

21, Ideality—sense of thebeautifulandperfect, of thepure
and elegantſººn?];

B, Sublimity—love of the vast and grand, sense of theinfinite;
22, Imitation—ability to patternafter,copy, or mimic;
23, Mirthfulness-sense of the absurd or ridiculous,wit,humor.

Drvision II. INTELLECTUALFACULTIES.
(1.) PERCEPTIVEGItou P :

24, Individuality—perception of things or individualobjecs, curiosity to see:
25,Form-perception of shape, or configuration,includingfeatures;
26, Size—perception of dimension or magnitude,andquantitygenerally,sense of space;
27,Weight-perception of effort or pressure, of forceandresistance, of gravityandequilibrium ;28,Qolor—perception of hues,tints,lights,andshades;29,Order—cognizance of arrangement,method,system;80,Calculation—cognizanceof numbers,audtheirobvious
relations:

31,Locality—cognizance of place,and of situation;
82,Eventuality—ognizance of events, occurrences, orfacts,
88,Time—cognizance of successionand duration;84,Tune—cognizance of melodyandharmony;
85, Language—cognizanceanduse of all signs of thought
andfeeling,wordsincluded,power of expression.

(2.) REFLECTIve Group:
86, Causality—cognizance of dependence,and of effi
ciency, or therelation of effect to cause;87,Comparison—cognizanceof resemblances, of identity
and difference,discrimination,power of analysisand ofcriticism;

C, Human Nature–discernment of character and mo
tive :

D, Agreeableness—suavity,ability to conform,and to be

in sympathywith thoseaboutone.

A careful study of the schemes of the
mental powers here presented, can not fail to

show at once and unmistakably to the unpre
judiced mind, the fact that through aid of the
new ideas and system much clear insight into
the subjects of the human powers, feelings,
and conduct, before impossible, has been at
tained. But at the same time, such study will
doubtless show—what the brevity of the period
elapsing since the origin of the system would
lead us to anticipate—that neither the analysis
nor the classification of the mental faculties
has yet been finally and satisfactorily accom
plished.
Dr. Caldwell, though one of the earliest and

most earnest disciples of Phrenology in this
country, as already stated, appears not to have
introduced any important changes into the
classification or the naming of the cerebral
organs.

Dr. J. R. Buchanan, of Cincinnati, has
taught, since 1842, a “System of Anthro
pology” (published at Cincinnati, 1854), which
departs in many particulars from the received
system ; especially in subdividing the brain
and increasing the number of faculties ad
mitted, to a much greater extent, and in rec
ognizing and claiming to locate, chiefly in the
base or under surfaces of the brain, faculties
antagonistic to nearly or quite all those which
may be termed the useful or noble—thus ad
mitting regions of vice and crime, as well as

of virtue, and excellence; supposing such ele
ments of mind as hatred, antagonizing love ;

baseness, integrity; sensibility, hardihood:
coarseness, ideality; servility, pride, etc.; and
acknowledging these and other of the more
vile, criminal, or unfortunate manifestations of

mind, including profligacy, rashness, indolence,
mania, suicidal propensity, etc., as original,
essential, and invariable elements of the
mental constitution

In the system of Gall and his followers, the
untoward and criminal phases of mind and
character, including many of the antagonistic
elements just referred to, are explained upon
the suppositions that almost, or quite every
actual faculty can have a two-fold action,
namely, an action that is either a right use, or

an abuse ; while, associated in some way with
these conditions, each faculty can also have an
exercise which is either pleasurable or painful.

It will be seen that neither the system of Gall
nor that of Buchanan admits, for a moment,

or in any way, the doctrine of “total deprav
ity;” a doctrine which, indeed, the intellectual
and religious advance of the age is co-operat
ing with Phrenology to banish from enlightened
belief, if not from ecclesiastical formulas.
But while alike excluding the idea of total de
pravity, it is quite as evident that upon the
question whether actual human depravity,
which is partial or in degree, is for each in
dividual innate and original, or whether it is to

be regarded as accidental and acquired, these

—sº
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two systems very clearly take opposite sides.
It is not proposed here to discuss the issue
thus raised, but simply to call attention to a
point which, to the phrenologist, not less than
to the investigator more exclusively of meta
physical or moral questions, must be pro
nounced one of no trifling magnitude and in
terest.
Dr. Buchanan, as well as some who adopt

in the main the system of Gall, has questioned
whether the region appropriated in the ordinary
scheme of cerebral organs to the faculties that
have been termed “ Human Nature,” Agree
ableness, and Imitation, with the anterior portion
of the organ of Benevolence, has been hitherto
properly understood. In Buchanan's scheme
this region is regarded as the seat of the essen
tially humane and human emotions, or senti
mental intellect, including the impulses to
sincerity, truthfulness, liberality, sympathy,
and allied emotions. Appropriating Adhesive
ness to the gregarious impulse, the tendency to
cleave to familiars and to combine into com
munities, still there seems to be wanting a
higher social group—that set of refined and
almost intelligent emotions which constitute
the glory and charm of the best social inter
course, as opposed to the mere blind propensity
and impulse to have one's near fellows, boon
companions, or acknowledged neighbors. It is
a notable fact that thus far in the world's
history, with rare and exceptional instances,
self-interest has carried the day against this
higher, more truthful, and spiritual communion
of human souls. It requires but little ac
quaintance with what we are led to call “the
world,” “life,” or “society,” to lead any one to
decide that when Pope penned the line—

“Self-love andsocialarethesame,”

he must have had in his thought what is
true in philosophy, rather than what is true in
Jact, in regard to human relations and conduct;
or otherwise, the social of which he could
conceive was of an extremely low order. Let
us note, too, the remarkable circumstances that
the “humane school” in literature is of modern
origin; that the “Song of the Shirt,” the
salient characters exemplifying poverty and
privation in the writings of Dickens, and the
researches carried on among the people by
Michelet, Ducpetiaux, Simon, and others, have
no types in ancient or middle-age writings; and
that the spirit of Howard, of Florence Night
ingale, and of benevolent care for unfortunate
fellow-beings in all ways, is in the most
favored regions of the earth steadily and cer
tainly taking the ground once filled up by the
zeal and rigor of the Simeon Stylites and the
Loyolas, of religious ascetics, inquisitors,
beadles, and jailers.
Now, facts like these mean a decided and

great change in the development of the human
faculties—of the human mind as a whole;
and where are we to look for the corresponding
change in the cranial conformation? Should

it not be where the cranial conformation has in

the past been most deficient? Doubtless: and
we believe observation will show that this
greatest deficiency, as the general rule in any
nation, community, or hundred or thousand of
people, taken anywhere, from the Australian
or Feejee up to the most elevated German,
English, or Anglo-American type of man, ap
pears in the portion of the cranium and brain
above the reflective group, and bounded by this
in front, by Constructiveness and Acquisitive
ness at the sides, and by Marvelousness and
Weneration posteriorly—a region thus embrac
ing the locality now more especially con
sidered, along with those of the allied senti
ments of Benevolence, Imitation, and Ideality.
These thoughts are, however, here stated
rather as suggestions, than as embodying
ascertained results.

The peculiar means relied on by Dr. Bu
chanan for determining the localities of certain
organs, especially of those in the base of the
brain, consist mainly in an assumed principle
of impressibility, or the excitement of the
faculties through various agencies correspond
ing to the feelings to be evoked, by means of
bringing into an active or recipient state other
special faculties of “physical” and “mental
sensibility,” the offices and seats of which are
first claimed as being determined. The fact
that this doctrine of impressibility, with its
supposed practical developments and results,
was much more written of and apparently
more relied on a few years since, when the
kindred ideas of Mesmerism and “pathetism”
were attracting unusual attention, than it has
lately appeared to be, leads the writer of this,

as an individual, to question whether the
former, any more than the latter, has been
found to be in any sort an efficient, trustworthy,
and available instrumentality, for purposes of

scientific discovery or of therapeutic effect;
and such conclusion must suggest that we
should be slow to receive any scheme of

faculties established mainly through agencies

of this kind, at least until sufficient proofs of

the results so arrived at be obtained from in
vestigations or reasonings based on quite other
and independent lines of evidence.
Dr. W. B. Powell, of Kentucky, has pro

posed certain modifications of the scheme of

faculties. He claims, among other things, to

have established a three-fold division in the

cerebellum and its functions, namely, into: 1,

a faculty of Motion, including the impulse to

and regulation of the muscular movements (a

function specially insisted on by physiologists);

2, Amativeness proper, or in the sense of im
pulse merely; 3, the Sensuous element or feel
ing, active in the touch and in caressing.
Dr. Carus, of Dresden, has published a

“New Cranioscopy” (Stuttgart, 1841), in

which he divides the brain into a small num
ber of regions, rather than into organs. This
system, which has not become very generally

known, Mr. Combe in his later writings sets
forth and criticises.
Among those who have become known in

this country for the advocacy or the populariz
ing of phrenological principles, should also be

mentioned, Mr. D
.
P. Butler, and Mr. Nelson

Sizer—gentlemen who (especially in the in
stance of the last named) require no introduc
tion to the readers of this Journal, but who
are named in justice to the system they have
long been, and are still, so ably engaged in de
fending and disseminating. Mr. Sizer's direct,
forcible, highly illustrative, and practical treat
ment of topics relating to the mind and to life,

is shown in numerous articles appearing in

this Journal, mostly without the name, and
through a long course of years. One of the
points touching a highly important practical
question which this writer has, I think, admir
ably elucidated, is that contained in his expo
sure of the fallacy of the so-called doctrine of

“Free-Love,” in which, first establishing the
general principle that “Every additional fac
ulty possessed by one species of animals above
those of others, raises that species above the
others in the scale of being,” he infers that the
superaddition of the feeling of Connubial Love

to mere Amativeness in Man (as in certain
lower creatures), is proof for each of the higher
grade of development; that hence, monogamic
union in mankind is the highest condition,
socially and morally; and that individuals
possessing in good degree this added develop
ment, thus stand in nature as the law to the
race.
The advocates of the Gallian system of

Phrenology feel that the strongest confirmation

of the general features, and in a very good
degree of the details, of that system is found

in the examination of crania, and in particular,

of those of noted characters and of criminals,

as well as of the skulls of animals; and ex
tensive collections of these and other specimens
have been made. That of Dr. Gall contained

of human crania, etc., 354; the Edinburgh
museum has 463 natural specimens, and 380
artificial, the former including crania of vari
ous nations. Dr. Deville, of London, accumu
lated 5,450 pieces, 2,450 human specimens,
and 3,000 crania of animals; among the for
mer were many of persons of marked peculi
arity of character. (Edinburgh Phrenological
Journal, vol. xiv., p. 32.) The remark last
Inade applies also to the collection of Messrs.
Fowler and Wells, of New York, which, though

it has contributed largely to similar cabinets

in Boston and Philadelphia, still numbers
about 4,000 pieces, including about 300 human
skulls, 200 of animals, 500 casts or busts, and
3.000 portraits and drawings. Dr. Vimont, of

Paris, accompanied his memoir for the French
Institute (1827), among other specimens, with
2,500 crania of animals, of 1,500 of which he
had studied the habits. Dr. S. G

. Morton, of

Philadelphia, had collected in 1841 above
1,000 crania, more than one half of which
were human, of many nations, and supplying
mainly the materials for his craniological
works.
Some further thoughts in regard to the

scheme of faculties and organs will form the
subject of the next article.

[To Br coxTINUED.]
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING PEIRE
NOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED–No. 1.

The term education has more meaning than
those who use it generally suppose. The ac
quisition of book knowledge, the science of
arithmetic, geography, grammar, and the like,
to most minds answer as a definition of the
word education. But in its widest sense it
embraces not only the training of the intel
lectual powers and the acquisition of scholastic
knowledge ; it embraces the training and
development of the moral sentiments, the
guidance and control of the animal propensi
ties and of the social dispositions. It em
braces still more, taking in the development of
the bodily constitution and training of the
muscles in obedience to the mind.

In respect to the education of the emotions,
passions, and sentiments, there are two forms
in which they may be educated to act. The
imagination, the most exalted and refined part
of the mental nature, may be diverted from its
legitimate action and led into the fields of
wild and romantic fantasy until the mind loses
its just balance. The appetite for food,
nature's commissary for resupplying the wast
ed energies of the system, may be so trained
as to crave noxious drinks and stimulants.
Acquisitiveness, or the love of property, may
be wrongly educated so as to take a miserly

direction. The faculties which give energy,
courage, industry, and force are frequently
perverted by training to act as low and
quarrelsome dispositions. In like manner
prudence may be perverted to fear, ambition
to vanity, and pride, which should give a just
self-estimation, may be warped so as to ex
hibit austerity and haughtiness.

The perversion of the faculties produced by
improper influences exhibits the susceptibility
of the mind to training and culture, and ought
to be a hint to all who have the charge of the
young, not only as a guard against improper
influences, but as an encouragement to place
before the mind of the pupil such conditions
as shall be calculated to lead it aright.
Mental discord arising from bad training and
vicious habits is as palpable as the jargon of
untuned musical instruments, or well-tuned
instruments incorrectly played upon.
Physical training is as important to the

body as culture to the mind. Bodily strength
may be present and the individual be unable
to use that strength with any degree of suc
cess. It requires a trained hand to make a
barrel or a boot, and it requires a trained mind
to show the highest success in the arrange
ment and expression of thoughts, and in the
successful management of business. A person
may have an educated mind in reference to
music, and yet not have the trained hand
necessary to play the piano-forte. But when
the hand is trained to perform the dictates of
the will, and the mind is also educated in
musical science, the mere sight of the notes

will send the hands to the requisite keys
almost instinctively. We become accustomed
to dancing, or walking, or using the knife and
fork, so that we do it without thinking—at
least without special or conscious reflection.
In reading we are not conscious of seeing
every letter, but, let a letter be wanting, or
defaced and we instantly detect it.

Persons differ in their capacity to learn
different things. One remembers forms and
can recall or reproduce them ; another remem
bers colors; another has mechanical judgment;
another has the power of remembering words;
another remembers places, and is apt in

geography; still another has great analytical
power and is fond of philosophical investiga
tions; another is abstract and metaphysical ;

and each can acquire education in conjunction
with his strongest quality, and each of these
persons may possess some faculties very weak
and be incapable of any considerable advance
ment in these respects. In short, every person
may be a genius in one thing, and very weak

in another. Other persons there are who are
well developed in every faculty, and can learn
one thing as well as another. All they need

is time and a fair opportunity. Others, again,
are dull in everything. What they get is by
the most protracted and laborious effort.
Phrenology reveals this mystery of the

mind and opens to the teacher and the parent
two important considerations. The first
teaches what the pupil can best learn, and in

what he can gain the highest degree of success.
The other fact teaches the weak points, and,
therefore, what needs cultivation.

It is customary to put ten or twenty boys in

a class of arithmetic, and the fashion has
obtained of not allowing those who have great
talent in arithmetic to advance faster in that
department than the dullest. The class, in
cluding the smart ones, has only such lessons
given as the dullest can master, and at the
commencement of a new term the whole
class must go back and work up from the
beginning, and get perhaps a third of the way
through the book, and so repeat for years;
whereas the boys who are gifted in figures
should have free scope, and compass the whole
science as early as may be, and thus have
time to labor at something else at which they
may not be smart. The ambitious boy who
happens to be dull in any one department is

apt to overstudy and break down his health,
because he is ashamed to be behind his

associates. Still, he may be able to excel in

every study but a single one.
From the earliest ages these diversities have

existed and will exist forever. Yet the meta
physician before he had learned by experience
the character of a stranger, was never able to

say to a person, “You can do this, and can not

do that; can learn one subject, and can not
well learn another.” They have adopted the
principle, that whatever a person could do in

one respect he could do in all respects, and
thus they have required equal excellence, if

not from each individual as compared with all
others, at least from each person equally on all
topics. Mental philosophers, moreover, have
taken their own minds and dispositions as the
basis of their writings and philosophy. What
they possessed they supposed to belong to the
race in equal proportion, if not in equal
degree; what they lacked, they supposed did not
exist. Hence the endless diversities of opinion
among metaphysical writers in regard to what
constitutes a mental faculty or power of the
mind. One believes man has conscience;
another that he has none, but that he is

induced by the love of praise to do that which

is approved as just and proper by the com
munity. As no one mental philosopher was
likely to have a perfect organization, every one
would exhibit in his writings some truth and
some error. Having no standard to judge of

mind but that of personal consciousness, the
world was left in darkness respecting the true
philosophy of the mind until the system of

Phrenology was discovered by Doctor Gall.
Perhaps one of the greatest errors of the
mental philosophers consisted in describing the
combined action of several faculties as a single
power, and therefore each of the faculties
recognized by them was likely to involve
several faculties of different degrees of strength.
For instance, they speak of “the faculty of

memory,” when there are no less than twelve
distinct faculties of memory. They speak of

“the faculty of judgment,” when there are near

ly as many faculties of judgment as of memory.
They speak also of love as a distinct power, and
here again we have many elements of love.
One loves children, but not friends; another
loves friends devotedly, and can not bear
children. One has very strong benevolence,
but little social affection, if any ; and so on
through all the possible varieties of mental
development.
With such a system of mental philosophy,

education must be a matter of mere specula
tion, for there could be no rule or base line.
Phrenology teaches the relation of the brain

to the mind, and also points out the organs of
the various faculties, and shows, by means of
determining the quality and size of the or
gans, the various powers possessed by each
person. This science throws a flood of light
upon the laws of mind, and is accordingly held
by all who truly appreciate it as a system of

truth of the highest practical value to the
family, to the scholar, to the legislator, to the
world. -º-º-º-º
How ENGLAND Is FED.—The extent to which

Great Britain is dependent upon other countries
for grain is scarcely understood among us. . For
the four years which preceded the present, her
imports of breadstuffs for home uses reached an
average of between$130,000,000 and $140,000,000,
an amount as large as the whole cotton crop of

this country. This includes rice, 70,000 tons of

which were imported from India alone, during
each of the last two years.

*—sº-º:- $3.96
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A Y O U N G WIFE' s SORROW.
BY T. s. ARth UR.

“I Don’t just like the tone of Martha's
letters,” said Mrs. Barton to her husband one
day. Martha was a daughter who had been
married for three or four months, and was
then living several hundred miles away from
the town in which her parents resided.
“Nor do I,” was the answer. “If Edward

is
,

in anything, unkind to her, I have been
greatly deceived in him.”
“There are peculiarities of character and

temperament in every one, that only a close
intimacy can make apparent. And Martha
has these as well as Edward. It is not im
probable that something, unseen before, has
revealed itself since marriage, and stands as

a sort of irritation between them.”
Mr. Barton sighed. He was very fond of

Martha. She had been a pet with him since
childhood, and this separation, in consequence

of her marriage, was a great trial. The
thought of her being unhappy pained him.
“Suppose,” he said, “that we send for her

to come home and make us a visit. It is

nearly four months since she went away.”

“I was going to suggest something different.”
“What 277
“A visit to Martha.”
“That will be out of the question, at least

for me,” said Mr. Barton.
“I did not mean,” replied Mrs. Barton,

smiling, “to include you in the visit.”
“Oh, then you propose to take al

l

the
pleasure to yourself. Now, it strikes me as a

better arrangement to have Martha pay us a

visit. It will do her a great deal more good
than merely to receive a visit from you. She
will get back for a little while into her old
home, and see father and mother both. And
then I will come in for a portion of the enjoy
ment, which is to be considered.”
“I’ve thought of all that,” replied Mrs.

Barton, “and yet favor the visit to Martha.
The reason is this. If I go there and stay a

week or two, I will have an opportunity to

see how she and Edward are getting along
together. We must live with people, you
know, to find out all about them. There may

be some little impediments to happiness lying
right in their path, which I may help them to

pick up and cast aside; some little want of

adaptation in the machinery of their lives,
which prevents a movement in harmony, that

I may show them how to adjust.”
“I guess you are right, taking that view of

the case,” said Mr. Barton.
The visit of Mrs. Barton was made accord

ingly. After the first brief season of glad
mess that followed a meeting with her mother
had passed, Martha’s countenance showed
some lines not written there by sweet content.
The mother asked no questions, however, in

the beginning, calculated to draw Martha out.

She wanted a little time for observation. The
young husband was bright, cheerful, attentive,
and fond, as he had appeared to her before the
wedding-day. But on the second morning

after her arrival, she noticed that he did not
talk quite so freely as usual at the breakfast
table, and had something very much like a

cloud over his countenance. Martha's manner
was a little constrained also, and her face a

little sober. Once or twice during the meal
Edward exhibited a feeling of annoyance at

things not rightly ordered.
Mrs. Barton was already beginning to see

the little impediments and obstructions to

which she had referred in talking with her
husband. But she did not encourage Martha

to speak on the subject. She wanted to see
more and understand the case better. On the
third day the cause of trouble between Ed
ward and Martha-for a discordant string was
really jarring in the harmony of their lives—
became more clearly apparent to the mother.
The little external restraint which had been
assumed at the beginning of her visit by both

of the young people, was gradually laid aside,
and she saw them in the real life they were
living.
The basis of the difficulty lay in the total

unfitness of Martha for the position she had
assumed — that of housekeeper, we mean.
And in consequence her young husband, in

whose ideal of home perfect order had been
included, found everything so different from
his anticipations, that a graceful acquiescence
was impossible. *

“I don't know what has come over Edward,”
said Martha to her mother on the morning of

the fourth day, after her husband had left her
for his place of business. Her eyes were
swimming in tears, for Edward had spoken
hastily, and with ill-nature, at the breakfast
table. “He used to be so kind, so gentle, so

considerate of my comfort and feelings. But
he seems to be growing more impatient and
harsh in his manner every day.”
“Has the reason of this never occurred to

you ?” Mrs. Barton’s manner was grave.

“I can imagine no reason for the change,”
replied Martha.
“He is disappointed in something, evidently.

He does not find in you all he had expected.”
“Mother ſ” The young wife had a startled

look.

“It must be so, Martha, else why should he

be different from what he was 2. He has had

an ideal of a wife, and you have failed to

reach his ideal.”
The face of Martha, which had flushed,

became almost pale.
“And I am free to own,” continued the

mother, “that you fall considerably below my

ideal. I do not wonder at Edward’s disap
pointment.

Tears began to fall over the young wife's
cheeks.

“I’m sure,” she said, sobbing, “that I have
been to him all that I know how to be. If love
would draw upon me favors and kindness he
would never look at me as he does sometimes,
with cold eyes and clouded face, nor speak in

angry impatient words that hurt me worse than
blows.”
“But you have not done for him all that you

know how to do,” said Mrs. Barton.
“I fail to comprehend you, mother,” was

replied to this.
“You do not make his home as pleasant as

it should be. There seems to be no anticipa
tion of his wants, and no provision against
discomfort. Everything is left to your two
servants, who do pretty much as they please.”
“Why, motherſ’
“It is true, my daughter. I have looked on

with closely observant eyes since I have been
here; and must say that I am disappointed in

you. In every case that Edward has shown
impatience in my presence, the source of

annoyance lay in your neglect of a plain
household duty. It was so this morning; and

so yesterday.”

“He was annoyed at the burnt steak this
morning,” said Martha, in answer. “That
wasn’t my fault, I am sure. I’m not the
cook.”

“It is your place to have a competent cook,”
said Mrs. Barton.
“If I can find one, mother.”
“The one you have now is not to be trusted

to prepare a meal.”
“I know that; but how can I help myself.”
“And knowing that, you never went near

the kitchen to see that she did not spoil the
steak intended for your husband's breakfast.

It might have taken you ten or fifteen minutes

to superintend, personally, the preparation of

this morning meal, and so made it worthy of

being set before your husband; but, instead of

this, you sat reading or talking from the time
you were dressed until the bell rang. When
we went down, there was no butter on the
table; no knife and fork to the dish of meat;

no salt; nor any napkin at your husband's
plate. The table-cloth was soiled, and you
scolded the waiter for not putting on a clean
one. The meal opened in disorder, which you
might have prevented by a little forethought,
and progressed and ended in annoyance and
bad feeling. Now, who was to blame for all
this 27?

“But, mother, you don’t expect me to go

into the kitchen and cook?” said Martha.
“The captain who undertakes to sail a ship

must know all about navigation. Is it more
unreasonable to expect that a woman who
takes upon herself the obligations of a wife
should know how to conduct a household 2 Is

a woman less responsible in her position than

a man? If so, what moral laws give the dis
tinction ? I have not seen them. The captain

— =&
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does not trust the ship wholly to the man at
the helm. He takes observations, examines
charts, and sees and knows for himself that
everything is done at the right time and in the
right place. His thought and his will are
active and predominant in every part of the
ship; for on him rests all the responsibility.
And it is so everywhere in man's work. You
ask if I expect you to go into the kitchen and
cook? I answer yes, in case there is no one
else to prepare your husband’s food. If you
have an incompetent cook, or one not to be
trusted, then it is your duty to make up her
deficiencies by a personal attendance in the
kitchen, just as often and just as long as the
case may require. You contracted to do this
when you became a wife.
“I don’t remember that the subject was

even referred to,” said Martha, who did not
yet see clearly, and who felt that her mother's
view of the case actually degraded the wife
into a household drudge.

“Was it stipulated,” answered Mrs. Barton,
“that Edward should engage in business, giv
ing himself up to daily care and work in order
to secure for his wife the comforts of a home 2
I don’t remember that the subject was even re
ferred to. And yet it was as much implied in
the act of taking a wife, as the other was im
plied in the act of assuming the relation that
you now hold. Do you suppose for a moment
that he isn’t active in every part of his business?
That he trusts an incompetent clerk, as you
trust an incompetent cook 2 Thought, purpose,
hands are all busy in his work, and busy
throughout every day; busy for you as well as
for himself. He can’t find time for reading
during four or five hours every day; nor time
for calls on pleasant friends; no, no. His
work would suffer—losses might follow; and
comfort and luxury fail for the wife he toils
for. But, this wife is too indolent, or too
proud to go down into her kitchen and see that
his food is made palatable and healthy; to be
present in all parts of the household, with
taste, order, neatness, economy, and cleanli
ness. I don’t wonder that he is disappointed
and dissatisfied.”

Martha's perceptions were beginning to be
a little enlightened. She did not make any
reply.
“Let me tell you how I have found it in

your badly managed household,” resumed the
mother. “Perhaps, seeing through my eyes,
may help you to a better appreciation of things
as they actually are. Twice, since I have
been here, there has been no water in my room,
and I have had to come down in the morning
and get it for myself.”
“Oh, mother ' That is too bad ' To think

that Margaret should have been so careless ſ”
The daughter's face crimsoned.
“Now, if you had been a careful house

keeper, or a thoughtful one, you would have
visited my chamber to see that all was right

*

there. You would never have left your

mother's comfort dependent on the uncertain
administration of a servant. Next, the room
hasn’t been dusted twice since I have been
here. My fingers are soiled with everything I
touch : and I am sure it hasn’t been swept
under the bed or bureau for a month. But,
this only affects your guests—is only so much
taken from their comfort. Let us look to some
things that involve the comfort of your hus
band, for these are of the highest considera
tion. Yon asked him yesterday morning to
get you some pink-lined envelopes. He
brought them at dinner-time. He asked you

to darn a rent in a black alpaca coat, so that
he could wear it. Did you do as he requested ?

No, you read, and toyed with fine needlework
all the morning, but never touched the coat;
and when he asked for it, what reply did you
make 2 Oh, you hated darming above all
things 1 and told him he’d better direct his
tailor to send for it. The day had become un
usually warm, and he had to go out, after
dinner, wearing a thick cloth coat, just because
you had almost willfully neglected to perform

so slight a service for your husband. Do you
imagine that he never thought of your failure

to do for him what he had asked 1 That he
didn’t feel your indifference to his comfort 2
Your kiss, depend upon it, Martha, touched his
lips coldly; and your loving words, if any
were spoken, were as sounding brass and tink
ling cymbal in his ears. He looked past all
lip affirmations, and saw the failure in deed.
“And failure in deed seems to be the rule

under your administration of the household,
instead of the exception. Most especially is

this the case in what appertains to the dining
room and kitchen. The meals are always
badly cooked and badly served. The sloven
liness with which Margaret sets the table is a

disgrace to herself and a standing rebuke to

her mistress. I haven’t seen a really clean
dish— as I regard cleanliness—since I have
been here; nor a clean knife or fork. Your
cruet-stand is offensive to the eye. There is a

smeared mustard-bottle, with a smeared spoon
—a catsup bottle with half an inch of tomato
catsup at the bottom, and an oil-bottle empty.
Pepper and vinegar bottles I will not describe.
The cruet-stand itself is as dark as lead; and
the napkin-rings and spoons not much better.”
“Pray stop, mother ſ” said Martha, inter

posing, with a face rather nearer to scarlet
than white.
“No; I must say a word or two further.

Can such things be, and escape your husband's
observation ? Can such things be, and not
prove a daily offense and annoyance to him?
Can such things be, and not irritate him, at

times, into unkindness? He would be more
than mortal, my child, were he temper-proof
against assaults upon good-nature like these.”
Martha was not a fool—though there are

too many in her position, we are sorry to say,

to whom the word most significantly applies.
She saw, through her mother's clearer vision,
the blindness in which she had been, and the
folly of her defective household administra
tion; saw that, in holding herself above do
mestic duties and manipulations, she was
governed more by pride and indolence, than a

just regard for wifely or womanly dignity;
saw that, to hold fast to her husband's love,
she must do something more for him than
offer loving words; for, life being real and
earnest, demands earnest work from all—from
the delicate wife as well as from the more
enduring husband.
On the next morning as Edward lifted his

cup to his lips, he said, with a smile of pleas
ure :

“What fine coffee, Martha.' I don’t know
when I have tasted anything so delicious.
Your handiwork, I infer?”
And Edward looked from his wife to her

mother.
“No,” replied Mrs. Barton; “it is none of

my handiwork.”
“But it’s mine,” said the young wife, who

could not keep back the acknowledgment—
her pleasure in seeing her husband’s pleasure
was so great.

“Yours?” Edward set down his cup, and
looked across the table in real surprise.
“Yes, mine. I made the coffee this morn

ing.”
“You did 2 Well, as I said, it is delicious !

I wouldn’t give this cup of coffee for all the
stuff that has been made in the house since we
entered it.”
The steak was praised next.
“Did you cook this also P’

’

asked the hus
band.

“I superintended the work,” was answered.
“It is only necessary for some people to look

at things, and they will come all right,” said
Edward, “and I shouldn't wonder, Martha,

if you belonged to the number.”
There was a compliment and a reproof in

the sentence, and both were felt.
“Do I need to say another word, my

daughter?” said Mrs. Barton, when she was
alone with Martha again.
“I think not, mother,” was answered.

“Since our talk yesterday I have been looking

at my place, as a young wife, from a new
stand-point, and I find that I have not under
stood my duties. But they are very plain
now ; and I shall not need another reminder.
Young girls fall into some strange notions
about a wife's condition. They think of it as

something more ornamental than useful; as

invested with more queenly dignity than a

homely administration of service in the house
hold. She is to be loved, and petted, and
cared for with untiring devotion and tender
ness; but caring for her husband, in the un
attractive uses of a family, in the kitchen, if

need be, does not enter some imaginations as a

c=
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thing at all included in the relation of husband
and wife.”
“And coldness, irritation, ill-nature, and

too often alienations are the consequence,”

said Mrs. Barton.
“You felt a change in your husband. Did

not the cause present itself?”
“Not until you pointed it out to me.”
“Can it be possible that you were so blind,

my daughter?”
“I was just so blind, mother l’’

“Do you wonder that Edward was annoyed,
at times 2"
“I wonder that he had so much forbearance,”

was the reply. “I wonder that he did not
speak out plainly and tell me my duty.”
“You might not have understood him,” said

Mrs. Barton. “He could not have said all
that I have said. There would have been the

appearance of a selfish regard for his own
comfort. Young wives do not always under
stand a husband's reproving words, which are

more apt to blind than to enlighten; for they

are usually spoken under the impulses of

chafed feelings. It is better, therefore, that I

should have helped you to see clearly in a

matter involving so many consequences.”

[Note.—If this mother had taken care, as

every mother should, that her daughter was
taught these useful lessons of housekeeping
while under the parental roof, she would have
understood and felt the importance of the
position and responsibility of the duties of a

housewife before she assumed them, and she

would have started right, and never marred
her own peace by losing favor in the eyes of

her husband. Mothers in these days bring up
their daughters to listless, lounging, ladyhood,
attending themselves to all the cares and
drudgery of domestic affairs, and when their
daughters marry, though they may be versed

in music, light literature, ornamental artistic
idle-work, they know literally nothing of those
realities of the home which every wife, worthy
that sacred name, must sooner or later reach

in theory as well as experience. If the ele
gancies and comforts of the dining-room depend

on the knowledge and watchfulness, if not
solely upon the hands of the wife, why, in the
name of all the comforts of home, do not

mothers train their daughters to understand,
not only how to attend to these things, but
also impress upon their minds the importance

of practicing them at the very threshold of

their wedded life.
We are acquainted with a wealthy lady who

has several daughters, and she required each

in turn to take the charge of all the house
hold affairs for a week, and to be mistress, the
mother giving advice when the extempore
housekeeper found any difficulty, or kindly
criticising errors which she committed through
ignorance or carelessness. All her daughters
became model wives, and were patterns as

housekeepers in the several neighborhoods
where they settled.—EDs. PHREN. Journal
AND LIFE.]

--------------------------------~~~~
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A. B. R OTHER's LOVE.

BY MIss L. A.

Wom AN can always trust a brother's love.

Let poets and novelists expatiate on that other
kind of love; let them tell of hearts that are
joined as one forever, or of those which are

united for a season, and then voluntarily tear

themselves asunder, breaking the heart-ten
drils so abruptly that they will never adhere
again. Yet—

“I speaknot to disprovewhat Brutusspoke.”

We know that love exists; we live and act
through its genial influence. Still, much
which bears the name and resemblance is not
wholly Platonic.
But there is a love which no woman can or

ever need doubt—a love which never dissem
bles, never decays, and never is transferred to

another—such is a brother's love. And if

ever there was, between a young man and
woman, candor without offense, admiration
without flattery, love without jealousy, that
young man and woman must be brother and
sister.

To some these may seem rather broad asser
tions, and unsupported by proof, yet we deem
them self-evident; for who ever heard of a

sister being offended because her brother told
her the truth—because he told her what he
thought of her dress, manners, or personal
appearance; truly, the facts communicated
may be unpleasant, yet, being uttered by a

brother, it takes away half their painfulness.

And if a brother admires his sister's hair,
eyes, dress, or walk, his love makes him tell,
truthfully, what he thinks, and sisters know

how to appreciate such compliments.
There is still another feature not to be over

looked in a brother's love—it is his unbounded

confidence in his sister's affection; she can tell
him just what she thinks (a luxury which she
can not partake with many other men), and if

she happens to feel a little irritable, she can
say to him disagreeable and even unkind
things, and know herself forgiven before her
words were ended.
But, disappointment to the young man of

questionable morals, who attempts to pass

himself off as a gentleman to a young lady

who has a brother; for, through her brother,

she has access to his real character; hence,
brothers are not only lovable, but convenient,
since it is through them we view other men as

they are, when divested of their assumed vir
tues, or of the still more deceptive clothings

which our imaginations paint for them.
Moreover, brothers serve as “equalizers” to

our opinions of other men, since they keep us

from going too high or too low in our estima
tions of them. For when a woman detects
flattery, falsehood, or treachery in her embod
ied ideal, the reaction generally produces dis
trust and hatred to MANkind, and she mentally
calls al

l

men villains and liars; but a knowl

Pl,ATTE.

[July,
-----------------------

edge of her own noble, generous brothers
softens this judgment, and assures her that
other sisters may have brothers equally as

true and manly as her own.
But among young ladies this distrust is un

frequent, and not half so deplorable in its
effects as that ideal perfection which most of

them paint for their lovers; and were it not
that we know the faults of our own good
looking brothers, we might believe certain
smooth-faced individuals to be what we would
like to think them, and what they would like

to have us think them—perfection 1-------
[ForLifeIllustrated.)

DEATH OF EMILY CAROLINE FOX.
BY G. C. Howard.

Thou pure andspotlessfalling snow,
Now droppingslowlyon theearth,

Why dostthou fill mythoughtswith woe,
Imparting gloomwhereoncewasmirth?

I know thymission-fall mostlight
Upon themound,andsoftlylave

The hallowedspotwith virgin white,
That riseso'eryoungMilly's grave.

The skiesweptsadlywhenwe placed
Her coffin in its earthlycell,

And droppingflowers,thatsweetlygraced
The form of onewe loved so well;

She calmlywith her kindredslept,
Reposing in her narrowcave,

While all with childlessparentswept,
And mournedaroundyoungMilly's grave.

Last New-Year's Day I left theegay
And happy in thy father'shome;

Next saw theeon thy death-bed.Jay,
And cry, for “Johnny did notcome.”

Then to your favoritecottagebrought,
Dressedfor thetomb,thatmaidenform,

That rose so playfully,andsought
Her gardenflowers at earlydawn.

Those flowersmaybloomandbud in white,
Fit emblems of thypurity,

But Milly's form,and footstepslight,
With radianteyes,weshall notsee.

Near rabbit-house or shallowpond,
Running aroundon summermorn,

With wreathedbouquet, of which so fond,
Bright Charley-Arty, to adorn.

My daughterDelia, sad'syour face;
Milly, your playmate,hasshegone?

Will you nomoretogethertrace
Your graveledwalk thatskirts the lawn,

Or play thehymn on Sabbatheve,
And Muly singher favoritesong
“I ought to lovemymother?”—grieve,
For shewho loved ’s forevergone.

Mouro for theyoungandtenderheart,
Weep for thedaughterpassedaway

Too early to know woman'spart,
Too lovely,perfect to decay;

The bloom of life and spring of years,
Must die. His law, who took,whogave—

Cease,parents,unavailingtears,
You'll sleepnearyour sweetMilly's grave.--------

MILITARY MAP.-Messrs. J. C. & R. Smith,

71 NassauStreet,New York, havepublishedan excellent
map of thatportion of theUnited States lying south of

New York, embracingall the scenes of military opera
tions. They also give, on themargin,enlarged views of

the District of Columbia, embracing Alexandria and
Arlington Heights; also Harper's Ferry aud vicinity;
Fortress Monroe, including Sewall's Point, Norfolk,
Port-mouth,and themouth of the Chesapeake;an en
larged view of Fort Pickens, Pensacola, Warrington
Navy Yard, PensacolaBay and therelative position of

Fort Pickens,Mobile Bay, and themouth of the Missis
sippi; Cairo and vicinity, and other places of interest.
The map is about twenty by thirty inches,and maybe
sentbymail. Price, 25 cents.
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M O R. A. L." P H II, O S O PHY ;
OR,

T H E D U TIES OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY GEORGE COMBE.
[reoM THE LATESTEEvised EDINBURGHEDITIox.]

[continued from JUNE NUMBEE.]

The next question is
,

How should the criminal be treated under
confinement 2 The moment we understand his mental constitution

and condition, the answer becomes obvious. Our object is to abate
the activity of his animal propensities, and to increase the energy of

his moral and intellectual faculties. The first step in allaying the
activity of the propensities, is to withdraw every object and communi
cation that tend to excite them. The most powerfully exciting causes

to crime are idleness, intoxication, and the society of immoral asso
ciates. In our British jails, criminals, until lately, were utterly idle;
they were crowded together, and lived habitually in the society of

each other; intoxication being the only stimulus that was withdrawn.

If I wished to invent a school or college for training men to become
habitual criminals, I could not imagine an institution more perfect for
the purpose than such jails. Men, and often boys, in whom the pro
pensities were naturally strong, were left in complete idleness, so that
their strongest and lowest faculties might enjoy ample leisure to lux
uriate; and they were placed in each other’s society, so that their
polluted minds might more effectually avail themselves of their leisure

in communicating their experience to each other, and in cultivating,
by example and precept, the propensities into increased energy and
more intense activity.

The proper treatment is to separate them, as much as possible, from
each other; and while they are in each other’s society, to prevent
them, by the most vigilant superintendence, from communicating
immoral ideas and impressions to each other's minds. In the next
place, they should be all regularly employed; because nothing tends
more directly to subdue the inordinate activity of the animal propen
sities than labor. It occupies the mind, and physiologically it drains
off, by the muscles, from the brain, the nervous energy, which, in the
case of criminals, is expended by their large organs of the propensities.
The greater the number of the higher faculties that the labor stim
ulates, the more beneficial it will be. Mounting the steps of a tread
mill exercises merely the muscles, and acts on the mind by exhausting
the nervous energy and producing the feeling of fatigue. It does not
excite a single moral or intellectual faculty. Working as a weaver

or shoemaker would employ more of the intellectual powers; the
occupations of a carpenter or blacksmith are still more ingenious ;

while that of a machine-maker stands higher still in the scale of

mental requirement. Many criminals are so deficient in intellect, that
they are not capable of engaging in ingenious employments; but my
proposition is

,

that, wherever they do enjoy intellectual talent, the
more effectually it is drawn out, cultivated, and applied to useful
purposes, the more will their powers of self-guidance and control be

increased.
Supposing the quiescence of the animal propensities to be secured

by restraint and by labor, the next object obviously is
,

to impart vigor

to their moral and intellectual faculties, so that they may be rendered
capable of mingling with society at a future period, without relapsing
into crime. The moral and intellectual faculties can be cultivated
only by exercising them on their natural objects, and in their legitimate
fields. If any relative of ours possessing an average development of

the bones and muscles of the legs, had nevertheless, through sheer
indolence, lost the use of them and become incapable of walking,
should we act wisely, with a view to his recovery, if we fixed him in

an arm-chair, from which it was impossible for him to rise ? Yet,
when we lock up criminals in prison, amid beings who never give
expression to a moral emotion without its becoming a subject of

ridicule; when we exclude from their society all moral and intelligent
men calculated to rouse and exercise their higher faculties; and when
we provide no efficient means for their instruction, do we not, in fact,

as effectually deprive all their superior powers of the means of exer
cise and improvement, as we would do the patient with feeble legs,
by pinioning him down to a chair? All this must be reversed.
Effectual means must be provided for instructing criminals in duty
and knowledge, and for exercising their moral and intellectual facul
ties. This can be done only by greatly increasing the numbers of

higher minds that hold communion with them ; by rendering their
labor the means of purchasing the stores which they consume ; and
by encouraging them to read and to exercise all their best powers in

every practicable manner. The influence of visitors in jails, in

ameliorating the character of criminals, is explicable on such grounds.
The individuals who undertake this duty are, in general, prompted to

it by the vivacity of their own moral feelings; and the manifestation

of these toward the criminals excites the corresponding faculties in

them into action. On the same principle on which the presence of

profligate associates cultivates and strengthens the propensities, does
the society of virtuous men excite and strengthen the moral powers.
By this treatment the offender would be restored to society with his

inferior feelings tamed, his higher powers invigorated, his understand
ing enlightened, and his whole mind and body trained to industrious
habits. If this should not afford society a more effectual protection
against his future crimes, and be more in consonance with the dictates

of Christianity than our present treatment, I stand condemned as a

vain theorist; but if it would have these blessed effects, I humbly
entreat of you to assist me in subduing that spirit of ignorance and
dogmatism which represents these views as dangerous to religion and
injurious to society, and presents every obstacle to their practical
adoption.*

LECTURE XIV.
DUTY OF SOCIETY IN REGARD TO THE TREATMENT OF CRIMINALS.

The punishment of criminals proceedstoo much on the principle of revenge–Conse
quences of this error—The proper objectsare the protection of societyand the
reformation of the criminal–Means of accomplishingtheseends–Confinement in a

penitentiary til
l

theoffender is renderedcapable of good conduct—Experience of the
corruptingeffects of shortperiods of imprisonment in Glasgow Bridewell-Effects o

simple imprisonment—Effects of transportation—Examples of humanetreatment of

criminals in Germanyand France—Failure of the tread-mill–Suggestionsfor an
improvedtreatment of transportedconvic's—Americanpenitentiaries-Punishment

of death may ultimately be abolished—Further particulars respectingAmerican
prisons—Results of solitaryandsocialconfinementconsidered–Silentlabor system at

Auburn.

I proceed to consider the duty of the highest class of minds, in

regard to criminal legislation and prison-discipline. This class has
received from Providence ample moral and intellectual powers, with

as much of the lower elements of our nature as is necessary for their
well-being in their present sphere of existence, but not so much as to
hurry them into crime. Such individuals have great moral power
committed to them by the Creator, and we may presume that he will
hold them responsible for the use which they make of it. Hitherto,
this class, chiefly through want of knowledge, has fallen far short of

their duty in the treatment of criminals. In my last Lecture, I

remarked, that, as revenge is disavowed by Christianity, and con
demned by the moral law of nature, we should exclude it entirely, as

a principle, in our treatment of criminals; but that, nevertheless, it

may be detected mingling, more or less, with many of our criminal
regulations. -
Under the existing system of criminal legislation, every man is held ,

responsible for his actions, who, in the phraseology of lawyers, can
distinguish between right and wrong; and this responsibility consists

in being subjected to a certain extent of punishment—in other words,

* The prisons in the United States of America are conducted in a mannergreatly
superior to those of Great Britain and Ireland; but even theyadmit of improvement.I shall addsomeremarkson them to thenextLecture.
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mental and physical suffering—proportioned to the magnitude of the
offense which he has committed. Although even in the metaphysical

schools of philosophy it is generally admitted, that the impulsive, and .
also the intellectual faculties, are distinct in their characteristics, and
do not exist in fixed and definite proportions to each other in every
individual, yet these facts, and the consequences which flow from
them, have been and are disregarded by our criminal legislators. An
individual may be born with so strong an instinct of acquisitiveness
and such weak moral and intellectual powers, that, like a fox on a
common, he may be actually impelled by his nature to appropriate
objects suited to gratify his propensity, regardless of the preferable
rights of others; or he may be destructive or deceptive in his tenden
cies—prompted by strong internal impulse to take away life, or to
commit fraud; but the law takes no cognizance of his mental con
stitution. He may be grossly ignorant; he may be undergoing the
pangs of starvation; or he may be surrounded by the temptations pre
sented by intoxicating liquors and a social atmosphere of ignorance

and profligacy; still the law takes no account of such things. It
inquires only whether he possesses so much intellect as to know that
it has declared stealing, killing, fire-raising, fraud, deception, and
hundreds of other acts, to be wrong. If he is not purely idiotic or
raving mad, he may be in any of the unfortunate conditions now men
tioned, and yet know this fact. And this is enough for the law. It,

then, by a fiction of its own, and often in opposition to the most glaring
indications, assumes him to be a free and responsible being, and deals
out its punishment, in other words, its vengeance, upon him for having
disregarded its dictates. It makes no inquiry into the effects of its

inflictions on his mind. Strong in its own fiction that he is a free,
moral, and responsible being, it aims at no object except deterring its

subjects from actions injurious to society, and assumes that suffering

is the best or only means necessary to accomplish this end; and
punish him it does accordingly.

In committing men to prisons in which they shall be doomed to

idleness—in compelling them to associate, night and day, with each
other (the most effectual method of eradicating any portion of moral
feeling left unimpaired in their minds)—and in omitting to provide
instruction for them—society seems, without intending it, to proceed
almost exclusively on the principle of revenge. Such treatment may

be painful, but it is clearly not beneficial to the criminals; and yet
pain, deliberately inflicted, without benefit to the sufferer, is simply
vengeance. Perhaps it may be thought that this treatment will serve

to render imprisonment more terrible, and thereby increase its efficacy

as a means of deterring other men from offending. No doubt it will
render it very terrible to virtuous men—to individuals of the highest
class of natural dispositions—because nothing could be more horrible

to them than to be confined in idleness, amid vicious, debased, and
profligate associates; but this is not the class on whom prisons are
intended to operate as objects of terror; these men have few tempta
tions to become criminals. Those to whom prisons should be rendered
formidable, are the lovers of pleasure, men enamored of an easy, dis
solute life, enlivened with animal excitement, not oppressed with
labor, nor saddened by care, reflection, or moral restraint. Our
prisons, as recently conducted, were not formidable to such characters.
They promised them idleness, the absence of care, and the stimulus

of profligate society. On this class of minds, therefore, they, in a

great degree, lost the character of objects of terror and aversion ; un
deniably they were not schools of reform ; and they therefore had no

recognizable feature so strongly marked on them as that of instruments

of vengeance, or means employed by the higher minds, for inflicting

on their inferior brethren what, judging from their own feelings, they
intend to be a terrible retribution, but which these lower characters,
from the difference of their feelings, found to be no formidable punish
ment at all. Thus, through ignorance of human nature, the one class
continued to indulge its revenge, in the vain belief that it was deter
ring offenders; while the other class proceeded in its career of crime,

in nearly utter disregard of the measures adopted to deter it from
iniquity; and at this day, although important improvements have
been effected in prisons, criminal legislation is still far from being
crowned with success.

If any class deserve punishment for these proceedings, I would be

disposed to inflict it on the higher class, or on the men to whom a

bountiful Creator has given ample ability to reclaim their less fortu
mate brethren from vice and crime, but who, through ignorance, and
the helplessness that accompanies it, leave this great duty undis
charged. In point of fact, the natural law does punish them, and will
continue to punish them, until they adopt the right method of pro
ceeding. If we reckon up the cost, in the destruction of life and
property, expenses of maintaining criminal officers, courts of justice,
and executioners—and the pangs of sorrow, flowing not only from
pecuniary loss, but from disgrace, sustained by the relatives of profli
gate offenders—we may regard the sum-total as the penalty which the
virtuous pay for their neglect of the rational principles of criminal
legislation. If the sums thus expended were collected and applied,
under the guidance of enlightened judgment, to the construction and
proper appointment of penitentiaries, one or more for each large dis
trict of the country, and if offenders were committed to them for
reformation, it is probable that the total loss to society would not be

greater than that of the present system, while the advantages would
unspeakably exceed those which now exist.

In regard to the treatment of criminals when placed in such pen
itentiaries, I have already remarked, that, in the sentences pronounced
under the present system, the principle chiefly, although uninten
tionally, acted on by the superior class of society, appears to be

revenge. If a boy rob a till of a few pence, he is sentenced to eight
days' imprisonment in jail; that is

,
to eight days’ idleness, passed in

the society of accomplished thieves and profligate blackguards, at the
end of which space he is liberated. Here the quantity of punishment
measured out seems to be regulated by the principle, that the eight
days' confinement causes a quantity of suffering equal to a fair retri
bution for robbing the till. If a female steal clothes from a hedge,
she is sentenced to sixty days’ confinement in Bridewell, where she is

forced to work, in the society of ten or a dozen profligates like her
self, during the day, and is locked up alone during the night. At the
end of the sixty days she is liberated, and turned adrift on society. If

a man commit a more extensive theft, he is committed to Bridewell
for three months, or perhaps transported; the term of confinement and
the period of transportation bearing a uniform, and, as far as possible,

a supposed just relation to the magnitude of the offense. The inten
tion of this treatment is to cause a quantum of suffering sufficient to

deter the criminal from repeating the offense, and also others from
committing similar transgressions; but we shall inquire whether these
effects follow.

If we renounce, altogether, the principle of vengeance as unsound,
we shall still have other two principles remaining as guides to our
steps: first, that of protecting society; and, secondly, that of reforming
the offender.

The principle of protecting society authorizes us to do everything
that is necessary to accomplish this end, under the single qualification
that we shall adopt that method which is most beneficial to society
and least injurious to the criminal. If, as I have contended, the world

be really constituted on the principle of the supremacy of the moral
sentiments, we shall find, that whatever measures serve best to pro
tect the public interests, will also be most beneficial for the offender,
and vice versa. In the view, then, of social protection, any individual
who has been convicted of infringing the criminal law, should be

handed over, as a moral patient, to the managers of a well-regulated
penitentiary, to be confined in it, not until he shall have endured a

certain quantity of suffering, equal in magnitude to what is supposed

to be a fair revenge for his offense, but until such a change shall have
been effected in his mental condition, as may afford society a reason
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able guarantee that he will not commit fresh crimes when he is set at
large. It is obvious that this course of procedure would be humanity
itself to the offender, compared with the present system, while it would
unspeakably benefit society. It would convert our prisons from
houses of retribution and of corruption into schools of reform. It
would require, however, an entire change in the principles on which
they are conducted.
The views which I have expounded in this and the preceding Lec

ture are strongly elucidated and confirmed by a report of the state of
the Glasgow Bridewell in 1826, which I obtained from the late Mr.
Brebner, the enlightened and truly humane superintendent of that
establishment:

STATE OF CRIMES AND OFFENSEs.

Yearending31st Yearending31stc.,1825. Dec.,1826.

| | | | . #º - -
# | H | 3 || 3 || 3 || 3> tº t- z: * * F$.".duringtheyear ............... 558 || 703 1261| 688 || 718 ||1401

educt recommitmentsof the same indi
vidual in thecurrencyof theyear..... } 101 279

|
880 | 124 || 281 405

Remainsnetnumberofdifferentpersons...... 457 424 881 - 564 || 482 996
Whereof in custodyfor the firsttime.......... 360 209 | 569 444 | 189 633

Old offenders... ............................ of 21
5

81
2

12
0

24
8

86
3

Mr. Brebner has observed that offenders committed for the first time,
for only a short period, almost invariably return to Bridewell for new
offenses; but if committed for a long period, they return less fre
quently. This fact is established by the following table, framed on an

average of ten years, ending 25th December, 1825.
Of prisoners sentenced for the first time to 14 days’ confinement,

there returned under sentence for new crimes—
About ..................... 75 per cent. 6 months'confinement,about 10 per cent.44 9 44 *4 44 7? 4t.80 days'conflnement,about6040 -- t; 44 50 44 12 “ 44 “ 4 “44 º “ 40 44 18 “ ºi. “ 1 “

3 months’ “ ** 25 44 24 44 44 44 none.

During the ten years, 93 persons were committed for the first time
for two years, of whom not one returned.
Mr. Brebner remarked, that when prisoners come back to Bridewell

two or three times, they go on returning at intervals for years. He
has observed that a good many prisoners committed for short periods
for first offenses, are afterward tried before the High Court of Justiciary
and transported or hanged.
Judging from the ultimate effect, we here discover that the individ

uals who for some petty offense are committed to Bridewell for the
first time, for only 14 days, are in reality more severely punished than
those who, for some more grave infringement of the law, are sentenced

at first to two years’ imprisonment; nay, the ultimate result to the
petty delinquent would have been far more beneficial, if for his trifling
offense he had been sentenced to two years' confinement instead of 14

days. The sentence of 14 days' imprisonment merely destroyed his
moral sensibilities (if he had any), initiated him into the mysteries of

a prison, introduced him to accomplished thieves, and enabled him to

profit by their instruction; and, when thus deteriorated, and also
deprived of all remnants of character, it turned him loose again into
the world, unprotected and unprovided for, leaving him to commit new
crimes and to undergo new punishments (which we see by the table he

rarely failed to do), until, by gradual corruption, he was ultimately
prepared for transportation or the gallows. Of the delinquents sen
tenced to only 14 days' confinement for their first offense, 75 per cent,

or three fourths of the whole, returned for new crimes. On the other
hand, the training, discipline, and ameliorating effect of a confinement
for two years, for the first offense, seems to have been so efficacious,
that not one individual who had been subjected to it, returned again to

the same prison as a criminal.” This proves that, looking to the

* Mr. Brebnermentionedthat hedid not believethat all of theseindividualswere
completelyreclaimed:butthattheyhadreceivedsuch impressions of Glasgowprisondiscipline,that, if disposed to return to crime,theysoughtout a newfield of action.

ultimate welfare of the individuals themselves, as well as to the inter
ests of society, there is far greater humanity in a sentence for a first
offense, that shall reform the culprit, although the offense itself may be

small and the confinement long, than in one decreeing punishment for

a few days only, proportional solely to the amount of the crime.
The chief forms in which the law punishes, are confinement in

prisons (until very lately in idleness and amid vicious associates), and,

in more aggravated cases, transportation to a penal colony.

I present the following example of the effects of imprisonment on the
minds of a male and female offender. It appeared in the London
Weekly Chronicle of 26th January, 1845, and is only one of a thousand
similar illustrations which could easily be collected from the records

of the prisons of the United Kingdom.
“History of A Coin ER.—A woman, named Mulhern alias Lock

wood, was committed in Lancaster last week, on a charge of coining
and uttering counterfeit coin; and we now proceed to give some par
ticulars of her truly eventful history, with which Mr. Powell, the
solicitor to the Mint, has obligingly furnished us.
“The first that is known of her is as the wife of a soldier serving

under Sir John Moore in Spain, and whom she ‘followed to the field'
—trudging along with the army and its gallant leader through its long
and remarkable retreat, till the battle of Corunna. After this, she
was with the army under ‘the Duke' in Portugal, and during the whole

of the Peninsular war, whether merely as a camp-follower or with her
husband is not known ; but he is supposed to have been killed in some

of the many engagements that took place, and she to have consoled
herself with another, if not many more. In one engagement with the
enemy, the serjeant-major of the regiment she followed was killed by

a shot ; on which (while, it is imagined, the engagement still contin
ued) she contrived to get at the body, and rifled the dead man’s ‘kit' of

its contents. Among these were his marriage and other certificates,
which she carefully concealed and preserved for after use. On
returning home she passed herself off as the widow of this serjeant
major, in order to obtain a pension; and afterward, on a nurse's place

in Chelsea Hospital becoming vacant, she applied for, and obtained it,

also as the serjeant-major's widow ; having all the necessary docu
ments, she was enabled to answer every question, and her identity
was never doubted. But when she had been comfortably located here
for some time, the real widow came home ! Her application for a

pension, its denial on the ground that the widow was already provided
for, and the real widow’s reiterated assertions that she was the widow,
caused an investigation by the late Sir Charles Grant. The result
was, that Biddy was turned adrift on the “wide world,' and was lost
sight of for several years. Her first re-appearance was in the char
acter of a coiner, as which she was tried and convicted in 1828, and
sentenced to a year's imprisonment. In 1834 she was again tried;
but this time under the name of Lockwood, and in company with her
second husband, whose real name, however, was Stafford, and who
was a very skillful mason by trade. He was convicted, and she was
then acquitted as being his wife, and supposed to be acting under his
direction. In 1836 she was convicted at Aylesbury for coining, and
she then said she was fifty-five years of age. She was again tried for
the same offense at Warwick in 1838, but acquitted, owing to the
insufficiency of evidence; and in July of the same year she was again
tried, and this time in connection with a woman named Eliza Per
ceval, the offense being the same. Lockwood (prisoner) got eighteen
months' imprisonment, and her companion twelve months. From that
time till the present apprehension of Mrs. Mulhern alias Lockwood,
etc., Mr. Powell had almost entirely lost sight of her; sometimes he

thought he recognized her business talent in the different cases for
warded to him, but was not able to follow out the clew. In the
answers she now gave to the questions contained in the “Description
Paper,” prisoner had in almost every case given false statements, not
wishing, doubtless, to renew her acquaintance with the Mint solicitor;
and when confronted with him, she stoutly denied all previous knowl
edge of Mr. Powell, till he mentioned one or two “passages' in her
life, when she said: ‘Ah! told you that tale l’

[continuro ox PAGEEIGHTEEN.]#e---
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PORT R A IT OF JAMES C O N N E R, “T H E PR IN TER,”

J AM E S CONNE R.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

JAMEs CoNNER was a man having a remark
able organization, combining strength and act
ivity. Positiveness and determination were
qualities evinced in all his actions. A person
having such a head and temperament is sure
to make a mark in the world, wherever he
may be placed. His head was large, and
amply sustained by a large and well-developed
body. There was great matural harmony in
the different functions of the physical system.

He had large lungs, excellent digestion, a first
rate muscular system, and an active nervous
temperament. He was strong in body, and
very clear and active in mind.
His phrenology indicates great practical

talent joined to a first-rate reflective intellect.
His mind was clear and critical, and he gene
rally arrived at correct conclusions.without
hesitation, and was not afraid to act on his
own intuitions. He had an excellent memory
of subjects with which he was connected and
interested, excellent judgment of character and
motive, understood men at the first glance,
knew how to govern the headstrong and en
courage the timid—in short, knew how to put
the right man in the right place,

His Constructiveness was large, and, added
to this, he had more than a common share of
imagination and that ready judgment which
brings the ideal into practical use. His Ac
quisitiveness was rather large ; hence he had
a ready sense of value, of profit and loss, and
an ambition to excel in business affairs.
His Mirthfulness is largely indicated in the

portrait, and whenever circumstances favored
its manifestation, it was always ready.
He had a very strong will and unconquer

able determination. He had also Self-Esteem

and Approbativeness—the former giving self
reliance, respect for his own opinions, inde
pendence of feeling, power to dominate over
other minds, and an unhesitating confidence in
his own judgment; while Approbativeness
rendered him ambitious to excel in his at
tempts, sensitive to the praise and censure of
his friends and the public, and disposed to do
and suffer much to keep a spotless reputation
and a character above reproach.
His friendship and social attachments were

strong. He could always make friends read
ily, and secure the co-operation of people in
anything in which he was disposed to lead off.
His Cautiousness was fairly developed, but

he was more known for energy, thoroughness,
executive force, perseverance, and a dashing,
straightforward vigor of action, than for policy
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or prudence. He knew no way of accomplish
ing purposes but to plan correctly and to exe
cute with an earnest purpose and a steady
hand. He was no hypocrite, was not inclined
to say one thing and mean another, and some
times he was considered perhaps too severe and
direct in his criticisms of the conduct or mis
management of delinquents.
Conscientiousness and Hope were large.

He loved justice for its own sake. He looked
on the bright side of the picture, expected suc
cess, and was willing to work for it, confident
that effort rightly directed would triumph.
He had respect for authority, for age, and

things sacred; was sympathetical and kind
toward those who needed his assistance.

In this organization we see the energetic
business man, the clear and comprehensive
thinker, a man of ingenuity, of practical econ
omy: in short, a man capable of rising to dis
tinction and accomplishing much by the exer
cise of his own powers, guided by good com
mon sense and an honest purpose.

Mr. Conner's Language was well developed;
and his strong social feelings, joined to his ex
cellent intelligence and his wit, made him a

good talker, and rendered him always accept
able in the social circle.

He could have succeeded in almost any pro
fession to which he might have been devoted,

but especially would he have stood high as an
engineer, civil or military, as a builder, as a

merchant, as a navigator, or as a lawyer.
BIOGRAPHY.

Such a nature as that of James Conner re
quires only a fair field and a free opportunity

to rise in the world. In a country like the
United States, where every man, untrammeled
by hereditary and exclusive privileges, has a

free opportunity, without question or hin
drance, to develop whatever of native power he

has, the path is amply opened for such men as

our subject to rise to distinction.
He was born on the 22d of April, 1798, near

Hyde Park, Duchess County, N.Y. His father
was the keeper of a scow ferry on the Hud
son, the only means of conveyance then in use

at that place for passengers. Having become
involved partly from being bondsman for a

friend, his means were limited, which pre
vented him giving to his son more than a few
quarters of schooling,

In 1811 our subject was apprenticed to

Samuel Brower, of the newspaper called the
Public Advertiser, published at the corner of

Water and Pine streets, New York. In this
office he learned the mystery of type-setting.

In addition to his duties at the “case,” he had

to make up the Southern mail, and to deliver

a route of papers from Pine to Beekman streets.
Beekman Street, at this period, resembled but
little the same street at the present day. It

was the “court end” of the city, with such
people as the Lawrences, Bownes, and Blood
goods as residents. Jacob Barker, the cele
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brated banker, also resided in this aristocratic
locality.
Conner was not only remarkably industrious

as a lad, but given as well to sport and amuse
ment, and many are the funny tricks which he
is reported to have played upon his associates,
willing always to accept in exchange such
smart things as his companions were able to
perpetrate at his expense.
The writings of Cobbett, the great English

politician, were in course of publication in
England, and were being copied in the Adver
tiser at the time young Conner was connected
with the office. So valuable were they deemed
to the publishers, that they required extra
hours of labor to bring them out. Our sub
ject was engaged in setting up this work, and
acquired a great admiration for the terse,
comprehensive style in which the books were
compiled. About this time peace was pro
claimed between the United States and Great
Britain, and the late talented Mordecai M.
Noah, returning from his consulate at Tripoli,
made an arrangement with Conner, his ap
prenticeship being canceled in consequence of
the discontinuance of the Advertiser, to join
the new establishment of the National Advo
cate as a compositor.
After remaining for several months in this

connection, Conner arrived at the correct no
tion that his business would be but half learned
in a newspaper office. He determined to be
come a book printer, and engaged in an office
of this description. He made rapid advance
ment in a practical knowledge of fine job
work, and became a first-class pressman as
well. He became connected with an English
man by the name of Watts, on the spot of
ground where the Centre Market now stands.
This Mr. Watts, in connection with Mr. Fay,
was annong the first who brought the art of
stereotyping to any perfection in the United
States. At this establishment, in the capacity
of an ordinary compositor, Conner, then not
more than eighteen years of age, worked on
the first quarto Bible ever stereotyped on the
western side of the Atlantic. Watts selling
out his interest to B. & J. Collins, young Con
ner engaged with them, and never quitted their
employ until long after he had afforded them
proof of his efficiency in the new art of finish
ing stereotype plates for printing.
Conner engaged with the Bible Society, Mr.

Fanshaw having made the happy suggestion
that the correcting and repairing of stereotype
plates ought to be a distinct branch in itself,
and intrusted only to the most experienced
printers. But in order to learn this new busi
mess, our subject entailed upon himself a tem
porary loss of some three dollars per week, in
the hope that the enlarged experience he should
gain would more than compensate him in the
long run. Soon after this he confined himself
to the stereotyping business, and was engaged
by Hammond Wallace at a respectable salary.

New York was destined to lose our young
friend for a season at least. Removing to Bos
ton, Mr. Conner took active charge of Timothy
Carter’s stereotype foundery, on a large weekly
salary, which was soon changed to a contract
at a certain price per thousand ems for com
position and finishing plates for press. To
this the addition was subsequently made of
the supervision of the press-rooms, in which
several of the Treadwell power presses (being
about the first power presses ever used in this
country) were run. While here, Mr. Conner
began to think seriously of the duty all men
owe to themselves—that of embarking in busi
ness on his own exclusive account. With that
in view, he labored from ten to eighteen hours
out of the twenty-four. Thus he continued at
work for some three years, and came away re
warded with some three thousand dollars clear
profit.
Arrived in our city, Mr. Conner soon made

arrangements for a home and a proper location
for business. A fortunate opportunity for
commencing soon presented itself, in the sur
rendering by Mr. Daniel Fanshaw of the resi
due of his lease on No. 1 Murray Street. For
these premises, on a site which alone costs
thousands now, the rent then asked was only
three hundred dollars.

Mr. Conner, all through his life, had been
noted for his free and courteous demeanor. As
a tradesman, his method of acting was that of
selling cheaply, quickly, and for sure returns;
and to the end of making his business exten
sively known, he advertised freely. By zeal
ously and consistently adhering to this prin
ciple, Mr. Conner's success in trade has been
of quite an unexampled character. While in
Murray Street he made an important advance
in type-founding, by taking old stereotype
plates and cutting an alphabet of some Sixteen
Line Pica Antique, which seemed to him to be
much wanted at that time for large posters.
Of these he stereotyped and sold immense
quantities, blocked on wood.
We next find Mr. Conner in Spruce Street,

near Gold, his landlord being his valued
friend, Jacob Lorillard. Here our printer
erected a rear building for the casting of
plates. This he found bound to do, from the
necessities of a business which had become
great in a comparatively brief period, and was
enlarging every day. In addition to his ordi
nary custom, that of the Episcopal and Meth
odist societies had recently accrued to him.
The occasion, he thought, was opportune for
the publication of a folio Bible, being the first
ever stereotyped in the States or any other
country. For this, long before he had finished

it, he found a customer in Silas Andrus, of

Hartford, Connecticut, who readily agreed to

the price first asked—five thousand dollars.
Elated, as he well might be, by his success in

this connection, and anxious, as he ever was,

to keep good faith to the very moment, Mr.

*
Conner was himself compelled to devote
eighteen hours daily to the personal super
vision of the work.
We now come to a circumstance in Mr.

Conner's life which, perhaps, more than any

other we shall have to record about him,
proves the indomitable energy of the man.
How many who would have succumbed under
the trial l How few there are who could have
triumphed over it! Induced by a letter-cutter,
named George Lothian, to embark in the cast
ing of type, more with the view of manufac
turing such as he consumed in his own busi
ness, than with any idea of sale, Conner set
about the task with the alacrity so prominent

a feature in his character. Of course, this
casting business was kept secret. Molds and
matrices were procured, and the casting was
some way to completion, when this Lothian
turned round upon his heel, and, to the con
sternation of his proposed victim, coolly ex
claimed, “Sir, I never will, by any act of

mine, allow you to manufacture type over my
head.”

What a situation for poor Conner—with
much of his capital locked up in what was
only worthless, half-completed stock | Des
perately and wickedly had this Lothian played
his game, and melancholy was the aspect of

our friend’s place—no single article finished;
here a lower case of Long Primer, there a

Bourgeoise capital, in another spot an Italic
Brevier, and so on to an almost interminable
extent—every size and form, but each lacking

a necessary something. This was misfortune
enough, yet more was to come. The Method
ist Society ordered a font of a particular sized
type of Mr. Conner, which the course Lothian
pursued made a difficult undertaking for the
new type-founder; and the publication of a

card by the old type-founders, in which they
announced a reduction in the price of type of

twenty-five per cent., rendered his position
still more critical. But these gentlemen were
ignorant of the energy of Commer—were una
ware of his being one of those few men who
know no such word as fail. No sooner advised

of these facts than he shaped his course accord
ingly. Immediately placing himself in corre
spondence with everybody he supposed might,
through the love of gain, legitimate trade, or

friendship, desire to dispose of such articles as

would perfect his series of faces, from Nonpa
reil to English, in addition to such two-line
letters as are necessary in newspapers, he
sought to counteract the machinations of his
false friend, Lothian. The crisis was a fear
ful one, involving, it may be said, ruin or pros
perity. Happily the latter was the issue,
while an additional triumph was presented on
the occasion in the election of Mr. Conner, by

his fellow-printers, to the Presidency of the
New York Typographical Society, a chartered
institution, with considerable capital.
He decided on stereotyping an elegant Poly
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glot Bible (12mo). To this end he got up a new
size and style of type, called Agate, cut in a
condensed and compressed manner; the inten
tion being to admit of a certain number of fig
ures and points coming within a given space,
the whole included in a center column of
notes, otherwise the notes would not come
within the same page as the text referring to
them. Of this Bible he made several sets of
plates from the same composition, then took
out the references and center column of notes,
and completed many sets of an 18mo Bible,
and a proportionate number of plates for the
New Testament. Being desirous that the
Polyglot Bible should appear with a few wood
engravings, he secured the services of J. A.
Adams, Esq., to execute them in the highest
and most finished style of the art. All the
arrangements completed, Mr. Conner had the
satisfaction of publishing a splendid edition of
the Bible as an annual New Year’s present.
About this time he was further engaged in

stercotyping and completing, in quarto form, a
Commentary on the Holy Bible, which was
entitled the “Cottage Bible,” edited by Rev.
Dr. Patton, which he afterward disposed of for
the sum of ten thousand dollars to a gentleman

in Hartford. Following this, Mr. Conner
stereotyped and published Shakspeare's works,
complete in one volume.
The publication of Sir Walter Scott's entire

works was done by Mr. Conner. This con
sisted of seven octavo volumes of closely
printed matter. An idea may be formed of
the extent of Mr. C.’s dealings, when we say
that on this work alone he invested forty to
fifty thousand dollars. At this period his type
foundery had so enlarged that he was induced
to dispose of his stereotyping establishment,
and devote himself entirely to the manufacture
of type and the publication of Scott’s works
in parts.
Once, in view of his extreme good fortune,

the saying had been that, were “he to touch a
stone, it would turn to gold.” The wish of
retirement from business had been growing on
Mr. Conner, who, in 1832, in the immaturity
of his sons, recognized the sole opportunity of
resigning the charge in its transfer to some
partner. He selected such a person—a most
amiable, correct man. Trusting too much to

a confidential friend, Mr. Conner was made
bankrupt. Lately so affluent, he now discov
ered that he was without a dollar in the wide
world.
But a character like his can always invoke

wealth, some way or other. Nobody doubted
that Mr. Conner could, at this distressing
crisis, have raised thousands of dollars on the
strength of his mere promise to pay on a par
ticular day. We shall cause no astonishment
when we say that it was so arranged by a few
estimable friends that a credit of five thousand
dollars should be opened for him, payable in

one, two, or three years. On the funds so
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supplied a new foundery was purchased. Here,
manfully fighting the great battle of life once
more, he realized, as he had in years by-gone,
the triumph reserved for true courage. There
was the usual sale of type—the usual dropping

in of customers. These enabled him to pay
back the five thousand dollars—his “borrowed
capital,” as he called it—which he returned
with gratitude, knowing that it had enabled
him to resume his position in the busy, moving
world.
From this time Mr. Conner continued to

prosper, all the while clearing up old demands.
His former responsibility, in the form of debt,
he cleared off in a brief period.
In 1844 Mr. Conner was elected to the office

of County Clerk for three years, and in 1847, so

general was the approval of his official conduct,
that, at the expiration of his first term, he was
re-elected to the same office. During the six
years of his official duties, Mr. Conner never
lost sight of his business—that business he had
brought to so high a degree of excellence, and

to which, it seemed, all his instincts were di
rected. He continued to make additions to his

stock of materials, and to receive increased
patronage. In fact, it may be said, his ambi
tion appears to have centered in making his
foundery the type foundery for variety of styles,
elegance of face, and durability of metal.
But, probably, it is what Mr. Conner long

ago achieved in his profession that will inter
est the reader more. Among these, elaborated

by the process of chemical precipitation, was
the casting of letters from an electrotyped
matrix. Previous to Mr. Conner's successful

efforts in this direction, Messrs. Mapes and
Chilton, chemists, had experimented to produce

a fac-simile to a copper plate which Mapes
wished to use for his magazine. Ascertaining

the perfect success of the experiment under
other hands, he was anxious to have their bat
tery tried on a copper plate. It was, to his
and Mr. Chilton's joint delight, successful,
and a very favorable report was inserted in

many of the European scientific periodicals.

In the course of his experimenting, Conner
took a Long Primer Italic capital T, and in
serted it through a piece of stereotype plate.
This was attached to a copper wire by solder
ing ; some zinc was attached to the other end

of the wire; a weak solution of sulphuric
acid was made and placed in a vessel; a solu
tion of common blue vitriol in another apart
ment; then the matrix and the zinc were
placed in their respective apartments, and the
process of extracting the copper from the sul
phate, through galvanic action, commenced,
and the copper obtained was thrown on the
intended matrix.
Conner and his assistants then took a small

cut of a beehive, and setting this also in the
same way, obtained a perfect matrix, which

is now in use at Conner's foundery. These
successes encouraged him to other experiments

on a larger and more valuable scale. Mr.
Conner, therefore, ordered a fancy font of type,
which he originally had cut on steel, selecting
therefrom a perfect alphabet, points, and fig
ures, and then shaved a stereotype plate on

both sides. This he lined off into sizes equal

to the matrices he desired to make. He then

made the necessary openings through the
plate, and inserted the types designed to be
precipitated on, which he cut off and soldered

on the back. This proved a highly successful
experiment, as it gave him a perfect set of

matrices at one precipitation. This plate is

still to be seen at Mr. Conner's establishment,

as originally made, and is regarded as a great
curiosity—being supposed to be the first alpha
bet thus made in this or any other country.

His next experiment was inade on a more
extended scale, and to this end the apparatus
was enlarged so as to admit three fonts of

fancy type, which were placed in communica
tion with the precipitated copper at the same
operation. Between each letter was inserted

a piece of wood, made to the height necessary

to separate each matrix from the other, as it

came out, it being impossible to connect the
wood along with the precipitated metal. Thus
divided, each matrix would fall apart without
the labor of sawing. This experiment, how
ever, was by no means successful. From the
circumstance of wood being used as dividing
lines, and becoming wet, it swelled, such
swelling causing the type to spring from the
bottom of the trough. In the process of pre
cipitation only a very thin shell was found on

the face of the type, about the same quantity
having found its way to the bottom, in conse
quence of the springing of the dividing lines,
and the throwing of the types off their feet.
All these difficulties have been since over
come, and his establishment has several thou
sand precipitated matrices that can scarcely

be told from those made from a steel punch.

For many years the necessity for a change

in the old system of casting type had been
urged both by employers and workmen—by the
latter more particularly, as the one then in use
was both laborious and injurious to the health.
Several experiments to that end had already

been made, and with some success; but the
final triumph was reserved for David Bruce,
Jr., whose inventive mind conceived the crea
tion of a machine far in advance of any that
had yet been presented. The importance of

this invention at once recommended itself to

Mr. Conner, who arranged with Mr. Bruce for

a certain number of his new machines, with
the privilege to manufacture as many more as

his business wants might require. The sim
plicity of the invention, and the ease with
which it could be worked, soon won for it

commendation and approval, but there were
some slight imperfections and omissions, which
were attended to as they presented themselves.
This machine, as patented by Mr. Bruce, is
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at present regarded as being as near to perfec
tion as it is

,
perhaps, possible to make it, and

must soon become of general use in all found
eries, both in this country and in Europe.
The Messrs. Conner, who are now the owners

of the extended patent, have introduced one

of these machines in England and another in

Germany, with entire satisfaction, as is shown
by one of the parties thus purchasing having
advertised all his old home-made type-casting
machines for sale.
Such are a few of the achievements of James

Conner in the trade his name will be linked

with while a printing press or a type foundery
remains in existence. A man of consummate

talent in his vocation, of strict honor, indomi
table energy, and a courage not to be shaken

by adversity; a man who was ever ready to

assist an honest, struggling debtor with means

as well as by an extension of credit ; a man
possessed of every attribute which constitutes

a true man. He was planning and thinking
what next to bring out, just as he did in his
more youthful days, and with such results,
that Conners' United States Type Foundery
takes rank with the most extensive foundries

in this country and in Europe. He died May
31st, 1861. -º-º-º-º-º
TAI, K WITH RE A DE RS,

ABOUT LOUIS NAPOLEON— COURAGE– CHESS
TAL ENT-MODESTY – INVOLUNTARY ACTION
— INHERITED PECU LiARITIES – MARRIAGE
OF RELATIONS.

J. L. L. asks for information on several
points.

1. What are the particular physiological
and phrenological developments of Louis Na
poleon 2

ANs. In general, we reply that he is made
up of those physiological elements which give
wiry persistency and toughness of organiza
tion. He is less brilliant than enduring. His
phrenological qualities are somewhat pecu
liar. He has large Secretiveness and Cautious
ness, which make him wary, watchful, and
suspicious. He has great self-reliance and
very little sympathy. He is not so great a

man as his uncle, though he has been more
successful in administrative policy; but he has
had opportunities which gave him greatly the
advantage of his uncle, namely—a residence
for years in the United States, in England,
and elsewhere. He learned here and in En
gland the power of the people, and how to

comprehend and employ public sentiment to

his advantage. His uncle believed in cannon,

in kings, in aristocratic power. Louis Napo
leon has learned that power is of the people,
and that the true way to make a firm throne

is to make the people feel that they are its
supporters.
Louis Napoleon has large Perceptive Organs,

which qualify him to take a practical view of
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subjects, and the whole base of his brain is

large, giving him policy, practical sagacity,
love of property, and all combined with a full
degree of the social nature.

2. Is not courage, under all circumstances,

a virtue 2 Is courage, in itself, ever a vice?
ANs. Courage, in itself, is unquestionably a

desirable quality, and as such, it can not be

called a vice. Courage inay be misapplied.

A man may be valorous, intrepid, and brave

in a good cause or in a bad cause, and these
qualities become injurious or beneficent, ac
cording as they are employed. Bravery, as a

blind impulse, is Combativeness and Destruc
tiveness in combination. Courage is the exer
cise of Combativeness and Destructiveness in

conjunction with intellect and Cautiousness.
Bravery dashes on to achievement, blind to

danger, or, at least, not necessarily recognizing

it, having in view only the end to be attained.

A dog is brave that takes a tiger or grizzly bear
by the throat, though a single blow from the
paw of his enemy is sufficient to strike him
dead. He rushes into the conflict without
seeming to measure the peril of his adventure.
Courage, requiring a combination of judgment
and prudence, together with force and impetu
osity, measures the caliber or the power of the
antagonist, and engages in the conflict with
the full consciousness of the hazard, danger,
and difficulty of the case. Consequently,
courage is never in itself a vice, but always a

virtue. But how are we to consider this qual
ity of mind in itself, per se? It is almost
impossible for a single faculty to act alone.
Moreover, nearly every quality, especially of

the animal propensities, may be exercised
under the dominion or guidance of wrong
feelings. Combativeness and Destructiveness,
acting under selfish and malign feelings, lead

to quarreling, revenge, and moroseness; while,
acting under the influence of benevolence and
kindness, or of sound judgment, the qualities of

their action are high and beneficent. The same
faculties which wrangle and quarrel when
selfishly exercised, become noble heroism when
used for the defense of principle, truth, and
justice. We prize a razor and a saw for their
cutting qualities; but if the edge of either be

turned destructively upon its user, the very
quality of sharpness becomes the direst of

evils. Courage is like the cutting edge, all
right when rightly directed, and wrong only
when its direction is perverted.

3. What faculties does the game of chess
cultivale?
ANs. Individuality, Locality, Form, Order,

Calculation, Constructiveness, and Continuity.

4. What developments produce modesty?
ANs. Before this quality became obsolete, it

was supposed to require for its manifestation
large Veneration, Cautiousness, full or large
Approbativeness, moderate Self-Esteem, large
Ideality, and rather large Mirthfulness, the
latter faculty giving an appreciation of the

ridiculous, and rendering a person sensitive
about taking any position which might be

criticised in a ridiculous light.

5. If there were two persons exactly alike

in phrenological developments, but different in

bodily conditions or developments, would there
be any difference in their characters?
ANs. Yes, or, at least, a vast difference in

their manifestations. For instance, a man of

fine bodily organization, who is full of warm
and nutritious blood, having Combativeness,
Approbativeness, Hope, and Self-Esteem large,
would engage in whatever was presented to be

done with a hearty, manly earnestness, and

he would divide opposition which impeded his
pathway as a clipper-ship severs the waves,
dashing them proudly from its prow. A man
with the same development of head, but with
weak lungs, feeble digestion, and imperfect
circulation, placed in similar circumstances,
would be more likely to be overpowered by
opposition. He would feel fretted, irritable,
anxious to excel, but not having manliness and
power to grapple with the difficulties, would

be likely to fall off into the trough of the sea,
like a steamship with an insufficient head of

steam, and either become a wreck, or return

to his port. Again, a man with a good head
and a first-rate body can study, think, and
achieve intellectually, because he has vital
power to sustain his brain to enable it to work,
while one with a weak body is unable to ac
complish, in the way of study or intellectual
labor, half so much as he would be with a

better body. The question may be propounded

in another form, to wit: If two grist-mills,
precisely alike, and both of admirable pattern,
were erected, one upon Niagara River, the
other upon a diminutive trout-brook, would
there be any difference in the character of

their performance? For a quarter of a cen
tury we have taught, and in every book we
have written, in every number of the PHRENo.
Logical Journal questions of this character
have been answered practically, namely: That
the power to manifest mind in a healthful and
vigorous manner depends upon the health and
vigor of the physical organization; or, in other
words, the temperament is as necessary to
mental manifestation as temper in an edge-tool

is necessary to its cutting qualities, or as steam

is to the engine, or water to the mill; and we
are surprised that anybody who has ever read
upon the subject, or, indeed, who has reflected,
should not be able to answer this question
promptly and correctly. For one has only to

look at the man in health, and then again no
tice his manifestations when his health is im
paired, to see the whole force of this subject.

6. Are any of the faculties of the brain
involuntary 2

ANs. Yes; in some sense they all act invol
untarily. Fear or cautiousness arises not only
without any effort, but against effort to sup
press it whenever imminent peril is presented
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to the mind. Let there be made an artificial
snake, and let the individual observing it know
that it is artificial; every fiber of his system
will creep with horror if it be thrown into the
lap or around the neck, and this may serve as
an illustration of the forms in which this sub
ject may be presented. Nearly all of the
affective faculties or feelings are spontaneous
or involuntary. Who that has Parental Love
can fail to feel a tender yearning for a pretty
child or any other pet 2 Some of the intellec
tual faculties are as impulsive and involuntary
as the passions. Sometimes persons count
their steps, or count anything which is pre
sented to the eye; and though it is a fatigue

and annoyance to them, they can not break off
the habit. The faculty of Tune sometimes
whistles itself, just as Mirthfulness involum
tarily acts in places where we would fain be
sedate; but speaking generally, all the pas
sions and feelings, everything but mere intel
lect, act involuntarily, more or less, and some
of the feelings altogether so; and as we have
remarked, it is true, also, of many of the in
tellectual faculties that they act without pre
meditation, calculation, or the exercise of the
will.
E. W. T. starts some interesting topics in

the following questions:
1. Do not some persons receive predisposi

tions in certain directions from their ancestors,
which do not belong to any of the faculties or
the temperaments, and consequently can not
be detected by the phrenologist? For example,
we sometimes see a person who is frightened

at trifles, or is afraid of a thunder-storm, or is
greatly disturbed mentally by hearing the
wind blow uncommonly hard. If these traits
of character are transmitted from parents
through the agency of existing states of mind
(as advanced in Fowler’s “Love and Parent
age”), and do not exhibit themselves externally,
it appears to me that the phrenologist would
be liable to be deceived by them. For instance,
if in such a case as above mentioned the

faculties of Combativeness, Self-Esteem, etc.,
were found large, the phrenologist should give
a bold, enterprising, eourageous character to
the individual, his friends would say that in
his daily life he exhibited the opposite traits.
ANs. We inherit by ordinary or extraordi

nary transmission, from our parents, all that
we have and are naturally. This nature,
whether harmonious or eccentric, may be im
proved or depressed by the modifying influences
of circumstances, as they are brought to bear
upon the individual. We can not understand
how a person can inherit or possess “qualities
which do not belong to any of the faculties or
the temperaments;” but we can understand
that an individual may inherit an exalted
activity of Cautiousness, Combativeness, Con
structiveness, Tune, or any other power of
mind or character which may not be manifest
to the external observer. But we think no
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case can be found in which an individual has
inherited remarkable activity of Cautious
ness along with a small development of that
organ; but with a large development, he may
also inherit an uncommonly intense action of

it. There is something mysterious, yet very
interesting, in the fact that a person may in
herit great fear of some things—snakes, dogs,
fire, water, or storms—without exhibiting an

undue amount of fear relative to dangers in

other respects. A person sometimes inherits
an uncommon appetite for particular things—
cherries, cheese, ardent spirits, camphor—or
an aversion to some particular thing, owing,
doubtless, to some mental state of the mother.
And a similar influence is often brought to

bear upon an individual in his own practical
experience. Let a person eat warm ginger
bread to excess, so as to make him sick; the
probability is

,

that warm gingerbread will ever
after be his bane. Let a person make himself
sick with toasted cheese, and it will be likely

to cure him of eating cheese in all forms for
life. We have known persons who, not being
accustomed to use liquor much, would become
intoxicated on hot whisky-punch, and ever after
the bare smell of whisky or of lemon in hot
drinks was excessively offensive. The vari
ous functions and faculties of the human sys
tem, including the common animal appetites
and nervous sensibilities of the individual, are
really wonderful ; and all the knowledge which

is possessed by physicians, philosophers, and
metaphysicians can not in all cases account
for the peculiarities and the wonderful singu
larities exhibited by the human race. Another
mystery of the workings of the mind—we
might say voluminous mysteries—is exhibited
by the insane. A man will exhibit sanity in

every respect for hours, and even months, until
he is brought in contact with some substance

or scene, or some particular subject is introduced

to his mind, when instantly the mind falls off
from its balance, and exhibits the strangest

aberrations. In the case our friend suggests,

of a person having large Combativeness and
Self-Esteem, etc., we think his premises are
not well laid. We do not find persons with
these courageous, independent elements strongly
marked, while the person is

,
in the main, timid,

retreating, and weak in character, unless the
health and tone of constitution is so prostrated
that the mind can not work with its normal
vigor.

2. It appears that the marriage of relatives.

is apt to be detrimental to the interests of their
offspring. Is the principal reason because the
parties are more likely to resemble each other?

If not, what is it?
ANs. One of the chief reasons why it is

constitutionally detrimental for near relatives,
whether human or animal, to marry, is that
the constitutional weaknesses and excesses of

relatives are more likely to fall on the same
points, and, therefore, by multiplying these
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defects, in some points it is like laying up a

brick wall without breaking-joints, not having
the bricks constituting one course lying across
the joints of the course below. The different
courses of shingles on a house are always laid

so as to break joints. If this were not the
case, the roof would leak. Now, suppose
relatives marry, they are both liable to have

a tendency to scrofula, or a disposition to dys
pepsia, or a torpid state of the liver, or an
undue activity of the brain, so that their strong
and weak points come in the same places. In

other words, their vices and virtues do not
break joints. There may be intrinsic and
hidden reasons, as doubtless there are, why
the marriage of relatives is detrimental to

health and to the maintenance of mental and
physical vigor in the posterity. We know
that in domestic animals this is true; it is also
true in respect to continuing the same crop on
one piece of ground. It is better for farmers to

exchange seed-corn, if the crops originally do not
grow five miles apart, than it is to continue the
same seed, on the same soil, year after year. If,

then, domestic animals, by interbreeding, and
even crops of grain and fruit degenerate by
being planted in the same soil, and are improved
by exchange, as we have stated, even though no
organic or physiological reason could be traced,

it is sufficient to know the fact, and wisdom to

obey the suggestions of such experience. Much
valuable knowledge is possessed by the world,
without comprehending the philosophy, in all
respects, which underlies that knowledge. It

generally happens that the greatest improve
ments in mechanism are discovered accident
ally, and the greatest strides in philosophy are
chiefly empirical ; that is to say, we know
there is a difficulty, an error, a trouble, and
we grope to find the cause, and by experiment
ing, stumble upon it. Physiology has only
just commenced to learn the true causes of

many forms of disease, and the best methods

of improving the body and mind; and most
persons who devote their lives to the develop
ment of great truths are surprised at the end

of their career, however much they may have
made progress, at the great amount that yet
remains to be learned before perfect knowledge
shall be possessed. They are astonished at
how much there is yet to learn, and how little
they know, and we think there is nothing bet
ter calculated to promote personal modesty
than the idea which the popular mind enter
tains of the great attainment and strength of

knowledge possessed by individuals who are
investigating nature. Few persons more
keenly feel the lack of knowledge than those
who have acquired the most. The landsman
wonders why a ship can not be exactly steered
from port to port. No one knows so well as

the navigator the influences of the winds and
currents which stand in the way of performing
perfect navigation. And no man so well as

the physician and physiologist comprehends
the world of hidden facts which pertains to the
complicated condition of that great mystery,
the human system. However vast a man’s
attainments, as compared with knowing noth
ing, the amount to be known, like looking
skyward, appears infinite.

—sº-º:
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W. A. R T E R M 3.
Now that war is upon us, every newspaper is

filled with information relating to martial affairs.
Many terms of a technical nature, relating to
'war, are now used daily in the papers, which are
not familiar to the general reader. We give a
few of these terms, which will be acceptable to all
readers:
The Columbiad or Pairhan (pronounced pay

zan) is a large gun, designed principally for firing
shells, it being far more accurate than the ordi
nary shot-mortar.
A Mortar is a very short cannon, with a large

bore – someof them thirteen inches in diameter—

for firing shells. Those in use in our army are
set an angle of forty-five degrees, and the range

of the shell is varied by altering the charge of
powder. The shell is caused to explode at just
about the time that it strikes, by means of a fuse,
the length of which is adjusted to the time of flight

to be occupied by the ball, which of course corre
sponds with the range The accuracy with which
the time of the burning of the fuse can be adjusted
by varying its length is surprising; good artiller
ists generally succeedin having their shells explode

almost at the exact instant of striking. In load
ing a mortar, the shell is carefully placed, with
the fuse directly forward, and when the piece is
discharged, the shell is so completely enveloped

with flame that the fuse is nearly always fired.
The fuse is made by filling a woodencylinder with
fuse-powder, the cylinder being ºf sufficient length
for the longest range, and to be cut down shorter
for shorter ranges, as required
A Dahlgren gun is an ordinary cannon, except

that it is made very thick at the breech for some

three or four feet, when it tapers down to less
than the usual size. This form was adopted in
consequenceof the experiments of Capt. Dahlgren,

of the United States Navy, having shown that
when a gun is burst, it usually gives way at the
breech. The Niagara is armed with these guns,

and at the Brooklyn Navy Yard there are sixty,
weighing about 9,000 pounds each, and six of
12,000 pounds weight, the former of which are
capable of carrying a nine inch, and the latter a
ten inch shell, a distance of two or three miles;

and there is one gun of this pattern which weighs
15,916pounds, and is warranted to send an eleven
inch shell four miles.
A Casemate is a stone roof to a fort, made suf

ficiently thick to resist the force of cannon balls,

and a casemate-gun is one which is placed under
a Casemate.
A Barbette gun is one which is placed on the

top of the fortification.
An Embrasure is the hole or opening through

which guns are fired from fortifications.
Loop-Holes are openings in a wall to fire mus

ketry through.
A Stand of Arms is the equipment of one sol

dier, and consists of the weapons and accoutre
ments he wears, varying win his branch of the
service.
A Gabion is made of sticks or brush woven

together at one end and three sides, like a basket

or crockery-crate. One of these is carried by
each man on his head and back, and is used in
making advanced intrenchments against estab
lished forts or batteries. Each man, armed with
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digging-tools, takes a gabion on his head, and in
the night approaches to the desired position; lay
ing down the gabion endwise to the enemy, he
begins to dig and fill it with earth, and makes a
hole for himself to stand in, and an earth breast

work in front of him, by filling the gabion as soon
as possible. In a few minutes a line of men thus
at work will dig a trench of such depth, and
throw up a breastwork of such height, as to make
a protection for themselves against the shots from
the enemy's batteries. When one set of men have
room to work in safety, and are thus protected,
additional men are sent, and by daylight a for
midable earthwork will have been raised. A few
may be killed in the operation, but such is the
fate of war.
We give the following list of articles constitut

ing a ration from the army regulations:
20 oz. fresh and salt beef, or 12 oz. pork; 18 oz.

soft bread or flour, or 12 oz hard bread; 23 oz.
beans, or 1 3-5 of rice; 1 5-6 oz. sugar; 1 oz. cof
fee, ground; gill vinegar; 4 oz. candles; # oz.
soap; 3 oz. salt.
This must answer the subsistence of a soldier

during the day, and if properly husbanded, the
ration is ample.
The rations for a company of seventy-seven men

aggregate as follows:
964 lbs. fresh and salt beef; 573 lbs. pork; 86}

lbs. soft bread or flour, or 563 lbs hard bread;
113 lbs. beans or 74 lbs. rice; 83 lbs. sugar; 41
lbs. coffee, ground; 33 quarts vinegar; 3 pecks
potatoes; 34 lbs. soap; 1 quart salt; 3 pints soft
soap.
Company rations are served daily, and each

company has its own cooks, who can, with proper
attention and care, supply the men well each
meal, and have enough to spare. If they do not
know now, they will soon learn, by saving scraps,
making mixed dishes, etc., to make the rations go
as far as possible.----->e---
THE BAILOR's CONSOLATION.

BY Charles diedin.

ONEnightcameona hurricane,
The seawasmountainsrolling,

When BarneyBuntlineturnedhis quid
And saidto Billy Bowling:
“A strongnor'wester'sblowing, Bill;
Hark! don'tyouhearit roarnow7

Lord help 'emI how I pitiesall
Unhappyfolks onshorenow!

“Foolhardy chapswho live in towns,
What dangertheyareall in,

And nowlie quakingin theirbeds,
For feartheroof shall fall in I

Poor creatures:how theyenvyus,
And wishes,I’ve amotion,

For ourgoodluck, in sucha storm,
To be upontheoceanI

“And asfor themwho'reoutall day
On businessfromtheir houses,

And lateatnightare cominghome
To cheertheirbabesandspouses;

While youand I, Bill, on thedeck
Are comfortablylying,

My eyes! whattilesandchimney-pots
About their headsare flying!

“And veryoftenhaveweheard
How menarekilled andundone

By overturnsof carriages,
By thievesand fires,in London.

We knowwhatrisks al
l

landsmenrun,
From noblemen to tailors;

Then, Bill, let us thank Providence
That youand I aresailors!”

rupted by over-excitement,
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ED U CATION OF CHILDREN .

IN this precocious age, reason is cultivated,
and the little one is called on to reflect even

before it is fairly out of the cradle. In child
hood, the attention and memory are easily ex
cited by things that impress the senses and
move the heart. More real instruction may

be obtained from a few hours spent in the
study of Nature, than months of toil over the
stereotype aphorism of pedagogism.

No one can doubt that precocious children

are much worse for the discipline they are
compelled to endure. In many instances the

mind is unnaturally strained, and the founda
tion for future insanity carefully laid. When
the studies of maturer years are crowded into
the child's head, parents and teachers do not
reflect on the fact that the brain of the child

is not the brain of a man, that the one is

matured and can bear exertion, while the
other is growing, and requires repose. To
expect a child's brain to bear with impunity
the exertion of one that has reached the age

of manhood, is not less rational than to sup
pose it capable of doing the same amount of

actual labor.

The first ten years of life should be devoted

to the education of the heart and the forma
tion of principles, rather than the acquire
ment of what is usually termed knowledge.

Nature points out such a course, for the emo
tions at this period are the liveliest, and at this

time they are unalloyed by passion, and are
easily molded. It is from this source that

the mass of men draw their happiness or

misery. Our readers are usually governed

more by feeling than reflection. In fact, every
day life presents an infinity of occasions when

it is essential to our happiness that we should
feel rightly—very few occur where it is

necessary we should think profoundly.
Up to the seventh year of life great changes

are going on in the struction of the brain.

Care should be taken that they are not inter
Just that degree

of exercise should be given to the brain at this
period as is necessary to its health. It may

be unnecessary to add that, at this period of
life, special attention should be given, by both
parents and teachers, to the physical develop
ment of the child. Pure air and free exercise

are indispensable, and, when either of these
are withheld, the consequences will be appar
ent in all future life. It is too often the case
that the seeds of protracted suffering are sown

in the constitution of the child through igno
rance of this fundamental physical law. The
time has come when the united voices of these
innocent victims should be sounded in trumpet
tones in the ears of every parent and teacher
throughout the land. Give your children free
air and wholesome exercise, if you would have
them enjoy good health and intellect. It is the
want of this rather than any other reason that
causes so many premature deaths, and fills
the cemetery with little graves. – Southern
Teacher.§c —sº-3;
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[continued from PAGEELEven.]

“In 1821, Lockwood (her husband) was convicted at the Surrey
assizes of coining, etc., and sentenced to one year’s imprisonment. In
1833 he was convicted at Warwick, and sentenced to six months'
imprisonment. The following year he was tried and convicted at

Stafford, and sent to jail for one year. For the next three years little
or nothing was heard of him ; but in 1838 he was tried at Warwick,

where he got three months' imprisonment; and in January, 1839, he
was tried at Gloucester, and sentenced to a year's imprisonment.
Lastly, he was apprehended at Abingdon in the following, or the year
after that, with a woman of the name of Harriet Thompson—whom
he had taken to supply the place of his wife on her being sent to
prison for eighteen months; and on the 25th of January he was trans
ported for life, and she (Thompson) was imprisoned for two years.
Ann Lockwood, if we recollect aright, was not actually aware of her
husband's fate till she saw Mr. Powell in Leicester jail. At the
expiration of her term a subscription was raised to enable the woman
Thompson to follow her ‘husband’ to Sydney, and she arrived there
safely. In October last the governor of Abingdon jail had received a
letter from her, stating that “James’ (Lockwood or Thompson) was
regularly employed by the chief builders at Sydney, and at good
wages; while she had also obtained profitable employment. He, it
seems, is very clever as a workman in Gothic architecture, and at cut
ting out grotesque heads and other ornaments for churches.”
The Chronicle, which reports this case, adds, “The above sketch of

the strange lives of two coiners furnishes a striking commentary on
the utter inutility of mere punishment, as deterring from the future
commission of crime; and should the present or any future solicitor
to the Mint ever make known to the world the ‘curiosities of his legal
experience,” that world would be astonished to find with what utter
recklessness these sons and daughters of crime have looked upon the
violent and ignominious death of their most intimate companion.”
If the existence and character of a cause is to be judged of from its

effects, no person capable of reasoning can doubt, that although this
husband and wife were both capable of distinguishing intellectually
between right and wrong, there was in their minds some strong tend
ency to wrong (although perceived to be wrong), which all the relig
ious, moral, and intellectual training that they had received—all the
influence of public opinion that had reached them—and all the terrors
of the law which they had either heard of or experienced—had failed
to eradicate or control. From these premises, unbiased reason would
conclude that they were not free moral agents, but moral patients,
whose cases needed restraint and treatment for cure, much more than
punishment in the form of vengeance or retribution. I repeat that the
assumption of the law that they are free moral agents, is purely a
fiction, directly contradicted by facts; and in my opinion, those per
sonages who, in enacting our laws, create this fiction and persist in
acting upon it, in the face of positive demonstration of its mischievous
effects, are responsible to God and man for all its painful consequences.
The following description of the penal colonies in Australia shows

what the consequences of the second form of punishment—transportation
—really are. Captain Maconochie, late superintendent of Norfolk
Island, in his account of “The Management of Prisoners in the Penal
Colonies,” printed in 1845, but not published, but which I am author
ized to cite, remarks—That the attention of the British Government,
and of the public, has of late years been much directed to this subject,
and many changes have been introduced into the arrangements for the
management of convicts in the penal colonies; but these have related
chiefly to details in the administration, leaving the principles very
slightly, if at all, improved. Indeed, the inevitable operation of the
prevailing principles on the minds of the convicts has not yet been
sufficiently understood. Only a deeply interested eye-witness (says
Captain M.) can thoroughly appreciate their effects; and only a prac
ticed hand can successfully develop better principles on which a new
system may be advantageously founded. Captain M., besides being
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conversant with Phrenology, has enjoyed the advantage of eight years'
study and observation in the penal colonies, during the last four of

which he had the principal charge of the prisoners in Norfolk Island.
He possesses, therefore, high qualifications for portraying faithfully
things as they are, and for suggesting how they may be improved.

He describes the errors of the existing system to be the following:

1. “It measures its sentences by time, with little or no reference

to conduct during that time.” The young, the single, the careless,
reckless, and profligate care little about the loss of time; while the
middle-aged, the married, the provident, and the ambitious feel it

strongly, and would make great exertions to shorten the duration of

their sentences, if means were afforded by good conduct to do so. At
present the constant thought, even of the best men, is how their time
may be whiled away with the least possible discomfort.

2. It errs in “punishing by compulsory labor, in the due perform
ance of which the men have no individual interest.” This gives a

disgust to labor, and impairs all industrious tendencies in the convict;

it cultivates every original and acquired capacity for deceit or evasion;
and in extreme cases leads even to mutilating the person to avoid
work. Slovenly and imperfect execution of work is another conse
quence; and even the good men dare not resist the esprit de corps of

the mass, which is constantly, through its interests, directed to idle
ness. A man who should “furnish in his own person a measure by
which to estimate the exertions of others, might reasonably fear
injury, whether he actually sustained it or not.”
Through these two circumstances, “a vast school of evasion and

deceit, of craving after sensual indulgence, and snatching at it when

it offers, however criminal and even disgusting sometimes its char
acter, is formed in the penal colonies.”

3. Another error is
,

“the allowance to all of fixed rations of food
and clothing, whether labor and good conduct are rendered for them or

not.” Their employments are generally irksome to them, and often
studiously (although most unwisely) made so by the principles of the
system. Here, then, through labor that is irksome, and food supplied
irrespective of performing it, is a premium offered to idleness : and as

idleness can be reached only by deceit and imposition on their task
masters, a fresh stimulus is given to the practice of falsehood. Their
occasional success in deception encourages them, while their occasional
detection and punishment irritate and stimulate them, like gamblers,
“to try again.”

4. Another error of the system is of a precisely opposite character

to this, yet it is not less injurious. Certain periods are fixed when
prisoners may apply for specific indulgences; “but their applications
may be granted or refused at will ; and when granted, the results may,

in most cases, be also canceled at will.” The officers employed are
greatly attached to this part of the system, as investing them with
what they regard to be a salutary influence, authority, and control,
over the convicts. Captain M. views its effects very differently.
“Placed (says he) as little gods in the communities in which they
move, they become tyrannical and capricious almost of necessity.”
“By flattering their weaknesses (and no man is without some), it

impairs insensibly the better parts of their character, and brings into
prominence the worse. I say all this (continues Captain M.) the more
frankly, because I include myself among those spoken of ; and during
my four years’ command at Norfolk Island, nothing was more con
tinually before me than the progressive deterioration to which I was
thus subjected.” The evil effects on the men are equally apparent.
“Every feeling of self-dependence is speedily lost in a universal rely
ing on favor, hypocrisy, and fawning, playing on the weaknesses of

others, and not studying, by patient diligence and integrity, to deserve
and reap their due rewards.”

5. Under the existing system, the men are almost universally inde
cently lodged. “They are now, for the most part, accumulated in

rooms containing from fifty to one hundred and fifty each, usually
without light, and without other convenience than night tubs for the

c=
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relief of the wants of nature.” The injurious effects are most deplor
able. “Personal reserve and delicacy are speedily banished ; the
most disgusting scenes become familiar;” I can not proceed with the
quotation: the picture is completed in these words—all are “reduced
to a common low level; and the actual level is

,
on this point, low

almost beyond conception ; it is exhibited in their language, habits,
feelings—everything !” Better accommodation, says Captain M.,
would not now stop this monstrous evil. “It is interwoven with the
whole state of degradation to which these men are subjected, and can

be removed only with it.” A partial remedy would be found no

remedy at all.

6. The deep degradation of the convicts, consequent on all these
circumstances, is the next evil of the present system. Captain Maco
nochie gives a view of their moral state, which is truly appalling.
Their low condition prompts the officers to overlook all their interests,
and in the administration of justice among them to treat them with
“culpable negligence and severity;” to disregard their natural feel
ings, and to subject them “to much harsh and contumelious language.”
The individual being thus degraded in the eyes of others, speedily loses
his own self-respect also, yields without restraint to present tempta
tion, and falls into a state of “almost inconceivable wickedness.”
Despairing of earning the approbation of the free community with
which he is associated, “he naturally falls back on his own class, and
the more prizes its sympathy and approval instead. In this manner

is generated a strong and even tyrannical public opinion among the
convicts themselves,” a school in which “courage, patience, daring,
self-sacrifice, and fidelity” are often elicited, but “unifornly directed
against the Government and the interests of free society.” The appro
bation which they obtain “confirms the tendency to reckless daring,”

a quality which, “more or less, characterizes all prisoners, and with
out which they would probably have been scared by the first threat
enings of the law, and would have escaped its toils.” The concluding
remark on this point is of the highest practical importance ; it is as

follows: “As a feature in the criminal character, this daring is not,

I think, sufficiently adverted to by those who advocate the attempt to

deter from crime by severe punishments. Tempers under its influence
feel themselves only challenged, both in their own eyes and those of their
companions, by the recurrence of these.” However strange it may
appear to those unacquainted with the subject, yet “crime thrives on

severeeramples,” and “most certainly in direct competition with them.”

7. The present system operates de facto as if it had been expressly
contrived to accomplish the moral ruin of the men. The individual

is condemned for seven, fourteen, twenty-one years, or a whole life
time, to the influence of these circumstances, and no moral or religious
conduct can extricate him from them. The “good conduct” for which

a pardon may be obtained, consists in “shooting a bush-ranger,
betraying a comrade, or otherwise, with or without risk, promoting
what is considered an adequate government object ſ” They are
“among the worst men who are so benefited ; and there is no example

that I am aware of
,

of the milder and more domestic virtues being simi
larly rewarded. Nor is this a fault in the administration of the sys
tem, but is essential to itself ſ” The results are next stated. “It is

astonishing how rapid is the progress of deterioration ' I have seen
fine promising young men, and comparatively innocent, in a few
months pass through every degree of wickedness; and, in fact, I have
observed that it is the young, and otherwise the most interesting, who
generally fall both fastest and farthest.” “It is notorious in the penal
colonies that the new arrivals are much better generally than the
older prisoners, though they speedily acquire all their evil ways; but
such an ascendency is given to all that is evil in the management to

which after their arrival they are subjected, such fetters are thrown

by it over all good, such scope is afforded for the development of bad
passions, so narrow is the sphere for every virtue, except submissive
ness, not in itself a virtue at all, but rather a weakness, preparing for
evil influence as much or more than for good direction,” that “any set

of men in the world would be ruined,” and “even the most virtuous
and intelligent in the kingdom would speedily be destroyed by it.”
“I willingly admit that an aspect of external decency is maintained
by the discipline imposed, which vails much of the real effect from
superficial observation; but the facts here stated are indisputable.”
Nor does the evil end with the prisoners; for in society the ruin of

one class necessarily involves the deep injury of every other. “Wild
beasts as these men are made, weak and wicked as they become, they
are the laborers in the penal colonies, and rise, many of them, to be

small tenants and proprietors in them. They carry with them to their
new sphere the vices of their old condition. They enter the market
prepared to take any advantage that may offer; and while they thus
lie, steal, rob, or defraud, as it may happen, it is too often thought
fair by others to meet them with their own weapons, and ‘diamond
cut diamond’ becomes thus a general rule. Meanwhile, the hardier
and more enterprising of them (generally the worst, and in such cases

no language can over-rate their wickedness) effect their escape, or

otherwise leave the colonies, and spread over the Pacific.” Every
where “they rob, they murder, they steal, they commit every excess
that comes in their way, they catch at every passing sensual enjoy
ment, they gratify every brutal appetite, they revenge their quarrel
with their native country (their just quarrel I will venture confidently

to call it), by trampling where they have the power on every feeling

of humanity and every interest of civilization '''

No words can add strength to the terrible features of this represent
ation. Society owes a debt of gratitude to Captain Maconochie for
having lifted up the vail and shown us the monstrous evil in all its
hideousness and horrors.

If the humane principles which I now advocate shall ever be adopted
(and I feel confident that they will), the sentence of the criminal
judge, on conviction of a crime, should simply declare that the indi
vidual had committed a certain offense, and that he was not fit to live

at large in society. It should contain a warrant for his transmission

to a penitentiary, to be there confined, instructed, and employed, until
liberated in due course of law. The treatment in prison and the pro
cess of liberation would then become the objects of greatest import
ance. There should be official inspectors of penitentiaries, invested
with some of the powers of a court, sitting at regular intervals, and
proceeding according to fixed rules. They should be authorized to

receive applications for liberation at all their sessions, and to grant
the prayer of them, on being satisfied that such a thorough change had
been effected in the mental condition of the prisoner, that he might
safely be permitted to resume his place in society. Until this convic
tion was produced, upon examination of his dispositions, of his attain
ments in knowledge, of his acquired skill in some useful employment,

of his habits of industry, and, in short, of his general qualifications to

provide for his own support, to restrain his animal propensities from
committing abuses, and to act the part of a useful citizen, he should

be retained as an inmate of the prison. Perhaps some individuals,
whose dispositions appeared favorable to reformation, might be liber
ated at an earlier period, on sufficient security, under bond, given by
responsible relatives or friends, for the discharge of the same duties
toward them in private, which the officers of the penitentiary would
discharge in public. For example, if a youth were to commit such an
offense as would subject him, according to the present system of crim
inal legislation, to two or three months' confinement in Bridewell, he

might be handed over to individuals of undoubtedly good character
and substance, under a bond that they should be answerable for his
proper education, employment, and reformation; and fulfillment of

this obligation should be very rigidly enforced. The principle of

revenge being disavowed and abandoned, there could be no harm in

following any mode of treatment, whether private or public, that
should be adequate to the accomplishment of the other two objects of

criminal legislation—the protection of society and the reformation of

the offender. To prevent abuses of this practice, the public author
ities should carefully ascertain that the natural qualities of the
offender admitted of adequate improvement by private treatment; and,
secondly, that private discipline was actually administered. If any
offender liberated on bond should ever re-appear as a criminal, the
penalty should be inexorably enforeed, and the culprit should never
again be liberated, except upon a verdict finding that his reformation
had been completed by a proper term of training in a penitentiary.

[to Br continum.]
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tror“Life ulustrated.”
N O S U C H TH IN Gl

BY MIRs. GEortGE WAshington WYLLYs.

“THE most convincing proof of woman's inferi
ority to man, is her lack of executive ability. Not
one woman in a thousand is able to provide for
herself; hence her natural dependenceupon man!”
No such thing, my dear sir!

know about woman’s executive ability ? Did you
ever see her taking command of a ship, or man
aging the surplus funds of a bank P Did you ever
see her on top of a load of hay, or hallooing to a
team of oxen 2 Of course you never did. Did you
ever give her a chance to show whether or not she
had the real “snap” about her 2 No, of course
you did not. Then what business have you to open
your mouth—or your inkstand—on the subject.
No executive ability . There never was such a

monstrous heresy since the days of Adam and Eve
—it is enough to make the pen drop from our par
alyzed female fingers! What is it that enables a
woman to be the smiling companion of her husband,
the governess to his boys, the nurse to his babies,
the seamstress, cook, and housekeeper all at once2
What is it that gets up splendid dinners for seven,
out of scant material for five 2 What is it that
makes the prettiest of littlejackets for half a dozen
white-headed youngsters, out of old coats, and
trowsers, which my lord had pronounced “not fit

to be seen” long ago? What is it that plans, and
calculates, and puzzles, late into the winter nights,

in order that the men may get credit, and money,
and general glorification. This isn't executive
ability—certainly not

If ever a man shows good sense, it is when he

comes home to his better half with his plots and
schemes, and says: “Wife, what had I better do

about it?” And if he ever does a prudent thing,

it is when he takes her adviceſ
As for the providing part of the business, we

know a good many women who not only provide
for themselves, but provide for their husbands too.
And the supplies are not limited to the mere
question of bread and butter, but include the
article of brains!
Why is not a woman able to take care of her

self? She is just as well qualified as a man, if

she only had the moral courage to think so. Only
steer clear of the popular mistakes, and you'll do

well enough, sister women' Don't suppose that
you must impale yourself on the point of that ever
lasting needle, if you happen to want a few pen
nies. Taking in plain sewing don't pay in any
other coin than consumptions and genteel starv
ation. Don't open a select school or a boarding
house, and for pity's sake don't marry for a

home, unless you want the privilege of working
for two, instead of one, with stale tobacco, fault
finding, and crying babies thrown in. That's
what it generally amounts to.
Do something that will pay! There is nothing

on a woman's list of employments that will answer
this requisition, do you say? Then what is to

prevent you from helping yourself to some respect
able job within a man's list? Probably that un
selfish animal may object, but shoulder yourself
in, nevertheless. We haven't a bit of patience
with the huge six-footers who crowd in with their
baskets to pick up every red cheek that falls from

What do you
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life's apple-tree, while the women are expected to

content themselveswith whatever sour little crabs
may drift out into the dusty highway. Is that a

fair division ? We know that women can do scores

of things hitherto placed “out of their sphere.”
Go straight ahead, in a business-like way. You
never will have any rights, unless you proceed
boldly up, to ask for them. You have enough
executive ability, in spite of the say-so of dyspeptic
editors. You are not a bit more “naturally de
pendent” on man, than man is on you. And if

you don't prove that fact, instead of starving to

death on needlework and boarding houses, you
have not the spirit we give you credit for. If

trades and professions are not open to all the
world, women included, we would thank some one

to show us the particular law in our constitution
that shuts the gate!

-

----->----
ABOUT THE GR U MBLERs.

BY H. W. Thomson.

My young friend was talking about the
grumblers in his fiery, impetuous style. “I
hate them,” he exclaimed—“yes, hate them.
How can I help it,” he continued, “when their
fault-findings and ‘I told you so’s' ring con
stantly in my ears, and their horrid growling
keeps up an infernal discord everywhere?
Their overweening self-esteem and consequent
cynicism is detestable; the complacence with
which they cast sneers and slurs on everything
and everybody is odious, and their discontent
with all things on earth really unendurable.

It makes my blood boil to see their long faces,

or to hear the Jeremiads which it is their
fashion to utter with lugubrious accent and
owlish mien, and sets my imagination at work

to devise fit torments for their punishment.
Listen to their cant about the monster evils of

society and the necessity of reform, and then

to their attacks on the true, earnest men who
seek to ameliorate these evils, and to their
ejaculations of holy horror at the ‘vandalism’
and “sacrilegious innovatious’ of the real
reformer, and tell me, if you can, what words
will give expression to your loathing and con
tempt for them 2 Even Nature receives a

share of blame. Don’t they always find it too
hot or too cold, too wet or too dry, or discover
that the seasons are out of season ? How I

wish their ears were as long as their faces, and
their powers of speech, like those of their
quadruped brethren, limited to the utterance

of brays ſ”

Having exhausted his vocabulary of epi
thets, and being quite out of breath, he paused
for a moment, when seeing, by his flashing
eye and dilated nostril, that he was preparing

to discharge another volley of anathemas at

the obnoxious grumblers, I ventured to suggest
that if he kept on in this strain much longer,

I should be left in doubt as to whether he were
not a grumbler himself. He blushed, and
dropped the subject.

After his departure, I began to reflect on

[JULY,

what he had said, when the query rose in my
mind, “Are the grumblers really such an un
mitigated evil?” As I thought of the ardent,
sanguine temperament of the friend who had
just left me, of his fruitless efforts to construct

a “perpetual-motion” machine, and of the
many other schemes, equally absurd, in the
pursuit of which he had wasted his time and
talents, and remembered that he was but the
type of a large class, I concluded that it would

be well for the grumblers to redouble their
sarcasms and sneers at such follies. It is bet
ter, thought I, that the bubbles which these
hot-heads are chasing so eagerly should burst
now, touched by the cold breath of scorn, even

if nothing better be put before them instead,
than when their emergies have been exhausted

in the mad pursuit. They have power, if

rightly exerted, to accomplish much. It is

power, precious power, so much needed to

keep up the onward march of civilization, that
they are wasting, and that must be turned into
the proper channel. Thinking of my friend
and his class reminded me somehow of their
opposites, the sluggards, who, were it not that
they are occasionally spurred up by the fault
finding and taunts of the grumblers, would
soon relapse into mere inanities. “Yes,” I

mentally resolved, “the grumblers, if an evil

at all, are what is paradoxically termed a nec
essary evil.”
With this I was about to dismiss the subject,

when I was startled by hearing my good
genius whisper, “Haven’t you a word of sym
pathy for the grumblers? Don’t you remem
ber that many of them were once as cheerful

as yourself, cherished hopes as bright, and
strove after as high an ideal as you used to ?”

(The words “as you used to" were uttered in

a tone of reproach that sent a twinge of

remorse to my heart.) “But,” continued my
good genius, “they were not endowed with
that happy elasticity of spirits which naught
can long depress, and the blight of disappoint
ment fell upon them. Theirs, truly, has been

a bitter experience, and it is but natural that
they are misanthropists.
“Then there are others who are unable to

keep pace with the times, and conscious that
they are falling in the rear, and must soon be

supplanted by men who meet the requirements

of this fast age, instinctively combat every
thing which may hasten the advance of society.
These are the “Old Fogies,” harmless and
pitiable. Neither of these do any hurt, save

to themselves. Only liars and cowards fear
their grumbling, and but impracticabilities
are demolished by it. Why not remove the
stigma of “evil' which you have affixed to

them, and content yourself with voting them
bores 2"
“There is another class of the grumblers,

as you style them. It is composed of those
whose conceptions of truth are purest, and
whose designs are most philanthropic ; who
see the masked falsehoods, the littleness and
hypocrisies of the world, and do not restrain
their impatience there with. Though their
attacks upon time-honored lies and respectable
old evils may savor of petulancy, the deadly
enmity manifested against them by the phari
saical and ignorant attests their nobility of

purpose. They are seldom appreciated; but
theirs is a work in which you can not but bid
them “God-speed.''”
“God speed them ſ” I fervently responded.

My good genius remained silent, and I was
left to my reflections.§e
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J O HIN B. G O U G. H.
PEN PORTRAIT OF A FAWORITE OF THE PEOPLE.

A FRIEND came into my room, one evening,
not long since, in a state of great mental ex
ultation. “What's going?” says I. “I’ve
been to hear Gough,” said he, enthusiastically.
“You ought to see and hear him. You ought

to see him clench his hands, throw back his
head, and pour out a torrent of invective or
appeal. You ought to see him lean forward,

with both hands on his knees, and cap the
climax of some ludicrous story.”

And so, though I smiled at my friend's en
thusiasm, I went to Gough's last lecture.
Early though the hour was, the house was
already filled, and I found myself, in common
with others, contending for one of the few
available seats on the platform. That secured,
I had leisure to look around. What a house
it was, though Crammed over and above
repletion. Not an inch of sitting or standing

room unmonopolized. Every one was waiting
the coming of the matchless orator.

But what is all the noise about 2 A small,
plain, ordinary looking man takes the seat just
in front of me. I do not notice him at all, but
turn to three other gentlemen who take seats
around him, in quest of a face striking enough
to be Gough's. But, in the midst of my quest,

the small, plain man gets up and takes the
floor. Is that Gough 2 There is nothing ex
traordinary about him that I can see, except
the somewhat striking dissimilarity of a large,
strong-looking, rugged head, made to look still
larger by a thick, bushy crop of iron-gray hair,
attached to a small, slender, almost frail body,
and a hand peculiarly shapely and delicate for
a man with such a head. Seeing the head by
itself, you would say it belonged to a large,
strong, rather coarsely-proportioned man. The
face is not more than ordinarily noticeable,
save for the jutting of the low brow over a
deep-set eye of lightest blue-gray. It is neither
massive nor delicate, nor decided in coloring.
Flexibility, mobileness, are its ruling attributes.
He is pale, and looks quiet, as are his opening
sentences at the commencement of the lecture.

But wait until the spirit within leaps, leopard
like, into the kindling eye. Wait until his
face flushes with the dawning of a strong pur
pose, and the knotted veins in his temples and
forehead fill, strain, and distend, and his nerv
ous hands tremble with emotion, while every
clear, powerfully-spoken word reverberates to

the farthest end of the hall. His eye and
voice magnetize you. His powerful panto
mimic delineations startle and rivet you. It

is not possible for you to do otherwise than
look and listen. You shudder as he describes

some terrible sin or pain; and while you are
white with emotion he turns about, and you

find yourself laughing convulsively at some
irresistibly comic description. You feel what

he feels, you see as he sees, and laugh or sigh

in sympathy. His powerful dramatic acting,
his voice and eye, give a touching interest to

the simplest story. But, through all, a watch
ful intentness on the object he has in view
never leaves him. He masters you, but in the
midst of all this seeming abandon he is perfect
master of himself. His hits are not at random;
they all aim at one point. The greatness of

his subject grows and deepens at every touch.
He does not seem to mind when a round of ap
plause drowns his voice for a time, but it

braces him like strong wine for a new effort.
When he passed me, a few minutes after

the lecture ended—a small, plain man, look
ing like any one of a hundred men whom you
may happen to meet on the street, muffled in

beaver overcoats, I said, mentally, “Well,
after all, that quiet little man possesses a power
for which most men would willingly exchange
higher intellectual and physical qualifications
—the ability to sway the feelings of a crowd—
to mold their emotions like molten lead in the
fiery crucible of a strong will and a subtile
instinct.”
Mr. Gough, as our readers well know, has

lectured for the most part on the subject of

Temperance. But his last two lectures on

“London,” which he has been delivering the
past season, have been received with great
favor, and his success in this line proves that
his peculiar power as a public speaker is not
confined to a single theme. Certainly he has
achieved a success, and done an amount of

good which any man might well be proud to

own.—St. Louis Democrat.–--------
PHRENor, o Gy IN ENGLAND.
AFTER the closeof a recentcourseof lectures in Not

tingham,England, by Messrs.FowlkR ANDWELLs, the
following editorialandletterappeared in theTimes,which
wecopy as a gratifyingexpression of publicsentiment:
During the last few days the people of Not

tingham have been made somewhat sensible of

the true position that man holds in relation to

himself, to society, and to his Maker. It is

seldom our lot to record visits of strangers
under such feelings of deep respect and admir
ation. Messrs. Fowler and WELLs are in
deed men of the time. Phrenology and Phys
iology are sister sciences; and it is on this
ground that these gentlemen have taken a

stand, against which al
l

the sophistry of

credulity and the chilling influences of mate
rialism never can, never will prevail. Hith
erto the science of Phrenology, in particular,
has been treated merely relatively, and hence
all our efforts to ameliorate the condition of
the race have been made from external planes,
and not from the groundwork of physical and
mental capabilities. The excellent lectures
which Messrs. Fowler and WELLs have
delivered during the last eight days, have been
strongly marked by a tone of homesty which is

utterly irresistible. At the same time, there

is that ease and sociability which render them
remarkably interesting and attractive. To
say they are doing a great work is not saying
enough. To say they are advancing the great
cause of human emancipation from the thrall
dom of the worst of slavery—that of the sensual
man—is not uttering one fraction of a word too
much. It may be urged by some that it is

their profession, and they live by it. True,
but what of that? Men don't live on air
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The philosopher—the metaphysician — the
statesman—the minister does not dine off what

he says and does | We should be very content
indeed to find men in other departments of the
social circle devoting as much time and energy
and money to the cause of human emancipa
tion as do Messrs. Fowler and WELLs.
Society would soon be on the “rails” instead

of the “road.” We should soon begin to see

a millennium of goodness dawning, rather than
see men stand idly by, “gaping” for some ex
ternal, indescribable, unphilosophical jumbling
up and destruction of nature before men can

be happy; and instead of the hard, and chill
ing philosophy of a deathly materialism, man
would merge into that spirituál “beauty for
ashes,” which is now only too often aimed at

through a mysterious and spurious process.
There are more preachers than those who get
into the pulpit ; and if it is only the one
lesson we may learn from these gentlemen and
their lectures, worthy the attention of us all,

it certainly is—that every man may help to

make himself and his neighbor better.—Not
tingham (England) Weekly Times.

PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY.
To the Editor of “Stevenson's WEEKLY

TIMEs—Esteemed Friend: It appears to me
probable that a considerable portion of the
existing opposition to Phrenology arises from

its tendency to humble us, and perhaps there
are few whose heads have been examined by

Fow LER and WELLs who have not felt more

or less mortified by the report of their phren
ological development, in certain respects; but
surely, it is a great advantage to be made
aware of our deficiencies—indeed, it seems to

me the great advantage desirable from Phren
ology, for we are generally, at least suffi
ciently, conscious of our better qualities. * *

I am respectfully,
(Signed) J. S. South ALL.

Not TINGHAM,England, May 3d,1861.

dº (ſºrt tsp ºn htm#s.

J. L. H.-1. What temperament, and the de
yelopment of whatorgans,arerequisite to insure success

in the study of Phrenology, human nature, psychology,
andalso to insuresuccess in poeticalcomposition?
Ans. The phrenologist requires a temperament of a

high order—quick,yet strong, to impart both mentalac
tivity andpower,and enablehim to appreciateand give
due place to al

l

the conditionsand forceswhich go to

makeup character. He needs an ample intellect to give
power of mind-in short, he needs a gooddevelopment

of all theorgans, so thathemaycomprehendtheir action

in others,and havelanguageenough to give utterance to

his conclusions. The poetrequirestheabove,with a pre
dominance of Ideality, Sublimity, Spirituality, and per
ceptiveintellect,joined to an exaltedand excitabletem
perament.

2 The development of what organs is necessary toproducelargeConcentrativeness?
Ans. Large Continuity, Firmness, and Individuality,

and a strong,butnotexcitable,temperament.

8, Why is it thatsomepersonsbearmalice in opposition

to their wishesandbetterjudgment 7

Ans. BecausetheyhaveverylargeDestructiveness,and
their “better judgment” is not strongenough to control
themaliciousfeeling.

S. B.B.-I am in the habit of washing my headthoroughlyeverymorningwith coldwater. Is it injurious
to thebrain *

Ans. It is not injurious,unless your hair is very long
and allowed to be mattedtogether, so as to keepcontinu
ally damp. As a habit,wetting the head everymorning

is beneficial. When thehair is very long, it should be al

lowed to hang looseand flowing, so that it will soon be
comedry aftertheablution.

—sº
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Sent,post-paidby mail, for 18 cents; $2per dozen; or

$18per hundred,by
FOWLER AND WELLS,

803Bradway, New York.
tº" PATRIOTIC BADGES for 10 centseach; $1 per

dozen; or $6perhundred.

Works on HEALTH.
HYDROPATHIC ENCYCLOPEDIA. A Completesystem of Hydropathyand Hygiene. Illustrated
with300engravings. By R. T. Trall, M.D........ $3 00
FAMILY PHYSICIAN, HYDROPATHIC. By
Dr. Joel Shew. A new and invaluablework for
homepractice. Profuselyillustrated..... --- - --- - 2

CONSUMPTION: Its Causes.Prevention,andCurebyWater-Treatment. ByDr. Shew..............
ChILDREN : theirHº Management in

Healthand Disease. By Dr. Shew............... 1 25
TOBACCO, WORKS ON ; Comprising Essaysby
Trall, Shew, Alcott, Baldwin, Burdell, Fowler,
Greeley,andothers............................... 60

ALCOHOL AND THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN.
Illustrat d by a Diagram. By Prof. Youmans.... 80

HINTS TOWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION;
or, The Philosophy of Human Beauty : Showing
How to Acquire and Retain Bodily Symmetry,Health,andVigor, Secure Long Life, and Avoid
the Infirmitiesand Deformities of Age............ 1 25

WATER-CURE IN CHRONIC DISEASE. An
Exposition of theCauses,Progress,and Termina
tions of variousChronic Diseases. By Dr. James
M. Gully...................................... .. 1 25

WATER AND VEGE TABLE DIET IN SCROF
ULA, CANCFR, ASTHMA, etc. By Dr. Lamb. 88

WATER-CURE IN EVERY KNOWN DISEASE.
By Rausse. TranslatedfromtheGerman......... 83

DOMESTIC PRACTICE OF HYDROPA HY, with
fifteenengravedillustrations of importedsubjects,
fromDrawings. By Edward Johnson,M.D....... 1 25

HOME BOOK OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott...... 1 25
FORTY YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS OF
PILLS. By Dr. Alcott................ ........... 1 25
THE LAWS OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott........ 1 25
FIRESIDE GIFT. By Dr. Alcott................ . 88
PHYSIOLOGY OF MARRIAGE. By Dr. Alcott... 88

COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE. By Dr. Alcott... 88
LETTERS To A. YoUNG PHYSICIAN. By
James Jackson,M.D.......................... .... 1 25
Sentbymail, pre-paid,on receipt of price.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.3/.///

Being a NewTheoryand System of Practical Penmanship, Designed as a Text-Book for Schoolsand PrivateStudents.
This is thetitle of a newwork just issued,which it is

believedwill do more to improve the penmanship of allclassesthanall otherseverbeforewritten. It teachesnot
only how to write,butinstructs in whatgoodwriting con
sists. Knowing this, the studentbecomes a critic, and
this point attained,nothing but practice is necessary to

makehim an accomplishedpenman.
Sent by mail, post-paid, for 50 cents. AGENTSWANTED. FUW LER AND WELLS.

808Broadway,New York.

Books.
Persons at a distancewishing to procure any book

advertised in our JourtNALs,by remitting us the amount

of theprice of thebook in money or postagestumps,will
have it promptlyforwarded by mail, free ºf Pºstage.Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.Čgc
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THE WATER CURE JournAI, FoR
JULY (now ready)contains: Healthof theTroops; The
Teeth, and their Treatment—No.1; Lays of an Anti
shaver; Life andCharacterof WincentPriessnitz; Sbak
ing Out theReef; Things which I haveSeenin a Water
Cure—No.7; Jottings bytheWay ; Dialogue;Publishers'
Column; Notes and Queries; Literary Notices; The
Month: Our NationalAnniversary–DreadfulMortality
Home-Treatment; Hip-Diseasesand Deformities; Qur
MedicalArmy; To Correspondents;Miscellany; Scissor
ings,etc. etc.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 80SBroadway,NewYo k.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS.
Fow LER AND WELLs’

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY
Our patentbusinessis conductedby Mr. Tnomas P.

How (authorof thewell-knownand popular synºpsisof
patentlaw, “How toGeta Patent”),aidedbyanableandexperiencedcorpsof assistants,bothathomeandn'road.
Eleven yearsof experience(onthe partof Mr. How) in
thebusiness,and theresidenceatWashingtonof an emi
nentlycarefulandefficientexaminingagent,formerlyem
ployed in the United StatesPatentOffice,and familiar
with its details,enableus tooffer to inventorsunusual
facilitiesfor the transactionof theirbusiness. When it is
consideredthat a patentof ordinaryvalue is worthsev
eral thousandsof dollars,it is unnecessaryto saythat the
carefulmanagementof anapplicationthereforis a matter
of greatimportanceto toe inventor,especiallywhen it is
known thathundredsof applicationsare rejectedentirely
in consequenceof not being properly1reparedand pre
sented. To performthis service in a mannersafeto theinventor,requresa thoroughknowledgeof patentlaw, a
clearperceptionandunderstandingof mechanicalaction,yearsorexperienceandcarefuldeliberativeconsideration.
Our patentbusinesshas beenunder its presentmanage
mentsincethelatterpart of the year1856,duringwhich
time it hasincreased to severaltimesits previousmagni
tude,and a largeportion of it latelyhasconsisted of cnsesinvolvingseverecontests,andthediscussionandsolution
of difficultanduntroddenquestons of pºtentlaw,both in

the Patent Officeand before the Judges of the United
StatesCircuit Court.
ADVICEIN REGARDto THE Novelty AND PATENTABIL

ITY or AN INvENTion

is givenfree of chargeupon receipt of sufficientdescrip
tion and sketch or model. In a majority of casesour
knowledge of previousinventionsenables us to givesatisfactoryinformation to inventorswithoutthe expense of

specialsearch.
PRELIMINARYExAMINATIONS

are,however,made in caseswhich involve considerabledoubt,for theusual feeof fivedollars,except in casesof
extremeand unusualcoº!". and difficulty. Theseexaminationsare carefully made and elaboratelyre
ported.

APPLICATIONSfor PATENTS
are preparedby us with great care,not only to obtain a

patent,but also to protectthe inventorswhenthe patent
shallhavebeensecured. Particularattention is paid to

APPEALs AND INTERFERENCEs,
and difficult and contestedcases of every class. Cases
which havebeenrejected,examined,andadvicegivenfor
the usual fee of five dollars. Many applicationswhich
havebeenrefusedeitherfromthewant of properpresent
ation, or from oversighton the part of the"...imight with skillful managementby an experience
licitorbe p d to a ful i a factwhich

is provedby constantexperience.Application- for extensionsand reissues,additionalim
provementsand caveats, promptly and carefully attendedto.
Centrally located in our commercialmetropolis,andhavingan ableandexperiencedagent at theseat of Government,weareable to offermorethanusualfacilitiesfor

the transaction of business in this country in relation to

patents;while our arrangementsabroad enable us to se
cureforeignpatentson the mostsatisfactoryterms. Ourpresentarrangementsaresuchthatwehopeforthefuture

to keeppacewiththedeanands of the public for our ser
vices,and it shall beour purpose to attendwith careandpromptness to thewants of inventors Communications in

reference to inventions,patents, or patent law carefully
consider-dandpromptlyattendedto.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

THE RIGHT WoRD IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocker DictionARY or SYNoNYMs,Trch
Nical TERMs,Abbreviations, FoREIGNPHRases,etc.,
etc.,with a Chapteron Punctuationand Proof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterandspeakerwho would say exactly what he means,and
neithermorenor less,andsay it in thebestway. Price,50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

$1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00.
ONE DOLLAR sent to FOWLER AND

WELLS, 303Broadway,New York, will secure,by return of first mall, PhonographicBooks,
from the study of which you can, without a

0 teacher,become a practicalWerbaumReporter.

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONs.
Webster'sPocketDictionary..................... . $0 50-- AcademicDictionary..... ... ........... 1 2544 Family andCounting-HouseDictionary, 1 5044 The GreatUnabridged,1,750pages. Buff.Sheep; . . . 7 00
Nugent'sImprovedFrenchandEnglishandÉnglish
and French PocketDictionary. $55pages....... 1 25

The Early Days of California. By Col. Farnham... 1 0Everybody'sLawyerandCounsellor in Business... 1 25
The Horseandh’sDiseases....................... 1 25
Our Farm of Four Acres,and theMoneywemadeby It. Paper, 25 cents; cloth........ ..... ..... 0.50
The Constitutions of the Freemasons; containing
the History, Charges,Regulations of that Most
Ancient and RightWorshipfulFraternity. In theyear of Masonry5727. 4to,cloth................ 5 00

*** The above is an exact fac-simile reprint of what

is known as “Anderson's Constitutions,”which is

worth +10,and difficult to be procured. London,
printed1723.

Carlile'sManual of Freemasonry in threeparts,with
a Key-Stone to the MasonicArch Knights Templar, Druids,etc.; with an explanatoryintroduc

tion to theScience,andfreetranslation of someof
thesacreoScripturenames. 12mo,cloth........Cupper'sUniversalStair-Builder. An entirelynew
and original Treatise on Stair-Building, StairCases, Hand-Rails, etc., etc., illustrated by 29plates. 4to,8dedition.......... ----------------

*** The lowestcashprice to theTrade fortheabovebook

is +5. By competentjudges it is accountedthebest
book that has, as yet, appearedon the subject ofStair-Building.

Cosmonophography.The Lord's Prayer in 100LanguagesandCharacters. 8vo,cloth..........
*** Scarce,and originally published at $5.
Dr. Gaºl,thecelebratedFounder of the Scienceof
Porenology. His whole work Translated intoEnglish by Dr. Lewes. 6 vols...................

Lacon; or, ManyThings in FewWords. Addressed

to those who think. Large paper copy. 8vo,
cloth................... -- - - - --- - --- ---- - -- - ---- -

Timesof theAmericanRevolution,with remarkable
incidents of theperiod. By E. Watson......... -
By mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,NewYork.

FOWLER AND WELLS' JOURNALS.
Price not Increased.

Postmasters,Clergymen,Teachers,and othersare re
quested to act as AgentsandgetClubsfor our Journals:

The ILLUSTRATEU) AMERICAN

PEIRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
And Lire, Ilanaustrated.

2 50

2 00

7 00

1 50

1 5)

Enlarged and Improved.

WATER-CURE JOURNAL,

A GUIDE TO HEALTH.
These Journals commenceNew Wolumeswith July,

and havebeenenlarged,giving now in each

24 Pages Monthly, instead of 16.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:

Singlecopy,monthly,one year................ .....#1 00
Ten copies, to separateaddresses, if desired..... .... 5 00
Any personsendingFive Dollarsfor ten copieswill be

entitled to an eartracopy gratis. Add six cents a year
for eachsubscriber in the British Provinces to paypost
age. Specimenssent free.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

Agents wantedeverywhere, to sell our publications.
Sendfor ourWholesaleList and ConfidentialCircular,

6,000 AGENTs WANTED, To
sell Six New INvestroNs—twoveryrecent,and of great
value to families; all pay great profits to Agents. Send
four stampsandgeteightypagesparticulars.
5tº EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass.

NEW

ELECTRO-GALVANIC BATTERY,
CELEBRATEDFor The ouring of

NERVOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
ANDSIMILARDISEASE8,

WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.

PRICE,$10.
Fow L E R AND we LLs,
808Broadway,New York.

NEW

Anatomical and Physiological
JRL-A-TES_

By R. T. TRALL, M.D. Price $12.
Theseplateswerepreparedexpresslyfor lecturersand

teachers, as well as for students. They representall of
the organsandprincipal structures of thehumanbodyin
situ, and of the size of life. Everyfamilyought to have

a set,andeveryman,woman,andchildought to befami
liar with the wonderfulstructuresand functionswhich
they so admirablyillustrate. There are six in the set,as
follows:
The Heart and Lungs—No. 1 presents a frontview

of the lungs,heart,stomach,liver, gall-bladder,larynx,thymusandparotidglands,commoncarotidarteriesandjugular vein; also of *... al portions of thebowels,and cawlor omentum. loredasin Life.
Pºssections.—No. 2 is a completedissection of theheart,exhibiting its valvesand cavities,and thecourse of

theblood. The largearteriesandveins of theheart,lungs,
and neckare displayed,with thewindpipeand is bron.
chial ramifications;alsotheliver with its gall-bladderandducts; the pancreas;the kidneyswith theirureters and
blood-vessels;thedescendingaorta, or largearteryof the
chest.ºndabdomen,with its branchesinto the right andleft iliacarteries:theascendingvenacava, or greatvein of

theabdomenandthorax; theuterusand its appendages—ovaries,fallopiantubes,roundandbroadligaments,etc.
Nervous System.—No. 3. Side view of the brain,

heart,lungs,liver, bowels,uterus,and bladder."Also theyarioussubdivisions of thebase of thebrain,withthewhole
length of thespinalcord,showingtheorigin of al

l

thecerebro-spinalnerves. Very useful to physcians, phrenologists,teachers,lecturers,andothers.
The Eye and the Ear.—No. 4. The anatomy of theeyeandear, representingthearrangements of theminuteblood-vessels,nerves,andotherstructuresconcerned in the

functions of seeingandhearing. Beautifullycolored.Digestion.—No. 5. The alimentarycanal completeexhibitingtheexactsize,shape and arrangements of the
structures especiallyconcerued in digestion,me., the
mouth.throat,tongue,esophagus,stomach,smallandlargeintestines,with the liver, gall-bladder,and the biliaryducts; also the internal structureof the kidneys,and a

beautifulrepresentation of the lacteal absorbentsand
glands,thoracicduct,and theirconnectionswith thetho
racic arteriesandveins. Colored to representLife.
Circulation—Skin.—No. 6. The lobes of thelungs

andcavities of theheart,valves,etc.,withthelargevessels
of thecirculation ; also a minutedissection of thestructures

of theskin-the sebaceousfollicles,sweatglands,etc.—exhibitingtheextentand importance of the great depuraiing function of the surface. The mostnaturaland bestevermade.
Everylecturer,teacher,andphysicianshouldhave a set.Price fºr thewhole set,beautifullycoloredand mounted,

$12 We do notsell singleplates. Address,
F0 W L E R A N D w E L L S.,

308 Broadway,New York.

SY R IN G E S.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!

We would callyour particular
attention to our improved Syr
inge, here illustrated, which is

highly recommended by Pro
fessors in Medical Colleges,
and has received encomiums
from the Faculty and others
who have examined, used it,

and pronounced it the most perfect instrument

of its kind ever introduced to the public.
Persons subject to CoNstipATIon will derive

great benefit from the daily use of this Syringe,
and effect a radical cure of the difficulty, as well
as avoid the constant use of Cathartics, which will
afford only temporary relief, and debilitate, while
the injection acts as an invigorant.

All Instruments warranted to give
perfect satisfaction.

Price, $1 50. Prepaid by mail, $2.
Twenty per Cent discount, when ordered by

the dozen, and to go by express or as freight.
All orders for the above Instruments will meet

with prompt attention.
Fowlºr AND WELLs,

308 Broadway, New York.
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T H E AMERIC A.N.

PHRENOLOGICAL J 0UR NAL- AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED,
NEW WOLUME. – ENLARGED AND IMPROVED.

PRICENOTINCREASED.

With the JULY NUMBER,1861,commencestheTHIRTY
FourTH Wolumſkof theAMERICANPHRENological Jour
NAL. It will be enlargedby the additionof eightpages
of reading matter, thus giving, for the same price as
heretofore

TWENTY-FOUR PAGES MONTHLY,
INSTEAD OF SIXTEEN.

The THIRTY-Foubrh Volume of the AMERICANPHRE
rological JoukNAL will openwith several

NEW AND ATTRACTIVE FEATURES,
in addition to thosewhich have already renderedit so
eminentlypopularanduseful.

PHRENOLOGY
will still, very properly,forma leading feature,and will,
asheretofore,engagethepensof theleadingPhrenologists
of America,whowill explainandillustrate its philosophy,
and show its application to all thepracticalinterestsand
pursuits of theHumanRace.

PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY,

in their connectionwith Phrenologyand with the Laws

of Life, will be thoroughly,but popularlytreated,amply
illustrated,andmadeinterestingandprofitable to all; our
motto,“A sound mind in a healthybody,” being kept
constantly in view.

NATURAL HISTORY,
both of Man and of thelowerorders of theanimalcreation,

in its relation to Phrenologicaland PhysiologicalScience,
will receivetheattentionits importancedemands.

MECHANICS.
As at leastonehalf of the wealth of theworldcomes

throughtheexercise of thefaculty of Constructiveness,the
variousmechanicalarts will be encouraged,new inven
tionsexplained,and illustratedwith spiritedengravings.

EDUCATION
will occupymuch attention,especiallyHome Education
and Self-Culture,and just that kind of knowledgewhich
theparentneeds in thedischarge of his or herduties,will
be liberally imparted. THE Young, also, will find the
Journal a friend andfoster-father, to encouragethemin
virtue,shield themfrom vice,and preparethem foruse
fulnessandsuccessin life.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES,
Sketches, Reviews, Poetry, Warieties,etc., will help to

makeup what is acknowledgedbyour cotemporaries to

be one of theBestPopularJournals in theWorld.
ENGRAVINGs,

embracingportraits,animals,views,machinery,etc.,more
numerousand beautiful than heretoforepresented,will
commendthenewvolume to all readers of goodtaste.

ALL THESE ATTRACTIONs,

in connectionwith the large amount of readingmatter
which we give, and the extremelylow price of our
Journal, ought to insure us at least,

FIFTY THOUSAnd
subscribersfortheforthcomingvolume. Shall wenothave
them? A littleeffortbyeachreaderwill procurethem.

OUR FRIENDS AND CO-WORKER8–
all personsinterested in Human Progress—areinvited to

aid in thecirculation of thePHRENological Journal.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:

SingleCopy,Monthly,OneYear.................. $1 00
Ten Copies, to separateaddresses, if desired....... 5 00
Any personsending $5 for ten copies,will be entitled

to an extracopygratis.
Add six cents a yearfor eachsubscriber in the British

Provinces to paypostage.Specimenssentfree.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

Agentswantedeverywhere to sellour publications.
Sendfor our WholesaleList andConfidentialCircular.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
sent pre- aid by thefirst mail, to any Post-Office in the'p

Čnitedstate, or%.

WORKS ON PHRENOLOGY.
Combe'sLECTUREson PHRENology. Illustrated...$1 25
Constitution of MAN. By GeorgeCombe.... .. - 87
DEFENCEof Phºenology. By Boardman......... 87
Education CoMPLETE. Self-Culture,Memory,etc. 250
Education, foundedon theNatureof Man........ 87
LEssonson PureNology ANDPIIYsiology........ 1 25
MARRIAGE,its Historyand Philosophy............ 75
MEMORYANDSELF-IMPRovem-NT................. 81
MENTALSCIENCE,Weaver'sLectureson.......... - 87
PHRENologyProven ANDIllustrated....... ... 1 25
SELE-CULTUREANDPERFECTionof CHARACTER.... 87
SELF-INSTRUCTORIN PHRENology. New Edition.. 50
Wokks of GALL on PHRENology. 5 vols.......... 7 00

WORKS ON WATER-CURE.
CHILDREN; their HydropathicManagement....... 1 25

CholeRA : its Causes,Prevention,andCure....... 80
Consumption: its CausesandProperTreatment... 87
Cook Book, Hydropathic. Full of goodReceipts... 87

DomestioPRAotice of HYDRopathy,Johnson's... 1 50
FAMILY PhysiciaN, Hydropathic. By Dr. Shew... 2 50

HYDRoPATHICEncyclopediA. By Dr. Trall....... 3 00

HydroPATHy; or, Water-Cure. By Dr. Shew..... 1 25
Philosophy or WATER-CURE,clearlyexpounded.. 80
PRACTICEof WATER-CURE,brieflyexplained...... 80
RESULTs of HYDEoPATHY, its advantagesshown... S7
WATER-CURE IN CHRoN1cDiseases. Dr. Gully.... 1 50

WATER-CureFortTHEMILLIon. By Dr. Trall.
WATER-CUREIN EvrBY KNowN DISEASE...... . 87
WATER-CUREMANUAL,givingbrief directions..... 87

WORKS ON PHYSIOLOGY.
CoMBE'sPHYsiologr. The verybest...... ... 87
DigEstion, Physiology of

.

By Dr. Andrew Comb 80
FAMILY GYMNAsium. Fully Illustrated........ .... 1 25
FAMILY DENTIST. Usefuland instructive.......... 87
Food ANDDIET. A standardwork of reference.... 1 25
FRurts ANDFARINAcEAtheProper Food of Man... 1 25
HeaeditARYDescent ; its Laws and Facts........ 87
INFANCY; or, Management of Children....
NATURALLAws of MAN. By Spurzheim.... - 80
PHILosophyof SACREDHistory. Dr.Graham.... 2 00

PHYSIology, Animal and Mental. Illustrated.. 87
SoBERANDTEMPERATELIFE. Louis Cornaro. 80
THE Science of HUMANLife. By Dr. Graham.... 2 50

THE SwedishMovemest-Cure. By Dr. Taylor... 1 25

WEGETABLEDIET,discussedandapproved......... 87
MESMERISM-PSYUHOLOGY.

ELECTRICALPsychology. Bestwork on thesubject 87
Fascination ; or thePhilosophy of Charming..... 87
Library of MesmerismANDPsychology. Complete 8 00

MACRoCoSM; or, theUniverseWithout............ 87
PHILosophyof MEsMERIsM By Dr. J. BoveeDods 30

Psychology; or, theScience of theSoul........... 80
MISCELLANEOUS.

AIMSANDAIDSFortYoung WomeN. GoodWork.. 87
Drlia's Doctons; or, a GlanceBehindtheScenes. 87
DomesticANIMALs; a Manual of StockHusbandry 50
FRUITCULTUREFor THEMilliox. Hand Book.... 50
HINTsTowARDREFoEMs. Lectures,Addresses,etc 1 25

Homefor All; theGravelWall Mode of Building. 87
HoPEsANDHELPsfor THEYouNG.Rev.Mr. Weaver 87

How to White; a PocketManual of Composition. 50

How ToTALK ; a PocketManual of Conversation.. 50
How to Behave; a PocketManual of Etiquette... 50
How ToDoBusiness; Manual of PracticalAffairs. 50
HAND-BooksFor HomeIMPRovertext.The 4 above 1 50

IMMortality TEIUMPHANT. Philosophical........ 75
Saving ANDWASTINg. HomeEconomyIllustrated 87
The FARM; a Manual of Practical Agriculture..... 50
The GARDEN.; with Lists of FlowersandShrubs... 50
THE House; a Manual of Rural Architecture....... 50
RURALMANUALs. In onelargevol., Illustrated... 1 50

Ways of LIFE; RightWay andWrongWay...... 60
The aboveincludes but a portion of our publications.

Sendfor a cataloguecontaining a full list.
Agentswanted. Termsliberal.

FOWLEr & WELLs, 808Broadway,New York.
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WATER - CURE J 0 U R NAL.
NEW WOLUME.-ENLARGED AND IMPROVED.

Paich:not increased.

With the JULY NUMBER,1861,commencestheTHIRTY
SecondWolumeof theWATER-CUBEJournal. It will be
enlargedbytheaddition of eightpages of readingmatter,
thusgiving, for thesameprice as heretofore,
Twenty-Four PAGEsMonthly, INSTEADof SixTEEN.
THE WATER-CUREJournal should be read in every

family,because

It wasthefirstjournal in theworld to bring beforethe
people a knowledge of thetrueSystem of theHealingArt.

It advocatesthe only possiblebasisfor the enduring
prosperityand improvement of theHumanRace.

It teachestheSick how to recoverHealth.

It teachesthosein Healthhowto avoidDisease.
It unfoldsthetruescienceof HumanLife.

It explainstheLaws andConditions of Health.

It enablesyou to dispensewith all DrugMedicines.

It enablesyou in mostcases to be yourown Physician.
Its doctrinespromoteTemperance in all things.

It tends to thecorrection of all Injurious Habits.
Its influence in society is in all respectsReformatory.
Its teachingsbenefiteverybodyand injure noone.
The bestadvicethatcanbegiven to persons in anycon

dition of Life canbesummedup in threewords:tº PRESERVE YoUR HEALTH.
To Get Rich....... ----------- PRESERVEYou R HEALTH.
To EnjoyAnimal Life.........PREs Erve You R HEALTH.
To Do Good......... ...PRESERVEYour HEALTH.
To AcquireKnowledge........ Preserve Your HEALTH.
To Attain Eminence...... .....PRESEEve You R HEALTH.
Let, then,the Preservation of Health be thegreatcon

cern, theparamountbusiness, of life.
From no publicationcanyougain so muchvaluablein

formationrelative to theLaws of Life andHealth,as
THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL,

In it the true nature of disease is fully and rationally
explained,andone of its principalobjects is to teach

HOW TO KEEP WELL.
But as somefrom hereditaryaffections or supposeduna
voidablecausesdo notenjoyhealth,onedepartment o
f the
Journal is devotedto articlesrelativeto thetreatmentof
diseases,whereyoumaylearn

HOW TO RECOVER LOST HEALTH.
THE WATER-CuRRJournal will clearly presentall

subjectsconnectedwith Diet, Exercise,Bathing,Cleanli
ness,Wentilation,Dwellings, Clothing, Occupation,etc.
Hydropathy is fully explained,and its application to all
known diseasespointedout.

If youaresick,anddesire to bewell,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youarewell,anddesire to avoiddisease,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If you wouldknowthetruescience of HumanLife,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youwouldlearntheinjuriouseffects of Drugs,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youwouldunderstandtheconditions of Health,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

If youdesire to dispensewiththeservices of a Physician,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.

But while the WATER-CURE Journal is intended to

treatprincipally of disease, its nature,cause,effect,and
remedy, it columnswill be interspersedwith suchmiscel
laneousmatteraswill make it

Waluable and Acceptable to All.
Its enlargedformwill enableus to furnishmuchvaluable

readingmatter,asidefromthemedicaldepartment.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:

SingleCopy,Monthly,OneYear.................... $1 00
Ten Copies, to separateaddresses, if desired........ 5 00
Any personsending$5 for ten copies,will beentitled

to an extracopygratis.
Add six cents a year for eachsubscriber in the British

Provinces to paypostage. Specimenssentfree.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

SendforourWholesaleList andConfidentialCircular.
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808Broadway,New York.
Agentswantedeverywhere to sellour publications.
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STEPEIEN ARNOLD DOUGLAS.
PHRENoLogical, CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

THE late Stephen A. Douglas had an organ
ization which was remarkable in many
respects. His temperament indicated a com
bination of the motive, mental, and vital,
influential in the order in which we name
them. His black bushy hair, dark complexion,
and wiry, enduring muscular system indicated
the motive temperament. His very large head
and uncommon activity and excitability indi
cated a strong mental temperament, while the
fullness of his features and the general stout
ness of his organization indicated a good de
velopment of the vital temperament. There
are few men who are able to endure as much
hard labor and excitement as Mr. Douglas
sustained for the last ten years. Indeed, his
whole life was one of turmoil and contest.
He had hardly attained to his manhood before

he entered the lists of debate, controversy, and
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politics, and from that hour to his death he

was either deeply engaged in political matters,

or prosecuting the labors of his profession

with uncommon earnestness. The term by
which he is widely known—“Little Giant”—
has much meaning in it. In that terse title is
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embodied the public sentiment of the West
relative to him who bore it; and we interpret
it to mean the active manifestation in his

character of five or six of his leading phreno
logical developments.
Combativeness and Destructiveness were

large in him. These made him ready in dis
cussion, prompt to oppose, earnest in his pur
poses, and courageous to grapple with what
ever of opposition might be brought to bear
against him. Whether his cause were strong
or weak, it appeared to make no difference in
the earnestness and courage with which he
entered the contest. His Firmness was also
large, hence he had a very strong will and a
spirit that would not bend before difficulties.
His Hope was large, which gave him confi
dence in his cause and in his ability to win
success. He had also large reasoning organs
and a vigorous intellect generally, and for a
man of his culture and opportunity he made
his intellect felt in a signal manner. In
addition to this he had large Language, which
made him one of the most ready, off-hand
speakers the country has produced. The
action of the faculties already enumerated as
they were called into vigorous exercise on the
stump in the West, doubtless suggested to his
admirers the title which with so much
pleasure and pride they gave him, “the Little
Giant.” There are certain other qualities,
however, which serve to render Mr. Douglas
not only popular but powerful. He had un
commonly large social organs. His friendship
knew no bounds; he had only to be introduced
to a man and take him once by the hand to
make him his friend for life; and this power
ful adhesiveness, joined to that free and easy,
familiar and companionable characteristic
which so much distinguished him, made for
him troops of friends. Probably no public man
of our country has had more strong and cordial
personal friends than the man of whom we
write. He had just enough of pride to give him
independence of feeling and to raise him above
the feeling of anxiety as to the speech of people.
He would meet with as much cordiality the
roughest farmer or mechanic as he would the
most polished gentleman; and we presume no
man living can accuse Mr. Douglas of having
given him the cold shoulder because he was
poor, unlettered, unknown, or unpolished. He
had large Approbativeness, but joined as it
was with so much Firmness, such rampant
courage, and so much of native common sense
and intellect, it did not lead him to be vain,
sensitive to popular praise or censure, but
rendered him ambitious to achieve something
large and magnificent. He never doubted his
own ability; and with a more extended early
culture, he could have taken rank with the
best scholars and foremost statesmen of his
age.

force of mind joined to an impetuous temper
led him sometimes to be dogmatical and over>

His great executiveness of character and

bearing in debate, and to employ rougher ex
pressions than were consistent with the posi
tion he held. We mean that if he could have

maintained a more equable temper, and used
smoother and more persuasive language, he
might have carried with him a public senti
ment which would have been greatly to his
advantage in his aspirations for the Presidency,
while his earnest friendship, his enthusiasm,
his simplicity of manner, and his straight
forward boldness would have secured for him,
as they did, the unqualified support and
friendship of the less cultured portion of the
community.
The head of Mr. Douglas was broad, as in

dicated by the portrait, showing large Con
structiveness, considerable imagination, good
general watchfulness and prudence, fair regard
for property, and uncommon energy. Had he
devoted himself to business, he would have
been one of a thousand for his power to drive
it successfully. He might have excelled as a
scholar in the sciences, especially in mathe
matics, engineering, and chemistry. He had
an excellent memory of faces, and a good
memory of names. He never forgot a person,
and could generally recall the name—so that
those who had been once introduced to him

considered themselves objects of his special
friendship, because he could so readily re
member their person and name. This trait is
strong with Mr. Van Buren, and is one of the
leading elements of his personal popularity.
The brow of Mr. Douglas appears to be

heavy and frowning, indicating large percep
tive organs, quick, ready recognition of facts,
and ability to command the results of his ex
periences, and recall whatever has fallen
under his observation. His massive forehead
taken as a whole indicates strong and com
prehensive thought-power, ability to grapple
with subjects of importance, and to meet and
master those involving difficulties. His
knowledge of men was excellent. Few per
sons could comprehend character with more
readiness, or see more deeply into the work
ings of the human mind. This faculty was a
great aid to Mr. Douglas in understanding and
ruling men.
His Benevolence was large, and he was

really a generous man. The road to his
pocket was kept worn smooth, and he was
willing to spend money with freedom and
liberality, and the fact that he died poor is an
evidence of his liberal spirit.
The chief faults attributable to Mr. Douglas

in a phrenological point of view were too
much Combativeness, Destructiveness, and
Firmness joined to an excitable temperament,

which rendered him enthusiastic, irascible,
overbearing, and sometimes rough in his man
ners. . His Conscientiousness, as well as we
can recall the size of that organ, from a pretty
careful inspection of his head some two years
since, was about fully developed. We believe

it was more difficult for him to bring all his
mental powers into subjection to Conscientious
ness than would be desirable in a person
possessing so many elements of strength. He
was placed in a peculiar position, being led
into political and public life and popularity
early. His ambition was, therefore, unduly
stimulated, and it is doubtless true that he
was thus led to regard success as the chief
consideration, and that he sometimes kept his
conscience at bay, and followed expediency
rather than those high dictates of duty which
are sometimes exemplified even by politicians.

BiographY.

Stephen Arnold Douglas was born at Bran
don, Rutland County, Vermont, on the 23d
day of April, 1813. That branch of the
Douglas family from which the subject of our
sketch descended, emigrated from Scotland,

and settled at New London, Conn., during the
earlier period of our colonial history. One of
the two brothers who first came to America

afterward moved to Maryland, and selected a
home on the banks of the Potomac, near the
present site of the city of Washington. The
descendants of the latter are very numerous,
and may be found throughout the Southern
States. The other brother remained at New
London, and his descendants are scattered
over New England, New York, Pennsylvania,
and the Northwestern States. The father of

the statesman, Dr. Stephen A. Douglas, was
born at Stephentown, Rensselaer Co., New
York, but removed, when quite a youth, to
Brandon, Vt. He married Miss Sarah Fisk,
by whom he had two children—the first a
daughter, the second a son. On the 1st of
July, 1813, without any previous illness or
physical warning, he died suddenly of a disease
of the heart. At the very moment of his at
tack and death, he was playing with his
daughter at his knee, and his son Stephen in
his arms.

The grandmothers, maternal and paternal,
of Mr. Douglas, were both descended from
William Arnold, who was an associate of
Roger Williams in founding the colony of
Rhode Island. The son of William Arnold

was appointed governor of that colony by
Charles II. The descendants of Governor
Arnold are very numerous throughout Rhode
Island at the present day.
The early life of Mr. Douglas was spent

upon a farm, with the usual New England
advantage of a common school education. He
much desired a collegiate education, but find
ing that the circumstances of his family would
not permit this, and that he was likely to be
thrown upon the world without either a pro
fession or a trade, by which he could sustain
his mother, sister, and himself, he determined
upon acquiring some mechanical pursuit, that
being the most promising and certain reliance
for the future. James W. Sheaham, speaking
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of this era in the “Life of Stephen Douglas,”
says: “Bidding farewell to his mother and
sister, he set off on foot to engage personally
in the great combat of life; on that same day
he walked fourteen miles, and before night
was regularly indentured as an apprentice to
a cabinet-maker in Middlebury. He worked
at his trade with energy and enthusiasm for
about two years, the latter part of the time at
a shop in Brandon, and gained great proficiency
in the art, displaying remarkable mechanical
skill; but in consequence of feeble health, and
a frame unable to bear the continued labor of
the shop, he was reluctantly compelled to
abandon a business in which all his hopes and
pride had been centered, and to which he had
become sincerely attached. He has often been
heard to say, since he has become distinguished

in the councils of the nation, that the happiest
days of his life had been spent in the work
shop, and, had his health and strength been
equal to the task, no consideration on earth
could have induced him to have abandoned it
either for professional or political pursuits.”

After quitting his business, he entered the
academy of his native town, and began a
course of classical studies, to which he devoted
himself for about a year, with all that energy
and enthusiasm which were a part of his na
ture. In the mean time his mother married

Gehazi Granger, Esq., and at the close of his
first school year, at the earnest solicitation of
his mother and step-father, he removed with
them to their home in Canandaigua, New
York, and at once entered the academy at that
place. He remained at Canandaigua nearly

three years, and such was the zeal of his ap
plication that he mastered his classical studies,
and followed a course of legal instruction un
der the supervision of the Messrs. Hubbell.
At the period of which we write, the laws of
New York required a seven-year course, four
of which were to be passed in the pursuit of
classical knowledge, to entitle a student to
admission at the bar; but such was the profi
ciency of Mr. Douglas, that he was allowed a
credit of three years for his classical attain
ments.

In his boyhood Mr. Douglas exhibited a
strong liking for political controversy, and this
taste now had a wider field. The re-election

of Jackson in 1832, and the animated, vigor
ous, and heated discussions constantly occur
ring, developed and matured this peculiarity
of character, until he made the study of the
political history of the country a subject of
the deepest importance. We are not aware
that he made any addresses during that excit
ing campaign; but it is well known that in
debating clubs, and in all gatherings, large or
small, he was a most enthusiastic champion
of “Old Hickory.”
In June, 1833, Mr. Douglas (being a few

months over twenty years of age) started for
that uncertain region then designated as “The

West.” Provided with a small sum of money,
he left Canandaigua, and first rested at Cleve
land, Ohio. Here he made the acquaintance
of Hon. Sherlock J. Andrews, who kindly ten
dered him the use of his library and office until
he should pursue his legal studies for the year
required by the laws of the State, when he
would be entitled to practice. Mr. Douglas
accepted, and at once entered upon his duties
as law clerk for Mr. A., but in less than a
week was prostrated by bilious fever, and was
confined to his room ſor many weary months.
It was not until October that he exhibited any
signs of permanent recovery, and he was then
advised to return home, as in all probability
he would again be attacked by the fever in the
spring—an attack his feeble health and deli
cate frame would not be able to sustain. Un
der these circumstances he concluded to change

his residence, but he never thought of taking
the backward road, and becoming dependent
upon his friends at home. A further step into
the West was his determination, and he de
clared “he never would return until he had

established a respectable position in his pro
fession.”

The closing days of October found him once
more on the move, and after some wanderings

in sickness and poverty, he reached Illinois,
very poor, and taught school for a few months.
In 1834, then 21 years old, he opened a law
office, and from that time began a career of
signal success. In 1835, when 22 years of
age, he was elected Attorney-General of Illi
nois, by the Legislature of the State. Resign
ing this office in December of the same year,
he was elected a member of the Legislature
by the Democrats of Morgan County. In
1837 Mr. Van Buren appointed him Register
of the Land Office at Springfield. In August,
1835, he ran for Congress, but was defeated
by five majority in a poll of 36,000 votes.
From this time on till 1840 he practiced law;
but in that memorable campaign he stumped
the State seven months for Van Buren, much
of the time speaking in debate from the same
stump with the now President of the United
States. In 1841 he was chosen Judge of the
Supreme Court by the Legislature, and in 1842
was elected to Congress, from which time we
find him on the larger field of national affairs.
He was transferred from the House of Repre
sentatives to the Senate, March 4th, 1847, and
was re-elected in 1853 and 1859. In the can
vas, in 1858, for the election of the members
of the Legislature, on which depended his own
re-election, Mr. Douglas was opposed by Abra
ham Lincoln. They canvassed the State to
gether, speaking alternately to the assembled
people, and the speeches of both have been
published in a volume, which shows this to
have been one of the ablest contests of its kind
this country has witnessed. In this canvas Mr.
Lincoln made a national reputation, and laid the
foundation for his election to the Presidency.

In 1854 Mr. Douglas advocated and carried
through Congress the notorious Kansas-Ne
braska bill, abrogating the Missouri Compro
mise, and opening those territories to the ad
mission of slavery. This brought on the
Kansas troubles, and it is thought by many
awakened the spirit which has since culmi
nated in revolution. Mr. Douglas doubtless
intended to conciliate the South by his popular
sovereignty doctrine, and thus secure the union
of the Northern and Southern wings of the
Democracy, and thereby secure his own elec
tion. He, however, opposed the “Lecompton
Constitution,” and the admittance to the Union
of Kansas, under that constitution, against the
will of her people, and this estranged from
him his Southern friends, and the division of
the Democratic party and the election of Lin
coln was the result.

As a proof of his ability, we may cite the
fact that he was the recipient of more import
ant public trusts, while yet a young man, than
ever fell to the lot of any other person of
whom history speaks. Before he was 35 years
of age, he held the offices successively of State's
Attorney-General, Assemblyman, Register of
a Land Office, Secretary of State, Judge of the
(State) Supreme Court, Member of Congress
(House), to which he was thrice elected, after
being once defeated, and finally entered the
Senate of the United States when but 35
years old. He was nominated for the Presi
dency by the convention of 1860, commanding

a majority of the votes from the beginning,
and two thirds (by the decision of the presi
dent) on the final ballot. He received a large
popular vote, exceeding that of any of his
competitors, except the successful one, though
not his relative proportion of the electoral
ballot.

Mr. Douglas was twice married—first in
April, 1847, to Miss Martha Denny Martin,
daughter of Col. Robert Martin, of Rocking
ham County, N. C., by whom he had three
children, two of whom are living. She died
Jan.19, 1853. He was again married, Nov.
20, 1856, to Miss Adele Cutts, daughter of
James Madison Cutts, of Washington, D. C.
Mr. Douglas was unwell when he returned

from the seat of government to Chicago, on
the first of May, and addressed an immense
assembly on the duty of all to support the
Union. He never made an abler speech.
“Upon that occasion,” says a Chicago cor

respondent of the New York Herald, “he
clinched the rivet that bound the Democracy
of the great Northwest in the bonds of union.
His words rolled out in unbroken cadences of
patriotic devotion to his country as they never
rolled before. His great heart swelled in grief
at the thought that this goodly land was soon
to be made the scene of fratricidal strife, and
his counsel was to ‘strike quickly, strike
surely, strike fatally, and at a blow crush
treachery from the land.” Those who then
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heard his soul-stirring eloquence will, to the
end of life, remember it; how he appealed to
the latent energies of the people, both native
and foreign born ; how he wept when he por
trayed the falling of the dome from the Temple
of Liberty: how he kindled fires of patriotism
and national pride in the breasts of the most
stoical of his hearers; and as he closed, how
he appealed to the God of nations and of bat
tles to hold the destiny of the common weal in
His own right hand. That was his last, his
most glorious, and successful effort. His im
mense audience, with one heart and one ac
cord, rose, as if swayed by some more than
human agency, and with shouts of ovation to
their speaker and their common country,
pledged life and honor and purse, and every
thing that man holds dear on earth, to the
perpetuity and maintenance of the genius of
democratic-republican liberty.”
He had suffered for several days before this

from acute rheumatism, and at the close of
this great speech he was carried home and
laid on his death-bed. His disease soon as
sumed a typhoid form, and he gradually sunk
till the morning of June 3d, when he quietly
breathed his last. Being asked by his wife
what word he wished to leave for his two
boys, Robert and Stephen, and for his mother
and sister, he replied: “Tell them to obey the
laws, and support the Constitution of the United
States.” –º-º-º-º-º
PHRENOLOGY: ; ITS HISTORY AND

DOCTRINES–No. 3.
[CONCLUDINGARTICLE.]

by LEv1 REUBEN, M.D.

As stated in a preceding paper (AMERICAN
PHRENoLogical Journal for June), that de
partment of Phrenology which considers the
relations of the parts or organs of the brain to
the mental faculties, has received the name
Organology, while that which treats of the
mental elements and operations, without re
gard to their connection with the brain, takes
the quite as apposite term Psychology—already
familiar in other, but in some instances less
appropriate meanings. Both these subjects

will come under review in the present article,
at least in some of their aspects. To some
extent, of course, certain principles pertaining
to both of them have been anticipated in the
topics of the previous papers.
As it is now developed, the system of Phre

nology involves, as among the most important
of its first principles, the following:
1. Mind and body are in this life insepara

ble, and must be investigated together. Man
proper is not a merely immaterial, but a “con
crete Ego”—that is

,
he appears, so far as the

present [ife is concerned, to consist of both an

immaterial and a physical being, presenting
themselves to us as two sides or aspects of one
indivisible nature.

2. The brain is the immediate organ of the
mind, all the operations of the latter being
necessarily accompanied with—indeed, indis
pensably conditioned upon—vital and chemical
changes in the substance of the former.

3. The brain is a double organ, the halves

of which may, as in the case of the eyes, act
singly, but usually do act together. All the
cerebral organs, whether situated quite apart,

as in the case of the organs of Calculation or

Combativeness, or apparently meeting lateral
ly, as in case of Eventuality, or existing in a

mass not severed in halves, and near together,

as in case of Amativeness, are in reality
dual.

4. There are individually distinct mental
parts or faculties, bound together in a unitary
consciousness or Me, which latter invariably.
claims the whole of them as being in and of

itself; and every such individual mental fac
ulty is really manifested, or brought into dis
coverable action, through its proper and sym
metrically placed pair of cerebral parts or

organs.

5. The power of the mind, or of any faculty,
other things being equal, will be as the size of
the brain, or of the corresponding dual organ.
Much controversy and not a little casuistry
were, many years ago, called out in respect to

the important qualification—other things equal
—here made. In truth, however, the principle

is one of the broadest and most positively
established kinds, one which is admitted, and
indeed can not be dispensed with, in every
true science, from mathematics or mechanics
up to physiology, and finally to the science of

brain and mind, as well as to all the deriva
tive sciences, from that of the mental man, as

politics, ethics, etc. This is so for the simple
reason that, like Phrenology, all the rest of

these sciences deal with cases involving com
plicated conditions, or the possible presence and
influence at the same moment of several causes;
and hence, in estimating in any one of the
sciences, Phrenology included, the effects that
must follow fluctuation or variation of one
certain element, say Size, in relation to mental
manifestation, it is absolutely required that for
the occasion we exclude the other conditions

or causes, or what is the same in effect, give
them a fixed value. After our given element
has been determined, we bring the others in

again to see how they will affect the complex

or general result. Among the “other things,”
then, required to be dealt with by the craniol
ogist, the quality of the organization (the
other tissues and the brain being safely taken

as in this respect corresponding), temperament,
which is allied to the former, and the physical

conditions known as health, disease, freshness,
fatigue, exhaustion, etc., are at once seen to

be of the highest importance. This is so
,

in

strict accordance with the prior truth of the
mind's dependence on cerebral conformation;
these “other things” perceptibly and notably
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modify, though they never can make, the men
tal manifestations.
Among the most striking proofs of the as

sumed division of mind into faculties are these :

1. Unlike powers, as the appetites, the
observing and reasoning powers, and particu
lar ones in each of these classes, manifest
themselves first, in any individual, at different
periods of life. Still more, the order of ap
pearance of the faculties in different individuals

is in a general way, and in many particular
instances, the same.

2. Genius, and talents generally, are of

many different kinds, almost always partial;
and as a rule, these partial conformations, or

strong points of certain minds, are found to be

transmitted. 3

3. In dreams, while the reasoning powers
appear to be inactive or unconscious, the per
ceptives, in the way of memory and suggestion,
and the affective faculties generally, may be

active.

4. Idiocy and insanity are often partial, a

result not explicable in any way on the suppo
sition that the total mental power is an actual
(as well as a potential) unit. Many idiots
have the power of music, or of construction,

or one or more others, in remarkable strength;
and in monomania, the wife may be rational
toward every object but her husband, the
parent toward every object but the child, one

of either sex or any age toward every relation
but that in respect to Deity, or to property, or

to danger, and so on. To these facts must be

added the excitement of particular faculties
during many cases of local disease or injury
of the brain.
Faculties must not be confounded with

powers of mind. Power may express degree

or strength; it may apply to a mental action,

as memory or conception; and when used to

refer to mental elements, it is still usually
employed in a vague, more or less broad, and
undefined sense, as when we speak of one’s
perceptive, or reasoning, or emotional power.
But a faculty, properly so called, is an indi
vidualized and distinct one among the total
mental capabilities; it is a power having ref
erence to a given kind of object or relation in

external or internal nature, and hence as

utterly unsusceptible and dormant toward all
other possible objects and relations as is the
eye to melody proper or the touch to flavors.

In a word, then, a faculty is no indefinite,
changing area of the total mental capacity; it

is a strictly defined and truly unitary power–
an element of mind. A mental power is ad
mitted as primitive and elementary—i.e., as a

true faculty, when either—

1. It exists in one kind of animal, and not
in another.

2. It may be shown to vary generally in

power in the two sexes.

3. It is not always proportionately strong
with others in the same individual.

=> →
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4. Its activity appears or disappears at a
different period from that of others.
5. It may singly act, or rest from action.
6. It is distinctly transmitted to offspring.
7. It may singly be in a normal or a morbid

state. .
These are the canons by which mental ele

ments may be determined; but owing to comr.
plexity of manifestation, it is seldom that, in
the case of a single mental power, all of them
can in practice be applied.
For want of such canons, and of a proper

conception as to what should constitute a
mental element, the so-called faculties admit
ted by the metaphysicians have always been
in a state of flux and change, one writer
including under a given term more, another
less; one calling some actions and some ele
ments alike faculties; another grouping both
actions and elements under a single faculty;
and not a few, like Carlisle and James Mill,
resolving all into one faculty—mind itself. It
is true that, even in Phrenology, some elements
are yet wholly in question, and of others the
boundaries—the essential nature and object—

are not yet decided. But, even saying nothing
of the comparative recency of the system, the
candid explorer can not but be struck with the
immense advance which Phrenology has al
ready secured over metaphysics in point of
definiteness of idea and sharpness of distinction
of the elementary mental faculties and their
objects—a definiteness and clearness, indeed,
that is possible only in virtue of the funda
mental phrenological idea of a fixed number
of co-existent and collateral mental elements
making up every mind, and a clearness which
every system excluding this fundamental idea
must continue just so long to lack.
But while Phrenology has thus so happily

hit the true principle of individualization of
mental powers, and has, it appears, already
successfully applied it in a large number of
instances, yet what is thus secured is mainly
to disclose the framework or mechanism of the
mind, and not to make clear all the processes
the elementary powers can perform. As I
have in a previous volume of this Journal
stated it, Phrenology thus gives us, as correctly

as limited time will allow, the anatomy of the
mind; but it does not follow that it has yet

detected and set forth, in nearly as full degree,
the functions of the several faculties, especially
the intellectual; the various acts these can do

and the mental products they can yield; in a

word, the physiology of the same mind already

so commendably anatomized. And I have
claimed, accordingly, that Phrenology can be
come a satisfactory—a complete body of mental
science, only through a combination, yet to be

brought about, of a knowledge of the mental
processes, or the physiology of mind, portions

of which are already furnished to us in the
fruits of metaphysical study, with a true
scheme of elements, or anatomy of mind,

which is being given to us by Phrenology
itself.

It has been already implied that, in the last
analysis, each individual faculty or true element

of mind has one, and only one object, or kind of

object, found somewhere in the nature of things.

If at first view a certain faculty seems to have
several kinds of objects, this will doubtless be

found due to defects for the time in our analy
sis; the one elementary object or relation
proper to the one elementary capacity of the
knowing mind is really found in all those
apparently unlike objects about which the
faculty becomes engaged, and is only some
times not obvious because of the complex
natures under which the objects themselves
are presented to us. Thus, blackness or

invisibility being neither light proper nor
shade proper, and all light and shade being
really simple or mixed color, it follows that the
perceptive faculty we name Color has, in all
the multiplied appearances, offered to it really
one, and only one object, and that a purely
elementary one — namely, the phenomenon

So of every other perceptive, whenCOLOR.

we analyze its knowing down to the last
remove from what is obvious. So, too, with
the reflectives. Causality enters into a mul
titude of results in our thinking; but if I
mistake not, it has everywhere and always
one simple relation of things to deal with—the
only thing its own nature allows it to deal
with—and that is dependence, as of this on

that, of effect on cause. So, again, though
we say Comparison makes us acquainted with
relations of resemblance, fitness, degree, etc., 1

anticipate that either in all these a like ele
ment is yet to be found, or else that we are
crediting some work to Comparison that be
longs to other faculties.
But while we thus insist so decidedly on the

singleness of object of each elementary power

of mind, it will be asked how can the func
tions of any such faculty be complex 2 how
can it present many processes to be studied ?

The answer is found in two principles readily
established, the latter of which, in the order

in which I shall name them, is especially in
sisted on, though both are admitted by phren
ologists. O

f

these principles, the first is
,

that
probably every faculty, but more especially
and certainly each one of the intellectual
faculties, can stand to its proper object or re
lation, in nature, in different attitudes—that

is
,

in different relations of the consciousness
within toward the object without. An intel
lectual faculty has one act toward its object
present, another toward its object past, or in

some instances, perhaps, toward its object
future.

But the second principle is not less import
ant. It is that, in consequence of particular
connections established in the development of

the brain itself, from certain pairs to certain
other pairs of organs, these are able to act

consentaneously or together; or, in other in
stances, the excitement of one is made imme
diately to elicit action in one or more others.
Thus, very much among our mental operations

is the result of combinations of active faculties,

or of a fixed and natural flowing out of one
action or result as the unavoidable consequent
upon some other. Caution is

,

however, re
quired not to accept this latter principle in too
vague and general a manner, but to carry our
analysis in apparent instances of this sort as

far and as sharply as possible, since otherwise
we are liable to rest with confused notions of
the mental operations, accepting such notions

in their least valuable form—namely, one
affording us much less certainty and precision

in predicting what in given cases the mental
activities will be.

In accordance, now, with the two principles
just stated, consciousness, sensation, attention,
perception, conception, simple suggestion, mem
ory, and volition, though prominent facts in

the mental realm, are not faculties of mind,
but only processes or results arising in course

of the activity of one, or of several of the
faculties.

* It was to have been expected, and in fact
we find it true, that many of the received
phrenological elements are allowed or antici
pated by certain of the metaphysical writers,
though in respect to others the latter diverge
widely. Stewart admits as special mental
powers the serual instinct, love of the young
and of society, sudden resentment, desire of T

power, desire of esteem, benevolence, and the
moral sense. Brown recognizes the principle

of malevolence, pride, the original emotion of

beauty, wonder, etc. Kames admits a sense of

property, fear, sense of Deity, etc. Bacon

| clearly individualizes the disposition for con
cealment. Sir William Hamilton’s supposed
“faculties” are in some instances really such
—in others, mere acts or results. Indeed, the
imperfect conception of the mental elements
running through his whole scheme will yet be
found a chief source of the real imperfections

in the results he has attained to, as they are
sufficient reasons for its failure to be an en
during system of mental science. It is a sup
position at least plausible, that different meta
physicians have best individualized and set
forth generally those faculties which were
most influential in their own mental characters,
activity, and experience.
Being without even a tolerably well ascer

tained and fixed chart of mental elements, and
one based on such principle that, in working it

out, “many men of many minds” can co-oper
ate to develop the whole of a mental man
hood, metaphysicians naturally enough reject

ed each other's schemes, and metaphysics
drifted back and forth to suit the types of men
who prosecuted the study. Against uncer
tainty of this sort the phrenologist is pretty
well guarded. He knows, for example, that
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his utter want of ability, did such exist, to
comprehend Hope, or Spirituality, or Causal
ity, or Secretiveness, is no sort of disproof that
such are true, indispensable elements of every
human mind. These or others may be in him
so feeble as to be mainly overlaid and smoth
ered up by stronger tendencies; but other

sound and philosophic minds have found them,
nevertheless; and the almost certain proba
bility is

,

therefore, that they have their actual
place in the great human mind. He who can
not think or conceive these elements, therefore,
must look for signs, must observe and compare ;

he must think toward and conceive about them.
Of course there still remains the possibility
that, by multitudes of facts, and by discrimi
nating and sound reasoning, he may show that

a given faculty or its object has not been prop
erly analyzed or understood, that its essential

is included in the office of some other faculty,

or that, as Spurzheim found it necessary to do

with Gall’s “Sense of Things,” a so-called
single power must be split, or a new element
brought in. The strong presumption is

,

how
ever, against the need of these changes; and
even where they must be made, the effect is

nothing like that perpetual vacillation and
overturning which have marked the path of

metaphysics; it is merely a gradual ascent
from a solid basis, and by sure steps of devel
opment, toward the perfection of an enduring
superstructure—the Science of Mind.

It is an important question whether the
placing of the amative propensity first in the
list of human powers is not the means of some
opprobrium to the phrenological system ; but

in view of the real priority, both in time and

in the order in which the bodily functions are
carried on, of the alimentive propensity, the
prominence given to the former of these two
instincts appears to be unphilosophical, as it

is of course unnecessary. I shall hope to

have the opportunity in other articles of ana
lyzing the very vague ground now included
under the various uses of the term imagina
tion, and in that case may be able to bring
forward facts showing that there is a form of

imagining power—that which invents hypoth
eses, and evolves or creates new expressions of

truth, as different from mere combination of

ideas—which should be regarded as a faculty,
distinct from that giving the emotion of love of

beauty and perfection (Ideality). I may fur
ther inquire whether all known mental opera
tions can be performed without supposing also

a special faculty, the office of which is the
synthesis or combination of thoughts, and
whether the hypothesis and the synthesis-giving
powers are properly provided for in the exist
ing schemes.

It has also appeared to me that Wit proper,
the office of which is to take cognizance of

incongruity, absurdity, and hence ludicrousness

of ideas, and the action of which is truly
argumentative and convincing, should be

grouped with the true intellectual elements.
To suppose this, however, it becomes necessary

to regard the mirthful feeling, or humor, as a

distinct faculty; or else to consider that those
phases of wit which we term humor and sar
casm are determined by the motive in each
case, or by combination of other mental ten
dencies. This subject, it must be admitted, is

one of considerable difficulty. A Mr. Scott
has argued very pertinently, in the Edinburg
Phrenological Journal, that the fundamental
office of the faculty of Wit is to discriminate,

or discern differences; and Mr. Watson, though
less forcibly, has assigned as its office a cog
mizance of the essential or intrinsic nature of

things, in opposition to their more manifest or

apparent characters. But admitting that the
claims of these newly proposed elements can

be made good, then it would appear that the
ratiocinative (reflective) faculties, instead of

two, are four, or perhaps five, in number:
namely, Comparison, Causality, Wit, Imagin
ation (the power of hypothesis), and Synthesis
(the power of constructing in the realm of

ideas).

That persons of really great mental power,

as distinguished from mere activity of mind, as

well as from limited capacity, have always
full or large brains, is a fact sufficiently estab
lished. That proper intellectual power, and
development of the anterior portions of the
brain, go together, is a principle equally incon
testible. In all questions, however, of size of

organs or of limited regions, it is at once ob
vious that mere elevation above or depression
below the parts surrounding, is no true crite
rion; in fact, for each faculty or region not
only the superficial expansion or area of skull
covering the part, but also the total depth or

projection of the brain-mass in that direction
must be taken into account. To decide upon
the latter, a central or fixed point of departure
must be assumed or found; it is quite common

to assume such point midway between the
openings of the two ears. Comparison, then,

of the total depth of an organ or part from
this fixed point outward, with the depth of

other parts, as well as of the superficial area

of one protuberance with that of others, fur
nishes, along with temperament, etc., the data
for a true estimate of power. Thus, there are
individuals known for remarkable power of

mind, whose phrenology, upon a view face to

face, quite disappoints the observer; but on

taking a profile view of such heads, the re
markable depth of anterior brain, though per
haps not a marked feature in respect to the
face, becomes evident, sustaining at once the
rule and the system. So there are still more
numerous instances in which, in respect to the
face, the forehead shows as prominent and de
cidedly intellectual; but our disappointment

in such cases, at not finding the mind corre
spondingly active or powerful, is removed
when we discover that the total depth of brain

[AUG.,

in this direction is slight, or that the individual
has the phlegmatic constitution, or has been
placed in circumstances tending to repress
rather than to elicit mental activity.
But admitting the truth of all that has thus

far been stated in connection with the phreno
logical system, there may still .remain the
..question, to what extent the localities found or

fixed upon for the special organs of the mental
faculties are to be received as positively ascer
tained. In the outset, the determination of

the places of organs was made, usually or

always, by means of an extensive examination
and comparison of heads of individuals having
the special trait of character involved power
fully or deficiently developed, while the survey
often extended to the cases of criminals, the
insane, and subjects of disease or injury. In

certain instances, a general confirmation was
found in comparative craniology. Repeated
cases of disease or injury have since confirmed
certain organs, as Language, Tune, Amative
ness, etc. The reliance once placed on mu
tilations of the brain of living animals is now

in the main, and properly, abandoned; though
by means even of such a method it has become
evident that a portion of the cerebellum is

concerned in the office of co-ordinating and
regulating the muscular movements.
Dr. Thomas Laycock has attempted to an

swer the question necessarily arising as to the

| mode of interaction of the faculties through
the cerebral organs, by arguing that all nerv
ous action, including the functions of the brain,

is automatic. (British and Foreign Medico
Chirurgical Review, 1845 and 1855.)

In its application, Phrenology claims to

ultimate in a doctrine of psychology, and an
art of reading character. Supposing the facul
ties chosen and the organs placed aright, the
difficulties arising from unequal thickness of
bones of the cranium, from unequal size of the
frontal sinuses, etc., are minor and partial,
though they must introduce a measure of un
certainty into the judgment obtained. Re
specting the question of the tendency of Phre
nology to materialism, its advocates are divided,
though the opinion that mind, as an organizing
force, dominates in reality over the material
conditions expressing it, has its firm supporters.
But the system, if completely established, will,

it is claimed, carry with it a new educational,
social, political, and theological science.

It is hoped that this somewhat brief account

of the history and doctrines of Phrenology,
now for the time brought to a close, may serve
at least as an outline of the salient features of
growth and of principle characterizing this
most recent system of the science of mind—a
system which, however changed in details,
seems destined to endure as the index and
germ of all that is ever positively to be known

in respect to the nature and phenomena of the
mental world. At some future time I may
further consider certain difficulties in respect

to the localizing of the organs, and the subject

of cranioscopy, and also examine more fully
the scheme of the mental faculties.

#
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SARAH GOODWIN AND HER BOYB.
A skETch of NEW YORK.

SARAH Goodwin was the name of a poor
seamstress residing in the city of New York.
She was not wholly friendless, but those whom
she knew, and who would have aided her in
her struggles, were poor and could not. So
she, a widow with four boys, from the ages of
four to nine years, struggled through winter's
cold and summer's heat, providing her little
family with bread, and that was all. Meat
and luxuries were denied Sarah Goodwin and

her boys. The latter were good children,
always in their homes after nightfall, and
giving their mother every cent of their earn
ings as often as they found work to do.
At last the mother fell sick, and through a

weary illness she had no other attendance save
the occasional help of a neighbor, and the con
stant aid of her poor little boys. They were
never from her side, and it was touching to
behold their sympathy, their gentle ministra
tions, and everybody prophesied that they
would be blessed in coming years, for their
thoughtful kindness toward their mother.
The widow recovered, but it was now the

heart of a bitter winter, and their little stock
of fuel was nearly gone. As soon as her
strength permitted, she walked on a cold
cheerless day to the shop of her employer, and
told him her pitiful story. But it was hard
times; her illness had made room for others
as destitute as herself; in fine, they had not
one stitch of work to give her. With a sink
ing heart, but praying to keep her courage, the
poor woman toiled on from shop to shop until
it became late, and what with her tears and
the darkness she could hardly see her way
home.

“If Mr. Hart himself had been there,” she
soliloquized, bending to the strong wind and
drawing her scanty shawl closer about her
form, “I know he would have given me work.”
As she whispered thus through her chatter

ing teeth, a tall man with long gray beard
passed by her; as he did so, something fell to
the sidewalk and laid upon the crusted snow.
Sarah paused ; she heard the noise made by
the little packet, and something led her to
search for it. Oh, joy it was a purse, heavy
and filled to the brim; yellow and shining laid
the gold within its strong meshes, as she
carried it toward a lighted window.
“My poor boys, they shall want food no

more,” she ejaculated fervently; “this is gold !

God put it in my way; he saw I was despair
ing.”
Suddenly, like a flash of lightning, the

thought occurred to Sarah that not one cent

of the new-found treasure was honestly hers.
But a moment she lingered, pressing the

money with her numbed fingers, the sorrowful
tears chasing down her thin cheeks, then start
ing forward to find the owner of the purse,

she walked hurriedly up the street, fearful
that the temptation, should she arrive at her
poor room and see her hungry children, might
prove too strong for her integrity.
Opposite the great hotel, as she stood hesitat

ing what way to take, she saw the stranger
enter. She knew him by his long singular
beard; and timidly crossing the street, she
made her way into the billiard hall, and there
bewildered by the light, knew not what to say
till twice asked by a servant what she wanted.
Of course she could do no more than describe
the stranger by his tall stature and strange

beard. But he had already gone out again;
she must call on the morrow, they said, and
ask for Mr. Ashcroft.
The next morning, having eaten nothing, for

she could not touch a farthing of the gold, she
was admitted into the room where sat the
stranger. He arose as she entered, and gazed
with a curious air till she presented the purse.
Then he started with pleased surprise, laid
down his paper, took the gold and deliberately
counted it over.
“It is all safe,” he said, “you have not

taken—”
“Not one piece, sir,” she cried eagerly,

trembling as she spoke.

“You seem poor,” remarked the stranger
carelessly.
“I am poor,” she replied.
“Got a family, I suppose.”
“Four little boys, sir; I am a widow.”
“Humph, humph, as I supposed—that’s the

old story.”
“Ask Mr. Hart, the tailor,” cried the

widow, stepping forward a little; “he knows
me well; he knows if I am poor, I am
honest.”

A bright red spot burned on her cheeks as

she spoke, and she forced back the tears.
“Now confess,” said the stranger, rising

and walking to and fro before the fire, “con
fess that you expected a large reward for this.”
“I did think, perhaps—” and she turned

with quivering lips to the door.
“Stop, stop,” cried the stranger, “you know

you never would have returned the purse had
you not expected to be paid for it.”
“Sir” said the widow, her tone indignant,

her thin form towering, and, oh, the withering
rebuke in her voice and manners.
The stranger paused, holding the purse in

his hand; then drawing forth the smallest
possible coin that it contained, offered it to

her.
For a moment she drew back, but then re

membering that her poor boys were hungry at

home, and in bed because there were no fire,
she burst into tears as she took it, saying,
“This will buy bread for my poor children,”

and hurrying away buried the bitterness of

that morning in her own heart.

It was four o'clock on the same day. Sarah
Goodwin sat by a scanty fire, busy in sewing

patches on the very poor clothes of her four
boys.

“Run to the door, Jimmy,” she said to the
eldest, as a loud knock was heard. * .

“Oh, mother ſ” the boy cried, returning, “a
big bundle for us! What is it? What can

it be P’’
“Work for me, perhaps,” murmured the

widow, untying the huge package, when sud
denly there came to light four suits of strong
gray clothes, with four neat, shining black caps,
exactly fitting to the dimensions of her boys.

Almost paralyzed with astonishment, the
widow remained on her knees, her eyes riveted

on the words—“A present for the fatherless;”
while the boys appropriated their wardrobe,
danced about the floor, shouting with glee.

“What's in the pocket, here? here, what's

in the pocket 2° cried Jimmy, thrusting his
hand in that receptacle, when lo! out came
the very purse of gold the widow had returned
that morning.

A scene of joyous confusion followed, and
the voice of prayer ascended from Sarah
Goodwin’s full heart. Again and again she
counted the glittering treasure. Five hundred
dollars; it seemed an almost endless fortune.
How her heart run over with gratitude to God
and the stranger.

She could not rest, till throwing on her
bonnet, with cheeks glowing now with hope
and happiness, she ran back to the hotel to

pour out her thanks. - -
A carriage stood at the door, laden with T.

trunks behind. The driver mounted the seat

as she had reached the steps, and turning her
head there, within sat the mysterious stranger
with the long beard. She had not time to

speak, but he nodded his head as he saw her
with clasped hands standing there, her very
face seeming a prayer embodied.
Sarah never saw the eccentric stranger

again. She took a little shop and stocked it

well, and put her boys to school.
To-day she is the proprietor of a handsome

store. O
f

her four boys, two are ministers,
one is a doctor, and the other is a thriving
merchant.
Nobody knows where the man with the long

gray beard has gone, but if he be living and
his eye meets this, he will know that he is

loved. -º-º-º-º-º
INFLUENCEs-At five years of age, the

father begins to rub the mother out of the child;

at ten, the schoolmaster rubs out the father;

at twenty, the college rubs out the school
master; at twenty-five, the world rubs out all
his predecessors, and gives us a new educa
tion, till we are old enough and wise enough

to take reason and religion for instructors,
when we employ the rest of our lives in un
learning what we have previously learned.

A MAN is obliged to keep his word when
nobody will take it.

cºs—
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_* T H E D U TIES OF M A N

-CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.
BY GEORGE Com1B.E.

[FromTHELATESTREVISEDEDINBURGHEDITIox.]

[continued FBomJuly. NUMBER.1

THIs plan, or one closely resembling it, has been tried in Germany

with the best effects. At the village of Horn, near Hamburgh, there

is a house of refuge for juvenile offenders of both sexes, named Das
Rauhe Haus. It consists of several plain inexpensive buildings, sit
uated in a field of a few acres, without walls, fences, bolts, bars, or

gates. It is supported by subscription, and the annual cost for each

individual in 1837, when I visited it, was £10 4s. sterling. It then
contained 54 inmates, of whom 13 were girls. A portion of them were
offenders who had been condemned by the courts of law for crimes;

and suffered the punishment allotted to them in the house of correc
tion, and who afterward, with the consent of their parents, had come
voluntarily to the institution for the sake of reformation. Another
portion of them consisted of young culprits apprehended for first
offenses, and whose parents, rather than have them tried and dealt

with according to law, subscribed a contract by which the youths were
delivered over for a number of years to this establishment for amend
ment. And a third portion consisted of children of evil dispositions,

whose parents voluntarily applied to have them received into the
institution, for the reformation of their vicious habits. Among this

last class I saw the son of a German nobleman, who had been sent to

it as a last resource, and who was treated in every respect like the

other inmates, and with marked success. The inmates are retained, if

necessary, till they attain the age of 22. They are instructed in read
ing, writing, and religion, and are taught a trade. There is a master
for every twelve, who never leaves them night or day. The plan of

the treatment is that of parental affection mingled with strict and
steady discipline, in which punishments are used for reformation, but
never with injurious severity. The teachers are drawn chiefly from

the lower classes of society; and the head manager, Candidat Wicher,

an unbeneficed clergyman, himself belonging to this class, and thus

became thoroughly acquainted with the feelings, manners, and tempt.

ations of the pupils. When I visited the establishment, he possessed

unlimited authority, and shed around him the highest and purest in
fluences from his own beautifully moral and intellectual mind. He

mentioned that only once had an attempt at crime been projected. A

few of the worst boys laid a plan to burn the whole institution, and
selected the time of his wife's expected confinement, when they sup
posed that his attention would be much engaged with her. One of

them, however, revealed the design, and it was frustrated. There are
very few attempts at escape ; and when the reformed inmates leave
the establishment, the directors use their influence to find for them

situations and employments in which they may be useful, and exposed

to as few temptations as possible. The plan had been in operation for
four years, at the time of my visit, and I understand that it continues

to flourish with unabated prosperity.

Another instance of the successful application of rational and
humane principles is afforded by “La Colonie Agricole et Penitentiaire

de Mettray,” about four and a half miles from Tours, in France. It

is described in the Journal de la Société de la Morale Chretienne, for
September, 1844, and is contrasted by Captain Maconochie with his
own system, in an appendix to the documents formerly mentioned.

It was founded in 1839, for the reception of young delinquents. who,
under a special provision to that effect, are acquitted of their offenses

(as our lunatics are) comme ayant agi sans discernement (as having
acted without discernment), but are sentenced to specific periods of cor
rectional discipline before their final discharge. It was founded, and is

still to a considerable extent maintained, by voluntary contributions—

[AUG.,

one benevolent individual, Count Leon d'Ourches, having endowed it

during his lifetime with 150,000 francs, and the King and Royal
Family, the Ministers of the Interior, of Justice, and of Instruction,
with many public bodies and private individuals, having also liberally
contributed.

The principles of management are the following:

1. A social or family spirit (esprit de famille) is sedulously instilled
into the pupils, as opposed to the selfish or merely gregarious spirit
usually created in large assemblies of criminals.

2. For this purpose, the boys are divided into small sections or fam
ilies, with common interests and tasks.

3. In all other respects they are placed in circumstances as much

as possible resembling those of free life; and are led to submit to the

strict order, obedience, and other discipline imposed on them, by ap
peals to their judgment, interests, and feelings, rather than by direct

coercion. Corporal punishment, in particular, is avoided in regard
to them.

4. A carefully impressed religious education is given to them, with

as much purely intellectual culture as may comport with their pro
posed future condition as laborers. Reading, writing, arithmetic,

linear drawing, and music are considered to constitute the requisite
branches.
Lastly, Their employments consist chiefly of those connected with

agricultural and country life; a strong wish being entertained that
they should settle to these on being discharged, rather than return to

dense societies.

Before coming to this institution, the boys undergo a rigorous pen
itentiary discipline in the central prisons, to which they much dread
returning. Without this, the fatigue and moral restraints imposed on
them by the directors, would make them desire to return to their idle
and comparatively comfortable life in the common prison. Expulsion,
and, in consequence, a return to the severe penitentiary discipline, is

the greatest punishment which is inflicted, and it is sufficient. There
are a head-master and two assistants, and a separate house for every
forty boys. “The boys are further divided into four sections or sub
families, who elect every quarter an elder brother (frère ainé), who
assists the masters, and exercises a delegated authority under them.

We attach much importance,” say the directors, “to his situation
being thus made elective. Knowing the boys as we do, we can tell
the dispositions of each section from its choice.”
The labor imposed on the inmates is all useful. “In England they

use crank and tread-wheels for exercise; but our criminals universally
object to this, and express great indignation at being set, as they call

it, “to grind the air' (moudre l'air). We find it of much importance

that our occupations, whether ordinary or for punishment, produce a

sensible result.” There is equal humanity and reason in this observ
ation. Criminals can be reformed only by strengthening their moral

and intellectual faculties; and, “grinding the air” on tread-mills,
whatever effect it may produce on the calves of their legs, seems little
calculated to improve their brains. The tread-mill, by not only dis
pensing with, but absolutely excluding, all thought and moral feeling,

and exhausting both mind and body in sheer aimless fatigue, is cal
culated first to exasperate, and ultimately to blunt whatever little
mental power the individuals may have carried with them into prison.

“Before inflicting any punishment,” continues the Report, “we are
very anxious both to be perfectly calm ourselves, and to have the
culprit toned down to submission and acquiescence in the justice of our
sentence.” “On grave occasions we also frequently assemble a jury

of his companions to hear and decide on his case, reserving to ourselves
only the right of mitigating any punishment awarded by them. It is

remarkable that these young people always err on the side of severity.”
Captain Maconochie highly approves of “Prisoner Juries” for the
trial of prisoners, as calculated to interest the body of them in the ad
ministration of justice, to break down their otherwise natural opposi
tion to it, and to assist in attaining truth. “They should, however,”

says he, “judge only of the fact, and not of the fitting sentence on it.

—sº-º:
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All rude minds are inclined to severity.” The greatest harshness,
he adds, of naval and military officers who have risen from the ranks,
compared with those who have always held an elevated position, “is
proverbial " The principle involved in this fact extends through
every branch of society. The excellent but stern moralists who, in
the social circles of life, in parliament, and at public meetings, advo
cate severe punishments, are, in this respect, “rude minds.” There
is in them a lurking element of resentment and revenge, which, how
ever restrained in their general conduct in society, prompts them,
unconsciously to themselves, when they come to think of criminals, to
distrust the efficacy of moral treatment, and to exaggerate the advan
tages of severe inflictions.
In the Mettray Institution, “we use the cell to prepare for our

other influences, to enable our pupils to recover from the turbulence
of excited feeling, and sometimes also to lay a foundation of instruc
tion, when little aptitude for it is exhibited amid a crowd. It is in a
cell, too, that religious impressions are most easily and certainly con
veyed, and that first habits of industry may be formed.” Captain
Maconochie entirely subscribes to this opinion, provided that the time
thus spent be not too long, and that this treatment be not considered
as capable of constituting a complete moral course.
“From the second year of our establishment, we think that we may

say that vice had become unpopular, and the bad were under the
influence of the good.” “The cause of our success has been the appli
cation of two fruitful ideas—the substitution of a domestic or family
spirit in our pupils, instead of one proceeding from more gregarious
association, and th

e

seeking from moral influences th
e

restraints which
other systems look for in walls, bolts, chains, and severepunishments.”
The result of this statement is stated thus: “The institution has

received in all 411 children, of whom 102 have been discharged. Of
these latter, 4 have been re-convicted (June, 1844); 1 has been appre
hended and awaits a new trial; 6 are considered only of middling
conduct; but 79 are irreproachable. O

f

the remaining 12 nothing is

known.”

If such a system were adopted in this country, a sound and service
able philosophy of mind would be of importance, to guide the footsteps

of judges, managers, inspectors, liberating officers, and criminals
themselves. Without such a philosophy, the treatment would be em
pirical, the results unsatisfactory, and the public disappointment great.

If, keeping the principles which I have explained in view, you read
attentively the various systems of prison discipline which have been
tried, you will discover in all of them some lurking defect in one
essential particular or another, and perceive that their success has
been great or small in proportion as they have approached to, or

receded from, these principles. A few years ago, there was a rage
for tread-mills in prisons; these were expected to accomplish great
effects. The phrenologist laughed at the idea and predicted its failure,
for the simplest reason: Crime proceeds from over-active propensities
and under-active moral sentiments; and all that the tread-mill could
boast of accomplishing, was to fatigue the muscles of the body, leaving
the propensities and moral sentiments, after the fatigue was removed
by rest, in a condition exactly similar to that in which they had been
before it was inflicted. The advocates of the tread-mill proceeded on
the theory, that the irksomeness of the labor would terrify the offenders

so much, that if they had once undergone it, they would refrain from
crime during their whole lives, to avoid encountering it again. This
notion, however, was without sufficient foundation. The labor,
although painful at the time, did not, in the least, remove the causes

of crime; and after the pain had ceased, these continued to operate,
offenses were repeated, and tread-mills have now fallen considerably
into disrepute.
Captain Maconochie, who has been long acquainted with Phre

nology, proposes the following improvements, in accordance with the
views now advocated, in the treatment of transported convicts: Two
sentences should be pronounced against convicted criminals—first,

banishment for 7, 10, 15, or other term of years, from the parent
country; and, secondly, hard labor in a penal settlementuntil discharged
under its regulations. The two sentences should have no necessary
dependence on each other. The expatriation should be considered as

imposed to protect the society that has been injured from the early
return of one who has shown himself weak amid the temptations
incident to it. The discipline in the penal settlement should be main
tained until this weakness is converted into strength. Like a patient in

an hospital, the convict should not be discharged at the expiry of a

term, unless cured.
Captain Maconochie states confidently, from much experience, that

the mixture of a free and convict population, while the latter is still

in a state of bondage, is fatal to both. The administration of justice

is impaired by its dependence on colonial interests and prejudices, and
becomes inconsistent; while its importance is lost sight of amid a

variety of other questions, interests, and details. The expense, also,

is greatly increased by the heavy police—judicial, military, and
executive—which is indispensable to keep down the confusion, abuse,
and crime thus created. “Penal settlements, therefore, should be

separated from free colonies altogether, and not even be subject to

them, but be kept in direct correspondence with the government at

home.” Captain M. attaches great importance to this point.
His suggestions for the improved management of penal settlements

are the following:

1. The sentence, besides prescribing a term of banishment, should
impose a fine (graduated according to the offense), which the convict
should be required to redeem exclusively by labor and good conduct;

a sum being placed to his credit daily as wages, according to his
behavior, or charged to his debit, if he neglected his labor, or other
wise offended. This fine should, in no case, be dischargeable by a

mere payment in money, obtained by the convict from any source
besides his own labor and good conduct in prison. Indeed, to do away
with every idea of this kind, Captain M. proposes that “a factitious
debt of 6,000, 8,000, or 10,000 marks should be created against every
man, according to his offense,” and be redeemable in the manner now
mentioned, and that these marks should exercise al

l

the functions of

money in relation to him.

2. No ration, except bread and water, should be allowed to him of

right; for everything else he should be charged in marks, as the
representative of money.

3. He should be allowed to expend the marks he has earned for
necessaries, or even for present indulgences, at his discretion, but
never to obtain his discharge till, from his labor and economy combined
(both voluntary), he should have fully redeemed the sum charged
against him in his sentence.

It seems almost unnecessary to contrast this system with the one
now in operation. In the present one, everything tends to evil; in

the one proposed, everything would tend to good. The introduction

of a representative of wages, to be earned by the convict's labor and
good conduct, would give him an interest in exertion, and present
motives for self-control. These alone would change entirely the char
acter of the convict's condition. “They would remove that taint of

slavery which, at present, corrupts every portion of it. The absence

of fixed rations, also, irrespective of exertion or conduct, would further
improve the men. Under both stimulants, they would give twice the
amount of labor that they do now, with half the superintendence; and
this alone would make their maintenance much more economical.”
As a further strengthener of the motives to good conduct, the utmost
certainty should be given in prisons to the operation of the system of

marks. A reward earned should unfailingly be given, and a fine in
curred by neglect or misconduct should unfailingly be exacted. There
should be as little discretion in regard to either as possible, in order
that the men may speedily learn to look on themselves as the architects

of their own fortune, and not to trust to deception, evasion, and play
ing on the weaknesses of others, as means of escaping from labor or
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shortening the periods of their confinement. Voluntary labor and
economy, thus practically enforced (as the only means by which the
convicts could ever obtain their liberty), would tend to cultivate in
them habits of activity and self-command, the most important prep
arations for a return to freedom. By this means, also, the sense of
justice and honesty, and the habit of connecting enjoyment with
virtuous action, and suffering with negligence and vice, would be fos
tered; while the certainty of the consequences of their own conduct
would contribute toward steadying their minds, and eradicating that
gambling spirit which is so characteristic of the convict class, and
which at present everything tends to encourage.
4. During a period of not less than three months, commencing with

the convict’s first arrival in the penal colony, his treatment should
consist of moral, religious, and intellectual instruction, in a peniten
tiary. During this period, he should be secluded from all general
intercourse, beyond the society of a few individuals undergoing a
similar course of discipline ; but access to a public hall should be
allowed to him, to hear public worship and receive general instruction.
By regularity of conduct and proficiency in learning he should earn a
recompense in marks, and by negligence and disobedience forfeit these.
This initiatory schooling would wean him from vicious recollections,
cultivate and gain his will, and enlarge his understanding, and would
thus lay the foundation for subsequent moral and intellectual improve
ment, by continued though less exclusive care. The issue from this
secluded stage of treatment should be made, in every case, to depend

on proficiency. “I speak on al
l

these points,” says Captain M.,
“experimentally; for however imperfect were all my proceedings in
Norfolk Island, and although thwarted in every possible way, they
yet left no doubt of the tendency of the principles on which they were
founded.”

5. After this probation, the men should be required to form them
selves into parties of six, who for a time—not less than eighteen months
(and longer in case they should not redeem the stated number of

marks)—should be held to constitute one family, with common inter
ests and mutually responsible ; laboring, if they labor, for common
benefit; and idling, if they idle, to the common injury.
By this arrangement, all interests would be engaged in the common

improvement, and the better men would have a direct interest in the
conduct of the worse, and therefore a right to watch, influence, and,

if necessary, control them. This would create an esprit de corps in

the whole body, directed toward good—a matter of first-rate importance

in the management of convicts.

6. When the convict had acquitted himself in a satisfactory manner,
and redeemed, by his industry and good conduct, the marks allotted to

these different stages, which should extend over three years at the least,

he Inight be rewarded by a ticket of leave in the penal settlement. In

this sphere, the means should be afforded him to earn a little money,

as a provision for his return to society. Small farms or gardens might,
with this view, be let at moderate rents, payable in kind, to the men
holding this indulgence, and the surplus produce, beyond their rents,
should be purchased from them, at fair prices, into the public stores.
This mode of obtaining supplies, besides creating habits of industry

and cultivating the feeling of private interest among the convicts,
would tend to improve the agriculture and develop the resources of

the settlement; the cost of the produce would be nearly as low as if

raised directly by the government, and much lower than if imported.

7. A fixed proportion of the prisoners (say 3, 4, or 5 per cent.) should

be eligible to fill subordinate stations of trust in the general manage
ment, and receive (say) sixpence per day as money salary, besides the
marks attached to their situations.

The effects of this arrangement would be to enlist a proportion of

the best prisoners in the service of the establishment; to influence the
conduct of the others by enabling them to look to the same advantage in

their turn ; and to allow of a diminution in the number of the free
officers employed, and also of the military guards, who are much more

expensive and less efficient instruments for controlling and directing
the convict mind and labor.

8. The final liberation of the prisoners from restraint, as well as

every intermediate step toward it, should in every case depend solely

on having served the prescribed time, and earned the corresponding
number of marks. No discretion on either head should be vested in
any local authority. The whole arrangement should be, as it were, a

matter of contract between each convict and the government; and the
local authorities should have no other control over it than to see its
conditions, on both sides, punctually fulfilled.
On a final discharge, every facility should be afforded to the men to

disperse, and enter as useful members into the free society of the colo
nies; but they should not be permitted to return home till the expira
tion of the period of banishment prescribed by their sentences.
Besides these means of improvement, Captain Maconochie proposes

to employ largely secular and religious instruction, and to institute
courts of justice easily and conveniently accessible to the prisoners,
allowing them, at a particular part of their probation, even to act as

jurors in trying delinquents, and to be eligible to serve as police or

special constables. As they approach their freedom, well regulated
amusements—such as music, readings, experimental and other lectures
—should be open to them on suitable payment for admission. “In
every way their minds should be stirred and their positions raised up

to the usual privileges of freedom, before these are fully confided to

them. Much may eventually depend on the transition not being at

last too great.”

It is only justice also to Captain M. to observe, that it is not sym
pathy with any mere physical suffering inflicted on the convicts by the
present system that prompts him to desire reform. He states that
more physical exertion is undergone, and greater privations are endured,
by many an honest English laborer, than are even now imposed on the
convicts by law. But the system is so contrived as to work out the
perversion of al

l

their natural feelings and the misdirection of all their
intellectual faculties; and by way of curing this moral degradation,
severe punishments are resorted to. These inflictions, however, in
stead of removing, increase the evil. The system obviously fosters,
although it does not create, the condition of mind which leads to the
offenses for which these punishments are inflicted; and in so far as it

does so, the punishments can be viewed in no other light than as

unnecessary and unprofitable, and therefore cruel. It is this whole
scheme of moral and intellectual degradation, and its attendant unnec
essary and profitless suffering, that rouses Captain M.'s indignation,
which, however, he never unbecomingly expresses in any of his com
munications.
This leads me to another remark. The admitted advantages attend

ing scientific knowledge, compared with mere vague and individual
impressions concerning a subject, should suggest to Captain Maconoehie,
and every other individual who may be charged with the execution of

the new plan, the duty of applying the lights of Phrenology, as far as

they will go, in all the discretionary parts of the treatment. By no

other means can they act securely, consistently, and successfully. The
cerebral development of every offender should be examined and re
corded; and where places of trust and influence are to be disposed of

,
the men who by previous labor and good conduct have earned the
right to be presented to them, and who, besides, have the best moral
and intellectual development of brain, should, caeteris paribus, be pre
ferred. This rule will be found, in the end, to be the most humane,
just, and expedient for the whole community of offenders; because the
highest minds are most needed, and best calculated to do good, in such

a sphere. We can easily foresee that certain individuals with large
animal and intellectual, and very deficient moral organs, may, while
under the ordeal of servitude, restrain their propensities, perform their
prescribed tasks, and earn the necessary marks for promotion; but yet
that when they are placed in a situation in which internal self-acting
morality must supply the place of previous external restraint, they
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may prove wanting and inefficient. Such men, owing to their unscru
pulous dispositions and powerful intellectual capacities, will be plaus
ible, deceptive, and dangerous officers, fountains of injustice to all
under their authority, constantly doing evil, yet seeming to do good,
and extremely difficult to detect and expose. No arbitrary addition
should be made to any man's sufferings because he has an unfortunate
development of brain; but in selecting, at discretion, instruments for
the moral reformation of others, we should use the most complete
means in our power to ascertain the actual qualities of the instruments,
and prefer those which are best suited to accomplish the end in view.
Phrenology will afford valuable aid in attaining this object.
Further—I consider that it would be highly advantageous to the

criminals themselves to teach them Phrenology as part of their moral
and intellectual instruction. Many individuals of average minds,

who are untrained in mental philosophy, assume their own feelings

and capacities to be the types and standards of those of al
l

other men;
and why should not the lowest class do the same 2 In point of fact
they actually do so; and many of them believe that the portion of

society which is out of prison is
,

at the bottom, as unprincipled, profli
gate, and criminal as themselves, only more fortunate and dexterous

in avoiding temptation and detection. One means of correcting these
erroneous impressions, and enabling such persons to understand their
own dispositions, and the real relations in which they stand to virtuous
men, and also of delivering their minds from the admiration of fraud,
violence, obstinate pride, and many other abuses of the propensities,

which at present they regard as virtues, would be to teach them the
functions, the uses, and the abuses of every faculty, and particularly
the peculiarities in their own cerebral organization, which render their
perceptions unsound on certain points, and their proclivities in certain
directions dangerous.
Postscript to the PREckDING Lecture.—Since the preceding

Lecture was delivered in Edinburgh, I have personally visited the
State prisons at Boston; at Blackwell's Island and Auburn, in the
State of New York; the Eastern Penitentiary and the Moyamensing
Prison of Philadelphia; and the State Prison at Weathersfield, Conn.

I cheerfully testify to their great superiority over the vast majority of

British prisons, but I am still humbly of opinion that the discipline
even in them proceeds on an imperfect knowledge of the natue of the
individuals who are confined and punished in them.

In the prisons of Auburn and Sing-Sing, in the State of New York,
and at Weathersfield, in the State of Connecticut, the system which
has been adopted is one combining solitary confinement at night, hard
labor by day, the strict observance of silence, and attention to moral
and religious improvement. At sunrise the convicts proceed in regu
lar order to the several work-shops, where they remain under vigilant
superintendence until the hour of breakfast, when they repair to the
common hall. When at their meals, the prisoners are seated at tables

in single rows, with their backs toward the center, so that there can

be no interchange of signs. From one end of the work-rooms to the
other, upward of five hundred convicts may be seen, without a single
individual being observed to turn his head toward a visitor. Not a

whisper is heard throughout the apartments. At the close of the day
labor is suspended, and the prisoners return, in military order, to their
solitary cells; there they have the opportunity of reading the Scrip
tures, and of reflecting in silence on their past lives. The chaplain
occasionally visits the cells, instructing the ignorant, and administer
ing the reproofs and consolations of religion.*

In the Eastern Penitentiary of Pennsylvania the convict is locked
up, solitary, in a cell, during the whole period of his sentence. He is

permitted to labor, and is instructed in moral and religious duties; but

he is allowed to hold no converse with society, nor with the other
inmates of the prison. The following remarks on these prisons are
offered to your consideration:

* Simpsonon Popular Education, p
.

274. First edition.

In order to weaken the animal propensities, it is necessary to with
draw from them every exciting influence. The discipline of the
American State prisons, in which intoxicating liquors are completely
excluded, in which the convicts are prevented from conversing with
each other, in which each one sleeps in a separate cell, and in which
regular habits and hard labor are enforced, appears to me to be well
calculated to accomplish this end.
But this is only the first step in the process which must be com

pleted before the convict can be restored to society, with the prospect

of living in it as a virtuous man. The second is to invigorate and
enlighten the moral and intellectual powers to such an extent that he,
when liberated, shall be able to restrain his own propensities amid
the usual temptations presented by the social condition.
There is only one way of strengthening faculties, and that is by

exercising them; and all the American prisons which I have seen are
lamentably deficient in arrangements for exercising the moral and
intellectual faculties of their inmates. During the hours of labor no

advance can be made beyond learning a trade. This is a valuable
addition to a convict's means of reformation; but it is not all-sufficient.
After the hours of labor, he is locked up in solitude; and I doubt much

if he can read, for want of light; but assuming that he can, reading

is a very imperfect means of strengthening the moral powers. They
must be exercised, trained, and habituated to action. My humble
opinion is

,

that in prisons there should be a teacher, of high moral
and intellectual power, for every eight or ten convicts; that after the
close of labor, these instructors should commence a system of vigorous
culture of the superior faculties of the prisoners, excite their moral
and religious feelings, and instruct their understandings. In propor
tion as the prisoners give proofs of moral and intellectual advance
ment, they should be indulged with the liberty of social converse and
action, for a certain time on each week day, and on Sundays, in pres
ence of the teachers, and in these converzationes, or evening parties,
they should be trained to the use of their higher powers, and habitu
ated to restrain their propensities. Every indication of over-active
propensity should be visited by a restriction of liberty and enjoyment,
while these advantages, and also respectful treatment and moral con--
sideration, should be increased in exact proportion to the advancement

of the convicts in morality and understanding. Captain Maconochie's
system of marks embraces all these advantages; and by such means,

if by any, the convicts would be prepared to enter into society with a

chance of resisting temptation and continuing in the paths of virtue.

In no country has the idea yet been carried into effect, that, in order

to produce moral fruits, it is necessary to put into action moral influ
ences, great and powerful in proportion to the barrenness of the soil
from which they are expected to spring, and yet this is a self-evident
truth.

A difference of opinion exists among intelligent persons, whether
the system of solitary confinement and solitary labor pursued in the
Eastern Penitentiary of Pennsylvania, or the system followed in
Auburn of social labor in silence, enforced by inspectors, and solitary
confinement after working hours, is more conducive to the ends of

criminal legislation. The principles now stated lead to the following
conclusions:
Living in entire solitude weakens the whole nervous system. It

withdraws external excitement from the animal propensities, but it

operates in the same manner on the organs of the moral and intellec
tual faculties. Social life is to these powers what an open field is to

the muscles; it is their theater of action, and without action there
can be no vigor. Solitude, even when combined with labor and the
use of books, and an occasional visit from a religious instructor, leaves
the moral faculties still in a passive state, and without the means of

vigorous active exertion. I stated to Mr. Wood, the able superintend
ent of the Eastern Penitentiary, that, according to my view of the lawi

of physiology, his discipline reduced the tone of the whole nervouſ
system to the level which is in harmony with solitude. The passion

[continuID ox PAGEroary-Two.]
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PO R T R A IT OF I. K.

His forehead was very
much expanded, show
ing large Causality and
Comparison, and great
natural talents to plan
and think. His Con
structiveness was am
ple, giving a mechanical
direction to his mind,
and his Form, Size,
Weight, Order, and Cal
culation were largely de
veloped, laying the foun
dation for praetical and
scientific attainments.

His head was high, in
dicating sympathy and
kindness, knowledge of
character, firmness of
purpose, and determina

\ tion of mind. It also
indicated morality, in
tegrity, respect for things
sacred, and also that in
ventive imagination
which arises from large
Ideality, Spirituality,
Constructiveness, and
Causality. His lan
guage was large, and he
was, doubtless, good in
conversation, free and
copious in speech ; and
had he been trained to
speak in public, he would
have made an orator.—

I. K. BRUNEL. A
*Hiraenological, chart.ACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.-

PhraENoLogical, CHARACTER.

The portrait of Brunel shows that he pos
essed the following qualities and character
stics. In the first place he had a firm,
induring temperament, excellent digestion,
ind a large head. His circulatory system was

lo
t equal to the digestion and the respiration,

s indicated by the smallness of the chin. He
was constitutionally liable to apoplexy. He
was an incessant smoker, as his biographer in
orms us. Tobacco being calculated to disturb

he action of the heart, and to interfere with
healthy circulation, tending to produce apo
lexy, and paralysis of the brain and nervous
ystem, w

e

are not surprised that he died of

his disease, though his biographer concludes
hat the disease was “in consequence of an
indue degree of mental labor.” We prefer

o hold his habit of incessant smoking re
ponsible, at least equally with excessive
mental labor, for inducing the disease which
roduced his early death; but however we
may divide the responsibility of his death be
ween these two causes, he died twenty years
arlier than he should have done with such a

onstitution.

His talent for learning languages was excellent.
His Self-Esteem was large ; hence his con

fidence in his own judgment was not easily
unshaken. His Wit was also well indicated,
and though he was not a very playful man, he

would often express himself in a witty man
ner, and frequently so respecting subjects of a

grave and serious nature.

His Acquisitiveness does not appear to have
been large. Behind Constructiveness the head
appears to be flattened, showing Acquisitive
mess and Secretiveness to have been moderate.

Stockholders generally complain of the great
cost of the works which he planned. Had he

been more largely developed in Acquisitive
ness he would have exhibited a greater
economy in this respect, though the works
might not have been so substantially built.
Engineers who have a very great degree of the
spirit of economy, will make low estimates,
and bring their work within these limits.
Economy, we believe, is not generally a fault

in the character of engineers, for their works
usually surpass their estimates; but, we think,
that a greater degree of Acquisitiveness than
Brunel's head shows would not endanger the
permanency of public works by a parsimonious
economy of expense.

His social nature was fully indicated, but
the great power of his mind lay in his plan
ning talent, and in his courage, perseverance,
determination, and self-reliance, and these

|
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traits were shown in the carrying out of his
plans and purposes. If he had possessed
larger Secretiveness and less Firmness and
pride, he would have been more smooth and
agreeable in his manners. Indeed, his chief
characteristics were those of strength, deter
mination, and breadth of mind.

BIoGRAPHY."
The death of this eminent engineer, which

occurred September 15th, 1859, deprives Eng
land of one of her greatest scientific men.
The name of Brunel has long been familiar as ſº

a household word, owing its celebrity mainly

to the late Sir Marc Isambard Brunel, who
constructed the famous block machinery at

Portsmouth, and the Thames Tunnel. The
recently deceased gentleman was the only son

of Sir Marc, who had also two daughters, one

of them married to Benjamin Hawes, Esq.,
M.P., late Under Secretary of State for the
Home Department.
Isambard Kingdon Brunel was born at

Portsmouth in 1806. His mother, ci-devant
Miss Kingdon, was of an old and respectable
family of Hampshire. The young Brunel was
sent at an early age to a college at Caen, in

France, where he remained for some years,
and became perfect master of the French lan
guage, mathematics, and the elements of the
physical sciences. He also excelled in fencing
and athletic sports, although small of stature.
On his return to England he commenced the
study of civil engineering in the office of his
illustrious father, who was then engaged in

the construction of the Thames Tunnel, and
he was appointed one of the assistant engineers

to that celebrated work. He had a narrow
escape from death in 1828, while engaged in
superintending the works under the bed of the
river, for the water broke through the roof of
the excavated passage, and washed all those
who were in it with tremendous rapidity up
the shaft, a distance of more than three hun
dred feet. Many were drowned, but Mr.
Brunel was thrown up to the surface of the
pit, and was extricated without difficulty,
though he sustained severe injury in his right
leg, which caused him to walk somewhat
lamely for the rest of his life.
He next studied the construction of the

steam-engine in the factory of Messrs. Bryan,
Doukin & Co., of Bermondsey. In 1833 his
father was consulted respecting the construc
tion of the Great Western Railway from London

to Bristol, and thence to Milford Haven, in

Wales, and to Falmouth, in Cornwall—such
being the original projection. The old gentle
man, not possessing the requisite activity for

* Copied by permissionfrom “Appleton's Bailway

> Guide.”
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such an undertaking, recommended his son to
the favorable notice of the projectors. This
introduction was the making of the youthful
engineer, who was soon afterward appointed
to the task, and entered into it with extraordi
nary ardor. In those days there existed
among the landed gentry and the aristocracy
very great hostility to railways. These demo
cratic institutions leveled alike hill and dale,
the gentleman's mansion and the peasant's
cottage, and crossed an antique park with as
little remorse as they did a wild heath. The
Liverpool and Manchester Railway, opened in
August, 1830, had proved a triumphant ref
utation of the old fogy calumnies and calcula
tions. The London and Birmingham line,
then in process of construction, and the South
western line, to Southampton, had been pro
jected.

The progress of the railway system was
becoming irresistible; but the obstinacy of the
red-tape aristocracy became only the more in
veterate. No scheme ever encountered more

violent opposition than the Great Western
Railway. The preliminary surveys and esti.
mates were made in the autumn of 1833, and
the bill was introduced into the House of

Commons by Mr. Charles Russell, on the
opening of Parliament in 1834. It was, of
course, referred to a committee, and evidence
for and against it was taken. The most
eminent counsel were retained for the pro
moters, as well as for the opponents of the
measure; Sir William Follett, Sergeant Mere
wether, and Mr. Talbot being among the for
mer, and Mr. Jay, Mr. Wrangham, and others
among the latter. The opinions of the most
eminent scientific men were also taken as to
the sufficiency of the estimates, and the works
and the line of country selected by Mr. Brunel.
Those who attended this committee day after
day, as the writer of this memoir did, were
edified by the contradictory opinions given by
such men as old George Stephenson, Dr.
Lardner, Wignales, Wollaston, Giles, Robert
Stephenson, Macneill, Faraday, and others.
Every possible flaw was discussed, and every
objection urged. This time the opponents of
the bill were successful, and it was rejected
on the ground that it did not offer a complete
line to the public. This was, in fact, a griev
ous oversight, for the bill only asked for power
to construct a portion of the line between
London and Bristol. The law expenses of
this application alone cost the promoters
$80,000. Next session (1835) an amended
and complete bill was brought before Parlia
ment, and was carried through both Houses,
in spite of the most determined opposition of
the large landowners and the Tories. The
latter were headed in the House of Lords by

the Duke of Cumberland (the late King of
Hanover). The opposition proved of no avail,
and the bill became the law of the land, at an
expense to the promoters of about $200,000.

|
|

From that moment Mr. Brunel may
be said to have lived on the road. He
caused a traveling carriage to be con
structed, wherein he could read, write,
and sleep at full length; in this he trav
eled night and day between London,
Bristol, Plymouth, Cardiff, and other
places, laying out the lines, and design
ing those numerous great works which
have made the Great Western Railway
the most perfect undertaking of its kind
in the world. He, at the same time, un
dertook the construction of the Hun
gerford Suspension Bridge, across the
Thames from Hungerford Market to Lam
beth ; the formation of a railway from
Merthyr Tydvil to Cardiff, in Wales, –
and the construction of a very bold suspension
bridge over the Avon, near Bristol. The
latter was intended to carry a roadway from
the summit of the St. Vincent's Rock (a height
of about three hundred feet), to the opposite
hill, called Leigh Wood, about the same height.
There being no ready communication across
the river, on account of the rise and fall, and
the rapidity of the current, Mr. Brunel caused
a bar of wrought iron, eight hundred feet in
length, to be made and hoisted into position
from rock to rock. A basket of wood, capable
of containing four persons, was made to tra
verse this bar, and by this method the work
men and engineers were transported from one
side of the river to the other—the least height
from the high-water mark being two hundred
and fifty feet. This suspension bridge lan
guished for many years for want of funds.
The completion of the other works was ac
complished successfully and rapidly, for Mr.
Brunel was not the man to let things go to
sleep. He was next employed in the construc
tion of the Bristol and Exeter, the Oxford and
Didcot, the Plymouth and Falmouth, Worcester
and Wolverhampton, Cardiff and South
Wales, and Yeovil and Salisbury railways;
he was also appointed consulting engineer of
the Tuscan and Sardinian railways. He pro
jected the Great Western steamship, which
was built under his superintendence ; but on
her passage down the Thames she caught fire;
in the confusion and smoke Mr. Brunel missed
his footing and fell into the hold, severely in
juring his back. He was removed to his house
in Duke Street, Westminster, where he re
mained for some time under the surgeon's
hands; and though he recovered from the ac
cident, he never wholly got rid of its effects.

He was concerned with Mr. Stephenson in

the erection of the great Tubular Bridge over
the Menai Strait; and was consulted on most

of the great engineering undertakings of the
day, and especially that of the sewerage of

London. During the Crimean war the gov
ernment commissioned him to erect a hospital

at Renkioi, on the Dardanelles, capable of

accommodating three thousand men. But

T H E POLAR
-- ---

B.E.A.R.-(8 ºr PA gr. 38.)

his latest and greatest work was the Great
Eastern steamship, whose triumphs he has not
lived to witness. He died of paralysis, the
natural result of the overtasking of his brain
and the undue excitement of the system. He
was a man of indefatigable industry and per
severance; of unbounded reliance on his own
resources; and of the greatest personal
courage. He was small in stature, but of

commanding aspect and manner; an indomita
ble will pervaded his actions, and he was re
markably active in his movements. He pos.
sessed the fortiter in re

,

though the suaviter in

modo was too often wanting. He was an in
veterate sinoker, and at the commencement of

his engineering career was never without a

cigar in his mouth. --He—frequently-worked
twenty hours a day, and as frequently all
night; and the writer of this memoir has
known him abstain from going to bed an entire
week. With the exception of smoking, he was
temperate, and even abstemious. In 1835 he
married Miss Fanny Hersley, of Kensington,
by whom he had one son. He was a member

of the Royal Society of London, of the In
stitute of Civil Engineers, of the Society of

Arts, of the Societies of Astronomy, Geology,
and Geography, and of many other similar
learned bodies. Louis Philippe, King of the
French, conferred upon him the Cross of the
Legion of Honor. His father having received
only the barren honor of knighthood, the
prefix of “Sir” did not descend to him; nor
did he covet those artificial emblazonments on
which men of small minds set so much store.
He has passed away in the maturity of his in
tellect, in the 54th year of his age, regretted by

a nation, and mourned by a large circle of

friends. O
f

his qualities as an engineer, it

would be superfluous to speak. His works
testify of him. But he has been condemned
by many for the extravagance of the means he
employed to accomplish his ends, and certainly
few of the shareholders in any of his vast
schemes have much cause to congratulate
themselves on the amount of their dividends,

He had a remarkable narrow escape from
death on one occasion. He had invited acº ſ

—=>.
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juvenile party to his house, and by way of
amusing the children was performing some
conjuring tricks. One of these consisted in
pretending to swallow a piece of money and
bring it out at the ear. He took a half sove
reign (a coin about the size of a half dime) and
jerked it into his mouth, but so violently that
it entered the windpipe, where it stuck edge

Surgeons were sent for, but all their
efforts to extract it proved fruitless. He re
mained two days in a state of choking, but at
last cured himself by means of a frame that
he caused to be constructed, which was so
contrived as to hold him upside down; and
while in this position, by incessant patting on
the back, the obstinate coin was at last dis
lodged, and Mr. Brunel recovered from his
imminent danger. We believe this to be the
only known instance of a substance remaining
in the windpipe without causing death.
We close the biographical sketch of this re

markable man with the following anecdotes,
taken from the London Guardian, which
illustrate his boldness and presence of mind:
“On one occasion he was crossing in a

basket which, some years ago, hung from a
rope stretched from rock to rock, answering
the purpose of a suspension bridge across the
Avon, at Clifton. Some hitch occurred in the
tackling, and the basket remained fixed in the
middle, swinging frightfully over the river,
some 350 feet below. Brunel coolly climbed
the rope, disengaged the knots, and was drawn
back in safety. Audacity was one leading
feature of Brunel's engineering character. An
anecdote is related which illustrates this
strikingly. Brunel held views in contradiction
to those of his brethren, as to the employment
of a certain kind of Roman cement in railway
bridge building. Other engineers objected to
its use, as it hardened too fast to allow the
work to settle properly. Not so Brunel.
Trusting to his own view, he used this mortar
in one of his first large bridges, constructed by
them for the Great Western line. It fell soon
after its erection. Brunel entered the room
where the directors were assembled in dis
comfited conclave, to discuss the accident.‘I congratulate you, gentlemen, on the fall of

bridge,’ was Brunel’s entry on the subject.
‘Congratulate us ! on an accident involving
disaster and the loss of £ ?" was the
angry and amazed rejoinder. ‘Certainly,”
said Brunel, coolly, ‘I was just about to put
up two hundred bridges on the same prin
ciple.’”

wise.

-e-e-e---
ANTI-ToBAcco ORGANIZATION.—An organ

ization is now forming throughout France, and
the men that give tone to society there belong
to it, such as physicians, lawyers, savans,
academicians, state councilors—all resolved

to wage unceasing warfare on that enemy to

the health and pocket of man—the weed. If

these reformers curtail its consumption, the
result will be speedily felt in the public rev
enue, for the annual income from that source
alone comes very near $40,000,000.-
Wisdom is a defense that can neither be

A stormed nor surrendered.

THE WHITE, OR POLAR BEAR.

THE following, related by a naval officer, at

one time engaged in the search for the late Sir
John Franklin, will serve to throw some light
upon the powers of the White or Polar Bear
(ursus maritimus). Accustomed to see those
creatures caged and cramped in the Zoological
Gardens, with only a small pond to swim in,
we can form no idea of the swiftness with
which they move, either on land or in the
water. The great length, breadth, and flatness

of their paws afford a large surface whereby

to apply their immense muscular power in

progression, and is admirably adapted to the
yielding surface of the snow, or to the safe
passage over newly-formed ice. Were it not
for this provision, the unwieldy weight of their
bodies would be an insurmountable obstacle in
pursuing their prey.

From the deck of one of the Arctic ships, a

white bear was seen cautiously approaching
from the southward over the uneven surface of
land and ice, stopping from time to time, and
raising his black-tipped muzzle to sniff the air.
The bear's sense of smelling is highly devel
oped, the bones and membranes upon which
the nerve of smell is spread being unusually
large in proportion to his other organs of sense,
and hence we find him trusting more to it than

to sight. This is the cause of the peculiar
attitude they assume when doubtful of objects
before them. The head is thrown back, the
nostrils dilated, the breath forcibly drawn in,
and the body swayed from side to side.

One of the officers snatched up his rifle, and
started alone to shoot the animal. In order to

avoid being seen, he made a circuit to obtain
the shelter of some elevated portions of ice,
and by so doing was a considerable distance
from the ships before he could get within rifle
shot. Many officers had by this time come
upon deck, and two of them, seeing their com
rade single-handed, hastened to join him.
Before they were many yards on the way, he

fired. The white bear turned and dashed to
ward him at full gallop. There was no time

to re-load, and nothing left but to run for his life.
Away he went over the floe-ice at a terrible

rate, the bear after him, greatly infuriated
from the slight wound he had received in the
skin of the back. The sight from the ship was
one of great anxiety, although the officer was
one of the best runners in the vessel. The
bear gained rapidly upon him. His two mess
mates, who had gone forth to make a diver
sion, also ran as fast as they could, with the
hope of coming within rifle shot before the
victim could be overpowered.
The suspense of the next few moments was

intense, and exclamations of “Run, run for
your life!” and “God help poor P

heard from many lips.
“Not the shadow of a hope, unless Mr.

can pick the bear off with his rifle at a

!” were

C
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few hundred yards,” said an old quartermas
ter. Every eye is steadily fixed upon the
chase, till at last the bear is within a few
yards of P Now he is close. His pon
derous paw is raised in the air. Crack went
Mr. C 's rifle, and the brute is arrested in

his course for a moment, and the lower jaw of

the animal, or rather the front part of it, is

seen hanging down. The ball had taken
effect, and at all events would prevent the use

of his teeth; still, a blow from the fore paw
would be sufficient to destroy life, if aimed at

the head, and this is the point they attack in

the seals, drawing the head backward and
breaking the neck. The bear now turned in

his agony, and, seeing his other antagonist,
rushed toward him. A deep breath was drawn
by all the spectators, the relief was so great
when the animal turned away from his breath
less enemy. His new assailant was armed
with a double-barreled fowling-piecs, loaded
with ball. The distance grows less between
them, and no report as yet reaches the ear.
About twenty-five yards, and still no report.
Can his gun have missed fire? No-he is now
coolly dropping upon one knee and taking de
liberate aim. Ah! there is the flash, and now
the report | The creature is down, and has
rolled over. Look! he is up again, but only
raised upon his fore leg. Now the officer is

going close to him. Ah! there is another re
port, and the bear lies at full length upon the
floe-ice, incapable of further mischief. And
now the three hunters meet over the body of
their victim. -

“Ah, man P” said P , “I felt my heart
knock against my ribs as if it would beat a

hole there; for I began to think it was all over
with me when I could hear the bear snort
close at my heels. But for that shot of yours,

C , I should be in a poor fix by this time.”
From that period an order was given that no

one should leave the ship unarmed or alone.
The Polar bear is capable of getting a living

even when blind, as the following anecdote
will prove.

A traveling party had encamped for rest.
The men were all of them stowed away in
their blanket-bags, beneath the wolf-skin cov
erlet in their small tent. Suddenly a shock
was given to the flimsy house, and suddenly
down it came upon them with a great crash.

In a moment they scrambled from beneath the
coverings, and beheld a large white bear, qui
etly poking his nose among the articles upon
the sledge. Not a moment was to be lost; an
old bombardier of marine artillery dived be
neath the fallen tent, and brought out a loaded
gun, and placing it close to the bear’s head,
stretched him lifeless upon the ice. The party
was much astonished at the animal’s standing
inoffensive to be shot at. On examination, he
was found to be totally blind, from cataract, in

both eyes, and must for some time past have
procured a living by scent alone.G
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A sailor who belonged to the crew of a ship

employed in the whale fishery once undertook
to attack a large Polar bear which he saw on
the ice at a distance. It was in vain that his
companions tried to persuade him to give up
the design. He laid hold of a whale-lance
and approached the bear; the bear was, how
ever, as brave as the sailor, and stood waiting
for the attack. The sailor, seeing him so bold
and powerful an animal, grew faint-hearted,
and, after standing for some time motionless,
took to his heels. The bear pursued him with
enormous strides, when the sailor dropped the
whale-lance, his cap, and then his gloves, one
after another, to prevent the bear from follow
ing him.
Bruin examined the lance, tore the cap in

pieces, and tossed the gloves over and over ;
but, not being satisfied with his spoil, he still
pursued the sailor, whom he would, without
doubt, have torn in pieces, had not the rest of
the crew, seeing the danger of their compan
ion, sallied forth to rescue him. The affright
ed sailor ran toward his comrades, who opened

to him a passage, and then prepared to attack
the bear. The bear was, however, as prudent
as he had proved himself to be brave; for,
after surveying the force of his enemies, he
effected an honorable retreat. The valiant
sailor, who had fled before his courageous
enemy, never stopped for a moment in his
flight until he had reached the boat, preferring
to be laughed at for a coward rather than to
remain and encounter the bear. Let the
young remember that foolhardiness is not real
courage.

The Polar bear of average length, when full
grown, appears to vary from six to seven feet.
There are, however, instances on record of a
much greater magnitude; for example, the
specimen in the British Museum, brought
home by Sir J. Ross, from one of his northern
expeditions, measured seven feet eight inches,
and its weight, after losing, it is calculated,
thirty pounds of blood, was eleven hundred
and thirty-one pounds; and another individual

is described by Captain Lyon as measuring
eight feet seven inches and a half, its weight
being 1,600 pounds.
The first and most striking character of the

Polar bear, which distinguishes it to the eye

of the non-scientific observer, is its color, which

is of a uniform white, with a tinge of straw
color more or less prevailing. In its figure,
though the limbs have the massive thickness
peculiar to its race, there may be easily traced

a striking distinction, referable, no doubt, to

its almost aquatic mode of life. The contour

of the body is elongated, the head flattened,
with a straight profile, the muzzle broad, but
the mouth peculiarly small. The neck, which
forms a most remarkable feature, is continued
twice as long and as thick, if not thicker, than
the head, which is thus thrown out far from
the shoulders, so as to give it a poking air.

The paws are of huge dimensions, and covered

on the under side with coarse hair, whence it

derives security in walking over the smooth
and slippery ice. The fur is long and woolly,
except about the head and neck, but of fine
texture and considerable value.

On the inhospitable shores where the Polar
bear resides there are no forests to shelter him

in their recesses; he makes the margin of the
sea or the craggy iceberg his home, and digs
his lair in the snows of ages.
His habitat may be considered as bounded by

the arctic circle, below which he does not
willingly pass. The northern and western
winds, however, often drift numbers on float
ing islands of ice to the coast of Siberia and
the shores of Nova Zembla. On the northern

coast of America, also, down to Hudson's Bay,
the present species is by no means uncommon.-º-º-º-e-º
A MOD E R N S O LO M. O. N.

A FELLow named Donks was lately tried at

Yuba City, Cal., for entering a miner's tent and
seizing a bag of gold dust, valued at eighty-four
dollars. The testimony showed that he had been
employed there, and knew exactly where the owner
kept his dust; that on the night of October 19th

he cut a slit in the tent, reached in, took the bag,
and then ran off.
Jim Buller, the principal witness, testified that

he saw the hole cut, saw the man reach in, and
heard him run away.
“I put for him at once,” continued the witness,

“but when I cotched him I didn't find Bill's bag,
but it was found afterward where he had thrown
it.”
Counsel for the Prisoner.—How far did he get

in when he took the dust 2

Buller.—Well, he was stoopin' over, about half
in, I should say.
Counsel.-May it please your honor, the indict

ment isn’t sustained, and I shall demand an ac
quittal on direction of the court. The prisoner is

on trial for entering a dwelling in the night-time,
with intent to steal. The testimony is clear that

he made an opening, through which he protruded
himself half way, and stretching out his arms,
committed the theft. But the indictment charges
that he actually entered the tent or dwelling.
Now, your honor, can a man enter a house when
only one half is in and the other half out 2.

Judge.—I shall leave the whole matter to the
jury. They must judge of the law and the fact

as proved.
The jury brought in a verdict of “guilty” as

to one half of his body, from his waist up, and
“not guilty” as to the other half.
The judge sentenced the guilty half to two

years' imprisonment, leaving it to the prisoner's
option to have the “not guilty” half cut off, or

take it along with him. A judgment, we think,
worthy of Solomon.
The above reminds us of two men who owned a

dog in partnership. One was fond of the dog, and
desired to keephim; the other was anxious to have
him killed, and thus save the tax. One day he re
ported to his partner that he had shot his half,
and he might do as he liked with the other.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING PEIRE
NOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED–No. 2.

To Educate is to draw out or call forth the
faculties. To TRAIN a faculty is to guide,
control, and regulate its action until that
action becomes habitual. Now to educate or

to train a child, a dog, a horse, or anything
else, it would seem to be of the utmost im
portance to understand perfectly the character

of the being to be educated or trained. If a

man were to undertake to drive a team of

horses as many cruel men drive oxen, there
would not be one pair of horses in a million
that would not declare war against the master
and either conquer him or run away from him.
Moreover, horses differ from each other almost

as much as they do from oxen in disposition.
One horse can be managed only by careful,
tender treatment; another horse is st

i

ff-headed,
coarse in qualities and disposition, and seems

to require to be treated with a determined will
and a stiff hand. Some oxen will bear club
bing over the head and almost constant whip
ping, while others would resent such inhuman
treatment and become entirely unmanageable

by such a driver. The same is true of dogs and
every other sentient being that serves man.

The mind of man is more complicated and
refined in its quality and character than that

of the lower animals, and requires a corre
spondingly nice and complicated mode of treat
ment; and if any one fact stands forth more
than another in conjunction with this subject,
it is the need of as complete and thorough a

knowledge of the being to be educated as can

be obtained. That this knowledge is imper
fect among parents and teachers needs no

proof. That it needs to be increased ten-fold

will not be questioned; nor will it be ques
tioned by any who have given the subject
careful attention, that Phrenology, as an

exponent of the mental nature of man, stands
forth unequaled fo

r
its simplicity, comprehen

siveness, and availability. We should hardly

be disputed though we were to say that it was
the only system of mental philosophy which
has any claim to confidence as a practical aid

in gaining a knowledge of
,

and exerting a
direct influence over, the human mind.
Phrenology points out the capabilities of

each person, what qualities require to be de
veloped and what passions repressed. It

enables us to discriminate with certainty
between the proud and the humble, the tur
bulent and the peaceable, the courageous and
the cowardly, the generous and the selfish,
the thrifty and the shiftless, the passionate
and the cool-headed, the hopeful and the de
sponding, the cautious and the reckless, the
cunning and the artless, the talkative and the
taciturn, the reasoning and the weak-minded,
the ideal and the practical, the witty and the
sedate, those who are qualified for mechanics
and those who would fail of success in that‘c
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department, those who are distinguished for
the various kinds of memory, and those whose
minds lose their knowledge about as fast as it
is gained. Phrenology teaches, therefore,
what arts and sciences, what trades and
occupations, what particular branches of study
a person can best succeed in, and lays the
foundation for domestic training as well as
scholastic education. It points out the true
theory of prison discipline, and furnishes the
only sound basis for the treatment of insanity,
and teaches us what civil and criminal laws
are required for the proper guidance and
government of mankind, and last, though not
least, it gives a nobler elucidation of man's
innate moral powers than ever before had
been known to the world.

At present man is but half educated at best,
and that education has been badly conducted,

because the first principles of the mind have
not been generally understood. Thousands
have spent the formatory period of their lives
sweating over the classics or mathematics, or
vainly endeavoring to become qualified for
some profession or mechanical trade, and have
failed to win respectability and secure their
daily bread, and are thus made wretched for
life. Some of these persons might have had
vocations and became eminent, or at least
respectable, could they have had in childhood
such an analysis of their character and talents
as Phrenology would have afforded, and been
thereby directed to appropriate occupations.
Many persons utterly fail to succeed in a
pursuit to which selfish influences and igno
rance had devoted them. After a thorough
apprenticeship and ten of the best years of
their lives, by accident or in despair of success
they have adopted a business without an
apprenticeship, but a business which required
the exercise of another class of faculties, and
they have triumphed, not only over the want
of training and experience, but over the em
barrassments of their condition, and have run
rapidly up to distinction and wealth.
We have many illustrations of ill-chosen

pursuits and of changing, even in middle life,
with decided success. One of the best portrait
painters that a neighboring city can boast
was raised a carpenter, and though he was
always sketching with his pencil on the white
boards upon his bench the portraits of persons
and the outlines of objects, he still had no
settled idea that he possessed artistic talent.
He happened to be at a phrenological lecture
of ours where he had an examination, and
was informed that he was naturally adapted
to be a painter. He took the hint, laid aside
the plane, and took up the pallet. Some ten
years later we met him after he had been
called upon to paint the portraits of three
governors of his native State for its public
gallery. He lived in a fine house, had
acquired position, and was in a fair way to
pecuniary independence. He was again

---------------------------------------~~

brought forward for examination in public, and
a similar statement in regard to his talents
was made, when he invited the writer to his
house and gave a history of his career, and of
the former examination, and openly and
decidedly gave Phrenology the credit for ad
vising him to leave a pursuit which was odious
to him, and to adopt one which has become
not only a success, but the pleasure and pride
of his life. -
In 1839, when Mr. Combe was lecturing in

Philadelphia, he visited the House of Refuge
for the purpose of studying the character of
the institution. He was requested to examine
the heads of several of the inmates, and to
give his opinion of each in writing. One girl
named Hannah Porter he described as being
naturally tidy, a lover of order, and capable
of excelling in music. After the subjects had
retired, the descriptions were read. Mrs.
Shurlock, the matron, remarked to Mr. Combe
that he had made a signal failure relative to
Hannah; “for,” said she, “she is the most
slatternly person in the house; and notwith
standing all our efforts to reform her in this
respect, she continues in her disorderly and
uncleanly habits. She has been turned away
many times from good families where she has
lived, because of her filthiness, and she is
regarded as incorrigible by all who know her.
Relative to her musical talent, although nearly
all in the institution sing daily at family wor
ship, she has never been known to sing a note,
and seems to take no interest in it.”

“I can not help it,” calmly responded Mr.
Combe; “she has large Order and Ideality,
and is capable of exercising taste and being
neat. She has Time and Tune large, and is
capable of learning music. She has the
developments, and they can be called out.”
After Mr. Combe had retired, the girl was
called, when the matron read the description

to her, and remarked, “Now, Hannah, the
gentleman says you can be neat and learn
music, and I wish you to try and prove
whether he is true in his opinion or not.”
Mrs. Shurlock has informed us that the girl
did try to sing, and in less than twelve months
becamé an excellent singer, and the leader of
the choir in the chapel of the institution. She
also within the same time became one of the

most neat and orderly in the same household,
and these habits still continue with her years
after her marriage and settlement in life.
Had not this examination been made to
encourage alike the girl in her efforts, and her
managers to take the proper means to call out
and train these faculties, she would have re
mained a careless, slatternly person, and in
respect to music have been mute for life.
Now, neatness and order are a blessing to her
self and family, and her musical talent lends
a charm and grace to her life. This flat con
tradiction of the phrenologist, which her
previous life and character had presented, left
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him no consolation but the belief in the cor
rectness of the science and in the justness of
his conclusions; and our informant, the worthy
matron, appeared to take great pleasure in
stating this triumph of the science, and re
joiced in the practical advantages derived from
Mr. Combe's predictions, which, at the time,
gave him no little discredit.
Phrenology opens to the teacher and to the

parent the primary elements of the mind. It
informs them what are the native talents and

the weaknesses of the child, and the proper
mode of awakening dormant powers to activity
as well as how to depress those which are too
strong. It not only teaches the disposition of
individuals, but what motives to present to
those different dispositions to bring forth in
them what is good and to restrain that which
is bad, and how to induce obedience and im
part instruction successfully to those who are
unlike in character and talents, though they
may belong to the same family or stand in
the same class at school. The contradictory

traits of children may be played upon by the
teacher or the mother who understands the

true mental philosophy, with an ease and
facility scarcely excelled by the skillful pia
mist in evoking from the instrument the most
delicate harmonies, though the unskillful hand
may make that instrument give forth the
wildest jargon and discord.

—sº-º-º-º-º
TO ADS, FROGS, AND FIS H.

A CURIOUS HISTORY.

On the 29th of March last, while I was out
upon my morning’s ride, I witnessed a most
curious sight. As I approached a small,
sheltered, shallow pond, I heard a great multi
tude of frogs vociferating notes of different
varieties, that I think are only thus uttered
at about this time of the year, and which had
often caught my ear before, though I had never
been able to see the croakers while so engaged
until now. I remembered how easy it is to get
near our wildest eagles and hawks on horse
back, and that I had frequently shot them in
this way, and it occurred to me these more
foolish frogs could as readily be deceived by

the horse and carriage; and then, too, I had
shot the golden plover from a wagon, and had
heard of its being Daniel Webster's method of
enjoying field sports, until I was satisfied it
could be done. The brute creation have no

idea of numbers, and can not count. All these
thoughts, just as thoughts will, flew through
my mind in a couple of seconds, when I was
wheeled up among the alders and some last
year's blackbirds' nests close by the side of
the smooth water, and I sat within six feet of
the gathering, which consisted of many bushels
of green and yellow frogs, all engaged in an
interesting but most unharmonious concert.
The place seemed literally alive with them,
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and I counted fifteen or sixteen with their
heads out within the space of two feet, while
below the surface there seemed as many more,
and the whole basin was equally thronged.
The water was all in motion, and divided into
little circles caused by the dilating and con
tracting of the throats of the delighted
songsters, until it was not only filled with
music, but with Hogarth's lines of beauty,
which went flashing, breaking and fading in
every direction over the smooth surface of the
glittering pool. Upon close inspection I found
these creatures were depositing their eggs, and
that there were already bushels of the little
black, bead-like globes upon the water in con
glutimated masses, while they were, I suppose,
being impregnated by the other sex. Ap
parently this gathering had been called for the
sole purpose of thus propagating their race. It
was much the gayest day I have ever witnessed
among the frogs, and I have no doubt another
year must pass before they will again enjoy
such another rejoicing, or I shall witness a
sight so curious and ludicrous. All the toad
family seem thus to deposit their eggs in the
water, including the tree toad.
Lizards make their nests in the ground, and

so do the smakes that are oviparous. But the
toads and lizards shed their skins like the ser
pents, except that the toads pull theirs off with
their feet and mouths, and eat them. I do not
know that frogs ever make such changes of the
outward garb, except it may be at the time
they are being metamorphosed from the fish to
the reptile, when we observe a change in their
color. The tadpole is brown, while the new
creature to which it is transformed when it as
sumes the frog state is yellow, green, and spot
ted. Indeed, at this transformation, the whole
animal in shape and everything else is changed,
and after this there is nothing left to appear
ance of the tadpole. All the toad family are
metamorphosic. The tail of the tadpole drops
off, and is not absorbed as might be supposed,
but goes when such an appendage can be no
longer of use. The forelegs are formed
previous to those of the hind, and are seen
days before the shedding of the tail. The
place where these tadpoles and frogs congre
gate has been familiar to me as far back as I
can remember. For months every year it is
entirely dry, and I have wondered how the
frogs and kindred could live there, and why
they did not migrate to the two other ever
flowing streams which are upon either side, at
the distance of not more than a quarter of a
mile. It has been always the home of multi
tudes of the biggest kind of bull frogs, which
every year bellow for a few weeks, and then
disappear to parts unknown. I suppose when
the place is dry they are buried beneath the
tussocks and large grass, but we never find
them, and no man ever heard a bull frog ex
cept when when he was entitled to be heard,
and in his season of speaking. When he has
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said his say he is done, and he withdraws from
our view modestly to his place of retirement.
We have a curious fish, which looks like

a toad, and has the same expression of eye
and countenance, while its form is that of
a tadpole; it makes a nest, lays eggs, and
watches over the same while hatching, and
protects the young until they can take care of
themselves. It is known as the toad, or oyster
fish. The nest is made generally in the mud
under a pole, and is about one foot deep where
the mother keeps, when she is as much dis
posed to protect her young, for which she is
very jealous, by snapping and biting as though
she were one of the canine family. They can
bite quite as hard as the dog; the jaws are
exceedingly powerful, so that the fishermen, to
save their hooks, are compelled to break or
unjoin them. They will live a long time
after quitting the water.
Besides this we have three other varieties

which I think might be included in this family
of toad fish. Two of them have small mouths,
like those of the tadpole. One is covered with
sharp spines, and is called the horned toad fish.
The other has the faculty of inflating itself
with wind until as tight as a bladder, and can
be excited to this inflation by scratching its
belly. Its teeth are like those of the sheep.
Another is found when dead only along the
strand of the sea shore, and always when dis
covered has a dead duck in its stomach.
Perhaps the fish is killed by being unable to
digest the mass of feathers which cover the
fowl, and that the light bird causes the heavy
fish to drift to the shore. The mouth of this,
like that first named, is very large and frog
like, with long, sharp, hooked teeth, doubly
set and each muscularly movable like those
of some kind of sharks, and that of the fang
of the rattlesnake, made so, I suppose, that
they may the more readily disengage their hold
when fastened to things too strong for them,
and it would seem they are intended only for
the purpose of catching these birds while upon
and beneath the surface of the water. I have
never known one of the fish found that did not

contain a duck, and generally this a coot. I
once saw a fish which was brought from the
Pacific Ocean, called the frog-fish, that also
had the toad expression of face, and the tad
pole shape, with four feet. It bedded in the
mud and took its prey by stratagem, with a
sort of line and pole fastened to its head. On
the end of this line was attached a false bait,
which the fish would wave and dangle as we
would flourish a bait to catch a pike, until the
small fry were thereby coaxed directly into the
aws of the hideous-looking reptile.

I could name no other creature with an eye

so wonderfully expressive as the common hop
toad, which, while engaged in watching its

prey, is so beautifully sparkling and bright as

to remind one of a living diamond, or I might
say an intellectual jewel.
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In approaching its game it at times will
crawl with that peculiar kind of caution we
witness in a pointer dog when coming upon a

moving covey, and then again when thus en
gaged it will slowly and awkwardly walk, but
its general motion is that of hopping with
great quickness, and with long leaps, at times
five or six feet at a bound.
To get from them their greatest speed, which

is very interesting, you have only to drag a line
slowly on the ground after them, which they
seem to imagine their great enemy the snake,
while they will scream with fear and lead off

at a tremendous rate, and at their longest
strides, causing you to remember the old pro
verb, “One who has been bitten by a serpent
fears a rope’s end.”
They do not like much sun, and generally, if

the day be bright, keep to their homes (each
having his own, under boards, and near our
doors and about our wells) until the approach

of twilight, when they will come out, earnestly
seeking water. Sometimes I have seen them
perched upon the sides of the troughs drinking
like little beasts, while their bright eyes were
sparkling with delight. A constant supply of

water should be kept within their reach. The
hop-toad is the friend of the gardener and far
mer, and is entirely worthy of their friendship
and protection, being harmless, and feeding
upon worms and insects which are our pests,
and which destroy our plants and fruits.
Germantown Telegraph.---------

for “ ,ifeillustrated.”J E S S I E' S EIA I R.
By JENNY LEITCri.

I was lookingthrough a drawer
Filled with lettersdimandold,

Somebrimmedo'erwith love andkindness,
Othersverycalmandcold.

They whowrotethemfar arescattered—
Somebeyondtherestlesssea—

Someareon thewesternprairies,
Onebeneaththecocoatree.

There wereletterswarmandloving,
But as yearsawayhaveflown,

Thosesameheartsforgot to loveme—
Lips and letterschangedtheirtone.

When fromout a foldedpaper
Dropped a tress of glossyhair;

Twined aboutby fadedribbon
Was this lock, so softandfair.

Ah! it stirredmyheart'sdeepſountains,
And thetearsbrimmedup apace,

For it brought so plain beforeme
Jessie'sloving,earnestface.

Years goneby shesentthistoken,
From herhomebesidethesea,

Folded up as I hadfound it,

With thewords,“Rememberme.”
Now shesleepswithoutawaking,
Underneaththevalley'ssod;

Our poor Jessie'searth-tiredspirit
Restsforeverwith her God.

But of all old friends'mementoes,
Kind or loving,rich or rare,

None have so muchpower to moveme
As thislock of Jessie'shair.

For it seems as though I held here
Of herveryself a part

Betterfar thanbook or letter,
Though thewordscamefromtheheart.

Oldenmemoriesthrongaboutme,
From mylipsescapes a prayer,

As I si
t
in duskytwilight,

With deadJessie'sgoldenhair.c= -sº
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[continued From PAGETHIRTY-FIVE.1
are weakened and subdued, but so are all the moral and intellectual
powers. The susceptibility of the nervous system is increased,
because all organs become susceptible of impressions in proportion to
their feebleness. A weak eye is pained by light which is agreeable
to a sound one. Hence it may be quite true that religious admoni
tions will be more deeply felt by prisoners living in solitude than by
those enjoying society, just as such instruction, when addressed to a
patient recovering from a severe and debilitating illness, makes a more
vivid impression than when delivered to the same individual in health;
but the appearances of reformation founded on such impressions are
deceitful. When the sentence is expired, the convict will return to
society, with all his mental powers, animal, moral, and intellectual,
increased in susceptibility, but lowered in strength. The excitements
that will then assail him will have their influence doubled by operat
ing on an enfeebled frame. If he meet old associates, and return to
drinking and profanity, the animal propensities will be fearfully ex
cited by the force of these temptations, while his enfeebled moral and
intellectual powers will be capable of offering scarcely any resistance.
If he be placed amid virtuous men, his higher faculties will feel
acutely, but be still feeble in executing their own resolves. Mr.
Wood admitted that convicts, after long confinement in solitude, shud
der to encounter the turmoil of the world, become excited as the day
of liberation approaches, and feel bewildered when set at liberty. In
short, this system is not in harmony with a sound knowledge of the
physiology of the brain, although it appeared to me to be well admin
istered.
These views are supported by the “Report of Dr. James B. Cole

man, Physician to the New Jersey State Prison [in which solitary
confinement, with labor, is enforced], addressed to the Board of In
spectors, November, 1839.” The Report states that “among the
prisoners there are many who exhibit a child-like simplicity, which
shows them to be less acute than when they entered. In all who
have been more than a year in prison, some of these effects have been
observed. Continue the confinement for a longer time, and give them
no other exercise of the mental faculties than this kind of imprison
ment affords, and the most accomplished rogue will lose his capacity
for depredating with success upon the community. The same influ
ence that injures the other organs will soften the brain. Withhold
its proper exercise, and as surely as the bandaged limb loses its power,
will the prisoner's faculties be weakened by solitary confinement.”
He sums up the effect of the treatment in these words: “While it

subdues the evil passions, almost paralyzing them for want of exer
cise, it leaves the individual, if still a rogue, one who may be easily
detected;” in other words, in reducing the energy of the organs of the
propensities, it lowers also that of the organs of the moral and intel
lectual faculties, or causes the convict to approach more or less toward
general idiocy. Dr. Coleman does not inform us whether the brain
will not recover its vigor after liberation, and thus leave the offender

as great a rogue after the close as he was at the beginning of his con
finement.
The Auburn system of social labor is better, in my opinion, than

that of Pennsylvania, in so far as it allows of a little more stimulus

to the social faculties, and does not weaken the nervous system to so

great an extent; but it has no superiority in regard to providing effi
cient means for invigorating and training the moral and intellectual
faculties. The Pennsylvania system preserves the convict from con.
tamination by evil communications with his fellow-prisoners, and
prevents the other convicts from knowing the fact of his being in

prison. It does not, however, hinder his associates who are at large
from becoming aware of his conviction and imprisonment. The
reports of the trial in the public newspapers inform them of these;
and I was told that they will keep a note of them and watch for him
on the day of his release, if they should happen themselves to be then

at large, and welcome him back to profligacy and crime.
The principles of criminal legislation now advocated necessarily

imply the abolition of the punishment of death.

L E CTURE XV.
Duties oF GUARDIANs, sureTIES, JURoRs, AND ARBit RAtoRs.

Guardianship—Adutynot to be declined,thoughits performance is sometimesrepaid
with ingratitude—Themisconduct is often on thepart of theguardians–Examples of

bothcases—Particularcircumstances in whichguardianshipmay be declined-Duties

of guardians—Theyshould studyand sedulouslyperformtheobligationsincumbent
on them—Property of wards not to be misapplied to guardians'own purposes—Co
guardians to be vigilantlywatched,and checkedwhen acting improperly—Carefor
themaintenance,education,and settingout in life of thewards—Duty of suretyship
—Dangers incurred by its performance–Thesemay be lessened by Phrenology—
Selfishness of thosewhodecline to becomesureties in anycasewhatever—Precautions
underwhichsuretyshipshould be undertaken—Nomanought to bind himself to such
an extent as to exposehimself to sufferseverely, or to becomesuretyfor a sanguine
and prosperousindividual whomerelywishes to increasehis prosperity—Suretyship
for goodconduct—Precautionsapplicable to this—Duties of jurors—Fewmencapable

of theirsatisfactoryperformance–Suggestionsfor the improvement of juries—Duties

of arbitrators—Erroneousnotionsprevalenton thissubject–Decisions of “honestmen
judging according to equity”—Principles of law oughtnot to be disregarded.

HAVING discussed the social duties which we owe to the poor and to

criminals, I proceed to notice several duties of a more private nature,
but which still are strictly social and very important. I refer to the
duties of guardianship and surety.
As human life is liable to be cut short at any stage of its progress,

there are always existing a considerable number of children who have
been deprived, by death, of one or both of their parents; and an obli
gation devolves on some one or more of the members of society to dis
charge the duties of guardians toward them. When the children are
left totally destitute, the parish is bound to maintain them ; and that
duty has already been considered under the head of the treatment of

the poor. It is
,

therefore, only children who stand in need of personal
guidance, or who inherit property that requires to be protected, whose
case we are now to consider. We may be called on to discharge these
duties, either by the ties of nature, as being the next of kin, or by
being nominated guardians or trustees in a deed of settlement executed
by a parent who has committed his property and family to our care.
Many persons do not regard these as moral duties, but merely as

discretionary calls, which every one may discharge or decline without
blame, according to his own inclination; and there are individuals
who recount some half dozen of instances in which trustees and
guardians, after having undergone much labor and anxiety, have been
rewarded with loss, obloquy, and ingratitude; and who, on the excul
patory strength of these cases, wrap themselves up in impenetrable
selfishness, and, during their whole lives, decline to undertake such
duties for any human being.

It is impossible to deny that instances of flagrant ingratitude to

guardians have occurred on the part of wards; but these are excep
tions to a general rule; and if the practice of declinature were to

become general, young orphans would be left as aliens in society, the
prey of every designing knave, or be cast on the cold affections of pub
lic officers appointed by the state to manage their affairs.
While there are examples of misconduct and ingratitude on the

part of wards, there are also, unfortunately, numerous instances of

malversation on the part of guardians ; and those who are chargeable
with this offense are too apt, when called to account, to complain of
hardship, and want of just feeling on the part of their wards, as a
screen to their own delinquencies. I have known some instances,
indeed, but very few, in which children, whose affairs had been man
aged with integrity, and whose education had been superintended with
kindness and discretion, have proved ungrateful; but I have known
several flagrant examples of cruel mismanagement by guardians. In

one instance, a common soldier who had enlisted and gone to the
Peninsular war, left two children, and property yielding about £70
a-year, under charge of a friend. He was not heard of for a consider
able time, and the report became current that he had been killed.
The friend put the children into the charity work-house as paupers,
and appropriated the rents to his own use. A relative of the soldier,
who lived at a distance, at last got tidings of the circumstance,
obtained a legal appointment of himself as guardian to the children,
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took them out of the work-house, prosecuted the false friend, and
compelled him to refund the spoils of his treachery.
In another instance, both the father and mother of two female chil

dren died, when the eldest of the children was only about three years
of age. The father was survived by a brother, and also by a friend,
both of whom he named as guardians. He left about £3,000 of prop
erty. The brother was just starting in business, and had the world
before him. He put £1,500 of the trust-money into his own pocket,
without giving any security to the children; and, during the whole
of their minority, he used it as his own, and paid them neither capital
nor interest. His co-trustee, who was no relation in blood, was an
example of generosity as strikingly as this individual was of selfish
ness. He lent out the other £1,500, took the children into his house,
educated them along with his own family, applied the interest of the
half of their fortune which he had rescued, faithfully, for their benefit;
and finally accounted to them honestly for every shilling. When the
children became of age, they prosecuted their disinterested uncle for
the portion of their funds which he had mistaken for his own ; and
after a considerable litigation they succeeded in recovering principal,
interest, and compound interest, which the court awarded against him,
in consequence of the flagrancy of the case; but they were loudly
taxed by him and his family with ingratitude and want of affection,
for calling to a court of law so near and dear a relative

As a contrast to this case, I am acquainted with an instance in
which a body of trustees named in a deed of settlement by a mere ac
quaintance, a person who had no claim on their services through
relationship, managed, for many years, the funds of a young family—
superintended the education of the children—and accounted faithfully
for every farthing that came into their own possession; but who, at
the close of their trust, owing to their having employed a law-agent
who did not attend to his duty, and to the children having turned out
immoral, were sued personally for £1,000 each, and were involved in
a very troublesome and expensive litigation.

I mention these facts to convey to the younger part of my audience,
who may not have had experience in such matters, an idea at once of
the trouble and risks which often accompany the duty of guardianship.
At the same time, I have no hesitation in saying, that I consider every
man bound to undertake that duty, with all its discomforts and
dangers, where the dictates of the higher sentiments urge him to do

so
.

If one of our own relatives have been laid in a premature grave,
nature calls aloud on us to assist and guide his children with our
experience and advice. If we have passed our lives in habits of sin
cere friendship and interchange of kindness with one not connected
with us by blood, but who has been called, before the ordinary period

of human life, to part from his family forever, we are bound by all the
higher and purer feelings of our nature to lend our aid in protecting
and assisting his surviving partner and children, if requested by him

to do so.
There are instances, however, in which men, from their vanity or

more selfish motives, do not appeal, in their deeds of settlement, to

their own respectable relatives and friends for assistance; but name
men of eminent rank as the guardians of their children, under the
double expectation of adding a posthumous luster to their own names,
and securing a distinguished patronage to their family. This practice

is disowned by conscience and by just feelings of independence, and
trustees called on in such circumstances to act, are clearly entitled
to decline.
Suppose, then, that a case presents itself in which one of us feels

himself justly required to accept the office of a trustee or guardian,
under a deed of settlement—what is it his duty to do 2 Certain rules

of law are laid down for the guidance of persons acting in these
capacities, with which he should, at the very first, make himself
acquainted. They are framed for the direction of average men, and,

on the whole, prescribe a line of duty which tends essentially to pro
tect the ward, but which also, when observed, affords an equal protec

c=

tion to the guardian. It has often appeared to me, from seeing the
loss and suffering to which individuals are exposed from ignorance of

the fundamental rules of law on this subject, that instruction in them,
and in other principles of law applicable to duties which the ordinary
members of society are called on to discharge, should form a branch

of general education.
After having become acquainted with our duties as trustees or

guardians, we should bend our minds sedulously to the upright dis
charge of them. We should lay down a positive resolution not to

convert our wards, or their property and affairs, into sources of gain

to ourselves, and not to suffer any of our co-trustees to do such an

act. However tempting it may be to employ their capital in our own
business, and however confident we may feel that we shall, in the end,
honestly account to them for every shilling of their property—still, I

say, we ought not to yield to the temptation. The moment we do so,
we commit their fortunes to all the hazards of our own; and this is a

breach of trust. We place ourselves in circumstances in which, by

the failure of our own schemes, we may become the instruments of

robbing and ruining helpless and destitute children, committed, as the
most sacred charges, to our honesty and honor. If this grand cause

of malversation be avoided, there is scarcely another that may not be

easily resisted.
After abstaining ourselves from misapplying the funds of our

wards, our next duty is to watch over our co-trustees or guardians, in

order to prevent them from falling into a similar temptation. Men
of sensitive, delicate, and upright minds, who are not in the least

prone to commit this offense themselves, often feel extraordinary hes
itation in checking a less scrupulous co-trustee in his malpractices.
They view the act as so dishonorable that they shrink from taxing
another with it; and try to shut their eyes as lºng as possible to mis
management, solely from aversion to give pain by bringing it to a

close. But this is a weakness which is not founded in reason, but on

a most erroneous view both of duty and of human nature. I can
testify, from experience and observation, that a man who is thoroughly
honest, never objects to have his transactions examined with the
utmost strictness. He is conscious of virtue, and is pleased that his
virtue should be discovered ; which can never be done so effectually

as by a close scrutiny of his conduct. We shall, therefore, never
offend a really good and trustworthy man, by inquiring habitually how

he is discharging his duty. On the contrary, he will invite us to do

so ; and esteem us the more, the more attentively we watch over the
affairs of our pupils.

That stewardwhoseaccount is clear,
Demandshis honormayappear;
His actionsnevershuntheiight;
He is

,

andwouldbeproved,upright.Gay's Fables,Part II., Fab. 6.

On the other hand, if the organs of Conscientiousness be so defective

in any individual, that he is tempted to misapply the funds committed

to his care, he stands the more in need of being closely watched, and

of having his virtue supported by checks and counsel; and in such
circumstances no false delicacy should be allowed to seal our lips and
tie up our hands. We can not give just offense by the discharge of
our duty in stopping peculation. If our co-guardian be upright, he
will thank us for our scrupulosity; whereas, if he be dishonest, his
feeling of offense will resemble that of a rogue at the officer who
detects him and brings him to justice, which is unworthy of con
sideration.
But even in this case, we shall give much less offense than we

imagine. It it a fact, of which I am convinced by extensive observa
tion, that men in whom the organs of Conscientiousness are deficient,
and who are thereby more prone to yield to temptations to infringe
justice, have very little of that sensibility to the disgrace of dishonesty
which better constituted minds feel so acutely, and hence we may
speak to them very plainly about their departures from duty without
their feeling debased. But whether they be offended or not, it is the
duty of their co-trustees to prevent them from doing wrong.

If the funds of our pupils be properly preserved and profitably
invested, there will generally be little risk of great failures in the
remaining duties of trustees and guardians. These consist generally

in seeing that the children are properly maintained, educated, and set
out in life. Every trustee will be more able to discharge these duties
well, in proportion to the range and value of his own information.

[to Bn continued.]
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‘For“LifeIllustrated.”
ETIQUETTE AND BAD MANNERS.

Fort GENTLEMEN to conside R.

By MRs. GEoraGE WAsHINGTON, WYLLYS.

THERE is nothing so terrible as a breach of
etiquette in this world of starch and paste-board.
Never trust to your instincts of natural politeness
—if there is any doubt, run to your etiquette
book. To gentlemen, this rule is especially ap
plicable.
Don't commit the unpardonable blunder of

speaking to a lady without an introduction. No
matter if her collar is dropping off—no matter if
her lace mantle is detaching itself from the rest
of her garments—unless you can find some one to
introduce you, it would be a fearful lapse of man
ners to address the lady.
Never offer the shelter of your umbrella to an

unknown female, if a sudden shower comes up,
and you happen to be provided for. No! Don't
allow common humanity to have anything to do
with the affair. No matter if, in the words of the
unlettered, it rains “pitchforks with the tines
downward.” Ten to one, if you venture any such
rash offer, it will be refused with such a look.
Wormwood and crab-apples' who would want to

undergo it twice For it isn’t “proper” to walk
under the umbrella of a gentleman who has not
left his card. And ladies must be “proper,” even

at the risk of catching a cold which will last from
the Fourth of July to Christmas Day.
The same precaution must be observed in a

day's ride in a railroad-car. It may be exceed
ingly dull—it probably will be—to sit twelve
mortal hours beside a lady, without allowing the
corner of your eye to wander in that direction, or

opening your lips, even to make a remark on the
state of the weather. But etiquette must be ob
served, and if you were to say to her that the
clouds betokened a storm, she might be sufficiently
horrified to faint away. Then, where would you
be 2

Be very cautious how you offer your hand to

assist a lady out of a stage. It is a free country,
and if she prefers going out head foremost to the
usual method of descent, do allow her the privi.
lege. We have seen a gentleman's polite assist
ance refused with such a “vinegar and lemon
juice” look, that we really thought he would have
been quite justified in giving the affronted dame a

gentle impetus into the street!
We are tired and sick of thesenonsensical form

ulas and cut and dried rules. Are we to run to

the authorities to know when it is proper to sneeze
and when to cough 2 Are we to wink and breathe
and yawn only according to advice Agentleman
will be a gentleman, and a lady will be a lady
under each and every circumstance, and we have
just about as much confidence in the varnished
surface of “manner” imparted to one who enfolds
himself in the prim maxims inculcated by “soci
ety,” as we have in a piece of veneerei furniture.

It will chip and scale off, and there is the original
wood visible underneath !

We like a gentleman who is not too polite to

render any little impromptu service to his fellow
creatures, and a lady who, instead of resenting
any interference with a frigid stare, says, “Thank
you!” with such a beam out of her bright eyes,

as assures you that she means it! There is a

pleasure in giving and receiving the most trivial
attentions that ought to insure their more frequent
repetition. Have a little faith in humanity.
Take it for granted that the world's intentions are
kind, and you will be astonished to see how many
good-natured individuals there are in it. But as

for these formal people, who deal out everything
by weight and measure, we would have them ban
ished to the North Pole at once. They have no

business to freeze us up, if they happen to prefer
the icicle temperature for themselves |-º-º-º-º-º

T H E A MIE RIC A.N B O Y.
“FATHER, look up andseethat flag,
How gracefully it flies!

Those prettystripes—theyseem to be

A rainbowin theskies.”

“It is your country'sflag,myson,
And proudlydrinksthe light;

O'eroceans'waves, in foreign climes,

A symbol of ourmight.”

“Father, whatfearfulnoise is that,
Like thundering of theclouds 7

Why do thepeoplewavetheirhats,
And rushalong in crowds?”
“It is thenoise of cannon,boy—
The glad shout of the tree:

This is theday to memorydear
'Tis Freedom'sJubilee.”

“I wish that I werenow a man,
I'd firemycannon,too,

And cheer as loudly as therest—
But, father,whydon'tyou?”

“I’m gettingold andweak, butstill
My heart is bigwith joy;

I’ve witnessedmany a daylike this—
Shoutyou aloud,myboy!”

“Hurrah for Freedom'sJubilee :

God blessour nativeland :

And may I live to hold thesword
Of Freedom in my hand 1"

“Well done,myboy!—growup and love
The land thatgaveyoubirth;

A homewhereFreedomloves to dwell

Is paradiseonearth.”-º-º-º-º
THE * HERO" OF THE REGIMENT.

A Young volunteer, by the name of H-, not
yet twenty years of age, a very quiet and unpre
tending character, was placed as guard over the
guard tent, at Portland, Me., with strict orders to

allow no one to pass either in or out. Our stal
wart youth shouldered his musket, and signified
that he understood the order. Now, while he was
pacing back and forth at the entrance of the tent,
Lieut.-Colonel W- was conversing with a friend
within.
At length the friend bade the Lieut.-Colonel

“goodbye,” and emerged from the tent. But
there was no passing the guard. He made the
attempt, but was thrust back. A second time he

made the effort, but with the same result. He was
pushed back a third time, when the Lieut.-Colonel
stepped up and commandedH- to let his friend
pass. H– said it was contrary to orders, and
he could not pass. Then the Lieut.-Colonel drew

a pistol, cocked it, and leveled it at the head ofH–, saying he had a right to pass in and out
when he chose.H– returned, “Perhaps you have; but you

| scene, upon the Lieut.-Colonel.

can’t pass now, unless you pass over my dead
body.”
The Lieut.-Colonel, who had from some cause

lowered his pistol, leveled it a second time at the
broad shouldered youth. He, nowise daunted, ex.
claimed, in a determined voice: “Shoot ” and in

the same instant he prepanel to charge with bayo
net upon the officer.
At this critical moment twenty pistols were

pointed from the bystanders, attracted by the
He lowered his

weapon and retired.
Thus closed a scene which has made youngH– the hero of the regiment. His fame spread

far and wide, and citizens in the neighboring city
have been greatly excited by a desire to see the
hero.
The “hero” is a member of the Norway com

pany, one of the most splendid in the country.
"he average height of this company is 5 feet 10 or

11 inches.
From his childhood young H- has gone by

the sobriquet of “Colonel,” and, by my troth ! I'm
thinking the quotation marks will comeoffshortly.–se-e-e-e
PRO FIT'S ON PAT. E. N

.
T. S.

ALTHough it may be true that the great
majority of the articles for which patents are
granted do not yield to the inventors or their
assignees any considerable remuneration or

profit, there is much money made by means of

patents. Howe, the inventor of the railroad
bridge, received a most fabulous income from
the tariff paid him by railroad companies for
the use of his improvement. Howe, the in
ventor of an important part of the sewing
machine, is said to have an annual income
from the tariff paid him by builders of sewing
machines for the use of his improvement.
amounting to more than two hundred thousand
dollars a year.

At the late session of Congress an attempt
was made to procure an extension of Morse's
telegraph patents, and the attempt was op
posed by Dr. Leverett Bradley. From Dr.
Bradley’s memorial, in opposition to the ex
tension, it seems that the line between Boston
and New York yields sufficient profits every
three months to pay for building the line !

Stock has been issued for large amounts more
than the line cost, and on this artificially in
flated stock great dividends are made.
The capital stock of the American Telegraph

Company, for their line between Boston and
Washington, is now $1,535,000, upon which
the net profits amount to over 20 per cent. per
annum. It is known that responsible parties
will give bonds to build a line over the same
route and stock it, to do the same amount of

business now done, for $75,000.

A dividend of cent. per cent. was paid, a few
years ago, upon the inflated stock of the
greatest of the Western companies, after
which the stock was multiplied by five, so as

to amount to some millions.
No definite statement can be made of the> —sº-ºš

t
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amount of the present wealth of Professor
Morse, as that is a private matter, which it
might be deemed to his interest to keep from
the public; but from what he has received
from his patents, it ought to be very great.
He must, however, under any circumstances,
have realized an immense sum. From the
large amount of very valuable telegraph stock
Mr. Morse holds now, and from the highly
valuable real estate in his splendid mansion,
near the Fifth Avenue, New York, his estate at
Poughkeepsie, and other property, it is clear
that he is a rich man, and his riches have been
realized from his patents. He stands on the
books of one of the telegraph companies, viz.,
the American Telegraph Company, as the
owner of 1,007 shares of stock at $100 each,
on which the net profits have been, the last
year, from 20 to 25 per cent. (The stock of
that company is over $1,600,000.) He is also
the owner of a large amount of stock of other
telegraph companies, owning the lines from
Washington to New Orleans via Richmond,
Charleston, Savannah, and Mobile; also the
lines from New York to Buffalo, Louisville to
New Orleans, and other lines. Mr. F. O. J.
Smith, who owned one quarter of the Morse
patent, sold that quarter, with stocks acquired
from it, reserving a remaining interest of

$75,000, for $300,000, as appears from the
contract sale with the American Telegraph
Company. -

The reason why so great a number of

patents are of no service to the inventors, or

the world, is not in all cases because the in
ventions are valueless. Inventors, generally,
are poor business men. They do not know
how to put their inventions properly before the
world. Some ask such enormous prices for
their inventions that nobody will attempt to

bring them into use. The imaginative faculties
are generally strong in inventors, and when
they have produced that which they regard

as a good thing, their imagination recognizes

it as a harbinger of millennial glory, and, of

course, for so great and good an invention mil
lions of dollars, they think, ought at once to

be given them, otherwise they will hold it, and
“a blind and selfish world” permits them to

do so. Others, again, sell their patents to un
reliable, enthusiastic adventurers, without
substantial means or business talent, and, of

course, the invention falls to the ground, or the
inventor is cheated out of his share of the
profits.

First-rate agents for the sale of rights
generally demand a pretty high tariff for their
services. We know some who demand one
half the gross receipts for selling, and such
men return to the inventor more money than
those who offer to sell for a fifth or a quarter.

It is a singular fact, that a great majority

of the useful inventions have been made by

persons not in the line of business to which
the inventions stand connected. There is a

-

reason for this. Those who have been edu
cated to a business have become familiar with
all the growth and improvement of the ap
paratus and the processes of the trade, and
stand before the vast accumulation with a

kind of reverence which appalls modest people,
and discourages the presumption of trying to

surpass all who have gone before them. On
the contrary, the person who sees only the
concentrated result of all past experience
without any reverential vail over his vision,
looks onward and upward, and discovers a

wealth of truth yet undeveloped. Hence a

linen-draper invents an improved pattern of a

lighthouse for a storm-smitten reef, and takes
the prize from all the building fraternity.
We desire to say, in closing, that many in

ventions of great value remain to be made.
Fulton, Whitney, Morse, Goodyear, Howe,
Blanchard, and M'Cormick are not to stand
alone in our history as great and successful
inventors.
Somebody will invent a successful locomotive

wagon for common roads; or a cheap and suc
cessful furnace, forge, and stove for burning
bituminous coal, so as to consume the smoke,

to relieve such places as Pittsburg, in this
country, and Sheffield, Manchester, Birming
ham, and other towns in England, from that
sooty pall which ever hangs over them.
Somebody will invent a method for carding
and spinning flax, hemp, and other fibrous
substances, with as much facility as we now

do cotton and wool. Stockings, gloves, shirts,
and drawers will be knit by machinery, com
plete, without a seam or finishing by hand;
and we devoutly trust some method will be

devised for destroying the worms which devas
tate our shade-trees in New York and Brook
lyn. He who will do any of these things
cheaply, and thereby successfully, will reap
both fame and fortune. “No more at pres
ent.” -º-º-º-º
8TAND L II: E AN ANVIL.

BY BIshop Idoane.

“STANDlike an anvill” whenthestrokes
Of stalwartstrengthfall fierceandfast;

Stormsbutmoredeeplyroottheoaks,
Whosebrawnyarmsembracetheblast.

“Stand like an anvill” whenthesparks
Fly far andwide, a fieryshower;

Virtue and truthmuststill bemarks
Wheremaliceprovesits want of power.

“Stand like an anvill” when thebar
Lies redandglowing on its breast;

Duty shallbe life's leadingstar,
And consciousinnocenceits rest.

“Stand like an anvil!” whenthesound
Of ponderoushammerspainstheear;

Thine but thestill andsternrebound
Of thegreatheartthatcannotfear.

“Stand like an anvill” noiseandheat
Are born of earthand die with time;

The soul,like God, its sourceandseat,

Is solemn,still, serene,sublime.

I, IIFE II, I, U. S.T. R.A.T. E. D.

OUR editorial brethren, as well as readers
generally, will please bear in mind that “Life
Illustrated” has been merged in this Journal
since June, and that the Journal has been en
larged eight pages, to make room for the ad
ditional matter. Well-written articles, short,
pithy, and of general interest, are solicited for
publication from men and women in every
section of our country, “including Canada,”

as a cºtemporary graciously expresses it.

Our friends will confer a favor by showing
“THE PHRENological Journal AND LIFE
ILLUSTRATED’’ to their neighbors, and solicit
ing their names as subscribers. Specimen
numbers will be sent when desired.-º-º-º
RU TEI’s M. EDITATION 8.

[KNEELINGANDRocKINGTHE CRADLE.]
WHAT is the littleonethinkingabout?
Very wonderfulthings,no doubt—

Unwrittenhistory !

Unfathomablemystery!
Yet he laughs,andcries,and eats,anddrinks,
And chuckles,andcrows,andnods,andwinks,
As if his headwereasfull of kinks
And curiousriddles as anysphinx I

Warpedby colic,andwetby tears,
Puncturedby pins,andtorturedby fears,
Our little nephewwill losetwoyears;
And he'll neverknow
Where thesummersgo–
He neednotlaugh,for he'll find it so I

Who cantell what a babythinks?
Who canfollowthegossamerlinks
By which themanikinfeelshisway

Out fromtheshore of thegreatunknown,
Blind andwailing,andalone,
Into thelight of day?

What doeshe think of his mother'seyes?
What doeshe thinkof hismother'shair?

What of thecradleroof thatflies
Forward and backwardthroughthe air?

What doeshe think of hismother'sbreast–
Cup of his life andcouchof his rest?
What doeshethink whenher quickembrace
Presseshishandandburieshisface
Deepwheretheheart-throbssink andswell
With a tendernessshecannevertell,

Though shemurmurthewords
Of all thebirds–

Words shehas learned to murmurwell ?

Now he thinkshe'll go to sleep

I canseetheshadowcreep
Over hiseyes, in soft eclipse,
Overhis brow,andoverhis lips,
Out to his little finger-tips:
Softlysinkingdownhegoes :

Down hegoes! Downhegoes!
[Rising and carefully retreating to her seat]

Seel he is hushed in sweetrepose:----->e---
Last winter, the Western papers say, a cow

floated down the Mississippi on a piece of ice,
and caught such a cold that she has yielded
nothing but ice-creams since. To sweeten the
cream we suppose it is only necessary that the
cow be fed on sugar-cane.

It is not the multitude of applauses, but
the good sense of applauders, which gives
value to reputation.
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3.ht trfistments.
Advertisemſ ENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson orbe
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsforthenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once. -
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

OCTAGON WATER-CURE AND
MANUAL-LABOR INSTITUTE, for beautyof scenery,
pure air, softwater,andfor stricthygienicdietand treatment,is secondto none. For particulars,address,
D. H. MAXSON, M.D.; Mrs.O.A. W. MAXSON, M.D.
Petersburgh,RensselaerCounty,N. Y.
ELECTRIC WEATHER INDICATOR.

—Every farmershouldhaveoneof theseneat anduseful
instruments,which foretell the weather from 12 to 24
hoursin advance. Mailed free,on receiptof 50cents,by
themanufacturers, E & CO., Newark, N. J.
SAVE YoUR CARPETs—IMPORT

ANT TO HOUSEKEEPERS.–In laying down, your
Carpets,don't forgetHarrington'sPatent CarpetLining,
for ſayingunder CarpelsandOil Cloths, to protectthem
fromthenail-headsandanyunevennessin thefloor. It is
madeof two layersof heavyelasticpaper,witha layerof
cottonbetween. It is amufflerof sound,andwill cause
a carpetto weartwiceas long. Sendfor a circular.
Sold byall theprincipalCarpetdealers.
N. Y. CarpetLining Co.—solemanufacturers,440PearlStreet,nearChamberStreetextension.J. R. HARRINGTON, Agent.
Also manufacturersof CottonBatts,Twine, Mattresses,

and BedComforters.

$5 SAVED.—$1 27 PROCURES
Post-PAID SUBSCRIBERs.Patent Press and Book for
*::::: businesslettersinstantlyand perfectly.holesaleAgentsand Canvasserswanted.
For particulars,address,withstamp,
6tº J. H. ATWATER, Providence,R. I.

Books.
Persons at a distancewishing to procure any book

advertisedin our Journals, by remittingus the amount
of thepriceof thebookin moneyor postagestamps,will
haveit promptlyforwardedbymail, freeof postage.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

J1 JWew Edition of
How To GET A PATENT.

This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees
has undergone a thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law Entire,
in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.

Fowler AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

6,000 AGENTs WANTED, To
sell Six New INventioxs—twoveryrecent,and of great
valuetofamilies; all pay greatprofitsto Agents. Send
four stampsandgeteightypagesparticulars.
5tº EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell,Mass.

NEW

ELECTRO-GALVANIC BATTERY,
celebrated for thirºcurring or

NERVOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
ANDsimilah DishAses,

WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.

PRIoE, $10.
FOW L E R AND WELLS,

308Broadway,New York.

$|
$1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00.

ONE DOLLAR sent to FOWLER AND
WELLS,80s Broadway,NewYork, will secure,
by return of first mall, PhonographicBooks,
from the study of which you can, without a

0 teacher,becomea practicalVerbatimReporter.

ATEDºcELººeless
SEWING MAGHINES.
FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,

495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agenciesin all theprincipal Cities and Towns in theUnitedStates.
The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine Companyare

nowmanufacturing,andhaveon exhibitionat their dif
ferentsalesrooms,machinesmakingtheShuttleor LockStitch,of thesamepatternsandat thesamepricesastheir
celebratedGrover& BakerStitchMachines,thusaffording
thepublic theadvantageof comparingthestitchesof the
two leadingmachinesandexercisingtheir ownjudgment
as to their respectivemerits. This is theonly company
thatmanufacturesboth kinds of machines,andtherefore
theonlyonethatcanofferthisprivilegeto thepurchaser.

OFFICE FOR PATENTs.
Fowler AND WELLs’

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY
Our patentbusinessis conductedby Mr. Thomas P.

How (authorof thewell-knownand popularsynopsisof
patentlaw, “How toGeta Patent”),aidedbyanableandexperiencedcorpsof assistants,bothat homeandabroad.
ELEven yearsof experience(on the partof Mr. How) in
thebusiness,and theresidenceatWashingtonof an emi
nentlycarefulandefficientexaminingagent,formerlyemployed in the United StatesPatentOffice,and familiar
with its details,enable us tooffer to inventorsunusual
facilitiesfor the transactionof theirbusiness. When it is
consideredthat a patentof ordinaryvalue is worthsev
eral thousandsof dollars,it is unnecessaryto saythat the
carefulmanagementof anapplicationthereforis a matter
of greatimportanceto the inventor,especiallywhen it is
known thathundredsofapplicationsare rejectedentirely
in consequenceof not being properlypreparedand pre
sented. To performthis service in a mannersafeto theinventor,requiresa thoroughknowledgeof patentlaw,a
clearperceptionandunderstandingof mechanicalaction,yearsof experienceandcarefuldeliberativeconsideration.
Our patentbusinesshasbeenunder its presentmanage
mentsincethelatterpart of the year1856,duringwhich
time it hasincreased to severaltimesits previousmagnitude,and a largeportion of it latelyhasconsisted of casesinvolvingseverecontests,andthediscussionand solution
of difficultanduntroddenquestions of patentlaw,both in

the PatentOfficeand beforethe Judges of the United
StatesCircuit Court.
Advice IN REGARDTo THE NovrºLTY AND PATENTABIL

ITY of AN INVENTion

is givenfree of chargeupon receipt of sufficientdescrip
tion and sketch or model. In a majority of casesour
knowledge of previousinventionsenables us to givesatisfactoryinformation to inventorswithout the expenseof
specialsearch.

PRELIMINARYExAMINATIONs
are,however,made in caseswhich involve considerabledoubt,fortheusual fee of fivedollars,except in casesof
extremeand unusualcomplicationand difficulty. These
examinationsare carefully made and elaboratelyre
ported.

APPLICATIONsFoh PATENTs
areº by uswith great care,not only to obtain a

patent,butalso to protectthe inventorswhenthe patent
shall havebeensecured. Particularattention is paid to

APPEALs ANDINTERFERENCEs,
and difficult and contestedcases of every class. Cases
whichhavebeenrejected,examined,andadvicegivenfor
the usual fee of five dollars. Many applicationswhich
havebeenrefusedeitherfromthewant of properpresentation, or from oversighton the part of the departmentmight with skillful managementby an ex ſerienced
solicitorbe prosecuted to a successfulissue—afactwhich

is provedby constantexperience.Applicationsfor extensionsand reissues,additionalim
provementsand caveats, promptly and carefully attendedto.
Centrally located in our commercialmetropolis,andhavingan ableandexperiencedagent at theseat of Government,weareable to offermorethanusualfacilitiesfor

thetransaction of tousiness in this country in relation topatents; whileourº: abroad enableus tose
cureforeignpatentson the mostsatisfactoryterms. Ourpresentarrangementsaresuchthatwe hopefor thefuture

to keeppacewiththedemands of the public for our services,and it shall beourP. to attendwith careand
promptness to thewants of inventors. Communications in

reference to inventions,patents, or patent law carefully
consideredandpromptlyattendedto.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 30SBroadway,New York.

EMPLOYMENT—ACTIVE, INTEL
LIGENT YOUNG MEN, who have beenthrownout of

situationsby the war, can hear of EMPLoyMENTwhich,º er efforts,can be madeprofitable,by addressing
ÖWiFE AND wºlis, 3dsBroadway,New York.

[AUG.,

Now Publishing,
IN WEEKLY NUMBERS, AT TEN CENTS,

and
MONTHLY PARTS, AT FIFTY CENTS EACH.

WILL MAKE A.

Large, HandsomeSvoVolume of 882Pages,
EVERY8ix MONTHE.

The First Wolumewill be Illustratedwith
MAPS, AND FINE STEEL PORTRAITS OF LIEUT.
GEN. SCOTT, BRIGADIER-GEN. ANDERSON,
MAJOR-GENS. FREMONT, DIX, BUTLER,
BANKS, PRESIDENT LINCOLN, GEN.
CAMERON, GOVERNOR SPRAGUE,
JEFF DAVIS, BRIGADIER-GEN.
McLELLAN, AND OTHERS. º

THE REB E L L ION RECORD,
EDITED BY FRANK MOORE,

AUThor of “DIARY of The AMERICANREvolution.”

It is the only Impartial, Systematic,and Properly Di
gestedHistory of the

GREAT SECESSION REBELLION,
Containingall theDocuments,Speeches,Messages,Seces
sion Ordinances, Proclamations,Rumors, Incidents,
Patriotic Songs and Ballads, togetherwith Graphic
Accounts of the Movements of Troops, both at the
North andSouth.

From theHon. Edward Everett.
“* * * I considerthe‘Record' a very valuablepubli

cation. I have sent the two monthly numbers to Mr.
CharlesAdamsby thelaststeamer. * * *”

From theBuffaloDaily Courier.
“This is a timely publication. Everybody, of course,

readsthehistory of thetime in thenewspapers,but in the
*Record' a consecutiveness is given to the heterogeeous
materialwhich thePressdailyfurnishes,and it is put in a

shapewell adaptedfor preservation.”
From the Philadelphia Press.

“A work of permanentvalueand interest.”
From theNew York Tribune.

“As a work of presentand future reference, it willproveveryacceptable.”
From theNew York Courier and Enquirer.

“Every intelligentpersonwill appreciateit.”
From theNew York Times.

“There must be a verygeneralwish to preserve thestory of thisgreatepoch in the nationallife; but to do so
withouttheaid of a publicationlike thepresent, it would
be necessary to preserve a file of dailypapers—achronicle
far toovoluminous. * * * Mr. Frank Mooredigestsin
its pagesall there is of value or interest in thejournals of
thecountry. * * We can not speak too highly of the
industryandsoundjudgmentthework displays.”

From the Philadelphia Chronicle.
“The preservation of many of the authenticatedstate

mentsandofficial papers is a greatpresentconvenience,
and will, when thework shall have beencompletedand
bound,prove in thefuture a valuablememorial of an era
thatshall live in historyperpetually.”

From the NewYork Independent.
“Every one whowishes a completerecord of the stir

ring eventsnow transpiring,should procurethis weekly
serial. In a smallcompass it givesthecontents of a dozendaily newspapers.

From theBostonTranscript.
“It is quiteindispensablefor reference,and forms one

of themostremarkablespecimens of currenthistory ever
published. We advise thosewho would preserve andponder the authenticchronicle of “the SecondWar, of

American Independence,” to possessthemselves of this
valuableandinterestingserial.”

From the BostonCommercialBulletin.
“Those desirous of preserving in permanentform for

reference a recordthatwill be of reaſ value,will findthis

to be onethat is carefullypreparedandarranged.”
From theNational Intelligencer.

“While making this‘Record' the depository of ‘facts
siſtedfromrumorsand guesses,'Mr. Mooreadds to these,

its staplecontents, a well-assortedcompilation of authenilespeeches,dispatches,and proclamations, as well as ofleading articles taken from influential papers. Acting;moreover,on theF.P. that“posterityTovesdetails,’the editor of the‘Diaryº gathers in its pagesthe songs,ballads,and“fugitive leaves'which are destined to form
thematerialsthatmustheconsultedwhenthetime shall
come to write thehistory of thismornentousstruggle.”

G. P. PUTNAM, PUBLISHER,
532Broadway,New York.

*...*Circulars,with a list of thecontents of Paris I., IL,
and III. (one half the volume),are now reaoy,and can
behadonapplication.
pººr Book Agents and Canvassersarewanted to sell

this work. Liberal commissionsgiven."

t
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T H E AMERICAN
PHRENOLOGICAL J 0UR NAL

AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED.
NEW WOLUME. – ENLARGED AND IMPROVED.

PRICE not inceEA81:D.

With the July. NUMBER,1861,commencedtheTHIRTY
Fourtrij Volumn of theAMERICANPHRENological Jour
NAL. It was enlargedby the addition of eight pages
of reading matter, thus giving, for the same price as
heretofore—

TWENTY-FOUR PAGES MONTHLY,
INSTEAD OF SIXTEEN.

The THIRTY-FoueTHWolumeof the AMERICANPHRE
Nological Journal openedwith several

NEW AND ATTRACTIVE FEATURES,
in addition to thosewhich have alreadyrenderedit so
eminentlypopularanduseful.

PHRENOLOGY
will still, very properly,forma leading feature,and will,
asheretofore,engagethepensof theleadingPhrenologists
of America,whowill explainand illustrate its philosophy,
and show its application to all thepracticalinterestsand
pursuits of theHumanRace.

PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY,

in their connectionwith Phrenologyand with the Laws

of Life, will be thoroughly,but popularlytreated,amply
illustrated,andmadeinterestingandprofitable to all; our
motto,“A soundmind in a healthybody,” beingkept
constantly in view.

NATURAL HISTORY,
both of Manand of thelowerorders of theanimalcreation,

in its relation to Phrenologicaland PhysiologicalScience,
will receivetheattentionits importancedemands.

MECHANICS.
As at leastonehalf of the wealthof theworld comes

throughtheexercise of thefaculty of Constructiveness,the
various mechanicalartswill be encouraged,new inven
tions explained,andillustratedwith spiritedengravings.

EDUCATION
will occupymuch attention,especiallyHome Education
and Self-Culture,and just that kind of knowledgewhich
theparentneeds in thedischarge of his or her duties,will
be liberally imparted. THE Young, also, will find the
Joub NAL a friend andfoster-father, to encouragethem in

virtue,shield themfrom vice,and preparethemfor use
fulnessandsuccess in life.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES,
Sketches, Reviews, Poetry, Varieties, etc., will help to

makeup what is acknowledgedby our cotemporaries to

be one of the BestPopular Journals in theWorld.
ENGRAVINGs,

embracingportraits,animals,views,machinery,etc.,more
numerousand beautifulthan heretoforepresented,will
commendthenewvolume to all readers of goodtaste.

ALL THESE ATTRACTIONS,

in connectionwith the large amount of readingmatter
which we give, and the extremelylow price of our
Joup NAL,ought to insure us at least,

FIFTY THOUSAND
subscribersfortheforthcomingvolume. Shall wenothave
them? A littleeffortbyeachreaderwill procurethem.

OUR FRIENDS AND CO-WORKER8–
all personsinterested in Human Progress—areinvited to

aid in thecirculationof thePHRENoLogical JourtsAL.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:

Single Copy,Monthly,OneYear.................. $1 00
Ten Copies, to separateaddresses, if desired....... 5 00
Any personsending$5 for ten copies,will be entitled

to an extracopygratis.
Add six cents a yearfor eachsubscriber in the British

Provinces to paypostage.Specimenssentfree.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.
Agentswantedeverywhere to sell our publications.
Sendfor ourWholesaleList andConfidentialCircular.>--

Sentpre-paid by thefirst mail, to any Post-Office in the#:States or canºia.

CoMBE'sLECTURE.8on Piiltenology.
Constitution of MAN.

Illustrated...$1 25
By GeorgeCombe.... ... 87

DEFENCEof Phºenology. By Boardman......... 87
Education CoMPLETs. Self-Culture,Memory,etc. 250
EDUCATIoN,foundedon theNatureof Man........ 87
LEssonson PureNology ANDPHYsiology. 1 25
MARRIAGE,its Historyand Philosophy... 75
MEMoRYANDSELF-IMproveMFNT........ 87
MENTALScrence,Weaver'sLectureson.. 7

PHRENologyProved ANDILLUSTRATED...... 1 25
SELE-CULTUREANDPERFECTIONof CHARACTER.... 87
SELF-INSTRUCTorºIN PHRENoLogy. New Edition.. 50
Wołks of GALL ONPHRENology. 5 vols.......... 7 00

WORKS ON WATER-CURE.
CHILDREN; their HydropathicManagement....... 1 25
CholehA; its Causes,Prevention,andCure....... 80
CoNsumption:its Causesand ProperTreatment... 87
CookBook, Hydropathic. Full of goodReceipts... 87

DomESTICPRACTICEof HYDRoPATHY,Johnson's... 1 50
FAMILY PhysiciaN, Hydropathic. By Dr. Shew... 2 50

HYDRoPATHIcEncycloPEDIA. By Dr. Trall....... 8 00
HYDRopATHY; or, Water-Cure. By Dr. Shew..... 1 25
PHILosophyof WATER-CURE,clearlyexpounded.. 30
PRAcrior of WATER-CURE,brieflyexplained..... - 80
RESULTsof HYDRoPATHY,its advantagesshown... 87
WATER-CURE IN CHRoNicDiseases. Dr. Gully.... 1 50
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COTTONIZED FLAX—FIBRILIA.
IMPORTANCE or RECENT DISCOVERIES TO THE
workLD.—LYMAN’s NEw PRocess.-ADAPTA
Tion of FLAx A8 A PAPER STOCK.

AMong the processes recently applied to the
disintegration of flax, hemp, and other fibrous
plants, and the preparation of the product for
textile purposes, the most efficacious, and by far
the most economical, is that discovered by Mr. A.
S. Lyman, of New York, and lately patented in
several European countries and India, as well as
in the United States. The principle of this inven
tion consists in a highly ingenious application of
the explosive power of steam to the separation of
the fibers of all vegetable materials. In all
fibrous plants, such as flax, hemp, cane, etc., when
freshly cut, sap, or if dry, after being soaked a
short time, moisture is found to be minutely dis
tributed throughout the entire structure of the
plant This simple element it is which is con
verted into an agency of immense but easily
regulated power, for the complete disintegration
of fibrous plants of any and every description.
The modus operandi consists in the use of a
strong iron cylinder, say twelve inches in diameter
and twenty-four feet long, having a valve at
either end, carried by an arm moving on a center,
so that the end of the cylinder can be thrown open
to its full area. This cylinder being more than
half filled with flax or hemp recently cut, or
charged with moisture by being soaked for a brief
period, the valves at the ends of the cylinder are
closed, being made steam-tight, and, by means of
a pipe from a boiler, steam is supplied to the
cylinder of any required pressure to the square
inch. In a few minutes the moisture in the hemp
or flax is raised to a temperature above that
requisite for becoming steam, but it can not be
converted into steam, being controlled by the
pressure of the steam which already fills the
whole available space for steam within the cylin
der; the valve at the mouth of the cylinder being
now let loose, the confined material is discharged
from it with a loud explosion, and being suddenly
projected from the cylinder, where it was under a
pressure of 200 lbs., into the atmosphere at a
pressure of only 15 lbs. to the square inch, the
heated moisture within the fibrous material in
stantaneously flashes into steam, rending and dis
integrating the material as completely and
minutely as the moisture was distributed through
Out its fibrous Structure.
In the case of flax and hemp it is found that

this process of blowing separates in the most com
plete manner the fiber from the shove or woody
portion of the plant, from which it is then freed
by being passed through an ordinary burring
mill; and being afterward washed in a mild
alkaline solution, it can be carded and used in
combination with either wool or cotton, or both,
and as well for felting as for spinning purposes.
In this condition the fiber, thus simply and inex
pensively prepared, is applicable to many valuable
uses—taking the place of wool with equal utility
and at not more than one third of its cost—and of
cotton, in those fabrics in which it is combined
with other textile substances, with equal advan
tage and at a very large reduction on the cost of
cotton. When, however, the flax fiber is subjected
to a second blowing process, it is found to be

minutely subdivided in a natural manner into its
ultimate or component fibers, which are ascertain
ed to be of the length of from one and a half to
two inches. By means of a simple and economi
cal process, applied by the inventor, the commi
nuted fiber is bleached, any remaining gum is
removed, and it is reduced to a condition in which
it can be made capable of being spun alone in the
same manner as cotton. Although experiments
on a large scale, in this respect, have not yet been
made, there remains little doubt that, with some
slight modifications of machinery, which experi
ence and ingenuity will easily supply, this cotton
ized flax can and will be used and spun by itself,
in the same manner as ordinary cotton, while by
this process it can be manufactured at half the
cost of cotton.
For textile and felting purposes, in combination

with wool and cotton, or with both, and especially
as a substitute for wool, its value and great
economy are already established, and for al

l

such
combination purposes it can not fail henceforth to

come into extensive use. Specimens of felted
cloth, half wool and half flax; of stockings in the
like proportions; of felt hats, one third flax and
two thirds wool, and other fabrics are exhibited.
Thread or spun goods cloth are being made, all of

which articles manufacturers pronounce to be im
proved by the admixture of flax, but, as first
samples, are greatly inferior in quality, they say,

to what will be produced.
One peculiar advantage of the Lyman process

is
,

that by means of it no single particle of the
fiber is wasted or becomesrefuse; but every part

is equally valuable for the highest uses. By this
process, moreover, the fiber of hemp can be made
equally available with flax; and it is specially
adapted to the treatment of jute and numerous
other fibrous plants in like manner.
The first application of this most ingenious

invention has been to the disintegration of fibrous
material, and its conversion into paper stock, for
which uses it bids fair to supersede, in economy of

production, any existing agency. In the treat
ment of the hemp plant for this purpose its results
are most striking. But its future value to the
manufacturing community will be chiefly in the
economical preparation of flax for textile purposes.
To the agriculturist it presents a powerful induce
ment for turning to profitable account the vast
area of Western lands specially adapted to the
growth of flax and hemp; while it furnishes
facilities for utilizing the many thousands of tons

of flax straw which heretofore have been, and still
are, left as useless to rot upon the ground, after
the removal of the seed.
The cost of the apparatus for working Lyman's

process is very inconsiderable, when contrasted
with its produce; while hardly any skilled labor

is required. A battery of three guns, of the
contents of forty cubic feet each gun, with steam
boiler, tubing, etc., can be set up for a cost in all
not exceeding $6,000. In Illinois and Ohio,
whose soil is specially adapted to the culture of

flax and hemp, coal costs not more than two, in

many places but one dollar per ton. The shove

or boon of the flax will furnish a large portion of

the fuel for working flax. Farmers in Illinois will
contract to deliver hemp, with the seed on it, at

$5, or before the seed ripens, at $3 to $4 per ton;
and flax can be had abundantly, we learn, at $6

from hemp.

the ton. In the use of hemp for paper stock the
woody part or shove is equally valuable with the
fiber; and from accurate trials made it is ascer
tained that a ton of hemp of 2,000 lbs. will yield

56 per cent., or 1,120 lbs. of bleached paper stock.
Each gun is capable of blowing 14,000 lbs. of

hemp, producing 7,840 lbs. bleached fiber per day
of 20 hours.
Of flax it is found that one ton of 2240 lbs.

yields 324 lbs of pure bleached finer, and a large
proportion ºf material for f...el Hemp or flax
requires to be in the gun only from five to six
minutes, and two minutes suffice for loading.
This admits of eight and a half charges per hour;
sevenmay be safely counted on.
From results already obtained, a bleached paper

stock, from hemp, ready to be run off into paper,
can be produced at a cost not exceeding three
cents per lb., worth fully seven or eight cents, and
which can, at a further cost of not more than one
cent, be converted into paper of different qualities,
worth, on an average, not less than twelve cents
the lb. The manufacture already, to a consider
able extent, of paper from the cane reed, shows
results nearly if not equally as promising as those

It is
,

however, in the application of

the process in question to the preparation of flax,
hemp, and other fibrous plants for textile purposes,

as a substitute for or supplement to cotton and
wool, that it is

,
at the present time, especially

interesting. The Lyman process, at once simple
and economical, and acting on fibrous plants in a

manner peculiar to their natural construction, by
one stroke, supersedes the laborious, tedious, and
expensive processes of disintegration heretofore in

use. It is this which gives to it its peculiar char
acter and value; and destines it to fill a highly
important function in the economy of one of the
most-valuable and essential branches of human
industry.

In view of the lamentable political disturbances
which now agitate this country, and of their dis
astrous consequences to the manufacturing indus
try of Europe as well as America, it is not easy

to over-estimate the importance of the application

of such inventions as the one in question to the
development of a substitute for cotton. The un
certainty of the duration of the impending civil
war which already carries dismay to many a

humble home on the other as well as on this side

of the Atlantic, and the prospect of a very great
diminution, or indefinite interruption of the
supply of an article of such prime necessity as

cotton, furnish the most powerful stimulus to the
discovery no less of other sources of supply, than

of someother suitable textile material which may
serve as a substitute for it.
Let it be remembered that cotton owes its

vaunted sovereignty as much to the ingenuity of
Whitney, as to the peculiar fertility of Southern
soils. Contrast its history since the discovery of

the cotton gin with that of the preceding period.
and the extent of its obligation to that invention

is manifest. It requires but the application of

mechanical ingenuity to the treatment of flax, a

plant indigenous to almost every soil and climate

to adapt it to all the practical utilities of th

cotton plant. This desideratum we believe to b

substantially supplied by the simple and effica
cious invention of Mr. L. man; and it can hardly

be doubted that in an age remarkable for mechan
ical ingenuity, any requisite supplementary
appliances will be fortheoming in the progress o

this new and most interesting branch of industry

—sº
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MAJ.-GEN. GEORGE B. McCLELLAN.
PHRENological, charactert AND BIOGRAPHY

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

This portrait, presented for our examination
by a friend, without any indication of the name
of the original (nor had the examiner ever
before seen a likeness), indicates the following
qualities: In the first place he has a most
marked and positive Temperament, evincing
activity and endurance in a high degree. His
phrenological developments are also marked.
His Perceptives are large; hence his mind is
quick, clear, and practical. He grasps the
facts and conditions of things almost instant
aneously, and forms a judgment respecting
them with uncommon rapidity, clearness, and
accuracy. He seldom feels the necessity of
asking advice, because he perceives instantly
the circumstances by which he is surrounded,
and his first judgment is his best. He is
remarkable for order, for precision, and for
mathematical accuracy in all he does. His

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER, 1861. [WHOLE NUMBER, 273.

His large Form, Size,
Locality, and Individ
uality give him great

talent to observe,
sketch, to carry a pic
ture or outline of
things in his mind,
and to remember
geography, local po
sition, and adjust
ment. These are very
important qualities in
an engineer or mili
tary leader. His Con
structiveness, Form,
Size, Order, and Cal
culation being large,
qualify him for engi
neering, mechanism,
and for forming com
binations and inven

§ tions.
His Causality isŠ large; hence he has§ § an inquiring mind, is

N§ fond of investigating,§ and learning the phiQN losophy of everything.
M.A.J. - G E N E R A L G E OR.G.E. B. McCL EL L.A.N. He is capable of look

head is broad, evincing uncommon force,
courage, fortitude, and self-reliance; he never
felt the necessity of being helped, protected, or
sustained. He has Cautiousness and Secre
tiveness large enough to give him policy and
prudence; and his Destructiveness and Com
bativeness, joined with very large Firmness,
give him that self-dependence and conscious
messof power which gives promptness to his
decisions and earnest execution of his plans.

ing ahead, and seeing

the end from the beginning; and his very large
Perceptive qualities tend to open his pathway,
and to throw light on everything in his immedi
ate vicinity. He will perceive the best way and
most ready access to results; and if he were
thrown into straits of difficulty, he would form
new plans and combinations almost instantane
ously. Self-Esteem, Firinness, and the execu
tive faculties lay the foundation for uncommon
independence of spirit, and a desire to pursuec= -sex;
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his own course, to superintend and to execute
his own affairs. He is well organized for an
engineer, for a mechanician, for a superintend
ent of business, and to be a controller of other
minds. He understands character, knows men
at a glance, and is able to rule almost despot
ically without giving offense, or seeming to
abridge the rights of those who are governed.
He has active sympathy, warm affections, is
considerate of other persons’ feelings, and,
still, when duty calls, would face a cannon's
mouth without flinching. He is a smart,
sound, clear-headed, long-headed, persevering,
courageous, forcible, self-reliant man, and
capable of making his mark anywhere.

BiographY.
GeoRGE B. McCLELLAN, the son of Dr.

George McClellan, an eminent surgeon late
of Philadelphia, was born in that city, Dec. 3,
1826. At the age of sixteen, or in 1842, he
entered the West Point Academy, and gradu
ated in 1846, at the age of twenty, at the head
of his class. On the first of July of this year
his title was Brevet Second Lieutenant of En
gineers.
This was the period of the Mexican war,

and McClellan was called into active service.
Congress (May 15, 1846) had passed an act
adding a company of sappers, miners, and pon
toniers to the corps of engineers, and McClel
lan was made Second Lieutenant in this com
pany. Col. Totten names with warm appro
bation his great exertions, with two others, in
organizing and drilling this corps. As the re
cruits assembled at West Point, they were at
once put into a course of active drill as in
fantry, and of practical instruction in making
the different materials used in sieges, running
saps and forming ponton bridges; and through
the exertions of three officers only, when they
sailed from West Point (Sept. 24), seventy-one
strong, the Colonel says they were “in admir
able discipline.” This company was first or
dered to report to General Taylor, and went to
Camargo; but were then ordered to counter
march to Matamoras, and move with the col
umn of Patterson. Here Captain Swift and
nineteen men were left in the hospital, and
from that time until a few days before the
landing at Vera Cruz the company was under
Lieutenant Smith, who had but one other of.
ficer, Lieutenant McClellan. “During the
March,” Colonel Totten says, “to Vitoria from
Matamoras, the company, then reduced to forty
five effectives, executed a great amount of work
upon roads, fords, etc., as it did in proceeding
thence to Tampico, when it formed, with one
company of the Third and one of the Seventh
infantry, a pioneer party, under Capt. Henry,
of the Third infantry. The detailed reports
of these labors exhibit the greatest efficiency
and excellent discipline under severe and try
ing circumstances, Lieutenant Smith having
then but one officer, Lieutenant McClellan,

\ under his command.”
|ge

Colonel Totten, at Vera Cruz, saw this com
pany. now rejoined by its captain, land with
the first line on the beach under General
Worth, and its service here. “During the
siege of Vera Cruz.” Colonel Totten says, “I
was witness to the great exertions and service
of this company, animated by and emułating
the zeal and devotion of its excellent officers,

Lieutenants Smith, McClellan, and Foster.” "
Until the surrender of the Castle, Lieutenant
McClellan was engaged in the most severe and
trying duties, in opening paths and roads to fa
cilitate the investment, in covering reconnois
ances, and in the unceasing toil and hardship
of the trenches. “The total of the company,”
Colonel Totten writes, “was so small, and de
mands for its aid so incessant, that every man
may be said to have been constantly on duty
with scarcely a moment for rest and refresh
ment.” Captain Swift was still too ili fo

r

such labors, and died soon afterward; but Col
onel Totten remarks, the other officers directed

“ the operations of the siege with unsurpassed
intelligence and zeal.” Such is the plain and
truthful record of the earliest war experience,

at the age of twenty, of the noble soldier who

is now the General of the Army of the Poto
mac, and whose star is fixed in the American
constellation.

Let the next stage forward be related in the
official words of Colonel Totten : “Severe la
bors followed the surrender of Wera Cruz and
its castle, and accompanied the march to the
battle of Cerro Gordo, in which the company
displayed, in various parts of the field, its gal
lantry and efficiency. It entered the city of

Jalapa with the advance of Twiggs' division,
and Puebla with the advance of Worth's.
During the pause at the latter place, the in

struction of the company in its appropriate
studies and exercises was resumed by its per
severing and zealous officers, and assistance
was given by all in the repairs of the defenses.
Marching from Puebla with General Twiggs'
division, the company was joined to General
Worth at Chalon, and arrived in front of San
Antonia on the 18th of August, having greatly
assisted in clearing the road of obstructions
placed by the enemy.”

The company on the 19th was ordered to

take the head of General Pillow's column at

St. Augustine. The service of the company
was now noble, and is specified all along in

the official reports. Before the day of Contre
ras, General Twiggs, on discovering his enemy

in a naturally strong position, with breast
works that commanded approach in every di
rection, dispatched two engineers to reconnoi
ter, one of whom was Lieut. McClellan. They
were stopped by the Mexican pickets, had their
horses shot under them, and were compelled to

return. The action soon commenced—the bat
tle of Contreras—in which Lieutenant Mc
Clellan was with Magruder's battery, which
rendered splendid service. After mentioning

McClellan several times in his official report,
General Twiggs thus writes: “Lieut. G. B.

McClellan, after Lieut. Calender was wounded,
took charge of and managed the howitzer bat
tery with judgment and success, until it be
came so disabled as to require shelter. For
Lieut. McClellan's efficiency and gallantry in

this affair, I present his name for the favorable
consideration of the General-in-Chief.”
After a night of exposure to a pitiless storm,

the army fought the next day, August 20, the
battles of Cherubusco, and that fine soldier,
Gen. Persifer F. Smith, thus completes the rec
ord of McClellan: “Lieut. G

.

W. Smith, in

command of the engineer company, and Lieut.
McClellan, his subaltern, distinguished them
selves throughout the whole of the three ac
tions. Nothing seemed to them too bold to be
undertaken or too difficult to be executed, and
their services as engineers were as valuable as

those they rendered in battle at the head of

their gallant men.” For such conduct on that
day McClellan was brevetted First Lieutenant.
Lieut. McClellan was brevetted Captain for

gallant and meritorious conduct in the next
battle, El Molino del Rey; but declining, he
was still lieutenant on the great day of Che
pultepec, and the General-in-Chief, naming
him with four others, uses these words: “Those
five lieutenants of engineers won the admira
tion of all about them.” His name appears in

the official reports in connection with varied
and most arduous service. On the night of the
11th of September, Captain Lee and Lieuten
ants Tower, Smith, and McClellan, with a

company of sappers, were employed in estab
lishing batteries against Chepultepec, which
were actively served during the next day (12th),
which was the day before the assault.

Lieut. McClellan long before daybreak of

the 13th was in the field, and Major Smith, of

the engineer corps, thus says of his morning's
work: “At three o’clock a party of the sap
pers moved to the large convent in advance,
and found it unoccupied. Lieut. McClellan
advanced with a party into the Alamada, and
reported at daylight that no enemy was to be

seen. The sappers then moved forward, and
had reached two squares beyond the Alamada,
when they were recalled.” This company
was under senior Lieutenant Smith, and was
engaged during the day in street fighting until
three o'clock in the afternoon, and particularly

in breaking into houses with crowbars and
axes. Major Smith says: “Lieut. McClellan
had command of a company for a time in the
afternoon, while Lieut. Smith was searching
for powder to be used in blowing up houses
from which our troops had been fired upon con
trary to the usages of war. During this time,
while advancing the company, he reached a

strong position, but found himself opposed to a

large force of the enemy. He had a conflict
with this force, which lasted some time; but
the advantage afforded by his position enabled

*C*
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him at length to drive it off, after having killed
more than twenty of its number.
Such is the official record of McClellan, so

far as brilliant special service is concerned.
This, however, can convey no just idea of the
labor and skill that are required, in order that
lasting honor may be conferred on the country.
It is the every-day life of the officer that is
keenly watched by the men; and what is said
of McClellan is

,

that it was so marked by
thoroughness as to command respect and con
fidence, and so filled with sympathy as to win
esteem and love. In such way he served his
country in Mexico. Chief-Engineer Totten
thus gives in general his term of service :

Lieut. McClellan, on duty with engineer com
pany from its organization at West Point; in

the siege of Vera Cruz, and in all the battles

of Gen. Scott's march to the city of Mexico.”
The company left this city May 23, 1848,
marched to Vera Cruz, and arrived at West
Point on the 22d of June.
Lieut. McClellan was brevetted Captain for

gallant and meritorious conduct in battle at

Chepultepec, and the following year (1848)
saw him commander of this great company of

sappers and miners and pontoniers. He con
tinued here until 1851, but the military rou
time was not enough for him. During this
period he translated from the French, which
he knows thoroughly, a manual which has be
come the text-book of the service, and intro
duced the bayonet exercise into the army.
Capt. McClellan's next service was to su

perintend the construction of Fort Delaware,

in the fall of 1851; in the spring of 1852 he

was assigned to duty under Major Marcy in

the expedition that explored the Red River;
and then ordered as senior engineer to Texas,

on the staff of Gen. P. F. Smith, with whom
he was engaged in surveying the rivers and
harbors of that State.
Capt. McClellan, in the next year, was one

of the engineers who were ordered to make
explorations and surveys to ascertain the most
practicable route for a railroad from the Mis
sissippi River to the Pacific Ocean; and among
other duties, he made the reeonnoisance of the
Yakima Pass among the Rocky Mountains and
the most direct route to Puget Sound. He was
associated in the exploration of the forty-sev
enth and forty-ninth parallels of north latitude
with Gov. Stevens, of Oregon. The Secretary

of War, Jefferson Davis, in his official report

to Congress, says of McClellan's services:
“The examination of the approaches and passes

of the Cascade Mountains, made by Captain
McClellan, of the corps of engineers, presents

a reconnoisance of great value, and though
performed under adverse circumstances, exhib
its all the information necessary to determine
the practicability of this portion of the route,
and reflects the highest credit on the capacity
and resources of that officer.” Nor was this

the whole service of this indomitable public

servant. In this report, its closing words, Sec
retary Davis says: “Capt. McClellan, of the
corps of engineers, after the completion of his
field operations, was directed to visit various
railroads, and to collect information and facts
established in the construction and working of

existing roads, to serve as data in determining
the practicability of constructing and working
roads over the several routes explored. The
results of his inquiries will be found in a very
valuable memoir herewith submitted.”

To this engineering service succeeded, for
three years, other duties which largely raised
the reputation of Capt. McClellan. After ex
ecuting a seeret service in the West Indies,
and receiving a commission in the United
States Cavalry, he was appointed one of a mil
itary commission of three officers, to proceed
to the Crimea and Northern Russia for obser
vation on the existing war; and his report
“On the Organization of European Armies
and the Operations of the War,” evinced so

much grasp of the subject as to add to the rep
utation of a brave and efficient officer in the
field, that of a large comprehension of the sci
ence of war.

And now, as there was no call by his coun
try for services in the field, he resigned (1857)
his position in the army, and became a simple
American citizen ; but still kept, as it were,

in the line of his profession of engineer, for he
became Vice-President and Engineer of the
Illinois Central Railroad. Having served here
three years, so mueh valued were his services
that he became General Superintendent of the
Ohio and Mississippi Railroad, in which ca
paeity he was acting when the present un
happy strife broke out, and he was tendered
the place of Major-General of the Ohio State
forces, and a little later Gov. Curtin, of Penn
sylvania, also endeavored to secure his services

in organizing the volunteers of that State. He
accepted, however, the earliest offer of Ohio,
and he very promptly organized the militia of

that State in a manner so original and efficient

as to elicit the warmest encomiums; and per
haps no State in the Union has a citizen sol
diery bidding fairer to keep the people true to

the duties of both citizen and soldier at the
same time, as Ohio under this system.
But so thoroughly had Gen. McClellan de

monstrated that he was a scientific soldier, that
on the 14th day of May he was tendered a com
mission in the United States Army as Major
General, and he was assigned the Department

of Ohio, with a wide district, including West
ern Virginia. His work since the 27th of May,
when, with a portion of his command, he en
tered Virginia, is too well known to need more
than a passing reference. His success has
been rapid and complete, while the noble words
that he has uttered in his proclamations have
been admirably calculated to appeal to that
mysterious power, which, in the long run, must
be the arbiter in this country—public opinion.
Such is the record which an officer—yet but

thirty-five—has made of service to his coun
try. It shows indomitable energy, untiring
industry, and rare fertility of resource. But
something else is required in order to make
such a commander as the hour demands—the

-

rare power to command men; and this Gen.
McClellan has, because he is himself a whole
souled man, and has the power of intellect.
His private life is as beautiful as his public
career has been both brilliant and solid; and
though he moves quietly and with no preten
sion in the ordinary business circle, yet in the
battle-field, when all his energies are roused,
he shows that genius for war that prompted
the unreserved tributes of admiration that are
seen in official reports.
Gen. McClellan's work in Virginia has com

manded a like admiration from the country.
He has held, at various points, 30,000 troops
under him, and he has had them ever at the
right time in the right place. Gen. Scott
marched from Puebla with less than 11,000
rank and file. There were but 8,500 in the
battle of Contreras; but 3,300 at Molino del
Rey; and but 6,000 in the entrance into Mex
ico. So that Gen. McClellan had under him,

in his late command, 30,000, three times the
number of troops that Gen. Scott had at Con
treras. The work done in Western Virginia

so splendidly is
,

at least, as good an assurance

as the country can have, that Gen. McClellan

is fully capable of leading on triumphantly the
noble army of the Potomac.-º-º-º-º

I M A. G. I. N. A. Tº I O N :

P R O C E SS E8. A N D FA CULTIES.

BY LEVI REUBEN, M.D.

How much and what, in philosophical treat
ises, or in our ordinary language, respecting
the mind’s powers and operations, is at the
present time more or less currently included
under the term, Imagination ?

Very little study is required to show that the
meaning of this word—the sum-total of what

is embraced under it—has changed very slight

ly since the time of its earliest adoption, or,
rather, transfer to the realm of mental phenom
ena. As to the common language, this is

strictly true; in respect to the metaphysicians,
while some have in a tolerable degree ana
lyzed and individualized the contents of the
term, others have either not made the attempt,

or
,

making it, have failed; so that there is

necessarily much discrepancy and some con
tradiction in the results at which different

authors have arrived. Thus, Sir Wm. Hamil
ton, speaking on this very subject, says: “I
formerly observed that philosophers, not hav
ing carried their psychological analysis so far

as the constituent or elementary processes, the
FAculties in their systems are only precarious
unions of theseprocesses, in binary or even tri
nary combinations—unions, consequently, in

which hardly any two philosophers are at one.”
How far Hamilton's account of imagination is

amenable to his own criticism, we may see
hereafter.

An incidental consequence of these facts is
,

that some light must be thrown upon that total
—be it a broader or a narrower one—which in
the mental world we cover by the term, Imag
ination, by bringing in to our aid the etymology
of the word itself.
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We do not readily, or with certainty, trace

this word farther back than to the Latin verb

(somewhat long for a root-word), IMItor. I
copy, mimic, imitate-hence, again, I stand
for, or represent (some object or thing).
From IMItoR, we have IMAGo (at first, prob

ably, IMITAgo), the likeness, form, or image (of
a thing),—an apparition, a portraiture, a shad
ow; and, finally, an image in the mind, an
idea, or conception. Hence were formed IM
AGINo, and IMAGINon, the latter meaning, I
picture to myself. I conceive. Finally, from
this, IMAGINATIo, a picturing in th

e

mind, a

mental image or copy.
Now, we can picture in

,
or represent before,

our mental consciousness, things in themselves
extremely unlike; as, a horse, the color red;
an engine that we have seen, some hitherto
unknown device that we contrive toward im
proving the engine; a vessel of peculiar sort
upon hearing her structure and parts described;

a landscape, a meteor, a battle; and then, by a
little extension of the sense, a thought noting
any relation, say of resemblance, causation, dif
ference, absurdity, beauty, fitness, and so on; or

even the fact of a truth embodying some such
relation. Imagination can, and in practical
usage actually does, as a term, at sometimes,
though not in every instance, include all the
cases here enumerated. We may say that,
spoken of as an act, imagination is at different
times used to signify the picturing within our
consciousness of the idea of some object, qual
ity, combination of objects or qualities, scene

or phenomenon, or of some idea, supposition,

or combination originated within the mind, or

of some idea of relation, or truth, or thought

of almost or every possible kind.
The wholly metaphorical use of the term,

revealed, if by no other circumstance, by the
extreme breadth of the meanings it may have,
will of course not be forgotten. We speak of

ideas or thoughts as being mental pictures,
only because we know that, in some way, they
serve to the intellectual faculties uses like those
which pictures, or, at least, symbols, answer
when placed before the avenues of sense.
They are forms, states, or changes of conscious
ness, symbolizing, however, objects and rela
tions not in consciousness, but in the external
world.
Already, then, we have discovered that the

term imagination is one of extremely compre
hensive signification; one applicable, indeed,

in some sense or senses, to all the intellectual
powers, whether perceptive or reasoning.
Again, in respect to any given power, it may
name either the general process of activity, the
special act, or the mental result of such act.
We shall consider hereafter whether it may
not, in some one special sense, be used to name

an individual faculty of mind.
This extreme comprehensiveness of meaning

seems to be accounted for in the very origin of

, the term, or rather, by the purpose in reference

to our mental experiences, to serve which it

was introduced. To form a mental picture or

representation, is a motion well-nigh as broad

as to think, or to feel. It should not surprise
us, therefore, to find imagination almost co
extensive in use with those broad, and hence
vague terms—thought, feeling. As a conse
quence, its meaning is nearly as vague and
loose as theirs. This, observation of the em
ployment of the term, not in conversation only,
but in metaphysical, and even in phrenological
works will readily prove.

It is just such vagueness, however, unavoid
able as it may be at the first, that must be
cleared up and reduced to precision and order,
before the subject-matter exhibiting it can
come fully within the requirements, or into the
body, of science. In fact, as the breadth of

territory over which in any country civiliza
tion has supplanted a pre-existing barbarism

is known by the limits to which farms, roads,
and canals have been pushed forward and
made to replace the previous stretch of monot
onous wilderness, just so science obtains and
shows her continual, present growth by this
very extension of method and precision of

which we have just spoken, into and through
out fields of knowledge before only confusedly
and immethodically comprehended.
For example, we are no longer satisfied to

say, generally and vaguely, “The mind thinks
things,” or “We know things and their rela
tions.” We can now say, “Through materials
furnished by his active perception of Weight
(effort-knowing), this man has established a

principle in Mechanics; by his ready mastery

of Size (quantity-knowing), that one has solved

a problem in Algebra ;” or, “Through his
powerful faculty of Comparison (resemblance
knowing), Goethe found that the cranial bones
were but expanded vertebrae; and, but for his
penetrating Causality (dependence-knowing),
Newton must have failed to demonstrate—
however he might have conjectured—the law

of gravitation.” We delight in this extension

of precision, because we know that it is an
extension of knowledge in its best form, and of

the power, use, and advantage which such
knowledge confers.
Surely, then, if there be still remaining any

vague, undefined, and, hence, imperfectly com
prehended territory in respect of mental faculty

or operation, it would appear to be in the
highest degree important that we attempt to

carry the chain and compass also into such ter
ritory; that we endeavor, at the least, to

measure, bound, define, and individualize its
parts, and so add it to the conquest and store
that, in similar directions, science has already
won. Doubtless I am safe in saying that with

in the sphere of mental action there are still
many such unmeasured fields; and one of

these, it appears to be shown above, is that
represented under the term now to be consid
ered. I do not promise to reduce all this broad

-:
[SEPT.,

territory to measure and order; I shall, at the
least, attempt to individualize and define some

of its portions.
And, in the outset, let us consider some of

the results at which lexicography and Ineta
physics have arrived, in their essays to parcel
out and characterize the whole scope of the
term, Imagination.

Of Webster's definitions, the essential are
the following:
IMAGINATIow: 1. The power or faculty of themind by

which it conceivesand formsideas of things[previously]
communicated to it bytheorgans of sense.—Encyclopedia.
Imagination I understand to be the representation[in

mind] of an individual thought.—Bacon.
Our simpleapprehension of corporealobjects, iſ pres

ent, is sense[perception]; if absent, is imagination [col.
ception]..—Glanville.
Imagination, in its proper sense,signifles a lively con

ception of objects of sight[?]-Reid.
We have a power of modifyingour conceptions[ideas],

by combiningtheparts of differentones so as to formnew
wholes of ourown creation. I shallemploytheword im
agination to expressthis power. I apprehendthis to be
thepropersense of theword, if imaginationbe thepower
which gives birth to theproductions of thepoetandthe
painter.—Stewart.
[Imagination]selectstheparts of differentconceptions,

or objects of memory, to form a whole [or wholes]more
pleasing,moreterrible, or moreawful,thanhaseverbeen
presented in theordinarycourse of nature.—Ed.Bºtcyc.

The two latter definitions give quite clearly
certain senses of the word, as now understood.

2. Conception:image in themind; idea.
His i , aginationswereoften as just as theywere bold

and strong. — Dennis.

8. Contrivance:schemeformed in themind; device.
All their imaginations againstme.—Lam.iii.

4. Conceit; anunsolid or ſancifulopinion.

5. First motion or purpose of themind.

Let us add to these definitions a few other
accounts of our subject:
By imaginationwe mean, in a comprehensivesense'

that operation of the mind by which it—(1)receives,(2)
retains, (3)recalls,and(4) combines,according to higher
laws,theideal imagesſurnished to it bythecommonsense
andby thesenses.”—Feuchtersleben.
“Imagination as reproductive, storesthe mind with

idealimages,”etc. [Conception of ideaspreviouslyobtain
ed throughperception.] When a number of ideas has
beenalreadystoredup in themind,then,these“may now
be combinedtogether so as to form newimages,which,
though composed of the elementsgiven in the original
representations,yetarenowpurelymentalcreations of our
own. Thus, I mayhavean image of a rock in mymind,
andanotherimage of a diamond. I combinethesetwo
together,and createthe purelyideal representation of a

diamondrock.”—Morell.
Imagination, in thesense of thepoet, * * * denotespro

cesses of creation or composition,governedbyfixed laws- Wordsworth.
Imagination(the higher, creative, or combiningform)

“presupposesabstraction, to separatefrom each other
qualities,etc.,*** and also,judgmentandtaste, to direct
us in formingthecombinations.” Its operations“may be
equallyemployedaboutall thesubjects of ourknowledge.”
—Stewart.

A brief article in a French encyclopedia
(title not copied) very clearly characterizes
conception, or the power of holding before the
mental view, ideas obtained through the senses,
terming this “passive imagination;” and then
describes a second or higher sort as compler,
employing the stores furnished by passive im
agination, guided by associations of these ideas,
and also by judgment and taste, adding that-º-,
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this form “is especially the portion of thinkers
and of artists.”
Wayland admits and discusses conception,

which presents again in mind our ideas of sen
sible objects; original suggestion, which
evolves or projects from within the mind itself,
upon the stimulus of perceptions, such ideas as
those of resemblance, cause, space, etc.; poetic
imagination, as above defined; and philosophic
imagination, the office of which is to evolve
rational conjectures, or hypotheses.
The last-mentioned views of imagination are

quoted by Havens, but without direct judgment
upon them; his ultimate conclusion being that
imagination proper deals only with materials
directly furnished by the senses, and that its
creative activity is wholly in the way of com
bining in new forms — conclusions both of
which, I believe, fall short of doing justice to
the subject.
Dr. J. R. Buchanan admits reflective facul

ties, among others, of Reason, Ingenuity,
Scheming, Invention, Composition, Ideality, and
as sentiments closely related to these, Imagi
nation, Spirituality, etc. He states that imag
ination “is an essential element of a profound,
original, and creative mind. It contributes
materials to reason, in the form of hypotheses,”
etc. Again, “Ideality is the source of refine
ment, delicacy, and copiousness of thought—of
deep and subtle speculation—of generalization,
abstraction, AND dreamy reminiscence[ſ]—more
vague in its action than reason.” Now, though
in these passages there is doubtless conveyed

some truth, there is also positively much error;
and the whole tenor of the ideas is the very
opposite of the clear-cut, individualized, and
scientific—indeed, a strong intimation that the
“dreamy,” rather than the acute observation
of mind had suggested these parts, at least, of
the author's phrenological scheme.
Mr. Geo. Combe says of imagination and

Jancy that “neither of them is synonymous with
the phrenological term Ideality.” He says that,
in the simplest sense, to imagine is to conceive ;
while, in the higher sense, “Imagination is
the impassioned representation of the same
things—not merely in the forms and arrange
ments of nature, but in new combinations
formed by the mind itself. In Phrenology,
therefore, conception is viewed as the second
degree of aetivity of the knowing and reflecting
faculties [perception being the first], and imag
ination as the third.” “And again, he says of
the knowing and the reasoning faculties, that
all of both classes alike, “have perception, mem
ory, and imagination.”

Mr. O. S. Fowler ascribes imagination, in
the sense of a sentiment of love of the beauti
ful and exquisite, to the faculty of Ideality;
his summary of the function of that faculty
being in the following words: “IdEALITY.
Imagination—fancy—love of the exquisite, the
beautiful, the splendid, the tasteful, and the
polished—that impassioned ecstacy and rapture

of feeling which give inspiration to poetry and
oratory, and a conception of the sublime.” I
incline to believe that, were Mr. Fowler to
revise this statement, he would not now direct
ly ascribe the conception of the sublime to
Ideality. But with this exception, and with the
understanding that “imagination” and “fancy”
here included signify the feeling, emotion, or
sentiment exciting to acts of imagination and
fancy (proper), and not these acts themselves,
which are clearly intellectual, I do not know
that a more clear, full, and correct characteri
zation of the function of Ideality than the pas
sage quoted affords, could well be given.
A rapid glance over these many accounts

and definitions of imagination, would seem at
the first, along with frequent agreements, to
disclose a large amount of contradiction and
confusion. Something of these latter qualities
we must certainly admit; but we believe that
a thorough study of the statements quoted will
result in showing a somewhat less amount of
real confusion and oppositeness of view than
at first appears. A part of the obscurity left
upon the subject is clearly due to a practice
still far too prevalent in the science of mind,
by which different writers employ in one case
different names for the same process or power,
and in another, may apply the same names to
correctly conceived and real processes or pow
ers, but unfortunately to different ones. An
other part of the confusion, it is fair to expect,
will be found due to imperfect or incorrect ap
prehension, on the part of some of the writers
quoted, of certain of the topics treated of

.

In entering upon the discussion of this sub
ject, then, it will at once appear, we should
aim to individualize and keep distinct, as much
as possible, the faculties to be treated of, and
also their special acts or operations; to apply,

as far as our vocabulary allows, always a sep
arate term to each act or process, not less than

to each faculty of the mind; and not to be con
tent with finding one or two processes, how
ever correctly, and saying practically—“See
these are what imagination \means” — but
rather attempt to explore the whole subject
matter, and (if may be) enable ourselves at the
conclusion to say—“These acts, processes, or

faculties exhaust the whole meaning of the
term imagination; under some one or more of

these, what is so termed can always be classed.”

In carrying on this inquiry, the following,
among other principles, will be considered as

known, or easily to be proved:

1. That through the senses (which are not
mental faculties) the Perceptive Faculties of

the mind are directly brought into exercise;
the mental pictures or ideas those faculties
thus obtain being properly termed perceptions,
and the act also being perception. Sir Wm.
Hamilton commits the very serious error of

supposing that all these various perceptive
powers constitute but a single Presentative
Faculty. And yet Hamilton remarks that per

ception, memory, and imagination are in each
person active about the same sort of things, as,
whether it be about words, or forms, etc.
This is the doctrine of Phrenology; and it is

an admission of a fact for which one presenta
tive faculty will not account—a fact requiring
that there shall be several presentative (per
ceptive) faculties, each securing its own sort

of perceptions. A like error will below be

seen to have been committed by this distin
guished metaphysical authority, in respect to

each of the several faculties he admits.

2. That certain perceptive faculties cognize
each a simple phenomenon, quality, or object,
—as in case of Weight, Size, Color, Form, and
probably Sound; certain others cognize each
some obvious relation of phenomena, qualities,

or objects, as in case of Locality, Time,
Order, Language, Calculation, and Tune;
while one other cognizes groups of qualities
concreted (grown-into-one) in individual or

whole things as existing in nature—Individu
ality; and still another takes note of changes,
single or complicated—namely, Eventuality.

3. That perceptions, once secured, are more

or less firmly retained in the mind, and each
class by the faculty which at the first secured

it. This is Retention, or Simple Memory.—In
Hamilton's scheme, one Conservative Faculty.

4. That retained perceptions are also vari
ously associated in the mind, so that upon re
call of any one it brings up or reproduces in

consciousness one or more others, according to

what has been termed the law of Suggestion
(Simple).-Hamilton's one Reproductive Fac
ulty.

5. That the recalled ideas can, not volunta
rily changed, be held before the mind's eye
and examined, giving the act of Conception ;

or their parts can be newly arranged or com
bined, giving one phase of what is more com
monly meant by the term Imagination.—Ham
ilton's single Representative Faculty.

6. That the Reasoning Faculties have for
their office to discover and furnish in our know
ing certain ideas of relations that are not, like
the simple relations of time, place, etc., obvi
ous, but that may be called recondite or non
sensible relations. Such are resemblance,known
through the faculty of Comparison; depend
ence, through Causality; difference (probably,

or incongruity), through Wit; possibly, others.
—Hamilton's two Faculties, Elaborative and
Regulative.

7. That besides Wit, in the sense now nam
ed, there is a sentiment or sense of the ridicu
lous, Mirthfulness or Humor, the organ of

which is perhaps seated next above that of the
former in the brain; and the former, if alone
strong, explaining what are termed cases of
“dry wit,” “acumen,” and keen discrimina
tion.

8. That Ideality proper is a sentiment only,

its office being to impart love of and delight in

the beautiful, the perfect, and the exquisite.c= —e
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9. That Constructiveness proper is rather a

propensity or impulse, than a perceptive or
reasoning power; being furnished with its ma
terials by the perceptives, and guided in its
activity by similarities, dependences, and dif
ferences discovered by the reasoning powers.
That Constructiveness works in the visible and
tangible—in the material wholly.
10. That the concreting of qualities into

things, by Individuality, is involuntary; and
that, accordingly, no perceptive, reflective, or
sentiment thus far named is by its nature such
that it can voluntarily perform the office of
combining parts of ideas into new or previously
unknown ideas. Some new intellectual fac
ulty seems here to be called for.
11. That if a true guess, conjecture, or hy

pothesis can not be shown to be the work of
Comparison, Causality, or Wit, and of course
it can not be the product of a sentiment, Ide
ality,+then, a second new intellectual faculty
seems to be required, in order to explain these
peculiar but very constant products of the
mind’s action.

Let us now see how much, from the defini
tions already quoted, should be distinctly ex
cluded, as forming, even under its largest lat
itude, no part of the meaning of imagination.

Webster's fifth definition, referring to purpose
or impulse of the mind, may safely be excluded

as finding no place in the philosophical usage
of the word. Feuchtersleben's first three steps
—receiving, retaining, and recalling—form no
possible part in what can be called Imagina
tion. They are previous processes. The ab
straction, judgment, and taste referred to by
Stewart, are certainly no parts of the process
of imagination, as viewed by that author in the
connection given ; they are merely auxiliary
activities of the reasoning faculties and ideal
ity. We shall hereafter see that the faculty
that abstracts can imagine its abstraction, etc.
Exclude also association, judgment, and taste

in the account next quoted. On the vagueness

of Buchanan's statements we have already re
marked ; and we will here only add that the
qualities profundily, copiousness, subtlety, as

well as the processes generalization and ab
straction, will al

l

have to be eliminated from
our estimate of the contents of imagination, in

any proper understanding of the term. In re
gard to the assigning of a combining power to

the faculty of Ideality, we have remarked
above. -

But there is another, a very general mental
fact, and one which in ordinary language is

very commonly included under the vague idea
and term Imagination, but which we must, be
fore proceeding with the subject itself, quite as

carefully exclude.
That the mind, however many and however

unlike its faculties, really acts in most instances

by the simultaneous or commingled exercise

of many of these faculties, is a principle ad
mitted in all phrenological systems, and too

well established by actual observation and con
sciousness to need argument here. Mental
effort is really always unitary, in a manner;
and usually by aggregates or complexes group
ing for the time from among the total possible
powers. Briefly to illustrate the principle,
observe that one secreting lobule of the liver
does not at any time cease its action from the
fact that any one or scores of other lobules are
secreting bile at the moment; nor do all the
lobules of the liver fail to secrete bile because
the gastric glands within the coats of the
stomach, and it may be the salivary glands,
are at work. All these can work at the same

time. In truth, it is a fact that, through cer
tain nervous connections, any increased activ
ity of one of these sets of glands may be made

to waken to greater activity the other sets;
and certain large physiological results, as di
gestion, nutrition, and blood-purification, de
pend directly on the circumstance of such sim
ultaneous operation.
various nodules or masses of ganglionic or gray

matter composing a large part of the brain,
those of which in the cerebrum must be con
sidered as seats of the knowing and affective
powers, there are, as anatomy clearly shows,
nervous connections (or commissures), distinct,
numerous, and running in various directions;
and it is perfectly evident that these have no
other essential use than that of establishing
communication of influence, and of course of

activity between the different gray masses of

the brain, those belonging to mental faculties,
as well as those concerned in the mechanical

(automatic) actions of the system, being among
them.

In this way is explained the inter-action be
tween the feelings proper and the intellect.
We see certain objects: there then arise in our
consciousness not merely ideas of those objects

(the work of intellect), but also certain appro
priate impulses or emotions (the work of pro
pensities and sentiments). On the other hand,
the spontaneous and inner action of the propen
sities and sentiments will also cause the intel
lectual faculties to be brought into action—this
action originating from within, and not through
the senses. So, certain propensities and senti
ments have closer connections than others; or

certain intellectual powers; or some of the
former with some of the latter. We are not sur
prised when we find these particular faculties
thus manifesting themselves simultaneously or

in close succession; because our long observa
tion and our own experience have led us to

expect these coincidences and sequences, and

to regard them as entirely natural, human, and
sane.

To take the most marked case of all : It will

be hard to find among all the elements of the
human mind any single one that has in all
ages more stimulated into activity the ideal
sentiment, to clothe its objects with all the ex
cellences, glories, and perfection possible to

Just so, between the
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thought, than has the passion of love (Amative
ness, including in this, as may be done for all
purposes of the present argument, the emotion

of Connubial Love); and it will be hard to find
any element that has been the spur to a greater
amount of general and special intellectual act
ivity, than this. Not merely has this been true

in the past; it is true now. Poetry, fiction,
history, biography, experience, alike attest this
assertion. And yet, no faculty or element of

the human mind can be farther removed from
the intellect—more totally a thing out of and
apart from all intellectual operations—than is

Amativeness.

This propensity, then, when in action, pow
erfully enlists the action of Ideality as a senti
ment, as it does of Hope, Benevolence, and
some others, and also of the properly knowing
and reasoning powers (intellect), which must
furnish the facts, examine the conditions, and
provide the means, to its own gratification.
The person under its influence not only imag
ines perfections in its object (this being the
work of Ideality), but also imagines (in the
sense of conceiving, combining, and conjectur
ing, in the intellect) all manner of relations
and probabilities affecting this ordinarily in
dispensable need of being.

The same thing is true, in various degrees,

of the other affective faculties. Acquisitive
ness is surely no part of intellect; but it both
spurs Ideality to imagine (feel) the glories of

wealth, and sets the intellect at work to find
and adopt all the means to its possession. It

is the commonest phenomenon to find a man's
acquisitiveness driving him to study all that
pertains to the qualities, history, and relations

of pig-iron or point lace; but the acquisitive
ness is still no part of the intellect that does
this work of knowing about the iron or the
lace. And just as we should err in bringing
the acquisitiveness into the intellect, because

it sets intellect in motion, so we shall err if

we call that a part of imagination (intellect
ual), which in fact only spurs us to conceive
vividly the ideas we have, separate and com
bine them anew, conjecture or guess concerning
them, and do all that intellectual work proper
which we very commonly include under the
term IMAGINING.
What, then, are the faculties (affective) that

strongly appeal to and elicit intellectual imag
ination, of whatever form this may have 2
a.—In a general way, we may conclude, tiny

very powerful propensity or sentiment.
b.—But specially, certain ones of these, as:—

1. Amativeness—already treated of.

2. Philoprogenitiveness—when strong, and
joined with full Ideality.

3. Acquisitiveness—see above.

4. Constructiveness—which powerfully im
pels its owner to put together, modify, dev se

,

adapt, invent; and, by necessity, to know all
the qualities and phenomena that will in he

given cases have to be regarded.cº —s:

º
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5. Self-Esteem—devising the conditions
requisite to secure honor to self.
6. Approbativeness—do., do., to secure ap

proval or applause. -

7. Cautiousness—driving us to imagine all
forms and causes of danger.

8. Benevolence—leading to imagine and
work for conditions of human happiness as yet
unrealized.
9. Weneration—leading to represent in idea

the attributes of the Deity—the Unknown
Cause of things.

10. Hope—proverbially stimulating the in
tellect to the combining or creation of intel
lectual pictures and schemes, quite unreal,
and unless based on severe fact and reason,
visionary. The grand architect who oversees
“castles in the air,” “chateaus in Spain,”
and elsewhere !
11. Spirituality (Marvelousness)—impelling

the intellect to picture the unseen, the spiritual,
the supernatural. -
12. Ideality—do., do., the perfect and ex

quisite; to strive after ornament, beauty; to
secure all that gratifies taste; to make self,
life, mankind, and the world something con
tinually more glorious than they have yet ar
rived at being:—“a difficult thing,” as will at
once be seen, and that gives to every form of
intellectual imagination or fancy exercise
enough
Finally, it may be remarked that any emo

tion which would ordinarily incite intellectual
imagination, gains in its impelling force when
it is associated with a large development of
this last-named sentiment, Ideality; as was
implied in speaking of Philoprogenitiveness.
From this brief review, general and special,

of the influence of the affections and sentiments
proper on the intellect, it will be seen that,
though powerfully promoting the intellectual
processes, serving to vivify intellectual con
ceptions, and to multiply our ideas and
thoughts, yet all these impulses of whatever
name really stand outside of intellect, and really
take no part in its operations. It will be seen
that, if the writer and the best phrenological
authorities with whom he meets do not wholly
mistake its function, Ideality, along with the
other sentiments, must thus stand outside the
intellect. That, in a word, Ideality is not
imagination (in the proper sense), and does not
in any sense perform what are properly to be
called acts of imagination, nor evolve and re
tain ideas of imagination. Ideality very often
is the hidden spring, but it is neither the wheel
work moved nor is it the fabric wrought out.
It can not produce a single intellectual concep
tion, form, combination, conjecture, or creation
of any kind; but it is often the potent impulse
to the production of any or all these ; and it is
a most delicate sense or intuition, besides, that
by its pleasure indorses, or by its pain repels,
the product which the toiling intellect may
have evolved. Thus, then, we have found
that other general mental fact which is to be
excluded from the true meaning of Imagina
tion; namely, all action of propensities or of

sentiments, properly as such, including all
action of the faculty of Ideality, as commonly
and rightly understood.
But after excluding these parts of the sense

of this term, admitted in a few of the definitions

of . authors, and in common or unscientific
speech, how much shall we find to remain?

At a future time, I hope to show that what is

with more or less propriety named imagination
will still include—

1. The process of Conception (simple) on the
part of all the intellectual faculties.

2. The process of Conception (original), giv
ing new products, as the elements of new
forms, melodies, etc.; also, a work of all the
intellectual faculties.

3. A process of Combination, in the realm of

ideas, not of matter.

4. An act of Conjecture or Hypothesis, evolv
ing new relations of known facts or ideas:–
and then to inquire whether there probably is

,

or is not.—

5. A yet unrecognized Faculty of Combina
tion for ideas and relations; namely, one of

Composition or Synthesis.

6. A yet unrecognized

or Hypothesis.
[to Br continued.]

Faculty of Conjecture

-º-º-º-º
EDUCATION AND TRAINING PHRE
NOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED–No. 3.

In the preceding articles of this series we
have endeavored to define what we understand

by the term Education. We have shown that

it embraces physical training, or the develop
ment of the body; also, the development of
the different mental faculties, and the excess

of the faculties, and also their perversion by
improper training. We have suggested some

of the errors of the Mental Philosophers in

treating upon the mind, and the great uncer
tainty of their systems as a guide to correct
ideas of education. Phrenology, on the con
trary, we attempted to show, makes us ac
quainted with the fundamental principles of

the mind, teaching us at once the peculiar
tastes or talent of each individual, thus show
ing that Phrenology would become the great
educator of parents and teachers, and enable
them to direct their efforts wisely in the edu
cation and training of the young. In this and
succeeding articles we propose to offer some
practical hints for the application of Phrenol
ogy to domestic training and to scholastic edu
cation.
Man is an animal with bodily wants, and he

has a class of propensities which instinctively
prompt him to provide for his animal wants.

| This he does in the first place without thought

or reason; but subsequently, as he is ripened
and instructed by experience, he employs his
intelligence and his energy as a means of grati
fying the lower elements of his nature.
The first, and, indeed, the most imperative,

of human wants is mourishment. The new
born infant, prompted by this intuitive hunger,
generally seeks its natural food at the very
threshold of its being, as a means of building
up the growth, and supplying the waste which
exercise and labor induce. Nature has kindly
planted in us, as a part of the mental nature

of the individual, the faculty of Alimentive
ness, which renders eating and drinking not
only a duty, but a pleasure. To eat right as

to quality and quantity of food, including the
proper time for eating it, is one of the most im
portant lessons relating to our physical being.

It is a most difficult part of our education, and
one which is

,

perhaps, more frequently neglect

ed than any other which falls within the sphere

of every-day use.
The lower animals seldom exhibit anything

which looks like reason in respect to their
manner of eating and drinking, but they are
guided by what may be called instinct—mere
appetite. In respect to the selection of their
food, they usually reject whatever is detri
mental or noxious, and always eat the best
they can get—that which is most pleasing to

the appetite. Though a dog may have lived
ten years in a family, and have been fed on
bread, vegetables, and meat every day of his
life, and perhaps never had food in such quantity

as to have any surplus, yet he will always de
vour first the meat, then such bread as may
have butter on it, then such vegetables as may
have come in contact with gravy, and last,
when his appetite is nearly satisfied, he reluc
tantly devours the dry bread, the most unsa
vory part of the meal. A child will do pre
cisely the same thing—will eat the meat, the
butter, the delicious fruit first, and cry for
more; but if denied, will then turn to get some

of that which is less agreeable to its appetite.
But as a child increases in age, and comes
under the dominion of his thinking, reasoning
intellect, he subjects the faculty of Aliment
iveness to the control of his judgment to some
extent. He does not eat the dessert first, nor
gnaw the butter from his bread, and eat all his
meat, and afterward the bread and vegetables;
but he eats the more important articles—that
which will taste good with a keen appetite—
and reserves the delicacies for the close of the
meal, when his appetite for hearty, strong food
has been satisfied. The dog, as we have said,
never learns this lesson by age, but seizes the
most delicious morsel first, and makes wry
faces at common food at the close of his meal.

While the child is young he exhibits, as we
have said, in the exercise of appetite, the
merely animal impulses. During this season
he should be guided and controlled by the ex
perience or wisdom of the parent; and our im
pression is that there are very few children
who are qualified to govern their appetite and
exercise it properly until they have reached the
sixteenth year; and parents can not do their
children a greater injustice than to allow them

to eat and drink as they please in regard to

kind and quantity until they are old enough to

choose the right food, and to take it in the
right manner. What shall we say, then, of

parents and nurses who appeal to appetite as

a means of governing, and managing, and re
straining children, who promise to the already
excited appetite some choice delicacy, some
thing the appetite craves, with a view to sub
ject the turbulent faculties of the child to tem
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porary obedience? This method of training
produces a feverish excitement in Alimentive
ness, which, as the child matures, increases in
strength until it will not be satisfied with
ordinary gratification.
Society has wept and mourned over the

desolations of perverted appetite until the en
tire doctrine of Total Depravity has appeared

to be exemplified through the abuses of the
single faculty of Alimentiveness. Children
sometimes inherit from parents badly trained
in appetite a tendency to these abuses; and
what can we expect from the children of pa
rents who have been ignorantly drugged by

tea, coffee, tobacco, and alcoholic stimulants,
or surfeited with rich, unwholesome, concen
trated diet? It is within the memory of all
persons of middle life when society was first
awakened to the fact that alcoholic stimulants
were not only unnecessary, but alarmingly de
structive to health; but very few persons of
extensive culture and good common sense have
yet learned that tobacco, strong tea and coffee,
and highly-seasoned food are almost equally
destructive to health and happiness. It is
comparatively but a few years since dyspepsia
became known in the United States. We used
to laugh at the accounts of gout among well-fed
English people; but now our people, by abuses
of appetite here, in the room of gout, a luxury
applying chiefly to our cousins over the water,
are scourged with dyspepsia. And what is
dyspepsia but a breaking down of the tone of
the stomach, and inability to digest the food
and work it up into nourishment for the brain
and body? Alcoholic liquors set the nervous
system on fire, and make man a maniac and
demon or a fool. Its effects are, therefore,

more palpable than those which rise from other
forms of intemperance; but these just as surely
sap the foundations of health, gradually shat
ter the nerves, and derange all the organic
functions, if indulged in to excess. Let the
reader look among his neighbors, and how
common he will find complaints of dyspepsia,

of a torpid state of the liver, of scrofula, of
palpitation of the heart, and what is called
nervousness. These produce irritability, de
spondency, loss of memory, insanity, and death
in various ways. Mankind has had a sore les
son on the abuses of appetite; and those who
may retreat will show their wisdom by obey
ing the teachings of these sore experiences; but
those will be wiser who learn temperance by

their example, and studying the laws of their
being.

Though it may take several generations of
temperate parentage, and a thorough applica
tion of correct training, to rid mankind of the
deleterious effects of past intemperance, yet
who will be dissuaded from the effort by the
difficulty of the case, or consider it a waste of
time, when so great a result is at stake 2 We
sometimes think, notwithstanding tens of thou
sands have discarded the use of alcoholic

liquors, that we are still an intemperate peo
ple. Many have given up the bottle, but only
have changed the form of stimulant to coffee
or tobacco, or both. After listening to a lec
ture on Temperance from a distinguished ad
vocate of the cause, we found him smoking at
the hotel, which he did constantly for nearly
two hours. We inquired of him why he did
so, and he remarked, that having given up
liquor, which he had used to excess, he felt that
he must have something to keep his nerves
braced up. As a matter of health, we hardly
know which is the worse practice of the two.
Though smoking may not make a man neglect

or abuse his family, it sends thousands of men
annually to untimely graves, leaving widows
and orphans in poverty, with nerves all on fire
as an unhealthy inheritance from the short
lived father. When it is remembered that
nearly all who use alcoholic liquors also use
tobacco, and that tens of thousands smoke and
chew who regard themselves as temperate
men, it will be seen that tobacco is working

more ruin to health and happiness than alco
holic liquors; and the most melancholy fact in
the case is

,

that men are not aware of it; nor
does society stamp its use with disgrace, as it

does that of alcoholic liquors.
The whole system of intemperance is a

wrong training and use of this primary faculty,
Alimentiveness. Mothers and nurses may not
be aware that they are training up their chil
dren to some form of intemperance, when they
nurse or feed them every time they are fretful

or uneasy. Some mothers we know who carry
cakes, candies, and the like in their pockets,

wherever they take their children, and to ap
peal to appetite with some such delicacy seems

to be their chief means of exercising influence
over their children. Thus treated, it is easy
to understand how the unnatural fever in the

whole digestive apparatus should be produced,
and also in that organ of the brain which gov
erns that department of our nature. With
such an early training, what wonder is it that
when they come to maturity they seek tobac
co, alcoholic liquors, highly-seasoned food, and
thereby break down their constitutions and
their morals together.

The rules for training this faculty are few
and simple. For the first year of a child's
life, if its mother be healthy, nature has pro
vided its best food, and, so far as possible, this
should be given to the child at given periods,
according to its constitution. Some mothers

nurse their children every time they cry or ap
pear restless, and thus keep the stomach in an
unhealthy condition, containing food half di
gested, and, indeed, in nearly every condition,
from that fit to be taken into the blood to that
which is raw and crude. Nothing can be more
destructive to the tone of the stomach than

such habits, unless it be the taking of noxious
substances; but wholesome food thus mixed
becomes noxious, and there are very few chil
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dren thus fed who do not become irritable,
feverish, and dyspeptical.

As a child becomes older, and is weaned, it

should be fed upon a plain diet in general, not
such as mature people eat. In England and
Scotland, children are not allowed, generally,

to partake of such food as adults eat, but they
are fed upon oatmeal porridge, or milk thick
ened with oatmeal batter, upon vegetables of

various kinds, and upon soups made with little
meat and much vegetables. In the United
States we often see little children two years
old making a meal of roast beef and plum-pud
ding, or ham and eggs—in short, precisely such
food as a healthy laboring man would eat. We
often hear parents remark that they think their
children ought to live as well as the parents.
By that they mean that they should drink cof
fee and eat meat and highly-seasoned food with
adults; and these same parents understand
perfectly well that a horse at five years of age
will sell for fifty or a hundred dollars more, to

be put into hard service in the city, if that
horse has never eaten a bushel of oats in his
life, but been kept exclusively upon hay and
grass. Men are wise as to horses, cattle,
swine, sheep, and asses, but appear to be

utterly wanting in practical sense in respect

to the training and management of their own
children. We believe that adults should live

on a plain diet, that which is easy of diges
tion, not spiced, compounded, or concentrated,
including vegetables and fruit in large degree.
Three times, a day, we think, is sufficiently
frequent, and these at regular intervals; nor
should the person ever eat heartily just before
retiring, even though circumstances have com
pelled him to work hard all day on a mere
breakfast. If a person can not si

t up an hour
and a half after eating, he should retire on an
empty stomach, though a person might eat a

small quantity and retire in half an hour with
out detriment.
When will men become as wise as an ox,

which, left to roam the fields at will and seek
his natural food, never over-eats, and rarely
exhibits symptoms of disease during his whole
life? H

e

has no artificial habits; his appetite,
guided by instinct, not pampered by cooking
and fashion, remains unperverted. Nature,
having established the physical laws which
govern men as well as animals, would secure

to man health and happiness, if he would use
his reason in guiding his habits as the animal
follows his instincts.
The organ of Alimentiveness, which is lo

cated just forward of where the top of the ear

is joined to the head, and which, when large,

is indicated by width and fullness in that re.
gion, is the first organ in the mental constitu
tion which comes into activity. The infant or
the animal an hour old seeks nourishment,
prompted by the faculty of Alimentiveness,
and, as we have shown, ten thousand miseries
follow in the train of its abuse.

Is it not strange that man, the noblest crea
ture God has made, should stumble at the very
dawn of his life in the exercise of so important

a faculty as Alimentiveness for the preserva
tion of life and the physical constitution, that
faculty being, we may say, one of the low
est elements of his nature ? If all the other
powers were as badly directed, as much abused

as this, the doctrine of Total Depravity would
need no further illustration or proof.

-
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T H E D UT I E S OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

BY George comibE.
[From THE LATESTRevised EDINBURGHEDITIox.]

[continued reomAugust NUMBER.1

The next social duty to which I advert, is that of suretyship, or
cautionary, as it is called in Scotland. A surety may either engage
to pay a certain sum of money, if the principal obligant fail ; or
become bound for his good behavior and proper discharge of duty, in
any office to which he has been appointed. Great losses and much
misery often arise from suretyship ; and in consequence, many persons
lay down the rule never to become surety for any human being ;

while others, of a more generous and confiding nature, are ready to
bind themselves for almost every one who gives them a solemn assur
ance that they will never be called on to pay.
expound the philosophy of the subject, and we shall then be better
able to judge of our duty.
Suretyship is a lame substitute for a knowledge of human character.

There are men whose prudence and integrity are proof against every
temptation; and if we were certain that any particular individual
whom we designed to trust, or to employ in our affairs, was one of
these, we should desire no other security for his solvency or good con
duct than that afforded by his own noble nature. But we know that
there are also plausible persons who are only ostensibly honest; and
we are never certain that an individual whom we are disposed to trust
or employ, may not, in an unlucky hour, be found to belong to this
class. We therefore require that some one, who knows his qualities,
should certify his possession of prudence and integrity in the only way
which can convince us of the entire sincerity of the recommendation,
namely, by engaging to pay the debt in case of default—or to indem
nify us, if, through negligence or dishonesty, we shall suffer loss.

It appears to me that the practical application of Phrenology will
diminish both the necessity for demanding security and the danger of

granting it. I have repeatedly shown to you examples of the three
classes of heads: first, the class very imperfectly endowed in the
moral and intellectual regions; secondly, the class very favorably con
stituted, in which these have a decided preponderance; and, thirdly,
the class in which these regions and that of the propensities stand
nearly in equilibrium. No man of prudence, if he knew Phrenology,
would become surety for men of the lowest class, or be accessory, in

any way, to placing them in situations of trust; because this would

be exposing them to temptations which their weak moral faculties
could not withstand. . Men having the highest combination of organs,

if well educated, might be safely trusted without security; or if we
did become bound for them, we should have little to fear from their
misconduct. Among several thousand criminal heads which I have
seen, I have never met with one possessing the highest form of com
bination. Only once, in a penitentiary in Dublin, I found a female
whose head approached closely to this standard, and I ventured to

predict that the brain was not in a healthy condition. The jailer said
that he was not aware of her brain being diseased, but that she was
subject to intense and long-continued headaches, during which her
mental perceptions became obscure; and the physician, on hearing my
remark, expressed his own matured conviction that there was diseased
action in the brain. This leaves, then, only the middle class of

individuals, or those in whose brains the organs of the propensities,
moral sentiments, and intellect are nearly equally balanced, as those
for whose good conduct surety would be most necessary; and these
are precisely the persons for whom it would be most hazardous to

undertake it. The necessity and the hazard both arise from the same
cause. Individuals thus constituted may be moral as long as external
temptation is withheld; but they may, at any time, lapse into dis

I shall attempt to

honesty, when strong inducements to it are presented. The possession

of property, committed to their charge in a confidential manner—that

is to say, in such circumstances that they may misapply it for a time
without detection—frequently operates as an irresistible temptation,
and, to the consternation of their sureties, they seem to change their
character at the very moment when their good conduct was most
implicitly relied on. We sometimes read in the newspapers of enor
mous embezzlements, or breaches of trust, or disgraceful bankruptcies,
committed by persons who, during a long series of years, had enjoyed

a reputable character; and the unreflecting wonder how men can
change so suddenly, or how, after having known the sweets of virtue,
they can be so infatuated as to part with them all, for the hollow illu
sions of criminal gain. But the truth is

,

that these men, from having
the three regions of the brain nearly equally balanced, never stood at

any time on a very stable basis of virtue. Their integrity, like a

pyramid poised on its apex, was in danger of being overturned by
every wind of temptation that might blow against it.

In judging on the subject of surety ship, it is of some importance to

know the characteristic distinctions of the different classes of minds;
because, in some cases, such obligations lead to no loss, while in others
they are ruinous in the extreme. Our understanding is perplexed
while we have no means of accounting for these differences of result;
but if you will study Phrenology, and apply it practically, it will
clear up many of these apparent anomalies, and enable you to judge
when you are safe, and when exposed to danger. -
We come now to inquire into the practical rule which we should

follow, in regard to undertaking suretyship. In the present state of

society, the exacting of security is in many instances indispensable;
and I can not, therefore, see any ground on which those who decline,

in all circumstances, to undertake it, can be defended. It appears to

me to be a necessary duty, which presents itself to many individuals;
and although, when imprudently discharged, it may be hazardous, we
are not, on that account, entitled entirely to shrink from it. There
are several precautions, however, which we are not only entitled, but
called on, to adopt, for our own protection. In the first place, no man
should ever bind himself to pay money to an extent, which, if exacted,
would render him bankrupt; for this would be to injure his creditors
by his suretyship; nay, he should not bind himself gratuitously to pay
any sum for another, which, if lost, would seriously injure his own
family. In short, no man is called on to undertake gratuitous and
benevolent obligations beyond the extent which he can discharge
without severe and permanent suffering to himself; and in subscribing
such obligations, he should invariably calculate on being called on to

fulfill them by payment. In general, men, even of ordinary prudence,
find, by experience, that they are compelled to pay at least one half

of all the cautionary obligations which they undertake, and the
imprudent even more. Unless, therefore, they are disposed to go to
ruin in the career of social kindness, they should limit their obligations

in proportion to their means.
Secondly—We should consider the object sought to be attained by

the applicant. If he be a young man who desires to obtain employ
ment, or to commence business on a moderate scale on his own .

account, or if a friend, in a temporary, unexpected, and blameless
emergency need our aid, good may, in these instances, result from the
act. But if the suretyship is wanted merely to enable a person who

is doing well, to do, as he imagines, a great deal better; to enable him

to extend his business, or to get into a more lucrative situation, we
may often pause, and reasonably consider whether we are about to

serve our friend, or injure both him and ourselves. According to my
observation, the men who have succeeded best in the pursuits of this
world, and longest and most steadily enjoyed prosperity and character,
are those who, from moderate beginnings, have advanced slowly and
steadily along the stream of fortune, aided chiefly by their own mental
resources; men who have never hastened to be rich, but who, from
the first, have seen that time, economy, and prudence are the grandc=
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elements of ultimate success. These men ask only the means of a
fair commencement, and afterward give no trouble, either to the public
or to their friends. Success flows upon them, as the natural result of
their own course of action, and they never attempt to force it pre
maturely.

There are other individuals, full of sanguine hope, inordinate
ambition, or boundless love of gain, who never discover the advantages
of their present possessions, but are constantly aiming at an imaginary
prosperity, just at arm's length beyond their reach ; and who solicit
their friends to aid them, that they may seize the prize. They urge
their acquaintances to become sureties for them to raise money in
order to extend their business. I recommend to those to whom this
appeal is made, to moderate the pace of these sanguine speculators,
instead of helping to accelerate it; to advise them to practice economy
and patience, and to wait till they acquire capital of their own to
increase their trade. The danger of undertaking obligations for such
men arises from their over-sanguine, ambitious, and grasping disposi
tions, which are rendered only more ardent by encouragement. The
chances are many, that they will ruin themselves, and bring serious
loss on their sureties. I have seen deplorable examples of families
absolutely ruined by one of their nnmber possessing this character.
By brilliant representations of approaching fortune, he succeeded in
obtaining possession of the moderate patrimonies of his brothers and
sisters, the funds provided for his mother's annuity; in short, the
whole capital left by his father, as the fruit of a long and laborious
life—and in a few years he dissipated every sixpence of it in enter
prises and speculations of the most extravagant description.

One benefit of Phrenology, to those who make a practical use of it,

is to enable them to discriminate between a man's hopes and his real
capacities. When they see considerable deficiency in the organs of

Intellect, or in those of Cautiousness, Conscientiousness, and Firmness,
they know that whatever promises the individual may make, or how
ever sincere may be his intentions of being prosperous, yet, that if he

involve himself in a multitude of affairs, beyond the reach of his
intellectual powers, failure will be inevitable; and they act accord
ingly. I have repeatedly urged individuals to abstain from assisting
characters of this description to extend their speculations, and advised
them to reserve their funds for emergencies of a different description,

which were certain to arise; and at the distance of a few years, after
the advice had been forgotten by me, they have returned and thanked
me for the counsel. Such speculative men generally fall into great
destitution in the end; and my recommendation to their relatives has
uniformly been, to reserve their own means, with the view of saving
them from abject poverty, when their schemes shall have reached
their natural termination in ruin; and this has been found to be pru
dent advice.

As a general rule, therefore, I would dissuade you from undertaking
suretyship merely to increase the quantity, or accelerate the march,

of prosperity, if your friend, by the aid of time, prudence, and economy,
have it in his power ultimately to command success by his own
resources.

In becoming bound for the good conduct of an individual in a new
employment, you should be well aware that the situation into which
you are about to introduce him is suited to his natural dispositions
and capacities, and not calculated to bring the weaker elements of his
character into play, and be the means of ruining him as well as

injuring yourselves. Suppose, for example, that a young man has any
latent seeds of intemperance in his constitution, or that he is fond of a

wandering and unsettled life, and that, by becoming surety for his
faithful accounting, you should obtain employment for him as a

mereantile traveling agent, you might manifestly expose him to

temptations which might completely upset his virtue. I have known

maintained excellent characters, ruined by this change. Again, if an

individuals, who, in more favorable circumstances, had acquired and

!

individual be either extremely good-natured, so much so that he can

not resist solicitation; or if he be ambitious and fond of display and
power; or very speculative; and if you aid him in obtaining an
agency for a bank, by which means he will obtain an immediate
command of large sums of money, you may bring him to ruin, when
you intended to do him a great service; for his integrity will thereby

be exposed to assaults in all these directions. It has been remarked,
that more men prove unsuccessful as bank-agents than almost in any
other office of trust; and the reason appears to me to be, that the free
command of money presents greater temptations to the weak points of

character than almost any other external circumstance. For this
reason, it is only men of the highest natural moral qualities who
should be appointed to such situations; individuals whose integrity
and love of justice and duty are paramount to all their other feelings;
and then, with average intellectual endowments, their conduct will

be irreproachable. It is clear, that until we possess an index to

natural talents and dispositions which can be relied on in practice,
much disappointment, loss, and misery, must inevitably be sustained,
by the improper location or employment of individuals in the com
plicated relations of society; and if Phrenology promise to aid us in

arriving at this object, it is worthy of our most serious consideration.*
Another social duty which men are occasionally called on to dis

charge, is that of acting privately as arbitrators between disputing
parties, or publicly as jurymen. According to the present practice, no

special preparation for these duties is supposed to be necessary. A

young man may have obtained any kind of education, or no education ;

he may possess any degree of intelligence and talent; and he may be
upright in his dispositions, or very much the reverse; yet none of

these things are of the least consideration in regard to his qualification

to serve as a juror. As soon as he is found inhabiting a house, or

possessing a shop, or a farm, of a certain rent, his name is placed on
the list of jurors; he is summoned in his turn to sit on the bench of

justice, and there he disposes, by his vote, of the lives and fortunes

of his fellow-men. The defense maintained for this system is
,

that as

twelve individuals are selected in civil cases, and fifteen in criminal,
the verdict will embody the average intelligence and morality of the
whole; and that, as the roll of jurors includes all the higher and
middle ranks, their decisions, if not absolutely perfect, will, at least,

be the best that can be obtained. This apology is
,

to some extent,
well-founded; and the superior intelligence of a few frequently guides

a vast amount of ignorance and dullness in a jury. Still, the extent

of this ignorance and inaptitude is a great evil; and as it is suscep
tible of removal, it should not be permitted to exist.
All of you who have served as jurors, must be aware of the great

disadvantages under which individuals labor in that situation, from
want of original education, as well as of habits of mental application.

I knew an instance in which a jury, in a civil cause which embraced

a long series of mercantile transactions, including purchases, sales,
bills, excise entries, permits, and other technical formalities, was
composed of four Edinburgh traders, and of eight men balloted from
the county of Edinburgh, where it borders on Lanarkshire and Peebles
shire, men who occupied small farms, who held the plow and drove
their own carts; persons of undoubted respectability and intelligence

in their own sphere, but who knew nothing of mercantile affairs;
whose education and habits rendered them totally incapable of taking
notes of evidence, and, of course, of forming any judgment for them
selves. When the jury retired at ten o'clock at night, after a trial of

twelve hours, one of the merchants was chosen foreman, and he asked
the opinion of his brethren in succession. Eight of them echoed the
charge of the presiding judge; but the other three announced a con
trary opinion. The jurors from the country, seeing that the merchants

[continued on PAGEsixty-Five.]

* Severaljoint-stockcompanieshaverecentlybeenformed to guaranteetheintromis
sionsand good conduct of personsemployed in situations of trust,and themoderate
premiumswhich theydemandspeakhighly for thegeneralintegrity of theindustrious
classes of GreatBritain. In the PhrenologicalJournal, vol.xiv., p. 297,someremarks
will befound on theusewhichmaybemade of Phrenologyby theseassociations.c
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IELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING.
Phrt enologic AI, ch.AnActer and Biography.

Biography.

WE take pleasure in presenting a notice of the
eminent poet, Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett Brown
ing, whose medallion portrait is prefixed. Until
lately, public curiosity in regard to her could
only be gratified in part, for she has studiously
avoided any publicity of her features, leaving
“dear guessers” full liberty to give her such
form and comeliness as suited their fancy.
With this studied exclusiveness there has been

exhibited more patience than is usual with
people who are never content at any partial
knowledge of a notoriety; but, now that the
cast of that serene and noble face is given us
for study, the pleasure will prove proportion
ately greater, as the lady has been admired in
silence, and for her mental worth alone. The
cast literally “speaks for itself”—it is the
head and outline of one of the noblest minds

of the age; and, as such, will bear study.
The mental and heart history of Mrs. Brown

ing are so nearly related, that one must needs
answer for the other. In one of her exquisite
utterances she says:

“I amno trumpet,but a reed—
A brokenreedthewind indeed
Left flatupon a dismalshore;

Yet iſ a littlemaidor child
Shouldsighwithin it, earnest-mild,
This reedwill answerevermore.”

And this is the key-note of much of her song,
though it hardly comports with a reed to chant
the majestic “Drama of Exile,” and the pro
phetic numbers which lay scattered in profu
sion over all her later works. Her lyre is

attuned to spirit-harmonies, which even a child
may drink in with delight; but it is miracu
lous in its power, for it strikes to themes and
stirs to passions which only the “Old Masters”
can emulate. A woman in all her sympathies
and instincts, she is an academician in her
wisdom, and a companion of the greatest

minds of the age in her philosophic powers;
and thus constituted, she confessedly stands
among the “chosen few” whose names the
world will not suffer to be forgotten.

Elizabeth Barrett Browning was born in

London, in 1812. From infancy her health
was feeble, and she grew into a fragile child,
unsuited for the usual associations of youth.

In consequence, she early made companion
ship with books, and soon became a prodigy of

precocious development; but if precocious, the .

child’s mind suffered no lapse, for we hear of

her “Greek accomplishments” as early as ten;
and at fourteen (1826) appeared her first pub
lished volume—An Essay on Mind—in which
the idiosyncrasies which have lately marked
her muse give the work the stamp of original
ity and power. If not admirable as a poem,

it showed a most wonderful proficiency in

learning, by its familiar discourse of great
minds and their productions. It is true that,cº
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at ten, she wrote poems of much merit; but

it is not at that era that the poetic sentiment

in her gave the foreshadowing of its power,
and, very properly, the lady never refers to

those “early efforts.” At fifteen, however,
we find her an anonymous correspondent of

the London Atheneum, and the rather remark
able expression of the poems served greatly to

excite critics and comment.

In 1833 appeared her translation of the
tragedy of Eschylus’ “Prometheus Winctus.”

It at once assumed the position of an excellent
rendition of the renowned drama, and served

to show how familiar was her knowledge of

the Greek and the very spirit of its literature.
In 1850 she revised the translation, and in its

present form it probably will remain the most
perfect of all adaptations. Its grace, and force,
and profound passion show with what enthu
siasm the translator entered upon her task.
Professor Boyd, the celebrated Hellenic scho

lar, was her companion in study, and to him
she dedicated the first edition; and her fre
quent allusions to that gentleman show what
real enthusiasts they were in their pursuit of

gems among the old mines. It is to him she re
fers in her “Wine of Cyprus,” where she says:

“And I think of thoselong mornings
Which my thoughtgoesfar to seek,

When, betwixtthefolio's turnings,
SolemnflowedtherhythmicGreek.

Past thepane,themountainspreading,
Sweptthesheep-bell'stinkling noise,

While a girlish voicewasreading,
Somewhatlow for ai's andoi’8. •

Then whatgoldenhourswerefor us!
While we sattogetherthere,

How thewhite vestsof the chorus
Seemed to waveup a live airl

How thecothurnstrodmajestic
Down the deepismbic lines,

And therolling anapaestic
Curled, like vaporovershrinesſ”

Who but a living poet-soul could have thus
uniquely coined study into rhythmic beauty 2

In 1838 appeared “The Seraphim, and
other Poems.” In this work Miss Barrett but
partially reached the popular heart; and,
though critics differed much as to its merits, it

served to place the author among the most
eminent poets of England. The blemishes of

the work are of a very positive character,
judged by what is termed “popular taste;”
but the beauties of the work are also of a no.
less marked nature. In the whole range of

English Literature there is no more pathos,
and power, and originality thrown into verse;
yet the mannerisms, and obscurity of meaning,
and license, poetic and unpoetic, which marked
almost every page, sufficed to cheat her of

“ popular” appreciation.

In 1844 the “Drama of Exile” was given

to the world. To this work the author's best
powers were pledged. The field was a hazard
ous one, for Milton had trod there before her;
but confidence did not forsake her, and she
produced what has immortalized her name.

It is not the province of this paper to attempt
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any analysis or critique of this great poem.
Its conception is daring, its execution is gene
rally powerful, and its moral is admirably
wrought out; but for all these qualities, so

requisite for a great poem, the “Drama” is not
“popular” in the same way that “Aurora
Leigh” has since become, and for the reason
that its lofty ideality places it beyond the taste

of the great majority of readers. But to the
students and lovers of poetry it is a mine of

exhaustless wealth, which will yield stores of

beauty so long as the ideal has its worshipers.
The other poems which helped to fill the vol
ume in which the “Drama” was printed are

of various character, and betray the wondrous
fertility of the poet's pen. In all moods and
measures she is almost uniformly self-possessed,
and touches each theme with an ease and flow

of expression truly astonishing; while every
page, nay, almost every line, bears the imprint

of her mannerisms and idiosyncrasies.

In all these years Miss Barrett was an inva
lid, confined almost entirely to home. The
confinement she turned to profit, however; for
while others idled, she shrank away to her
study, and there pursued her readings and
labors, storing her mind with the best of what

a very choice library could afford. Before the
appearance of her last-mentioned volume, in

1844, Miss Barrett was ordered to the sea-side
for the restoration of her failing physical pow
ers, and, in company with a favorite brother, re
sorted to Torquay Beach, Devonshire. There,
in sight of her window, she beheld that beloved
one drown, and suffered, in consequence, a re
lapse, which left little hope of her recovery.
She was borne back to London, and kept in

strict seclusion, forbidden even the company of

her favorite Greek authors. It was from this
confinement that she cried out in spirit, thus:
“I countthedismaltimeby monthsandyears,
Sincelast I felt thegreenswardunderfoot,
And thegreatbreadth of all thingssummer-mute

* Met mineuponmy lips. Now Earth appears
As strange to me as dreams of distantspheres,
Or thoughts of Heavenweweepat. Nature'slute
Soundson behindthis door so closelyshut,

A strange,wild music to theprisoner'sears,
Dilated by thedistance, til

l

the P’

Grows dim with ſancieswhich it ſers toofine;
While ever,with a visionarypain
Past theprecludedsenses,sweepandshine
Streams,forests,glades—andmany a goldentrain
Of sunlit hills, transfigured to Divine.”

And again :

“When somebelovedvoice,thatwas to you
Both soundandsweetness,failethsuddenly,
And silence,againstwhich you darenot cry,
Achesroundyoulike a strongdisease,and new—
What hope? What help ? What musicwill undo
That silence to your sense? Not friendship'ssigh;
Not reason'ssubtlecount; notmelody
Of viols,nor of pipesthat Faunusblew;
Not songs of poets,nor of nightingales,
Whoseheartsleapupward throughthe cypresstrees
To theclearmoon; noryet thesphericlaws,
Self-chanted;nor theangel'ssweet‘All-Hails,’
Met in thesmile of God. Nay, none of these.
SpeakThou, availingChrist! and fill this pause.”

The sufferer was to fill this void in her
being, and in a very novel manner. In 1845,
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Miss Barrett received from Robert Browning
one of that poet's last compositions—a play—
which he hoped would serve to amuse her for
an hour. The lady acknowledged its receipt
by writing the poet a Greek letter. To this
Hellenic epistle Mr. Browning replied in the
same language. The correspondenee contin
ued, all in Greek, and soon grew warm and
loving, as Greek verbs so well know how to
move. The consequences were an interview,

a real love-match, and a wedding—all to the
utter astonishment of the literary, as well as
of the social, world of London. Of this most
singular courtship the poet-wife has given us
many records. Her “Portuguese Sonnets” are
not translations, as they purport, but her own
heart utterances.

Let us quote, to teach our readers how poets
Woo :
“First timehekissedme,hebut onlykissed
The fingersof thisbandwherewithI write;
And, eversince,it grewmoreclearandwhite,
Slow toworld-greetings,quickwith its ‘Oh, list!”
When theangelsspeak. A ring of amethyst

I couldnotwearhere,plainer to my sight
Than thatfirstkiss. The secondpassed in height
The first,andsoughttheforehead;andhalf missed,
Half falling onmy hair. Oh,beyondmeed'
That wasthecrysm of love,which Love'sowncrown
With sanctifyingsweetnessdid precede.
The third uponmylips wasfoldeddown

In perfectpurplestate: Sincewhen,indeed,

I havebeenproud,andsaid,“My love,myown''"

This is as musically told as if the “silver
ring” of that kiss were woven into the lines.

In another, she thus gives expression to the
power and depth of her love passion:
“How do I lovethee? Let mecounttheways:

I dolove thee to thedepth,andbreadth,andheight
My soul canreach,whenfeelingout of sight
For theends of beingandidealgrace.

I lovethee to thelevel of everyday's
Most quietneed,bysunandcandlelight.

I love theefreely, as menstrivefor right;

I lovetheepurely, as theyturnfrompraise;

I love theewith thepassionbut to use
In myold griefs,andwithmychildhood'sfaith;I leve theewith a love I seemed to lose
With my lostsaints. I love theewith thebreath,
Smiles,tears, of all mylife; and if God choose,

I shall butlove theebetterafterdeath.”

| Also in this most exquisite utterance:
“I nevergave a lock of hair away
To a man,dearest,exceptthis to thee,
Which nowuponmy fingersthoughtfully

I ring out to thefull brownlength,andsay,
‘Take it.’ My day of youthwentyesterday;
My hair no longerbounds to my foot'sglee,
Nor plant I it fromrose or myrtletree,
As girls do,anymore. It only may
Now shadeon twopalecheeksthemark of tears,
Taught droopingfromtheheadthat hangsaside
Through sorrow'strick. I theughtthefuneral-shears
Would takethis first; but Love is justified.
Take it thou-finding purefrom al

l

thoseyears
The kissmy motherleftherewhenshedied.”

If man ever had riches lavished at his
shrine, that man certainly is Mr. Browning.

It is a beautiful comment upon the pure-mind

[SEPT.,---
edness of the pair, that they can thus give the
world an insight into the most secret springs

of their being.
We have dwelt upon this episode in the

poet's life, because to us it is a truly blessed
spectacle when so much mind can come out of

its seclusion, to become the very impersonation

of womanly devotion and tenderness. How
such a history shames the absurd notion, pre
vailing in certain minds, that an intellectual
woman is somewhat unsexed, and rendered in
capable of loving deeply, and passionately
Shortly after this happy marriage, the two

poets—one in heart and soul, though still two

in their name and fame—removed to Florence,
Italy, where their permanent residence was
fixed. None more than the Brownings are
friends of popular liberty; and Florence, with

its sweet air and freedom to foreigners, is a

proper field for their repose. Mrs. Browning
sings, in the little lyric from which we have
already quoted:

“I amnotrumpet,but a reed:
No flatteringbreathshall frommelead

A silversound, a hollowsound 1

I will notring, for priest or king,
Oneblastthat, in re-echoing,
Would leave a bondmanfasterbound.”

Well has she kept her promise. In her
“Casa Guidi Windows, or Sketches of the
Italian Revolution in 1848,” she shows how
her heart is with the popular cause in poor, op
pressed Italy. The volume is full of strong
expression, glowing at times in its enthusiasm,
yet stern in its purpose of stigmatizing tyranny
and upholding liberty. Very knowing critics
pretend to detect in the volume evidence of her
assimilation with the idiosyncrasies of her
husband. It is true, there appears less of the
obscurity and mannerisms of her earlier poems

in what has fallen from her pen since 1846;
but to us it seems that she is still distinctively
Mrs. Barrett Browning; and even in her last,
and perhaps best work, “Aurora Leigh”—
wherein plainness of speech is remarkable—
we find her impress so certainly stamped upon
the undercurrent and expression of the whole

as to make this charge of “conjugal copyism”
one of much injustice. So far as the husband
has succeeded in giving true English expres
sion to her perhaps too classically trained
tastes, there is no desire to deny the presence

of his mental influence; but when it comes to

stripping her of originality, making her simply

an echo of her husband, we feel like crying,* -, --. --- -“Fie, for shame !” upon such criticism. It

generally proceeds from those persons who,
jealous of merit in woman, seek to prove her
the shadow of some man who is sure to have
gone before.
“Aurora Leigh,” which she pronounces the

best and maturest of all her productions, is

worthy of this promise, and now stands out

in bold relief from latter-day poetry. Auto
biographic and didactic in its character, it yet
has

al
l the charm of romance, and every page
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glows with and irradiates the soul of the poet
and pure-hearted defender of humanity. There
are, it is true, passages of tedious tale, and
some expressions which, in a previous number,
we have characterized as inexcusably careless
and in bad taste; but what poem of equal
length possesses fewer faults of commission ?
All writers are guilty of lapses and haste, to
a greater or less degree ; and it scarcely be
comes the reader to cull these blemishes to the
neglect of the beauty which is the character
istic of the whole. Leave such carping to the
critic, whose office seems to be to sift the chaff
from the true grain, rather than grain from the
chaff. Space forbids that we should refer at
length to “Aurora Leigh,” though we confess
it would give us great pleasure to make quota
tion of some of its many remarkably fine pas
sages, as showing something of the power and
moral that is in the poet’s pen. Let us take
it for granted that lovers of poetry have already
become possessed of the volume, and are, there
fore, familiar with its character.
We quote the following description of the

lady, as given by a gentleman who met the
poet, some time since, at Florence. He says:
“Mrs. Browning I found possessed of a de

cidedly fine intellectual countenance, the eye
black and large, the cheeks at that time very
thin, which, with a diminutive chin, gave the
lower part of the face a somewhat triangular
shape. The features were regular, except the
mouth, the upper part of which projected a
little too much. If it were not for this defect,
and the evident traces of illness, she might
have been pronounced handsome. Her black
hair was worn in ringlets, falling on either
side nearly to the waist, which gave to the
delicate figure a strange, sprite-like effect.
Her voice had that true Shaksperian quality
of excellence in woman—it was low, clear,
and sweet. The countenance, upon the whole,
wore an intensely calm, melancholy expres
sion, with the manner of one who had long
lived a very retired life.”
Mrs. Browning died June 29, 1861, at Florence.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

The portrait of Elizabeth Barrett Browning
presents to the eye of the phrenologist many
remarkable qualities. She had a. singularly
sensitive temperament, and all the tenderness
and delicacy of the female nature; and these

were heightened, we might say sublimated, by
that delicacy of physical health which may be
said to have laid her nervous system bare to
the touch of every influence calculated to act
upon her sensitive sympathies. Joined to this
feminine and nervous delicacy, she had uncom
monly strong social affections, and her yearn
ing love, with its many tendrils, reached for
and clasped every lovable object. Nearly ev
ery stanza of her poetry throws the light of

love upon whatever she describes; and when
we add that, surmounting this delicacy of ma

ture, and this uncommon
strength of affection, she
possessed a most philo
sophical, scholarly, and
masculine intellect, we
present to the reader a

combination of charac
teristics scarcely met
with once in a hundred
years. Her grasp of

mind may be found in

Harriet Martineau or
Madame de Stael; and
others may have been
equally distinguished for
their social affections;
but where, except in the
subject before us, can be

found that rare combi
nation of intellectual
and philosophical power
with such depth and
super-sensitiveness of af.
fection ? How full and
heavy the back head ap
pears It is not stint
ed, narrow, or short, but
broad, deep, projecting
backward, and full in all
its parts. Conjugal and
Parental Love appear to

have been strong, with
Adhesiveness and Inhab
itiveness decidedly large.
She had rather large

PO R T R A IT OF WILLIAM TILLM A N,
WHORESCUEDTHE SCHOONEE8. J. WARING.

Continuity, which gave
intense and patient application to the mind.
Her moral and religious organs appear to

have been large, especially her Veneration and
Benevolence. Her forehead was massive, and
the head apparently large as a whole. Her
Ideality and Sublimity were almost excessively
developed ; but with her large Causality and
Comparison, which gave a strongly marked
philosophical and critical cast to her mind, she
had a tendency to prune the luxuriance of her
imagination, and to keep it within bounds.
Her excellent memory enabled her to hold

in her mind all the knowledge which her ex
tensive reading had procured, and her strong
intellectual judgment enabled her to use her
knowledge to excellent advantage. But the
inspiration of her labors originated in her im
agination, her strong religious sensibility, and
her uncommonly deep-toned love-spirit, her in
tellect serving as a pilot or guide to her emo
tional nature. The peculiarity of her writings,
aside from that almost wild originality which
characterizes her style, is an outbursting feel
ing, as if her heart was all aglow ; and even
when she writes in a strain of sadness, she
never fails to evince the intense warmth and
generosity of her soul. Her very winter moon
light seems blended with a glow of sunshine;
and could she have lived healthy and robust,
the world would have lost, perhaps, something

of that plaintiveness which weakness and dis
ease gave to her writings; yet it would doubt
less have been more than compensated for in

that stately grandeur and intense vigor which
her writings would have evinced, had such a

brain and nervous system been coupled with
robust bodily health. The strings were too
strong for the harp, and their music, though
hushed, teaches the world how great a treasure

it has lost.

-- W II, L.I.A. M T I I, I, PWIA.N.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER - AND Biography.---

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

WILLIAM TILLMAN, on account of his heroic
conduct in recapturing the schooner S. J.

Waring, and bringing her safely into New
York, has excited great interest and attention.
His constitution is strong; he has broad

shoulders, is thick-set and well built, weighing,
we judge, about one hundred and seventy-five
pounds. His head measures twenty-two inches

in circumference; and from a careful personal
examination we find the following develop
ments.

He has more than a common degree of Firm
ness and self-reliance, considerable Self-Esteem,
and large Approbativeness and Conscientious
ness. His social faculties are well indicated.
His Combativeness and Destructiveness are

not predominant qualities, though they are ra
ther strong. We judge that he would never
quarrel nor exercise cruelty if he could well
avoid it, but that he would be executive and
thorough in whatever he undertook to do.
The organs which give perseverance, self-reli
ance, sense of justice, and courage are strong.
The most remarkable feature of his charac

ter is his uncommonly large Perceptive organs,
which give practical talent and good common
sense. The portrait shows a very great prom
inence in the middle and lower part of the
forehead, but the head itself presents these

c= ſ
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qualities in a still more striking manner.
From

the ear forward to the root of the nose the dis
tance is very great; we rarely find it so great
in heads of the same size. This shows very
large Individuality, or observation; Form, or
memory of configuration; Size, or judgment
of proportion; Locality, or memory of places;
and Eventuality, or memory of facts. His
Language is also large, which gives him free
dom of expression and good powers of descrip
tion. He has very good mechanical talent,

and might succeed well in a mechanical trade

which requires ingenuity and practical judg
ment. He is pleasant in his manners and
speech, and appears to be possessed of a kindly
disposition; but his great resolution and de
termination, acted upon by the sense of self
preservation, made him brave and heroic in
his late trying circumstances; and we fancy
that we discovered a shade of sadness on his
countenance, as if these fifteen days of peril had
left their mark.

BIOGRAPHY.
Great interest attaches to the schooner

S. J. Waring, from the fact that having been
captured by the privateer Jeff Davis, she was
recaptured by the steward, Tillman, a colored
man, who killed three of the prize crew with
a hatchet, and, with the assistance of another
hand on board, secured two others of the
impressed as prisoners.
The negro, who is shrewder than the general

run of his race, saw slavery staring him in the
face, and he undertook the bold step, which
was attended with success. On board of the
schooner, after its capture, he had been tan
talized by the captors, and was promised a
master soon at Savannah.
The Waring was captured by the privateer

Jeff. Davis some two hundred miles south of
New York. After the capture, the captain of
the Jeff Davis placed on board of the Waring,
Montague Amiel as captain, a Charleston
pilot; and a man named Stevens as mate, and
Sidney as second mate. These were the
three men who were killed by the steward.
The prisoners brought into this port are James
Milnor, of South Carolina, and James Dorsey,
of New Jersey.

After the re-taking of the vessel, it was
piloted, in a great measure, by the negro, who
brought her safely into this port. When he
arrived here, it is said several attempts were
made to spirit him away by bribes and prom
ises, and it was at his own request that he
was sent to the House of Detention. The
schooner is worth about twelve thousand
dollars, and very likely he will be awarded
half the amount as salvage. What the cargo
is worth, we have not yet learned, but, no
doubt, it is also worth several thousand dollars.
story of whi. TillMAN, The stEwARD.
William Tillman says that he was born of

free parents, in Milford, Delaware, and is
twenty-seven years of age. His parents moved

to Providence, R. I., when he was fourteen
years old, and he has since called that place
his home. He has been in the employ of

Jonas Smith & Co., No. 227 Front Street, New
York, by whom the schooner was owned, for
the last three years.
The schooner S. J. Waring had started on a

voyage to Buenos Ayres, in South America, with

an assorted cargo, which, with the vessel, was
valued at $100,000. There were on board, the
captain and mate; William Tillman, steward;
William Stedding, seaman, born in Germany,
twenty-three years of age, and has been sailing
four years out of New York; Donald McLeod,
seaman, of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, thirty
years of age, has been sailing out of New York
for seven or eight years; and Bryce Mackin
tosh, a passenger.
On the 7th of July they fell in with the

privateer Jeff. Davis, L. M. Coxetter, captain,
and a prize crew of five were put aboard, who
were unarmed. To use the language of Till
man : “They run ten days and didn’t find Char
leston; we were, however, only fifty miles south

of Charleston, and one hundred to the east
ward. On the voyage they treated me in the
best kind of way, and talked the best kind of

talk. - .

“One day the first lieutenant of the pirates
was sitting in the cabin, cross-legged, smoking,
and he said to me, ‘When you go down to

Savannah, I want you to go to my house, and I

will take care of you.’ I thought,” continued
the negro, “yes, you will take care of me, when
you get me there. I raised my hat, and said:
‘Yes, sir, thank you.” But afterward I said

to Billy (the German), ‘I am not going to

Charleston a live man—they may take me
there dead.’” He had been told by the prize
master that he would get rewarded in Charles
ton for performing his duty so well in bringing
the schooner in ; he had also heard a conver
sation not intended for his ears, in regard to

the price he would probably bring; and he had
heard the prize-master say to one of his men,
“You talk to that steward, and keep him in

good heart; by G-d he will never see the
North again.” -

Tillman conferred with two of the seamen

about taking possession of the schooner, but
they declined adopting any plan, saying that
none of them knew how to navigate her back,
should they succeed in getting control. Till
man thought the matter over for three days,

and then made an appeal to the German, and
said, “If you are a man to stick to your word,
we can take this vessel easy.” Then we
made a plan that I should go to my berth, and
when most of them were asleep, he was to

give me some sign, or awake me. We tried
this for two nights, but no good chance offered.
But last Tuesday night we caught them
asleep, and we went to work. The mate
comes to my berth and he touches me. He
says, “Now is your time.” I went into my

room and got my hatchet. The first man I

struck was the captain. He was lying in a

state-room on the starboard side. I aimed for
his temple as near as I could, and hit him
just below the ear with the edge of the hatchet.
With that he made a very loud shriek. The
passenger jumped up very much in a fright.

I told him, “Do you be still ; I shall not hurt

a hair of your head.” The passenger knew
what I was up to ; he never said a word more.

I walks right across the cabin to the second
mate's room, and I gave him one severe blow

in the mole of the head—that is
,

right across
the middle of the head. I did not stop to see
whether he was dead, or no; but I jumped on
deck, and, as I did so, the mate, who had been
sleeping on the companion-way, started from
the moise he heard in the cabin. Just as he

rose upon his feet, I struck him in the back of

the head. Then the German chap jumped
over, and we “mittened” on to him, and flung
him over the starboard quarter. Then we
went down straight into the cabin. The
second mate was not quite dead. He was
sitting, leaning against his berth. I “catched”
him by the hair of the head with my left hand,
and struck him with the hatchet, which I had

in my right hand. I told the young German,
“Well, let's get him overboard as soon as we
can.” So we hauled him over on to the cabin.

The Marshal—Was he quite dead?
Tillman—No ; he was not quite dead, but

he would not have lived long. We flung him
over the starboard quarter. Then I told this
German to go and call that man Jim, the
Southern chap (one of the pirates), here. He
called him aft. Says I, “Jim, come down here

in the cabin. Do you know that I have taken
charge of this vessel to-night? I am going to

put you in irons.” “Well,” says he, “I am
willing.” He gave right up. I kept him in

irons till eight o'clock the next morning. I

then sent the German for him, and I said,
“Smith (the name Milnor went by on board),

I want you to join us, and help to take this
vessel back. But mind, the least crook or the
least turn, and overboard you go with the
rest.” “Well,” said he, “I will do the best

I can.” And he worked well all the way
back. He couldn't do otherwise. It was
pump or sink.

Marshal–Did they beg, any of them 2

Tillman—They didn't have any chance to

beg. It was all done in five minutes. In

seven minutes and a half after I struck the

first blow, the vessel was squared away before
the wind and all sail on. We were fifty miles
south of Charleston, and one hundred to the
eastward.
Tillman said that at first he had thought of

securing all the men, and bringing them all to

New York alive in irons; but he found this
was impracticable. To use his own language,
“There were too many for that; there were
five of them and only three of us. After this,
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I said, well, I will get all I can back alive,
and the rest I will kill.”
After a careful examination before the

United States authorities, in New York, Till.
man and Stedding were honorably discharged.

The public seem determined to secure sal
vage on the ship and cargo for them, which
ought to be not less than $10,000, or 15,000
each, and have it securely invested and placed
in the hands of trustees for their benefit.
These men were so beset by the thronging

hundreds who wanted to see them, that they
found it impossible to walk the streets. Mr.
Barnum invited them to spend a few weeks in
the Museum, where the public could see them,
and we presume he will pay them well for
their time, until the court shall provide for
them, by a verdict for salvage on vessel and
cargo in their favor.-º-e-e---

[ForLifeIllustrated.]
TEIE TYROL AND ANDREW HOFER.

P A RT I.
THE Tyrol is one of the most mountainous,

though at the same time one of the most pic
turesque, countries of Europe. It has all the
beauties which can be derived from the con
templation of Alps, lakes, glaciers, avalan
ches, and waterfalls, quite as grand and mag
nificent as those of Switzerland; so much so,
indeed, that its picturesqueness very frequently
rises into sublimity. Ruined towers and di
lapidated royal and baronial castles frown
from the heights, and forcibly recall to the rec
ollection of the traveler the days when might
constituted right, and when tyranny retained
what rapacity had appropriated.
The picturesqueness of the national costume

forms also a very attractive ingredient in the
mingled beauties of the landscape; and if the
contemplation of mental attributes of a pleas
ing nature can add anything to our appre
ciation of the physical beauties of rural life;

if we can mingle things so essentially dis
tinct though always in contact, as mind and
matter, and can contrive to have a higher
appreciation of the beauties of the latter in

consequence of our consciousness of the beau
ties of the former, then, indeed, will the
charms of the Tyrolese landscape stand out

in bolder relief when heightened by the char
acter of the peasantry. This character mainly
consists of a naïve simplicity of manners,
and quite a total absence of all affectation ;

bold, open-handed, and open-hearted ; fond of

speaking the truth, and of calling things by
their right names; frugal, industrious, tem
perate, and hospitable. Such frankness, mod
ern travelers tell us, would be in vain sought
for in the Switzerland of the present day, except

in some of the small mountainous or pastoral
cantons, and these do not lie in the great route

of European tourists. Perhaps it is mainly

owing to this circumstance, that in these se
cluded districts the noble old Swiss character

still remains in flourishing vitality, fo
r
it is

unfortunately a melancholy truth, that the
civilization of the nineteenth century is as

prolific in moral degeneracy and in mental
hallucination as it is in the amplification of

abstract science, experimental philosophy, and
physical comfort.

-

The Tyrol has been less fortunate than
Switzerland in securing her national indepen
dence; still, though she yet remains under the
thralldom of a foreign government, and has not
risen to the dignity of a nation (the people do

not, in faet, desire it), yet brave hearts have
throbbed, and still throb there under the homely
garb of the peasant. They have, by availing
themselves of the wildness of their solitudes
and of the inaccessibility of their mountain
passes, driven back, or worse, have nearly an
nihilated, hosts of foreign invaders. Even at

the beginning of this century, almost in our
own days, when the whole continent of Europe
lay crouching at the feet of the first Napoleon,
fearful of being devoured by the idol even
while in the act of burning incense to its honor,
the brave Tyrolese formed a solitary, yet a glo
rious, and, unfortunately, an unsuccessful ex
ception. Long were the mountain solitudes
enlivened by the echoes of their rifles, as com
manded by Hofer they maintained a long, a

varied, and an unequal struggle against the
French and Bavarians. Of this struggle, and

of the immortal peasant Hofer, we shall have

a few words to say presently.

It is to be regretted that our tourists do not
submit to a little inconvenience, and deviate

in a small degree from the common track for
the purpose of contemplating some of the beau
ties of the Tyrol. While Switzerland, how
ever, is visited by thousands of our citizens
who make the grand tour of Europe, the Tyrol

is seldom even thought of
,

although it might

be reached by merely crossing the boundary;
but in getting to this boundary, the high road
into Italy must be widely departed from. That
high road lies through Switzerland, and is

easily accessible from France and Germany,
whereas the Tyrol leads nowhere, is not par
ticularly easy of access, and must be sought
for its own sake. The traveler, in order to

approach the Tyrol, must make a circuit of a

part of Bavaria and cross the Bavarian Alps,

or he must travel through the Grison valleys

of the Engaddine, where all accommodations
are of the roughest description.

A glance at a good map will show the situ
ation of this rugged country, which is divided

by an imaginary line into two unequal parts:
the German Tyrol, which leans on Germany
and Bavaria; and the Italian Tyrol, which
slopes down to the lakes and fertile plains of

Lombardy. This line is supposed to be drawn
across the country from east to west, leaving
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the town of Botzen to the north, and all to

the north of this line is known as the German
Tyrol, and all to the south as the Italian
Tyrol. It is

,

we presume, needless to inform
our geographical readers, that the Tyrol forms

no part of either Germany or Italy, but is a por
tion of the hereditary possessions of the house

of Austria; the terms German Tyrol and Ital
ian Tyrol mean merely that the northern por
tion adjoins Germany, and the southern portion
Italy.

The German portion is the larger, by about
one third. The Italian portion is much more
populous in proportion to its extent, and
abounds in larger and better built towns and
villages. It is said by some tourists, that the
character of the inhabitants of the southern or

Italian portion of the Tyrol falls very far short

in the attributes of manly independence which

so eminently distinguish those of the northern

or Germanic portion. This, however, if it be

the fact (and it requires corroboration), is very
easily explained.

There is nothing, perhaps, in the whole sys
tem of social economy that exercises so im
portant an influence in molding the social and
political character of a people, as the nature

of the tenure by which they hold possession

of the soil. So long as a man cultivates land
which is not his own, he is always more or

less at the mercy of his landlord. If the coun
try be densely populated, and if it be at the
same time purely agricultural, so that farms
are not easily procured, and if, also, the land
lord has the power of eviction, it amounts al
most to a power of life and death. In the
Tyrol, however, this power is very much re
stricted as it is in every other country in Eu
rope, except in the British Islands alone. Still,
though he has not this tyrannical privilege so

long as the tenant fulfills his part of the agree
ment, yet he can, notwithstanding, subject the
latter to a series of innumerable petty annoy
ances. The tenant, conscious that he is ever

at the beck of this servile tyrant, that he is

constantly under close surveillance, that his
most careless expressions are noted, almost his
very thoughts put upon record, has to act by
rule and speak by measure ; the moral elastic
ity of a freeman departs from him, and in its
stead comes that stiffness, and often dissimula
tion, which is akin to military discipline, until

at last he dwindles down into a passive slave
apparently, contented with his condition; in

short, he becomes a human volcano, whose ex
terior is covered with snow, but whose inte
rior is a mass of liquid fire. In the fullness

of time comes the eruption which at once cov
ers up with its overwhelming torrent not only
agrarian despotism, but also the landmarks of

social order, leaving the fabric of the state to

be again constructed out of the debris. The
peasant proprietor, on the other hand, certain
that even a revolution can not deprive him of /

|
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his holding, is much less disposed to submit to
the insolence of power, and will unhesitatingly
take the field against grievances to which the
poor holder of another man’s land will submit
without a murmur. If a country is to be truly
happy and independent, the first care of her
statesmen should be to see that the people
touch the soil in the greatest possible number
of points. It might, perhaps, be a matter of
curious inquiry with the philosophic historian
whether the people of America, had they been
tenants at will, would have raised such a rout
in Boston respecting the nominal duty of three
pence a pound on tea; we question very much,
had they been conscious that they could be
turned out of possession at the whim of their
landlords, whether that same cargo of tea
would not have been quietly retailed in Boston
city instead of being made to serve as food for
the fishes.
Now, the reader will very naturally ask,

What is the meaning of this long digression ?
What possible bearing can it have upon the
question, if question there be? Or what point
have we in view to establish by this train of
reasoning 2 The answer is easy, and has refer
ence to the contrast of character between the
Germanic and Italian Tyrolese above alluded
to : the peasantry of the German portion are
nearly al

l

proprietors, while those of the Italian
portion are tenants.
The valley of the river Inn runs through all

the northern portion of the Tyrol. It is shut
out from the lower or Italian Tyrol by a lofty
chain of mountains, the only road over which

is by Mount Brenner, at an elevation of 6,000
feet above the level of the sea. This valley

of the Inn, reckoning its sinuosities, is nearly
100 miles long; its greatest breadth does not
exceed eight miles, while in many places, and
for a considerable distance, it does not exceed
two or three miles broad. Innspruck, the
principal city, is situated about middle way in

this valley.
The main territory of the lower or Italian

Tyrol is comprised in the valleys of the Ei
sach and the Adige. The principal towns on

these rivers are Botzen, Lavis, Trent (the cap
ital), and Roveredo. The Tyrol is

,

notwith
standing its forests, lakes, glaciers, and moun
tains covered with eternal snow, a tolerably
well-peopled country. It contained in 1780 a

population of about 600,000, and paid an an
nual tax to the Austrian government of 3,000,
000 florins, or about $1,500,000. The silver
and copper works at Schwatz, in the upper
Tyrol, were among the most profitable things

in the emperor's hereditary dominions; and
the salt works at Halle, in the same division

of the country, yielded annually about 300,000
florins ($150,000). The population of Inn
spruck is about 14,000.
This metropolis of the Tyrol is a beautiful

city, and contains many objects of very great
interest. The most remarkable of these is the

tomb or mausoleum of the Emperor Maximil
ian I., in the cathedral church of the Holy
Cross. This vast monument consists of a

tomb or sarcophagus of white and black mar
ble, six feet high and thirteen feet in length,
surmounted by a bronze statue of the emperor
kneeling, and is surrounded by other subordi
nate works of sculpture. The beauty of the
work lies mainly in the bassi-relievi which
cover the sides of the monument, and which
are sculptured out of the finest Carrara mar
ble, the compartments being divided from each
other by pilasters of jet-black marble. There
are in all twenty-four tablets, which represent
the principal events of Maximilian’s life, such

as his marriage at Ghent with the daughter of

Charles the Rash, duke of Burgundy; his cor
onation as king of the Romans at Aix-la-Cha
pelle; his combat with the Venetians; his de
feat of the Turks in Croatia, etc.
Around this magnificent tomb stand, as if

sentineling the remains of the monarch who
sleeps underneath, twenty-eight statues in

bronze, of kings, queens, princes, and stalwart
warriors clad in armor. The male figures are
nearly eight feet high, and are intended to rep
resent (for as likenesses many of them must be

entirely imaginary) the persons who formed
the subjects of the deceased emperor's affec
tion or admiration. Among them are Clovis
the First, king of France; Theodoric, king of

the Ostrogoths; King Arthur of England; the
crusader Godfrey of Bouillon, king of Jerusa.
lem; several of the early counts of Hapsburg,
the ancestors of Maximilian, and of the now
reigning emperors of Austria; Mary of Bur
gundy, the first wife of Maximilian; the Arch
duchess Margaret, his daughter; Joanna,
spouse of Philip I. of Spain; and Leonora,
princess of Portugal.

-

All who have visited this remarkable tomb,
more particularly in the gloom and silence of

twilight, have described the effect as being pe
culiarly solemn and impressive. Warriors clad
from head to foot in plate armor, princes with
their crowns and robes of state, and ladies
with their court dresses, stand before us in

most minute detail, and are contemplated with
eager, and at the same time with almost fear
ful interest. Many of them have written their
names in bold and legible characters on the
history of the world, and have so modified the
circumstances of the age in which they lived,
that we, even now, at this distance of time
and place, can feel the effects of their actions.
To be among their representatives, even in

bronze, in the gloom of a cathedral, with only

a thin gleam of twilight half admitted through
stained glass, and alternately intercepted and
reflected by massive columns, groined roofs,
and fan tracery, is to be in a situation which is

well calculated (as Shakspeare has it) to make us

chewthecud
Of sweetandbitterfancy.

There is
,

however, in this church at Inn

spruck, among other fine monuments in mar
ble, and statues in bronze of Catholic saints,
one tomb which deserves particular notice—it

is that of the peasant patriot, Andrew Hofer.

It is unmarked by either bronze or marble; it

boasts neither “storied urn nor animated bust;”

it contains only the moldering remains of a

man who sprung from the people—the keeper

of an inn or public-house—who was always
with them, and of them, and eventually died
for their cause. Yet notwithstanding the bar
renness of its appearance, this tomb calls for

a larger share of the sympathies of humanity,
and a greater degree of reverence, than we are
generally willing to give to the proudest piles
that courtly adulation has raised to the mem
ory of emperors and kings.
That the story of Hofer may be understood,

it will be necessary to take a brief glance at

the history of the country, and more particu
larly at the few years which preceded his ap
pearance as a guerilla chief.
The house of Hapsburg, which originated

in the neighboring mountains of Switzerland,
the chiefs of which eventually became dukes

of Austria and emperors of Germany, obtained
possession of the Tyrol in the fourteenth cent
ury. Events of this kind were brought about

in the usual manner in which nationalities
were then either crushed out or transferred,

that is
,
by war, by marriage, or by purchase.

The people were not then invented (the reader
will pardon the coinage), and the modern
method of ascertaining the opinions of nations
by means of universal suffrage was not, of

course, even dreamed of, and if had been pro
posed, would have been laughed to scorn by
prescriptive legitimacy.

In the acquisition of the Tyrol, however, by
the house of Hapsburg, the three methods of

acquiring sovereignty above alluded to were
all put in requisition. There was a marriage
between one of the chiefs of the Hapsburg dy
nasty and a native princess of the Tyrol in

whom the succession rested; there was a fierce
contest with the duke of Bavaria ; and there
was a purchase from him of the sovereignty,
which purchase formed the basis of a peace.
Thus were the Tyrolese transferred to the
house of Hapsburg, under whose dominion,
with a slight exception which will be noticed
presently, they have since remained. It is

but justice, however, to the Austrian govern
ment to remark that its treatment of the Tyrol
was mild. It was left in the enjoyment of all
its ancient privileges, its diet, or representa
tive body, and other sufficient liberal institu
tions.
We have thus taken a brief glance at the

peculiarities, physical and social, of the Tyrol
and Tyrolese, and given a condensed view of

its history. In our next issue we will present
our readers with an outline of the very une
qual struggle so nobly maintained by Hofer
and his peasants against the French and Ba
varian forces.
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were all on one side, and they on the other, acknowledged that the
details of the case had extended far beyond their capacity of compre
hension; that they really could form no judgment on the question, and
therefore concluded that it was safest to follow the judge. The
minority, who understood the case thoroughly, differed from the judge;
they took great pains to explain, from their own notes, the leading
circumstances to the majority, and succeeded in bringing them over to
their opinion ; and the result was, a verdict of a totally opposite
description, to that at first proposed. I obtained this information the
day after the trial, from one of those who had stood in the minority.
The verdict was right, and no attempt was made to disturb it by the
party who lost his cause.

The majority were not to blame; they had been called on to dis
charge a public duty for which they were totally unprepared, and they
did their best to accomplish the ends of justice. But what I humbly
submit to your consideration is

,

that, as the ordinary members of the
community are called on to exercise the very important office of jurors,
and may become the instruments of taking away the life or property

of their fellow-men, their education should be so conducted as to
qualify them to a reasonable extent for discharging so grave a duty.

If we were accustomed to look on our social duties as equally import
ant with our private interest, instruction calculated to qualify us to

comprehend questions of private right and public criminality would
undoubtedly form a branch of our early instruction. It might be use
ful to confer certificates or civil degrees on young men, founded on an

examination into their educational attainments, and to render these
indispensable by law to their being placed on the roll of jurors, or

even of voters, and also to their exercising any public office of trust,
honor, or emolument. The effects of such a regulation would probably
be, that it would be considered disgraceful to want this qualification;
that parents would strain every nerve to obtain it for their children;
and that all who required to be the architects of their own fortunes
would pursue such studies as would enable them to acquire it. In

Scotland the standard of education is low, but in England it is still
humbler. I knew an Englishman who had acquired a fortune exceed
ing £70,000, whose whole educational acquirements consisted in read
ing and the ability to subscribe his own name. He was, as you may
suppose, a man of great natural talent. A clerk always accompanied
him in his mercantile journeys, who conducted his correspondence,
drew his bills, kept his books, and, as far as possible, supplied his
want of original education ; but he strongly felt the extent of his own
defects. His affairs had required such constant active exertion, after

he had entered into business, that he had found no leisure to educate
himself; and he was so far advanced in life when I conversed with
him, that he had then no hopes of going to school.
Analogous to the duty of jurors, is that of acting as arbitrator

between individuals who have differences with each other which they
can net amicably adjust. This being altogether a voluntary duty, it

may be supposed that those only who are well known to be qualified
for it, will be called on to discharge it; but the reverse is too often the
case. Individuals who are themselves ignorant of the nature of an
arbitrator's duties, are no judges of what qualifies another person to

discharge them, and often make most preposterous selections. It is
,

indeed, a very common opinion, that the referee is the advocate of the
party who nominates him, and that his duty consists in getting as

many advantages for his friend as possible. Hence, in anticipation of

disagreement, power is generally given to the two referees, in case of

difference in opinion, to choose a third person, whose award shall be

final; and not unfrequently this oversman, as he is called in Scotland,
halves the differences between the two discordant arbitrators, and
assumes that this must be absolute justice.

It is a favorite maxim with persons not conversant with law, that
all disputes are best settled by a reference to “honest men judging
according to equity.” I have never been blind to the imperfections ofc

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

law and of legal decisions; but I must be permitted to say, that I have
seen the worst of them far surpassed in absurdity and error, by the
decisions of honest men judging according to equity. If any of you
have ever acted as an arbitrator, he must have found that the first
difficulty that presented itself to his understanding, was the wide dif
ference between the contending parties regarding matters of fact. The
law solves this difficulty by requiring evidence, and by establishing
rules for determining what evidence shall be sufficient. Honest men,

in general, hold themselves to be quite capable of discovering, by the
inherent sagacity of their own minds, which statement is true and
which false, without any evidence whatever, or at least by the aid of

a very lame probation. The next difficulty which an arbitrator
experiences is

,
to discover a principle in reason by which to regulate

his judgment, so that impartial men may be capable of perceiving why

he decides as he does, and that the parties themselves may be con
vinced that justice has been done to them. In courts of law, certain
rules, which have been derived from a comprehensive survey of human
affairs and much experience, are taken as the guides of the under
standing in such circumstances. These are called rules or principles

of law. They do not always possess the characteristics of wisdom
which I have here described, nor are they always successfully applied;
but the objects aimed at

,

both in framing and applying them, are
unquestionably truth and justice. Yet honest men, judging according

to equity, too frequently treat all such rules with contempt, assume
their own feelings to be better guides, and conceive that they have
dispensed absolute justice when they have followed the dictates of
their own understandings, unenlightened, inexperienced, and sometimes
swayed by many prejudices.

I recollect a decision of this kind which astonished both parties. A

trader in Edinburgh had ordered a cargo of goods from Liverpool,
according to a description clearly given in a letter. They were sent,
and invoiced according to the description. When they arrived, it was
discovered that they were greatly inferior, and even some of the
articles different in kind from those ordered; and also that they were
faded, and on the point of perishing through decay. The purchaser
refused to receive them; the seller insisted; and the question was
referred to an “honest man.” He decided that the goods were not
conformable to the order given, and that the purchaser was not bound

to receive them; but he nevertheless condemned the purchaser to pay
the freight from Liverpool, and all the expenses of the arbitration;
and assigned as his reasons fo

r

doing so
,

that he, the arbitrator, was
not bound by rules of law, but was entitled to act according to equity;
that the seller would sustain an enormous loss by disposing of the
cargo at Leith for what it would bring; that the purchaser had escaped

a serious evil in being allowed to reject it; and that, therefore, it was
very equitable that the purchaser should bear a little of the seller's
burden; and in hi

s

opinion the freight and costs would form a very
moderate portion of the total loss which would be sustained. He
added, that it would teach the purchaser not to order whole cargoes
again, which he thought was going beyond the proper limits of his
trade; besides, it was a very dangerous thing for any man to order a

whole cargo, especially when he had not seen the goods before they
were shipped.

Perhaps some persons may be found to whom this may appear to be

a just judgment; but to every one acquainted with the principles of

trade, and who perceives that the seller's bad faith or unbusinesslike
error was the sole cause of the evil, it must appear, at best, as a

well-intended absurdity, if not a downright iniquity.

I know another case, in which the arbitrator found himself much
puzzled, and resorted to this method of solving the difficulty. H

e

called the two parties, Mr. A. and Mr. B., to meet him in a tavern,
and placed them in separate rooms. He went first to Mr. A., and told
him that he had seriously read all the papers, and considered the case,
and had come to the conclusion that he, Mr. A., was entirely in the
wrong, and that he meant to decide against him, but had called him
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and Mr. B. to meet him, to try if it were possible to negotiate a com
promise between them, to save himself from the disagreeable necessity
of pronouncing such a decision. He concluded by asking Mr. A. what
was the largest sum he would voluntarily offer to avoid the impending

decision. Mr. A., after expressing his surprise and disappointment,
and arguing his case anew, which argument was heard patiently, and
pronounced to be unsatisfactory, at las; named a sum. The arbitrator
proceeded to the room in which Mr. B. was waiting, and told him that
he had studied the case, etc., and was extremely sorry that he regarded
him as completely in the wrong, and meant to decide against him; but
as he had a regard for him, he begged to know the smallest sum
which he was willing to accept, if Mr. A. could be induced to offer it,

as an amicable compromise, to save him the pain of pronouncing such

a judgment. Mr. B. argued, and was listened to ; his arguments were
repelled, and he was again solicited to name a sum, under pain of

having a decision immediately pronounced, which would deprive him
of all. He at last named a sum. There was a wide difference
between the sums named ; but the referee was not to be defeated ; he

went backward and forward between them, constantly threatening
each in turn with his adverse decision, till he forced the one up and
beat the other down, so that they at last met; and then, keeping them
still apart, he caused each of them to subscribe a binding letter of

compromise. This accomplished, he introduced them to each other,
and boasted of the equity of his mode of settling the dispute.
This decision was more disinterested than one of a similar kind

mentioned by Cicero. An arbiter, Quintus Fabius Labeo, being
appointed by the Senate of Rome to settle a boundary between the
people of Nola and those of Naples, counseled each to avoid greediness, .

and rather to restrict than unjustly to extend their claims. They both
acted on this advice, and a space of unclaimed ground was left in the
middle. He gave to each the boundary which they had claimed, and
the middle space to the Roman people !

LECTURE XVI.
GOVERNMENT.

Warioustheories of theorigin of government—Theoryderivedfrom Phrenology—Cir.
cumstanceswhich modifythe character of a government—Government is thepower
and authority of a nation delegated to one or a few of its membersfor the general
good—Generalconsent of thepeople its onlymoralfoundation—Absurdity of doctrine

of the Divine right of governors—Individualsnot entitled to resist the government
whenever its actsare disapprovedby them—Rationalmode of reforming a govern
ment–Political improvementslow and gradual—Advantagesthence resulting—
Independenceand liberty of a nationdistinguished-French governmentbeforeand
aftertheRevolution—Britishgovernment—Relations of differentkinds of government

to thehumanfaculties–Conditionsnecessaryfornationalindependence:(1.)Adequate
size of brain ; (2.) Intelligenceand love of countrysufficient to enablethe people to

act in concert,and sacrificeprivate to public advantage—Nationalliberty—High
moraland intellectualqualitiesnecessaryfor its attainment—Illustrations of thefore
goingprinciplesfromhistory—Republics of NorthandSouthAmericacontrasted—The
Swissand Dutch—Failure of theattempt to introduce a freeconstitutionintoSicily.

WARIous opinions have been entertained by philosophers regarding
the origin of government. Some have viewed it as an extension of

the parental authority instituted by nature ; others as founded on a

compact, by which the subjects surrendered part of their natural
liberty to their rulers, and obtained in return protection, and the
administration of just laws for the public benefit. Some have assigned

to it a Divine origin, and held that kings and rulers, of every rank,
are the delegates of Heaven, and have a title to exercise dominion
altogether independently of the will of their subjects. None of these
views appear to me to reach the truth.

In the human mind, as disclosed to us by Phrenology, we find social
instincts, the activity of which leads men to congregate in society.
We observe that they differ in natural force of character, intellectual
talent, and bodily strength, whence some are powerful and some weak.
We discover, also, organs of Veneration, giving the tendency to look
up with respect to superior power, to bow before it, and to obey it.

There are also organs of Self-Esteem, prompting men to assume
authority, to wield it, and to exact obedience. Government seems to

me to spring from the spontaneous activity of these faculties, combined

[SEPT.,

with intellect, without any special design or agreement on the part
either of governors or of subjects. In rude ages, individuals possessing
large brains (which give force of character), active temperaments, and
large organs of Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation, would naturally
assume superiority, and command. Men with smaller brains, less
mental energy, and considerable Veneration, would as instinctively
obey; and hence government would begin.
This is still seen among children; for in their enterprises they

follow and obey certain individuals as leaders who possess such qual
ifications as those now enumerated. A good illustration of this occurs

in the autobiography of Benjamin Franklin. The force of character,
and fertility in expedients, arising from his large and active brain,
made him a ruler in childhood as well as in mature age. “Residing
near the water,” says he, “I was much in it and on it. I learned to

swim well, and to manage boats; and when embarked with other boys,

I was commonly allowed to govern, especially in any case of difficulty ;

and upon other occasions I was generally the leader of the boys.”

In proportion as the moral and intellectual faculties develop them
selves in a tribe or nation, there is a tendency to define and set limits

to the power of the rulers, and to ascertain and enlarge the boundaries

of the liberties of the subjects. External circumstances also modify
the character of the government. If surrounded by powerful and
ambitious neighbors, the subjects of a particular state forego many
individual advantages, for the sake of the higher security which they
derive from placing the whole power of the nation in the hands of a

single individual. They prefer a despotism, because it enables the
executive government to concentrate and propel the whole physical
force of the kingdom against an invading enemy. In other circum
stances, where local situations, such as those of England or the
United States of North America, expose the national independence to

few dangers, the subjects, in proportion to their moral and intellectual
advancement, naturally limit the power of their sovereigns and rulers.

I regard the form of government of any particular country to have
arisen from the following causes, or some combination of them :

First—The size and particular combination of the organs in the
brains of the people.
Secondly—The temperament of the people.
Thirdly—The soil and climate of the nation.
Fourthly—The character and condition of the nations with whom

they are geographically in contact. And,
Lastly—The extent of moral and intellectual cultivation which the

people have undergone.
Rationally viewed, government is the just exercise, by one or a few

individuals, of the power and authority of the nation, delegated to

them for the general good ; and the only moral foundation of it is the
general consent of the people. There may be conquest, and masters
and slaves; but this form of government is the result of force triumph
ing over right; and one duty incumbent on the people in such a state

of things is to overthrow the victor's dominion as speedily as possible.

It is an error to suppose that nature requires us when we enter into
the social state to abandon or limit our rights as individuals. Man is

by nature a social being, and ample gratification of all his faculties,
within the limits of morality and health, is compatible with his
existence in that condition. “Man has a right,” says Mr. Hurlbut,”
“to the gratification, indulgence, and exercise of every innate power
and faculty of his mind. The exercise of a faculty is its only use.
The manner of its exercise is one thing, that involves a question of

morals. The right to its exercise is another thing, in which no ques
tion is involved but the existence of the innate faculty, and the objects
presented by nature for its gratification,” p. 13. Rulers and subjects
are all equally men, and equally placed under the Divine laws; and

as these proclaim the obligation on each of us to do to others as we

* Essayson“Human Rights,and their Political Guaranties,by E. P. Hurlbut, Coun
selor-at-Law in thecity of New York,” 1845. Theseessaysarewrittenon theprinciples

of Phrenology,andconstitute a profound,lucid,andphilosophicaltreatiseon thesubject

of HumanRights.
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would have them do unto us, and to love our neighbors as ourselves,
the notion of right in any one man or class of men to rule, for their
own pleasure or advantage, over their neighbors, against their inclin
ation and inconsistently with their welfare, is utterly excluded. The
only government which the moral and intellectual faculties can recog
nize as founded in nature, is that which flows from, and is exercised
directly for the benefit of, the subjects. The doctrine that kings,
princes, and nobles have rights of property in the homage, services,
and devotion of other men, which they are entitled to exact for their
own benefit and gratification, whether agreeable to the will of the
subjects or not, flows from egotism unregulated by reason and justice.
It is an example of the selfish system carried to infatuation, in which
princely rights become an overwhelming idea, and obliterate from the
mind the perceptions of all moral and intellectual distinctions incon
sistent with themselves. The Bourbons pretended to have Divine
right of this kind to govern France ; and when Louis XVIII. was
restored by the victorious arms of the sovereigns of Europe, he, out of
his mere grace, issued a charter, conferring a certain extent of freedom
on the French nation. After the Revolution of July, 1830, when
Charles X. was driven from the throne, the French abjured the prin
ciple, and, to prevent its recurrence, insisted that Louis Philippe
should be styled the king, not of France, but of the French; that is

,

chosen by the French people to rule over them.
The idea that government is instituted and maintained exclusively

for the welfare of the people, does not, however, imply that each
individual is authorized to resist it, whenever he conceives that it is

injurious to his particular interests or disagreeable to his taste. The
social law of our nature, out of which government springs, binds us

together for good and also for evil. I have endeavored to show that
we can not attain to the full gratification of our own desires, even
although enlightened and reasonable, until we have persuaded our
neighbors to adopt the same social movements with ourselves. If we
attempt to advance alone, even to good, we shall find ourselves situated
like a soldier on a march, who should move faster or slower than his
column. He would be instantly jostled out of the ranks and com
pelled to walk by himself. The same result occurs in regard to

individual attempts to arrest or improve a government. The first
step, in a rational and moral course of action, is to convince our
fellow-men of the existence of the evils which we wish to have
removed, and to engage their co-operation in the work; and until this

be done, to continue to obey. As soon as the evil is generally per
ceived, and a desire for its removal pervades the public mind, the
amendment becomes easy of accomplishment. By the social law,
individuals who attempt changes, however beneficial, on public
institutions, without this preparation of the general mind, encounter
all the hazards of being swept into perdition by the mere force of

ancient prejudices and superstitions, even although these may have
their roots entirely in ignorance, and may be disavowed by reason.
The principles of Phrenology are excellent guides; they teach us that
the propensities and sentiments are mere blind instincts, and that they
often cling to objects to which they have been long devoted, independ
ently of reason. They show us that when we desire to change their
direction, we must do much more than simply convince the under
standing. We must, by quiet and gradual efforts, loosen the attach
ment of the feelings to the injurious objects, and, by soothing and
persuasion, incline them to the new and better principles which we
desire them to embrace.
There is the soundest wisdom in this arrangement of Providence, by

which political improvement is slow and gradual; because, in the
very nature of things, pure moral institutions can not flourish and
produce their legitimate fruits unless the people for whom they are
intended possess corresponding moral and intellectual qualities. This
fact will become abundantly evident when we trace the progress of

government more in detail.
The first requisite toward the formation of a government by a nation

is
,

that it be independent of foreign powers. If it do not possess
independence, the people must of necessity submit to the will of their
foreign master, who generally rules them according to narrow views

of his own advantage, without the least regard to their feelings or

welfare.

Great confusion prevails in the minds of many persons regarding the
words liberty and independence, when applied to nations. A nation is

independent when it does not owe submission to any foreign power.
Thus, France and Spain, under the Bourbon dynasties, before the
French Revolution, were both independent; they owned no superior.
But they were not free ; the people did not'enjoy liberty; that is to

say, their internal government was despotic; the personal liberty,
lives, and fortunes of the subjects were placed at the uncontrolled dis
posal of the sovereign. No foreign potentate could oppress a French
man with impunity, because the offender would have been chastised

by the French Government, which was independent and powerful, and
made it a point of honor to protect its subjects from foreign aggression
—for permitting this would have implied its own imbecility or

dependence. But a Frenchman enjoyed no protection from the arbitrary
and unjust acts of his own government at home. The kings were in

the practice of issuing “Lettres de cachet,” or warrants for the secret
imprisonment of any individual, fo

r
an indefinite period, without trial,

without even specifying his offense, and without allowing him to com
municate with any power or person for his protection or vindication.
There was no restraint against the murder of the victim when so

imprisoned; and life was as insecure as liberty.
Under that sway, the French nation was independent, but the people

were not free. They are now both independent and free; for no

foreign nation rules over them, and they, as individuals, are protected

by the law from all arbitrary interference with their private rights by
their own government. The inhabitants of Britain have long enjoyed
both advantages.
England has been independent almost since the Romans left the

country; fo
r

although it was conquered by the Normans, in the year
1066, the conquerors fixed their residence in the vanquished territory,
made it their home, and in a few generations were amalgamated with
the native population. But England was not properly free till after
the Revolution of 1688. The Scottish and Irish nations now form,
along with England, one empire which is independent, and all the
people of which are free. That is

,

the nation owns no superior on
earth, and every individual is protected by the laws, in his person, his
Property, and privileges, not only against the aggressions of his neigh
bors, but against the government itself. The only obligation incum
bent on the subject toward the state is to obey the laws; and when he
has done so

,

the rulers have no power over him whatever for evil.
The history of the world shows that some nations live habitually

under subjection to foreign powers; that other nations are independent,
but not free; while a few, a very few indeed, enjoy at once the
blessings of independence and liberty. It may be advantageous to

investigate the causes of these different phenomena.
The social duties which we owe to our rulers are extremely

important; yet we can not comprehend them aright without under
standing thoroughly the subject of government itself, and the relations

of the different kinds of it to the human faculties. On this account,
the brief exposition which I propose to give of this subject is not
foreign to the grand question of our moral duty.

To secure and maintain national independence, the first requisite in

the people appears to be adequate size of brain. You are well
acquainted with the phrenological principle, that size of brain, other
conditions being equal, is the measure of mental power. Now al

l

experience shows, that wherever a people possessing small brains have
been invaded by one possessing large brains, they have fallen prostrate
before them. The Peruvians, Mexicans, and Hindoos have uniformly
been deprived of their independence when invaded by European

[continued on PAGEseventy-two.]
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T.A. L. K. WITH R E A D E R S.

P. M., Iowa.-We can not, for many rea
sons, comply with your request. You send us
the sizes of your organs as marked by a phre
mologist who left several organs unmarked be
cause he had too little acquaintance with the
science to mark them ; and on this marking
you ask us to study your character and capa
bilities, and write out and publish our opinion
in the PHRENoLogical Jour NAL for your ben
efit merely. This Journal is intended to be
interesting to all readers ; but we can not see
how such a description, with no name, por
trait, or biography, could be of the slightest
interest to anybody but yourself.

You may say you subscribe and pay for the
Journal, and therefore have a right to make
such a request. We think the Journal is
worth the subscription price, and on that score
we are square. To examine heads is one of
our leading departments of business, and if
you were here, we should charge you even
more than the subscription price of the Jour
NAL to tell you verbally your capacities for
business, adaptation for education, and how to
manage your passions and propensities, to say
nothing of committing that opinion to paper
and printing it.

If you wish a full written statement, you

can send us your address, asking for the “Mir
ror of the Mind.” We will forward it to you
free of charge, and this will inform you how
to have a likeness taken from which a full
written character can be made, setting forth
talents, defects, etc., including the charges.
We do not write this so much for your sake

merely, as to answer a class of similar inquir
ers, some of whom, like yourself, do not give
us their name or address, thus making it im
possible for us to answer them, privately, by
mail. We receive letters not a few asking our
opinion, in writing, of the character and capa
cities of the writer, to be sent by mail, and
they do not even send us a stamp with which

to pay the postage; nor do some of them even
claim that they are subscribers to the Jour
NAL, that is to say, that they have paid a dol
lar for the Journal, which is amply worth
the price.

Five hundred dollars a year would not
properly compensate us for such kinds of work
that we do gratuitously. Yet persons writing
us do not intend to be selfish or mean. They
do not stop to consider that we can not spend
our lives in getting knowledge for the benefit

of mankind, pay thousands of dollars rent for
an office, collect a cabinet at great cost for free
exhibition, support our families, and spend our
time writing letters of advice to persons we never
saw, and pay the postage on such letters of ad
vice out of our own pockets. We like to please
everybody, and having tried with no small cost

to do so
,

it sometimes gives us pain to find it

impossible, without a miraculous addition to

AMERICAN PHR, ENOLOGICAL J O L RNA. L.
the contents of our collapsing purse, or a su
pernatural augmentation of wisdom and the
grace of patience.–sº-º-º-º-º

ASSIGNMENTS OF FRENCEI
PATENTS.

[The constantlyincreasinganxiety of Americaninventors

to securetheir improvements in Francerendersthemodus
operandi of assigningFrench patents a matter of interest

to many of our readers, to whom,we believe,we can not
render a betterserviceupon this point thanby the pub
lication of the following translation of an able article
which recentlyappeared in Le Génie Industriel, a well
known French journal, devoted to mechanicaland in
ventiveinterests.]
of AssignMENTS AND LIcENSEs FóR working

PATENTs of INvr:NTIon. (FRANCE.)
1st. AssignMENts.—The 20th Article of the

law of July 5, 1844, expresses itself thus: “The
total or partial assignment of a patent, whether
gratuitously or for a consideration, can not be
made except by notarial act, and after the pay
ment of the whole of the tax determined by
Article 4.

“No assignment shall be valid with respect

to third parties, but after having been recorded

in the office of the secretary of the prefecture

of the department in which it shall have been
made.”

The application of this Article 20 having
given place in many circumstances to different
interpretations, we believe we must express
our opinion on this subject.
The obligation of paying the total amount

of the annuities remaining to accrue at the
time of the transfer of a patent, has formerly
been considered as an impediment to these
transactions, and as a charge which is posi
tively an incumbrance to the patent, it scarcely
being important, in effect, which of the two,
the seller or the purchaser, effects the payment.
This is a reduction to which the price of the
patent is ordinarily subject. This pretension

of the purchaser of retaining this sum to the
detriment of the patentee, is the less justifiable
that he has but effected a payment by antici
pation.
But in imposing this obligation, the legis

lators had in view the security of assignees
and the rights of third parties. The law does
not occupy the place of conventions which exist
between the parties; the owner of a patent and
the person who purchases may at their risks
and perils transmit the rights of the patent by
act under private signature, and continue to

pay the tax by annuities, if they choose to do

so ; but, at the same time, they must take to

themselves the consequences of the irregular
ity of such an assignment. We remark, never
theless, that there is no penalty for doing so.

It is especially for the interest of the purchaser
that it shall be regularly transferred. The
holder of the title may, in fact, die, make a

long absence, forget the payment of an annu
ity, or, indeed, his heirs sell the same patent

to another person. Then, between two pur

—sº
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chasers, the first which accomplishes the
formalities prescribed by Article 20 is the only
legal assignee.
Finally, the assignee, by act under private

seal, can neither attack infringers nor defend
the patent.
Consequently, many inconveniences are at

tached to the transfer of a patent by act under
private signature, besides that such a mode is

not legal, and has no effect with regard to

others.
Nevertheless, as a great many inventors and

acquirers of patents have a repugnance to the
entire payment of the tax at the time of the
assignment, they may, to palliate the principal
inconvenience, make out the assignment by

notarial act. They will have thus accom
plished one of the two conditions prescribed by
the law; then when one of the parties recog
nizes, at any subsequent time, the necessity
guarding his rights with regard to third parties,
he can make a delivery of a copy of the notarial
act, deposit the amount of the taxes of the patent,
and make a registry of this act at the prefec
ture, at the same time producing the proof of

the payment of the annuities of the patent.
This latter formality, which does not further
require the co-operation of the two parties,
but solely of the party in interest, simplifies
the contingencies, considering that the person
interested, to put his rights in regard to others

in regular order, may always do it without the
presence or the concurrence of the other.
This course does not naturally offer the en

tire security which attends the accomplishment

of the two formalities concurrently, but it per
mits the suspension or delay to a certain point

of the payment of the whole amount of the
taxes, the principal obstacle to the transactions.

In this case the annuities must be paid with
exactness on their successive maturity, to avoid
opposing claims, which would result in the
forfeiture of the patent for default of the pay
ment of an annuity in seasonable time.
But it remains well understood, that so long

as the two conditions prescribed by Article 20

of the law of 1844 are not accomplished, the
patentee is the sole legal owner, and that th

e

irregular assignee has no official title, and can
neither sue infringers in his own name nor de
fend it against actions in forfeiture; his rights
are exclusively limited to the covenants which
bind the two contracting parties, without any
effect upon others.

[To B.Econtinued.]-º-º-º-º
EFFECTs of TEA AND CofFEE on CHILDREN.

The common practice of allowing children two or

three cups of strong coffee or tea at each meal,
can not be too strongly condemned. These drinks
are narcotic stimulants, producing effects on the
brain and nerves like those of opium. Now, in

children, the nervous system is highly excitable,
and the use of such beverages as tea and coffee in:
creases greatly the tendency to convulsions and
other grave affections.

-
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[ForLifeIllustrated.)
WAITING FOR SOMETEING TO

“TURN U.P.”

BY H. W. Thomson.

“WAITING for something to turn up, are
you?” Well, it's likely you’ll wait a long
time ere the golden opportunity for the accom
plishment of those grand schemes that you
idly muse on in your day-dreams, presents
itself. Indeed, I fear that before anything
“turns up,” you will, through long waiting,
have fallen into such lazy, dreaming habits
as to be incapable of rousing yourself to such
an effort as will be necessary to profit by it.

Don't talk of adverse circumstances. Leave
that to weaklings and cowards who passively
yield to their force. The great end of life is

to triumph over them. If you encounter ad
verse circumstances, nerve yourself for the
greater effort, cling more tenaciously to your
purpose and press on. You will then realize
that success ever attends him who with fixed
purpose toils on earnestly, despite poverty,
obscurity, and reverses, nor pauses till his end

is gained.
“Waiting for something to turn up !” Do

you expect that Fortune will shower favors
upon you simply for waiting 2 or that honors
will attend you unsought 2 If you do, you
are certainly mistaken. Naught that ever
“turns up” will open any avenue to success
other than by emergetic, persistent effort. If

you would accomplish anything in life, stop
this frittering away of your time; cling no

longer to the delusion that “Fate has better
things in store” for you. Fate has in store for
idlers and sluggards but poverty, low station,
and the contempt of their fellows. Go to

work I Don’t let your high aspirations lead
you to disdain a humble beginning, but do pa
tiently that work which is mighest, lowly
though it be. The first step may scarce seem

to repay the effort it costs, but it is a step to
ward the end ; another will bring you nearer,

and it is only thus, advancing step by step,
that any lofty purpose may be accomplished.
Your destiny is in your own hands. The

materiel is about you out of which to carve
your own fortune, if you choose to do so. Or
you may, while waiting to elude the inexorable
law by which labor is fixed as the price of all
excellence, delay until life is spent and all
opportunity is lost. Which do you choose ?

–º-º-º-º-º-º
THE BRAIN.—One of the readiest roads to

the head is through the lungs. You may
reach the brain in a minute, with chloroform,
for example. The power of this drug is some
thing marvelous. When under its influence a

man may have his limb cut off without any
sensation whatever; and even when he re
covers from the artificial trance he may still
have neither pain nor uneasiness. Why?

Have you ever seen a person after a fit of

epilepsy % After a fit of that kind, people.
have no remembrance of anything done to

them during the fit
.

During the epileptic
paroxysm, the brain is all but completely
torpid. The same thing happens after the
anesthetic sleep of chloroform. In neither
case can a man remember what he never felt.

But mark what may happen after amputation
performed on a patient under chloroform. The
same man who felt no pain in the stump
either during or after the operation may con
tinue for many successive months to be attack

ed with the identical local symptoms for
which his limb was removed, at the hour of

the day or night when he was wont to suffer
martyrdom before its removal. And more
than this, if seized by his old enemy during
sleep he may wake exclaiming—“Oh, my leg,
my leg it pains me the same as when it was
on.” More curious still, he may tell you he

can, so far as his own feelings are concerned,
actually move the foot of the amputated limb.
What do these facts prove 2 They prove: 1,

that the brain is the source of all motion and
all sensation, morbid or sane; they prove
inversely, 2, that the brain is the source of

rest and remission, sleep included: they further
prove, 3, that the brain is the source of all
paroxysmal recurrence, whether the more
prominent symptoms be general or local.—
London Medical Practice.

# usimt'ss iſ titt 5.

Post-OFFICE, County, AND STATE.-It seems

as if all who arecapable of writing letterswould see the
necessity of giving their addresses in full, particularly
whenwriting to strangers. But we are in receipt of let
ters almosteveryday,datedWashington, or Jackson, or
Plugtown, or someother place,without appendingthe
county or State. When we find one of this kind, we first
look at theenvelope,and to thecredit of the postmasters
be it said,we aresometimesable to decipher,fromtheink
spreadthereon,thelettersstandingfor theState in which

it is mailed. But quite as oftenwe find themtotallyomit
ted, or so blotted as to be illegible. We next refer to the
publishedlist of post-offices,when, if it is someoutlandish
maine,like Ouaquaga, or Burnt Corn, or Okohoji,we are
prettysure to accomplishour design,for no two persons
wouldeverthink of givingsuchnames to post-offices;but

in most caseswe find from two to twenty of the same
name. When but two,we can sometimestell fromwhat
Stateby looking at thedate of theletter,andconsidering

if it has had time to come from the fartherState; but
when there are twenty,we throwdown theletter in dis
gust,and if thewriter is obliged to write again beforehe
receives a Journal or a reply,arewe to blamefor it? Al
waysgiveyourpost-office,county,andState.
ELEven CoPIEs Fort Five Dollars. — Our

friendswill pleaseunderstandthat to obtainElevenCopies

of our Journals for Five Dollars,the namesand money
mustall besent in atonetime. Someseem to understand
that theycan send a single subscription at a time,and
when theyhave sent four, and four dollars,by sending
anotherdollar theyareentitled to sevencopies. Not so.
Our termsare,onedollar for a singlecopy,oneyear; five
copiesfor threedollarssent at onetime; and for fivedol
lars at onetime,elevencopies.

Clubs are considered as broken up when the
timeforwhich themembersthereofhave paid theirsub
scriptionshasexpired. Havingbeen a member of a club
oneyeardoesnotentitle a subscriber to receivehis Jour
malfor lessthanonedollar a yearthereafter. A newclub
mustbemadeup to secure it for fiftycents a year. When

-

a club is formed,additions to it canbesent in at the same
rates; that is

,
if it is a club of five, additionalmembers

mustsendsixtycentseach. Additionalmembers to a club

of tenwill sendfiftycentseach.
Jacobs' PATENT PortroLIo PAPER FILE.—

Of proper sizefor the PHRENological andWATER-CURE
Journals—for sale at this office. These Files will pre
serve the Journals as nicely as if theywere bound, and
will lastfor years. Price 50 cents. They will be sentby
mail, postpaid,when desired.

FowleR ANDWELLs, 808Broadway,New York.

00 (ſºrrtsgumhtm#s.

D
.
B -In what consists true religion, and what

is it ſoundedupon?
Ans. Love—not philosophy. It is foundedon God's

goodnessandman'sneed of a spiritualfather.

A few passagesfrom the Bible will make the matter
plain.
“What dothGod require of theebut to do justly (Con

scientiousness),love mercy (Benevolence), and walk
humblywith thyGod” (VenerationandSpirituality).
“Pure religionandundefiledbeforeGodandtheFather

is this, to visit thefatherlessandwidows in their affliction
(Benevolence),and to keep himself unspottedfrom the
world,” i.e., live in obedience to the higher faculties,
keeping the selfish and animal dispositionsunder due
restraint.
Religion is a verysimplething. Polemicaltheologyand

formularies of doctrinesare very complicated;though
thesemay be necessary in a certain sense,they have
causedthe world a greatdeal of trouble.
We havenoticedthatthosewhohaveweak moral and

religious faculties,and therefore“have need that one
teach them,” are generallynoisy debaterson religious
subjects,and take it upon themselves to obtrudetheir
warped and distortedopinions upon everybody. What
wouldbethought of onewhohadconstitutionally a weak
musicalperception,werehe to sethimselfup as a musical
critic? Yet menbut poorlyendowedwith religioussus
ceptibilitiesare theveryones to makethemselves at once
hoarseandridiculousinveighing againstreligion. Does

a goodfatherlovehischild? Let this feelingbe a hint of

God'scareandloveof his children? Doesthechild love
and trusttheparent? Let thissuggestour duty to God.

E C C.—I have become convinced that the
germ of Invention is in theorgan of Spirituality? What
doyouthirk on thesubject?
Ans. The faculty of Spiritualitydoubtless is an element

of invention in manyexercises of that power,especially
whenthesubject is one of a speculative or creativechar
acter. Someinventions or discoveriesresult, doubtless,
from pure intellect, the imaginative faculties having
nothing to dowith them; othersrelate to art and beauty,
when Ideality furnishesthesuggestion;others,again,are
strictlymechanical,andConstructivenesstracesthecom
binationswhich constitutethediscovery or inventien.
JAMEs BLAir.—We locate the organs of Spirit

uality, or Marvelousness,and Imitation as wedo,because
we deem it thecorrectmethod. We haveexaminedmore
heads,probably,than any other person,and our experi
encecorroboratesthelocationwegive theorgansnamed.
We keep no instrumentsformeasuringheadsbut thetape
and callipers.

£iftrary ſigfitts.
THE ATLANT1c Monthly for August is a very

interestingnumber, as may be inferred by thefollowing
table of contents, to wit: Trees in Assemblages;Miss Lu
cinda; A Soldier'sAncestry; Fibrilia; Nat Turner's In
surrection;ConcerningWeal; Reminiscences of Stephen
A. Douglas ; Our River; Agnes Sorrento; Mall.Clad
Steamers; Parting Hymn; Where will the Rebellion
leaveus? TheodoreWinthrop; Dirge; Reviewsand Lit
eraryNotices.
The article“Fibrilla” setsforth theCottonquestion in

a mannerinteresting to everybody,and explains al
l

that

is knownon thesubject of a substitutefor that important
staple, in flaxandotherplants.
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Advertisem ENTs intended for this Journal, to
secureinsertion,shouldbesenttothePublishersonor be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesentin atonce.
TERMs.-Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

ºver-rºº

S. H.
ºl.º

THE BRoo KLYN HEIGHTs
Water-Cureis locatedat Nos. 63 and65ColumbiaStreet,
Brooklyn,L. I. Outsidepracticeattendedtobothin city
andcountry. CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M.D.

A CARD.—To THE PUBLIC.—
Having enteredinto thearmyof theUnitedStates,I beg
leavetoannouncetomyfriendsand thepublic thatCHAs.
H. SHEPARD,M.D., will succeedmeasproprietorof the

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS WATER-CURE,
63and65ColumbiaStreet,Brooklyn,N. Y.

Dr. SHEPHERDhasmyentireconfidence,andI earnestly
recominendhim to all whowish tobetreatedhydropath
ically. Suchwill find him an experiencedand capablephysician,whowill giveto their caseall thecare andpa
tiencewhich invalidssomuchrequire
With a firmreliancein thefaith thatDrugs andStimu

lantswill, at no distantday,be banishedfrom the sickroom,andholdingto thiswithout concessionor compromise,I remainyourfriendandwell-wisher,
EO. F. ADAMS, M.D.

REMOWAL.
KINEs IPATHIC INSTITUTE.

52MortonStreet,NewYork.
CHARLES H. SHEPARD, M.D.,

Has removedtothe
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS WATER-CURE,

63and65ColumbiaStreet,Brooklyn,N.Y.,
Formerly occupiedby Dr. Geo. F. ADAMs,who is now
AssistantSurgeonin theBrooklynPhalanx.
Dr. Shepardhopesbyhisenlargedfacilitiesfor thetreat

mentof disease,andthe superiorlocation,to give amplesatisfaction.
His planembracesnotonlyWaterTreatmentin itsvari

ous forms,but also the SwedishMovement.Cure, which,
thoughcomparativelynewin this countryasa remedialº hasalreadyproveditselfinvaluablein theremoval
of chronicailments.

BoARDING—A FEw BoARDERs
canbeaccommodatedwith pleasantrooms,bathingfacilities,and hygienicfood,at the Brooklyn HeightsWater
Cure. PersonsfromabroadvisitingNewYork onbusiness
or pleasurewill findhereall theretirementand comfortofhome,andat thesametimebe convenienttothebusinessºn:ofthecity—threeferriesbeingwithinfiveminutes'walk.
Terms—from$5to$10aweek; transientboardersfrom

$1to$1 50a day.

AMERIC A.N PHR, ENOLOGICAL Jour NAL.
STRAwBERRY PLANTs.

A. S. FULLER, Myrtle Avenue, Brooklyn, agent for
C. W. GRANT,offersfor saleplants of themostpopular
varietfesof Strawberriesgrown,atpricesannexed.
Frommorethan 200varietiesfruited,heselectsthefol

lowing six as being,in his opinion, the mostworthy of
generalcultivation: Jºer 100. Per 1,000.

BARTLETT.............. ..... $200..... ... $1000
ThroMPHdeGAND.. ... 1 50........ 800
Wilson's ALBANY........... 1 00...... ... 5 0 ).

WicomPTEsseD'HERiCART.... 1 ſ ()........ 5 00
Thollop's WIOToki.A......... 1 00........ 5 00
HookER... ... - - - - - - - - -- - - --- - 1 00........ 5 00

Of these,hebelievestheBartlettandTriomph deGand
to bethebestfor generalcultivation. Although,perhaps,

not quite so prolific as Wilson'sAlbany, or so large as theAustin, theyare of muchbetterflavor,andwith ordinary
attentionwill produce as much fruit as any variety can
withoutdoingpermanentinjury to theplant.
The following varietieshe offers at $1 00 per dozen,

prepaidby mail: ,
OsCAR, WizaBD or THENorth,
Bont St. JULIAN,
LA Constance,
AustiN,

WonDERFUL,
MAY QUEEN,
REINE HokTENSE,

PRINCE IMPERIAL.
Any other varietiesfrom his extensivecollectionwill

befurnished at reasonableprices. Address
A. S. FULLER, Brooklyn, N. Y.

NEW

ELECTRO-GALVANIC BATTERY,
crlersitated for THE curring or

NERVOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
ANDSIMILARDISEA8ES,

WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.

PRICE,$10.
FOW L E R AND WELL S,

808Broadway,New York.

GREAT AUSTINSEEDLING STRAw
BERRY.-This remarkablevariety,afterthreeyears'trial,
hasproved to be the mostwonderfulStrawberry in culti
vation; it has beenproducedthis year,sixteen of whichweighed one pound ; it is .P." uctive as theWilson
muchlarger,and finer flavored; the berry is a beautifulscarlet,andcommandsthe highestmarketprice; it con
tinueslong in bearing,andmaintainsits largesizethrough
out. It wassent to New York market fromWatervliet,
N. Y., up to the20th of July, longafterhll othervarieties
had disappeared,commanding a highprice; it is without
doubtthemostvaluablemarket...}. cultivation. It is

muchmoreprolific thantheTriomphe de Gand, larger insize,and altogethermoreattractive. The Austinwill now
beoffered at greatlyreducedprices,giving all anopportunity to É. this variety for a most profitablemarket
berry. Plantswill be delivered in rotation as ordered, at

$1 perdozen,$5perhundred, or $30per thousand.
Orders addressed to either CHAUNCEY MILLER,

ShakerTrustee,Albany,N. Y., or

WM. S. CARPEN TER, 468Pearl Street,New York.

BrookLYN, N
. Y., CoLLEGE

GRAMMAR SCHOOL and Gymnasium,oppositeCity
Hall. Rev. L. W. HART, A.M., Rector. Fall Term,2d
September. Admittance at any time. . Private tuition,evenings. Termsverymoderate.Circulars at book-stores
and thisOffice. º:

THE PHRENOLOGICAL BUST,
designedespeciallyſor Learners; showing
the exactlocation of all theOrgans of theBrain, fully developed,which will enableevery one to studythe sciencewithoutan
instructor. It maybe packedandsentwith
safetybyexpress, or as freight(not bymail)

to any part of the world. Price, including
box for packing,only $1 25.

FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
“This is one of themostingeniousinventions of theage.

A castmade of plaster of Paris,thesize of thehumanhead
on which theexactlocation of each of the Phrenologica
organs is represented,fully developed,with al

l

thedivisions§ classifications.Thosewhocannotobtaintheservices

of a professormaylearn, in a very short time,from this
modelhead,thewholescience ofFºsofar as the
ocations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. Y. Daily Sun.

P-TMAN»s

R EP o R T E R 's Co M P A N I o N
,

NEW EDITION,
So long expected,and impatientlylookedfor, is

No W R E A D Y.
Phonographerscanbesuppliedby

FOWLER AND WELLS,
308Broadway,New York.

sºfºrº
ATED">cELººeless

SEWING MAGHINES.
FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,

495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agencies in all theprincipal Cities and Towns in theUnitedStates.
The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine Company are

nowmanufacturing,andhaveon exhibition at their dif
ferentsalesrooms,machinesmaking theShuttle or LockStitch, of thesamepatternsand at thesameprices as their
celebratedGrover & BakerStitchMachines,thusaffording
thepublic theadvantage of comparingthestitches of the
two leadingmachinesandexercisingtheirown judgment
as to their respectivemerits. This is theonly company
thatmanufacturesbothkinds of machines,andtherefore
theonly onethatcanofferthisprivilege to thepurchaser.

.1 JVew Edition of
How To GET A PATENT.

This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees
has undergone a thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law Entire,

in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.

Fowler AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

FOWLER AND WELLS' JOURNALS.
Price mot Increased.

Postmasters,Clergymen,Teachers,and othersare re
quested to act as AgentsandgetClubsfor ourJournals:

The ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED.

WATER-CURE JOURNAL,

A GUIDE TO HEALTH.
These Journals commenceNew Volumeswith July,

andhavebeenenlarged,giving now in each

24 Pages Monthly, instead of 16.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:

Singlecopy,monthly,oneyear... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 00
Ten copies, to separateaddresses, if desired......... 5 00#P. sendingFive Dollarsfor ten copieswill beentitled to an eartracopy gratis. Add six cents a year
for eachsubscriber in theBritish Provinces to pay post
age. Specimenssentfree.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

Agents wantedeverywhere, to sell our publications.
Sendfor ourWholesaleList andConfidentialCircular.

VALUABLE Books For FARMERs.
GRAB8EsANDPLANTs. Their NaturalHistory. By
Charles L. Flint ................................ $1.25
Mºº Cows ANDDAIRY FARMING. By Charles L.

lint. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

AMERICANFRUIT CULTURIST. By John Thomas...
HoRsEANDHis DISEASEs. By RobertJennings...Agricultural CIIEM1stity.By Jas. F. W. Johnston
CIIEMISTRYIN ITSAPPLICATIONSTo AGRICULTURE;
AND PHYsiology.................. ------------- -

DADDon THE DISEASEsof CATTLE..Country LIFE BY CoprlAND.............
North AMERICANINsrcts. By B. Jaeger.. -
Uses ANDABuses of AIB. By Griscom......... --
ANNUAL REGISTERroR 186". By J. J. Thomas....
EveRY MAN HIs Own LAwYER...................
MYstrities of BEE-KEEPINGExpl.ArNED. By M.QUINBy............ ---- -- -- - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
o; tºº. or Four Ackrs, andtheMoneyweMade

Enlarged and Improved.

25

y it.

PEAR CULTURE. Its Propagation,Planting, Culti
vation,etc.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --CATEphismof CHEMISTRY.........................
DomesticANDORNAMENTALPoulTRY. With sixty
fiveoriginal Portraits.................... --------By mail, post-paid,on receipt of price.

i
1

§->
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.
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SAVE Yori: CARPETs—IMPORT
ANT TO HOUSEKEEPERS.–In laying down yourCarpets,don't forget Harrington'sPatentCarpetLining,for ſayingunder CarpetsandOil Cloths, to prºtect themfromthenail-headsandanyun-veºnessin thefloor. It is
madeof two layersof heavyelasticpaper,with a layerofcottonbetween. It is a mufflerof sound,andwill cause
a carpetto weartwiceaslong. Sendfor a circular.Sold by all theprincipalCarpetdealers.
N. Y. Carpet Lining Co.—solemanufacturers,440PearlStreet,nearChamberstreetextension.J. R. HARRINGTON, Agent.
Also manufacturersof CottonBatts,Twine, Mattresses,

and BedComforters.

THE EDUCATOR.—DEvoTED TO
Education, andthe MENTAL.MoRAL,and Physical: Developmentof Man. Every teachershouldread it. Everyyoungmanandwomanshouldread it. Every physician,preacher,and studentshould read it. It aims to makemenwiser,bealthier,andbetter. Its circulationhasbeen
increased by fivehundredadditionalsubscriberssincethelast issue. The next numberwill be enlargedand improvedeveryway. Publishedtwice a month, at $100 ayear in advance. Address

REW. A. R. HORNE, Quakertown,Pa.

$5 SAVED.—$1 27 Procures
Post-PAID SUBscribers. Patent Press and Book forcopyiugbusinesslettersinstantlyand perfectly.

holesaleAgentsandCanvasserswanted.
For particulars,address,with stamp,
6tº J. H. ATWATER. Providence, R. I.

The ILLUSTRATED
1862. ANNUAL 1862.
REGISTER of RURAL AFFAIRs.
THE EIGHTH NUMBER, for 1862, of THE Illus

TRATEDANNUAL REGISTERor RURAL AFFAIRs is nownearly ready for the press. In the attractivenessandvalue of its contentswedonotthink it hasbeensurpassedby any precedingnumber. We submitbelow a partialabs ractof its contents,whichwill showtheir varietyand
the extent to whichtheyareillustrated—thepresentnuuber of theANNUAL REGISTERcontainingmorethan
ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY ENGRAVINGS.
The ANNUAL REGIsTERfor 1862will be readyearly inSeptember,andwearenowprepared to receiveordersforsingle numbers or in quantity,whichwill befilled as soonas it is issued. The attention of Officers of AgriculturalSocieues,andotherswhoproposeattendingTown, County,

or State Fairs this Fall, is particularlyrequested to theready sale which may be had for the REGISTERduringthese anniversaries,and on other occasionsthroughout
autumn and winter. TERMS-as heretofore: SingleCopies,post-paid,Twenty-fivecents;One DozenCopies,ost-paid, Two iollars; One Hundred Copies, Fifteenollars, and largerquantities at a furtherreduction.Among othervaluablechapters,the ANNUALREGISTERfor 1862will containthefollowing:

I. FARM BUILDINGS – Thirty Engravings andFourºII. WEGE TAB PHYSIOLOGY, or How PlantsGrow—Sixty-oneEngravings.III. THE GRASSES-Tuirteen Eugravings.
*** This articleincludesplan andconcisedescriptions

of no less than Twenty-Two of thedifferentgrasses,withthe peculiarities of whicheveryfarmershould be familiar—eleven of themaccompauiedby carefullydrawn illustrations.
IV. LIGHTNING RODS—ThirteenEngravings.
W. BALLOON FRAMr S-Twenty-four Engravings.VI. MOVABLE COMB BEE-HIVES-Eight Engravings.

WII. THE ORCHARD AND GROUNDS – FourteenEngravings.
WIII. THE FARM – How FortunesareSometimesSunk.
IX. FRUITS AND FRUIT CULTURE–One Engraying.
X. TÉ DAIRY.
XI. DQMESTIC ANIMALS-Two Engravings.XII. RURAL AND LOMESTIC ECONOMY, Etc.XIII. USEFUL TABLES.XIV. ADWERTISEMENTS.
This, preceded by theusualCalendarpagesand Astronomical Calculations,forms a book .#. is certainlycheap at its retailprice; andthe Publishers,with a view

of renderingitscirculationstill widerand largerthanthatof anypreviousNumber,areprepared, as aboveintimated,

to offerthemostliberal termsfor its introduction in quantities,either to Agents,AgriculturalSocieties,Nurserymen,
Dealers in ImplementsandSeeds, or anyotherswhotake
an interest in thedissemination of usefulreading,and inthepromotion of Rural Improvement.
Addressall orders or inquiries to thepublishers,LUTHER TUCKER & SON, Albany,N. Y.

By mail, 80 cents.

OUR FARM of Four AcBEs,
ANDTHE

MONEY WE MADE BY IT.
FOW L E R AND W E L L 8,

808Broadway,New York.G– *

READY R00 FING, AT HALF THE PRICE OF TIN.
WILL LAST TWICE AS LONG.

Requiresonly to be nailed down. HEAVIEST wovKN MATERIAL EVER USED For Roofing. Put upon
rolls andshipped to all parts of thecountry.

$37"Samplessent by Express, or a small piece for two stamps by mail.

G UT T A P E R C H A R o o F 1 N G com P A NY,
23 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS.
Fow LER AND WELLs’

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY
Our patentbusiness is conductedby Mr. Thomas P.How (author of thewell-knownand popular synopsis ofpatentlaw, “How to Get a Patent”),aidedbyanableandexperiencedcorps of assistants,both at homeandabroad.ELEven yearsof experience(on the part of Mr. How) inthebusiness,and theresidence at Washington of an eminentlycarefulandefficientexamining#. formerlyemployed in the United StatesPatent ce,and familiar

with its details,enable us to offer to inventorsunusualfacilitiesfor the transactionof theirbusiness. When it is

consideredthat a patent of ordinaryvalue is worth several thousands of dollars, it is unnecessary to saythat the
carefulmanagement of an applicationtherefor is a matterof greatimportance to the inventor,especiallywhen it is

known thathundreds of applicationsare rejectedentirely

in consequence of not being properlypreparedand pre
sented. To performthis service in a mannersafe to theinventor,requires a thoroughknowledge of patentlaw, a

clearperceptionandunderstanding of mechanicalaction,years of experienceandcarefuldeliberativeconsideration.Our patentbusinesshas beenunder its presentmanage
menisincethelatterpart of the year1856,duringwhichtime it hasincreased to severaltimesits previousmagnitude,and a largeportion of it latelyhasconsisted of casesinvolvingseverecontests,and thediscussionandsolution
of difficultanduntroddenquestions of patentlaw, both inthe Patent Office and beforethe Judges of the UnitedStatesCircuitCourt.
Advior. IN REGARDto THE Novelty ANDPATENTABILity of AN INVENTion

is givenfree of chargeupon receipt of sufficientdescription and sketch or model. In a majority of casesourknowledge of previousinventionsenablesus to givesatisfactoryinformation to inventorswithout the expense ofspecialsearch.
PRELIMINARYExAMINATIONSare,however,made in caseswhich involve considerabledoubt,for theusual fee of fivedollars,except in casesof

extremeandunusualconplicationand†. These:* are carefully made and elaboratelyreported.- APPLICATIONSfor PATENTs
are preparedby us with great care,not only to obtain apatent,but also to protectthe inventorswhenthe patent
shall havebeensecured. Particularattention is paid to

APPEALs ANDINTERFERENCEs,
and difficultand contestedcases of every class. Caseswhich havebeenrejected,examined,andadvicegivenforthe usual fee of five dollars. Many upplicationswhich
havebeenrefusedeitherfromthewant of properpresentation, or from oversighton the part of the departmenmight with skillful managementby an experience
solicitor be prosecuted to a successfulissue—afactwhichis provedby constantexperience.Applicationsforextensionsand reissues,additionalimprovementsand caveats, promptly and carefully attendedto.
Centrally located in our commercialmetropolis,andhavingan ableandexperiencedagent at theseat of Government,weareable to offermorethanusualfacilitiesfor

thetransaction of business in this country in relation topatents;whileour arrangementsabroadenable us to secureforeignpatentson the mostsatisfactoryterms. Ourpresentarrangementsaresuchthatwehopeforthefuturew
o keeppacewith thedemands of the publicfor our services,and it shall beour Pº. toattendwith careandpromptness to thewants of inventors.Communications in

reference to inventions,patents, or patent law carefully
consideredandpromptlyattendedto.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
EVERY STUDENT AND CONVERSATIONIST needs
THE RIGHT World IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocker DictionARY or SYNoNYMs,Trch
NIoALTERMS,ABBREviations, FoREIGNPHBAsks,etc.,etc.,with a Chapteron PunctuationandProof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterandspeakerwho would say exactly what he means,and
neithermorenor less,andsay it in thebestway. Price,50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

EMPLOYMENT—ACTIVE, INTELLIGENT YOUNG MEN, who have beenthrownoutof
situationsby the war, can hear of EMPLoymentwhich,byFº orts,canbemadeprofitable,by addressing

OWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.

S YR IN G E S.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!

We would callyour particular
attention to our improved Syr
inge, here illustrated, which is

highly recommended by Pro
fessors in Medical Colleges,
and has received encomiums
from the Faculty and others
who have examined, used it,

and pronounced it the most perfect instrument

of its kind ever introduced to the public.
Persons subject to CoNstipation will derive

great benefit from the daily use of this Syringe,
and effect a radical cure of the difficulty, as well

as avoid the constant use of Cathartics, which will
afford only temporary relief, and debilitate, while
the injection acts as an invigorant.

All Instruments warranted to giveperfect satisfaction.
Price, $1 50. Prepaid by mail, $2.
Twenty per Cent discount, when ordered by

the dozen, and to go by express or as freight.All orders for the above Instruments will meet
with prompt attention.

Fowler and WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

PHRENOLOGICAL ExAMINATIons,"
HHHH HHHH settingforth al
l

the strongandweakHH hh. points of character and disposition,
# # . to encourageand what to re
hhhh HHh. aln,
HH hbi - -
HH HH Will Aid Young MenH hh.h

HHHH HHHH just starting in life, who are full of

zeal,strength,and courage,and yet
EEEEEEEEEEE| havelittleexperienceEE EE -# = *|In Governing their Passions,
#### and bringing their moral and intelEE EE lectual powers into the ascendant,EE EE -

EEEEEEEEEEE therebyqualifyingthemfor

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
in which theirabilitiescanbeused to

thebestadvantage,and their defects
mosteffectuallyovercome,thussecur
ing thebestresults of theirefforts,

And Gaining Honor and
Happiness.

PºpodÉp Theseexaminationsare givenver

#
3 º, bally,withall thecandorandfaithful

nessof confidentialcommunicatio

}} Bº and,whendesired,
ns,

DD DD - - --DD Did Full Written DescriptionsDDDDDDD
are made,accompaniedby a book or

SSSSSS chartwithillustrations of theorgans,sº sºS largeandsmall,with full instructions
SSSS how to cultivate and direct every
SSSSS facultyandemotion,

8SSSSS sºSSSS5... ." By FOWLER & WELLs,§sss." | 808 Broadway.
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[conrmure FRox PAGEsixty-seven.]
nations, whose brains are larger. On the contrary, wherever the
invaded people have possessed brains larger, or as large, as those of

their assailants, and also the second requisite for independence, which

I shall immediately mention, they have successfully resisted. The
Caribs, Araucanians, Caffres, and others, are examples of barbarian
tribes, with brains of a full size, successfully resisting the efforts of

Europeans to enslave them.*
The advantages of national independence are invaluable, and these

examples should operate as strong motives to the observance of the
organic laws, in order to prevent deterioration and diminution of the
brain in a nation, and to avoid mental imbecility, which is their
invariable accompaniment. In Spain, the aristocratic class had long
infringed these laws, and in the beginning of the present century her
king and nobles were sunk into such effeminacy, that they became the
easy prey of the men of energetic brains who then swayed the destinies

of France. It was only when the great body of the people, who were
not so corrupted and debased, put forth their energies to recover their
independence, that, with the aid of Britain, the foreign yoke was broken.
The second requisite to independence is

,
that the people shall possess

so much intelligence and love of their country, as to be capable of

acting in concert, and of sacrificing, when necessary, their individual
interests to the public welfare. You can easily understand that,
however emergetic the individuals of a nation may be, if they should
be so deficient in intelligence as to be incapable of joining in a

general plan of defense, they must necessarily fall before a body of

invaders who obey a skillful leader and act in combination. This
was the case with the Caribs. Their brains, particularly in the
regions of Combativeness and Destructiveness, were so large, that,
individually, they possessed great energy and courage, and could not

be subdued; but their reflecting organs were so deficient that they
were incapable of co-operating in a general system of defense. The
consequence was, that, as individuals, they resisted to the last extrem
ity, and were exterminated, although never subdued. The Araucanians
possessed equally large organs of the propensities, but greatly larger
intellectual organs. They were capable of combination; they acted

in concert, and preserved their independence. The natives of New
Zealand appear to belong to the same class; and if they are extirpated

it must be on account of the smallness of their numbers.
When a nation is assailed by external violence, the great body of

the people must be prepared also to sacrifice their individual interests

at the shrine of their country before independence can be maintained.
The connection between national independence and individual welfare

is so palpable and so speedily felt, that a small portion of moral sen
timent suffices to render men capable of this devotion. Indeed, if

Combativeness and Destructiveness, which delight in war—and Self
Esteem, which hates obedience, be strong, these, combined with intel
lect, are sufficient to secure independence. It is only when indolence
and avarice have become the predominant feelings of the people, com
bined with a want of vigor in Self-Esteem and Combativeness, that
they prefer their individual comforts and property, even under the
galling yoke of a foreign foe, to national independence.

* The firstphrenologicalelucidation of thecauses of the INDEPENDENCEandLIBERTY

of nationswasgiven by Mr. George Lyon of Edinburgh, in severalable essayspub
lished in thesecondand third volumes of thePhrenological Journal in 1825andi826.
The evidence of thesoundness of theprinciples then advanced,affordedby thespeci
mens of the skulls of nationsand tribes which have been conqueredby Europeaninvaders, as well as those of tribeswhich havesuccessfullyresistentheseinvaders,con
tained in thecollection of thePhrenologicalSociety at Edinburgh, is verystriking. It

hasreceived a greataccession of strengthfromthework of Dr. Morton,of Philadelphia,
on the “Crunºa Americana.” Dr. Pritchard, in the Natural History Section of the
British Association, at a meetingheldon the29thAugust,1889,broughtforward a paper
on the extermination of variousuncivilized racesof mankind,and recommended a

grant of moneyfor .#his investigationsinto their habitsand history. He proceeded,apparentlywithouthavingreadthewritings of phrenologistson thesubject,and
certainlywithouthavingexaminedtheevidenceon it contained in the PhrenologicalSoeiety'sMuseum. Indeed, in answer to a questionfrom Mr. H

.
C. Watson, he con

ſessedthathehad notexaminedtheskulls in theMuseum. Dr. Pritchard is a manof
talents,and indeed he hasneed to beso,when heundertakes to elucidatethe naturalhistory of man,with a determinedresolution to shuthis eyesagainstthemostimportantdiscoverythat hasever beenmade in thisbranch of science. Nor doeshestandalone

in thisdetermination.. In 1884,whentheBritishAssociationmet in Edinburgh,being a

member of theAss 'ciation, I wrote a letter,offering to give a demonstration of the
national skulls in the PhrenologicalSociety'sMuseum beforeany of thesections in

which such a communicationcould be received; but the secretariesdid not even
answermyletterſ

These facts in the natural history of nations were unknown until
Phrenology brought them to light. Formerly, all differences between
different tribes of people were accounted for by differences of climate,
education, and institutions; but we now see that development of brain

is fundamental, and is one chief cause of the differences of national
institutions. Climate certainly operates on the mind, but it does so

only through the nerves and brain; and hence a knowledge of the
influence of the brain on the mind, and on the institutions which flow
from it, is the basis of a sound philosophy respecting the independence
of nations.
The last and best condition of a nation is when it is not only inde

pendent, but free; that is
,

when it owns no foreign master, and when
each inhabitant acknowledges no master at home. except the laws and
magistrates, who are their interpreters and administrators.
Before a people can attain to this form of government, they must

possess not only the qualities requisite for independence, but far higher
moral and intellectual gifts than mere independence demands. The
love of justice must have become so prevalent, that no limited number

of individuals can muster followers sufficient to place themselves in

the condition of masters over the rest. The community in general
must be enlightened to such a degree, that they will perceive the
inevitable tendency of individuals to abuse power when they possess

it without control; and they must have so much of devotion to the
general interests as to feel disposed, by a general movement, to oppose
and put an end to all attempts at acquiring such dominion ; otherwise
the nation can not enjoy liberty. They must, also, as individuals, be.

in general, moderate, virtuous, and just in their own ambition; ready

to yield to others all the political enjoyments and advantages which
they claim for themselves.

-

History confirms these principles. The original European settlers

of North America were English families, who had left their country
under religious or political persecution; and their numbers were
recruited by industrious persons, who emigrated to that land with a

view to improving their condition by the exercise of their industry and
talents. When they threw off the yoke of Britain, they were a moral
and an intelligent people—they instituted the American republic, the
freest government on earth, and which has flourished in vigor to the
present day.
The continent of South America was peopled at first by ruffian

warriors and avaricious adventurers, who waded through oceans of
blood to dominion over the natives, and who practiced cruelty, oppres
sion, and spoliation, but not industry, as their means of acquiring
wealth. Their numbers were maintained by a succession of men
animated by the same motives, and possessing essentially the same
characteristics, sent out by the corrupted government of old Spain to

a harvest of spoil. They were not the amiable, the religious, and the
laborious sons of the Spanish soil, driven away by oppression, hating
injustice, and flying to a new country for refuge from tyranny, as was
the case in North America. In the beginning of the present century
the troubles of Spain tempted these South American colonists to dis
claim her authority, and they waged for their independence a long
and a bloody war, in which they were at last successful. In imita
tion of the North Americans, : they then formed themselves into
republics, and instituted government by laws.
But mark the result. The cruel, base, self-seeking, dishonest, vain,

and ambitions propensities which had distinguished them as Spanish
colonists, did not instantly leave them when they proclaimed them
selves to be free citizens of independent republics. On the contrary,
these feelings which had characterized them from the first continued

to operate with fearful energy. As private individuals, the new
republicans devoted themselves to evading payment of all government
taxes; the duties exacted on imported commodities were pocketed by
the functionaries intrusted with their collection, or converted into the
means of oppressing rival politicians and traders. Their public
couriers were robbed. In their senates they formed themselves into
cabals for the promotions of projects of local advantage or individual
ambition; and when not successful, they obstructed all measures for
the general advantage, or appealed to arms to obtain their objects.
The consequence has been, that, owing solely to the ignorance, the
selfishness, and the absence of general morality and love of justice in

the people, these states, with the richest soils and finest climates in

the world, with independence, and with the most improved forms of

domestic government, have, since they acquired their liberty, exhibited
almost one unvaried scene of revolution, bloodshed, and contention.
This is the penalty which Providence ordains them to pay for their
parents’ transgressions, and for the immoral dispositions which they
have inherited from them.

[to Br continued.]
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PHRENTOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

Power is the great ruling quality of the
organization of General Banks. Physically,
he is in a high degree tough and enduring, is
one of the few wiry, hardy men that never
tire or weary with labor, mental or physical.
Those qualities of temperament give him
great positiveness of character and ability to
control the minds and guide the actions of
others. From childhood he must have been a
ruling spirit among his associates.
His phrenology indicates uncommon self

reliance, and is in most excellent harmony

with his positive temperament. His Firm
ness is almost excessively developed. His
will is law wherever he has responsibility.
His Conscientiousness, as well as Firmness, is
remarkably large. He has a keen sense of
what is right, a quick appreciation of his re
sponsibility and that of others, a disposition to

PORTRAIT OF M.A.J. O.R. G.E.N. N AT HANIEL P. B.A.N.K.S.

foundation of the gov
ernment. His superior,
as a presiding officer of a
deliberative body, prob
ably does not live.
He is eminently a self

made man. He started

in life poor, unaided, and
unknown, learned and
followed a mechanical

trade successfully, and
at mature manhood laid
aside the tools of his
trade, obtained an edu
cation, and studied law,
becoming a leading man
in the Legislature of his
native State, also its
Governor, Member of
Congress, Speaker of the
House of Representa
tives, and now, while
still young, he is a ma
jor-general in the United
States Army. These
facts speak in unmistak
able language, that Na
thaniel P. Banks is a
most remarkable man.

His powerful and ac

do his own duty fully, and to require of those
who are his subordinates the most implicit
conformity to rule. It has been said by those
who opposed his election as Speaker of the
House of Representatives, that he was the
best administrative officer that ever sat in that
chair, not excepting the great Henry Clay;
that he would do more business in a given
time, and sway the House, or lead it more com
pletely, than any presiding officer since the without a fortune, is an evidence at once of

tive organization lies at
the foundation of all his high achievements in
the midst of difficulties. His head appears to
be very high, and is not broad, especially in
the middle portion, his Secretiveness and
Acquisitiveness being moderately developed.
He is a very frank, straightforward man,
averse to all chicanery and double dealing.

He values property only as an instrument of
good; and the fact that he, at this time, is
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his moderate Acquisitiveness and large Con
scientiousness. Any man who has occupied

such positions as he, could have become rich,
had property been an object of ambition, and
had he not been endowed very highly with the
elements of justice, integrity, and manliness.
The head is large in the region of the rea

soning intellect; his mind takes a wide range,
and grasps principles without difficulty. His
Comparison is enormously developed, indica
ting a quick, clear, and strong power of
analysis and discrimination. His knowledge
of character is most excellent; he understands
men at the first glance, and knows how to rule
and guide those who are placed within the
range of his influence, and how to select “the
right man for the right place.”
His Perceptive organs are large, giving him

quickness of observation, power to gather
knowledge rapidly and arrange it for use. He
is capable of being a good mathematician, a
first-rate engineer, and an efficient business
man; has talent for speaking, but his style
would be compact, vigorous, and elevated
rather than ornate and flowery. His Moral
organs, as a class, are large. He is benevo
lent in his disposition, respectful toward
superiors, upright and honest in his feelings,
energetic in his disposition, thorough, coura
geous and independent in the discharge of
duty, warm-hearted toward friends, and just
toward his foes.

Biog RAPHY.

Nathaniel Prentiss Banks was born in Wal
tham, Mass., January 30, 1816. From al

l

we
can learn, he had but few advantages of edu
cation during the early part of his life. It is

evident, however, from the many important
positions of trust, responsibility, and honor
which he has filled in his brief and eventful
life, that those few advantages were not
thrown away, but most faithfully improved ;

and that he still found time to devote to the
grave and important studies of history, politi
cal economy, and the science of government—
illustrating by example the force of industry,
energy, perseverance, and self-reliance. As
our limited space will not permit us to enter
into details in reference to Gen. Banks' early
life, we will proceed with this short sketch by

the introduction of what appears to us the
stepping-stone to his present high position.

In a small debating society formed in his
native village he took a prominent part, gain
ing that acquaintance with parliamentary
rules which he subsequently turned to such
useful account in the deliberative bodies of his
State and of the Federal Government. As an
illustration of the zeal with which he attend

ed to this branch of his training, it is related
that, when temporarily residing in a neighbor
ing town, he was in the habit of walking a

distance of nine miles an evening and back,

to be present at the meetings of the society.

A MERIC A.N PHRE NOLOGIC A. L J O U R N A L.
Mr. Banks first exercised his influence on

the public mind through the medium of the
newspaper press, as editor of a journal pub
lished in his native town. He subsequently
controlled the columns of a newspaper in

Lowell. In both of these sheets, while advo
cating the principles of the Democratic party
—then in a minority in the State—with abil
ity, courage, and yet with that judicious mod
eration which is a characteristic of his tem
perament, he strenuously labored for the
promotion of temperance, popular education,
and such other moral objects as good citizens

of every shade of partisan opinion can not
hesitate to unite upon.

It has been asserted that Mr. Banks has
never been defeated in a popular election.
This is a mistake. He was for six successive
years, in his native town, a defeated candidate
for the Massachusetts Legislature, and at the
commencement of the gold excitement was
about emigrating for a more promising field of

political exertion in California, but was de
terred by the thought of his obligations to the
friends who had so long stood by him, and who
desired him to await another trial. On this

he was successful, and in 1848 was elected to

the Massachusetts Legislature as a represent
ative from Waltham. The fact that from that
time till his election to Congress he was regu
larly returned to the Legislature, shows the
satisfaction with which his course was regard

ed by his fellow-townsmen. His first speech

in the Massachusetts House of Representatives,
evoked by the presentation of certain resolves
on the slavery question, and by the animad
versions of a Free Soil member upon the
Democratic party, was delivered on February
23d, 1849, the purpose of it being to show that
the masses of that organization, in co-operat
ing for the territorial enlargement of our
national domain, had not been influenced by
the desire of extending or strengthening the
institution of slavery. The discussion then
pending, relative to the Wilmot Proviso, im
parted a peculiar interest to this speech, which
was listened to with a degree of attention such

as is rarely bestowed upon the first effort of a

new member. He caught the ear of the
House, and always after was one of its leading
members. During his legislative career he
took an active and influential part in the pub
lic business, serving on the important commit
tees (especially important in a State like
Massachusetts) on Railways and Canals, and
on Education. Among the more noticeable
speeches delivered by him here, were those on

the proposition to enact a Plurality Law with
reference to the elections of members of Con
gress, and on questions connected with the
railway interests of the State.

In the early part of 1850, the Board of

Education, desirous of calling public attention

to the subject of procuring certain changes in:
the laws relative to the educational system of

[Oct.,

Massachusetts, conferred upon Mr. Banks th

appointment of assistant agent to the Board.
After delivering many public addresses in fur
therance of the object for which he was select
ed, he resigned the office in September of the
same year, in eonsequence of having previ
ously accepted from the Legislature the ap
pointment of member of the State Valuation

or Census Committee, which then began its
sessions.
Mr. Banks on several occasions had been

honored by the Democratic Conventions of

Middlesex County with a nomination for the
State Senate, which he had always declined.

In November, 1850, however, he was elected

to the Senate from that county by a majority

of about two thousand over his competitor.
At the same time he was chosen to represent
Waltham in the House, and on the meeting of

the Legislature he decided to remain in the
popular branch of that body. By a large ma
jority he was chosen, on the first ballot,
Speaker of the Massachusetts House of Repre
sentatives. For two successive sessions he

held the position of presiding officer of a

legislative body embracing about four hundred
members, a position which had been adorned
by the parliamentary accomplishments of some
of the most eminent sons of the old Common
wealth, yet never with more distinguished'

success than during the incumbency of the
subject of this sketch.

In 1853, at the assembling of the Convention
to revise the Massachusetts Constitution, Mr.

Banks was chosen president, and the manner

in which he acquitted himself did no discredit

to his previous reputation.
After repeatedly declining a nomination to

Congress, Mr. Banks finally acceded to the
wishes of the Democratic party, and in 1852
was elected a member of the National House

of Representatives, to which his constituents
have since twice returned him with increased
majorities. During the period of his Congres
sional life, Mr. Banks attained a commanding
prominence among the rising statesmen of the
mation. He has spoken little, but always per
tinently, and with marked ability and effect.
The election of Mr. Banks to the speakership

of the National House of Representatives was
what first brought him prominently before the
American people. His Democratic antecedents
had made him probably the only available
candidate of the Republican party which
nominated him against the candidate repre
senting the Administration—a position of so

trying a character as to have extinguished a

politician of merely ordinary nerve, and of a

discretion anything short of invincible. His
conduct, when elected, fully justified the selec
tion of his supporters. At the close of his
term of service, the unsurpassed ability, dig
nity, and fairness with which he had discharged
the duties of the chair, were generally con
ceded, and by none with more distinctness
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than by his political opponents on the floor.
A Democratic member from Georgia, in advo
cating the vote of thanks with which Speaker
Banks was honored on the last day of the ses
sion, eulogized his impartiality in reference to
the sectional struggles of the House, with the
remark that Mr. Banks “stood so straight that
he almost leaned over to the other side.” It
is a sufficient confirmation of this judgment to

say that no decision of his as Speaker was
ever overruled.

Mr. Banks possesses in a remarkable degree
the qualities of a presiding officer. His dis
cretion, and that imperturbable calmness which
has given to him the designation of the “Iron
Man,” are united to unwavering promptitude
of decision, and to a thorough acquaintance
with parliamentary rules. His voice is well
trained and of great compass, and his utter
ance distinct and impressive. Though not of
large frame, his presence and bearing, when in
the chair, are singularly dignified and com
manding. During the most turbulent sessions
of Congress, his little hammer striking on the
desk, and his clear, decisive call for “order,”
would quell the tumult like the edict of a
despot. -
Mr. Banks was elevated to the gubernato

rial chair for the first time in 1857, by a coali
tion of the same elements which secured him
a seat in Congress and the Speaker's chair.
Three times the people of the State emphatic
ally indorsed the manner in which he dis
charged the duties of this responsible position;
and as parties were marshaling for the contest
in the fall of 1860, Mr. Banks took the State
by surprise on announcing his intention to
retire from political life. He removed to
Chicago early in the present year, to connect
himself with the Illinois Central Railway as
managing director, but President Lincoln has
called him from this post, to place him where
he can serve his country to better advantage.
Gen. Banks' great energy, his well-known ad
ministrative ability, and the military knowl
edge which he acquired while commander-in
chief of the Massachusetts militia, fit him
admirably for his new duties.-º-º-º-º
LAKE HARNEY. —It is a beautiful and ro

mantic sheet of water in the interior of Wash
ington Territory. It is seventeen miles in

length, from east to west, and about twelve
miles over at its greatest width. The eleva
tion is over 4,000 feet above the sea level. It

is fed by two small streams—Moose Creek from
the west, and Willow Creek flowing through a

succession of tule marshes from the north.
This lake has no outlet; the waters contain a

mixture of salt and saleratus in strong solu
tion, and are exceedingly offensive in odor and
taste. The immediate surroundings are dreary

and barren in the extreme. No fish live in it,

though Willow Creek, its tributary, contains

k=>
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immense numbers. This stream drains a

beautiful valley, commencing twelve miles
north of the lake, having an area of 5,000
miles—a luxuriant meadow, bounded by cliffs

of basaltic rocks on the west, and the timbered
slopes of the Blue Mountains on the east.
The great altitude renders this beautiful
valley wholly unsuited to agriculture, yet its

luxuriant pastures may some day allure thither
the hardy adventurer with his flocks and herds.–º-e-º-º
EDUCATION AND TRAINING PHRE
NOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED–INo. 4.

IN the base of the brain, backward from
Alimentiveness, is the organ of Destructive
ness, located directly over the opening of the
ear, and Combativeness is situated about an
inch and a half upward and backward from
the opening of the ear, directly behind De
structiveness and Secretiveness.

These organs spring spontaneously into act
ivity very early in the history of the human
being. As we have said, Alimentiveness, or

appetite, expresses the first want of the new
born infant; and we suppose that anger or

executiveness, which arises from the combined
action of Combativeness and Destructiveness,
comes into play next to appetite in the order of
development. When the child finds itself cramp

ed and restricted in motion, whether by the
arms of its nurse or by its clothing, it instantly
commences to struggle for freedom and to

overcome the restraint. If it succeed in doing
so, it seems contented; if not, it cries as if

angry. These feelings, of course, are not only
instinctive, but blind in their action; that is

to say, there is nothing of mind or memory
connected with them. What is true of the in
fant in this respect is more or less true also of

the actions of adults; for a man never seems

to act so blindly, so unthoughtfully, as when
angry.

It seems to be the natural impulse of these
propensities to resist, to struggle against oppo
sition, to overcome. Sometimes the most care
ful planning, the most labored preparation
which the intellect, guided by science, can
command, is made, and seems to guide the ex
ecutive faculties. This is true in engineering

and in the accomplishment of great works. It

is true in some battles; but in nine cases out

of ten, when the outline of the plan has been
followed, personal encounters, hand-to-hand
struggles, and indiscriminate skirmishes, guid

ed by the passion of the moment, become prac
tically the law of battle. In ordinary per
sonal disagreements, the intellect rarely does
more than act as priming to set on fire the
passions of Combativeness and Destructive
ness, after which they act at random, impelled
by their own energy, apparently with no re

Some persons have large Cautious
mess,strong reasoning intellect, and that equa
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ble moderation of temperament which enables
them to think of consequences and count the
cost even when aroused to anger; but these
people constitute the exception, and not the
rule of action.
The great object of training and education

in conjunction with these propensities should

be to guard against their undue excitability,

to refrain from appealing to them directly in

the hour of exasperation, and secondly, to as
sist or awaken the activity of such other fac
ulties as shall tend to modify, check, guide,
and restrain these passions. It is not the
question whether these propensities shall exist

in the mind, nor whether they shall rise into
activity; for they not only exist, but ought to

exist; they not only will spring into sponta
neous activity, but it is right that they should

do so. But the great question is
,

How shall
the other parts of the mind be brought to bear
upon them, so as to keep them, as we might
say of a train of cars, “on the track?” We
seldom complain of the normal action of Com
bativeness and Destructiveness. We are proud

to see friends dash on nobly in a good cause,

and scatter right and left bad, unworthy, and
improper opposition to their just progress. In

like manner the engineer is proud and the
passengers happy when the locomotive, with
its long train of cars, rushes onward across
ravines, over bridges, through tunnels, and
across the plains, at the rate of fifty miles an
hour. Its energy, the outworking of the en
gineer’s courage and force, is a subject of

gratulation to all parties. But when this
wonderful engine escapes from its track, when

it ceases to act under the guidance of the law
by which it is constructed and put in motion,
and dashes down an embankment, carrying
with it its living freight, it is then only that
its speed becomes a mischief, and its momen
tum desolation and death. Thus we glory in

power when organized into a locomotive en
gine, so long as that power is under our con
trol; but when it breaks from that control,
and dire disaster is the result, we shrink from
that power with fear and dread. So the pas
sions of anger, or, more properly speaking,
executiveness and courage, while guided by
intellect and restrained by sympathy, friend
ship, honor, and moral sentiment, lay the
foundations of deeds which immortalize men.

It is only when they break away from their
true line of action, when they get “off the
track,” and act illegitimately, that they be
come despots in their character, and lead to

sad consequences. “Be angry and sin not”
recognizes the action of these faculties, even

if they are evinced by anger; and the restric
tion, “sin not,” seems to hold anger to legiti
mate offices—keeps it on the track. But when
we become angry, and sin through that anger,
we abuse the faculties—we are led astray by
them.

The development of Destructiveness gives

→&
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width to the head just above the opening of
the ears. In carnivorous animals and birds,
every head is widely developed in this region;
witness the cat and owl, the eagle, the bull
dog, and the shark. We mention these ex
treme cases, because the passion is very
strongly manifested, and the organ largely de
veloped. We refer to these animals, also,
because this is the crowning quality of their
character. Some of them seem to possess
almost nothing else, if we except appetite, as
in the case of the shark. Combativeness,
which is the foundation of courage, boldness,
and intrepidity, gives width to that part of the
human head just backward of the top of the
ears. Some animals appear to possess very
large Destructiveness and but limited Combat
iveness. They come into a contest reluctant
ly, but are terrific when engaged. Others
assail boldly, but are not cruel; and we see
these traits in the human race in nearly every
degree of modification.
In the education of these faculties the effort

should not be to suppress or crush them, but
to train them to act in obedience to, and in
harmony with, the higher powers of the mind.
They are propelling forces, and need guid
ance; we would, therefore, make them a team,
and harness them to Benevolence, Conscien
tiousness, Friendship, Constructiveness, and
the intellectual faculties. The energy of
Combativeness and Destructivenes may be
legitimately worked off upon laborious pur
suits that require force, and thus become in
dispensably useful. The best method to sober
a high-tempered boy—and it applies equally
well to a horse—is to give him a plenty of
hard work to use up his superabundant ener
gy. It is only the perversion of the propelling
forces that produces fighting, wrangling, and
wrath.
As soon as a child is old enough to show

anger, his education in that respect should
begin. Care should be taken to discriminate
between mere Combativeness or Destructive
ness acting singly and the combination of these
powers. When only Combativeness is excited,
all that is necessary is to employ a calm and
quiet manner. If Destructiveness be excited
at the same time, or alone, producing bitter
mess and a spirit of cruelty, it is necessary not
only to be calm, but very firm and very kind,
so as to awaken opposite feelings in the child.
It is the nature of mind to be affected by feel
ings corresponding to those which are exercised
toward us or in our presence. It is the nature
of Mirthfulness to excite merriment. We can

not be in the presence of a person of mirthful
disposition, especially if that faculty be at the
time active in him, without having the feeling
become contagious. We laugh because the
other laughs. In like manner, Self-Esteem
exhibited by another arouses in us a spirit of
dignity. Friendship awakens affection, Benev
olence makes us sympathetical, and anger ex
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cites our anger. If a child shows anger, it
awakens the same feeling in the parent, espe
cially if the child be old enough to understand
that what he does is wrong. Nothing is more
common than for parents to become irritated
by the anger of their children who are less
than a year old, and we have seen them treat
ed harshly, and often severely whipped. This
manifestation of anger by the parent generally
makes the child worse, by adding fuel to the
flame, and his organs of Combativeness and
Destructiveness become enlarged and inflamed;
and as the child increases in age and ripens in
such experiences, he becomes quarrelsome,
turbulent, and cruel, and seems to feel a kind
of satanic delight in fighting with and tor
menting others. We have known many in
stances where children have been roughly and
severely treated, in whom the organs of De
structiveness and Combativeness were doubt
less unduly developed by this means, and the
natural consequences, wrangling and quarrel
ing, scolding and fighting, followed as they
grew up ; while other children in the same
family, the parents having been warned by
Phrenology, or by their own common sense
and the bad effects of such treatment upon one
child, have adopted a new course with subse
quent children, . and with the best results.
Not only have the organs been kept calm and
uninflamed, but they have not been expand
ed by exercise and enlarged by use. That
proverb is full of truth and sound philosophy
which says, “A soft answer turneth away
wrath, but grievous words stir up anger,” and
it reveals the true theory of training Destruc
tiveness and Combativeness. A person can
not govern others well who can not govern
himself; therefore one should never allow
himself to become angry with a person whose
angry feelings he would control. An irritable
child often inherits this quality from an equal
ly irritable parent, and for this state of mind
he is rather to be pitied than blamed. How
illy adapted is a parent who can not control
his own anger to control such a child!
A child with an undue development of these

organs should be fed with a plain, cooling
diet, and its treatment in all respects be uni
formly kind. It is rarely the case that an
angry child can be managed, without great in
jury to its disposition, by one who is not cool
and self-possessed. Soothing tones and amia
ble language should be addressed to it, and its
passion will soon subside; then a steady and
efficient rebuke may be addressed to its moral
and intellectual qualities, which will be
aroused to condemn the bad conduct, and thus
the mind becomes fortified against the rebel
lious faculties, and the power acquired to quell
the next mutiny among the faculties. Every
such victory gives exercise and consequent
strength to the higher faculties, and lays the
foundation of self-control. To speak to a child

in anger, so as to excite wrath, increases the

tempest, while a calm, steady, unruffled tone,
under the command of reason, benevolence,
and affection, will allay the storm, by prompt
ing the activity of the opposite class of facul
ties.

When children are excited to anger, there
are two excellent modes of managing them.
The first is by withdrawing the mind from the
objects of anger. If the child be young, it is

easy to call out something interesting to its
other faculties. When the child becomes old
er, it will be easy to relate some story in which
his own angry conduct will be shown in such

a light as to make it appear improper or ridie
ulous. We have seen a child in one minute
changed from rage to laughter at its folly for
being angry, under the ingenious treatment of

an amiable sister or a judicious mother, who
was cool and calm in her manner. Another
excellent mode to cool the rage of anger is to

pour water on the refractory child. This will
be found to work like a charm. It may be
sufficient to dash only a little from the fingers
on the face and neck of the child, but this
must be done in all calmness, kindness, and
candor, as when you administer medicine. It

will subdue the anger in half the time it would
take to conquer the child with a whip, and
leave no ill effect on the mind of the subject.
But this should be followed, when the child’s
anger has subsided, with a kind and firm state
ment of the case, so that the intellect and the
moral feelings of the child will be fully
awakened to sit in judgment upon the previ
ous wrong conduct. Thus we cure the erring,
violent passions, and awaken the self-restrain
ing, self-controlling elements.
There is still another method, and that is

the whip. There may be children who can be
punished and governed by the use of the whip,
who can not easily be managed in any other
way; but we believe if this be resorted to, it

should be done by those who are not generally
inclined to whip—by moderate, prudent, calm
people; and then the child should be allowed
time to think. Let him have an hour, or four
hours, or let him wait till to-morrow at a

given hour; and when the castigation is ad
ministered, let it be thorough ; and one such
judicious whipping will be likely to last the
child for a year, or for life; whereas, if he were
seized upon violently, and angrily whipped,
and cast aside, it would only awaken bad pas
sions, and blunt or suppress the higher and
better feelings, and make way for a hundred
whippings, and for a sour and unmanageable
temper for life.
The worst feature of the whole system of

whipping consists in the fact that most persons
whip only when they are angry, and as a mere
manifestation of anger. They evince no mo
rality, no intellect, no sympathetical spirit, but
only mere physical force, inspired by the pas
sion of anger, and, of course, this awakens in

the child the corresponding feeling. This,
however, is education, and an education of the
worst kind. Let it be reformed altogether.

-sº
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[ForLifeIllustrated.
THE TYROL AND ANDREW HOPER.

P A RT , II. -

The first Bonaparte, in the rapid campaign
of 1805, so shook the power of Austria as to
give rise to the opinion that it could never
again revive, and while it was in this helpless
condition, he insisted as one of the terms on
which he would grant peace, that the Tyrol
should be ceded to his ally, the King of Bava
ria, and the Emperor Francis was compelled
to make this humiliating sacrifice in the treaty
of Presburg. - - * .. .

Thus were the Tyrolese, with their political
rights and privileges, their lives and proper
ties, almost their very souls, transferred from
one master to another with as much uncon
cern as if they had merely been a flock of
sheep or a drove of oxen. ... A bold, hardy race

of mountaineers were, not likely to be content
with such a change. They loved the Empe
ror Francis; they had an hereditary traditional
dislike to Bavaria; their Diet had not been
consulted on the transfer ; and, in short, the
whole transaction was against the wishes and
feelings of the, people. The King of Bavaria
had indeed solemnly guaranteed to them all
their ancient rights, privileges, and usages,
but the guarantee was only on paper, and the
ancient maxim, “Put not your faith in princes,”
was destined in their case to find another ex
emplification of the soundness of the warning

it contains. Their representatives states were
suppressed, the public funds and savings se
questrated, ecclesiastical properties confiscated,
and new taxes levied; and all these at the
mere dictum of the King of Bavaria, whose
first act had been to suppress the representa

tive bodies. Their prejudices, also (and where

is the nation. free from them 2)
,

were rudely
offended, and their pure domestic feelings fla
grantly insulted by the licentiousness of the
French and Bavarian soldiery, The low mur
mur of discontent was soon heard; then suc
ceeded the more definite and audible language

of hatred; this was followed by the deep, con
centrated whisperings of revenge; and finally,

in 1809, when Bonaparte was again in the field
against the Emperor Francis, an insurrection,
the last refuge of outraged humanity, burst
forth. The Tyrolese rose almost to a man in

the rear of Bonaparte, opened a communica
tion with the Archduke. John of Austria, who
had led an army into the neighboring plains

of Lombardy, and effected a very formidable
diversion in favor of the Austrian cause, being
firmly determined to drive their hated enemies,

the Bavarians, out of the country.
Andrew Hofer was then keeping a small inn

in his native village in the valley of the Pas
seyer, and in a house inherited from his fa
ther. He was one of the first to take up arms,
and his example and encouragement, added to

those of his friends Speckbacher and Haspin
ger, had a wonderful influence upon the peas
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antry. He was then about forty-two years of

age; of irreproachable morals; his fortitude
and bravery universally acknowledged ; gifted
with a rude though expressive kind of rustic
eloquence; of a commanding personal appear
ance; and being sincerely attached to all the
dogmas and ceremonies of the Catholic Church,
and a little devoted to convivial pleasures, he
was precisely the man to head a popular in
surrection of a people essentially Catholic,
and who are generally attached to wine. . .

* As in all popular insurrections which are
properly managed, signals were adopted for
the purpose of conveying intelligence to the
remotest part of the country so as to insure a

rising in mass. In this case three signals
were made use of: sawdust was thrown on

the rivers Inn and Eisach, which thus carried
the intelligence, along in their rapid course;

fires were lighted on the tops of mountains
and on the ruins of the old castles; and women
and children ran from rock to rock, from glen

to glen, and from cottage to cottage, saying,
“It is time !”.
The first blow was struck by Hofer. It re

sulted in the signal defeat of the Bavarians in

the valley of the Eisach, where they lost 900
men, including wounded and, prisoners. His
friend Speckbacher, on the same day, drove
the Bavarians out of the important town of
Halle; and in a few days afterward, 20,000
peasants took Innspruck, the capital, notwith
standing the gallant and obstinate defense of

General Kinkel and Colonel Dittfurt, who dis
puted every inch of ground. . The latter, when
dying of his wounds, asked by what distin
guished officer they had been so well led to:
battle. The answer is characteristic of men
who fight upon their native soil and in defense

of it—“No one !” said the Tyroleans; “but
we fought for our religion, the Emperor, and
our fatherland.”

It would be inconsistent with the nature of

this article, which has already extended to a

greater length than we intended, to follow the
details of this war through the numerous bat
tles and skirmishes in which Hofer and his
companions, though badly supported by the
Austrians, were for a long time victorious.
Every expedient which the nature of the coun
try would admit, and they were many, or

which could be devised by the ingenuity of a

people determined upon the expulsion or ex
termination of the invaders, was resorted to

against the Bavarians. They were attacked in

front, flank, and rear; in close defiles, from
dense forests, in narrow valleys, in deep chasms,
from overhanging rocks; their loss was terri
ble, always disheartening, sometimes over
whelming; but the brave peasants were not
guilty of any unnecessary cruelty. Hear what
the Frenchman Mercey, who wrote an account

of the war, says:
“They only killed those who resisted. “Cut

me down those fellows as long as they stand

and of human nature.

up against you,” said Hofer; “but once down,
give them quarter. Only a coward strikes a

man that is on the ground, because he is afraid
he should get up again.” This was the Span
ish insurrection, with its monks, its peasants,
and its guerillas; but it was the Spanish in
surrection without its crimes and its horrors;
and if there was inhumanity on one side, it was
certainly not on that of the Tyroleans. They,

at least, did not murder their prisoners after
the battle. Hofer, when a conqueror, spared
the lives of his opponents, but when conquered,
his own life was not spared.”
"Through all these successes it is a question

whether the Austrian troops did not retard-ra
ther than advance the cause of the Tyroleans.
Feeble, dispirited, and badly officered, they
were seldom to be had when they were wanted,
and even when they were to be had, were of

little service, until at last their general, Chas
teler, either from cowardice, or from some
other unexplained cause, retreated, and left
the Tyroleans to sustain, the whole brunt of

the campaign single-handed. The Archduke
John obtained some successes in northern It
aly, but notwithstanding this the tide of fortune
turned, and the French were again everywhere
successful. They succeeded a second time-in
taking Vienna, the capital of the Austrian
empire, and the German portion of Austria
being thus subjugated, they were enabled to

march an army into the Tyrol to co-operate
with the Bavarians. Marshal Lefevre entered
the Tyrol with a strong French and Bavarian
army, by the valley of the Inn, while at the
same time generals Rusca and D'Hilliers be.
gan to penetrate at the other side, by the valley

of the Adige. The Tyrolese were unprovided
with artillery and all the regular materiel of

war, and the invaders were sanguine in their
expectations that the undisciplined peasantry
would at once lay down their arms and sub
mit to the Bavaro-French government. This
conclusion, however apparently logical, was
based upon an ignorance at once of history

Hofer and his com
panions, though unsupported, and even aban
doned by the power to whom they acknowl
edged allegiance, had not yet entertained the
idea of surrendering, but on the contrary,
were more than ever determined to give the
invaders a practical exemplification of

The might thatslumbers in a peasant'sarm.
They rallied in their mountains, and sweep

ing down upon the Bavarians from the Isel
berg, defeated them though they numbered
9,000 men and had 25 pieces of cannon. They
next defeated a body of French and Saxon
troops in the valley of the Eisach; and when
the Duke of Dantzic attempted to force a pas
sage through a narrow gorge in the neighbor
hood of Stertzing, they destroyed nearly the
whole of his vanguard, though composed of

4,000 picked Bavarians. This last exploit de
serves a few words of explanation, inasmuch
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as it very forcibly elucidates the peculiar
method of warfare which the Tyrolese very
commonly adopted, and which the physical
peculiarities of their country almost suggested
to them.
Knowing that the enemy were about to force

this pass, they kept possession of the perpen
dicular rocks which rose like walls on each
side, and having brought immense rocks, and
trunks and arms of trees to the very edges of
the precipices on each side, they kept them
suspended in that position by means of ropes,
until the enemy was fairly in the pass, and
immediately beneath them. Then sounding
above the measured tramp of the soldiery, a
voice was heard exclaiming, “Hans, is every
thing ready?” “Yes,” was the response heard
from among the rocks, which was immediately
followed by the word of command, “In the
name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, let
go your ropes ſ” In an instant, more than a
thousand of the Bavarians were crushed,
smashed, and buried under an avalanche of
trees, stones, and rocks. Taking advantage of
the state of confusion and despair created by
such an unlooked-for catastrophe, the rifles of
the peasantry flashed from behind rocks, trees,
and every object that could cover a marksman,

and quietly and securely completed the work
already so destructively begun. The Duke of
Dantzic was forced to fly and abandon his can
non and nearly all his baggage to the Tyrol
eans. About the same time the other army

which attempted to penetrate by the valley of
the Adige, were also routed with tremendous
loss, and this was followed up by Hofer, who
pursued the Duke of Dantzic and beat him in
a pitched battle, notwithstanding that the lat
ter had concentrated all his forces. The re
sult of this last engagement was that the
Bavaro-French army immediately evacuated
the Tyrol, and a provisional government was
established, of which Hofer took the direction,
for the court of Austria was too much embar
rassed to attend to the affairs of the Tyrol.
Had the imbecile Austrians done their part

of the work but half as well as Hofer and his

brave peasants did theirs, the affair would
have had a different termination, and the ca
reer of Bonaparte would probably have been
ended in 1809 instead of 1815. But through
out this glorious insurrection they either left
the noble peasantry to carry on, the campaign
without assistance, or they thwarted and dis
heartened them by their presence.
But the gloomy side of the picture yet re

mains to be drawn. On the 6th of July the
Austrians lost the decisive battle of Wagram,
which was followed by a most disgraceful arm
istice entered into by them on the 12th, and
on the 14th the Emperor Francis signed the
treaty of Vienna, by which they were again
formally transferred to the Bavarians. Al
though they were aware that now the whole
power of France could be brought to bear upon

them ; although the Emperor Francis recom
mended them to yield ; and although Beau
harnois, the French viceroy of Italy, proclaimed
that whoever continued the war should be no
longer treated as soldiers, but as rebels and
brigands, still they were determined to make
one last effort for fatherland and liberty. They
met the French in the valley of the Passeyer
(Hofer’s native valley), and killed, wounded,
and took prisoners upward of 2,000 men. This,
however, was the last of their successes. The .
contest was too unequal. They were hunted
from post to post, from rock to rock; obliged
to conceal themselves like wild beasts in the
depths of their forests, in remote caverns, and
even on the tops of their mountains, and this
through all the rigor of winter. Some laid
down their arms, some escaped into Austria, but
more were taken prisoners by the French, and
these last were handed over to the tender mer
cies of a court-martial, and shot down like
bandits, and at last poor Hofer was left almost
alone.

From the beginning of December, 1809, un

til about the middle of January following, this
extraordinary man lay concealed in a small
hut situated in a rocky hollow near the sum
mit of one of the loftiest mountains of the
Tyrol. The French government had set an
extraordinary price upon his head. None knew
the place of his retreat but his family and a

friend and former confidant, and he had the
baseness to betray him. Alas ! that among
the open-hearted, faithful Tyrolese such a

traitor could be found—that he should be a co
religionist of Hofer, and more horrible still,
that he should be a minister of that religion,
yet such was the fact. This man was a priest
—a Catholic priest | Let his name be con
signed to eternal infamy; and that we may
assist with our very limited abilities in doing
so, we give it to the world. It was Donay.

In the darkness of night he led a strong de
tachment to the place, and the hut was sur
rounded. Hofer's fortitude, however, did not
fail him even in this trying moment. He pre
sented himself to a company of French gren
adiers, saying, “I am Andrew Hofer | French
men, fire Kill me at once, but save my wife
and children.” He was loaded with chains

and carried down to Meran, where he was
joined by his family, consisting of his wife, a

son and a daughter. He was then marched to

Botzen, and from there transferred under a

strong escort to Mantua, then crowded with
his unfortunate countrymen. He bore up
manfully, as might be anticipated, against all,
and only shed tears when he was forcibly sep
arated from his wife and children at Botzen.
He was soon arraigned before a French

court-martial, presided over by General Bison.
The glaring iniquity of the case, joined to the
heroic bravery and humanity of the prisoner,
pleaded strongly in his favor, and it is but
common justice to the French officers to state,

that a majority of them were for a limited pe
riod of confinement, and that two had even
the bravery to vote for a full acquittal. But,
alas for the poor insurrectionist when he falls
into the power of a monarch, whether that
monarch be a constitutional king or an elected
emperor' Hofer had been guilty of clipping
the wings of imperial ambition, and his fate
was therefore sealed. The commands from
Paris, conveyed from Milan to Mantua by
telegraphic signal were, that Hofer should be

condemned and shot within twenty-four hours.
Here, indeed, was an outrage committed upon
the common sense and humanity of Europe,
and even of mankind; this calling out for a

second trial, accompanied by a command that

a verdict of guilty must be returned, is a pro
ceeding which, in modern days, stands alone.
Translated into plain English, it might be ren
dered thus: “Here is a man who has been
already tried, and adjudged not guilty of any
crime deserving the penalty of death; you
must try him again; and what is more, you
must condemn him ; and what is still more,

he must be put to death within twenty-four
hours of his condemnation. I care not for
the first trial; you may have had good and
sufficient reasons for the verdict you have pro
nounced ; it may be, and perhaps is

,

in ac
cordance with the modern military code ; but
Hofer has destroyed my prestige of invincibil
ity; he hath thwarted my ambition; he has
turned aside for a season the full tide which
was sweeping over Europe, and he must there
fore die. I have spoken.” Such, in fact, was
the meaning of the imperial language, and it

was carried out to the letter. Hofer died, as

he had lived, a brave, religious man. M.
Mercey, whom we have quoted before, says of

this part of the transaction: “They killed
him out of obedience. After his death, how
ever, they rendered him the same honors that
are paid to a general officer; and the body of

the Tyrolean patriot was borne to its last
home on the shoulders of French grena
diers.”

The Emperor of Austria granted a pension

to his family; and in 1823 he ordered that the
remains of Hofer should be transferred from
Mantua to the church of the Holy Cross at Inn
spruck. On the 22d of February six of the
patriot companions in arms entered the cathe
dral bearing the coffin, upon which lay the
broad-brimmed hat of the peasant and the
sword of the hero. An immense concourse of
Tyroleans followed the remains to the tomb.
Since writing the commencement of this art

icle we have found, upon further research,
that a monument has been erected to the mem
ory of Hofer in the cathedral church of the
Holy Cross, Innspruck. It is executed in per
fectly white Carrara marble, and consists of a

figure of the patriot eight feet high, standing
upon a rough block of the same material,
which is itself supported on a parallelogram
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mic base of white marble, also about eight

feet high.
Peace to his memory ! May many such

arise in that old Europe, with aspirations as
pure, but with better founded hopes and more
trustworthy anticipations,

Till slavesanddespotsbebutthingsthatwere.---------
ARTILLERY.

IMPROVED GUNS AND PROJECTILES.
CASTING CANNON.

CANNoN are cast solid. They are afterward
bored out, and several successive borings are
necessary. Mortars are made in the same
way. In casting cannon, a mold of sand is in
closed in a frame-work of iron. The molten

metal, after being put into the mold, is allowed

two or three days to cool, and then, with the
sand adhering, placed in an oven and baked
for an equal length of time. After being taken
from the oven, the mass is buried in the earth

for a certain length of time, in a perpendicular
position, to prevent any flaw or fracture.

-

RIFLED cannon.

In the old smooth-bore cannon the iron balls
could not be made to fly exactly in a straight

line. The same gun, aimed in the same di
rection, would vary the barſ from side to side

of a mark several feet, in shooting a mile or

less. By rifle-boring the barrel, a good gunner

can now hit a man a mile or two off, or so far

as he can be sighted. As iron cannon-balls

can not be pressed into the grooves, a ring or

cup of lead is put on the back part of the ball,
and this, on firing, is expanded or forced into

the grooves, which not only gives its rotary
motion, but lead also stops up the space around

the ball, and prevents the escape of gas, thus
giving greater power to the powder. The
space necessarily left between a solid ball and
the barrel is called the windage.

RIFLING OLD SMOOTH-Bor E CANNoN.

All our old cast-iron cannon that are in

good condition may be rifled, and thus be made
doubly effective in warfare. They are suffi
ciently strong, we believe, to withstand com
mon charges; but if it is desired to submit

them to extraordinary charges, they can be

strengthened to any degree by shrinking
wrought-iron bands upon them.
Mr. Bashly Britten, of London, has rifled

several cast-iron service guns, from 9-pounders
up to 68-pounders, with a few broad grooves,

one sixteenth of an inch deep in each, and
they have been subjected to firing both solid
shot and shell with great success. The 9

pounders were fired with 13 lbs. of powder;
the 32-pounders with 5 lbs.; the 68-pounders
with 74 lbs. The conical shot was used—the
68-pounder firing 90-pound shot. The rifled
32-pounders were tried with 48-pound shells,

the elevation being 233 degrees. The average

range was 5,585 yards—over three miles; the
average deviation from the line of aim (target)

was 73 yards with ten shots. These were
again tried with an elevation of 10 degrees.

The average range was 3,392 yards; the ave
rage deviation, 1 66-100 yards.
The unrifled smooth-bored 32-pounders were

then tried with solid 32-pound shot; charge of

powder, 10 lbs. (double the quantity), and
elevation 108 degrees. The average range

was 2,738 yards; the average deviation, 25
yards.

It thus appears that by rifling old cast-iron
cannon their range is increased one third, with
half the charge of powder, while their accu
racy is increased in the ratio of 15 to 1.

At a range of 6,000 yards, the old guns

rifled have considerably more precision than

the old guns unrifled at 3,000 yards; while,

at the same time, they throw projectiles about

50 per cent. heavier. They fire shells either

with time fuses or percussion shell, which ex
plode when they strike.
Gen. James, of Rhode Island, has succeeded

well in rifling old cannon, and has now a con
tract to rifle a large number for the govern
ment, at $100 each.
We have a large number of old cast-iron

cannon in our arsenals, navy-yards, and forts.
They can be rendered far more effective by

rifling, which can be done at a moderate ex
pense. Measures will at once be taken to im
prove a number of 9, 12, 24, and 32 pounders
for effective service. The most destructive

gun is that which has the greatest range, the
most flat trajectory, and which carries closest

to the line of aim. According to the experi
ments of Mr. Britten, common cast-iron cannon
become triply more destructive after being

rifled. Their range is greater at a lower ele
vation, which gives them a flat trajectory, and

this is effected with smaller charges of pow
der. This is a subject which deserves the

attention of our military engineers. There
are plenty of machine-shops in our country in

which tools could be adapted, in a very short
period of time, to rifle cannon.

MORTARS.

These are short, stout guns, having a large

bore. They are not set upon wheels, but upon

a heavy, low frame-work, and are used for
throwing heavy balls and shells high in the
air, to fall down upon fortifications, into forts,

towns, etc. They are too short to throw a ball
horizontally against the side of a wall.

-

HOWItzERs.

The howitzer is longer than the mortar, and

carries a smaller ball or shell. The powder
chamber back of the ball is smaller than the

rest of the barrel, in which it differs from
other cannons. Mountain howitzers are mere

ly howitzers of light weight, which can be

easily carried over mountains.

CARRONADEs.

A carronade is like the howitzer, but differs
from it in being fastened to the carriage by a

loop of iron under the middle, instead of rest
ing on “trunnions,” or projections from the

side. It is named from Carron, a village in

Scotland, where it was first made.
The Columbiad.

The Columbiad differs from the howitzer in
having no chamber, the bore being of equal

diameter throughout. It is also made much

thicker at the breech than at the muzzle,

which gives great strength to that part of the
piece where the principal force of the powder

is exerted, so that lighter cannon of great bore,

for large shells, can be cast in this form with
less danger of their bursting. Both solid shot
and shell are fired from the Columbiad.

The PAixhAn.

The Paixhan is only another name for the
Columbiad, and is so called from Gen. Paix
han, of France, who introduced the invention
from America to the French army.

THE DAHLGREN GUN.

The Dahlgren gun somewhat resembles the

Columbiad. It is used for firing both solid

shot and shell. It is named after Captain
Dahlgren, of the United States army, who de
vised it.

The Whitworth GUN.

The Whitworth gun is a rifled cannon, load
ed at the breech. It carries a long, conical

ball, cast with projections on its sides to fit the
grooves of the gun. The breech is screwed
off, when the load is put in, and then screwed
on again for firing.

thirt ArtMistroNG Gun.

The Armstrong gun is also a rifled piece.

Its principal peculiarity is in the ball used,
which has bands of lead cast upon it to fit the
groove. It is somewhat objectionable for field
use, because these bands are apt to fly off and
kill those standing near the gun when it is
discharged.

The GRIFFEN CANNoN.

The Phoenix Iron Company, at Phoenixville,

Chester Co., Pa., have received an order from
the government for six hundred of the new and

famous rifled cannon of the Griffen patent.

These cannon are rolled, not cast, and have
been proved to be a most efficient engine of

war. They carry a ball, with great accuracy,

to a distance of nearly four miles.

There are several guns being constructed of

different material, and on new principles,

which promise to surpass in range and effi
ciency anything ever before produced ; and
from what we have heard and seen of them,

we do not doubt that a great improvement, if

not a complete revolution, in arms will shortly
be made.

§->
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T H E D U TIES OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

By georic E COMBE.

[FromTHE LATESTRevised EDINBURGHEDITION.]

[continued from septemberNUMBER.l
As a contrast to these events, the history of the Swiss and the Dutch

may be alluded to
.

Both of these people have large brains, and con
siderable development of both the moral and intellectual organs. The
Swiss were early distinguished by the simplicity of their manners, and
their moral devotion and determination; while Holland was peopled
from various countries by individuals flying, like the British Amer
icans, from civil or religious persecution. The Swiss had been free
from time immemorial, although their independence dates from 1308.
“Till the reign of Albert I.,” says Mr. G

. Lyon,” “the Emperors

of Germany had respected the rights and privileges of the Swiss.
Rodolph, in particular, the father of Albert, had always treated them
with great indulgence, and had generously assisted them in defending
their liberties against the noblemen who attempted to infringe them.
But Albert aimed to govern the Swiss as an absolute sovereign, and
had formed a scheme for erecting their country into a principality for
one of his sons. Having failed in his attempts to induce them to

submit voluntarily to his dominion, he resolved to tame them by
rougher methods, and appointed governors, who domineered over them

in the most arbitrary manner. ‘The tyranny of these governors,'
says Russell, ‘exceeded all belief; but I need not repeat the story of

the governor of Uri, who ordered his hat to be fixed upon a pole in the
market-place, to which every passenger was commanded to pay
obeisance on pain of death; or the sequel of that story, in which the
illustrious William Tell nobly dared to disobey this imperious
command. This example determined Melchtat of Unterwalden,
Straffacher of Schweitz, and Furtz of Uri to put in execution the
measures they had concerted for the delivery of their country. And
here we perceive the power of combination which a people possesses
who act under the influence of the higher sentiments. The whole
inhabitants of the several cantons, we are told, were secretly prepared
for a general revolt, and the design, which was resolved upon on the
17th of September, 1307, was executed on the 1st of January, 1308.”
‘On that day,” says Coxe, ‘the whole people rose as with one accord, to

defy the power of the house of Austria and of the head of the empire.
They surprised and seized the Austrian governors, and with a

moderation unexampled in the history of the world, they conducted
them to the frontiers, obliged them to promise on oath never more to

serve against the Helvetic nation, peaceably dismissed them, and thus
accomplished their important enterprise without the loss of a single
life.’” -

The Austrians soon invaded the country in great force, and the
people were called on to sacrifice life and property in defense of their
liberties, “Never did any people,” observes Russell, “fight with
greater spirit for their liberty than the Swiss. They purchased it by

above fifty battles against the Austrians, and they well deserved the
prize fo

r

which they fought; for never were the beneficial effects of

liberty more remarkable than in Switzerland.” “In the mean time,”
continues Mr. Lyon, “I shall confine myself to a few insulated traits

of character, indicating, in an eminent degree, the possession of the
higher sentiments, which we have all along predicated to be necessary

to the acquisition and enjoyment of freedom. The first that I shall
notice is their conduct in regard to the assassins of Albert, the great
enemy of their liberties, who, at the very moment when he was on his
march to invade the country with a powerful force, was assassinated

by his nephew, with the assistance of four confidential adherents.
After the deed was committed, they escaped into the cantons of Uri,

* PhrenologicalJournal, vol. iii., p.247.

Schweitz, and Unterwalden, not unnaturally expecting to find an

asylum among a people whom Albert was preparing unjustly to

invade ; “but the generous natives,’ says Coxe, “detesting so atroeious

a deed, though committed on their inveterate enemy, refused to

protect the murderers,” who all subsequently suffered the punishment
due to their crime.” * .

The celebrated battle of Morgarten, in which, for the first time, the
Swiss encountered and defeated the whole force of Austria, affords
another striking example of the manner in which self-devotion con
tributes to the establishment of independence. “Leopold assembled
20,000 men, to trample, as he said, the audacious trustics under his
feet; but the Swiss beheld the gathering storm without dismay. To
meet it, and to dispute it, 1,400 men, the flower of their youth,
grasped their arms and assembled at the town of Schweitz. Wen
eration and all the higher sentiments were manifested, when they
proclaimed a solemn fast, passed the day in religious exercises and
chanting hymns, and, kneeling down in the open air, implored ‘the
God of heaven and earth to listen to their lowly prayers, and humble
the pride of their enemies. They took post on the heights of Mor
garten, and waited the approach of the enemy. If ever there were
circumstances in which they might have relaxed their rigid virtue, it

was at the time when their liberties and their very existence were at

stake ; but even at this moment they disdained to recruit their ranks
from those whose lives had been sullied by the violation of the laws.
The petition of fifty outlaws, that they might be permitted to share
the dangers of the day with their countrymen, was, therefore, unhes
itatingly rejected. The victory was complete. Besides those who fell

in the battle, not less than fifteen hundred, most of whom were nobles

or knights, were slain in the rout ; and Leopold himself with diffi
culty escaped under the guidance of a peasant to Winterthur, where

he arrived in the evening, gloomy, exhausted, and dismayed. A

solemn fast was decreed to be held, in commemoration of the day, ‘in
which the God of hosts had visited his people, and given them the
victory over their enemies;’ and the names and heroic deeds of those
champions who had fallen in defense of their country were ordered to

be annually recited to the people.” -
The history of the Dutch is somewhat similar, although not so full

of noble, generosity. They resisted by force of arms, and at the
expense of the greatest sufferings and sacrifices, the tyranny of Spain,
for the sake of liberty of conscience; and at last established at once
their independence and freedom ; and both they and the Swiss con
tinue to enjoy these advantages to the present day. How unlike was
the individual character of the British Americans, the Swiss, and the
Dutch to that of the Spanish Americans ! and how, different the uses
which they have made of their independence when obtained . The
last illustration with which I shall trouble you, in proof that freedom
can not exist without intelligence and morality in the people, is

afforded by Sicily,
“It is well known,” says Mr. Lyon,” “that, during the course of

the late war, the island of Sicily was taken possession of by Great
Britain; and with a magnanimity peculiarly her own, she resolved to

bestow on her new ally that form of government, and those laws,
under which she herself had attained to such a pitch of prosperity and
glory. Whether the zeal thus manifested to the Sicilians was a zeal
according to knowledge, will immediately appear; but there can be

no doubt that the gift was generously, freely, and honestly bestowed.
The Sicilian government was, therefore, formed exactly after the
model of the British. The legislative, executive; and judicial powers
were separated; vesting the first in a parliament composed of lords
and commons; the second in the king and his ministers; the last in

independent judges. Due limits were set to the prerogative by not
permitting the sovereign to take cognizance of bills in progress, or to

interfere in any way with the freedom of debate or the purity of

election ; the peerage was rendered respectable by making titles

tº a * PhrenologicalJournal, vol. ii, p. 607. * -\ .
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unalienable and strictly hereditary, and by forbidding the elevation to
the peerage of such as were not already in possession of a fief to
which a title had belonged, and whose annual income was not 6,000
ounces of silver” (of the value of 12s. 6d. sterling to the ounce); or
f:3.950 a year. “Due weight was assigned to the commons by fixing
the qualifications of members for districts at 300 ounces (or £187 10s.
sterling) per annum, and of members for towns at half that sum—an
exception being made in favor of professors of universities, whose
learning was accepted in lieu of house and land; and, lastly, that
the electors should be possessed of property to the amount of 18 ounces,
or £11.5s. ; and (which was most important of all) the right of orig
inating every tax was reserved to the commons alone.” **

Such is the outline of the constitution given to Sicily by the
British; and the result of this experiment is contained in the following
quotation from Travels in Sieily, Greece, and Albania, by the Rev.
Mr. Hughes: ‘’’ - ... •

“No words,” says he, “can describe the scenes which daily
occurred upon the introduction of the representative system in Sicily. .

The House of Parliament, neither moderated by discretion nor con
ducted with dignity, bore the resemblance of a receptacle for lunatics
instead of a council-room for legislators; and the disgraceful scenes,

so often enacted at the hustings in England, were here transferred to

the very floor of the senate. As soon as the president had proposed the
subject for debate, and restored some degree of order from the confusion
or tongues which followed, a system of crimination and recrimination
invariably commenced by several speakers, accompanied with such
furious gesticulations and hideous distortions of countenance, such
bitter taunts and personal invectives, that blows generally ensued.
This was the signal for universal uproar. The president's voice was
unheeded and unheard; the whole house arose, partisans of different
antagonists mingled in the affray, when the ground was literally
covered with combatants, kicking, biting, scratching, and exhibiting
all the evolutions of the old Pancratic contests. Such a state of things
could not be expected to last a long time; indeed, this constitutional
synod was dissolved in the very first year of its creation, and martial
law established.” Mr. Hughes thus concludes: “That constitution,

so beautiful in theory, which rose at once like a fairy palace, vanished
also like that baseless fabric, without having left a trace of its exist
ence.” Vol. i., pp. 5, 6, and 7.

- - * , º

After adverting to the utter profligacy of al
l

ranks of the people,
Mr. Hughes observes, that “no one will wonder that difficulties
environed those who endeavored to resuscitate the embers of a patriot
ism already extinct, and break the fetters of a nation who rather chose

to hug them; that civil liberty was received with an hypocrisy more
injurious to its cause than open enmity, and that, returning without
any efforts of the people, it returned without vigor, and excited neither
talent nor enthusiasm; that those among the higher classes who
received it at all, received it like a toy, which they played with for a

time, and then broke to pieces; and that the populace, having pene
tration sufficient to discover the weakness of their rulers, were clam
orous for the English authorities to dissolve the whole constitution
and take the power into their own hands.” Vol. i., p. 13

.

“In this instance,” continues Mr. Lyon, “the institution of a

representative assembly, in which unlimited freedom of debate was
permitted, instead of giving rise to those calm, temperate, and dignified
discussions which characterize the British House of Commons, was
only the signal and the scene for confusion and uproar, where Com
bativeness, Destructiveness, and Self-Esteem reigned supreme, uncon
trolled by Benevolence, Veneration, or "Conscientiousness; and like
wayward children whom an indulgent father has for a time left to

their own government, to convince them, perhaps, of their utter
inability to guide and direct themselves, and who, finding at length
the misery of unrestrained freedom, are glad to return to his firm but
parental authority, and to surrender that liberty which they had only
the power to abuse, so the Sicilians, not only voluntarily, but even

clamorously, required that their liberty should be taken from them,
and begged for the establishment of martial law as a boon.”
From these examples and illustrations, I trust that you are now

able to distinguish between the independence and the freedom of a

nation, and are prepared to agree with me in opinion, that there can

be no real freedom without prevalent intelligence and morality among
the body of the people. These can be introduced only by education
and training; but the general diffusion of property, by giving a direct
interest to numerous individuals in the maintenance of justice, greatly
promotes the progress of morality. Hence public enlightenment,
morality, and wealth constitute the grand basis of freedom.
**.

-

LECTURE X W II.
DIFFERENT For Ms of GoverNMENT.

Despotismthebestform of government in a rudestate of society—Mixedform of gov
ernment—Interests of themany sacrificedunder despoticand oligarchicalgovern
ments to those of thefew-Bad effects of hereditaryartificialrank in its existingshape
—Rational pride of ancestryand true nobility of nature—Arguments in favor of

hereditaryrank considered:(1.) That it presentsobjects of respect to thepeople,and
accustomsthern to deferenceand obedience;(2.) That it establishes a refinedand
polishedclass,who, by their example,improve the multitude; (8.) That there is a

naturaland universaladmiration of it
, proving it to bebeneficial—Badeffects of en

tails,and of exclusiveprivilegesand distinctionsenjoyedby individuals or classes—
Forcibleabolition of hereditarynobility,entails,andmonopoliesreprobated—Political
aspect of theUnited States—Tendency of themixed form of government to promote
unfairly theinterests of thedominantclass—Thisexemplified in thelaws of Britain,
particularlythoserelating to themilitia andtheimpressment of seamen—Democratic
form of government—Adaptedonly to a state of society in whichmoralityandintelli
gencehavemadegreat and general advancement—Greekand Roman republicsno
exception—Character of theserepublics–Small Italian republics of themiddleages—
Swiss republics,particularly that of Berne – Democracy in the United States—No
probabilitythat thepresentcivilizedcountries of Europewill everbecomebarbarous
-Or thattheUnitedStateswill fall asunder or losetheir freedom—Tendency of gov
ernments to becomemore democratic in proportion as the people becomemore
intelligent and moral—Groundlessfearsthat ignorantmasses of thepeoplewill gain
theascendency.

In my last Lecture I endeavored to expound the difference between
the independence and the freedom of nations, and to trace the causes

of each. I endeavored to show that a higher degree of moral and
intellectual attainments in the people is necessary to freedom, than to

mere independence.
- -

The next topic to which I advert is the different forms of govern
ment. Phrenology enables us to arrive at clear conceptions on this
subject.

- - * . -

The animal organs are the largest, the most powerful, and (when
man is uncultivated) also the most active, in the brain; and all of

them aim at selfish ends. As long, therefore, as any nation continues
destitute of education, and not devoted to industrious pursuits calcu
lated to exercise the moral and intellectual faculties, it consists of

hordes of human beings in whom the animal propensities predominate,
and who, in consequence, are ready to embark under any bold and
energetic leader, in any enterprise that promises gratification to indi
vidual interests and passions, however immoral, or detrimental to the
community at large. History is one great record of the truth of this
remark. The only mode of preserving public tranquillity, and any
semblance of law, in such a state of society, is for one man, or a small
number of individuals, superior to the rest in vigor, sagacity, and
decision, to seize on the reins of government and to rule despotically.”
Men in this condition are animals possessing the human form and

human intelligence, but not yet the human morality, which alone
causes individuals to love justice and become a law unto themselves.

If the best and wisest of men were requested to devise a government
for a nation of selfish and ferocious beings, possessed of intellect suffi
cient to foresee consequences, but not inspired with the love of justice,

he would at once say that it must be one of great energy, vigorous to

repress and prompt to punish ; otherwise there would be no tran
quillity. A despotism, therefore, naturally springs up in a very rude
and barbarous country, and is the form of government best adapted to

its circumstances. . . " -

* The despot rules in the full spirit of the selfish system. He pun
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ishes through caprice as often as from justice; and he rewards through
favoritism more frequently than from perception of real merit, but in
doing so he acts on the principles generally prevalent in his commu
nity. If he be enlightened, just, and beneficent, he may do great
service to his people by instructing and civilizing them ; but as a
general rule, he will be found acting, like themselves, on the purely
selfish principle, obstructing their moral and intellectual improvement,
whenever he discovers that their enlightenment will prove fatal to his
own authority.
When a nation has become partially civilized and instructed in the

arts of industry, wealth is created; and a class arises whose moral
and intellectual faculties, developed by education and stimulated by
the love of property, desire to observe the dictates of morality toward
their fellow-men, and to enjoy the advantages of just government
themselves; a class which would not join a leader to trample the
nation at large under foot, but would rather, by their wealth and
intelligence, assist the people to expel a tyrant and establish the
supremacy of equitable laws. But the superior men who constitute
this class find themselves associated with a mass of uneducated and
penniless individuals, who compose the great body of the people.
This was the condition of Great Britain during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, and it is partially so in the present times. The
kind of government adapted to a nation composed of such elements is
obviously one which shall combine the force and energy of the despot,
necessary to repress and punish al

l

attempts at individual supremacy
and domination, and at the same time enforce order and justice, with

a due regard to the general welfare. A mixed form of government,

like the British, in which great executive power is committed to the
king, but in which the enlightened classes, through their representatives

in Parliament, enact the laws, and also control the executive, by

granting or withholding the public supplies, is the natural result of

this state of society.
The great benefit, I have said, of freedom is

,

that it tends to promote

the general welfare; whereas al
l

other forms of government, whether
despotic, under one supreme prince, or oligarchical, under a limited
number of nobles, tend to the sacrifice of the interests of the many to

the advantage of the few. In all ages and countries this has been the
case, and in our own mixed form of government the evil also exists.

In ancient Rome, in which the patricians or nobles ruled the state,
there was a law prohibiting the intermarriage of patricians and
plebeians—that is

,
of the nobles and the people. In Rome, besides,

all places of trust, power, and influence were confined to the patri
cians, and a plebeian could not, for many ages, aspire to the honors of

the consulship. In France, before the Revolution, only nobles could
obtain military rank. In Hindostan, and in some Roman Catholic
countries, the priests prohibit the people at large from freely reading
their Scriptures or sacred books. In short, the genius of selfishness
tramples on justice, and grasps at advantages for itself; it is every
where, and at all times, the same, whether appearing in an individual

or in a class, in a political body or a religious corporation.

In a former Lecture I endeavored to point out that an hereditary
nobility, protected by law in the possession of political power and
exclusive privileges, without regard to individual qualities and attain
ments, is an infringement of the matural laws, and produces evil to

the community, not only by the abuses of power which it commits,
but by the misdirection which it gives to the sentiment of ambition in

the public mind. I now remark, that the existence of a noble or

privileged class is one of the characteristic features of a mixed form

of government, like that of Britain, and is the natural result of a por
tion of the people having far outstripped the mass in wealth, intelligence,
and refinement; and it may be expected to endure as long as the great
inequality in these particulars, on which it is founded, exists.
The mixed form of government itself obviously arises when a nu

merous class has considerably preceded the mass of the people in

intelligence and moral attainments; and it exhibits the spectacle of

[Oct.,

that class becoming the sole depositaries of political power. The
upper portion, or nobles, exercise the funetion of legislators directly in

their own persons, and the inferior portion do so by means of repre
sentatives, leaving no political influence whatever to the majority of

the people. It is the genius of this form of government to confer priv
ileges on classes; and henee the highest members of the ruling body
easily induced the king to bestow on them the character of nobility,
and the right of hereditary legislation; but as the great principle of

doing to another as we would wish another to do to us leads, in its

general application, to the removal of all distinctions not founded on

real superiority, the existence of this class becomes, in course of time,

an obstacle to general improvement. There is one principle, however,
equally clearly taught, both by Christianity and by the doctrine of

the supremacy of the moral sentiments—that the only beneficial
manner of producing a moral equality, is by improving and raising up
the lower, and not by pulling down the higher classes, possessed of

superior attainments. As long, therefore, as the class of nobles are
superior in intellect, moral qualities, and education to the great body

of the people, their superiority is real, and they would maintain this
superiority although they possessed neither titles nor exclusive priv
ileges. This has long been the state of Britain, and is so

,
to a con

siderable extent, still. In a former Lecture I pointed out that hered
itary rank and superiority is in opposition to nature, unless the organic
laws are obeyed, and that then statutes are not needed to transmit
property and honor to posterity. Those who transmit high moral,
intellectual, and physical qualities to their offspring confer on them
the stamp of nature's nobility, and they need no other.
When the Creator bestowed on us Veneration, prompting us to

reverence high qualities and attainments, and Love of Approbation,
desiring distinction for ourselves, he must have intended that these
faculties, in selecting their objects, should be guided by reason,
morality, and religion; yet the creation of artificial, and especially
hereditary rank, which shall enable its possessor, independently of his
mental qualities, to assume superiority over and take precedence of

other men, even when these are more virtuous, more learned, more
useful, and more highly accomplished than himself, is in direct oppo
sition to this maxim, and must, therefore, manifestly be an abuse.
The grand argument by which it is defended is

,

that, by presenting
objects of established respect and consideration to the people, we
accustom them to the practice of deference and obedience, and thereby
promote the tranquillity of the state. It is argued also, that, by insti
tuting a class of nobles, a branch of society is formed which will
cultivate, as their especial province, taste, refinement, and al

l

the
elegancies of life, and improve the inferior members of the social body

by their example. It is further maintained, that such a class is

natural, and has existed in almost al
l

countries, and must therefore be
advantageous. In a certain state of society these reasons have some
weight; but my position is

,

that, when the general body of the people
become enlightened, these advantages disappear, and an hereditary
nobility becomes a positive evil.

I beg leave, however, to state, that I do not propose to abolish hered
itary and artificial rank by violence, and against the will of its possessors.
The grand principle which I have advocated in these Lectures, that al

l

real improvement must proceed from the supremacy of the moral and
intellectual faculties, forbids such a project. My aim is

,
to render

nobles ashamed of hereditary titles, decorations, and privileges, which
testify nothing in favor of their merit; and I regard this as undoubtedly
practicable, in the course of a few generations, merely by enlightening
their superior faculties. If you trace the forms in which Self-Esteem
and Love of Approbation seek gratification in different stages of social
improvement, and observe how these approach nearer and nearer to

reason, in proportion as society becomes enlightened, you will not con
sider this idea chimerical. In the “Constitution of Man” I have
remarked that the tatooed skin, and nose transfixed with ornamental
bones, are profoundly respected and greatly prized by the savage.

—sº-3
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These are the external signs of his consequence—the outward symbols
by which his Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation demand and
receive the homage of inferior men. But a very limited advance in
civilization destroys the illusion. It is seen that these are mere phys
ical ornaments, which bespeak nothing but the vanity of the wearer;
they are, therefore, ridiculed and laid aside.
Ascending to a more refined yet still barbarous age, you find that

the marks of distinction formerly prized in our own country were a
full-bottomed wig and cocked hat, ruffles at the wrists, a laced waist
coat, and buckles in the shoes. A century ago, when a man thus
attired appeared in any assembly of the common people, place was
given to his rank, and respect was paid to his dignity, as if he had been
of a superior nature. But when, in the progress of enlightenment, it
was discovered that these outward testimonials of greatness were
merely the workmanship of barbers and tailors, men who enjoyed any
real mental superiority, who were distinguished by refinement of man
ners, and the other qualities of a true gentleman, became ashamed of
them, and preferred to wear plain yet elegant attire, and to trust to
their own manners and the discrimination of the public, for being
recognized as of superior rank, and being treated accordingly; and
they have been completely successful. A gentleman in the trappings
of the year 1700, appearing in our streets now would be regarded as
insane, or as facetiously disporting himself in order to win a wager.
The progress of reason which has swept away tattooed skins, bone

ornaments in the nose, full-bottomed wigs, and laced waistcoats, will
one day extinguish orders of knighthood, coronets, and all the other
artificial means by which men at present attempt to support their
claims to respect and consideration, apart from their personal qualities
and virtues. They will be recognized by the wearers, as well as by
the public, as devices useful only to the unworthy. An advanced
education and civilization will render men acute observers of the real
elements of greatness, and profound admirers of them, but equally
intolerant of tinsel impositions.
The greatest danger to which the British nobility is at present

exposed is that which arises from their own imperfect education.
While the middle classes have been reforming their schools, colleges,
and universities, and rendering them vehicles, to a greater or less
extent, of useful knowledge, based on science and the laws of nature;
and while the working classes have been pursuing the same course of
instructive and elevating study in works of cheap literature, the high
aristocracy has been clinging to Greek, Latin, History, and Mathematics,
as the staple of their instruction, and been fairly left behind. In the
extensive and important discussions of social interests which lately
agitated the country,+ the ignorance of the titled aristocracy concern
ing the natural laws which regulate manufactures, agriculture,
capital, and commerce, and which, as legislators of a commercial
country, they were bound to understand, became the subject of
universal remark; while the magnitude of their antiquated prejudices,
and their general incapacity for comprehensive, profound, and logical
reasoning, struck their own educated friends and admirers with dis
may. The causes of this inferiority are to be found in the low state

.c
f

education in the schools of Eton and Westminster, and in the
universities of Oxford and Cambridge, in which the aristocracy are
trained. Mr. Lyell, in his Travels in America, says, “After the year
1839, we may consider three fourths of the sciences still nominally
taught at Oxford to have been virtually exiled from the university.

The class-rooms of the professors were, some of them entirely, others
nearly deserted. Chemistry and Botany attracted, between the years

1840 and 1844, from three to seven students; Geometry, Astronomy,
and Experimental Philosophy, scarcely more ; Mineralogy and
Geology, still taught by the same professor who, fifteen years before,
had attracted crowded audiences, from ten to twelve; Political
Economy still fewer; even Ancient History and Poetry scarcely

* The subjectwas FreeTrade andAbolition of theCorn-Laws,March,1846.

commanded an audience; and, strange to say, in a country with whose
destinies those of India are so closely bound up, the first of Asiatic
scholars gave lectures to one or two pupils; and these might have
been absent, had not the cherished hope of a Boden scholarship for
Sanscrit induced them to attend.” During his last course, the pro
fessor of Geology lectured to an audience of three ' If this state of

education of the aristocracy continues, no ghost is needed to predict
their downfall. The enlarged and enlightened understandings of the
middle and lower classes can not worship moral and intellectual
phantoms, however large their possessions and ancient their lineage.
Their extinction is decreed, and neither violence nor revolution will

be needed to accomplish it. Only leave them to themselves to pursue
their present course of education, and in half a century they will be

no more |

Perhaps you do not perceive that society will have gained much
when this change shall have been accomplished; yet I anticipate
decided advantages from it. Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation
exist, and have large and powerful organs. The feelings with which
they inspire the mind will never be extinguished; their direction only
can be changed. When we contemplate the history of the world, and
perceive what laborious, painful, and dangerous enterprises men have
undertaken and accomplished, and what privations and sufferings they
have submitted to, in order to obtain the gratification of these two
faculties, we may form some estimate of the impulse which would be

given to physical, moral, and intellectual improvement, if we were
withdrawn from the worship of hollow idols and directed to nobler
objects. Men will always desire to stand high in rank, to be respected,
and to be treated with consideration by their fellow-men, but their
notions of what constitutes nobility and high rank will be elevated, as

their minds become enlightened. As formerly remarked, under the
system of nature, a family would esteem itself noble when it was
able to show in its genealogy a long line of healthy, handsome, refined,
moral, intelligent, and useful men and women, with few profligates
and few imbeciles; and an individual would present before an intel
ligent public, high intellectual attainments, pure morals, and refined
manners, as the foundations of his claim to social consideration.

If you conceive nobles and individuals of high rank and remote
ancestry animated by such motives, and setting such examples before
their inferiors, what a powerful impulse would be given to improve
ment compared with that which flows from the present state of

opinion, when men, overlooking the real elements of greatness, worship
the external symbols of vanity, and elevate mediocrity, if sufficiently
rich, to the station which should be held only by the most able, vir
tuous, and accomplished 1

We are now prepared to answer the arguments by which hereditary
rank and artificial nobility are defended, as advantageous in the
present state of Britain. The first is that their existence presents
objects of respect to the common people, and accustoms them to the
practice of deference and obedience. I reply, that the common people
respected the decorations of rank—the wig, the ruffles, and the waist
coats of the last century—only while they were deplorably ignorant;
and in like manner they will regard with deference and awe ancient
titles apart from merit only while they continue in the same condition.
The moment they become sufficiently enlightened and independent in

their moral and intellectual judgments to arrive at sound conclusions,
they will cease to admire hereditary rank without high qualities. It

is therefore neither moral, safe, nor advantageous to resort to means
for cultivating the respectful feelings of the people that will not bear
the investigation of enlightened reason; the end in view can not be

attained by such a method. -

The secondary defense of hereditary nobility is
,

that by instituting

it, you establish a separate class dedicated to refinement, taste, and
elegance, who by their example will improve the inferior orders. The
answer is

,

that all these qualities are essential elements in nature's
[corrinurn on PAGENINEry.]
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.PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER, ..., , i.

HoRAtto GREENough had a predominance
of the Mental Temperament, which gave in
tensity' and excitability to his mind, and a
constant liability to over-act. His head was
too large for his body, and his nervous system
too sensitive for the strength of his constitu
tion. He had all those mental peculiarities
which tend to keep the mind wrought up to a
high degree of tension and earnestness of ac
tion; hence he was more likely to break down
by over-mental effort than most persons. His
forehead was large, as the portrait indicates.
The lower part of his forehead was promi
ment, indicating uncommonly well-developed
perceptive powers; and the 'upper part of
the forehead, in the region of the reasoning
intellect, was amply expanded, showing the
thinker as well as the observer, the man of
broad ideas and large plaps as well as of prac.
tical, ready talent. The top head is shown to
be very high and largely expanded. His Firm
mess was unusually strong. His Weneration
was large, which was exhibited in his choice
of subjects for artistic effort, and he had also
a fine development of Benevolence, which must

Çºc=

have rendered his mind exceedingly sympa
thetical and kind in its action. His large
Firmness and Self-Esteem tended to make him

stern and determined, self-reliant, his own
master, and to give him dignity and stateli
ness of character.
His Combativeness and Destructiveness ap

pear not to have been large; hence his temper
was comparatively amiable, and he was averse
to everything like controversy and severity.

His social organs appear to have been well
developed, but they were not controlling tend
encies of his character. The upper side head
appears to have been large, showing Cautious
ness, Sublimity, Ideality, Mirthfulness, and
the qualities of prudence, wit, and taste for
the beautiful and the grand, Such a head,

under proper circumstances, will always take
an elevated rank in whatever pertains to the
moral and intellectual. - Dignity, pride, am
bition, along with justice, perseverance, and
good taste, may also be expected. +

- -- Biogr:APHY. --

Horatio Greenough was born in Boston,
Mass., September 6th, 1805. At the age of
sixteen he entered Harvard College, but pre
vious to this he had modeled in clay and tried
his hand at sculpture. His first master was a
French sculptor, named Binon, who was a res . of December, 1852, in the 48th year of his age.

ident of Boston. During his college career he
enjoyed the friendship and advice of Washing
ton Allston, and produced the design from
which the present Bunker Hill Monument was
erected. Before completing his college course
he sailed for Marseilles, and proceeded thence
to Rome, where he arrived in the autumn of
1825. Here he formed the acquaintance of
the great Thorwaldsen, to whom he had let
ters, and a cordial intimacy soon sprung up
between the great master and his Yankee
pupil. The young man had much of the bold
ness of his race in his nature, and he com
menced with singular ardor, the study of the
art whose models stared him in the face from
every corner of the eity. He made some
strong strokes with his chisel, but careful and
earnest study under so excellent a master, and
surrounded by many young and ambitious pu
pils, from whom he learned rapidly respecting
the mechanical part of the art, he worked
with the most promising success. "--

He returned to Boston in 1826, and after
modeling busts of John Quincy Adams, Chief
Justice Marshall, and others, returned to Italy,
and fixed his residence in Florence.
His first commission was from James Feni

more Cooper, for whom he executed his
“Chanting Cherubs,” suggested by a portion
of one of Raphael's pictures, and of whom he
said: “Fenimore Cooper saved, me from de
spair, after -my second return to Italy. He
employed me as I wished to be employed, and
has been a father to me in kindness.” This
was the first original group from the chisel of
an American sculptor.
In 1831 he went to Paris for the purpose of

modeling the bust of Lafayette, and upon his
return to Florence received liberal commissions
from his countrymen, principally for busts, to
which the example of Cooper in no slight de
gree contributed. To the same friend he was
indebted for the commission from Congress to
execute his 'colossal statue of Washington,
which was finished in 1843, after many years'
hard labor, and now stands in front of the
national Capitol. ... During this time-he exe
cuted, among other original-works, the “Me
dora,” for Mr. Gilmore, of Baltimore, the
“Angel Abdiel,” and the “Venus Wietrix,”

in the gallery of the Boston Atheneum. A

second commission from Congress employed
him for some years subsequent to this, and in

1851 he returned to the United States to super
intend the placing in its destination in Wash
ington of his group of the “Rescue,” in which
the triumph of civilization is symbolized.
Many vexatious delays prevented the arrival

of the work from Italy, and Greenough, unac
customed by long 'absence to the excitement
and turmoil. of American life, and the tun
healthful variations of the American climate,
was attacked by brain feyer soon after he had
commenced a course of lectures on Art, in

Boston, and died, after a short but severe ill
ness, in Somerville, near Boston, on the 18th
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CATHERINE HAYEs BUSHNELL.

CATHERINE HAYEs, the celebrated singer,
died at Sydenham, near Londen, in the month
of August last. She was born in Limerick,
Ireland, in 1820, and early attracted the at
tention of the late Bishop Knox in the follow
ing manner, which so much, interested him,
that he at once took measures to procure for
her a thorough musical education. Near the
house of the Bishop, Catherine was visiting a
relation. The gardens of these houses extended
to the banks of the Shannon. “A woodbine
covered bower, near the river's brink, was a
favorite resort of Catherine Hayes, then a
young and delicate child, timid, gentle, and
reserved, shrinking from the sportive compan
ionship of her playmates, her chief source of
pleasure being to sit alone, half hidden among
the leaves, and warble Irish ballads. One
evening, while thus occupied, “herself forget
ting,” and not dreaming but that she was “by
the world forgot,” some pleasure parties on the
river were attracted by the clear, silvery tones
of her voice, and the correct taste she even
then displayed. Boat after boat silently drop
ped down the stream, pausing in the shadow
of the trees, whence, as from the cottage of a
singing-bird, came the warblings that attracted
them. Not a whisper announced to the un
conscious child the audience she was delight
ing, till at the close of the last air, “The Lass
of Gowrie,” the unseen vocalist finished the
ballad, dwelling on the passage, “And now
this Lady Gowrie, with that prolonged and
thrilling shake which owes' nothing to all the
after cultivation her voice received, and which,
in years to eome, was to cause the critical and
fastidious admirers of the grand opera to for
get, in the passionate fervor of their enthusi
asm, the scold-formalities of etiquette. Then
from her unseen auditory-arose a rapturous
shout of applause, the first intimation the
blushing; and half-frightened child received
that her:* native wood-notes wild' had attract
ed a numerous and admiring auditory. Bishop
Knox was one of those unseen listeners, and
his correct taste and refined discrimination at
once discerned the germ of that talent, the
natural growth of which has so happily proved
the soundness of his judgment.”
The Bishop invited ther to his house, and

provided for her instruction under the celebrat
ed. Signor Saphio, residing in the city of Dub
lin. - Her first appearance in public took place
in Dublin on the 3d of May, 1841, and that
public diseovered the foreshadowing of her
ultimate triumphs.” In the same year she
repaired to Milan, to complete her dramatic
culture under Ronioni, and in 1845 made her
débùt in “Puritani,” at the opera-house of
Marseilles. - --
Her next engagement was as prima donna

at La Seala, in Milan. Here she first appeared
as Linda, and was called twelve times before

the curtain. . In 1846
she went to Vienna,
and next year to Wen
ice, and thenceforth
made a sort of trium
phal progress through
the Italian cities.
In 1849 London

enthusiastically af.
firmed for her the ver
dict of the Continent.
At Covent Garden she
recognized from the
stage her old benefac
tor, the Bishop of Lim- s
erick, and hurrying to s
his box after the per
formance, fell upon
her knees, and with
tears thanked him for
all the success she had
ever enjoyed.
In 1851 Miss Hayes

came to America, and
after the brilliant sea
sons here, which most
New Yorkers remem
ber, stasred with ex
cell ent acceptance

Por TRAIT or cATHE EINE HAYEs B U.S.H.NELL.

through the country, and finally visited those
irrepressible sons of California who, at the
close of each evening, used to toss their
nuggets to her on the stage. She afterward
visited Australia and British India, every
where meeting a sustained success. In 1857
she was married to Mr. William A. Bushnell,
of New York,

* She was very “fair to look upon,” of me
dium height; had a clear, ruddy complexion,
broad shoulders, deep chest, and apparently a
healthy and vigorous constitution. She ap
peared to be a very warm-hearted, affectionate
woman, one whose sympathies constituted the
leading element of her nature, and who could
win and retain the love of all whom she wished

to please. Diffidence was the leading defect of
her character; she was too childlike, and dis
posed to look up to those whom she should
‘control, and failed to exercise that well-poised
dignity; firmness, and self-reliance that give
power to character, and infuse into the mind
of the observer the impression that she feels
the master of herself and her subject. She
seemed rather to be possessed by, than to pos
sess, the soul of song; to be the passive in
strument through which its spirit breathes,
rather than to embody, control, and wield that
spirit as the instrument of her will. . .”
Her leading characteristic as a singer was

a sentimental plaintiveness; such touches
the sensibilities in a half ...
pathetic manner; instead of enrapturing and
bewildering the senses, or startling the listener
by the majesty of its strains. * * *- : *
Madame Anna Bishop has more-volume

and strength, but less compass, pathos, and
pliability of voice than had Catherine Hayes.
The voice of the former is majestic, but rather
cold and wiry, while that of Catherine was
soft, liquid, sweet, blending deliciously with
the sentiment of the subject, but lacking
breadth and power. "
It must be remembered that Jenny Lind is

the standard by which these vocalists are crit
cised. “They are great, may, glorious, when
compared with public singers generally: but
when one comes to the fountain-head of song,
to the Pierian spring itself; when his ears are
once blest with those angelic tones which none
other than the Swedish Nightingale can reach,
all other efforts at touching the glory-smitten
summit appear feeble:
When Jenny Lind strikes the lyre, every

string seems to leap with a joy so rich and full,
now rising with a comprehensive sublimity,
now melting away into such a bewitching
sweetness, such Eolian mellowness, yet so
clear and distinct that not the softest breath
ing of her matchless melody is lost to the most
distant ear, one stands amazed, and bows with
a full-souled adoration before the impersona
tion of all that is possible in the empire of
song. Jenny Lind plays with every note she
touches as if it were completely in her power,
nor does' she seem to labor up ". a weary
wing to her matchless flights, but rather to
stoop with an easy grace, as if her pinions
were equal to vastly more than she attempts.
* In nothing did Catherine Hayes remind us
of the matchless Swede, except in the closing
of the “Casta Diva,” from the opera of Norma.

—sº
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This is alike the favorite and master-piece of
both, and had Catherine the breadth and vol
ume of voice which Jenny possesses, she would
in this piece rise to a comparison with the lat
ter. But the comparative thinness of her
voice, and the consciousness in the listener
that his conception of what is possible in the
piece is not realized, is not fully compassed,
makes one think of Jenny as the imperial

monarch of the realm of song. Yet it is high
praise to any vocalist to be able to remind one

of Jenny Lind. Had Catherine Hayes come
among us before Jenny Lind, she would have
been regarded as the best singer who had vis
ited our-shores; but Jenny coming after her,
would have been like ‘the glorious king of
day” compared with the gentler queen of night.—q-e-º-o-º
SELF-RELIANCE AND BELF-DIS

TRUST.
By John nEAL.

[concluoro From June NUMBER.]
NEveR boast. A character for modesty is

worth having, if it can be obtained innocently.
No matter how well founded your good opinion

of yourself may be, no matter how certain you
may feel that you have done all that you say
you have done, keep your own counsel-pass
for a modest man. You may even be obliged

to do so at the expense of truth. You may be
urged to declare what you know to be true of
your own doings, discoveries, or inventions—
and this by your best friends, many of whom
may think more highly of you than you do of
yourself, or by strangers, who have been puff
ing you to the skies—but beware! let nothing,

let nobody persuade you to acknowledge the
truth ! “Affect a virtue, if you have it not,”
or you are ruined forever. The world will
never forgive you for a distinct revelation of
your self-reliance. They have got behind the
scenery—they have had a peep at the wrong
side of the canvas—and from that hour to the
day of your death you are nobody but the man
who thinks so highly of himself as to be the
laughing-stock of those who think still more
highly of him.
With all your self-reliance, therefore, be

discreet and modest. Keep your own counsel
and the counsel of your fellows. Persevere,
and the time will come when you may venture
to let the world catch glimpses, few and afar
off, but glimpses nevertheless, of the sustain
ing power within you—of that unquenchable

and Inagnificent self-reliance which to the great
man is another soul.
But how are they to whom nature has de

nied the gift of relf-reliance to obtain it 2 It
is not to be counterfeited, you say. And if
you are not born with it—or, phrenologically
speaking, if you have not a fair endowment of
organic power—reasonable Firmness, moderate

\ Self-Esteem, tolerable Secretiveness, etc., and
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no unreasonable Caution, nor a marvelous de
ficiency of Combativeness and Destructiveness
—both indispensable to great plans—how are
you to become strong of purpose, and steadfast,
and far-reaching, and self-sustained in your
plans ?
Answer: By educating yourself anew. Study

your own character. That you can do, if you
have a moderate share of common sense. Find
out your weak points. Consult your friends
— hearken to your enemies. If you are
charged with a want of steadiness, a want of
healthy purpose, of indecision, or self-distrust,
depend upon it you are guilty. On the con
trary, if you are charged with presumption,
vanity, or self-conceit, comfort yourself with
the belief that people are sometimes mistaken;
and that, if you succeed, those who have been
loudest and foremost in their denunciations of
your self-conceit will be the first to acknowl
edge your right to be self-conceited. For self.
distrust there is no cure but one; the mind
must be educated anew—the soul, as it were,
re-created. For presumption, arrogance, self
conceit, inordinate presumption, unjustifiable
self-reliance, there are ten thousand remedies.
Every man you meet is a physician; every
event of your life is a medicine; every great
enterprise upon which you enter, a specific. If
you live, your self-conceit will be cured, or
justified, it matters little which, by the natu
ral progress of things.
But with self-distrust, that enfeebling, base,

and cowardly temper of the mind, it is not so.
The man must be made over.
But how 7–that is the question—How shall

he be made over ? Having ascertained what
his besetting sins are, let him call to mind,
first, that all Beginners are children. Second
ly, that to learn anything well and speedily,
we must learn one thing at a time, and but one.
Let the distrustful man look about him, and

watch the progress of children learning to
walk, to run, to swim, or to ride; then let him
lift up his eyes and watch the progress of all
beginners in business—the great business of
life. Beginners are always timid; yet, in
business, beginners are almost always success
ful. And it is only after they have become in
a degree successful—when they have enlarged
their business—when they have lost their
timidity, and become over-confident in them
selves, or presumptuous—that their star begins
to stand still—that their credit is questioned,
and their downfall prophesied and expected.
Watch their progress, nevertheless; and as

they cure themselves of their timidity, do you
cure yourself of yours.
The rash child begins to run too early, and

gets bumped into a more just opinion of him
self. He is soon cured. But though cured, he
is by no means sure of beating the timid, self
distrustful child in the long run. Mere animal
courage is almost worthless. The courage of
the soul, and that only, is to be depended

[Oct.,

upon. And what is the courage of the soul ?
It is that courage—that fixed and holy confi
dence in ourself and in our destiny, under God
—which is derived from a long course of trial
and experiment.
The timid child, instead of rising up from

his little stool and walking off at once, to be
caught by his mother, sits still, and trembles
and whimpers, or faces about, and drops down
by little and little, and for a long time can not
be coaxed into trusting himself. But watch
him, and by-and-by you find him holding by a
chair, then standing alone, then trying to walk,
led by both hands, then by a single finger.
Study him well, and remember the lesson. Or
watch the sailor boy when he first goes aloft—
how timidly the bravest feel their way ! how
bravely the timidest mount the dizzy mast
after a while ! And then which is the better
sailor will depend not so much upon their ani
mal courage as upon their common sense and
their habit of reasoning with themselves.
The first plunges at once; and would he

persevere, and think, and reason with himself,
he would keep ahead all his life; but he sel
dom does, and for that reason is often out
stripped by the self distrustful but persevering.
The second feels his way—gathers confidence
and by little and little begins to overlook dan
ger, to forget himself, and to see nothing but
one great object before him—duty; duty to
himself, to his Maker, to society; all three
resolving themselves at last into one and the
same duty.

Take another example. A five-barred gate
is before you. You are on horseback, and
have a pretty good seat; but, for the world,
you would not venture to take such a leap.
Yet others, no more accustomed to leaping
...than yourself, ride at the gate; and while
some clear it with a triumphant cheer, others
are left in the mud. If you are timid and
self-distrustful, what should be your course?
You are urged to try—you are told there is no
danger—what others have done you can do.
Don't believe a word of it. With your pres
ent feelings, if you try, you will be sure to

stick by the way and spoil your horse—to pull
him over backward upon yourself, or to break
your neck. What, then, shall you do? Go
home—go to a riding-school, or betake your
self to an open field, and practice by yourself

or with a friend, beginning at one bar, then
trying at two, three, four, and finally at five,

if you think it seriausly worth your while, and
know your horse.
Perhaps you are learning to swim. People

about you are jumping off from high places,

or diving, head first, with their legs straight
and feet close together. You would give the
world to be able to do it. But you are sur
rounded by injudicious friends. “Try—try—
you can do it !” they say.
Not for your life ' If you are self-distrust

ful, you will be sure to fall flat, or to turn;G

|
|
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over as you dive, and pretty sure to be dis
couraged, or stopped forever in your progress.
What, then, shall you do ? Begin small. Go
where you know you are safe. Do what you
know you can do ; for that you will do boldly
and that will give you confidence. One thing
at a time, and but one. Begin as a little child.
Be teachable and patient. And, mark me, if
you are faithful to yourself, you will be sure of
outstripping the over-confident in the long run.
Do you know that Curran broke down in his

first speech, and made a fool of himself? And
so with half a hundred more, who afterward
became distinguished. The man whose first
speech is wonderful never makes another, nor
ever will, worth listening to

.

Of such men
there is no hope. Do you know that Frederick
the Great ran away in his first battle * that
Lord Wellington showed the white feather jn

India? Have you ever heard the story of two
young officers, who were sent afterward, under
Wellington’s own eye, to make a charge upon

a body of French cavalry in Spain 7 As they
rode together, one grew pale, trembled, and
his feet shook in his stirrups. His companion,

a fine, bold fellow, observed it, and reproached
him. “You are afraid,” said he, “That's
very true,” said the other; “I am afraid; and

if you were half as much afraid as I am, you
would turn your horse's head and ride back to

camp.” The other, indignant, returned to Wel
lington to tell the story, and to ask for a wor
thier companion. “Clap spurs to your horse,
sir,” was Wellington's reply, “or the business
will be done by your cowardly companion be
fore you get there.” He was right. The
business was done. The coward had swept
down upon the enemy in a whirlwind of dust,
and scattered them like chaff. Which of these
two was the braver man?
“I’ll try,” said Miller. And trying, he did

what an over-confident man would have prom
ised to do, and failed.
Sö with all the business of life. Try—try

—keep trying. You will most assuredly suc
ceed at last, if you live. And if you do not
live, whose fault is it if you fail?
Begin afar off. Begin cautiously—as cau

tiously as you please. Try your strength by lit
tle and little, and after a few years—not months
nor days, but years—you will be astonished at

your progress and be cured of your self-distrust.
Persevere. Think well before you begin.

But having once begun, persevere through
good report and through evil report, and as

sure as there is a God in heaven, you shall
have your reward.--------
THE best government is that which teaches

a man to govern himself; the next best, that
which teaches him how to govern his family;
the third, that which teaches him to govern a

community.
When a cunning man seems the most

humble and submissive, he is often the most
dangerous. Look out for the crouching tiger.
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AssIGNMENTS AND LICENSEs of
FRENCEI PATENTS.

[continued from serreMBERNUMBER.]
The ministerial circular published at the

date of October 31, 1844, gives to the prefects
the necessary instructions for the registry of

assignments. This circular states that no

right of assignment must be admitted but on
the production and deposit—
“1st. Of the receipt showing the payment

in due time of the last accrued annuity other
than the first. 2d. Of a receipt from the re
ceiver-general in the departments, or from the
central at Paris, certifying the entire payment

of the complement of the tax of the patent;
and 3d. Of an authentic abstract of the nota
rial act passed before a notary of the depart
ment; and showing the total or partial assign
ment of the patent, whether to gratuitous title
or to a title for a consideration.
“Nevertheless, if the patent had already

been the object of a previous assignment, the
official certificate of registry of the said as
signment and the authentic extract of the no
tarial act will be sufficient for the registry.”
The same circular adds the following para

graphs: -
“The preceding observations apply to as

signments properly speaking, to partial as well

as to total transfers, to assignments of gifts as
well as to assignments for a consideration; in

a word, to all voluntary acts by which the
patentee conveys or extends to others the own
ership of his title. * -
“All these acts, without exception, neces

sarily involve the previous payment of the
complement of the tax.
“But the ownership of a patent may also

be transmitted by other means than assign
ments ; the mutation may result from a judg
ment in the case of action in claim for the
ownership of the discovery; it may be the
result of a decease, of a partition, of a sepa
ration of associates, etc. In these different
cases there exists the right to the production
and registry of the abstract of the act which
effects the mutation—the law has not made
the registry of this act, as it has the acts of

assignment, subordinate to the condition of the
previous payment of the complement of the
tax. Your prefecture has not then to exact
such payment, but must limit itself to the de
mand of the receipt certifying the payment of

the last accrued annuity. I reserve to myself
further the examination and solution of dif
ficulties which may introduce themselves on
the occasion of the registry of acts of assign
ment or of mutation, and 1 recommend to

you, in the case of doubt, to proceed to the
registration subject to the subsequent decision

of the department.”

It appears to be evident from these ministe
rial observations, that the entire payment of

the taxes is obligatory at the time of making

a total or partial assignment of a patent to

any person who is a stranger to the patent;
but that if it is effected by a judgment in rec
lamation, by a decease, by a partition, or by a

separation of partners, there is no necessity of

effecting the payment. The administration
should then only exact the production of the
act of transfer, and the certificate of the pay
ment of the last accrued annuity.
2d. Licenses.—Article 20, before cited, has

only mentioned the total or partial sale of the
ownership of a patent; it has not prescribed
the total payment of the tax for a license for
working the patent. Consequently this con
cession may be made under private signature.
But the holder of a license can only be as

sured of the enjoyment of his rights against
either a full and entire assignment of the pat
ent to some other person by the owner, his
agent, his heirs, or his assignees, without
mentioning the license conceded, or the neglect
by the patentee of the payment of a subse
quent annuity, by conforming for the license

to the prescriptions of Article 20 for assign
ments.
Thus every holder of a license who desires

to be in full and entire security during the full
term of the patent must exact that the act
conceding this license for working the patent
shall be drawn up by a notary, that the entire
payment of the annuities shall be effected, and
that such act shall be registered at the prefec
ture exactly as an act of assignment for the
purpose, that this license shall be consigned of
ficially to the Minister of Agriculture, Com
merce, and Public Works. It is only after the
accomplishment of these forqualities that the
licensee will be regularly and irrevocably in
vested against all men. If, however, the par
ties do not wish to effect the entire payment

of the taxes of the patent, it is preferable in

this case to draw up the license by notarial
act; this formality accomplished, the licensee
who shall desire, at any time, to be more fully
secured in his right, may forward a copy of

the notarial act, effect the entire payment of

the annuities, and make a registry of this act

at the prefecture, to be notified to the Minister

of Agriculture and Commerce. On the whole,
our advice is

,

that for assignments as for li
censes for the working of patents, the acts
under private signature may well bind the
contracting parties respectively, but these acts
have no legal character, and are without effect

in regard to others.

- ---------
ANCIENT PAveMENTs —Several cities had

paved streets before the commencement of the
Christian era; nevertheless those which are

at present the ornament of Europe (Rome ex
cepted), were destitute of this great advantage
till almost the 12th or 13th century. It is

probable that those people who first carried on
the greatest commerce were the first who paid
attention to good streets and highways to
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facilitate the same. We are told by Isidorus,
that the Carthaginians had the first paved
streets, and that their example was soon fol
lowed by the Romans. Long before that period,
Semiramis paved highways, as appears by her
own vainglorious inscription. The streets of
Thebes, and probably those of Jerusalem, were
paved during the time of its kings. In the
year U.c. 188, Appius Claudius, then censor,
constructed the first real highway—the Appian
Way—termed the queen of roads. Some allege
that the pavement of the streets commenced in
578, others in 584, others in 459. Streets paved
with lava, having deep ruts for the wheels of car
riages and raised footpaths at either side, were
discovered both at Herculanaeum and Pompeii.
Cordova, in Spain, was paved as early as the
middle of the 9th century. Lutetia (Paris)
was not paved in the 12th century, and even
in 1641 many of the streets had no pavements.
London was not paved at the end of the
11th century. Several of the principal
streets, such as Holborn, were paved for the
first time by royal command in 1417, others
under Henry VIII., some of the suburbs in
1544, others in 1571 and 1605, and Smithfield
market in 1614.—Lublin Builder.

—-º-º-º-º-º-º
ID A NG E R OF EATING FRUIT.
Old Squire H was a very successful

and substantial farmer in an interior town of
Massachusetts, and a more amazing eater
never lived in any town anywhere. And
especially much did he eat when fresh pork
was to be his not rishment. Well, at a certain
time one of his hogs had been killed. The
next morning there was fresh pork for break
fast, and the old man ate most wondrously.
In the course of the forenoon he ate his
luncheon, consisting of bread-and-butter,
mince-pie, and cheese. At noon his dinner
consisted of fresh pork, pickles, mince-pie, and
the usual accompaniments. His afternoon
luncheon was like that of the forenoon.
When he came home to supper, his favorite
dish had not been prepared as part of that
meal. The old man fretted and scolded till
fresh pork was added to the substantials. He
ate voraciously as usual. In the evening he
toasted some cheese, buttered and ate it. Just
before going to bed, he roasted a couple of

apples and ate them. In the night he was
taken with a severe colic. The doctor was

with him till morning-and-nearly wrought a

miracle in the old man's life. The next day
Bolles W. , one of his neighbors, went

in to condole with the “Old Squire.”
“Faithful Bolles,” said the old worthy, “I

like to have died last night. I’ll never eat
another roast apple as long as I live. I never
did love them very well, and last night I ate
only two, and they nearly killed me.”
Bolles never told this story without laugh

1ng. .
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A C U R I O U S CAS E.
ONE evening in the month of September,

last year, a young man was found on the
streets by the police in a state of catalepsy.
He was taken to the City Hall police-station,
and to the astonishment of the sergeant and
men, he remained in every position in which

he was placed, however uncomfortable. They
pinched him, placed his hands above his head,
but he gave no sign of feeling. When spoken
to, he only rewarded the speaker with a vacant
stare, and was unable to articulate a single
syllable. On the following morning he was
brought into the police court, but there was no
change in his appearance or manner from that

of the previous evening, and the police magis
trate directed one of the officers of police to

convey him in a cab to the General Hospital.
Since the time referred to above, he has been

in that institution, and the medical gentlemen

in attendance have done everything which
skill could invent for his relief. Months
passed away, and the man was kept in life by
food in a liquid state being administered to

him. The case was one which excited con
siderable interest among the medical faculty,
but grave doubts were entertained whether the
man would ever be restored to consciousness.
They were, however, unremitting in their
attention, and two days ago, to the surprise of
all, as well as to himself, he recoverd the use
of his voice and limbs. It is said that he ap
peared quite frightened at the sound of his
own voice. His life has been a complete

blank for the past nine months. He states
that his name is Ingham, and that the last
thing he remembers is

,

that he was residing in

Quebec last summer; but in regard to his
coming to Toronto he can give no informa
tion whatever. The case is certainly a curi
ous one, and has caused considerable discus
sion among the medical gentlemen of the city.
—Toronto 6 lobe.

TEI E S O L DIER'S T E A R.
Upon thehill he turned
To takethe lastfond look

Of thevalleyand thevillagechurch,
And thecottageby thebrook;

He listened to thesounds,
So familiar to his ear, -

And thesoldierleantuponhis sword
And brushedaway a tear.

Besidethe cottageporch

A girl wason herknees,
Sheheldaloft a snowyscarf,
Which fluttered in thebreeze;

She breathed a prayerfor him—

A prayerhecouldnothear—
But hepaused to blessher as sheknelt,
And wipedaway a tear.

He turnedand left thespot—
Oh, do notdeemhim weak,

For dauntlesswasthesoldier'sheart,
Though tearswereon his cheek.

Go watchtheforemostrank
In danger'sdark career

Be surethe handmostdaringthere
Has wipedaway a tear.

[Oct.,

T H E LOW E OF HO M. E.

. It is only shallow-minded pretenders who
either make distinguished origin a matter of

personal merit, or an obscure origin a matter

of personal reproach. Taunt and scoffing at

the humble condition of early life affects
nobody in this country but those who are
foolish enough to indulge in them, and they
are generally sufficiently punished by the
published rebuke. A man who is not ashamed

of himself need not be ashamed of his early
condition.

It did not happen to me to be born in a log
cabin, but my elder brother and sisters were
born in a log cabin, raised among the snow
drifts of New Hampshire at a period so early
that when the smoke first rose from its rude
chimney, and curled over the frozen hill,
there was no evidence of a white 'man's
habitation between it and the settlements on
the rivers of Canada. Its remains still exist;

I make it an annual visit. -I carry my ehil
dren to it, to teach them the hardships endured
by the generations which have gone before
them. I love to dwell on the tender recollec
tions, the kindred ties, the early affections, and
the narrations and "incidents which mingle

with all I know of this primitive family abode.

I weep to think that none of those who
inhabited it are now among the living; and if

I ever fail in affectionate veneration for him
who raised it, and defended it against savage
violence and destruction, cherished all the
domestic virtues beneath its roof, and through
the fire and blood of seven years’ revolutionary

war shrunk from no toil, no sacrifiee, to serve
his country and to raise his children to a con
dition better than his own, may my name and
the name of my posterity be blotted for ever
from the memory of mankind.—Daniel Web
ster. - - - - *

st ARTLING FREvrs Ion.

A Lady in America dreamed that an aged
female relative had been murdered by a black
servant; and the dream, occurred more than
once. She was then so much impressed by it
that she went to the house of the lady to

whom it related, and prevailed upon a gentle
man to watch in an adjoining room during the
following night. About three o'clock in the
morning, the gentleman, hearing footsteps on

the stairs, left his place of concealment, and
met the servant carrying up a quantity of

coals. Being questioned as to where he was
going, he replied, in a confused and hurried
manner, that he was going to mend his mis
tress's fire, which, at three o’clock in the
morning, in the middle of summer, was evi
dently impossible, and, on further investiga
tion, a strong knife was found concealed
beneath the coals. This narrative, remark
able as it is

,
is not given in sufficient detail.

It does not intimate whether the lady who
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dreamed knew or not, at the time, that her
aged relative had a negro servant. Nor does
it say anything of the subsequent conduct and
fate of that servant. Nor does it furnish the

names of the parties. I am, fortunately, en
abled to supply these deficiencies. While in
Edinburgh, in October, 1858, I had occasion
to submit this chapter to a lady—the daughter
of a distinguished statesman, and herself well
known by numerous and successful works—
who, in returning it to me, kindly appended
to the above narrative the following note—
“This lady was Mrs. Rutherford, of Egerton,
grandaunt of Sir Walter Scott; and I have
myself heard the story from the family. The
lady who dreamed was the daughter of Mr.
Rutherford, then absent from home. On her
return she was astonished, on entering her
mother’s house, to meet the very black ser
vant whom she had seen in her dream, as he
had been engaged during her absence. This
man was, long afterward, hung for murder;
and, before his execution, he confessed that
he had intended to assassinate Mrs. Ruther
ford.” The story, with this attesting voucher
—giving the names of the persons referred to,
and supplying particulars which greatly add
to the value of the illustration—is, I think, the
very strongest example of prevision in a dreamI ever met with.–º-º-º-º
AN old sea-captain said he never knew but

one man who had a good excuse for going to
sea; and that was Noah, for had he remained

on shore he would have been drowned.
-º-º-º-º-º-º

T R U E POET. R.Y.
[For eleganceand beautyof simile,the followinglines

frºm the pen of Charles Mackey challenge,the whole
world of poesy.]

How manythoughtsI give thee!
Comehitheron thegrass,

And if thou’Itcountunfailing
The greenbladesaswepass;

Or theleavesthatsigh and tremble
To thesweetwind of thewest,

Or therippling of theriver,
Or thesunbeamson itsbreast,
I'll countthethoughtsI givethee,
My beautiful,my bestI

How manyjoys I owethee!
Comesit whereseasrun high,

And counttheheavingbillows,
That breakon theshoreanddie

Or thegrainsof sandtheyfondle,
When thestormsareoverblown,

*= Or thepearlsin thedeep-seacaverns,
Or thestarsin themilkyzone,

And I'll countthejoys I owethee,
My beautiful,myown |

And howmuchlove I profferI
Come,scooptheoceandry,

Or weighin thy tiny balance •*
The starshipsof thesky;

Or twinearoundthy fingers

Ör'fold it in thybosom,
While theworld is darkbeside;

And I'll tell howmuchI love thee,
My beautiful,my bride! - * *

The sunlightstreamingwide; " º
t

“BITE BIG G E R , BILLY!"
A GREAT friend of º children, Mrs. Gil

dersleeve, Buffalo, N. Y., contributes the fol
lowing touching and beautiful incident to the
Boys’ and Girls’ Department of the American
Agriculturist.
Walking down the street, we saw two very

ragged boys with bare toes, red and shining,
and tattered clothes, upon which the soil of
long wear lay thick and dingy. They were
“few and far between”—only jacket and
trowsers—and these solitary garments were
very unneighborly, and objected to a union,
however strongly the autumn winds hinted at
the comfort of such an arrangement. One of
the boys was perfectly jubilant over a half
withered bunch of flowers which some person
had cast away.

-

“Say, Billy, warm't somebody real good to
drop these ere posies jest where I could find
'em, and they's so pooty and nice Look
sharp, Billy, and maybe you’ll find some
thing, bimeby. Oh, jolly! Billy, if here ain’t
most half a peach, and ’taint much dirty,
neither. 'Cause you hain’t got no peach you
may bite first. Bite bigger, Billy, maybe
we’ll find another 'fore long.”
That boy was not cold, nor poor, and never

will be; his heart will keep him warm, and
if men and women forsake him, the very
angels will feed him and close their wings
about him.

-

“Bite bigger, Billy, maybe we'll find
another 'fore long.”
What a hopeful little soul! ... If he finds his

unselfishness illy repaid, he will not turn
misanthrope, for God made him to be a “man,”
one to bear his own burdens uncomplainingly,
and help his fellows besides. Want can not
crush such a spirit, nor filth stain it, for with

in and about him the spirit of the Christ
child dwelleth always.

-º-º-º-º-º-º
THE GLoRy of A LAUGH.—After all, what

a capital, kindly, honest, jolly, glorious thing

a laugh is what a febrifuge, what an exor
ciser of evil spirits! Better than walk before
breakfast, or map after dinner. How it shuts
the mouth of malice, and opens the brows of

kindness |

- - - -

Whether it discovers the gums of infancy

or age, the grinders of folly or the pearls of

beauty; whether it racks the sides or dis
figures the countenance of vulgarity, or dim
ples the visage or moistens the eyes of refine
ment, in all its phases, and in all faces, con
torting, relaxing, overwhelming, convulsing,
throwing the human countenance into some
thing approximate to Billy Button's transfor
mation; under every circumstance, and every
where, a laugh is a good thing.“A thing of beauty” is a “joy forever.”
There is no remorse in it. It leaves no sting
—except in the sides, and that goes off—even

a single unpartieipated laugh. If there is| one laugher and one witness, there are forth
with two laughers, and so on. The convul
sion is propagated like sound. . What a thing

it is when it becomes epidemic* * *

How THE world Is GovIRNED.
THERE are about one hundred separately

organized governments in the world at the present
time. Nearly one half are monarchies in Europe,
and of these a large proportion are petty princi
palities and dukedoms, containing, altogether,
about six millians of inbabitants. Of the govern
ments of Europe, Great Britain is a limited mon
archy; France is nominally constitutional, but in

reality an absolute monarchy; Russia and Austria
are absolute; Prussia, Spain, and Sardinia are
limited, with two chambers of deputies. There
are only four republics in Europe—Switzerland,
Sam Marino, Montenegro, and Andorne. The
three latter contain an aggregate population of

not over 120,000 people. Switzerland, secure in

her mountain fastness, is now, by common consent,
left unmolested.
The governments of Asia are all absolute des

potisms. . Thibet has the name.of being a hie.
rarchy, but differs in no practical sense from a

despotism. -

In Africa, the Barbary States, and all the
various negro tribes, of whatever name, are ruled
despotically, except Liberia, which is republican,
and may be an opening wedge of civilization on
that continent.
The great islands in the Southern and Pacific

oceans are mostly independent and despotic—such

as Japan, with a population of 20,000,000, and
Madagascar containing about 5,000,000. The
Sandwich and Society islands are limited mon
archies, and the other islands in the Southern and
Pacific oceans belong mostly to the differenr
European powers, and are ruled according to their
respective forms of government.
On the American continent, there is but one

monarchical government—that of Brazil—which

is
,

however, liberally constitutional. In the three
great geographical divisions of America there are
now eighteen separate republics.

PARODY ON THE DESTRUCTION OF
SENACHERIB.".

The sheriff camedownlike a caton strangekits;
His pocketswerefull of attachmentsandwrits;
And thesoundof hisvoicewasasdrearas thedun
That makes a poordebtor in hastecutandrun.
And therestoodtheprinting-press still as a dream,
Propelled by nomuscle,unawakenedby steam;
The furnace unlighted,theengineunheard,
The cylinder empty,thepistonunstirred;
And therelay thefoolscapunwrittenandpale,
Upon it no item,no leader,no tale;
The lampswereunlighted,thesanctumwasstill,
With ruston thescissorsand dust in thequill;
And therelay thehorsewithnopaperupon't,
No rule in thestick and no ink in theſount;
The caseswereempty of letterand space,
"No sheets on th

e

bank and no form in thechase;
The plattenwasstill andthecarriage movednot,
No form in thelye-trough,no lye in thepot;
The proofnncorrected,theleaderunwrit,
The mal et unlifted,theplaner unhit.
For theAngel of Death—theEvangel of Law—
Had found in the True California a flaw,
And thejournal, alast like theswordfishthat flew,
Felt death in the touch, and turned corpse-like and

blue;
And therelay themightyColossus of Rhodes,
With brassquitesufficientfor nine hundredloads,
And theglory of Caxton, in spite of his rhymes,
Hath perishedlike frostwork,for want of thedimes,

-3%g
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[continued FBox PAGEEIGHTY-THREE.]
nobility, and that after a certain stage of social enlightenment has
been reached, they will be assiduously cultivated fo

r

their own sake,
and for the distinction which they will confer; and that, therefore,
patents of nobility, to preserve individuals who lack these high attain
ments in their minds, in possession of the outward advantages gen
erally attending them, are not necessary for social welfare. I am a

strong advocate for refinement, and clearly perceive that the higher
classes possess much more of it than the middle and lower ranks;
and viewing it as one important element in a truly excellent and
noble character, I am anxious to see it prized and more generally
cultivated by the lower grades. But the best way to bring about this
result is to dissipate the essentially vulgar illusion, that descent,
title, or any artificial or accidental circumstance, can produce it, or

can exclude any individual from attaining it; and thereby induce all

to esteem it for its own sake, and to respect those only who really
possess it.

The third argument in favor of hereditary and artificial rank is
,

that
the admiration of it is natural, and has existed in all ages and countries,
and that it must, therefore, be beneficial. I have already explained
that the faculties of Veneration, Self-Esteem, and Love of Approbation
are all natural, and that one of their tendencies is to respect and
esteem ancient descent and superior qualities. The only difference
between the admirers of things as they are and myself consists in this
—that they present artificial objects to which these faculties may be

directed, and which objects, when examined by reason, are found to be

unworthy of enlightened regard, whereas I propose to have them
directed only according to reason, to objects pleasing at once to the
understanding, to the moral sentiments, and to these faculties them
selves, and beneficial to society.

At present, it is the interest of artificial nobles to keep the people
ignorant, rude, and superstitious; because men in such a condition are
best fitted to worship idols; and accordingly the agricultural laborers,
who are placed by Providence directly under the influence of the
landed aristocracy, have, as a class, been most thoroughly neglected.
While the lords of the soil have been wallowing in luxury, they, the
instruments of their wealth and power, have been allowed to pine in

abject poverty and ignorance. And the most purely aristocratic, un
intellectual, and poorly gifted among peers have always been the
greatest opponents of the emancipation, education, and elevation of

the people; while, on the contrary, all the truly noble minds born
among the afistocracy—those on whom nature has set the stamp of

moral as well as intellectual greatness—have been their friends and
willing benefactors. If there were no nobility except that of nature,
her nobles would be prompted by interest as well as inclination to

promote the improvement, and elevation of all classes, because they
would feel that their own rank, happiness, and usefulness depended

on having a cultivated, discriminating, moral, and intellectual com
munity for their associates and admirers.

I have dwelt on this subject longer than some of you may consider

to have been necessary; but the same principles have a wide appli
cation. They lead us to the conclusion, that hereditary entails, as

constituted in Scotland, ought also to be abolished. In England, an
entail is limited to the lives of the heirs in exisſence at the time when

it is executed ; but in Scotland it may extend to perpetuity, if heirs
exist so long. In this country an entail is a deed in law executed by

the proprietor of an estate, by which he calls a certain series of heirs,
without limitation, to enjoyment of the rents, or produce, or possession

of the land, but without allowing to any one of them a right of prop
erty in itself. None of them can sell the estate, or burden it with
debt, beyond his own lifetime, or give it to a different order of heirs
from that pointed out in the deed of entail. If, for example, the prop
erty be destined to heirs-male, the present possessor may have a

daughter who is the apple of his eye and the treasure of his heart,

} and no male relation nearer than a tenth cousin, and this cousin may

k=

be a profligate of the most disgraceful description; but the law is

blind—the daughter can not inherit one acre of the vast domain, and
the remote and unworthy male heir will take it all. This, however,

is comparatively the least of the evils attending entails. Their exist
ence maintains in an artificial rank, and in possession of great wealth
and influence, individuals who, by their natural qualities, ought to

stand at the bottom of the scale, and who, like the hereditary nobility,
operate as idols on the minds of the aspiring and rising of the middle
and lower ranks, leading them to an insensate worship of aristocracy.
Many persons may imagine that this is a small social evil, affecting

only the individuals who give way to it, and who, they suppose, are
not numerous. But it appears to me to be of greater magnitude, and

to lead to more extensive consequences. It supports, by the sanction

of the law, the erroneous principle of preserving social greatness and
influence to individuals, independently of their natural qualities;
which tends directly to encourage all classes to overlook or undervalue
natural excellence, and to strive only to attain wealth, and to preserve

it in their families, by the aid of legal technicalities, against the law

of God and the welfare of their fellow-men. This averting of the
general mind from the real principles of social improvement, and
giving it a false direction, appears to be the worst evil attending all
artificial systems for preserving family distinctions.” The class
which is thus supported has many powerful motives for improvement
withdrawn from it; it leans upon crutches, and rarely exercises its
native strength; and, as a natural consequence, it looks with an

indifferent, if not a hostile eye, on all its inferiors who are laboring to

attain that excellence which itself despises. A great deal of the luke
warmness, if not positive aversion, manifested by some of the higher
ranks, to the instruction and refinement of the people, may be traced

to the consciousness that their own pretensions rest, to a great extent,
on an artificial basis, and on illusions which must inevitably yield
before an advanced and generally diffused civilization.
The same arguments which I have now employed against artificial

rank and entails, apply to all exclusive privileges and distinctions
conferred by law on individuals or classes, independently of their
merits. The social institutions of every country in Europe have been
tarnished more or less by such abuses. In France, before the Revo
lution, every class of the people except the lowest, had its exclusive
privileges, and every town and department its selfish rights of monop
oly or exemption, which were maintained with all the blind avidity
usually displayed by an unenlightened selfishness. The Revolution
swept these away, and made all France and all Frenchmen equal in

their rights and privileges, to the great advantage of the whole nation.

In our own country, the spirit of reform is busy extinguishing similar
marks of barbarism, but they are still clung to with great affection by
the true adherents of the individual interest system.
The brief limits of this course prevent me from entering into further

details on this subject; but I again beg of you not to misunderstand
me. He who should go forth from this hall and report that the great
object of my Lectures on Moral Philosophy was to recommend the
abolition by force of hereditary nobility, entails, and monopolies,
would do me injustice. The real object of this course has been, to

show that men must obey the laws of God before they can be happy—
that one of these laws is

,

that we should love our neighbors as our
selves, or, in other words, that individual enjoyment is inseparably
connected with and dependent on social welfare ; that, to promote the
general welfare, it is necessary to render al

l

the members of the com
munity alive to its improvement, and to withdraw from them all

* By a strangecoincidence,while this sheet is in the press,thefollowingadvertise
ment has appeared in the newspapers:“A meeting of the proprietors of entailed
estates in Scotland,for the purpose of consideringthe great nationalevils connected
with thelaw of entall,andthepropriety of an immediateapplication to the Legislature
thereupon, is herebyrequested to be held on Thursday, the12thday of March, within
the HopetounRooms,QueenStreet,Edinburgh, at one o'clock. (Signed) BREADAL
BANE; D

. BAIRD, Bart. : JAMrs Boswell, Bart.; W. D
. Gillon, of Wallhouse;

W. MacKENzis, of Muirton. Edinburgh, 8d of March,1846.” Let us wish this effort
everysuccess

—sº
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artificial means of propping up their individual fortunes and rank,
independently of virtue; that hereditary titles, entails, and other ex
clusive privileges of classes and individuals, are the fortifications in
which the selfish principle intrenches itself, in order to resist and
obstruct general improvement, and that, on this account, they should
be undermined and destroyed. I have endeavored to show that the
classes who now imagine themselves to be benefited by them, would
actually profit by their abolition, by being directed into the true paths
of happiness and virtue; and I propose, by enlightening their under
standings, and elevating the standards of public approbation, to induce
a voluntary surrender of these distinctions, and not a forcible abroga
tion of them. Ages may elapse before these results will be accom
plished, but so did many centuries intervene between the painted skins
and the laced coat; and so did generations pass away between the
embroidered waistcoats and our own age; yet our day has come, and
so will a brighter day arrive, although we may be long removed from
the scene before it dawns.
Since the foregoing remarks were written, I have lived for twenty

months in the United States of North America, where no hereditary
nobility, no privileged classes, and no entails exist. It is impossible
not to perceive that, in their absence, the higher faculties of the mind
have a freer field of action. At the same time, truth compels me to
remark, that as they were abolished in the United States by a sudden
exercise of power, and as a system of equality was introduced as the
result of a successful revolution, and did not arise spontaneously from
the cultivation of the public mind and the development of the moral
and intellectual faculties of the people, the democracy of the United
States does not present all that enlightenment of the understanding,
that high-minded love of the beneficial and the just, that refinement
of manners, and that well-regulated self-control which constitute the
most valuable fruits of political freedom. In the United States the
selfish faculties appear to me to be as active and as blind as in Britain.
The political institutions of the country are in advance of the mental
cultivation of the mass of the people; and the most cheering consider
ation for the philanthropist, in the prospect of the future, is the fact,
that these institutions having given supreme power to the people, of
which there is no possibility of depriving them, it is equally the
interest and the duty of men of all ranks and conditions to concur in
elevating them in the scale of moral, religious, and intellectual
improvement, so as, in time, to render them worthy of their high call
ing among nations. Much remains to be accomplished.
The great characteristic of the mixed form of government is its tend

ency to promote the interests of the classes who wield political power
to the injury of the others. Ever since Britain apparently attained
freedom, there has been an evident system of legislating for the
advantage and gratification of the dominant class. The laws of pri
mogeniture, of entails, and of the non-liability of heritable property in
legacy-duty; the game-laws, the corn-laws, and the heavy duties
imposed on foreign timber, are all instances in which the aristocracy

have legislated for themselves, at the expense of the people. In pro
portion, again, as the mercantile classes acquired political power, they
followed the same example. They induced Parliament to pass acts
for encouraging the shipping interests, the fisheries, the linen-manu
facture, and a great variety of other interests, by paying, out of the
public purse, direct bounties to those engaged in them, or by laying
protecting duties, to be paid by the public. on the rival produce of
foreign nations.” In the administration of public affairs, the same
principle was followed. The army and navy, the church and the
colonies, and all other departments of the public service, were con
verted into great pasture-fields for the sons and political dependents
of the aristocracy; while there were combination-laws against the
laboring classes, to punish them for uniting to raise the price of their

* Theseselfish,erroneous,andprejudicialprinciplesof legislationarenowdisavowed
by Mr. Cobden,and all the enlightenedleadersof themanufacturingand mercantile
classes. 1846.

----------

labor, and laws authorizing sailors to be impressed and forced to serve
in the navy, at wages inferior to the common rate allowed in mer
chants' ships; and even the militia-laws, although apparently equal,
were actually contrived to throw the whole burden of service on the
lower orders. The penalty on men of all ranks for non-appearance to
be enrolled was £20. This, to a laboring man whose income was
10s, a week, was equal to forty weeks’ labor; or to an artisan who
earned 20s. a week, it was equal to twenty weeks' wages. To a
master-tradesman, a merchant, professional man, or small proprietor,
whose revenue was £365 per annum, it was equal only to twenty days'
income. To have produced equality, the fine ought to have been com
puted at the amount of a certain number of days’ income for all
classes. According to this rule, a man having £360 per annum of
income, would have paid £140 of fine, when a mechanic, who earned
20s. a week, would have paid £20, or a laborer, with 10s. a week,
£10. A great proprietor, enjoying £50,000 a year, would then have
paid £20,000 of fine, for exemption from service.
If the operative classes had had a voice in Parliament proportionate

to their numbers, there is no doubt that this would have been the
rule ; and if so, it would have rendered the militia system so intoler
ably burdensome to the middle and higher classes, that its existence
would have been brief, and means might perhaps have been discovered
for bringing the last French war to a more speedy termination.
In the British army the law allows a wounded officer a gratuity

corresponding to the severity of his injury; while it not only provides
no immediate compensation to the wounded eommon soldier, but actu
ally charges him with hospital expenses during his cure. In virtue
of a war-office order, when a soldier is received into a military hos
pital, 10d a day at home, and 9d a day on foreign service, is deducted
from his pay while he continues a patient, and no exception is made
in cases of wounds received in battle. See “Explanatory Directions
for the Information and Guidance of Pay-Masters and Others; War
Office, 20th Nov., 1830.” $ 283, 284.
It is argued that impressment of seamen is indispensable to the

defense of the country; but no such necessity exists, if justice were
done to sailors. Let the country recompense equitably their services,
and these will not be withheld.
The great argument in my mind for abolishing impressment is

,

that
when seamen must be enticed by high wages and good treatment to

enter into ships of war, it will be necessary for naval officers to become
just, intelligent, and kind, because it will only be by such qualities
that crews will be retained and authority preserved over them.
Sailors themselves, by being well treated, will be improved. War
will be softened in its horrors, when waged by men thus civilized ;

and I hope that the additional costliness of it, on such a system, will
tend to induce the public generally to put an end to it altogether.

If I am right in these views, the mixed form of government is one
adapted to a particular stage of civilization, that in which an intelli
gent class co-exists with an ignorant mass; but it is not the perfection
of human institutions.

The next form of government presented to our eonsideration is the
democratic, or that in which political power is deposited exelusively in

the people, and by them delegated to magistrates, chosen, for a longer

or shorter period, by themselves.
[to RE costINUED.]

-

-º-º-º-º-º
Sex IN EGGs.—A correspondent of the London Field talking on this sub

ject, says: “In all eggs, whether of poultry or pigeons, there is to be found

an indentation resembling the dimple in the chin often to be found in our
own sex, in the round end of the egg. This mark will always be found di
rectly on the top or to one side of the egg. If the breeder wishes to select
eggs for hatching cock birds, let him pick those having the dimple imme
diately on the top of the egg; and if for hens, let him choose those eggs
with the dimple to the one side. I have been assured by those who have ob
served this peculiarity in the marking of eggs, that no better method can

be adopted to insure a hatch of the sex most to be desired. The process is

at least a simple and cheap one, and I offer my information as I have it.”Çgc
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PRINCIPLES OF PHRENOLOGY.

By J. P. 8TockW ELL.

PHRENology is the physical science of mind,
the brain being an index of the diversified peculi
arities of the mental principle.
Nature is composed of certain attributes and

relations, each of which is perceived or recog
nized by a distinct department of the mental prin
ciple; thereby giving rise to what phrenologists
denominate organs of the brain. Faculties are
those mental principles or functions which cor
respond to the several organs of the physical brain.
In other words, faculties are mental powers;
organs, their corresponding physical instruments,
through which they becomemanifested.
One attribute of Nature is form—another, size

—another, co’or, etc.; and so with the brain, or
mind. One faculty or organ we denominate
Form—another, Size—and so on ; because each
mental faculty must correspond to the same
attribute in Nature, as Form, Size, Weight,
Motion, Music, etc.
The inevitable cºnclusion, therefore, is that

there must be as many distinct faculties of mind
and organs of the brain as there are distinct
attributes in the system of Nature.
The mind is composed of faculties—and the

brain, of organs, because Nature herself is con
stituted of distinct attributes, or principles, as
being, motion, forms, colors, etc. But if, instead

of these distinctions in Nature, she was a system

of perfect monotony or sameness, then the whole
mind would be as one faculty, and the brain as a

single organ, instead of being complex as Phre
nology declares or demonstrates it to be.
Faculties or organs are distinct—have definite

limits in the cranium, for the same reason that
Nature's attributes are perfectly distinct.
Are not the attributes Form and Size perfectly

distinct with respect to each other Form is one
thing; size, another; color, another—there is no

blending of one into the other. So with the phre
nology—one organ has as definite an existence
from another as one attribute of Nature is dis.
tinct from another, and why not
Indeed, the phrenology is a prototype of Nature

—organ or faculty for attribute or principle of

Nature; and therefore we must look to the con
stitution of external life and being to find a solu
tion to the philosophy of Phrenology.

-

IRAvRNNA,O.

- -º-º-º-º
Business Reviving.—We are happy to see

that business is again reviving. Our people
who at first regarded the issue of the war
with some doubt and misgivings, have come to

the conclusion that the country is becoming
safer every day; and are plucking up courage
enough to let their money go out from its
hiding-place once more. The consequence is

a revival of business; one man's example
starts another, so that in a very short time our
merchants, mechanics, and artisans will be at

their work again as diligently as ever. This
will help very much to blunt the sharp edge of

war, and instead of being gloomy and anxious
spectators of the fight, we shall be doing

something toward insuring the success of our
brave army. He who runs may read the signs

of returning prosperity, so plain are they, and
not the least significant evidence of the fact we
have above stated, may be found in the in
creasing number of new business advertise
ments. There is no surer index to the busi
ness of a community than the columns of a

daily paper published in it. When it is

prosperous, everybody else is doing well, and
the reverse is equally true.-------
POSTAGE O N THE J O U R.N.A. L.
WE are informed by a subscriber that the new

postmaster of his place charges more postage on

the Journal than he has formerly paid, and he

asks us to publish the legal postage.
On the PHRENoLogical Journal, any distance

in the United States, California, Oregon, and
Washington Territory included, the postage is six
cents a year, if paid in advance for the year, at

the office where received, not in New York, or one
cent a number, which is twelve cents a year, if

paid on receipt of each number.
The postage on the WATER-CURE Journal is

the same.
To Canada and other British North American

Provinces, the postage is the same—six cents a

year, payable in New York instead of at the office
where received. Subscribers in the Provinces will
therefore send six cents in addition to their sub
Scription, to pay postage to the lines.

0 0 (ſºrrt spumhtmts.

J. W. W.-It would afford me great pleasure to

see in theJournal the phrenologicalcharacter of Clay,Webster,Calhoun, and Burritt, the learnedblacksmith;
also,whether a certainvocationwill change or modifythetemperamentof an individual.
Ans. We frequentlyhave lettersaskingwhy wedo not

publishsuchmen as you mention,but, of course,suchin
quiriescomefrom personswho have not readtheJour
NAL, as manyhave done,frºm the beginning. Clay we
published in 1842,Burritt in 1889,Webster,Calhoun,and
others,from1-89 to 1848.Were we to re-publishthese to

accommodatenewreaders,theoldsubscribersmight.com
plain that we were keepingour pages in the Journal
filled with topics not interesting to themselves,since in

their filestheyhavethesamematter. When wepublish

ed Clay, Webster,Calhoun,andothers of theirera,they
were in the flush and glow of their effortsand achieve
ments; now we puºlish such men as Scott,McClellan,
Banks,BishopHughes,and o hers,whoseconnectionwith
theincidentsand interests of thedaytend to makethem,
we think, morevaluable to the readerthan patriots of a

formergenerationcouldbe. Nevertheless,we may at

somefuturetime think proper to insertoccasionallysome
portraits of thedistinguishedmenreferredto, for theben
efit of therisinggeneration.
Yes, a change of occupationwill modify the temper

ament.

A. J. M.–What physical and mental peculiari
ties would you ascribe to a temperamentin which the
Bilious andLymphatictemperamentsdecidedlypredomi
nateovertheNervousandSanguine?
Ans. The mentalpeculiaritieswhich wewouldascribe

to such a personwould depend upon the shape of bis
heud. The physical qualitieswhich such a temperament
indicatesare toughnessand moderation,enduranceand
coolness;and,with a well-balancedhead,thesequalities
wouldbeexhibited in the mentalmanifestations.When
highly aroused,thepersonwould exhibit great force,but

it wouldrequiremuchexcitement to call himout.

B s—Yes, w
e

shall be glad to have you write
articlesſor theJouan AL.

-
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THE HIPPopo TAMUs.

A PERson AL inspection of the hippopotamus
may be had, for the present, at Barnum's famous
Museum, in this city, where one is being exhibited,

a pretty fair likeness of which we give above.
This animal was captured on the Nile, 2,000 miles
above Cairo.
We have frequent opportunities of seeing many

of the huge animals of foreign countries, but those
who neglect the present opportunity to see a live
hippopotamus, can judge of their chances of ever
seeing one from the fact that this is the first one
seen alive in America, and none were exhibited in

Europe since the time of the Emperor Gordian III.,

in Rome, in the third century, until 1850, when
one was presented to the British Zoological So
ciety, by order of Abba Pasha. Viceroy of Egypt.

It arrived in London in May, 1850, at which time

it was supposed to be only about ten months old—

it was then seven feet long and six and a half feet
girth in the middle of the body. It is still compar
atively young, and has not attained its full growth.
The hippopotamus is found in its native state

inhabiting Africa. By the colonists of the Cape

of Good Hope it is generally termed the sea-cow.
The average length of the male from the end of

the nose to the tip of the tail (the latter being
about a foot long) is fourteen feet, but they have
been known to be much larger. . The girth is

nearly equal to the length, and the height at the
shoulders between five and six feet; the aperture
of the mouth is about two feet wide, and the tusks
are more than a foot long. The body is in form
between that of an over fed pig and a fartened ox,
and supported by four short stout limbs. The
nose is broad and truncated, and the nostrils, on
the end and cºpable of protrusion so that the
animal may breathe when all the body is under
water, may be closed during submersion. Its eyes
are prominent, and adapted for use either under

or out of water. The color, when the skin is dry,

is a reddish gray, brownish on the back and
lighter beneath; underwater the colors are various
shades of blue. The female is smaller than the
male and is lighter colored. They spend most of

their time in water, lolling about in a dreamy
manner, frolicking like a-porpoise or wallowing
like a hog. They frequently pass all day in the
ocean near the mouths of rivers. They come on
land chiefly in night, and eat the soft succulent
grasses on the banks. Though clumsy on land
their motions in the water are graceful and rapid.
They are gregarious, and both sexes delight to

congregate at all seasons of the year in small
herds. They can remain under water walking on
the bottom of rivers for some time. They are
generally playful, peaceful, and inoffensive when
undisturbed, but savagewhen assailed or wounded.
Its sagacity, though inferior to the elephant, is

considerable.
They are hunted for their flesh, which resembles

pork; for the speck or layer of fat just under the
skin; for their teeth, which are valuable as articles

of trade; and for their tough skin, which is made
into shields, and helmets, and whips Their vorac
ity is very great. For further information relative

to this animal, reference may be had to “Apple
ton's Encyclopedia,” and to the works of Cumming,
Andersson, Livingston, and other travelers, in

Central and Southern Africa. A
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3 httrfistments.
AdvKRTIs EMENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesenttothePublishersonor be
fore the10thof themonthpreviousto the one in which
theyaretoappear. Announcementsfor thenextnumber
shouldbesentin atonce.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.

T II E IN D E P E N D E N T .
PUBLISHER'S NOTICES,

ºr G REAT PREM IUM. Lºal
WE HAVE CONCLUDED AN ARRANGEMFNT by

which we nowoffertoanyoldsubscribera Premiumof a
copy of

WEBSTER'S ABRIDGED DICTIONARY,
Counting-IIouseEdition,containingnearly five hundred
pages,forthe nameof everynewsubscriberfor one year
sent us with two dollars. The price of the Dictionary
alone at the book-storesis $1 fo The bookwill bede
livered at our office,or be sentby expressas desired.
We are happytosaythatweshall beable to sendor de
liver this premiumimmediatelyºn receiptof the order,
with themoney,asthe AbridgedEditionof Webstercan
be manufacturedmuch fasterthan his very large Una
bridged“Pictorial Quarto.” Every familynow receiving
The Independent should havea copyof Webster'sDic
tionary. he nameof one new subscribersentuswith
$2wili insurethereceiptofthis invaluablebook(Abridged
Edition) asa present. Reader,sendus-yourorder.

A GREAT REWARD FOR LITTLE PAINS.
Any personwhowill sendtothe officeof THE INDE

PENDENT the namesof five new subscribersfor one
ear, or one newsubscriberfor five years,withTen Dol
ars (being two dollarsa yearfor eachsubscription),will
receiveasagift a haudsomecopyof

-

WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY,
Pictorial Edition,containingfifteenhundredengravedIl
lustrations.
This is thebesteditionof thebestDictionaryof theEn

glish language. Its priceat thebook-storesis six dollars
and a half. Every farmer should have a copy in hishouse,everymerchantin his store,every lawyer in hisoffice,everyministerin his study. Nobodycan aſſord to
be withoutWebster’sDictionary. Ask fiveof your friends
to subscribefor THE INDEPENDENT for oneyear,or
one friend tosubscribefor fiveyears,andyouwill receive
this beautifulvolumeasa freegift.

T H E IN D EP E N D E N T.
ºxy- WIDEST CIRCULATING_WEEKLY RELIG

IOUS NEWSPAPER IN THE WORLD -º
SPECIALcontributoR8.

ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING.
MRS. HARRIET BEECHER STOWE.
G tºACE GREEN WOOD.
EDNA DEAN PROCTOR.
JOHN G. WHIT rib.R.
JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.
REW HENRY WARD BEECHER.
HORACE GREELEY.
WILLIAM M EVARTS.
REW. S.TEPHEN H. TYNG, D.D.
WILLIAM ALLEN BUTLER.
REW. THEODORE L. CUYLER,
REW. GEORGE D. CHEEWER. D.D.
REW. ROBERT M HATFIELD.
BAY ARD TAYLOR.
JOHN BI inELOW.
WILLIAM PAGE, Artist.

The contributionsof thesewriters,togetherwith tho
S E R M ON S

or
REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER,

which are publishedexclusively in The Independent,
make an attractive,instructive,and valuablenewspaper,unsurpassedbyanyotherin thecountry.

TERMs—TwoDollars a Year.
All moneysentin registeredlettersmaybe considered

at our ri-k.
Specimennumberssentgratis. Address

JOSEPH. H. RICHARDS,
Publisher of TheIndependent,
No. 5 BeekmanStreet,New York.

FOR SALE BY NEWS AGENTS.

Books.
Persons at a distancewishing to procure any book

advertised in our Journals, by remittingus the amount
of theprice of thebook in moneyor postagestamps,will
have it promptlyforwardedbymail, freeof postage.
Address FOWLER AND WELLS,

308Broadway,NewYork.

A MERICAN PHR, ENO LOGIC A. L J O U RNA. L.

ºve. --
BoyNto N's IMPR over SELF

Clearing,Self-Packing,Gas-TightVentilatingFURNACE.
Four sizes,Nos. 8, 9, 10.11. PatentedAugust 22,1854.
Adaptedtoall classesof Public andPrivate Buildings.
The aboveFurnacehasnowbeenthoroughlytestedfor

the last five yearsin nearlyall partsof theUnitedStates
and British Provinces,andis nowadmittedto beunrival
ed in pointofpower,durability,economy,simplicity,and
all thosequalitiessoessentialin a Hot Air Furnace.
The provisionmadein thisFurnacefor theselfclearing

of theradiator,andtheself-pack’ngof thejoints, aretwo
verystrongpointsin its favor aboveeveryother ſurnace
in the market. Another very importantfeatureof this
Furnace is foundin thesmall numberof joints, their position,and themannerof theirconstruction.By referring
to the abovecut,it will beseenthe onlyjoints are those
wheretheradiatorconnectswith thebody,and the body
wih thepot,and thesearesofar belowthetopof thera
diatorastobefreefrompressure. Thesejoints arepack
ed insideandout andaremadeperfectlygas-tight. The
form of thesecastingsis such,that they are not in the
leastliable tocrack,and theyaremade thickerthanany
furnace in the market. It is alsoverylow, which is an
othergreat recommendationfor it, especiallywhenset in
low cellars. *

This Furnace is well adapted to the use of BituminousCoal,and has been successfullyintroduced at theWest
the past three years. We areprepared to fill ordersfor
themat shortnotice.

RICHARDSON, BOYNTON & Co.,
260Canal-st., a fewdoorseast of Broadway,New York.

FowleR AND weLLs Journals.
Enlarged and Improved. Price not Increased.
Postmasters,Clergymen,Teachers,and othersare re

quested to act as AgentsandgetClubsfor ourJournals:
THE ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN

PHRENOLOGICAI, JOTTRINAL
AND LIFE II.LUSTRATED.

WATER-CURE JOURNAL,
A GUIDE TO HEALTH.

These Journals commenceNew Volumeswith July,
andhavebeenenlarged,giving now in each

24 Pages Monthly, instead of 16.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:

Singlecopy,monthly,oneyear..................... $1 00
Ten copies, to separateaddre-ses, if desired......... 5 00
Any personsendingFive Dollarsfor ten copieswill be

entitled to a eatra copygrotis. Add six cents a year
for eachsubscriber in theBritish Provinces to paypostage. Specimenssentfree.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

Agents wantedeverywhere, to sell our publications.
Sendfor ourWholesaleList and ConfidentialCircular.

.4 JVew Edition of
How To GET A PATENT.

This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees
has undergone a thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law Entire,

in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.

Fowlert AND WELLs,
808 Broadway, New York.
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GUT TA - P E R C II A

C E M E N T R O O F I n G.
JOHNS & CROSLEY,

Trip:
ChEAPK ST and
most DURABLE
ROOFING in use.
Firz andWATER
Phoof. Applied
to New and Old
Roofs of all kinds,
and sent to all
parts of the coun- NEW YORK.
try,withfull direc
tionsſoruse. Send for a Circular.
TIN andotherMETAL ROOFS coatedwith GUTTA

PERCHA CEMENT; and LEAKY ROOFS of all kinds
repaired,andwarrantedperfectlywater-tight, at a trifling
expense.

8 o L E M A N UFA GT U R E R 8
,

78 WILLIAM STREET,
CoENERLIBERTYST.,

JOriNS & CROSLEY’s

A M E R I C A N C E M E N T G L U E,
For CementingWood, Leather,Glass, Ivory, Porcelain,
China, etc.,etc. The only article of the kind ever pro
ducedwhich is notaffectedbywater.

Wholesale WAREHouse:

78 WILLIAM STREET, CORNER LIBERTY ST.

VALUABLE Books For FARMERs.
GRAssesAND PLANTs. Their NaturalHistory. By
CharlesL. Flint ................... ........... . $1.25

Milch Cows ANDDAIRY FARMING. By Charles L.

Flint. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
AMERICANFRUIT CULTURIsr. By John Thomas... 1 25
Hobsk ANDHis Diseases. By RobertJennings... 1 25AgriculturAL CHEMISTRY.ByJas. F. W. Johnston 1 50CHEMistry iN Its APPLICATIONSTo AGRICULTURE
AND PHYSIology............... ... 1 00

DADDon the Diseasesof CATTLE. ... 1 25Countity Life BY Copeland............... - 2 25
NokTH AMERICANINsects. By B. Jaeger......... 1 vs
Uses ANDAbuses of AIR. By Griscom........ ... 1 00
ANNUAL REGISTERFor 186". By J. J. Thomas.... 30
EveRY MAN HIs Own Lawyer................... 1 25
Mysteries of BEE-KEEPINGExplaiNED. By M.Quinby. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25
OURFARMor Four Ackes,andtheMoneyweMadeby it.......... - - --- - - - - -- - -- - - --- - --- - - -- -- ---- -- 0 60
PEAR Culture. Its Propagation,Planting, Cultivation,etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25
CATECHISMof CHEMISTRY......................... 0 30
DomEstic ANDORNAMENTALPoulthy. With sixty
fiveoriginal Portraits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 1 25
By mail, post-paid,on receipt of price.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

THE EDUCATOR.—DEvoTED To
Education, andthe MENTAL,MoRAL,and Physical De
velopment of Man. Every teachershouldread it. Every
yount manandwomanshouldread it. Every physician,preacher,and studentshould read it. It aims to make
menwiser,healthier,andbetter. Its circulationhasbeen
increasedbyfee hundredadditionalsubscriberssincethe
last issue. The next numberwill be enlargedand im
provedeveryway. Publishedtwice a month, at $1 00 ayear in advance. Address

REW. A. R. HORNE, Quakertown,Pa.

BAKER, SMITH & Co., Sol E PRO
prietorsand Manufacturers of BAKER'S SIMPLIFIED

A PPARATUS, for WarmingandVentilatingPrivateDwellings,etc.,by Low PressureSteam.t?" DescriptivePamphletsfurnishedgratuitouslyonapplication.

G
.
A S A N D S T E A M FITT IN G
.
A. N
.
D
.

REPAIRING,
Only ManufactoryandOffice—Nos.180and182CENTRESTREET, New York.

By mail, 80 cents.

OUR FARM of Four ACREs,
ANDThe

MONEY WE MADE BY IT.
Fow L E R A N D w E L L S,

808Broadway,New York.

NEW

ELECTRo-GALvANic BATTERY,
celeraratrio Fog.The cutting or

NERWOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
ANDsimilar Diseases,

WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.

PRICE,$10.
FOW LER AND WELLs,

80sBroadway,New York.—=3;
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How To RISE IN THE WoRLD.
—Young men should be temperate,active, courteous,
prompt,careful,persevering,honºrable,hoºt, respect
ful,generous,andshouldthoroughly“Know Themselves.”
fºrenology teachesself-knowledge,and with it all, the
Christian graces,togetherwith the modus operandi ofrising in theworld.
Hon. Horacº. MANNsays: “I lookuponPhrenologyas

theguideto Philosophyandthehandmaidof Christianity.
whoever disseminatestruePhrenologyis a public bene
factor.”
Rev. HENRYWARD BEECHERsays: “If a man wishes

to know practicallywhat he is madeup of; if a man
wishesaknowledgeof humannaturefordefinitepractical
purposes,thereis nosystemwhichwill aid himin acquiring that knowledgelike thesystemof Phrenology. Prae
tical instructions,with written descriptionsof character,
iven dailybg§§§ 'AND WELLS,808 Broadway,NewYork.

N E W E D IT I O N S :

For
HOME IMPROVEMENT.

THow TO WIRITE;
New Pocket MANUAL or CompositionAND,Lºtter
BITING. Just thethingfor everybodywhowrites—
BUSINEssLETTERs, LovE LETTER5,
FAMILY LETTERs, NotES ANDCARDS,AND
FRIENDLYLETTEes, NEWSPAPERARTICLF8;

or anythingelse. No youngmanor youngwomanin thecountrycanafford to bewithoutthis popularand indis
pensablelittlemanual. Price 80cents; muslin,50cents.

THI O W T O TALK;
A New Pocket MANUALof Conversation ANDDEBATF.
Exceedinglyusefultoeveryonewhowouldtalk

CoRREorly, IN DEBAtingSocIETY,
FLUENtly, AND At PUBLIC MEETINGS,
ELoqueNTLY: ON ALL OCCAS10N8.
Probablyno work in the English languagecontainsso

muchusefulmatteron this subject,in so small a space;
an interestingbookto read. Price 30c.; muslin,50cts.

THow TO THEHAVE:
A New Pocker MANUALof REPUBLICANETIQUETTEAND
Guide to Correct PERsonal HABITs. If youdesire to
know whatGoodMannersrequire
At Home, IN CoNversATIon,
At A PARTY, IN Teaveling,
At Chuncil, IN THECoMPANYof LADIEs,
At TABLE, IN Coultrship.

This is thebookyouwant. The Mºrror pronouncesthis
“the mostcompletethingof thekindwehaveeverseen.”A standardwork onmanners. Price thesame.

EHow TO TXO BUSI
NEss: A New PookET MANUALof Practical Affairs,and
Guide to Successin thevarious Pursuitsof Life. Indis
pensable—

IN THECounting-Room, Fon THECLERK,
IN THESToRE, Foh The APPRENTICE,
ON THE FARM, FoE THE FARMER-Boy,
Evertywhere, FoE ALL BusinessMEN.
It teacheshowtochooseapursuit,howtoeducateone's

selffor it, andhow to follow it with certainsuccess.Same.
“How to Write,” “How to Talk,” “How to

Behave,” and “How to Do Business,” in paper
covers, $100, or bound in one large, handsome
gilt volume, prepaid by post, for $1 50.
Address, FOwLER & WEI, LS,

808Broadway,New York.
AGENTsandBooksellens, in everyneighborhood,may

dowell byengaging in thesale of theNew HAND-Books.

THE PHRENoLogical, BUST,
designedespeciallyfor Learners; showing
the exact location of all theOrgansof the
Brain, fully developed,which will enableevery one to study thesciencewithoutan
instructor. It maybepackedandsentwith
safety by express, or as freight(notbymail)

to any part of the world. Price, including
box for packing,only $1 25.

FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
“This is one of themostingeniousinventions of theage.

A castmade of plaster of Paris,thesize of thehumanhead,
on which theexactlocationof eachof the Phrenological'i'. is represented,fullydeveloped,withall thedivisions
and classifications.Thosewhocannotobtaintheservices

of a professormaylearn, in a very short time,from this
modelhead,thewholescience of Phrenology, so fºr as the
ocations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. Y. 19ailySun.&=>––––––

Now WITHIN REACH of ALL.

sºfºrºg
ATED"> T_cEleºeless

SEWING MAGHINES.
FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,

495BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agencies in all theprincipal Cities and Towns in the

UnitedStates.
The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine Companyare

nowmanufacturing,and haveon exhibition at their dif
ferentsalesrooms,machinesmakingtheShuttle or Lock
Stitch, of thesamepatternsand at thesameprices as their
celebratedGrover & BakerStitchMachines,thusaffording
theº: theadvantage of comparingthestatenesof the
two leadingmachinesandexercisingtheir own judgment

as to their respectivemerits. This is theonly company
thatmanufacturesbothkinds of machines,and therefore
theonly onethatcanofferthisprivilege to thepurchaser.

GEORGE L. CANNoN, DEALER IN

HOT AIR FURNACES, PortABLE HEATERs,WATER
AND STEAMHEATINGAPPARATUs,KITCHENAND LAUN
DRY RANGES,REGISTERS,WENtilAtors Etc. REPAIRs
For THERAPPowAMRANGESANDFuRNAces. No.54 EAST
13th STREET, BETwerN BRoadway AND UNIVERSITY
PLACE, NEw Yoak. 12t.

$5 SAVED.—$1 27 PROCURES
Post-PAID SUBScBrbers. Patent Press and Book for°º businesslettersinstantlyandperfectly.

holesaleAgentsandCanvasserswanted.
For particulars,address,with stamp,
6tº J. H. ATWATER, Providence,R. I.

THE PHONOGRAPIIIc TEACH FR.
—A CompleteSystematicInstructor in theArt of Phonog

"º: or Short-Hand.Thisbook explains, in a mannereasilyunderstood,theprinciples of Phonography,and to impartthoroughinstrue
tion in the art withoutthe aid of an oral teacher. Pho
nography is themostsimpleandnaturalshort-handever
invented. By theaid of it anyonecaneasilywrite out a

speech, or a sermon. as it is being delivered. Phonog
raphy is a highlyusefulacquirement to any young man,
nomatterwhatbusinesshemayselect. Prepaidby mail,
for45cents,by
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

A REMARKABLE Book.
HINTs rowARDPhysical PERFEction: or, The Philoso
}. of Human Beauty: showing How to Acquire and
etain Bodily Symmetry,Health, and Vigor, SecureLong Life, andAvoid theInfirmitiesand Deformities of

Age. By D
.

H. Jacques.
This is an original and deeplyinterestingwork,replete

with wonderfulfactsand importantdeductions,and pre
sentingmanynovel applications of the highesttruths of

Physiology, Hygiene, Mental Science,and Esthetics to

HumanPhysical Improvement. Our author is no quack,
butanearnestandsinceredisciple of Science,and it is in

the light of a rational Philosophy,and not in a spirit
of charlatanism,that he hereshows us how the phys
ical regeneration of theracemay be brºughtabout—now
man may becomestrong, active, efficient—in a word,
manly; howwomanmayrejºice in thefullness of health
and freshness,andagornherselfwithall thecharmswhich
properlybelong to hersex; and howthechild, well-born
andwell-matured,maygrow up into the ripenedbeauty
of perfectmanhoodor womannood. Everybodyshould
readthe book,for everybody is (or should be)deeplyin
terested in themomentoustopics so boldlyand at thesame
time so chastelyanddelicatelyoiscussed in it; but,while

it commendsitself to all, it has especialclaims upon the
attention of woman,whethermaiden,or wile and inother.
Illustratedwith morethantwentyplates,and numerous

wood-cuts

• A newedition is nowready. Price $1.
FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

EDUCATION CoMPLETE. — CoN
TAINING Physiology,Animal andMental; Memoryand
IntellectualImprovement,andSelf CultureandPerfection

of Character. With Illustrations. One large volume.
Price $2. FOWLER AND WELLS,

308Broadway,New York, Publishers.
“‘Self-Made, or NeverMade,' is themotto of theauthor.

This is a capitalwork,and, in our opinion,thebest of the
kind in theEnglish language. No individual can read a

page of it without being improvedthereby. We wish it

were in the hands of 5. Foungman andwoman in

America.”—Common-SchoolJournal.

NEW EDITION.

- - º

Anatomical and Physiological
JPL-A-TIES

By R. T. TRALL, M.D. Price $12.
Theseplateswerepreparedexpresslyfor lecturersand

teachers, as well as for students. They representall of

the organsandprincipal structures of thehumanbody in

situ, and of the size of life. Every familyought to have

a set,andeveryman,woman,andchild ought to be fami
liar with the wonderfulstructuresand functionswhich
they so admirablyillustrate. There are six in the set, as

follows:
The Heart and Lungs.-No. 1 presents a frontview

of the lungs, heart,stomach,liver, gall-bladder,larynx,thymusandparotidglands,commoncarotidarteriesandjugular vein; also of *... al portions of thebowels,
and cawlor omentum. oloredas in Life.
Dissections.—No. 2 is a completedissection of the

heart,exhibiting its valvesand cavities,and thecourse of

theblood. The largearteriesandveins of theheart,lungs,
andneckare displayed,with thewindpipe and its bron
chial ramifications:alsotheliver with itsgall-bladderandducts; the pancreas;the kidneyswith their uretersaud
blood-vessels;thedescendingaorta, or largeartery of the
chestandabdomen,with its branchesinto the right and
left iliac arteries:theascendingvenacava, or greatvein of

theabdomenandthorax; theuterusand itsappendages—ovaries,fallopiantubes,roundandbroadligaments,etc.
Nervous System.—No. 3. Side view of the brain,

heart,lungs,liver, bowels,uterus,and bladder. Also the
varioussubdivisionsof thebaseofthebrain,withthewhole
length of thespinalcord,showingtheorigin of all thecere
bro-spinalnerves. Very useful to physicians,phrenologists,teachers,lecturers,andothers.
The Eye and the Ear.—No.4. The anatomy of the

eyeandear, representingthearrangements of theminuteblood-vessels,nerves,andotherstructuresconcerned in the
functions of seeingandhearing. Beautifullycolored.
Pigestion.—No. 5. The alimentarycanal completeexhibitingthoexactsize,shape and arrangementsof the

structures especiallyconcerned in digestion, re., the
mouth,throat,tongue,esophagus,sºmº, smallandlarge
intestines,with the liver, gall-bladder,and the biliaryducts; also the internal structure of the kidneys, and a

beautifulrepresentation of the lacteal absorbentsandglands,thoracicduct,and theirconnectionswith the tho
racicarteriesandveins. Colored to representLife.
Circulation–Skin.—No. 6. The lobes of the lungs

andcavities of theheart,valves,etc.,withthelargevessels
of thecirculation;also a minutedissection of thestructures
of theskin—thesebaceousfollicles,sweatglands,etc.—ex
hibitingtheextentand importance of the greatdepurat
ing function of the surface. The mostnatural and best
evermade.
Every lecturer,teacher,andphysicianshouldhave a set.

Price for thewholeset,beautifullycoloredand mounted,
$12 We donotsellsingleplates. Address,

F0 W L E R A N D w E L L S.,
308 Broadway,New York.

REPORTERs' PHONoGRAPHIC Books.
Hon. T. H

.

BExtoxsaid,“HadPhonoenarmybeenknown43yearsago, it wouldnaveRavel»air.20.YrarisHartoLaBoh.”
The Reporter'sManual, to followthe Phon.Teacher 60
Manual of Phonography.Exerc'sinterpagºd.Pitman 60

Reporter’sCompanion.Guide to VerbatimReport’g 1 (0
PhonographicTeacher. A TreatiseonTeach'gPhon. 1 00History of Shorthand in the ReportingStyle... . . . . . 75
PhonographicReader. Companion to PnonoManual 25

New MannersBook. Correspondingstyle.......... 75
PhonographicTeacherfor Beginners. By Webster. 45
American Manual of Phonography. By Longley... 50
PhonographicCopyBook, with MoroccoCovers.
Blank CopyBook,Ruled,withoutCover
The AmericanPhoneticDictionary. By Smalley... 4 00
The Book of Psalms in ReportingStyle. By Pitman 1 00

The abovebookswill besent,prepaid,by return of the
FIRST MAIL, on receipt of price.
FOWLER AND WELLs, 308Broadway,New York.

A Dozen REASONs
WIIY EVERY BODY SHOULD READ THE

WATER - C U R E J O U R N A L.
Because it teachesyouhow to recoverHealth.
Because it teachesyouhow to avoidDisease.
Because it unfoldsthe truescience of HumanLife.

It explainstheLaws and Conditions of Health;It enablesyou to dispensewithall DrugMedicines.

It enablesyou in mºstcases to be yourown Physician.
Its doctrinespromoteTemperance in all things

It tends to thecorrection of all Injurious habits.
Is influence in society is in all respectsReformatory.

10. Its teachingsbenefiteverybodyand injure no one.
11. It advocatestheonlypossiblebasisfor theenduring

prosperityandimprovement of theHuman Race.

12
.

Because it wasthefirstjournal in theworld to bring
beforethe º: a knowledge of the true or Hygienic
System of theHealingArt.
Publishedmonthlyfor $1 a year; tencopiesfor$5.
AGENTS WANTED. Specimenssenton application.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

——s-Bº.
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READY R00 FING, AT HALF THE PRICE OF TIN.

WILL LAST TWICE AS LONG.
Requiresonlytobe nailed down. HEAVIEST WOWEN MATERIAL EVER USED FOR ROOFING. Put upon

rolls andshippedto all partsof thecountry.

tº" Samplessentby Express,or a small piecefor two stampsby mail.
G UT T A P E R C H A R O OF 1 N G C 0 MH P A NY,

PHRENOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS,
HHHH HHHII settingforthall the strongandweak
HH HH pointsof character and disposition,
HH HH what to encourageand what to reHH HH strain
###H# ".
HH HH Will Aid Young Menhiri HH

HHHH HHHH just startingin life, who are full of
zeal,strength,and courage,and yet

EEEEEEEEEEE| havelittleexperience

# E *|In Governing their Passions,
##### and bringing their moral and intel
EE EE lectual powers into the ascendant,EE EE thereb lifyingt

EEEEEEEEEEE erebyqualifyingthemfor

AA Selecting Proper Pursuits,

A. * in whichtheirabilitiescanbeusedto
A. AA thebestadvantage,and their defects
AAAAA mosteffectuallyovercome,thussecur
A. * ing thebestresultsof theirefforts,

Af **Al And Gaining Honor and
Happiness.

PRRDDPºp Theseexaminationsare givenver
InD DD bally,withall thecandorandfaithful
#3 *H, nessof confidentialcommunications,
Idio Idd and,whendesired,
Idio DD - - - -
DD DD Full Written Descriptions
DDDDDDD

aremade,accompaniedby abookor
SSSSSS chartwithillustrationsof theorgans,

8§s sº,S largeandsmall,withfull instructions
SSS8 how to cultivate and direct every
SSSSS facultyandemotion,

SSSSSS sºstº rowinhº,SSSSSS 808 Broadway.

S Y R IN G E S.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!

We would callyour particular
attention to our improved Syr
inge, here illustrated, which is
highly recommended by Pro
fessors in Medical Colleges,
and has received encomiums
from the Faculty and others
who have examined, used it,

and pronounced it the most perfect instrument
of its kind ever introduced to the public.
Persons subject to ConstipATIon will derive

great benefit from the daily use of this Syringe,
and effect a radical cure of the difficulty, as well
as avoid the constant use of Cathartics, which will
afford only temporary relief, and debilitate, while
the injection acts as an invigorant.

All Instruments warranted to give
perfect satisfaction.

Price, $1 50. Prepaid by mail, $2.
Twenty per Cent, discount, when ordered by

the dozen, and to go by express or as freight.
Extra Elastic Bulbs sent by mail for 60 cents.44 4t Tubes *- &4 25 44

FowlkR AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

23 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS.
Fow LER AND WELLs’

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY
Our patentbusinessis conductedby Mr. Thomas P.

How (authorof thewell-knownand popular synopsisofpatentlaw, “How toGeta Patent”),aidedbyanableandexperiencedcorpsof assistants,bothat homeandabroad.
ELEven yearsof experience(on the partof Mr. How) in
thebusiness,and theresidenceatWashingtonof aneminentlycarefuland efficientexaminingagent,formerlyemployed in the United StatesPatent Office,and familiar
with its details, enableus to offer to inventorsunusual
facilitiesfor the transactionof theirbusiness. When it is
consideredthat a patentof ordinaryvalue is worth sev
eral housandsof dollars,it is unnecessaryto saythat the
carefulmanagementofan applicationthereforis a matter
of greatimportancetothe inventor,especiallywhen it is
known thathundredsofapplicationsare rejectedentirely
in**** of not beingproperlypreparedand pre
sented. To performthis service in a mannersafeto theinventor,requiresa thoroughknowledgeof patentlaw, a
clearperceptionandunderstandingof mechanicalaction,yearsof experienceandcarefuldeliberativeconsideration.
Our patentbusinesshas beenunder its presentmanage
mentsincethelatterpart of the year1866,duringwhich
timeit hasincreasedtoseveraltimes its previousmagnitude,and a largeportion of it latelyhasconsisted of casesinvolvingseverecontests,andthediscussionandsolution
of difficultanduntroddenquestions of patentlaw, both in

the Patent Officeand beforethe Judges of the United
StatesCircuitCourt.
Advice IN REGARDto THE Novelty ANDPATENTABIL

ITY of AN Investion

is givenfree of chargeupon receipt of sufficientdescrip
tion and sketch or model. In a majority of casesourknowledge of previousinventionsenablesus to givesatis
factoryinformation to inventorswithout the expense ofspecialsearch. -

PRELIMINARYExAMINATIons
are, however,made in caseswhich involve considerabledoubt,for theusual feeof fivedollars,except in casesof
extremeand unusualcouplication and difficulty. These
examinationsare carefully inade and elaboratelyreported.

APPLICATIONSFor PATENTs
are preparedby uswith great care,not only to obtain apatent,butalso to protectthe inventorswhenthe patent
shall havebeensecured. Particularattention is paid to

APPEALSANDINTERFERENCEs,
and difficult and contestedcasesof everyclass. Cases
which havebeenrejected,examined,andadvicegivenfor
the usual fee of five dollars. Many applicationswhich
havebeenrefusedeitherfromthewant of properpresent
ation, or from oversighton the part of thedepartmenmight with skillful managementby an experience
solicitorbe prosecuted to a successfulissue—afactwhich

is provedby constantexperience.
pplicationsforextensionsand reissues,additionalim

rovementsand caveats, promptly and carefully at
endedto.
Centrally located in our commercialmetropolis,andhavingan ableandexperiencedagent at theseat of Government,weareable to offermorethanusualfacilitiesfor

thetransaction of business in this country in relation to

patents; whileour arrangementsabroadenable us to se
cureforeignpatentson themostsatisfactoryterms. Our
presentarrangementsaresuchthatwehopefor thefuture

to keeppacewith thedemands of the public for our services,and it shall beour pº. toattendwith careandpromptness to thewants of inventors.Communications in

reference to inventions,patents, or patent law carefully
consideredandpromptlyattendedto.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
EVERY STUDENT AND CONVERSATIONIST needs
THE RIGHT WoRD IN THE RIGHT
PLACE: A Pocker DicrionARYor SYNoNYMs,Trch
NICALTERMs,ABBREv1ATIons,FoREIGNPHRAses,etc.,
etc.,with a Chapteron PunctuationandProof-Reading.
This is an indispensablecompanionforeverywriterandspeakerwho would say exactlywhat he means,and
neithermorenor less,andsay it in thebestway. Price,
50cents. FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

EMPLOYMENT—Active, INTEL
LIGENT YOUNG MEN, who have beenthrownoutof
situationsby the war, can hear of EMPLoyMENTwhich,
by properefforts,can be madeprofitable,by addressingHöß. AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

THE NEw HYDROPATHIC FAMILY
PHYSICIAN-A MedicalAdviser andReady Prescriber,
with references to the Nature,Causes,Prevention,and
Treatment of Diseases,Accidents,andČasualties of every
kind; with a Glossary,Table of Contents,and Index;
thewholeIllustratedwith nearlyThreeHundredEngrav.
ings and Colored Frontispieces. By Joel Shew, M.D.
One large Volume of 820pages,substantiallybound in

library style. Published by Fowleh AND Wells, 80sBroadway,New York. This greatwork contains:

I. ANAtomical, Physiological, AND Hygir Nro Dis
skirtations. Illustratedwith numerousengravings.
II. THE NATURE or DiskAse,Physiologicallyand Pa

thologically considered; Rules for Management in theSick-room.
III. A Description of thevariousDiseases to which the

HumanBody is subject,withmethods of Prevention and
CURE,on HydropathicPrinciples.
IV. MANAGEMENT or Wounds, Hemorrhages, FeacTUBEs,Dislocations, ScALDs,BURNs, Poisox1Ng,andotherPhysicalCalamities. Illustrated.
V. This Disnasksof FEMALEs,withAdvice andDirec

tions for Hoºk, TREATMENTconcerningMenstruation,Pregnancy,Childbirth,and theManagement of Infants.
VI. THE WATER-CUREPRocessesfully illustratedand

explained; Temperature of Baths,andthe Philosophy of

theAction of Water upontheHumansystem.
VII. THE Effects of AIR, Exercise, AND DIET,withespecialreference to thetreatment of chronicdiseases.
VIII. THE DR"g-PRActicecontrastedwithHydropathic

and PhysiologicalTreatment.
IX: HYDeoPATuio Establish MENTs; their Location,Formation,and RightManagement.
“The New HydropathicFamily Physician” is themost

elaborateand completepopular work on the subject.Every family shouldhave a copy.
Price, deliveredfree, or with postageprepaid by mail,

only#2.50. The amountmay be inclosed in a letter,anddirectedto
FOWLER AND WELLS,808 Broadway,New York.uº. ºneasino 49entswunted in everyCounty in alltº Nºlales.

WoRKs on HEALTH.
HYDROPATHIC ENCYCLOPEDIA. A CompleteSystem of Hydropathyand Hygiene. Illustrated
with300engravings. By R. T. Trall, M.D........ 33 00
FAMILY PHYSIGIAN, HYDROPATHIC. By

• Dr. Joel Shew. A new and invaluablework for
homepractice. Profuselyillustrated............. 2 50

CQNSUMPTION: Its Causes,Prevention,andCureby Water-Treatment. ByDr. Shew..............
CHILDREN : their HydropathicManagement in

IIealth andDisease. By F. Shew............... 1 25
ALCOHOL AND THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN.
Illustratedby a Diagram. By Prof. Youmans....

HINTS TOWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION:
or, The Philosophy of Human Beauty: Showing
How to Acquire and Retain Bodily SymmetryHealth,andVigor, Secure Long Life, and Avoid
the Infirmitiesand Deformities of Age........ .... 1 25

WATER-CURE IN CHRONIC DISEASE. An
Exposition of theCauses,Progress,and Termina
tions of variousChronic Diseases. By Dr. James
M. Gully......................................... 1 25

WATER AND VEGFTABLE DIET IN SCROF
ULA, CANCER, ASTHMA, etc. By Dr. Lamb. 88

WATER-CURE IN EVERY KNOWN DISEASE.
By Rausse. TranslatedfromtheGerman......... ss

DOMESTIC PRACTICE OF HYDROPATHY, with
ſiſteenengravedillustrations of importedsubjects,
fromDrawings. By Edward Johnson,M.D...... 1 25

HOME BOOK OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott...... 1 25
FORTY YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS OF
PILLS. By Dr. Alcott........................... 1 25

THE LAWS OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott.. .... 1 25
FIRESIDE GIFT. By Dr. Alcott................. 88
PHYSIOLOGY OF MARRIAGE. By Dr. Alcott... 88

COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE. By Dr. Alcott... 88

LETTERS TO A. YoUNG PHYSICIAN. By
James Jackson,M.D...................... -- -- - -- - 1 25
Sentbymail, pre-paid,on receipt of price.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

AN INFALLIBLE RE
CIPE for obtaining Rosy Cheeks and

Rosy Cheeks. Ruby Lips without the use of paint orlotions, may be found in HINTS TO
WARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION.
Price,$1,bymail.

Fowl.ER AND WELLs, 308 BroAD
WAY, New York, aredesirous of employingYoung Men
and Women in selling their Books, and canvassingfor
their publications. Those adapted for the businesscan
makegoodwages. For particulars,address as above. A§c —=>
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FULTON'S FIRST PAY.

AMong other anecdotes of the first experi
ments of Robert Fulton, the following is from
the pen of R. W. Haskins, of Buffalo:
“Some twenty years since, more or less—for
I can not fix the date with more certainty—I
formed the acquaintance, on a steamboat
on the Hudson River, of a gentleman who
on that occasion related to me some incidents

of the first voyage of Fulton to Albany, in
his steamboat, the Clermont, which I had
never met with elsewhere.
“I chanced,” said my narrator, “to be at

Albany on business when Fulton arrived there
in his unheard-of craft, which every one felt
so much interest in seeing. Being ready to
leave, and hearing that his craft was to return
to New York, I repaired on board and inquired
for Mr. Fulton.
I was referred to the cabin, and found there

a plain gentlemanly man, wholly alone and
engaged in writing.”
“Mr. Fulton, I presume.”
“Yes, sir.”
“Do you return to New York in this boat?”
“We shall try to go back, sir.”
“Can I have a passage down 2"
“You can take your chance with us, sir.”
“I inquired the amount to be paid, and after

a moment's hesitation, a sum, I think six
dollars, was named. The amount in coin I
laid in his open hand; and with an eye fixed

upon it, he remained so long motionless that I

supposed there might be some miscount, and
said to him, ‘Is that right, sir? This aroused
him as from a revery, and as he looked up at

me, the big tear was brimming in his eye, and
his voice faltered as he said, ‘Excuse me, sir;
but memory was busy as I contemplated this,

the first pecuniary reward I have ever received
for all my exertions in adapting steam to

navigation. I would gladly commemorate the
event over a bottle of wine with you, but I am
really too poor for even that just now ; yet I

trust we may meet again when this will not
be so.’” –G-e---
THE following decidedly original epitaph ap

pearson a tombstone, in the cemeteryattached to one of

our cities. The deceasedwas an engineeron theSt. L.,
A. and C. R.I., and used to drive an enzine famousfor
its speed. The epitaphwaswritten by himselfprevious
to his death:

“My enginenow is coldandstill,
No waterdoesmyboiler fill;
My cokeaffordsits flamenomore,
My days of usefulnessareo’er.
My wheelsdenytheirnotedspeed,
No moremyguiding handtheyheed;
My whistle—ithaslost its tone,
Its shrill andthrilling sound is gone.
My valvesarenowturownopenwide,
My flanges,all refuse to guide;
My clacks-alas! thoughonce so strong,
Refusetheiraid in thebusythrong.
No more I feeleachurgingbreath,
My steam is nowcondensed in death;
Life's railwayo'er,eachstationpassed,
In deathI’m stopped,and rest at last.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~

[Oct., 1861.
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VENTILATION OF ROOM S.

THE ventilator consists of a pipe, which is open

at the top, and is connected with the chimney flue
at the bottom of the room, as seen in the cut.

In rooms warmed by stoves, the supply of pure
air comes in at the windows and doors, and being
colder than the air of the room, falls to the floor,

as is represented in the cut by arrows without
feathered ends; as this cold air comes in contact
with the stove, the furniture, and persons in the
rooms, it becomesrarefied and rises to the ceiling,

as represented by the arrows with feathered ends.
On its way up it becomes impure by the exhala.
tions of our bodies and lungs, and, by the draft of

the chimney, is drawn off from the upper part of

the room down through the ventilator, and dis
charged into the chimney flue at the bottom of the
room. If it entered the flue at the top, it would
destroy the draft of the stove. In a room occu
pied by from three to six persons, the pipe should

be seven inches in diameter, if round; if oval (as

in the cut), ten by five inches, with a seven-inch
round pipe to connect it with the flue at the bottom

of the room. If the room is larger, eleven by five
and a half inches, connected with the flue by an
eight-inch round pipe, is none too large.

I have some thirty of them in operation, and
none fail to do well. Someof them have been in
use four years.

A round tin pipe, seven inches in diameter, costs
from $2 50 to $3; if oval, about $4.
All who have used it, prize it very highly. I

think it a better ventilator than an open fire-place.

It is not patented, and is free to all.

In rooms warmed by a furnace, the ventilation
should be from the bottom of the room, because
the supply air being heated, rises to the top of the
room before it is used. DAvid LYMAN.
MIDDLEFIELD,CT.,Aug. 23,1861.

UNGRATEFUL CHILDREN.—An Eastern proverb
which declares that there are no ungrateful chil
dren, is nearer the truth than it appears. It is

but another version of the Biblical maxim : Train
up a child in the way he should go, and when he
is old he will not depart from it. The parent who

does really train up a child in the way he should
go, is the parent who truly deserves the gratitude

of his child, and he is the only parent who can
hope to receive it in full measure. How many
parents there are who, after indulging their chil
dren's every desire, are sincerely astonished to

find them making no return of love and gratitude.
Gratitude! For what should they be grateful ?

For an impaired digestion ? For a will uncurbed 2

For an appetite unregulated 2 For a heart cold 2

For a mind empty 2 For hands unskillful ? For

a childhood wasted 2 For the chance of forming a

noble character lost 2 These are poor claims upon
the gratitude of a child. Bring up your child so

that, at mature age, he has a sound constitution,
healthy desires, an honest heart, a well informed
mind, good manners, and a useful calling, and you
may rely upon his making you such a rich return

of grateful affection as shall a thousand times re
pay you for the toil and self denial which such a

training costs No-there are no ungrateful chil
dren, when there is anything to be grateful for.

EducATIon.—Thewald thought it very unfair

to influence a child's mind by inculcating any
opinion before it should have come to years of

discretion, and be able to choose for itself. I

showed him my garden, and told him it was my
botanic garden. “How so f" said he, “it is all
covered with weeds.” “Oh,” I replied, “that is

because it has not yet come to its age of discretion
and choice. The weeds, you see, have taken the
liberty to grow, and I thought it unfair in me to

prejudice the soil in favor of roses or straw
berries.”—Coleridge. →ºg
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G E O R G E NIX ON BRIG. G. S.
PHRENoLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

THE late Governor Briggs had a predom
inance of the vital temperament, which gave

a healthy constitution and a free supply of

blood to the brain, and in his earlier days he
had a fresh, almost florid countenance. He
was a man of warmth, earnestness, and zeal,
but these elements were tempered by pru
dence and by a harmonious balance of body
and mind. As a speaker he was earnest, and
often pathetic, but he never lost the command
of himself or his subject.

His forehead was largely developed, indi
cating a strong and practical understanding.
He had a good memory of facts, and could al
ways command his knowledge when he most
needed it. He had an excellent knowledge of

character, understood mind and motive well,
and knew how to adapt himself to the people

in such a way as to call out from them that

PORT R A IT OF EX. - G O W. G E OR GE N. B. R. I.G. G
. S.

which was good, and to suppress and check
their opposing elements. He had a large de
velopment of Benevolence; the portrait shows

it, but the head itself indicated it still more
distinctly. The great height of the head
from the root of the nose indicates Benevo
lence, and as we trace backward to the middle

of the tophead, w
e

find Veneration to be large.

He was profoundly
religious and philan
thropical, had a strong

desire to worship,
and to do good to

God’s creatures.
His Self-Esteem

was rather low, and
the dignity which he
was able to evince
arose more from mo
ral uprightness and
intellectual compre
hension of his true
position than from
any feeling of arro
gance and personal
pride. He was plain

in his manners, sim
ple in his dress, open
and direct in his style

of expression, and
always able to im
press people and
meet them with that
strong, friendly spirit
which so distinguish
ed his character. Few
men have lived to ac
complish so much as

he, and been able to— do it with so little op
position; and few men who have taken so bold

a stand as he on the side of justice and human
ity have lived and died with so few enemies.
The organs in the side-head were not large,
indicating frankness and an amiable temper.
His desire for property was not very strong;
still, through economy and uncompromising
temperance, he was able, even in Washington,
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to save the greater proportion of his salary.
which laid the foundation of a considerable
property. It was said of him, during hi

s twelve

years' residence as a member of Congress,
that the dissipations of Washington society
never reached him. An energetic and efficient
Temperance advocate, he le

t

his light shine,
and in the midst of temptation, before which so

many strong men fall, he maintained his in
tegrity, and retired from that hot-bed of vice
and dissipation untarnished. His head shows
the friend, the honest man, the Christian,
philanthropist, and the thinker, and from such

a head we have a right to expect a character
almost, if not quite, without blemish. His
native State never had a purer patriot, a more
upright man, a more patriotic executive, or a

more unsullied judge.

BIOGRAPHY.

George Nixon Briggs was born in the town

of Adams, in the county of Berkshire, on the
12th of April, 1796. His father was a black
smith, who reared his family by the hard
labor of his hands. When George was seven
years old, his father removed from Adams to

Manchester, in the State of Vermont, where

he resided two years; from thence he re
moved to White Creek, Washington County,
N. Y., where he resided several years. At
thirteen years of age George went to learn the
trade of a hatter, and worked at it for three
years, though in a very irregular manner,
being the youngest person in the shop, and
therefore the general drudge. Returning
home, he went to an academy one year, which
constituted his “education,” according to a

much misapplied term.

In September, 1813, he returned to his na
tive village in Berkshire, with nothing but a

small trunk, slung on his back, containing his
scanty stock of clothing. He soon entered
the law office of Mr. Washburn, in Adams,

and began the study of his chosen profession.
He remained there one year, when he re
moved to Lanesboro’, in the same county, and
studied laboriously at his profession for four
years, at the end of which time he was con
sidered qualified to commence practice as a

lawyer in the courts; and accordingly, in

October, 1818, he was admitted to the bar of

the Common Pleas. At this time he was
twenty-two years old, and had been married
six months before the completion of his studies.
After having been admitted to the bar, he

removed from Lanesboro' to his native town

of Adams, where he put out his sign and
opened an office. He remained in Adams
five years, at the end of which time his busi
ness was such that he found it would be for
his advantage to reside at the shire town of the
county, and accordingly he removed again to

Lanesboro’, where he lived until the spring of

1842, when he removed to Pittsfield, where he
lived till his death. In spite of his deficiencies
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in early education, his natural acuteness, log- preside well was pre-eminent, and the con
ical powers, industry, and prepossessing man- sciousness on al

l

sides that this ability was
mers gave him an extensive law practice, and a

high reputation in the profession.

In 1830 he was elected to Congress, and
took his seat in the House of Representatives

in December, 1831. He was but thirty-four
years of age when he entered Congress.
Although at that time Berkshire was generally
regarded as a close district, such was the per
sonal popularity of Mr. Briggs, and the satis
faction felt with his services, that he was con
tinued in his seat through six Congressional
terms, until, in 1843, he was called to the
gubernatorial chair of Massachusetts. No
man was more respected and esteemed in

Washington, though he carried thither the
sternest moral and religious principles of his
New England nurture. He was for some
time Chairman of the Post Office Committee,
and did much for the cause of cheap postage.
He was reputed to be one of the best pre
siding officers in the House, and was fre
quently called to the chair while the House
sat in committee of the whole.

He was chosen Governor of the Common
wealth in 1843, and was re-elected every year
till 1851. He brought to the administration of

this office the same broad and conscientious
views, careful habits, untiring activity, and
genial deportment which had marked his
whole public career. He was eminently suc
cessful, and it would take more room than we
have to spare to enumerate al

l
the useful

measures with which he was identified, and of

which we are al
l reaping the benefits to-day.

In 1852–53 Mr. Briggs was appointed one of

the judges of the Court of Common Pleas,
and continued on the bench until the courts

were changed during the administration of
Governor Banks.

Since his retirement from public life, he had
quietly pursued the profession of law at Pitts
field, enjoying to an eminent degree the confi
dence of al

l

who knew him, and always ready

to perform any service to mitigate human suf
fering, or to promote public virtue. He was,

in the highest sense, a PHILANTHRopic MAN.
Every man, no matter where he lived or what
his condition, was his NEIGHBok—a man to be
loved as he would love himself. This inherent

benevolence of his nature, attempered and
expanded by the power of genuine Christian
principle, made his sympathies world-wide,
while they were, at the same time, as warm
and as active in his family, in his neighborhood,
and in his church, as though no broader sphere
was embraced within their mission of love;
and the suffering which was near by was not
permitted to shut up his heart against that
which was far off.

Gov. Briggs was elected President of the
Missionary Union, the largest and most im
portant of Baptist organizations, at the Cincin
nati annual meeting of 1847. His ability to

combined with the purest integrity, and the
largest measure of practical good sense, gave
his decisions the weight of oracles. No man
ever appealed from them, however much he
may have regretted that they were not more
favorable to his side of the question.
The death of a man whose sterling excel

lences have adorned so many conspicuous
positions, in the State and in the Church,
through so many years of public service, is in

every respect a great loss. But the influence

of such a life as that of George N. Briggs can
not die. So long as the youngest child that
knew him lives, his name will live, to illustrate
how beautiful is inflexible Christian principle,
when combined with the best of practical
every-day sense and a perfectly childlike ten
derness of heart.
He died of no disease, but of a wound in

flicted by the accidental discharge of a shot
gun, while obeying one of the generous im
pulses of his ruling passion. A neighbor's
family, whose carriage had broken down near
his residence, needed help; and Gov. Briggs,
finding that the broken carriage could not be

made fit for immediate use, hastened to get his
own. that he might himself convey the unfor
tunate family to their home. It was one of
those acts of kindness in which he delighted.
But in hastily taking his overcoat from a closet.
the gun was in some way made to discharge
itself in his face and neck, fearfully lacerating
both, and producing death. How inscrutable

is the fact that such a man should come to his
end at such a time and in such a way ! But
mysterious as the Providewee wwict ordered

it might have seemed to him, he acquiesced in

its wisdom; for when unable to speak a word.
he wrote on a slate to his agonized wife, “IT
HAs come : BE still AND KNow that I AM
God " He received the injury September
4th, 1861, and lingered till the 12th, when
death relieved him from his sufferings.–º-s-----

A P R O ID U C T IV E L IF E.
PART of A Lectur E To You Ng People, BY

REV. J. L. CORNING.

I shot. LD suppose, in looking over the world,
that God had constructed a small fraction of
mankind for beneficent purposes, and the large
residue for their own selfish ends. To see the
utter obliviousness of most people in regard to

the world’s uplifting, one would think that God
had denied them any faculties suited to this
high purpose, and had given all missions of

beneficence to a small committee. Looking at
great benefactors like Howard and Fry, you
suppose that they had a certain set of natural
endowments for doing good which most people
have not. Now this is no such thing, and I

believe there are thousands of men and women
who, if in early life they had set about the cul
tivation of those faculties which are most
available for men's good, might have had as

splendid a moral organization, and perhaps, too,
done as splendid a work as Howard or Fry.
But this is the radical fault with parental

—sº-3
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education and self-culture, that they too much
ignore any mental qualities except those which
pertain to personal thrift. And our boys fully
understand that we expect them to hew their
way successfully through the world, and be
the architects of their own fortunes; and this

bread-and-butter consideration (for I can dig
nify it with no better terms) is

,
in the case of

most people, from the very nursery, made to

overtop and overshadow by its magnificence
the idea of usefulness to the world. And the
son of a rich man imbibes the idea with his
mother’s milk, that to be poor is of all things
the most disgraceful; to walk out of his father's
frescoed drawing-room into a “seven-by-nine,”
with a rag carpet on the floor, were about
equal for ignominy to going to State Prison.
But to be a young gentleman of elegant leisure,

with nothing to do but go trouting, and hunt
partridges and quail, and drive a fast horse,
and die as little missed by the world as the
hound that dogs his heels—this is not so very
very bad Ah, young man, I tell you poverty

is not the brand of infamy in God’s heraldry,

but lazy irresponsibility and magnificent repose

on sofas and divans in a great hospital world,
reeking with wounds and bruises and putrefy
ing sores, this in God’s eye makes a man the
offscouring, the peeling of his species.
Of all hideous sights, to my mind, on the

globe, is a young gentleman or a young lady

of elegant leisure. A young man, we will
suppose, has been to college, is a connoisseur of

paintings, an amateur in music, has traveled

in foreign parts (better he had staid there !)
,

has a fine library, has a smack of science, has
skimmed over all the poets, can quote from
Shakspeare and Homer ad libitum, accom
plished, refined, polite, the star of brilliant
coteries, very talented, and nothing to do but
mope through the winter months with dyspep
sia, hypochondria, and light literature, and go

to “the springs” in summer to physic off the
winter's surfeiting, and die in life's meridian
with an aggravated form of that most unmedi
cable of all diseases, especially when it takes

a chronic type—the disease of laziness. Out
upon him for I almost think the earth would
begrudge his carcase six feet by two to rot in.
And, in fact, such creatures do really more ser
vice by their death than they do in their life;
for the carcase of an ape will fructify in de
composition as many clover heads as that of

Moses or Solomon |

I wish I could apply this truth to our accom
plished young ladies, who have graduated with
honor from our seminaries in too many in
stances only to live a life of elegant idleness
and bedizened etiquette. Suppose I should
tell you, my refined sisters, that you have no

talent for anything but leaving cards at front
doors and waiting obsequiously on milliners,

with a dismal episode of dusting the parlor
furniture now and then. You would not think
me very complimentary, and I should doubt

less incur the wrath of your fond parents, who
think that their daughters are rather more
talented than the average. But judging from
the diary of most elegant young ladies. I should
'think that they really supposed that God had
cut them out after so stingy a pattern. And

is it so 2 Or rather, have you not immured
your noblest endowments behind the gilded
walls of fashion ? And I tell you such is the
fashion of self-seeking in this world, that there

is not one daughter of wealthy parents out of

a thousand who makes herself of appreciable
consequence to the world ; and were it not for
the accident, or rather the providence, of

poverty. I am afraid nine tenths of our female
teachers would desert their posts. And the
instance of a rich man's daughter consecrating

herself to any drudgery for the world’s uplift
ing, as a nurse of the sick, as an angel visit
ress to the garrets of poverty, as a matron of

orphans, as an admonisher and help to their
fallen sisters in infamy, as a teacher of the
ignorant—the instance of such heroic self
oblation to God and the world is more seldom
met with than roses and violets on Sahara's
hot bosom.

What if I should go into the hospital of the
Sisters of Charity and find those self-styled

nurses busy with crochet work, and embroidery,
and promenades before the looking-glass and in

garden lawns, while the groans of the sick and
wounded were issuing from every ward | But
not so. Contrariwise, I always find them
attired for work, with homespun aprons and
busy hands. Now do not understand me as

inaugurating a crusade against embroideries
and needlework and the employments of

esthetic taste. By no means. These things

have their place in life. But, after all, in a

great hospital of a world where wounded
hearts are to be bandaged and sin-sick souls
lie all over on reeking litters—in such a world,

I say that both for men and women esthetics
should be the exception and work the rule.
Have you fine social powers, which make

you the pet of the drawing room? These are
the very qualities which will make you a mes
senger of seraph tongue and wing to the
squalid homes of want. Have you education
and refinement 2 There is many a spot of

rugged defilement in the world which waits to

be gilded with their radiance. Have you a

genial outflow of kindness, which makes the
sparkle of your eyes the star-twinkles of

domestic friendship, and your voice silver
melody to human ear? Oh! there are break
ing hearts in this world which from morn till
night never hear a soft love-syllable or see a

bright love-glance ; and it is for just that qual
ity which makes you a lovely daughter and
sister that these forsaken ones are waiting and
yearning. Was not this Christ’s idea of life
productiveness? Not on verdant meadows
and soft glebes did He distill his love-drops.
But where were Afric sands from which life’s

siroccos had swept all that was green and
beautiful, there was the altar on which his
noblest traits lay billeted for an oblation. And
every other life seems to me almost a blank
contradiction of that. Selfishness is our dire
distemper, and the aggregations of force by

which we might bless others are but the diet
on which this damning lust feeds and fattens.
We skim off the cream of life for ourselves,
and even after this is done, most of us give to

the world only the milk that accidentally spills
over the top of the pan. We cultivate our in
tellects for self; we go to college for self, just

to be more erudite than the average; we learn
etiquette and music for self; we study art for
self; and I tell you, that in the case of most

of us, life is little better than a holiday—as if

God had ordained that it should be Christmas

or Fourth of July from solstice to solstice, from
the crib to the coffin.

A few years ago a pea-kernel was found
buried in a vase of an Egyptian sarcophagus
nearly three thousand years old. It was
brought to England and planted, and sprung
up in a garden at Highgate with blossoms as

fresh and redolent as have decked any garden
during the past summer. That buried germ

of life and fruitage is a symbol of a conse
crated life. Do you think the harvest of such

a life will be gathered in a life-time or a gen
eration ? Werily nay. Paul’s life is bearing
more fruit to-day than it ever did when his
heart throbbed in its mortal tenement. Luther’s
life is more energetic to-day than it was when
he defied the Vatican in the Diet of Worms.
The very fragrance of Wesley's name, sup
fusing the atmosphere of Christendom, has
done more for religion than ever his preaching
did ; and the mere sound of the names of Cary
and Schwartz is worth to-day millions of dol
lars to the cause of missions. A real pro
ducer can never cease producing so long as

earth has a spot of soil left on it for spiritual
seed-sowing. If to-day you are an earnest
laborer for the world, good generations yet un
born shall gather the sheaves which you have
sown ; away over the telegraphic lines of the
centuries, human hearts shall throb with
purity and love and joy at your behest to-day.
Gird up your loins, then, young brethren, for

work. God and the world are waiting for us.
For myself, I would to God I might die in the
harness, and that the last spasm of this mortal
life might be an endeavor or a prayer for the
world’s uplifting toward goodness and heaven.
Of all curses beneath the stars this seems to

me the chief, to outlive one’s usefulness; to

fondle the body so by self-indulgence that
either in the retributions of mental senility or

physical decadence one's longevity should sur
vive one's life-work for God. I think it is a

thing that you may well pray for, to have the
end of life and the end of toil coeval. Oh
what a curse to get through living and find
find life a vacuum !

Said Theodore Parker on his death-bed, “I
have had great powers committed to me, I

have but half used them.” Do not say he was

a villain, for I fear you and I can hardly say
as much.
This is life's laurel crown, its amaranthine

chaplet, which autumn chills can not wither—

to have our life a copy of the IDEAL LIFE, and

as its climax to say with the final gasp, and
with a truthfulness which even Omniscience
can not question, It is FINISHED. A—sº
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T E M PTATION.
BY HENRY WARD BEEch ER.

[Extract from a sermononthe text,“Resist thedevil,
andhewill fleefromyou.”—Jas. iv. 7.]
TheRE is no man who has not moral sover

eignty over himself. The soul is a kingdom.

We can suffer it to go by default, or conniv
ance, or agreement, into the hands of evil ; or
by due exertion we may hold it for virtue and
truth.

God has not ensnared us in life, and filmed
the air with webs which catch our wings, and
given us helplessly to be devoured by tempta
tion. We have a reserved power, we have a
personal will, we have a victorious ability,
which, by the grace of God, will give us vic
tory over every temptation, so that the triple
alliance, the world, the flesh, and the devil,
shall not have dominion over us, unless we
choose to be in subjection to them.
Let us consider, them, the great Christian

duty of resisting evil.
I. All men are clothed with ability efficiently

to resist evil. Therefore I affirm the exist
ence of a plenary power of men over them
selves, by which they can control their whole
being so that it shall be co-incident with
natural law and with moral law. This is the
side which has been made weak in every age
of the world by philosophy. Different philoso.
phies, springing from different roots and ele
ments, have agreed very largely in attempting
to show that men were in some way compelled
to follow their nature. In our day, these
philosophies, if possible, are more rife than
they ever were before, for they are coming to
be used on the side of physiology. A fuller
knowledge of natural law, the introduction of
many elements of knowledge that have hitherto
been hidden from our understanding, is bring
ing the attendant evils of new discoveries in
truth. There is a great deal of skepticism
springing out of the bosom of a great deal of
good.
Men once erred by giving too little influence

to the constitution of things in men. There
have been a great many that have taught that
all men were born substantially alike. Cer
tainly, the influence of their teaching has been
to make it appear that all men were alike
responsible—responsible, that is

,

as if each
one was just as liable to temptation, and was
endowed with just as much power of resisting
temptation as every other.
But now the tendency is to go to the oppo

site extreme. Since men have found out that
organization is a fact; that men differ from
each other according to the various elements

in the composition of their body and mind;
that different men carry different qualities in

them, in differing proportions; and that the
responsibility of each man is to be estimated,
not by any comprehensive philosophical prin
ciple, but by his own nature—since this truth

§c=

has become more popularly diffused and be
lieved, there is a tendency among men to go

over to laxity and demoralization on that side,
and to argue that men are so made that their
nature is inevitable and irresistible; that their
being placed in certain conditions and circum
stances will determine what they shall feel
and will and do; and that their being good or

bad is the result of the outworkings of two
necessities, one psychological, within, and the
other circumstantial, without.
Now, men's organization will certainly have

great influence upon them. This I do not
need to argue, because I have so constantly
taught it in my instructions to you. A man’s
organization, for instance, will determine the
relative strength of various parts of his mind
and of his body. Some are strong in one part

of the body, and some in another. Some are
swift of foot, some are strong of hand, some
are powerful in the chest, some have their
power in their loins, and the power of some is

equally distributed. Some have their power

in the eye, some have their power in the face,
and some have their power distributed equally.

In some the muscular system predominates;

in others the cerebral ; and in still others the
assimilative and circulatory.

And as it is with the body, so more signally is

it with the mind. Men are organized differently

in mental as well as in physical respects.
Some are strong in the intellect—and of course

in the intellect there are various gradations.
Some are perceptively intellectual, and others
are reflectively intellectual. Some are both per
ceptively and reflectively intellectual. Some are
stronger in the moral than in the intellectual ele
ments. Some are weak in the moral elements.

Some are strong in the social faculties, and others
are weak in those faculties. Some are strong

in appetites and passions, and some are almost
free from them. A great many men are so strong
basilarly that they do not answer the end of

life. They are too strong at the bottom, and
too weak at the top to be of much use. Other
men are too strong at the top and too weak at

bottom, and are useless for that reason. They
are strong in the moral nature, but they have

no impelling force. They have neither courage
nor power. Though they carry a good head,

it is an inefficient head. It is good, but not
powerful.
We must recognize these facts; and we must

recognize them just in the proportion in which
we teach by a knowledge of men rather than

by a knowledge of books. Let a man learn
his theology in the study, let him shape his
views of truth according to the schools, and he

will be apt to substitute mere philosophical
ideas or conceptions for the truth. But let a

man learn his theology from men, and le
t

his
business be not so much to authenticate certain
systematic views, as to look at men individu
ally and in classes; let him, like a physician,

examine their nature, and see what they are,

how they can be made better; let him see
where they are too strong and where they are
too weak, and how their strength can be rightly
distributed ; let him make sermons from men.
and preach them to men again, with his eye
upon the living, palpitating human heart, feel
ing first what they want, and then attempting

to supply their deficiency—let a man do this,
and in the proportion in which he does it he
will have to recognize the difference between
one man and another. True preaching can
not be a thing of absolute unities, like medi
cine; it is a thing to be divided and subdivided
according to the symptoms, the wants, the con
stitutional peculiarities, the temperament, the
education of those to whom it is administered.

Such was Scripture preaching.

It is supposed by some that this will lead to

laxity; and that it will tend to make men feel
that sinning is merely the result of their con
stitution. So it is. Sinning is the result of

men's constitutions—and so is everything else
that they do. When a man draws a bow and
lets fly the arrow, and slays a man, the slay
ing is the result of the constitution of the bow.

It is so whether the act itself is right or wrong.

Is a man's hand given to strike down 2 Then
the striking down is the result of the constitu
tion of the hand whether it is employed in a

just or an unjust cause. Everything a man
does is the result of his constitution. But that
does not touch the question. I hold that there
can be no doctrine of freedom from moral
responsibility based upon the Peculiarity of a

man's constitution.
This constitutional condition will determine

which part of a man will be most active, and
which part he can use with most facility. It

will go far to determine whether he shall work

by force, by feeling, by thought, or by imagin
ation. It will determine whether he shall be
engineer, philosopher, poet, orator, artist, or

loving friend. It will determine whether he
shall find his work chiefly in the household, in

the forum, in the field, in the studio, or in the
study. It will go far to determine what ele
ments shall predominate in a man—whether
caution, or hope, or vigor, or gentleness, or

love, or courage, or firmness, or yieldingness.
What part of a man’s feeling shall act, will
depend largely upon his organization.
But there we must stop. We have come to

the end. Organization merely shows which

of the instruments of a man are strongest. It

does not determine either of these two things:
first, the objects to which we shall apply our
several mind-forces; and, secondly, the restraint

of stronger feelings from excess. In these two
things lies the whole of sinfulness—namely,
wrong direction or wrong application of our
faculties, and inordinateness or excess in them.
Sin, traced back from the technical definition

to the physiological, comes to be one of two
things—either using right feelings in wrong
directions, or using right feelings in wrong de

&
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grees. It is misapplication or it is excess—
one or the other. There is not a sin or a vice

that is not the misapplication of a normal feel
ing, or the excess of it.

Now organization does not touch either of

these two things. It may determine that a man
should be cautious, but it does not determine
where his caution should work. It may give
him the power of excessive caution, but it does
not take away from him the power of limiting

it and holding it within due bounds by other
faculties. There is in every man who is fit to
be out of the lunatic asylum a power by which
every faculty may be held to right objects.

And here lies the popular fallacy. It is

supposed by many who believe that phrenology
reveals the true science of the human mind—I
believe it is far from being a perfected science,
but that it is further toward the truth than any

other—it is supposed by many such, that a

man's character is determined by his constitu
tion. They teach substantially that if a man
has large Secretiveness he must be a thief;
that if he has large Cautiousness he must be

a coward; that if he is swift of foot he must
be always running away from danger. You
might as well say that because a man is ex
ceedingly ingenious and inquisitive, he must

be a maker of false keys, and a pick-lock to

open other people's doors | You might as well
say that because a man is adapted to engrav
ing, and has great powers of imitation, he must
be a counterfeiter P Just as though there was
but one way in which Secretiveness can act,
and that the furtive way, the illicit way, the
immoral way. Just as though it were not a

faculty world-wide in its beneficence. Just as

though it were not what walls are to defend a

city, or what vails are to hide things sacred
from the gaze of vulgar eyes. Just as though

it were not a divine feeling, lent for a divine
purpose. To use it for a wrong purpose is a

sin. The sin is not in having the feeling, but

in putting it to a wrong use.
Some men suppose that if a man is born with

large Combativeness he must be a pugilist.
But are there no right objects in life that call
for combative forces 2 Are there no duties in
this world in the performance of which a man
needs combativeness 2 To him that tunnels

the mountain, combativeness is indispensable.

In boring, and cutting, and grinding physical
things we need combativeness. Combative
ness is the engineer’s dependence. You will
find that contractors, nineteen out of twenty,
have this faculty large. It is a gift peculiar to

those whose business it is to subdue material
things.
Some philosophers argue that because a man

is born with a large brain behind the ear and
above it, he must be a fighting man or a mur
derer. They say that some are born thieves,
that some are born liars, and that some are
born murderers. This theory may gain cur
rency among people that are ignorant, but it

has nothing to do with the fact. The fallacy

is this : the supposition that there is but one
direction in which secretiveness, combative
ness, destructiveness, or any animal appetite

or passion, can act, and that that is inevitably
the wrong way; whereas the fact is

,

that no

man has any of these faculties in excess who
has not also the power to direct them right as

well as wrong. For each of them, and for
every passion, there is a life-work, indispen
sable, and in its degree noble, and the very
guilt of wrong use is that it prevents a legiti
mate right use.
Organization, then, will determine what

part of a man is strongest, and indirectly it will
determine what his tendencies and ambitions

in life will be ; but it does not determine the
use to which his strength shall be put.
Actions may be good or bad ; regulated or un
regulated ; but whether good or bad, whether
regulated or unregulated, they have nothing to

do with organization. That inheres in every
man. And there is where responsibility takes
hold. God has given you great forces, not to

be held for promiscuous, unregulated uses, but

to be directed in right channels. In the stalls

of the human soul, in all the lower range of

faculties, there is not one steed for which there

is not harness and bridle, and which, being
bitted and trained, a man can not ride and
drive. [to BE coxTINUED.]–º-e-->e-º
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NO. II.

By LEv1 REUBEN, M.D.

IN the former article on this subject, I aimed

to find and to state the whole comprehension
and extent of the intellectual activities, and
the resulting intellectual products, now com
monly and admissibly grouped under this
broad and vague term, Imagination. Restrict
ing the word, as should be done, to what is

strictly intellectual in substance and charac
ter, we saw that, hence, all proper action and
influence of propensities or sentiments—in
cluding the whole force and activities of Ideality
proper—must be excluded from the field to be
investigated. Besides these, it was found that
certain processes of an intellectual character,
even though often preparatory or auxiliary to

the work of imagining, must be excluded;
such are perception, memory proper in all its
forms, including the act of recall or recollec
tion, abstraction, judgment, and taste. Of
course, operations of reasoning proper must
also be rejected from the scope and meaning of

the term. Finally, a very broad subject-matter
being still left after these exclusions, a division

or analysis, recognizing in this at least four
distinct processes, and calling for the existence

of certain corresponding faculties, closed that
article. This preliminary division, a neces
sary convenience in the way of guiding our
progress, must not be regarded, however, as

controlling that progress, nor the results of our
research. Its uses will have been served,
although the consummation we reach may de
viate somewhat from it.
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In that division, the process placed first,
because simplest, is that to which, though
sometimes called by other names, metaphys
ical writers now more commonly apply the
name of CoNcEPTION, first distinctively given

to it by Stewart. As an example of this in
tellectual act:—Suppose I see, for the first
time attentively, a triangle. After a little,
averting my eyes, or closing them, I find that,

if such be my choice or will, I can still in a

manner see, and can continue seeing, the tri
angle. Now, while, previously, I actually
looked on it, impressions due to the light and
dark spaces showing the figure had given rise
within the sentient aspect of my mind to a con
sciousness of its presence (sensation), had thus
drawn to it what I call my attention, i.e., had
caused my conscious perceptive faculties to be
turned to the work of receiving and cognizing

a knowledge brought within their reach by the
sensation. But so soon as I averted or closed

the eyes, impression and sensation ceased ; and
so, therefore, did seeing proper, or perception.
The knowledge I had of the triangle while
actually looking on it, is also called a percep
tion, and an idea. When the perception ceased,
the seeing became only a seeming to see; there
still lingered in the mind what we may call a

mental picture, or image, that is
,

the idea of

the triangle. But this idea is now a concep
TION ; and the act or process of holding it

before the mind, whether perception has just
ceased, or whether the image is recalled after
any lapse of time, takes the same name. In

the case of such recall, of course there has
been a retention of the idea in its unconscious
form, and afterward a recollection or reproduc
ing of it in consciousness; but both these
latter operations belong to memory, and are
no part of conception proper.

In every case, then, what we properly term

an act of conception is one and the same
simple mental fact. It is the holding of an
idea proper—a mental image or representation

of some quality, phenomenon, object, or it may
be, relation or connection of such—in the
mind's consciousness, and for the time during
which the act is continued. A conception, as a

result, is the idea so held in consciousness. In

either case it is exactly this, neither less nor
more. The definition, I believe, agrees with
the origin of the term : conception, from the
Latin con, in this class of words meaning
within, and cAPio, I take, grasp, or hold.
Hamilton objects that the force of con, here,

is “together;” so that conception would be

“a taking in bundles,” “grasping into unity.”
Surely, in this, Hamilton forgot those every
day words, conscience and consciousness, in

both the every-day and the scientific usage of

which, con does not at all mean “together,”
but within, interiorly. To distinguish the
process now named from an allied one yet to

be considered, let us call it Simple Concep
tion.§cº
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This, fo
r

either the process, the act, or the
result now considered, is the appropriate spe
cific name; but Imagination, as a broader or

generic term, is often with a good degree of

propriety used to cover this ground. We can
very properly say we imagine the triangle
which we are holding in consciousness, as well

as that we conceive it. However, to say “I
imagine the triangle,” is to express the mean
ing intended in this class of cases less specif
ically and distinctly than is done by the

other term. Again, both the true sense and
the more common use of “imagination” lean
toward image-making, rather than simple
image.holding. So that, on the other side,
there would be an equal gain in the way of

specificness and distinctness in our thinking
and speech, by withdrawing this term from the
whole region of conception proper, and con
fining it more narrowly to the higher work of
the mind's combining, inventing, and originat
ing processes.
To what and how many of the intellectual

faculties are the act and result—conception

as now understood by us, possible? Naturally,
we would begin with tracing the process
through the lowest plane of our cognitions or

knowings, or those coming to us directly
through sense. You form at will a conception

of the triangle, the tree, the hue of green, the
sound, the incident, the storm, etc., that you
distinctly perceived and well remember. We
need not now inquire how far, in case the
object perceived was complex, such conception
may, or may not, be complete in detail. It is

sufficient, here, that some parts or phenomena

of the total object you did perceive ; and some
parts or phenomena of it—very likely a less
number—you can now conceive or re-picture

in mind. Now, you have often and very dis
tinctly had the sensation of hunger. Strive,
when that sensation is absent, to conceive it,

that is
,

to form, picture, or in some way have

in mind the idea that shall reproduce or rep
resent to your consciousness now the hunger
you once felt. It can not be done: to every
human being it is impossible. Mark: I say
the idea, hunger. For, to conceive mentally
the fact, “at such or such a time I felt hun
ger,” is only to hold in consciousness the idea

of an event, or two events—namely, that at

such or such a time a sensation of hunger
arose in my bodily organization, but leaving
after I had taken due mourishment; and that

is entirely a different thing. The coming and
the going of the sensation were two events—
changes. As events or changes, these I sup
pose were at the time cognized by the faculty

of Eventuality. Their substance is not any
feeling or sensation, per se

,

but the circum
stance that, at a particular time, of two states

of feeling or sensation, both known to me
when I experience them, and remembered by
their names and by facts of their association
with certain conditions, the one took theplace

----~~~~~~~~
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of the other, and afterward, gave place again to

the other. The substance of these ideas or

conceptions is simply chANGE: Eventuality
knows, remembers, and can conceive chang E :

by associated time, place, conditions, etc., the
mind knows the particular characters of the
change, namely, from comfort to hunger, and
then the reverse.

The actual sensation, hunger, them, however
vivid, can leave nothing in the intellect that
any faculty can afterward call up and realize

as a conception. We shall find, on trial, the
same thing true of the sensations we name
thirst, satisfaction (from food or drink), comfort
(the bodily feeling), uneasiness, pain; the
aching to act of unused muscles, fatigue, and

a host of minor muscular sensations, that
show the place or movement of parts of the
body; all sensations of temperature; many of the
less distinct sensations of feeling or touch in

the surfaces of the body; sensations of simple
tastes, of odors, and of flavors. To affirm that
we can not recall nor conceive sensations so

vivid as those of pain, of heat or cold, of a taste,
or of an odor, may at the first seem erroneous.

But the most careful observation, the longest
experience, will show that we can not. And,
that the fact is such, is doubtless wisely order
ed. Let any one strive to picture in mind or

to hold in his consciousness the smart of a burn,
the piercing thrill of toothache, a feeling of

warmth in a cold atmosphere, the luscious
flavor of a ripe peach, or the odor of cinnamon

or of the rose; he will find these, from the
moment when the present sensations vanish,

to be wholly beyond his reach. But then,
what if it were otherwise, and we could at
will reproduce these sensations? Certainly
the whole current of experience and thought

as now realized by us, would be broken up by

a very great, and apparently a very useless
sort of disturbances.

Of all this large body of sensations, then,
nothing (of their substance, that is) is left to

be subject-matter for conception or imagina
tion. But every idea proper, of which the
mind has once distinctly and permanently
enough possessed itself, can form subject
matter for conception and imagination. The
having of an idea, representing any quality,
phenomenon, object, or relation, in fact deter
mines the possibility of our having a corre
sponding conception. And this being univer
sally true, we come to use conception and idea

as synonymous and interchangeable terms;
they are the same thing, seen in different
aspects. Of that of which there is now in the
mind, due to perception or to the higher cogni
tion of any non-perceptive intellectual faculty,
and in the past or just now, an idea, of that,
and of that only we can have a conception.

It follows that the sensations above enumer
ated as incapable of being represented in con
ceptions, are such as never give rise to ideas
proper—such as in their substance are never

- [Nov.,

perceived by any perceptive, nor cognized by
any higher intellectual faculty. The only
ideas we can have in respect to them are such

as those given us by Eventuality, above
alluded to ; they are ideas about them, not of

them. This large class of sensations leaves

in the grasp of consciousness—of the faculties
—of the mind (as we may choose to word it)—
nothing having the dignity of an idea. They
arise, are felt, and fade again, wholly in the
organic, physical, or merely sentient aspect of

the mind; at best, they never rise above keenly
appreciated sensations. As they leave no
permanent transcript of themselves in the
intellectual storehouse, they are wholly left
behind us when we address ourselves to the
study of any properly intellectual processes;
and of course, as to their substance, they will
have no share in our consideration of the pro
cesses and results of imagination.
Thus, then, our sensations or simplest states

of consciousness are in this important respect
wholly divisible into two great classes: of
these, those of the first class have no relation

to intellectual faculties proper, or, more logi
cally stated, the proper intellectual faeulties
have no relation to this kind of sensations;
while to every sensation of the second class
there is some intellectual faculty, perceptive in

character, so related that through and by
means of that sensation it can acquire a per
ception or idea, to be lodged among the stores

of the mind's actual and proper knowledge;
perhaps, upon occasion, to be recalled and held

in consciousness, for the mere possibility of the
thing, for simple inspection of the idea, or for
the higher purposes of abstracting from it, gen
eralizing it with its like, inferring from it,

bringing it into new combinations, hypothetiz
ing in respect to it, putting it in some of its
known relations into speech or expression, or

in certain cases working it out in that practi
cal expression which we recognize as alt, or

which subserves other human uses.
Let us now ascertain with what distinctness

this simplest phase of imagination has been
discerned and recorded by authorities already
quoted, or by others. The first characteriza
tion of “imagination” selected by Webst r,

“The power or faculty of the mind by which

it conceives and forms ideas of things pre
viously] communicated to it by the orga is of

sense”—is essentially a precise definition of

simple conception; though it errs in mi king
that a “faculty” which is in fact an ct or
result of any one of many faculties. Glanv fle’s
“imagination”—“Our simple apprehensi ºn of

corporeal objects, * * * if absent,”— is a

definition precisely true of the perceptive part

of the same field, without the error 8 ove
pointed out. Reid's view, narrower than his,

as will be seen, is quite inadequate. Web
ster’s second definition of imagination—“ Jon
ception; image in the mind; idea,”—ex ctly
tallies; but his illustrative quotation is ot a

— 33.
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suitable one ; for when we say of one, “His
imaginations were often as just as they were
bold and strong,” we speak, not of simple con
ceptions, which can have no higher qualities

than truthfulness, clearness, and vividness, but
of the products of combining or creative imag
ination, which may possess boldness and
strength, or the reverse. Morell’s first or re
productive form of imagination, which “stores
the mind with ideal images”—meaning those
coming through sense,_is simple conception.
So is the “passive imagination” of the French
Encyclopedia. As this form has in it little of
the enthusiasm—Shakspeare’s “fine phrensy”
—of the higher and creative form, the epithet
“passive” at first seems well-chosen; but as
the process is generally a voluntary one, the
term is inapplicable. Unimpassioned would
better designate the character had in view.
Simple conception and the combining imag
ination have been by some writers distinguished
as the Reproductive, and the Productive
Imagination. The qualifying or adjective
terms here used are highly appropriate; but
we shall see abundant reason, as we proceed,
for not regarding these as two varieties of one
process, but as two wholly distinct operations,
and so best characterized by unlike names.
Among later metaphysicians the work of
simple conception is coming to be, as a rule,
pretty clearly and distinctively recognized;
and the special application of the name is also
becoming common.
To this well-grounded tendency, however,

Sir Wm. Hamilton, standing among the highest
authorities, constitutes a marked exception.
Parceling out very nearly the same mental
field that I have found as quite allowably
remaining under the term, Imagination, Ham
ilton assigns all of such field to what he
regards as one elementary power of mind–
that which “holds up vividly before itself the
thoughts which * * * it has recalled into [and
he elsewhere signifies that he would include
also the thoughts it has new-combined or pro
duced in) Consciousness ;” and this one power
he prefers to name the Representative Faculty.
That mental act and result which in this dis
cussion seems to have been found properly to
come under the now generally used term,
Conception (simple), Hamilton regards as only
the imaging or Representative Faculty holding
in consciousness one of the kinds of ideas it
can deal with, those given it by perception and
memory—the latter, his Reproductive Faculty.
Elsewhere he concludes that the higher imag
ination, as yet only incidentally referred to
here, “the Productive Imagination of the
philosophers, is nothing but the Representative
process plus that to which [he] would give the
name of the Comparative”—that is

,

the pro
cess of comparison. But let us remark, at

this point, that by no amount of philosophizing,
by no effort of sagacity or thought, ean we
make the comparing of any two ideas, or any
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two parts of ideas do the work of combining

or consolidating these two ideas or parts into
one new and totally differing idea. By com
paring we may see whether or not two ideas

or parts admit of joining; but we can not thus

do the joining. If we could, the powerful
faculty of Comparison, along with active
memory or reproduction of ideas, would make
the poet ! But a sound metaphysics, not less
than Phrenology, will refuse to accept this
deduction, and by consequence, the supposition
from which it flows. And if, in future articles,

I shall be able to show that into the combining
or productive imagination a special faculty

must enter, and one that is neither found nor
needed in the reproductive form or simple
conception, then the refutation of Hamilton’s
views, on the subject of imagination generally,
will be complete. We have already, however,
detected enough of inconsistency with mental
facts, and with true ideas of what constitutes

a faculty, to warrant the statement that here

at least, if in no other part of his metaphysical
system, Hamilton clearly betrays the fatal
deficiency that blighted much of the fruit of

his great genius. That fatal deficiency was

in lack of the ability to discriminate—to see
asunder things that are inherently and essen
tially unlike, however they may be, phenom
enally and in appearance, confused, or similar.
The great metaphysician was wanting in due
development of that elementary power which

a Scotch phrenologist, Mr. Scott, first sus
pected that his co-laborers had lost sight of

under the idea and faculty of Wit, and which

it has occurred to me would fitly be named
Difference-knowing, or Discrimination. The
consequence here is

,

that his Representative
Faculty embraces a heterogeneous assemblage

of processes; and that, in spite of a certain
plausible and deceptive show of perspicuity
which pervades this as all his writings, he has
nevertheless left this important field as he
found it, in almost inextricable confusion. To
advance securely and successfully through a

subject-matter so broad, it appears to me that
the true course is to individualize and detach

from it stage after stage, or faculty after fac
ulty, until we have as nearly as may be

exhausted the material it offers to our con
sideration.

To return, then, to the lowest stage—that

of Simple Conception. Having aimed to clear
the special ground here to be investigated, let

us next strive to find its limits; that is
,

to

determine just how many and what faculties
can form conceptions representing the appro
priate objects of each. This will determine

at the same time how many and what kinds

of simple conceptions there can be.

1. Effort-knowing (Weight). —I find that,
my eyes closed and muscular system wholly
passive, I can imagine or conceive the quality
and fact of resistingness (resistance), and the
act or muscular effort by which I become
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aware of such resistance ; also, a resisting
object or thing, as disclosed to me—not as seen,
but as felt—through such resistance. I can
conceive of pressure—the result of the effort
when met by the resistance; and of course,
when that pressure has to be exerted in an
upward direction to keep a body from falling,

I can conceive of the downward tendency the
body has, and which we call weight. These
conceptions, lying at the basis of our mechan
ical knowledge, are given us primarily by the
muscular sense. The perceiving faculty gives
the cognition or ground of the law—“Action
and reaction are equal, and opposite”—that

is
,

effort and resistance are so; and as both
are in one sense efforts, the term Effort-know
ing seems to give the essential of the perceptive
faculty concerned. A simple perception.
Primarily, the dynamic faculty.

2. Place-knowing (Locality).-I can con
ceive that here I meet a resisting body, and
there none. This is the germ of our knowledge

of place, and of space ; it is not a simple per
ception, as is resistance, but is a cognition of

an obvious or sensible relation—of this spot to

that spot, etc. Fixed, by presence of or known
relation, to certain objects, we conceive it as

position. Taken to one side or other of a spot,
we conceive it as direction. A collection of
positions, marked by objects, gives us a con
crete surface, plan, map, etc. I conceive also

a change from place to place, i. e.
,

motion;
and the motion of a given weight, momentum.
Primarily, the topographic faculty.

3. Magnitude-knowing (Size).-With eyes
closed and muscular system quiet as before, I

can conceive the how-greatness—the amount
—of a resistance or an effort; not as if defin
itely measured, but as so great in one case, less

or greater in another. So, I conceive the quan
tity of place, i.e., size proper, within certain
boundaries or surfaces. A simple perception.
The algebraic faculty.

4. Configuration-knowing (Form).—Form is

a quality resulting from imposing on place or
space the conditions of direction and quantity,

or size. Simple, or considerably complex, it

is readily and vividly conceived. I am yet in

doubt whether to regard the knowing of form

as in itself a simple perception, or as cognized
through the relations that compose it, and
hence, as a cognition of sensible relations.
The geometric faculty.

5. Color-knowing (Color). — We vividly
conceive hues, and also lights and shades, as

well as degrees of mere brilliancy. Evidently

in the three first-named aspects, at least, a

simple perception. The optic faculty.

6. Sound-knowing (not generally recog
nized)—Simple perception of sounds, apart
from any relations or qualities of melody, and
whether they be noises or tones. We readily
form conceptions of such of these as hearing
has furnished us. The acoustic faculty.

7. Thing-knowing (Individuality). — Thisc= * a
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power concretes various of the qualities now
named, and separately perceivable, into indi
vidual objects. And we readily conceive such
objects, as previously perceived, in infinite
variety. Not a simple perception, but a con
crete cognition. The specially descriptive
faculty.
8. Name-knowing (Language).-This fac

ulty recognizes that quality in a symbol by
which it can be a symbol—feels and appre
ciates the namingness of a name. It retains
and conceives names, in great number. A
cognition of a relation fixed in our conscious
ness. The lexicographic faculty.
9. Arrangement-knowing (Order).-Given a

number of things, of almost any character, it
will be probable we shall find in them some
mark or other by which we can place them
consecutively in a rank or ranks. We easily
conceive orders of known things—or, in the
simplest sense, methods of putting them.
Evidently a cognition of sensible relations.
The classific faculty.

10. Change-knowing (Eventuality). — All
events or actions are changes in some way,

and to our perception, are phenomena proper.
This is true, as seen above, of changes going
on in our own bodies, nay, in our own con
sciousness, as well as of those known to us
through the eye and ear. Given the sub
stances or things, we readily conceive the
changes we have witnessed in them. A cog
nition of simple or concreted sensible relations.
The historic faculty.

11. Number-knowing (Calculation).—Given,
things, the relation of how-many-ness is readily
obvious or sensible among them ; and this
relation thus once learned, is also readily con
ceived ; indeed, it is carried forward in con
ception to combinations infinitely beyond the
reach of the perception that first assured it of
its element—namely, 1 + 1, or 2. A cognition
of a relation. The arithmetic faculty.

12. Duration-knowing (Time).--Whether as
the passage from moment to moment, or the
lapse or interval embracing so many moments
or durations of small given length, time is
readily conceived in idea. Evidently, prima
rily known to us by the succession of events,
such as our own sensations, or thoughts, or
perceptions. Thus, it appears to be a cog
nition of a relation between our own mental
states, accepted as corresponding with a suc
cession in nature. The chronologic faculty.
13. Melody-knowing (Tune).-Recognizes

and appreciates that quality, or rather relation,
in successive tones which we term melody, and
in case of the blending of two or more series
of such tones, harmony. The ease and vivid
ness with which these are formed in concep
tion are well known. The musical faculty.
The reasoning faculties, as stated in my first

article, cognize each a relation between things
or events, that is of a higher, or we may say
deeper sort; that is

,
a non-sensible, or recon

dite relation. When one of these faculties, for
the first time in the experience of the child

mind, cognizes the relation it has never before
felt, or, as we may say, projects the idea of

that relation into consciousness, the act is the
one appropriately termed Original Suggestion,
giving a mentally suggested, not a simply
perceptive, idea ; but, had it not been specific
ally assigned to another field, the name Orig
inal Conception would answer for this act
almost or quite as well. After first projection

or suggestion of any of these rational ideas, or

ideas of non-sensible relation, they recur again

as often as occasions in nature or in thought
evoke them. When so recurring, they are
named Suggestions (relative); but in common

or in technical language, they are quite as

often spoken of as merely Conceptions (higher
relative); and I think no loss of clearness or

truth can follow from our so regarding them

in the present connection. Thus doing, we
shall have :

14. Resemblance-knowing (Comparison).
Weight must bring or put together, i. e.

,
in the

common meaning, compare, hold in the conscious
mind side by side, two or more (conceptions of

)

weights ; and so, Form must compare, i. e.
,

conceive at one time two or more forms:
Color, two or more hues; Eventuality, two or

more phenomena proper; and so on. Then, if

there be in the nature of any such pair or group

of things resemblance, and the corresponding
faculty be active, it will cognize such resem
blance, and pronounce (what the expression
faculty will be left to put into terms), a judg
ment of such or such degree of identity,
accordingly. So, Individuality and Event
uality may bring forward in conception a

candle streaming its light through the night,
and also a good act, beaming (on men's minds)
through a world recognized as full of wicked
mess. Now, if Combining or Poetic Imagination
and the Expression-faculty stand ready to do

their work, the resemblance which the Resem
blance-faculty discerned may come forth to us

in the following beautiful and beautifully
worded truth :

“How far thatlittlecandlethrowsits beams1–
So shines a gooddeed in a naughtyworld.”

This is a case of analogy, which is only a

proportionateness or resemblance in pairs of

relations between things or ideas. The faculty

is
,

for speech and literature, the metaphoric,
and for science and reasoning, the generalizing
and inductive faculty.
15. Dependence-knowing (Causality).-The

cognition suggested by this faculty, and
repeated through life, we generalize and ex
press in the axiom—“No event takes place
without an adequate cause.” Then the rela
tion of cause is a thing to be found in an
immense number of instances. Reason, mean
ing motive or determining antecedent, is also

a thing extending to a wide range of instances.
The reason of darkness is a certain position of

the spectator and of the sun; but this is not
the cause of the darkness, unless a positive
cause can produce a negation of effect. Be
cause is the word we most commonly employ,

in assigning both causes and reasons. Now,
there is a still broader element or idea in both
these cases; the single element that constitutes
them, in an essential particular, one ; and I

am led to think that this element is that
expressed by the word dependence. Every
cause and every reason is a dependence of this
on that, of one fact on another fact. This idea

of a relation of dependence is one in essence,

in all the phenomena; and it is one that we
readily and forcibly conceive, though, of course,
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not in the manner of almost positive vision in

which we mentally hold up a form or a color.
The logical and deductive faculty.
16. Difference-knowing (an element under

what has been called Wit).-The minds that
most readily and continually see resemblances,
and so tend to explaim by illustrations, to group
and generalize, and to reason by analogies, are
not always nor necessarily the minds that best
discriminate, divide, and distinguish in idea,
that abstract readily, and criticise with point
and truth. More frequently than otherwise,
the former ability is unattended, or much more
feebly attended, with the latter. A part of

what we call wit, and all that we recognize as

acumen, especially of the metaphysical sort, is,

I am persuaded, due to the discriminative fac
ulty. Now, difference, not less than resem
blance, is a relation of things and phenomena
very widely present, and very continually met
with. The relation, like resemblance, or

dependence, is one, but met under an infinite
variety of aspects and conditions. We readily
and distinctly conceive in mind this idea of

relation, essential unlikeness, or difference.
The abstractive and specially critical faculty.
The other reasoning faculties are, however, in

a degree employed in criticism.
So far as we have now advanced, we seem,

by the test of having clear conceptions of each
sort, and each sort of a kind essentially unlike
those possible to other powers, to have con
firmed the existence of the following element
ary faculties:

a. I. Simple perceptives.—Those knowing
Effort, Magnitude, Configuration (perhaps),
Color, Sound ; in all, 5.

II. Relative perceptives.—Those knowing
Place, Name, Arrangement, Number, Duration,
Melody: in all, 6.

III. Concretive perceptives.—Those knowing
concrete Thing, and Change; in all, 2–Per
ceptives. 13.

b. I. Ratiocinative faculties.—Those knowing
Resemblance, Dependence, and Difference; in

all, 3.

The Perceptive faculties, then, receive the
sensations resulting in ideas only through four

of the senses; namely, the Muscular Sense,
Touch, Sight, Hearing. But some of them
appear to take cognizance, in part at least, of

facts of consciousness, in se, and not, as in the
larger number of cases, as mirroring impres
sions from the external world.
From this review we learn that there is no

place whatever for a faculty of Simple Con
ception, whether objective or relative ; and
we find, in the very mature of the results
arrived at, incidental confirmation sufficient

of the truth of the phrenological view, that
every intellectual faculty serves as both the
memory and the power of conception for its own
class of perceptions or cognitions. Further,
let it be remarked that simple conception is

here first treated of, not because it is in order

of time always earlier than original conception,

as probably in some instances it is not ; but
because in point of simplicity as an act, it
stands lowest in the scale. Finally, we should
remark that, in consequence of the necessarily
more or less loose employment of terms, the
word conception is sometimes taken to denote,
not the precise acts—the simple and the
original conceptive processes proper, which it

is my aim first to individualize—but even the
higher results of creative imagination. In

..such sense I may, for convenience, sometimes
employ it.
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M O R A L PH I L O S O PHY ;
OR,

T H E D U TI E S OF M A N
CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES :

BY GEORGE combe.

[FROMTHE LATESTRevised EDINBURGHEDITIon.]

lconTINUEDFROMOctober NUMBER.1

If the world be really governed by God on the principle of the
supremacy of the moral and intellectual faculties, our social miseries
must arise from individuals and classes pursuing their separate inter
ests, regardless of those of the rest of the community; and in this
view, the sooner all ranks enjoy political power, the sooner will leg
islation assume a truly moral character, and benefit the entire nation.
But keeping in view the other principle which I have endeavored to
expound—that men are incapable of steadily pursuing moral and just
objects until their moral and intellectual faculties have been well
trained and enlightened—you will perceive that no nation can become

fit for a republican form of government until all classes of the people
have been adequately and nearly equally instructed. The ancient
republics of Greece and Rome form no exceptions to this rule. They
were confined to a very small territory, and the citizens of each repub
lic were for many ages within reach of personal communication with
each other, so that there existed some degree of equality of intelligence
among them. Whenever their boundaries became extensive, their
free government ceased, and was superseded by despotism. But these
ancient republics never were moral institutions. Their freedom, so

far as it existed, resulted from the equal balance of selfishness and
power in the different classes of the community; or from the rivalry

of their different orators and leaders, who destroyed each other, as

they respectively attempted to usurp an undue share of authority.
The people in their assemblies, and the senators in their senates, were
often guilty of the most unjust and unprincipled tyranny against indi
viduals; and altogether, the boasted liberties of Greece and Rome
appear only as the concessions of equally matched combatants, always
withdrawn when equality in the power of aggression and resistance
ceased to exist. The reason of this is obvious. In those states there

was no true religion, no moral training, no printing-presses, and no

science of nature. The great mass of the people were ignorant; and
experience teaches us that although a people, enjoying large brains
and active temperaments, situate in a fine climate, but destitute of

moral and intellectual training, may have been ingenious and acute,
yet that they must have been turbulent and immoral; and such these
ancients really were. Their monuments and records which have
reached us are the works of a few distinguished men who arose among
them, and who certainly displayed high genius in the fine arts, in

literature, and eloquence; but these were the educated and the
talented few. From the very necessity of their circumstances, without
science, and without printed books, the mass of the people must have
been profoundly ignorant, the slaves of the animal propensities.
Their domestic habits, as well as their public conduct, show that this
was the case. The popular religion of the ancient nations was a mass

of revolting absurdities and superstitions. Their wives were reduced

to the condition of mere domestic drudges, and the hours of recreation

of the men were devoted to concubines. Their public entertainments
were sanguinary combats, in which ferocious men put each other to

death, or in which wild animals tore each other to pieces. All labor
was performed by slaves, whom they treated in the cruelest manner.
They pursued war and conquest as their national occupations, and in

their public acts they occasionally banished or condemned to death
their best and most upright citizens. These are facts, which we read

of in the histories of Greece and Rome. They exhibit the vigorous
ascendency of the animal propensities, and the feeble power of the
moral sentiments, as clearly as if we saw the barbarian crowds stand
ing before us in all their prowess and ferocity.
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In the middle ages, a number of small republics sprang up in Italy,
and we are dazzled by representations of their wealth, magnificence,
and freedom. One observation applies to them all. They exhibited
the dominion of an oligarchy over the people, and the ruling classes
practiced the most disgraceful tyranny, wherever they were not
restrained by fear of each other. Most of them ultimately fell before
the power of the larger monarchies, and are now extinct.
Switzerland presents a brighter prospect. As it was the first coun

try in Europe which acquired freedom, so has it longest preserved the
blessing. The moral and intellectual qualities of the people, which

I described in my last Lecture, fitted them for free governments, and
the Swiss nation constituted itself into a congeries of republics, acting

in federation, but each independent in its internal administration. In

the course of time, power fell into the hands of an aristocratic class
there, as in Italy, but the native qualities of the Swiss mind seem to

have warded off the consequences which in other countries generally
ensued. “The members of the Sovereign Council of Bern,” we are
told,” “were elected for life, and every ten years there was an election

to supply the vacancies that had occurred during that period. The
councilors themselves were the electors; 3nd as old families became
extinct, and as it was a rule that there should not be less than eighty
families having members in the great council, vacancies were supplied
from new families of burghers. Still, the number of families in whose
hands the government was vested was comparatively small ; and
several unsuccessful attempts were made, in the course of the eight
eenth century, to alter this state of things, and to reinstate the
assemblies of the body of the burghers. The discontent, however, was
far from general, and it did not extend to the country population
The administration was conducted in an orderly, unostentatious, and
economical manner; the taxes were few and light. “It would be

difficult,” says the historian Muller, “to find in the history of the
world a commonwealth which, for so long a period, has been so wisely
administered as that of Bern. In other aristocracies, the subjects
were kept in darkness, poverty, and barbarism; factions were
encouraged among them, while justice winked at crime or took bribes;

and this was the case in the dependencies of Venice. But the people

of Bern stood, with regard to their patricians, rather in the relation

of clients toward their patrons, than in that of subjects toward their
sovereigns.” Zschokke, a later Swiss historian, speaking of Bern, and
other aristocracies of Switzerland, says, “They acted like scrupulous
guardians. The magistrates, even the highest among them, received
small salaries; fortunes were made only in foreign service, or in the
common bailiwicks of the subject districts. Although the laws were
defective and trials secret, the love of justice prevailed in the country;
power wisely respected the rights of the humblest freeman. In the
principal towns, especially the Protestant ones, wealth fostered science
and the fine arts. Bern opened fine roads, raised public buildings,
fostered agriculture in its fine territory, relieved those districts that
were visited by storms or inundations, founded establishments for the
weak and the helpless, and yet contrived to accumulate considerable
sums in its treasury. But the old patriotism of the Swiss slumbered;

it was replaced by selfishness, and the mind remained stationary; the
various cantons were estranged from each other; instruction spread

in the towns, but coarseness and ignorance prevailed in the country.”
The consequence of all this was, that when the storm came from
abroad, it found the Swiss unprepared to face it. The French repub
lic, in its career of aggression, did not respect the neutrality of Switz
erland,” but seized upon its territory and treasures, and inflicted on it

the greatest calamities. In 1815, an aristocratical constitution was
given to Bern, under the sanction of the allied powers who dethroned
Napoleon; but in 1830, the canton of Bern, and several others, again
changed their government, and became democratic republics. “The
new constitution has now (1835) been in force for more than three

* PennyCyclopedia,articleBERN-vol. iv., p. 804.
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years; notwithstanding some heart-burnings and party ebullitions,
things appear to be settling into a regular system, and no act of violence
or open bloodshed has accompanied the change.”
This account of Bern appears remarkable, when compared with the

history of other republics, the ruling factions of which, when allowed

the privilege of self-election, life-tenures of office, and freedom from
responsibility, invariably became selfish and unprincipled tyrants,
converting the laws into engines of oppression, and the revenues of
the state into sources of private gain. I can account for the superiority
of the Swiss only by the larger endowment of the moral and reflecting
organs in their brains, which seems to have been a characteristic
feature in the people from a very remote period, and which still con
tinues. The Swiss skulls in the possession of the Phrenological
Society, present higher developments of the moral and intellectual
organs than those of any other of the continental nations which I have
seen. The Germans, who are originally the same people, in many
districts, resemble them ; but they vary much in different places.
The Swiss brain, I may also notice, is not equally favorably developed
in all the cantons. In Bern, Geneva, and Zurich, the combinations
are the best ; at least this struck me in traveling through the country.
I introduce these remarks to direct your attention to the fact, that

the development of the brain is a most important element in judging
of the adaptation of any particular people for any particular form of
government; a principle which is entirely lost sight of by those phi
losophers who believe that all men are naturally equal in their dis
positions and intellectual capacities, and that a free government is
equally suited to all.
The conclusion which I draw in regard to the republican form of

government is
,

that no people is fit for it in whom the moral and
intellectual organs are not largely developed, and in whom also they
are not generally and extensively cultivated. The reason is clear.
The propensities being all selfish, any talented leader, who will
address himself strongly to the interests and prejudices of an ignorant
people, will carry their suffrages to any scheme which he may propose,
and he will speedily render himself a dictator and them slaves. If

there be a numerous dominant class equally talented and enlightened,
the individuals among them will keep each other in check, but they
will rule as an oligarchy, in the spirit of a class, and trample the
people under their feet. Thus it appears that, by the ordination of

Providence, the people have no alternative but to acquire virtue and
knowledge; to embrace large, liberal, and enlightened views; and to

pursue moral and beneficial objects—or to suffer oppression. This is

another of the proofs that the moral government of the world is based

on the principle of the supremacy of the moral sentiments and intellect;
for, turn where we will, we find suffering linked with selfishness, and
enjoyment with benevolence and justice, in public as well as in private
affairs.

The United States of North America present the best example of a

democracy which has hitherto appeared in the history of the world.
Power is there lodged with the entire people; and their magistrates,
from the lowest to the highest, are truly the delegates of the national
authority. Yet, in the older States of the Union, life and property are

as secure as in any country in the world, and liberty is more complete.

In my last Lecture, I traced, in the history of this people, their prep
aration for freedom. The founders of American society were moral,
religious, and industrious men, flying from injustice and oppression;
and were, therefore, probably men of the keenest moral and religious
feelings to be found in the Old World, at the time when they emigrated

to America. Their ranks continued to be recruited from the indus
trious and enterprising sons of Europe; and hence, when they threw
off the yoke of Britain, the materiel of the States consisted chiefly of

minds of the best quality. Since they acquired their independence,
they have continued to advance in education, morality, and intelligence;
and the extent of education is considerably greater there than in any

other country in the world, certain portions of Germany, perhaps,
being alone excepted. In Britain and France, you will find more

highly educated men; but beside them, you will perceive countless
multitudes of human beings enveloped in the profoundest ignorance.

In America, you will meet with few men of such eminent culture and
attainments as England and France can boast of; but you will look

in vain for the masses of uneducated stolidity which are the disgrace

of Europe. The American people are nearly all to some extent
educated. They are not only able, on an emergency, to read and
write, but they are in the daily habit of reading; and they understand
the great principles of morals, political economy, and government
better than the uneducated classes of this country. The co-existence

of the greatest freedom, therefore, with the highest general intelligence,

in America, is in harmony with the doctrines which I am now
endeavoring to expound.
[The foregoing observations were written before I had visited the

United States, and were founded on such information as I had then
obtained from communications with individuals who had lived in

them, and from books. After enjoying the advantages of personal
observation, I allow these remarks to remain, as essentially correct;
but I find that I have over-estimated the attainments of the mass of

the people in the United States. The machinery for education which
they have instituted, and which they support by taxation, or voluntary
contribution, is great and valuable, and rather exceeds than falls short

of my preconceived opinions—but the quality and quantity of the edu
cation dispensed by it are far inferior to what I had imagined. The
things taught, and the modes of teaching, in the public or common
schools which educate the people, are greatly inferior to what are
found in the improved sehools of Britain. While, therefore, I retain
the observation, “that the people generally understand the great
principles of morals, political economy, and government better than
the uneducated classes of Britain,” I must add the qualification, that
the difference between the two is only like that between moonlight*
and the light of the stars. In regard to the scientific principles of

morals, political economy, and government, especially of the first and
the second, the people of the United States appear to me to be greatly

in the dark. At the same time, there are many enlightened philan
thropists among them who see and deplore this ignorance, and are
laboring assiduously, and I have no doubt successfully, to remove it.

The impulse toward a higher education is
,

at this time, strong and
energetic ; and as the Americans are a practical people, I anticipate a

great and rapid improvement. In Massachusetts, the Hon. Horace
Mann is devoting the whole powers of his great and enlightened mind

to the advancement of the common schools, and he is ably and
zealously seconded by the Government and enlightened coadjutors.
The results can not fail to be highly advantageous. The people of
the United States owe it to themselves, and to the cause of freedom all
over the world, to exhibit the spectacle of a refined, enlightened, moral,
and intellectual democracy. Every male above twenty-one years of

age among them, claims to be a sovereign. He is
,

therefore, bound to

be a gentleman. The great cause of the extravagance and apparent
unsteadiness of democracy in the United States appears to me to be

referrible to the extreme youth, and consequent excitability and want

of experience of the majority of their voters. The population doubles
itself by natural increase every twenty-five years, and hence the pro
portion of the young to the aged is much greater than in European
countries. The franchise is enjoyed at the age of 21, and the
majority of their voters are under 35, so that the country is governed

to a great extent by the passion, rashness, and inexperience, instead

of by the wisdom and virtue of its people.]
The history of the world has shown nations degenerating, and losing

the independence and freedom which they once possessed, and it is

prophesied that America will lose her freedom and become a kingdom

in the course of years, or that her States will fall asunder and destroy
each other. It is supposed, also, that the civilized nations of Europe

*An American gentleman,who is much interested in his country'swelfare, on read
ing this passageremarked,“You maysaymoonlightwhen the moon is in the first
quarter.”
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will become corrupt, and, through excessive refinement, sink into
effeminacy, and proceed from effeminacy to ignorance, from ignorance
to barbarism, and thence to dissolution. This has been the fate of the
great nations of antiquity; and it is argued that, as there is nothing
new under the sun, what has been, will be, and that the ultimate
destruction of European civilization is certain; while it is admitted
that freedom, art, and science may flourish in some other region of the
globe. The principle in philosophy, that similar causes, in similar
circumstances, produce similar effects, admits of no exception; and if
modern Europe and the United States of America were in the same
condition in which the monarchies and republics of the ancient world
existed, I should at once subscribe to the conclusion. But in the
ancient governments, the mass of the people, owing to the want of
printing, never were educated or civilized; and even the attainments
of the ruling classes were extremely limited. They had literature and
the fine arts, but they had no sound morality, no pure religion, little
science, and very few of the useful arts which have resulted from
science. The national greatness of those ages, therefore, was not the
growth of the common mind, but arose from the genius of a few indi
viduals, aided by accidental circumstances. It was like the dominion
of France in our own day, when the military talents of Napoleon
extended her sway from Naples to Moscow, and from Lisbon to Vienna;
but which, resting on no superiority in the French people over the
people of the conquered nations, was dissolved in a day, even under
the eye of the commanding genius who had raised it.

When we apply the history of the past as an index to the events of

the future, the condition of like circumstances is wanting; for Europe
and the United States are in the progress (however slow) of presenting,
for the first time in the world, the spectacle of a universally educated
people; and on this account I do not subscribe to the probability of

civilization perishing, or modern nations becoming effeminate and
corrupt. The discovery of the natural laws, and those of organization

in particular, will guard then against this evil. It is true that only

a few states in Europe have yet organized the means of universally
educating the people; but Prussia, France, Holland, and Switzerland
have done so, and Britain is becoming anxious to follow their example.
The others must pursue the same course, for their own security and
welfare. A barbarous people can not exist in safety beside enlightened
nations.

For the same reasons I do not anticipate the dissolution of the union

of the States of North America, or that they will lose their freedom.
They are advancing in knowledge and morality; and whenever the
conviction becomes general, that the interests of the whole States are

in harmony, which they undoubtedly are, the miserable attempts to

foster the industry of one at the expense of another will be given up,
and they may live in amity, and flourish long, the boast of the world,

so far as natural causes of dissolution are concerned. This expectation

is founded on the hope that they will give a real education to their
people; an education which shall render them conversant with the great
principles of morals and political economy; so that they may know
that there is a power above themselves, that of nature and nature's
God, whose laws they must obey before they can be prosperous and
happy. 1 assume, also, that means will be found to expunge the blot
and pestilence of slavery from their free institutions. It is a canker
which will consume the vitals of the Union, if it be not in time eradi
cated. These expectations may appear to some to be bold and chimer
ical ; but truth’s triumphs have no limits, and justice, when once
recognized as a rule of action, which it emphatically is in the institu
tions of the United States, can not be arrested midway in its career.
The greatest dangers to the institutions of the United States are now

impending over them. The people are young, prosperous, rapidly in
creasing, and still very imperfectly instructed. The natural conse
quence is

,

that they are rash, impetuous, boastful, and ambitious, ready

to rush into contests with other nations about real or imaginary inter
ests. Their institutions are calculated to prevent and remove causes

of quarrel among themselves, but provide no adequate barriers to their
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encroachments on other nations. The extension of their territory may
render their bonds of union too feeble to hold them together, and ambi
tion may ruin a fabric which, under the guidance of morality and
reason, might endure forever. Their only chance of salvation lies in

the success of their efforts to train and instruct a rising generation in

virtue and knowledge. A cheering sign of improvement is presented

in the superior works that are now prepared for the instruction of the
people in the United States. “The School Library,” published in

Boston under the sanction and by authority of the Board of Education

of the State of Massachusetts, contains volumes replete with instruc
tion, and characterized by good taste. The State of New York, like
wise, has established a fund for supplying schools with good libraries.
Private individuals, also, are contributing important works to the edu
cation of the people. Among these I have recently seen one that was
much wanted, and is now admirably supplied by E. P. Hurlbut, Esq.,
namely, a work on “Civil Offices and Political Ethics.” The
“Ethics” are obviously founded on the new philosophy.
From the principles now laid down, it follows that the tendency of

all governments, in modern times, is to become more democratic in

proportion as the people become more intelligent and moral. Since
1831 our own government has been much more under the influence of

the people than at any previous period of our history. Those who feel
alarm at the march of democracy read history without the lights of

philosophy. They have their minds filled with the barbarous democ
racies of Greece and Rome, and of the French Revolution, and tremble

at the anticipated rule of an ignorant rabble in Britain. On the other
hand, the only democracy which I anticipate, to be capable of gaining
the ascendency here, will be that of civilized and enlightened, of

moral and refined men; and if the principles which I have expounded

be correct, that the higher sentiments and intellect are intended by
nature to govern, it will be morally impossible that while an enlight
ened and an ignorant class co-exist, as in Britain, the ignorant can
rule. The British aristocracy, by neglecting their own education, may
become relatively ignorant, in comparison with the middle classes, and
their influence may then decay; but should this happen, it would still

be an example of the intelligence of the country bearing the chief
sway. In France, the dominion of the ferocious democrats was short
lived; the superior class gradually recovered their authority, and the
reign of terror never was restored. In the ancient democracies there
was no enlightened class comparable with that of Britain. I regard,
therefore, the fears of those who apprehend that the still ignorant and
rude masses of our country will gain political power, and introduce
anarchy, as equally unfounded with the terror that the rivers will
some day flow upward, and spread the waters of the ocean over the
valleys and the mountains. The laws of the moral are as stable as

those of the physical world; both may be shaken for a time by storms

or convulsions, but the great elements of order remain forever un
touched, and after the clearing of the atmosphere they are seen in all
their original symmetry and beauty. The result which I anticipate is

,

that education, religion, and the knowledge of the natural laws will in
time extend over all classes of the community, till the conviction
shall become general, that the Creator has rendered all our interests
and enjoyments compatible; and that then all classes will voluntarily
abandon exclusive privileges, unjust pretensions to superiority, and the
love of selfish dominion, and establish a social condition in which hom
age will be paid only to virtue, knowledge, and utility, and in which

a pure Christian equality, in so far as human nature is capable of

realizing it, embodying the principle of doing to others as we would
wish others to do unto us, will universally prevail. These days may

be very distant; but causes leading to their approach appear to me to

exist, and to be already in operation; and I hope that, in giving ex
pression to these anticipations, I am stating the deductions of a sound
philosophy, and not uttering the mere inspirations of a warm imagina
tion. At all events, this theory, which places independence, freedom,
public prosperity, and individual happiness on the basis of religion,
morality, and intelligence, is ennobling in itself, and can not possibly

do harm. Indeed, it can scarcely disappoint us; because, however far
mankind may stop short of the results which I have anticipated, and
for the realization of which l allow centuries of time, it is certain that
every step which they shall advance in this career will lead them
nearer to happiness, while by no other path can they attain to perma
ment prosperity and power.

[conriNUEDox PAGEone HUNDREDANDTEN.]
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are quite desirous of
accumulating proper
ty; it may not be
money, perhaps a li
brary, pictures, en
gravings, or curiosi
ties of different kinds.

You are very frank,
candid, and open
hearted, are scarcely

cautious enough, but
liable to trust to

others too much ; are
very sensitive to
praise, are decidedly
ambitious, but some
what wanting in dig
nity, pride, and self
love; you have more
powers of mind than
you have capacity to
command respect and
make an impression
upon others.
You are conscien

% tious, honest, andup
right; are hopeful,
sanguine, and enthu
siastic; have a good
degree of Spirituality
and appreciation of
subjects of a spiritual
nature ; have fair

PRO F. D.A.N. I E L E. G. R O U x.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIography.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.
[This gentlemanwasbroughtforwardfor publicexam

inationat oneof our lecturesin thecityof Washington,
in March, 1860,andthefollowing is theresultasreported
fromthelips of the examiner.]

You have a remarkably active, intense,
nervous organization. Are susceptible of
almost the highest degree of mental action,
and you will find it difficult to take life quietly.
You have not sufficient strength of body and
power of the vital system to go through with
so severe tasks as you put upon yourself.

Your digestive system is quite out of order,
and you need to pay more attention to physical
exercise.

You have a very ardent, intense, and ex
citable tone of mind. Your social brain being
large and active, you are susceptible of rather
strong love, are decidedly conjugal, deeply
interested in children, strongly attached to
friends, fond of home, and are continuous
in mental action—are liable to be absent
minded. You have all the executive organs
strongly developed; are combative and quick
to resent injury or insult, and can not tamely
submit to any interference with your rights.
Your appetite is strong and active, and you

are in danger of eating too much or of indulg
ing your appetite in some other form. Youc

veneration and re
spect, but your Benevolence is decidedly the
more prominent and influential. Your sym
pathies are easily excited, and when they are
awakened, you are quite generous.

You have ingenuity, imagination, and powers
of imitation in a full degree of development;
you have love of the sublime, fondness for the
witty and mirthful, and are rather easily
captivated by brilliancy and wit; but the most
remarkable features of your organization are
intellectual.
Very few men exist who have a better

cornmand of language, can tell more of
what they know, or learn foreign languages
more easily or rapidly than yourself. You
have a remarkable memory of events and
statistics, of places, localities, and the relative
position of objects, and of all kinds of know
ledge. You have very great powers of obser
vation, you see all that is to be seen in your
travels. You remember everything you do
and say, as well as forms, faces, figures,
shapes, and the adaptation of things. You
measure by the eye, and judge of proportions
with great accuracy. You have a correct idea
of weight; remember colors and the order and
arrangement of all you come in contact with,
whether it relates to natural objects, to
works of art and mechanism, or to scientific
arrangements. You have a favorable talent
for arithmetic and could make a good mathe

matician. You think too much, and are occu
pied too much with your reasoning intellect.
You are a good critic, are particularly dis

criminative, and are remarkable for your dis
cernment of character and ability to read the
minds of others. You have an unusual de
gree of expertness of mind in becoming ac
quainted with coming events, and you become
prophetic about persons and things. Your
forte is in the languages and sciences.
If you wish to live long, to be healthy and

happy, you must study less and work more,
have more recreation, and devote yourself to
more physical enjoyments.

BIOGRAPHY.
Mr. Groux is Professor of Numismatics and

Modern Languages—French, Spanish, Italian,
German, Swedish, Danish, Dutch, Russian,
etc. Since his arrival in the United States, in
1844, he cherished the idea of publishing a
work on American medals and coins, to qualify
himself for which he has journeyed widely
over the continent, and been permitted to
inspect private and public cabinets. The
work is proposed to be published in three large
volumes, with ample illustrations, and, if re
alized, can not fail to be of great historical
value, as well as most interesting and curious.
In regard to his talents and attainments we
have obtained from authentic sources the fol
lowing interesting particulars:
As a child he was exceedingly precocious.

Before he was three years old he had learned
to read, and was so far capable of appreciating
a subject that he fell in a fit of laughter in

reading “Don Quixote” to his mother. He
early showed the great passion of his life, for

at the age of seven years he had nearly eight
hundred French five-sous pieces. At the age

of twelve he spoke Greek, Latin, French, and
German very fluently. At the age of fourteen

he traveled all over Europe, visited most of

the museums and picture galleries of Italy,
France, and England, where he learned the
English language in six weeks; visited Russia,
and learned its language in six months; visited
Sweden, and mastered its language in a few
weeks.
His memory is such that, after a lapse of

sixteen years, he could point out all the re
markable objects of art he has seen, and state
where the best pictures from Raphael, Wan
dyke, Rembrandt, Murillo, Salvator Rosa, etc.,
may be found; in fact, time has no power on
his memory either for localities, events, or

dates. His capacity in languages, and ability

to master them, is most remarkable; but the
leading tendency of his mind is the knowl
edge of Numismatics. This science is to him
the ne plus ultra. Any medal or coin once
seen by him is never forgotten ; and it is a fact
well known, that he can nearly always tell the
reverse of a coin when the obverse is shown to
him. Some of his pupils brought 685 different
coins in a box to try his powers of memory,
and he readily told the reverse of all by being
shown the obverse, with the exception of

twelve, and the reason of his failure on these
was that he had never seen the coins before.
His memory of music is so great, that he can
sing correctly from recollection over one hun
dred operas, in German, French, and Italian.

In mechanism he is eminent; samples of his
skill are treasured in different parts of Europe.

A model of a “Swedish Mine” (Philipstadt)

:
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is in St. Petersburg, where 300 ducats ($750)
were paid to him for it. A beautiful “Gothic
Palace,” in stucco, is in the Royal Palace of

Stockholm, for which $1,000 were paid him.
He cut in eight days, in cork, a “Model of the
Mount St. Michel,” for which he received
$200. It is in Hamburg. In 1853 he ex
hibited at the Mechanical Fair in Washington,
D.C., an “American Temple” made of minute
shells, which obtained the first prize.–e--------

IN. SIGN IA OF R A N K,
AND DISTINGUISHED MARKS AND BADGES IN THE

ARMY OF THE UNITED STATes.

THE highest rank in our army is that of lieu
tenant-general, and was conferred by Congress
for merit on Winfield Scott, General-in-chief, whoza-> 22.

LIEUTENANT-GENERAL.

is the only one who has ever held this rank in the
United States. The principal distinguishing marks

of uniform are three stars on the shoulder-strap or

MAJOR-GENERAL.
epaulette—a large one in the middle, flanked by
two smaller ones—a double row of nine buttons on
the coat disposed in threes, a buff sash, a straight

BirtIGADIER-GENERAL.
sword, and a sword knot terminating in acorns.

A major-general is the same, but with only two
stars on the shoulder. A brigadier-general has

ſº 2–2. -

COLONEL.

one star, and the buttons on his coat number but
eight in each row, disposed in twos. The colonel

is the highest in rank in a regiment, and wears
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an eagle on his strap, the buttons on his coat in

double lines numbering eight at equal distances.
When this officer is placed in charge of a brigade

he is called a colonel-commanding.

Lieut.-Colon Ei, AND MAJOR.

A lieutenant-colonel is second in command of a

regiment, and is known by the leaf on his strap,
which is of silver, otherwise his uniform is the
same as a colonel's. The major's is also the same,
the leaf being of gold. His duty is to act as aid
de-camp of the colonel, and in the event of his two

º

Nº.>2
CAPTAIN.

superior officers being disabled or absent, he takes
command of the regiment; these three constitute
the field officers of a regiment, and are mounted.
The adjutant, whose position is the same to the
regiment as that of the orderly sergeant to a com
pany, generally ranks as a lieutenant.

NN §

FIRST LIEUTENANT.
Captains are commandants of companies, and

are distinguished by two bars of gold on the
shoulder-strap, and eight buttons at regular dis
tances in a single row on the coat; the first lieu
tenant the same, but with one bar on the strap,
the second lieutenant having a plain strap without

SEcon D Li EUTENANT.

marks. These last are called line officers; all
regimental officers wear a red sash.
The surgeon ranks as first lieutenant in the

volunteer service, and as major in the regulars,
and has the letters M.S —medical staff—embroid
ered on his strap, which otherwise is the same as

a first lieutenant; also wears a green sash. The
quartermaster also takes a lieutenant's rank, and
has the letters Q

. D.—quartermaster's department
—embroidered on his strap; the paymaster the
same, with the letters P.D —-paymaster's depart
ment, and the commissary with the letters C. D.—
commissary department.
These constitute (with the chaplain, who wears

no marks, only plain clothes of uniform cut) the
regimental staff, and are all allowed to have
horses. The non-commissioned officers are hos
pital steward, whose business it is to attend to

the hospital stores, and all the detail of the hos
pital department, under the orders of the surgeon.
His insignia is a green band on the upper arm,
with a serpent entwined round a winged staff
embroidered on it.
The sergeant-major is second sergeant in the

regiment, and acts as assistant to the adjutant.
He wears on the upper arm a chevron (v) of

three stripes, connected at the top by half circu
lar continuations. The quartermaster manages
the details of that department; his chevron is

straight across the top. The orderly sergeant is

first sergeant in the company, and commands it in

the absence of commissioned officers; the chevron

is of three stripes, without connection at the top,
and a diamond or star above. The second ser
geant takes charge of half a company, called a

platoon, and has the same chevron as the first,
but without a diamond. The corporals are in

charge of sections or quarters of a company, and
are distinguished by but two bars in the chevron.

O
f

the swords the cavalry saber is longest, and
has a steel scabbard. The field officers comenext;
the scabbard being of chocolate enamel, with gilt
trimmings. The line officers, plainer and shorter,
with sheath of black leather. A general officer's
weapon is straight, with a gilt scabbard of the
pattern in the engraving; regimental staff isstraight and short. Musicians and non-commis
sioned officers being shorter still, and more for
show than use.
The color of the shoulder straps denotes the arm

of the service—infantry being blue; artillery,
red; cavalry, orange; and rifles, green.

|ForLifeillustrated.
W O M A. N

. 'S V O I C E.
BY GREENLIErB. Mill Eit.

LIKE a musicalcadencethat'sbornefromafar,
As it vibratesalongthedepths of theheart—

Like therippe of waveson thecalmsummerseas,
Like thesoft,soothingtones of eve'sgentlebreeze,
Like thehum of thebee'mongthefair, fragrantflowers,
Like theflow of thebrookthroughnature'sglad bowers,
Falls thelow voice of woman,devoid of all art.

| There's a power to restrainthedissoluteyouth,

There's a mysticalbalm in its magicalthrill,
As it dropsitsambrosialdelightson theear;

And his footstepsdirect in thepathway of truth—

A power to subdueman'sobduratewill,
And throughhis sternnaturethefragrancedistill
Of tenderness,ardor,affection,and cheer.

If music is sweet,its sweetnessabides

In the low voice of woman,sereneandsubdued;
Her softmodulationsthebosominspires
With loftieraimsandmoreholy desires:
There's a mingling of melody,pathos,and love,
Seraptic andpure, as fromangelsabove,
In theaccents of womanwith goodnessin...bued.
Brooklyn, Aug. 18,1861.
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[continued From PAGEonE.HunnitenAND’sEvKN.]
LECT U R E XV III.

RELIGIOUS DUtLES OF MAN.

Considerationof man'sdutiesto God, so far as discoverableby the light of nature—
Natural theologya branch of natural philosophy–Not supersededby revelation—
Brown, Stewart,andChalmersquoted–Natural theologya guidetothe sound inter
pretationof Scripture—Foundationof naturalreligion in thefacultiesof man—Dis
tinctionbetweenmoralsandreligion—TheBibledoesnotcreatethereligiousfeelings,
but is fittedonly to enlighten,enliven,and direct them—Illustrationof thisview—
Stabilityof religion,evenamid thedownfallof churchesand creeds–Moral and reli
gious dutiesprescribedto man by natural theology—Prevalenterroneousviews of
divine worship—NaturalevidenceofGod'sexistenceandattributes—Man'signorance
thecauseof thepastbarrennessandobscurityof naturalreligion—Importanceof the
Book of Creationasa revelationof theDivineWill.

HAviNG discussed the foundation of moral philosophy, the duties of
man as an individual and as a social being, and also the causes of the
independence and freedom of nations, with the relations of the differ
ent forms of government to the moral and intellectual conditions of the
people, I proceed to consider man’s duty to God, so far as this can be
discovered by the light of nature.
Lord Brougham, in his “Discourse of Natural Theology,” main

tains, with great truth, that matural theology is a branch of natural
philosophy. His argument is the following: It is a truth of physics,
that vision is performed by the eye refracting light, and making it con
verge to a focus upon the retina. The eye is an optical instrument,
which, by the peculiar combination of its lenses, and the different
materials they are composed of

,

produces vision. Design and adapta
tion are clearly manifested in its construction. These are truths in

natural philosophy; but a single step converts them into evidences in

natural theology. The eye must have been formed by a Being possess
ing knowledge of the properties of light, and of the matter of which
the eye is composed; that Being is no inhabitant of earth—he is supe
rior to man—he is his Maker—he is God. Thus the first branch of

natural theology, or that which treats of the existence and power of

the Deity, rests on the same basis with physical science; in fact, it is

a direct induction from the truths of science.
The second branch of natural theology treats of the duties of man

toward God, and of the probable designs of the Deity in regard to his
creatures. The facts of mental philosophy stand in the same relation

to this branch that the facts in physical science stand in relation

to the first branch. By contemplating each mental faculty, the objects

to which it is related by its constitution, its sphere of action, its uses
and abuses, we may draw conclusions regarding the divine intentions

in creating our faculties, and touching the duty which we owe to God

in the employment of them. It is obvious that as God has given us

understanding able to discriminate the uses and abuses of our faculties,

and moral sentiments leading us to prefer their use, we owe it to Him

as a duty to fulfill his intentions, thus obviously expressed in our crea
tion, by using our powers aright, and not abusing them.
The second branch of natural theology, like the first, rests upon the

same foundation with all the other inductive sciences; the only differ
ence being, that the one belongs chiefly to the inductive science of

physics, and the other to the inductive science of mind.* This dis
tinction, however, is not perfectly accurate, because the evidence of

the existence and attributes of God, and also of man’s duty toward
Him, may be found in both of these branches of science.

It has been objected that revelation supersedes the necessity of study
ing natural theology. Dr. Thomas Brown, in his lectures on Moral
Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh, has furnished a brief but
powerful answer to this objection. “On this subject,” says he,f
“that comprehends the sublimest of all the truths which man is per
mitted to attain, the benefit of revelation may be considered to render
every inquiry superfluous that does not flow from it. But to those
who are blessed with a clearer illumination, it can not be uninterest
ing to trace the fainter lights which, in the darkness of so many gloomy

* SeeLord Brougham'sDiscourses, 3d edit., p
.

98. His argument is notclear.
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ages, amid the oppression of tyranny in various forms, and of supersti
tion more afflicting than tyranny itself, could preserve, still dimly vis
ible to man, that virtue which he was to love, and that Creator whom

he was to adore. Nor can it be without profit even to their better
faith to find all nature thus concurring as to its most important truths
with revelation itself, and everything, living and inanimate, announc
ing that high and holy One of whose perfections they have been privi
leged with a more splendid manifestation.”
Dugald Stewart, in his “Outlines of Moral Philosophy,” also treats

at considerable length of natural religion. “The study of philosophy,”
says he,” “in all its various branches, both natural and moral, affords

at every step a new illustration that the design which we trace in

creation indicates wisdom, and that it operates in conformity to one
uniform plan, insomuch that the truths of natural religion gain an
accession of evidence from every addition that is made to the stock of

human knowledge.”

Dr. Chalmers, in the fifth chapter of his “Bridgewater Treatise,”
discusses “the special and subordinate adaptations of external nature

to the moral constitution of man,” and observes, “Notwithstanding
the blight which has so obviously passed over the moral world and
defaced many of its original lineaments, while it has left the material
ism of creation, the loveliness of its scenes and landscapes, in a great
measure untouched—still we possess very much the same materials
for a natural theology in reasoning on the element of virtue as in

reasoning on the element of beauty.” (P. 191.)
Further—I consider the study of natural theology as important in

leading to a sound interpretation of Scripture itself. Great differences
exist in the interpretations of its declarations by different sects; and,

as all truth must be harmonious, it appears to me that whenever the
constitution of man and the attributes of the Deity shall be ascertained,

so far as this is possible, by strictly logical inductions from facts cor
rectly observed in nature, all interpretations of Scripture touching
these points must be brought into harmony with nature, otherwise
they will justly be regarded as erroneous. Every well-established
doctrine in moral philosophy and in natural theology founded on the
constitution of nature, will be a plumb-line by which to adjust inter
pretations of Scripture. The Scriptural doctrine of the corruption of

human nature, for example, is one on which a vast variety of opinions

is entertained by Christians. Phrenology shows that every faculty
has received from the Creator an organ, and been furnished with legit
imate objects, although each of them has also a wide sphere in which

it may commit abuses. As the evidence of the organs is physical and
indestructible, the views correctly deduced from it must in time extin
guish all interpretations of Scripture that are at variance with them.
When Scripture is interpreted in such a manner as to contradict the
sound conclusions of reason on subjects which lie within the legitimate
province of reason, such interpretations must be powerless, or posi
tively mischievous. The Christian world at present (1846) appears

to be in a state of transition. In Germany, a large portion of the
people, under the guidance of Johannes Ronge, have thrown off Roman
Catholicism, also rejected the dogmas of the Protestant churches estab
lished at the Reformation, and adopted Rationalistic interpretations of

Scripture. As a contrast to this movement, a number of the scholars

of Oxford, under the influence of Dr. Pusey, have gone over to the
Church of Rome; while the middle classes in Scotland have aban
doned their ancient Presbyterian Church, reared a new one on the same
foundatiou, and embraced with fresh fervor the doctrines and opinions

of the sixteenth century, rejected by the Germans. In these evolutions,

no appeal has been made to the lights afforded by the New Philosophy :

but as the sound dictates of reason are the revelations of God's
attributes and will to the human understanding, through the medium

of our natural constitution and that of external nature, they can not be

neglected with impunity by any class of teachers, and the day is on the
wing when this philosophy will purify and control every Christian creed.

* Page271.
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It is gratifying to trace the recognition of this principle in the works
of divines. The Rev. Baden Powell, Savilian Professor of Geometry
in the University of Oxford, in his work on “The Connection of Natural
and Divine Truth,” says, “Physical science is the necessary founda
tion of natural theology; certain of the truths it discloses are warnings
against mistaking the purport of Scripture; and the right use of the
caution thus inculcated applies widely in the interpretation of revela
tion. Inductive philosophy is subservient both to natural and revealed
religion. The investigation of God’s works is an essential introduction
to the right reception of his Word.”
In like manner there should be no philosophy that is not religious ;

that is to say, which should not be viewed as a chapter of the Crea
tor's great book of revelation, addressed to the human understanding in
the constitution of the universe.
I proceed, therefore, to consider the subject of natural theology with

out feeling that, if properly conducted, it will endanger any other class
of truths.
The first point which I propose to investigate relates to the founda

tion of natural religion. I beg of you to observe, that religion ema
nates from sentiments or emotions, and that it does not consist of a col
lection of mere intellectual conceptions or ideas. The foundations of
it lie in the organs of Veneration, Wonder, and Hope. A brief ex
planation will enable you to understand this view. War springs,
originally, not from the human intellect, but from the propensities of
Combativeness and Destructiveness, which give an instinctive tend
ency to oppose, to contend, and to destroy. There are legitimate spheres
within which these propensities may act beneficially; but when they
are too emergetic, they carry captive the other powers, enlist them in
their service, and then lead to the extensive destruction and horrors of
war. Combativeness and Destructiveness, operating in savage man
with very little intellect, produce war in which ambush and cunning,
clubs and bows and arrows, are used as the means of assault. The
same propensities, acting in the nations of modern Europe, lead to the
employment of scientific principles in the construction of works of
attack and of defense, and to the use of cannon and other ingenious and
complicated instruments of destruction. Still, Combativeness and
Destructiveness are the original sources in the human mind from which
war itself, in all its forms and with all its weapons, flows. If these
instincts were not possessed, men would feel no impulse to fight, any
more than they feel an impulse to fly. In like manner, the whole art

of music rests on the organs of Tune and Time as its foundation. In

some individuals these organs are extremely defective ; and they not
only feel no internal impulse prompting them to produce melody, but
are insensible to its charms when produced by others. In other per
sons, again, these organs act with such energy, that they impel them,

as it were, to elicit music from every object. You may have seen in
viduals who, in want of a better instrument, have beat out passable
tunes by a succession of blows on their chins. When the musical
organs engage the intellectual faculties to assist them, they obtain, by
their aid, instruments for producing music, refined and perfect in pro
portion to the degree in which the intellect is instructed in the various
arts and sciences capable of being applied to the production of such in
struments. Still you perceive that the origin or foundation of the
whole art and practice of music lies in the organs of Tune and Time.
Further—You can readily infer that war will be practiced by any

nation very much in the proportion which Combativeness and Destruc
tiveness bear in them to the other faculties. If these propensities pre
ponderate over the moral sentiments, the people will be constantly crav
ing for war and seeking occasions for quarrels. If they be very feeble,
public attention will be directed to other and more peaceful pursuits, and
contentions will, as far as possible, be avoided. If we wish to tame a

warlike people to the arts of peace, we must try to stimulate their
higher faculties, and to remove all objects calculated to excite their
pugnacious propensities. The same remarks apply to music. A native
love of music will prevail in any people in proportion to the natural
endowment of the organs of Tune and Time in their brains. If we

wish to cultivate music in a people, we must address the organs of

Tune and Time by the sweetest and most touching melodies, and
thereby call them gently and agreeably into action; because, by exer
cising them, and by no other means, can we increase their energy and
augment that people's love of music.
Similar observations apply to religion. The foundations of religion

lie in the organ of Veneration, which instinctively feels emotions of

reverence and respect—in the organ of Wonder, which longs after the
new, the astonishing, and the supernatural, and which, combined with
Veneration, leads us to adore an unseen power—and in the organ of

Hope, which instinctively looks forward in expectation to future enjoy
ment. These inspire man with a ceaseless desire to offer homage to a

superior Being, to adore him, and to seek his protection. The inherent
activity of these organs has prompted men in all ages to employ their
intellectual faculties to discover as many facts as possible concerning
the existence and attributes of superior powers or gods, and to institute
ceremonies for their gratification. In some tribes of savages, we are
informed that no traces of religion have been discovered ; but you will
find that in them the organs which I have named are extremely small.
They are in the same condition as regards the religious feelings that
other tribes, in whom the organs of Tune and Time are deficient, star.

in regard to melody; these have no music in consequence of the ex
treme feebleness of the related organs in their brains. On the other
hand, wherever the organs of the religious sentiments are large in a

people, that nation or tribe will be found to be proportionably devoted
to religion. If their intellectual faculties be feeble, if they have no

science and no true revelation to direct them, they may be engulfed in

superstition ; but superstition is only the religious sentiments gone
astray. They may be found worshiping stocks and stones, reptiles,
and idols of the most revolting description; but still, this shows not
only that the tendency to worship exists in them, but that it may be

manifested in great vigor when the intellect is feeble or very imper
fectly informed. It proves, also, that these sentiments are in them
selves blind or mere general impulses, which will inevitably err, un
less directed by an illumination superior to their own.
The religious sentiments may act in combination with the propen

sities or with the moral sentiments. In combination with the lower
feelings they produce a cold, cruel, and selfish faith, in which the
votary's chief object is to secure the favor of Heaven for himself, while
he allots endless and nearly universal misery to the rest of mankind.

In combination with Benevolence and Conscientiousness they lead to

a faith in which justice and mercy, truth and humility, prevail.
There is a distinction in nature between morals and religion. The

organs of Conscientiousness and Benevolence are the foundations of

morals. When they are predominently large, they produce the ten
dency to do justly and to act kindly toward all men; but if the organs

of the religious sentiments are deficient, there will not be an equal ten
dency to worship. Thus we meet with many men who are moral, but
not religious. In like manner, if the organs of the religious sentiments

be large, and those of Conscientiousness and Benevolence be deficient,
there may be a strong tendency to perform acts of religious devotion
with a great disregard of the duties of brotherly love and honesty. We
meet with such characters in the world. The late Sir Henry Mon
creiff, minister of St. Cuthbert's Parish, in Edinburgh, is said to have
described a person, with whom he had had many transactions, in these
forcible terms: “He is a clever man, a kind-hearted man, and he
seems to be a religious man—in short, an excellent man; only, some
how or other, he is sadly deficient in common honesty.” Phrenology
enables us to comprehend the combination of qualities which gives rise

to such characters. The description indicates large intellect, large
organs of the religious sentiments, and large Benevolence, but great
deficiency in the organs of Conscientiousness.
According to these views, religion rests on the sentiments of Venera

tion, Wonder, and Hope as its foundations. The enlightenment of the
intellect serves to direct these sentiments to their proper objects, but
does not produce them, and therefore does not produce religion. It is
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thus impossible that religion itself can be overset or eradicated from
the human mind. The forms and ceremonies by which the religious
sentiments manifest themselves may be expected to vary in different
ages and in different countries, according to the degree of development
of the religious, moral, and intellectual organs, and the state of the
intellectual cultivation of the people ; but these emotions themselves
evidently glow with a never-dying flame, and man will cease to adore
only when he ceases to exist.
After you understend that music springs from the organs of Time

and Tume, you would smile if I were to assure you that it would per
ish if the Society of Professional Musicians were dissolved. You
would at once discover that this society itself, as well as all the pieces
which its members perform, and the instruments which they use, have
sprung from the innate love of music in the mind; and that it is mis
taking the effect for the cause, to imagine that when they cease to ex
ist as a society, music will become extinct. The result of their disso
lution would be, that the inherent activity of the musical faculties
would prompt other individuals to establish other societies, probably
on more improved principles, and music would flourish still.
It is equally absurd to mistake churches, articles of faith, and acts

of parliament for the foundations of religion, and to imagine that when
these are changed, religion will perish. The day was when religion
was universally believed to rest, for its existence, solely on the decrees
of Roman Catholic councils and Popish bulls, and when the priests
assured the world that the moment their church and authority were
subverted, religion would be forever destroyed. But we have lived to
see religion flourishing vigorously in nations which disown that author
ity and church. If the churches and articles of faith now prevalent
shall be changed, of which there is much probability, the adherents of
them will, after the fashion of the priests of Rome, proclaim that the
doom of religion has been sealed ; but all men who are capable of look
ing at the true foundation of religious worship, firmly and deeply laid
in the human faculties, will be unmoved by such alarms. They will
expect religion to shine forth in ever-brightening loveliness and splen
dor, in proportion to the enlightenment of the public mind, and they
will fear neither infernal nor terrestrial foes.

It would greatly assist the progress of improvement, if a firm con
viction could be carried home to the public mind, that religion has its
foundations in the nature of man, because many excellent persons
might thereby be delivered from the blind terrors in which they con
stantly live, lest it should be destroyed ; and the acrimony of contend
ing sects, also, every one of which identifies its own triumph with that

of religion itself, might probably be moderated.
The next question that presents itself is

,

Whether there be any
moral or religious duties prescribed to man by natural theology 2 In

answering this question, moralists in general proceed to prove the ex
istence and attributes of God, and to infer from them the duties we
owe to Him as our creator, preserver, and governor. They regard Him

as the mighty God, and us as His lowly subjects, bound to fear,
tremble, love, and obey him; I entirely concur in this view when ap
plied to doing the will of God; but it appears to me that it has often
led to misconceptions and abuse. Religious duty has, somehow or

other, come to be too generally regarded (in the spirit, at least, in

which it is practiced, if not in words) as a homage rendered to the
Divine Being for his own gratification, the neglect of which he will
punish, and the performance of which he will reward. Many persons
have a notion of the Divine Being somewhat resembling that of an
earthly sovereign, whom they may win and gratify by praises and
flattery, and from whose favor they may expect to receive something
agreeable and advantageous in return. All this is superstition and
error, and it partakes too much of the character of selfishness. I am
aware that no rational Christian puts his religious faith and worship
into the form of such propositions; but I fear that the spirit of them can

be too often detected in much of the religion of the world.

It appears to m
e

that the religious service of the Deity possesses,
under the lights of nature, a totally different character.
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The existence of a supreme Ruler of the world, is no doubt the first
position to be established in natural religion ; but the proofs of it are

so abundant, so overpowering to the understanding, and so captivating

to the sentiments, that I regard this as the simplest, the easiest, and
the least likely to be disputed of all the branches of the subject. If

reflecting intellect be possessed, we can scarcely move a step in the
investigation of nature without receiving irresistible proofs of divine
agency and wisdom. I opened the first book embracing natural
science, that came to my hand, when composing this Lecture. It hap
pened to be a number of the “Penny Encyclopedia,” which had just
been sent in by the bookseller; and I turned up the first page that
presented itself (p. 151). It chanced to be one on Bees, and I read as

follows: “In many instances, it is only by the bees traveling from
flower to flower that the pollen or farina is carried from the male to

the female flowers, without which they would not fructify. One
species of bee would not be sufficient to fructify all the various sorts

of flowers, were the bees of that species ever so numerous, for it re
quires species of different sizes and different constructions.” M. Spren
gel found that “not only are insects indispensable in fructifying different
species of iris, but that some of them, as I. Xiphium, require the agency

of the larger humble bees, which alone are strong enough to force
their way between the stile-flags; and hence, as these insects are hot

so common as many others, this iris is often barren, or bears imperfect
seeds.”
This simple announcement proves to my understanding, incontest

ably, the existence and presence of a Deity in creation; because we
see here an important end, clearly involving design, accomplished by
agents altogether unconscious of the service in which they are
engaged. The bee, performing, all unconsciously to itself, the work

of fructification of the flowers—and the provision of bees of different
weights for stile-flags of different strengths—bespeak, in language
irresistible, the mind and workmanship of an intelligent contriver.
And who is this contriver? It is not man. There is only one answer
possible, it is the Deity; and one object of his selecting such a method
for operating may perhaps have been, to speak home to the under
standings of men, concerning his own presence, power, and wisdom.
Nature is absolutely overflowing with similar examples.
But there is another species of proof of the existence of a God—that

which is addressed to the poetic sentiments of man. “The external
world,” says Mr. Sedgwick, “proves to us the being of a God, in two
ways, by addressing the imagination, as well as by informing the
reason. It speaks to our imaginative and poetic feelings, and they are

as much a part of ourselves as our limbs and our organs of sense.
Music has no charms for the deaf, nor has painting for the blind; and
all the touching sentiments and splendid imagery borrowed by the
poet from the world without, would lose their magic power, and might

as well be presented to a cold statue as to a man, were there no pre
ordained harmony between his mind and the material beings around
him. It is certain that the glories of the external world are so fitted

to our imaginative powers as to give them a perception of the Godhead
and a glimpse of his attributes ; and this adaptation is a proof of the
existence of God, of the same kind (but of greater or less power,
according to the constitution of our individual minds) with that which
we derive from the adaptation of our senses to the constitution of the
material world”—Discourse on the Studies of the University of Cam
bridge, pp. 20, 21.
Assuming, then, the existence of a Deity as demonstrable by means

of the work of creation, the next question is
,

What can we discover

of his character, by the exercise of our natural faculties 2

In answering this question, I observe, in the first place. that we
can not possibly discover anything from creation concerning His person,

or personal history, if I may use such expressions, because there is no

manifestation of these in the external world. If, for example, we
were to present a thread of raw silk to an intelligent man, and ask
him to discover, from its physical appearances alone, the individual
characteristics of the maker of the thread, he would tell us that it is

impossible to do so; because the object presented to him does not con
tain one element from which his understanding can legitimately infer

a single fact in answer to such a question. In like manner, when we
survey earth, air, and ocean, our own minds and bodies, and every
page of creation that is open to us, although we perceive thousands of

indications of the mental qualities of the Creator, we receive not one
ray of light concerning his form of being, his personal history, residence,

or individual nature. All conjectures on this subject, therefore, are
the offspring of fancy or of superstition.

[to be continued.] -
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GRACE DARLING AND HER ISLAND
EIOME.

IN the German Ocean, near the northeast
coast of England, there is a group of islands
called the Farne Islands. At low tide twenty
five of these appear above the water, but at
high tide most of them are completely hidden
from view. The traveler, unless he saw the
brilliant light from the lighthouses of two of
them, would certainly think they were desti
tute of human beings, and still less that those
dreary spots had ever been blessed by woman's

smile and illumined by the halo of her affec
tion. Without soil, presenting a surface of
bare rocks, canopied by the blue vault of

heaven, it would seem as if not even the sea
gulls would wish to alight there. Probably be
fore the year 1837, comparatively very few in
dividuals were familiar with the name or local

ity of these islands; and had it not been for a

fair, gentle, yet heroic being, whose name
should be inscribed on Memory's tablet in

undying characters, these islands might have
remained comparatively unknown.

It was a bright afternoon in July, 1861, when
our party left Newcastle, England—a place
famous for the magnificent bridge of George
Stephenson, 120 feet high, under which ships
pass with ease, also for its grindstones, coal and
iron—to sail on the river Tyne, thence on the
German Ocean for Scotland. Though smaller
than our American rivers, those of England
are well improved. On this noble stream we
find sailing vessels of every variety, especially

as we pass South Shields, a great coal region
and shipping port, and Tynemouth, a famous
watering-place. Emerging from the mouth of

the Tyne we are upon the German Ocean, as

smooth on this fine afternoon, as if the oracles

of Delphi had smiled propitiously on our voy
age. You may judge that we felt some trepi
dation at finding ourselves on these waters,
having recently visited Hartlepool, a seaport
some twenty miles southward, where, in one
storm last spring, eighty ships were wrecked
and nearly all the passengers drowned.
Some fifty miles north of the mouth of the

Tyne, the Farne Islands are situated, and you
may imagine my feelings as we approached the
birthplace and early home of Grace Darling.

I well remember how in childhood the story of

her life and heroism touched my soul as the
news was wafted over the Atlantic and echoed

to every coast; and these recollections were
refreshed, when recently I saw a beautiful
drawing of her face in the Crystal Palace at

Sydenham, near London, and the picture
affected me more than any other in the gallery.

I was spell-bound for the moment, for it revived
all the associations of her heroism. It was a

face so sweet, so ethereal in expression, with

so much more of heaven in it than of earth,
that a casual observer, even, would never
pass it unnoticed. With Grace Darling it was

the soul that lit her features with a glowing
light, for there is a beauty of the soul that
makes indelible impressions on the counte
mance after the features have lost the regular
ity of youth and beauty of outline. Why is it

that we like to visit the birthplaces of our
heroes and heroines, where their childhood
was nurtured, and where their successful
achievements made their names imperishable 2

and why does it give us a sad pleasure to drop
reverential tears on their graves 2 Because
illustrious virtue by its godlike qualities con
secrates the barren rock and makes the dreary

waste resplendent with a beauty not its
own.
The father of Grace was a lighthouse keeper

on one of the Farne Islands, as his father had
been before him. Grace, the seventh child of

the family, was born in 1815, and passed her
childhood on this lonely island. For objects of

contemplation she had the sea birds, the encir
cling ocean, the shifting clouds by day and the
starry vault by night—or the moaning winds or

the howling storm which seemed in the thunder

of its power to rock the foundations of the
island speck on which she dwelt. There are
some persons so constituted that they derive
more knowledge from Nature than from
books.
But let us recall the deed of heroism as his

tory records it : One dark, stormy might in the
month of September, 1838, the Forfarshire
steamer, carrying forty-one passengers and a

crew of twenty-two men, started from Hull for
Dundee. A leakage in her boiler which had
been insufficiently repaired prior to her start
ing, reappeared, increasing rapidly until the
fires were extinguished and her engine ceased

to move. The captain endeavored to prevent
the boat from drifting ashore, but it was
tossed about at the mercy of the storm, and
was finally driven upon the rocks, while the
efforts of the captain to steer it between the
islands and the shore were unavailing. At
four o'clock in the morning, the fog being dense
and the rain descending in torrents, she struck

a precipitous rock, where the water is said to

be 100 fathoms deep. Some of the passengers
were so terrified that they immediately left the
ship in a small boat. Some fell into the angry
vortex and perished. A heavy sea broke the
ship into two pieces. Those who were in the
cabin were at once irretrievably lost, while
four passengers and five of the crew who were
on the other part of the vessel which still
adhered on the rock, remained till morning,
exposed to the relentless fury of the waves,
staring death in the face, expecting every
moment to be swept into eternity. The long
hours passed away till seven o’clock in the morn
ing, when by the aid of a glass the wreck was
seen by the Darling family. The father, mother,
and Grace were the only occupants of the
lighthouse at the time. Wm. Darling, born
and bred on these islands, accustomed all of

-----------------

his life to the mysteries of the deep, from the
rippling, dancing wave, as it reflected the
sun-light in rainbow colors, to the deep bass
toned roaring of the furious breakers as they
rose mountain-high, threatening to carry off
the rocky foundations of his humble abode—
he, a child of the sea, was now afraid of his
own foster-mother, the ocean. Though in his
nature kind and sympathetic, he was disin
clined to brave the furies of that storm. But
the gentle, modest Grace, twenty-two years of

age only, to whom, perhaps, the opportunity

to develop the strongest yearnings of her soul

to do good had never before come, said, “Let

us go, father; I can help you row, and we will
save, we must save, these helpless beings ſº

With the mother's assistance, the father and
daughter were launched forth upon the deep at

the ebb-tide, knowing full well that unless
they had extra assistance on their return they

could not stem the returning tide, which would
probably be at its height, and consequently they
would be obliged to moor their own little boat

(a mile from their own island) to the rock where
the shipwrecked mariners were awaiting their
destiny. We can well imagine the feelings of

that wife and mother as they left her to en
counter the waves.

A thrill of joy went through those desolate
hearts as they saw their deliverers approaching.
The survivors, nine in number, were taken
from the rock to the lighthouse, and had to re
main there from Friday till Sunday on account
of the roughness of the sea; also a boat's crew
that came to the lighthouse from Sunderland
for their rescue, were obliged to remain there
several days, making, in all, twenty persons
who were entertained in their little abode, the
mother and daughter cheerfully giving up their
beds to the passengers, while the crew slept on

the floor around the fire.

Fame soon began to weave a chaplet for the
brow of Grace. But she bore her honors
modestly. Many visited that humble abode

to see the unassuming heroine, but it was not
hers long to enjoy the homage which the world
was willing to bestow ; for consumption, that
terrible yet insidious disease, marked her for
its victim ; it became evident that her work
was finished, and she breathed out her pure,
gentle life only five years after she became
known to the world. She was buried in her
own parish, Bamborough, on the mainland,
opposite the lighthouse. The gentry and
noblemen of the neighborhood attended her
remains to their last resting-place. But she
will never be forgotten so long as there is an
instinct in the human soul to appreciate genu
ine heroism and goodness. Some might feel
that England ought to rear a monument to her
memory on Langstone Island, where the light
house stands; but as long as there is a wave

of the ocean to beat upon those rocks, so long
will a glorious funeral dirge be sung to her
memory—a requiem to her worth more sublime
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and enduring than the measured melodies of
Mozart.
Those who have never seen the ocean,

especially in a storm, might say, “Oh, any
kind-hearted woman would have done the
same,” and will never appreciate that act in

its fullest, highest aspect. I, who have been
cradled on an island around which the ocean
beat the symphonies of my childhood, was
electrified when I first heard the tale. And
now when I see these rocks, and perceive more
plainly the really imminent danger those brave
hearts encountered, it seems to me that Grace
Darling, as she came from that peaceful fire
side and descended into the little boat, taking
the oar and risking her own life to rescue
human beings that she had never seen before,
was a sublime act of moral heroism honorable

alike to her womanhood and her humanity,
and it is with great pleasure that I point to the
life of this English girl by way of inciting my
young countrywomen to noble deeds for the
happiness of others.
My true ideal of woman is the blending of

affection and courage. Our Saviour had these
two attributes in a pre-eminent degree, and
every human being who is deficient in either,
acks an indispensable requisite to perfection
of character.

The portrait of Grace Darling, of which I

have spoken, gives her a predominance of the
mental temperament, Benevolence, Intuition,
Spirituality, refinement, Sensitiveness, Imita
tion, Ideality, and strong social feelings. Had
she been born on the classic soil of Italy, her
name might have been wafted on the pinions

of Fame as a poet or artist; but the chimes of

her childhood were the waves and the storms,
and from these she drank her inspirations, and
under their influence was her nature developed.
Some say there is no disinterested benevolence.
Methinks Grace Darling's magnanimous deed
sprang impulsively from a kind spirit, uncon
scious of its depth and of the opinions of the
world. She did not stop to reason. Her gen
erous impulses, her intuitions were better than
reason. She did not stop to argue—her keen
sympathies were more telling than arguments,
her enthusiasm as boundless as the deep. She
had doubtless felt the want of ordinary privi
leges, but her privations had developed her
soul; for from sorrow in some form every
great and noble spirit is born. As no flower
blossoms without a preparation, so no heroic
deed springs into life except from a nature pre
pared for it by circumstances waiting only for

a favorable opportunity for its manifestation.
Else how is it that a whole nation will pour
out its sympathies for the woes of others at a

single call? Some natures are more receptive

than others, and are more rich in their minis
trations of wisdom and goodness, as some
flowers in the same field receive more dew than
others, and give forth more aroma or perfume

to the world. Au revoir. MATER.

TEI E KEY FOU N D.

PROPER TREATMENT OF THE WICIOUs.

Visiting one of the State prisons, a few
years since, in company with the governor or

superintendent, I was much interested by his
remarks upon several of the convicts, their
manifestations of character, and the effect upon
them of the discipline to which they were sub
jected. Some were cheerful at labor, and ap
peared to find it a relief from painful thought;
others submitted to it patiently, but yet with
evidence that it was irksome to their feelings,
their habits—it was endured only, not wel
comed. Others, again, were always reluctant,
sometimes refractory at their toil; their faces
wore a sullen expression, and they contrived a

thousand expedients to retard the progress of

their work, yet without exposing themselves to

punishment by actual neglect or evidently
willful perversion of duty. The conversation

of the governor, suggested by these varieties
of conduct and disposition, had an intrinsic

interest, resulting from the clearness and
sagacity of his views in relation to the vary
ing elements with which he had to deal. I

soon discovered that he was a quick and shrewd
observer of men's minds; naturally endowed
with a penetrating glance at the inward,
sharpened and perfected by long practice until

it afforded him a knowledge that seemed
almost intuitive. I perceived, too, by the
demeanor of the convicts in his presence, that

he exercised over them that quiet authority
which superior power of intellect always com
mands. Their manner toward him, their very
aspect and movement when he was among
them, though indicating neither servile fear,
nor that shrinking avoidance which is gener
ated by habitual harshness and severity, told
more plainly than words could do that they
knew him as their ruler; as one whose vigil
ance they could not elude or his authority re
sist, while yet they had nothing to apprehend
from wanton severity or capricious tyranny.

He had not been very long in the prison, and
report said that his predecessor, though an up
right and well-meaning man, had been so lack
ing in decision and tenacity of purpose that
under his control the institution had become
very much disorganized ; but whatever the
faults of the previous administration had been,
and however injurious they had proved to the
moral and physical discipline required in such

a condition of society, I needed not the evi
dence of general commendation to assure me
that under its present head the prison was
governed and controlled with perhaps as near
an approach as it is possible to the difficult
attainment of the two desired objects in all
penal institutions—punishment and reforma
tion—punishment for the good of the commu
nity at large, as a means of deterring others
from the commission of crime, and reformation
for the good of the individual criminal.

In the course of our progress through the
various wards and workshops, the governor
requested me, as we were approaching one
large apartment, to take especial notice of the
person whom he should call when we had en
tered, and from whom he should ask an explan
ation of the process carried on in that part of

the prison. I of course complied, and soon
found myself listening to the intelligent re
marks of a man apparently about thirty or

thirty-five years old, well made, of middle
height, and strongly marked, though far from
unhandsome features. His eyes, of a rich,
bright hazel, were yet singularly soft and mild

in their expression, contrasting remarkably
enough with that of his mouth, which be
tokened an uncommon degree of energy and
firmness; the lips, though well formed, clos
ing upon each other with a fixedness than
which nothing could more plainly indicate
strong will and self-reliance. The character

of the face and head generally was good—such

as to please both the physiognomist and the
phrenologist, who would respectively pronounce
the features and developments attractive.
What struck me particularly, however, were

the appearances of personal attachment to the
governor that rather escaped from him occa
sionally than were exhibited. They were per
ceptible in the tone of his voice, in his look of

affectionate respect, in the air of delighted but
deferential interest with which he listened
when the governor addressed him; perhaps
more than all in the eager alacrity with which

he hastened to afford any explanation requested
by the latter on my behalf; for the room in

which we were was occupied by machines of

various kinds, employed in the formation or

preparation of different fabrics, and from the
tenor of the questions addressed to him, and of

his answers, I judged that the man of whom I

speak was to some extent charged with their
management or superintendence. At all
events, he appeared to understand them thor
oughly, and his explanations of their nature,
their construction and performances, were sin
gularly intelligent and satisfactory, adding
much to the interest with which I had been
inspired by his appearance and manner.

It may be supposed that after we had left
him, and were on our way to another part of

the prison, I inquired with some eagerness
whether there was anything peculiar or re
markable in his history; and the answer I re
ceived was substantially as follows:
“That man, when I first took charge of the

prison, was the veriest black sheep of the
whole flock. His sentence was fourteen years,

of which three had elapsed, and my predeces
sor, when he turned the prisoners over to me,
assured me that he had less trouble with all
the others than with him; that he was incor
rigible and utterly unmanageable. The ut
most severity of punishment had been inflicted

on him to no purpose; neither hunger, nor
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stripes, nor the shower, nor solitary confine
ment, nor kindness, nor expostulation had an
effect upon his indomitable temper. His sen
tence was for an aggravated and wanton
assault with intent to kill, which he barely
failed to accomplish; and this was but the
last of several, in the perpetration of which
he had exhibited a ferocity, a recklessness and
desperate courage that made his name actually
a terror to the police as well as to the fre
quenters of the low haunts where he was gen
erally to be found. The same violent and in
domitable spirit he had exhibited ever since
his arrival at the prison. Coercion seemed
only to harden him, and gentle means were
but wasted on his obduracy. Work he would
not, except at intervals when he was in the
humor; his fellow-prisoners all stood in awe
of him, and even the keepers were reluctant
to meddle with him, three of them having at
different times sustained severe personal in
jury at his hands in attempts to subdue his
refractory spirit. In short, according to the
account of my predecessor, Harding—for that
is his name—was more like a wild beast than

a human being, and like a wild beast ought to
be shut up in a cage where he could do no
mischief; to repeat the expression made use of
to me, he was as untamable as a hyena, and
deserved no better than a hyena's treat
ment.
“I do not mean to compliment my own

sagacity, but I will say that I could not help
doubting the entire accuracy of all this. I
had had plentiful experience of refractory con
victs in other prisons—had had occasion to
deal with depraved and brutal men in almost
every conceivable variety of wickedness—and
I had never yet found one for whom there were
not some available means of correction and
reformation, if we could but find them out.
“This man, I felt confident, had a heart—a

human heart, with true sympathies and right
emotions—but it was locked up, and nobody
had been able to discover the key that should
lay it open. Perhaps, in the course of his
short but violent and stormy life—for then he
was but little beyond the age of legal manhood
—no one had fallen in his way who would
have been willing to apply the key, had it
been in his possession; I could easily conceive
that a childhood and youth of neglect and
hardship, without sympathy, without the soft
ening influence of care or kindness, without
joys or pleasures except the most sensual and
base, might have been the ferocious manhood
of brutal and desperate ferocity. You have
seen Harding, and can understand me when I
say that his features seemed even then to in
dicate the existence of better elements within
than were believed to form his character; I
felt assured that with a countenance so befit
ting a man was not associated the nature of a
beast, and I resolved to spare no pains for the
education and development of that nature of a
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ward show of heartlessness and depravity.
“My first step was to watch him carefully,

yet in such a way as not to excite in him sus
picions of my observance. I noted heedfully
his actions, his manner, his countenance—at
work and at meals, in the chapel and when
allowed to exercise in the prison-yard—in
every situation I brought him to view I stud
ied his appearance and bearing with unremit
ting vigilance. Whether it was that report of
my success in governing other prisons had
reached him, and produced some effect of ap
prehension even on his obdurate disposition, or
that he felt the influence of the quiet but ener
getic regularity which pervaded the prison, I
know not ; but it so happened that for some
weeks he was unusually peaceable and dili
gent, performing his tasks in the workshop well
and cheerfully, and giving no annoyance to his
fellow-prisoners, and the consequence was that
I had no occasion to hold direct communica
tion with him. I was not sorry for this, as it
gave me ample time for the watchful observ
ance to which I have alluded; and perhaps all
the results I could expect from it had been at
tained, when at length some neglect or viola
tion of duty on his part made it proper for me
to notice him personally. I was careful, how
ever, not to engage in conversation with him,
to ask no question, for my object was merely
by a few words of admonition, to suggest
rather than announce that the treatment he
might expect from me was to combine the
resolute and undeviating firmness of control
with the kindness of sympathizing humanity.
I wished him to draw this inference from my
manner of speaking—grave, earnest, indicative
not so much of determination to be obeyed as
of assurance that to be disobeyed was impos
sible; but carefully divested of harshness or
the least appearance of resentment. This was
the lesson I wished him to receive and ponder,
and I had reason to believe that my object was
accomplished.
“But I will not take up your time by going

into the detail of my various experiments upon
Harding, and their results. Suffice it to say,
that in the course of five or six months I be
came convinced of the truth of my original
impression, that there was something more
and better in him than had been supposed ;
but as yet this conviction was the only good

fruit of my endeavors. He was still willful,
intractable, and sometimes fearfully violent;
punishment was still thrown away upon him,
and so sure was I that it even aggravated his
faults of temper, that I regretted the necessity
of inflicting it for the sake of maintaining the
general discipline of the prison. I made some
important discoveries, however, in relation to
the course of early life which, as I had from
the first suspected, had been largely instru
mental in the formation of his character. In
his furious moods he would often let fall ex
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pressions, disjointed indeed, but capable of being
put together and wrought into a connection
full of significance. They generally took the
form of maledictions and reproaches upon
society—upon mankind at large—for cruelty

and injustice of which he had been the victim;
and from them, as reported to me by the keep
ers, I gathered that his father, an English
man, had been transported for a crime of
which, after his death at Van Dieman's Land,
he had been ascertained to be innocent; that
his mother, coming to America, had died in
prison of a jail fever while detained as a wit
ness merely; and that himself, thus left an
orphan when little more than a child, had
struggled on to manhood through penury, and
suffering, and evil companionship, and tempta
tions of the coarsest and most debasing kind,
such as are but too much incident to the

career of indigent and neglected orphanhood in
the squalid haunts of all large cities.
“I ascertained, moreover, by inquiries of the

police in the city where his life had been
passed, that no crime had ever been alleged
against him, except those acts of violence which
at last brought him to the prison. He had fig
ured repeatedly in the annals of the criminal
department as a rowdy, a ruffian, a leader in
riots and aggravated breaches of the peace,
but never as a thief, a shoplifter, a burglar,
or in any other grade of felonious rascality.
This was encouraging; and still more so were
accounts that had reached me of several in
stances in which Harding had been known to
exhibit a sort of rude and reckless generosity,
not out of keeping with the darker features of
his character. I felt more and more assured

that there must be a way of reclaiming him ;
but I was still forced to acknowledge that as
yet I had made little or no substantial progress
toward the discovery of that way.
“At length, however, a fortunate accident

befriended me. I had conceived the idea, and
was strongly impressed with its truth, that if
Harding could be made to feel himself useful,
a great step would be gained. My theory was,
that want of self-respect—the failing of a gem
erous nature perverted by circumstances—was
the root of his depravity; and that if he could
be induced to believe there was good in him
capable of being called into aetion profitable
to his fellow-men, this belief might without
much difficulty be nurtured so as to bring forth
abundant fruit.
“It happened one day that he was called in

to assist, with others, under the direction of
the engineer, in putting together a new piece
of machinery; that is

,
he and the other con

victs, three or four of them, were required to

lift and place in certain positions various parts

of the engine, while the constructor adjusted
them and applied the fastenings. I observed
that Harding, who had been for some days in

a remarkable good humor, bestowed much
attention upon the putting together of the

—sº-º:
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machinery, and seemed to be interested in its

construction and object, as one who understood
them. While the others merely did what was
required of them with careless indifference, his
eyes closely followed the movements of the
engineer; and I noticed that when the latter
two or three times made a trial movement of

a principal wheel, Harding quickly turned his
attention to another part of the machine,

where the effect was to be looked for, showing

that he comprehended the principle of its

action.
“My plan was quickly formed, and circum

stances took just the turn most favorable to its
application. There was something wrong in

the engine, something had been omitted or mis
placed in its construction, and it did not work

to the satisfaction of the engineer. Repeated

trials were made to remedy the defect, what
ever it was, but still the same check occurred
when the wheels were put in motion. You
may suppose that I watched Harding more
vigilantly than I did the machine, and I was
delighted at perceiving that he seemed to

be as deeply interested in the matter as the
professional machinist. His eyes followed
every movement of the latter, and it was evi
dent from the intent expression of his counte
nance that everything but the engine and the
difficulty was forgotten. At length there was

a flash of the eye—a lighting up of all the
features—succeeded in a moment by an earnest
and thoughtful gaze at one part of the engine,
whence I inferred, and rightly, that Harding
had conjectured the cause of the failure and
was seeking to verify his idea. Stepping to

his side quietly, and looking for a few moments

at the spot on which his attention was fixed, I

said, in a kind of abstracted way and rather

as if thinking aloud than addressing myself
purposely to him, ‘What can be the matter
with this thing 2 Can’t you find it out, Hard
ing 2 I dare say it is some very slight defect
which could be remedied in ten minutes.” If

I had spoken in any other way, it is probable

that his thoughts would have been recalled to

our relative positions; but my remark had so

casual and matter-of-course an air—conveyed

so perfectly the idea that I was thinking only

of the machine, and chimed in so well with
his own similar pre-occupation—that he con
tinued to forget the prison, the governor, and
his own position as convict; and he proceeded

at once to point out what he supposed to be
the cause of the difficulty. He was right; the
engineer saw in a moment what was wanted,
and, again most fortunately for the success of

my effort, acknowledged the fact with a brief
but hearty expression of thanks to Harding for
his discovery. Sir, the key was found to the
true and better nature of the man. The grati
fication he felt at that moment in the con
sciousness of having rendered a valuable ser
vice, aided no doubt by some uprising of self
esteem at his sagacity and success where a
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skillful machinist had been baffled, afforded all
that I wanted for his regeneration, as I may
call it. My course with him henceforth was
clear, though requiring much caution and
skillful management. I had but to encourage

and develop to full action his feeling of self
respect, perhaps now called into existence, but
certainly for the first time fostered and rightly
guided. By slight occasional allusions to his
acuteness, made incidentally and as if merely
suggested by some occurrence of the moment,

I not only kept alive in his mind the recollec
tion of the pleasant feeling he had experienced,

but at length induced him to express a wish
for employment in the machine department,

for which he had evidently a natural aptitude, - -

again in a period of four days, shows an exec
and the promptness with which I acceded to

his wish, aided by an encouraging, half-jocular
remark upon the certainty of his becoming a

skillful engineer, put him in precisely the right
frame of mind for working out all the good

which I had hoped and expected. Henceforth
his progress was rapid and scarcely interrupted.
You have seen him the foreman of the machine
department, in which he has introduced sev
eral very ingenious and valuable improve
ments; you have seen him grateful, gentle,
assiduous, and self-respecting; and I have
only to add, that when he receives the pardon

which I have solicited for him, though society

will gain a useful member, I shall lose my
most excellent and esteemed assistant.”

Such was the story related to me by the
humane and judicious governor of a State
Prison—a man who had sagacity to perceive

and a heart to feel that even in the most per
verted nature there might be a germ of good
still subsisting, which needed only gentle and
wise culture to quicken and expand and ulti
mately bring forth golden fruit. Let parents
learn a lesson from this narrative.–--------
CoMPLIMENTARY PHRASEs IN PERs1A —The

style of the complimentary phrases used in Persia,
we learn from an account of an interview with

the governor of Oroomiah. “We found the gov
ernor occupying a splended mansion, and sur
rounded by numerous attendants. He received

us with much civility, and apparent kindness; and

as we entered the great hall, he beckoned us to

the upper end to sit by his side, and then inquired
after our health in the usual Persian manner.

• Kaef-uz yokhshee dur?" (Is your health good?)

• Damaghun chakh dur?" (Your palate—appetite
—lusty 2) “Kaef-uz koek dur 7” (Are you in

hale, fat keeping 2) And all this so rapidly, that
we could only reply by an inclination of our heads.
When he had finished, we inquired after his
health, to which, while solemnly stroking his
beard, he replied—‘By your auspices” “Only let
your condition be prosperous, and I am of course
very well.”
welcome, saying—“Your coming is delectable.”
‘Your arrival is gladsome.’ ‘Upon my eyes you
have come.’”
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WE clip from the New York Tribune the
following paragraph relative to a prominen,

and useful public man, and annex with pleasure

some further description of his method of

management:
REPAIRs of THE ERIE RAILRoAD.—It is

but an act of simple justice to Mr. Minot, Su
perintendent of the Erie Railroad, to call the
attention of the public to the wonderful energy
and expedition with which the repairs upon
that road have been completed. That mate
rials can be transported, and men got together
and organized into working parties, so as to

build such bridges as were washed away in

the late great flood, on the western division of

that road, and have the trains passing over it

utive ability that would be of immense value

to an army, if engaged in its service.

While fully indorsing the favorable opinion
expressed with regard to Mr. Minot, we be
lieve that he could not serve the interest of the
public in any other way so fully as in his pres
ent situation. Others there unquestionably

are who in some respects equal or perhaps
surpass him, but the opinion has been frequent

ly expressed to us by railraad men fully com
petent to judge in the matter, that for general
fitness and ability in al

l

the qualities necessary

in a superintendent, he is without an equal.
Aſways the friend of those under his control,
they obey his orders with cheerfulness and
alacrity, because his orders are his wishes. In

working the road, he obtains the greatest Vos
sible amount of service from the cars and loco
motives employed. To accomplish this, he
introduced during his former management of

the road, a thorough system of classification
and duplicates, and by this means kept con
stantly on hand al

l

the parts necessary for the
repair of any and every kind of locomotives on

the road.
To such perfection was this system carried,

that when an engine came to the shop crippled

by the failure of some important part of its

machinery, it was again ready for service as

soon as the defective parts could be removed
and new ones substituted. It was the wish of
Mr. Minot to extend this system of duplicates

as far as practicable to al
l

the machinery and
structures of the road, including bridges, which,
according to his views, should be constructed

in classes, the number of classes being as few

as possible, and by keeping constantly on hand

al
l

the parts of a bridge of each class, to be
ready at al

l

times to meet a sudden demand.
Whether with the great amount of labor

and expense consequent upon the depreciated

condition of nearly everything belonging to the
Erie Road when he last accepted the superin
tendency, he has been able to extend and per
fect the system of repairs above referred to,

we do not know, but from the great dispatch
with which new bridges were erected over
swollen streams in the recent case, we infer
that he has.

|
|

- - - |

He then reiterated his expressions of
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NEw SUBscRIBERs and renewals for
the next year are already flowing in
upon us. Friends, we thank you for
this ready and cordial support. Those
who send in their names for either
Journal for the year 1862 before the
1st of January, we will send to them,
gratis, the December number, thus
giving them thirteen numbers, instead
of twelve. Subscribers, however, can
begin at any time; but the first of
the year, we think, is preferable.----------
THE ILLUsTRATED PHRENow.od cAL AND PHY

siological ALMANAc For 1862,containing,besidesthe
usualcalendarmatter,a greatnumberof portraitsof emi
nentpersons,with theirhistoryand character;also,arti
clesonhealthand otherinterestingtopics,will be ready
on the 10thday of November. Price, by mail, postage
prepaidby thepublishers,6centssingle,or #1for twenty
five copies. Usual termsto the trade. Ordersmay be
sentin at once. AddressFowlek ANDWELLs,308Broad
way,New York.–-------
LEwis' Gymnastics.--Dr. Lewis, of Boston, is

doingagreatandgoodwork for thephysicaldevelopment
of theAmericanpeople. His meansfor effectingthisare,
the publicationof a “Journal of Physical Culture” inBoston,which explains the importanceof training thebody,and themethodsbywhichit maysafelyand properlybedone; andtheestablishment,notonlyof a gymna
siumfor theuseand instructionof the citizensof Boston
and vicinity,but a Normal School for the educationof
teachersof gymnastics,and with a competentcorpsofteachers,givestopupils of both sexesa thorougheduca
tion in this noble and usefulart, giving, at graduation,diplomasto all pupils qualifiedto receivethem. On the
5thdayof Septemberlast the first commencementexer
cises took place at the Institution,on which occasion
PresidentFelton,of HarvardCollege,occupiedthechair,
and conferredthe diplomas,when Dr. Lewis, EdwardQuincy,Esq., Rev. Dr. Kirk, Mr. Hagar, and PresidentFelton addressedthe classandthe audience. It was an
occasionof greatinterest,andwehail with pleasurethisgreatmovein therightdirectionandwiththerightmeans.

Úſ (Lorr tsp gmi trits.
E. W. F.—1. What trait or talent is indicatedby a browthatoverhangsthe eyes,whenthe eyesthemselvesarenotdeeplysuuk or thrown back fromthesurfaceof theface?
Ans. Sometimesthefaceis verysmall,asif its develop

menthadbeenarrested,while thebrain itselfis notextralarge. In such a casethe apparentoverhangingof theregionof theperceptivetalentmaynotexhibitan exces
sive developmentof thoseorgans;butif the brainbeof
fair size and the brow is pushedforward,or the whole
foreheadis overhanging,it indicatesintellectualcapacity.If the lower part only projects,it indicatesperception,
off-handtalent,power to gainknowledgefromtheexter
nal world, topick up informationreadily. If the upperpart is equallyprominent,it indicatesalso ability to reason,think, plan,andphilosophize.
2. What trait of characteris indicatedby veryheavylips, accompaniedby a mental temperament,the otherfeaturesbeingfine,appropriatefor thattemperatinent?
Ans. The lips maybeheavy,or thick and large,while

theotherfeaturesaresmalland delicate,and,at thesametime,theindividualpossessa fine-grainedmentaltemper
ament—thelips maybelargewithoutbeingcoarse. Forexample,supposethatthefather hasa strong,hardyconstitution,haslargeteethandthick lips,andothermembers
of thefacein harmony,wesometimesfinda child resembling itsmotherin all its featuresbut itseyesor its nose,
its mouth or its chin. The mothermay be very fine
grainedwhile the fatheris not,andthechild inherit the
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finenessof themother'stemperament,withallher features
butthemouth,andthatapparentlycoarsemouthmaystill
be fine-grained,delicatein its organicquality,thoughnot
delicate in its formandmagnitude. Wesometimesfind a

personwith al
l

the elements of flneness in feature, ingrain of skin, in lightness of bone,etc.,while the hair is
wiry, and hard, and coarse,being inherited from oneparent,while the other qualities resemblethoseof the
otherparent.

8. Have L. N. Fowler's LecturesonThe Moral Bearingof Phrenologyyetbeenpublished 7

Ans. They havenotyetbeenpublished.

4. Doesthecentral or middleline portion of Philoprogenitivenessgivethelove of children,and theouterportion of theorganthelove of theloweranimals?
Ans. We have no evidencethat such division exists.

The lower part of the organ has been supposed to give
the love of pets and little helpless infants,while thehigher portion,towardAdhesiveness,gave the tendency

to love offspring as they approximate to maturity,and
afterward.

syrtial flotitts.
IMPRoveMENts made in the machinery formanufacturingGold Pens,and secured to thesubscriberbyLettersPatent,haveenabledhim to overcomethemanyimperfectionshitherto unavoidable in their production,and also to bring the costwithin the reach of all. Thewritingpublic shouldknowthefollowingfacts:Constantwriting for six months is donecheaperwithGold PensthanwithSteel; therefore, it is economy to useGold Pens.
The Gold Pen remainsunchanged by years of continueduse,whiletheSteelPen is everchangingbycorrosionandwear; therefore,perfectuniformity of writing is obtainedonly by theuse ol theGold Pen.The Gold Pen is alwaysreadyand reliable,while theSteelPenmustbeoftencondemnedand a newoneselected: therefore, in the use of theGold Pen there is greatsavingof time.
Gold is capable of receivinganydegree of elasticity,sothat theGold Pen is exactlyadapted to the hand of thewriter; therefore,thenerves of thehandandarmarenotº, as is known to be the caseby the use of Steelens.
He is nowsellingGold Pens at pricesvarying from 25cents to +1,according to sº.e,the averagewear of everyone of whichwill faroutlast a gross of thebestSteelPens.Sold by all dealers in the line throughoutthecountry.Wholesaleand retail at the store,No. 25 Maiden Lane,where all orders,inclosingcash or post-stamps,will receivepromptattention,and a pen or pens correspondingin value,and selectedaccording to description,will immediatelybesentby mail or otherwise, as directed.Address, A. Morton. 25MaidenLane,New York.“We happen to knowMr. A. Morton to benotonlyoneof thebestandmostextensivemanufacturersofGold Pensnot only in America,but in theworld. We usehispens,and can assureour readersof theirexcellence.”—N. Y.Tribune.
“We have been in the habit of using theseGold Pensfor a long time.and havealways foundthemthebestinstruments of the kind that have fallen in our way.”—N. Y. Evening Post.
Terth, upon Allen's system. can be obtained at 22 BondStreet. By thismethodtheteeth,gumsroof,andrugae of themouthare so accuratelyformed as todisplay a perfectprototype of thenaturalergans,restoringtheTRUEExPREssiox of the mouthand original contourof theface.

It is theheightof art to concealart This wedomostpositively,as ournumerouspatronscanattest.A descriptivepamphletmaybeobtainedby addressingDr. J. ALLEN & Son, 23 Bond Street,New York.

J. PARRish, 323 Canal Street, New York,
manufacturer of Shºrts,Bosoms,Wristbands,and Collars,is nowselling at prices to suitthe times:Men's and Boys'White Shirts, 50 cents; Linen Bosomdo., 75 cents,$1, $1 25; and superiormade, to measure,cut by a practicalshirt-cutter,and fit guaranteed,six for$9, $1050,and$12.ºf" Ladieswill find at thisEstablishmenta largestockof Bosoms,Collars, andWristbands,for shirt-making, atvery low prices.
School of ARt For LAD1Es, 863 Broadway, New York.-Miss S. E. FullER,respectfullyannouncesthat theSchool of Art for Ladies reopenedonMonday,September16,1861.Thoroughinstructiongivenin DrawingandPauntingfrom the humanfigure,naturalobjects,models,etc., by competeutartists. Drawing andengravinguponwoodthoroughlytaught. Arrangements

are beingmade to enablepupils, as soon as qualified, toreceive a fair remunerationfor their labors. Saturdayclasses,for Teachersand pupils attendingother schoolsduring theweek.Pupils received at anytimeduringtheTerm.
Ordersreceivedfor orawingandengravinguponwood.Portraits,Machinery,ArchitecturalDesigns,Landscapes,Fruits, Flowers,etc.,executed in the bestmanner,uponeasonableterms.
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I should like to know how many people in

the world have absolutely healthy minds. I

reckon up my friends and enemies upon my
fingers, and beginning with my best friend, or

worst enemy, myself, find one with a twist
here, one with a soreness there, one with this
eccentricity, and one with that infirmity.
Ideal health of body is not possessed by one in

a million of civilized men, and I almost doubt
whether there be a man in Europe with an
absolutely healthy mind. If there be such a

man, rely upon it he stands at the head of the
class of social bores. For he must have, to be

healthy, that abomination of desolation, a well
balanced mind, in which, because there is

everything in equal proportion, there is nothing

in agreeable excess. Anything like exclusive
regard for a particular idea upsets the balance;
and so it is that to the men whose minds are
not whole, round, and perfect, we owe all the
progress of the world.
There should be fuller recognition than there

is yet of the set of truths that run from such a

starting-point. Complete health of body is

rare, though we know pretty well what to eat,
drink, and avoid, in the way of corporal nour
ishment, and have not much power of inter
ference with the growth of our own legs and
.arms. But we commit minds to absolute starv
ation; we bend, dwarf, maim, and otherwise
disfigure or distort the ideas of the young,
looking at schools too often as if they were
jelly molds, and the young mind a jelly. The
result to the mind is very much what it would
be to the body if we grew infants in molds for
the improvement of their figures. We do not
get improvement of the figure, but distortions

of an unexpected form, and lasting sickness.
The mind, which every word which reaches it

affects, is meddled with so easily, so hardly
understood, the signs of health or sickness in

it are so undetermined by the multitude, that
we should fall into the most hopeless confusion

of wits but for the truth underlying social in
tercourse of every sort, that men and women
are good fellows in the main, and that there is

an unseen guiding and sustaining hand upon
the instincts and the strivings of their nature.
Perkins' temper is an asthma to his mind;

Wilkins' nervous sensitiveness a tic doloreux;
Jones' eternal talk about himself is an obesity
of consciousness that retards all the movements

of his wit ; fidgety Smith has St. Vitus's dance

in the brain. A hermit's cell—perhaps the
nutshell within which so many things are said

to lie—would contain all the absolutely sane
men in the land. But if this be true, or if any
thing like this be true, what becomes of the
broad line that is drawn between the man in

the lunatic asylum and the man on 'Change 2

The law declares men lunatics when they are
dangerous to society, or when they are incapa
ble of managing their own affairs. One of

[continued on LASTPAGE.]
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Advertis EMENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublishersonor be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyare toappear. Announcementsforthenextnumber
shouldbesentin atonce.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecentsa line eachinsertion.
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WE HAVE CONCLUDED AN ARRANGEMENT by
which wenowoffertoanyold subscribera Premiumof a
copyof

WEBSTER’s ABRIDGED DICTIONARY,
Counting-HouseEdition, containingnearly flye hundred
pages,for the nameof everynewsubscriberfor one year
sent us with two dollars. The price of the Dictionary
alone at the book-storesis $1 50 The bookwill bede
livered at our office,or be sent by express,as desired.
We arehappytosaythatwe shall beable to sendor de
liver this premiumimmediatelyon receiptof the order,
with the money,as theAbridgedEdition of Webstercan
be manufacturedmuch fasterthan his very large Una
bridged“Pictorial Quarto.” Everyfamily nowreceiving
The Independentshould have a copyof Webster'sDic
tionary. The nameof one new subscribersentuswith
$2will insurethereceiptof thisinvaluablebookºridgedEdition) asa present. Reader,sendusyourorder.

A GREAT REWARD FOR LITTLE PAINS.
Any personwhowill sendto the officeof THE INDE

PENDENT the namesof five new subscribersfor one
ear,or one newsubscriberfor five years,withTen Dol
ars (being two dollarsa yearfor eachsubscription),will
receiveasagift a handsomecopyof

WEBSTER’s UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY,
Pictorial Edition,containingfifteenhundredengravedIl
lustrations.
This is thebesteditionof thebestDictionaryof the En

glish language. Its price atthebook-storesis six dollars
and a half. Every farmer should have a copy in his
house,everymerchantin his store,every lawyer in hisoffice,everyministerin his study. ,Nobodycan affordto
be withoutWebster'sDictionary. Ask fiveof yourfriends.
to subscribefor THE INDEPENDENT for oneyear,or
onefriend tosubscribefor fiveyears,andyouwill receive
thisbeautifulvolumeasa freegift.
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SEWING MAGHINES.
FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,

495BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agenciesin all theprincipal Cities and Towns in the

. UnitedStates.
The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine Company are

now manufacturing,andhaveon exhibitionat their dif
ferentsalesrooms,machinesmakingtheShuttleor LockStitch,of thesamepatternsandat thesamepricesas their
celebratedGrover& BakerStitchMachines,thusaffording
thepublic theadvantageof comparingthestitchesof the
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as to their respectivemerits. This is theonly company
thatmanufacturesboth kinds of machines,and therefore
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OR, THE “STEPMother's Plot.”
By Jas. Reynolds, authorof “The StolenBride,”“Long

Hank,” and “Hermit of theOttawa.”
In “The StolenBride,” and “Long Hank,” and“Her

mit of theOttawa,”Mr. Reynoldsgave evidenceof great
vigor and power,and stampedhimselfasa romancerof
no meanreputation;but in giving totheworld“The De
fraudedHeiress,”hehasplacedhimselfin thefront rank
of thegreatwritersof the day.
It is a storyof life in a great city, foundedon fact,and

in it are broughtto viewall the lights and shadesof so
ciety. Most people have but an imperfect idea of the
snaresand pi fallssetto traptheunwary,notonly in low
life amongthe hovelsof thepoor,butamongthewealthy
andpowerfulandapparentlyrespectable.
We think wemaysafelysaythat

THE DEFRAUDED HEIRESS
is the mostpowerfully-writtenromancewhich has been
placedbeforethepublic formanyyears.ºf Do notfail to readtheopeningchapters.
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[continued ERoMPAGE117.]
these conditions lunatics share with the crim
inals, who are all persons of diseased mind,
although not the less righteously punishable
for their offenses. To the other class how
many of our friends belong ! What rash specu
lation, indiscreet and unjust quarrels, stupid
prejudices, and idiotic credulity cause men to
bring their worldly state to ruin is not to be
learnt only in the Bankruptcy Court.
We would not, of course, convert the jail

into a lunatic asylum. There can be nothing
wholesomer than the determination to push

human responsibility to the utmost. With the
unsound bit in the mind, there is commonly
more than enough of serviceable reason to con
trol a pet excess within the bounds of common
justice and morality. When, as happened
lately, a soldier of marked eccentricity spends
a might in cutting the throats of his wife and
six children whom he loves, and prepares also
to blow up the fort in which he is stationed, a
just pity recognizes the plea of insanity. But
when, as also happened lately, a schoolmaster
with a perverted sense of duty flogs a boy to
death, though we may understand the twist
of his mind, we condemn him to the uttermost.
The law, in fact, admits already too often the
plea of insanity, or unsoundness of mind, in
bar of responsibility. The obvious rarity of a
sound body, which is so much easier of acqui
sition than a sound mind, is enough to suggest
to us how constantly and universally more or
less unsoundness of mind must live subject to
full responsibility. There is no line of demark
ation between sane and insane, the healthy
and the sickly hues of mind shade one into the
other by the most imperceptible gradation of
tint. But there is to be drawn somewhere an
arbitrary line, and we believe the number to
be very small of those whom such a line can
safely or wisely put on the side of the irrespon
sible. Men with a tendency to go wrong in
any particular direction, are not to be kept
within bounds by removal of the common
restraints of society.

-

When we accept fairly this doctrine, we get
rid of one bar to the improvement of a danger
ous class of sick minds, in the terror with
which people still regard insanity. And yet
insanity is but the Latin term for “want of
health” of mind. This is a terror left from

the old days of whips, chains, cells, and straw
pallets. There is an extreme insanity of mind
dependent upon well-marked bodily diseases
altering the condition of the brain, with which
the physician now knows how to deal. But
minor differences in the health and constitution

of the brain, to be recognized only by their
effect on the workings of the intellect or tem
per, are innumerable. In their first arising,
they are influenced by a wholesome treatment,
physical and mental, to a most remarkable
degree, and so it is that the first movements of
the minds of children may be regulated to their

life-long advantage, in a quiet, wisely-ordered
home. Prejudices, everybody knows, may be
removed easily when they are but a few
months old, hardly, or not at all, when of long
standing. As of prejudices, so of all mental
unsoundness. Of cases of insanity brought
into the York Retreat, the recoveries were four
to one from attacks not more than three
months old, but only one in four from attacks
older than a twelvemonth.
Until we have bridged over with a little

better knowledge and some honest admissions
the gulf now set between insanity and sanity

of mind, the repugnance to whatever looks like
an admission even of a possible insanity will
keep a vast number of diseased minds out of
asylums during those earlier stages of infirm
ity in which they are to a considerable extent
open to remedy. Moreover, as it was urged at
the last meeting of the Social Science Associ
ation by one of the best practical authorities
upon this topic, Mr. Samuel Gaskell, now
Commissioner in Lunacy, most insufficient
means of help are offered to the laboring and
middle classes when attacked or threatened
with disease of the mind. The law has already
done much for the insane pauper, but in En
gland and Wales for those who are not
paupers, there is lamentable want of proper
means of care and treatment. Mr. Gaskell
believes that for the support of such asylums
adequate funds could be derived from the
patients, if the land and buildings were once
furnished by the public, and there are few
ways in which expenditure would lead to as
much return of public good.
But Mr. Gaskell urges also that view of the

case on which we are now more particularly
dwelling, when he reminds us “that diseases
of the mind, as well as diseases of the body,
assume an infinite variety of forms, varying
both in kind and intensity.” He thinks it un
wise that “the same certificates, orders, re
turns, restrictive regulations, and penalties are
applicable to all patients, whether affected
merely by the slightest aberration, or suffering
from total loss of mental power and self-con
trol.”
“How marked a difference,” he says, “is

here observable in respect to bodily complaints,
for which we have hospitals both general and
special, dispensaries for milder cases, as well
as convalescent and sea-side houses. And
why, it may with good reason be asked, have
we not asylums adapted to the slightest as
well as the most severe form of disease ?”
The particular suggestion made by Mr.

Gaskell is for the legal sanctioning of a sort of
asylum in which, under wise medical super
vision, and with quiet oversight, care might
be had of slight affections, or the slight begin
nings of disease, that neglect only, or misman
agement, would cause to be severe. This
should be a recognized asylum, lying outside
the operation of the present lunacy laws, and
use might be made of it as a sort of probation
ary house for insane patients, discharged as

[Nov., 1861.
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cured from asylums of the present sort. In
such a house assurance might be had that the
discharged patients are reasonably safe against
those relapses which are now perpetually
bringing them to the bar of our courts for wild,
distressing crimes. There are a thousand sui
cides among us every year, of which the greater
number come of an uncontrollable diseased
impulse.
There never will be room for all who re

quire treatment. Perverse temper, wrong
headed action, undue distress over trifles, and
almost uncontrollable impulses to do this or
that wild thing, never can, to their full extent,
be practically recognized as what they are.
It is

,
on the whole, quite right and necessary

to consider them as points of character to

which a full responsibility attaches. We only
urge, in aid of Mr. Gaskell's argument, a con
sideration that should soften very greatly our
impression of the difference between soundness
and unsoundness of mind. If houses of volun
tary retirement, under any sense of infirmity

or trial of mind, are to be established, let us

have with them, we say, a fair sense of the
fact that in variety and extent mental disorder

is like bodily disorder, and that there is a wide
range of mental as of bodily affection very far
short of mutilation, nay, that there are whole
pieces of mind that many a man contrives to

do without, as he might do without an arm or

an eye, or both his eyes. Let men feel that
there is a common lot to them all in mental

as in bodily affliction, and let nobody suppose
that, although like people in hospital he also

is liable to his headaches and sicknesses, his
mind never feels any of the infirmity over
which science and humanity keep watch in

lunatic asylums. We must not only dismiss
the strait waistcoats and the chains, but also
much of the old vague horror of insanivy. Kn
this, as in other matters, there is to be estab
lished a yet closer sense of fellowship among
men than was recognized in the old days that
are gone. Who knows 2 We may live to see

a Committee of Physicians managing a Sulky
Club, a physician taking out his license for an
Hotel of the Thousand Passions, and the best
half of the town may spend its holiday under
the doctor in a School for Scandal.

The extent of the old error is suggested by
the phrase left to us for insanity, that it is a

man’s being “out of his mind,” or “beside
himself.” He and his mind are, of course, not
parted, but his mind is out of some part of its
health, and, as was said at starting. I should
like to know how many people in the world
have absolutely healthy minds.
Again, however, let it be urged that this

view of the general condition of men's brains
contracts instead of extending the bounds
within which pleas of insanity are justifiable

in bar of criminal responsibility. No man
would commit a willful crime being right
minded ; and as long as a man is wrong
minded he is best warned into self-restraint by
certainty of penalty for hurt inflicted on his
neighbors. Let the pleas of infirmity be met
by the general persuasion that we are all more

or less infirm, and let us abide by the whole
some maxim of law, that every offender must
be answerable for a crime of which he has
sense enough to know that he committed it.

To knock out a man’s brains under the real
belief that one is breaking a glass bottle, is

,

for example, the only kind of insanity that
should protect homicide from punishment.—
All the Year Round.
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TERENCE BELLE.W. McMANUS.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

THE portrait of McManus indicates a stout,
well-set person, with a predominance of the
vital and mental temperaments, producing very
strong feelings, great ardor of emotion, earn
estness of impulse, and clearness and strength
of thought. The head being large, he evinced
more than ordinary mental powers. His
strong points, intellectually, gave him great
power of analysis and discrimination, good
judgment in business affairs, memory of de
tails and particulars, freedom of speech, know
ledge of character, and ability to influence men
strongly with his own spirit. He appears to
have had very large Benevolence, which gave
him strong sympathy for suffering; very strong
social organs, which made him a devoted friend,

and capable of winning his way socially to the
confidence and affection of people. His
ardent temperament tended to make him very
sympathetical—to be too much governed by
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his feelings. When not excited, his intellect
was the ruling quality; but when his feelings
were interested, he did not stop to consider
economy, safety, or philosophy. In other
words, he acted from the heart rather than
from the head; from the feelings rather than
from the intellect and the will. In the family,
in the social circle, in business, he was cordial,
affectionate, confiding, faithful, and upright.

BiographY.
The talent, energy, patriotism, and elo

quence of the Young Ireland Party is con
ceded even by the English press; and by some
distinguished English minds, such as Lord
Jeffrey, Thomas Carlyle, Miss Mitford and
others, the genius of Davis and Mitchel is en
thusiastically acknowledged. The party was
distinguished for its elevation of character,
and could not do otherwise than win the re
spect even of its antagonists. It was com
posed of men who could have entered the army
or navy and won distinction; who in their
professions certainly would have earned repu
tation, if not fortune, at the bar, in the
laboratory, in the studio; who, applying their
clear intelligence, unruffled by politics, would
have risen in mercantile status, and brought a
vigor to mercantile pursuits which would have
insured ease and success. Such men they
were as with the axe, the shuttle, the pestle,
the pencil, or the pen in hand, form the soul
and sinew of society, enriching it as well by
the products of the brain as the energy of the
hand. They were not enamored with politics,
but they loved Ireland. They had nothing to
gain, much to lose.* However people may
differ as to the wisdom or expediency. of the
revolutionary movement in 1848, the truthful
purposes of the leaders are not for a moment
doubted, while the actual good done by them
can not be overlooked. They accomplished
much arduous labor, gave an impetus to Irish
art and manufacture, pushed the history of the
country into the studios of the one, and ex
hibited in a hundred points of view the neces
sities and resources of the other. Their teach
ing seduced the young tradesman from the
tavern, and the young professional man from
the gambling-house. -
The name of Terence Bellew McManus has

been brought prominently before the American
public of late by the devotion of his country
men on the Pacific and Atlantic shores of the
continent. A member of the Young Ireland
Party, and an exile for its principles, it was
his fate to die on the golden shores of Cali
fornia, and the spirit evinced since his death
must be taken as no slight evidence of the ex
tent to which the teaching of Young Ireland
has traveled.
Unlike most of the chief members of

“Young Ireland,” McManus was not a poet,

an orator, a journalist, a writer, or speechifier

of any kind. He was an energetic, able,
capable business-man, who entered politics
because he thought them patriotic; and expect
ing to make nothing out of them, lost every
thing he possessed in them. With every pros
pect of becoming a “solid man,” if not a

merchant-prince, already indeed having at
tained competence and the confidence of the
commercial community of the north of En
gland, where he had for years resided, he dis
interestedly threw himself into the Irish cause

* See “’98 and '48,Modern RevolutionaryHistoryand
Literatureof Ireland.” Tuird Edition. New York, 1860.

with all that energy and enthusiasm which
had so far steadily led him to success in life.
McManus was born in Monaghan, in the

northern province of Ulster. The descendant

of a gallant, proud, and unconquerable race,
which in the olden time held sway over ford
and fastness, gray hill and glorious valley, in

the north, Terence was an epitome, so to say,

of the daring, the self-reliance, the pride, the
manhood of the chiefs that went before him.

In boyhood he was distinguished for character
and energy more than for scholarly attain
ments. Indeed, his education was not formed

in the routine of colleges or the philosophies

of schools, but what was omitted in this re
spect was more than made up by the activity
and grasp of a quick brain, which was hearty

if not brilliant, and truthful if not profound.
The discordant elements of the north at the
time of his youth—the contests between the
“Orangemen” and the Catholics—soon aroused
the hereditary fire of his race within him, and
being an earnest Catholic, he deeply felt the
intolerance of the more dominant sectionalists

of that day; and it is stated, that even in his
youth he was present, if not a participant, in

more than one skirmish on the 12th of July,
that being the anniversary of the battle of the
Boyne, and celebrated as such by the latter
day partisans of the Prince of Orange.
But the boy McManus looked abroad and

outside of this factious provincialism for a

future life-track, and bidding good-bye to his
native place and country, soon found himself

in Liverpool, and deep in the mysteries of

mercantile life. His bright brain and active
habits soon mastered all obstacles, while his
energy and personal popularity gave him busi
ness facilities beyond his compeers. His suc
cess was commensurate. Incessant atten
tion to his duties and sterling honesty of

character and purpose impressed all those
with whom he became associated, until in the
spring of 1846 he was in a position of con
siderable commercial distinction. He had
won not merely the good-will of the great
commercial community which surrounded him,
but he was intrusted with as much profitable
business as he could attend to. His commer
cial relations with Ireland were most exten
sive. The forwarding agent of many of the
largest houses in the north and south of Ire
land—houses importing the woolens of York
shire and the cotton goods of Lancashire–
merchandise to the annual value of a million
and a half pounds sterling (seven and a half
million dollars annually) passed through his
hands. Yet, with all these marks of confi
dence, with all these glowing results of his
industry, with all these teeming indications of

a millionaire future, his love for Ireland was
irrepressible. He conceived it to be his duty

to be not absent from any movement for the
regeneration of Ireland which seemed to have
the sanction of the Irish people.

In 1843, when it was supposed that O'Con
nell would “show front” against the govern
ment attempt to put down the monster meet
ings—especially that to be held in October on
the shores of Clontarf, where the great mon
arch of Ireland, Brian Boru, eight centuries
before, had driven the Danes, under Sitric, into
the sea—the Irish of Manchester and Liver
pool determined to come to the aid of their
country, and for this purpose chartered steam
ers. At the head of the Manchester Repeal
ers sailed Bernard Sebastian Treanor, now a

lawyer in Boston; and at the head of the
Liverpool men was Terence Bellew McManus.

[DEc.,
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O'Connell did not meet the crisis as was ex
pected, the armaments returned. and McManus
was at his desk again. Meagher gives us a

graphic picture of him—the impressions of

many visits to Liverpool. He invariably
found him “mounted on a tall, spindle-legged,
black leather-bottomed stool, in a dusky little
room, in a gloomy, vast, overwhelming sort of

warehouse,” up to his eyes in business, at an

old mahogany desk, dashing through “letters,
bills of lading, bills of sale, orders on Hud
dersfield, orders on Manchester, drafts, ad
vices, railway receipts, invoices, columns of

figures two feet in height, policies of insurance
—a perfect labyrinth of business.
“There he was, dashing through his multi

farious business, full of pluck, teeming with
brain, and having a fond, proud, dutiful, chival
rous thought for Ireland all the while. On a

shelf in that dusky little office of his there
was a large tin box, painted in imitation of

bronze, with the initials, ‘T. B. Mc.,’ in white
upon the lid. That box contained his green
and-gold uniform, a brace of pistols, and a

rifle. He never wheeled round on his tall,
gawky, leather-bottomed old stool without his
eye flashing on that box; and as surely as it

did, off went his bounding heart right into the
romantic hills of Ireland—into the thick of a

tempest of fire and smoke—and he was charg
ing and cheering for the freedom of the land that
bore him, ringing out with a reckless ecstasy—

*** A soldier'slife’sthelife for me—

A soldier'sdeath so Ireland's free!'”
Strange to say, these dreams and transports

never disturbed his tamer calculations. His
hand never played the truant while his heart
was on the wing. He had the faculty of com
bining the mechanism of business with what
may be called the spiritualism of politics.
With all his social impulsiveness, McManus
was a persistent drudge, when there was oc
casion for drudgery. He never left until he
was through with his business for the day.

In 1846, when O'Brien was imprisoned for
alleged contempt of the Commons, McManus
was one of a deputation sent to present an ad
dress to him from the celebrated '82 Club.
From this time forward he took a more active
part in the politics of Ireland, at the same
time that his business attention was unflinch
ing, and in this respect he is a worthy and
rare example for young men who, longing to

figure in the world of politics from the im
pulses of ambition or principle, almost in
variably sacrifice all the honest ways and
means of life to the desire for motoriety.
When the Habeas Corpus Act was sus

pended for Ireland, McManus crossed the
channel in the same vessel that carried the
Suspension Act. He lost no time in following
the chief leaders to the south, and was shar
ing their councils in Tipperary almost before

he was missed from Liverpool. He was fore
most in whatever of good was attempted.
Full of daring, manliness, pluck, and patriot
ism, he impressed his sincerity on his comrades

in a manner which never ceased to inspire
their heartiest and most loving adulation.
“Intrepidity which knew no fear,” says Smith
O’Brien, “resolution of purpose directed by

intelligence and accompanied by promptitude

of action and personal prowess, these were
the qualities which he displayed during the
few days which we spent in Tipperary—quali
ties which, if our struggle had been sustained
even for a few months, would have placed the
name of McManus in the catalogue of those
warriors whose deeds have given to our country

.
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the fame of heroism.” After the failure of
the movement he wandered about the moun
tains for some time, and succeeded in getting
to sea on board the N. D. Chase, an American
vessel; which, however, being overhauled by
an English vessel, the gallant fellow was ar
rested on the 7th September, 1848, in the Bay
of Cove, and taken on shore. He was brought
to trial at Clonmel on the 9th of the month
following, and having been found guilty of
treason, was brought up for sentence on the
23d. His speech in the dock, in reply to the
Judge's query, “if he had anything to say
why sentence of death and execution should
not be passed upon him 2'

'

was thoroughly
characteristic of his soldier-heart and manly
nature, and being brief is worthy of reproduc
tion here:
“My lords {he said]. I trust I am enough of

a Christian aud enough of a man to under
stand the awful responsibility of the question
that has been put to me. My lords, standing
on this, my native soil—standing in an Irish
court of justice, and before the Irish nation—

I have much to say why sentence of death,

or the sentence of the law should not be passed
upon me. But, my lords, on entering this
court, I placed my life, and what is of much
more importance to me, my honor, in the
hands of two advocates; and, my lords, if I

had ten thousand lives, and ten thousand
honors, I would be content to place them under
the watchful and the glorious genius of the
one, and the high legal ability of the other.
My lords, I am content.
“In that regard I have nothing to say. But

I have a word to say which no advocate, how
ever anxious, can utter for me. I have this to

say, my lords, that whatever part I may have
taken through any struggle for my country's
independence; whatever part I may have acted

in that short career, Istand before your lordships
with a free heart and with a light conscience,
ready to abide the issue of your sentence.
“And now, my lords, perhaps this is the

fittest time that I might put one sentiment on

record, and it is this: Standing, as I do, be
tween this dock and the scaffold—it may be

now, or to-morrow, or it may be never; but
whatever the result may be, I have this state
ment to put on record—that in any part I have
taken I have not been actuated by animosity

to Englishmen. I have spent some of the
happiest and most prosperous days of my life
there, and in no part of my career have I been
actuated by enmity to Englishmen, however
much I may have felt the injustice of English
rule in this island. My lords, I have nothing
more to say. It is not for having loved En
gland less, but for having loved Ireland more,
that I now stand before you.”
He was then sentenced to be hanged, drawn,

and quartered, according to the formula of the
barbaric ages.

A writ of error was sued out, principally
on the ground that the principles of consti
tutional law were violated. The House of
Lords finally quashed the error and confirmed
the judgment. Meanwhile petitions were in

circulation praying the Queen and the Lord
Lieutenant for a free pardon. The petitions
were spurned; “but Her Majesty [says Mr.
Doheny], yielding to the powerful sentiment

of abhorrence against punishment of death for
political offenses, commuted the sentence on

O’Brien, Meagher, McManus, and O'Donohoe
into transportation for life.” This final sen
tence was carried into effect on the 9th July,
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1849, when the exiles named were sent on

board the war-ship Swift to Australia.
When in Australia, a mercantle friend de

siring the assistance of his talents and energy,
McManus applied for the necessary per
mission. It was refused; and he, resolving to

test whether he was or was not to be allowed
the same privileges which were accorded to

other holders of tickets-of-leave, proceeded to

Hobart Town on business, and made a visit to

O'Brien at New Norfolk. For this offense a

magistrate warned him that he must not again
leave his district, but the Governor of the
colony, Sir William Denison, set aside the de
cisions of the magistrate, and ordered McManus

to be sent to a probation station.
clothed in the dress of a convict, and subjected

to hard labor for a period which, by the
Governor's command, was to extend to three
months. Under the cruel treatment to which

he was exposed, the health of McManus gave
way, and the colonists, who, for the most part,
showed the warmest sympathy for the Irish
exiles, being apprehensive that his life would
be sacrificed, caused a motion to be made in

the Court of Supreme Jurisdiction at Hobart
Town for a writ of habeas corpus to try the
legal validity of the commitment. It was de
cided by the court that the commitment was
illegal, and he was discharged from custody
without any renewal of his parole. He re
turned to Launceston in a very exhausted state,
and his friends there having learned that it was
the intention of the police authorities to re
commit him to prison, carried him off from
his lodgings, and placed him on board a ship,

by which he was conveyed to California. As
McManus had rendered himself very popular
during his stay at Launceston, the exultation
evinced by the inhabitants of that town on the
occasion of his escape was universal, and it is

only fair to say, that this exultation was shared
by the English inhabitants of Launceston to as

great an extent as by the Irish residents.
He arrived in California in 1851, and re

sumed his old business, but not with the suc
cess of his days in Liverpool. It was con
ducted on a wilder and more speculative sys
tem in California; and into the wild, hazard
ous, and desperate style he was too con
scientious to enter. “Hence [says Meagher,
who met him there] his days in California
were days of poverty, and the proud face that
once was full of light, and light alone, now had
heavy shadows crossing it at times.” He died

in the early part of the present year, and
O'Brien has no hesitation in ascribing his pre
mature decease to the mental and bodily suf
ferings brought on by his imprisonments in

Ireland and Van Dieman's Land, and the cor
roding disappointment incidental to a life of

compulsory exile.
His friends in California determining to

send his remains to mingle with the dust of

his native country, their desires were met in a

congenial spirit by a large number of promi
nent gentlemen in New York, Boston, Phila
delphia, and other cities. The remains were
received at the hands of a deputation from the
Pacific shore, and a delegation, headed by

Messrs. M. Doheny and John Savage, was
appointed in New York to convey them to

Ireland. On the 18th October a most im
pressive public funeral procession conveyed
the body from its temporary resting-place to

the steamer City of Washington, and on the
following day it left these shores for the “Isle
of Sorrow.”

Here he was

T E M PTATION.
By hex R Y WARD Beecher.

[Extract from a sermonon the text, “Resist thedevil,
andhe will fleefromyou.”—JAs. iv. 7.]

[concluded.]
II. ExPERIENCE shows that our text is phil

osophically true—namely, that wrong tenden
cies may be overcome by resistance to them. I

have argued that a man has power to resist
moral evil in himself; and if a man has
power to resist evil in himself, he has power to

resist it everywhere else. For it is in theman
that evil is intrenehed in its might. It is vic
torious there if anywhere.

I proceed now to show that experience im
plies what is taught in the Bible—namely,
that this moral resisting power is adequate to

the quenching of evil. “Resist the devil, and

he will flee from you.” Resist his works, and
you can overcome every single one of them.
We are not to attempt to suppress the faculties
with which God has endowed us. It is a cap
ital mistake to suppose that they must be

rubbed out to be kept from sinning. Many
men seem to think that we must pen them, and
lock them up, as we do dangerous animals,
and not allow them to go out.
We must teach a better doctrine than this.

There is nothing given to man that he does not
need. There is no part of a man's nature that

is not useful. Regulation, not destruction;
right use, not inordinate use; right objects,
not illieit and wrong ones—let these conditions

be observed in regard to our faculties, and
their results will be good, and only good.
No man will succeed in resisting evil in

himself who undertakes to do it in a manner
subversive of the laws of his being. There
are well-meaning men who set about doing
what never can be done—who weary them
selves and discourage themselves in attempt
ing to do things that they can not do, and that
they ought not to do. Here is a man that is
proud; and he seems to think that his business

is to crucify pride. Mistaking the figure of
Scripture, which is eminently true in its pro
per sphere, he seems to think that to crucify
pride is to root it out; so he goes to work to

root it out. He sings more hymns, prays more
prayers, cries more tears, and puts forth more
effort, to do a wrong thing, than would be

necessary to enable him to do the right thing
over and over again. Do you suppose that
when God wove the fabric of your being he
put into it one thread too many ? Do you sup
pose that he created you with one faculty
which you do not need? Do you suppose that
when he implanted pride in your nature he

meant that it should be rooted out? You
might as well take the backbone out of a man,

as to deprive him of this faculty. What is a

man without a backbone? and what is a man
without this central element of self-respect?

It is called self-esteem. When it is perverted
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it works mischief, but when rightly directed it
is beneficent in its effects. It is to be, not
eradicated, but properly controlled.
Many think that in order to live a good

Christian life, they must subdue their vanity—
their hankering after other people's applause
—their desire to appear well in the sight of
others. Now, if God has given you a feeling of
that kind, you can regulate it, you can prevent
its working in a wrong direction ; but you can
wrestle with death, and throw him, easier than
you can wrestle with it, and throw it ! It will
color your life, and you can not help it. You can
control it, you can make it take a higher place,
you can say to it, “Here you may go, but not
there;” but you never can throw it out. If

you attempt to get rid of it, you will spend
your time in attempting to do an impossible
and useless thing, instead of doing what you
might do and ought to do.
There are some men that, as the saying is

,

turn whatever they touch to gold; and they
think that this propensity to gain is a worldly
propensity, and that they must root it out.
But you can not expect to root it out. It is a

part of your original nature, and it will more

or less shape your life. You can regulate it,

and determine what uses it shall subserve, but
its existence in your mind you can not help.
Imagine a dove saying, “I dislike this glossy

green on my neek,” and trying to remove it.

It may rub the feathers off, but they will
speedily come green again. It can not eradi
cate the color from its feathers. The sun
flower will be yellow, however much it may
prefer to be violet. Everything will have its
own peculiar form, its own peculiar color, its
own peculiar juices, its own peculiar odors, .

and its own peculiar constitution. God meant
that it should be so ; he watches to see that it

is so; he holds things down in their places,
and you among them, and your faculties in

you. He gives you liberty to control one
faculty by another, but he never gives you
liberty to rub out one figure. The problem
you are to work out in life requires that you
should use everything put into you. You
think you are not doing it, but you are. God
laughs to see how deceived you are—to see
you think you are not doing what you are, and

to see you doing what you think you are not.
You must go through this world with just

such faculties as God has given you. Every
man, looking at himself, should say, “With
just this hull, with just these spars, with just
these sails, with just this compass, I in ust make
the voyage of life.” Are you finely built 2

Are you an object of beauty 2 Do you sit like

a duck on the water 2 It will be compara
tively easy for you to make the voyage. Are
you—the next one—blunt at the bow 2 Are
your spars clumsy 2 Is your rigging unwieldy ?

You need not cut your bow. You may cut it

till the vessel sinks, but you can not change
her form. And you need not attempt to

change the spars and rigging. You must take
that bow, those spars, and that rigging, and
make the voyage with them, as they are. Do
you find that you are built after the pattern of

a scow 2. It is useless for you to wish or try to

be anything different from what you are. God
shoves you out, and says, “There, put to the
other side ſ” and you must go through the
same storms and the same currents that those

of better build are obliged to go through.
Some are built like noble steamers, some like
fine sailing vessels, and some like seows, and
each is to take what God has given him, and

go across the ocean with it.

Now many men are lying on the beach,
whining, “Oh, if I were built so ſ” That
has nothing to do with it. You are built just

as you are. “Oh, if I could change ſ” That
has nothing to do with it, either. Your form

is just what it is
,

and you can not change it.

If a man's power is basilar, it is worse than
useless for him to lament that it is not intel
lectual. The true course for him to pursue is

to say, “I will accept the powers that belong

to me, and I will glorify God with them.” If

he does this he will solve the problem of his
being. Whether a man has large endowments

or small ones, if he accepts them, such as

they are, and applies them to their highest
use, he answers the object for which he is

created. We are not to attempt to make our
selves over, we are not to struggle to change
our nature; we are to take what God has
given us, and make our voyage heavenward
with it. That is the end of life.
Well, now, in order to do this, there is of

course to be resistance in some spots, and so
licitation in others. We can not change the
fundamental elements of our nature. but we
can change the results of those elements upon
our character and conduct. By a timely
thorough, persistent determination in the use

of all proper means, men can resist evil.
That is

,

they can put all their faculties on

good courses. They can resist every tendency

to deflect and go to wrong courses. Of course
easual and momentary inducements to evil can

be resisted; but I affirm that dispositional
causes tending toward evil can be restrained,
can be rightly directed, can be entirely con
trolled. -

Or, to come right to the matter, a hot, irri
table nature may not be made to be an even
and calm one. But a man who has a great
deal of nerve, who is like a living flame of

fire, who is constitutionally quick and imperi
ous, can teach his nature to work in such a

way as to make his quickness and imperious
ness a benefit and not a curse.
When a steed is first brought into the ring

to be broken, he is wild and fiery; he snorts

at the sight of the bridle and saddle; he is

restless under the rider; there is nothing at

which he does not shy; he has no such thing

as a regular gait. But patient, firm, diligent
training by-and-by subdues him, so that he
becomes docile. His original frantic efforts
become nimbleness and fine action. He is not
changed so that he has other than a quick,
sensitive disposition ; but his quickness and
sensitiveness are disciplined, so that he is

steady and easily manageable. He is broken,
not in his absolute mature, but in the way in

which he carries that nature, which is tanta
mount to the eradication of it.
Nobody is without his equivalents. If a

man is very impulsive, he says, “Oh, if I

could be as cool as that man is ſ” The equa
tor is always talking about icebergs, and ice
bergs are always talking about the equator.

If a man is very phlegmatic, he says, “It takes
me longer to get a-going than it does my
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neighbor to get through. I wish that I was
quick.” The other says, “I am like powder,
and 1 go off like powder. Hwish I was cold
like this man.” Nobody, I say, is without his
equivalents. If you are phlegmatie, you have
disadvantages which an impulsive man has
not ; but you also have advantages which he

has not. You have your platform, and he has
his ; and you are not to stand looking and
coveting each other's peculiarities. You are

to accept your nature such as it is
,

and study
how you can carry it in such a way as to

glorify God and serve your fellow-men.
There is a most memorable instance of the

efficacy of the power of men to overcome the
evil tendencies of their disposition, in the case

of St. John. If I were to ask you who of all
the Scripture characters had the ripest, the
richest, the noblest, and the sweetest nature,
you would probably say St. John. And as

such he is always painted. All the old paint
ers, when they attempted to represent Christ,
represented him as a woman, not as a man—a
compliment to the sex, but not to the painters!
All the authoritative delineations of the
features of Christ were more feminine than
masculine. In order that their types might be
those of purity and love, they took them from
that side. And as St. John was conceived to

have a nature characterized by these qualities,
they were made prominent in representations
of him.
Now, St. John had a nature most eaustic

and revengeful. You will remember that it

was he and his brother who, encouraged by
their mother, ambitiously wanted to be raised
above the other disciples, and to be allowed to

sit on the right and on the left of Christ. He
was the one that called down fire on the head
of those who were not of his faith. He had a

hot, revengeful, bitter, ambitious spirit. But
that spirit was so transformed, that, for nearly
two thousand years, the impression has pre
vailed that he had a sweet and loving nature.
His old nature was not lost, but he learned to

control it; and he showed what a nature such

as his, being controlled, could be made to be
and to do. As we look at our rude, undevel
oped faculties, we do not imagine what grace
and glory will be brought out of them when,

by Divine help, and by the exertion of our
own powers, they are brought into right
courses and right uses.
Now, are there any persons here who are

saying to themselves, “I was made with sandy
hair, blue eyes, and a white skin, and my
nerves are outside, and it is of no use for me

to attempt to restrain my faculties; other
people, with less sensitive natures, may be

able to restrain theirs, but I can not mine *
Stop! “Resist the devil, and he will flee from
you,” even if he is in the shape of nerves.
You must learn how to direct the elements of
your being aright, and then you must make
your physical, intellectual, social, and moral
powers co-operate in the accomplishment of

that object. You must use the whole man to

build up the whole man.
Men may go far toward equalizing their very

moods. The disposition to have moods will
never change, any more than the disposition of

the ocean to have tides will change. If a man

is so made that his blood courses in his veins
like tides in the Bay of Fundy, how can it be
otherwise than that when the tides go out he
should be on the sand 2 So long as a man's
constitutional tendency to have moods is un
cultured and uncared for, he will be unable to
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control them, but let that tendency become a
matter of culture and care, and he can keep
them within bounds, so that he shall be habit
ually in a joyful state of mind, instead of a
dismal one. Such control over men's moods
can be attained, but not without pains and
time.
Men may overcome stinginess, closeness,

avarice itself. Not by defending it; not by
saying they do not care; not by building up
excuses out of other men's examples; not by
hoping and praying, and putting forth no
effort; but by authenticating God’s promises
by making use of all proper agencies to fulfill
his commands. A man can change himself
from being avaricious, so as to be really gener
ous. He can so far restrain his disposition as
to overcome the littleness which that disposi
tion begets. Carefulness becomes avarice,
and avarice corrected may be but carefulness
again.
It is very strange how the same disease

stands differently in men's regard. If a man
was known to be afflicted with that most awful
and loathsome disease, the itch, he would be
scouted and pointed at. His physician could
scarcely get practice while attending him.
This would be the case if it was on the body,
but if it was on the soul, no notice would be
taken of it. Now when a man has avarice, he
has the itch stuck in. It is life-long, unless he

betakes himself to rehedies, and is healed.
But even so desperate a disease as that can be
cured. Men must not compare their own
peculiarities with their neighbors,’ and say,
“Their constitutional tendencies are such that
they can easily restrain their faculties from
working in wrong directions, and they ought

to do it; but I am so organized that I can not
do it, and it is of no use for me to try.” I

assure you that by faith and patience you can
do it. There is release for you from your evil
inclinations if you will but employ the powers
which God has given you with which to over
come them. The crooked can be made straight.
As a crooked piece of timber can be made
straight though its nature can not be changed,

so a man’s faults can be corrected though his
natural disposition can not be rooted out.
Men may overcome timidity and cowardice,

so that they shall now appear to be what they
bre. Timidity when rightly manifested is

beautiful, but when wrongly manifested it is

hateful. Where a man ought to be bold it is

hateful, but where a man ought to be timid it

is beautiful. On the field of battle, where a

man should be fearless, it is despicable, but in

places where timidity is becoming it is admir
able. In many situations it is beautiful in

men, women, and children—or was, when
children were timid |

Indolence, carelessness, heedlessness — all
these spendthrift tendencies men may overrule
and readjust.
Men may so direct and modify those two

opposites, that yet always work together, self
esteem and love of approbation, or vanity
and pride, that they shall be wholesome, and
religiously abundant in whatever is pure, and
noble, and right. Approbativeness—it is the
broad road through which God sends angels
down to the soul. The love of approbation,

if wrongly directed, leads a man to want to be

loved for things low and ignoble; but love of

approbation, if rightly directed, leads a man

to want to be loved for things high and noble.

It is harmful or beneficent, according as it

works up or down. And so it is with pride.

Men may overcome passions and appetites.
Not by simply letting the sun shine on them,
any more than great swamps can be improved
by simply letting the sun shine on them. The
engineer, by striking channels through the
low, level morass, where nothing thrives but
noisome reptiles and insects, can drain it, and
make it capable of yielding luxuriant growths
useful to men. A man may subsoil and drain
himself. To succeed he needs to take hold of
the work with discretion and firmness. Phy
sisians and ministers are consulting engineers

in such a work. It is a work which requires

to be carried on in the body and in the soul co
ordinately.
Are there those who are addicted to degrad

ing lusts and illicit courses which they do not
willingly obey, and which they would fain
abandon 2 You may abandon them, and with
draw your obedienee from them. Not only
may you do this, but you may over-ride them.
Hitherto they have been the masters and you
have been the subjects. Henceforth you may

be the masters, and make them the subjects.
God crowns you heir-apparent in your own
selves, and there is no need that you should
ever be subjected to the worst part of your.
selves. Hope, patience, courage, and perse
verance are all that are necessary to enable
you to assert supremacy over those propen
sities which threaten to bring mischief upon
you.

In order that men may succeed in this great
work of overcoming what is evil in themselves,
they must have such a sense of being, here
and hereafter, as to make it seem worth their
while to employ every motive of time and
eternity in endeavors to control the powers of

their nature, and put them to right uses.
They must make the right ordering of them
selves a business of life, as much as engineers
do the undertakings to which they devote their
energies in physical things.
All about the island of Great Britain, on

every out-jutting rock, in every mountain dis
trict, along every river, and at every ship
yard, there are indications of what engineers
can do. Smeaton could take a rock against
which the whole ocean seemed to thunder a

declaration of war, and build thereon a light
house. During many a wild and screaming
storm has the light which he kindled in Eddy
stone light-house shone forth to warn from
danger the imperiled mariner,
And think how by means of immense banks

half of the kingdom of Holland has been re
claimed from the ocean. Now, like a vast
spirit of evil, that scowling enemy lurks,
raging along the coast, beating in every bay,
and estuary, and river, and undermining with
every tide, seeking to regain its lost possession.
But the same watchful eye, the same bold
heart, the same industrious hand which put it

out, has kept the ocean out.
And is there not here an image of that

lurking foe, temptation, by which every man

is beset 2 If you keep out the ocean of evil,
you must throw up dikes of resistance. In

that way you can exclude it; and once having
excluded it, by watchfulness, and boldness,
and industry, you can keep it out. No man
can by indolence overcome evil, but for him
that has a will to do it, there is a way. No
matter what our organization may be, we
may keep ourselves from going wrong if we
are willing to faithfully employ the powers
which have been given us for that purpose.
“Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.”
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P H R E N O L O G Y AS S.A II, E D.

IN an article entitled “The Life Battle,”
contributed to the Independent for October 17th,
the writer, Rev. T. L. Cuyler, steps entirely
out of his way to make a thrust at Phrenology.
He introduces as a topic of discussion the
words of Saint Paul, “So fight I, not as one
that beateth the air, but I keep under my
body, and bring it into subjection.”

In the developinent of his subject he makes
the following captious digression :

“Paul—like other men of emergeticmake and ardent
emperament—wasveryprobablytriedwithstrongtempta
tions to excesses of thepassions,bothphysicalandmoral.
He hasnotchosento let us intoall thesecretsof his char
acter. He knew nothing of thepseudoscienceof Phren
ology,nor would he h toebeenonewhit thewiser if he
had. He doesnot tell us how often “Acquisitiveness’
temptedhim to pocket the “eollections'sent up to the
saints at Jerusalem; or how of en hefell throughthesore
stress of ‘Destructiveness,’his “Amativeness,” or his
“Combativeness.”Suchjargon heleavesfor modernem
pirics in themysteriousscience of themind.”

There are many modern sciences and arts of

which Paul had no knowledge, and as he was
only an apostle, not a prophet, we never sup
posed his ignorance of these sciences was any
evidence of their falsity or want of value.
Astronomy, geology, the circulation of the
blood, the art of printing, the existence of the
American continent, the science of steam and
steam navigation, the magnetic telegraph, the
power loom, the science and art of photogra
phy, as well as phrenology, were alike un
known in the times of the Apostles; but this

is no disparagement of the truth and import
ance of all these sciences and arts. Since

Paul is to be held responsible only for the
right use of the knowledge that was available

in his time, it is not considered fair to blame
him for not having been acquainted with mod
ern sciences, nor to quote his ignorance against
them, and we here and now enter our earnest
protest against the narrow and bigoted idea
that he would not have been “one whit the
wiser” if he had known them.
Now, if Phrenology explains the mind bet

ter than any other system, if its names and
analysis of the various faculties and passions
are more correct than any other which the
world has known, we think that Saint Paul,
even, would have been much more than “a
whit the wiser” for an acquaintance with it.

To show that Phrenology has done something

for the science of mind, we beg leave to call
attention to the testimony of some persons

who would not be, generally, regarded as

“empirics,” nor their statements set down as

“jargon.”
Archbishop Whately, so celebrated for his

works on logic and rhetoric, says that, “even

if all connection between the brain and mind

were a perfect chimera, the treatises of phren
ologists would be of great value, from their em
ploying a metaphysical nomenclature far more
logical, accurate, and convenient than Locke,
Stewart, and other writers of their schools.”
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The late Hon. Horace Mann, President of
Antioch College, who, as an educationalist,
did more for his countrymen and the world
than any other man has done, and was thor
oughly acquainted with Phrenology, as well
as with all other systems of mental philosophy,
deliberately put on record this significant
Statement :
“I declare myself a hundred times more

indebted to Phrenology than to all the meta
physical works I ever read.” . Again : “I
look upon Phrenology as the guide to philoso
phy and the handmaid of Christianity. Who
ever disseminates true Phrenology is a public
benefactor.”

Horace Mann studied Phrenology under the
great Spurzheim, and understood it theoretic
ally as well as any man of his time ; and he
taught it, practiced upon its teachings, and
made it the basis of his entire system of in
struction and mental culture. The world is

reaping the fruit which he planted, and his
writings, inspired by Phrenology, shall illu
mine the path of the true teacher in all com
ing time.
Mr. Robert Chambers, one of the editors of

the Edinburgh Review, who can hardly be sup
posed to be an “empiric” and a dealer in

“jargon,” says:
“To me Phrenology appears to bear the

same relation to the doctrines of even the most
recent metaphysicians, which the Copernican
Astronomy bears to the system of Ptolemy.
By this science the faculties of the mind have
been, for the first time, traced to their element
ary forms.”
Robert Hunter, M.D., Professor of Anatomy,

etc., in the Andersonian University, Glasgow,
says:
“For more than thirteen years I have paid

some attention to Phrenology, and I beg to

state, the more deeply I investigate it, the
more I am convinced of the truth of the science.

I have examined it in connection with the
anatomy of the brain, and find it beautifully
to harmonize. I have tested the truth of it on
numerous individuals, whose characters it un
folded with accuracy and precision. For ten
years I have taught Phrenology publicly, in

connection with anatomy and physiology, and
have no hesitation in stating that, in my opin
ion, it is a science founded on truth, and
capable of being applied to many practical
and useful purposes. I am convinced that
Phrenology is the true science of the mind.
Every other system is defective in enumerat
ing, classifying, and tracing the relations of the
faculties.”
“I candidly confess,” says Sir William Ellis,

M.D., late physician to the great lunatic
asylum for Middlesex, England, “that until I

became acquainted with Phrenology, I had no

solid foundation upon which I could base any
treatment for the cure of the disease of in
sanity.”

Dr. Vimont, an eminent man of science, was
appointed by his fellow-members of the Royal
College of Medicine, of Paris, to investigate
Phrenology and report upon its claims. He
spent two or more years, and went into a most
elaborate analysis of the whole subject; col
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lected thousands of specimens of animal phren
ology, and, finally, contrary to the expectation

of his friends who appointed him, and contrary
also to his own original predilections, he made

a most elaborate and overwhelming report in

favor of Phrenology. What a freshness and
cordiality he evinces in this statement
“The indifference which I first entertained

for the writings of Dr. Gall gave place to the
most profound veneration. Phrenology is true.
The mental faculties of men may be appreciated
by an examinati n of their heads.”

The celebrated Dr. John Elliottson, F.R.S.,
President of the Royal Medical Society of

London, Professor of Principles and Practice of

Medicine, and Dean of Faculty in the Univer
sity of London, lent the strength of his great
name and eminent scientific attainments to the
support of Phrenology, and was for years
President of the London Phrenological Society.

He said that he “had devoted some portion of

every day for twenty years to the study of

Phrenology,” and adds, that “he feels con
vinced of the phrenological being the only
sound view of the mind, and of Phrenology
being as true, as well-founded in fact, as the
sciences of Astronomy and Chemistry.”
Phrenology has met with ridicule and abuse

before the year of grace 1861, by men of varied
abilities, but it is not always that they have
the magnanimity to acknowledge their error
when fairly convinced. We record with plea
sure a signal instance of manly frankness in

the following from Sir G
.
S. MAckenzie, Fel

low of the Royal Society of London, and Presi
dent of the Royal Society of Edinburgh :

“While I was unacquainted with the facts

on which it is founded, I scoffed with many
others at the pretensions of the new philosophy

of mind as promulgated by Dr. GALL, and now
known by the term Phrenology. Having
been disgusted with the utter uselessness of

what I had listened to (on mental science) in

the University of Edinburgh, I became a zeal
ous student of what I now conceive to be the
truth. During the last twenty years I have
lent my humble aid in resisting a torrent of

ridic 'le and abuse, and have lived to see the
true philosophy of mind establishing itself
wherever talent is found capable of estimating
its immense value.”
Every medical man who has within the last

thirty years gained any considerable eminence
for his success in the treatment of insanity in

our public asylums, has not only understood
Phrenology, but been guided by its teachings

in the treatment of the insane. To this fact,
mainly, may be attributed the great success of

modern times in treating that terrible disease.
Columns of testimonials could be given to

the truth and utility of Phrenology from emi
nent physicians, jurists, and clergymen in our
own country and in Great Britain, but it is not
necessary. Whatever persons unacquainted
with Phrenology may think of it, they will not
hesitate to accord the highest respect to the
candor and judgment of the eminent authori
ties above quoted, for they are known to have
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brought to the investigation of Phrenology
the highest intellectual power and the most un
flinching integrity, guided by the most liberal
culture. Nor have either of these men been

devoted to the science as a profession, so that
self-interest, personal bias, or professional
pride can not be supposed to have influenced
their verdict.

The Independent, which contains the article

of Mr. Cuyler to which we refer, also contains
each week a sermon by the Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher, who regards Phrenology as the only
true basis of mental philosophy, and employs

it in those skillful dissections and vivid descrip
tions of mind and character for which he is so
famous; and it is a little singular that the
gentleman whose assault we are attempting to

repel should select as the medium through
which to make it the same columns in which
may be found such brilliant and faithful vindi
cations of this science at the hands of one at
once so able and so celebrated. Our readers
have perused some of his discourses, which
we have copied in the Journal (the present
number, in fact, containing a part of one), and
they can vouch for the fact that they are de
cidedly phrenological, and to them as to us it

must appear amusing to read such a fling at

Phrenology by a writer in a paper which weekly
carries such an able and triumphant vindica
tion of the value and power of the science in

the hands of so eminent a man.
Though St. Paul “does not tell us how often

Acquisitiveness tempted him to pocket the col
lections, or how often he fell through the sore
stress of his Destructiveness, Amativeness, and
Combativeness,” it is very evident from his
own confessions that he was sorely tempted
by all, or nearly all of the lower passions,
though he might not have had an appropriate
name for them; for he says, “When I would

do good, evil is present with me.” We have
often thought, while perusºng his writings, that

if the “great Apostle of the Gentiles” could
have been in possession of that beautiful
analysis of mind and character which Phrenol
ogy gives, he would have understood better
than he did his complex, and often contradict
ory, states of mind. With such a philosophy

to aid him, his great mind would have thrown

a flood of light upon the struggles of “the old
man” with the “new” in himself and others.

In the quarter of a century in which we
have endeavored to maintain and defend Phren
ology against the assaults of prejudice or

ignorance, we have noticed a striking similar
ity in the principal class of persons who oppose

it. For the most part they are men with com
paratively small heads and bodies, but who
have an active temperament, a wiry constitu
tion, and promptness, clearness, and readi
ness, but not greatness, of mind. They have
heard the phrenological doctrine, which indeed

is the unflinching law of nature, that Size is

the measure of power, other things being equal,
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and not being large, and believing themselves
smart, they conclude that this doctrine of Size
the measure of power, and Phrenology, as a
whole, must be false, and they are instinctively
led, in self-defense, to oppose it. These wiry
men have keen feelings, and generally large
perceptive organs, which give readiness in

gathering facts, and an entertaining, pertinent,
racy way of stating them, and though not pro
found and far-reaching in their thoughts, they
captivate the public mind and become very
popular. As teachers, physicians, ministers,
merchants, and mechanics, they are quick,
smart, practical, and useful, use their knowl
edge to excellent advantage, and frequently
become distinguished. But they are generally
surface-men, they follow routine, have few
great original ideas, and do not add much to

the world’s knowledge. Phrenology, however,

is perfectly vindicated in their organization,
when the quality of their constitution is con
sidered. It is this which gives smartness and
activity, and these are the characteristics
which being manifested by persons with com
paratively small heads, lead some persons not
well versed in the subject of temperament to

regard Phrenology at fault in their cases.
Such persons seem to be exceptions to the doc
trines of Phrenology as understood by those
who do not take into account “other conditions”
besides size. Hence smart, small-headed men
have for years been thrust upon our attention,
just as also have been certain big-headed, dull
men, each being urged as fatal to Phrenology,
when, in fact, each is a verification of it when
the quality or temperament is considered.
When, therefore, this objection is made to our
science, or it is opposed by men of small size
but of active, wiry temperament and correspond
ing smartness, we regard the opposition as

quite natural, and only wish to convert the
objector by a correct explanation of his diffi
cuity respecting a great truth which he hon
estly, but ignorantly, opposes.-----------

T.A. L. K. WITH RE A D E R 8.
HEREDITARY PECULIARITIES.

W. Z. Why is it that certain children, in a

family in which both parents have dark com
plexions, or one dark and the other light, the
children have deep red hair? I have recently
seen two such cases, one in which both parents
had straight black hair and dark skin, while
both children had coarse, straight, red hair,
and skin to match. In the other case, the
father had black, curly hair, dark eyes and
skin, while the mother had flaxen hair, light
skin and eyes, a plump and very beautiful
form. In this family three boys had light
hair, and forms like the mother; two girls had
dark hair, and forms like the mother, while
one girl, who resembled the father generally,
had red curly hair, blue eyes, and light,
freckled skin.

ANs. Red hair belongs to people of light
complexion, though we have seen persons with
red hair and blue eyes that are called negroes;
that is to say, they were in part of African
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origin, they had features resembling the Afri
can to some extent, were much darker in color
than any dark-complexioned white man, and
had hair about as curly as the ordinary mu
latto, or half white and half negro. Still, the
child had inherited from its white, red-haired,
light-complexioned, freckled parent enough of

his qualities thus to be marked; while the negro
element, which was not probably more than

an eighth, had insisted upon being represented
by pouting lips, a flattish nose, and very
crooked hair. Again, dark-complexioned pa
rents sometimes originate in families where
one parent is dark and the other light, and
partake in their appearance of the dark-com
plexioned parent, while they carry enough
blood of the light-complexioned parent to

transmit those qualities to their children. A

dark-complexioned man might marry one wo
man of light complexion, and all his children
by her would have dark complexion and wiry
hair, like his. He might marry another light
complexioned woman, with a different degree

of constitutional strength, and his children by

her would perhaps have red hair, though her
own might not be red, but flaxen or auburn.
She might also insist upon giving to the chil
dren her own features, her tone of voice, her
phrenology, her walk. We remember a case
(which we think has been published in the
Journal) which interested us much at the
time, because we had not then given attention

to this subject, and it seemed a mystery. The
case referred to was a young lady with bright

blue eyes, exceedingly white skin, with freckles
and flaxen hair. She was the daughter of

parents noted for the darkness of their com
plexions, and especially for their piercing
black eyes and glossy, Indian-like hair. On
expressing surprise to a friend of ours, an ac
quaintance of the family, we were told that
the daughter, though apparently a speckled
bird in the flock of eight children, resembled
her father’s father so perfectly that her very
walk and tone of voice were recognized as

being like his by all who had known the
grandfather. The grandmother had black
hair and eyes, and the father had taken these
qualities, but he had also taken enough of the
nature of his father to transmit to this daugh
ter the perfect image and complexion of her
grandfather.

Does not our correspondent know that the
Morgan horses, which in New England and in

the State of New York have been so deserv
edly popular, are raised from dams of every
color, form, and size 2 yet the colts have the
figure, action, size, characteristics, and gener
ally the color of the male parent. Are we
asked, Why? From the simple fact that the
male in these cases was, in constitution and
nervous force, the stronger parent, and his
qualities dominaled over those of the dam.

It is a fact that in the north of Ireland the

Scotch element prevails, not because it was
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entirely peopled by the Scotch Covenanters
who fled in days of persecution from Scotland

to the north of Ireland, but because the kind

of men who had character enough to hold
such opinions as would be troublesome to gov
ernment or the controlling power, and who,
for the sake of these opinions, would expatri
ate themselves, would be likely to impress
upon their posterity qualities of endurance,
fortitude, pride, self-reliance, conscience, and
courage. To such a degree have they thus
transmitted their peculiarities of phrenology,

as well as of feature and form, even, that we
can generally recognize the descendants of

these old Scotch emigrants; and nothing is

more common for us to say when we have a

head in hand than, This is a Scotch head, and
one will contradict us by saying he is a native
Irishman, and that for four or five generations
his parentage is Irish. One such case we re
member, and the argument seemed to be going
against us, so far as statements were concerned,
when we bethought ourselves to ask his name, .

and his prompt reply was, “Gregor Macdon
ald,” which name, of course, is Scotch from
beginning to end.
Let such an emigrant as went from Scotland

to the north of Ireland, at the time and for the
reasons mentioned, marry a native of ordinary
character and mental caliber, and his children
would be eminently Scotch; and should one of

his daughters marry an Irishman of ordinary
character and talent, her children would be
more likely to resemble herself and carry the
Scotch outline, though they might bear an
Irish name; and thus, for ten generations, and
we know not how much longer, the inherited
qualities of the strong parent will assert
themselves, unless it may chance to meet some
extraneous stock, which is difficult to be di
verted or combined.
Speaking of expatriated Scotchmen as being

men of character and power, reminds us also
that pioneers of New England, who came
for opinion's sake. furnish another instance of

the power of individual character upon the
posterity and the institutions which they leave
behind them. Let it be remembered that the
weak in constitution and courage seldom are
found planting colonies on Plymouth rocks, or

penetrating the wilds of the West, or throng
ing the coasts of Oregon and California. To
overcome obstacles and conquer difficulties
such as beset the path of the pioneer, requires
all the stronger and bolder elements of human
character, and those who lack these are swept
away by discouragement and failure, or return

to their native land, to curse all new countries,

to live unknown, and to die forgotten.

If our friend is a farmer, he is aware that

if there be sown two or more kinds of grass
seed which may appear the first year in equal
degree, the second year one or more kinds will
seem to predominate, and finally one seems to

run out all the rest. He need not be told that

it is because this is the more hardy and per
sistent species of grass. There are many laws
which pertain to vegetables, which are equally
applicable to men, but they have not all yet
been traced and classified. If our friend will
read the work entitled “Hereditary Descent,”
he will find several hundred pages of facts and
explanations which would amply answer his
questions, and qualify him for understanding
thousands of other questions which frequently
arise in the minds of observing persons.

*



Lo N G F E L L ow.
EIENRY W. LONGFELLOW.

PRRENoLog ICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY".

PHRENoLogic AL CHARACTER.

MR. LoNGFELLow appears to have a full
development of the vital and motive tempera
ments, which give nutrition, bulk, bone,
strength, and the power not only to manufac
ture nourishment for body and brain, but
power to perform the labors of life, physical
and mental. He has a large brain and gen
eral harmony of constitution; he is more
quiet, consistent, and well-balanced in body,
mind, and character than most persons.
The portrait shows a very strong develop

ment of the perceptive intellect. The forehead
projects forward of the eye-ball to the root of
the nose greatly, and the middle of the fore
head from the root of the nose upward to
where it joins the hair is specially prominent,
showing very large Individuality, Eventual
ity, Comparison, and Human Nature. These
traits he exhibits very strongly in his writings.
He individualizes everything; nothing escapes
his attention. He has an excellent memory of
events, and is very successful in coloring his
torical reminiscences, so as to make them ap
pear life-like and real, by weaving into them
all those little events that the general thinker
would be likely to overlook. His large Com
parison makes him analytical and clear, and
gives that talent which he possesses in so high
a degree to draw nice distinctions and discrim
inations in respect to subjects and objects,
while his organ of Human Nature, which is
signally prominent, is the foundation of his
love for the study of character, and his power
to portray it in its true colors.
His moral brain appear to be large, espe
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cially his Benevolence and Reverence; and
while he is a natural philanthropist, his large
Veneration gives him fondness for antiquity,
for legends and traditions. He has a consider
able amount of dignity, strong social affections,
and fondness for home and society.

His selfish propensities appear to be only
average, and not very influential. The reader
will observe very great length from the ear
forward, as well as height of head from that
point. He has a long, high, and comparatively
narrow head, showing great predominance of
the intellectual, moral, and social development
over the selfish and animal propensities, and
the consequent refinement and elevation of
mind and charactcr.

BIOGRAPHY.

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was born on
the 27th of February, 1807, in the city of
Portland, Maine. He graduated in 1825, at
Bowdoin College, and then went to Europe,

studied in Gottingen, traveled in France, Spain,
Italy, Germany, and England, and returned to
America in 1829. During the same year he
received the professorship of Modern Lan
guages in Bowdoin College, and entered imme
diately upon its duties. In 1832 he was mar
ried. Three or four years after this he was
proffered the professorship of Modern Lan
guages in Harvard University, made vacant by
the resignation of George Tickmor, which he
accepted, resigning his post at Bowdoin, and
again visiting Europe to perfect himself in the
language and literature of the northern nations,
and spending considerable time in Sweden and
Denmark. During this visit to Europe he lost
his wife, who died suddenly at Heidelberg.
On his return to America, in 1836, he entered
upon the duties of his professorship at Harvard
University, where he remained in that capacity
till 1857. His principal works are “Outre
Mer;” “Hyperion, a Romance;” “The Span
ish Student, a Play;” “Poets and Poetry of
Europe ;” “Evangeline ;” “Kavanagh, a
Tale;” “The Golden Legend;” “Hiawatha,”
and various collections of poetry. He is the
best known and most popular, if not the great
est, of American poets. He manifests great
artistic skill, almost unrivaled command of
rhyme and expression, and a nice appreciation
of both material and spiritual harmonies.–se-e-e---
CO L. M I C H A E L COR COR A N.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

THE temperament of Colonel Corcoran is
mental-motive. He has a strong, bony frame,
but is slim, with but little flesh, a large head,
and an active, excitable, nervous system. His
feelings are very positive ; he is bold, cour
ageous, executive, and firm to the last degree;
and though he is sometimes excitable, his intel
lectual developments, along with Firmness, are
sufficient to keep his feelings steady, so that he
is comparatively cool in the shour of danger,
and there understands his position, and can
execute as well under the pressure of respon
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sibility as in the calmer passages of life. If
he had a large development of the Vital tem
perament his feelings might swamp his judg
ment, but with his constitution his feelings are
employed mainly as agents for executing his
will and carrying out the purposes of his mind.
He has naturally a comprehensive mind, is
able to grasp subjects of magnitude, and, in
deed, would enjoy the management of a large
business, or a large body of men, better than a
small one. With large perceptives, he has
also a practical mind, can attend to all the
details and keep himself fully advised of every
thing which is transpiring around him. He
thinks rapidly, and his decisions when formed
are firm and earnest; he is satisfied with his
own conclusions, and willing to stand or fall
with them. He is not only qualified to govern
men and win their confidence, but also to in
sure their respect. The weak points of his
organization relate to the nutritive apparatus:
he has hardly power enough in his constitution
to manufacture nourishment for the body and
the brain; is liable to dyspeptical tendencies,
and is thereby rendered comparatively delicate.
Still, organically, he is tough, enduring, and
hardy, but needs more digestive and assimilat
ing power to manufacture blood for the support
of his constitution. This is evinced by the
slimness of his body, especially in the region
of the waist; also, by the narrowness of the
face and sunken condition of the cheeks. Let
the reader compare this face with that of
MacManus, through the middle, and indeed the
entire temperament of the two, and he will see
a marked difference: one was a sanguine, impul
sive, ardent, enthusiastic man, full of impulse
and zeal; the other, thoughtful, persevering,
wiry, persistent, and as calm in intellect in a
pinch or emergency as in the retirement of the
study, so far as accuracy and consecutiveness
of thought are concerned.

BIOGRAPHY.

In conformity with a custom, to which the
wisest and best men have given their sanction,
it will not be deemed inappropriate, in giving
a biographical memoir of the heroic Colonel
of the gallant 69th Regiment of the New
York State Militia, to preface it with a brief
record of his genealogy. While it gives us
pleasure to show that Col. Corcoran is in
trinsically the founder of his own fortunes, it
may not be overlooked that he is a scion of a
stock which is distinguished in the history of his
native land, and never recreant to a cause in
volving principles of freedom similar to that
in the sustainment of which the subject of
this notice is so worthily prominent.
One of the most brilliant pages of Irish

history was written in the heroism of General
Patrick Sarsfield, Earl of Lucan, and the
whole range of history records no more touch
ingly devoted burst of patriotic feeling than
his death-scene. Exiled from Ireland after
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“WHILE I was unacquainted with the facts
on which it is founded, I scoffed, with many
others, at the pretensions of the new philosophy
of mind as promulgated by DR. GALL, and now
knºwn by the term Phrenology. Having been
disgusted with the uselessnessof what I had list
enedto in the University of Edinburgh (on mental -
science), I became a zealous student of what I Gº

now conceive to be the truth. During the last
twenty years, I have lent my humble aid in re
sisting a torrent of ridicule and abuse, and have
lived to see the true philosophy of mind estab
lishing itself wherever talent is found capable
of estimating its immense value.”—SIR. G. S.
MackENziE, F.R. S. London, and President of
the Royal Society, Edinburgh.
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IIIFE ITILESTRATED,
The only publicationin theworld devotedchieflyto the
scienceof humannaturementallyandphysically,appeals
confidentlyto the loversof progressand of mankindto
continuethatsupportwhichhashithertogiven it so wide
a field of influenceand sovasta power fo

r
good. The

combination of LIFE Illustrated with the Jour:NA i.

impartsseveral

New ARD ATTRACTIVE FEATUREs, .

in addition to thosewhich have alreadyrendered it so
eminentlypopularanduseful.

PHRENOLOGY
will still, very properly,form a leading feature,and will,

as heretofore,engagethepens of theleadingPorenologists

of America,whowill explainand illustrateitsphilosophy,
and showits application to all thepractical interestsand
pursuits of theHumanRace.

PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY,

in their connectionwith Phrenologyand with theLaws

of Life, will be thoroughly,but popularly treated,amply
illustrated,andmadeinterestingandprofitable to all; our
motto,“A soundmind in a healthybody,” being kept
constantly in view.

NATURAL HISTORY,
both of Man and of thelowerorders of theanimalcreation,

in its relation to PhrenologicalandPhysiologicalScience,
will receivetheattentionits importancedemands.

MECHaniCS.
As at leastonehalf of the wealthof theworldcomes

throughtheexercise of thefaculty of Constructiveness,the
variousmechanicalartswill be encouraged,new inven
tionsexplained,andillustratedwithspiritedengravings.

EDUCATION
will occupymuchattention,especiallyHome Education
and Self-Culture,and just thatkind of knowledgewhich
theparentneeds in thedischarge of his or herduties,will
be liberally imparted. TIE YouNg, also, will find the
Journal a friend and fosterfather, to encouragethem in

virtue,shield themfrom vice,and preparethemfor use
fuluessandsuccess in life.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLEs,
Sketches, Reviews. Poetry, Varieties,etc.,will help to

makeup what is acknowledgedby our cotemporaries to

beone of theBestPopularJournals in theWorld.
ENGRAVINGs,

embracingportraits,animals,views,machinery,etc.,more
numerousand beautifulthan heretoforepresented,will
commendthenewvolume to all readers of goodtaste.

ALL THESE ATTRACTIONs,

in connectionwith the large amount of readingmatter
which we give, and the extremelylow price of our
Journal, ought to insure us at least,

FIFTY THOUSAND
subscribersfortheforthcomingvolume. Shallwenothave
them? A littleeffortbyeachrenderwill procurethem.

OUR FRIENDS AND CO-WORKERS–
all personsinterested in Human Progress—areinvited to

aid in thecirculationof thePhRENological Joub NAL.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:

SingleCopy,Monthly,OneYear.................. $1 00
Ten Copies, to separateaddresses, if desired....... 5 00
Any personsending$5 for ten copies,will be entitled

to an extracopygratis.
Add six cents a yearfor eachsubscriber in the British

Provinces to paypostage.Specimenssentfree.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
80sBroadway,New York.

Agentswantedeverywhere to sellour publications.
SendforourWholesaleList andConfidentialCircular.

Sentpre-paid by thefirst mai’, to any Post-ºffice in the
UnitedSt.tesor Canada.
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the famous siege of Limerick, he continued,
with increased glory, his military career
on the battle-fields of Europe. Stricken
down at Landon, and dying on the field,
he caught the blood which flowed from
him in his hand, and contemplating it,

exclaimed: “Oh that this were for Ire
land P From this hero, who fought for
his nationality at home, and added splen
dor to the Irish name and fame abroad,
Col. Corcoran—from the testimony of rec
ords still kept in his family—is descended.
Sarsfield’s daughter was married in 1656

to Col. Brown, of Malahide, in the county

of Dublin. Col. Brown's daughter was
married to William Fitzgerald, of Cloon
more, in the county of Roscommon, in

1678, and by whom he had five daughters
and one son. The latter died at the age

of eighteen, and William Fitzgerald divided
his property—still in possession of his de
scendants—between his daughters, who
married as follows: The eldest to Mr.
Gardner, the second to Mr. Kelly, the
third to Mr. Frazer, the fourth, in 1746,

to Patrick McDonogh, and the fifth to Mr.
Dowling. The fourth daughter, named
Dorothy, wed Patrick McDonogh. The son

of this pair, Patrick McDonogh, Jr., was
born 1749, and married in 1777 to Mary,
daughter of Owen Sweeny, of Castletown, Š

in the county of Sligo. A daughter of this "

union. Mary McDonogh, was married to

Thomas Corcoran in the year 1824, after
his retirement from the West Indies, an

officer on half-pay. This gentleman was
the father of Michael Corcoran, now so

eminently distinguished among the citizen
soldiery of New York.
Michael Corcoran was born on the 21st

of September, 1827, in Carrowkeel, the
seat of the McDonoghs, in the county Sligo.
After receiving the benefits of an English
education, he spent some three years in

the Irish Constabulary establishment. He
resigned his place in August, 1849, and
emigrated to America. The position of

º
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emigrants, of even the most cultivated na
ture, need not be illustrated by us in this
place. They all have to undergo vicissitudes,
which are proverbial. From these, however,

it seems Mr. Corcoran was singularly exempt,
owing to his directness of purpose and energy
of action. After some time he entered the
employment of Mr. John Heeney, of “ Hiber
nian Hall,” in the city of New York, and on

the retirement of Mr. Heeney, Mr. Corcoran
succeeded him as proprietor of the establish
ment, which he held until March of the pres.
ent year.

The military career of Col. Corcoran in

America may be dated from his entrance into
the 69th, as a private in Company I (which
has been since changed to Company A). Here

the passion which has been so strongly devel
oped was not dormant. He soon was elected
Orderly Sergeant, and rose by the voice of his
comrades to be successively First Lieutenant
and Captain, receiving from the Company,
during his upward progress, several substan
tial testimonials to his fitness and ability in

every position.

Capt. Corcoran was a faithful servant of

the State in what is known as the “Quaran
tine War;” being then Senior Captain of the
69th ; and the Inspector-General’s return pays

a distinguished tribute to his military character.

In this official recognition of true and modest
merit the Inspector said: “What I might say

of Capt. Corcoran, commanding Company

A, as to his military knowledge, would not
add to his already well-known reputation as

among the best, if not the very best, officer of

his rank in the First Division.” This was high
praise, and occurrences since and recently
show that it reflects not less credit on the
officer who conferred than on him who re
ceived it.
Capt. Corcoran was elected to fill the

vacant colonelcy of the 69th, August 25th,
1859. Since that date his name has been
synonymous with the designation of the regi
ment. It was especially brought forward on

the occasion of the visit of the Prince of
Wales to New York. Col. Corcoran declined

to parade the Irish-born citizens whom he

commanded, to do honor to the son of the
sovereign under whose rule the best inen
raised in Ireland for half a century were
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banished. He was consistent with the history
of the hero from whom he sprung, and the
traditions of the stalwart corps he represented.
It is unnecessary here to go into the details of
this affair. His trial and defense are now
matters of pride, not only among the hundreds
of thousands of his adopted fellow-citizens,
but in the hearts of the people of Ireland.
Nor was it overlooked when a necessity arose
for a display of the American fealty of his
gallant regiment; and here let us remark,
that Col. Corcoran's action at the time was
singularly devoid of personal feeling. Many
of the officers of the 69th were doubtful of
the propriety of “turning out” while their
Colonel was undergoing a court-martial for
what they thought and felt to be an act which
they completely justified. Immediately Col.
Corcoran, in a letter (published in the Tri
bune), implored them not to take him into any
account, but to stand by the flag of the Union
and the sacred principles involved in its sus
tainment. The result is known. The court
martial was quashed, the 69th left for the seat
of war attended by one of the most enthusias
tic multitudes ever chronicled in our city his
tory, and its gallant conduct has kept the eyes

of the entire people centered on it until its
term of service expired.
All through the service of the regiment its

indomitable Colonel gave it unceasing ex
amples of courage and patriotism. He greatly
distinguished himself at Bull Run; and if we
err not, is the only one chronicled in an official
report (see Report of General Sherman) as

having brought his regiment off the field in a

hollow square. A private letter from a

soldier, which found its way into the papers

at the time, gives a graphic glimpse of the
fact. “She man,” says the writer, “told the
bravest of colonels (Corcoran) to form square.
The gallant Colonel said: ‘I have not as

many as I like to do so, but we'll do the best
we can.” The brave and determined Colonel
formed us into square, and so we retreated,
receiving a fresh flanking fire from our ad
versaries as we went along.” It was in this
fire Colonel Corcoran was wounded, which
led to his capture. For some time he was
held prisoner in Richmond, but was subse
quently sent to Castle Pinckney, Charleston
Harbor. He was offered his liberation if he
would pledge himself not to take up arms
again against the traitors. He indignantly
repelled the overture, avowed his enthusiastic
faith in, and devotion to

,

the cause of the
Union, and declared his intention to take up
arms for it as soon as circumstances would
permit.

In the progress of the arduous and honor
able labors which were assigned to his com
mand, Col. Corcoran won the esteem of the
heads of the War Department and the enthu
siastic applause of the United States officers
with whom he co-operated. As the bulwark
and avant garde of the brigade, having in

special charge the defense of the principal
eutrance from Wirginia into the capital of the
United States, Col. Corcoran's command won
enduring honors. Their fortifications will re
main a lasting monument of their zeal and
patriotism, and by its designation, “Fort Cor
coran,” a name conferred by the War Depart
ment—not less than by the watchful prompti
tude and military decision of him after whom

it was called—will carry the name of Col.
Corcoran into the imperishable chronicles of

his adopted country.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING PHRE
NOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED–No. 5.

APPRob Ati VEN ESS.
MAN is constituted to live in society, and it

is necessary to his happiness that he should
enjoy the good-will of his fellows. To gain
that good-will one needs to restrain the energy
of his own will to some extent, in order to

accommodate himself to the wishes and will of
This sacrifice of individual feeling for

others, or rather the modification of it, is the
basis of politeness. The faculty which we call
Approbativeness lies at the basis of the desire

to please; and perhaps no faculty of the mind

is more influential than this ; its effects on
feeling and character are immense. In the
majority of mankind in civilized countries the
love of praise is both the strong and the weak
point. It renders a person weak when it be
comes the avenue of flattery, it renders him
strong when it serves to create an ambition for
eminence or noble attainment. It fires the
merchant and the mechanic, the farmer and the
artist, the lawyer, the physician, the poet, the
author, the orator, and the devotee of fashion;
and those who stand on the highest summits of

moral elevation are by no means free from its
influence, nor should they be.

others.

This faculty has in it a social quality. Men
who live apart from their fellows, whose busi
ness or circumstances almost hermetically
estrange them from society, have very little
culture or development of this feeling. Those
who live scattered and are very little in society
are usually not well endowed with it, and what
they have is inactive, while as we advance
toward a higher state of civilization, to villages
and cities, we find the manifestation of this
feeling in its highest degree of activity and
power. In large cities, where men expect to

meet strangers almost exclusively, they feel
the necessity for a tidy garb, and for the main
tenance of manners that are polite and unex
ceptionable. Indeed, it is next to impossible
for a person entirely removed from society to

maintain, in appearance and manner, those re
finements and elegances which are deemed
indispensable in well-cultivated social life.
The great error of society in respect to this
faculty arises from its paramount activity and
perversion. Like Alimentiveness, Approbative
ness has been greatly abused by training and
the force of custom. While it exists in proper
strength and in harmony with the other facul
ties, while it is directed to proper objects, and
subordinated to the intellectual and moral
powers, its manifestations are not only pleasur.
able to its possessor, but productive of virtue
and good order. Its cultivation has been such
that it is predominant in the character, and the
majority of mankind are thus made slaves to a

perverted public sentiment, to a false standard

of fashion, to fashion right or wrong. §.

is more insatiable than the desire to see and
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obtain a new fashion, and to be first in it occu
pies the attention and engrosses the care of the
wealthy class, while the laboring million strug
gle to keep up appearances by endeavoring to

follow in the wake of the rich.
This faculty should not be crushed out, but

allowed a healthy and harmonious develop
ment with al

l

the other powers, so that it may
blend with them in giving the true shading to

the character. It should have such action as

the reason and the moral feelings will approve,
then it will become an aid to virtue, and an
accessory of morality and good order. In the
training of this faculty there are grave errors

to be met and mastered. In ten thousand
ways it is inflamed without any knowledge or

intention on the part of those who have the
care of the young. Suppose it be large in

the head of a little girl who, perchance, is

beautiful and interesting. Persons delighted
with her appearance and anxious to please her
parents as well as herself, speak of her beauty

in her presence, praise her good looks and
pretty dress. All she says or does is repeated

in her hearing and applauded, which serves to

make her vain and selfish. She becomes mor
bidly sensitive to applause, and literally lives
upon it as she does upon the vital air. If she
does not receive it she is miserable, and this
chagrin excites Approbativeness quite as Inuch

as praise. If she is sent to school gayly attired,

her good looks attract the attention and awake
the partiality alike of teacher and pupils, and

as a natural consequence she becomes the
ſavorite and the pet of all. If she is selfish,
sharp, and perverse in temper, it is regarded as

smartness, and is therefore tolerated, if not
excused. Such a child will be too much
elated with attentions to study, and if she
neglects her lessons, the teacher overkooks an

imperfect recitation, especially since she is so

sensitive to censure. Being popular without
effort, and caressed without deserving it, she
sees no necessity for being amiable or studious.

If she is wayward and vicious in disposition, a

little flattery on the part of others serves to
smoothe her countenance and restore it” to
smiles, when, in fact, she ought to be held
responsible, morally and intellectually, for her
imperious temper and breach of good manners.
When she is old enough to go into society, she
there meets with flattery, seeks it, expects it,

lives upon it. She may be rude, fretful, and
impolite, yet her beauty palliates her defects
and captivates her admiring associates. If she
attends church, her fevered Approbativeness
makes her more alive to the admiration of
observers, more solicitous to display her elegant
dress and sparkling eyes, than to attend to the
true object of church-going. At school, indif
ferent to intellectual culture, she is shallow and
barren in education; in the social circle she
curbs not her selfish propensities, and fails to

become polite and attentive to the wants and
happiness of others; in morals she is defective,§cº
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because she has been praised and caressed
without deserving it, and popular without the
exercise of moral feeling—indeed, while con
travening every canon of politeness and refine
ment. What are we to expect but that such

a girl so trained should become, as a woman,
selfish, peevish, deceitful, hypocritical, igno
rant, and wanting in al

l

the noble virtues of

wife and mother 7 Who would not be sur
prised if she were to exhibit al

l

the higher and
better qualities belonging to her sex and
station 1

We can hardly estimate the influence which
powerful Approbativeness produces upon a girl
whose beauty calls out praise and admiration,
and the consequent undue culture of Appro
bativeness, unless we study the action of that
faculty by way of contrast. Let us suppose a

little girl with a plain face, which has no qual

ity to attract attention or win admiration. Her
mother never told her she was beautiful, she

is not decked with gaudy dress, nor is she flat
tered at school, and therefore she has nothing

to do but to attend to her studies. If she has
Approbativeness, and desires to gratify her
ambition, she sees no way open for her to do

it but to seek excellence as a scholar, and social
favor through amiability and gentleness of man
ners. She becomes, therefore, a good scholar,

and cultivates the qualities which refine and
ennoble the mind, since it is only through the
action of these that she can attain to a position

of respectability. When she goes into society
she is not the observed of all observers, the
special pet of strangers, and is not inflamed by

vanity. To make herself acceptable, she aims

to cultivate and exemplify the amiable virtues;
not expecting to be particularly admired at

church, she has nothing to distract her atten
tion from moral and religious instruction. At
home she has something to do besides to dress
and receive company; she becomes industri
ous, practical, and domestic, and in general dis
position al

l

that a woman should be, and simply
because not being beautiful she was not flat
tered, and therefore her Approbativeness did
not absorb or overpower all the other faculties,

and thereby warp and derange her whole
character.

When this faculty is excessively active, it

perverts every thought, tinges every emotion,
and modifies every action ; it gives to the whole
mind a feverish susceptibility, and makes its

possessor keenly alive to reproach, eager to

gain praise and popularity, and a slave to al
l

that affects reputation.

Like Alimentiveness, the faculty of Appro
bativeness is enlarged by the food it feeds upon,
and like that, it becomes more and more a

ruling element in proportion as one's habits are
calculated to excite it. Teachers and parents
should never let this element sleep in the chil
dren under their care, nor should they allow it

to be lashed into absorbing wakefulness. While
acting in a subordinate sphere, its influence is
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most excellent, like the fire while kept on the
hearth; but when it breaks away from its due
sphere of action, it is like thé conflagration
which becomes the master of all. In many
families and schools, Approbativeness is made
the nucleus of al

l

influence ; praise and cen
sure are the only influences brought to bear upon
the conduct of the young, and the result is

,

this feeling becomes almost literally the only
conscience which the child has, and it would
seem that the parent and teacher thought so

by the constant appeals which are made to it

as a means of controlling and restraining the
disposition. Whatever brings praise to such a

child seems right; whatever brings censure
and disgrace is accounted as wrong. At Thrace,
under the laws of Lycurgus, to steal was no

disgrace, but to be found out was infamy. A

child who is attempted to be restrained from
wrong-doing only by an appeal to his sense of

shame, regards such vices and irregularities as

can be concealed from public knowledge as

scarcely a crime, and is led to think the sin
consists merely in being found out, and virtuous
actions are virtuous only because they win
applause. These ideas, whether based on

truth or error, become their governing influ
ence.

When a child's Approbativeness is large,
that faculty should rarely be addressed; but an
appeal should be made to conscience, intellect,
benevolence, and particularly to the fitness and
propriety of things. Let the child be trained

to feel that no praise has value except it be

sanctioned by the abstract principles of reason,
righteousness, and truth, We are aware that
the great trouble in the training of children is

,

that those parents who have Approbativeness
large are apt to feel that an appeal to the same
feeling in children constitutes the strongest
hold which they can have upon their characters;
thus they employ flattery almost exclusively as

a means of control. Children from such
parents are also liable to inherit an excessive
amount of this susceptibility to praise, and
therefore they obtain an excessive amount of

training in this faculty which is already by

nature too active, and it is not strange that
they become excessively vain. Hence it is

that children removed from parental influence,
and trained by persons whose organizations
are somewhat different from their own, are
often better trained than they can be at home.
Children who inherit but little of this faculty
require training by those who have a larger
degree of it. It is difficult not to conduct
toward children according to our own stronger
feelings and impulses, especially if they be

sympathies and amiable affections; it is diffi
cult to be guided by the philosophy of our
organization, and contrary to our sympathies
and inclinations in the application of this phi
losophy to the training of children, especially
when such a course crosses our path and ren
ders the children temporarily unhappy. But
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we trust the day is coming when a general
knowledge of the principles of Phrenology will

be possessed by al
l parents and teachers to such

an extent, at least, that a great majority of the
errors of education will be corrected, and
facilities for drawing out the minds and disposi
tions in the right direction, opened to the
world—facilities for the want of which man
kind from the earliest ages have suffered, and
still suffer.

NotE.-This series of articles will be con
tinued in the volume for the coming year,
showing how to train and educate al

l

the pas
sions and mental powers.--->e---

PA T E N T S A N D THE W. A. R.

SINCE the commencement of the rebellion,
applications for patents have, until recently,
fallen off rapidly. Our citizens are so accus
tomed to peace, that to them a state of war
seems like a state of anarchy, and a feeling of .

uncertainty has seemed to prevail, particularly
among inventors. Some few, in view of the
threatening attitude of the rebel army in Vir
ginia, have apprehended danger of the loss of

Government fees in applying for patents. This,

in any case which may be reasonably pre
sumed, was a groundless fear to applicants
having their business done through agencies in

this city, as it is not the custom of solicitors

of patents here to send money to the patent
Office at Washington, but the money is paid
into the office of the assistant treasurer in

Wall Street, and his certificate to that effect
answers as well as the gold at Washington.
Should anything happen to the mails, no loss

to the applicant can then occur, for Govern
ment is already in possession of the money,
and has given its receipt therefor, which re
ceipt is duplicated to cover any possible con
tingency. Others have supposed that in the
present state of affairs patents will not be as

valuable as formerly, and have questioned the
expediency of applying, on that ground. It is

true that enterprises in patents have had to

suffer as well as other branches of business,
but it can be perhaps scarcely said that they
have suffered more than the generality of

other pursuits, and this reason if applied gen
erally would lead us to si

t

with arms folded,
waiting for the war to close and general pros
perity to regain its sway, without any sort of

effort to produce that result—or any other.
This is not the way for Americans to treat diſ.
ficulties. Instead of idle imbecility in the
matter, we should look our troubles squarely

in the face, and set about devising ways and
means to keep the industrial pursuits of the
country in a flourishing condition, and to be

ready when the war closes to ride again the tide

of success. The war, we apprehend, will be

of short duration, and then in what condition
are our industrial interests to be found 2

It has been very properly said, “in time of
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peace prepare for war;” we say, in time of
war prepare for peace. When the rebels shall
have laid down their arms, and peaceful in
dustry shall again assume its accustomed tone,
valuable opportunities will be presented for
the introduction of useful inventions. The
very changes which the war will have pro
duced will, many of them, have a tendency to
facilitate such introduction. But suppose they
are not patented. Suppose an inventor waits
till everything is settled before venturing to
apply for a patent. When peace comes, it will
find him unprepared. His invention not
patented, he is in no condition to operate ad
vantageously, and the more diligent, and con
sequently more fortunate, inventor will be able
to take advantage of the flood-tide, while he
must linger behind for his patent before he can
be ready to proceed to business.
We are glad to learn that our inventors are

to a certain extent beginning to look at this
matter in a more proper light than was the
case when the war commenced, and that appli
cations for patents are on the increase, we
mean among inventors and their agents. At
the Patent Office the change is not yet very
great. This is right; improvements in the
industry of the country should go on, and in
ventors will find it much to their advantage to
be prepared for the investments that will of
necessity be made when the war is over.–º-e-e---

I N ID I A N S U M M E. R.
BYT. auſLibertUniteftwood.

FAIR Nature,at restin thisscene,
Is dreamingsweetdreamsof theyear.

Softvisionsof purpleandgreen
Are capturedandbeautifiedhere.

Rosy Light, on thecrest
Of themountain,at rest,

Is dreamingthisdreamof theyear.
While Light is asleepon thehill,
Sly Shadowcreepsdownto thevale,

In searchof theloiteringRill,
To restwhileshewhispersa tale;

But theRill is a-doze
In thearmsof theRose,

And Shadowmaywait in thevale.
The harpsof theOrioleswing,
Unstrung,on the aureateleaves;

Not a wood-pigeonventuresa wing,
They drowsilynodundereaves

Of theforest-roofold,
With its cornice of gold,

Its flags,and its lances in sheaves.

A curtain,whosename is “Surcease,”
From the fingers of air-spiritsnear,

Descendswith a mission of peace,
And quietlycoversall here:

By its softfoldsoppressed,
All theearth is at rest

In thissweetestsweetdream of theyear.----------
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tº getsubscribers—wewill duplicatethem in order to make
their filescompletefor binding

THE Jourts AL is published strictly upon the
CASHSYSTEM; copiesare nevermailed to individual sub
scribersuntil paid for,and alwaysdiscontinuedwhen the
subscriptionexpires. Hencewe forcethe Journal uponnone,andkeep no creditbooks,experiencehavingdemon
stratedthatthecashsystem is altogetherthebestfor both
subscriberandpublisher.

|
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WHAT MOTHERS CAN NOT FORGET,
AND WHAT BOYS OUGHT TO REMEMBER.

Boys, do you ever consider how much that | CAN
dear mother of yours thinks of the kind words
you spoke to her this morning? She can't
forget them She carries them with her from
room to room. Up-stairs and down-stairs, and
yet she is forgetful. She has so much on her
mind she can't remember half the time where
she laid her scissors or thimble. But that kind
word spoken by her thoughtless, and some
times disobedient, boy, she remembers that
well enough. She knows where she can find

it, too. Close in her loving heart it is locked
safe. There has been plenty of unkind, rude,
and thoughtless words spoken, and they knock
hard against the door of that heart to get in

and lodge, but they're not harbored. That
kind word, that dutiful act, covers a multitude

of sins. When she retires fo
r

the night it

goes with her. It cuddles closer even than
the baby on her arm, and when a voice at her
side exclaims, sternly, “Something must be
done with Willie, he is getting so disobedient
and willful,” then comes up from the over
flowing heart to the eloquent lips al

l
the ten

derness of the mother pleading for her erring
boy.
Boys, cherish that dear mother before she

is laid beneath the sod. It will be too late

then ; speak another kind word to-morrow
morning, as you kiss her pale cheek—to
morrow night, oftener and oftener, until it be
comes so natural to speak gently and act
dutifully toward her that it becomes second
nature. If you would prosper in business,
enjoy long life, a happy and serene old age,
and, above all, a peaceful end, cherish thy
mother, and don't forget the kind word!

MRs. M. A. KIDDER.
-º-º-º-º-º

T H E T R U E S P I R.I.T.
MEssrs. Fow LER AND WELLs : I can not

do without the PHRENological Journ AL,
war or no war. I am endeavoring to get up a

club among my neighbors. But few persons
have any just sense of the great benefit arising
from a knowledge of the science of Phren
ology, while other works of a fictitious charac
ter are freely read, and more important read
ing matter is almost wholly discarded. I shall,
however, use my best endeavors to get the
Jou RNAL, and the noble cause it advocates,
into notice here, for some who think them
selves unable to take the Journal spend
enough in one year to pay the price of fifty
subscriptions to the work, and that, too, for
things which can be of no sort of benefit to

either body or mind. For the coming year
you will send the Jov RNAL to my address, as

heretofore, and find inclosed one dollar, the
price of subscription. Yours, for the cause,

W. C.

SHI A I, I, W E S E PA. R. A. T E 2

With the new year, 1862, THE AMERI
PHRENoLogical Journ AL will enter

upon its thirty-fifth volume. Many of its

readers have adhered to it from the first.
Then their youthful locks were auburn or

black—they are now gray with age ; yet it

seems to us but a short time since the

Journal was launched a tiny boat. Its
build was unique, its flag unknown ; it is no

longer a stranger. It was devised as a mes
senger of a better mental philosophy than
the world had known. Its mission has

been felt. Its teachings pervade the best
literature of the day; ministers incorporate
its doctrines into their sermons; lawyers
and judges speak the language of Phrenol
ogy in their arguments and charges in court;
asylums for the insane are blest by its phil
osophy in the comprehending and treatment

of insanity ; teachers have learned to study
their pupils, guide their action, and control
their dispositions by the aid of Phrenology.
The question is

,

shall this Journ AL be

allowed to languish even in war times, for

a want of support 2 Though the times are
dull, can our countrymen afford to do with
out it 2 Hitherto it has been sustained by
individual effort; each subscriber has used
personal exertion to secure another; some
have obtained as many as five or six hun
dred in a year. To such voluntary agents

we appeal. Let each reader get one new
subscriber; he needs no certificate of

agency—his neighbor knows him and will
trust him to send the money. Men are
social beings, and each can influence an
other. Thousands who never have read

the Journal would thank any of our sub
scribers for impressing upon them the pro
priety and profitableness of becoming read
ers of the Journ Al. There is no citizen
who is capable of earning his living, or exert
ing any influence in society, who would not

be in more ways than one benefited by a

year's perusal of these pages. Will not our
friends try the experiment and will they
not make the effort at once 2 At the be
ginning of the new year is the best time to

subscribe. Our terms are extremely low,
and the matter which we print is of perma
nent value. Every volume of the Journ AL,
though ten years old, would read like a

fresh book in a family that had never
perused its pages. Unlike the newspaper,
the value of which passes with the date of

its publication, the Journal is rendered
even more valuable by long keeping, espegoº

Q
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cially the biographical part. The Journal
will be profusely illustrated, published on
the first of every month, and couched in
such language as will adapt it to al

l

classes

of readers. This was the first pictorial
paper in America; nowhere else, twenty
years ago, could be found the portraits and
biographies of men in a serial publication.
Many of the pictorial papers of the present
day publish merely the likenesses of per
sons without, any biography, while the
Journal gives the phreuological character
and biography, and thus maintains those
peculiar characteristics which combine to

make it of incalculable value in the present,
and a rich source of reference for all future
time. –º-º-º-º-º

w Ho w II, L. Do I Tº
THE proprietors of the PHRENoLogic AI

,
Jo R

NAL and WATER CURE Jou knAL offer the fol
lowing inducements to VOLUNTARY AGENTS.
The one who shall first send twenty subscrip

tions for the Journals, for the year 1862, and Ten
Dollars, shall receive as a premium TEN DOL
LARS in books, prepaid by mail, which he may
choose from the list published in the present
number. To the one who shall send the second
twenty subscriptions, NINE Dollars in books,
as above.
For the third Twenty Names, EIGHT Dolla Rs in

books, as above.
For the fourth Twenty Names, Sev EN Dollahs

in books, as above.
For the fifth Twenty Names, Six Dollars in books,
as above. -

For the sixth Twenty Names, Five Dollars in

books, as above. -

For the seventh Twenty Names, Four Dollars in

books, as above. -
For the eighth Twenty Names, Three Dollars in

books, as above.
For the ninth Twenty Names, Two Dollars
books, as above.

For the tenth Twenty Names, One Dollar n

books, as above.
Our friends can send names for either or both

Journals, to make up their numbers, and they
may be sent to any number of post-offices, as de
sired. A list of the successful competitors will

be published so soon as their claims shall be de
cided. Who will be the first 2–-e------
PostAGE on THE Journals.-On the PHRENo

logical, or WATER-CUREJourn ALs,any distance in the
United States,California, Oregon,andWashingtonTerri
tory included,the postage is six cents a year, if paid in

advancefor the year, at theofficewhere received,not in

New York, or onecent a number,which is twelvecents a

year, if paid on receipt of eachnumber. To Canadaand
other British North American provinces,the postage is

thesame—sixcents a year,payable in New York instead
of at theofficewhere received. Subscribers in theProv
inces will thereforesend six cents in addition to their
subscription, to pay postage to thelines.
Wr send specimens gratuitously with pleasure;

but our friendsmustnot be disappointed if they do notre
ceivethe particular numberdesired. We do not make
any numbers to serve us as specimens,butintendthatany
month'sissueshallbe a fair index of theyear,and conse
quentlyusefor distributionthose of whichwe have a sur
plus aftersupplyingsubscribers.

A MERIC AN
W O M A N C A N DO IT'.

From the earliest ages the very best things
have been done by woman. Now that thou
sands of our country men are off for the war,
and the women have to a greater extent than
ever before the home-interests to manage and
care for, we appeal especially to our female
reader-friends to act as agents for the
Journ ALs. Some of our most efficient and

successful agents for obtaining subscribers have
ever been women; and now that woman has
increased responsibilities, she needs more than
ever before the aid which the PhRENological
Jou RNAL would give her in guiding the edu
cation of her children, and the health-advice
contained in the WATER-CURE Journ AL to

enable her to keep her family well, and thus
avoid doctors' bills and death. What maid or

matron realizing this truth will not get one or

more subscribers for the new volume. We
mean to make the Journ AL the coming year
richer in good counsel to al

l

than ever before.

ūſ ( ºr 1 tsp gmi trifs.
CoRR Espondent.—1. Can nervous vitality be

increased ?

Ans. We think it can.

2. Can a recluse or hermit cultivatethe organsof Be
nevolence,Human Nature, Agreeableness,Approbativeness,Secretiveness,andAdhesiveness,without anyinter
coursewithsociety?
Ans. He wouldnotbe likely to doso. -

8. CanOrganicQualitythat is markedaveragebecomelarge by a right course of life? or can it be improved at

all in a per-oneighteenyears of age 7

Ans. It might be much improved,though it might be
difficult to make a greatchange.

T. A. B.-I am naturally extremely diffident
and bashful; so much so as to make it next to impossible
for me to express a thought in public. Where is thedeficiency or excess 2 and what the remedy ? In someofyourworks you statethatthis arisesfromdeficientSelf
Esteem. I think this incorrect in my case. My Self
Esteem is large,and, I think, active. I havean uncommonly large head, but lack force of character. What
organsarelacking? What meanscan I use to stimulatemypowers to theutmostthat naturewill endure,and at

thesametimeconstantlyandnaturally.
Ans. You askalmosttoomuch to beansweredon such

slight data as you give. You mayhave a verysensitive
temperament,and thatmademoresensitivethan is natu
ral byyourhabits. You mayhaveexcessiveCautiousness
and Approbativeness,and small organs of courageand
energy; this latter you confess. We doubt your Self
Esteembeinglargeandactive. You shoulduseabundant
exercise in somemanlyvocation. Eat nutritious,but not
stimulatingarticles of food. Your headbeingverylarge,
requiresmore bodily power thanyou possess to give it

adequatesupport. Also notlessthaneighthours of sleep,

to giverestandquietness to thenervoussystem. It might
be well for you to send your portrait,and have a full
writtendescription of your character,whenwecananswer
all yourquestions. If youwill give us your address,we
will sendyou“The Mirror of the Mind,” whichwill give
theparticularsrelative to suchexaminations.

CHICAGo.— Send for the “Mirror of the Mind,”
which will be sent free by mail, and this will explain
everythingrespectingexaminationsby the portrait,with
directionshow thelikenessshouldbetaken. The lecture
youmentionhas not beenpublished,thoughthe essence
of it is embodiedin variousworks of ours. We can not
now tell relativeto futurelabors.

THE article entitled “What Becomesof all the
Motion?” is notregarded as sound in theory,andtherefore

it will notbepublished.

PHR EN O L O GIC A. L J O U R N A. L.

d
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ºn simts s ºld fitts.
TO FRIENDS AND co-workers,
IN JANUARY and in July we begin new Volumes of .

this Journal. Thosewhosesubscriptionsclosewith the
lastnumber,can nowforward,with their requestfor re
newal,the namesof their neighborsas newsubscribers.
May we nothopefor a verylargeaccession to our list to

begin with the new volume? We will print the man
elevatingtruths,and trust to our co-workingfriends in

everyneighborhood to find thereaders. Now is thetime

to beginthegoodwork.-—º-º-º-º-º
THE JANUARY number commencesthe THIRTY

FIFTH Wol.of the AMERICANPHRENoLoGICALJournal.
TEACHERs, Editors, CLERGYMEN, and others,

are invited to obtain subscribers in the neighborhood
where they reside. Traveling Agents may obtain Cer
tificatesfrom the Publishers,on presentingsuitablerec
ommendations.

SUBscRIBERs may remit for one, two, three, or

more years, as maybe convenient. The amountwill be
credited,andtheJournal sentthefull time.
CLUBs may be made up of persons receiving

theirJournals at differentpost-offices. It oftenoccursthat
old subscribersaredesirous of making a present of a vol
ume to friendsat a distance.
HAving BEEN a member of a club at some

previoustimedoesnotentitlepersons to renewtheirsub
scriptions at clubrates,except a newclub is formed. Our
termsare: for 10 copies,ordered at once(and onecopy
extra),one year,$5; 5 copies,$3; singlecopy,$1.
tº OUR terms aré, PAYMENT IN ADv ANCE.

No Journal sentbefore or longerthanpaid for.

IF you want to have your correspondence do
you credit,study“How to Write,” and usetheAdjustable
SteelPen.
FRIENDs—Co-work ERs—Volunt ARY AGENts,

in everyneighborhood,areinvited to engage in thegood
work of extendingthecirculation of theseuniqueandval
uable periodicals. A little well-directedeffort,just now,
will doubleour list of readers,andthusscatterinvaluable
blessingsamongthousands. May we nothearfromyou?

BE CAREFUL.—If those ordering the Journ AL
wouldwrite all names of persons,post-offices,etc., cor
rectlyandplainly,we should receivelessscoldingabout
otherpeople'serrors. We arenotinfallible,butmost of

theerrorsaboutwhich agentscomplainare not attribut
able to anyone in theJournal office. Peoplewho forget

to datetheirletters at anyplace, or to signtheir names, or

to give thename or addressfor copiesordered,will please
takethingscalmlyand not chargeus with their sins of

omission,etc.

. To get an idea of what a whaling voyage really

is
,

withoutencounteringitsperilsand hardships,one has
only to visit thefine panorama of Capt.Williams,nowon
exhibition at HopeChapel,720Broadway,whereaneven
ing canbepleasantlyspent,andmanythingslearned,for
“only a quarter.”

NEw Post-OFFICE.-A new post-office has been
established in Columbia County, N. Y., and named
“Mount Lebanon.” This is the addressof the Shaker
Society in thatvicinity.

PostAGE STAMPs.-As the old stamps are no
longer received in payment of postage,our friends will
oblige us by sending new ones instead,any quantity of

which will be received in payment of books or subscrip
tions.
PRESENT subscribers are our main reliance.

Thosewhoknow theutility of theJoura AL will work for

it, and recommend it to their friendsand neighbors,that
they toomayparticipate in thebenefits of its teachings.

WE will club with any newspaper or magazine
published in New York, Boston, or Philadelphia.

R EMITTANCEs.-Checks, Drafts, or Bills on
New York, Boston, or Philadelphia, properly indorsed,
may be remitted

&=>- →3'
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Syttial flatitts.
IMPRovkMENTs made in the machinery for

manufacturingGold Pens,and securedto thesubscriberbyLettersPatent,haveenabledhim toovercomethemanyimperfectionshitherto unavoidablein their production,
and also to bring the costwithin the reachof all. Thewriting publicshouldknowthefollowingfacts:
Constantwriting for six monthsis done cheaperwith

Gºld PensthanwithSteel; therefore,it is economytouse
Gold Pens.
The GoldPen remainsunchangedbyyearsof continueduse,whitetheSteelPenis everchangingbycorrosionandwear; therefore,perfectuniformityof writing is obtainedonly by theuseof theGold Pen.
The Gold Pen is alwaysreadyand reliable,while the

SteelPenmustbeoftencondemnedandanewoneselect
ed: therefore,in the use of theGold Pen thereis greatsavingof time.
Gold is capableof receivinganydegreeof elasticity,so

that theGold Pen is exactlyadaptedto the handof thewriter; therefore,thenervesof the handandarmarenot
injured,as is known to be the caseby the useof Steeleiis.
He is nowsellingGold Pens at pricesvarying from 25

centsto *1,accºrdingtosº.e,the averagewear of every
oneof whichwill faroutlastagrossofthebestSteelPens,
Sold by all dealersin the line throughoutthecountry.

Wholesaleand retail at the store,No. 25Maiden Lane,
where all orders,inclosing cashor post-stamps,will re
ceivepromºt attention,anda penor penscorresponding
in value,and selectedaccordingto description,will immediatelybesentbymail or otherwise,asdirected.Address, A. Morton, 25MaidenLane,New York.
“We happentoknowMr. A. Mortonto benotonlyone

of thebestandmostextensivemanufacturersof Gold Pens
not only in America,but in theworld. We usehis pens,
and can assureour readersof theirexcellence.”—M.Y.
Tribune.
“We havebeen in the habitof using theseGold Pens

for a longtime,and havealways foundthemthebestin
strumentsof the kind that have fallen in our way.”—
M. Y. Evening I’ost.
rº
TEETH, upon Allen's system, can be ob

tainedat22BondStreet. Bythismethodtheteeth,gumsroof,andruga of themoutharesoaccuratelyformedastodisplaya perſectprototypeof thenaturalºrgans,restoring
thetrue Expressionof the mouthand original contourof theface.
It is theheightof art toconcealart

positively,asour numerouspatronscanattest.
A descriptivepamphletmaybeobtainedby addressing

Dr. J. ALLEN & Son,23BondStreet,New York.
J. PARRish, 323 Canal Street, New York,

manufacturerof Shºrts,Bosoms,Wristbands,and Collars,
is nowsellingatpricesto suitthetimes:
Men's and Boys'White Shirts, 5.

1

cents: Linen Bosom
do., 75 cents,#1, #

1 *5; and superiormade, to measure,
cut ºy a practicalshirt-cutter,aud fit guaranteed,six for$9, $ 0 ft. and$2.tº Ladieswill find at thisEstablishmenta largestock

of Bosoms,Collars,andWristbands,for shirt-making, atvery low prices.
School of ARt Fort LApi Es, 863 Broad

way, New York.-Miss S. E. Fuller, respectfullyan
nouncesthat the School of Art for Ladies reopenedonMonday,September16,1861.Thorough instructiongiven

in DrawingandPaintingfrom the humanfigure,naturalobjects,models,etc., by competentartists. Drawing andengravinguponwood thoroughly'aught. Arrangements
are beingmade to enablepupils, as soon as qualified, to

receive profitable employment. Saturday classes,forºr. and pupils attendingotherschoolsduring theweek.
Pupils received at any timeduringtheTerm.
Ordersreceivedfor grawingandengravinguponwood.Portraits,Machinery,ArchitecturalDesigns,Landscapes,

Fruit", Flowers,etc.,executed in the bestmanner,uponeasonableterms.

INSTRUCTIONS IN GyMNAstics, containing

a full Description of morethanEight HundredExercises,
and Illustrated by Five Hundred Engravings, by J. E.

d'Alfonce. Geo. F. Nesbittand Co., corner of Wall and
Waterstreets,New York, publishers.

J1 JVew Edition of
How To GET A PATENT.

This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees
has undergone a thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law Entire,

in which many important changes have been
made. -
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.

Fowler AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

This we do most

A MERIC A.N PHR EN O LOGICAL

|

-Reporter'sCompanion. Guide to VerbatimReport'g 1 (0

3b.htrfistments.
ADv ERTIs EMENTs intended for this Journal, to

secureinsertion,should be sent to thePublisherson or be
fore the10th of the monthprevious to the one in which
theyare to appear. Announcementsforthenextnumber
shouldbesentin atonce.
TERMs.—Twenty-fivecents a line eachinsertion.

G UT TA - P E R C II A

C E M E N T R O O F I N G .

JOHNS & CROSLEY,

So L E M A N U F A c T U R E R s,

73 WILLIAM STREET,
cornERLIBERTYST.,

Trip:
CHEAPF ST and
most DURABLE
ROOFING in use.
FIRE andWATER
Proof. Applied

to New and Old
Roofs of all kinds,
and sent to all
partsof the coun- NEW YORK.
try,withfull direc
tionsforuse. Send for a Circular.
TIN andotherMETAL ROOFS coatedwith GUTTA

PERCHA CEMENT; and LEAKY ROOFS of all kinds
repaired,andwarrantedperfectlywater-tight, at a trifling
expense.

JOHNS & CROSLEY'S

A M E R I C A N C E M E N T G L U E,
For CementingWood, Leather,Glass, Ivory, Porcelain,
China, etc.,etc. The only article of the kind ever pro
ducedwhich is notaffectedby water.

WholesAle WAREHOUSE:

78 WILLIAM STREET, corn ER LIBERTY ST.

BAKER, SMITH & Co., Soi.E PRO
prietorsand Manufacturers of BAKER'S SIMPLIFIED

A PPA R A TU S, for WarmingandVentilating PrivateDwellings,etc.,by Low PressureSteam.ºf DescriptivePamphletsfurnishedgratuitouslyonapplication.

G
.
A S A N D S T E A M FITT IN G
.
A. N
.
D

REPAIRING.
OnlyManufactoryandOffice—Nos.180and182CENTRESTREET, New York.

REPöRTERs' PHONoGRAPHIC Books.
Hon. T. H

.

BENtonsaid,“HadPhonourArmybeenknown 40 yearsago, it wouldhavesavedME20YEARshandLabout.”
The Reporter'sManual, to followthe Phon.Teacher
Manual of Phonography.Exerc'sinterpagºd.Pitman

60
60

PhonographicTeacher. A Treatise on Teach'gI’non. 1 00History of Shortband in theReportingStyle........ 75
PhonographicReader. Companion to PhonoManual 25

New MannersBook. Correspondingstyle. . . . . . . . . 75
PhonographicTeacherfor Beginners. By Webster. 45
American Manual of Phonography. By Longley... 50PhonographicCopyBook,with MoroccoCovers 50
Blank Copy Book,Ruled,withoutCover. ....... 10
The AmericanPhoneticDictionary. By Smalley... 4 00

The Book of Psalms in ReportingStyle. By Pitman 1 00

The abovebookswill besent,prepaid,by return of the
FIRST MAIL, on receipt of price.
FOWLER AND WELLs, 308Broadway,NewYork.

GEORGE L. CANNON, DEALER IN

HOT AIR FURNACES, PortABLE HEATEBs,WATER
ANDSTEAMHEATINGAPPARAtus, Kitch EN AND LAUN
DRY RANGES,REGISTEhs,WENTILAtors Etc. REPAIRs
FokTHERAPPowAMRANGESANDFurnaces. No.54 EAST
18TH STREET, BETWEENBROADWAYAND UNIversity
PLACE,NEw York. 12t.

Boo K s.
Persons at a distancewishing to procure any book

advertised in our JourtNALs,by remitting us the amount
of theprice of thebook in money or postagestamps,will
have it promptlyforwardedbymail, free of postage.ddress * FOWLER AND WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

J O U R N A. L. [Dºc.,

Now WITHIN REACH of ALL.

cELE”.ºeless
SEWING MAGHIME$.
FOR FAMILY AND MANUEACTURING USE,

495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agencies in all theprincipal Cities and Towns in theUnit d States.
The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine Companyare

nowmanufacturing,andhaveon exhibition at their dif
ferentsalesrooms,machinesmaking theShuttle or LockStitch, of thesame§.and at thesameprices as their
celebratedGrover & BakerStitchMachines,thusaffording
thepublic theadvantage of comparingthestitches of the
twoleadingmachinesand exercisingtheir own judgment

as to their respectivemerms. This is theonly company
thatmanufacturesbothkinds of machines,andtherefore
theonlyonethatcanofferthisprivilege to thepurchaser.

* NEW .

‘ELECTRO-GALVANIC BATTERIES,
CELEBRATEDFoe.The CURINGof -

NERWOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
ANDsimilar DISEA8Fs,

WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.
PRIcFs, $10,$12,$15, or $20.

FOW L E R AND WEL LS,
308Broadway,New York.

G
.
A. Y S P A T E N T

MARBLEIZED

G U TT A PER C H A Roo F 1 N G
,

WarrantedPureGuttaPerchaand India Rubber,
No CoalTar.

FORBES & WILLIS,
73SouthStreet,and 18, 2 Broadway.

CentralOffice—510Broa way,oppositeSt. Nicholas.
Sendfor Circular.

MARBLEIZED ROOFING—FIXED PRICES.
Heavy PerchaDuck Roofing............ 6 centsperfoot.
DoubleFelt Marbled do. ...4 centsderfoot.
Tin RoofsCementedandMarbled....... 14 centsper foot.

Countrymerchantssupplied at retucedprices.

By mail, 80 cents.

OUR FARM of Four Acres,
and trie

MONEY WE MADE BY IT.
FO W L E R A N D W E L L S ,

308Broadway,New York.

THE PHONoGRAPHIC TEACHRR.
—A CompleteSystematicInstructor in theArt of Phonog
raphy, or Short-Hand.
This book explains, in a mannereasilyunderstood,the

principles of Phonography,and to impartthoroughinstruc
tion in the art withoutthe aid of an oral teacher. Pho
nography is themostsimpleandnaturalshort-handever
invented. By theaid of it anyonecaneasilywrite out a

speech, or a sermon, as it is being delivered. Phonog
raphy is a highlyusefulacquirement to any young man,
no matterwhatbusinesshemayselect. Prepaidby mail,
for45cents,by
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

hEADy R 00FING, AT HALF THE PRICE OF TIN:
WILL LAST TWICE AS LONG.

Requiresonly to benailed down. HEAVIEST WOWEN MATERIAL EVER USED FOR Roofing. Put upon
rolls andshipped to all parts of thecountry.

tº" Samplessent by Express, or a small piecefor two stamps by mail.

It E A D Y R 0 o F 1 N G C o M
i P A NY,

23 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK.
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AMERICAN PHRENOLO

Homes for the Industrious !
- - INGäßT STAT38 (3% º ºsºſ.

MECHANICS, FARMERS AND WORKING MEN.
rTHE attentionof theenterprisingandindustriousportionof
the communityis directedto the followingstatements

and liberalinducementsofferedthemby the
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY.

which,as they will perceive,will enablethemby proper
energy,perseveranceand industry,toprovidecomfortable
lıomesfor themselvesand families, with, comparatively
speaking,verylittle capital.

LANDS OF ILLINOIS.
NoStateintheValley of theMississippiofferssogreatan

induceinentastheStateof Illinois. There is no portionof
the world whereall the conditionsof climateand soil so
admirablycombinetoproducethosetwogreatstaples,Cokx
audWilzar,asthePrairiesof Ilinois.

THE SOUTHERN PART
of theStatelieswithinthezoneof thecottonregions,while
thesoil is admirablyadaptedtothegrowth of tobaccoand
lomp; andthewhentis worthfrom fifteento twentycents
moreperbushelthan thatraisedfurthernorth.

RICH ROLLING IPRAIRIE LANDS.
Thedeeprich loamof theprairiesis cultivatedwithsuch

wonderfulfacility thatthe farmersof theEasternandMid
dieStatesaremovingto Illinoisin greatnumbers. Thearea
of Illinois is about equaltothatof Fngland,andthesoilis
so rich thatit will supporttwentymillionsof people.

EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS,
Theselandsarecontiguoustoarailroad700milesin length.

whichconnectswith other roadsandnavigablelakesandrivers, thus aſſordinganunbrokencommunicationwith the
EasternandSouthernmarkets.

- APPLICATION OF CAPITAL.
Thusfar, capitalandlaborhavebeenappliedto developing

thesoil; thegreatresourcesof theStatein coalandironare
almostºntouched.Theinvariablerulethatthe mechanical
arts flourishbestwherefoodandfuelarecheapest,will ſol
low atan earlyday in Illinois,and in thecourseof thenext
tenyears thenaturallawsandnecessitiesof the casewar
rant thebelief that at least fivehundredthousandpeople
will beengagedintheStateof Illinoisin variousmanufacturingpursuits.

RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS.
Over$100,000,000of privatecapitalhavebeenexpended

ontherailwaysof Illinois. Inasmuchaspartof theincome
from severaltheseworks, witha valuablepublicfund in
lands,gotodiminishtheStateexpenses,theTaxEsARELIGHT,
andInustconsequentlyeverydaydecrease.

THE STATE DEBT.
TheStateDebtis only $10,105,398,14, and within the

lastthreeyearshasbeenreduced$2,959,74680,andwemay

The --

-

sus
1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS,

In Tracts of Forty Acres and upward, on Long Credit and at Low Prices.
PRESENT POPULATION.

The Stateis rapidlyfillingupwith population; 868,025
personshavingbeenaddedsince1850,makingthe present
population1,723,663,a ratioof 102per cent.in tenyears.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
TheAgriculturalproductsof Illinoisaregreaterthanthose

of anyotherState. Theproductssentout during thepast
yearexceeded1,500,000tons. Thewheatcrop of 1860approaches35,000,000bushels,whilethecorn cropyieldsnot
lessthan140,000,000bushels.

FERTILITY OF THE SOIL.
NowherecantheindustriousfarmerSecuresuchimmedi

ateresultsfor hislaborasupontheseprairiesoils,theybeing
composedof adeeprich loam,thofertility of which, is uusurpassedby anyontheglobe.

TO ACTUAL CULTIVATORS. - -
Since1854,thecompanyhavesold1300,000acres. They

sellonlytoactualcultivators,and every contractcontains
anagreementtocultivate. The roadhas beenconstructed
thro’theselandsat anexpenseof $30,000,000.In 1850thepopulationoftheforty-ninecountiesthroughwhichit passes
was only 335,598;sincewhich 410,293have beenadded,makingthewholepopulation814,891,againof143percent.

EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY,
As anevidenceof thethrift ofthepeople,itº bostated

that600,000tonsof freight,includingsº ushels of
grain, and250,000barrelsof flour,wereforwardedoverthe
linelastyear.

EDUCATION, -
Mechanicsandworkingmenwill findthefrceschoolsystem

encouragedby theState,andendow,d witha largerevenue
for thesupportof schools. Their childrencanlivein sight
ofthechurchandschoolhouseandgrowwith theprosperity
of theleadingStatein theGreatWesternEmpire. -

PRICES AND TERMs of PAYMENT.,
Thepricesof theselandsvary from $6to$25peracre

accordingto location,quality,&c. First-classfarminglands
sell for about$10or $12peracre; andtherelativeexpense
ofsubduingprairieland as comparedwith woodlandsis in
theratio of 1 to 10 in favor of theformer. The termsof
salefor thebulk of theselandswill be

One Year's Interest in advance,
at sixperct. perannum,andsix intercstnotesatsix perct.
payablerespectivelyin one,two, three, four, fiveandsixyearsfromdateofsale;andfournotesfor principal,payable
in four, five,six and sevenyears from date of sale; the
contractstipulatingthat one-teuthof the tractpurchased
shall be fenced,and cultivated,eachandeveryyear, for
fiveyearsfromdateof sale,sothatattheendof fiveyears,one-halfshallbefencedandundercultivation.

Twenty Per Cent. will be deducted
fromthevaluationforcash, exceptthe sameshould beatreasonablyexpectthatin tenyearsit will becomeextinct. six dollarsperacre,whenthecashpricewill befivedollars.

Pamphletsdescriptiveof thelands,soil,climate,productions,pricesandtermsofpayment,canbehadonapplica

J. W. F0STER, Land Commissioner, Chicago, Illinois.
tionto
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AGENTs WANTED, To SELI, ou R
Books in everyCounty. FOWLER AND WELLS.

PURCHASEs OF ALI, KINDS MADE
on Commission,by FOWLER AND WELLS,

GIC A. L J O U RN A L. 135

$5 SAVED.—$1 27 PROCURES
Post-PAID SUBSCRBErs. Patent Press and Book for
copyingbusinesslettersinstantlyandperfectly.
WholesaleAgentsand Canvasserswanted.
For particulars,address,with stamp,
6tº J. H. ATWATER, Providence,R. I.

A REMARKABLE Book.
HINTS TowAEDPHYsical PERFEction: or, The Philoso!. of Human Beauty: showing How toAcquire and{etain Bodily Symmery, Health, and Vigor, SecureLong Life, and Avoid the Iufirmitiesand DeformitiesofAge. By D. H. Jacques.
This is an original anddeeplyinterestingwork, repletewith wonderfulfactsand |...} deductions,and presentingmanynovel applicationsof the highesttruthsofPhysiology, Hygiene,Mental Science,and Esthetics to

Human PhysicalImprovement. Our author is noquack,
but an earnestandsincerediscipleof Science,and it is in
the light of a rational Philosophy,and not in a spirit
of charlatanism,that he here showsus how the phys
ical regenerationof theracemaybebroughtabout—how
man may becomestrong, active, efficient—in a word,manly; howwomanmayrejºicein thefullnessof health
andfreshness,andadornherselfwithall thecharmswhich
properlybelongto hersex; and howthechild, well-born
andwell-matured,maygrow up into the ripenedbeauty
of perfectmanhoodor womannood. Everybodyshould
readthe book,for everybodyis (or shouldbe) deeplyin
terestedºnthemomentoustopicssoboldlyandatthesame
timeso chastelyanddelicatelydiscussedin it; but,while
it commendsitself to all, it has especialclaimsupon the
attentionof woman,whethermaiden,or wile andmother.
Illustratedwith morethantwentyplates,and numerouswoodcuts
A neweditionis now ready. Price $1.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

THE PIIRENOLOGICAL BUST,
designedespeciallyfor Learners; showing
the exactlocationof all the Organsof theBrain, fully developed,which will enableevery one to studythe sciencewithoutan
instructor. Jº inaybepackedandsentwith
safetybyexpress,or asfreight(not bymail)

hilliſh to any part of the world. Price, including
box for packing,only$125.

FOWLER AND WELLS, 3.8 Broadway,New York.
“This is oneof themostingeniousinventionsof theage.

A castmadeof plasterof Paris,thesizeofthehumanhead,
on whichthetxact locationof eachof thePhrenologicalOrgansisºš." fullydeveloped,with al

l

thedivisionsand crassinéatiºns,first whº caſiºn'tobtainine services
of a !". tnaylearn in a very short time,fromthis
modelhead,thewinolescence of Porenology, so far as the
locations of theOrgansareconcerned.”—N. Y. Daily Sun.

FACTs For YouNG MEN
And

FACTS FOR YOUNG WOMEN,
On the evils of thoseperniciouspracticeswhich impair
theintellect,affectthehealth,and, if continued,finally in
surethedestruction of bothbodyandsoul.
We havebeenunablefor sometimeto ſurnishthisvalu

ablelittle work,but havenow a supplyon hand.
Price of each,Pºyº. 15cent-.ROWLER AND WELLS,

303Broadway,New York.

VALUABLE Books For FARMERs.
GRAssesANDPLANTs. Their Natural History. By* Charles L. Flint ............... - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - $125
MILoh Cows ANDDAIRY FARMING. By Charles L.Flint. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- - - - - --- - - - - -- - - -- - - 25
AMERICANFRUIT CULTURIst. By John Thomas... 1 25

Horsk ANDHis DisrAsks. By RobertJennings... 1 25AgriculturAL CHEMISTRY.By Jas. F. W. Johnston 1 50

CHEMISTRYIN ITSAPPLICATIons To AGRICULTURE
ANDPhysiology................................ 1 00

DADDon the Diseasesof CATTLE 1 25Country LIFE BY Coprland............. 2 25
North AMERICANINsects. By B. Jaeger.. 1 ºf,
Uses ANDABUSEsof AIR. By Griscom...... 1 (10
ANNUAL REGISTERfor 186". By J. J Thomas.... 80
EveRY MAN.His Own LAwyER................... 1 25
MystERIEs or BEE-KEEPINg ExPLAINED. By M.
QUINBY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 1 25

OURFARMof Four AcREs,andtheMoneyweMadeby it. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... 0 60
PEAR Culture. Its Propagation,Planting, Cultivation,etc............................... ........ 1 25
CATEchismof CHEMISTRY................... ... 0 80
DomesticANDORNAMENTALPoultry. With sixty
fiveoriginalPortraits................ ---- ... 1 25
By mail, post-paid,onreceipt of price.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
- 808Broadway,New York.

THE RACEs of MEN, witH Pok
TRAITS.–Origin of Races,New Theory of Population,given in THE ILLUSTRATED HYDROPATHIC ENCY
CLOPEDIA. SentbyMail for $300.
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A MERIC A.N PHR, EN O L O GIC A. L J O U R N A. L.

EpitoR's Nore.—We had intended to give the
closing chapters of the MoRAL Philosophy, and
also an article in continuation of the subject
“Imagination,” with a review of Herbert Spencer
and J. D. Morel respecting mental elements, but
a pressure of other matter, and the necessity of
publishing title-page, etc., in the present number,

made it impossible. When completed we shall
issue the MoRAL PHILosophy in book form.—e-es---

(for Lifeillustrated.)
P R ID E A N D WO R T H.

RY MEs.M. A. KIDDER.

A TINYleaf,oneautumnday,
Went slowlyflutteringto theground,

Whereclothedwithgrief andshameit lay,
Nor hardlydaredtolook around.

Onewhohadfeltso veryproud
And haughtyin herrobeof green,

Who alwayspraisedherselfaloud,
And nowtofeelsovery meanſ

What couldshedo? Sheglancedaround,
With moreof hate,and lessof grace,

When, lo! shemetupontheground
Her next-doorneighbors,facetoface.

Shetried totossherdyinghead,
(Somuchof pridewasleftwithin,)
“I think,myfriends,”shefaintlysaid,
“Some greatmistaketheremusthavebeen.
It ill becomesa leaf likeme,
Who liveduponthetopmostbough,

To linger in suchcompany
As seemstogatherroundmenow.

I feltthesun'sfirstmorningray,
My cuptheearliestfilledwith dew;

While here,degraded,I mustlay,
And sharethefatethat'smeantfor you.”

A leaf,muchwiserthantherest,
Still green,andlingeringon thetree,

Who alwayslovedtheshadethebest,
Felt grievedsuchfoolishpridetosee.

“My friend,”quothshe,“come downwemust,
Bothyoungandold, bothhighandlow,

And minglewithunsightlydust,
Or find agravebeneaththesnow.

For He whopaintsthehumblestleaf,
And notesthehelplesssparrow'sfall,

Appointsa slumber,deep,thoughbrief,
A lonelygravealike toall.

But whenthespring-timecomesagain,
He'll visit everyleaflet'sbed”—

Shepaused—herspeechhadbeenin vain:
The proudandsilly leaf wasdead!

sº*

MortaL.
He whowith vainand emptyshowwouldrise,
May blind hisown,butnothis neighbor'seyes;
Sooneror later,firstor last,depend,
True worthwill shine,andpridewill havean end.–e-------
OPIUM.–0ne of the curious facts recently re

vealed by the publication of Custom House tables

is
,

that there was imported into this country last
year three hundred thousand pounds of opium.
Of this amount, it is estimated from reliable data,
that not more than one tenth is used for medical
purposes. The habit of eating opium is known to

be spreading rapidly among lawyers, doctors, cler
gymen, and literary men; and enormous quanti
ties are used by the manufacturers of those pois
onous liquids which are dealt out in drinks in the
saloons and groggeries that infest every city and
village in the country.

RemfARKABLE Wokks of HUMAN LABor.—
Nineveh was 15 miles long, 8 wide, and 40 miles
round, with a wall 100 feet high, and thick enough
for three chariots abreast. Babylon was 50 miles
within the walls, which were 75 feet thick and 100
high, with 100 brazen gates. The temple of Di
ana, at Ephesus, was 420 feet to the support of

the roof. It was a hundred years in building.
The largest of the pyramids is 481 feet high, and
653 on the sides; its base covers 11 acres. The
stones are about 60 feet in length, and the layers
are 208. It employed 330,000 men in building.
The labyrinth in Egypt contains 300 chambers
and 12 halls. Thebes, in Egypt, presents ruins

27 miles around, and 100 gates. Carthage was 29

miles round Athens was25 miles round, and con
tained 359,000 citizens and 400,000 slaves. The
temple of Delphos was so rich in donations, that it

was plundered of $50,000,000, and Nero carried
away from it 200 statues. The walls of Rome
were 13 miles round.

—º-e-e-º
Forks.-Forks came into England for the first

time in the reign of James I. ; prior to that pe
riod, people used their fingers, as Oriental nations
do to this day. There is an allusion to this fact

in an old book entitled “Coryat's Crudities, hast
ily gobbled up in Five Months' Travells in France,
Savoy, Italy, Rhoetia (commonly called the Grisons
country), Helvetia (Switzerland), some parts of
High Germany and the Netherlands.” The au
thor of this book describes a custom among the
Italians, “not used in any other country.” He
says: “The Italians, and also most strangers in

Italy, do always at their meals use a little forke
when they cut their meate; for while with their
knife, which they hold in one hand, they cut the
meate out of the dish, they fasten their forke,
which they hold in the other hand, upon the same
dish. * * * This form of feeding is

,
I under

stand, generally used in all places in Italy, their
forkes being for the most part of yron or steele,
and some of silver, but these are used only by
gentlemen. The reason of this their curiosity is

,

because the Italian can not by any means en
dure to have his dish touched with fingers.” Rid
icule directed its shafts against forks when they
were first brought into England. Beaumont and
Fletcher cast their jokes at the “fork-carving
traveler;” and Ben Jonson makes one of his char
acters allude to “the laudable use of forks,
brought into custom here as they are in Italy, to

the sparing of napkins.”–º-º-º-º-º
DEAN RAMsAY, in his “Reminiscences of Scot

tish Life and Character,” tells us of an old lady
who liked a party at quadrille, and sent out her
servant every morning to invite the ladies required

to make up the game, and her directions were
graduated thus: “Nelly, you’ll ging to Lady
Carnegy's, and mak my compliments, and ask the
honor of her ladyship's company, and that of the
Miss Carnegies, to tea this evening; and if they
canna come, ging to the Miss Mudies, and ask
the pleasure of their company; and if they canna
come, you may ging to Miss Hunter, and ask the
favor of her company; and if she canna come,
ging to Lucky Spark, and bid her come.”

[DEC., 1861.

The ILLUstrated PHRENological AND PHYs
Iological ALMANAc For 1862,containing, besides the
usualcalendarmatter, a greatnumber of portraits of emi
mentpersons,with their historyand character;also,arti
cles on healthand other interestingtopics, is now ready.
Price, by mail,postageprepaid by thepublishers, 6 cents
single, or $1 for twenty-fivecopies. Usual terms to the
trade. Ordersmaybesent in at once. AddressFowlee
ANDWELLs,308Broadway,New York.-º-º-º-º
Corn Bread.—A few years since, half the bread

eaten in New England was made of corn and rye
meal; new the majority of families see nothing but
wheat bread, except on very rare occasions, from
one year to another. The farmers of the West and
the planters of the South live on corn bread, and
sell their wheat to us, because corn bread costs
only half, or less than half, as much as wheat
bread. Yet there are thousands of poor families

in New England who do not know one week where
the next week's supplies are to come from, who
would feel a sort of degradation in living on corn
bread; and if they resort to it occasionally, eat
slyly and by stealth, that it may not be known
they are so poor as to live on Indian meal.
There is a mistake in this. There is nothing

more palatable than corn meal properly cooked.
There is a variety of articles for the table that
may be prepared from it, that are highly tooth
some, and will be preferred to anything else by

many people, almost universally by the children.
Here is an opportunity for considerable economy,
and one at the same time productive of health.
Let Indian meal be partially substituted for flour,
and the expenses of the table can be very consid
erably reduced by this one change.—Springfield
Republican. --e-e---
Colleges IN THE UNITED STATEs.-By the

annual statement just printed, it appears that in

forty-seven colleges of the land there are 8,540
students, of whom 3,082 are professors of religion.
There were during the last year 492 hopeful con
versions. There were 987 who intend to become
ministers. According to the fullest report we
have ever seen, there were 122 colleges in the
United States, of which 113 are Protestant and 9

Roman Catholic. O
f

the Protestant colleges, 16

are controlled by the Baptists, 13 by Methodists,

8 by the Episcopalians, some 11 by the Congrega
tionalists, 2 by the Unitarians, and 1 by the Uni
versalists, and the remainder by the various
branches of the Presbyterians. Of all the col
leges, 15, or about one eighth of the whole, are
situated in New England. The Free States have

65 of the colleges, and the Slave States 57.--→-->e---

A Little girl, showing her little cousin, about
four years old, a star, said, “That star you seeup
there is bigger than this world.” “No, it aint,”
said he. “Yes, it is.” “Then why don't it keep
the rain off?”—-º-º-º-º
LoRD BRoadLANDs, who was a fast man, once

asked dear old Mr. Justice Mellow, of convivial
memory, if there was any truth in that old saying,
“As sober as a judge.” It was a good hit, and
we all laughed heartily at it. “It is perfectly
true,” replied the judge, “as most of those old
saws are. They are characteristic, at least; for
sobriety is the attribute of a judge, as inebriety

is of a nobleman. Thus we say, “As sober as a

judge,’ and “...dsdrunk as a lord.’”
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